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H
Harfleur, Ir-fldr

Hargreaves, hAr’grdvz
Haring, ha ring
Hariri, ha rdrd
Harlaw, hurls'
Harlebeke. hlr'le-ba-ko
Harley, bar li

Harlingen, hArlingen
Harmonia, har nidnl-a
Harmonica, hlr-mon'i-ka
Harmotome, hlFnio-tAin
Harpocrates, har-pnk'ra-tdz
Harpsichord, harp'si-konl
Harrogate, ha'ro-gst
Hartebeest, hlr'tdliAst
Hartlepool, hllrt'l-pol

Hartmann von Aue, hArt-
mSn fon-oit'd

Harun al Jtashid, ha-rOn' 11
ra-shftd'

Harwich, ha’rich
Harz, harts
Uasdrubal, hsa'dru-bal
Haslingden, haziiug-den
Hastings, has'tingz
Hatxfeld, hatsfelt
Hauff, houf
Hauser, hou'zdr
Hautboy, d'boi
Hautolisse, dt'lis

Hauy, A-U-e
Hauyne, ha'q-ln
Havana, ha van'a
Havel, ha'vel
Havelock, hav'lok
Havre, A-vr
Hawaii, hA-wI'd
Hawarden, hgr'den
Hawick, ha'Uc
Hawke, h*k
Bawkesworth. links'wdrth
Haydn, hl'dn
Haynau, hl'uou
Hayti, hi W
Hazarlbsgh, ha-zAr-d-biff'
Hazebrouck, li bruk
Heanie, hern
Hebe, Ml*
Heber, bi'Mr
Hdbert, A-bAr
Hebrides, heb'ri-dds
Hebron, Mltron
Hecatseus, hek a td'ns
Hecate, hek'a-td
Hecuba, hek'Q-ba
Hedera, hadVra
Hedysanun, be-dis'a-ram

Heemskerk, hitnx'kerk
Heeren, hft'rfen

Hegel, hi gt

HeMelberg. hFdl-bdrA
g^wheim, hl'dn him
IMlfarona. hilbroo

iSSSc? Mnrik

a&ssrwrte-bvA

Helena (personal name),
he'le*na

Helena (island), he-16'na
Helenus, hel e*nus
Heliacal, he-li'a-kal

Helicid*. he-lls'i dc
Heliers (St.), hel >. rz

Heliodorua, hd-li-n-do'rus

Ileliogabalus, ho-li-o-gab'a-

lus
Heliopolis, hd-ll-op'o-lis

Helios. hd li-os

Heliotrope, hd'lJ-o trAp
Helle, hello
Hellebore, hel’c-bAr
Hellevoetsluis, hei'vut-slois

Heluistcdt, hehn'stct
Helmund, hel'iuund
Heloise, el-o-dx

Helvellyn, hel vd'in
Helvetii, hel-ve'ahi I

Helvdtius, el-v£ si-Us

Helvoetsluis, hel'vgt-slois
Hemnns, hd'irmnz
Homimetabola, he-mi-me-

tab'o-la

Hemiptera, he-mip'te-ra
Hemorrhoids, hem'-o rohlz
Hemsterhuis, hcm'ster-hols
Henequen, en-e ken'
Hengist, hen'gist
Hengstenberg, heng'stcn-
berA

Hennebont. en-boh
Hennegau, hen'e-gou
Hennepin, en-pah
Hepatic®, he pat'i-sd

Hepatitis, hen-a-trtis
Hepha&stion, iie-fda'ti-on

Hephestus, he fes'tus

Heppcnheim, hup'en-blm
Heracles, he'ra-kldz
Heracleum, he-ra-kld'um
Heraclid®, he ra kll'dd
Heraclitus, he-ra-kll'tus
Heraclius, he-ra-klTus
Herat, he-rat'
Hdrault, a-rd
Hdrault de Hdchellea, A-rt d6
sa-shel

Hcrbelot, erb-IA
Herculaneum, her-kQ-lA'nd-

Ulll

Hercules, her'kfi-ldx

Hereford, he're -ford
Heriot, he'ri-ot

Herisau, ha're-zou
Hermandad, ermAn-dad'
Hermannstadt, her'mlnstlt
Hermaphrodite, hermafro-

dlt
Hermes, her'mfiz
Hermosillo, her-md adl'yd

Hemdeanri. heFnd-sAn
Herod Antipas, he'rod sn'fcl-

pas
Herodes sttiens, he-rd'ddz

st'ti-kns
Herudian, he-rd'di-an
Herodotus, he-rod'o-tus
Hdroid, i-rold
Herrera, er-ri'r*

Herschel, her'shel

Hersfeld, hers'felt

Herzegovina, hert -se-go-
vd'nA

Herzen, hert'sen

vii

Herzog, hAFtxAA
Hesiod, hd'xi-od
Hesperides, hes-per'iddx
Hesperus. hes'pe-rus
Hesse hes
Hesychasts, hes'l-kasts

Hesychius, he sik'i-us

lietiers, he-td'ra
lleuglin, hnig'lin
Hevea, hev esh
Hexapla, heks'a-pla
Hexham, heks am
Heyne, lil'nd

lieyse, hl'xd

Hlckes, hiks
Hidalgo, 6-dAl'gfl

Hierajmlis, hi-or-ap'o-lls

HJero, hl'd-rft

Hieronymus, hl-e-ron'I-miis
Hilarion, hi-Ia'ri-on

Hilary, hil'a-ri

Hildburghauson, hilt'bqrA-

hou-zn
Hildesheim, liil'des him
Hinmlays, hi-mllu-ya
Himera, him'e-ra
Hindley, hlnd'ii
Hiogo, hi-d'g6
Hipparchus hlp-paFkus
Hipparion, nin-jia'ri-on

Hippocrates, nlp-pok'ni-tAz
Hippocrene, hip-p(»-krfi'nfi

Hippodamia, hip-po-da-ml'a
Hippolytus, nip-iKd'l-tus
Hippomane, hip-jKim'an-6
Hipponax, hip-itd'nax
Hfpponoiis, hip-jKin'o-us

Ilippurites, hlp-jiQ-rl'tfiz

Hirschberg, hirsh'berA
Hispaniola, hls-pa-ni-O'la

lliasar, hU-slF
Hitopadesa, hit-^pa-dl'sha
Hivuoa, hi va-0'a
Uoadly, hfaHi
Hobart, hO'blrt
llobtHsma, hob'be-ma
Hobbes, hobz
Uol»oken, hO'bo-ken or hO-
lai'ken

Hoche, Ash
Hochheim, Ubhlilm
Hochkirrh, hdh'klrh
Hochstldt, liM'stet

I Hoeven, hWvti

I

Hof, hAf
Hogarth, hog'srth
Hohenlinden, hA en lln'don
Hohenlohe, hA'en-lb (s

Hohenstaufen, hA'en stou-fn
Hohenstein, htfen-stln
Hohenzollern, h^en-tsol'Arn
Hokitika, ho-ki-M'ks
Hoi bach, hol'blA
Holbein, hol'bln
Holl>orn, hf/bom
Hollnshed, hol'in-shed
Holies, holx
Holmes, hdmz
Holoptychius, ho-lop-tik'i-ua

Holstein, hol'stln
Homoeopathy, ho-mfi-op'a-

Homburg - vor - der • Hdhe,
hom'burA-fdr-dAr h£-e

Homoousian, b6-m&-ou xi-an
Honan, b6-nln'

|

Honawar, bo-na-wlF I

Honduras, hon-dtt'ria
Hontteur, oh-fl^r
Houlton, hon'i-tun
liontheim, hon tira

Hooch, hOA
Hooft, hdft
Hotigeveen, hfi'gd-vftn

Hoorn, hAm
Horse, ho re
Horstll, ho ra'shl-I

Uoratlus Codes, liA-rA'shus
kok'ler.

Iloratius Flaccus, hO-rA'shus
llnk-kus

Hbrdo, hAFdA
Hordeolum, hor-de'o-lum
llorgen, hor'gen
Hornblende, horn'blend
Horsham. liOFsam
Horsley, hors'll

Ilosea, hA'sO-a
Houghton, liA'tun

Hounslow, houn'sld
Iiou]H5, lits'gie

liouris, hou'rix, hb'riz
Houssa, lions'sa
Houston, hous'tun or libs'tun

Hoveden, hdv'den
Howe, hou
Howells, hou'elz
Howrali, hou r!
Howth, hAth
libxter. hAks'tdr
Iliihli, hb'l)16

Hue. iik

lluddersfleld, hud'Arx-ffild
Huelvn, g-dVa
Hneaca, g es'kl
Huet, U-a
Hughes, hfiz

Hugli, hog'll

Hugo, ti-go

Huguenots. hO'ge-nots
Hulsean, hul-s6

ran
Humbert, huni'bert
Humboldt, hum'bolt
Humerus, hQ'me-rus
Hungary, hung'ga-ri
Hunlngen, hg'ning-en
Hunstanton, hun'stan-tun
Hurdwar, hurd-wttF
Hus, hbs
Husch, hOsh
Husum, IiO'zgm
Huy, wd
Huygens, hoi'gens
Huysum, hoi'sgm
Hyades, hVa dfez

Hydatid, hid'a-tid
Hyderaimd, hi-d^r-l-bad'
Hydrangea, hl-dran'lfc-a

Hydrowle, hl'dro-sfll

Hydrothorax
,
hi-drA-thA'ruks

Hydroma, hl-dro-zd'a
Hyferes, d-Ar
Hygieia, hl-il-d'ya

Hygiene, hi ji-dn

Hyueosaurus, hI-16-o-sg'rus

Hymettus, hi-met'us
Hyperbola, hl-pdFbo-la
Hyperbole, hi-pdFbo-li
Hyperboreans, hl-pdr-bO'rd

Hyperides, hl-pdr-I'ddx

Hyperion, hl-pdr-I'on or hi-

pd'ri-on
Hypersthene, hl-pdrs'tbdn
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H^poohondrluis, hip-o-kon«

Hypothec, hi-poth'ek
Hyptipyle, hlp-sip'i-16

Hyracotherium, hl-ra-kO-
thd'rl-um

Hyrcanus, hir-ki'nus
Hythe, hlth

I

Iamblichus, I-am'bli-kui
Ianthina, i-an'thi-na
Ibadan, lb-k-dkn'
Ibague, 6-bk-ga'
Iberis, i-bfi'ris

Iblcui, iVi-kwi
Ibycua, U/i-kus
loa, 6'kk
Iceni, I-s6'nI

Ich DJen, 6h dfin

Ichthyopsida. ik-thi-op'si-da

IchthyornU. ik-thi-or'nis

ichthyosis, ik-thl-6'sis

Ichthys, lk'this

Idea, I'sl-ka

Icolmkill. I-kflm-kir
Ictinus, ik-ti'nus

Idaho, I'da-hO
Iddesleigh, Ids'll

Ideler, e*d6-ler
Idocrase. I'd6-kr&s
Idomeneus, I-dom'en-Qs
Ielsk, ylsk,
Iesi, yft'sft

Iglau, fi'glou

Iglo, ig-16'

Igualada, 6-gwk-lk'dk
Iguana, i-gwk'na
Ihlaiig-ihlang, (Hang-Slang
Ihre, 8're

Ile-de-France, 61-dMrklis
Ilfracomlw, il'fru-kom
lllthyla, i-ll-thl'a

Ilkeston, ilks'tun

Illampu, 61-ykm-pO'
Illapel, 61-ya-pel'

IUe-et-Vilaine, 61-e-vi-lan

Illimani, 61-yi-mk'n6
Illinois, iri-nol or -noli
Illuminati, ll-lo-mi-n&'ti

Ilmenau, ll'men-ou
Ilorin, il-o-rtn'

Jmaro, J-mkm'
Imaus. i-m&'us
Impetigo, lm-pe-tl'gfi

Imprimatur, im-prT-m&'tur
Inachus, lu'a-kus
Inagua, in-a'gua
Inaja, in-a-Jft'

Inchbald, insh'bgld
Inchcolm, lnsh-kOm'
Inchkeith, insh-k6th'
In Coma Domini, in sfi'na

dom'i-ni
Incubus, inTcfi-bus
Incunabula, ln-kQ-nab'u-la
Indictment, in-dit'ment
Indigirka, in-di-gir'kk

lndre, afidr
Indre-et-Loire, abdr-e-lwkr
Infante, in-fhn't&
Ingelow, in'je-10

Ingemann, ing'e-mkn
Inglis, ing

>
gls

Ingolstadt, ing'ol-stkt

Ingres, afi-gr

Inhambane, in-ykm-bk'ne
Innsbruck, inz'bruk
Inowrazlaw, 6-nov-rtiU'lUv
Insectivora, in-sek-tiv'o-ra

lnsessores, in-ses-sd'rez

Intaglio, in-tal'yO

Intermezzo, in-tAr-met'sd
Invalides, ah-vk-l&d
Inveraray, in-v6r-a'ri

Invercargill, in-v6r-kkr>gil'

Inverkeithiug, iu - v6r - ke' -

thing
Iodoform, I-od'o-form

I Iophon. I'o-fon

Iowa, i'o-wa
Ipecacuanha, ip-e-kak-Q-an'
Iphicrates, if-ik'ra-tfiz

Iphigenia, if-i-jen-I'a

Ipsambool, ip-sam'bbl
Ipswich, ip'sich
Iquique, i-kfi'kk
Jrsde, J-rtt'd 1

Irak Ajemi, ir'ak aj'e-mi
Irenseus, I-re-n8'us
Irene, I-r6'n8

Irlartea, ir-i-kr-t6'a

Iridacew, I-rl-d&'s6-6

Iridosmlne, l-ri-dos'min
Iritis, i-ri'tis

Iroquois, i'ro-kwol
Irrawadi, ir-rk-wk'di
Irvine, Sr'vin
Issbus, 1-sS'us

Isaiah, I z&'yk
Isar, e'zkr

Ischia, is'ki>k

Ischium, is'ki-um
Ischl, 6'shl

Iseo, 6-s&'6

Is&re, 6-sar
Iserlohn, e'z6r-15n

Isis, I sis

Islam, is-lkm'

Islay (Peru), is'll

Islay (Hcotland), I'l&

Islington, is'ling-tun
Ismallia, is-mk-e'Kj a
Isochronism, i-sok'ron-izm
Isocrates, I-sok'ra-fcfiz

Isomerism, i-som'8r-izm
Isonandra, 1-so-nan'dra
Isopod a, I-sop'o-da

Ispahan, is-pk-hkn'
Issoire, is-war
Issoudun, is-o-dUb
Ithaca, ith'a-ka
lturaea, it-u-r6'a

i

lturbide, S-tqr'bS-dk

Itsehoe, it'se-hd

Ivi$a, S'vl-sk

a Ivrea, iv-r&'k

Ivry-la-Bataille, 6v-r$-lk-bk-
ta-y6

Ivry-sur-Seine, Sv-rS-siir-stn
Ixion, ik-si'on

Ixodes, ik-sfi'dfix

iyux, 5'ingk*
lsucar, i-zq-kkr'

J

Jabalpur, Ja-bal-pttr'

Jabiru, jab'i-rb

Jacamar. Jak-a-mkr/

Jacana, jak'a-na
Jacare, jak'a-ra
Jacitara, ia-si-tk'rk

Jacobabad, ja-kob-U-hkd'
Jacobean, Ja-ko-be'an or la-

c6'b6-an
Jacobi, yk-kd'bS
Jacobs (Uerrnan), ykk'ops
Jacquard, zhkk-kr
Jacquerie, zhkk-r&
Jade, Jahde, yk'dfi

Jaen, Ak-en'
Jagannktha, jag-an-nktTia
Jkgerndorf, yft'gferu-dorf

Jaghire, jag'hSr
Jaguar, ja-gwkr'
Jaisalmer, jk-sal-mkr7

Jalandhar, jal-an-dhar'
Jalapa, Ak-lk'pk
Jalaun, ja-lk'un
Jalesar, ia-la'sar

Jalisco, Afc-lis'kft

Jalpaiguri, jal-pl-gy-r^
Jamalpur, ja-mkl-por/

Jamuna, ja-mu-nk'
Janin, zhk-nab
Janlna, Joannina, ykn'i-nk,

yo-kn'i-nk
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HARE, Julius Charles, an able writer on sub*
jects connected with theology, was born on Sept 13,

1795, near Vicenza, Italy, and came to his parents’
home at Hurstmonoeaux, in Sussex, when four years
old. He received his earlier education at Tunbridge
School, and after a short stay in Germany he entered
the Charterhouse, whence in 1812 he proceeded to
Trinity College, Cambridge, where latterly he gained
a fellowship. He studied law for a time, and in
1822 he became a classical lecturer at Trinity Col-
lege. In 1832 he succeeded his uncle as rector of
Hurstmonoeaux, in 1840 was appointed Archdeacon
of Lewes, in 1851 obtained a prebend in Chichester
Cathedral, and in 1853 became one of her majesty’s
chaplains. In 1820 he published a translation of
Fouqu4’s Sintram, and in 1827 he joined with his
brother, Augustus William Hare, in publishing the
well-known Guesses at Truth by Two Brothers.
In concert with Thirlwall he translated Niebuhr’s
history (1828-32), and in 1829 published a vindi-
cation of that work from the charges of the Quarterly
Review. His subsequent writings consist chiefly of
tracts of a controversial character; charges delivered
by him as archdeacon

; several volumes of sermons,
including those entitled The Victory of Faith (1840),
preached before the University of Cambridge; a
Memoir of John Sterling (1848), prefixed to a col-
lection of his writings

; and a Vindication of Luther
against his Recent English Assailants (1855). He
died at Hurstmonceaux on 23rd January, 1855. In
1856 his friend and brother-in-law, F. D. Maurice,
edited a collection of his charges.— Augustus
William Hare, born in 1792, was educated at Win-
chester, and New College, Oxford, entered the church,
held a small living in Wiltshire, and died in 1834.
Besides his share in Guesses at Truth, he wrote a
number of sermons.—Augustus John Cuthbkbt
Hare, nephew of the brothers, has travelled much
in Europe, and has written works on Italy, France,
Spain, Ac., tourists' handbooks for parts of England,
biographical works, an autobiography, Ac.
HAREBELL, the Scotch Bluebell {Campanula

rotundifolia ), a plant common on dry and hilly
Pastures, Ac., in Britain and most districts of
Europe, with a beautiful bell -shaped blue (some-
times white) flower. The radical leaves are cordate
or reniform, and die off early in the year

;
the stem

naves are linear, and form the most conspicuous
part of the foliage. The stem is slender, from 6 to
14 inches high, and bean sometimes a single flower,
out more commonly more than one, arranged in a

faoeme. The whole plant has a very
^moefal dalicate appearance, and the flowersan MMog toe finest floral ornaments of the summer
Months. Tin juice of the flowers may be used is
Otoe mk, and when mixed with alum as a green
one. The roots are edible.

v«lm

HARELIP, a oongenital deformity characterized
by a single or double fissure of the upper lip, by
which it is divided into two or three parts, and is

thus made to resemble the lip of the hare. The
fissure is sometimes confined to the lip, but some-
times extends to the gums and palate, producing
the deformity known as oleft-palate. In its extreme
form it presents two fissures traversing the whole
length of the palate, the nostrils oj>ening into the
cavity of the mouth, a central slip of bone with the
incisors in front being left. It produces great diffi-

culty in speech, which is usually marred t>y a nasal
twang, and besides keeping the mouth open and
thus suffering the saliva to escape, it is a dreadful
deformity in appearance. Simple harelip can be
completely remedied by an operation, which should
be performed before teething. The operation for
cleft-palate is much more difficult, and need not
be performed so soon. It should not, however, be
delayed till the acquirement of the twang. In more
serious cases of the latter deformity, when closure
by operation is impossible, the opening may be
covered by a special plate,

HAREM (Arabic, ‘prohibited ), among Mussul-
mans, the women’s apartments, which are forbidden
to every man except the husband and near rela-
tions; and the term is also used to designate the
women of the family collectively. The ladies of
the harem are served by female slaves, and in the
larger establishments guarded by black eunuchs.
The head of the latter in the harem of the sultan
is called kizlar-aga. The women of the imperial
harem are all slaves, generally Circassians or Geor-
gians. Their number depends solely on the pleasure
of the sultan, but is veiy considerable. Seven of
them are wives, and have splendid appointments.
All those who bear children take the name of khat>
tekie. The one who first presents him with a male
heir is styled the iultana by way of eminence. If
her son ascends the throne she has the title of
iultana validt. She is the only woman who is
allowed to appear without a veil; none of the
others, even when sick, are permitted to lay aside
the veil in the presence of anyone except the sultan.
The life of the ladies of the imperial harem is spent
in bathing, dressing, sewing, embroidering, walking
in the gardens, witnessing the voluptuous dances per-
formed bpr their slaves, Ac. The women of other
Turks enjoy the society of their friends at the baths
or each other’s houses, appear in public accompanied
by slaves and eunuchs, and enjoy a degree of liberty
which increases as they descend in rank. Many
of the great ladies take the liberty of appearing in
public without the attendance of any eunuchs, and
under the protection of their veil and a kind of
cloak, by which they are fully disguised, are able
to carry on intrigues without fear of detection. But
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* HARMODIUB—HARMONIUM.
i dryness to tto characteristic of thto wind;

no daw tolls during its continuance, which to some-
times lor a fortnight or more, but more commonly
from two to throe days. Vegetation withers, end the

gram beoamee at onoe like hey. The human body to

•too effected by it, eo that the skin peels off; but it

chcoks infection, and cures cutaneous diseases,

HARMODIUS. See Hifpias and Aristooxito*.
HARMONIA, in mythology, a daughter of Ares

(Mars) and Aphrodite (Venus), the fruit of an amour,
m which they were surprised by Hephaistos. She
was given in marriage by Zeus to the Phoenician

Cadmus, and on the occasion of the marriage was
presented with a necklace, which afterwards brought
disaster upon all who possessed it She accompanied
Cadmus to Greece, and shared his fate. See Cadmus.
HARMONICA* or Armonioa, Franklin’s name

for a musical instrument constructed with glasses of

different sizes, revolving by means of mechanism
worked bv the foot, and played upon by touching

tbs rim of the glasses with the moistened finger.

HARMONICS. We may premise one or two
elementary facts which require to be borne in mind
in treating of harmonics. Sound is produced by
vibrations of the air caused by the resonant body.

A musical sound to distinguished from noise by the
circumstance of the vibrations which produce it Doing
regular and periodical All simple sounds are regu-

lar, but a non-musical sound consists of a combina-
tion of simple sounds, the proportions of whose periods

are either so complicated that the ear cannot distin-

guish them, or so irregular that it dislikes them.
There to a class of sounds between the musical and
the non-musical, represented by the roll of thunder
or the beat of a drum, which will further illustrate

this distinction. These sounds are regular but not con-

tinuously. At any instant the combination of sound
to harmonious; but the harmony changes at each suo-

oessive instant by insensible gradations and not by
harmonic intervals. A single musical tone is distin-

guished from such a sound by maintaining the same
period of vibration throughout; a succession of musi-
cal tones is distinguished from it by varying the
period of vibration in regular or harmonic Intervals.

The octave of a simple tone makes 2 vibrations to 1

of the fundamental; the fifth, 8 to 2; the third, 6 to

4. When the first, third, fifth, and eighth are struck

fat succession, there is thus a change in the rate of

vibrations in the ratios of 4, 6, 6, 8, which form a har-

monic series. Long after the musical scale was
founded on suoh proportions, it was discovered that

no purely simple sound is producible in nature, and
that when care is taken to produoe sounds compara-
tively simple, they are characterless and of little

musical value. By a simple sound we mean one
whose vibrations are all In the same period. The
sound of a tuning-fork to simple compared with the
note of a pianoforte or violin. When a sound is pro-

duced by the vibration of an open string, the whole
string vibrates as a unity, and produces a tone which
to oaued the fundamental, but this to not the only
tone produood by the vibration; the string also

divides Into various sections, which vibrate separately,

more rapidly, and generally much more feebly than
the fundamental These vibrating sections produoe
sounds different from the fundamental, but bearing
certain fixed proportions to it which are called har-

monica. By touching a vibrating string lightly, at
particular points, the various harmonics may be pro-

duoed successively at the will of the experimenter.

When the string to touched in the middle, it divides

Into two parts, and produces the octave of the fun-

damental If touched at a fourth of its length, it

divides into 4, end produces the double octave, and
ac on. In ea& case the points of rest between the

vibrating sections are celled nodes. By whatever
vibrating body a musical sound to produced, it tollable

to the same tendency to prodnoe harmonics; and
although some cl the harmonics are always suppressed
by modifying circumstances, some are always pro*

duoed. There to a regular euooemion of intervale hi

which the harmonics naturally accompany a funda-

mental sound, which to represented In the following

scale of vibrations, the first being that of the funda-

mental, the others those of the harmonics in regular

oooesrioa*

128456789 10, Ac.

Now these are the Intervals which prodnoe the
successive chords in harmony, although the natural

harmonics when produced further go beyond the
range of harmony which human ears can reoognbe
or musical instruments produoe at the will of the
performer. 1 : 2 to the interval of the octave; 2 :

8

is the fifth
; 8 : 4 to the fourth

;
4 : 5 to the major

third; 5 : 6 the minor third; 8 : 7 to already beyond
the range of production on a keyed instrument, bat
it is recognized by musicians as the complement of

a four-part simple chord, and to represented approxi-

mately on the pianoforte, by B flat, for example, for

the key of C. The ratio of the three-part chord to

4:6:6; of the foor-part, 4: 6: 6: 7. The ratio 7: 8 to

the complement of 6:7, and is also beyond the range
of keyed instruments, as well as of the diatonic scale,

the whole intervals of which are founded on the ratios

of the first three prime numbers 2, 8, 6, and their

compounds.
A musical note, then, is always complex, but the

harmony which attends it is not always the same,
The different structure of different instruments sup-

presses now some now others of the suooeesion of

harmonics, and a different body of tone to thus pro-

! duoed, distinguishing a note In one Instrument from
' the same note in another. These differences are

called in English quality, in French timbre, in Ger-
man klangfarbe

.

An illustration of the mode in which these differ-

ences are produood will be all that our sjiaoe wQl
admit of in this article. A vibrating body cannot
be set in motion without being struck or agitated by
some external force. In producing musical sounds
this force is always applied to some particular point

of the body. A violin-bow is drawn across the string

of a violin, the string of a pianoforte is struck with
a hammer. When a string vibrates in sections there

are, as we have explained, nodes or points of rest

between the sections; and it has been found that
these nodes will not establish themselves at the point

struck, hence the law laid down by Dr. Young, that

when any point of a string to struck the harmony
which requires that point as a node vanishes. This to

the opposite effect from that produced aa above men-
tioned, by lightly touching the vibrating string. The
makers of pianofortes have availed themselves of this

law without knowing it to suppress the toast agree-

able harmonics by making their hammers strike at

one-seventh or one-ninth from the end of the string.

HARMONIUM, a musical instrument of modem
invention, which pxoduoee sounds resembling those

of the organ. Tbs invention to escribed to Alexandre
Debain of Paris; bnt he has at the most merely the

credit of perfecting an instrument previously known,
called the argue expreseif, a kind of organ furnished

with an apparatus of free vibrating reals, intended

to increase or diminish the intensity and volume of

the sound, by regulating the premure of the wind,
by the aid of which the sounds were produced. The
earns principle as wee followed in the ncnetrunHen
of thto kind of organ wee applied to the hamonfan.
By the action of two pedals to whtoh the leal erne-
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iiflflnarlM rapid movement, a—onfing
to the abate of exp—kx which are to bo brought
oat) the air ii mad* to impinge against tbfo tongu—
of until, nd to aot them vibrating. Them metal
tongn— are fitted Into a slit in the top of a amall
box or sonorous cavity. called a wind-box, and are
enabled to vibrate by being fixed only at one end.
The fanprorement of Debain, which oonatitotea the—witiil characteristic of the harmonium, depends
upon the Important discovery which he made, that
the quality of the aound produced by tbe vibration
of the— tongues of metal varies with the form of the
wind-boxes, or sonorous cavities in which they are ar-

ranged; so that by modifying the fonn of theee accord-
ing to certain rules, it was found possible to imitate
the aound of the oboe, clarionet, flute, Ac. The pitch
of the notee depends upon the number of the vibra-
tions which take place in a certain time, and that
again upon the length of the tongues or vibrators,

which varies from about 8 inches to about £ inch.

The Instrument has a key-board like that of a piano,
and when one of the keys is pressed down a valve
Is opened, which allows the wind from the bellows to
rush through one of the wind-boxes and act on the
vibrator. There are also several stops, like organ
stops, by msans of which the performer can direct

the stream of wind into the wind-boxes, which pro-

duce a flute, clarionet, or any other sound, according
to the number of stops which the instrument poe-

tesses. Such is the harmonium which was patented
by Debain in 1840, but since that time various other

improvements of more or less value have been made
on it. The chief of these are the addition of a knee
action, which either serves as an expression stop, or
brings all the stops of tbe instrument into play at

onoe, and what is called the percussion action, the in-

vention of Kaufmanu of Dresden, which consists in

the application of a small hammer, which strikes

the vibrator as soon as the key is pressed down, and
thus aids the action of the wind. The better class of

harmoniums have now several rows of vibrators. The
American Organ is a form of harmonium, in which
wind suction instead of wind pressure is used.

HARMONY. See Music and Counterpoint.
HARMONY, Evangelical, or Harmony or thx

Gospels, is the title of various books composed to

how the uniformity and agreement of the accounts
given by the four evangelists. The first work of the
ldnd that Is known to have been compiled is that of

the heretic Tatian, who lived in the second century,

called the Diate—aron, in which the events recorded

In the four Gospels were arranged so as to constitute

a continuous narrative (whence the name, meaning
'through four'). From this harmony all those pas-

sages were omitted which favoured the doctrine of

the real humanity of Christ, and hence told against

the peculiar doctrines of Tatian on that subject

Ammonhts Saocas (died 248 a.d.) was the author of

another Diate—aron, executed in a somewhat different

way. He took the Gospel of St. Matthew — a stan-

dard, and dividing It into sections, arranged in parallel

eohnnns tbe corresponding passages in the other Gos-

pels. But the most complete work of this nature

is tbs harmony called the Ten Canons of Eusebius,

prepared probably in the first half of tbe fourth oen-

It was baaed upon the previous work of Am-
It is called the Ten Canons, — con-

ties, the first of which gives in parallel

i all the incidents recorded In all the four

GospeK the seoood, third, and fourth giving all the

paa-gas found in any throe of the Gospels, tbe fifth

to the ninth all those found in any two of them, and
the tenth aO the pas—g— which are found only in

ana. In modern times numerous works have been
preyed with the sum object.

HARMONYOFTHE 8PHKRE8, anhynothe*
of Pythagoras and hia school, according to which the
motions of the heavenly bodies produoed a musfto im-
perceptible by the earn of mortals. Ha supposed
these motions to oonfonn to certain fixed laws, whloh
oould be expressed in numbers, corresponding to the

numb—s which give the harmony of sounds. Kap-
ler, in his Harmony of the World, endeavours to apply
the Pythagorean ideas on numbers and muaioal in-

tervals to astronomy.
HARMOTOME, or Cross Stow*, ooours In right

rectangular prisms terminated by four rhombic plan-
corresponding to the solid angl— of the prism; but
more freauently in twin-crystals formed by the inter-

section of two flattened prisma at right angl— to each

other, and in such a manner that a common axis and
acumination are formed. The crystals yield to oleav-

age parallel to the plan— and both diagonals of a
right rectangular prism, wbich is their primary form.

Its prevailing colour is white, but may be yellow,

red, or brown; it is translucent or semi-transparent,

with a somewhat pearly lustre, and is hard enough
to scratch glass. Spedfio gravity, 2*892. It con-

sists of silica, 46-48*7; alumina, 16*2-17*6; baryta,
19*1—20*8

;
water, 18-15*2; with small quantiti— of

ferric oxide, potash, soda, and lime. It occurs In

metalliferous veins, — at Andreasberg, in the Harts;

at Strontian, Old Kirkpatrick, and Campsie, in Scot-

land; at the Giant’s Causeway in Irelana, in Norway,
and in amygdaloid at Oberstein. It is decomposed
by adds, but with difficulty; when heated it fus—
to a glass. A variety of harmotome contains lime

instead of baryta.

HARNESS. See Mail.
HAROLD (orHarald) I..Haarfager(Fair-haired),

King of Norway, son of H&lfdan the Black, one of the

greatest monarch* of that country. At the time of

his father’s death (863) he was in the Dovrefield

mountains, and had already evinced great talent and
personal prowess in several battles. Love made him
* conqueror. He had offered his hand to Gida, the

daughter of a neighbouring king; but tbe proud
beauty replied to Harold’s ambassadors, that she

would only consent to become his wife when he had
subjected all Norway. Harold swore he would not
cut his hair till he bad accomplished GIda’s desire,

and in less than ten years succeeded in obtaining sols

{xwsesftion of Norway. In tbe meantime his hair had
grown long and beautiful, from which circumstance
he derived his surname. 'While he reduced the lesser

kings he left them with the title jarl, the adminis-
tration of their territories, and the third part of their

income; but many of them emigrated, and founded
Norwegian colonies. Hrolf or Hollo emigrated to
Neustna (France). Others, with their followers, ss-

tablished themselves in Iceland, the Shetland 111—,
the Faroes, and the Orkneys, some of which were
then uninhabited. When Harold found that the emi-
grants often extended their incursions into his domi-
nions, he embarked with a naval for— to subdue
them. After a bloody war be conquered tbe Orkneys,
Ac., and returned home. He fixed bis residence at

Throndhjem, and died there in 988, after having
raised his country to a prosperous state by wise laws
and the encouragement of cummer—. Throe yean
previously he had handed over the government to

his son Erik Blodbx (that is, Eric of tbe Bloody Axe).
HAROLD L, surnamed HartfooC, King of Eng-

land, succeeded his father Canute in 1085, notwith-

standing a previous agreement that the sovereignty

of England should descend to the issue of Canute bv
his second wife, the Norman prince— Emma. H»
countrymen, the Danes, maintained him upon the
throne against the efforts of Earl Godwin in favour
of Hardkanute; but Harold gaining over that leader
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by the promise of marrying his daughter, they united
to effect the murder of Prince Alfred, son to Ethel-
red II. After a reign of four years, in which nothing
memorable occurred, Harold died on March 17, 1040,
probably at Oxfoid. Harthacnut, who was about to

invade England at the time of Harold’s death, dug
up his body and Ixdicadcd it. See the first volume
of Freeman’s Norman Conquest.
HAROLD II., King of England, the second son

of Godwin, carl of Kent, was bom alxmt 1022.
During his father’s life he held the earldom of East
Anglia, and in 1051, when his family were banished,
he went to Ireland to raise forces. Next year he
landed in Somerset and plundered the country. He
met his father /it Portland, and went with him to

London, where they lieeame reconciled to the king,

and received Uick their earldoms. On his father’s

death in 1053 he succeeded linn in tin* earldom of
Wessex and his other great offices, and upon the
death of Edward the Confessor, Jan. 5, 1060, who
hod named him his successor, he was chosen king
by the nobles, nothwithstanding the claim of Edgar
Athol ing, or the asserted tjcqucst of Edward in

favour of the Duke of Nornmndy. The latter im-
mediately called upon him to resign the crown, and
upon his refusal prepared for invasion. He also

instigated Harold’s brother, Tostig, to infest the
northern coasts of England m conjunction with the
King of Norway. The united fleet of these chiefs

flailed up the Hui»lx*r and landed a numerous lx>dy

of men, who doieuted the opposing forces of the

Earls of Northumberland and Mercia; but at Stam-
ford Bridge, on the river Derwent, in Yorkshire,

they were totally routed by Harold, whose brother
Tostig fell in the battle. lit hod scarcely time to

breathe after bis victory Indore he heard of the

landing of the Duke of Normandy at Pevensey,

in Sussex. Hastening thither with all the troops

he could muster, a general engagement ensued at

Senior, near Hastings, October 11, 1066, in which
this spirited prince, after exerting every effort of

valour and military skill, was slain with an arrow;

and the crown of England was tin* immediate fruit

of William’s victory. See the second and third

volumes of Freeman’s Norman Conquest.

HAROLD (or Hakald) 111., //uanfrada , King
of Norway, son of Sigurd, chief of Stingarige, a
descendant of Harold Haorfager. The date of his

birth is unknown. During a great part of his youth
and prime he served in the imperial body-guard at

Byzantium, and as a member of this corps took part

in the war against the African pirates who devas-

tated Sicily, also visited .Jerusalem, and under the

command of George Maniak defeated the Saracens.

In the end he was himself appointed to the command
of the imperial body-guard, and during his occupancy
of the jwist he carried the war into Africa, and de-

feated the Saracens in several lwittlcs. About 1012,

having learned that his nephew Magnus had suc-

ceeded to the Kingdom of Norway, lie quitted

Byzantium to return to his native country; but on
his way visited the Grand-duke .Taroslav of Russia,

and married his daughter. On his arrival in Nor-
way, alxmt 1045, he jxrsuadod his nephew Magnus
to divide the supreme power with him. in return for

a share of his treasures, and two years later (1047)
his nephew died, when he himself lx*came sole King
of Norway. Sulisoquently lie engaged m a war with
Denmark, with the view of dethroning the Danish
monarch, but was finally obliged to give up the

attempt. In 1006 he joined Tostig, the brother of

Harold II. of England, in an invasion of that country

(see above article), liaving been promised half of it

in case of success ; but he was slain at the battle of

Stamford Bridge, Sept. 25, 1066.

HARP, a stringed instrument of great antiquity.

In the Bible, Jubal, a descendant of Cain, is men-
tioned as its inventor. It was in use among the

Egyptians, Assyrians, Hebrews, Greeks, Irish, Welsh,
and other nations. The modern instrument is nearly

triangular, and the strings are extended from the

upfxjr jiart to one of the sides. It stands erect, and
is played with both hands, the strings being struck

or pulled with both fingers and thumbs. Until the

improvements of Erard, which will afterwards lie

described, this form of harp was tuned in the prin-

cipal key, and modulations effected by pressure of

the thumb, or by turning the tuning-pins of the
strings which it was desired to alter. The instru-

ment, even in its lxist form, was thus very defective.

We give from Engel’s Music of the most Ancient
Nations some particulars of the ancient forms of

the instrument. The frame of the Assyrian harp
was about 4 feet high. The ]>erformer held the

instrument Ixjfore his breast, and played while
standing or walking. It must have been light, as

women carried it in processions while Hinging or

dancing. The chief difference from the modern
harp consists in the absence of the front pillar,

which serves to resist the tension of the strings. Jt

was made partly of metal or ivory, so that it may
have had strength to resist considerable tension, and
may have lxsen less deficient in sound than might
lx* supposed. The upper portion of the frame am-
tamed the sounding-lxmrd; two sounding- holes, in

shape like an hour glims, are to lx* seen on one side.

The tuning-pegs are arranged in regular order along
the edge of the upjx*r part of the tiame, winch is

united at its base with a horizontal bar. on which the
strings running from tin tuning pegs are stretched.

They are continued l slow tin- Imr in the form of

ornamented tassels, which make the instrument ap-

jiear longer than it really is. The Egyptian harps
are found with four, seven, tell, twenty, or more
strings. The frames are curved in various forms,

the base lasing generally more strong and solid than
the upjx»r part, und tin* strings are stretched across

the wider part of tin* curve, the tuning pins !x*ing

on the up]x*r part. The fiont pillars are wanting.
The tw’o most remarkable Egyptian harps, in point

of elegance of form and decoration, are those* de-

scrilxxl and engraved in \ol. i. of Bruce’s Travels.

The trigonon or triangular harp is of a different and
me>re simple description. It has an angular frame,

consisting generally of a horizontal and an upright
liar, e>r of a horizontal sounding- Ixiard with an up-

right liar lx*tweeii which the strings are* stretched.

In an instrument found at The*lx*s in 1823 the strings

are stretched from the* upjx*r part of a curved frame
to a horizontal liar re*stmg em the front and passing

through the lxick of the lower ]Mirt of the frame. It

was mounted with twenty mtgut strings, which still

sounded when made to \ihrate. It had no tuning-

}x?gs, and was tuned by winding the strings round
the* horizontal liar. These instruments are projx*rly

related to the; lyre kiud. The most usual number
of strings represented on Egyptian harps is seven,

which may lx* helel to indicate that the diatemic

senile was not in use. The harps of the Hebrews
w*ere proliably similar to the Assyrian and Egyptian
instruments, but there are no representations of them
e»f undisputed accuracy, and it is une*ertain which of

the names in the Bible desrnlx*s this instrument. The
trigonon and the lyre are almost the only stringed

instruments represented in Greek
]
Huntings on pot-

tery and monumental records with the exception

of a representation of Polyhymnia w itli a harp, de-

picted on a Greek vase now in the Munich Museum,
and which dates from the time of Alexander the

Great. It is Assyrian in construction, and has thir-
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teen strings. Polyhymnia is touching them with
both hands, using the right hand for the treble and
the left for the bass. The number of tuning-pegs
does not correspond with that of the strings. Con-
sidering that the music of some of the Celtic nations

possesses peculiarities which remind us of that of

Asiatic nations, and that the earliest harps of the
Scotch and Irish with which we are acquainted from
old monuments bear a greater resemblance to the
oriental harp than those of a later date, it apjx*ars

very probable that the oriental harp preceded the
European, and that the latter has been derived from
it. In Mr. Conran’s book on Irish National Music
a monumental figure is represented as playing on a
harp resting on his knee, which is in the oriental

form without a fore pillar.

The improvements which have rendered the nuKlern
harp an efficient musical instrument are due to

Sebastian Erard, who in 1704 took out a patent for

a harp with seven pedals, and again in 180S for a
double-action harp with the same numlier of jiedals,

each of which effects two changes in the pitch of the
strings. The harp thus constructed contains forty-

three strings tuned according to the diatonic scale,

every eighth string lieing a replicate in another octave
of the one counted from. Its rnnge is thus six oc-

taves, being from double K lvelow the bass to K in

altissimo. It is tuned in the key of C fiat, and by
fixing the pedals in one groove it is raised to the

key of C, while another change raises them to C
sharp. The first of these keys having seven fiats,

the second seven naturals, and the hist seven sharps,

a complete succession of semitonic intervals is thuH

obtained, and the instrument is made capable of

rendering tile full chromatic scale, and of modulating
into all the keys of the tonal system. Each pedal

raises or lowers one note of the diatonic scale in all

its replicates. Hence, when all the pedals are fixed

in the first groove the key of C is produced, oh al-

ready stated. From this, the normal position in

which the harp is set, any pedals may be changed ho

as to produce the requisite number of sharps or fiats.

If the key of A is to be played in, for instance, F,

C, and (» may be sharpened; if K Hat is required,

B, E, and A may be flattened. The harp being thus

set in the principal key required, passing modulations
are effected by moving the corresjxmding fredals with

the foot.

HARP, ^Eolian. See ^Kolian Harp.
HARPER’S FERRY, a village. United States,

Jefferson county, West Virginia, on the Potomac, at

the junction with the Shenandoah. On the night (if

the 16th October, 1859, Harper's Ferry was suddenly
seized by a band of men headed by a person of the

name of John Brown, who had distinguished himself

as an abolitionist leader during the civil war which
raged in Kansas. Something like a regular con-

spiracy for the purjiose of obtaining an ascendency

for abolitionist views by violent means had been

formed; but the arrangements were futile, and the

conspirators were easily put down. Brown was after-

wards tried and executed. Still more recently Har-

per’s Ferry became the scene of many imj>ortant

military operations in the civil war lietwcen the

Northern and Southern States.

HARPIES (Greek, Harpuiai

,

swift robbers), the

goddesses of storms. Their ages, appearance, names
•and number are so differently given by the poets that

it is difficult to say anything definite concerning

them. In the Homeric poems they are represented

as personified storm-winds. One of them, Po< large,

was married to Zephyrus, and gave birth b» the two

nones of Achilles, Xanthus and Balius. If any one

was absent so long from home that it was not known
what had become of him, and he was supposed to

be dead, it was commonly said, ‘The harpies have
carried him off Hesiod represents them as young
virgins of great beauty, fair-locked and winged maid-
ens, the daughters of Thaumas by Electro, Various
traditions of their parentage are given by different

poets. Sometimes their number is two, sometimes
three. The later poets and artists vied with each
other in depicting them under the most hideous
forms. One has given them the head of a fowl, with
wings and a bodv covered with feathers, human arms
with claws, a w hite breast, and human legs which ter-

minate in the feet of a fowl. Others have given them
the face of a young woman with tin' ears of a hour.

Spauheim’s work contains three ancient representa-

tions of the harpies, from coins and works of art,

with the claws and bodies of birds. The first has a
coarse female face, the second quite a feminine head
and two breasts the third a visage ornamented with
wreaths and a head-dress. There are also other re-

presentations of them.
11 AlfPOCU \TEH, or Hours, tin* Egyptian god

of the Rim, was the youngest soil of Osiris. He was
supposed to ha\o been lxirn with his linger in his

mouth, as indicative of secrecv and m \ story. His
worship was introduced into Rome, and in Greece
he was identified with A|m»11o.

1 1 A RP( >ON, one of the principal instruments used
for the capture of whales. See Wu.M.h-KlsiiRRY.

HARPSICHOKD, a stringed instrument formerly
in use, in appeanuiee and construction similar to a
grand pianoforte. In the front the keys wore dis-

posed, the long ones being the naturals, and the short

ones the sharps and fiats. These keys being pressed

by tie fingers, their inclosed extremities raised little,

upright, oblong slips of wood called jack*, furnished

with crow-quill plectrums which struck the wires,

instead of the hammers of the modern pianoforte.

This instrument, called by the Italians clavicrmlxtl/),

by the French clan rin, was an improvement upon the

clavichord, which was borrowed from the* harp. Both
are now superseded by the pianoforte.

HAlU^UKlMhSK ( Freud), ttryurhvnr ; I talmii,

archifnujio ), an ancient firearm cocked usually with
a whe< 1. They were made at first so heavy that in

firing they had to be supported upon a stand, whence
the name ar(ju(fiunc a croc. These were tired with
a match. The wheel locks, introduced alsiut 1517,
were lighter. The wheel was a small steel one,

which, on lreing turned rapidly by a spring, struck fir©

on a flint.

HARKINGTON, James, a celebrated political

writer, was born at Upton in Northamptonshire in

1611, and was educated at Trinity College, Oxford,
under the care of the celebrated Ohillmgworth. On
the death of his father he visited the Netherlands,

where he entered l^ord Craven's regiment, and being
quartered at the Hague, frequented the courts of

the Prince of Orange and the Queen of Bohemia. H©
also accompanied the elector- palatine to Denmark.
He subsequently visited Germany, France, and Italy;

and on his return to England, siding with the par-

liamentary party in 1046, he accompanied their con-

miBsi oners to Charles 1. at Newcastle, and on their

recommendation was appointed groom of the stole

to the king. In this capacity he never disguised his

republican sentiments; yet he was desirous of pro-

ducing an accommodation between Chailes and the

Parliament, which is supposed to have produced hi©

removal from the king’s person. During the protec-

torate he passed his time in retirement, and occupied

his leisure in writing his famous work Oceuna, a poli-

tical romance in imitation of Plato’s story of the island

Atlantis, which, after some opposition on the part of

Cromwell, was published in 1656. In order to pro-

pagate his opinions he established a sort of duo or
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debating society, called the Rota, which was termi-
nated by the Restoration. Being arrested for a
supposed plot against the government, of which he
was entirely innocent, he was treated with great
severity, and his release by habeas corpus w^as evaded
by an arbitrary removal to St. Nicholas Island, near
Plymouth. Here, either from distress of mind or

improper medical treatment, his faculties l>ecame
impaired

;
which, l>eing represents! to the king by

his relations, led to his release. He partly recovered,

and married a lady to whom he had l>een early

attached. He died of paralysis on Sept. 11, 1677,
and was buried at St. Margaret’s, Westminster.
Harrington was a profound thinker. His Oceana,
which is a political romance, emUidying his ideal

of a republic, is a work of genius, and is characterized

by an enthusiastic love of lilxirty. The writings of

Harrington were published in one vol. folio by
Poland in 1700, and again, with additions, in 1747
and 1771. A cheap edition of the Oceana by Prof.

H. Morlcy was published in 1887.

HARRIS, the southern portion of the island of

Lewis (winch see).

HARRIS, Jamkh, a learned writer on philology
and the philosophy of language, was Isirn at Salisbury
on .July ‘20, 1709. Having passed through his pre-

liminary studies, he entered at Wadham College,

Oxford, in 1726; after which he became a pro-

bationer at Lincoln’s Inn. The death of his father

put him in possession of an indej>endont fortune at

the ago of twenty-three, on which lie retired to his

native place to dedicate his time to classical litera-

ture. In 1744 he published a \oluine continuing
three treatises -on Art, on Music, Painting, and
Poetry, and on Happiness. This was followed by
his most celebrated production, Hermes, or a Philo-

sophical Inquiry concerning Universal Grammar
(17f>l). This work displays much ingenuity and an
extensive acquaintance with Greek literature ; but

the author's ignorance of the ancient northern
dialects caused him to take an imjierfect survey of

his subject. In 1761 he was chosen mendier of

Parliament for Christchurch, was appointed lord of

the admiralty in 17613, and later in the same year

a lord of the treasury. In 1774 he lieoaine secretary

and comptroller to the queen. In 1776 he published

Philosophical Arrangements, part of a systematic

work which lit* had projected as an illustration of

the logic of Aristotle. His concluding work, Philo-

logical Inquiries, was completed in 1 7SO, but was
not published till after his death, which took place

on l)eceml>er 2*2, 1780. A collective edition of his

works was published by his son, the Earl of Malmes-
bury (two vols. 4to, 1801).

HARRISBURG, a town of the United States,

capital of Pennsylvania, in Dauphin county, P21

miles north of Washington, on the east Gink of the

Susquehanna, over which there are four long bridges,

two of them lieiug for railway purjH)ses. It occupies

an elevated site, and lias a state-house of brick,

surmounted by a dome; various handsome churches;

a court-house and prison; many educational institu-

tions, among them Harrisburg Academy, two semi-

naries, and a training college for teachers; astute

lunatic asylum, hospitals, Ac. The manufactures

are important, and include iron and steel, railway

cars, boots and shoes, sdks, bricks, &o. There is

an active trade, much facilitated by the railways

and the Pennsylvania Canal, which posses near the

town, and forms a large Iwvsin for a harlxmr. Harris-

burg is the see of a Roman Catholic Bishop. Pop.

in 1890, 39,385; in 1900, 60,167.

HARRISON, John, a skilful mechanician, cele-

brated as the inventor of the chronometer for
j

ascertaining the longitude at sea, and also of the
|

gridiron-pendulum. He was bom at Foulby, near
Pontefract, in Yorkshire, in 1693. He was the son
of a carpenter, and ljecame an assistant to his father,

who was occasionally employed in repairing, clocks.

His attention was thus early directed to the study
of wheel machinery, in which he took a keen interest.

In 1700 he removed with his father to Barrow, in

Lincolnshire. In 1726 he constructed two clocks,

in which his escapement and gridiron compensation
pendulum, depending on the different expansion of
various metals, were introduced. An act of Parlia-

ment had been passed in 1714 offering rewards of

£10,000, £15,000, or £20,000 for a method of ascer-

taining longitude within 60, 40, or 30 miles. In
173.0 Harrison went to London with a new time-
piece he had constructed, in order to claim the
reward. He received recommendations from Halley
and others, and obtained a trial from government
in a voyage to Lisbon, the result of which was that
lie received £500 to jierfeet his invention. After
repeated trials he constructed a time-piece, which
in a voyage to Jamaica, under the charge of his son,

in 1761, enabled him to claim the highest reward,
and after some delay, and the passing of two acts

of Parliament, he received it in instalments lietween

1764 and 1773. He also applied the principle of

the different expansibility of metals to watches, and
devised a means of winding them up without inter-

rupting their movements. Harrison wrote a tract

entitled A Description concerning such Mechanism
as will afford a Nice or True Mensuration of Time.
This ingenious artist employed the latter part of

his life in constructing a fifth unproved chronometer
on the same principle as his previous ones. This,
after a ten weeks’ trial, was found to have erred

only four and a half seconds. He died in London
on March 21, 1776.

HARROGATE, a town of England, in the county
of York (West Riding), 20 miles west of York, the

principal inland watering-place in England, and
noted for its magnesia, sulphur, and elmlylieate

springs. It is divided into High and Low’ Harro-
gate— the former situated on an ele\ated plain,

commanding an extensive prosjiect, the latter m a
valley beneath, hut united as one town. There are

many handsome building-s particularly in High
Harrogate; the Royal Baths, erected at a cost of

£120,000; the Victoria Baths, erected at a cost

of £30,000; the new- baths, hospital, and convalescent

home (1889); market and other halls; several spa-

cious hotels, and a numlier of excellent lodging-houses

for the accommodation of visitors; likewise the usual

places of resort and recreation found in fashionable

watering - places— promenade - rooms, ball - rooms,

billiard-rooms, libraries, and reading -nxnns; and
extensive pleasure-grounds tastefully laid out. The
waters are esjiecially recommended for jwitients with

deranged digestive organs, chronic gout, and some
cutaneous diseases. There are over eighty springs,

differing greatly m tlieir qualities. The Bog Wells

at Lowr Harrogate alone consist of thirty - two
springs, each with distinct properties. The bathing

season lasts from April to Octolier, and the number
of annual visitors is estimate! at 60,000. Pop. in

1891, 16,747. in 1901 (lioundaries altered), 28,414.

HARROW. See Aokhtlitre.
HARROW-ON-THE-H1LL. a town of England,

county of Middlesex, aK*ut 10 miles north-west of

London, on a hill of peculiar form, which rises out

of a fine vale. It is irregularly laid out, and consists

chiefly of one street; its church, an ancient structure,

with a lofty tower and spire, forms a conspicuous

object from great distances around. The grammar-
school of Harrow, the rival of Eton, and to which

the place owes its celebrity, was founded in 1671 by
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John Lyon, a yeoman of the parish, to afford gratui-
tous instruction to the poor children of Harrow,
strangers being permitted to enter on payment of

certain fees. The education originally given was ex-

clusively classical, but mathematics, science, English
history and literature, modern languages, music, and
drawing are now taught. There are also army
classes. As the charges are high, most of the
scholars necessarily belong to the wealthier classes,

Pop. in 1891, 5726 ; in 1901, 10.220.

HARRY (or Hknry) THE MINSTREL, com-
monly called Blind Harry, a Scottish |>oet of the
fifteenth century, famous for his narrative of the
achievements of Sir William Wallace. Major is the
only writer from whom any information regarding
Blind Harry is derived. He says that, although by
Henry’s time minstrels had liegun to lose their

ancient repute, he was recei\ed into the houses of

the highest m the land, and recited hut poetical tales

before them. Major was lx»rn m 1 169, and, as lie

says the Ixxik of William Wallace was coinj»oxed in

his infancy, the date of its composition may proliably

lie placed lietween 1470 ami 1480. Henry s Wallace
professes to lx' lwisod on li\es written m IjAtin by
John Blair and Thomas Gray, but now lost, lie

seems to have Ix-en acquainted with \anous histones

of the period, and Iiin jhkuii, though far from liemg

authentic history, is not without historical value.

The l>est text is that edited by Mon (1886-80).

Hee also Moir’s Critical Study of Blind llarry

(
1888 ).

HARTFORD, a city of the U. States, the capital

of Connecticut, on the west lunik of the ri\er

Connecticut, 60 miles alx»ve its mouth. Pop.

(1900), 79,860. It has a Tpleasant and advantageous
situation at the head of sloop navigation, and is

surrounded by a fertile and )>eiiutifiil country. It

is built with great regularity, and has among its

principal edifices the state-house, post office and
court-house, deaf and dumb and lunatic asylums,

large hospital, Triuity College, the head-ofhees of a
number of great insurance companies, various hanks,

and some handsome churches. Trinity (College was
founded in 1823, under the direction of the Protes-

tant Episcopal Church. There are also a Congrega-

tional theological seminary, and a high school. The
Wadsworth Athenaeum, a beautiful castellated build-

ing in the Gothic style, is devoted to the promotion

of literature, science, and the arts. The most im-

portant manufactures are tire aims (including Colt’s

pistols and Gatling guns), steam engines, Ixiilers, and
hardware. Book-publishing is also carried on.

The American asylum for the education and in-

struction of the deaf and dumb at Hartford was
started in 1817 under the management of the Rev.

Thomas H. Gallaudet. (See Deaf and Dimb. ) One
great object that the asylum has aimed to accom-

plish is the diffusion of a uniform system of instruc-

tion throughout the Union, and to satisfy candid and

intelligent minds that experience in teaching the deaf

and dumb, as in all other pursuits, mechanical or

intellectual, is of primary importance. Its efforts in

his respect have met with very great success. Hart-

ford was settled in 1635 by an English colony from

Massachusetts

HARTFORD CONVENTION, an assemblage

of delegates from the New England states which

met at Hartford on 16th December, 1814. These

states were opposed to the war which had been

began with England in 1812. In February, 1814,

a committee of the Massachusetts legislature re

ported that the constitution of the United States

had been violated by the Federal Government, and

suggested the appointment of delegates to meet with

defegatei of other states to devise measures so to

amend the constitution as to secure the commercial
states from future evils. The recommendation was
repeated by another committee in October, the de-

fence of the New England coasts having been ne-

glected by the Federal Government The report of

the last committee was adopted by the Legislature,

a committee appoi nted, aud a circular letter addressed
to the other New England states. Connecticut, Rhode
Island, and separate counties of New Hampshire and
Vermont sent delegates to the convention. It sat

for twenty days, with closed doors, and emlmdied the
result of its deliberations in a report to the repre-

sented states. Its report was moderate in tone, but
promised various administrative changes and modiff-

cations in the Federal constitution, it was deprived

of its chief political imj>ortanee by the conclusion

soon after its close of jnjaee with Great Britain.

Congress satisfied some of its demauds by an act for

regulating the employment of state troops by the

Federal government The imputation of treasonable

designs was long attached to those who took part in

the convention.

HARTLEPOOL, a parliamentary borough, Eng-
land, including the municipal lx>rough*of Hartlepool
and West Hartlepool, is situated in the county of

Durham, 17 miles a K. of the city of that name. The
principal buildings of HartlejK>ol are St. Hildas parish

church, an ancient structure occupying a commanding
site

;
the hospital, Smith high schools, Ac There is now

a tine sea wall and promenade. West Hartlepool, the

newer but more important place of the two, has save

ral fine churches and chapels, custom house, exchange,
municipal buildings (opened in 1889), athemeum, a

covered market, and has also a lieautiful public park.

The two places, separated by the liarhour, but con-

nected by ruilway and ferry, may be said practically

to form one town. The trade and industries of the

towns are much of the same character
;
they posscsn

iron-foundries, brass foundries, engine ami Ixdlei

works, ship-yards for iron ships, saw-mills, breweries

cement works, Ac. Extensive fisheries are also car

ried on, and the locality is becoming a favourite re

sort of summer visitors. There are spacious graving
and other docks, tind>er ponds, Ac A largo trade

is carried on e«i>ecially with the Baltic and Northern
Europe generally, the principal exports being coal

metals and machinery, and cotton, linen, and woollen
goods, valued in 1899 at almut jU, 230,000. The prin-

cipal ini)x>rtM arc flintier, cattle, gram, flax, butter,

cheese, tallow, and wool, valued in 1899 at iJ,627,697.

The registered Lotinagi in 1899 was 272 vessels of

381,188 tons. Hartlepool (municipal lx»r.) hod in

1901 a pop. of 22,737, West Hartle|xx»l 62,614; in

D91 tin jM»p. was 21,621 and 42,192 resj actively.

The pari, lxirough, sending one rneml>er to Parlia-

rneni, hod a jx»p. of 61,882 in 1891
;
86,310 in 1901.

HARTLEY, David, an English physician, prin-

c i pally ceh brated hm a writer on metaphysics and
morals, was bom in 1706. At the age of seventeen ho

was sent to Jesus College, Cambridge, of which In

l>ecame a fellow. Ho engaged in the study of medi-

cine, and practised as a physician in Nottinghamshiie,

and subsequently in Loudon. He spent the latter

part of his life at Bath, and died in 1 767. His fame
as a philosopher and a man of letters depends on his

work entitled Observations on Man (1749, two vols.

8vo). This treatise exhibits the outlines of connected
systems of physiology, mental philosophy, and theo-

logy. His physiology is founded on the hy|>othexis

of nervous vibrations. The doctrine of association,

which he adopted and illustrated, explains many
phenomena of intellectual philosophy

;
and this part

of Hartley’s work was published by Dr. Priestley in

a detached form under the title of The Theory of the

Human Mind (London, 1776).
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HARTMANN VON AUE, one of the best of the

Middle High-German poets, was bom about 1170.

He was of the knightly order, and was a vassal of

Aue, which was probably in Breisgau. He acquired

the arts of reading and writing in a cloister school,

and had learned French before joining the Crusade,

apparently in 1197. He acquired the material for

his poetical tales, as he says himself, by his own
reading. Among these are Erec, written before

1197 and edited by Haupt (Leipzig, 1871); trans-

lated by Fistes, 1861; Iwein, written before 1204
and edited by Benecke and Lachmann (Berlin, 1843)

and by Emil Henrici (Halle, 1891), translated by
Baudissin (1846). These both belong to the Ar-
thurian cycle of legends, and are both founded on
the French poem of Chrdfcien de Troies. The
Gregor (edited by Paul, 1873-82), a Christian

legend, was jxissibly also taken from a French source.

Der arme Heinrich, another graceful poem of

Hartmann’s, is founded on by Longfellow in his

Gulden Legend. Hartmann is supposed to have
died shortly before 1220. There is a collective

edition of his works by Bech (new edition, 1870-91).

HART'8-HORN (Cornu cervi). To the horn of

the common stag and its decomposition products

many important virtues used to be ascribed, based

on a supposed occult connection or sympathy between
the character of the animal and the diseases for which
the horns were used as a remedy. The substances

derived from the horns were the volatile liquor, salt,

and oil, and the ash which remains when the horns are

calcined in the air. The last consists chiefly of phos-

phate of calcium, silica, alkaline sulphates, with smaller
quantities of carbonate of calcium, ferric oxide, Ac.

The fluid portions are got by destructive distillation

in a convenient still, and are separated, the salt me-
chanically, and the others, after washing with water,

by repeated rectification either alone or with quick-

lime, by which the more volatile portions are got

free from the tarry matter and heavier oils. The
crude oil obtained was sometimes called empyreumatic
animal oil, or DippeVa oil (which see). The salt

which is formed in this operation is ammonic car-

bonate, which in part condenses in the neck of the

retort, in part is washed over by the aqueous vapour
into the reoeiver; and when the ammonia is got pure
from the distillate and is condensed in water it con-

stitutes the apirit of hart’a-hom. As for the oil it

is a complex mixture of bases, hydrocarbons, and the

usual decomposition products of animal substances,

modified so far by the fact that the organic matter
of horn consists, like hair and feathers, not of gelatin

but of keratin. The volatile alkali or spirit of hart’s-

horn is now no longer obtained from that source,

exoept in special circumstances; the ammonia of

commeroe is now obtained from gas-liquor, from
blast-furnaces, or from other sources. There is,

of course, no difference in the ammonia obtained

from gas-liquor or hart's-horn liquor; there might
be some difference if a portion of the empyreumatic
oils were allowed to be present The horns of the

tag are used by cutlers for the handles of knives
and cutting instruments of different kinds, but dressed

and coloured bone is very frequently substituted for

the more expensive horn.

HARTZ. See Hark.
HARUN AL RASHID, a celebrated caliph of

the Saracens, 786-809. (See Caliph.) The popular

fame of this caliph is evinced by the Arabian Nights'

Entertainments, in which Harun, his wife Zobeide,

Ids vixier Giaffer, and his chief eunuch Mesrur are

frequent and conspicuous characters.

HARUSPICES. See A&uspicbs.
HARVARD COLLEGE. See Cambridge (U.&).

HARVEST BUG, the larva of a mite of the

genus Trombidium or TdronycTwa. It is of a
bright-red colour, and so small aa scarcely to be
visible, looking on a leaf like a grain of cayenne
pepper. It appears in June or July, and is some-
times so numerous in autumn that the leaves are
reddened with its numbers. It attacks the skin of

domestic animals, as horses, dogs, sheep, Ac., under
which it burrows, causing a red pustule to arise. Its

attacks are also very annoying to human beingB, per-

sons with delicate skins being especially liable to

them. It attacks the legs, thighs, and lower part of

the abdomen, and the wounds it inflicts are intoler-

ably irritating.

HARVEY, William, an English physician, the

disooverer of the true theory of the circulation of the

blood, was bom at Folkestone, Kent, in April, 1678.

He entered Cains College, Cambridge, in 1698, where
he took his Arts degree, and about 1599 proceeded
to Padua, then the most celebrated school of medicine
in Europe, and attended the lectures of Fabridus ah
Acquapendente, Casserius, and others on anatomy,
surgery, and other branches of medical sdenoe. He
took the degree of M.D., and returned to England in

1602. He settled in London, and was admitted Fellow
of the College of Physicians, and elected physician

of St. Bartholomew’s Hospital. In 1616 he warn

chosen as the Lumleian lecturer on anatomy and
' surgery, and in this capacity he is believed to have
first advanced his views on the circulation of the

blood. These were formally given to the world in

his great work, Exercitatio anatomica de Motu Cordis

et Sanguinis in Animalibus, published at Frankfort
in 1628, m which he claims to have expounded and
demonstrated them for upwards of nine years. The
difficulties Harvey experienced in his investigation

ap[>ear to have been great. In devoting himself to

discover by a great number of vivisections the use
of the movements of the heart, he says he thought
for a long time with Frascatoro, that the secret was
known to God alone. The idea of the circulation of

the blood is said, on the authority of Boyle, to have
been suggested to him by the obvious use of the valvee

of the veins. The theories current in the time of

Harvey were almost wholly hypothetical, and were,

as might be expected, very confused and inconsistent.

His great merit consists in not only carefully study-

ing the facts until he had acquired the key to their

solution, but in following out his investigation in the
same manner until he had completely demonstrated
his theory. As a consequence of this thorough and
successful investigation, it is said that the theory cl
the circulation has never to this day been so dearly,
oondsdy, and ably demonstrated as by its first dis-

coverer. His Latin style is praised for perspicuity,

fluency, and eloquence. Harvey’s theory of the cir-

culation of the blood was attacked by several distin-

guished foreign physicians, particularly Primirorius,

Parisanua, and Riolanus. Harvey is represented aa
having been greatly disgusted with this opposition;

but from the commencement his views were widely
received, and able replies were made to his opponents
by other pens besides his own. In 1618 Harvey was
appointed physician extraordinary to King James L,
and performed the duties of ordinary physician. In
1682 he became physician in ordinary to Charles L,
and in 1686 he accompanied the Earl of Arundel oo
an embassy to the emperor. He attended the king
after the commencement of the civil war, was prnatait

at Edgehill, and afterwards accompanied Charles to
Oxford Here he received the degree of MJ>., and
was elected Master of Merton College, an offioa

which he lost on the surrender of Oxford to the Far-
it He returned to London in 1644 and spent

the remainder of his life in retirement In 1664 he
was elected president of the College of Phjatnia—

,
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totm onUMnenoe of hi* age and infirmities he de- the south-west, ia about SO) miles. The total ana
cmned the office. In loco he resigned the Lomleian oovered by the mus is stout 890 square «"H of
lectureship, and in taking leave of the College of which fully one-half is in Prussia, Marly a third in
Physicians, to whose buildings he had made a hand-
some addition by the erection of a library, he pre-
•urntail IS XT a * •

Brunswick, and smaller portions in Anhalt and
Hanover. It is divided into the Ober and Unter,

sented it with a small estate in Kent as a provision or Upper and Lower, in a double sense. In the
for an annual oration and other objects. He also

presented his library to the college. He died 3rd
June, 1657, at Hempstead, Essex, and was buried
in the family vault. From this the body was re-

moved in 1883 in its leaden coffin, and was deposited

wider sense the Brocken, the loftiest summit of the
chain, forms the line of separation. The Upper
Harz lies west of the Brocken, and is the most ele-

vated, extensive, and rich in minerals; the Lower
Harz lies on the south-east of the Brocken, and is

in a marble sarcophagus, provided by the College of superior in the beauty of its scenery. The
Physicians, in Hempstead church. Of Harvey’s summit is also the dividing point of the rivers;
works, the next in importance to the De Motu is those on the east empty into the Elbe; those on the
his Exercitationes de Generatione Animalium, pub- west into the Wesor. The Brocken, the highest
lished in 1651. The destruction of his museum while summit of the Harz, is 3745 feet above the level of
he was in the king’s service deprived this work of

some valuable illustrations, the fruit of his anato-

the sea. The other loftiest heights are the Hein-
richshohe, the Kbnigsberg, and the Bruchberg,

mical researches, particularly on the generation of which all exceed 3000 feet. That part of the Han
insects. It is, however, a work of considerable which includes the Brocken, with tne neighbouring
originality and importance, although the want of high summits, consists entirely of granite; then
the services of the microscope was a great drawback come the hills of the second rank, m which the
to accuracy or depth of research in this difficult ores are chiefly found. The climate, particularly of
subject. He contributed to the Philosophical Trans- the Upj>er Harz, is cold. The frost continues till

actions of 1609 an Anatomical Account of Thomas the end of May, and appears early in September,
Parr, whose reputed age was a matter of current accompanied by snow; and even in June night
speculation. Exercitationes dues Anatomies* de Cir- frosts arc not uncommon. The Harz is wooded
cuiatione Sanguinis ad J. Riolanum Fil., is the only throughout, even to near the top of the Brocken,

reply he has left to the strictures on his principal where there is an open area containing a hotel,

work. An English translation of his work on the Upon the less lofty hills several sorts of deciduous

circulation of tne blood was published in 1 653. A trees are found
;
the lower slopes are covered with

collected edition of his works, with a life by I)r. oak, beech, and birch. The hillH also aliound in

Lawrence, was published in London by the College wild lierries, in truffles and mushrooms, in medicinal

of Physicians in 1766; the Sydenham Society pub- plants, Iceland moss, and fine ]matures; and in

lished a complete English translation in 1846-4/. summer immense herds of cattle, sheep, g»>atM, and
HARWICH, a seaport of England, in the county hors** graze hero. In the Upper Harz little grain

of Essex, on a point of land opposite the confluence is raised, except oats; in the Lower Harz the pro-

of the Orwell and Stour, 66 miles K.N.K. London, ductions are more various. The woods furnish a
It consists of three principal streets, and several great quantity of game, such as stags, roebucks, and
smaller; has a handsome modern church, a town- wiki Ijoars. But the wealth of the Harz consists m
hall, custom-house, public hall, a number of daily its forests and valuable mines. The latter furnish

schools, and several charities. The harbour is spa- some gold (from which ducats wen* fonnerly coined

cious, and among the best on the east coast of Eng- with the inscription Ex aura Uercyni(t ) ; in the

land, and is the only one between Yarmouth Roads Rammels-Berg exist great quantities of silver, iron,

and the mouth of the Thames capable of affording lead, copper, zinc, arsenic, manganese, granite, por-

refuge in east winds. It is strongly fortified. Two phyry, slate, marble, alabaster, Ac. Among the other

fixed lights, the one 95 feet above the level of the industries of the inhabitants is the rearing of song-

sea, the other 45 feet, indicate the entrance to the birds. Agriculture and stock-raising are also prao-

harbour, which, however, is difficult without a pilot, tised to some extent by the inhabitants. In addi-

Steamers sail regularly to Antwerp, Rotterdam, Ac., tion to the establishments for carrying on the mines,

in connection with the Great Eastern Railway. In the objects of curiosity in the Harz an* the Brocken,

1900 the vessels that entered were 3759, with a with its extensive prosjiect; the RoHstrapjHi, a huge

total burden of 898,995 tons. Grain, timber, and precipitous rocky mass in the valley of the Bode,

tobacco are imported. The harbour has recently been the wildest and most beautiful jsirt of the Hars;

much improved. Ship-building and other employ- the different caves, as those of Baumann, Biel, Ac.;

ments connected with maritime affairs occupy a the romantic Selkethal, with the Maiden’s Leap;

great portion of the population. There are fisheries the wild Ockerthal, Ac. A sjiot near the Brocken

insects. It is, however, a work of considerable
originality and importance, although the want of

the services of the microscope was a great drawback
to accuracy or depth of research in this difficult

subject. He contributed to the Philosophical Trans-
actions of 1699 an Anatomical Account of Thomas
Parr, whose reputed age was a matter of current

speculation. Exercitationes duse Anatomies* de Cir-

cuiatione Sanguinis ad J. Riolanum Fil., is the only

reply he has left to the strictures on his principal

work. An English translation of his work on the

circulation of tne blood was published in 1653. A
collected edition of his works, with a life by Dr.

Lawrence, was published in London by the College

of Physicians in 1766; the Sydenham Society pub-

lished a complete English translation in 1846-4/.

HARWICH, a seaport of England, in the county

of Essex, on a point of land opposite the confluence

of the Orwell and Stour, 66 miles K.N.K. London.
It consists of three principal streets, and several

smaller; has a handsome modern church, a town-
hall, custom-house, public hall, a number of daily

schools, and several charities. The harbour is spa-

cious, and among the best on the east coust of Eng-
land, and is the only one lietween Yarmouth Roads
and the mouth of the Thames capable of affording

refuge in east winds. It is strongly fortified. Two
fixed lights, the one 95 feet above the level of the

sea, the other 45 feet, indicate the entrance to the

harbour, which, however, is difficult without a pilot.

Steamers sail regularly to Antwerp, Rotterdam, Ac.,

in connection with the Great Eastern Railway. In

1900 the vessels that entered were 3759, with a

total burden of 898,995 tons. Grain, timber, and
tobacco are imported. The harbour has recently been

much improved. Ship-building and other employ-

ments connected with maritime affairs occupy a

of lobsters, shrimps, Ac. Cement stone is found on

the foreshore, and Roman cement is manufactured.

In the summer season Harwich is much frequented

summit is the reputed place of the annual rendez-

vous of all the witches and demons of Germany, of

which Goethe has made such a noble use in his

by sea-bathers. The town is of Saxon origin, but is Faust. It is on the Brocken, also, tliat the wild

by some thought to have been a Roman station; in huntsman of the Harz is supi>ofied to dwell. The

1318 it was incorporated by Edward II., and in spectre of the Brocken is an image of the spectator,

1347 it supplied fourteen Bhips for the navy. It of a magnified and distorted shayie, reflected from an

long sent two members to Parliament, but in opposite cloud under particular circumstances.

1867-85 only one. It now gives name to one of the HAHDRUBAL, the name of several heroes of

eight park divs. of Essex. Pop. in 1881, 7842; in Carthaginian history, particularly the son of Hamd-

1891, 8202; in 1901, 10,019. car Barca, and brother of the jpeat Hannibal. He
HARZ, the most northerly mountain chain of was present at the liattle in which his father lost bis

Germany, forming a Bomewhat isolated table-land life, and on the departure of Hanniltal for Italy, B.C.

between the Saale and the Leine. It has a length 218, he was left in command of the army in Hpam.

from Hettstedt, in Mansfeld, on the east to fteesen Hanno, who had charge of the province north of the

and Langelsheim, in Brunswick, on the north-west

of about 61 miles; and its breadth, measured from

Blankenbcrg in the north-east to Walkenried in
]

Iberus, was defeated and dispossessed by Cn. Scipio

before Hasdrubal could come to his aid, and Haedni-

bal, in B.c. 217, attempted a movement against Scipio,
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but owing to the lost of the fleet, whichwu destroyed
hy that of the Romans, he stopped short before cross-

ing the Iberus. Sclpio, reinforoed by his brother,

now crossed the Iberus, end in 216 defeated Hasdru-
bai near that river, by whioh he was prevented from
following the orders of his brother, who had gained
the battle of Ganna, to march into Italy to his assist-

ance. The Carthaginians now sent a force, intended
for the assistance of Hannibal, to the relief of Has-
drubal under the command of his brother Mago. In
216 Hasdrubal and Mago were twice defeated by
the two Scipios, according to the Homan accounts.

In 213 Hasdrubal was recalled to Africa to subdue
the revolted Numidians, which he effected, and after-

wards returned to Spain. In 212 Cn. Scipio was
defeated and killed by the two Hasdrubals. His
brother, Publius, had previously fallen

;
but though

Hasdrubal appears now to have been master of

Spain, he did not avail himself of the opportunity
to march into Italy, the reason of which is not
sufficiently explained by the Homan historians. Pub-
lius Scipio, the son of the Publius who had fallen,

was sent into Spain in 211, and after seizing New
Carthage defeated Hasdrubal in his camp at Bae-
cula in 209. Hasdrubal withdrew to the northern
provinces, and determined to proceed to Italy, leaving

his colleagues, Hasdrubal, the son of Gisco, and Mago,
to make head against Soipio. After recruiting his

army he crossed the Pyrenees near their western
extremity. He crossed the Alps in 207, accompanied
by Gallic allies, and descended into Italy. After
losing much time in the siege of Placentia he marched
upon Ariminum. He had sent messengers to concert

a junction with Hannibal in Umbria, but his de-

spatches fell into the hands of the oonsul, C. Nero,
who, by a oross*march, joined his colleague,M. Livius,

at Sena, and offered battle to Hasdrubal. Hasdrubal
retreated, but was overtaken by the Homans, and
foroed togive battleon the right bank of the Metaurus.
Being outnumbered, and ill-supported by his Gallio

allies, he was defeated, after an obstinate engage-

ment, in whioh both sides suffered severely. When
he saw the battle irretrievably lost, according to the

aooount of Livy, he rushed into the midst of the

enemy, and perished fighting sword in hand. Nero
hastened back to Apulia, and is said tohave announced
to Hannibal the defeat of his brother by causing Has-
drubal’s head to be thrown into his camp, B.O. 207.

HASHISH, an eastern preparation made from the

cultivated hemp plant (Cannabis aativa ), or more
oommonly from the Indian variety of it (Cannabit

indica). This hemp is covered with a soft resin,

which is gathered by various processes. It is then

kneaded and formed into small balls, whioh are called

oAurrus. Sometimes, particularly in Persia, the plant

Is pounded and pressed through a coarse doth
;

in

other cases infusions or deoootions are made from it

It is also smoked or chewed like tobaoco after being

oarefully dried. It is then sold under the name of

bhang. It is sometimes mixed with narootio sub-

stances, as opium. To all these preparations the resin

of the plant gives curious intoxicating powers. Hash-
ish, as prepared from the resin itself, carefully col-

lected and made into balls, has the appearance of a
tenacious or viscid mass of a greenish-yellow colour,

with an acrid savour and a nauseous smell. It pro-

duces an intoxication and somnolence somewhat ana-

logous to the effects of opium, accompanied with

ecstasies, hallucinations, distinguished by bursts of

gaiety, tears, and other passionate demonstrations, in

whioh a sustained exaltation of ideas is the dominant

tendency. The phenomena vary, as in other kinds

of intoxication, according to temperament Hashish

is also employed in medicine.

HASUlNGDEN, a (nun. borough and market

town, England, oounty of Lancaster, 16 miles nortn
of Manchester. It has improved greatly in appear-
ance of late years, many old mean-looking houses
having been replaoed by substantial new edifioes. It
has two handsome modern churches, besides various
other places of worship; a free school, having a small
endowment; a oourt-house, publio hall, and literary

institute. The woollen manufacture and that of

cotton employ a number of the inhabitants, and
there are also engineering and other works. Excel-
lent building-stones, slate, and flags abound in the
neighbourhood. Pop. in 1901, 18,543.
HASSEL, Johann Georg Heinrich, a distin-

guished German geographer and statistical writer,

was bom in 1770, at Wolfenbttttel, in Brunswick,
and died Jan. 18, 1829, at Weimar. He was from
1809 to 1813 director of the Statistical Bureau, Ac.,

in Cassel, then the capital of the Kingdom of West-
phalia. After 181 6 he lived a private fife at Weimar.
He wrote many works of much reputation

;
among

others, General Geographico-Statistical Lexicon (two
vols. Weimar, 1817 and 1818); Statistical Sketch
of all the European States, and the most important
of the other Parts of the World (three numbers.
Weimar, 1823 and 1824); Genealogico-Statistico-His-
torical Almanac (annually, from 1824 to 1829, Wei-
mar), a work which contains very extensive statis-

tical information. Hassel was co-editor of the Com-
plete Manual of the latest Geography (Weimar, 1819
to 1829), and in connection with W. Mtiller edited
the second chief division of the Encyclopaedia of
Ersch and Gruber, from H to O, and contributed
largly to Pierer’s Encyclopadia Dictionary, from A

HASSELQUIST, Frederick, a Swedish natural-
ist, was one of the most eminent among the disciples

of Linnaeus. He was bom in the province of Ostro-
gothia in 1722. The death of his father, who was
vicar of a parish, leaving him without the means of

support, he exerted his faculties, and obtained friends,

by whose assistance he was supplied with the means
of instruction. In 1741 he went to the University
of Upsala, where his talents and industry drew the
attention of Linnaeus. In 1747 he published a dis-

sertation De Yiribus Plantarum. Soon after he
formed the scheme of making researches on the spot
into the natural history of Palestine

; and the uni-

versity having furnished him with pecuniary re-

sources, he embarked for Smyrna in August, 1749,
and arrived there about the end of November. After
exploring the environs of that city he went to Egypt,
whence, in March, 1751, he took the route to Pales-

tine by Damietta and Jaffa. He stayed some time
at Jerusalem, and afterwards visited other parts of

the country. Heturaing to Smyrna he brought with
him a most noble collection of plants, minerals, fishes,

reptiles, insects, and other natural curiosities. He
died there, Feb 9, 1762. The Swedish queen, Louisa
Ulrica, purchased the whole of Hasselquist’s acquisi-

tions, which were deposited in the castle of Drott-

ningholm. Linnaeus, from the papers and specimens

of natural history collected by his pupil, prepared for

the press the Iter Palaestinum, or Travels in Pales-

tine, with Remarks on its Natural History (Stock-

holm, 1757, 8vo), which has been translated icte

English and other European languages.

HASSELT, a town, Belgium, capital of the pro-

vince of Limbourg, on the Demer, 15 miles w.w.w. ot

Maastricht It is regularly fortified, tolerably well

built, has a court of first resort, and several public

offices; four churches, two chapels, a courthouse, two
hospitals, an almshouse, a oollege, and several primary
schools; with manufactures of tobacco, madder, soap,

oil, candles, ohooolate, refined wax, arid hats; dye-

works, bleach-fields, salt-works, numerous tanasriss.
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toweries and distilleries ; an important trade in
apirite, tobaooo, and madder; and two weekly fairs.Bm (1897), 14,267.

HASTINGS, a pari., man., and county borough
and market town of England, chief of the Cinque
Porta, in the county of Sussex, 60 miles 8.8.x. of

London by rail
;

pleasantly situated on the sea-

coast) with lofty sheltering hills and cliffs towering
behind. It may be now said to consist of an old
and a new town; the former occupying a hollow
between the East and West Hills; the latter stretch-

ing inland and westward, this portion being known
as St. Leonard’s-on-Sea. In front of the town is a
splendid esplanade, two magnificent piers with large
saloons, and baths, said to contain the largest tepid
swimming-bath in the world. It has two ancient
churches, respectively restored in 1871 and 1875;
several modern churches, and dissenting chapels

;

a Gothic town-hall (1881); a market-place, with
com exchange over it; a grammar-school; the
Brassey Institute, in brick and stone, contain-

ing a free library, museum, Ac.
;

a theatre and 1

opera-house; a music-hall; a splendid public park
(opened 1882), public gardens, golf-links, cricket

and recreation grounds, Ac. The charitable insti-

tutions include hospitals and a free dispensary.

A harbour is in course of construction. Fishing,

boat - building, brewing, and other industries are

carried on, but the principal support of the

town is derived from the numerous visitors who
frequent it during the bathing and winter sea-

sons. St. Leonard’s also has a fine pier and
several fine buildings and gardens. On the edge
of the cliff westward of the town are the ruins of

a castle erected by William I. in 1067, and of the

church and conventual buildings of a free college,

supposed to have been founded in the reign of

Henry I. Hastings is a town of considerable an-

tiquity. It had a mint in 965, and was one of the

Cinque Ports in 1065. William of Normandy de-

feated Harold near here, 14th October, 1066. Hast-

ings returns one member to parliament. Pop. of mun.
borough in 1891, 52,223; pari, borough, 60,878; of

oounty borough in 1901, 65,528
;
pari, borough, 62,91 3.

HASTINGS, Warkkn, first governor-general of

India, was born at Churchill, Oxfordshire, 6th De-
cember, 1732. The Hastings family had been for

centuries in possession of the manor of Daylesford,

Warwickshire, but having been impoverished by the

civil war had sold their possession, the last holder pre-

senting his second son to the rectory of the parish.

Warren was the grandson of the rector, and was

brought up by him in infancy. At eight an uncle

in London sent him to a school at Newington

Butts, whence he removed him at ten years of age

to Westminster School. On the death of his uncle

his new guardian procured him an appointment in

the East India Company’s service, whereupon he

left Westminster ; and after spending a short time

with a private tutor, he set out for Bengal, where

he arrived in October, 1750. After passing two

years in the secretary’s office in Calcutta, he was

appointed to the factory at Cossimbazar, where he

was engaged for several years. While here he was

taken prisoner by Surajah Dowlah when he took

and pillaged Cossimbazar (1756). On obtaining

his freedom he joined Clive, under whom he served

with distinction as a volunteer in his campaign of

1757. He married in 1757, but his wife died in

1759, and his two children both died early. In

1758 he was appointed resident agent of the Com-
pany at Moorshedabad, in which capacity he con-

tinued to act till 1761. It is recorded to his honour

that he did not avail himself of the opportunity

of hii fortune in the mode then common

I among the servants of the Company, by * presents'

!

(forced) from the native prinoes. In 1761 he ob-
tained a seat in the Bengal Council, and was the
only member of the council who supported Gover-
nor Vansittart in protesting against the selfish and
corrupt practices of their colleagues. In 1764 he
returned to England. He had acquired a moderate
fortune by his thirteen years’ service; but, tempted
by the high rate of interest, he left the bulk of his

means in India, and had the misfortune to lose what
he had invested there. He was thus compelled again
to ask foremployment from the Company ; and having
secured the appointment of second member of the
council of Madras, he sailed for India in the spring
of 1769. Among the passengers were a German
portrait-painter, Baron Imhoff, and his wife. An
Attachment sprung up between Hastings and the

lady, which they openly avowed ; and as the husband
proved accommodating, on arrangement was made
among the parties by which Hastings agreed to pur-

chase the baroness. A divorce was to lie procured
in Germany, in exchange for which the nuslxvnd
was to receive a sum of money; and llAstingA under-
took to marry the baroness and adopt her children.

Until the divorce was procured the Isiron retained

his wife, and lived with her at Hastings’ ex|Kmse,
first at Madras and subsequently at Calcutta. In
1771 the East India Comjtany wore contemplating
extensive changes in the government of India. The
government of Bengal was still carried on in the name
of the nabob, although he had liecome a mere cipher,

all his officers being apjiointed by the Comjwiny,
who were properly only his collectors of revenue.

Famine in Bengal, re|»orts of native oppression, and
difficulties at home m regard to their own ]»osi-

tion, had determined the Company, though at first

cautiously and reluctantly, to assume more direct

authority, and they cast their eyes ujKm Warren
Hastings as a fitting instrument to carry out their

policy. Clive strenuously supported his appointment
to the Calcutta council, and he was removed thither,

machine Calcutta 17th February, 1772. He had the

second seat in the council, with succession as presi-

dent of the council and Governor of Bengal. Mr.
Cartier resigned on 1 3th April, when he assumed the

governorship. Ten days afterwards he received in-

structions from the directors to deprive of his offices

Mohammed Reza Khan, who had exercised under
the Comjiany the complete control of the revenues

and administration of Bengal, and to bring him
to trial for corruption and abuses of his j*>wur.

Mohammed bore a high character, and he was ac-

cused by Nuncjomar, a man of notoriously Imd repu-

tation. Shitab Roy, dewan of Behar, was subjected

to similar charges. Hastings carried out the wishes

of the Company for the prosecution of Mohammed
with more zeal than impartiality. He apjsrinted the

son of his accuser Nuncomar to the office of dewan
or superintendent of the nabob’s household, of which
Mohammed had just been divested; but after a pro-

tracted inquiry both Mohammed and Hhitab were,

notwithstanding the great anxiety of the council to

inculpate them, fully acquitted of all the charges

against them. The object of these charges—the re-

organization of the judicial and financial administra-

tion of the province under the direct control of the

Company’s officers, had in the meantime been carried

out by Hastings to the entire satisfaction of the

directors. Another important step taken by Hast-

ings was to enter into a treaty with the Nabob of

Oude (Treaty of Benares, 7th *Sept., 1773), bv which
he ceded to him the districts of Corah and Allahabad
for fifty lacs of rupees, and engaged to hire out the

Company's troops to him for the reduction of the

Rohillas, whose territory the nabob coveted. The
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cl territorial power by the Company
r to the act of 1778, remodelling its powers. (See

East India Company.) By this sot Hastings was
appointed Governor-general of India, and a supreme
eoondl was named, of whom three members came
from England. These formed a majority unfavour-
able to Hastings, who was supported only by the
remaining member of council, Harwell, lie whole
policy of Hastings' government, both external and
internal, now came under question and condem-
nation by the majority of the council. The natives

were encouraged to bring charges against it, and
Nunoomar, his old ally, came forward with various

charges of bribery. Hastings had received from the
begum, whom he had appointed guardian of the
nabob, a lac and a half of rupees (£15,000) as enter-

tainment-money. This money he had applied to the
public service, but not entered in the accounts. This
and similar charges were magnified against him.

Hie majority of the council assumed with indecent

haste, on the assertion of Nuncomar, that he had
mipropriated £34,000, which they demanded that he
should refund. While Nuncomar was prosecuting

these charges against Hastings with the favour and
patronage of the majority of the council, his career

was suddenly brought to a dose in a way which
involved Hastings in a more serious charge. A su-

preme court of justice had been appointed at the
same time with the supreme council of Calcutta.

This oourt held jurisdiction over the natives only in

cases of dispute between them and British subjects.

The chief-justice, Sir Elijah Impey, its bead, was a
friend of Hastings. Nuncomar was brought before

this court, charged on the accusation of a native Cal-

cutta merchant with forgery, convicted, and executed.

This stretch of jurisdiction, which Hastings could
easily have prevented, alienated from him public

sympathy in England, and made even his friends

afraid of the umxipularity of supporting him. The
directors of the Company, who haa long been favour-

able to him, had from other causes altered their sen-

timents, and petitioned the crown on 8th May, 1776,
for his removal and that of Harwell from the coun-
cil Hastings had deputed Colonel MacLean, who
returned to England in 1776 to insist on certain

conditions or tender his resignation. MacLean in

the circumstances deemed it prudent to tender Has-
tings’ resignation unconditionally. It was accepted,

ana a successor appointed to take his place in the

council, 23d October, 1776, and the consent of the

crown obtained to the appointment. Advice of these

proceedings reached Calcutta in June, 1777, by which
time the death of one of the members had given

Hastings by his casting vote a majority in the coun-

cil, and he was no longer disposed to resign. General
Clavering, who had arrived as his successor, now
assumed the title of governor-general, which Has-
tings still insisted on retaining. The supreme oourt,

which was appealed to, decided in favour of Hastings;

he then endeavoured to expel Clavering entirely

from the council, but the court decided against him.

The Baroness Imhoff had now procured her divorce,

and the long-deferred union was at length accom-
plished. Hastings' proceedings were now openly

opposed by the directors at home, and he refused

compliance with their explicit instructions; but he
bad still a large amount of support among the pro-

prietors, and although holding office apparently in

defiance both of the crown ana his direct employers,

ha was, on the expiry of his term of office, continued

fta it by act of Parliament (1770) for another year.

On the return home of his bitter opponent Francis

($ir Philip) Hastings remained supreme in the coun-

cil, but his policy involved many doubtful and oom-

ptiopted mattem which it is impossible to eiplain

without going into the details of Indian history. To
end a dispute between the council and the supreme
oourt of Calcutta, and to bring the chief-justice

under the influence of the council, he appointed 8h
Elijah Impey superintendent of the native oourt*

with a salary of £8000 a year, an appointment which
was regarded by some as equivalent to a bribe. He
involved himself in disputes with the Madras govern-
ment, in which he appears to have overstretched his

authority. He made demands for a large war con-

tribution upon the Rajah of Benares, who was a
feudatory of the Bengal government, and when the
rajah resisted arrested and deposed him. He caused
the ‘begums of Oude ',

mother and grandmother of

the Nabob of Oude, to give up extensive estates in

land and a large amount of treasure, on the ground
that these had not been lawfully acquired. The
directors, owing to such proceedings, were contem-
plating his dismissal. The House of Commons had
passed a resolution (30th May, 1782) requiring them
to pursue all legal and effectual means for his re-

moval. The directors were disposed to comply,
but were opposed by the oourt of proprietors, who
twice refused to permit his removal without specific

charges being proved against him. While matters
were in this state Hastings expressed his willingness

to send in his resignation. He then went to

Lucknow, and in accordance with instructions from
home restored some of their lands to the begums.
In November, 1784, he resigned his post, and
on 3rd February, 1785, he left India. As soon
as he arrived in England Burke intimated in the

House of Commons his intention of demanding an
investigation into his conduct. In 1786 articles of

impeachment were brought in by Burke against him
He was charged with acts of injustioe and oppression

against native princes and peoples, dependants or

allies of the Company, with maladministration, re-

ceiving of bribes, conniving at extravagant contracts,

&c. The impeachment, after a protracted struggle

in the House of Commons, reached the House of

Lords in 1788. The preliminary forms were gone

through from 18tb to 14th February, and Burke
opened the charges against him in a speech of three

days' duration, begun on the 15th. He was sup|K>rted

by Fox, Sheridan, and Grey. Three sessions were

occupied with the case for the prosecution, and in

1791 the Commons intimated their willingness to

abandon a part of it, in order to bring the trial to an

end. Hastings began his defence on 2d June, 1791,

and on 17th April, 1795, he was acquitted by large

majorities on all the charges. His acquittal met
with general approval The charges against him
had been strainea to the utmost, which evoked public

sympathy in his favour, and, together with his un-

doubted services, caused his actual errors to be con-

doned. The legal expenses of his trial amounted to

£76,080. The Company in 1796 settled on him an

annuity of £4000 a year for 28$ years, and lent him

£50,000 for eighteen years free of interest. Ho
passed the remainder of his life in retirement at

Dayleaford, which he purchased. In 1813 he received

the degree of LL.D. from the University of Oxford,

and in 1814 he was created a privy-councillor. He
died at Daylesford, 22d August, 1818, having readied

the mature age of eighty-five,

HAT (A. Saxon, Let), an outdoor oovering for the

head. Hats are distinguished from the more ancient

forms of head-covering, cape and bonnets; but the

line of distinction is not drawn with any great

exactitude. For the male sex a hat is the fnU-dren

article of out-door oovering, and a dreei hat is a

perfectly definable article It is made of felt or sQk

plush, with a nap outside, is cylindrical in form, 6 to

8 indues in height, with a brim varying in breadth
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whh the fashions, both bet and brim befog perfectly

stiff. The fnll-dwra article of female attire k a
bonnet

, but bate are also worn, which are generally

Imitations of aome form of male hat In the male
article the populardistinction appears to be that a hat
has a brim all round, while the bonnet has no brim,

and the cap only a sooop or front brim. Hat may also

now be considered as the generic name for a head-
oorering for the male sex, as bonnet is for the female.

The ancient Greeks had various forms of head-cover-

fog. Hesiod describes the pilot as a suitable head-
dram for a farmer in cold weather, covering both ears.

It is also said to have been worn as a lining to the

helmet It is supposed to have been made of felt,

In various forms, some of them not unlike the felt

hats of the present day. The apex of the Romans, a
similar oovering of a conical shape, was worn from
the time of Numa. The Greek petatot had a brim,

and was similar to the round felt now worn. The
oap among the Homans was a symbol of liberty, and
was worn by slaves on their manumission. This
symbolical usage has been revived in a political sense

fo modern times. The Anglo-Saxons at an early

period appear to have worn no hats; in place of a
head-covering they wore tbeir hair long and flowing.

About the eighth century they wore caps made of

the skins of animals, dressed with the bair outside.

Felt or woollen hats appear to have been introduced

about the ninth century. Heaver is mentioned as a
material for hats fo the middle of the twelfth century.

3*he earliest English writers mention hats, and they

E
wur in the fourteenth century to have been worn

y ornamented with plumes. The first mention of

tors as a trade appears to be about the fourteenth

eentury. The hatters of NUrnberg (Ftlzkappenmacher)

are mentioned fo 1860. Under Louis XII. the vel-

vet skull-caps previously in use in France gave way
to what may be considered as the progenitor of the

modern hat. It was a round hat with a small brim,

very similar to our modern hats, except that it was
pointed and ornamented with a feather. Francis I.

adopted the Spanish fashion, and made broad-rimmed
hats fashionable. Under Louis XIV. broad -bor-

dered hats, gaily ornamented, were fashionable; but
when the fashion of wearing perruques came in the

hat ceased to be worn on the head, and was reduced

to a small three-cornered article carried under the

arm. This continued under Louis XV. The ease

with which a man carried his hat under his arm was
considered the mark of good breeding. These three-

cornered hats were still used during the empire,

but gradually the present form of hat came to pre-

vail It now enjoys in most civilized Euroj>ean coun-

tries a firm pre-eminence, due to the ascendency of

France in dictating fashions to the rest of Europe.

It has often been assailed as inconvenient and un-

graceful, and rebellions more or less extensive and
protracted have been got up against it, but while

thrones have toppled before the fervour of democratic

enthusiasm, hats have held their sway. They have

even extended it to the new world. America prides

Itself fo the excellence of its hat manufacture, and it

is said that fo London and Paris the citizen of the

States is recognized by the superiority of this article

of attira.

The hat has become associated fo various ways with

acts of courtesy. It has long been a privilege of the

highest nobility in France, Spain, and sometimes fo

England and other countries, to wear the hat in pre-

sence of royalty. To remove the hat fo saluting is

a oommon act of courtesy, especially towards ladies.

It Is also oontidersd an indispensable mark of respect

fo entering church, the sitting-room of a private

house, &c.

The felting process fo the manufacture of hats is

described under the article Faurnro. Beaver and
other skins, which were formerly the most ssfornnod

materials for the manufacture of dram hats, are now
superseded by silk plush. The silk hat wm invented
at Floranoe about 1760. In 1770 there were already
two manufactories of this kind of hat at Paris.

The manufacture, however, did not make much pro-

grass till 1828, when it began rapidly to expand. The
increasing use of felt hats has raoently again dimi-

nished its importance. A silk hat is oomposed of s

skeleton, to the surface of which the silk plush is

glued. The skeleton is usually made of linen doth,
covered with gum-lao, which makes the hat stiff and
waterproof. It is made fo three parts, the cylindrical

part, the crown, and the brim. The cylindrical part

is made by gumming together the edges of a piece

of cloth of the proper size, shaped on a cylinder. The
circular disc forming the crown is gummed to one
end of it The brim is oomposed of superposed layers

of stiffer doth, and is made with a flat projecting

surface round its inner edge, which is gummed to the
skeleton. For oovering the hat a sort of hood of silk

plush is made, which is cut across fo an oblioue line.

This cover is drawn over the skeleton placed on the
block, and fitted exactly to it by the application of

a hot iron. The heat of the iron melts the gum-lao,
which on cooling cements thecovering to the skeleton.

The edges of the oblique cut are also coated with
gum-lac. Ihe hat is finally shaped on the block or

form, and the plush damped and polished, while the
hat revolves on a turning-lathe.

In the manufacture ox straw hats the straw oom
monly used is that of wheat or barley. The best

comes from Italy, and particularly from Tuscany.

The straw la exported from Florence in small plaited

ribands. From these the hats are made by female

workers in millinery establishments, by stitching them
together into the required form. In the straw hats

called Italian the straw is not sewed but plaited

together, being stitched only with a fine thread nidden

under the successive plaits. These are made up fo

Italy, and exported to be dressed or shaped in other
coun tries. Hats are also marie of the* flat leaves of

African and American jMilms, split lengthways info

narrow strips.

HATCH ETT, Chaiu.kh, b>rn aU»ut 1 705, devoted

much of his early life to the study of mineralogy and
cheraiHtry, and excelled in making careful and deli-

cate analyses, in 1801 ho discovered an element
which, having l>eon obtained by him from a mineral
that mine from Massachusetts, he dtttiguafod colum-
luum. The y'<ar following, an element called tan-

talum was discovered by Ekelwrg
;
but little more

was done to the subject until Wollaston in 1809
made an examination of tin- minerals concerned and
asserb-d the identity of tantalum ami colurnhium.

This view was generally accepted till aliout 1846,

when H. Rose re-discovered colurnhium and gave it

the name of niobium, which it still liears. Hatchett
died at Chelsea, February 10, 1847.

HATCHING. Sec Incubation,
HATCHMENT. See Aituevkmknt.
HATCHWA y, a square or oblong ojaming in the

middle of the deck of a ship, of which there are

generally three—main, fore, and aft, affording pas-

sages up and down from one dock to another, and
also descending into the hold. The coverings over

these ojjonings are called hatches.

HATFIELD, or Bishop's HatftjeM), a small

town of England, in Hertfordshire, aliout 6 miles fo

the south-west of the town of Hertford, and 18 miles

north of London. It is situated a short distance

south of the right bank of the river Lea. The fine

church of St. Etheldreda, restored in 1872, is mainly

in the Early English and Decorated styles, with some
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Norman work, and contains a monument to Robert
Cecil, the first Earl of Salisbury. The residence of

the bishops of Ely was long at Hatfield, and a gate-

house and other remains of the old palace still exist.

It came into the possession of Henry VIII. in 1538,

and was used as a royal residence till James I. trans-

ferred the manor to Robert Cecil, first Earl of Balia

-

’bury, who built Hatfield House on its site early in

the seventeenth century. Hatfield House, the resi-

dence of the Marquis of Salisbuiy, a fine large edifice

of the Jacobean style of architecture, stands in a
well-timbered park, and contains many valuable
paintings and documents. Pop. (1891), 4330.

HATTERAS, Cap*. See Cape Hatteras.
HATTI-SHERIFF, the Turkish name of an edict

signed by the sultan, who subscribes it usually with
these words :

—

*

Let my order be executed according

to Its form and import.' These words are usually

edged with gold, or otherwise ornamented. An order
riven In this way is irrevocable. The firman of 18th
February, 1856, called usually Haiti humayun, ‘ex-

alted writing,' is the constitutional charter of the
Turkish Empire. It is a longish document, undivided
into articles, and prescribing various reforms adminis-
trative and financial, &c., but its chief importance
eonsists in Its explicit recognition of the principle of

religious liberty, already admitted by the hatti of

Gomana* 8d November, 1889, It says ‘ all distinctions

or appellations tending to render one class of my
subjects inferior to another class by reason of worship,

language, or race, are for ever effaced from the pro-

tocol of administration.'

HATTON, Sib Christopher, Lord-chancellor of

England, a favourite of Queen Elisabeth, is said to

have been born about 1540, was entered a gentleman
commoner of St Mary Hall, Oxford, but removed,
without taking a degree, to the Inner Temple in

1560. He was introduced at court some time pre-

vious to the middle of the year 1564, and once at a
masque Queen Elizabeth was so much struck with
his graceful person and dancing that an introduc-

tion to her favour was the result His inexperience

created much prejudice against him as chancellor,

but his sound natural capacity supplied his deficiency

of information, and his decisions were seldom found
defective in judgment or equity. He was elected a
member of Parliament in 1571, became captain of

the queen's guard in 1572, vice-chamberlain and a

S
ivy-councillor in 1577, lord -chancellor in 1587.

e was one of the commissioners for the trial of

Mary, queen of Soots, in 1586. His artful speech to

the unhappy queen, 4
If you are innocent you have

nothing to fear; but by seeking to avoid a trial you
stain your reputation by an everlasting blot,' is sup-

posed to have been mainly influential in inducing her
to submit to trial He died in 1591.

HATZFELD (Hungarian, Ztombolya), a town of

the Austrian Empire, in Hungary, district of Tor-

ontai, 22 miles w.H.w. of Temesvar. Its principal

trade is in corn and horses. Pop. (1890), 9580.
HAUBERK. The coat of mail which preoeded the

armour composed of plates, either of leather or steel,

was oalled hauberk, from the German Haltberge.

The small hauberk, a kind of jacket in scales, de-

scending a little below the hips, and with loose sleeves

whioh end not reach the elDow, was in the eighth

oentury worn by all knights, and afterwards became
the dress of squires and poorer gentlemen. The large

hauberk, in the shape of a frock, and with the captau,

or hood, at first reached just to the knee, and the

sleeves a little below the elbow. Long sleeves, with

hose and lqggingnjn separate pieces, belong to the

twelfth oentury. The most ancient mode of making
the hauberk was probably the ringed form, consisting

of rings of metal sewed flat side by side, on ooaiee

leather or padded stuff. The storied ooat was oosn-

posed of small losenge-shaued plates of metal The
treUised ooat was mime of leathern thongs, {flatted in

and out over the stuff of which the ooat was com-
posed. The leorann was an Imbricated hauberk, with

overlapping scales or plates. The chain-mail hauberk
was oomposed entirely of iron or other metal rings,

rivetted piece by piece, without a stuff or leather

USER, Kaspab, the name of a personage
whose history is enveloped in mystery. On the 26th
of May, 1828, a youth, apparently about sixteen or

seventeen yean of age, was found at one of the gates

of Nttrnberg; but he was unable to give any account
of himself, nor oould it be discovered who brought
him there, whence he came, or who he was. He was
4 feet and 9 inches in height; was very pale; had a
short delicate beard on his chin and upper lip; his

limbs were slender; his feet, which were tender and
delicate, bore no marks of having been confined in

shoes; he scarcely knew how to use his fingers or
hands, and his attempts to walk resembled the first

efforts of a child, when spoken to he understood
very little that was said to him, and only replied by
one or two imperfect phrases to all inquiries. His
countenance was expressive of gross stupidity. He
held in his hand a letter addressed to the captain of

one of the cavalry companies of Ntirnberg, dated
'Bavarian Frontiers; place nameless.' Its purport

was that the bearer had been left with the writer,

whowas a poor labourer with ten children, in October,

1812, and who, not knowing his parents, had brought
him up in his house without allowing him to stir out
of it. A note accompanying the letter contained

these words :

* His father was one of the light cavalry;

send him, when he is seventeen years old, to Ntim-
berg, for his father was stationed there. He was
born April 80, 1812. I am a poor girl, and cannot
support him; his father is dead' A pen being put
into his hands, he wrote in plain letters Kcupar
Hauser. He appeared to be hungry and thirsty, but
manifested great aversion to eating or drinking any-

thing that was offered to him except bread and water.

He fell into the hands of persons who treated him
kindly, and taught him the use of language; and be
manifested the most amiable and grateful disposition.

But he oould give no aocount of himself, exoept that,

as far as he could remember, he had always inhabited

a small cell, continually seated on the ground, with

his feet naked, and having no covering exoept a
shirt and trousers, and he had never seen the sky.

When he awoke from sleep he was accustomed to

find near him some bread and a pitcher of water;

but he never saw the face of the person who brought
them, and it was at Niirnberg that he first learned

there were other living creatures besides himself and
the man with whom he had always been. In July,

1 828, he was put under the care of Professor Daumer,
and many curious observations were made as to his

progress in education, which, on the whole, was
limited. On 17th October, 1829, he was found bleed-

ing from a slight wound, which he represented to

have been inflicted by an ussssin Lord Stanhope
afterwards took him under his protection, and endea-

voured to procure information as to his parentage

and early treatment He sent him to Ansnach for

education. He was employed in the oouit of appeal,

but showed little tor work. He was invited

by a stranger to meet him at three o’clock on 14tb

Deoember, 1883, under pretence of giving him some
information about his birth. During the interview

he was stabbed on the left side, and died on the 17th
of December. See Quarterly Review (1888); Evans,
The Story of Kaspar Hauser (1892); and the Duchess
of Cleveland's True Story of Keeper Hauser (1892).
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HAUSMANNITR. This is *nn brown or black profemor In the nonnal school, and secretary cl the
miunl found in ThUringen, the Hans, Elsam, and ooimnWoners appointed to regulate weights and men-
in Pennsylvania It crystallises in acute octahedra sures, the result of whose labours was the new decimal
with a square base, the terminal angles being some- system; he was also made a member of the national
times replaced by a move obtuse pyramid. It is institute. Bonaparte appointed him professor of min*
also found in crystalline masses. Its lustre is semi- eralogy in the museum of natural history, and after*
metallic. It Is tolerably hard; dissolves in hydro- wards professor in the Academy of Paris. By his
ohkvio arid with evolution of chlorine, and when influence the study of mineralogy received a new im*
tested before the blowpipe gives the characteristic pulse; the collections were increased fourfold, and
reactions of manganese (which see). Different views excellently arranged. He was a most obliging and
are taken of Its composition; it is an oxide of man- instructive superintendent of this collection. In 1808,
gaaese, with traces of other substances; but while at the command of Napoleon, he wrote his Trait* de
some oonsider it to be a protoseequioxide, and write Physique In six months. Being directed to ask some
Its formula MnOMntO* others regard it as a com- favour, he asked for a place for the husband of his
pound of the protoxide and binoxide, and assign it niece. Napoleon granted his request, besides oon*
the formula 2Mn O,Mn0* According to the former ferring on me modest tavant a pension of 6000 franca
formula, hausmannite is analogous in composition to The esteem which the emperor had for this dlstin*

the magnetic oxide of iron, but the crystalline form guiahed man was the more honourable both to him
of the two is different and to Hauy, as the latter had never stooped to
HAUTBOY. See Oboe. flattery, and had even opposed Bonaparte’s elevation
HAUY, Rene Just, Abb&, a distinguished mine* to the imperial dignity, by signing nay, when the

ralogist, the son of a poor weaver, bora 1748, at St question was proj>osed for the ratification of the
Just, in the department of the Oise, was at first nation. When the emperor, after his return from
chorister, then studied theology, and during twenty* Riba, visited the museum, he said to Hauy, *1 read
one jean occupied the place of a professor, at first in your Physios again in Elba with the greatest interest;'

the College of Navarre, and afterwards in that of the he then decorated Hauy with the badges of the legion
Cardinal Le Moine. He studed botany as a recrea* of Honour. Hauy was in the habit of amusing him*
tion, but his taste for mineralogy was awakened by self by conversing with the pupils of the normal
the lectures of Daubenton. An accident led him to school, who often visited at his house, and whom he
the formation of his system of crystallography. As he always received and entertained with kindness. Hs
was examining the collection of minerals belonging was gentle, indulgent, and benevolent Nothing
to M. France de Croieset, he dropped a beautiful oould ruffle his quiet temper but objections to his

specimen of calcareous spar crystallized in prisms, system. Notwithstanding bis feebleness he attained

which was broken by the fall. Hauy observed with the age of nearly eighty years, and died June 8,

astonishment that the fragments had the smooth, re* 1 822. Besides his valuable treatises In different

nd spar, periodicals, and his articles on natural hlstoij In the

this mo* Encyclopedic M*thodique, his Rssai sur la Thforie,

his new et la Structure des Criit&ux (1784), Ills Traits de

(covered Mlntfralogie (1801 ,
four vols.), his Traits dldmentaire

fe then de Physique, which has already been mentioned
measur* (1808, two vols.), his Traits des Caracthres physiques

le now, des Pierres precieuacs (1817), his Traits de (Tristallo-

le grand graphic (1822, two vols., with engravings), his Trait*

o, with de Min*ralogie (second edition, 1822, four vols., with

gular form of the rhomboid crystals of Iceland spar.
r
I have found it all*' he exclaimed, for at this mo-
ment he conceived the fundamental idea of his new
system. He took the fragments home, and discovered

the geometrical law of crystallization. He then

studied geometry, and invented a method of measur-
ing and describing the forms of crystals. He now,
for the first time, ventured to communicate the grand

j

discovery to his instructor Daubenton, who, with

i belonging

a beautiful

lin*ralogie (second edition, 1822, four vols., with

Laplace, oould with difficulty persuade the modest an atlas), are the most distinguished The oharge

Hauy to communicate his discovery to the Academy, of editing the manuscripts which he left devolved on

which in 1788 received him as adiunot in the class his pupil Lafosse The Duke of Buckingham bought
Hauy to communicate his discovery to the Academy,
which in 1788 received him as adjunct in the class

of botany. He now devoted himself wholly to his

studies, so that he remained a stranger to the revolu-

tion with all its horrors, until, having refused to take

the oath of obedience to the constitution required of

the priests, he was deprived of his place, and was
arrested In the midst of his calculations as a recu-

sant priest He calmly continued his studies in prison.

In the meantime one of his pupils, Geoffrui de St
Hilaire, late member of the Academy, exerted him-

self in favour of Hauy; and the remark of a trades-

man, an officer of police in the quarter where Hauy
lived, that 'it was better to spare a recusant priest

his pupil Lafosse The 1 )uko of Buckingham bought
his precious collection of minerals, for which Hauy
had refused an offer of 600,000 francs. Cuvier de-

livered an eulogy on him before the Academy in

1 828, and Brogniart, who had been his assistant, be-

came his successor in the museum of natural history.

Hauy's mineral system is baaed primarily upon crys-

talline form; but he placed considerable stress upon
chemical composition, aa he supposed that the two
characters varied with each other. He did not exe-

cute the analyses himself, but intrusted them to his

contemporary Yauquelin. After the discovery of

isomorphism Hauy’s doctrines ceased to be held in
ik.i ui.

than put to dtrth a quiet man of letters,’ saved his all their fulness, so that his writings have now become

life. Geoffroi hastened to him with an order for his entirely obsolete.

release. It was very late, and Hauy, occupied only

with his researches, wished to remain in prison untu

the next day. Hauy continued his studies, and even

ventured to write in favour of Lavoisier, who was
then in prison, and of Borda and Delambre, who had
been removed from their places. After the death of

Doobanton the Academy wished to name the modest
Hauy his enenamor: but he recommended Dolomieu,

entirely obsolete.

HAUYNE (named after Hauy), or Latialite
(after the ancient Latium, where it was first discovered

by Abb* Gismondi), Is one of a genus of minerals,

and includes two or three varieties. The genus com-
prises Hauyne, Sod
Ittnerite, and these

o or three varieties. The genus oom-
Sodalite, Spfnellane, or Noeean, and
icse minerals all consist of silicate of

Dnabsnton the Academy wished to the modest aluminium and sodium, with sulphate of calcium or

Hauy Us snocamor: but he recommended Dolomieu, sodium, or chloride of sodium; but there are occa-

who was Hnrrismtrd In Sicily, in violation of the laws sioually present traces of a metallic sulphide, to which

of nations: the latter, however, having died toon the blue colour eometfanee exhibited by thme bodies

after Us Hbaantton, Hany received Us place from the is ascribed. They are similar In character to lapis

first The convention had abnady appointed lazuli, but though analogous in composition, the pro-

Un keeper of the mineralogies! collections of the portions of the constituents are different The aperies

taels rise mimes, and the dlrectorv had created him Hauyne is found in the lava of Hoots Sonina, veen*
Vou TO. 178
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vius,at Mont Albano, at Niedermendig,on the Rhine,
and at several other localities; but the specimens are
different. Hauyne is a blue, or bluish-green, mineral,
which occurs massive, in crystalline grains, or in
rhombic dodecahedra. It has a vitreous lustre, varies

from opaque to translucent, is moderately hard, but
brittle. When heated it fuses to a slag, and in this

operation may lose its colour entirely. By hydro-
chloric acid it is decomposed, gelatinous silica separ-

ates, and there is sometimes a perceptible odour of

sulphuretted hydrogen.
HAVANA, or The Havannah (Spanish, La

Habwna, ‘ the haven ’), an important maritime city,

capital of the Island of Cuba, and one of the greatest

commercial marts of the Western World, is situated

on a bay on the north-west side of the island. Its

harbour, formed by the bay, which nowhere exceeds

1J mile in width, is one of the best in the world.

It is entered by a channel, which is about 1500
yards long, and not more than 350 yards wide

;
and

the entrance is defended by two strong castles—the
Punta on the west side, and the Morro on the east.

Other four forts, some of which are very strong,

defend the harlxmr and town. The bay within forms
a capacious basin, in which 1000 vessels of the largest

class might ride safely at anchor. The town consists

of the town proper and the suburbs, the former occu-

pying a sort of peninsula on the west side of the liay.

When viewed from the sea it has a very picturesque

and imposing appearance; and it has fine parks and
promenades; but its interior is by no means attrac-

tive. The streets, though regular, and intersecting

each other at right angles, are narrow, badly-paved,

and lined with massy structures of stone closely

crowded together, and generally provided with pon-

derous folding-doors and barred windows, which
give the whole place a heavy and even gloomy appear-

ance; but considerable improvement in the character

of the streets has been of late years effected
;
and the

town, though still unhealthy in summer, is less so than
formerly. The suburbs, standing partly on the other

side of the bay, are more pleasingly built, and even

in extent are superior to the town proper. Among thu

principal buildings the first place is due to the cathe-

dral (built in 1724), which long contained the bones

of Columbus, brought hither from San Domingo in

1798; but they were removed to Spain on the occupa-

tion of the island by the United States. After the

cathedral, the principal churches are those of San
Juan de Dios and San Felipe. The other buildings

or public establishments deserving of notice are

—

the governor's house ; the admiralty ;
the episcopal

palace; the university, dating from 1670, and in-

cluding a medical and law school, with chairs for

the natural sciences, botanical garden, academy of

art, Ac. ; the exchange ; the opera-house, and other

theatres—one of them, the Teatro Tacon, said to Ixj

larger than the Scala of Milan
; the Cuna or found-

ling hospital; the Casa Real de Beneficencia, an
extensive and well-endowed institution, combining
an orphan hospital, a lunatic asylum, and an infir-

mary ; San Lazaro, an hospital for persons affected

with leprosy ; and the prison, a large quadrangular
building, well arranged, and placed bo as to secure a
free circulation of the sea-breeze. Tramways have
been laid in the town and suburbs, electricity being

now the means of propulsion. The staple manufac-
ture of Havana iB that of cigars, which have long

obtained an almost universal celebrity. The other

manufactures, such as chocolate, straw hats, Ac,, are

not of much consequence* There are numerous
printing-offices ; and several daily papers are issued.

The trade is extensive and important. The total

value of the exports in 1899 was £5,126,678, of which
s^the United States took £4,245,768, the British Em-

pire coming second with £421,768. The imports
were valued at £9,791,021, of which £4,140,549
came from the United States, £1,874,534 from Spain,
and £1,402,757 from the British Empire. The most
important articles of export are sugar and tobacoo,

the latter both unmanufactured ana in the form of

cigars and cigarettes. The other principal exports
are molasses, wax, honey, rum. The principal im-
ports are manufactured goods of all kinds, preserved

meat, rice, flour, lard, dned cod-fish, wine, olive-oil,

coal, timber. The British direct trade is now very
small, however, but British vessels are largely em-
ployed in the trade with the United States. Havana
is connected by railway with Matanzas, Cardenas,
Cienfuegos, and other seaport and inland towns,
some of the lines being used chiefly for goods. The
port of Havana was discovered by Sebastian Ocampo
in 1508. The town was founded by Diego Velaz-

?
uez in 1511, but was only fairly begun in 1519.

n 1536 it was surprised and burned Dy a French
privateer. During this and the beginning of the
following century it rapidly increased

;
great num-

bers of the inhabitants of Cuba flocking to its

vicinity, to avoid the depredations of the buccaneers.
The English failed in an assault upon it in 1655, but
succeeded in capturing it in 1762. In the following

year, by the peace of 1763, it was restored to Spain.

On the defeat of the Spaniards by the United States

in the war of 1 898 it passed into the occupancy of

the United States. For a long time Spain derived
the chief jiart of her fleet from the building-yards
of Havana, which, from 1724 to 1796, furnished her
with 51 ships of the line and 22 frigates, besides

smaller craft. Pop. (1899), 235,981, of whom about
two-thirds are wlutes, the rest being negroes or

coloured.

HAVEL, a river of Germany, which rises in a
lake situated 8 miles north-west of New Strelitz,

enters Prussia near Fiirstenberg, and flows circui-

tously h.h.w. past Spandau, where it receives the

Spree; past Potsdam to Brandenburg, where, after

ex}>anding into a series of lakes, it turns N.N.W.,

passes Rathenau and Havellierg, and 5 miles below
the latter town joins the Ellie, after a course of about
160 miles, of which more than 100 miles are navi-

gable. Its navigable importance is much increased

by several canals.

HAVELOCK, Sir Henry, K.C.B., major-general

in the British army, was son of a ship-builder, and
was born at Bishop-Wearmouth, near Sunderland,
on 5th April, 1795. He was educated at the Charter-

house, London, and proved a diligent and successful

student. He entered the Middle Temple in 1813,

with a view to study for the bar; but through his

elder brother, William, who had served in the

Peninsular war, he obtained a commission in July,

1815, as second lieutenant in the 95th Regiment.
In 1822 he exchanged into the 13th Light Infantry,

with which he sailed for Bengal in January of next

year. Lord Amherst, the governor-general, having

declared war against Burrnah (24th February, 1824),

Havelock, who was appointed deputy assistant ad-

jutant-general, took part in the war, and on 24th

February, 1826, he was one of the commissioners

who negotiated the peace. He wrote an excellent

account of this war. In 1827 he was appointed

adjutant to the military depdt at Chin&urah In
1829 he married Hannah, daughter of Dr. Marsh-
man, the celebrated Baptist missionary at Serampore,

having already become a member of the Baptist

communion. His religious opinions were shared by
many men in his regiment, and he was accustomed

to hold meetings in his quarters for religious warship.

This was made the ground of a charge against him,

which was investigated fay the authorities, but did
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not interim with hit promotion. Ob the breaking

tf of tU CMneunah aepdt Havelock, after pawing
an examination in thenative languages,was appointed
adjutant of his regiment. In 188$ he attained the
tank of captain, and took part in the Afghan war,
being present at the storming of Qnxnee and the
capture of Cabal, accompanying Sir Robert Sale in

his inarch to Jalalabad, Including the forcing of the

Khoord Cabal Pass, and stinting in the defenoe of

Jalalabad, and in the victory gained over Mohammed
Akbar on 7th April, 1848. In the interval between
the two campaigns he went to the Punjab with a
detachment, and waa placed as Persian interpreter

on the staff of Major-general Elphinstone. Re pub-
lished an aooount of the first campaign in a Narrative
of the War in Afghanistan in 1888-39 (London, 1840).

For his services in these campaigns, which were of the
most distinguished kind, he reoeived a Companion-
ship of the Bath and a brevet-majority. He accom-
panied General Pollock as Persian ambassador in the
return march on Cabul in August and September,
1842. In 1848 be was appointed Persian inteipreter

on the staff of General Sir Hugh Gough, and fought
at Maharajpur, in the Mahratta war, 29th Decem-
ber, 1848. In 1844 he was made lieutenant-colonel

by brevet. The first Sikh war broke out in 1845,

and in it he took a prominent part, being present at

the battle of Mudki (18th December), Ferozeshah
(21st~22d December), and Sobraon (10th February,
1 846). He escaped unwounded, although he had three

hones killed under him. On the termination of the

war he was appointed deputy adjutant-general of the

queen's troops at Bombay. In 1849 he left for Eng-
land on two years' leave of abeenoe, and on his re-

turn was made first quarter-master-general, and after-

wards adjutant-general, of the queen's troops in India.

In the Persian war he commanded a division under
Sir James Outram. In returning to Calcutta he was
wrecked in the Erin steamer off Ceylon, on 5th
June, 1857. His return had been hastened by the

progress of the great mutiny which had broken out

among the sepoys at the beginning of the year, and
on reaching Calcutta he was immediately despatched
to Allahabad with instructions to quell the disturb-

ances there, and lose no time in supporting Sir Henry
Lawrence at Lucknow and Sir Hugh Wheeler at

Cawnpore. He set out from Calcutta on 25th June,
and leaving Allahabad on the 8th of July, with a
small number of Sikh and British troops, he encoun-
tered the enemy at Fattihpur on tne 12th, and
gained a complete victory. He then pursued his

march to Cawnpore, and after defeating the rebels

sgain at Aong and the bridge over the Fandunadi
he reached Maharajpur, near which Nana Sahib had
posted himself with a large force. A fiercely contested

battle was fought on the 16th, in which Havelock
was again victorious. On the 17th he entered Cawn-
porv, after a inarch of 126 miles effected in eight days,

besides fighting four battles against overwhelming
odds, the whole force under his command being

about 2000 men. He wae not in time, however, to

prevent the barbarous massacre by Nana Sahib of his

prisoners, chieflywomen and children. The difficulties

of the British enmmiMUr were now extreme. Be-
tides lone from the enemy, his men were being daily

diminished by cholera, and General Neill, from whom
rtiaformnkente were expected, entered Cawnpore on
20th Juty with only 227 men. Havelock, notwith-

standing;pursuedMbmsrchtoLucknow; but although
victorious iu every encounter with the enemy, he was
onaapeDed by pautity of numbers, when almost in

tight of Lucknow, to fall baric on Cawnpore. On
the 16th of August be defeated the rebels at Bithoor.

Sir James Outnun, who brought him reinforcements,
haring gallantly waived Ms rank in Ms favour.

Havelock at the head of the united oriumn set out
again for Lucknow, defeated the enemy at Ahunbagh
on the 28d, and stormed Luoknow, with the loss of

General NtiB, on the 25th. The small British fovea,

now under the command of Sir James Outram, was
eventually shut up in Lucknow till the arrival of

Sir Colin Campbell, by whom it waa relieved on 17th
November. While superintending the arrangements

for the homeward march Havelock was strioken

with dysentery, and expired at Dilkusha on 24th

November, 1857. In September, 1857, he was
created a major-general in the British army, mads
a baronet and created a Knight Commander of the

Bath, while a pension of £1000 a year for life waa
voted him by Parliament; but before the patent of

baronetcy was sealed (26th November, 1857) he had
expired. It was conferred on his son.

HA VLKFORDWEST, a part and municipal
Utrough of Wales, county town of Pembroke, and
a county in itself, on tho West Clodd&u, 10 miles
N.N.w. of Pembroke. Picturesquely situated on the
h1<>|h)h and at the foot of a hill, it is irregularly but
neatly and substantially built. It contains three
interesting j>arish churches, a Homan Catholic church
and several dissenting places of worship, a handsome
shire hall, masonic hall, markets, grammar-school,
with fine new buildings, high school for girls, and
an infirmary. Tho castle, a considerable portion
of which Htill stands, is Udioved to date from the
twelfth century. Near the town are the ruins of an
Augustiman priory. Haverfordwest is a favourito

residential town. It huH a lord -lieutenant of its

own, and forms one of the Pembroke district of par-

liamentary Ixiroughs. A colony of Flemings is said
to have Ixnm settled here alxmt tho year 1105. Pop.
(1801), 6179; (1901), 6007.

HAVERHILL, a market town of England, in

the H4iuth-west corner of Suffolk. Among the chief

buildings are a Gothic town-hall, a court-house, a
coni exchange, and the jiarish church and other
places of worship. Clothing, horse-hair cloth, silk,

ix>otH and shoes, Ac., are manufactured. Pop.

(1901), 4862.

HAVRE, L* (formerly Le Hawt-dr-(Jrdee; Latin,

Portut- Gratia), a seaport town of Franco, in tho

department of Seine - Infcrleure, on tho north sido

of the estuary of the Seine, 108 miles north-west

of Paris, with which it is connected by railway.

The town, which, with exception of a number of old

wooden houses of wretched appearance, Is of compara-
tively modern date, is built of briok or stone, with
great regularity, in straight, wide, and well-cleaned

streets, which intersect each other at right anglee.

The public buildings are not numerous, and no—oss

little interest. They Include the Church of Notre-

Dame, in a kind of bastard architecture, partlyGothic;
the town-house, formerly the governors palace; the

round tower of Francis I., the only relic of the forti-

fications of that monarch; the theatre, arsenal, ex-

change, library, and barracks. The manufactures
consist of sulphuric arid, earthen and stone ware,

paper, starch, lace, oO, refined sugar, cables, ana
other marine cordage. There are also breweries,

and numerous brick and tile works. A government
tobacco factory employs 800 workmen; and from the

building-yards a great number, both of sailing vessels

sod steamers, celebrated for the beauty of their make
and their sailing properties, are annually fitted out.

But the great aepenaence of Havre is on its com-
merce, for which it possesses great advantages, both
in Hs harbour and in its position. Its harbour Is en-

tered by a narrow channel, formed by two long jet-

ties stretching from east to weet, ana kept dear by
constant dreeing. This channel leads to the outer

harbour (own* port), an irregular expense of no great
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extent, which is left dry at ebb-tide, and is oocupied
by great num^eriB of coasters and other small vessels.

Within the avant port are capacious wet-docks, lined
with fine quays and extensive warehouses. Havre
commands the greater part of the import and export
trade of Paris, and of the more important towns in

the north of France; importing vast quantities of

colonial and other produce, among which cotton holds
a most important place; and exporting numerous
articles of French manufacture. It is the second
port in France, being exceeded only by Marseilles.

The average tonnage arriving from foreign ports in

recent years was about 2,200,000, the number of

vessels Doing about 2200. Of these a large propor-
tion are British vessels. The earliest notice of

Havre is in the fifteenth century, when it became
of importance to form a new harbour in consequence
of the silting up of that of Harfleur. The project

was conceived, and some progress made in it,

by Louis XU.; but Havre continued little more
than a fishing village till the time of Francis I.,

who erected numerous works, and at immense ex-

pense gained the greater part of the present site

of the town from the sea. A citadel was after-

wards built; and Havre, being now regarded as a
place of strength, liecame the object of rej>eated

contests between French and English. Pop. (1896),

117,009; (1901), 129,044.

HAWAII, the largest of the Sandwich Islands
(which see), which gives its name to the whole
group and to the United States territory constituted

by the archipelago.

HAWICK, a parliamentary burgh of Scotland, in

the county of Roxburgh, on the Teviot, 50 miles

south-west from Edinburgh, on the main line to

London. It consists of one long and numerous
diverging streets, several of the houses in the newer
streets having an attractive and imi»osing apj>ear-

ance. It has liandsomc municipal buildings; a public

library and reading-room (new buildings for which
have now been provided)

;
an excellent museum; the

Buccleuch memorial hall, with a science and art

institute, a good exchange, a new jHist-office (1892),

a cottage hospital
;
several religious, friendly, and

benevolent societies, a secondary school, and several

public and private schools. There are extensive

public parks, a golf course, cricket and footliall

fields, &c. At the upper extremity of the town
is an artificial mound of earth, called the Moat,
supposed to have been used as a court for the ad-

ministration of justice. The Tower Inn is com-
jiosed in part of an ancient tiorder ixhjI, and was the

residence, in former times, of the liarons of Drum-
lanrig; it is now the property of the Buccleuch
family. The staph* industries of the town are the

manufacture of hosiery and that of tweeds, but
skin-dressing, dyeing, and iron* founding are also

carried on to some extent. Its markets for Cheviot

sheep are very important. Hawick, with Galashiels

and Selkirk, sends one member to Parliament. Pop.

in 1881, 16,184; in 1891, 19,204; in 1901, 17,303.

HAWK, a name often applied in a general way
to all the diurnal birds of prey except the eagles,

vultures, and owls. It thus includes the falcons as

well as the hawks proper, the latter being distin-

guished from the former chiefly by their shorter

wings, which do not reach the extremity of the tail,

and have the fourth quill longest and the first short;

their beaks are also leas robust and want the tooth-

like notch of the former. Of the hawks proper the

chief British species are thegoshawk and the sparrow-

hawk (which see ; and see also Falcon).
HAWKE, Edward, Lord, a celebrated naval

^pmmander, was bom in London in 1705. His
*'er, a member of the English bar, died in 1718,

and early in 1720 Hawke entered the navy. After
going through the usual gradations he was appointed
in 1738 to the command of the Wolf, ana a year
later he became captain of the Mcmbonmgh. Being
promoted to the command of a squadron in 1747,
he fell in with the French fleet off Belleisle, 14th
October, and totally defeated it, taking six large

ships of the line. For this service he was made a
knight of the Bath, and promoted to be vice-admiral

of the blue. In 1759, being then vice-admiral of

the white, he was sent in pursuit of the Brest fleet,

which he came up with in Quiberon Bay, and sig-

nally defeated. He now received a pension of

£2000, and in 1768 he became admiral of Great
Britain and commander-in-chief of the fleet. From
1766 to 1771 he was first lord of the admiralty.

In 1776 he was advanced to a seat in the House of

Lords by the style of Baron Hawke of Towton. He
died at Sunbury-on-Thames on Oct. 17, 1781. See
the Life by Burrows (1883).

I HAWKERS. See Pedlars and Hawkers.
HAWKE’S BAY, a provincial district of New

Zealand, on the oast coast of North Island, bounded
north by Auckland, and west and south by the dis-

trict of Wellington, having a length of about 100
miles, a breadth of about 60, and an area of 2,822,300

acres. It includes a fine tract of country irrigated

by the Nuhaka, Wairoa, Mohaka, Tutaekuri, and
other rivers, and containing much fertile soil, well

adapted for agricultural and pastoral purposes. The
capital iH Napier, with a fair harbour. From the

capital a railway intersects the province, and has
l»een continued to meet the line from Wellington.

Pop. in 1896, 34,038 .

HAWKESWORTH, John, English writer, the

son of a watchmaker of Bromley in Kent, where he
was l>om in 1715 or 1719. His father apprenticed

him at an early age to his own trade. His dislike

to the business, however, soon proved insuperable,

and he became clerk to a writing stationer. Some
essays in the Gentleman's Magazine introduced him
to the acquaintance of Cave, the proprietor of that

work, who, on the secession of Johnson in 1744,

placed him in his situation as compiler of the

debates in both houses of Parliament. In 1752
he started the Adventurer on the model of the

Rambler, and to this lie contributed a series of essays,

through that and the two following years, other

contributors being his friend Joseph Warton, John-
son, &c. These were collected and repeatedly

printed. In 1755 he published an edition of Swift’s

works, with a life prefixed, which met with great

favour, and was afterwards extended by the addi-

tion of other volumes, and in the following year he
received the degree of LL.D. After writing tales,

an oratorio, and miscellaneous literary matter, in

1771 he undertook a commission from government
to arrange and digest the narrative of the voyage

of Captain Cook, just returned from his first ex-

jiedition, with notices of the prior voyages of Byron,

Wallis, and Carteret. This task, for which the

liberal sum of £6000 was paid him by the publishers,

he completed, not altogether to the satisfaction of

the public, in 1773, when the work appeared in

three volumes 4to. He died at Bromley on Novem-
ber 16, 1773. He closely imitated Johnson’s style,

but from his want of depth and range of thought the

imitation looked too often like a caricature.

HAWKING. See Falconry.
HAWKINS, Sir John, a renowned sea com-

mander, was bora in 1532 at Plymouth, and was the

son of Captain Hawkins, a naval officer. He made
several voyages in his youth, thus acquiring much
maritime experience. In 1562 he projected an ex-

pedition, mainly designed to procure negroes on the
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ooast of Africa* and convey them for sale to the
West Indies. In this plan he was enooemfol; and
he is branded on the page of history as the first

Englishman, after the discovery of America, who
made a merchandise of the human spedee. He made
two subsequent voyages for the purpose, one of which
proved very profitable; and he was rewarded for the
supposed benefit conferred on his ooontry by the

addition of a crest to his coat of arms, consisting of

*a deni-Moor, proper, bound with a cord’ The third

expedition, in 1567, was unfortunate; for having
endeavoured to cany on a contraband trade with the

Spaniards, his small fleet was attacked by an over*

powering force and only one of his ships and a bark
escaped being taken or destroyed; ana after under-
going great hardships he reached home in January,
1568. He afterwards filled the office of treasurer of

the navy; and he appears to have been much con-

sulted on maritime affairs. In 1 588 he wan appointed
vice-admiral of the squadron sent out against the

Spanish armada, and he received the honour of

knighthood for his conduct on that occasion. His
last service was in 1595, when he was sent with Sir

Francis Drake against the West Indian settlements

of the Spaniards. The two commanders differed in

opinion; and their consequent want of sucoees occa-

sioned so much chagrin to Sir John Hawkins, that it

is supposed to have hastened his death, which took

place at sea, November 21, 1595, in his seventy-fifth

year
HAWKINS, Sir John, a lawyer and minedlaneous

writer of the eighteenth century, lorn in London
in 1719. He practised as a solicitor, with reputa-

tion, for some years, writing also for the periodical

press. In 1749 he was chosen a member of the

Thursday-Evening Club in Ivy Lane established by
Dr. Johnson, with whom he formed an acquaintance

which lasted during their joint lives. He contributed

some notes for Johnson and Steevens' edition of

Shakspere, and for some years he was engsged in

preparing for the press a General History of the

Science and Practioe of Music, which he published

in 1776 (in five vols. 4to). Although this, his prin-

cipal work, is now looked upon as a useful book of

reference, and is found in all musical libraries, the

critics of the time (with some justice) condemned it

as being extremely tedious and ill written, and it fell

nearly dead from the press. Sir John Hawkins, having

aeospted the office of executor to Dr. Johnson, wss
employed by the booksellers to draw up a memoir of

that celebrated writer to accompany a posthumous
edition of bis works Neither as editor nor biographer

does he appear to advantage Some pieces not

written by Johnson are printed among his works;

and the Life seems to hate served the writer ss a

receptacle for the contents of his common-place book.

His death took place May 21, 1789.

HAWK-MOTH. See Sphinx-moth.
HAWKWOOD, Si* John, called by contemporary

historians Agudo deUa Ovglta, Ac., and styled by
Hdlm the first distinguished commander whoM
appeared in Europe since the destruction of the Ro-
man Empire, a military adventurer of the fourteenth

century. He entered, in the capacity of a private

soldier, the English army, then preparing for the in-

vasion of France, with Edward IlL and the Black
Prince at Its head. His courage and military abilities

toon procured him the honour of knighthood. In
I860, on the conclusion of the Peace of Bretigny, Sir

John joined himself with some other soldiers of

fortune whcee revenues were unequal to the support

of thdr rank In times of tranquillity. These asso-

ciates, under the name of Lu tard-vmuM, continued,

the nemstifin of national hostilities,

their eld enemies the French,

and even extended their depredations to Italy. After
leading a marauding life of this description for nearly
four years he onoe more took regular military servlet

under the Republic of Pisa, and displayed ms aeon*
tomed bravery. Having carried arms under this

banner for three-and-twenty years, he in 1887 ex-

changed the Pisan service for that of the Florentines.

Ho died at Florence, March 17, 1J94, at a great

age, and was honoured with a public funeral in the
Duomo or cathedral.

HAWSE, in nautical matters, is strictly that pan
of a vessel’s bow where holes are cut for her cables to

pass through. It is also generally understood to

imply the situation of the cables before the ship’s

stem when she is moored with two cables out from
forward, one on the starboard and one on the port

bow. It also denotes any small diatanoe between
her head and the anchors employed to ride her. If

a vessel drives at her anchors into the hawse of

another she is said to foul the hawse of the vessel

riding there, hence the threat of a man-of-war's man,
‘If you foul my hawse I'll out your cable,’ no mer-
chant vessel being allowed to approach a man-of-war
within certain limits, and never to make fast to the

government buoys.

—

Ifawte-koiet are the cylindrical

holes cut through the bows on each side of the stem
through which the cables psM in order to be drawn
into or let out of the vessel.

HAWSER, s large rope which holds the middle
degree between the cable and bow line, being a sise

smaller than the former and as much larger than the

latter.

HAWTHORN, or White Thorn (Ci'aUtgm oxy*

acantha ), a small spiny European tree, rising some-
times to the height of 20 to 25 foot, much admired
for the beauty of its foliage. The leaves are smooth,

shining, more or less deeply lulled, and of a beautiful

green colour; the fiowers are white, sometimes with

a reddish tinge, disfmaed in corymlm, and possess an
agreeable perfume, the fruit, when mature, is of a

bright red oolour. The species of Cratergut are about
fifty in number, all shrubs or small trues, spiny, with

alternate simple or lobed leaves, and bearing fruit

resembling in miniature that of the apple, from which
plant they are distinguished chiefly by their osseous

seeds, and are arranged with it under the same
natural family Rosacea. Eight sftedes with several

varieties Imlong to the United States. When young
the hawthorn springs up rapidly, a shoot of a single

year being sufficient for a walking stick. It thus, It

well pruned and kept down, quickly grows into a
thick and intricately woven hedge. When it arrives

at the height of a tree, however, it makes wood very
slowly ana lives to a great age. The timber of the
hawthorn is extremely hard and durable, and fit for

many nuq»oses of utility. The double flower ldud is

one of the most ornamental for shrubberies. The
fruit of the sweet-scented

(odorcUutima) is reckoned
very agreeable, and that of the azarole (AtarolU) Is

much esteemed in the south of Europe; in this coun-
try it rarely arrives at tierfection.

HAWTHORNE, Nathaniel, American author,

was born at Salem, Massachusetts, July 4, 1804.

His father was a shipmaster—the hereditary profes-

sion of the family. He studied at Bowdoin College,

where he took his degree in 1825, along with George
B. Cheever and the poet Longfellow. For a number
of yean after this he led a retired and studious life

in Salem, writing tales, many of which he burned,
while others appeared in newspapers and msgsrinea.

In 1882 he published an anonymous romance which
he never dauned, and in 1887 his Twice-told Tales,

a collection of stories which he had contributed to

various Amtrican periodicals. This book was re-

viewed by Mr. Longfellow, and prooounoed to be the
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work of a man of genius and a poet In 1839 he re-

ceived an appointment in the Boston custom-house,
but lost it m 1841 on a change of government On
quitting this appointment he joined an associa-

tion for agriculture and education at Brook Farm,
founded upon principles similar to those inculcated
by Fourier, but in less than a year the establishment
broke down. In 1843 he married and settled in

the charming village of Concord, occupying the old
parsonage in which Emerson had previously lived,

and hence the title of his next work, Mosses from an
Old Manse (1846). In 1846 he was appointed sur-

veyor of the port of Salem, and held this post three

years. In 1860 was published The Scarlet Letter,

a romance of early New England life, which was re-

ceived with the wannest admiration both in America
and Europe; and this was followed in 1861 by the
no less popular House of the Seven Gables. The
Blithedale Romance came out in 1862. In 1853 he
was appointed American consul at Liverj>ool by his

college friend Franklin Pierce, then president of the
'

United States, a life of whom he had published in

1852. This office he held till 1857, when he went
to travel on the Continent. He died suddenly at

Plymouth, New Hampshire. May 19, 1864. Other
works of his are the romance of Transformation
(1860), by many critics considered the best of his

works, Our Ola Home (sketches of England and
the English), and The Snow Image. His writings
display poetic feeling and great descriptive jK>wer,

a deep knowledge of the human heart, a pensive

melancholy combined with a delicate' humour, and
a style singularly cliaste, elegant, and flowing. The
best edition of his works is the Riverside (Boston,

12 vols., 1883). See Nathaniel Hawthorne and his

Wife by his son (2 vols., 1885); Lathrop’s Study of

Hawthorne (1876) ; James’s Life (1 880) ;
and Bridge’s

Personal Recollections of N. Hawthorne (1893).

HAY, the stems and leaves of grasses and other

plants cut for fodder and dried in the sun. In
haymaking the object of the farmer is to preserve

the hay for winter use in the condition most nearly

resembling the grass in its natural state, and to

accomplish this it is first of all necessary to know
when the grass has reached that state that we may
thus fix upon the proper time for mowing. Of the

various ingredients which com|>ose grass, those por-

tions which are immediately soluble in water are

the most fitted for the purposes of nutrition; and
therefore the mowing should be done when the

plants contain the largest amount of sugar and
other soluble matter. It has been Bhown that

when the grass first springs above the surface

of the earth the chief constituent of its early

blades is water, the amount of solid matter being

comparatively trifling; as its growth advances, the

deposition of a more indurated form of carbon

gradually becomes more considerable, the sugar and
soluble matter at first increasing, then gradually

diminishing, to give way to the deposition of woody
substance, the saccharine juices being in the greatest

abundance when the grass is in full flower, but before

the seed is formed. During all the latter part of the

prooesB of fructification, the formation of the seed,

&o., the sugar rapidly decreases in quantity, and
when the seeds have arrived at maturity the stem
and leaves begin to decay; so that if the grass is not

out when in flower, a great amount of nutriment

will be wasted. For the operation of mowing, dry

weather, and, if possible, that in which sunshine

revails, is chosen. In making meadow grass into

ay on the old plan, where the scythe, fork, and rake

are the implements used, it generally takes three or

four days, under ordinary weather, to get ready

for stacking. The first day the grass mown before

noon is tedded, that is, shaken abroad evenly over
the ground with forks; it is then turned over onoe
or twioe with rakes, and left in narrow windrows,
and finally put into small grass cock* or heaps for
the night. The second day, if the weather is favour-
able, the whole must be again thrown out, so as to
secure the greatest possible benefit from the sun's
rays and the drying wind. It is turned once or
twice during the day, and in the evening put up
into cocks of about twice the size of those of the
preceding night. On the third day these bastard-

cock*
,
as they are called, are shaken out into narrow

staddle*,
which are afterwards turned, and, if the

weather is fine, the newly-made hay will be ready
by afternoon for gathering into large windrows for

carrying and stacking; but otherwise it will have to
l>e put up into larger cocks, and the carrying deferred
until the next day. It is not desirable that grass
should be too rapidly made into hay under a burn-
ing sun, as it is liable to scorch and lose its nutritive

value. Great care must also be taken to preserve

the hay from dew and rain, as water washes away
the soluble Balts and other matters, and when in

the stack will cause fermentation, which, if ex-

cessive, destroys some of the most valuable pro-

perties of the hay; the cocks formed in the evening
must never Ikj opened in the morning until the dew
has gone off. The stacking is rather a nice opera-

tion. The great object should be to preserve the
green colour and natural juices of the herbage, and to

induce a slight degree of fermentation, which has the
effect of rendering the fibres of the plants more sweet
and tender. The skill of the farmer must deter-

mine the proper degree of moisture, and even when
this is done successfully only a certain quantity of

hay must be put uj>on the stack daily, so as to let

the steam out. Some farmers salt their hay in

stacking; others do not. Salt is generally com-
mended. A good plan, when the hay harvest has
been accompanied by wet weather, is to place a few
layers of straw in the stack at intervals to absorb

the moisture from the heating hay. On large farms
the tedding, or spreading out of the hay after it is

cut down is performed by a tedding or haymaking
machine drawn by a horse, which will do the work
of twelve or fifteen haymakers, and distribute the

grass more thinly and evenly as it crosses the field.

A double-action machine, with rows of rakes, has

been known to repay its cost in a single season. It

is only for the haymaking of the true grasses, how-
ever, that it is adapted, as clover must not be
shaken so violently. To be transported to markets at

a distance, hay is now frequently compactly pressed

into bales by presses worked by hand or power.

HAYDN, Joseph, celebrated musical composer,

was born on March 31, 1732, in the village of Rohrau,

on the borders of Hungary and Lower Austria, his

father, Matthias Haydn, being a poor wheelwright

His musical talents early attracted attention, and
his parents being advised to give their son a musical

education, young Haydn was sent to school at the

neighbouring town of Haimburg at the age of six,

where he learned reading, writing, singing by note,

and to play on such instruments as his childish

strength would admit of his handling. His voice

proved to be one of remarkable sweetness, compass,

and power, and attracted the notice of the pariah

priest, who recommended him as a choir-boy to Reu-
ter, chapel-master of St Stephen's in Vienna. At
the age of eight Haydn was received into the choir,

a position which, from the liberal provision of the

emperor, should have secured him ooWortable main-
tenance and the best teachers. With the exoeptionof

some Latinand muchpracticalmusic,however,Joaeph
seems to have been taught nothing; in the theory
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and mmm of tha art ha reorived baft two 1—got
from Ida master in eight jean. Hia physical wants
wen as ill supplied as those of hia mind. Hunger
daring these yean was a constant spur to him in the
study of singing, he haring early learned that his

beautiful voice could be made to procure him food.

Keen in those yean he was an industrious oomposer,
and was onoe surprised by Beutter in attempting a
complicated Salve Bogina. * I thought at that time,*

said Haydn long afterwards, ‘that the blacker the
paper the finer the music. Beutter laughed at the

Immature production, at passages which no voice nor
instrument could perform, and soolded me for under-
taking sixteen parts before I could manage two.' At
last, in his sixteenth year, his voice began to break,
and he lost his place, being turned out into the streets

by his harsh master, with a threadbare coat and three

bad shirts. He found that his parents oould not aid

him, and he took up his abode in an attic of a six-

story bouse in the Austrian capital, intending to live

by his art How he contrived to keep soul and body
together for the first few months is not known. He
attempted often to still the craving of hunger by
practising on his violin and his wonu-eaten harpsi-

chord. At that time the first six sonatas of Emma-
nuel Bach fell into his hands. 1

1 oould not leave

my instrument,* he said in his old age. * until 1 had
played them through; and any one who knows me
must perceive how much 1 owe to Emmanuel Bach,
that I studied him carefully, and comprehended him.’

After a time he became acquainted with Metastasio,

the greatest operatic librettist of the time, who was
living in the same house. The poet had charge of

the education of a Signora Martinet, and Haydn was
employed to give her elementary instructions in

music, lids afforded him an op}x>rtunity for master-
ing Italian, and what was of more immediate imi>ort-

ance, procui ed him board and lodging. Metastasio
introduced the struggling young artist to Porjxira, a
celebrated Italian musician, then in Vienna, who
engaged him to play accompaniments during singing

lessons. As Forpora's accompanist he attracted the
attention of Gluck and other masters, and his pros-

pects from this time onwards grew steadily brighter.

He was often engaged to play at the musical enter-

tainments given by the Austrian nobles, was appointed
organist of two churches, sang tenor parts in the choir

of another, and pupils became rapidly more numerous,
and willingly paid the successful young teacher higher
fees. He wrote a short comic ojjera, Der hinkende
Teufel (The Limping Devil), for which he received the

sum of twenty-four ducats, at that time a very fair

remuneration. The piece was given three nights with
applause, but owing to the satirical character of the

libretto it was forbidden by the police. Having now
the means, Haydn determined to master the science of

music, and purchasedand studied the theoretical works
of Emmanuel Bach, Mattheson, and Fux. His own
pen was seldom idle; besides the exercises in harmony
and counterpoint written for his own improvement,
be wrote numerous pieces for his pupils, which fell

into the hands of publishers, and brought him some
fame, if no pecuniary profit. In 1759 Count Morrin
engaged him as music oomposer and director at a
salary of 200 florins, with free lodgings and table

with his secretaries and other officials. He now re-

solved to marry, bat unfortunately chose the younger
rister of a lady to whom he had formerly been much
attached, hot who was destined for the convent Of
his wife he seldom spoke, but on one occasion he com-
plained that she cared little whether her husband was
a cobbleror an artist; and he might have beoome rich

but lor her propensity to souander his earnings. In
1761 he was appointed ‘chapel-master’ or musical
director to Prince Nicholas Eeterhacy, In whose ser-

vice he remained for thirty yean. Anything like a
catalogue of his compositions daring this time is im-
possible; much was destroyed on three separate oco*
lions when his house was boned down, and much was
scattered; but we know of 168 pieces for the baryton.

an obsolete instrument in sise between the viola ana
the rialonoello; about 120 symphonies for full orches-

tra; more than 100 works of chamber music of the

higher forms; twelve Italian operas performed in his

patron's private theatre. During the building of the

new chateau at Esterhax, the accommodation was so

scanty that the prince took but a few of his orchestra

with him, and they were obliged to leave their wives

and families at Eisenstadt Six months passed, and
the artists got impatient to return, and were further

cruelly disappointed when the prince told them he
intended to stay two months longer. The young men
consulted Haydn as to how the prinoe oould be made
to alter his determination. Haydn composed a sym-
phony in which one instrument stops after another,

and each musician, as soon as his part is finished, puts

out his light, rolls up his music, and retires. The
prince understood the hint, and gave the musicians

liberty to rejoin their families on the following day.

This is the story of the origin of the sestette known as

Haydn'sDeparture asrelated by Haydn himself, which
has been related with many changes and additions.

On the death of Esterhaxy, in 1790, Haydn was
induced to visit London, where the musical world
received him with the greatest enthusiasm, ami where
he stayed eighteen months. Here he produced an
opera, the Orfeo, nine symphonies, six quartettes,

eleven sonatas, several songs and canzonets, and the

accompaniments to more than 1 00 Scotch songs. He
visited the English motro|K>lis a second time in 1794,

his stay lasting a like poriod, and being equally

favourable ss to his fame and fortune. On his return

to Vienna he set alxrot conqKxdng the music of an
oratorio, the Creation, the words adapted by Linley

from Milton's Paradise I^ost. Haydn thought the

text too long, and Indng not thoroughly acquainted

with English, bar] it translated and curtailed by
Baron von Swieten. It was produced 19th March,

1799, when its author was in his sixty-sixth year.

It obtained a great success, and he was induced to

undertake the music of another text prepared from
Thomson’s ‘ Seasons.' This work wants the freshness

and vigour of the previous work; which may have
resulted in some measure from the barren unpoetioal

text. He may be said to have taken his public fare-

well of the world on 27th March, 1808, when his

Creation was performed by the Dilettanti Society of

Vienna, to conclude their series of concerts. Haydn
was invited, and received an ovation from the
nobility and gentry of the brilliant capital. He died
on the 81st May, 1809. Haydn thought It unfor-

tunate that circumstances had led him so preponder-
antly into the field of instrumental music, rather than
into that of operatic writing. But in this no one,

who knows his works extensively, can doubt he was
in error. He was of too happy a temperament to
have touched the deep-toned harps of Gluck, Handel,
Mozart, and Beethoven. HU music was often grand,
sometimes reaching even the sublime, but never be-

traying any deep tragic power. He was the musical
apostle of the happy and the beautiful
HAYDON,Bekjami if Kobsst, aneminent painter,

was born in Plymouth in 1786, and early showed a
turn for art; but Ms father, a bookseller in the town,
was dissatisfied with this tendency in hU eon, and it

was with great difficulty that he at last consented to
Ma going up to London, In 1804, to study the pro-

fession of an artist He entered the schools of the ,

Royal Academy, and mm gained the friendship of
Fuseli to whom he had been introduced. HU out
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Dietary The Repoee In Egypt, wm exhibited in 1807,
followed by his Dentetus in 1809, which afterwards
gained the prise of 100 guineas at the British In-
stitution, and is a wonderful composition, both from
its intrinsic merits as a bold and rigorous production,

and the youth of the artist, who had not yet attained
his twenty-third year. The hanging of it, however,
caused a rupture between him and the directors of

the Academy, which proved the commencement of

an endless war, Haydon maintaining and publishing

that the former were afraid of his success as the
founder of a new school of historical art, and there-

fore endeavoured to retard it by every means in their

power. Throughout the whole of his career this

extraordinary man was ever complaining of the in-

justice of patrons, and the apathy of the world in

general, though, as usually happens in such cases,

much of this apparent neglect was fairly attributable

to himself. He was obstinate and opinionative in

his rieWB, upholding them defiantly in the face of all

remonstrance, one point on which he was specially

persistent being the size of his pictures, which he
extended to such dimensions as to render them quite

unfit for suspending on the walls of any ordinary
room. One of his best pictures, The Judgment of

Solomon, was exhibited, in 1814, in the gallery of

the Water Colour Society, and purchased for 600
guineas. The same year he made a trip to Paris with
Wilkie. In 1815 he established a school in opposi-

tion to that of the Academy, and had among his first

pupils the Landseers, Eastlake, and others, who after-

wards distinguished themselves. The school was,

however, a pecuniary failure, and in 1828 he got so

involved in debt that he became an inmate of the

King's Bench Prison, where he remained two months.
Of ms subsequent pictures, the principal are—Christ s

Entry into Jerusalem, exhibited in 1820; the Raising
of Lazarus; the Mock Election; Chairing the Mem-
ber; Pharaoh Dismissing Moses; the Burning of

Rome; the Banishment of Aristides; and Quintus
Curtins Leaping into the Gulf. His lectures on
painting and design show him to have possessed lite-

rary talents of no mean order; and his autobiography,

edited by Mr. Tom Taylor from his journals, forms

a singularly interesting and instructive record. The
embarrassments in which he was involved, and his

disappointment at not being included among the

painters appointed to decorate the new houses of

Parliament, at length overturned his reason; and on
22d June, 1846, he perished by his own hand, after

making this last entry in his journal, ‘ Stretch me no
longer on this rough world.’ A post-mortem exami-
nation discovered a long-seated disease of the brain,

which may account for much of his eccentricity. No
man alienated more friends, yet his conduct as a
husband and a father was unexceptionable.

HAYESINE, Tiza, or Ulsxite, is a borate of

calcium with ten molecules of water; but it generally

contains beside a certain amount of borate of sodium,

with traoes of chlorine and sulphuric acid. It gener-

ally occurs in rounded mamxnillated masses, which
are covered with powder, and appear amorphous;
but when these are broken they are seen to oonsist of

a mass of delicate pure white crystals, which are in-

terlaced so as to have a silky appearance. It fuses

before the blowpipe, dissolves slowly in water, readily

in adds. It is found in the gypseous deposits of Nova
SootU, at Iquiaue in Peru, and in the lagoons of Tus-

cany. It has been mined in considerable quantity

as a source of borado add, and for glass and pottery

manufacture, and cargoes of it have been brought to

British ports.

HAY-FEVER, or Hat-asthma, a troublesome

complaint^ caused by the odours of certain flowering

grasses; it is also oaueed by the odour of a stable, or

of certain drugs, such as ipecacuanha, the merest
whiff of the powder of which causes some susceptible

persons to be immediately seised with painful parox-

ysms of sneezing. The disease varies extremely in

its severity, presenting in one person the symptoms
of an aggravated common cold, and in another, in

addition to these, the disagreeable and alarming ao*

oompaniment of spasmodic asthma. The patient is

tormented with headaches, his eyes are suffused, he
sneezes violently, and there is an acrid discharge from
the nose, with harassing cough. There is nothing
for it in such cases but to remove from the cause of

the disorder, otherwise it may run on for a month or

more. A change to the seaside is often attended with
beneficial results. During a paroxysm perhaps the
most simple and efficacious remedy is the smoking
of tobacco, which generally gives relief if continued
until slight nausea comes on. The inhalation of the
vapour of creasote, and the use of antispasmodios
generally, as ether, lobelia, with the compound tinc-

ture of camphor, is recommended. While free from
attack the constitution of the patient should be
strengthened by a liberal use of tonics, especially

iron, strychnine, arsenic, and quinine, either alone or
in combination.
HAYLEY, William, an English poet of the

18th century, was bom at Chichester in 1745,
and studied at Trinity College, Cambridge. After
quitting the university he settled at Eartham, in

Sussex, where ho jjossessed landed property, devoting
his time principally to literature. His Poetical
Epistle to an Eminent Painter (G. Romney), 1778,
was followed by two other small poems. In 1780
apj»eared his Essay on History, in three (poetical)

Epistles to Edward Gibbon (4to), and in 1781 his
Triumphs of Temper. He next published an Essay
on Epic Poetry (1782), Essay on Painting, Triumphs
of Music, and Essay on Sculpture. His most jwpular
work, next to the Triumphs of Temper, was a prose
Essay on Old Maids (three vols. 12mo), illustrated

by a series of fictitious narratives, chiefly satirical.

In 1 808 he published the life and correspondence of

the poet Cowper (two vols. 4to), to which he added
a supplement m 1806. He died Nov. 12, 1820. His
Memoirs were* published in 1823.

HAYMARKET THEATRE, one of the prin

cipal theatres of London, so called from the Hay-
market, where it is situated. It was built in 1720,

made a theatre royal, and rebuilt in 1767, when it

was under the management of Foote. In 1821 this

building was demolished to make way for the larger

and more commodious and elegant structure now
standing.

HAYNAU, Julius Jakob, an Austrian general,

and younger son of the Elector William L of Hesse
and the Countess von Lindenthal, was bom at Caasel

in 1786. In 1801 he entered the Austrian service,

and in 1805 was severely wounded and taken pri-

soner. In 1809 he was again wounded at the battle

of Wagram. When in 1818 Austria declared war
against Napoleon, he was employed in organizing a
light battalion, with which he afterwards performed

distinguished service in the campaigns of 1818-15.

In 1848, when war broke out in Italy, he took an
active part in the events of July and August. While
the tnrin army marched to give battle to the enemy
at Custoxza, be commanded at Verona. By the

happy idea of sending a brigade to Soirnnacampagna,

on the night of the 24th and 25th of July, he con-

tributed essentially to the subsequent victories of the

imperial army. A successful action at Lonate, and
the bombardment of the fortrem of Peeohiera, con-

tributed to Ms fame, and on the armistice he was
honoured with the military order of Maria Theraaa.

With an iron hand be maintained quiet in Betgame
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Mid Breada, end punished Ferrara for insurrectionary

Movements against the Austrian soldiers. Mean-
while Sardinia renewed the war in 1849. A formid-

able insurrection now took place in Brescia* and
Haynan poshed forward from Padua, and hemmed
in tlle city. After a fearful bombardment and mur-
derous street fighting it was taken by storm. Ac-
cording to a statement in one of Haynau’s own
despatches, he commanded that no prisoners should

be taken, that every man found with weapons in his

hand should be pot to death on the spot, and that

every house from which shots were fired should be
set on fire. He was afterwards carrying on the siege

of Venice, when a letter from the emperor called

him to Hungary, where he held the chief command
in 1849. The storming of Raab, the advance south-

wards in the face of almost insurmountable difficul-

ties, caused both by the nature of the country and
the weather, the siege of Sxegedin, the battle on the
Theias, followed by the capture of Temesvar, were
all effected by Haynan, though Gorgei appears dis-

posed to give much of the credit to the Russians.

After obtaining new honours for these services, he
incurred loud oensure for the cruel and bloody mea-
sures with which he followed up his victories, and
more especially by the numerous executions at Pesth
and Arad, which were ascribed to his influence and
instigation. After the war his conduct in Hun
was almost that of a military dictator,

trary proceedings brought him into collision with the

ministry, and in 1850 he was suddenly deprived of

his powers. On this he retired into private life, and
took up his residence at Grate. His name came
again prominently before the public, when, in 1850,

on a visit to the brewery of Barclay, Perkins, A Co.,

at London, he was attacked and maltreated by the

persons in their employment. In Brussels, which he
visited in 1852, he was the object of a similar demon-
stration. In military circles Haynau was distin-

guished for his familiarity with the soldiers, his in-

cessant care for their welfare, and willing share in

all their hardship*. He diod on 14th March, 1853.

HAVT1, Haiti, or Han Dominoo, Inland ok

(Spanish, San Domingo, originally fitpailofa , Latin,

//i^/xinio/a),anindef»eiideiit island of the West Indie*,

and, after Cuba, the largest and one of the richest

and most beautiful of the Antilles. It lies south-east

from Cuba, and Is separated from it by the Wind-
ward Passage, 50 miles broad. It extends from
Cape Engafio, lat. 18* 85' w.; Ion. 68° 20' w., to Cape

,

Ttburon, lat. 18* 22/
w.; Ion. 74" 28' w.; and from

Point Beata, lat. 17* 86' 42" ion. 71* 32' w., to

Cape Isabella, lat 19* 59' Ion. 71° V w.; and is

about 400 miles long, east to west, and 150 miles

broad at its broadest part Area, including the

islands of Tortuga, Gonaive, Ac., about 28,250 square

miles, or nearly as large ss Scotland. The eastern

part of the island is occupied by the Republic of San
Domingo, and the western part by the Republic of

Hayti
The island of Hayti is of irregular form, being

deeply indented by bays and inlets, and having cor-

responding projections ; the greatest of the Tatter

being its south-west portion, which forms a headland

about 150 miles long, and 18 to 40 miles broad. It

Is intersected west to east bv three chains of moun-
tains, all mutually connected by offsets; between are

extensive plains and savannahs. The principal cen-

tral chain, which contains the culminating peaks, of

which Loma Tina, 10,200 feet, is the loftiest, com-
mences west at Cape Nicolas, takes an *. 8.1. direc-

tion, and terminates at Cape Engafio. Nearly parallel

with this chain another, commencing west near Monte
Christ!, nearly skirts the north coast, till it terminates

east abruptly on approaching the so-called Peninsula

of Samaaa; H la followed by low marshy ground^
interlaced by estuaries and channels, which separate

Samana from the mainland, and afford communica-
tion from the bight of that name to the sea on the

north shore of the island; the heights, however, re-

appear on the opposite side of the low grounds, Mid
terminate in Cape Samana. Between these two
mountain ranges extends the pastoral district of La
Vega Real, or the Royal Valley, 180 miles long,

watered by the Yacki and Yuma. The third and
south mountain range commences west at Cape Ttb-

uron, extends east along the whole of the soutn head-
land, and terminates at the river Neiva, about 80 miles

west of the town of San Domingo. Besides La Vega
Real there are other extensive plains and valleys;

more particularly, on the coast east of San Domingo,

|

lot liana, or the flats, 80 miles long, a rich pasture

district All the streams of Hayti of any import-

ance originate in the great central mountain-chain;
and, as may be inferred from the general direction

of the mountains, have either an east, west, or south
course, no stream of any consequence flowing north.

The principal are: Artibonite, flowing west, and
Monte Christ! or North Yack!, north-west; the
Yuma, flowing south-east; and the Neiva or South
Yacki, the Nisao, and the Osama, flowing south. They
are all encumtored at their mouth with sand-bars,

and hence few of them are navigable. The Osama,
however, admits vessels drawing 12 feet or 12} feet

There are several lakes, mostly in the south-west of

the island. The chief are the salt lakes of Knriquillo

and Azuey; the former in the valley of the Neiva,
about 20 miles long by 8 miles broad, and abounding
in caymans; the latter, 10 miles west of Lake Enri-

quillo, about 10 miles long by 6 miles broad. South
of these lies the fresh Lake of Iootea or Limon, about
the size of Lake Asuey. Mineral springs exist in

various parts. The most noted in the east portion

of the island are those of Banica- temperature, 112"

to 125
u—Biahama, Yaya, and Pargatal; and in the

west portion those of St Rose, containing iron, vitriol,

and alum; the saline waters of Jean Rabel, and those

of Dalmarie, containing sulphur, potash, Ac. The
mineral products are various and rich, including gold,

platinum, silver, quicksilver, copper, iron, similar to

that of Dannemora in Sweden—magnetic iron, tin,

sulphur, manganese, antimony, rock-salt bitumen,

jasfier, marble, opal, lazulite, chalcedony, Ac. The
gold mines are abandoned, and gold-washing is only
carried on by the poorer classes in some of the
rivers. Indeed all of the minerals are neglected

from want of capital

Hayti as a whole is one of the healthiest of the
West Indian Islands, and this may more esfwcially be

said of its north provinces and more elevated locali-

ties. The Vega Real is famed for Its salubrity. The
seasons are, a wet during which heavy rains are fre-

quent 3, and even 5 inches at times, falling in twenty-
four hours; and a dry, during which little or no rain

falls, and in some localities years havepassedoverwith-
out a single heavy shower. At San Domingo the mean
temperature is 78" 5' and the extremes 60" and 95

v

;

while at Port-au-Prince the range is from 68* 5' to
104". The minimum occurs in December, and the
maximum in August and September. Land-breezes
moderate the summer beats. Hurricanes occur sel-

dotner than in the Windward or Caribbean Islands

Earthquakes, though not frequent, have been very

disastrous; the most notable recorded are those of

1564, 1684, J7M, 1770, 1842, and 1887. By that of

1751 Port-ao-Prince was destroyed, and 60 miles of

ooast submerged; and by that of 1842 towns were
overturned, and thousands of lives were lost. No-
where is tropical vegetation seen to greater advantage
than in HaytL Majestic pines, noble mahogany-

His 57
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trees, fustic, satin-wood, and lignumvita clothe the

mountains, and form the principal exports of the
sooth province*. The robb or oak (Ccialpa longi#•

rima), which yields hard, durable wood; the wax-
palm, divi-divi (Oaesalpinia coriaria), numerous fine

cabinet-woods, andthe richestfloweringplantsabound;
and the usual tropical vegetables—plantains, bananas,
yams, batatas; and fruits—oranges, pine-apples, cheri-

moyas, sapodillas, with melons and grapes, yield a
plentiful return. The staple cultivated products are

:

coffee, sugar, indigo, cotton, tobacco, and cacao. The
west or former French section has always been the

best cultivated. The native quadrupeds of Hayti are

small, the largest not bigger than a rabbit; but the

animals Introduced from Europe, and now in a wild

state, have thriven prodigiously, large numbers of

cattle, pigs, and dogs now roaming freely in the savan-

nahs and in the mountain forests. Birds are neither

numerous in species nor beautiful in appearance; still

great numbers of pigeons (Columba leucocephala) are

annually taken, and used as food; and ducks in large

quantities, and other swimmers and waders, frequent

the marshy places. Insects, many of them venom-
ous or annoying, abound. The lakes and rivers con-

tain numbers of caymans and alligators, and in the

surrounding seas whales are common in spring; and
green and hawksbill turtles, lobsters, and crabs

abound on the coasts.

Among the principal towns in Hayti are Port-au-
Prinoe in the west; San Domingo and Jacmel on the
south coast

;
and Cape Haytien and Monte Chriwti

on the north.

Hayti was discovered by Columbus in 1492; and
here, at Isabella, on the north shore of the island, the
disooverer founded the first Spanish colony in the
new world. The aborigines were described as being
a happy docile race, subject to five hereditary chiefs,

named caciques, who reigned over as many districts.

So ruthlessly did the Spaniards deal with this race,

that, estimated at 900,000 (probably too high) on the

landing of the Europeans, in 1507 they were reduced
to 60,000, and in 1 587 there remained only 500. Hav-
ing exterminated the aborigines, the Spaniards intro-

duced African slaves to cultivate the sugar-cane,

Ac. Numerous colonists emigrating to SouthAmerica
after the conquest of Peru, the inhabitants were all

withdrawn to the interior to prevent their escape; and
the west end of the island thus left free to the French
colonists, who, driven from St Christopher’s, settled

there in 1680. Joining arms with freebooters, who,
In 1682, settled in Tortuga, they became marauders
by sea and land; and their successes rendered the

name Buccaneer, by which they were known, terrible

over all the West Indian seas. Ultimately the island

of Tortuga and part of the mainland were claimed

by the French settlers for their king. The first go-

vernor was appointed in 1664, and by treaty with

Spain in 1778, the west part of the island was guar-

anteed to France. The Spanish part declined, while

the French part prospered, and in 1789 it was in its

most flourishing state. In 1790 the population of

the island was estimated at 550,000; consisting of

whites, who were Europeans, and their descendants;

negroes, nearly all slaves; and people of colour, the

offspring of the intercourse of the two former raoes.

Many <3 the latter were free-born, or had obtained

their liberty, and likewise had enjoyed a liberal

education; still they were carefully excluded from
political privileges, and were not eligible to situations

of authority or trust On the breaking out of the

great French revolution a contest ensued between the

coloured people and the whites, the former demand-
ing equal privileges with the latter. A petty but

sanguinary war ensued, until the slave population,

also rising, joined the coloured people, and completely

I subdued the whites. The whole Wand, fanhiding the
I Spanish portion, ultimately fell under the power el

the negro chief Tonssafat L’Ouverture, first president

of the Haytien Republic. He was afterwards be-

trayed into the hands of the French, who had de-

spatched an army to Hayti with the view of regain-

ing the position they had lost fa the island; bat after

some partial successes they were permanently ex-

pelled, and fa 1808 the island was declared indepen-

dent, and its Spanish name of San Domingo replaced

by its indigenous one of Hayti, meaning the moun-
tainous country. Contentious succeedea between the
leaders of the young republio (see Christophe) ;

unheard-of atrocities were committed, and much
blood spilt, limited, however, chiefly to the French
portion of the island. In 1821 the Spanish portion

declared itself independent of the mother country,

and assumed the name of Spanish Hayti; but it was
soon subjugated by Boyer, the president of the Hay-
tian Republic, or French Hayti, and the whole island

was thus brought under one government. In 1842 a
revolution broke out, and President Boyer was com-
pelled to flee to Jamaica; and fa 1844 the inhabitants
of the Spanish portion rose, overpowered their Hay-
tian oppressors, and formed themselves into a republic

under the name of San Domingo (Republica Domi-
nica),which was proclaimed November 24, 1844. The
independence of the Dominican Republio was virtual!}

recognized by Great Britain, by the appointment of a
consul to it in 1849, and it was formally recognized

by a treaty of amity and commerce, ratified Septem-
ber 10, 1850. Soulouque, the president, and after-

wards emperor of the French division of the island,

under the title of Faustin L, endeavoured to subju-
gate the new republic, but was successfully resisted.

Upon his downfal in 1859 the Dominican govern-
ment concluded a trace for five years with his suc-

cessor. But the state was distracted by political fac-

tions, chiefly led by Santana and Baez, the first

presidents. At length in 1861 Santana negotiated a
reunion of the state with Spain, which took plaoe

But insurrections broke out against the Spanish
authority, and after the loss of 15,000 men and
£6,000,000 S;>ain evacuated the island in 1865.
Fresh dissensions immediately arose, headed by Baez
on the one side, and Cabral on the other. At last

in December, 1867, Baez made a successful attack
upon his rival, and Cabral had to flee; Baez was
afterwards proclaimed president of San Domingo,
and held the office for some years, though his tenure
of it was disturbed by the attempts of Cabral and
his party. Notwithstanding recurring subsequent
political disturbances, the country seems to be in a
fairly prosperous condition. The Republic of San
Domingo has an area of 18,045 square miles, with
an estimated population fa 1888 of 610,000, largely

composed of mulattoes and other half-breeds, negroes,

and whites, the whites being comparatively numerous.
Owing to the influence of the Spaniards and their

blood, Spanish is the prevailing language, and the
R, Catholic is the state religion. The capital is San
Domingo, founded in 1494. The commerce of the
republic is small, and is mainly carried on with Brit-

ain, the West India Islands, and the United States.

Exports and imports are each about £500,000.

—The Republic of Hayti occupies the west end of

the island, and includes the adjacent islands of Tor-

tuga, Gonaive, Ac. The east boundary, towards

the Dominican Republic, is formed by an irregular

line drawn south to north, from the river Ansae h

Pitre or Pedemales, on the sooth coast, about km.
71° 5O', to the mouth of the River Massacre, which

flows into the Bay of Mammilla, about 10 mile*

south-west of Cape Haytien. Area, 10,204 square

mile*. A oensos of the population doss not exist;
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bat the inhabitants, nine-tenths of whom are negroes casks. Charcoal mtrt* gram hard to 1b nrnnnt
and the rest French-speaking mulattoee, with very for fomt, and when prepend In a partioular man-
few of European descent, arecalculated bysomeautho- ner is wed by painten and engraven to draw their
ntwe to number about 572,000, but are also eati- outline*. The root* are used by cabinet -molten
mated at over 1,000,000. The capital of the republic for veneering

j
and in Italy the chip* of heed ate

is Port-au-Prinoe. By the constitution of 1 867 the sometime* put into turbid wine for the purpose of
legislative power rests in a National Assembly of fining it
two chambers, the Senate and the House of Repre- HAZLITT, William

,
a distinguished modern

sentatives, the latter elected by manhood suffrage, critic and essayist, was bom 10th April, 1778, at
while the members of the Senate are nominated by Maidstone in Kent Hie father, a Unitarian min*
the House of Representatives. There is a president ister, who came originally from the north of Ireland,
elected for seven years, which term is generally cut went to America when Haxiitt was about five yean
short by insurrections. Society is represented us old, but returned in two years. In 1798 young
being in a deplorable state, such heathenism as pre* Haalitt became a student in the Unitarian dollege
vails in Africa, and even cannibalism in some of its at Hackney. He devoted more time, however, to
most repulsive forms, being prevalent, while justice literature and art than to the study of theology, and
isboughtand sold,and political corruptionand {xvula upon leaving oollege resolved to become a painter,

tion rampant. Thechiof oxjwrtsarecoffee, mahognny. He painted portraits with tolerable euooeee; yet find*

and dye-woods. The commerce is principally with ing he was not likely to reach the high standard he
the United States and Great Britain. The « xjxirts had fixed for Mmairff, he renounced the art, and in

and imports of the republic of Hayti are each valued 1805 opened his literary career with an essay On the
at over £2,000,000. Principles of Human Action, in whioh much met*-
HAZEBROUCK, a town of France, department physical acumen was displayed. In 1808 he married,

du Nord, 24 miles w.N.w. of Lille It is tolerably and after a three years' retired oountry life he settled

well built, has a spacious and nchly-omamcnttsi in London, deriving his principal support from his

parish church, erected lietween 1490 and 1520, with contributions of ]K>Utieal articles and theatrical and
an open spirt* 240 feet high; a fine town-house, a sub- art criticisms to the newspapers, and his occasional

prefecture (both modem), communal college, public lectures and publications. In 1818 he delivered at

hospital, and an old convent of Augustins now occu- the Russell Institution a course of lectures on Eng-
.pied by the large linen -market, a small publn library, lixh Philosophy, and subsequently at the Surrey

manufactures of linen, thread, starch, soap, leather, Institution delivered courses of lectures on the Eng*
and salt; breweries, tanneries, dye-works, oil mills, hsh poets generally, the comic poets, and the Eliza-

and lime-kilns. An imj>ortant linen-market w held liethan poets He was employed for a short time as

every Saturday. Pop. (1896), 7736. reporter to the Morning Chronicle, and wrote oooa-

HAZEL (Corylut), a genus of plants of the natural sionally for the Examiner. Later in life he oontri-

order Cupulifeiw, confined to tin* north* m hemi buted to the Edinburgh Review and some smaller

3
bore They are shrubs or small trees, with simple magazines. In 1822 he was divorced, and married
ternate leaves The male fiowers are in long a second time two years afterwards. The latter

cylindrical aments or catkins; and the fruit, consist- years of his life he resided in a bouse in Westminster
Ing of a nut, marked at base with a large cicatrix, once occupied by Milton. He died in 1880. Many
is enveloped in the persistent calyx, which is irregu- of his lectures and essays were retouched and pub-
larly toothed on the margin. The European hazel lushed by him, and six years after his death a further

(C. avdlana), from cultivation, has produced several collection was brought out by bis son under the title

varieties, differing in the size, sh*|>e, and flavour of
I of Literary Remains, containing a biography and

the nuts, which are commonly known under the thoughts on his genius by Lord Lytton and Herjeant

name of filberts. It grows in all situations, and is Talfourd. Among the t*est known works of Hazlitt

easily cultivated, but a light and tolerably dry soil are* Characters of Shakspere’s Plays (1817); A View
is the most suitable. This plant at one time gained of the English Stage (1818); Lectures on the Eng*
celebrity from its twigs being believed by the com- hsh Poets (1818); Lectures on the English Condo
mon people capable of pointing to hidden treasures Writers (1819); Table Talk (two vols. 1821); Leo-
when in the hands of oertain persons. (Set Rhah- tures on the Elizabethan Age (1821); Life of Na-
DOMANCT.) The American hazel (C. Americana) very poleon Bonaparte (four vols. 1828), which he intended
much resembles the European, but is lower in stature, to be his chief work, and which was dictated by
The flavour of the kernel is by many preferred to enthusiastic admiration of his subject. The Essays,

the filbert, though we know of no attempts to im- written in conjunction with I>*igh Hunt, to the
prove it by cultivation. It is common in most parts Examiner, were published under the title of the

bf the United States of America. Both the hazel Round Table in 1817. He was a good art-critic, but
and filbert are much esteemed, but particularly the his tendency to prejudice and paradox, and his al*

latter, the flavour of its kernels being very delicious, most contemptuous regard for tbe productions of

They are, however, difficult of digestion. The oil contemporary genius, render him a less safe authority

which is obtained from hazel-nuts by pressure in than Ihh knowledge and talents would lead us to

Utile inferior in flavour to that of almonds, and exjwct. See Memoirs by W. C Ifa/litt (2 vols., 1867).

under the name of nut-oil is often preferred by HEAD. When the anterior part of the body of

painters, on account of its drying more readily than an animal is marked off by a difference in size, or by s

any other of the same quality. Chemists employ it constriction (neck), it is called head. The presence or

as the bads of fragrant ods artificially prepared, absence of ahead was formerly much used as a charao-

because it easily combines with and retains odours ter in classification. Thus Latreille divided animal*

In many parte of England hazels are planted in cop- into the headless, Acephala, and those provided with a

pfaes and hedge-row* for several useful purposes, but head; and these again formed two groups, the Vertebixd

particularly to be cut down periodically for charcoal, animals,with heads properly so called, and Ccphatidia,

pola*, fishing-rods, Ac. Being extremely tough and with small, indistinct heads. But this classification

iexthle, the branches are used for *n«JHr.g hurdles, would separate the oyster and all other lamellibranch

orate*, and anting!** to fasten down thatch. They molluscs from the snail, cuttle-fish, Ac.; R is, in fact

are formed Into span, bandies for implements of an artificial character. The mouth and principal

husbandry, and when split are bent into hoops for nervous organs are the guides to tbe anterior and of the
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body, where the heed, when recognizable, is situ-

ated. In the Protozoa, Infusoria, end CcBlenterstes,

such as the Hydra and Corals, there is no ner-

rous ganglion, and the mouth is not surrounded by
special structures. In the inferior Vermes the an-

terior end beoomes marked by the presence of gan-

glia, though the mouth may be at some distance

cram it. The so-called head of parasitic animals,

such as the tape-worms, is only the end of attach-

ment, the globular hook-bearing mass being head-

like on a long neck, but neither mouth nor ganglia

exist in it. In the Polyzoa, lampshells, ascidians,

and lamellibranch molluscs mouth and ganglia exist,

but they are not surrounded by special structures.

But in the worms proper, the articulated animals
(crustaceans, myriapods, spiders, and insects), the
land and fresh-water gasteropoda (snails and whelks),

and the cuttle-fishes a head proper is found. That
is, the mouth with the anterior nervous ganglia,

and some at least of the sense organs, are placed in

a segment of the body which, either by structure or

by structure and appearance, is different from the
rest. Thus in the worms and articulated animals
some of the rings or articles of which the body is

made up are fused together, the appendages being
not walking limbs, but modified into jaws or jaw-like

organs. Thus the common shore-worms possess a
structural head, though it is not apparent. The head
Is best defined in the insects, as in the house-fly,

where it is separated by a slender neck from the
thorax. The snail’s head has its cavity shut off by
a diaphragm from the rest of the body cavity, and
contains the denticulate lingual ribbon or tongue,

with the muscles which work it, while the antennae

and eyes appear on the surface. The cuttle-fishes

have, in addition, a remarkable cartilaginous box,

which, like a skull, protects the ganglia and gives

support to the muscles. The head of the vertebrated
animals presents a regular Beries of increasing com-
plexity from the lanoelet (Amphioxus) upwards,
in that fish the most anterior part of the nervous
cord is lodged in a canal scarcely distinct from that

which contains the rest of it. Ascending in the series,

it becomes evident that as the anterior nervous mass
enlarges, and its ganglia increase in complexity, the

anterior vertebras change their character; as the

brain beoomes specialized, so does the brain-case or

skull. In man the brain attains its highest develop-

ment and the head its greatest complexity, the dif-

ference between skull and face being now most pro-
|

nounoecL The vertebrate theory of the skull, first

propounded by Goethe, is now aooepted to this ex-

tent, that the skull or cranium consists of three ver-

tebras, which are recognizable in the fish, and that

the facial bones are not vertebrae, but developed from
cartilage which did not form an original part of the

vertebral oolnmn. A vertebra consists of a body
or centre, from which two processes arch upwards
and close in the spinal with its contents, the

spinal cord: while lateral processes give attachment
to riba, and indirectly to limbs. The posterior cranial

vertebra is the occipital, consisting of a centre, the

basioccipital bone, two lateral pieces, exoodpitals, and
a superior supraoodpital; the next is the parietal, of

which the basisphenoid is the centre, and the great

wings of the sphenoid and the parietals the lateral

arches; the most anterior is the frontal, with its cen-

tre, the presphenoid, and its arch, formed by the or-

bital plates of the sphenoid and the frontals. The
centres of the spinal vertebrae are ossifications around
a fibro-cartilaginous rod, the chorda dorsalis, which
ends in the basisphenoid. So far spinal column and
skull have a oommon base; but the spinal vertebrae

were preceded by, and are in fact modifications of

primitive vertebrae, and no representatives of these

appear in the development of the skull. It is there-

fore open to question whether the three divisions just

mentioned are really vertebrae, or should not rather

be called cranial segments. There is the more reason

for this that in fishes the basisphenoid and presphe-

noid are represented by a single bone, the parasphe-

noid, which underlies the skull, but disappears in the

higher vertebrates, and that the presphenoid is not

properly connected with the chorda dorsalis, but
rather belongs to the series of facial bones. The
pituitary body which projects from the lower surface

of the brain lies in front of the end of the chorda
dorsalis: from this latter rod and its surroundings a
plate of cartilage passes forward on either side of the

pituitary body, and these (the trabecula) meeting in

front of that body, form the cartilaginous axis around
which the vomer, ethmoid, and other facial bones are

developed, while the presphenoid is an ossification in

this axis just where the two portions meet in front

of the pituitary. The sense organs, the ear and the

eye, are, so to speak, lodged in capsules of bone which
are inserted, the ear between the occipital and parie-

tal, the eye between the parietal and frontal segments.

They are accidental, not essential parts of the cra-

nium. The hyoid apparatus and the lower and upper

Nasal.

Hose.

Ethmoid and Prefrontal.

Vomer.

Upper jaw.
Mouth.

Lower Jaw.

Frontal. Parietal. Occipital.

Frontals. Eye. Parietals. Ear. Supraoodpital.

Orbitosphenoids. Alisphenoid*. Exoodpitals.

Pituitary.

Presphenoid. Basisphenoid. BssioodpitaL

Parasphenoid.

it t
11 *

Arches.

Centra.

jaws are developed from the cartilaginous walls of

the embryonic skull, and the jaws oome in a secondary
manner to take part in the composition of the faoe.

(See Bksfibatobt Organs.) The increasingly glo-

bular form of skull in the vertebrates is due to the

greater increase of the cerebral hemispheres rela-

tively to that of the base of the brain ana axis of the

skull: henoe the brain oomes in man to overhang

the face. Of course it is to be remembered that

while in the vertebrated animals the head is divided

by its sdi (commencing at the middle line of the

upper jaw, and pissing backwards through the bad-

sphenoid to the vertebral centres) into an upper
chamber, lodging the brain, and a lower, lodging

the first pert of the alimentary canal; in the lower

animals the cavity Is a single one, the oesophagus

piercing the nervous system so as to reach the sur-

face of the body, and thus ooming to be surrounded
by a pair of ganglia above and a pair below, with the

filaments connecting these ganglia. In the vertehrate

the head is curved downwards, the basisphenoid

being the pivot point, so that the mouth is pushed
to the lower surfaoe; in the lower animals the under
surface of the body curves upwards, so as to carry a
part of the nervous system pest the mouth towards
the upper surfaoe. The eyes and feelers of a crab
are in fact modified Hmhs which are thus carried

upwards; the laws and sense organs of a vertebral*

are entirely distinct from the maba an

pondages of the trunk.
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HEAD, Bib Gbokgk, a writer of travels, Ac., vu
the ton of J. R Heed of the Hermitage, Kent, end
wee bom there in 1782. An ancestor of his was
a Jewish physician, who came from Portugal to
England in the reign of Charles IL, and was after-

wards physician to the king. He was educated at
the Charterhouse School, and in 1808 received a
captain's commission in the West Kent militia. The
fallowing year he proceeded to Portugal, accepted
the situation of a oommissariat clerk, and joined
Wellington's army at Badaioz. He was afterwards
appointed to the charge of the commissariat of a
brigade; and after the battle of Fuentee d’Onoro
was nominated deputy-assistant commissary -general.
He was present at most of the mat battles in the
Peninsula, and also in the concluding campaign in
the south of France. In the autumn of 1814 he
proceeded to Canada to superintend the commissariat
of a naval establishment intended to be formed on
the Canadian lakes; but the American war having
shortly afterwards terminated, he returned after an
absence of ten months to England. An account of

his expedition was published bv him under the title

of Forest Scenes ana Incidents in the Wilds of North
America, which obtained considerable success. In
1831 he was made a knight, and in 1836 apffeared
his Home Tour through the Manufacturing 1 hstricts

of England in the Summer of 1835, followed next
ear by A Home Tour through Various Parts of the
"nitea Kingdom. These contain a large amount

of useful and reliable information. In 1849 he pub-
lished Rome, a Tour of Many Days. Sir George
Head contributed also several articles to the Quar-
terly Review, and translated from the Italian the

Historical Memoirs of Cardinal Dacca, and from the

J<atin the Metamorphoses of Apuleius. He died in

London, unmarried, on 2d May, 1855.

HEADACHE is one of the most frequent ail-

ments, the result of a variety of causes. It may arise

from overfulness of blood, from deficiency of blood
or debility, from excited or inflammatory action,

from the nerves, Ac. If a person who suffers from
headache is of full habit generally

;
if he is sleepy,

dull, the vessels of his face full; if the uncomfortable
sensation in the head is aggravated by stooping, by
an abundant meal, by stimulants or by sleep, over-

fulness is the probable cause, and reduction of the

diet, purging with calomel and colocynth, with occa-

sional doses of saline medicine, exercise, bathing the

head with oold water, and if the symptom is very

severe, the application of a few leech<* to the temples
will be beneficial. If the urine is deficient, cream of

nation of the brain and in some forms of fevers, or
it follows violenoe to the head. Of all kinds of head-
ache that arising from some disorder of the stomach
or some part of the alimentary canal Is, however, the
most common. The presence of indigestible food in
the stomach almost certainly causes dull pain in the
forehead; and too acid a condition of the contents of
the organ produces the same effect The various
symptoms of indigestion will generally point to the

|

cause. In the first an emetic or some aperient, such
as the compound rhubarb pill, or a saline draught,
will probably remove the disorder. When acid eruc-
tations, heartburn, Ac., indicate the presence of super*
abundant acid, a dose of soda, potash, or magnesia
will correct the cause and remove the effect There
is a peculiar form of headache which consists in
throbbing and pain of one particular (uurt, or some-
times over one side of the head; it lasts an hour or
two, ami then goes off, returning at stated intervals.
This is called Krmicrania (the migraine of French
and the megrim of old English writers), and is often
of a distinctly intermittent character. For its per-
manent cure quinine is iu common use; a mustard
poultice on the nape of the neck is ulso of service;
and autipvrin, a rccout remedy, has proved of the
greatest value in affording speedy relief.

HEAD-BOROUGH, in England, an old name for
the head of a borough, town, or tithing, a sort of
high-constable. The office of head-borough was
united with that of petty constable when the latter

office was instituted in the reign of Edward III
H KA LDS, or H bdulkb. See Weaving.
11 EALTH is that condition of the living body in

which all the functions are harmoniously performed
without difficulty or pain, so that the wholo body is

maintained in activity and vigour. Ideally this im-
plies {>erfoction of structure, so that we might say
health was harmonious co-operation of perfect struc-

tures. But practically jierfection of structure is not
essential. Now what does this harmonious discharge
of bodily functions, necessary to a state of health,

mean! Given a healthy laxly, work in done by it,

in the various forms of physical, nervous, and in-

tellectual activity. This implies waste of tissue, and
a continuance of the healthy state demands repair

of the waste and removal of the waste products.

The repair of waste is effected by materials supplied
as food uud drink, which must be of a kind fitted by
its quality to yield the elements needful for the
upbuilding and renewal of the wasted tissues, and by
its quantity sufficient to afford the amount for com-
plete renewal. This food must be elaborated into

tartar in some form may be taken with advantage.

The above species of headache may also be occasioned

by whatever impedes the circulation, such as affec-

tion of the heart or liver; when the latter is the case

the pain is frequently most severe at the back of the

head When, on the other hand, headache occurs in

a person of weak constitution; when it is produced

or aggravated by mental over-exertion; when there

Is listlessness both of mind and body rather than

oppression—the face pale, the pulse weak—debility

is the probable cause, although at the same time

these may be overfolness of the blood in tbe interior

of the head itself; very frequently, however, in this

kind of headache the head Is hot without there being

any particular flushing of the countenance. This

form of headache is often accompanied with indiges-

tion, and is common in students and anxious men of

bnsini— Anything like abstraction of blood will

certainly prove injurious Exercise, attention to the

state of the bowels without purging, care in diet,

met, and change of scene and air, will be most use-

ful. Headache from excitement or inflammatory

ceases is such as oeonta in the first stages of infiam-

the form which the tissues can make use of. This
elaboration is performed primarily by the digestive

organs, and secondarily by glandular organs, so that

j

while the first condition of health is a sufficient

supply of fo(xl of a proper quality, the second is tbe

|

due performance of the digestive function, followed

! by proffer activity of the absorptive process by which
the nutritive elements are removed from the food.

' The nutritive material having been duly prepared by

,

the digestive system, absorbed, and elaborated by

|

glands, must be distributed, as tbe blood, to the

|

various tissues and organs in proportion to their
i needs. This k achieved by the system of blood-
I vessels, the motive power being supplied bv the
heart. The part the circulatory system plays in tbe

healthy organism k apparent. But besides nutritive

material the tissues require oxygen, without which
tissue change, on which tbe liberation of energv de-

pends, cannot occur. Besides the oxygen introduced

in food, free oxygen enters tbe blood bv the lungs,

any interruption to which prooees would, it k clear,

imply an immediate departure from health. Snppoee,

then, the body to be efficiently supplied with food,
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water, and oxygen, and these to be properly distri-

buted to the tissues, the means for the repair of waste
are complete. The removal of waste requires the

activity of the bowels, skin, kidneys, and lungs, by
all of which channels solid, liquid, and gaseous waste
products are expelled. The harmonious co-operation

of all these functions requires the regulating action

of the nervous system. These are the internal con-

ditions cf health. Among the external conditions

are, besides an efficient and wholesome food supply,

a pure water supply, pure atmosphere, removal of

waste expelled from the body from its neighbour-

hood, and so on. Finally, there is for health required

the means by which the bodily organism is related

to the outside world, by the senses and the higher

nerve centres, which are the substrata of perception,

intelligence, and so forth.

HEALTH, Bill of, a certificate signed by con-

suls, or other proper authorities, delivered to the

masters of ships at the time of their clearing out

from ports or places suspected of being particularly

subiect to infectious diseases, certifying the state of

health at the time the ship sailed. A dean. bill im-
ports that at the time the ship sailed no infectious

disease was known to exist; a suspected
,
commonly

called a touched bill, imports that there were rumours
of an infectious disease, but that it had not actually

appeared; a foul bill, or absence of a clean bill, im-

ports that the place was infected when the vessel left.

HEARING. See Ear and Acoustics.
HEARSAY EVIDENCE. See Evidence.
HEART, a hollow muscular organ, the function

of which is to maintain the circulation of the blood.

The organs of circulation are the heart, the arteries,

the veins (see Blood-vessels), and the capillary

vessels. The blood is either arterial or venous, ac-

cording to the relative proportions of oxygen and car-

bonic acid gas it contains. The \ enous blood which
has returned to the right side of the heart from the

body is propelled along the pulmonary artery by the

contraction of the heart into the lungB, where by the

absorption of oxygen and the giving off of carbonic

acid gas it becomes arterial blood, which then is con-

veyed along the pulmonary veins to the left side of

the heart, and is thence distributed throughout the

body to nourish it and repair its losses. The heart

is composed of four cavities, two auricles and two
ventricles. It is enveloped in a membrane called

the pericardium
,

situated toward the left of the

cavity of the chest, between the lungs, and resting

on the diaphragm. Its form is that of a cone flattened

on its inferior and superior faces. The right auricle

communicates with the right ventricle, besides which
there are in it three openings, that of the i ena cava

inferior
,
that of the vena cava superior, and that of

the coronary vein. The communication between this

auricle and ventricle is closed by a valve of three

flaps when the ventricle contracts. The right or

pulmonary ventricle communicates with the pul-

monary artery, which also is provided with a valve of

three flaps. When these flaps are brought together

they interrupt the communication between the ven-

tricle and the artery. The left auricle communicates

with the left ventricle, and contains also the orifices

of the four pulmonary veins. The left ventricle, be-

sides the communication with the left auricle, which

is guarded by a valve of two flaps, contains the ori-

fioe of the aorta, guarded also by a valve similar to

that of the pulmonary artery. The ventricles are

divided from each other by a fleshy wall, called the

septum cordis. The valves at the openings of the

arteries are called semilunar, that at the orifice of

the right auricle tricuspid, that at the orifioe of the

left auricle mitral, and that at the orifioe of the vena
cava inferior the Eustachian valve. The heart is

formed of a firm thick muscular tissue, composed of
fibres interlacing with each other, so as to form a
figure of eight It also contains nerves and vessels.

The coronary arteries arise from the aorta, and are
distributed on the heart The coronary veins return
the blood of the heart into the right auricle. The
arteries (from the Greek aSrt air, and tirein

, to pre-
serve, because they were thought to contain air) are
the vessels which serve to carry the blood from the
heart to all parts of the body. They terminate in
the capillary vessels, a series of extremely minute
vessels which pass over into the veins. The veins
are the channels by which the blood passes back from
the body into the auricles of the heart. The blood
which is returned from the veins is dark, and is

called venous

;

that which leaves the heart is bright
scarlet, and is called arterial. The venous blood
having parted with carbonic acid and acquired oxy-
gen in the capillary system of the lungs, flows into
the pulmonary veins, thence is received into the left

cavities of the heart, from which it passes into the
aorta. From the aorta it is distributed by branches
— arteries—to every tissue and organ of the body,
with few exceptions, the arterieB dividing and sun-
dividing till exceedingly minute vessels—arterioles

—

are reached The arterioles finally pass into exceed-
ingly thin-walled vessels, the capillaries, which per-

vade every part of the tissue or organ. Through the
thin walls of the capillaries fluid—plasma—of the
blood passes to bathe the tissues. But the blood-

stream, thus brought into contact with the tissues,

not only gives up to them oxygen and nutritive

material, but receives waste products, among them
carbonic acid gas, which are removed from the tissues

in its current The capillaries are not only the ter-

minations of the arteries, but also the commence-
ment of the veins. Gradually they unite to form
larger vessels, minute veins, which again uniting

form larger veins, and so on, by which the blood is

returned from the tissues, till the large trunks, vena
cava inferior and superior, are formed, which enter

the right auricle. In the tissues the blood has lost

oxygen and gained carbonic acid gas, becoming
venous, the reverse process to that which takes place

in the lungs.

We will now explain the mechanism of the san-

guineous system. The blood contained in the two
venae cave? is poured into the right auride, which
contracts, and thus forces the fluid to escape; but
the vena cava superior opposes to its passage the

column of blood which it contains, the other veins

are closed by valves, and it must therefore pass into

the right ventricle. The ventricle then contracts,

and as the tricuspid valve closes the passage through
which the liquid entered, the blood is forced forward
into the pulmonary artery, which recoils by its else

ticity, and, its orifice being closed by the semilunar

valve, propels the blood still forward into the capil-

lary system of the lungs, whence it passes into the

pulmonary veins, which pour it into the left auricle

by their four orifices. The contraction of the auricle

impels it into the left ventricle, by which it is in the

same manner driven forward into the aorta (the

mitral valve preventing its return into the auricle),

and thence into the general circulation as above
described. The mitral and tricuspid valves have
tendinous cords— oordes tendinece—connected with
the edges of the flaps, and these cords are attached

to muscular projections {musculi papiUarts) of the

Inner wall of the heart, by means of which the valves

are prevented from being forced upwards too far.

The two auricles contract and relax simultaneously

with each other; as do also the two ventricles. The
relaxation is called diastole; the contraction systole.

It is difficult to determine what quantity cf Wood
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the heart projects at each systole. It is generally
estimated at sue ounces. The systole of the ventricles

is the cause of the motion of the blood in the arteries,

which also dilate with each wave driven into them
by the motion of the heart and thereafter recoil by
their elasticity, causing the pulse.

The heart is not the ‘ centre of the circulation*;

it is the central contractile organ. The blood is de-

eloped in the embryo before the heart is formed.
In the lower animals the circulation of a nutnent
fluid precedes the formation of a heart. In Protoioa,
Infusoria, and those parasites which have no diges-

tive canal, the soft tissues of the lxxly are at once
digestive and circulatory oigans, the fluids being
driven to and fro by the movements of the body. In
Ccelcnterates, Echimderms, the lower Vomit's, and
some Articulates there is no true blood circulation;

but water vessels discharge* functions which an* more
comparable to those of respiration. In such casiis the
general cavity of the liody contains a fluid which haH
passed by osmosis through the intestinal walls, and
represents the products of digestion, its movements
being determined by those of the body. The imper-
fect heart of the Ascidians or Hca-Squirts presents

the rare phenomenon of alternate movement in op-

posite directions. In Molluscs, as a rule, a ventricle

and two auricles an present among the bivalves, two
ventricles occurring in a few, in the Gosteroixxls an
auricle and ventricle, in the CcphalojNMls the system
is symmetrical. Among the Annelids and Artiou
lates a dorsal vessel represents the central propulsive

organ; the blood, however, on leaving this vessel,

passes into the interstices of the tissues, not lictng

contained in definite vessds. In some forms, os the

crab, w'here the lxxly is short* md, thi heart is also

shortened, so as to give a resemblance to the cotiqxu t

heart of vcrtebrat<*s. In hsh< s an auricle, a ventricle,

and a muscular arterial bulb maintain the circula

turn, which is simple. In tlu amphibians and reptiles

a thnx*-chamlx*r<d heart allows that mixtun*of venous
and arterial blood which constitutes ‘cold blood ’.

HEART H EASE. He< Violet.

HEAT, the name given to a jieculiar sensation,

and also to the agent by which that sensation is pro-

duced. The effects of heat on v arums kinds of mat-
ter are vety remarkable, ami will 1** d»*srnlxd im-
mediately: with re-qx-ct to the hi fixation of heat, it

may lx* observed that our sensations give us no indi-

cation whatever as to the al*w>lut< hotness or coldness

of bodies, except when the U niixTatun is to extreim

as to cause pain, and that m that cusc tlu sensation

of heat or cold is lost, intense heat or intense cold

producing the same kind of jtam. What our sensa

tion* do give us is, in the first plate, a tomjxinHon

between tile temperature of the lxxly which we touch

and the temperature of the hand that touches it, a

comparison which we get by noticing whether the

hand is heated or cooled hy contact with the foreign

body; and in the second plat**, a means of coruj»nng

together the temjieraturert of two Ixxlies by touching

first one and then the other, and noticing to which

of them we lose heat, or from which of them we gain

heat the faster.

We now proceed lo consider the effects of heat

on the various properties of matter, and to indicate

where, according to the plan of this work, detailed

information on points which can only receive a

general mention here may be found.

1. One of the most important and obvious effects

of heat is to alter the temperature of bodies. In

almost all oases when heat is supplied to a body the

temperature of the body rises, and when heat is

removed the temperature of the body falls. Tempera-

ture is, in fact, the tendency that a body has to im-

part heat to other bodies; and when heat is supplied

or removed from a body, that tendency is increased
or diminished. Temperature is measured by tA*r-

mometert of various kinds, of which a description
will be found under that name. We have not yet
considered how quantities of heat are measured. We
may, however, say, without going into that question,

which is taken up iielow, that different bodies require
very different amounts of heat in order to raise their

temperature through the same number of degrees.

In tne first place, it requires twice as much heat to

raise the temperature of 2 lbs. of iron from 0° C. to
1° C. as it does to raise 1 lb. of iron from O'* to 1*:

and again, equal quantities of different materials

require different amounts of heat to raise their tem-
perature through any given number of degrees. Thus,
it rtxjuires about thirty times as much neat to raise*

the temjierature of 1 11k of water 1° as to raise tho

fcomi>erHturo of 1 11k of mercury by the same amount.
The terms capacity for heat and tpccific heat are

used m relation to the projxirty of Ixxlies now under
consideration. The capacity for heat of a lxxly or

piece of apparatus is defined to lx* the quantity of

nest required to raise the tenqx'mture of the lxxly

or piore of ap|»aratus 1° from some fixed jxunt, for

instance, 1° from 0° C., or from 82* Kali. Tho sjxjoifto

heat of a sutatnueo is the ratio Ix'twocn the quan-
tity of heat required to raise the tctn]x*mturo of tho
sulistanoe 1° from some fixed jxmit and the quantity
of heat required to raise the* tcm|M*ratU!o of an espial

mass of distilled water 1
* from 0

U
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Heat.
2. Heat also altetrs the* dimensiems of Ixxlies. In-

eroose* of volume almost always results fioni additiem

of he at. There* are only, in fact, threx or font excep-

tions to tins law. One of the'se is the well-known
phenomenon piesonted by water In tween the tom-
pcrutiiios of 0 (’. and 1° (\ Between these* te*m-

IHTHturi'H tin* volume* of v liter rhrrtnat* us tile tem-
js nature rises. Alx>\e 4^ however, its v ilunie

incre*ust*s as the te nqsjmture nse*H. Thus, at 1* C, the

volume* of the* water is a minimum, and this punt of

tem]x*raturc is called the? point of tiutjrimuvi drntitu

for water There are* one* or two other Udies which
merooso m volume on solidifying from tlie*ir incited

condition. Iron is one of the*se>, and bisrnutli another;

and it is this proj»erty that make* these* Ixxliw ea-

pable of affording nharp eustings. The*re are* also sonic

crystals not fjelotiging to the re*gular form, whose
minor axes contract while their major axe*s ex|>and.

Them ore* rare* case's, howe*ver, and the? almost univer-

sal rule is, tliufc Ixxlies < x{»arid with a rise of tempera-
ture. Taking the common se ale* of te*iiqx*rature, which
practically makes the exclusion of common air (and
othe*r gases) the measure? of eliange*s of tom}H‘rature

(see* TttRUMOMKTRK), it is found that lx*twoei» inoder-

ute limits Uxties ex|xtnd ne*arly re*gularly with the

temperature
,
that is to say, that for a rise? of two

degrees they exjjand twie*e as much os for a rise of

one degree*. But if we take wider limits, 100° of

temperature or more*, change** in exjxuisihilit) are

noticeable by delicate* experiments for every sut>-

stance. (Under Expansion some further information

on this subject will be found.) Change* of tcmjiero-

ture also alters the elasticity of figure of solid Unties,

an increase of temperature diminishing it ui almost

every case ;
and the elasticity of volume, that is,

resistance to compression, is also altered, being in-

creased as the temperature rises.

8. Addition of heat liquefies solid Ixxlies, and con-

verts liquids into gases. This, we have good reason

to believe, is an absolutely general rule, although we
have not yet succeeded in liquefying all solids, or in

liquefyingand solidifyingall gases, which is thereverse

process. During the conversionofasohd into a liottMf

or a liquid into a gas, a considerable quantity of neat
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Is absorbed, and in the revene process heat is given

out; bat this is one of the cases in which, though heat

is taken in or given out, the temperature is not altered.

Hence the heat is said to be made latent, and under
the term Latent Heat particulars on this subject

will be found.

4. Heat also alters the power of bodies for conduct-

ing electricity. In solids the conductivity is dimin-

ished to a great extent by an increase of a few degrees
in the temperature. In liquids, on the other hand,
increase of temperature increases the conductivity.

The magnetic properties of bodies are also changed
by heat. For example, an iron bar that has been
magnetized suddenly loses the whole of its magnetism
at a particular temperature, a temperature at which,
it appears from recent observations, there is also a
sudden alteration of volume. The magnetic suscepti-

bility of iron Is also altered by temperature to some
extent The optical properties of transparent bodies

vary with the temperature; in liquids, at any rate,

the refraction seems to decrease uniformly with the
temperature, and so does the dispersion.

5. Lastly, we refer to the effects of heat in altering

chemical properties of bodies. In some cases a very
high temperature breaks up chemical compounds.
In a strong solution of nitric acid, the nitric add is

decomposed by heat. On the other hand, increase of

temperature, as a rule, favours chemical combination,
as is seen when a spark is applied to a mixture of

oxygen and hydrogen, where it causes their instan-

taneous combination.

We may now consider the measurement of quan-
tities of heat. Almost any one of the various effects

of heat might be made the basis of a system of

measurement. For example, the unit quantity of

heat might be chosen as that quantity which is re-

quired to melt a gramme or a pound of some known
{

substance, ice for instance. Indeed, this is sometimes
used as a temporary unit: and Black, the discoverer

of latent heat and of specific heat, did use it constantly,

in consequence of his method of calorimetry. Our
present sdence has, however, made our measure-
ment of temperature so much more exact than any
other measurements of the kind that we can make,
that the unit quantity of heat is now defined by
universal consent as tire quantity of heat required

to raise the temperature of a known body by a
definite amount. For manv reasons that will readily

suggest themselves water is chosen as the substance

for reference: and the unit quantity of heat is, there-

fore, defined (the Oentigrade thermometer and metri-

cal system being employed) as the quantity of heat
which will raise the temperature of 1 gramme of

distilled water from 0° C. to 1° C. The unit quantity
of heat may be otherwise defined: for example, 1

lb. of water may be used instead of 1 gramme, and
one degree Fahrenheit instead of one degree Centi-

grade. The reduction from one system to the other

u, however, very simple. The definition given above is

that which is now sanctioned by the best writers, and
by oommittees of the scientific societies that have
considered the question. Calorimetry is the technical

name given to the part of the subject that deals with
the practical measurement of quantities of heat. The
methods adopted in various cases depend on the na-

ture of the problem, and on the way in whioh the heat

presents itself for measurement. See Specific Heat.
The nature of heat was long a subject of active con-

troversy. After the times of the alchemists and of

those who held the phlogiston theory, the material

theory of heat long held sway. Heat was considered

to be a subtle imponderable fluid, permeating all mat-
ter, and was known under the name caloric. It was
supposed that this fluid combining with the molecules

of gross matter gave rise to the effects and pheno-

mena observed: for instance, that a oertain quantity

of it entering into combination with the particles of

a solid turned the solid into a liquid, or combining
with the particles of the liquid converted it into a gas.

Doubtless the material theory was the more firmly

held because the Chemists were the cultivators of the

science of best, as of electricity; and it was natural

to them to explain, if possible, the changes that they
saw produced by heat as changes of the same nature
with the chemical composition and decomposition

that they were so familiar with. The great names
of Black and of Lavoisier, too, gave popularity to the
doctrine that they held; and the two grand discoveries

of Black, of specific heat and latent heat, were so

simply explained by the material hypothesis that the
truth of the hypothesis seemed almost beyond ques-

tion. The holders of the material hypothesis met,
however, with one great difficulty in the fact of the
production of heat by mechanical means, for example,
by the friction of two solid substances. To explain

it they were forced to resort to the supposition that

the effect of the friction was to alter the capacity for

heat of one or both of the substances. Black, indeed,

brought forward a striking experiment in support of

this supposition, showing that a piece of soft iron that
has once been heated to redness by hammering, can-

not again be heated in that way to the same extent
without being previously exposed to a red heat in the
furnace and allowed to cool. An experiment like this

was, in fact, strongly in the favour of the colorists, as

those who held the material theory were subsequently
called, for, in this case, the heat seemed actually to

be squeezed from the iron as from a sponge, and the
iron to be so altered during the process as to be in-

capable of containing its original quantity of heat
To Rumford and Davy, at the end of tne 18th and

the beginning of the 19th century, is due the credit

of the two experiments that to their minds did over-

throw, and to all other minds ought to have over-

thrown, the calorist hypothesis. Rumford, remarking
on the vast quantity of heat given out during the

boring of brass cannon at the arsenal at Munich, and
especially being struck with it on comparing it with
the small quantity of the cuttings and powder re-

moved from the mass, considered that it was scarcely

conceivable that an alteration in the capacity for heat
of so small a quantity of the brass should cause the

evolution of so large a quantity of heat. He argued
from the fact that the supply of heat producible by
mechanical work is apparently unlimited, and from
experiments showing tiiat the specific heat of the
brass cuttings was precisely the same as that of the

massive metal, that heat cannot be a fluid; and he
brought forward what was all but a convincing proof

that it can be nothing but a form of motion. Among
the contributions of Davy to the sdence was his

beautiful and celebrated experiment of rubbing to-

gether two pieces of ice, while surrounded by an ice-

cold atmosphere, until they melted away completely.

Now the spedfic heat of water is nearly double that

of ioe, and the circumstances absolutely prevented

any heat being acquired from the surrounding objects.

Thus he showed the very large quantity of heat

required for the liquefaction of the ioe produoed under
drcumstanoes where none of the calorut explanations

could hold. He conduded that ‘the immediate cause

of the phenomenon of heat is motion, and the laws

of its communication are precisely the same as the

laws of the communication of motion.* This state

ment was given by Davy in his Chemical Philosophy

(1812): the date of Romford’s paper in the Philoso-

phical Transactions is 1798; but it was not till thirty

years after that the ooncluskms of Rumford ana
Davy were adopted. We cannot enter here into a
oomplete history of the development of the dynamical
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theory of hoot. Wo moot pooo direotlj to Joule,

who between 1840 and 1848 conclusively established

the truth of tho dynamical hypothesis, by measuring
the amount of energy required to produce a definite

boating effect and by showing that the quantity of

beat obtained by expending a definite amount of

energy in friction is the same whatever is the nature

of the body in which the friction takes place. The
conclusions arrived at by him are thus given:

—

1st The quantity of heat produced by the friction

ofbodies, whether solid or liquid, is always proportioned
to the quantity of work expended.

2d. The quantity of heat capable of increasing the

temperature of 1 lb, of water by 1° Pah. requires for
its evolution the expenditure of mechanical energy re-

presented by the fall of 772 lbs. through 1 foot.

Thus work equal to 772 foot-pounds is called the

dgnomical equivalent of heat meaning thereby the

dynamical equivalent of a pound-Fahrenheit unit of

heat
That heat is a form of energy is now considered by

all to be beyond question. Every suletanoe, whether

solid, liquid, or gaseous, is considered to have some
kind of molecular structure. What the nature of

the molecular structure is is a question of great

difficulty, nay, » question that, at present, no one

pretends to be able to answer; but whatever is the

nature of the moh>cular structure, it is curtain that

heat consists of relative motions of the {^articles.

The greater the energy of the motion the higher the

teimterature of the body, so long as it maintains its

original state, solid, liquid, or gaseous; and an alter-

ation in the nature of the motion probably, we may
even say certainly, constitutes the change from one

of the states of matter to another The reader may
consult our article Gah for some farther information

as to the most recent sj>eculations on the relations be-

tween tem|>erature and pressure in the cam* of gases.

The kinetic theory of gases has not yet been com-

pletely extended to the liquid and solid state's of

matter; but, of the applicability of a corresponding

ineory, and of the necessity of it, there can lie no

doubt.

It is perhaps scarcely to be regretted that the

dtMOovcries of Rumford and Davy lay unheeded for

nearly half a century, for it is iiu|>ossihle to say how

their adoption would have affected the efforts of two

Ct investigators in the mathematical theory of

,
Fourier and Carnot. To the former we owe a

complete investigation of the theory of Conduction

and Radiation of Heat; and not that alone, hut like-

wise a method of mathematical analysis of extra-

ordinary power, the effects of which have been felt

in every branch of physical science To the latter

we owe his Reflexions sur la Puissance Afotrice du

Feu, in which be endeavours to determine how it is

that effect is produced from beat; and

although he assumes, in his investigation, the materi-

ality of heat, yet his principles and laws, modified so

as to correspond with now received notions, are at

present the of Thermodynamics. His work

is devoted to the consideration of the conversion of

beat into work, the converse of the problem of Joule.

Fran the investigations of Joule, and the discovery

of the equivalence of a definite quantity of mechani-

cal energy to a definite quantity of heat, sprang the

grand pnndple of conservation of energy; and perhaj*

we may say that from an extension of some of Car-

not’s investigations with respect to beat engines

sprang Kelvin's great principle of dissipation of

energy. The first law extend* the principle of eqm-

vatonos to other forms ef energy. It sseerts that the

whole amount of energy in the universe, or in any

limited system which does not receive energy from

without, or part with it to external matter, is in-
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variable. If energy of any form seems to disappear

in such a case, it reappears in some otlier form. Thus,

mechanical energy may he converted into heat Heat

again may be converted into the energy of electricity

in motion, or into the potential energy of chemical

separation. And electrical energy, whether potential

or kinetic, and the energy of chemical serration, are

also convertible into neat. The second principle

states that no known natural process is exactly rever-

sible, and that if we transform mechanical energy

into heat, for example, we never can pass hack and

obtain from the heat produced precisely the amount

of mechanical energy with which we oommeuoed.

Whatever attempt is made to transform and retrans-

form energy by an imperfect prooess, and no known

process is perfect, part of the energy is necessarily

transformed into heat, and is dissipated so as to lie

incapable of further useful transformation. It there-

fore follows, that as energy is in a constant state of

transformation, there is a constant prooess of degrade

turn of energy going on, a process bv which energ\

constantly approaches the unavailable form of uni-

formly diffused boat; and this will go on till the whole

of the energy of the unitrrse has taken thisjinal ftrrm.

For a more extended development of these princi-

ples we refer our readers to our article FRlNCin.lt OF

Conservation or Knkroy, also to Tait's Thermo*
d>iinniii‘H, to Kelvin's ongitial pa|R*rH, and te

I'k ston's Theory of Heat (1MM)

HEAT, Radiation or Kiuliution of heat con-

sists in the propagation of heat from a hotter ImmIv

to a colder one through an intervening medium which

is not heated during the pnx'eiw If we compare

the case of heat conducted from particle to paiiiole

along an iron bar, oue end of which is e\|»oH«*d to

a high temperature, with that of heat trausudtt«»d

to us from the sun, it is evident that the two pro

cusses of propagation are very different. It is eer

tain that it is not by the heating of the intervening

region lietween the sun and too earth that beat

is transmitted in the latter case. Radiant heat is

transmitted by the same medium that transmits

light from a luminous Issly. Radiant heat and

light are, In fact, the same thing, namely, vilira-

tiona of an elastic medium, only they are jsjroeived

by us in different wi)i Radiant heat and light

obey the same laws of reflection, refraction, interfer-

ence, and |M)lanzation. In fact, being Isith of them

vibrations of the same nature, they both obey all the

general laws of wave motion, and the particular laws

of the particular kind of wave motion that they be-

long to. They also obey similar laws with rusjmct

to transmission through various substances, and with

respect to absorption. Let us now explain briefly the

nature of the vibrations that constitute radiant heat.

Any intensely heated Is&dy, a ball of quicklime, for

example, that lias been heated to whiteness, has the

power of exciting vibrations in a certain highly elastic

medium, commonly called the luminiferous ether. Of

this medium we know very little at present, except

that it probably [lervades all space; that it certain!}

pervades, without apparent alteration in quantity

or quality, the beet vacuum that we can obtain; and

that while it has scarcely any retarding effect on the

motions of the planets and comets, vet it (xswesses

elasticity of the nature of rigidity, which gives it the

power of transmitting the minute vibrations of light,

and which is greater in proportion to the density of

the medium than that of any known solid. The vibra-

tions of light and heat are such that the direction of

the disturbance is perpendicular to the directionof pro-

pagation of the wave. Thus the undulations that con-

stitute light and heat resemble rather waves in water,

or waves running along a stretched string, than the

waves at sound. Now snob a heated body as we
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have considered excites in the m^inm waxes of a

Sat many different wave-lengths, and consequently
erent times of vibration, which are propagated

outward from the white-hot body in all directions.

Of these some are capable of affecting the eye as
light, and others are not. Those waves which, fall-

ing on the eye, give the sensation of light hava wave-
lengths between about 800 millionths of a millimetre
and 850 millionths of a millimetre, and though undula-
tions proceed from the white-hot body whose wave-
lengths are both greater than and less than those just

specified, yet they are not perceived by the eye as
light. Those that have a wave-length greater than
800 millionths are, however, perceived by the ther-

mometer. It is only vibrations of this kind that are

radiated from a body which has been heated in the
fire to less than dull red-heat, and having no light-

giving power, such rays are usually called rays of

dark heat. Those that have a wave-length less than
about 850 millionths are not sensible to the eye as

light, nor are they sensible to the thermometer as

heat, but they have powerful chemical effects. They
are called actinic rai/s, and may be examined pho-
tographically. Forfurther information on this subj ect

our readers may refer to Spectrum, Spectrum An ai.y-

hir, and Undu latory Th * ory. The properties of the
rays, as far as luminous and heating effects are

concerned, leaving polarization (which nee) out of

the question for the present, depend solely on the

wave-length and the amplitude of the vibration. It

is the wave-length that determines the character of

the ray. In light it determines the colour, and in

!>oth heat and light it determines the refraction of

the ray. The amplitude of vibration determines the

intensity of the ray. Rays of light of low refrangi-

bility, the red rays and the yellow rays, for instance,

possess considerable heating power. Falling on a
non-translucent substance they are absorbed, and the

substance becomes warmed. In fact the energy of

vibration of the luminiferous ether is converted into

energy of motion of the particles of the substance

on which the light falls, and (Bee article Heat above)

the temperature of the Bubstance rises. The same
is the case with the invisible or dark-heat rays; but

it is difficult to obtain any considerable heating effects

from rays of Icbs wave-length than about 500 mil-

lionths of a millimetre, which corresponds to green

light. Radiant heat consists, then, of motion of a
certain elastic fluid. This motion is of the same
character precisely as the motion that constitutes

light; but, only observable as heat when it possesses

sufficient energy to be able to raise the temperature

of any body on which it falls and which absorbs it.

Farther, the thermometer proves to us the existence

of dark-heat, that is, undulations not perceptible to

the eye; and the prism, aided by the thermometer,

shows us that dark-heat exists in the complete system

of vibrations transmitted from the sun and other

intensely heated bodies.

We have considered the nature of radiant heat at

considerable length, on account of the want of clear-

ness as to the relation* between heat and light preva-

lent in almost all popular writing on this subject

It must be distinctly understood that the vibrations

that we are here concerned with have oertain pro-

perties, of which, for the present purpose, those that

are important are the wave-length ana the amplitude

of the vibration, that is, the greatest extent of the

disturbance. Whether the vibration falling on the

eye gives light or not depends solely on the wave-

length, and it is the wave-length that defines the

odour of the light This may be stated otherwise if

we consider that the velocity of propagation in a
homogeneous medium is the same for all wave-
lengths. and that therefore the time of vibration is

inversely proportional to the wave-length. We may
then say that whether the vibrations give the sensa-

tion of light or not depends on the frequency of the
vibrations, and the colour of the light depends upon
the same thing. The heating effect of the vibration*

depends upon tee energy of tee vibrations; and that

again depends on tee time of vibration and on the
amplitude and extent of the disturbance. The inten-

sity of the light, when tee vibrations cause tee sens-

ation of light, and the heating effect go together.

Hence to speak as if light were one thing and heat
another is not only misleading, but actually false.

Having explained the nature of heat rays, let us
next briefly consider the laws of radiation. The
general effect of radiation is to equalize tee temper-
ature of any system of bodies so placed as to be cap-

able of radiating one to the other. Every body of

the system, according to Provost’s Theory of Heat
Exchanges, is constantly sending forth heat-rays in

all directions, and receiving the heat radiated from
the other bodies. But the hotter bodies emit more
than they rooeive, while the colder bodies receive

more than they send forth, and the temperature of

the system is thus gradually equalized. This simple
law is the result of long and dithcult inquiry. It is

known under the name just given, and tee principle,

extended and worked out in detail by the experi-

ments of Balfour Stewart and other investigators,

is the most important in the general theory of radi-

ation. Our readers may find full details regarding
it in Balfour Stewart’s work on Heat.
A heated body exposed in a space colder than itself

loses heat to the surrounding objects by radiation,

and the amount of heat lost in a given time depends,

all other thingB being given, on the difference be-

tween the temperature of the body and the temper-
ature of its surroundings. The simplest case is when
a small heated body is suspended in the middle of a

chamber, the walls of which are of uniform structure,

or rather surface, and of uniform temj>erature. Under
these circumstances, if, when the temiieraturo of the

heated body is 20° higher than that of the walls, one

degree of temperature is lost in one minute, then it

would lose 2
U
in a minute were the excess of its tem-

perature above that of the walls 40°, and only half a

degree were the excess of temperature only 10".

The loss in any given interval of time is, in fact,

proportional to the excess of temperature of the

heated body above the temperature of the surround-

ings. It follows from this that the cooling of a body,

under such circumstances, goes on according to th<

well-known ‘ compound interest law.’ Thus if tbt.

body loses 5 per cent, its excess of temperature in

the first minute, it loses 5 per cent, of what is left

in the next minute, in the third minute 5 per cent

of the second remainder. The law that has just beeu
stated is known as Newton’s law of cooling. It may
be applied to circumstances much more varied and
complicated than those just referred to. In such a
case, however, it is necessary to take the effect of

the circumstances carefully into aooount. Serious

errors have been introduced even into the calculations

of competent mathematicians by applying the law
unmodified to cases that it was never intended to

include. Our readers will find in the work re-

ferred to above a full aooount of the experiments of

Dulong and Petit on this subject. Fourier’s great

work, Theorie de Chaleur, deals with the mathemati
cal theory of the diffusion of heat by radiation.

On comparing together the radiation from various

bodies under the same circumstances, it is found that

the radiation from some bodies is much greater than
from others. Some lose their heat far more rapidly

than others. It is necessary in making such a ooni-

parison to consider bodies that are, properly speak-
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ing, comparable. For example, in the
rate of oooling of two balls of different metals, both
polished, let ns suppose, the balls must be of dimes-
sioos so small that differences in conductivity which
may exist do not interfere with the genuineness of
the experiment Particulars such as these being
attended to, it may be stated that the radiation de-
pends on the nature of the surface of the body, and
that the power of a body to radiate heat is intimately
connected with its power of absorbing heat radiated
to it, and with its power of reflecting heat Surfaces
that are good radiators are good absorbers, and sur-

faces that absorb heat readily reflect it badly. Take,
as a very familiar case, two kettles of the same
dimensions and of the same material, one of them
brightly polished, the other covered with soot and
having generally a dull surface. First let both be
filled with hot water, and let them be hung up in the
same room, and examined from time to time with
the thermometer. It will be found that the dull
sooted kettle loses its heat far more rapidly than the
brightly-fiolished kettle does. Again, if the experi-

ment—which, however, would not be very easy in

this form—were tried of exposing the two kettles,

each with cold water, in a space whose walls are
kept heated and are radiating out heat, it would be

'

found that the sooted kettle gains heat far quicker
than the other. Experiments on this subject were
made in great variety by Leslie, who examined emis-
sion, absorption, and reflection of a great variety

of surfaces, both for dark-heat and for the heat of

luminous rays. The best absorber of all is a surface

covered with a thin coating of lamp-black. Such a

surface absorbs almost every ray of every kind that

falls upon it. Brightly-polished metals are the worst
absorljors among Txxlies that are not transparent to

radiant heat.

Lastly, we must consider very briefly the trans-

mission of radiant heat through various substances—
a subject of great importance. Here we meet with
mat variety, just as we do in the case of light. We
know but one body almost perfectly transparent

to beat,—almost perfectly diathermanou*

,

as it is

called, the names diaUtemanous and alhtrmanaut
being used in radiant heat to oorraqxjnd to trans-

parent and opaque, which are applied to light. That
substance is rock-salt. Rock-salt transmits nearly

the whole of the heat that falls upon it, and the heat

is transmitted indejiendently of the nature of it, that

is independently of whether the heat is of great or of

small wave-length. All other bodies behave towards

heat as coloured glasses behave towards light For
example, white glass transmits light unaltered; blue

glass transmits blue light, that U, light of high re-

trangibility ; red glass transmits red light, that is,

light of low refrangibility. With respect to heat,

while dear rock-salt transmits beat of aQ wave-

lengths, common white glass transmits rays of high

refrangibility, stopping those of low refrangibility.

Hence its use as a fire screen. For the greater part

of the hast of a common fire is of the dark kind, and

nearly all of this is stopped by the glass; but glass

does not screen from the heat of the sun, a peat part

of which consists of heat of high refrangibility. ( >n

the other hand, smoked rock-salt transmits very little

of the heat of high refrangibility. though it is nearly

perfectly diathemianoua to dark-heat rays; and solu-

tion of iodine in bisulphide of carbon Is perfectly

opaque to light, and perfectly athermanous to beat

of high vafrwg&Oity, but yet it transmits dark-beat

with great freedom. The property of mUctive ah-

sorption is of extreme importance. It is the pomes
rion of It to a high degree in gases that gives rise to

tha dark Unas strain toe solar spectrum. We must,

however refer oar readers to our article Sraorarn

for information on this subject, and to the Treatises
on Heat of Clerk Maxwell, Balfour Stewart, and
Preston (1894) for information on many points that
the limits of this article render it impossible for us
even to touch on.

HEAT-ENGINE. See THERno-niNAino Ehoin k.

HEATH (ffrtca, a genus of the natural ordet

Ericacew). The leaves of the heaths are simple and
entire; their flowers oval, cylindrical, or even swelled

at the base, resembling those of r«crtnium and Andro-
meda, to which genera they are allied; the corolla is

four-cleft; the stamens eight, terminated by anthers

which are usually notched or bi-aristate at the summit.
From 400 to 500 suedes are known, twdve or fifteen

of which inhabit Europe, and have small flowers,

whilst all the remainder are natives of South Africa
many of them bearing brilliantly coloured flowers, ana
forming one of the most characteristic genera of that
singular region. Their range northward seems to be,

however, rather limited, the whole tribe totally dis-

appearing on approaching the tropio from the Gaps.
It was observed by Humboldt that only one sptntkM

of Erica has been discovered across the whole extent

of the New World, from Pennsylvania and Labrador
to Nootka Sound and Alaska In addition to the

two species common in Britain, E. TrtralLr and E.

cinerea, there are other two, E. McdUrrranea and E.

Mackayi, found at Connemara in Ireland; while E.

ciliarijt and E. vagant occur both In England and
Ireland. The common heath of Europe (E. vulgaris,

called by some CaUuna ru/yaru, Calluna having been
made a separate genus from Erica), a low shrub,

often covers exclusively extensive tracts of barren

land, and is used in domestic economy : mixed with

oak-bark, it is employed in tanning; and also when
tender, for fodder. Notwithstanding the depth to

which the roots |»enetrate, and the difliculty of ex-

terminating it, such has lieou the progress of agricul-

ture in (treat Britain, that a oonsideiable portion of

these tracts have been reel 'limed,

HKATHFIKLl), (Jkoiwjk Avovhtvh Eliott,

Lord, a distinguished British general, was liom in

Roxburghshire in 1717, of an ancient family. Ho
was educated at home by a private tutor, and after-

vvurd sent to the ITniversity of Leyden. He studied

military science at the French military school at

La Fere, and served in the Prussian army as a
volunteer In 1785 he joined the engineer corps at

Woolwich, where he continued till he was mads
adjutant of the second corps of horse grenadiers.

He acconqianied George II. to Germany in May,
1748, was wounded in the battle of Dettingen, and
rose to the rank of lieutenant-colonel. In the Seven
Years’ war he fought from 1757 as commander-in-

chief of a regiment of light cavalry which he had
himself raised. He was called from the (Continent to

lie made second in command at Havana. In 1775 he

was made commander-in-chief of the forces in Ireland,

and in the same year received the governorship of

Gibraltar. Spain, in connection with France, took

part, in 1779, in the war between Britain and America,
and even before the declaration of war laid siege to

Gibraltar by sea and by land. In the course of three

yean all the preparations bad been mode for a siege

which is one of the most extraordinary in history.

In June, 1782, the Duke of CrilJon, commander-in-
chief of the Spanish army, arrived at Gibraltar with

a reinforcement. All the French princes royal were

in the camp. An army of 30,000 Frenchmen and
Spaniards were at the foot of the hill Floating

batteries were constructed to attack the fortifications,

with two roofs, so carefully and strongly built, that

neither balls nor bombs could injure them. There
were ten of them, which together bad 897 cannons,
each cannon being served by thirty-six men. Beptem-
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ber 13, 1782, they commenced the attack. Eliott

assailed the batteries with red-hot shot, more than
4000 of which were showered upon them. The same
afternoon smoke was seen to rise from the principal

battery and two others. The enemy in vain attempted
to subdue the flames and close the holes; at one
o*dock at night three of the batteries were com-
pletely in flames, and some of the others were begin-

ning to bum. The crews in vain made signals to the

Spanish fleet of their condition ;
theycould do nothing

for the batteries, and only attempted to rescue the
crews; but twelve gunboats, which left the fortress,

commanded by Captain (afterwards Sir Roger)
Curtis, prevented the boats of the besiegers from
approaching, and, at the same time, continued to

fire on the floating fortresses. At break of day the

crews were seen on the burning batteries crying for

help. The besieged now hastened to assist them,
dangerous as it was on account of the balls from
the noated cannons and the pieces of wood from the
bursting structures which flew against them. Curtis

saved thirteen officers and 344 soldiers. An attack

by land was also frustrated by Eliott, and at the
same time a tempest greatly injuring the Spanish
fleet, the siege, from the middle of Noveml>er, 1782,

was changed into a close blockade, to which the

}>eacc put an end on the 2nd February, 1783. The
king sent Eliott the order of the Rath, and shortly

afterwards he returned to England, being created

Lord Heatbfield in 1787. In 1730 he was obliged

to visit the troths of Aix-la-Chaj>elle for his health.

At Kalkofon, a place near that city, and his favour-

ite residence, he died of apoplexy, July 6, the

same year. His corpse was carried to England, and
the king himself prewired the plan of a monument
erected in honour of him at Gibraltar.

HEAT OF CHEMICAL COMBINATION.
Chemical combination is accompanied by the evolu-

tion of heat. Such is always the case; and even
where, at first sight, the opposite seems to be true,

as is the case of freezing-mixtures, this is due to the

overpowering of the heat evolved in chemical com-
bination by the cold given out in the change from
the solid to the liquid condition. Ordinary combus-
tion is the commonest case of evolution of beat
during chemical combination. There, coal or wood
is burned in the oxygen of the air, and the heat

given out is due to the combination of the carlion

and hydrogen of the combustibles with the oxygen.

Animal heat is another familiar example: the
materials of the food having been proj>orly pre-

wired during the digestive processes, are thrown
into the blood, and during tin 1 passage through the

lungs, and prolrobly also through other parts of the
body, are combined with oxygon taken in from the

air. A third case is found in what was called by
Liebig ernnacausis (tVmo, slowly, kausis, a burn-
ing). This takes place when damp hay, fallen

leaves, or other organic matter slowly decays, be-

coming oxidized and getting hot in the process.

Heat is also given out during the solution of a
metal by an acid, or the combination of an acid

with a base.

The determination of the heat of chemical com-
bination in various cases is a very difficult problem.

It is not very difficult to determine the heat given
out during the combination of a given weight of one
substance with an equivalent quantity of another,

but that is not nearly all that requires to be done.

For during the combination many of the properties

of each of the substances alter, and the effect of

such alterations must be taken into account For
example, one of the bodies may be a solid and the

other a liquid, and let us suppose that the resulting

compound is a liquid. Here we must take into

account the heat made latent during the conversion

of tiie solid constituent into the liquid form. Again,
the alteration in the specific heats of each of the
constituents must be considered, and it is very
difficult to estimate the effect of each of these

changes on the heat observed to be given out during
combination. The problem was first taken up by
Lavoisier, and subsequently by many other investi-

gators; but the question has been perhaps most
carefully examined by Andrews and by Favre and
Silbermann. The experiments of Andrews were
described in the Philosophical Magazine, 1848,

those of Favre and Silbermann in the Ann. de
Chemie, III. xxxiv. xxxvi. xxxvii. Readers will

find full information on the subject in Miller’s

Elements of Chemistry.
HEAT SPECTRUM, the part of the spectrum

from an incandescent body that contains invisible

heat rays; that is, rays of so great a wave-length
that they are non-luminous. To produce the heat
spectrum properly lenses and prisms of rock-salt

must be employed. Prisms of glass absorb a great

part of the dark-heat rays, and are therefore un-
fitted for this purpose. When the spectrum from
the sun is examined, it is found that the place of

maximum heat intensity is not in the luminous
spectrum but in the dark-heat spectrum at a con-

siderable distance from the place where light ceases

to be perceptible. Tyndall examined with great

care the heat spectrum from the electric light.

HEAVEN, in a physical sense, is the azure vault

which spreads al>ovu us like a hollow hemisphere,
and aji]H.*ars to rest on the limits of the horizon.

Modem astronomy has taught us that this blue

vault is, in fact, tho immeasurable space in which
our earth, the sun, and all the planets, with the
countless host of fix<*d stars, revolve. The blue

colour of the heavens was formerly attributed to

light reflects by the earth to the air, and thence

again to the earth. Saussure derived the blue

colour from reflected light, but attributed the

reflection not to the air, but to the vapours which
it contains. Modern authorities, however, assert

that the blueness is due to reflection of the blue

rays of the solar spectrum. ‘The blue sky,’ as Dr.
Mann explains, ‘which reveuls itself as the hemi-
spherical vault of the firmament in the absence of

clouds, is the far depths of the air sending back to

the observer some part of the solar illumination

which they receive. The light thus returned to the

eye is blue, simply because the particles of the air

are of such exceedingly diminutive size that they
can effectively deal with only the smallest of the

luminous vibrations—that is, with the blue vibra-

tions. There are some faint and subordinate inter-

minglings of the other coloured rays in the blue of

the sky, but they are in such trifling quantity com-
jrored with the blue that they are practically swal-

lowed up and lost in its superior abundance/ The
gorgeous colours of clouds are owing to the fact that

their larger particles reflect the red and yellow rays.

Heaven, in ancient astronomy, denoted a sphere

or circular region of the ethereal heaven. The ancient

astronomers assumed as many different heavens as

they observed different celestial motions. These
they supposed to be all solid, thinking they could not

otherwise sustain the bodies fixed in them; and
spherical, that being the most proper form for motion.

Thus they had seven heavens for the seven planets:

the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mare, Jupiter,

and Saturn. The eighth was that of the fixed stare,

which was particularly denominated the firmament.
Ptolemy adds a ninth heaven, which he calls the

primum mobile. After him, two crystalline heavens
were added by Alphonso, king of Castile, to account
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for some irregularities In the motions of the other
heavens; and lastly, an empyrean heaven was drawn
over the whole for the residence of the Deity; which
made, in all, twelve heavens. But others admitted
manv more heavens, according as their different views
and hypotheses required : Eudoxus supposed twenty-
three; Regiomontanus, thirty-three; and Fracastore
no less than seventy.

In theology, this word denotes the upper and
nobler region of God’s universe, in contrast with the

earth, the lower part assigned to men for their habi-

tation. Of the belief in the existence of some special

scene of the presence of Deity, the majority of the
known religions of the world bear ample evidence.

According to Aristotle all men, whether Greeks or

barbarians, bad a conception of God ; and all united in

placing the residence of the gods in the most elevated
regions of the universe. This idea run* through
the Persian, Egyptian, German, Scandinavian, and
indeed of all the ancient religions in which the belief

in a supreme being assumes any other form than the
pantheistic; and even though the pantheistic philo-

sophers may have denied that any f»eculiar locality

could be regarded m the fteculiar habitation of the

Deity, we find that the popular Iwlief and worship
of the sect is evidently grounded upon a contrary

opinion In addition, however, to ita being the
'

sftecial seat of the lkdty, heaven also denotes the
|

place, or the state or condition of blessed spirits, and 1

of the souls of just men either immediately after
|

physical death or at some certaiu period sulisoquciit

to It. All the religious systems which include the
'

immortality of the soul involve, at least in substance,
,

the idea of a future state of happiness as a reward
,

for a virtuous life. The delights of the heav ens of
,

the various creeds differ greatly in kind. The plea-

sures of the classical Klysian fields w ere to a groat

extent pleasures of sense; the German warrior l*>-

Ueved be would be transferred to a region where he
would be able to pursue his old fierce enjoyments,

and the American Indian cherishes the notion that

he quite this world for a happier hunting-ground.
Among Christians the general opinion is that heaven
is the residence of the Most High, the holy angels,

and the spirits of just men made perfect, that this

abode is eternal, its joys entirely spiritual; it is

believed also by many that the just who are free

from sin are admitted into heaven immediately after

death; also that the souls of the patriarch*, prophets,

and in general the good, were detained, Issfore the

new disfK-nsation, in a temporary alxxle till the

coining of the Redeemer.
HEAVY SPAR. See Babtta.
HEBE, the goddess of youth, and the cup-bearer

on Olympus until replaced bv Ganymede; a (laughter

of Zeus and Hera, who gave her as a wife to Heracles,

in reward of his achievements. At Rome she was
worshipped under the corresponding name of Juven-
too, ana had a chapel on the Capitol before the

temple of Jupiter was erected there. She is descritied .

by some authorities as being a divinity who had it in

her power to make old persona young again. In the
j

arts she is represented with the cup in which she
j

presents the nectar, under the figure of a charming
young girl, her dress adorned with rosea, and wearing
a wrath of flowers. An eagle often standi beside

'

her (as at the side of Ganymede), which the is !

* HEB^R, Rxgixald, D.D., Bishop of Calcutta, was
bon April 21, 1763, at Malpas, in Cheshire, and in

1800 was sent to Brasenose College, Oxford. In
1802 he obtained a university prize for a copy of

Latin hexameters; and the following year be greatly

distinguished himself by another prize poem— Pales-

tine— -in English He was elected to a fellowship in

All Souls' College, and soon after travelled in Ger-
many, Russia, and the Crimea, and made observa-

tion®, from which many curious extracts were pub-
lished in the travels of Dr. E. D. Clarke. Having
returned home, he published an English i>oem entitled

Europe, Lines on the Present War (1809). About
the same time he was presented to the family living

of Hodnet, and he married Amelia, daughter of the

Rev. W. Shipley, dean of St Asaph For several

yean subsequently he devoted himself, with great

amiduity, to his duties as a parochial priest In 1816
I he was appointed Hampton lecturer, and two yean
!

after received a stall in St Asaph’s Cathedral. In
1822 appeared Ills life of Jeremy Taylor, with a

|

renew of his writings. In the same year he was
elected preacher of IJncoln's Inn. On the death of

Bishop Middleton he was offered the see of Calcutta,

which he accepted, and June 16, 1828, embarked for

the East Indies. On Ascension Day, 1824, Biahop
Holier held his first visitation in the cathedral of

Calcutta , and he sutaoquontly made progress—
through various part* of his very extensive diocese,

consecrating churches, and taking the appropriate

stejis for extending the knowledge of Christianity

among the Hindus. Having taken a journey in the

discharge of his episcopal duty, he arrived at Tri-

chinnfioli, April 1, 1826; and on the next day, while

bathing, he was seized with an apoplectic fit, which
terminated his existence He published a volume of

hymns in 1 M2, and After his death was published a

Narrative of a .Journey through the Upper Province*

of India, from his MSS. His widow also published

his hiogrunhv (two voIk. 4 to, Ijomlon, 1880).

HftHERf, Jacuurm ltfNf, notorious during the

French revolution, was Inirn at Alen^on, in the de-

partment of the Ome, in 1757. When yet very

|

young lie went to Paris, where he sumsirted himself

I by very dishonourable methods. Employed as a

|

check-taker at the ThlAtre des Varietca, he was
dismissed for dishonesty, after which he lived with

|

a physician, whom he ungratefully mblmd. It Is

but fair to state, however, that thine accusations

j

were brought against him by his ]N>litical opjHUomta,

j

and do not seem to lie founded on the most trust-

worthy evidence At the beginning of the French
revolution Lemaire published a journal supporting

constitutional principles under the title Pfcre Du*
(hesne, which was distributed in the street*. The
Jacobin* soon established another paper, also called

Pcre Ihichesue, and Hetmrt liecame editor. It owed
it* success to the warmth and virulence with which
he advocated the jMipular cause, and abused ths

j

court and the monarchy. August 10, 1792, he
liecame one of the members of the municipality of

|

Paris, which contributed to the massacre in the

prisons in the following September. Hubert was
soon after nominated attorney-general of the com-
mune, and employed all his influence in forwarding
a project to establish the authority of the commune
on the ruins of the national representation. The
H<*berti*U rejected the advances of the Orleans

forty, and separated from the Cordeliers, of whom
they had hitherto formed a part. The Girondists,

who were at that period contending against the

Mountain, had credit enough to procure the arrest

of Hebert, May 24, 1793. He was defended by
Marat in the convention; the deputies of all ths

sections spoke in hi* favour at the liar on the 25th;

and on the 27th, after a tempestuous sitting, he was
again restored to liberty. Prompted by revenge, a*

well as other motives, be assisted with all bis power
and influence In the proscription of the Brissotina.

Their downfall hastened his own. He established

the Feast of Reason, and afterwards accused Dantos
of having violated the nature of liberty and the fights
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of mankind. This terrified both Danton and Robes-
pierre; they impended their mutual jealousies to

accomplish his destruction; and Hubert, with the

greeter part of his associates, was arrested, and
condemned to death, March 14, 1794. None of the

numberless victims died in a more cowardly manner.
Besides his journal, be was the author of some other

political pieces of a similar description. Among the

crimes of this man were the calumnies with which
he assailed the character of the Queen of France.

His wife, a former nun, was executed a few days
after him.
HEBREWS. The appellation of Hebrew (from

the Hebrew word Ibn, from the other side, that is,

of the Euphrates), so fai as we can learn from his-

tory, was first given to Abraham by the people of

Oanaan, among whom he dwelt (Gen. xiv. 13). It

seems to have been applied to him on account of his

emigration (about 2000 B.o.) from Mesopotamia,
beyond the Euphrates, into the land of Canaan
(Palestine). Some, however, consider it as a patro-

uymic derived from Heber, great-grandson of Shem,
from whom Abraham was descended. Whatever
meaning was attached to the term Hebrews before

the time of Jacob (Israel), it appears afterwards to

have been limited to his posterity, and to have been
synonymous with Israelites. This latter term was
used by the Jews of themselves among themselves,

the former was the name by which they were known
to foreigners. The word Hebrew is used either

whore foreigners are introduced as speaking (Gen.

xxxix. 14, 17; xli 12; Ex. i. 16; 1 Sam. iv. 6, 9),

or where they are opjKwed to foreign nations (Gen.

xliii. 32; 1 Sam. xiii. 8, 7). So in Greek and Roman
writers we find the name Hebrews or Jews, but
never Israelites. For a continuous sketch of their

history from the time of Abraham down to our own
see the article J kwh.

Hebrew Lanyuay* ami Literature.— The Hebrew
language (Hebrew, ibrUh

,
or lasfum ibrilk, also leshon

haUcodcsh
,
sacred tongue inpost-biblical Jewish works,

jehudith
,
Jewish, in the biblical history of the period

following the Babylonish captivity) forms a branch
of that extensive family of languages called Semitic,

from the real or supposed descent of those who speak
these languages from Shem, the son of Noah. The
Semitic languages may be divided into three branches
—the Arabic, to which the Ethiopic is closely allied,

the Aramaic, consisting of two dialects, the Baby-
lonic or East Aramaic (sometimes called Chaldee),

and the Syriac or West Aramaic, and the Hebrew.
Once identical with the Phoenician, Hebrew was
adopted by Abraham and his family in Palestine.

The peculiar religious and moral notions of the

Hebrews could not but impress upon it by degrees

a distinct character, and thus Hebrew became a dis-

tinct dialect. In the antiquity of its extant literary

remnants it far surpasses all other Semitic idioms,

and in richness and development is only inferior to

the Arabic. It is deficient in grammatical techni-

calities, especially in moods and tenses of the verb,

and consequently, also, somewhat in precision; but in

simplicity, brevity, and power of poetic expression it

is hardly excelled by any tongue. The alphabet is

composed of twenty-two letters, which, according to

Buxtorf and his school, are all consonants, the \ owels
h«ing expressed by marks above or below the letter.

The system of vowel points was introduced so late

as the sixth or seventh century of our era by the

rabbis of the school of Tiberias when the Masora,

a collection of critical, exegetical, and grammatical
remarks on the sacred texts, was first committed to

writing. There are no capital letters. The accents

and marks of punctuation amount to about forty.
|

The writing i* from right to left There are three

kinds of Hebrew alphabet now in use—the square
or Assyrian (properly called the Babylonian), which
is generally supposed to have been introduced by
Ezra, the most common in print; the rabbinical, or

mediaeval, used chiefly in commentaries and notes;

and the cursive, in writing.

The extant classical Hebrew writings embrace a
period of more than 1000 years from the era of

Moses to the date of the composition of the books of

Chronicles, which stand last in the Hebrew B'ble.

We naturally expect that the language of the earliest

books should differ considerably from that of the
later, and that we would even be able to trace a
gradual change in the form of the language, becom-
ing more and more decided as century followed cen-

tury, and new influences were brought to bearupon it.

This expectation is not, however, realized. There is

indeed to be observed a very decided difference in

style and language between the earliest and the very
latest Hebrew writings; but this difference was the
result, not of a very gradual process of change extend-
ing over centuries, but of a very Budden and rapid

revolution. Hence the extant Hebrew writings,

when classified with respect to language, have usu-
ally been arranged into two great divisions—those of

a date <*ailier than the Babylonish captivity, and
those of a subsequent date. In passing from the
book of Genesis to the books of Samuel we do not

recognize any very striking difference in the language.

Doubtless there is a difference; but not such a differ-

ence as we might expect to find in writings separated

from one another in date by so considerable a period;

not so much a difference as we actually hno when
we take up an English author of the seventeenth
century, or even later, and compare his language
with the English of the present day. The explana-

tion of this remarkable phenomenon is not to be
found in the rejection of the traditional belief as to

the age and authorship of the Pentateuch. Even
Homo critics who bring down the Pentateuch as a
whole to a comparatively late era admit that a por-

tion at least of its contents is to be assigned to the

Mosaic age (Ewald, Lehrbuch, sect, ii c.); and thus,

unless it can be shown that this most ancient portion

bears in its language and style the Btamp of high

antiquity, and is distinguished in a very marked
manner from the other portions of the Pentateuch
(which has not been shown), the phenomenon still

remains unexplained. But indeed the phenomenon
is by no means unexplained. It does not stand alone.

The Chinese language displays the same tenacity and
aversion to change still more decidedly, and it is

well known that the written Arabic of our own day
does not differ greatly from that of the first centuries

after Mohammed It is probable that the language
was, as it were, stereotyped by becoming the language

of books held in highest esteem, diligently studied by

the learned, frequently committed to memory, and
adopted as a model by succeeding writers. In further

explanation of this phenomenon appeal has also been

made to the permanence of eastern customs, and to

the simple structure of the language, which rendered

it less liable to change than other more largely de-

veloped tongues. Some of the peculiarities of the

early writing may be concealed by the uniformity of

the system of punctuation adopted and applied to the

Scriptures by the Hebrew grammarians. The writ-

ings which belong to the second age—that subsequent
to the Babylonish captivity—differ very considerably

from those which belong to the first; the influence

of the so-called Chaldee language, acquired by the

Jews in the land of their captivity, having greatly

corrupted the national tongue. The historical books
belonging to this age are the books of Chronicles,

Ezra, Nenemiah, and Esther. In the prophets who
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prophesied during and after the captivity, with the end the Babylonian Talmud about a century later,

exception of Daniel, the Chaldee impreaa is by no under the ears of Rabbi Ashe. The moot brilliant

Mans ao strong as we might anticipate, they haring epoch of modern Jewish literature is incontestably

evidently formed their style on that of the older pro- that ofthe domination of the Moors in Spain. Treated
phots. It is important, however, to observe that the by these conquerors with a mildness which oontrasts

presence of what appears to be a Chaldeism is not strongly with the cruelty with which the Christian

always the indication of a later age. Chaldee words kings of that oountry need them, the Jewa applied

and forms occasionally appear even in the most themselves enthusiastically to the culture of science

ancient Hebrew compositions, especially the poetical, and literature. The proscribed nation soon found

the poet delighting in archaic and rare words, and itself at the head of the civilised world, without ex-

substituting these for the more commonplace. But oepting even the Arabs, whose intellectual culture is

between the Chaldak archaisms and the Chaldeism* a subject of admiration among all historians of that

of the later Scriptures there is this marked distinc- time. No science remained unstudied by the Israel-

tion, that the former are only occasional, and lie
|

ifces; astronomy, geography, philology, medicine,

scattered on the snrfaoe, the latter are frequent, and history, poetry, music, the Spanish rabbis knew well

give a peculiar colour and character to the whole and taught welL The Jewish school of Toledo was
language. At what time the Chaldee became the the most renowed of all the schools in the Peninsula,

dominant element in the national language it is This is the era of the {peat Moses ben Maimon
impossible to determine. All political influences (Maitnonides), the illustrious disciple of Averroes:

favoured its ascendency; and with these concurred I of the poet and philologist Aben-Kara; of Daria
the influence of that large portion of the nation still

, Kiiuchi, of Isaac Pen-Bid, Ac. The age of perse-

resident in the East, and maintaining constant inter-
1

cution of the Jews in Spain had set in several years

course with a Chaldee-speaking people. To these before it reached Portugal, and the celebrated Aoa-

influences we cannot wonder that the Hebrew, not- demy of Lisbon flourished up to the end of the

withstanding the sacred associations connected with fifteenth century. But at last the unfortunate people

it, gradually succumbed. On the coins of the Maooa- were driven from that country, and took up their

bees indeed the ancient language still appears; but scattered residences in France, Germany, Italy, and,

wt* cannot conclude from this circumstance that it in fact, in most of the countries of Europe where they

maintained its position as a living language down to could And the least toleration. At 1 leghorn they

the Marrahean (>eriod. The fragments of the |H>p- founded those printing establishments from which

ular language which we find in the New Testament issue at the present day a great number of the works

are all Aramaic ; and ever since the Hebrew has published in Hebrew. The seventeenth century was

been preserved and cultivated as the language of the more fatal to Judaism than even the centuries of

learned and of books and not of oommon life. persecution, for there sprang up within Itself a more

Since the return from the captivity, the Jewish, terrible plague than persecution— incredulity. It is

or as it is often called. Rabbinical literature, has the age of Spinoza, the pantheist, whom the orthodox

t*en extensively cultivated. Under the guidanoe of Jews even of our day* regard with horror. But even

Kara the Scriptures were collected, authenticated, liefore his day the Hebrew language had been falling

and arranged into a canon. The Pentateuch was rapidly into disuse among the learned, who, with the

publicly read, taught in schools, explained, herrnen- exception of a few enthusiastic rabbis, employed in

euticaily expounded and translated into Aramaic or I their works the language of the country in which

Chaldee. The legal or religious traditions explana- they had settled. In Germany many of the writers

tory or complementary to the law of Moses were of tin- eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are Jews,

traced back through the prophets and elders to that or of .Jewish extraction, anrl are among the brightest

l.tw-giver, and systematically established as the oral names in her literature. We iiikmI only mention

law. These labours resulted in the Midrash, divided fin**’ of Moses Mendelssohn, the celebrated philo-

into the Halacha and the Haggada: the former con- sopiier; NYander, Heinrich Heine, Bertbold Auer*

sidered the improvement of the law with a view to
|

Uwli, Here, Borne, Ac.

practical results; the latter the essence of the religious » HEBREWS, Epistlx to thx, on# of the longest

and historical Later on we reach the Maccabean I and most didactic compositions of its class in the New

various Greek versions of the Bible, and several

collections of prayers, poems, and proverbs. To the

succeeding epoch belong the earlier Christian writers,
j

Hillel the elder, Shammai, his rival Gamaliel, and
|

others; while the age following the destruction of

Jerusalem (AJD. 70) witnessed the completion of the

New Testament and the historical works of Josephus,

written, however, In the Greek language. On being

driven from their capital by the Romans, numerous

schools were established by the Jews in which their

language and literature were taught Of these schools

the most celebrated were those of Babylon and

Tiberias. The Mishna, which contains the traditions

of the Jewa interpretations of the Scriptures, is

supposed to have been compiled in the latter part of

the second or in the earlier part of the third century

by Jebudab Hanitri From this period the Mishna

wee considered one of the principal works of Hebrew

titsrature, and the rabbis of Tiberias and Babylon

wrote numerona commentaries on it These com-

mentaries were at length collected into two separate

works,and entitled the Jerusalem and the Babylonian

Talmuds. The Jerusalem Talmud seems to have

been completed about the end of the fourth century,

the Epistle to the Romans. The alaienoe of the

initiatory formula usual In the apostolic epistles has

led to some doulit as to its canonicity and authorship

The immediate successors of the apostles (Clement

of Rome, Justin Martyr, Ac.) seem to have considered

it as of canonical authority, while the Gnostic heretics

Basilides and Marcion are spoken of as distinctly

rejecting it. No di*l>elief of its authority was ex-

pressed by the orthodox church, however, until about

the middle of the second century, and for two cen-

turies afterwards it was generally rejected by the

fathers of the Roman and North African churches.

Towards the end of the fourth century Jerome re-

viewed the conflicting opinions ss to the canonicity

of this epistle. He considered that the prevailing,

though not universal view of the Latin churches was

of less weight than the view not only of the ancient

writers,but also of all the Greek and Eastern churches

by whom the epistle was received as canonical and

he pronounced in its favour. Ambrose of Milan,

Hilary of Poitiers, and Augustine all held a similar

opinion; and in 410 a decretal of Pope Innocent III.

placed iU authority beyond dispute. As to the

authorship there is so reason to doubt that at first.
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everywhere but in North Africa, Paul was recognised
as the writer. Clement of Alexandria states that it

was written by Paul in Hebrew for the benefit of

the Hebrews, and translated by Luke for the benefit

of the Greeks. Origen believed the thoughts to be
Paul’s and the language and composition Luke’s or
Clement’s of Rome. The opinion that it was origi-

nally written in Hebrew is strongly advocated by
Micnaelis; while the opposite one, that Greek is the
original language, is supj>orted by Rosenmiiller and
others. Tertullian mentions Barnabas as the reputed
author, according to the North African tradition.

The Roman Church, down to the middle of the
fourth century, denied its Pauline origin. Cardinal
Cajetan, the opponent of Luther, rejected its autho-
ity and its Pauline authorship. Luther conjectured
that Ajk)11os was the author. It is inferred from
internal evidence that it was written some time
before the destruction of Jerusalem. Home critics

have maintained that this epistle was addressed
directly to the Jewish believers everywhere, others
have restricted it to those dwelling in Asia and
Greece, and others again hold i

+ os written merely
for the faithful in Jerusalem.
HEBRIDES, New, an archipelago or island group

of the South Pacific Ocean, north - east of New
Caledonia, between lat. 13° 15' and 20° 3' s., and Ion.

160° 30' and 170°K. It consists of alx>ut twenty
larger and a much greater number of smallor islands

and rocks. The most imj>ortant arc Espiritu Santo,
with an area of 1875 square miles; Mallicolo, area
876 square miles, with a good harlxmr, called Port
Sandwich; Erromango, area 401 square miles; Sand-
wich, 23 square* miles, the most fruitful and beautiful

of the nrchi[>elugo, with two harbours; Taniia;
Aneitium, with good harlxiur, &c. They an* mostly
of volcanic origin, and there are active volcanoes in

Tanna and some other islands. Most of the islands

rise into lofty hills, and some of them into moun-
tains of considerable elevation; and all of them are

well wooded, alxtund with water, and present a
most luxuriant vegetation. Copra is the chief pro-

duct of the islands, but the sugar-cane, coffee, sago,

and other food plants are also grown in some quantity.

Sandal-wood was formerly found on Erromango, but
is now exhausted. The fauna is not well known, but

seems to be poor. The natives are in some jwirts of

Papuan race, with a mixture of Malay blood, but

other tyt»08 prevail in other islands. Cannibalism
and other savage practices prevail in some of the

islands, while others, especially Aneitium, have lx*en

Christianized. The climate is not on the whok*
very healthy, owing to the prevalence of malaria.

Area estimated at 5106 square miles. Pop. 70.000.

—In 1006 Quiros and Torres discovered the more
northerly islands, Espiritu Santo, &c.; and in 1774
they were visited by Cook, who discovered Malli-

colo and others, and gave the group its present name.
Both Britain and France advance claims to the New
Hebrides.

HEBRIDES, The, or Westkkn Islands (the

fleboudai of Ptolemy, and Hcbudes of Pliny), a
series of islands and islets off the west coast of

Scotland, extending from lat. 55° 35’ to 58° 32' N.;

the most southern being the island of Islay, and the

most northern the island of Lewis. They are usually

divided into the Outer Hebrides, popularly called

the Long Island, of which the principal are Lewis
and Harris (forming a single island), North Uist,

Benbecula, South Uist, and Barra; and the Inner
Hebrides— Skye, Mull, Islay, Jura, Coll, Rum,
Tiree, Colonsay, &c. The islands within the Firth

of Clyde (Arran, Bute, the Cumbraes, &c.) are not

now considered as part of the Hebrides. The Outer

are separated from the Inner, and from the mainland,

by a strait or channel called the Minch, which at its

narrowest part, between Harris and Skye, is about
12 miles broad. The Outer Hebrides consist of a
continuous series of islands and islets, running south-
west and north-east through a space of 130 miles,

having Barra Head, lat. 66° 47' 6" N.; Ion. 7* 39'

15* w., at the south extremity; and the Butt of

Lewis, lat. 68° 31' N.; Ion. 6° 14' w., at the north
extremity. The Inner Hebrides are more widely
scattered and more irregularly disposed, many of

them being from 10 to 30 miles asunder. The group
is politically divided between the shires of Ross and
Cromarty, Inverness, and Argyle, very nearly in the
line of their coincidence with the coasts of the
respective counties. They number about 400 in all,

but many are inconsiderable islets and rocks, and
only about 90 are inhabited

;
area, about 2800 square

miles; pot). (1891 ), 83,000. The Outer Hebrides are

almost wholly formed of gneiss, with j>oor soil; the
more northern of the Inner Hebrides, Skye, Rum,
Eigg, Canna, Mull, Ulva, Staffa, &c., belong to the
trap series of rooks, with a more fertile soil than the
former. Islay, Jura, Gigha, Colonsay, &c., belong
to the slate formation. Most of the islands are

rugged and mountainous, and contain large propor-

tions of moss and moor. The climate is mild and
salubrious, but variable, tempestuous, and humid.
Snow and frost are almost unknown in the smaller

islands, and are but little felt in the larger. There
is comparatively little wood in the Hebrides, and on
many of the islands none at all, although some cen-

turies ago most of them were thickly covered with
wood. In Lewis, Skye, Islay, Mull, and several of

the other islands, however, both forest and fruit trees

have been planted in recent times to a considerable

extent, with gieat success. The rivers of the Hebrides
are necessarily small. There are many, however, in

which salmon alxmnd, jxartieularly in the larger

islands. Lakes are numerous, but few of them of

any great depth. In some of the larger islands, as

Lewis, Mull, Islay, great improvements in agricul-

ture have taken place of late years
;
hut in the most

it is still in a very backward state. Oats and l>arley

are almost the only cereal crops raised. Potatoes

are extensively cultivated. Cattle constitute the
staple product, and might l>e considerably increased

in numbers. The native breed are small but hand-
some. Cheese and butter of good quality are pro-

duced. The native breed of sheep is very small, but
Cheviots have been introduced wnth success. The
breed of horses is also Hmall, but hardy and docile.

Whisky is manufactured in Skye, Islay, and MulL
The productive land is partly occupied as sheep-

farms (some of very large area), or as farms on whicn
both sheep and cattle are reared, and to which may
l>elong also a certain portion of arable land; but

much of it is held by ‘ crofters ’, who occupy hold-

ings usually of a very few acres, sometimes with a
right of pasturage in common attached, and pay a
rent of not more than £30. There are also ‘ cottars

’

who occupy houses, with or without a patch of

ground, on the land of the crofter, the farmer, or the

landlord, and who are often mere squatters paying

no rent. Grouse-moors and deer-forests cover a con-

siderable area. Owing to the minute division of

the arable land among the crofters there is in many
places an excess of population. The condition of the

crofters and cottars (though the Crofters Act of 1886

has been of service to the former), especially in the

Outer Hebrides and Skye, is very depressed ; their

dwellings miserable, and their living poor, consist-

ing chiefly of potatoes, milk, and oat or barley

bread ;
and in bad harvests often insufficient in quan-

tity. The fisheries are not developed to the extent

they might be. Gaelic is the universal language
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«f the Hebrides which In remote timet were subject
to the king* of Norway, bat in 1264 were annexed
to the crown of Scotland. They were now held by
various native chieftains, in vassalage to the Scottish
monarch; bat subsequently all fell into the hands of

one powerful chief, who thereupon (1846) assumed
the title of * Lord of the Isles,’ and began to affect

an entire independence of his sovereign. The aboli-

tion of hereditary jurisdictions in 1748 secured to

these islands for the first time the peace and safety
afforded by a just and powerful government. For a
long time little was known al>out the Hebrides, but
the publication of Johnson’s Journey to the Western
Islands of Scotland (1776), and more recently of

Scott’s Lord of the Isles, invested them with a |>opu*

Ur interest which is being yearly increased by the
facilities afforded to tourists by the steamers of the
Clyde.
HEBR( >N (originallyAVr/ViM-uWxi, now El- Khalil ).

a town of Asiatic Turkey, in Southern Palestine, IS

miles south by west of Jerusalem, 2S80 feet alwtve

sea-level It lies in the narrow \ alley of Mature,

with olive-trees towards the west, vineyards north,

and bare mountains rising above. It has narrow
streets, seldom more than 2 or 8 yards in width,

and excessively dirty; high well-built stone houses

with flat roofs, many surmounted with small domes,
rather extensive eoverrd twrjuirs, with well-furnished

sho|»s, exhibiting in profusion glass manufactures,

consisting of Iaiiijm, coloured rings, Ac., for which
the place lias long kvn wlebrattKi, and in which it

lorries on a considerable trade. The chief of the

moaqueH is that in the enclosure said to have l*H*n built

round the Cave of Machj»elah, from which Christian*

arc rigorously exclude*!, it l>eir»g t-Hteemed by Mo
hamimslans one of their holioaf places. Hut in tin

spring of 1H62 the Prince of Wales and his suite

were allowed to enter this mosque, of which a doscrip

tion is given in Ilian Stanley’s Lectures on th<-

Jewish Church. It is surrounde*! by a lofty wall,

built of large atone**, and of great anti*|uity. Heb
ron is one of the oldest existing towns, having lieeri

built seven years before Z<»an (Num. xiii. 22), and
it is mentioned prior to Damascus (Gen. xni. 18).

Abraham resided here, and acquired the Cave of

Machpclah ns a sepulchre for Sarah and liis family,

(t was David's royal city f*»r seven years. There is

a German Protestant mission here. Pop. a 1amt 1J*,000

H ECAT/KLS, one of the most distinguished

Creek historians and geographers, wo* a native of

Miletus, and the son of Hegesander, a mumlter of
an ancient and illustrious family. He was Itoro pro-

l*ably about 550 B.c.; and <lie*l aD»ut 476 B.c. Like
many eminent contemporaries he travelled into dis-

tant countries, visiting Kgvpt, the provinces of the

Persian Empire, Thrace, Greece, and the coasts of

the Kuxine, Italy, Spain, and Africa. < >f his public

life the only event of which we have any definite

knowledge waa the part he took in the insurrection

of the Ionian* against the Persians. Being well

acquainted with the resources of Persia, be attemjrted

to dissuade Aristagoras, the planner of the revolt,

from bia rash undertaking, but in vain. He next

exhorted his countrymen to provide themselves with

a naval force; bat this advice was also disregarded.

When Aristagoras, not brave enough to endure the

calamities of which he was the author, meditated a

Sight to Sardinia, Hecatsras counselled him to fortify

himself in the island of Leros, and there watch the

iwoe of events. Again his counsel was rejected, to

the public loss. Still be did not desert his country-

men, bat went as ambassador to Artapbernes, and
prevailed on the satrap to win the confidence of the

Ionian* by lenient treatment Whatever we know
ef him redounds to hie credit His two great works

were his Tour of the World and his Genealogies oi

Histories. He was the first historical writer who ap-

plied a sound and discriminating criticism to the mat-
ten which he had to reoord, mooting what appeared
to be fabulous, and endeavouring to extract histori-

cal truth from the chaos of myth and tradition. He
improved the mapof the world made byAnaximander;
ana his writings were so highly esteemed by Hero-

dotus that be even raised him to the rank of a rival

The fragments of his works were published by R.

H. Klauscn (at Berlin, 1881, 8vo), and by C. and
Th. Muller (at Paris, 1841).

HECATE, an ancient Greek goddess, whose jiar-

entage is variously given. Homer does not mention

her. She appears to have been an ancient Thraci-

an goddess, and a Titan who ruled in heaven, on the

earth, and in the sea. She could bestow or with-

hold at pleasure the blessings of wealth, victory, and
wisdom to mortals; of good luck to sailors and hunt*

on*; and of prosperity to youth and to the flooks.

She was the only Titan who retained power under
the rule of Zeus. She was subsequently confounded
with several other divinities, and at length became
a mystic goddess having all the magic iKiwera of

nature at her eommaud. She was Identified with
Denioter and Artemis, and was regarded as the mys-
tic Persephone. Magicians and witches prayed i»ar-

ticulurly for her aid. Sacrifices used to tie offered

to her at plactw where three ways met, and these

consiHted of dogs, honey, and black female lambs.

Her mysterious festivals were celebrated annually

at /Egina. Her apjiearanre was frightful She had
three inidies or three heads, and serfamts hung hiss-

ing around her neck and shoulders. Various figures

of her are found on gems.

HECATOMB (from the Greek heraton
,
a hundred,

and 6ou«, an ox), signifying literally a sacrifice of a

hundred oxen, but applied generally to the sacrifice

of any large numtier of victims. Homer speaks of

a hecatomb of lambs; but the hecatomb proper was
Rup(K>sed to consist of a hundred bulls. In Athens
the hecatomb was a |>opular form of sacrifice, though
not so with the thrifty Spartans. In the Greek as

in the Hebrew sacrifices it was required that the

victim should be without blemish. Only part was
burned, the rest furnishing the festive meal at the

close of the sacrifice.

HECKLES, or Hackuch, and Gilia, are used in

prejtaring animal and vegetable fibres for spinning.

They are of the nature of cotnlis, the teeth of which
ore usually of iron, and vary in length aooordiug to

the nature of the substance on which they have to

ojicrote. In heckles for flax the teeth are from 1 to

2 inches in length; hut in those for hemp, jute, and
other large and coarse fibres they are atxmt 8 inches

long, end made of steel wire \ inch in diameter.

They are very sharp at the points, which are some-
times four-sided instead of round, for the twtter

separation of the fibres. Through these the material

is drawn, so that the fibres may be combed out

straight. The material is divided into two ports—
the short fibre or tow, and the long fibre or line

Much care is required in the manufacture of heckles

and gills, as any imperfection damages the fibre ss

it passes through them. To reduce friction to a

minimum, the teeth are finely polished. The teeth

of gills are much finer than those of heckles, and arc

fewer in number. The manufacture of these articles

is a special trade. There are various recent improve-

ments in heckling machines, among others that of a

double-cylinder machine, which dresses both sides of

th# fibre at once, and thus double the quantity of

work Is obtained.

HECKMONDWIKE, • coturidernbie and thriv-

ing town of England, county of York (Wort Hiding},
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9 miles south-west of Leeds. It has a neat church In

the early English style, with a tower surmounted by
a handsome spire ; nine Dissenting chapels, several

board schools; mechanics* institute and library; ex-

tensive blanket, carpet, woollen cloth, and woollen

yarn manufactories. Population (1871), 8800; (1881),

9826; (1891), 9709; (1901), 9459.
HEOLA, or Hekla, a volcano, Iceland, about

20 miles from its south coast; let. 64° n.; Ion. 19“

42' w. It is of a conical shape, and stands completely

Isolated, having a circumference at the base of about
12 miles. It terminates in three peaks, the central

and loftiest of which, Heklufjall, has a height of

5110 feet. It is composed chiefly of basalt, much
of which is columnar, and of lava, but is mostly

covered by stones, scoria*, ashes, and other loose vol-

canic matters. The bwa occurs chiefly at the bot-

tom, and forms a rugged and vitrified wall around
the base. The craters, which are numerous, occur

on the sides of the peaks; and deep ravines form
channels for the torrents fed by the melting of the

snow, with which the mountain is at all times more
or less covered. The eruptions on record, commenc-
ing with the tenth century, are forty-three. One of

the most tremendous occurred in 1783, when a very
great extent of country was laid waste, and an im-
mense volume of lava produced. As if the volcano

had then exhausted its force, it remained quiescent

till September 2, 1845, a period of sixty-two years,

when it again became active, and continued with
little intermission till November, 1846, to discharge

itself from three craters; throwing out ashes, some
of which descended in small dust on the Orkney Isles,

a distance of 400 miles, projecting masses of pumice-
stone, weighing £ ton, to the distance of 1^ league,

and pouring out a torrent of lava which, at 2 miles
from the crater, was 1 mile wide, and from 40 to 50
feet deep. The last outbreak was in 1878.

HECTOR, the son of Priam and Hecuba, the
bravest of the Trojans, whose forces he commanded.
His wife was Andromache, the daughter of Action,

king of Cilicia, by whom he had Astyanax, or Sea-

mander, and, according to some, Laodamas and Am-
uhinous. His exploits are celebrated in the Iliad.

He encountered the Grecian heroes in battle, and
often gained advantages over them. HiB words and
example animated the Trojans with new courage
whenever their strength failed. In council he re-

commended perseverance, unity, and contempt of

danger; and though he had a presentiment of the

tall of his oountry, he persevered in his heroic resist-

ance. JBv his presence Troy was invincible; but
when he had slain Patrodus, the friend of Achilles,

the latter, forgetting his dispute with Agamemnon,
resumed his arms to avenge the death of his beloved
companion. Pierced by the spear of Achilles, the
body of Hector was dragged at the chariot wheels
of the conqueror; but afterwards, at the command
of Zeus, it was delivered to Priam for a ransom, who

S
.ve it a solemn burial Hector is, indisputably,

e finest hero in the Iliad. Inferior to no one in

valour, he fell by the hand of Achilles not from
want of courage, but because he had entered the con-

test wearied with a protracted battle, and faint with
wounds, and trusting to the aid of Deiphobus, under
whose form Minerva deceived him. In humanity
Hector stood alone. One of the finest episodes in the

Iliad is the relation of his parting from Andromache,
where he expresses the best feelings of a prince, a
husband, and a father.

HECUBA, a daughter of Dymaa, king of Thrace;
according to some of Oiaseus, or of the river Sanga-
rms and Metope. She was the second wife of Priam,
king of Troy, to whom she bore Hector and Paris.

While pregnant with the latter she dreamed that she

brought a torch into the world, which consumed all

Troy. The explanation of this dream, given by the

soothsayers, was that her son should occasion the ruin

of the kingdom. He was consequently exposed, but
miraculously rescued from death. Hecuba afterwards
became the mother of Creusa, Laodioe, Polixent,

Cassandra, Deiphobus, Polydorus, Troilus. After
the conquest of Troy the unhappy princess was made
a slave by the Greeks, and, according to one form of

the legend, in despair leaped into the Hellespont.

Other accounts have it that she exasperated the

Greeks by her invectives to such a degree that she
was put to death by them. The old tragedians re-

present her on the stage as a tender mother, a noble

princess, and a virtuous wife, subjected to the most
cruel destiny.

HEDGE, a fence formed of living trees or shrubs.

Hedges are generally composed of one or more of

the following species:—Hawthorn, crab, blackthorn,

holly, privet, beech, hornbeam, maple, barberry,

furze, broom, alder, poplar, willow, yew, box, arbor-

vitaB, sweet-briar, &c. When there are so many dif-

ferent species to select from plants may be found
suitable for almost all kinds of soil—such as wet or

boggy, and dry or sandy; for all situations, whether
sheltered or exposed; and for all purposes, such as

fences against cattle, or simply as ornaments for gar-

den and pleasure grounds. Hedges are common in

Britain and Italy, but rare in France and Germany.
As a shelter against winds, and as affording plea-

sure to the eve, they are to be preferred to dry stone

walls; though they take up so much room, and ex-

haust the soil to such an extent on each side, that
they ought to be kept under by frequent trimming.
Where used for agricultural purposes it has been
calculated that judicious trimming would increase the
cultivated land in England and Wales 490,000 acres,

an effect similar to the addition of anew county nearly

equal in extent to Nottinghamshire, and somewhat
larger than Berkshire. An enlargement of the fields

is also desirable, for one-third of the present fences in

England are not needed for the purpose of agricul-

ture, and might be dispensed with. The average
quantity of land occupied by fences appears to be

5 per cent. Removing one-third of the existing

fences effects a gain of 1 acre in 60; and by further

reducing the remaining two-thirds to one-half their

present size there would be on the whole a gross gain

m England and Wales of 1,000,000 acres. However,
the space occupied by fences is in a great measure
determined by the geological character of the coun-

try. By the ancient Romans hedges were used to

inclose vineyards and gardens. They were not very

common in England tUl the close of the seventeenth

century, and Cromwell’s officers are supposed to have
introduced the planting of them into Scotland and
Ireland.

HEDGEHOG (Erinaceu*,
Linn.) These quadru-

peds are distinguished by having the body covered

with spines instead of hair. The skin of the back is

provided with a great orbicular muscle, which enables

the animal to roll itself up in the form of a ball The
tail is very short. There are several species known
—some authorities enumerate fourteen—and these

animals (which belong to the order Insectivora) in-

habit Europe and gre&t part of Asia and Africa. The
best known is tbe common hedgehog (E. Europarus),

a native of most of the temperate parts of Europe
and Asia. This species has a long nose, the nostrils

bordered on each side by a loose fiap; the hind feet

have five toes; the ears are short, rounded, naked,

and dusky; the upper part of the faoe, sides, and
rump covered with strong, coarse, hair, of a vellowteh

ash colour, the back with sharp, strong sptnss, of a
whitish tint, with a bar of Mack through thrir middle
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They art* onilly about 10 inches long, the tail about
one. Their usual residence is in small thickets, and
they feed on fallen fruits, roots, and insects; they are
also fond of flesh, either raw or roasted. Pallas
remarks that they can eat hundreds of cantharides
without suffering from them, whilst a single one of
these amid insects will cause the most horrible tor-
ments in dogs or cats. It has been asserted that they
meant fruit-trees, and come down with apples, pears,
Ac., stuck upon their bristles. This is equally false
with the fable that they suck cows. That accurate
observer Gilbert White observes that the manner
m which they eat the roots of the plaintam is \er\

j

curious. With their upper mandible, which is much ^

longer than the lower, they bore under the plant, and
gnaw off the root upwards, leaving the tuft of leaves
untouched. The hedgehog defends himself from the
attacks of other animals by rolling himself up, and
thus exposing no part of his body that is not furnished
with a defence of spines. It may be rendered domestic
to a certain degree, and has been employed in Euro}*
to destroy cockroaches, which it pursues with avidity.
In the winter the hedgehog wraps itself in a warm
nest, composed of moss, dried hay and leaves, and
remains torpid till the return of spring. The female
produces four or five young at a birth, which soon
become covered with prickles. These animals are
sometimes used as food, and are said to lie very
delicate. The skin was formerly used for the pur-
pose of napping cloths. The long-eared hedgehog
(£. auritus) is smaller than the common, and is dis-

tinguished by the great sise of its ears and shortness
of tail; in its manners it is said to he similar to that
S|»ecies The female produces twice each year, hav-
ing six or seven young at a birth This species in-

habits from the northern part of the Caspian Sea to

fycypt* The species found in bone caves
(B. fossilit,

SchmerL) is scarcely to be distinguished from the
common living sfiecies. The Miocene species
nrtsciu, Pomel) found in Auvergne is larger than the
living. The Senegal species (£. Pruned, Wagnet)
differs from ths Euro;wan in having four too* on the
hind f* et.

HEDGE-WARBLER, or Hedgi-hrarrow (Ac-
centor nodularis), sometimes called the Hedge-ac-
centor, belongs to the family of the Sylviadm, and is

generally diffused over the British Islands, though
|

no notice occurs of its having visited Orkney or Shot- 1

uind. It resides in Britain throughout the year, !

though it is found in Sweden only in summer It

inhabits all the temperate parts of Europe, but goes
southward In autumn. It feeds on insects, worms,
and seeds, but not on fruit; and its nest, built of

green moss, roots, snd wool, and lined with hair,
i

being generally finished early in March, too often

becomes the booty of the prying school-hoy. The
eggs, four or five in number, are of s delicate and
spotless bluish green colour, and the first brood of

buds is hatched in April, and a second brood further

on in the season. The cuckoo often deposits her egg
in the hedge-warbler’s nest Though the species is

subject to varieties in colour, the plumage is gener-

ally of a reddish brown, streaked with dark brown.
Tbs song of the male is short and plaintive, and his

voioe, though sweet in tone, is deficient in variety

and power. The whole length of the bird is rather

more than 5} inches.

HEDJAZ. See Huax.

HEDJRAH. See Hijra.
HEDWIG, St., born in 1174, was daughter of

Duke Berthold von Menu, margrave of Baden, and
was married in bar twelfth year to Duke Henry of

SB—ta, where, by the number of Germans she took

with bar, or induced to settle, rim contributed greatly

to the pragma of drill-linn After she bad born

'• d* children she and her husband took the vow of
i

1
chastity. He, allowing his beard to grow so as to
obtain the surname of Bearded, laid aside all distinc-
tion of dress, and devoted himself entirely to spiritual
functions. At her request he founded the Cistercian
nunnery of Trebnitx, which she richly endowed.
Here she shut herself up after the death of her hus-
band, and died In 1243. She was admitted into the
Roman calendar in 1268 by Clement IV. Her lienee,

which rest in the church of the nunnery, were the
object* of numerous pilgrimage*.

HKDYSARUM. French Honeysuckle.
HKKM, Jan Davids/, de, tho greatest Dutch

painter of fruit and *tdl life, liorn at Utrecht in 1600.
studied under In* father, and soon obtained large
sii iifo for hi* fruit-piece*. Towarti* tho end of hi*

life he quitted Utrecht for Antwerp, and died there
in 1683 or 1681. Hi* painting* cotuu*t chiefly of

magnificent vu*e* filled with fruit, or of articles of

vortu, Ac., placed on marble table*; the Ixtckground
l* fonned by a nch ^reen dmjiery. He wo* also ac-

customed to depict rich garland* of fruit* and flowers

a* the liorder of a central figure, a* a Madonna,
Ac., in tlu style of Daniel Segher*. A certain Jail

Yonder Moor refused 2000 guilders for a garland
of flower* {tainted by llectu He oflorwttrd* gave
it to William of Orange, who brought it with him to
England. His colouring and chiaronuuro are almost
perfci t, and the }>ecuharities of each object, as the
smoothness or rougbnes* of ita surface, the down of

fruit, the tissue of the dra{>ery, Ac
,
are given with

admirable skilL In spite of the confined nature of

his subjects he is always interesting and graceful,

and furnishes the ornaments of many galleries. His
son Cornelius was also excellent in the same style.

HKEM8KEKK, Martin Van, surnamed the
Dutch Raphael

,
liorn in 1498, at the village of Heems-

kerk, near Haarlem, from which he derived his

name, was the son of a mason, of the name of Van
Venn, who at first placed him with a painter at

Haarlem, but afterwards took him home to learn hi*

own trade The young Martin returned to his father's

house unwillingly, and seized the first opjxirtunity of

leaving it again lie then went to John Luces, a
nain tor of some celebrity st Delft; but finding that
nis master did nothing for him, he placed himself

under the direction of J. Shored, a celebrated artist

who hail brought from Home and Venice many valu-

able studios, lie imitated his style so carefully, that

it was almost iiiijx*M»ibl« to distinguish between the
works of the (moil and the master; and his master,
fearing to be eclipsed by him, sent him away. He
then executed his picture of St Luke painting the
Blessed Virgin snd the Child Jesus, and presented it

to the Corfioretion of Painters at Haarlem, 'ITii*

picture had great success. In 1632 Heemskerk visited

Italy, remained there about three years, forming his

taste on ancient models, and enjoyed the instructions

of the celebrated Michael Angelo, who, at that time,

wss enriching the capital of the Christian world with
the works of his pencil When he returned to Hol-
land some of his admirer* lamented that they no
longer found in his pictures the charms which had
delighted them; but connoisseurs knew bow to appre-

ciate the progress which he had made hi the art of

drawing, and his improvement in taste. His sfiart-

ments were soon filled with scholars, and in a short

time he became rich. A great part of the now re-
works of this diligent and prolific artist we— lost In

1672, at the capture of Haarlem by the Spaniards,

when his own house was likewise destroyed. Heems-
kerk's drawing is firm and accurate, but his outlines

a— without elegance or graoe; his drapery is stiff,

and overloaded with folds, and his bead* want dig-

born |
nity. He is chiefly indebted for his fame to Ms
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knowledge of anatomy, in which he endeavoured to

imitate Michael Angelo. He died at Haarlem, 1574.

HKEREN,ArnoldHermann Ludwig, aneminent
German historian, was born at Arbergen, near Bre-

men, 25th October, 1760. He was at first educated

by his father, a clergyman of extensive knowledge;
but in 1776 he entered the gymnasium of Bremen,
to prepare himself for the university. In 1779 he
went to the University of Gottingen, and mainly by
the influence of Heyne he abandoned the study of

theology, and devoted himself to philological pursuits.

But he soon found that philology proper was not his

vocation, and thereafter be applied himself chiefly to

historical investigation. In 1784 he took his degree

of Doctor in Philosophy, and in 1785 he published an
edition of Menander, and formed the plan for a new
edition of Stobeus. That he might collate the various

manuscripts of Stobaeus he visited Italy, and tra-

velled also in Germany and France, forming friend-

ships with many eminent men, in his intercourse with
whom his mind became expanded and enriched with
new ideas. On his return in 1787 he was appointed
professor extraordinary in the philosophical faculty,

and in 1789 he was elected a member of the Academy
of Sciences. In 1796 he married a daughter of

Heyne, and in 1801 was appointed to the professor-

ship of history. He died at Gottingen, March 6,

1842. He was a member of the Academies of St.

Petersburg, Berlin, Munich, Stockholm, Dublin, and
Coi>enhagen, and of the Asiatic Societies of London
ana Calcutta. He was among the first of historians

who removed the study of antiquity from the domain
of dry details, and invested it with a living interest.

An edition of his historical works in fifteen vols. bvo,

was published at Gottingen, 1821-26. Vols. i.-iii.

contain his Kleine historische Schriften. Vols. iv.

v. : GeBchichte der classischen Liter, im Mittelalter.

Vol. vi.: Biographische und liter. Denkschriften,

Ac. Vol. vii.: Handbuch der Geschichte der Staaten
des Alterthums. Vols. viii. ix.: Handbuch der

Geschichte des Europ. Staatensystems and seiner

Colonien. Vols. x.~xv.: Ideen liber die Politik,

den Verkehr und den Handel der vomehmsten Volker
der alten Welt.
HEGEL, George William Frederick, a cele-

brated German metaphysician, bom at Stuttgart, on
the 27th of August, 1770. After attending the gym-
nasium of his native city he entered the theological

institute at Tubingen, where he remained from
1788-98 diligently devoted to the study of theology

and philosophy. On leaving the institute he was em-
ployed for Bix years as a private tutor, first at Berne,
and then at Frankfort-on-the-Main

;
but on the

death of his father, who left him some property, he
took up his residence at Jena, where, through an
intimate friendship with Schelling, the Btrong love

which he had always felt for metaphysics was more
fully developed. When the battle of Jena, in 1806,

had laid Prussia prostrate at the feet of Napoleon,
he removed to Bamberg, and was employed on a
newspaper till 1808, when he became rector of the
gymnasium at Niimberg. This situation he held for

eight yean, and then was appointed professor of

philosophy first at Heidelberg in 1816, and next at

Berlin, where in 1818 he succeeded to Fichte’s chair.

He had here gathered around him a large number of

admirers, and was in the zenith of his fame, when he
was suddenly cut off by cholera, on the 14th of No-
vember, 1881. He was buried beside Fichte. Among
his numerous works, the most important, taking them
in the order of their publication, are his Phanomeno-
logie dee Geistea, which appeared in 1807 aa the first

part of a system of sciences; Wissenschaft der Logik
(three vols. Ntirobeig, 1812-16); Encyclopedic me
philosophiachen Wissenscbaften (Heidelberg, 1817);

and GrundHnien der Philosophic des Bechta odes
Naturreoht und Staatawissenschaft (Berlin, 1821).
The philosophy of Hegel, starting from the same
position as that of Schelling, soon departed from it
As there are, according to him, three stages in the
process of thought and existence, his system has
necessarily a threefold division: first, logic; second,
the philosophy of nature; and third, mental philo-
sophy. Hegelianism has exercised a powerful in-

fluence on modem thought. But for an exposition

of his system such works must be consulted as: J.

Hutchison Stirling’s The Secret of Hegel, Edward
Oaird’s Hegel (in PhilosophicalClassics),John Caird’s

Philosophy of Religion, Prof. Wallace’s Logic of

Hegel, Erdmann’s History of Philosophy, &c.

HEGIRA. See Hkjra.
HEIDE, a town of Prussia, in Schleswig, 27 miles

w.h.w. Rendsburg. It was the capital of the peasant
republic of the Ditmarshes from 1447 to 1559, when
the last battle of the Ditmarshera for their freedom
took place here. Pop. (1895), 7936.
HEIDELBERG, an old university town of Ger-

many, in Baden, on the left bank of the Neckar,
here crossed by two bridges, one of them finished in

1877, in one of the loveliest districts of Germany,
11m. e.s.e. Mannheim. It stands on a narrow strip

Ijetween the river and the rock on which the castle

is built, and chiefly consists of one long main street

and less important cross and parallel streets. The
most remarkable edifice is the castle, on a height

above the town, an immense ivy-clad ruin begun in

the 1 3th century, and exhibiting elaborate examples
of early and late renaissance architecture. In the

town itself the principal buildings are: the Gothic
church of St. Peter, the Gothic church of the Holy
Ghost, the Roman Catholic church, the university,

founded in 1 386, and possessed of a library of 500,000

|

volumes, not remarkable as an edifice, but distin-

guished as a seat of learning, and attended by over

1200 students; the town -house, the post-office, gym-
nasium, real-school, and other schools. The* uni-

\ersity is the oldest in the German empire. It was
founded after the model of that of Paris, and was
an early seat of the Reformation doctrines, coming
esjKicially under the influence of Melanchthon. It

attracts many foreign students; and many other

foreigners also visit Ileidel l>erg. The manufactures,

not of much im]H»rtance, include cement, tolxicco,

cigars, fire-extinguishing apparatus, shoddy, mathe-

matical and surgical instruments, leather, &c.,

and there are also several breweries. One of the
greatest curiosities of the place is the well-known
Heidelberg tun, kept in a cellar under the castle; and,

though far less than several of the London porter

vats, it is the largest wine cask in the world, being

86 feet in length, 26 feet in diameter, and capable of

holding 800 hogsheads. Heidelberg is rich in public

walks. The gardens around the castle are well laid

out, and at every turn present the finest views of the

Neckar, and the fertile and richly wooded vallev

through which it winds to join the Rhine. Still

higher up, behind the town and castle, a carriage-road

leads by easy ascent to the top of the Konigstuhl,

the loftiest lull of the district, from which an exten-

sive view is obtained of surpassing beauty. In 1622
the ferocious Tilly, after bombarding Heidelberg for

a month, took it by storm, and gave it up to three

days’ pillage. In 1688 a French general, Melac, on
the orders of Louis XIV., took the town, and burned
it, outrivalling even Tilly in cruelty and brutality.

In 1698 another French force perpetrated similar

atrocities. Pop. (1895), 35,190; (1900), 40,119.

HBIDENHEIM, a town of Wttrtemberg, circle

Jaxt, in the Brenz valley, 46 milesm Stuttgart.

It is an old but well-built place; has manufactures of
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woollen end linen doth, flannel, paper, and earthen-
ware; ' leachfield*, dye-works, several mills, and a
trade in oorn. Pop. (1895), 9068.
HEIGHTS, Mmabubjcmicnt or. A nju<<t important

gsodetical measurement is that of the relative heights
of various points on the earth’s surface; and the
knowledge of the relative heights is absolutely neces-
sary to the civil and to the military engineer, to the
tofographer, and to the geologist, and is at the Mine
time an important element m physical geography.
The difference of heights between any two places may
always be determined by means of proper trigono-

metrical measurements, and it is in that way that the
most accurate information is obtained on the subject
In all cases where very great exactness is required,

for example, in laying out a railway, or planning
an aqueduct, or even in laying down a road, it is by
trigonometrical surveying that the relative heights
are determined. There are many cases, however,
where minute accuracy is unnecessary, and where
rapidity and ease of application, [portability of instru-

ments, and so on, are of more consequence; and,
indeed, it is not every traveller, geologist, or physical

geographer who possesses the knowledge and the
skill required in trigonometrical land-surveying.

Hence, the invention of another method, by means
of the barometer, has proved of great importance,
and it is so easy and convenient of application that,

except where the trigonometrical method is necessary,

it is universally employed. We shall not enter here

into the trigonometrical method. We must refer our
readers to works on trigonometry and land-surveying
for information about it.

Pascal’scelebrated exjperimentum rruruwith n»}*xt
to the invention of the mercurial barometer by Torri-

celli was the first step towards the barometric method.
There, the mercurial barometer was carried up to the

top of the Puy-de-Dome at Clermont in order to

verify that the barometric column is aupjported by
the pressure of the atmosphere. For, as Pascal

tainted out, if that were the case, then, on climbing

the mountain and thus ascending in the air, the baro-

metric column ought to fall, localise the sujHirincum-

bent atmosphere has been diminished in amount to
,

an extent corresponding to the height through a hich

the olwerver has ascended. This is the principle of

the method that we are considering Whcu, by
ascending in the air, we diminish the column aliovo

heights and the effects on the barometer. Deluc
(1764) first gave precision to the method. One of
the great difficulties was the effect of temperature.
Increase of temperature affects the density of the

mercury of the barometer, and also the density of the
air, but the latter far more than the former; and the
effect of temperature on the air must be taken into

I

account in any but the very roughest estimates of

I

heights. As the temperature of the air increases the

density is diminished rapidly; and thus the weight
of a column 100 feet high is less, and its effect on the

barometric height is correspondingly less, when the

temperature of the air is high than when it is low.

Deluc first showed how to take into account the

effect of temperature; but it was Laplaoe who gave
a complete investigation of the problem, and estab-

lished the barometric formula. To subsequent in-

vestigators is due the experimental determination of

certain numerical data, the ratio of the deusity of

mercury to air under given conditions, for exaintle,

with greater accuracy than that with which tney
were possessed by l^aplaoe. A twrometric formula
convenient for calculation is given Iwlow. For the

mathematical proof of it we must refer our readers

to works on natural philosophy or on engineering.

Professor Maxwell furnishes a demonstration of It in

his book on the Theory of Heat
Ilaromotrioal olwerv atoms may attain great ac-

curacy wheu they are made with g<Hxl instruments

and by practised olwervers under favourable oircum-

|

stances. Portable mercurial barometer* arc cou-

I strooted fur the mirjKPse For the greatest accuracy
1

in determining the difference of levels between two
stations, two Tianmieters and four thermometers are

required Two of the thermometers are used for

determining the teni|pcrnture of the air at the sta

tiona, and two, which are attached to the barometers,

are used for determining the tenqmratnre of tne

mercury. The ot starvation* are made simultaneously.

Very gt>od olstarvation* may, however, be mode In

favourable weather, when there is little or no wind,

and when the barometer is not varying rapidly or

at all, with a single barometer and two thermo-

meters, by first reading the instruments at the lower

station, then carrying them to the upper station and
reading, and finally bringing thorn hock to the lower

station and getting fresh readings. If the barometric

height or the temperature of the air has tuned dunug
that gives the atmowphenc pressure, the barometric

column is correspondingly diminished in height
,
or,

again, if the barometer is earned down the shaft of

a mine, the height of the superincuiutpent atmospheric

column is increased; the atzmwpheric pressure is con-

sequently increased also, and therefore the barometric

oolumn increases in height. Were the atmosphere uni-

form in density throughout, nothing could be simpler

than the measurement of heights by the barometer.

Then the diminution in the length of the barometric

column would be in simple proportion to the height

through which the barometer has been carried. That,

however, we know is not the case. Gases are very

compressible, and the lower strata of the atmosphere

are denser than the upper strata, being exposed to

greater pressure. Thus a column of air 100 feet high,

and of unit ana, has far greater weight at the sea-

level than a similar column at the top of a mountain

4000 feet high; and the effect on the barometric
pftlnnm of tiring 100 feet from sea-level is correspond-

ingly greater than the effect of rising 100 feet from

aneight of 4000 feet above the level of the sea.

The first attempts to find a formula for calculating
heights by barometric observation* were not very

nuiisarfiil They wen made experimentally by car-

rying the barometer up to known heights, making
otwsrvatAoo* with it, and comparing together the

thf* course of the ex]M*riiii<<ut, the second readings at

the lower station will indicate the variations, and
they may then be allowed for.

The invoution of the aneroid barometer has made
the measurement of heights extremely easy. Al-

though the mercurial barometer Is still commonly
supjHised to be tb* more trustworthy instrument, yet,

considering the accuracy and the sensitiveness of the

aneroids now constructed, even that may lie ques-

tioned
;
and in [portability and conveniens* of appli

cation these instruments leave nothing to be desired

,

The difficulty of suspending a mercurial barometer

;

exactly vertical is considerable; and with an aueroid

|

properly compensated for tem|PorAture, the use of

two of the thermometers mentioned above for deter-

mining the temperature of the merrury in the mer-

curial barometer is avoided. The aneroid barometers

are now universally employed by travellers and others

i to whom it is an object to carry instruments in the

S most portable form possible. Very good d«tenuina-

j

tioos of the height of a mountain may be made by a

single observer with a single aneroid barometer and

a angle thermometer. Care must be taken to obtain

)
the true temperature of the air, and this, it must be re-

membered, is no easy matter with a portable, particu-

J
larly with a pocket thermometer. The thermometer

should be removed from its case, and carried in tbs
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hud with the bulb freely exposed to the air, but not

to the sun, for some time before the reading is taken.

Then two or three readings should be taken at short

intervals, in order to make sure, by observing whether
the thermometer is stationary or not, that the true

temperature of the air has been attained; and during

the whole time of observation care must be taken to

keep the thermometer in such a position that it is

not affected by the heat of the hand or of the body
of the observer. A very good way, when it happens
to be practicable, of getting the temperature of the

air rapidly and with great certainty is first to warm
the thermometer to a temperature slightly above
that of the atmosphere, and allow the instrument to

cool till it appears stationary; then to cool it slightly

below the atmospheric temperature, and allow it to

become warmed by exposure to the air till it again

seems stationary. If the temperatures indicated

after the warming and after the cooling agree, we
may be sure that we have obtained the true atmo-
spheric temperature, provided, of course, that no im-

proper influence is brought to bear on the thermo-
meter.

The following formula serves to calculate the

difference of levels between two stations. Let £ and
IV be the observed barometric heights in inches, at

the lower and upper stations, corrected 1
if necessary

for the temperature of the mercury if a mercurial

barometer is used. Let t be the temperature of the

air in degrees Fahrenheit, which may be taken as the

arithmetic mean (i. t, half the sum) of the observed

temperatures at the lower and up|>cr stations, unless

there is some way of obtaining a more exact estimate
of it Then if A is the difference of levels in feet

*=(log. B-log. B')x[6086C + (t-82) 122*88].

Thus the differenoe of the oommon logarithms of the

numbers B and B' are to be taken and multiplied by
the number found by adding to 60860 the product
of (t - 82) x 122*68. For rough purposes the follow*

ing rule may be used:—Multiply the differenoe of

the logarithms of the barometric heights by 10,000,
and the difference of the levels in fathoms (6 feet)

will be obtained.

From the formula just given tables may be con-

structed for calculating the difference of levels of

two stations without the use of logarithms; and they
are often supplied by instrument makers along with
aneroid barometers. Such tables must be constructed
assuming some mean barometric height for that of

sea level The following table, assuming ordinary
barometric height at sea-level to be 30 inches, and
taking 60° Fah. as the mean temperature of the air,

will enable the observer to calculate a differenoe of

levels with considerable accuracy. Let cZ=B-B',
and let t be the number found in the table corre-

sponding with the sum of B and B', and let t and t‘

be the readings of the thermometers at the lower and
upper stations respectively, then, 4 being the differ-

ence of levels in feet,

4=10 xd
j

« + jJL-x 1*07 (t + V-100)
|

;

or approximately,

4= 10 x d [* + 0*1 (t + r-100)].

o i 2 3 4 5 6 7 9

54 100*57 100-89 100*20 100*02 99*83 90*65 99*47 99*29

55 99*11 98*98 9875 98*57 98*39 98*21 98*04 97*86 97*69 97*51

56 97*34 97*16 96*99 96*82 96*65 96*48 96*31 96*14 95*97

57 95*63 95*46 05*30 95*13 94*97 94*80 94*64 94*47 94*81 94*15

58
i

98*98 93*82 03*66 93*50 98*84 93*18 93*02 92*86 92*71 92*55

59 92*89 92*24 92*08 91*92 91*77 91*62 91*46 91*31 91*16 91*00

6o 90*85 90*70 90*55 00*40 90*25 90*10 89*95 89*80 89*65 89*51

6i 89*36
j

89*21 89*07 88*92 88*78 88*68 88*49 88*34 88*20 88*06

Example.—By observation, B = 29*9, B' = 28*2,

<=68°, and V= 66°. Here d=B - IV= 1*7, and B +
B'= 68*l From the table we find for 8 the value

98*82, and f + V-100, being equal to 14, we get on
calculation the value of 4=1618 feet.

HEILBRONN, a town of WUrtemberg, beauti-

fully situated on the Neokar, 26 miles north of Stutt-

gart The older portion of the town, on the right

bank of the river, has still quite a mediaeval aspect,

with its narrow streets, lofty gabled houses, and
pointed towers; outside it are elegant suburbs, partly
on the left bank of the Neekar, over which are several

bridges. The principal church is St. Kilian’s, mostly
a late Gothic building of the fifteenth century, with
a beautiful tower 220 feet high, a beautiful choir,

fine carvings, painted glass, and curiouB monuments.
Other buildings are St. Joseph’s R Catholic Church,
a fine Jewish synagogue, an ancient town-houBe, an
ancient tower, the Thiefa Tower or Gotz-tower; and
the House of the Teutonic Knights, now a barrack.

The manufactures consist of silver plate, especially

table utensils, paper, machinery, manures, salt, beet-

sugar, cutlery, pianos, soap, cement, woollen goods,

artificial ooffee of chicory and figs, leather, beer, kc.

;

and the trade is important. Gypsum and sandstone

* The nature of this correction we need not enter into here.
AU books on natural philosophy explain It

are quarried in the vicinity. Heilbronn is built upon
the site of a Roman station, and ^as long an imperial

free town. Pop. (1895), 38,461; (1900), 37,891.
HEILSBERG, a town, Prussia, in the govern

ment and 40 miles south of Konigsberg, on the left

bank of the AUe. It has a castle (now an orphan
asylum), a Protestant and two R Catholic churches,

court-house, Ac.
;
manufactures of leather and starch,

and a trade in grain and cattle. Pop. (1895), 5538.

HEIN, Peter Petersen, a man of obscure origin,

who, by his bravery, rose to the dignity of High-
admiral of Holland. He was born at Delftshaven in

1570, rose gradually to the rank of vice-admiral of

the East Indian fleet, and three years afterwhrds

received the chief command. He attacked the Por-

tuguese in 1 626 on the coast of Brazil, took several

ships, and carried home a rich booty. Two yean
later he captured the Spanish Plate fleet, ana ob-

tained an immense booty. In 1629 he was appointed
high-admiral in reward for his services, and was soon
after killed in an engagement off the coast of Flan-
ders with a fleet from Dunkirk, of which he had
already captured three ships.

HEINE, Heinrich, a German poet and author,

was born of Jewish parents at DiiiMldorf on 12th
December, 1799, though at least two other dates

have been assigned; studied law at Bmus Berlin,
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And (Gottingen, and took the degree of Doctor at
the last-mentioned plaoe. In 1825 he became pro-
fessedly a convert to Christianity, and was baptised
in the Lutheran church of Heiligenstadt His con-
version seems to have been a purely secular matter,

having no connection with religious convictions, and
it was professed mainly in order that he might be
free to practise law now that he had obtained his

doctor's degree. Nevertheless he showed no desire

to become a practical lawyer, and soon all his energies
were devoted to literature. At Bonn A. W. Schlegel
had influenced him greatly, and later m Berlin his

powers had been stimulated by the bnlliant society

which frequented the house of Madame Rah el, a
Jewess, the wife of Varnhagen von Knse. He en-
gaged in political journalism in Munich and else-

where, and the revolutionary opinions expressed by

him soon made his imprisonment very proltahle. The
fear of such a result heljied to strengthen the joy

with which he welcomed the Parisian revolution of

1 830. In that year he took up his residence m the
French capital and there he lived almost urunter

ruptedly till his death, which took place on February
17, 1850. From 1836 till the revolution of 1848 he
received a jiension from the French government.
During the last years of his life he suffered much
from disease of the spine, but his sufferings could

not (termanently cloud his spirit, and, so far from
manuring his creative

I
rower, they wem rather to

have stimulated him to the production of some of

Ills finest works. He began his literary cansir with

a volume of {rooms (Gediehte) published in 1822, and
in the following year he printed two dramas entitled

Almansorand Radcliff. Some years later (1828-27)

tht publication of the first two volumes of his

Reisebilder (Pictures of Travel) made him famous,

and his fame was enormously increased by the ap-

pearance of his Buch der Lieder (Book of Songs) in

1827. The third and fourth volutins of the Heine

bilder were published m 1880 81, and among til**

pros** writings of his French {mtioiI, many of them
of the fcuiUcton kind, are: Zur Gcschichte der

neuem Schonen Littemtur m Deutschland (2 vols.,

1883); Franwjsische Zustandc (1888), a collection

of {ta{ters on French affairs; Der Salon (4 vols.,

1835-40), including an account of German litera-

ture and phihtsophy; Die Romantische Sehulr (188(5);

HhakeMjs*ares Madcheu un<l Frauen (1830); and
hut hitter pamphlet I’ber Borne (1840). His witty

and cynical Neue Gedichte apis-aml at Hamburg
in 1844, and m Deutschland, Kin Wintermanhcn
he gives a characteristically satirical account of his

last visit to his native country. Other p<»ctical works
are: Atta Troll (1847); Romanzero (1851); anil

j

Der Doktor Faust (1851) The three volumes of

Vermischte Schnften published in 1854 contained

his Gestandnisse (( ’onfessious) and Lutctia. His
Letzte Gedichte und Gedanken were published post-

humously. Among complete editions of Heme’s
works we may mention that published at Hamburg
in twenty-two vols. in 1861 66 (new edn., 12 vols.,

1887k and those of Born (12 vols., Stuttgart, 1887),

Karpeles (9 vols., 2nd edn. 1893), and Elster (criti-

cal 7 vols., Leipzig, 1887-90). As a poet, more
especially in his earlier productions, Heine is re-

markable for the simplicity and jiathoa of many of

his lyric pieces. His powers of wit and raillery were

also great, but in the use of these he has often trans-

gressed all the bounds of propriety and decorum,

scepticism and over-sensuousness are prominent cha-

racteristics of this writer. In private life he displayed

many good qualities, showing himself generous and
self-sacrificing, and ever ready to sympathize with

and relieve distress. Heine has found many English

translators. There is a complete translation of all

his works by C. G. Leland (12 vols., 1891, onwards)

;

and among translations of parts we may mention:
The Prose Writings of Heine, by Havelock Ellis

(1887) ;
Travel Pictures, by F. Storr (1887) ; Poems

and Ballads of Heine, by Sir Theodore Martin
(1878). There are Lives in English by W. Stigand

(1876) and W. Sharp (1888). See also Erinnerungen
an Heinrich Heine und seine Familie (1868), by nis

brother Max; Heines Familienleheu (1892; Eng.
trans. by Leland, 1893), hy Baton von Embdeti;
and Karpelus, Heinrich Heme: Autobiographic
(1888; Eng. trans. hy Dexter, 1894).

HEINKCCIUH, Johann Gottukh, a German
author who w'rote on logic, jurisprudence, and ethics.

He was born at Eisenlierg, 11th Heptemlsvr, 1(581,

and studied at Halle, where he afterwards obtained
a professor's chair in the sciences of philosophy and
law. In 1724 he quitted Halle for Frnueker, and
remained there till 1727, when he accepted an invi-

tation given him by the King of IVussia, to settle

at Fmnkfort-on-the Oiler. Hew* he resided upwards
of six years, when he returned to Halle, where he
died 31st August, 1741. His works were collected

ami published at Geneva in 17 41 71, with the title

( >|M*mad Vrn\ ernain .1 urisprudontium, Philosophiaiu,

et Lit terns llunmiuoros iVrtinentio,

HKINSlllS, Anihoni, Dutch statesman' was
lmrti at Delft in 1641 and died at the Hague in

1720. He studied law at Leyden, and in 1688
liecamc grand {KOisionary of Holland, lie was the

friend and confidential ugint of William of Orange
who liecame William III. of England, and was a
det erfnm«»d opjwinont of Louih XI V. in the war of

the Si win is! i Succession.

HKINSirs, Dvnikl, a colebratiKl Dutch phil-

ologist, ami critic, Isirii at Ghent in 1580. At
fourteen he was sent to the University of Franeker
to Htudy the civil law, hut he applied himself firefly

' to Greek literature. Removing to Leyden in 1594

he cnntinut'd his studies under Joseph Sealiger. He
was chosen professor of history and jjolitics m the

University of Is*yden in 1605, and librarian and
secretary m 1607. He died at layden, February 25,

1(555. Ills Iaitin {steins consist of elegies, satires,

und two tragedies, besides other pi«*eoH. Hi also

wrote Greek |ss*ms, which were much estitemod, and
verses in the DuUh language. Him editions of the

principal Gns*k and Roman classics secured for turn

a high reputation over Kurojie.— His son Nikolaus
(1620 1681) wits Dutch resident at Htockholm and
also a distinguished classical scholar.

HEIR. Hee Dkmcknt.
IIKIR-APBARENT, the name given to a person

who necessarily Huecmls to the ancestor if he sur-

vives him, as the eldest son m England, because no
other js‘rson can **ver gam precedence over him.

HEIRLfXJMH, in English law, means {arsenal

chattels which go by the special custom of a j»r*

ticular place to the heir-at-law, together with the

inheritance. An heirloom cannot devised away
from the heir >y will. The term is often, though

not quite accurately, applied to the case where cer-

tain chattels, such as pictures, plate, or furniture,

are directed iiy will to follow the limitations of some

family mansion or estate. Ueimhip moialdtg, the

analogous term in Hcotch law, are those things to

which the heir in heritage is entitled, that he may
not succeed to a house and land completely dis-

mantled. They consist of the best of everything

that belonged to the heir’s predecessor, such as fur-

niture, horses, cows, oxen, fanning utensils, Ac.

HKIR-PREBUMPTIVE is one who, if the an-

cestor should die immediately, would, under existing

circumstances, be his heir, hut whose right of inhe-

ritance may be defeated by some nearer heir being
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born, m an only daughter, who is displaced by the
birth of a son.

HEJAZ, or Hjjaz, a division of Arabia, extend-
ing along the north half of the east ooaat of the Red
Sea, bounded north by the Syrian Desert and the
Gulf of Akaba, east by Nejd, south by Yemen, and
west by the Bed Sea, comprehending a lowland
(Tehrfma el Hej£z) and a tract of highland or Nejd,
east of a range of mountains which attain in some
places an elevation of perhaps 8000 feet. There are
no riven in the Teh&na el Hejdz, where the wadies
or beds of occasional torrents are but rarely filled;

indeed the lower part of the Tehama does not enjoy
the refreshing influence of ten days’ rain in the year,

and whatever fertility it possesses is due to little

streams led to it from the mountains. On these the
rain falls more copiously, and the well-watered val-

leys among the hills, with their corn-fields, their

variety of exquisite fruits, and their shady groves of

date-palms, contrast strongly with the sun-burned
plains below. The coast of Hej£z is said to be un-
healthy, owing to the foulness of the water, which

£
reduces fever. The water in the interior, if col-

lated from the surface of the ground, is brackish;
or, if fresh, it is impregnated with sulphur, and
otherwise unwholesome. The productive and irri-

gated valleys of the interior also are rendered insal-

ubrious by the combined effects of humidity and rank
vegetation. In the TehAma the wild plants are few
and uninteresting, and offer little for the support of

animal life. On the mountains near the Gulf of

Akaba may be found two species of wild goat. A
few hares and gazelles, with jerboas and lizards, pos-

sess the plains. The hyenas and foxes, more nu-

merous, subsist chiefly on fish, which they find on
the coral reefs along shore. The falcons, feeding on
fish, are also relatively the most numerous of the

feathered tribe. In some localities the fiBh are ex-

tremely plentiful; and certain tribes of Bedouins not
only subsist on them, but also carry great quantities

of salt-fish to the market of Mecca. Three species

of dolphin, besides a manati (the dugong), are taken
on the coast of Hejitz. Tortoise-shell and mother-
of-pearl add largely to the fisherman’s gains. Mecca,
Medina, Jiddab, and Yambo are the chief towns.

Mecca, the birth-place of Mohammed, and Medina,
the place of his sepulture, are regarded by his fol-

lowers as holy, and are annually resorted to by vast

numbers of pilgrims. Hej&e forms a part of the

Turkish dominions
HEJRA, Hejira, or Heoira, an Arabic word

signifying emigration. The Mohammedans designate

by this word toe flight of Mohammed their prophet
from Mecca to Yatreb (Medina), which latter place

was in consequence called Medina al Nabi
,
that is,

the City of toe Prophet From this flight, which
happened on the 13th of September, 622 A.D., but
which they fix on the 16th of July of the tame year,

they begin their computation of time. For the re-

duction of the yean of the Hejra to the correspond-

ing period in the Christian computation, see Epoch.
HELDENBUCH (German, Book of Heroes)

f
a

celebrated collection of old German poems, drawn
from national traditions of events which happened in

toe time of Attila and the irruption of the German
nations into the Roman Empire. It contains the

exploits and adventures of the Emperor Otnit and
the dwarf Elberioh, of Hugdietrioh, Wolfdietrich,
King Giebioh of Worms, Dietrich of Berne, of King
Laurin, the history of the famous garden of roses at

Worms, of Horaensiegfried, of the court of Attila,

Ac. These poems excite the imagination by their

lively tales of war and of love. They were written

at different times by various poets. The oldest are

of the Suabian period, and in their form and style

resemble toe Nibelungenlied. A critical edition haa
been published at Berlin (5 volumes, 1866-73), under
the title Deutsches Heldenbuch.
HELDER, The (Dutch, Ben Hdder), a market

town, military port, and strongly-fortified seaport,

Holland, in tne most northern part of the province

of North Holland, opposite the Island of Texel, its

forts commanding the Marsdiep, the entrance to the

Zuider Zee. Its harbour, known ae the Nieuwe
Diep, is the northern terminus of the North Holland
canal, completed in 1824, which connects the town
with Amsterdam. The Helder is one of the strongest

places in Holland, requiring 7000 to 9000 men for

its defence, and being capable of receiving 30,000.

Being much exj>osed to the fury of the ocean the

port and coasts are protected by gigantic dykes, one
of which is 6 miles long and 40 feet broad, with an
excellent road on the top of it. It is built entirely

of Norwegian granite, and presents to the sea a
sloping side of 200 feet, inclined at an angle of 40°.

The Marsdiep has a strong current, which always
keeps it clear for the passage of vessels. The Bri-

tish, under Hir Ralph Aliercromhy and the Duke
of York, took possession of the Helder in 1799, but
were compelled to re-embark a few weeks thereafter,

having fruitlessly endeavoured to excite the Dutch to

throw off the French yoke. Pop. (1897), 25,823.

HELENA (commonly called Helen in English), in

ancient Greek legend, the most beautiful woman of

her age, sprung from one of the eggs which Leila, the

wife of King Tyndareus, brought forth after her

amour with Zeus, metamorphosed into a swan. (Set-

Leda.) Her beauty was so universally admired, even

in her infancy, that Theseus, with his friend Piri-

thous, carried her away before she had attained her

tenth year, but her brothers, Castor and Pollux, re-

covered her by force of arms, and she returned safe

and unpolluted to Sparta, her native country. Her
hand was afterwards eagerly solicited by princely

suitors from all parts of Greece. At the proposal of

Ulysses, who was likewise one of them, Tyndareus
bound all the suitors by solemn oath to approve of

toe choice which Helena should make, and engage to

unite together to defend her person and character if

ever any attempts were mode to ravish her from the

arms of her husband. Helena chose Menelaus, and
Hermione was the early fruit of this union, which
continued for three years with mutual happiness.

Being subsequently seduced and carried off to Troy
by Paris, son of Priam, Menelaus assembled the

Grecian princes, and reminded them of their solemn
promises. Hence arose the Trojan war. When
Paris was killed, in the ninth year of the war, she

voluntarily married Deiphobus, one of Priam’s sons;

and when Troy was taken she made no scrapie to

betray him, and to introduce the Greeks into his

chamber to ingratiate herself with Menelaus. She
returned to Sparta with Menelaus, but after his death

was driven from the country, and retiring to Rhodes
was murdered by the queen of the bland to avenge

toe death of her husband, who had fallen at Troy.

Helena, according to some, was carried into the

Island of Leuoe, after death, where she married

Achilles, who had been onoe one of her warmest
admirers.

HELENA, mother of the Emperor Constantine

the Great, appears to have been of humble origin,

and was probably the daughter of an innkeeper. By
some accounts she was a native of Bithynia, others

make her the daughter of a British or Caledonian

king; but thb b a monkish legend destitute of foun-

dation. She captivated Constantins Chlorus, and
became hb wife; but when Diocletian elevated him.

to the dignity of Cesar, in a.d. 292, he was com-
pelled to repudiate her. The succession of her son*
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and the influence which she had exercised in edu-

cating him as a Christian, compensated her for

previous humiliations. Her piety and seal for the

propagation of Christianity nave made her a saint

m the Roman Catholic calendar. She is said to

have discovered the cross used in crucifying our

Saviour, which then must have been uearly 300 years

old. This event is known as the 4 invention of the

cross’, and is commemorated by an annual festival

of the Roman Catholic Church. (See Cross.) In

honour of the discovery the empress founded the cele-

brated Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem,

and died shortly afterw ards at the age of eighty.

HELENA, St., an island in the South Atlantio
Ocean, belonging to the British Empire; lat (Diana s

Peak) 15° 57' S ; Ion. 5° 42' w.; about $50 miles south-
east of the Island of Ascension, 1150 miles west from
the west coast of South Africa, and 2i>00 miles from
the east coast of Brazil; greatest length, from Barn
Point, in the north east, to West Point, 10 J miles

;

greatest breadth, from Sugar Loaf Point, in the
north, to the Barn, in the south, 7 miles; area,

about 47 square miles. Its comparatively small
size, and its immense distance from the continents

both of the Old and the New World, might seem to

have doomed it to be one of the most solitary and
least frequeuted jiortions of the earth's surface; but
its position, m the direct line of the great ocean
thoroughfare from Europe to the East, long made it

a most important halting station for vessels perform
ing that lengthened voyage, while it has acquired
much additional celebrity from being the place of

Napoleon • banishment, and where he resided from
181 H till his death. May 5, 1821. When seen from
a distance it has the appearance of a lofty pyramidal
mass, of a dark grey colour, rising abruptly from the

surface of the ocean, and presenting no signs of

vegetation; but when more nearly approached, though
its precipitous and almost inaccessible coasts become
still more striking, and on all sides, but |uurticularl>

on the north, enormous hcethug cliffs are seen almost
perpendicular, and varying m height from 600 to

1200 feet, a number of openings are discovered,

forming the mouths of narrow valleys or ravines,

leading gradually up to a central plateau. On the

shore, at all of these openings where a landing might
be effected, small forts and other military works have
been formed, chiefly for the purpose of making it a
secure prison house while the peace of Europe de-

pended on the safe custody of its prisoner The
island is beautiful, healthy, aud tolerably fertile

The greater number of the inhabitants reside in

James' Town, which has a fine natural harbour, is

defended by strong batteries, contains the official

residences, and has a handsome church. The island,

which is of volcanic formation, derives its name from

having been discovered by the Portuguese navigator

Juan de Nova Castilla, on May 22d, St Helena's

day. It was afterwards possessed by the Dutch, and
fixudly was ceded to the English about 1851, in whose

possession it has, with a short interval, ever since re-

mained. Previous to the opening of the Suez Canal

(1869), and before sailing vessels were so largely

supplanted by steamers, St Helena did a large trade

with the vessels that called, and was in a flourishing

condition, but now its prosperity has departed, tlnwgn

it still supplies potatoes and other fresh vegetables

to vessels or stopping to trade as they pass.

Potatoes form the chief crop. The annual r* v* nu»*

is about £9000. Several thousands of Born* taken

prisoners in the South African war of 1899 1901

were kept here for some time. Pop. (1891 >, 4116.

HELENIN (C*H#G), a crystalline substance got

from elecampane root. The root, dintilled with water,

gives an oih^art of which passes over, part concretes

in the neck of the retort. bettor way of getting
it is to exhaust the root with strong spirit, mix with
three or four volumes of water, vud allow to stand,
when crystals of helenin deposit. They are colour*

less, have no taste or odour, are insoluble in water,
but dissolve readily in spirit. Helenin, by the action
of various reagents, yields different products—such
as a yellow oily hydrocarbon called hrUnrtuf, chlorine-,

nitro-, and other substitution products.

HKLENIUM, a genus of plants belonging to the
natural order Composites and to the tribe of Heleniam
of Lindley. The genus is characterised by a radiate

head or capitulum, with stamens and no pistils In the
florets of the ray, and both stamens and pistils in those
of the disk; florets of the ray three-oleft; a convex or
globular naked receptacle; an involuore consisting of

one loaf many -parted; flowers yellow. The species

are all natives of America. I/elenium autumnal* is

a herbaceous plant, very vivacious, and capable of

flourishing in any soil and any exposure. It grows
to the height of 6 feet, and bears lanceolate Uni tee.

Itn How ris bloom in autumn.
HELENSB IT lit J 1 1, a o< wnt town and pol ice burgh

of H<-ntland, Dumlwrtonshiro, prettily rutuatnd on
the north alum* of the Firth of Clyde, opposite

Crmiock, from which it it in dwtant uliout 4 miles.

Tht town ih alxmt a mile ami u half in length and
a mile in hivudth. It NttotehoM along the shorn, and
consists of six or hovcii long tiarallel streets inter*

secUd by si veral shortei. These lining hjuumouh,

ami the houses generally wide apart with gardens
attached, the whole phut* has an airy and cheerful

ap|K*araii<*t* It has a handsome pier and a long

esplanade fronting the firth, two large public fiarks,

i otnuiodioiiH hails numerous ehurchoH, and schoola.

It is a fashioituhh plaet of residence, and dupond*
a good deal on summer visitors It takes its name
from Helen, wife of Sir Jium*s Colquhoun, by whom
it was (minded in 1777. Top. in 1881, 7698; in

1901, H5M.
HELENDS, son of Priam and Hecuba, and twin-

brother of Cassandra, endowed with the gift of pro-

phecy Respecting his desertion of his countrymen
and hia joining the Creeks there are conflicting

accounts, which it would be futile to attempt to

reconcile. After the death of Paris he disputed

with Deiphobus about the posseesion of Helena, and
being vanquished fled to Mount Ida, where be waa
taken prisoner by the Creeks After the death of

Pyrrhus, sou of Achilles, he married Andromache,
his brother Hector’s widow, and reigned over a part

of Epirus. He received /Eneaa on hia voyage to

Ital), aud foretold to him the future events of his

life

HELIACAL, as applied to the rising of a star,

planet, Ac., denotes tte emerging out of the sun's

rajs, in which it was before hid. W *n-u applied to

the setting of a star it denotes the eutering or

inimerging into the sun's rays, and thus becoming
lost in the lustre of his beams. A star rises heliacally

when, after it has been in conjunction with the sun,

and on that account invisible, it gets at such a dis-

tance from the sun as to be seen in the morning
before the rising of that luminary.

HELIADS, the seven sons of Helios (8ol), the

god of the sun, who were born when the warm beams
of Hellos dried up all the moisture of the Island

of Rhodes. Their names are (Tercaphns, Actis,

Macareus, Tanages, Triopas, Phaeton, and Ocbimua.

Their only sister, Electrione, died a virgin, and
received divine honours from the Rhodians. The
brothers distinguished themselves by their know-
ledge of the science*, particularly of astronomy; they

improved ship-building, and divided the day into

bourn. Tanages excelled all his brothers la intellect,m
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<m which account they put him to death. When the
act became known they all fled from the island

except two, whose hands were not stained with the
blood of Tanages.
HELIANTHUS. See Sunflower.
HELICON (now Sagara), a celebrated mountain,

or rather mountain range, of Greece, in the western
part of Bceotia, which may be regarded as a continua-

tion of the range of Parnassus. It was anciently

famous as the favourite residence of the Muses, who,
together with Apollo, had temples and statues here.

In this mountain also were Aganippe and Hippo-
crene, the fountains of the muses, and the fountain
in which the unhappy Narcissus saw his own image.
The region around was extremely fertile, and so

healthy that even the serpents were fabled to be
harmless. The range attains a height of 6736
feet.

HELIER, St., the capital of the island of Jersey,

on the south coast, on the east side of St. Aubin’s
Bay, at the base of an amphitheatre of low hills.

It is protected by two fortresses, namely, Elizabeth
Castle, on a rock in the bay, opposite the town

;

and Fort Regent, which overlooks the inner har-

bour. The town is composed of several spacious

and a numtier of narrow, irregular streets. The
houses are generally of stone, most of them in-

differently built. There are some pretty villas in

the suburbs. The educational institutions include

Victoria College and a ladies* college, and there is

a public library dating from 1736. The church,

which has recently been restored, dates from aliout

the middle of the fourteenth century. The only

other building worth noticing is tin* House of

Assembly, but it has little architectural merit.

There are manufactories of soap and candles, and
several foundries and breweries. Ship-building is

carried on to a small extent. The harlmur, docks,

and quays are spacious and commodious, and a con-

siderable shipping trade is done. The mildness of

the climate and the cheapness of living have induced
many persons to fix their residence here. It is the

seat of the states, or representative parliament of

Jersey, and the terminus of the two small railways.

Pop. (1891), 29,133.

HELIGOLAND (Ger. Helqolani, ‘holy land’),

a small island in the North Sea, belonging to Ger-
many, and situated about 40 miles north-west of the

mouth of the Elbe, about a mile long and one-third

of a mile broad. The area is about one-quarter of

a Bquare mile. It consists of two parts, the Obcr-

land, a flat-topped rock affording a little soil for

pasture and the growth of potatoes, &c., and the

Unterland, a small stretch of shore at its foot. Most
of the houses stand on the Olierland. The Unter-
land gives partial shelter to the shipping. There
is a royal Prussian biological station for the study

of the fauna and flora of the North Sea. The bath-

ing facilities, which attract so many visitors, are

found in a dune or sand-bank separated from the

main island by a channel about a mile wide. This
Sandy Island, as it is called, is slowly being reduced
in size by the inroads of the sea. There is a light-

house on the main island. The inhabitants are

chiefly employed in fishing, and speak a Frisian

dialect. The island is well fortified, and has cable

communication with Cuxhaven and Wilhelmahaven.
Christianity was first preached here by St. Willibrod

in the seventh century, and the island from that

time received the name of 'Holy Land*. Taken
from the Danes in 1807, it was ceded to Great
Britain in 1814, but was transferred to Germany
in 1890. Steamboats ply between the island and
Hamburg. Pop. (1895), 2225; in the bathing aeaaon

increased by several thousand visitors.

HELIOCENTRIC PLACE OP A PLANET,
that place in the ecliptic in which the planet would
appear if seen from the centre of the sun. See
Geocentric.
HELIODORUS, the earliest and best of the Greek

romance writers. He was a native of Emesa, in

Syria, and lived near the end of the fourth century.

Though he was of the family of priests of the Syrian
god of the Sun, he became a believer in the Chris-

tian religion, and Bishop of Tricca in Thessaly. His
youthful work, ^Ethiopica (that is, ^Ethiopic Affairs),

or the Loves of Theagenes and Charicleia, is a tale

written in poetical prose, and with an almost epic

tone. It is distinguished by its strict morality from
the other Greek romances, and interests the reader
by the wonderful adventures it recounts. One of

the best editions is that of Hirschig in the Erotici

Scriptores (Paris, 1856). An English translation

by the Rev. R. Smith appeared in 1855.

HELIOGABALUS, or Elaoabali’h, a Roman
emperor, son of Sextus Varius Mareellus. He was
born at Emesa about A.D. 205, and was originally

called Varius Avitus Ba8nanus. He received his new
name from having been, while still almost a child,

priest of Elagalmlus, the Syro-Phoenician Sun-god.
After the death of Macrinus, who had become ob-

noxious to the soldiers from the severity of his

discipline, he was invested with the imperial purple,

and the senate, however unwilling to submit to a
youth only fourteen years of age, approved of his

election, and bestowed upon him the title of

Augustus. Rome now displayed a Hcene of cruelty

and debauchery; the imperial palace was full of

prostitution, and the most infamous of the populace

became the favourites of the prince. His excesses

soon roused the populace, and HeliogalialuH, unable
to appease the seditions of the soldiers whom his

rapacity and debaucheries had irritated, was slain

in an insurrection of the praetorians, A.I). 222, in the
eighteenth year of his age, after a reign of three

years, nine months, and foui days.

HELIOGRAPH. See Heliostat.
HELIOGRAVURE, or Pho'kk.havtrk, is a

photo-mechanical printing process. A photograph
of any object is taken, and from the negative a
}>ositive print is made on gelatinized paper. This
print is transferred to a highly - polished copper-

plate, and a solution of perchloride of iron is poured
upon it. This jienetrates through the gelatine, and
etches the picture upon the copper. The final result

is the production of a photo -etched copper- plate,

which yields a large number of impressions.

HELIOMETER (called also A strometrr), an in-

strument for measuring small distances on the sky,

particularly the apparent diameters of the sun and
of the moon. There are different ways of construct-

ing it. The heliometer of Bouguer is an astronomi-

cal telescope provided with two object-glasses, one

of which is movable, and which form two distinct

images of the same object, visible through the same
eye-glass. A single object-glass cut into two parts,

which are relatively movable by a screw, is often

employed now. If, in contemplating a celestial

body, the object-glasses are placed so as to bring

the images to touch each other, the distance of the

centres of the glasses gives the diameter of the

image. In this manner the instrument gives, for

instance, the difference of the diameter of the sun
in perigee and apogee.

HELIOPOLIS, in Ccelosyria. See Balbkc.
HELIOPOLIS (City of the Sun), the On of (he

Hebrew Scriptures, was situated a little to the north

of Memphis, and was one of the most ancient and
extensive cities of Egypt during the reign of the

Pharaohs, and so adorned by monuments as to be
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esteemed among the first sacred cities of the king
dam. The temple dedicated to Ra was a magm
ficent building, having in front an avenut* of
sphinxes and adorned by several ot* links raised

by order of Sethosis Ramoses 1 900 years b c R\
means of lakes and canals the towm, though built

upon an artificial eminence, communicated with
the Nile, and during the flourishing ages of tin

Egyptian monarchy the priests and scholars at

quired and taught all the burning of tlu Egyptians
withm tht precincts of its temples It ma\ U
regarded as having lioen the universitv ot tin land
of Misr&im, and at t he tinu of Strain* wht» iisittd

this town soon after thi death of our Havmui tin

apartnu .its wtrt still shown inwhuh four tenturns
Wfori, Eudoxus and Plato hud lalxmmt tev hatn
the philosophv of K«,ypt Solon and I halts w*m
also rtputtd to haw visited its m hinds lit r«

•Joseph ami Man art said to haw rested with tin

infant St\nur Hurt is now uvilligi hot tolled

Mutant

h

Ntar tlu village stands tin lhllar of On
a famou oUhsk supped to Is tin oldtst inoiiu

nu nt of tlu kirul t Msting in Kgvpt Its In ight is

67 J
fts t ami its l*r« idth at tin l*i*» t* ft * t it is

one tntm muss of rtsldish gram ft Hu i »glv pineal

tharatftrs un sculptured up»n it hut an pntly
llhgibl* A 1 »1<mkI\ Uitth was fought Inn Start

h

20 1 SOO U tween tin httmh limit i khlm and tin

Turks, whtn tin lit to wtit eh bated
MEMO'S th* god of tin sun {I ait in W) in tin

Gr»e k Histiology son of 1 1 > )
h t h >ii and Thug and

hrotht r «*f Eos < \urong the d «wn) and 'w Ion (Euna
tin ni'MUO lit is fnsjut ntlv * dhsl h\ tin mum of

his f itht r lit dvvt )ls w ith E«»s hi tin oounUhmd
<\»1 his From th pirtuls of tlu uiotnng In rules

through tin ur m an oblupn turn t< tin gitisof
tuning ami aft* r Imuii,. < «• #1* t| Ins hors,*, m tlu

oecan ht elriv*-* lust hat u»t inf * a nt If moving golden
vessel, math h\ Ihphistus f\ ultan) whnli with
wonderful rapulitv I* irs him timing tlu iii„ht dong
tin northern slum <»f tlu ik «an l»m k to ( ol* Ins

whtrt In liathts his lu rs* h in tlu 1 ik* of tin Sun,

and rtHtrt till tlu dawn of th in *rnmg Otlu r

accounts npresoit him a* miking tins nightly

1

*Hss.ig* whih * IumU ring in a g ddoi Uel hut Is tl»

ionic r and JItsiod an sib nt as to tin manm t in

whuh ht uiikts his mstuiml voyage from tlu

wesu m nit** tin < astt rn o< < an E itt t auth »rs assign

him a piltuc m tlu west wlun In **» sh* s inms* If

and his hops s with amhrosi d f * kI Hi lions s and
cluinot an first lmntum I in tin 11 him in hvinn

Oii^llt lnm \ iii mg tvtnts m tin hi-t >rv «f Hi lu»s

tilt p*»ts nliti his i out# st with 1* *** id u f *r tin

Isthmus of < onnth his nvialmg tin m < r t uinoui*

of An s and Vphrodit* and his disi losur* t* I>* *m t* r

of Pluto a* thi ravishcr of In r dauglit* i I his idia

of his ointiisoou ms ms to hav i l*u» tin < him why
he hurt bon < onfoundtsl and id«ntif.«-d with Apdlo
though tiny vurt ongivudh quit* distimt In Noi)
he had a herd of <atth deduated to him with tin

mght of which he was delighted as In rod# through

tin sky His venguimt fill luavih upm tin iom
panions of Ulyv**, who *laught*rtd s«»nu of tin in

He threatened to dew end into Onus, and to giv*

hj^ht to the dead, if Z# us did not punish th#

criminal*. The lightning dwhed tin ir w-sm! to

piece*, and sunk thun in th waves ks hi wit*

descended from the ram of tin Titans h* i* often

called Titan Hit* worship was very *xt#nsiv#ly

diffused, and he had rn&uy ti mples and statue s for

inatanoe, in Connth, Argon, Tnnrxue, Elis, hut jar

ticularly in Rhode*, where a team of four bonus

was annually sacrificed to him, by litmg pm ipiUmJ
into the sea. The famous Colossus of Rhodes was

a repreaentaticm of Helios. White rama, boara, j

bulla, goats, lambs, and especially white homes,
were sacrificed to him. Horses, wolves, eagles, and
especially cocks, were sacred to him He is repre-

sented as a youth with most of hia body covered
I with vlothmg, and having Ins head Hurroundod with

J

mva. Sometimes ht rubs upon a chariot drawn by
four horses. For the connection of Helltvs with
Apillo, see* AlMLUi
HEliHXSt'Ol’K is a tthsoop leluiid which the

iniigt of the sun is received ujmiii h plane surface.

Vn astronomical ttbmsip is drawn out a little

fm tin r than is ms t ssar\ for t ouuiion use, and dim ted

towards the sun, and the imuge whuh is formed is

itstived in a daik ]*lmi For thu purpwi a dark
ihuiiiUr is Miiploytsl, or tlu tehseop is plmss) m a
datk funnel simp d uu losun , the liottoiu of wlilth

is townd with oibd pup r or t lomsl with gioiind
glass on whuh thi suns image is foimtd Upm
tlu pip i oi glass a unit is dismiss! tqiial to the

image md it may Is tlmdid hv com entne tiri'lea

into nngs With tins instrument tlu sp*ts oil the

mu ttli|*i«s tti may Is olim rvul w itlumt mjuiing
tin tyis end may Is men by a iiiiiiiIn r of pmonn
at tin same tinu

I

III EIOS I \l an iiiHtninunt ustd in optic al ox

prime tits with sunlight for keeping a Ikuiii alwaya
i ilhtu in the siiuu due 1 1 ion in spit* ot the motion
ol tin sun It ionsists of a minor mounted tepia

te*l Kills 111 ill lintel round by ilesk weak in sue b a
wav as to m utruli/i the appire nt motion ot a U*am
of suidiglit le Ik 1 1< <1 from it

r

llns nisti mm nt ban
Is i n e inplo\id uuMig e tin i purp si s as a uu ans of

sigiuiUmg \ Is am it light In mg dm e ti d to th

punt to wine h it is nitemied toeonvey tin signnla,

tin eiot and eladi alplials t is maili list of by the

ehvui of ivlniiting and oltslmetnig tin light for

longer or slioitei jmikmIh \ eliort flash nprtsintH
inn litter a long tl e>h mother a short eptli kl> fol

low* d l»v a long a fluid and w» on (See I h kiihu'II )

lie host.its have Im < ti use el m tins way in war. and
in particular hi tlu op rations earned on in South
\fnia \s adapted to this pmjosi th* lulioatat

has r<*» mil the until « » htht fmjth

111 MO 1 IM >PI {HtUoh } nun) a g* mis of plant*

U longing to tin netuial « r* I* t Hot igmai e a many
of whose sfs e i< s Imv. vanilla H««riti<l Mossoiii*.

tin sp e u mist in re put i i* tlu // i>rrtumnutn %

whuh i lints a fnu fragrant* und lias small flow or*

gr ew mg lompae tlv tog* tin r in tin spk* * ( titling*

taken ft »in tin young hramlus grow middy, atul

e old* mmiii into bloHMim Th* // rutojnf tun, or

lornnion lu lu flop i irulig* ruam in tlu south and
wist of 1 inop Hu hiliotropoH form a sub older,

Ibliotrepu (f tin lkuag'imie * e Tlu y ate native**

pirtl/ of Utri)* rat* and jmrtly of warm < lunate s,

th* n art sixty h*mh known g* m ra, and matlv 900
spins They bun a t* rminal styl* an nitm or

two lotted ovary a dry fruit separating into f*ur

truth ts and * real bn ntnoiiH s< * ds Thi nauu helm
trop k /e/7iom tlu sun anti trf/a> I turn) wa*
ajepiu *1 by tlu am Kilts to flowe r* that follow the

sun in his eeninw bv landing gmdually from the

east to th* wust as tlu 'lay adcame* The hello

tropium alluded to by Ovid eamiot In tin hcliotroiro

of llu modtrn*, as it m ehvrds/l as r* s« tabling the

viol* t

HELlOTIUtFE. tin blombtom, is a vanity of

quart/ (jartaking of tin * harae t# r of laspr or of

(luh'sl/my It is of a d*< p gn«n tolour, and ut

covrrnt with red spits Ilk* dr >jr* of blooil Jt M
Irani, and m mut h uk<*1 for making bunnsheia, while

the fimly markerl Kjssim'nK are much prused for

amis, signet nngs, ami similar article* ft ia found
in Tartary, Persia, Hib»na, in the island of Rum,
Scotland, and many other place* It received the
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name heliotrope, or as tome of the older writer* give

It, elifcropia, because it wm said that if the mineral

be pat into water contained in a basin rubbed with
the juice of the plant heliotrope, and be exposed to

the sun, the water will appear red and the sun blood-

like, as if it was eclipsed Other virtues were as-

cribed to it; if the stone were rubbed with the juice

of the plant it rendered its wearer invisible. These
ideas are part of the doctrine of sympathy and sig-

nature*.

HELIOTYPE (Greek, helios, the sun, and typos
,

an impression). The heliotype process is an attempt
to obtain a cheap and easy method of combining
photography and printing. The pictures it produces

are photographs printed in lithographic ink, and may
be obtained as rapidly as any other printers’ work,
having at the same time the advantage of being as

permanent as engravings. The process is used for

illustrating books, for scientific and tecnnical designs,

and for making copies of maps and drawings, whether
of the size of the original, enlarged, or reduced The
principle of the process is the sensitiveness to light of

bichromate of potash or ammonia when mixed with
some organic substance, such as gelatine, albumen, or

any organic colloid substance. If a sheet of ordinary
paper, covered with a thin film of gelatine, be brushed
over with an orange solution of bichromate in water,
the surface becomes sensitive to light. If any object,

such as a fern-leaf, be now placed ujwn the paper,

the part exjxraed to the sun will become brown, while
the him of the part covered by the leaf will remain
in its original state If the surface be next washed
in hot water the bichromate will be dissolved on the

portion that was sheltered, while that on the j>ortion

rendered brown by exposure to the sun has become
insoluble. Hence a faithful image of the outline of

the leaf will be secured. By applying the gelatine

and bichromate in one solution, or first one, and, when
dried, the other, adding to the gelatine a carbon or

mineral pigment insoluble in water, and colouring

the liquid of the tint desired, after printing and wash-
ing as before, there will be produced a picture which
is perfectly permanent. To render the film sufficiently

hard to bearthepressure of printingwithout destroying
the absorbent nature of the gelatine, a small quantity

of a spirituous solution of resinous gums, or a dilute

solution of chrome alum, must be added to the gela-

tine. When tiie film is thoroughly dry it may be
exposed to the actiou of light under a glass negative.

When the print is washed over we have an image in

slight bass-relief, from the absorption of water by Borne

parts and its non-absorption by others. If an ink-

roller is passed over the surface, the greasy ink is

repelled where water has been absorbed and attracted

where the gelatine is dry and insoluble, its insolu-

bility having been secured by the addition of alum.
As Hues extend to different depths in the printing

surface of the gelatine film it can become charged

with a graduated load of ink, reproducing the lights

and shadows of the picture in relative pro|K)rtion.

Several Bhades and consistencies of inks may be

rolled on to the plate one after the other. The
gelatine is rendered so hard by the application of

chrome -alum, that thousands of impressions may
be taken from the same film. Two great advan-

tages of the process are that the negative is not

destroyed, ana that any subject can be reduced or

enlarged at pleasure to suit books of different sizes

or editions. Hence its value in magazine illustration.

The film of gelatine is prepared on a glass plate, from
which it is stripped when dry, and prepared in the

ordinary manner under the negative. The plate is

ground on one side, which is ooated with a solution

of white wax dissolved in ether, and then it presents

abolished appearance. The sensitised gelatine mix-

ture is applied to this suriaoe, and the plate is laid

•side to ary. The film is then removed, and the
surface which was in contact with the glass is

placed in contact with a reversed negative in a

printing-frame. A transfer-plate of smooth metal is

next prepared, and coated with a solution of india-

rubber in benzole, whicb is allowed to dry. The akin

and the prepared plate are immersed in water, leaving

a layer of water between them. The superfluous

water is removed, the two surfaces brought close to-

gether, and the edges brushed round with india-rubber

solution, to prevent water from again penetrating.

The plate is again immersed in water, the bichromate
washed out, the surface of the skin wiped dry, and
it is then ready for printing. The process of litho-

graphy is now applied, the ink used being of the
consistency of soft wax. The inked roller is evenly
and smoothly applied to the plate, when the portions

acted on by light receive the ink, and all the others

reject it. The paper is now laid on, and a proof

pulled in the usual manner. The rollers are made
of a solution of gelatine, to which glycerine and
castor-oil are added; but india-rubber rollers may also

be used. The prototype of the heliotype, as now
described, is what is known in Munich as the nlber-

type, in which the film is hardened by the introduc-

tion of chrome-alum. Much care is necessary in the

preparation of the printing-plates for thiB process.

Thin glass should be chosen rather than thick, and
the greatest care should be taken to insure the perfect

cleanliness of the plates. Nitric acid may be used
for thiB purpose, and all the subsequent operations

should be performed in a place illuminated only by
yellow light, or ruby-red, and perfectly free from
every particle of dust. The plates after being covered
with the solution should be dried in a room of about
135

u
Fahr. The aide that has been covered with

the solution should be covered over with a black

cloth, and the other side then exposed for about
thirty minutes to the diffused sunlight. The chromate
salt still remaining must be dissolved, and the plate

rendered both colourless and transparent. The suc-

ceeding processes are not dissimilar to those already

described as to the heliotype After the plate has
been sufficiently illuminated the picture will appear
brown on a yellow ground. After all the bichromate
of jKitash has been removed from the layer the print-

ing process may be proceeded with. The superiority

of the heliotype over the albertype are: 1. In the

ease and certainty of removing the skin from the
glass plates. 2. In the heliotype the plate is pewter,

and not of glass; hence it is not only cheaper, but is

not liable to break by the introduction of dust be-

neath it. (The above account is mainly from The
Lithographer.)
HELL (A Saxon, hd, from hclan

,
to cover), signi-

fies originally the covered or invisible place. In the

English Bible the word is used to translate the

Hebrew %heol (grave or pit), and Gehenna (properly

the \ alley of 1/innom), as well as the Greek Hades
(the uuseen). In the Revised Version of the New
Testament, however, hell is used only to translate

Gehenna, Hades being left where it stands in the

Greek. In common usage hell signifies the place of

punishment of the wicked after death, its earlier

meaning being loat The distinctive Scripture term
for the place of future punishment of the wicked
is Gehenna, and our I*ord adopting on this point the

current language of the time gave the sanction cl his

authority to the leading ideas involved in it Gehenna,
or hell, is with him the place of final torment The
belief in a state of punishment after death for the

finally impenitent is held by almost all sects of Chris-

tians, as an analogous belief in the future punishment

of unexpiated guilt is a tenet of nearly all religions
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wicteiit or modem. The nature cl the punishment
of bell. He locality, and iti duration, have given rise

to Interminable and tuelea controversies among
Christian writers, who seem to dispate with greater
pertinacity in proportion as less can be definitely

Known. The early Christian writers sometimes apply
the word hell to a place of temporary purgation, in

which tiie soul is freed from the stains of guilt con*
tracted on earth preparatory to its enjoying the pure
bliss of heaven. In this sense it corresponds in some
degree with the Roman Catholic purgatory*, and with
the pagan idea of purification, as illustrated by Virgil

in the sixth /Kneid. Sometimes it is applied to the
place of waiting of the just under the old law, till

the coining of Christ should secure for them the
completion of their reward; sometimes to the place
where unbaptized children are detained twcause of

nnremitted original sin; and more frequently to the
place of final and everlasting punishment for impeni-
tent sinners. Many, however, reject the dogma of

everlasting punishment as irreconcilable with our
ideas of the benevolence of God, while others main-
tain it, as the same terms are applied to the duration
of the ]»enaltv of the wicked as to the felicity of the

just. As to the locality of the scene of fiual punish-

ment noue but the profoundly ignorant ever at the

present day make a formal declaration. The terms
ahorr and tmirnth, as applied to hcuwn and hell, are

merely relative, and though conventionally accepted

convey no information. The Kostern and Western
churches are not fully agreed as to the nature of

bell punishment They are at one as to iU being partly

'a pain of loss,' that is, the consciousness of their

being debarred from the presence of ( »od, and partly

a ' pain of sense,’ that is, real physical suffering; but

they diverge on the question whether this be caused

by material fire, a point which was left undecided at

the Council of Morenee. The prev ailing idea among
modern theologians is that the 1 hie ’ «.nd the ' worm ’

are significant emblems to give us the m<*t correct

and living conceptions of the reality that we can

possibly attain iu our present cm umstances They
are tit emblems of anguish, and as such had laid hold

of the Jewish imagination in eonuevtion with the

word gthenna, the term used by our I^ord in Mat
v. 22, 29, 30; Luke xii. 6. trehmntt, unlike Shrol and
fjaties, has never any intermediate signification, but

is invariably appln d to the place of punishment of i

the wicked after death. See Haoex.
HKLIj, Maximilian, a learned astronomer, was

born 13th May, 1720, at Chemnitz in Hungary, and '

first educated at NeusobL Having in 17H8 entered

the society of the Jesuits, he was sent to the college I

at Vienna, where he exhibited a genius for mechanics.

He tbeu applied to mathematics with great diligence,

and in 1746 became assistant at the observatory be-

longing to his order. In 1760 he published Adju*

meutum Memorial Manuale Chronologico-Geuea-

Logioo-11istoricum, which has been translated into

various bngiifcg«*- In 1761 he took holy orders, and

in 1762 he became professor of mathematics at Clau-
f

senburg, a position which he retained for four years,
j

From 1757 to 1780 he published annually the Kpbe-
,

meridea, which is much esteemed by astronomers.

In 1760 he was recalled to Vienna, to be astronomer
{

and director at the new observatory'. In 1708, at the

desire of the King of Denmark, be went to Vardoe-

hnus in Lapland, to observe the transit of Venus, in

which he succeeded perfectly. In 1770 an account

of his observations was published under the title^ De
transitu Veneris ante discum Solis die 3 Jun, 1709.

Hs died 14th April, 1792. Hell is to be naked
fipnsy those who have rendered amentia! services to

HELLAS* Hamm*. 8eeGm**c*.

HELLE, in olamtoal mythology, a daughter of
Athamas and Nephele, sister to Phryxus. When
Phryxus was to bo sacrificed his mother rescued him
and his sister Helle, who were carried through the
air on a golden ram, which Nephele had received
from Hermes; but in the passage Helle became giddy,
and between Sigeium and the Cliersonesus fell from
her neat into that part of the sea which from bar
received the name of IltUt$pnnL
HELLEBORE {lfrll<ttoru*) t a vonus of the Ramin*

culacoio, consisting of ]x*rctmml low- grow mg plants,

wnth leathery leaven, and yellowish, greenish, or
white flowers, 77. M»V/er, the Christmas-rose (which
Her), m the source of the black hellelmre of modern
plmrmuoojxems, but the ancient black helloliorc, a
famous remedy for insanity, was prolwibly obtained
from other hjjooiom. 7/. rtritft* and Il.Jcrtuiu* ore
British sjh'cu*s witli grt'etnsh How era, and emetic and
purgative pnqierties. M'hUr he?/(fn>rt is Venttmm
a/hum , order Mclauthiiceio, an act id plant, us«h1 in

the form of powder to destroy euterpillars.

HELLENISTS, Euyttian, the Jewish oolonlsu
who settled in Egypt after the destruction of the
Kingdom of Judah, about 000 a.c. Their number
was increased by the many colonists of Jews planted
by Alexander the Great (33H B.c.), and later by
Ptolemy l*agua Under the reign of the Emperor
Augustus thev amounted to nearly 1,000,000. They
laid the foundation of a new epoch of Gncco Jewish
literature, which, from its prevailing character, re-

ceived the name of the //rllrm$tie. The Alexandrian
Jews were the most influential in developing Heilen-

j/ing tendencies, and to them chiefly is to be referred

the formation of the ]ieculiar dialect termed the

7fellmuttir. In their literature the systems of

Pythagoras and Plato were strangely combined with
those oriental phantasies which had been reduced to

a system in Egypt, and with which the mystical

doctrine* of the Gnostic* were imbued. The tnoet

noted <>f the Jewish Hellenistic philosophers was
Philo of Alexandria, sud the chief of the learned

labour* of the Alexandrian Jews was the Greek trans-

lation of the Old Testament. Hee ScrrUAUlNT.
HELLESPONT. Hoe Dahdanei lkm.

HELLEVOKTHLUI8, a strongly -fortified sea-

port of Holland, in the province of South Holland,

18 mile* south-west of Rotterdam, on the south side

of the island of Voorno, and on the HaringvHet, the

largest month of the Rhine. It has a large and ex-

cellent harlmur, one of the stations of the Dutch
navy. Vessels bound for Rotterdam may take the

ship canal from Hellevoetsliiis across the island of

Voorue; snd by this route lmbamen resell the sea

in a single day. But larger vessels require to take
the New Channel cut through the Hook of Holland.
There are here two docks, arsenal, ship building

yards, a naval school, and other establishments met
with in a naval port; also three ctmrcnes, a syna-
gogue, a school, poor house, and town-house. Wil-
liam III. embarked here for England, November 11,

lbS8. Pop. 4302.

HELM, the contrivance by which a vessel is

steered, usually composed of three parts, viz the

rudder, the tiller, and the wheel, except in small

vessels, where the wheel Is unnecessary. The rudder

(also itself called the helm), is a long and flat piece

or frame suspended edgewise down toe hind part of

a ship’s stern-post, where it turns upon a land of

hinges to the right or left, serving to direct the course

of a vessel, as the tail of a fish guides the body. The
rudder is somewhat in the form of a long rectangle

with a stem st top. The part of it which joins the

stern-post is thinned off throughout its whole length,

so that H may be more easily turned from one side

to the other. Tbs length and thickness of tbs rudder
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are nearly equal to that of the stem-post. The
tiller is a bar of timber or iron, fixed horizontally in

the upper end of the rudder, and projecting within

the vessel. The movements of the tiller to the right

and left direct the efforts of the rudder to the

government of the ship’s course as she advances,

which is called steering. The movements of the tiller

are effected in small vessels by hand, often assisted

by a sort of tackle, communicating with the ship’s

side, called the tiller-rope. In all large vessels there

are, properly sinsaking, two rojjes, or chains, which
being wound about the axis of a wheel, act uj>on the

tiller with the powers of a windlass. The ropes or

chains are fastened at the after ends to the deck on
either side, then pass respectively through a block

attached to cither side of the tiller at its fore end,

and again through a pair of fixed blocks on either

side, whence they are carried to the barrel of the

wheel. The latter is fixed ujnm a horizontal axis,

often on the quarter-deck almost jierpendicularly

over the fore end of the tiller, but this position may
be varied according to circumstances, and the wheel
may be placed m an elevated jiosition amidships, as

is often the case in river steamers. In some of these

also there is no tiller, the rudder being moved
directly by chains or wire ropes attached to its outer

edge. The sjwikes of the wheel generally reach

alniut 8 inches lieyond the rim or circumference,

serving as handles to the person who steers the
vessel. As the effect of a lever increases in projwjr-

tion to the length of its arm, it is evident that the

power of the helmsman to turn the wheel will lie

increased according to tht^ length to which the

spokes extend lx»yond the circumference of the

barrel. When the helm, instead of lying in a

right line with the keel, is turned to one side, it

receives an immediate shock from the water, which
glides along the ship's l>ottom in running aft, on the
side towards which the helm is turned, and pushes

it towards the opimsite side whilst it is retained in

this position, so that the stern, to which the rudder
is confined, receives the Haine impression, and ac-

cordingly turns in one direction whilst the head of

the ship moves in the opposite*. The more the

velocity of a ship increases the more powerful will

be the effect of the rudder, because the water will

act against it with a force which increases os the

square of the swiftness of the fluid, whether the

Bhip advances or retreats. The direction given in

the two cases will, of course, be contrary. The
application of steam-power to steering has led to

the introduction of much complicated machinery
for controlling the rudder. To rase the helm is to

let the helm come more amidships; and to port the

helm is to place the tiller so as to carry the rudder
to starboard.

HELMET, a defensive covering for the head.

Helmets wore originally made of leather or the skins

of various animals, sometimes adorned by metallic

additions; but, later, metal helmets came into use.

The galea of the Homans was a helmet of the former

type, whilst the cassis was a metal one, but the two
terms were sometimes confounded. Various orna-

mental and protective external additions were com-
monly attached to ancient helmets. The crest,

frequently of horse-hair, w as supported on a metal
ridge known as a phalos, and some helmets had also

cheek -pieces (
huccuia?) and a nose-piece, or even a

vizor. A simple form of galea was used as a cap in

hunting. During the middle ages the helmet as a
piece of defensive armour underwent great develop-

ments. The vizor and the beaver, which were

movable coverings for the upper and lower parts of

the f&oe respectively, formed during several centuries

oxr almost essential port of the helmet; and conse-

quently during this period the whole head was
encased in metal armour. One of the earliest forms
was the heaume

, a closed head-piece which gradually
became so heavy that it was replaced in general use
by lighter forms such as the bassinet or basnet.

When these lighter head-pieces were in use the
heaume was worn over them by warriors actually

engaged in battle. This combination was super-

seded by the sallet or salade, which covered only
the top and sides of the head, leaving the neck ana
throat to be protected by other pieces of armour.
The latter part of the fifteenth century saw the

invention of the armet

,

a helmet lighter than either

the heaume or the bassinet, and more useful for

protection than the salade. It was provided with a
neck-piece, vizors, and a mouth-piece (or aventaile),

and had openings to enable the warrior to see and
breathe. The parts were connected by lunges, hooks,

and other contrivances, in such a way that the
whole when closed was perfectly rigid. The armet
was superseded by the morion, a sort of steel hat
provided with a brim, which was introduced from
Spam in the sixteenth century. Soon afterwards
the helmet disappeared almost entirely, but the

name is still applied to the head-gear of some classes

of soldiers, the metal hats of firemen; and the hats
of many policemen. For helmet in heraldry see

IIkkaldky.
HELMUTS T, John Baptist van, born in 1577 at

Brussels, studied natural philosophy, natural history,

and medicine, in which he made such rapid profi-

ciency, that in his seventeenth year he gave public

lectures on surgery at Louvain. Abandoning medi-
cine, he left his country and for ten years wandered
aliout the world; when, having Ixvoine acquainted
with an empirical chemist, he entered eagerly uj>on

tlu* study of chemistry. After the example of Para-
celsus, he employed himself in seeking a universal

remedy by means of that study. II is former passion

for medicine now revived, but it was a novel kind of

medicine, of his own creation. He now married,

and retired to the little city of Vilvorde, near
Brussels. Here he occupied himself till his death
with medical lalKmrs, Iklasted of having found the

means of prolonging life, and projHHinded visionary

theories on the spiritual and physical formation of

man, and on the causes and treatment of diseases.

He was the first to introduce the term gas into

scientific nomenclature, and he was also the first to

olwerve the strongly acid reaction of the gastric juice.

According to him, life is ruled by a principal power
and by other suliordmate powers. The system of

Van Helraont resembles that of Paracelsus, but it is

more clear and scientific. The emperors Rodolph II.,

Matthias, and Ferdinand II. invited him to Vienna,

with promises of wealth and dignities; but he pre-

ferred the indejHjndence of his laboratory. He died

December 30, 1644. Hih works appeared in one
vol. fol, Leyden, 1656, entitled Ortus Medieinae

(Beginnings or Elements of Medicine).

HELMSTEDT, a town of Northern Germany, in

Brunswick, 20 miles k.k.e. of Brunswick. It is an
old place, and was once famous for its university,

which was founded in 1576, but suppressed by
Jerome Bonaparte at the commencement of the nine-

teenth century, and a pirt of its library transferred

to Gottingen. The building, a handsome Renais-

sance structure, now contains the gymnasium and
library. The principal church is that of St. Stephen,

dating from tne fourteenth century. Near Helm-
stedfc is a chalybeate spring, with a bathing estab-

lishment; and both lignite and common coal are

worked. The manufactures comprise machinery,

boots and shoes, earthenware, soap, sugar, Ac.

Pop. (1895), 12,891.
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HHLMT7NB, * larg% riwr la Afghanistan, which
Si tnwrm diagonally north-east to tooth-west, tad
ultimately fellsInto the extensiveLake Hamoon,after
t oouree of about 550 milt*. Its source is 11,500 feet
above sea-level, tad its course, in consequence, so ex-
tremaly rapid that navigation upwards is impractic-
able; 70 miles west of Candahar it is, in spring, 1000
yards broad,with adepth of 10 or 12 feet, and a power-
ful and rapid current In the dry season it is two-
thirds less. The immediate banks are in some places
very fertile, but at a short distanoe from the rn er the
ooontry on eaoh side is an and, barren desert, nearly
uninhabited. It has few affluents of any consider-
able site; the principal are the Sbahbund, the Turnuk
and its tributaries, and the Khaush, the first flowing
from the north-west, the second from the north-east,

and the third from the north.

HELOISE, Eloiae, or Louisa, celebrated for her
beauty and wit, but still more on account of her love

(

for Abelard, was born in Pans m 1101 After the
j

cruel and ignominious mutilation of her illustrious

lover she was persuaded by him to take the veil at

Argenteuil, and ultimately became pnoress of the

oonvent there, but she attended more to study than to

the monastic discipline of those under hor charge, who
finally were dispersed in 1129 on account of their

UcentiousneM She then accepted the invitation of

Abelard and entered, with some of her nuns, the ora

tory of the Paraclete, built by Abelard at Nogent-on-
|

the-Seme, where she lived in exemplary piety The
bishops loved her as a daughter, the abbots as a I

sister, and the laity as a mother Abelard, at her
request, wrote the rules for her oonvent, which were
confirmed by Pope Innocent II She died in 1104
Contemporary writers speak in high terms of the

genius of Hcloise She understood Italic, Greek,
Hebrew, was familiar with the ancients, and had I

penetrated the depths of philosophy and theology
|

Among Abelards letters we final three which are
(

ascribed to her, full of firs, genius, and imagination
j

The two first of her letters, which paint the conflict
j

between her present duties and former feelings, and I

vividly contrast the inward storm of the passions

with the repose of the ceil, furnished Pope with some
of the finest passages of one of his best productions,

j

Bee Abblakii I

HEIJ )TS, slaves in Sparta. Tbs name is gener-

ally derived from the town of Heloa, the inhabitants

of which were earned off and reduced to slavery by
the HeraclicUe about 1000 B c ,

though a more pro-

balds derivation is the Greek Acton, to take, making
the name signify captives They were the projierty

of the state, which alone had the disposal of their

life and freedom. The state assigned them to certain

nftiirr-r, by whom they were employ d in private

labours, though not exclusively! as the stat* still

exacted certain services from them
,
and they were

attached to the soil—-that is, each citizen received

the number Q*** belonged to his allotment, without

any power to sell or free them Agriculture and all

mechanical arts at Sparta were in the hands of the

Helota, since the laws of Lycurgus prohibited the

Spartans font all lucrative occupations. But the

Helots were aleo obliged to bear arms for the state,

hi case of necessity Their dram, by which they
(

werccontsmrtumiely distinguished from the free Spar*

c*p of .

peculiar They were eometimee liberated fee

Mr mrriam or for » cum of money; bat they were

at to the fall dignity of dthmehin end
j

Madtslid a eenarate cleat under the name of Akdi*

aria If their nnmbereincreeeed toomuch the voung

were treacherously put to death. Them expeditions
were called erjntim. They several times roee afahu*
their masters, but were always and finally reduced.
HKL8INGBORG, a seaport town in Sweden, lan

Malmfi, beautifully situated at the narrowest part of
the Sound, opposite to Elsinore. It stands at the
foot of a ridge of hills, and la a well-built, stirring

place; has a handsome market-place. in which ie the
town house, an ancient tower called Earnan, situated
on a lull, and forming a very conspn uoun object, the
remain* of an old castle, manufactures of leather,

dyt works tile work*, salt work*, and a Mpaciou* har-
bour tn the form of a htxagon Pop (1900), 24,670.
HELSINGFORS, a *m|K»rt town of Russia, capi-

tal of Finland on a *mall peninsula m the gulf of that
nanit 1^0 unit* w n w St Petersburg, with which
it im connected h> railway It wa* almost completely
burned down in th« war* with the Swedt h, and, since

IMS, ha* Uvn rt built with great ngulanty It is

d« fiiuhnl by the fortress of SwmtNirg, which, though
alxuit 1 milt* distant, complete 1> guard* the entrance
to tin harltour, and, Umg situated on a number of
iHolaittil r<H Us, is so strong a* to la* doomed almost
linpregnahlt H« lsmgfor* is tht residcnec of tho
go\tnior of Finland, tin seat of im|H>rtant courts

and publu offltt*. and tontam* a utiivi rsity, removed
from Al*» in l S27, w ith a library of IMS,000 volumes.
The r< art; a utituU r of handsome public buildings,

accommodating gov* mint nt and mu dojukrtment*,

or used for oth* r purjssuvt, uuluding an imperial

i

sitat « ,
senat* lions*

, Ac It has manufat turee of

im n, sail t loth, toliac co, Ac , and a hnrtmur, nt whit h
att important tnuh u* earned on Pop (1898), 84,593.

HEL8INGOR See Elsimokb
HKI 4ST, Bartholomew van dm, a jiainter, born

at Haarletn in 1613 Without having studied th*

mat masters of the Italian school, he attained to e
high degree of excellence as a portrait-painter Hit
picture in the Stadthouse at Amsterdam, representing

thirty full-length figures of a train-band, with the

Spanish ambassador in the midst, was called by Sir

Joshua Reynolds ‘the first picture of portraits in

the world A 11 his works snow a grand manner;

accessory parts art

died at Amsterdam

IWrtaiw It b Mid, wens sent cut to —wtnsts

iK b 484 M. 9000 d tbs Halota, who had ooo-

H 1 ^ ^ ^ t-i—1

1

in

the world A 11 his works show a grand manner;
there is nothing frigid nor stiff His drapery is flow-

ing, his figures well drawn, the accessory parts are

closelv copied from uature He died at Amsterdam
in 1070
HKIJJTON, a market town, municipal and for

merly a }»arl borough England, county of Cornwall,

agreeably situated on an acclivity on the left bank
of the < obtr, 9 milee n.w Falmouth It baa four

principal streets, which ernes each other at right

angles, ea* h hav mg a running stream The housee

are nearly all of atone, and generally well built.

'1 here are a market bouse, guild ball, a grammar-
school, and other schools a dis|>enaery, public read*

ng room, Ac The pnm ifstl industry of the district

1* agnctikur*
,
aiu) tin r« 1* some shipping trade from

Port J>'V<n ami Gweek, emh 3 miles distant l
f

p
till 1885 it sent a member to the Houm of Commons.
Pop 111 1891, 3198, in 1901, 8088
1IKLVELLYN, one of the highest mountains of

England, county of Cumberland, between Keswick
ami Amblestde, height, 3118 feet, amidst beautiful

and romantic scenery, easy of ascent, ami command*
ing a splendid view of tht lak«* dixtrn t

HELVETII. Between the Rhone and the Rhine,

the Jura and the Rhwtian Alps, lived the Helvettf,

a Gallic or Celtic nation, more numerous and warlike

than the neighbouring Gallic tribee. They first ap-

pear in history B.O. 107, hot were not known to the

Keenans until the time of Jnttne Cnear, who, as

governor of Gaul, prevented their intended emigra-

tion. and after many bloody battles, in wfakh even

the Helvetian women fought, pramsd them mm
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within their frontiers. Ike story of their meditated
irrapti(m into and seism of Southern Gaul is circum-
stantially related in the Sint Book of the Cornmen-
taviea of the Homan general, who not only repulsed

them with terrible slaughter, but almost exterminated
them. Not a third of those who left their homes on
this Ill-fated expedition ever returned. Helvetia,

which was less extensive than the present Switzer-

land, was divided into four districts, which had an
entirely demooratical constitution. Caesar subjected

the country to the dominion of the Romans, who
established several colonies there. After the death
of Nero, the Helvetii, for refusing to acknowledge
Vitellius as emperor, were mercilessly punished by
Ceecina, one of his generals, and thenceforth they
almost disappear as a people.

HELVfiTIUS, Claude Adrien, a celebrated

metaphysician, was bora at Paris in January, 1716,
and received a careful education. After a course of

legal study he was placed by his father, a celebrated

physician,Adrien Helvdtius, under his maternal uncle,

b’Armaucourt, dvrectewr de femes, at Caen, for the
purpose of acquiring a practical knowledge of finance.

At the age of twenty-three yean he obtained, through
the patronage of the queen, the honourable and lucra-

tive post of a farmer-general As farmer-general
he was distinguished by his mildness and indulgence
from his colleagues, whose base practices filled him
with indignation. He therefore resigned his office,

and purchased the place of mattre d'hdtel to the queen.
So inordinate was his vanity for universal admiration
that he even danced on one occasion at the opera.

He aspired no less after literary fame. At first he
directed his efforts to the mathematics, because he
once saw a circle of the most beautiful ladies sur-

rounding the geometrician Maupertuis, in the garden
of the Tuileries, after his return from a scientific

visit to Lapland. He next attempted to rival the

dramatic fame of Voltaire by writing a tragedy. The
brilliant success of Montesquieu’s Esprit des Lois

then inspired him with the bold resolution of pre-

paring a similar work. He therefore determined to

retire into solitude, and in 1751 he married Made-
moiselle de Ligniville, no less distinguished for her
beauty than her wit. In the retirement of his estate

of Vord he devoted himself entirely to the happiness

of his dependents, to domestic enjoyments, and to

study. In 1768 he published his book, De 1’Esprit,

the materialism of which drewupon him many attacks.

It was condemned by the doctors of the Sorbonne,

and was publicly burned in acoordanoe with a decree

of the Parliament of Paris. Helv&ius went in 1764
to England, and the year afterwards to Germany,
where Frederick the great and other German princes

reoeived him with many proofs of esteem. Helv4tius
died 26th Deoember, 1771, in Paris. He left behind
him a work, De 1’Homme, de ses Faculty, et de son
Education, which was published at London the fol-

lowing year by Prince Gallitzin. Besides the above-

mentioned works, he wrote epistles in verse, and an
allegorical poem, Le Bonheur. A complete edition

of ms writings in fourteen vols. was published at

Paris in 1796. His wife, daughter of the Count
Ligniville, was one of the most excellent women of

her time. After his death she retired to Auteuil,

where her house, like that of Madame Geoffrin, be-

oame the rendezvous of the most distinguished literati

and artists of her time. Among others, she was visited

here by the celebrated Beniamin Franklin. She died

August 12, 1800, at AuteuiL
HELVtN, the name of a rare mineral, bestowed

by Werner, in allusion to its sun-yellow colour, found
In a mine near Sohwartsenberg, in Saxony, dissemi-

nated through gneiss, with chlorite, blende, garnet,

Mkd fluo4 In tetrahedral crystals, with their

solid angles truncated. These crystals oleave parallel

to the faces of the regular octahedron. Its hardnsas
is about the same with quartz; its specific gravity.

8*166 to 8*8. It consists, according to Gmelin, of

silica, 88*258; gludna and a little alumina, 12*029;

protoxide of manganese, 81*817; protoxide of hen,
5*564; sulphide of manganese, 14,000; and volatile

matter, 1*556. Its colour varies from yellow to

brown; it is translucent, with vitreous lustre. Be-
fore the blowpipe it fuses; by hydrochloric add it la

decomposed with separation of gelatinous silica and
escape of sulphuretted hydrogen. Its composition

is very remarkable, as it is the only specimen of the
kind known: it is a oompound of a silicate of iron,

beryllium, or manganese, with sulphide of manganese,
and perhaps with some iron. It has since been
found in the riroon syenite of Norway. It is some-
times called tetrahedral garnet
HEMANS, Felicia Dorothea, an excellent and

deservedly popular English poetess, was bora at
Liverpool, 25th September, 1793. Her father, whose
name was Browne, was engaged in mercantile pur-
suits, but, not proving successful, removed with his
family to an old solitary mansion called Gwrycb, in
Denbighshire, about 1800, and died shortly after.

Felicia displayed the bent of her genius when a mere
child, and wrote some tolerable poetry in her ninth

year. She first appeared as an authoress, in 1808, in

a volume entitled Early Blossoms, but it was sub-

jected to harsh criticism, which she took very seriously

to heart. A second volume, published in 1812, under
the name of The Domestic Affections, was much more
successful The same year she married Captain He-
mans. His health had suffered much during the

retreat of Sir John Moore, and afterwards at Wal-
cheren; and shortly before the birth of her fifth son

he left her on the alleged ground of seeking a more
congenial clime in Italy, and though he lived long

after never saw her again. The marriage had evi-

dently proved unhappy. Thus abandoned, sheresumed
her literary pursuits with increased ardour, made
herself acquainted with Latin and various modern
languages, delighting especially in the poetic litera-

ture of Germany, and wrote much both in separate

works and in the periodicals of the time. At the

suggestion of Reginald Heber, afterwards Bishop of

Calcutta, she turned her attention to the drama, and
wrote a tragedy entitled The Vespers of Palermo,
which, owing partly to the friendly exertions of Sir

Walter Scott, who wrote an epilogue for it, was
favourably received at the Edinburgh theatre, though
it had previously, in 1828, proved unsuccessful at

Covent Garden. Before this time she had added
greatly to her popularity by her poems entitled The
Restoration of the Works of Art to Italy, The Sceptic,

Modern Greece, and Dartmoor. The last In parti-

cular, in 1821, gained the prize of the Royal Society

of Literature. In 1825 she took up her residence at

Rhyllon, near St Asaph, where she wrote her Lays
of Many Lands, Forest Sanctuary, and Records of

Woman. In 1828 she changed her residence to

Wavertree, near Liverpool, where, in 1880, she pub-

lished one of her most popular volumes, entitled The
Songs of the Affections. She had, in 1829, visited

Sir Walter Scott at Abbotsford, and in 1880 Words-
worth at Rydal Mount, and had left with each the

In 1881 she removed to Dublin. Her health had
previously beoome infirm, but the claims upon her
exertion, more especially to provide for the education

of her eons, had beoome more urgent than ever, and
•he was unable to enjoy that repoee both of body and
mind which was essential to her recovery. Part of

1888 was busily spent in preparing for the publica-

tion of three oollectkxisof her poems, entitled Hymns
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, hr Childhood, National Ljiia and Song* lor Music,
and Scenes and Hymns of Ufa; bat in 1884 aka took
•oorlat-ieaar, succeeded, in oonsequenoe of having
caught cold, first by ago* and finally by dropsy, which
carried her off. 16th May, 1885. Her poetry ia

aaaantially lyrical and dera?jhptive,and is alway* sweet,
natural, ana pleasing. In her earlier pieces she was
imitative, bat she ultimately asserted her independ-
ence, and produced many short poems of great beauty
and pathos, and evidently destined to live. Mrs.
Homans had no dramatic power, her effusions being
always intensely subjective.

HEMERODROMI, couriers among the Greeks,
famous for their extraordinary swiftness, and used,

an that aooount, by the state as messengers to carry

news of important events. As the name implies, they
could keep on running all day, and could perform the

longest journeys in an almost incredibly short space

of time. They were employed, not only in times of

peace, for the conveyance of letters, but also in war,

as spies and bearers of orders. Of their great swift-

ness, the ancients report several instances

HEMIPEN1C ACID (C»Hw O«). This add does

not exist in opium, hut is got by the oxidation and
decomposition of various opium products, and especi-

ally from opianic add. It forms white, flat, rhombic,

crystalline plates, which dissolve in alcohol and ether.

It has a strong add reaction, and forms normal and
add salta. The taste is add; it can be fused and
even sublimed without decomposing, and then it forms

brilliant plates.

HEMlPTERA, an order of insects to which the

bug, the Cicada, and the Aphis or plant-louse lielong.

In this order the first ring of the thorax is free, the

other two united; the appendages of the mouth are

modified into a suctorial apparatus, and the metamor-
phosis is incomplete. Two leading groups are recog-

nised, the Homoptera and Hetcroptera. In the former

the two pain of wings when present are applied in

rest pent-house fashion to the sides of the body.

Several families are wingless. The Cicadas have a

peculiar drum-like organ on the base of the abdomen.

The plant-lice, as the Coccus which yields cochineal,

and the Aphis are curiously restricted to particular

species of plants. The Aphides are well known on

account of their enormous fertility, the successive

broods being produced as buds within the bodies of

imperfect females, which are wingless. The winged

sexual forms appear towards the close of the season.

The Heteroptera have the wings, when at rest, placed

horizontally across the body, the second pair covered

by the upper, which ate hemielytra
,
that is, the basal

half i§ leathery, the distal portion membranous. The

two families are Hydrocorts or water-bug*, of which

Nepa, the water scorpion, and the well-washer*,

Notoneda and Hydrometro are examples; and the

Qeocorts or bug*, of which plants and animals

fltrtaln several species, as the Cimez or domestic bug,

and the PenMUma. of which many species exist.

HEMLOCK (Conium mnmlatum ), a |*>u»onou*

plant of the natural order I'mWlifw. It w a

tall, erect, branching biennial, with a smooth, hollow,

shining stem, usually marked with purplish ajiots,

elegant, much-divided leases, which when Imnmri

emit a nauseous odour; and white flowers in com

pound umbels of ten or more rays, surrounded by a

general involucre of three to seven leaflets It ih

found in Britain and throughout Europe and tem-

perate Asia in waste places, hanks, and under walls.

It is said to be fatal to cows when they eat it, but

bones, goats, and sheep may feed upon it without

danger. In the human subject it causes paralysis,

convulsions, sad death. It is used in medicine-

HEMMJNG8TED, a village of Prussia, Holsteijt

Southern Ditmarshca, on a height between Hes&e

and Meldcrf, 88 a. Jur.w. Glttokstadt It has a
church, and Is memorable for the battle fought hi lie

vicinity in 1500, when a small number of toe inhabi-

tants of the Ditmarshes defeated the King of Den-
mark and the Duke of Holstein, at the hetf of from
80,000 to 80,000 men, and secured their indent free-

dom for another half oentuiy.

HEMORRHAGE (Greek, homo, Mood, and f*g-

semi, to burst), a flux of blood from the vessels con-

taining it, whether proceeding from a rupture of the
blood-vessels or any other cause. Hemorrhages pro-

duced by mechanical causes belong to surgery; those

produced by internal causes, to medicine. The
cutaneous system is rarely, and the cellular and
serous systems are never, toe seats of hemorrhages;
that of the mucous membranes is the most subject

to them. The symptoms of toe disease are not less

various than Its causes and its seats, and the treat

ment must of course be adapted to all these different

circumstances. A hemorrhage from the lung* Is

called hemoptysis; from the urinary organs, hematu
ria; from toe stomach, hemaUmms; from the nose,

epistoxis.

HEMORRHOIDS (Greek, homo, blood, and reo,

to flow), literally, a flow of blood. Until the time of

IIip|»ocrat6fl this word was used, conformably to Its

etymology, as synonymous with hemorrhage. It was
afterwards used in a narrower sense, to indicate the
flux of blood at the extremity of the rectum, and in

some other cases which were considered analogous to

it; thus we hear it applied to the flow of blood from
the nontiiU, the mouth, the bladder, and the uterus.

It is at present used to signify a particular affection

of the rectum, although the disease is not always
attended with a flux; in this sense it is also called

piles Certain general causes may produce a predis-

ixjsition to this disease; in some cases, it appear* to

be the effect of a hereditary disposition; in general,

it manifests itself between the period of puberty ana
old sge, although infants and aged people are not

entirely exempt from its attacks. The bilious tem-

jteramont seems to be more exposed to it than any
other. Men are oftener affected with it than women,
in whom it is sometimes produced by local causes.

It often show* itself in subje<*ts who pass suddenly

from an active to a sedentary life, or from leanness

to corpulency. Any circumstance which produces a
tendency or stagnation of the blood at the extremity

of the rectum is to be reckoned among the local

causes. The accumulation of fecal matter in the in-

testines, efforts to expel urine, the pressure produced
by polypi, the obetruction of any of the viscera, espe-

cially of the liver, worms, the freouont use of hot

bathing, */ drastic purges, and particularly of aloes,

long continuance in a sitting posture, riding on horse-

back, pregnancy, the accumulation of water by
sadtea,—such are some of the ordinary causes of

hemorrhoids. They are distinguished into several

sorts, as external, when apparent at the anus; Inter-

nal, when concealed within the orifice; blind or onto,

regular or irregular, active or passive, periodicu or

anomalous, Ac. There is also a great difference In

the quantity of blood discharged; it Is usually incon-

siderable, but in some esses is so great as to thrsetsa

the life of the subject The quality, odour, Ac., of

the Mood, also differ in different cases. Tbs number,
seat, and form of the hemorrhoidal tumours likewise

present a great variety of appearances. Whan the

disease is purely local we any attempt its curs; hut
in the greatest number of cases it is connected with

some other affection, or with the constitution of the

subject In these esses, if tbs tumour* are not

troublesome on aooount of their rise, or if the quantity

of Mood discharged is not very considerable, cars m
the primary affection should be attempted. The heal
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mode of treatment is then to recur to hygienic rather

than medicinal influences. The subject should avoid

violent exercises, but moderate exercise will be found

beneficial; the food should not be too stimulating or

nutritious. Travelling, or an active life, should suc-

ceed to sedentary habits. The constipation, with

which the subjects of this disease are liable to be

affected, should be remedied by laxatives or gentle

purgatives. If bathing is used, it should be in luke-

warm or cold water. Anything which may be pro-

ductive of a local beat should be avoided, as warm
seats, soft beds, too much sleep. If the pain is con-

siderable recourse should be had to sedatives, gentle

bleeding, leeches. If the disease appears under a
more severe form more violent remedies will become
necessary. If the discharge of blood becomes ex-

cessive particular care must be paid to regulate it.

If the tumours acquire a considerable volume surgi-

cal operations may become necessary. If any bad
consequences result from the suppression of the he-

morrhoids care must be taken to give the blood the

salutary direction which it had previously
;
this may

lie effected by the use of laxative baths, emollient

fomentations, or the application of leeches to the

anus.

HEMP (('annabin sativa), a plant of the natural

order Cannabinacete, the only other member of which
is the hop (Humulus). Ilemp is extensively culti-

vated, and important on account of the various uses

of its seed and the fibres of its bark. Poultry and
small birds are very fond of the former, and it fur-

nishes an expressed oil, very good for burning, and
also employed by painters; the latter is mado into

cordage, ropes, cables, and cloth of every quality,

from that used for the sails of vessels to the fineness

of linen. The stem is herbaceous, upright, simple,

in Great Britain, under favourable circumstances,

attaining the height of 6 to 8 feet, while in some
countries it reaches the height of 12 or even more;
the leaves divided into five lanceolate and coarsely

serrate leaflets; the male flowers, which are on sepa-

rate stems from the female, are green, resembling

those of the hop; the female flowers are inconspicu-

ous, and the fruit is a little hard capsule, containing

a single seed. The plant is annual, and possesses a

strong odour, with intoxicating and narcotic proper-

ties, especially in hot climates, on which account it

1b usual, in India and other eastern countries, to mix
the leaves with tobacco for smoking. In India the

plant when prepared for intoxication is known by
the name of bang (see Hashish). Its narcotic pro-

perties reside chiefly iu a resinous secretion produced

in its leaves and flower-heads. The Indian variety

of the plaut is sometimes regarded as distinct from
the European, but there is really only one species.

Hemp is a native of India, Pernio, and other parts

of Asia, and was early transported into Euro}*,
where it is now cultivated successfully, oven in the

northern parts, being largely grown in North Rus-
sia. In the U. States it is grown to a considerable

extent in some states; it has also become naturalized

in many parts, and is common in waste places, along

roadsides, &c. The name hemp is also loosely ap-

plied to other fibres, as in the case of Manilla-hemp,
sunn-hemp, &c. Sunn-hemp (Crotalana juncea)

>

which is grown all o' er India, is also known as In-

dian hemp, and must be carefully distiuguished from
the Indian hemp properly so called.

Hemp has been cultivated as a fibre plant from
very early times. The Scythians used it for making
doth more than four centuries before Christ; and in

India also it haa long been grown. In Britain most
of the hemp used is imported, and it is chiefly made
into sail-cloth, canvas, sacking, and twine or cordage

of various kinds. Sheetings, towellings, table na-

pery, Ac., are also made of hemp. Only the coarser

kinds are employed in making oordage. The hemp
of England is of excellent quality, and that grown
in Suffolk is never used in making cordage, being too

fine. In order to enoourage the growth of British

hemp government in 1787 granted a bounty of 3d.

per stone on all hemp grown at home, but the plant
has been little cultivated in this country for many
years, as it does not pay the farmer. Large quanti-

tiesare imported, however, Russia,Germany,Italy, and
the U. States being the chief sources of supply. The
highest prices are obtained for the Italian and Rus-
sian hemp. The hemp grown in Alsace sometimes
exceeds 1 2 feet in height, and iB upwards of 3 inches

in circumference, the stalks being so deeply rooted

that a very strong man can scarcely pull them up.

In Italy hemp is generally cultivated, particularly

near Milan and Bologna. It is there sown upon the
best land, composed of rich strong loams, and ib highly
manured. When hemp is grown upon poor land it

is finer in quality but smaller in quantity than that
grown on a rich soil. It may be raised for many years
successively on the same fields, provided they oe well

manured. In Britain hemp should not be sown earlier

than the middle of April, and the first week of May
is considered the best time. The seed must be Bown
thin, not more than 2 bushels to an acre, and if put in

with a drill-plough a still smaller quantity will sutlioe.

Ab the plants are either female or male, and the

former only can produce seed, regard must be had to

this circumstance in gathering in the harvest. For
this purpose small paths are to 1* left open along the
field lengthwise, at ateut 7 feet distant from each
other, to allow a person to pluck the male plants

first, as the female require to remain standing a
month longer to admit of the seed becoming fully

ripe. The male hemp is known to be ripe by the
fading of the flowers and falling of the jxdlen, and
from some of the stems growing yellow. The fe-

male plants are always less numerous than the male,
and are known to be ripe by the stems becoming
pale. It is advisable always to pull hemp rather
under than over ripe.

The male hemp, being stripped of its leaves, and
dried in the atmosphere, may be stored up, or else

it may be carried immediately to the ponds to be
steeped; and there is an advantage attending the
steeping of it green, as it turns out of a tetter colour.

The plants intended to raise good seed for sowing
art* generally sowed apart by themselves.

When the hemp is pulled, it must be taken in

large handfuls, and the roots cut off; and the leaves,

seeds, and lateral branches stripped off by means of

a wooden sword or ripple. It is then made into

bundles of twelve handfuls each, in order to be
steeped in water. In Suffolk they usually steep it

for four, five, or six days, preferring standing water,

and the same water may be used three times during
one season; but the first steeped has the best colour.

The bundles are to be laid crosswise over each other,

and care is to be taken in withdrawing them, so as

not to intermingle them. It is better to let the
hemp remain a proper time, and eleven days is some-
times necessary for this purpose. The slenderest

hemp requires the longest steeping, and the opera-
tion is known to be completed by the inner reed
or woody fibre separating easily from the fibres of

the outer bark. When thoroughly steeped it Is

taken out of the water and spread out in rows on the
grass to bleach. The bleaching takes three weeks er
more, during which period it requires constant tam-
ing with a light, long pole. After drying it is scotched
or broken by breaks and scutching-stocks, resembling
those employed for flax. Toting the hemp is the
next operation, which is now generally done by a
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wster*xnfll, which raises heavy beaten, that fall down
alternately, and a boy attends to torn the heaps of
the hemp. The hemp is now ready for being heckled,
after which it may be spun.
HEMS, or Homs (Homan, Emesa), a town. Syria,

near the lake Kades, 85 to 90 miles north-east of
Damascus; lat. 84° 17' N.; Ion. 87° 84' *. It is

strongly fortified, and has an active trade. The
plains of Hems have been the scene of two great
battles, the first ending with the defeat of Zenobia,
queen of Palmyra, by the Homan emrwror Aurelian
in 272 A.ix; and the second, 7th July, 1832, when
nine pashas of three tails, with their resj>ective forces,

were defeated by Ibrahim Pasha. Pop *50,000.

HEMSTERHUIS, Fbamcis, son of Tiberius
Hemsterhuis. To the classical learning which he
inherited from his father, he added the study of phi-
losophy, in particular that of Socrates. ITie sensa-

tional system of Locke was the foundation of his

philosophy, but was extended by him with great
acuteness, interwoven with observations of his own,
and exhibited in a manner full of life and taste. His
philosophical views he has expressed in the dialogue
Sophyle ou de la Philosophic. Another elass of his

writings refers chiefly to the philosophy of the arts

and to archa^ilogy. The dialogue Aristae ou tie la

Divinity* (2d edition, 1779) is devoted to the philo-

sophy of religion, as well as the celebrated Ix-itre do
DlocR*« h I >iotnne sur lAtlx-iaine (1785). His other

writings an* a dialogue Alexis, ou de l’Age d’Or
(On the Golden Age), and the masterly 1 >eseription

philosophique du Uaractere du feu M Kr. Fagol
(1773). AJ1 those writings were collected and pub-
lished by Jansen, first in 1792, and in a Kt-coud edition

in 1809 (Paris, in two vols.) An edition by S. Van
de Weyer,in two vols. Hvo, was published nt Is>uvaiu

in 1826. He was born in 17 20, resided first at Ijey-

den, then at the Hague, as a private individual,

occupied for some time the post of first clerk in the

office of the secretary of the 1' niter l Netherlands,

and was one of the directors of the drawing academy
at Amsterdam. He died at the Hague in 1790.

HEMSTERHUIS, Tihkhiob, a celebrated Dutch
philologist, was l>om at Groningen in 1685, and died

in 1786 at l^eyden, where he was professor of the

Greek language and of history. In his fourteenth

year he entered the university of his native city,

where he studied particularly mathematics He was

not twenty jeant old wheu he was apfsduted pro-

fessor of mathematics aud philosophy at Amsterdam.
Here he entered into the philological care* r He
now undertook an edition of Julius Pollux the lexi-

(Leyden and Leipxig, 1825); and from the seme
source Friedemann (1839), edited Orationee et Epis-
tobe.

HENBANE {Hyotryamus niger), natural order
Sohiname, a viscid biennial plant possessing a pe-

culiar odour. The flowers are of a dingy yellow,
with purple veins. The plants of this order are
generally narcotic poisons; and the juice of several,

including that of the hen Ivane, has the property of
dilating the pupil of the eye.

II ENG 1ST, the founder of the Kingdom of Kent
In Great Britain, and his brother Horsa were re*

nowued among the Saxons for their IhmUIv strength
and the antiquity of their family, which derived its

origin in a direct line from Odin. In 449 the Britons

|

sued for aid from the Saxons against the inroads of

|

the Scots and 1*irts. The Saxons had long lieen

desirous of invading Britain, and therefore gladly

|

accepted the invitation. Under the command of

Henght and Ilorsa they landed at the mouth of the

! 'Thames, attacked the enemies of the Britons, ani
I defeated them near Stamford in 450 A.h. (See Kno
|

land ) 'The victory, obtained with so much facility,

convinced them that they could eastlv sulslne a

>>ei>ple who were unable to resist so feeble an enemy
1 They sent int< Uigonce to Saxom « »f the fertility and

,

wealth of the country, and represented ms U*th easy

i and certain the subjection of a jwople whit had no

I long forgotten the use of arms, and who were divided

among themsclvcss. As ihniii as they had received

reinforcements from home they sought occasion for

a quarrel, and uniting with the Scots and Piets, they

attackcil the Britons. The latter had taken up

I

arms, dejtosed their king Vortigern, and plat'ed bU
I
son Vortimer ujsin the throne. 'The war was carried

j

on with the greatest fury. The Anglo-Haxou* peue-

I

trated to the interior of the country, laving waste all

Indore them, and prm lining the most shocking cruel-

tics The Britons were forced to flee or submit to

the yoke of the victors. Some fled t** Armorica
(Haute- Bretagne), to which they gave tle-ir name
Heugist, who hail lost his brother in the battle near

Eg.»-.t.ud mow Ayhsfoid) m 155 a.d., founded the

Kingdom of Kent, lie established fun resell in III

( ‘.intei Imry, and <lieil alsMif tie yuir D8, By some

of our later utitei-s Ifiiigist and Ifoisu are rv gurded

as mythical |* fs<*nages.

HENG.s TEMtKKG, Kunmi* W iliiki.u, a ede-

bran d modem G* uimn divine and commentator, was
L»rn I t * >1 2D, 1 '02. at Fnmdcnburg, Wintplialia.

i He received his early i«!iication from his futhe*, and

in 1819 entered the University of Bonn, wf»**re he

oograpber, and was thus led into a corresjxmdenoe

with the great Bentley, whose o\erj*owering though

friendly criticism for a short time disrotir «gvd the

young man. But he soon applied himself more zeal-

ously to the study of all the Greek authors in chro-

nological order, and with such success that he may

justly be said to have been the most profound Hel-

lenist of the age. We are indebted to him for the

foundation of the study of the Greek language on

the basis of analogy, for which Joseph Scaliger and

flftlmTiiiT had prepared the way. Hemsterhuis was

not less familiar with Latin, although his style in

that language wants the easy graoe which we find in

Ruhnken. This philologist and Valkenaer were his

most distinguished pupils. His principal works are

the above-mentioned edition of the Onomasticon of

Julius Pollux, Select Dialogues of Lucian, and the

Plutus of Aristophanes. His grateful pupil and

friend Ruhnken, in classical memoir which be

has consecrated to his memory, gives some fine traits

of his character. Jac. Geel has published from the

manoecripts of Hemsterhuis, which are preserved in

the library at Leydsn, Aneodota Hemsterfaodana

I

devoted himself almost exclusively to philosophy

and the oriental languages In 1823 he went to

Basel, aud coming under the influence of the mis-

sionary institution there, he ever after identified him-
self with orthodoxy, though he hail previously sym-
pathized with rationalism. In 1824 he Imrauie pri-

uitd"ernt of theology at Beriiu. In 1826 he became
extraordinary professor, and in 1828 ordinary profes-

sor of Old Testament exegesis at the same univer-

sity, and in 1829 he received the degree of 1>.1). He
died 2Hth May, 1869. His influence as leader of the

ortlnxlox party was fully established by the publica-

tion of the Kvangnliscbe Khrcbenzeitung (1827), of

w hich he was editor, and which bad among its foun-

ders and contributor* men of such eminence ae Otto

and Ludwig von Gerlach, Ncornier, Undock, Lange,
lluber, Stahl, Vilmar, and Leo. Its aim from toe

find was to cumliat rationalism in every form, and to

restore the orthodoxy and the discipline of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries; and it became
more and more the organ of a high church Lutheran

party. Hengstenberg's first work wae a translation

uf Aristotle’s Metaphysics (8vo, Bonn, 1624). AU
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hit subsequent works were devoted to the interpre-

tation of the Scriptures, and to the defence of their

genuineness, inspiration, and divine authority against

the attacks of the critical and sceptical schools.

Most of them have been translated into English.

The most celebrated are his Christology of the Old
Testament) Introduction to the Old Testament, Com-
mentary on the Psalms, the Revelation of St. John,

Ac. A complete list of his works would be the high-

est eulogium of his industry, which was indefatigable.

HENLEY-ON-THAMES, a market-town and
municipal borough, England, county of Oxford, on
the left bank of the Thames, here crossed by a hand-
some bridge, 35 miles west of London, and on a branch
line of the Great Western Railway. It consists of four

principal well paved and lighted streets, and has an
imposing Gothic church with a fine tower

;
sev eral

dissenting chapels, a neat town-hall with corn-ex-

change underneath, a working-men's institute and
reading-room, and a valuable library, bequeathed by
Bean Aldrich of Henley, who died in 1737, and to

which all ratepayers have free access. Malt is made
extensively, and there are several breweries. Pop.

(1891) 4913; (1901), 5984.
HENLOPEN, a ca|® on the coast of Delaware,

at the entrance of Delaware Bay. On it is a fixed

light 128 feet above the level of the sea; lat. 38° 47'

n.; Ion. 75° 6' w.
HENNA PLANT (Lawtonia inermis

)

is a shrub
bearing opposite entire leaves and numerous small
flowers, which are disposed in terminal panicles, and
possess an agreeable odour. Externally it bears

considerable resemblance to the Euroj>ean privet, but
belongs to the natural order Lythrace®. It grows
In moist situations throughout the north of Africa,

Arabia, Persia, and the East Indies, and has acquired
celebrity from being used by the inhabitants of those

countries to dye the nails of their fingers and the

manes, hoofs, &c., of their horses. For this purpose
the leaves are dried, powdered, and made into a
paste with hot water, which, when applied to the
above-mentioned parte, leaves a yellow colour, re-

quiring, however, to be renewed every three or four

weeks. The Egyptian mummies have their nails

stained yellow, probably by the use of the henna.
This circumstance, however, is by some referred to

the various drugs used in the process of embalming.
It is cultivated extensively in Egypt, and the pow-
dered leaves form a large article of export to Persia

and the Turkish possessions. The colouring matter
of this plant is very abundant, and it may be advan-
tageously used for dyeing woollens, not only yellow,

but brown of various shades, provided that alum and
sulphate of iron be employed. The henna plant is

supposed to be the kopher of the Hebrew, translated

camphtre in the Song of Solomon. In Cyprus and
Egypt it is known by the name of henna.

HENNEBONT, a town in France, in the depart-

ment of Morbihan, on the Blavet, 27 miles w.N.w. of

Vannes. It is an ancient place, partly surrounded
by fine old ramparts, and containing many old houses

of picturesque appearance. Its castle, with which
the readers of Froissart are familiar, has almost en-

tirely disappeared. It has some trade in wine, com,
honey, wax, and hemp. Pop. (1890), 5854.

HENNEPIN, Louib, a French reoollet friar, a
missionary, and a traveller in North America, bom
In Flanders about 1640; died at Utrecht about 1706.

He entered a convent, and being sent by bis superiors

to Calais and Dunkirk, the stories he heard from
the sailors inspired him with a desire to visit distant

countries. At length he embarked for Canada, and
arrived at Quebec in 1675. Between that period

and 1682 he explored the regions afterwards called

and returning to Europe, published an

aooount of his researches, entitled Description de la

Louisiane nouvellement d&ouverte an sud-ouest de

la Nouvelle France, avec la Carte dn Pays, les Mceurs
et la Manure de Yivre des Sauvages (Paris, 1688;

12mo). This was followed by a work entitled Nou-
velle d^couverte d’un trfes-grand Pays situl dans
l’Amdrique entre le Nouveau-M6xique et la Mer
glaciale (1697); and another, Nouveau Voyage dans
un Pays plus grand que 1’Europe, entre la Mer Gla-

ciale et la Noveau-M^xique (1698), which are con-

tinuations of the first. The geographical portion of

these works is feeble, but they present some interest

as descriptions of the manners of the aboriginal races

which the author visited.

HENRIETTA ANNA, of England, Duchess of

Orleans, daughter of King Charles I., was bom at

Exeter, June 16, 1644, amidst the turbulent scenes

of the civil war. She was hardly three weeks old

when her mother fled with her to France, and after

the death of Charles repaired to the convent of

Chaillot, and there devoted herself to the education
of her daughter. Henrietta united with great sweet-

ness of character the charms of a beautiful person.

Her nuptials with the brother of Louis XIV., Philip

of Prance, Duke of Orleans, were celebrated in

March, 1661; and Louis XIV., to whom her hand
had been offered, now seemed to regret that he had
refused the lovely Henrietta. He did not conceal

his admiration for her, and the princess is said not to

have remained insensible to the homage of the king.

This circumstance, and the indiscretion with which
she permitted the attentions of some of the courtiers,

excited the jealousy of the Duke of Orleans, and
rendered their marriage unhappy. Henrietta would
have suffered more from the severe and gloomy char-

acter of her husband had she not found protection in

the king, who afterwards employed her mediation in

political affairs. Louis XIV. was desirous of de-

taching her brother, Charles II., from the triple

alliance with Holland and Sweden, in order to accom-
plish his plan of obtaining possession of a part of

Holland. As the common method of diplomatic

transactions was not sufficient for this purpose, Louis
resolved to make his sister-in-law his confidant in this

affair, and the Duchess of Orleans embraced his pro-

posals with the greater readiness, as they flattered

her pride and opened a wide field for her spirit of

intrigue. She went, therefore, in 1670, with the

court to Flanders, and, under pretence of visiting her

brother, passed over to Dover, where Charles was
awaiting her arrival, and there succeeded in gaining

over her brother to the views of Louis. Shortly after

her return she died so suddenly as to excite the sus-

picion of her being poisoned (June 30, 1670). Boe-

suet pronounced her funeral oration.

HENRIETTA MARIA, queen of Charles I. of

England, was the youngest child of Henry IV. of

France, by his second wife, Maria de’ Medici, and
was bom in Paris, on 25th November, 1609. The
proposed marriage between Charles, then Prince of

Wales, and the Infanta of Spain having failed mainly
through the artifices of Buckingham, a matrimonial

negotiation was opened between the heir of the

English crown and Henrietta, whom he had first met
at a ball in Paris, while passing through that city on
his romantic journey to Spain. The proposal was
accepted, and a few days after Charles

1
accession to

tiie throne the marriage ceremony was celebrated by
proxy at Paris in 1625. On Henrietta’s first arrival

in England she enjoyed great popularity with her
husband’s subjects, but her bigoted attachment to

Popery, combined with her hauteur and despotic

Ideas as to divine right, soon dissipated these favour-

able prepossessions. Much of Charles’ subsequent

arbitrary and injudicious procedure, which led uW-
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mrtelj to his death on the scaffold, may be traced
indirectly to the influence of his queen. On the
breaking out of the civil war Henrietta Maria pro-
ceeded to Holland, where she procured money and
troops for the assistance of her husband, and after-

wards joined him at Oxford. She again returned to
the Continent, and took up her alxxle in France till

the Restoration. On that occasion she visited England
with her daughter Henrietta, but soon returned to
France, and died a few years afterwards, near Paris,

in 1669.

HENRY L of Germany (called tUr Vinjlrr, Vogel

ttdler
,
or Finkler, The Fowler; a surname which,

according to popular tradition, he received from the

circumstance that the messengers of the German
princes, sent to announce his election, found him en-

gaged in fowling) was born in the year 876, and was
the son of Otho the Illustrious, duke of Saxony, who
had refused the regal dignity offered him in 912.

Henry, on the death of his father, became 1 >uke of

Saxony and Thuringia. Ho was elected sovereign of

Germany in 919 at Fritzlar. He had to contend
with anarchy within and enemies abroad, but his

rudence and activity overcame ttuwe difficulties,

uabiaand Bavaria, which had refused their allegiance,

were forced to submit, and Lorraine, which had ls*on

sejiarated from Germany by the Western Franks, was
reunited to the German Empin* in 925 This uniou
was strengthened by the marriage of the Luke < Jisil-

(

brecht oi Gisilltert to Uertierga, the daughterof Henry.
Before Henry's difficulties in Ix»rraine hail Ixhw

brought to an end, new difficulties had ariacn in Ger-
many by the inroad* of the Hunganans. In a battle

fought against them at Bichin lienrv was defeated,

and coin) Hilled to take refuge in his castle of Werla,
but having by good fortune taken prisoner one of the

Hungarian princes, be succeeded in inducing the

enemy to conclude a truce f<»r nine years (only for

Saxony and Thuringia, however, uot for f he whole

empire), on condition of paying a yearly tribute and
releasing the captive prince. This jieriod of truce

enabled him to take measures for the future defence

of the empire against their foes, by introducing a new
system of military organization and tactics, increas-

ing the numlier of cities, and surrounding them with

walls and ditches. When these arrangements w'ere

concluded he turued his arms against various Slavonic

tribes in the south, and was everv where victorious

At the end of the nine years' truce with the Hun-

cnlty In making his claim good against the other
competitors for the honour, was crowned at Mayenoe
in June of the same year. The beginning of his

reign was disturbed by the rebellion of his brother
Bruno and the Margrave Henry of Schweiufurt, both
of whom had expected to be enfeoffed with the Duchy
of Ban aria, and no sooner was this rebellion quelled
than he hail to proceed to Italy to assert his sover-

eignty there, where the Ixmibard cities had chosen
Harduin of Ivrea as their king. After causing the
iron crown of Lomtwrdy to be placed u)>oi> his head,
and taking revenge on those of the hostile taction in

this part of his dominions, he was obliged to hasten
Imv k to Germany to put a stop to the aggressions of

Boleslas of Poland, who, during his atwence, had ex-

tended his sway over the whole of Bohemia. After
repeated catii|nugux Henry succeeded in wresting
Bohemia from his grasp, and in 1018, in the Peace of

Budissm Gbnit/cnk mlttoed him to complete subjec-

tion In the midst of these campaign* against Boles-

las he had U*en eomixdltxl to make another expedition

into Itulj tlbL’lb when* Harduin hwl again assumed
the Italian crown On this <Hva*ion, after the sub-

jugation of his rival, he proceeded with his consort

Kumgunde to Rome, whore for the first time Pops
Benedict VIII. crowued him as eni)H»ror, and pre-

sented him with the golden apple, the xymlxd of ini-

ftcrial sway He mode a third ex)>edttiort into Italy

in 1022, when he was Humimmed by Benedict to give

him his assistance against the Greeks, who were seek

iug to extend their {HMutessions in Southern Italy.

He died in 1024 It was during the reign of tins

enipemr that provision was made for the annexation
I of the Burgundian Kingdom of Arles, by a treaty

concluded in 101)6 Itotwoen him and Hudolph, tlie

last of the line whieh jhwsowmmI that kingdom.

HENRY 111., Emperor of Gennany, the second

belonging to the house of the Salian Franks, son of

the Emperor Gottrad 11 ,
was 1mm in 1017, and sue-

ceedi d his fatiier in the inqMtriai dignity, 1039. Hr
had already Isten ehosen king in 1026. As noon as

he mounted the imjterial throne he showed that he

was richly endow »d with the i|iiaHtie« of an able

ruler, and determined to maintain the supremacy of

the empire as well over the great feudal lords as over

the church !!*• weaken* d the |>ower of th»* former

by kt-cping the goat fiefs when they Infante vacant

for himself or inwnlient of his family, of by Im-sIow-

iug them <qm in tin* i use of Bav aria and ('arinthia)

garians he refused the tribute They entered Thur-

ingia and Saxony with two armies, but wore com-

pletely routed by Henry before Merseburg (m 933

or 934). They were obliged to flee with the loss of

all their lxxity and prisoners This success was the

fruit of the improvements in disapline which Henry

had introduced, and of the reputation which he had

acquired among the Germans, who now willingly

supported him. The Hungarians did not dart, for a

long time after, to repeat their incursions into Ger-

many. Shortly after his successes over the Hun-

garians, Henry forced the King of Denmark to re-

store the district between the Eider, Treene, and

fVbfai to the empire. He gave to this district the

name of the Mark of Schleswig, and divided it as an

imperial fief among several Saxon warriors Henri

died in 936 at Memle\)en, and was buried at Qu«xi-

lingburg. What he had begun his son and successor,

Otho I., gloriously completed.

HENRY II., th* Sai*t, or the Lame, Emperor

of Germany, the last of the Saxon hue, bom 97<> w as

a eon of Henry the Quamtiler of Bavaria, and great

grandson of the Emperor Henry 1 He inherited

Bavaria on the death of his father in 995 On the

death of Otho IIL in the beginning of 1002 he laid

claim to the empire, and although he had some diih-

u ) x>ii Icma )row»rfu) nobles than hail previously |k*h

sowed them lit* also extended the power of the

empire by forcing the Dukeof Bohemia iu 1042, and
the King of Hungary in B»44, and again in 1047, to

accept their dominions as imperial fiefs His influ-

snee was also paramount in Italy, esjiecially in Milan,

where he xuenHjded in allaying the party dissensions

tlien prevailing, and in the south, where the Normans
in Apulia and Calabria paid homage to him as their

femlai xujxjnor On the occasion of his first visit to

Italy (1046) he also trot an end to the contention

lietween Benedict IX
,
Hylvostor III., and Gregory

IV for the iiapacy, causing thorn all to Iw deposed,

and causing Suitger, bishop of Bamlstrg, to lie elected

in their stead with the title of (dement II. Tbs
effort* of Henry were now directed towards rooting

out the evils which were rife among the clergy, but

uot lens towards securing the )*>rmanence of the

influence of the empire over tlie see of Rome. His
efforts in this latter direction, however, were thwarted
by Cardinal Hildebrand (afterwards Gregory VII.),

who, while ajrjtearing to aid in carrying oat the

views of the emperor, was secretly maturing his

plans for delivering the church from the imperial

supremacy. The plans of this prelate were com-

pletely prepared by the time of the emperor's death
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In 1066. Two yean before his death, which took

place at Botfeld, in the Harz Mountains, Henry
nad got his son of the same name crowned as

his successor. Henry III. was not only a powerful

ruler, but also a patron of arts and sciences. He
founded numerous schools in connection with the

monasteries, and filled them with teachers from
Britain; and he built the cathedrals of Worms, May-
enoe, and Spires, in the last of which he is buried.

He, as well as his wife Kunigunde, was afterwards

canonized
HENRY IV., the son of the preceding, was born

in 1050, and at the death of his father was only five

years old. During his minority his mother, Agnes
of Poitiers, at first took care of his education and
held the reins of government; but in 1062 Hanno,
archbishop of Cologne, succeeded in possessing him-

self of the person of the king, with which the govern-

ment also came into his hands. Hanno, however,

did not long enjoy his jjower undivided His selfish-

ness, ambition, and extravagance stirred up so many
adversaries that he found himself obliged to allow

to Adalt>ert, archbishop of Bremen, a share in the

government and the education of the young monarch.

Hanno had erred in his training of Henry on the

side of severity; Adalbert, on the other hand, erred

in showing him too great indulgence. By this means
he won the attachment of his royal pupil, and he took

advantage of this to inculcate upon him his own views

concerning the absolute authority belonging to the

imperial crown, to instil into him his own hatred of

the Saxon princeB, and also to secure for himself the

chief share in the administration of the empire. To
attain this last object lie caused Henry, immediately

after his return from his first campaign against the

Hungarians in 1065, to be declared of age, although

he had not then completed his fifteenth year. The
pernicious counsels of Adalbert soon produced troubles,

especially in Saxony, where Henry committed many
acts of violence. The Saxons joined with the in-

habitants of Thuringia, who suffered under the same
grievances, and drove Henry from Saxony (1073),

destroyed many of the castles which he had built to

overawe the inhabitants, and the year after compelled

him to an accommodation, in which the destruction

of the remaining castles was stipulated. But some
churches having been destroyed by the populace,

Henry accused the Saxons to the pope of sacrilege,

and thus gave him an opportunity to interfere as

umpire. The Saxons offered to make every satisfac-

tion; but Henry suddenly invaded their territory

with a powerful army, and attacked them, in 1075,

at Hohenberg (Homburg), not far from Langensalza

on the Unstrut, where they suffered a total defeat

Henry took all their princes and nobles prisoners,

sent them into other countries, and treated the people

like an angry victor. The Saxons, in turn, now com-
plained to the }>ope. Gregory VII. (Hildebrand),

who had been elevated to the Papal chair some years

before, without the consent of the imperial court,

eagerly seized this opportunity to extend his j>ower,

and in 1076 summoned Henry, under penalty of ex-

communication, to appear before him at Rome, and
answer to the complaints of the Saxons, at the same
time forbidding the practice of selling ecclesiastical

dignities, by which he had been in the habit of rais-

ing money. Henry regarded this threat so little

that he instigated the bishops, who were assembled

by hi* order at Worms, to renounce their obedience

to the pope. Gregory, however, pronounced the

sentence of excommunication against him, and ab-

solved his subjects from their allegiance, and Henry
•odn found himself deserted, and in danger of losing

everything. In this state of affairs he was obliged

to go to Italy and make his submission to the pope.

He found Gregory at Cannesa, m t far from Reggio,

a strong castle belonging to Matilda, countess of

Tuscany, whither he had retired for security. Three
days successively, in the depth of winter, Henry ap-

peared in a penitential dress, in the court of the castle,

before the intercession of Matilda obtained for him
an audience of the pope (January 28, 1077), when
he was, after all, released from the sentence of ex-

communication only upon submitting to the most
humiliating conditions. The insolence with which
the pope used his victory produced a reaction; the

Italian princes, who had long been dissatisfied with

Gregory
,
and were desirous of deposing him, gathered

round Henry, who was not disposed to fulfil the hard

conditions imposed upon him, and offered him their

assistance. The German princes, however, at the

instigation of the pope, assembled at Forchheim in

1077, and elected Rudolf, duke of Suabia, king

Henry hastened back to Germany and overcame his

rival, who lost his life in battle at Merseburg, in

1080. Gregory again excommunicated Henry; but

at the Council of Brixen, in 1 080, he was deposed by
the German and Italian bishops as a heretic and a

sorcerer, and Guibert, archbishop of Ravenna, set up
in his place, with the title of Clement III. In 1081

Henry marched into Italy to take vengeance on Gre-

gory, and appeared at Easter before Rome. He was
not able in that year, however, to pursue the siege of

the city, which did not fall into his hands till 1084

Gregory had meanwhile fled to the Castle of St

Angelo. Henry then entered Rome with Clement
III., by whom he had himself crowned, along with

his consort. Meanwhile new opjjosition had arisen in

Germany. Count Hermann of Luxemburg had been

chosen king by the party hostile to Henry, who was
obliged to return to quell the rebellion. He was
delivered of this rival by his voluntary abdication in

1087, and two years later (108*0 was delivered In

death of a still more formidable rival, Eckbert of

Meissen. The course of events now called him once

more to Italy. Gregory VII. had died at Salerno in

1085, and the Gregorian party had elected in his room
first Victor III. and then Urban II., so that Henr\
was obliged to cross the Alps to defend his prot<$g*

Clemeut III. But the dissatisfaction against Henn
in Germany had not subsided; his oldest son, Con-

rad, rebelled against him, but was overcome, and

died at Florence in 1101, deserted by his partisans.

Henry then caused his second son, Henry, to be

elected his successor (10**8) and crowned. But the

latter, regardless of his oath not to interfere in the

government during the life of his father, suffered

himself to be seduced into rebellion. He made him-

self master of his father’s }>erson in 1105 by strata

f
ern, and compiled him to abdicate the throne at

ngelheim. Henry IV. ended his life and his sor-

rows in neglect at Li£ge in 1106. The bishop of the

place buried him with imperial pomp; but his ene

mies caused his body to be removed to Spires, and

to lie in an unconsecrated grave till the ban of ex-

communication was taken off five years later. Henry
IV., though passionate and imperious, was endowed

with many excellent qualities, both of head and heart

He was faithful to his supporters, sympathetic to-

wards the poor and the sick, acute in council, full of

resources in danger, and brave in battle. But he

wanted that penetration of spirit and consistency of

character that would have enabled him to solve the

problem which the time presented to him, to check

the insolence of the vassals and the growing powei

of the Papacy.

HENRY V., the son and successor of the preoed

ing, emperor of Germany, was bora in the year 1081.

He made himself disgracefully notorious by Ms con-

spiracy against his father, and by hk cruel treatment
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of Mm. Scarcely had Henry V. ascended the throne
when he declared himself against the usurpations of
the Romish court, and the unfortunate question of
investiture distracted the empire anew. In 1110 he
undertook an expedition over the Alps, in order to
receive the imperial crown from the j>ope in Koine.
But as Pascal would consent to confer it only upon
the condition that those rights which had already
been claimed by Gregory should be forma1 ly con*
ceded, and as the bishops continued to add fuel to

the fire which was already kindled, Henry determined
to put an end to the dispute by an act of violence

He caused the pope to be conveyed away from the
altar while at mass, and cut down in the streets of

Rome all who opposed him. After an imprisonment
of two months Pascal yielded. On the 9th of April,

1111, Henry was crowned without any new condi-

tions, and upon his knees received from the proud
prelate the permission to inter in consecrated ground
the remains of his unhappy father, against whom he
had himself conspired. Toe disturbances in ( Germany
won brought Henry back from Italy. While he was
engaged in fighting against Lothaire, duke of Saxony,
the Roman bishop excited a rebellion in Italy and
among the princes of the German Kmpire against him,
and declared that the peace which had beou concluded
with the emperor was (Compulsory This war continued
two years, and devastated Germany in a shocking
manner; after which Henry made a second exjx'di-

tion to Italy, and coin]>elled Pascal to thx* to Apulia.

After his death, which t*nik place soon after, the car-

dinals elected Gelasius 11. Henry, dissatisfied with
this, caused Bourdin, archbishop of Braga, to lx*

chosen, under the name of Gregory VI 11. GelasiuM

went to Vienna, where he summoned a council, ami
excommunicated Henry. The successor of Gelasius,

Calixtus II., did the same at the Council of Khciins

By this, and by the continual insurrections of the

nobility of the kingdom, Henry was at lenjdh com-
pelled to yield, and in 1122 subscrilied the ( ’oncordat

of Worms. (See Bihhop.) He died at Utrecht on

the 23d of May, 1125, and was buried at Spires.

He was the last of the Salic or Franki# family of

emperors, which was succeeded by the Suabian house.

He was married to Matilda, a daughter of Henry
IV. of England
HENRY VI., German emperor, son of Frederick

I. and Beatrice of Burgundy, the third emperor of the

house of Hohenstaufen, was bom in 1165, crowned

king in 1169, and succeeded his father as cni|**ror in

1190. In 1191, by the death of William II of Sicily

and Naples, be became heir to that kingdom through

his wife Constance, but was obliged to assert his

claim by force of arms, since the Sicilian states chose

as their king Tancred, an illegitimate son of the

brother of Constance. After being crowned at Rome
by Pope Celeatiue III., and oonquering Apulia and

Naples, be returned to Germany, where he waged war
against Henry the Lion till the Latter submitted.

Having been enriched by the inheritance of \S elf

VL, which fell to him after the death of the latter,

and by the ransom paid by the English for Richard

Coeur do Lion, whom be had seized and held captive

on his return from Palestine, Henry found hixnself

in the possession of sufficient resources to undertake a

new expedition into Italy, where, meanwhile, Tancred

bad died (1)94), and his son, William III., been de-

clared his successor. The expedition was completely

successful. Naples opened her gates to him, and

giefly at once submitted, and on the 30th of Novem-

ber Henry made a triumphal entry into Palermo.

He disgraced his success, however, by acts of the

greatest cruelty towards the defeated party. On his

lOtum to Germany Henry endeavoured to induce

the Diet of Wttnburg in 1196 to make the imperial
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dignity hereditary in his family, but his efforts to-

wards this mid ware met with such opposition that
he was obliged to desist Henry VI. died at Messina
September 28, 1197, and was succeeded by the rival

em;>erors Philip of Suabia and Otto IV.
HENRY VII., Emperor of Germany, son of the

Omni of Luxemburg, oorn In 1269, was chosen em-
IKiror November 27, 1308, after an interregnum of

seven months from tho death of Alliert I. Among
the first acts of his reign were the punishment of the
murderers of Allvert I and the recognition of the

independence of the Swiss cantons of Schwytx, Uri,

and Unterwalden, and tho granting of the Kingdom
of Bohemia to )im son Johu, in the possession of which
he w as secured bv his marriage with the Bohemian
Princess Klizalwth He then undertook an axpedi

tion to Italy, ami compelled the Milanese to place

upon his head the Iron crown of Ismiltardy. Ilenn
suppressed by force the revolt which then broke (nil

in Upper Italy; took Uremona, laxli, Brescia, by

storm; caused his chainvllor Ttiriani, the secret leader

of this insurrection, to l*» burned, and then went
to Rome, of whieh Kol*urt, king of Naples, had |nm-

session and refused him entrance Having raptured

a part of the city, lit 1 was crowned Roman Kni|w»ror

by two cardinals, while in the streets and different

quarters of the city the work of murder and pillagt

was still going on While pit*paring to continue th«

war against llol**rt of Naples he died suddenly at

Buonconvento, in Tuscany, August 24, 1313 'ill*

empire remained after his death without a head dur

ing fourte »n months, at the end of which time Lmis
of Bavaria was chosen emperor.

HENRY I„ King of France, ls>m about 1006, wa*

the third son of lioliort and his urn en, Constance

The eldest son, Hugh, having predeceased, and the

second, Ernies, l>eing indwcite, Henry suemided to

1 the crown on the death of his father in 1031. Hir

mother's favourite was Roliert, the fourth son, and
hence, when her husband, in 1027, associated Henry
with himself in the government, slie Iwcauie the head

of a powerful faction opjvmed to him, ami on Koi>ert>

death was strong enough to drive Henry into exile

Hu took refuge with Rotiert of Normandy, surnamed
Knlxirt le Liable, father of William the Conqueror,

and by his aid brought Constance to term*, which

exiled her from the court, but made Rolmrt duke of

Burgundy His reign, though long, was very troubled,

chiefly in consequence of his selfishness and iugrati*

tude Forgetting all his obligation* to Kolwrt of

Normandy, he took advantage of hi* almence, on a

pilgrimage to the Holy hand, to soix* hi* dominions*

and afterwards, with the same unprinciple) design,

made unsuccessful war on WilHatu, the sou of his

benefactor He died on the 4th of August, 106b

and was *ur< oeded bv his son Philip, whose mothei

was a daughter of Jaroslav, duke of Russia.

HKNKY II., King of France, L>ru on the 81st of

March, 1519, sm needed his father, Francis 1 ,
on the

3 1 *t of March, 1547 The commencement of his

reign gave little promise, as he placed himself In the

hands of his mistress, Liana of Poitiers, who was

created Lucheas of Valentinoia, and failed all the

places about court, as well as the cabinet itself, wttb

her creatures. Two years after his accession he

declared war against England, and so far »uc<4»edad.

that, after a short period of hostilities, a peace was

concluded, which gave him back Bouiogne-sur-M er

for a fifth part of the sum stipulated in a treaty oon

eluded in the previous reign. A war of much Icmgei

duration, and product!ve of more serious results, broke

oat in 1551. This war originated in disputes between

Henry and the pope as to the duchies of Parma and

Placentia, and was soon raging, not only In Northern

Italy, but throughout Central Korop*. The ampere*.
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Charles V., whom the pope had interested in his

quarrel, would have been far more than a match for

Henry, had not his resources been greatly crippled

by the internal state of Germany, where the progress

of the Reformation, and Charles’ vain attempts to
suppress it, had led to a powerful confederacy against

him. Henry, though professing to be a zealous Ca-
tholic, did not hesitate to avail himself of Protestant
auxiliaries. This war, in which England became
involved through the marriage of Queen Mary with
Philip II. of Spain, continued to devastate Europe
till 3d April, 1559, when a general peace was con-

cluded at C&teau-Cambrdsis. By this peace England
was deprived of her last footing in r ranee, by ceding
Calais, after possessing it for more than two centuries,

and France was obliged to restore to Spain almost
all the conquests which she had made in Italy and
the Low Countries, but was allowed, on the other
hand, to retain the German bishoprics of Metz, Toul,

and Verdun, which had been conquered during the
war. To confirm the peace, it had been arranged
that Philip II., become a widower by the death of

Mary of England, should marry Elizabeth, Henry’s
eldest daughter by his queen, Catharine de’ Medici
In the course of a tourney held to celebrate the event,

Henry, during an encounter with Lord Montgomery,
captain of the Scottish guard, when both their lances

were shivered, received a blow in the right eye, which
shortly afterwards proved fatal. He was succeeded
on the 10th of July, 1559, by his eldest son, under
the title of Francis II.

HENliY III., King of France, the third son of

Henry II. and Catharine de’ Medici, was bom in 1551
at Fontainebleau, and succeeded his brother, Charles
IX., in 1574. In the previous year he had been
chosen king of Poland, and when his brother’s death
called him to the throne of France the Poles were
unwilling to part with him, so that he was obliged

to make his escape by secret flight. He arrived in

France just at the time when the Protestants had
again taken up arms. Henry of Guise, general of

the Catholics, gained the victory of Dorinana (in

Marne) in 1575; but the new king, in order to put
an end to a war which disturbed his pleasures, granted

to the Protestants, in 1576, the edict of Beaulieu, the

most favourable that they had yet received. The
concessions made in this edict were much condemned
by the Catholics, and led to the formation of the

league, the influence of which triumphed in the

estates assembled at Blois on the 16th of December,
1576. Perceiving this, Henry, although he feared

the Catholics as much as the Protestants, declared

himself the head of the League, thinking that this was
the only way to re-establish his authority. Civil

war now broxe out again, but hostilities were again

put an end to by a more favourable peace than the

Protestants, from their success during the war, had
any reason to expect, namely, the Peace of Bergerac,

concluded in 1577; but as this did not satisfy the

League, war broke out again in 1580, which was,

however, promptly put an end to by the Peace of

Fleix, concluded in November of the same year. The
death of the Due d’Anjou, the brother of the king,

in 1584, was the cause of new embarrassments, as it

made Henry of Navarre, a Calvinist, and hence ex-

tremely distasteful to the League, heir-apparent to

the throne. The League now showed itself more
active than ever. It compelled Henry, in the edict

of Nemours (1585), to withdraw all the privileges

that had been granted to Protestants, and then

brought on another war, called the war of the Three

Henries, from the circumstance that the leading per-

sons engaged in it besides the king were Henry of

Guise, the real head of the League, and Henry of

Navarre. The defeat of Joyeuse, the king’s favour-

ite, at Contras in 1587, increased the unpopularity at

Henry III., who was expelled from his capital by
Henry of Guise on the day of the Barricades in 1588.

At a meeting of the states-general at Blois (October,

1588)

,
where he was apparently reconciled to the

Guises, he ordered their murder. Henry of Guise
was assassinated December 23, while on his way to
the royal cabinet, and his brother, the cardinal, was
murdered the next day in prison. This murder de-

cided the fate of Henry. Paris and several of the
principal cities of the kingdom formally declared

against him. Henry IIL now saw no other remedy
than a union with Henry of Navarre. The two
princes besieged the capital, which was defended by
the Duke of Mayenne (brother of Henry of Guise,

and at that time the head of the League). Seventy-
one doctors of the Sorbonne there declared the war
against Henry of Valois (for so they called the king)

justifiable. The pope promised the support of the
church, and in Paris the murder of the tyrant was
publicly preached. Henry was stabbed August 1,

1589, in the camp at St. Cloud, by a Dominican
(Jacques Clement by name), a raving fanatic, and
died the next day. Henry III. was the last of the
branch of Orleans-Angoul&ne of the stock of the

Valois, and was succeeded by Henry of Navarre, the
first of the house of Bourbon.
HENRY IV. of France, son of Anthony of Bour-

bon, duke of Venddme, and of Jeanne d’Albret,

daughter of Henry, king of Navarre, and herself

afterwards queen of Navarre. He was bom in Dec.

1553, at Pau, in Bdam. Educated by his mother
in the Calviuistic faith, he early joined, at her wish,

the Protestant army of France, and served under
Admiral Coligny. He was present at the battles of

La Roche-Abeille, Jamac, and Moncontour (1569).

In 1572 he married Margaret of Valois, sister of

Charles IX., and after the massacre of St. Bartholo-

mew, which took place during the festivities in con-

nection with this marriage, was forced to adopt the

Catholic creed. For the next four years he was
coinj>elled to reside in Paris, but in 1576 he succeeded

in making his esca;>e, and after retracting, at Tours,

the abjuration of Calvinism winch had been extorted

from lnm, put himself at the head of the Huguenots,
and took a leading part in all the subsequent religi-

ous wars. He occupied a still more important posi-

tion, when, in 1584, the death of the Due d’Anjou,
the brother of the king (Henry III.), made him pre-

sumptive heir to the crown, as descended from Robert,

count of Clermont, the sixth son of Louis IX. Re-
jected by the Catholic party and the League as a

heretic, Henry found himself obliged to resort to

arms to assert his claims. In 1587, with an inferior

force, he defeated the army of the League at Coutras.

In 1589 he actually became king through the assassi-

nation of Henry III. But he found innumerable dif-

ficulties in establishing his claims. His Protestant

religion was brought forward by all the competitors

to prejudice the Catholics against him. At the head

of the opposite party stood the Duke de Mayenne.
Philip II. of Spain also claimed the French throne,

and sent aid to the League. Henry IV. first defeated

his enemies in the memorable battle of Arques (Sept

1

589)

,
and completed their overthrow in the celebrated

engagement of Ivri (March, 1590). In consequence

of this victory Paris was besieged, and Henry IV.

w as upon the point of compelling the citizens to sur-

render by famine, when the S|tanish general, Alex-

ander, duke of Parma, by a skilful manoeuvre, obliged

him to raise the siege. Convinced that he should nevex

enjoy quiet possession of the French throne without

professing the Catholic faith, Henry at length yielded

to the wishes of his friends, was instructed in thi

doctrines of the Roman Church, and professed tin
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Catholic faith, July 25th, 1598, in the church of 8t
Denys. He happily esca{>ed an attempt to aasaminate
him; waa solemnly anointed king at Chartres in 1 594

;

and entered the capital amid the acclamations of the
people. Only three provinces still held out against
him, supported by Spanish troops. These were Bur-
gundy, which Henry reduced by the victory of Fon-
taine-Fran^aise in 1595; Picardy, reduced by the
capture of Amiens in 159t>; and Brittany, which
came into his hands by the submission of the l>ukc
of Merccpur in the spring of 159> The war against
Spain was concluded in 159S, by the Peace of \ er-

vina, to the advantage of France. The same year
was signalized by the granting of the edict of Nanbw,
which secured to the Protestants entire religious

liberty, and freed them from all political disabilities,

and thus terminated a crisis in the history of Fram e

which had lasted for half a century, and threatened
to ruin both the monarchy and the country Henry
madeu-e of the tranquillity which followed to restore

the internal pro«|>erity of his kingdom, and particu-

larly the vva*.t*Ml finances In this design be was so

successful, with the aid of his prime minister Sully,

that .‘130,
000 , oi ip li\ res of the national debt were paid,

and 40,000,000 laid up in the treasury At the in-

stance of Sullv Henry dissolved his marriage with
Margaret of Yalom the continued tin divorce,

and the king soon after married Maria de Medici,

niece of thelirand duke of Tuscan v But the crafty,

domineering, and ambitious Mam *«» unbittcred the

life of Henry bv her constant je.dousv, that he re-

solved more than once to dissolve bis union with her;

Sully, however, prevented him. The birth of an heir

( liOiiis X II 1 ) for a w bile reconciled him with his wife

Being aUmt to set out on an ex]x*ditiou to ttermany,
he decided that during his almeiice Ins wife should

lie regent; and he therefore caused her to \» crowned
at St Denis in Hi 10 As Henry was riding through
the streets of Paris, on the following dav, to examine
the prt parations for the solemn entiaiuv of the queen,

his coach was olwtructed in the stieet de la Fcrou-

uerie by two waggons A fanatic, named Bavaillac,

took advantage of tins moment to jx*rjMti.ite a long-

meditated deed, h» mounted the step of the coach,

plunged a long two-edged knife twice into the heart

of Henry, and thus ended the career of tie* is-st king

France ever had. (See Kavaii.i.ac ) Bv his first

wife Henry had no heir, by Maria, two sons and

three daughters. By his mistresses, Dal>m IF d'Ks

tr&m, Henriettadc Balzac < th<* ( ountc** <1 Ktitraguo*},

Jacqueline (Countess of Moret), and Charlotte of

EsM&rts, he had several children, 'fhe great 1 benefits

which Henrv IV t**sb>wed uj*on France entitle him

to the designation which he hirn**df assumed at an

assembly of the Notables at Rouen in 15M, the K«-

generator of France ( JO xtu urate u r de la Franre> His

benevolent mind, bis paternal love to his subj**< ts,

his great achievements, his heart, always open to

truth, tbough it exposed his own faults, have pre-

served his memory in the hearts of the nation, and

hia royal expression,
4

1 wish that every j**a*ant might

have a fowl in his pot on Sum Lay*, still lives m the

mouths of the people, while his defects are charged

to the dissoluteness of the age To the end of his

life he had to coutend agaiust the governors of pro-

vince*, Protestant as well as Catholic, who bad

rendered themselves almost iudfcp'ixb'ut under the

last kings <A the house of Valois. In order to re-

establish the royal authority he found it necessorv

to hand over to the executioner his former friend and

companion in arms, Marshal Birun, one of the victors

at Fontoine-Fran^aiae, who was accused of heading

a conspiracy the king ,'1602), and to commit

the Count of Auvergne to the Barti ll*. He ais"

deprived the Duke of Bouillon of the principality of

Vol. VLL

Sedan, and only granted him his life at the interest*

don of Elizabeth, queen of England. Many of the
acts of his internal government show that, while be
aimed at restoring the proejverity of the nation by
encouraging agriculture, commerce, and manufacture
ing industries, he was determined by all means in

hi* jvower to strengthen the authority of the crown.
He destroyed almost everywhere, but especially in

the south, the muuicijtal franchises which the Ixvague

had revived or extended; he prohibited, under {vain

of death, the printing of any t>ook wh :
* h had uot

passed tlio royal censor; he required the parliament
to register the edicts of the crowu without remon-
strand*

, and reformed the university In a direction

which favoured monarchy. In his foreign policy

Henry IV*. revivetl tlie projects of Francis I. and
Henry II. against the house of Austria, re-established

the influence of France in the Catholic state* of

Italy, and after a war of little eousequetie* with
Savoy exchanged the worthh’ss man pimate of Saluoes
for the province* of Bresse, Bugev, Verbmmcy,
and (J«x, which were of im|s>rtance as defending the

French frontier on the side of Savoy, and hdereept
ing the communication between thatstuteand Franch*
Comb*, which then Imlonged b* Spain (Treaty of

Lyons, HUH) He supjM*rtcd Holland in its revolt

against Spain , allayed the bitterness of feeling l»e

|

twetii the Lutherans and the < 'alvinists, and induced

them to form the Evangelical Union Finally, in

ltfop, he mn<le preparations for a war, the immediate
and ostensible object of which was to restore to the

PioteHvAiit heirs of the duehv of ( ‘Icves and duliors

I

the domains wldeh had been seized bv the Kinperot
1 Matthias, although Sully states, in his Memoirs, that

J

them armaments were secretly designed for the carry-

ing out of a wider plan, whuh aimed first at the

humiliation of the house of Hu|mburg and the entire

alteration of tin* arrangement of the Furo|>can states,

and, secondly
,
at tin* formation of a grand Christian

confederacy consisting of the states of Kurojui as they

existed in tin* new organization, in which all the

differeiicuH Is tween the various stub's were b> Ire

sottlcti by a Luro|s*aii diet, and in which all forms

j

of the ( 'hristiun religion were b> receive toleration,

i and enjoy equal |silittcal rights

J I K\KV I , King of England, sunmmed Hraurlfrr

,

youngest son of W'llbum the Conqueror, was Is/ra at

Selbv in Yorkshire, in 10f>S He was hunting with
1 William Rufus in the New Forest when that prinoe

revived hm mortal wound in 1100 Henry instantly

rode bi Isnulon, and « aimed himself b> l>e proclaimed
1 king, b» the prejudice of his elder brother Roliert,

tin n alswnt in tlie ( ’ninade To reconrile the jreople

U> hm usurpation Henry issued a charter containing

concessions b> public lilxtrty, which, however, oiterated

little in restraint of his own government. He also

fxjrfnrmed another [h,polar act, by recalling Anselm,
archbishop of Canterbury. In NovciiiIst, 1100, be
married Matilda, daughter of Malcolm III., king of

Scotland. Tins union strengthened his party, when
his lirother landed an army in 1101, with a view of

asserting his claim to tlie crown. Actual hostilities

were preventer! by Anselm, who induced Robert to

accepts pension, and it was agreed that in the event

of the death of either of the brother* witlmut issue, the

other should succeed to his dominions. '1*1
1 is treaty flid

not prevent Henry from invading Normandy a short

time after; and in 1 106 be took Roliert prisoner and
reduced the whole duchy. A contest with tire Papal

court, on tlie subject of investitures, ended in a com-

promise, by which be merely retained the right of

teinjioral homage. His usurpation of Normandy in-

volved him in continual war, which was very oppres-

sive to his English subjects; but although William,

son of Robert, escaped out of custody, and was as-
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dated by the King of France, Henry maintained
possession of the duchy. His public prosperity was,
however, counterbalanced by several domestic mis-

fortunes. One of these was the loss at sea of his only
son William, who was drowned in 1120 in returning
from Normandy, together with his natural sister,

whose cries recalled him to the sinking ship after he
had got clear from it in the long-boat. Henry was
never seen to smile afterwards. He had married his

only daughter, Matilda, to the Emperor Henry V.,

and when she became a widow married her a second
time to Geoffrey Plantagenet, son of the Count of

Anjou. Henry died at Kouen in 1135, and was suc-

ceeded by Stephen.
HENKY II., King of England, the first of the

line of the Plantagenets, bom in Normandy in 1133,
was the son of Geoffrey, count of Anjou, and the
empress Matilda, daughter of Henry 1. He early

displayed an elevated character, and was invested
with the Duchy of Normandy, by the consent of his

mother, in 1150. The year following he succeeded
his father in the possession of Anjou and Maine, and
by a marriage with Eleanor of Guienne, just divorced
from Louis VII., king of France, on a suspicion of

infidelity, annexed that province with Poitou to his

other dominions. Rendered thus potent he deter-

mined to pursue his claim to the crown of England
against the usurpation of Stephen. His expedition
for that purpose ended in a compromise, by which
Stephen was to retain the crown (luring his life, and
Henry to succeed at his death, which took place in

1164. The commencement of his reign was marked
by the dismissal of the foreign mercenaries; and
although involved with his brother Geoffrey, who
attempted to seize Anjou and Maine, and in a tem-
porary dispute with Franco, he reigned prosperously

till the memorable contest with Thomas Becket.

Anxious to repress the usurpation of the clergy,

Henry in 1164 summoned a general council of nobility

and prelates at Clarendon, which assembly passed

the famous constitutions named from that place, the

-ifout of which was to render the church and ecclesi-

astical dignitaries subject to the temporal authority.

(See Clarendon, Constitutions of.) The conse-

S
uences of the reluctant subscription of Becket to

lese articles in the first instance, and hiB subsequent

conduct, have been already related in the life of I

Becket. A prince of less power and policy than

Henry might have yielded to the storm which fol-

lowed; but although sufficiently submissive in the

way of penance and expiation, he only gave up the

article in the Constitutions of Clarendon which for-

bade appeals to the court of Rome in ecclesiastical

coses, and even in that case reserved the right of ex-

acting sufficient security from all clergy who should

leave the country in prosecution of such appeals.

Before this matter was terminated, Henry, in 1171,

armed with a bull obtained in 1155 from Pope
Adrian IV., whose authority to give away kingdoms,
in this instance, he did not dispute, undertook an
expedition into Ireland, a great part of which, owing
to the disputes of its native chieftains, had been re-

duced by some private adventurers, conducted by
Richard de Clare, earl of Pembroke, commonly known
as Strongbow. The king found little more to do
than to make a progress through the island to receive

the submission of the Irish princes; and having left

Earl Richard in the post of seneschal of Ireland he
returned to England—proceedings so important to

the future destinies of both countries having occu-

pied only a few months. Being an indulgent father

Henry had assigned to each of his four sons a pro-

vision out of his extensive territories. The eldest

son, Henry, was not only declared heir to England,

Normandy* Anjou, Maine, and Touraine, but actu-

ally crowned in his father's lifetime. On paying a
visit to the court of his father-in-law, Louis VII oi

France, the prince was induced by the French mon-
arch to demand of his father the immediate resigna-

tion either of the Kingdom of England, or of the
Dukedom of Normandy. This extraordinary request
being refused he withdrew from his father’s court,

and was openly supported in his claim by Louis.

Henry ’

b

various gallantries, exemplified in the popu
lar and not altogether unfounded legend of fair Rosa
mond, or Rosamond Clifford, also embroiled him with
his Queen Eleanor, who excited her other sons,

Richard and Geoffrey, to make similar claims, and
imitate the example of their elder brother. Many
potent barons and nobles in the respective pro-

vinces were thus withdrawn from their allegiance,

and Louis, king of France, William, king of Scot-

land, and other powers, lent spirit to the confederacy.

A general invasion of Henry’s dominions was in this

way concerted, and began in 1173 by an attack on
the frontiers of Normandy, where he opjnmed the
storm with vigour. In the meantime the flame had
broken out in England, which was overrun with
malcontents, while the King of Scots made an incur-

sion into the north. Henry, in consequence, hastened
home, and to conciliate the clergy passed a day and
night of penance at the tomb of Becket. His abso-

lution was followed by the news of the seizure of

King William of Scotland by Ranulf de Glanville.

The spirit of the English malcontents l*eing thus

broken they rapidly submitted; and Henry, return-

ing to Normandy, entered into an accommodation
with his Bons on lesH favourable terms than they had
previously rejected; nor did the King of Scotland
gain his liberty without agreeing to do homage, and
yield up some fortresses. The pause obtained by
these exertions of vigour and ability llenry employed
in regulations and improvements which equally mani-
fest his capacity and love of justice. He checked
the prevailing licentiousness by severe laws, parti-

tioned England into four judiciary districts, and ap-

pointed itinerant justices to make regular excursions

through them. He revived trial by jury, discouraged
that by combat, and demolished all the newly erected

castles as shelters of violence and anarchy. The tur-

bulence of his sons still disquieted him; but Henry,
the eldest, who hail engaged in a new conspiracy,

was cut off by a fever in 1183, after expressing great

contrition for his disobedience; and three years after,

the death of the equally restless Geoffrey also re-

leased the king from newly meditated hostilities.

Philip Augustus, then king of France, however, con-

tinued to foment the differences between Henry and
his sons, and Richard was again prompted to rel>eL

A war between the two crowns followed, the event

of which was so unfavourable to Henry, that he was

at length obliged to agree that Richard should receive

an oath of fealty from all his subjects. He also

stipulated to pay a sum of money to the French king,

and to grant a pardon to all Richard’s adherents.

The mortification of Henry at these humiliating

terms was aggravated to despair when he saw the

name of his favourite son John at the head of the

list of delinquents whom he was required to pardon.

The anguish ef his mind threw him into a low fever,

which put an end to his life at the castle of Chinon,

near Saumur, on the 6th of July, 1189. He was
buried in the church of Fontevraud. Henry IL
ranks among the greatest kings of England, not onlv

in extent of dominion, but in all the qualities which
give lustre to authority, being equally fitted for

public life and for cultivated leisure. He was manly
in person, gifted with ready elocution, and possessed

warm affections. His wisdom and love of justice

were acknowledged by foreign potentates, who made
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lain; and the Hug, then fan the hands of the rebels,

being placed in the front of the battle, narrowly
escaped with hie life. Replaced upon the throne he
remained a* Insignificant ae ever, and the departure
of hi* son for the Holy I<and was the signal for new
commotion*, which were, however, terminate! by hi*

death in 127*2, in the sixty-fourth vear of his age,
and the fifty -sixth of hi* reign, the longest in Eng*

him arbiter of their differences, and regarded him ae
the firat prince of the age.
HENRY IH., King of England, con of John, waa

born at Winchester in 1207, and succeeded hi* father
in 1216. At the time of hia accession the country
waa in a state of lamentable distraction. The Dauphin
of France, Louis, at the head of a foreign army, suj>- I

ported by a faction of English nobles disgusted with ‘

.

the oonduct and tyranny of John, had assumed the
j

li-di history, except tin*-* «>t tnotgv 111 nml \ letorta.
reins of government; but being justly suspected of

j
H« un* suci'etsiisl bv hts si*n Edward 1.

arbitrary intentions, was become odious to the body . HENRY IV.. King of England, the first King of
of the people. The cause of the young king, then * tin house of Linenster, wax l*om at Pohugbrokc in
oily nine years of age, was espoused by the Kar! of i 1 U»;. U mg the oldest son of John of (Jaunt, duke of
Pembroke, whose prudent government a* regent in I Lmeastot. fourth son of Edward 111 by tin h< ire**
a short time comjielled Louis to sue for |>eace, and I of Kdnmnd, earl of 1 *anca*tor, second son of Henry
quit the country. A* Henry approached to man-

j

III. In tlie rvign of Hiehard II. he wa* mud© Karl
hood he displayed a character wholly unfit for his

|

of iHrrhy and Duke of Hereford, and while lwaring
station. One of his first false stop* was to discard the latter title apiwared in the Parliament of IMPS,
his most faithful And able minister Hutwrt dc Hurgh. I and preferred an accusation of treason against Mow-
In 1230 he received homage in Poitou and ( Jancon v, bray, duke of Norfolk Tlie latter denied the charge,
and from that time he Iwgan to bestow his chief and offered to prov e his innocence by single condiat,
favours upon foreigner*, a circumstance which natur- which challenge lwing accept**!, the king ap|*>int*d
ally produced great jealousy among his English sub-

,
the lists at Coventry . but «*n the appearance of tho

lects His chief minister was Peter de Roches, I two champions at the ap|s>mt(*«1 time and place,

bishop of Winchester; hut he was dismissed in 1234, ' Hiehanl would not stiffei tin in to proceed Both
and his place supplied hv K<linun<) Rich, archbishop

|
were banished tho kingdom, Norfolk tor life, and

of Canterbury, in 123(5 Henrv marrusl Eleanor of
j

Hereford for ten years, shortened h\ favour to four,

Provence, which increased the dislik* which his sub-
j

with the further privilege of iumicdiatelv entering
jecta already felt towards him; for she brought a now

j

ujsm any inheritance which might accrue to him.
train of foieigners to the court, and encouraged her

husband in the extravagant rourses to which he was
of himself sufficiently inclined, and which forced

him to all kiuds of oppressive exactious to raise

money. He received frequent grants of money from
Parliament, but always on the condition of confirm-

ing the Great Charter, which had been extorted

from King John. Henry nevertheless continued after

each ratification to act as arbitrarily as he bail done
before, and at length raised the national discontent

to such a pitch that the noble* rose in relieilioii under
Simon de Montfort, the earl of Leicester, the hus-

band of the king's sister; and in 1258, at a Parlia-

ment held at Oxford, known in history as the Moil

Parliament, obliged the king to sign a Isnly of re-

solutions, which threw all the legislative and execu-

tive jKiwer into the hands of an aristocracy of twenty-

On the death of John of Guimt in 13i»i» he succeeded

to tho dukedom of Lancaster, and laid c laim, accord-

ing to agreement, to the great estate* attached to it,

but the fickle and imprudent Richard recalled his

letter* patent, and retained pos*n«dnn of the estates

soon aft« r which he departed for It eland. The duke,
disregarding the unfinished term of bis exile, em-
barked in July, Uifii, at Nantes, imd landing with n

small retinue at Ravensfuir m Yorkshire, inode oath

on his landing that lie onlv came for the recovery of

his duchy lie was uuicklv Joined bv the Earls of

Northumberland and Westmoreland, the most jxitrnt

baron* of the north, and soon found himself at the

bead of 60,000 men. The Duke of \ ork, acting as

guardian in th© king's atmence, was unable to opposs

him, ami marching to Bristol, he Unik uisui himself

to execute some of the most odious of Richards

four liarens, a**i*t©d by a lower house, consisting of
J

ministers without trial Th*- latter, on th© rvjmrt of

four knights chosen from each county. The ansto-
j

these transactions, lauded at Milford Haven with an

cracy, »* usual, soon displayed a spirit which united i army which soon incited awav by disertion; and

both king ami jieople against them, ami the former falling into the hands of his enemies, he was brought

i almolved by the po|»e from his oath to olmerve

the provisions of Oxford By the aid of his able and

spirited sou Edward Henry ww gradually restored

to authority ;
on which l^icester, calling in Llewellvn,

prince of Wales, involved the kingdom in a civil

war. The power of the barons was by this means

partially restored; but great divisions prevailing, ls/th

parties agreed to abide by the awani of Is mis IX.,

king of France. The award of this monarch, given
. ® - ... - ..... I ! I ... I

to Lomiou by the duke, who now iiegan openly to

aim at the crown A resignation was hint obtained

from Richard, who was then solemnly dejsswd in

Parliament; and Henry was unanimously declared

lawful king under the title of Henry TV. In the

beginning of hts reign, in order to ingratiate himself

with th© clergy, Henry promoted a law (dr henetiro

comiturendn) for committing to the Haines person*

convicted of the heresy of the lydlard*. The death

in 1264, being favourable to the king, Isju-estcr and of Richard (it is supposed by violence) soon removed

the confederate barons refused to submit to it, and
,
a rlangerous rival; yet a short time only elajised

a battle was fought near Lewes, in which Henry and i before the turbulent nobles relu-lled against the king

his brother Richard, king of the Romans, were taken

prisoners, and the person of Prince Edward also

ultimately secured. A convention ensued, called the

Mitt of Imi, which provided fur the future settle-

ment of the kingdom; but in the meantime Lei-

cester ruled without control. To him, however, w as

owing the first example of a genuine House of Com
ffxMMi in England; for in a Parliament summoned by

him in 1265, deputies from boroughs were sent, as

of their own creation. l*h© first plot, in 1 400, was
discovered in time to prevent its success, and many
executions of men of rank followed; liut an insurrec-

tion in Wales, under Owen Glendnwer, proved more
formidable. Thai chieftain having capture*) Mor-
timer, earl of March, who was descended from

Lionel, duke of Clarence, the second son of Edward
III., and therefore the lineal b©ir to the crown,

Henry would not suffer his relation, the Karl of

Northumberland, to treat for his ransom. He thus
well as knights of shire*. Prince Edward at length

-
, , , . ...

ttCapedt Mid, assembling an army, defeated Leicea- offends*! that powerful nobleman, who, however, with

trft +nL The dedeive battle of Evesham (1265) ‘ hk son, the famous Hotspur, subsequently sereed

qdekiy followed, in which Leicester him—If was ! the king effectually against the Boots, whom they
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defeated at Homildon, capturing their famous leader,

the Earl of Douglas (1402). An order from Henry
not to ransom that nobleman and the other Scottish

prisoners, whom he wished to reserve as hostages,

completed the disgust of the Percies; and the fiery

temper of the younger Percy being especially roused
by these indignities, he immediately set free his

prisoner Douglas after making an alliance with him,
and marched with all the partisans of his house to-

wards Wales to join Glendower. The king met the
insurgents at Shrewsbury, and a furious battle en-

sued, July 21, 1403, which ended in the death of

Percy and the defeat of his party. The king, who
fought in the foremost ranks, was several times in

great danger, and his eldest son, afterwards the con-

queror of France, here first distinguished himself.

Henry was merciful in this instance. The Earl of

Northumberland, whom sickness had prevented from
joining his son, was pardoned, and but few victims

were executed. A new insurrection, headed by the
Earl of Nottingham and Scrope or Scroop, the arch-

bishop of York, broke out in 1405, which was sup-

pressed by the king’s third son, Prince John, who,
by a pretended agreement, induced the leaders to

disband their forces, and then apprehended them.
The archbishop afforded the first example in this

kingdom of a capital punishment inflicted upon a
prelate; and the chief-justice, Sir William Gascoigne,
deeming it unlawful, a less scrupulous judge supplied

his place. The rest of this king’s roign was com-
paratively untroubled. In 1405 ,lames, son and heir

to King Kobert of Scotland, was casually captured
at sea while on his way to France, and was detained

a prisoner in England by the king. Henry died in

March, 1418, and was succeeded by his son of the
same name.
HENKY V., King of England, was born at Mon-

mouth in 1387, and succeeded his father, Henry IV.,

in 1413. His dissipated youth, and fondness for

joviality and low company, gave his father much
uneasiness; but circumstances occurred, even in the

midst of his wildnesH, which showed that liefcter

principles were latent in his mind. His conduct

when he ascended the throne justified the best ex-

pectations. He restored their estates to the Percies,

and liberated the Earl of March, who had nearer

claims by descent upon the throne than Henry him-
self, from prison; and although the persecution of

the Lollards formB a blot upon the early part of his

reign, it is probable that in permitting this to go on
Henry did not so much follow his own inclination

as submit to the dictates of the clergy. The circum-

stances of France, torn asunder by the opjjosing fac-

tions of the Dukes of Orleans and Burgundy, afforded

a tempting opportunity to an ambitious neighbour.

Henry was easily induced to revive the claims of his

predecessors ujnm that country. He accordingly

assembled a great fleet and army at Southampton,
and was on the point of embarkation when discovery

was made of a dangerous conspiracy against his

•on, headed by the Earl of Cambridge, who had
married a sister of the Earl of March, and sought to

assert the rights of that family. The conspirators

were capitally punished after an irregular trial. The
king then proceeded on his expedition, and landed
near Harfleur, August 14, 1415. He took that town
after a siege which so much reduced his army that

he was advised to return to England by sea. But
Henry rejected this advice, and determined to march
on Calais. On his way thither he was met on the

plain of Agincourt by a French army ten times as

numerous as his own. A battle took place there on
the 25th of October, in which the French host was
totally defeated, with a comparatively trifling loss

on the side of the English. Henry did not alter his

determination to return home, and the dread of hit

arms was the chief advantage which he reaped from
his victory. A peace taking place for two yean,
France was left to her own dissensions, until at

length, in 1417, the liberal grants of the Commons
enabled Henry once more to invade Normandy witn
25,000 men. To an application for peace he made a
reply which showed that he sought nothing less than
the crown of France; but in a negotiation with
Queen Isabella he offered to accept the provinces

ceded to Edward III. by the Treaty of Br4tigny.
The negotiation was broken off by the assassination

of the Duke of Burgundy, which induced his succes-

sor to join Henry. This alliance was soon followed

by the famous Treaty of Troyes (May 21, 1420),
made with the French king in a state of imbecility,

or rather with his queen and the Burgundian faction.

By this treaty Henry engaged to marry the Princess
Catharine, and to leave Charles in possession of the
crown, on condition that it Bhould go to Henry and
his heirs at his decease, and be inseparably united
to the crown of England. Henry, after espousing
Catharine, took possession of Paris, and then went
over to England to raise recruits for his army. Dur-
ing his absence his brother the Duke of Clarence
was defeated by an army consisting mainly of Scotch
troops commanded by the Earl of Buchan. In 1421
Henry himself returned to France, and his presence

secured to the English arms their wonted Buccess.

A son was at this time bora to him, and all his great

projects seemed about to be realized, when he was
attacked by a disease which carried him off in

August, 1422, at the age of thirty-four, and in the

tenth year of his reign. He was succeeded by his

son Henry VI. Henry V., as the gallant, youthful,

and successful conqueror of France, is a favourite

name in English history; but he was inferior in wis-

dom and solid policy to many of his ancestors. His
reign was consumed in ambitious pursuits, which,

while they inflicted great misery on France, entailed

much misfortune upon his own country.

HENKY VL, King of England, bora at Windsor
in 1421, crowned at Westminster in Nov. 1429, at

Paris in Dec. 1430. As he was an infant not nine

months old at the death of his father Henry V.,

John, duke of Bedford, a brother of the late king,

was appointed Kegent of France; and Humphrey,
duke of Gloucester, another brother of the same,
Protector of the realm of England, with a council at

his side appointed by Parliament. In Octolier, 1422,

a few weeks after Henry’s succession, Charles VI.
of France (lied, when, according to the provisions of

the Treaty of Troyes, Henry was proclaimed King
of France. But the French did not quietly submit

to the treaty being carried out, and a war began

which at first proved favourable to the English, but

in the end, after they had been roused to more effect-

ual efforts by the heroism of Joan of Arc (1428-30),

and after the English cause had suffered by the death

of the Duke of Bedford (September, 1435) and the

simultaneous defection of the Duke of Burgundy,
resulted in the almost total loss to the English of

their possessions in France. In 1453 nothing re-

mained to them in that country but Calais. In

April, 1445, Henry married Margaret of Anjou,
daughter of Ben4 of Provence. Two years late)

Humphrey of Gloucester died, when the Earl of Suf-

folk acquired the chief power in the kingdom, and
was created first marquis and then duke. His gov-

ernment was very unpopular,which caused the people

to look to the claim of Kichard, duke of York, whose
mother, heiress of the house of Mortimer, transmitted

to him the best title to the crown by inheritance.

The insurrection of Cade followed, and the Duke
of York returning from Ireland, a great party was
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formed in hia favour, headed byname of the principal

nobility. He wai thereby enabled to remove hia

enemies from the king's person, and was by Parlia-

ment declared Protector of the kingdom, the iiidvecile

Henry being by this time unable even to personate

majesty. The York and Lancaster parties wen* now
in such a state that the sword only could decide

between them; and that course of civil contention

commenced, the first bloodshed in which occurred

at St Albans in May, 1455, and as far as the reign

of Henry was concerned, the last in the battle of

Tewkesbury in 1471. (For a somewhat more de-

tailed account of this struggle see Knuxan IV.)

When the latter took place the king was a prisoner

in the Tower, where he soon after died, but whether

by a natural or violent death is uncertain, although

popular opinion assigned it to the violence of Hich-

am, duke of Gloucester. Henrv was gentle. pious,

and well-intentioned, but too weak to act for himself.

Eton College revert* Henry as its founder, as does

likewise King s College, Cambridge.

HKNKY VII., King of England, fust -MUi-nign

of the houst « if Tudor, ua*» U>m m 1 157. H< w:v-* th»
,

son of Edmund, earl of Richmond, son of Owen
'Tudor ami Catharine of France, widow of Henry V.

His mother, Margaret, was the only child of John,

duke of Somerset, grandson of .John of < taunt After

the battle of Tewkesbury he was carried by his iinelo, 1

the Karl of Pembroke, to Brittany, to seek refuge in

that court from the jealousy of the victorious house

of York. On the usurpation of Richard the young

Earl of Richmond w:w naturally turned to as the

representative of the house of Lancaster. In 14H5

Richmond assembled a body of tr«w.j»s in Brittany,

and landed at Milford Haven, with no more than

2000 him! foreign adventurers. He was immediately

joined by some leader* of rank, but had only bi)IM)

men when Richard met him at Bosworth, with an

army twice as uunierotiM in apjiearance ; but the

defection of l^ord Stanley with his forces, who joined

Richmond during the l>attle, obtained for the latter

a complete victory. Henry was proclaimed king on

the field of battle, and his right was muImminently

recognized by Parliament. in 1480 he married

Klizalieth, daughter of Edward TV., and hein*ss of

the house of York, ami thus united the claims of the

rival hous»-s of York and J.anca*ter. 'J ho reign of

Henry VII. was troubled by refloated insurrection*.

The first was beaded by Isird Is»vel and the Staffords,

but was soon suppressed. The imposture of Eiunlx-rt

Simnel, who, by the contrivance of Siinou, a pn»wt,

was made to j*ersonate the Karl of Warwick, son to

the Duke of Clarence, whom Henry kept confined in

the Tower, followed. But Henry having publicly

shown the true Earl of Warwick in the streets of

London, little credit was given to the irmsmtor, and

the king, collecting an army, met the rels-U at Stoke,

fa Nottinghamshire, and totally defeated them iJunc,

1487). Henry spared the impostor Simnel, and dis-

played hia insignificance by making him a scullion w
Ua kitchen The project of Fnmre for annexing the

province of Brittany, by marriage with the heiress,

induced Henry to declare war, but his measures were

to tardy and parsimonious that the annexation was

effected. He then raised large sums on the plea of

the necessity for hostilities; and landing s numerous

army at Calais in 1492, almost immediately accented

a large compensation for peace. The Duchess-dow-

ager of Burgundy, governess of the Low Countries,

encouraged the imposture of Simnel, and now

brought forward Perkin Warbeck, said to i* the son

of a converted Jew at Tournay, and a youth of parts

and prepoeaeeamg figure. This young man gave him-

•df out to be Richard Plantagenet, the younger of

As two sens of Edward IV., supposed to have hero

murdered in the Tower of London, and the justice

of hia claim has been maintained even by some hia*

Brians of a recent date. The duchess professed to

be satisfied with the proofs of his identity, and ao-

know 1edged liim as her nephew. He obtained assist-

ance from France, Scotland, aud Ireland, and in 1 487

took advantage of a rising which had taken place

in (\>rawall to land there, and revive the rebellion

which had by tliat time lx*eti suppressed. He was

so far successful as to secure a large following, wit!)

which he marched to Taunton; hut then* his heart

failed him, and ho fied. After Mng captured by

Henrv he was forced to confess himself an iinfKmtor,

and was then committal U » the Tower, where he

liecaine acquainted with the Karl of Warwick, and

persuaded him to accompany him in an attempt to

e»oa|»<* They were Isith retaken, ami W arw ick was

tvanmnlttod to tlie 'Power and iVrkin W arbeck

hangis! at 'Pyburo (14881. Soon after, the king fixed

an indelible* stain on his memory by ordering the

Earl of W'arwick also to la* executed, for merely

attompting to rogain that HI n»rt v of which he ought

,

never to hav e bt»cn deprived Firmly settled U|*»»»

the throne, Henrv now gained a high character among

his brother monarehs, many of whom sought his

friendship and alliance; ami among these was Far*

dimuiii, king of Arragoii, a prince in crafty and oat»

1 tinu* policy vor\ much like himself After a long

negotiation lie brought atmut a match Uitwron tits

Infanta Catharine, daughter of this sovereign and of

lsaU*ll«* of ( ’astile, and his eldest s«m Arthur, and

on the death of the latter, in order to retain the dowry

of this princess, he caused his remaining son Henrv

i to marry the widow* by Fnpal dis|»eri*atioii, an event

I which, in the sequel, led to a separation from the see

* of Rome He married his eldest daughter to .fame*

1 \\, king of Scotland, from which union there ulti

inntefy result’d the union of the two crowns. In

thi latter years of his reign nspceialH. llenrv showed

himself remarkably avarieious, and never omitted his

favourite pursuit of filling his rotters, employing

Eni|ison and Dudley, who practised all sorts of ex-

tortioii and diiranery for this end. Ha died at hia

palm e of Richmond in April, l.VM#, in the twenty-

fourth year of his reign and liftv second of his age.

The reign of Henry VII was, upon the whole, ls-ue-

firm} to his countrv. Being conducted u|s»n pacific

prineijilos it put a jierhsl to many disorders, and

gave an opjxirtuniU to the nation to flourish hv its

internal resources Ifisjsilicyof depressing th* feudal

nobility, which prrqiortloriahly exalts! the middle

ranks, was highly salutary; and It was esjiecially

advanced by the statute which allowed the breaking

of entails and the alienation of landed estate*. Many
other Ix-neficial provisions also date from this reign,

which, however, was very arbitrary; and the power

lost by the aristocracy for a time gave an undue

prcj*»ml«tranor to that of the Town.

HENRY VIII., King of England, son of the

pn coding, was Isirn in 1481, aud succeeded his father

in 1508. His education bad Isxrn rather tliat of a

scholar than of a prince; but a handsome person and

a frank ami spirited! manner rendered him the object

of pojmlar attachment, esjiecially as successor to a

sovereign so little beloved as Henry VII. No prinor

< oouid succeed toa throne under bappierdrmuustsuoes,

! ii usef—ring an undisputed title, a full treasury, and a

kingdom flourishing In the bosom of peso*. Hi*

disixmition for show ami magnificence soon squandered

the hoards of his predecessor; and his vanity mads

him an early object of foreign artifice. He was pre-

vailed upon by rope Julius II. and his father-in-law.

Ferdinand of Arrigon, to join in a league formed

against Louis XIL of France. Some campanil*

. France followed, bat the seroses of the EngU«h *
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the Battle of the Spars (1618), so called from the

flight of the French, was succeeded by no adequate
result, the taking of Touraay being the only fruit af

this expensive expedition. Meantime, more splendid

success attended the English arms at home. James
IV., king of Scotland, having made an incursion

with a numerous body of troops into England, was
completely defeated and slain at the battle of Flodden
Field. Henry, however, granted peace to the Queen
of Scotland, his sister, and established an influence

which rendered his kingdom long secure on that side.

Finding himself deluded by his allies, he soon after

made peace with France, retaining Toumay, and
receiving a large sum of money. The aggrandizement
of Cardinal Wolsey now began to give a leading
feature to the conduct of Henry, that prelate being
appointed chancellor in 1516. His favour was now
nought by Maximilian I., emperor of Germany, who
hoped to secure the support of England against

France, and as Wolsey was at first neglected by the

French king the German emperor gained his point;

but when Maximilian was succeeded by Charles V.,

the hereditary king of Spain as well as the emperor
of Germany, Francis found it expedient to gain Wol-
sey, and for that purpose entered into an amicable
correspondence with them. In order to cement this

new friendship the two monarchs had an interview
near Calais, the magnificence of which gave the place

of meeting the denomination of the Field of the Cloth

of Gold (1620). Notwithstanding these indications,

a prospect of the papacy being artfully held out to

the cardinal by the young emperor Charles, his in-

terest at length gained a preponderance in the Eng-
lish councils. The principles of the Reformation,
propagated by Luther, were now making rapid

strides, and Henry himself wrote a Latin book against

the tenets of Luthor, which he presented to Pope
Leo X., who favoured him in return with the title of

defender of the faith. Luther published a reply, in

which he treats his opponent with little ceremony.
Charles V. paid a visit to England in 1522, and
iuduced Wolsey and Henry to declare war against

France, which was invaded by an English and Flem-
ish army, under the Earl of Surrey, but this invasion

led to no more im}K>rtant consequences than the

last. After being married to Catharine for about
eighteen years, Henry had begun to feel some
scruples as to the validity of the marriage, on the

ground that she had previously been his brother’s

wife, and his scruples were no doubt increased by the

fact of his having conceived a passion for Anne
lloleyn, one of tlie queen’s maids of honour. He
accordingly applied in 1527 to Pope Clement VII.
for a divorce, and the pope appointed the two car-

dinals Wolsey and Campeggio to try the case. Wol-
sey had at first been favourable to the project of a
divorce, because he b»ped by this means to detach

Henry from his alliance with Charles V., who he

now perceived, while pretending to support his claims

to the papacy, was really thwarting his ambition;

but when he perceived the desire of Henry to marry
Anne Beleyn, fearing that this marriage would result

in winning over Henry to the side of the reformers,

since Anne Boleyn’s friends belonged to that party,

he did all in his power to prolong the inquiry, until

the commission was at last withdrawn, and it was
decided by the pope that the case should be tried at

Rome. This procrastination on Wolsey’s part led to

his own ruin, and the action of the papacy led to the

overthrow of the Papal authority in England. Henry,
disgusted at these delays, eagerly caught at the advice

of Thomas Cranmer, afterwards Archbishop of Can-
terbury, to refer the case to the universities, from
whom he soon got the decision which he desired.

In May, 1633, 'bis marriage with Catharine was de- !

j

dared null, and as he had by that time privately

married Anne Boleyn, this second marriage was a

few days later declared lawful; and as these decisions

were not recognized by the pope, an act of Parlia-

ment was obtained in the following year (1584),

setting aside the authority of the chief pontiff in

England, which was followed by another in 1685
declaring Henry the supreme head of the church.

Thus was effected the great revolution by which, in

ecclesiastical annals, this reign is so much distin-

guished. The birth of a daughter by the new queen
produced a bill for regulating the succession, which
settled it on the issue of this marriage, and declared
the king’s daughter by Catharine illegitimate. But
although Henry discarded the authority of the Roman
Church, he adhered to its theological tenets. While,
on the one hand, he executed Bishop Fisher and
Sir Thomas More (who had been appointed chan-
cellor after the fall of Wolsey) for refusing the oath
of supremacy, he displayed an aversion to the prin-

ciples of the reformers, and brought many of them
to the Btake. His temper also grew more stern and
arbitrary as he advanced in years, and his reign

from this jieriod was that of a despot who sacrificed

every obstacle to his capricious will. Finding that

the monks and friars in England were the most direct

advocates of the Papal authority, and that they oper-

ated most influentially to create dissatisfaction among
the people, he suppressed the monasteries by act of

Parliament, and thereby inflicted an incurable wound
upon the Catholic religion in England. The revenues
of these opulent establishments were granted to the

crown, which, however, was not proportionably en-

riched, as Henry lavished many grants of land upon
his courtiers, and besides bottling pensions upon the
retained abbots, friars, and monks, erected six new
bishoprics. Another step which promoted the Refor-
mation was a new translation or the Scriptures into

the vernacular tongue. The fall of Anne Boleyn was,

however, unfavourable for a time to the reformers.

Henry then married Jane Seymour, and the birth of

Prince Edward in 1537 fulfilled his wish for a male
heir, although his joy was abated by the death of the

queen. Henry now resolved to marry again, and
Cromwell, a Protestant, a favourer of the Reforma-
tion, who had succeeded More as first minister, re-

commended Anne of Cleves. The marriage took

place in Jan. 1540, and Henry created Cromwell
Earl of Essex; but his dislike to his new wife has-

tened the fall of that minister, who was condemned
and executed uj>on a charge of treason. At the same
time Henry procured from the convocation and
Parliament a divorce from Anne of Cleves. He then

married Catharine Howard, niece to the Duke of

Norfolk—a union which brought him more under the

influence of the Catholic party, and a rigorous perse-

cution of the Protestants followed. Catholics who
denied his supremacy were treated with equal sever-

ity. Henry now found that his new queen, of whom
he was very fond, had proved false to his bed, and

on further inquiry her conduct before marriage was
discovered to have been loose and criminal. The
irmg burst into tears when informed of these facts,

but his grief quickly turned into fury, and she was
accused and brought to the block in 1542. In 1548

he married his sixth wife, Catharine Parr, widow of

Lord Latimer, a lady of merit, secretly inclined to

the Reformation. Tnis queen fell into great danger

through the intrigues of the Catholic party, but found

means to avert the consequences. Disease now so

much aggravated the natural violence of Henry that

his oldest friends fell victims to his tyranny. The
Duke of Norfolk, his most trusted and successful
general, and the accomplished Earl of Sumy, his

son, were committed to the Tower. Hie latter was
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tried for an alleged correspondence with Cardinal
Pole, and on an abeurd accusation of treasonably
quartering a portion of the royal arms, and execute!
The Duke of Norfolk, however, escaped through the
accident of the king's death happening the day before
that appointed for his execution, Jan. 28, 1547.
Henry was succeeded by his son, Edward VI. As
impressively depicted by the dying words of Wolsey,
the chief characteristic of Henry VIII. was love of
•way. This passion, which was at first compatible
with generosity and feeling, at length produced an
excess of pride, impatience, and intolerance, which
extinguished the sentiments of humanity, and ren-
dered him violent and sanguinary in the extreme.
He made himself so much feared that no English
king had fewer checks to his power; and lilicrty and
constitutional equipoise were out of the question during
the whole of his reign, or, what is worse, the forms
of them were rendered purely suleorv lent to his

(

passions. No hand less strong than his could have
so suddenly snapped the chain which tswiiid the

1

nation to the Papacy. The complete union of Wales :

with England, and the conversion of Ireland into a
kingdom, date from the reign of Henry.
HENRY, Matthew, an English Nonconformist

divine, author of Kx|K)sitious on the Bible, was a

native of Flintshire, and w'as Inini in 1»*62. received

the early part of his education under his father, who
was also a I>issenting clergyman, and studied for

some time at an academy established at Islington

With the view of studying law* as a profession he
entered himself at Gray’* Inn; but still he con-

tinued the study of the Scriptures, ami assiduously

attended the sermons of Stillingfioet and Tillotsoii.

In 1686, having qualified himself for the ministry,

he began to preach; and in the succeeding year ho

was settled as pastor to a congregation of Dissenter*

at Chester, and continued vrith exemplary w;al and
success to discharge the duties of hn» office for

twenty-five years, when he was removed to Hackney,
in the vicinity of London, where his clerk nl lalsmrs

were still more extended. He died of a|*>pltxy at

Nantwich in 1714, while on his return from a visit

to his old congregation iuClieshwe The works pub-

lished by Heury furnish sufficient proof of his learn-

ing and knowledge He w as an elegant and patio tic

preacher, and he was not Jess distinguished by the

warmth of his piety and the amiableness of his man-
ners. Besides his greatest work, Expositions on tlje

Bible, in five vols. folio G71U), he was the author of

A Discourse on Schism, A Biographical Sketch of his

father, A Scripture < ateehiam. Family H> inns, and

several religious tracts

HENRY, Robeut, D.D., a Sottish divine and

historian, was a native of Stirlingshire, and was born

in 1718, received the early part of his education st
,

his native village St. Ninian* and at Stirling, and

completed his studies at the University of Edinburgh.

In 1748 he became minister of a Dissenting eongru-

gation at Carlisle, where he remained for twelve

ears, when he was called to Berwick, from which
j

e removed in 1768 to Edinburgh, where he was
j

appointed minister of New GravfrianT ( hurch. In
j

1776 he exchanged New for Old Gravfriars’ He
died in 17t#0. He made a bequest of his library to

the magistrates of Linlithgow, in the vicinity of

which he had long resided during the summer season,

to be the foundation of a public library for the use

of the inhabitants. The first volume of his History

of England upon a New Plan was published in 1771,

and it excited a great deal of ill-natured criticism

Iran a party of his countrymen, who used every

exertion to detract from its merits. But be steadily

continued in the prosecution of his design; and four
,

other volumes were published during his lifetime,
1

|

the last in 1785. He had prepared for the press a
I
sixth volume, which brings down the history to the

I

reign of Henry VTIL, and which was published in

|

1793, with the author's life prefixed. The different

E
srioda embraced by Dr. Henry's History of Greet
ritain are arranged under seven heads:— 1. The

civil and military history; 2. The history of religion;
1 8. The history of our constitution, government, laws,

and courts of justice; 4. The history of learning,

learned men, and seminaries of learning; 5. The
history of arts; 6. The history of cowmen e, shipping,

money or coin, and of the price of commodities
, 7.

The history of manners, customs, language, dress,

and amusements.

|

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON, an English his-

torian, Ixini towards the end of the eleventh century
and educated under Alcuine of Anjou, a canon of

Lincoln Cathedral. He was made Archdeacon of

Huntingdon, whence he derived his name, lu his

youth he cultivated poetry, and afterwards, at the

request of his patron, the Bishop of Lincoln, ooiu-

posed a general history of England from the earliest

time* down to his own day llis history, which is in

eight Ix.uks, wa* «*dited (with an intr«*iuc(ton) for the

RolN Sern * m l >71* by Mi. Th«»ums Arnold. The
early ;>art of the history was compiled from older

writers, the contemporary part fiom materials of his

owti Whaiton has published a letter of Henry's,
1

l>e Mtittdi font* inptu, which contains many • urious

i

coutctiijMirarv anecdotes of kings, nobles, and pre-

i
lutes Then- is a Latin ikhmii by him in the IfisUeian

1 Library on the death of King Stephen and the arrival

of Henry II in England, whhh Wharton says is fat

from contemptible Two MSS. of a collection of his

works by himself in twilve volumes arc in tie

arehieptseopal palace at Lands th. The time of hi*

death is not known, hut he must have Imoti alive it

1154.

HENRY THE LION, the most remarkable

!

inner of Germany in the twelfth century, was
sirn in 1121*, and Is-longed to the celebrated family

of the Gm-lfs His futher died in 1181* of ]K>i*oU,

The son inherited with the large ]M>*MrMsinti» the

numerous feuds of lus father. lu 1146 Henry

j

assumed the government of Saxony. At the diet

j

of princes in Frankfort (11171 he demanded resti-

tution of Bavaria, which hod Ihmjii taken from his

father bv the Emperor Con rod VII
,
and given t< on

Austrian pnnec. The etnf**mr refused, and a war
ensu'd After Gunnel's death the Einfstror Fred-

erick 1., cousin of Henry the Lion, restored Bavaria

to him in 1154, and Henry was then at the height

of his power. HU |s*ss<-ssions extended flout the

Baltic and the North Sea to the Adriatic. Henry
MNiti t**<a»n‘* involved in dispute* with the clergy,

who formed a confederacy at Merseburg in 1166;

but Henry overcame them. About two years after*

wards he separated from his wife and married

Matilda, daughter of Henry II of England. He
then went on an cx;<edition to the Holy l^ond, and
during his atse-nce his enemies, and even the em
peror, made encroachment* on his dominions In

1174, at the head of a large lssly of trrsqa, he

follower] Frederick I. on his fifth expedition to

Italy, but left him at the siege of Alessandria, ti

consoquence of his quarrel with the cmjxjror, and
his non-appearance after lx:ing summoned liefore

three diets, he was put under the ban of the empire.

His dominions were given to other princes. Henry
defended him** -If, for a time, successfully ;

but he

was at lost obliged to take refuge with his father* in-

law in England. In 1182 he asked partIon of the

emperor on his knees, and Frederick promis'd him
that be should retain his hereditary frosMMsiotie,

Brunrtrick and Lttneburg; but be was obliged to
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leave Germany for three yean, and be accordingly
returned to England. He returned in 1184, ana
lived for some time on his possessions undisturbed;
but Frederick, when about to set out on his crusade
to the Holy Land, suspicious of the proud and high-

minded Henry, obliged him to go once more to

England for three years, or to follow him to Pales-

tine. He preferred the first; but as the promise to

leave his hereditary possessions undisturbed was
violated he went back (1189) and conquered many
cities. A reconciliation was at last effected between
the contending parties. His eldest son had married
Agnes, the niece of Frederick I., and this connection
of a descendant of the mightiest G-uelf with the
greatest Ghibelline seemed to be the signal for a
termination of the old quarrel. The quarrel between
the emperor and Henry was concluded, and he died

in peace at Brunswick, 1195. His tomb is still to

be seen there. Henry was noble-minded, brave,

and indefatigable, but stubborn, proud, and pas-

sionate. Though constantly engaged in a struggle
with the clergy he was pious. He was much in

advance of his age in fostering industry, science,

commerce, and the arts.

HENRY THE NAVIGATOR (Vow Uenriguf
El Navegador

), the fourth son of King John 1. of

Portugal, was born in 1394. Portugal was then
tranquil and prosperous, the people were active and
enterprising, and the ambition of discovery and
conquest almost universal. The infant Henry espe-

cially distinguished himself by his zeal. The generous
youth gave early and brilliant proofs of courage.

His love of arms, however, was surpassed by his

love of the sciences, particularly mathematics, astro-

nomy, and navigation. When the Portuguese con-

quered Ceuta in 1416 Henry distinguished himself

by his bravery, and was knighted by his father,

after whose death he chose for his residence the city

of SagreB, in Algarve, near Cape St. Vincent, and
vigorously prosecuted the war against the MoorH in

Africa. He erected at Sagres an observatory and
a school, where young noblemen were instructed in

the sciences connected with navigation. From time

to time he sent vessels on voyages of discovery to

the coasts of Barbary and Guinea; these expeditions,

however, produced at first no important results. In
one of these voyages Tristam Vaz and Gon9ales
Zarco discovered the Islands of Puerto Santo and
Madeira, which were soon after colonized; and some
years later Gon9ales Velho Cabral, also Bent out by
Henry, discovered the Azores. It was some time,

however, before any further advances were made
in the exploration of the coast of Guinea, and Henry
had to put up with much ignorant opposition in

carrying out his purposes in this quarter. Cape
Nun, it wob affirmed, was the limit put by God to

the ambition of man. Henry heard all the objec-

tions of his short-sighted opjjosers with calmness and
equanimity. Gilianez, one of his navigators, offered

to sail round the formidable cape, and to explore the

ooast of Guinea. He set sail in 1 433, safely doubled

Cape Bojador, and took possession of the coast by
the erection of the cross. The bold adventurer was
rewarded with honours and presents. The next year

a larger vessel was sent out, which proceeded 140
miles beyond Bojador. These successful enterprises

put a stop to censure, and Henry found more sup-

port, His brother Pedro, who administered the

government during the minority of Alfonso V.,

effectually assisted him and confirmed him in the

possession of the islands of Puerto Santo and Ma-
deira, which Henry had before received from the late

King Edward. Pope Martin V. not only confirmed

the gift of these two islands, but also granted to

the Portuguese -all the countries which they should

discover along the ooast of Africa, as far as to

the Indies. In 1441 Antonio Gonzalez and Nuno
Tristam reached Cape Blanco; and this new success

made a favourable impression upon the nation.

Young men of enterprise were the more eager to

engage in voyages of discovery, as they were tempted
with the prospect of obtaining gold-dust. Henry
had, thus far, paid all expenses of the expeditions
alone; but companies were now formed of enter-

prising men, who ventured upon these voyages under
his guidance; and the whole people soon became
animated with the love of discovery. In 1445 Dinis
Diaz reached Cape Verde. In 1446 Lan9erata,
Gomes Pires, and others took possession of the
Arguim group to the south of Cape Blanco, which
had been discovered three years previously, where
there soon developed a profitable commerce with the
natives of Africa. In 1455 Cadamosto Bailed about
280 miles up the Senegal, and came to the Gambia,
and on a second voyage he discovered the Cape
Verde Islands. After acting as general against tin*

Moors in 1468 Henry died at Sagres on the 13th
of November, 1460. He not only laid the founda-
tions of tlie world-wide commerce and the colonial

possessions of Portugal, but his undertakings also

gave a new direction to navigation, and form an
epoch in the history of the world.

HENRYSON, Robert, a highly meritorious

Scottish poet of the fifteenth century, regarding

whose life very little is known. He was born about
1130 and died aliout 1506, appears to have had a
university education, was probably in orders, and
held some appointment as a schoolmaster at Dun-
fermline. H is chief works are tin* Testument of

Orosscid, a continuation of Chaucer’s Troilus and
Crescide; Roliene and Makyno, the earliest Scottish

jiastoi.il; the Moral Failles of AEkoji in Verse; Tale
of Orpheus; The Bludy Serk, an allegorical liallad;

&c. An edition of his works was published by Dr.

1). Laing in 1865; they are also on the list of the

Scottish Text Society's publications.

HEPATIC! (from Greek hvpar,
the liver), per-

taining to the liver, as the lupatic duet or artery.

See Li\ i:k.

HEPATICA3. See Livkuwohth.
HEPH/KSTION, the friend of Alexander the

Great, was a noble Macedonian of Pella. lie accom-
panied the king in his Asiatic campaigns, and after

the death of Clitus (328 B.c.) appears to have had the

sole command of the select body of cavalry called the

hetairoi
,
which was considered the highest dignity in

the whole army. He died at Ecbatana (b.c. 325 or

324). Alexander, who was inconsolable for his death,

had his body conveyed to Babylon, where he caused

a funeral pile and monument to be erected to him, at

a cost, it is said, of 10,000 talents.

HEPHAESTUS, a god of the ancient Greeks,

identified by the Romans with their Vulcanus. He
presided over fire, and was the patron of all artists

who worked in iron and metals. According to the

Homeric account he was the son of Zeus (Jupiter)

and Hera (Juno), although later traditions represent

him as begotten of Hera alone. Homer says that

his mother was so disgusted with the deformities of

her son, that she threw him into the sea as soon as

bom, where he remained for nine yean. He after-

wards returned to Olympus, but for taking the part

of his mother on one occasion against Zeus was
thrown down by the latter a second time. He was
a whole day in passing from heaven to earth, and
fell in the island of Lemnos. He broke his leg by
the fall, and ever after remained lame of one foot.

Homer, however, represents him as lame from his

birth. He fixed his residence inLemnos,where he built

himself a palace, and raised forges to work metals
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Dionysos (Bacchus) intoxicated him, and prevailed
upon him to oome to Olympus, where he was recon*
died to his parents. Hephaestus has been celebrated
by the ancient poets for the ingenious works and
automatical figures which he made. It is said that
at the request of Zeus he made Pandora, the first

woman that ever appeared on earth. The 0y« lopes

of Sicily were hia ministers and attendants; and with
him they fabricated not only the thunderUilts of

j

Zeus, but also arms for the gods and the most cele- 1

brated heroes. His forges were supposed to be under
mount .dCtna, in the island of Sicily, as well as in

every part of the earth where there were volcanoes.

Aphrodite (Venus) was the wifo of Hephaestus. Her
infidelity is well known. Her amours with An's
(Mars) were discovered by Phrebus, and ex

|
Mined to

the gods by her own busbaud No children of

Hephaestus are mention* <1 bv lloiuer, although later

writers represent him as the father of several.

Hephaestus was represented coven d with sweat,

blowing, with his nervous arm, the hre* of his forces.

His breast was hairy, and lus forelo ad was bla« k< ned
with smoke. Some represent him lame and deforim d.

holding a hammer raised in the air, readv to strike;

while with the other hand he turns w ith pincers a

thunderbolt on his anvil. He appears on some
monuments with a long l**«rd, di**)n \ tiled hair, half

naked, and a small round oap on 1mm hem l, while he
holds a hammer and pincers m his hand
HKPPKN’HKIM. a town «»* Git many, Grand

Duchy of li'Hst, lt» null > s ot 1 i.miet »dt, «»n th«

railway from Frankfort to IbublUrg It i « vv ill. <i, (

and make*, a i oiiM'lt rabb hgtn» in tin < mi in wars
Its pnn< ipal buddings an an old ihunli, «

house, town hoiist , and at -nnn dis*am«, on a min i

mandmg height, th« old <astl« «>t Mario nbutg i built

in 1 long one of the most important strongholds^

t»f the < leetors of Mavt n< < Pop il^lOi .MOP i

H KPTA( ’Hi >K I > < from tin l rt# i k ). a it rm w he h I

with the ari< i* nts inipltt d a < oitpim t f* (rat hold, or a

system of s< si ri sounds It wa, als.. tin n am givi n
(

to a lyrt , or rr//tur»#, w ith st \t n t lior*b Tin mnrvul
of the heptai honl was njuival nt in mn s. \ < f 1 1 ) t

1

HEPTAGON, a plain tigun of s \*n id« s «*i 1

rvnglts, it is said t.» l»t ngularwhen all tie *ud«

and angles art tonal.

HEPTARCHY, the seven kingdoms inU» which
England w.ut at oue period or other divid'd in

Anglo-Saxon times. The kingdoms were founded at

different times, and at no one time were they all in-

dependent monarchies together In H 27 King Egbert

of Wessex united the other kingdoms into one, and

assumed the title of King of England. See Kno-
LAJft).

HEPTATEUCH, a name sometimes given to the

five books of Moses or Pentateuch, together with the

books of Joshua and the Judges.

HEPTYLIC C(IMPOUNDS (Greek, Arpta,m v en;

are those compounds which, containing seven com*
Wiiinpr proportions of carbon, are th« seventh in the

homologous series of fatty acids and alcohols (see

Fatty Acids, Table). They are a large group of
,

bodies, and iontarn some which are interesting from i

their natural occurrence, Jfeptylir alrohoi (CrHuO)
occurs in certain varieties of fusel oil, and is a decom-
position product by alkalies and heat of castor-oil It

is a colourless, oily liquid, lighter than and insoluble
j

in water. There appear to be different kiwi* of this «

alcohol. Heptylic hydrid* (C7H*) is found naturally

in American petroleum, in light coal-tar oil, 4c. it

ia a thin, colourless, very inflammable liquid, with a

Csant odour. I/eptyline (CrHM) is found in the
j

,

t oil from Boghead ooal It is a colourless liquid, i

with a garlic-like odour. The add corresponding is i

nailed oenanthylic add (which seek 1
1

HERA, an ancient Greek goddess (identified bj
the Romans with their Juno), the highest and most
powerful divinity of the Greeks and Romans next tc

Zeus (Jupiter), of whom she was the sister and wife,

was the daughter of Kronoa (Saturn) and Rhea.
Argos and Samos claimed the honour of her birth.

I

According to Homer she was educated by Oceanus

I

and Thetis; according toothers, by the Hours. Her

;

marriage with Zeus, on the island of Crote, was
honoured by the presence of all the god*. According
to Homer Zeus embraced her without the knowledge
of her |>arente; and others say that he subdued her

by artifice, on the iNhuid of Samos, and there married
her. The poets represent Zeus as an unfaithful

huslwid, and Hera as an otwtinate aud jealous wife,

the result of which is frequent strife between them
Mauy liiNtanccs of tins kind are related. When
Hera had driveu Heracles, the favourite of her
husband, to Uos, by a storm, Zeus was so angry that

he Ixnind her hands and feet, loaded her with two
anvils, and bum tsmiled her from Olympus. No one
of the other gods could help her During tlie Trojan
war, having lulled Zeus to slisqi, in order to give tlie

victory to the l i reeks dining his shindier*, she
wcajied with dithcult.y from the blows whii h Zeus
allied at her when he awoke In the ddest jnntry

Hera is d« ncribed us a divinity hostile to Hercules,

uppcnting unpro|titi«»UH to him even tit Ids birth, and
opposing 1dm afterward* in all his undertaking*.

Honor generalised this idea, and represented her as

a malicious goddess of whom he made use whenever
a plan was to bo interrupted or an ent* rprise def. atoil.

He des< rilie* minutely the art which Hera used to

asMi-it the Creeks, contrary to the command of her

husband. She is also the umli< lolls persecutor of the

objects of the amours of her husband (for example,

Ii.itona, S«*ne le, and Alemetiak and of their rhildren

bv him Among the latter Heracles and Dionysus
sulfi r<d nnmt Tli« 'Hiebans likewise ft It the effects

of tier hatittl, Invause Hercules was born among
them. She jiersecutod Albania* ami his family

t«e( aust* he had educated the young ilacthu*. All

wlio liSHurm <1 to themselves, or attributed to others,

u super loi it y tt» her, exjterirnerd htrr v rngeauw 'Ho*

Is-untv of llera is elevated, majestic, and calculated

to mspiie awe she wanted the soft, insinuating, and
heart toothing beauty of AphrodiU (Venus) In til#

Trojan war she was tin profect< ir t»f tin Greeks She
sometimes mingled herself in the combat thus, for

example, Zeus once allowed her to remove Ares
(Marsr, tin* proto* tor of the Trojans, from the Irattlu.

No one nf the goddesses dared contend with her in

fight. Artemis (Diana) once attempte<l it, but her

cheeks felt the strength of the mighty Hera Her
children were Hebe, Kilcithyia, Ares, and Hepha-stufl

(Vulcan). According to the Orphic doctrines, she

was the symUd of the lower air, as Zens was of the

upj»er air, or of tlie atr in general. With this was
joined another idea, derived from the I’elasgic religion

at Homos, which repntteiiUwl her os the queen of tht

gtsls. To this was added the Pbo-nician notion, the

l'hu'tiician goddess of nature being confounded, in

Greece, with Hera. She was worsbipjxtfl in all

Greece, but her principal seats were at A rgos, in the

vicinity of which was her famous temple, the Ihrwum,
containing the noblest of her statues, that by Poly-

cletus, and at Kamos, boasting to lie the place of her

birth and marriage; hence one of her epithets wss

Narnia. The Hannan Hera was represented, ou coins,

with a crescent on her head, and her hands resting

on two wands. Hie companions of Hera were tlie

Nymphs, Graces, and Hour*. Iris wss her particular

servant. Among animals, the peacock, the goose,

and the cuckoo were sacred to her Her usual

attribute is the royal diadem, formed like a long
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triangle. She often hats a veil bespangled with stars,

either as a covering for her head or hanging loosely

behind her. On a gem in the collection of Stosch

•he appears in calm majesty seated on a throne,

having at her back, on each side, the sun and moon,
and over her head the planets, to signify that she is

the queen of heaven. She is drawn in a carriage by
two peacocks. The statues of Hera, among the

ancients, were not very numerous, and even during

the time when sculpture was in its most }>erfect state

the Greeks possessed no particularly celebrated statues

of her. Most of the portraits of Hera, on gems, are

by the Greek artists in the time of the Roman
emperors. The festivals in honour of Hera were
called Henna. The principal were those celebrated

every fifth year at Argos, which city was considered
to be especially under her protection.

HERACLES (called also Alcides
,
and by the

Romans IItrcvltt\ the most celebrated hero of the

mythological age of Greece, in whom poetry has pre-

sented a model of human perfection, according to the

ideas of the heroic age, the highest twdily vigour,

united with the finest qualities of mind and heart

which entered into the conceptions of that period,

being combined in him, and all devoted to the wel-

fare of mankind. The hero is indeed a man, but the

godlike portion of his nature is of divine origin. He
is, therefore, the son of Zeus the king of the gods, by
a mortal mother, Alcmena the wife of Amphitryon.
His nature strives perpetually after divine excellence,

but under the common conditions of humanity
;
that

is, amid a ceaseless succession of labours and sacri-

fices. Hw indomitable |>erseverance giveB him the

victory. This victory shows us the triumph of the

divine part of man's nature over the earthly. His
death Hecures him immortality and a seat among the
gods.

The birth of Heracles was attended with many
miraculous and supernatural events. Heracles was
brought up at Thebes; and before he had completed
his eighth month the jealousy of Hera, intent upon
his destruction, sent two snakes to devour him. The
child, not terrified at the sight of the serpents, boldly

seized them in both his hands and squeezed them to

death, while his brother, Iphiclus, alarmed the house
with his frightful Bhrieks. Zeus sought to protect

his favourite in every manner, and to make him
worthy of immortality. Once, while Hera was
slumbering, Hermes laid the infant on her breast,

that he might suck the milk of the goddess. She
awoke and cast from her the hated babe. Some
droj>s of milk that fell from her formed the milky
way. Other accounts say that Hera and Athena
found the infant Heracles. With the milk of the
goddess he imbil>ed immortality. He was early in-

structed in the liberal arts, and Castor, the son of

Tyndarus, taught him how to fight, Eurytus how to

shoot with a bow and arrows, Autolycus to drive a
chariot, Linus to play on the lyre, and Eumolpus to

sing. He, like the rest of Ids illustrious contem-
|K>raries, soon after became the pupil of the Centaur
Cheiron, and under him he perfected himself, and
became the most valiant and accomplished hero of

the age. When he had completed the years of boy-
hood he retired, according to the Btory of Prodicus,

into a solitary district, and stood at the meeting of

two ways, reflecting on his fate. Two lovely female
figures approached, and one (Pleasure) invited him
to follow her flowery path; the other (Virtue) invited

him to choose a course full of labour and self-control,

but crowned with honour and immortality. The suit

of Virtue prevailed, and Heracles resolved to pursue
her guidance without shrinking.

In the eighteenth year of his age he resolved to

deliver the neighbourhood of Mount Cithaeron from a

huge lion, which preyed on the flocks of Amphitryon,
his supposed father, and which laid waste the adjacent

country. He went to the court of Thespius, king of

Thespis, who shared in the general calamity, and
was entertained there during fifty days. The fifty

daughters of the king became mothers by Heracles,

during his stay at Thespis. After he had de-

stroyed the lion of Mount Citharon he delivered his

;

country from the annual tribute of 100 oxen, which

it paid to Erginus. Such public services became
universally known, and Creon, who then sat on the

throne of Thebes, rewarded the patriotic deeds of

Heracles by giving him his daughter in marriage,

and intrusting him with the government of his king-

dom. As Heracles, by a stratagem of Hera, was
subjected to the power of Eurystheus, and obliged to

obey him in every respect, Eurystheus, acquainted
with his successes and rising power, ordered him to

appear at Mycenae, and perform the labours which,

by priority of birth, he was empowered to impose
uj)on him. HeracleB refused, and Hera, to punish
his disobedience, rendered him so delirious that he
killed his own children by Megara, supposing them
to l>e the offspring of Eurystheus. When he recovered

the use of his senses he was so struck with the mis-

fortunes which had proceeded from his insanity, that

he concealed himself, and retired from the society of

men for some time. He afterwards consulted the

oracle of Apollo, and was told that he must be sub-

servient, for twelve years, to the will of Eurystheus,

in compliance with the commands of Zeus; and that,

after he had achieved the most celebrated labours, he
should be reckoned in the number of the gods. So
plain and expressive an answer determined him to go
to Mycona*, and to bear with fortitude whatever gods
or men imposed ujwm him. Eurystheus, seeing so

great a man totally subjected to him, and apprehen-
sive of so |K)werful an enemy, commanded him to

achieve a number of enterprises the most difficult and
arduous ever known, generally called the twelve

labours of JJerar/ts. The favours of the gods had
completely armed him when he undertook his laboun.
He had received a coat of arms and helmet from
Athena, a sword from Hermes, a horse from Poseidffn,

a shield from Zeus, a bow and arrows from AjhjIIo,

and from Hephastus a golden cuirass and brazen
buskin, with a celebrated club of brass, according to

the opinion of some writers, although according to

others he cut the club for himself.

The first labour imposed upon Heracles by Eurys-
theus was to kill the lion of Nemaea, which ravaged
the country near Mycenae. The hero, unable fc

destroy him with his anows, boldly attacked him
with his club, pursued him to his den, and, after a

close and sharp engagement, he choked him to death.

He carried the dead l>east on his shoulders to Mycenae,
and ever after clothed himself with the skin. Eurys-
theus was so astonished at the sight of the beast, and
at the courage of Heracles, that he ordered him never

to enter the gates of the city when he returned from
his expeditions, but to wait for his orders without the

walls. He even made himself a brazen vessel, into

which he retired whenever Heracles returned.

The second labour of Heracles was to destroy the
Lemaean hydra, which had nine heads, of which the
middle one was immortal. This celebrated monster
he attacked with his arrows; and soon after he came
to a close engagement, and by means of his heavy
club he destroyed the heads of his enemy; but this

was productive of no advantage, for as soon as one
head was beaten to pieces by the club immediately
two sprang up; and the labour of Heracles would
have remained unfinished had not he commanded his

friend lolas to burn with a hot iron the root of the
head which he had crushed to pieoes. This suo-
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oeeded, and Heracles became victorious. He then
dipped his arrows in the monster’s gall, to render
the wounds which he gave fatal and incurable.

He was ordered, in his third labour, to bring,

alive and unhurt, into the presence of Eurystheus,
a stag famous for its incredible swiftness, its golden
horns, and brazen feet. The accomplishment of

this labour occupied him for a whole year.

The fourth lalxmr was to bring alive to Eurys-
theus a wild boar, which ravaged the neighlxmrhood
of Erymanthus. This expedition is also celebrated
as the occasion of one of his chief partrga or sub-
ordinate lalxmrs, the destruction of the Centaurs.

In his fifth labour Heracles was ordered to clean

the stables of Augeas, where 3000 oxen had been
confined for many years. See Auceas.
For his sixth labour he was ordered to kill the

birds which ravaged the country near the lake Sfcym-
phalus, in Arcadia. They had brazen claws, 1>eaks,

and wings, used their feathers as arrows, and ate
human flesh

In his seventh labour he brought alive into Pelo-
ponnesus a prodigious wild bull, which laid waste
the island of Crete.

In his eighth labour he was employed in obtaining
the mares of Diomedes, which fed upon human flesh.

He killed Diomedes and gave him to be eaten by his

mares, which he brought to Eurystheus.
For his ninth labour he was commanded to obtain

from Hippolyto, the queen of the Amazons, a girdle

which she had received from Ares, and which
Admeto, the daughter of Eurystheus, desired.

In his tenth labour he killed the triple-bodied

monster Goryon, king of Gades, and brought to Argos
Jus numerous flocks, which fed upon human flesh.

On the frontiers of Africa and Europe lie erected two
pillars (Calpe and Abyla) on each side of the Strait

of Gibraltar—the Pillars of Hercules. (See Hkk-
OULKH, PiLEAKS OK.)

The eleventh lalxmr was to obtain apples from the

garden of the HcsjierideH. See Hkspkkidks.
The twelfth and last, and the only one mentioned

by Homer, was to bring upon earth the three-headed

dog Cerberus. He descended into hell by a cave in

Mount Trenarus, dragged Cerlx»rus away, but carried

him back, after he had brought hiuilx»fore Eurystheus.

Besides these arduous lalxmrs, which the jealousy

of Eurystheus imposed upon him, lie also achieved

others. He assisted the gods in their wars against

the giants, and it was through him alone that Zeus
obtained the victory. He conquered Loomedon, and
pillaged Troy. When lole, the daughter of Eurytus,

king of (Echalia, of whom he was deeply enamoured,
was refused to his entreaties, lie lx*came the prey of

a second fit of insanity, and he murdered I pint us, the

only one of the sons of Eurytus who favoured the

addresses to lole. He was, some time after, purified

of the murder, and his insanity ceased; but the gods

still persecuted him, and he was visited by a dis-

order which obliged him to apply to the oracle of

Delphi. Hewas told bythe oracle that he must l>e sold

as a slave, and remain three years in the most abject

servitude, to recover from liis disorder. He com-

plied, and Hermes, by order of Zeus conducted him
to OmphalC, queen of Lydia, to whom he was sold as a

slave. (See Omphale.) After he had completed tin*

years of his slavery he returned to Greece, and now
married Deianira, daughter of (Eneus, king of Caly-

don. He was obliged to leave Calydon, his father-

in-law’s kingdom, because he had inadvertently

killed a man with a blow of his fist. On his way
to a place of exile he was stopped by the swollen

stream of the Evenus, where the Centaur Nessus

attempted to offer violence to Deianira, under the

pretence of conveying her over the river. Heracles

I killed the Centaur with one of his poisoned arrows,

and Nessus, as he expired, told Deianira to preserve

some of his blood if she desired to retain the love of

Heracles. Heracles was still mindful that he had
once been refused the hand of lole; he therefore

made war against her father, Eurytus, and killed

him, with three of his sons, lole fell into the hands
of her father’s murderer, and found that she was
loved by Heracles as much as liefore. She accom-
panied him on Mount Gita, where he was going to

raise an altar and offer a solemn sacrifice to Zeus.

As he had not then the tunic in which he* arrayed

himself to offer a sacrifice, he sent Lielias to Deianira

in order to provide himself a proper dress. Deianira,

desiring to regain her husl»uid’s love, sent him the

tunic after steeping it in the blood of Nessus; and
Heracles, as soon as he had put it on, found the

poison of the Lermean hydra penetrate through his

bones. He attempted to pull off the fatal dress, but
it was too late; whereupon lie built himself a funeral

pile on the top of Mount (Eta, laid himself down
upon it, and had it set on fire. When Zeus saw
him surrounded with the flames, he had compassion
on him and raised him to the skies. His worship
soon lieeame general, and Horn forgot her resent-

ment, and gave him her daughter Helx* in marriage.

Heracles received many surnames and epithets,

sometimes from the place where his worship was
established, sometimes from tin* lalxmrs which he
achieved. His common title Aleides was from
Aleeus, the father of Amphitryon. In Italy he was
worship}**! by the name of Hercules, a modification

of liis Greek name, for the genuine Italian Hercules
lx>re the name of Ueearanus or Gnranus.
The principal ancient statue of this hero which

remains to us is the Furuese Hercules at Naples,

a work of the Athenian Glycon, representing the
hero leaning on his club. There is also a famous
torso of Heracles in the* Vatican. Jlis various ad-

ventures and exploits enabled the artists to repre-

sent him under a variety of forms, as a child, a youth,

and a man, struggling, suffering, and enjoying, in re-

pose and in full action. He is generally represented

naked, with strong and well-proportioned limbs; and
is often shown with tlu* skin of the Nermean lion.

The myth of Ilerucles in its mam elements wfas

undoubtedly develo}x*d on Greek soil; but counter-

parts of the hero appear among many peoples, and
the Greeks, no doubt, borrowed something from
their neighlxmrs. Home scholars icgard Heracles
as a solar hero, anti the twelve lalxmrs are supposed
to represent the course of the sun through the twelve
signH of the zodiac.

1 1EKACLI 1)yiC or Hekaoletjih, the descendants
of Heracles, but more particularly those who, assisted

by the Dorians, asserted by arms the claims which
they had inherited to the Peloponnesus, eighty years

after the capture of Troy, and, therefore, according
to the usual system of chronology, B.c. 1104. This
event is known in Greek history as the return of the

Heraelidae, and is the same as that known as the
Dorian migration. See Ghekck.
HERACLITUS, a Greek philosopher, bom at

Ephesus in Asia Minor, flourished about f»13 n.c.

He travelled in different countries, and on his re-

turn to Ephesus was offered the chief magistracy,

which he transferred to his brother. lie con-

sidered the state of morals in the city so bad that

he preferred playing at dice with lioys to attempt-

ing to govern it. He finally repaired to solitary

mountains to live on roots and herbs; but, being

attacked by a fatal disease, w'as obliged to return

to the city, where he died soon afterwards, iti*

said in his sixtieth year, lie left a work on Na-

ture, in which he treats also of religion and politics.
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It wm written in an obaoure and figurative style,

which is partly to be ascribed to the defective state

of philosophical language in his day. Some fragments
only of this work remain. He is considered as belong-

ing generally to the Ionic school, though he differed

from it in important particulars. From the little of

his philosophy which has come down to us it appears

that he considered fire as the element of all things.

He described it as an SBtherial substance, not differ-

ing essentially from the air of Anaximeiu h. From
this element, ‘self-kindled and self-extinguished,’ the

world is evolved (not made) by a natural operation.

It is also a rational principle, and the source of the

human soul It has a longing to manifest itself, and
descends for this purpose from heaven, where it exists

in its pure state, to earth, losing in its descent its

rapidity of motion, and passing through the form of

water into that of earth. The soul of man is a por-

tion of this migrated fire in its pure state. The
phenomena thus produced exists in a constant state

of flux, always tending to assume new forms, and
finally returning again to their source. The only
repose in the universe results from the encounter of

the downward and upward motion of various parts

of the living fire.

HERACLIUS, a Roman emperor of the East,

from 610 to 641, was born in Cappadocia about a.d.

675. His father Heraclius, exarch of Africa, had
gained great renown by his victories over the Per-
sians, and after Phocas had ascended the throne, by
murdering his master, the Emperor Mauritius, was
applied to by a powerful body of insurgents to

declare war against the usurper, and claim the throne

for himself. After temporizing for a little he de-

clined to claim the throne, excusing himself on the

ground of his great age, and sent his son Heraclius

from Carthage at the head of a powerful fleet The
moment the fleet apj>eaivd off Constantinople the

insurgents within the city put their planB in execu-

tion, and Phocas perished by an ignominious death.

Heraclius the younger now ascended the throne, and
though he undoubtedly possessed considerable talents,

the Roman Empire in the East was now tottering to

its fall, and nothing he was able to do could save it.

Before his death Mohammed had carried his vic-

torious arms on every Bide, and Syria, Palestine,

Mesopotamia, and Egypt had fallen under the do-

minion of the caliphs. He was permitted, however,

to die in peace, and to transmit the succession to his

son, who mounted the throne under the title of Con-
stantine III.

HERALD. The etymology of this word is uncer-

tain. According to some authorities it comes from
a primitive German word signifying a crier, others

derive it from an old high Gorman compound, which
is found existing in proper names, hwriioalt or haris-

walt, from /tan, an army, and wcdtan, to manage.
The office of the herald as established in the middle
ages was essentially a chivalric institution, and de-

rived its importance from the customs of chivalry.

Analogies have been found between the office of a
herald and the Greek Ic&rux and Roman feciah«, but
these only hold good in regard to the incidental func-

tions exercised by the heralds as messengers of peace
and war. In the complex functions of the office,

which were purely the growth of chivalry, it had,

and could have, no precedent in antiquity. Heralds

began to appear about the twelfth century, and as-

sumed the functions which ultimately belonged to

their office gradually. They appear at first to have
been mere messengers or criers employed to summon
the men of arms. They assumed also some of the

functions of the minstrels, in recounting the warlike

deeds of their masters. The offioe did not acquire

Its full importance till they began to be officially

employed by princes. The word heraldut ocean in

the imperial constitutions of Frederick Barbarossa in

1150. The functions of the herald were to carry

messages of courtesy or defiance between sovereigns

or persons of knightly rank, to superintend and re-

gister the results of trial by battle, tournaments, and
other chivalric exercises, to record the valiant deeds

of combatants, compute the slain after battle, pro-

claim war or peace, marshal processions and public

ceremonials, and especially to regulate and determine
all matters connected with the use of armorial bear*

ings. The herald after the office was fully consti-

tuted was created with many ceremonies, and had
to pass through various grades of protracted service

before reaching the full dignity of a herald. Accord-
ing to Gerard Legh they were first couriers or foot

messengers, who wore their princes’ colours ‘parted

upright,’ that is, in two colours; they were knights,

but not nobles. After seven years’ service they were
made chevalierB of arms, and carried their sovereign’s

messages on horseback; on serving other seven years
the knight-of-arms became a pursuivant, and was
qualified at once to be a herald. He was in fact

ranked as holding the lowest grade of that office, of

which there were three, king-at-arms, herald, and
pursuivant. The pursuivant was invested with the
tabard, or herald’s coat; but had to wear it cross-

wise, the sleeves hanging one in front, and one be-

hind. When he became a herald the tabard was
turned, so that the sleeves hung over his arms. The
creation both of herald and pursuivant was attended
with a baptism with wine and water. The kings-of-

arms were crowned by the sovereign himself. They
wore richer tabards, embroidered on velvet in place

of satin, with gilt collars and coronets of sixteen

strawberry leaves. Heralds are now shorn of much
of their importance. They are appointed in England
by the earl marshal, whose office is hereditary. The
Herald’B College, or College of Arms, founded by
charter of Richard III. in 1483, consists of the three

chief heralds (Bee Gartfr, King-of-arms), the six

subordinate or provincial heralds of York, Lancaster,

Chester, Windsor, Richmond, and Somerset; two
heralds extraordinary—the Surrey herald and the

Maitrovers herald—together with the earl marshal
(the Duke of Norfolk), registrar, and secretary, in

all fourteen persons. There are also four marshals
or pursuivants, called blue -mantle, rouge -croix,

rouge-dragon, and portcullis, who usually succeed

to vacancies in the Heralds’ College. The Heralds’

College in Scotland consists of Lyon king-of-arms,

and three heralds with three pursuivants.

HERALDRY is subject to a double definition.

In its technical sense it includes the whole science

of a herald’s duties, as well that which relates to

the marshalling of public ceremonials as to the regu-

lation of armorial bearings. In the popular sense, in

which we here use it, it is restricted to the knowledge
of the forms and terms of blazonry, and of the laws

which regulate the use of armorial bearings. Badges
and emblems on shields, helms, banners, &c., oc-

curred in the earliest times. In Numbers (ch. i 52)

the children of Israel are enjoined to pitch their

tents, ‘every man by his own camp, and every man
by his own standard,’ with the ensigns of his father's

house. The poets of the Greeks and Romans speak
of paintings and devices on shields and helmets.

These symbols were moreover hereditary. Thus
Xenophon relates that the kings of the Modes bore
a golden eagle on their shields. Suetonius asserts

that Domitian had a golden beard for his coat of

arms; and Tacitus says of the ancient Germans, that
they marked their shields with brilliant oolourt, and
that certain standards were borne before in

|

battle. The origin of heraldic anna, properly so
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called, It now by general oonaent attributed to the
necessity which aroee during the Orutades of distin-

guiiMng the leaden of the numerous and motley
bands of warriors which constituted the Christian
armies. The growth of heraldry was also powerfully
promoted by the institution of tournaments. The
use of arms began to prevail about the twelfth cen-

tury, and in the thirteenth they became hereditary.

The practice was then introduced of embroidering
the family arms on the surcoat worn by a warrior
over his hauberk. At tournaments the practice pre-

vailed of blazoning, or proclaiming the arms of the
knights who appeared to take part in them, by a
herald with the sound of a trumpet. As the use of

visors rendered the combatants undistinguishable,
except by their insignia, this practice was no doubt
suggested by its obvious convenience, and probably
contributed not a little to give its peculiar import-
ance to the office of the herald. At a tournament
the mantle of the knight, with the helm and shield,

was for a like reason suspended in the lists

As the French language prevailed at the court of
the Norman kings in England, French expressions
have been preserved in English heraldry, while in

German heraldry the terms are mostly German.
Bolls of arms in England are extant in the reigns of

Henry III., Edward I., and Edward II. The Roll
of Caerlaverock, a poem in Norman-French, contains
the names and armorial bearings of the knights and
barons who attended Edward I. at the siege of the
Castle of Caerlaverock, Dumfriesshire, in 1300, and
exhibits heraldry already in a developed form. One
of the oldest specimens of heraldic bearings extant,

is the shield at Mans of Geoffrey Plantagenet, who
died in 1150. Surcoats displayed armorial bearings
in the reign of Henry III. The wearing of armorial
insignia on banners and shields was among the
earliest forms of heraldry. The use of arms on the
Great Seal of England was introduced by Richard I.

The use of arms by private persons was prohibited

by proclamation in the reign of Henry V. All
persons who had not borne arms at Agincourt were
prohibiting from assuming them, unless by hereditary
descent, or with the sanction of the constituted au-

thorities. Periodical circuits, called visitations, were
held afterwards by the provincial heralds, to take
cognizance of the arms, pedigrees, and marriages of

such as were entitled to the use of armorial bearings.

These visitations continued till about the end of the

seventeenth century. Their records, many of which
are preserved in the British Museum and elsewhere,

contain much genealogical information, and are still

sought for evidence of the hereditary right to bear

arms.

The study of heraldry, which in the high ages of

chivalry was deemed by the great ones of the earth

the first of sciences, fell on the decline of chivalry

into decay and contempt, and was, according to a

stock phrase, *abandoned to the coach-painter and
the undertaker.* This decline of the noble science

was promoted by a very natural result of the diminu-

tion of its practical utility. In proportion as heraldry

became useless its professors grew pedantic, stupid,

dogmatic, and intolerable. As far as its intrinsic

merits are concerned heraldry might have been

allowed to sink unlamented beneath the rubbish in

which it was thus buried; but modern scholarship

has found a use for it in its earlier and more genuine

forms, as an illustrator and interpreter of history,

and its investigation has again become a legitimate

pursuit.

The bearing of arms in England without com-
petent authority still subjects the wearer to a penalty

The chief oouits of jurisdiction in questions of her-

aldry, are the Heralds* College in England, the

Lyon Court in Scotland, and the Office of Arms in

Ireland. The rules of heraldry now practised at

the Heralds* College are comparatively modern, and
differ in some respects from those of continental

courts.

Blazoning, in the technology of heraldry, is the

methodical description of a bearing. In the first

place the shield is described according to its tinc-

tures, figures, and partitions. The inferior parts of

an escutcheon are then blazoned—the helm, with its

insignia, which are trumpet, wings, and plumes, men
and animal

w

>
or their members; then the wreath and

its tinctures; after which the coronet, cap, &c.;

finally, the supporters, the mantle, the device, and
other secondary things. To historify, in heraldry, is

to explain the history of a coat of arms, its origin,

and the changes it has undergone. If the herald is

to explain a bearing historically, he must show that

this figure is the proper emblem of the family or

country. He derives, for instance, from historical

sources the proof that the double-headed eagle of the

Roman king was first introduced in the beginning of

the fourteenth century, under Albert I., and that

previously, from the time of Otho II., the royal

eagle had but one head; that the three leopards in

the English arms were first derived in 1127, under
Henry I., from the Notman house. The marshalling

of arms consists in the preparation ofnew escutcheons.

In this matter the herald either follows the orders of

a sovereign, or he invents the idea, and makes the

plan of the escutcheon according to his own judg-

ment, or he coni|>o8es a new escutcheon from several

coats of arms. Arms may be borne by individuals,

families, or communities. In heraldic science arms
are distinguished by different names, to denote the

causes of their being borne. There are ten classes

of arms recognized by heralds, as distinguished by
their origin.

1. Arms of dominion are borne by sovereigns, in

respect of territories which they govern.

2. Arms of pretension are brae by those who
claim the sovereignty of a territory of which they

are not in actual possession.

3. Arms of community are borne by bodies cor-

porate, as bishops, cities, universities, &c.

4. Arms of assumption are those assumed of right,

without the consent of a superior. Thus, it is said

the captor has a right to assume and transmit here-

ditarily the arms of the captured in war.

5. Arms of patronage added to their family arms
as a token of superiority, right, or jurisdiction, by
governors of provinces, lords of manors, patrons of

benefices, &c.

6. Arms of succession quartered with the family

arms, by those who succeed to estates, manors, &c.,

by will, entail, or donation.

7. Arms of alliance assumed by the issue of heir-

esses, to show their maternal descent.

8. Arms of adoption borne by a stranger in blood,

who inherits estates, &c., under condition of assum-

ing the family name of the testator. Arms of adop-

tion can only be borne by express permission of the

sovereign.

9. Arms of concession, augmentations granted by
the sovereign of part of his own ensigns or regalia,

to such persons as he is pleased to honour.

10. Paternal or hereditary arms are those trans-

mitted from the first possessor to his descendants.

These convey an accession of dignity as they descend;

the first descendant is a gentleman of second coat

armour, the second a gentleman of blood, the third

a gentleman of ancestzy.

The parts of arms are the escutcheon, the tinctures
,

the charges, and the ornaments.

Escutcheon.—The escutcheon or shield represents
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Che original shield used in war, and on which arms
were anciently borne. The surface of the escutcheon
Is termed the field, because it contains those marks
of honour which were formerly acquired in the field.

The forms of the shield were of different kinds,

namely, triangular, notched, and indented, called a
shield-chancre, oval, which is called a lozenge, and
used by females; and the square form, which is in

ordinary use at present. The shield is likewise dis-

tinguished not only by the variety of its forms, but
also of its position, some being borne erect and others

pendant, some hanging by the right and others by
the left comer. To the escutcheon belong points
and abatements. The jmnts of the escutcheon are
certain joints which are peculiarly distinguished for

the location of the figures which the field contains.

These points are distinguished by the first nine
letters of the alphabet, as shown m the figure m the
plate, and are as follows, namely :

—

ABC, the chief, which represents the highest and
most honourable part of the shield. A is the dexter
chief or upper right hand side of the shield; B, the
middle chief

;

and C, the sinister chief, or upper left
hand side of the shield. D, the coUa/r or honour point,
so called because eminent men wear badges of hon-
our about their necks. E, the coeur or heart, other-
wise called the centre or fesse point. F, the Tum-
bril or navel point. GHI, the base, that is, G, the
dexter or right-hand base; H, the middle base; and
I, the sinister or left-hand base. The French call
the two first the fianquts, and the last the base. The
UBe of these points is to distinguish different coats of
arms charged with the same figures; for arms having
a lion in chief differ from those having a lion in base;
and so on with the other points.

Abatements.—Abatements are certain marks of dis-
grace added to the coat annour of divers persons on
sundry occasions, which have been distinguished by
different names, as dclf, inescutcheon reversed, point-
parted dexter, point in point, point champagne, plain
point, gore, gusset, and escutcheon reversed

;

but of all

these abatements there is no example remaining ex-
cept of the last.

Tinctures.—Tinctures or armorial colours are alto-
gether nine, namely, two metals and seven colours,
which have been distinguished by different names,
and made to represent certain planets, stones, and
virtues, as set forth in the following table :

—

Colour*. Tinctures. Precious
Stones Planets. Virtues.

Yellow. Or Topas. Sun. faith.
White. Argent. Pearl Moon. Innocence.
Blue. Azure Sapphire Jupiter. Loyalty
Bed. Quiet. Rub>. Mars Magnanimity.
Black Buttle Diamond Saturn. Prudence.
Green. Vert. Emerald. Venus. Love
Purple. } urpure. Amethyst. Mercury. Temperance.
Orange. Tenney. Hyacinth Dragon's Head. Joy.
Blood-colour. Sanguine. Sardonyx. Dragon's Tall. fortitude.

The two first of the above tinctures are the metals,
and the seven others the colours, of which the two
last are not so frequently used in blazon as the rest
When not given in colours they are now represented
in engraving by points and lines in place of letters,

which were formerly employed; namely—Or, Gold,
is distinguished by small dots covering the part.
Argent, Silver, is represented by leaving the space
blank. Assure, Blue, is shown by horizontal lines.

Qvles, Red, by perpendicular lines. Sable, Black^
by perpendicular and horizontal lines crossing each
other. Vert, Green, by diagonal lines running from
the dexter ohief to the sinister base. Purple is also
distinguished by diagonal lines, but running from
the sinister chief to the dexter base. Tenney, Orange,
by perpendicular lines crossed by diagonal lines run-
ning from the upper right to the lower left of the

shield; and Sanguine or Blood-red by diagonal lines

crossing each other at right angles, running from the
upper right to the lower left, and from the upper left

to the lower right
Purs.—Furs are a tincture composed of two or

more tinctures, and are supposed to represent the
skins of beasts employed for the furring, doubling,

and lining of robes and garments of state; whenoe
they have been transferred to the ooat armours them-
selves. The two principal furs are ermine and vair.

Ermine is represented by a white field powdered, or

semA with black spots. When the field is black with
white spots it is denominated ermines

,
to which may

be added other varieties, as erminois, a field or, with
black spots; pean, a black field with white spots, or,

&c. Vair is always composed of argent and azure,

represented by figures of small escutcheons ranged
in a line, so that the base argent is opposite to the
base azure. When the bells or cups of the same
colour are placed base against base, and point against
point, it is called countercair

;

and when the piece?

of vair be of other tinctures they are denominated
vairy

,

as vairy of gules and or. To these two prin-
cipal furs may be added a third, called potent. Po-
tent, otherwise called counterpotent, is a sort of fur
which derives its name from the resemblance which
the figures bear to crutch-heads, called potent*

,

coun-
terplaced.

Lines.—Lines are the boundaries or outlines of

ordinaries; they are generally straight, but some-
times deviate into crooked lines, termed Ingrailed,
Inverted, Wavy, Nebuly, Imbattled, Raguly, In-
dented, Dancette, Potency, Dove -Tail. Ingrailed,
is a line consisting of semicircles with the points
turned outwards; iniected is a line of semicircles
with the points turned inwards; wavy or nebuly

,
so

called because it represents waves or cloudB; imbat-
thd or cnnelU

,

represents the battlements of a castle;
raguly represents the trunk of a tree with its branches
cut off; indented represents the teeth of a saw; dan-
cettA differs from the former by having the teeth
broader and shallower; potency takes a form like the
head of a crutch

;
dove-tail, a line resembling the

dove-tail joints of the joineni.

Partition Lines.— Partition lines are such as divide
the shield into two or more parts, which are dis-

tinguished into party per pale, when the field is

divided by a perjKjndicular line; party per fessi,
when the field is equally divided by a horizontal
line; party per bend, a field divided by a diagonal
line from the dexter chief to the sinister base; party
per cheiron is a field divided by two half diagonal
lines rising from the dexter and sinister base flanks
and meeting in the collar point of the field; party
per cross, or quarterly, is when the field is divided
by two lines, one perpendicular and one horizontal;
party per saltier is when the two partition lines, party
per bend, dexter and sinister, meet in the centre of

the field.

Figures.—Figures are the next essential parts of
armouries, which are to be divided into Ordinaries,
Charges, and Differences.

Ordinaries.—Ordinaries are figures so called be-
cause they are in ordinary use in this science. They
are otherwise called proper figures, because they are
proper to the heraldic art They are distinguished
into honourable ordinaries and sub-ordinaries, or less
honourable ordinaries.

Honourable Ordinaries.—Honourable ordinaries,
otherwise called simply ordinaries

,
are so named be-

cause they are often given by emperors, kings, and
prinoes, as additions of honour to armorial bearings.
They are nine in number, namely, the Chief, Pale,
Bend, Bend Sinister, Fesse, Bar, Chevron, Cross, ana
Saltier.
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Chief.—The chief is formed by a horizontal line,

and contain* in depth the third of the upper part
of the field, * argent a chief gules.* By one of the
rules of blazon, when a chief is in a coat of arms it

is the last thing to be mentioned, except when it

is surrounded with a bordure. When the chief is

charged with any figure this is said in blazon to be
on a chief; but when natural and artificial things are

placed in the upper part of the shield, in the place

of the chief, they are said to be in chief. The chief

is formed of crooked as well as straight lines, and is

therefore distinguished into the chief crtndU
, chief

dancetti, Ac.

Pale.—The pale occupies the third middle part of

the field perpendicularly. The pale is charged with
thingB which are said to be on a pale; and when
things are borne perpendicularly one above another
in the centre of the shield they are said to be in pale.

The pale has two diminutives, namely, the pallet
,

which is the half of the pale; and the endorse, which
is the fourth of the pallet; and when the field is di-

vided into four or more even parts by perpendicular
lines of two different tinctures interchangeably dis-

posed, it is said to be paly of so many pieces.

Bend.—The bend is an ordinary drawn diagonally
from the dexter chief to the sinister base in the form
of a belt, and occupies the third of the field. A bend
is said to surmount when it lies over other ordinaries

or other figures, keeping its just length or breadth
: ,

and things are said to be on a bend when the bend
is charged with them; in bcnd

f
and bendways, when

they are situated after the manner of a bend. The
bend is said to be subject to all the accidental forms
of lines, and has three diminutives, namely, the gar-
ter, which is half the bend: the cost or cottise

, which
is half the garter; and the ribbon

,
which is half the

cost. When the field contains more than one bend
they are not called bends but bendlets, or more gener-

ally bendy
,
of so many pieces; and when opposite to

one another in metal and colour, they are Baid to be
counter-changed.

Bend Sinister.—The bend sinister, which is the
bar of the French, is the same in form as the bend
or the bend dc rter, but it is drawn across the field

frqp the sinister chief to the dexter base. The
bend sinister is divided into the scarpe or scarfe,

which contains the half of the bend, and the batune

,

which is a fourth part of the bend sinister. The
batune borne couped is commonly known by the

name of the bend of bastardy
, because it is the mark

of illegitimacy. (See Bastard Bar.)
Pesse.—The fesse is an honourable ordinary which

oocupies the third middle of the field. The fesse is

said to surmount another figure when it lies over it,
|

and in the same manner to be surmounted by it; but

when the supercharge is comprehended within the

limits of the fesse it is said to be a fesse charged,

or to be on a fesse. When the fesse is placed higher
than the centre it is said to be transposed; and when
below the centre, it is abaisst.

Bar.—The bar is an honourable ordinary which
Is formed after the manner of a fesse, but occupies

only a fifth of the field, and is not confined to any
particular part of the field, except when there is only

one bar, when it is put in the place of a fesse. Bars

are mostly two in a field, sometimes three and more.

When the field is filled with bars they are said to be

harry, as * Barry of four, six pieces argent and azure,'

Ac. When small figures are ranged horizontally

above or below the middle of the shield they are then

aid to be in bar or barways; and when the bar does

not touch the sides of the shield it is said to be couped.

The diminutives of the bar are the closet, which is

the half of the bar, and the barrulet, which is the half

of the closet; when these diminutives are placed two

and two in a shield, they are called tors gemeL The
bar is sometimes subject to the accidental forms of

lines, as mbattUd, ingrailed, Ac.

Chevron.—The chevron is an honourable ordinary,

made of the bends dexter and sinister issuing from
the right and left base points of the escutcheon meet-

ing and ending pyramidically in the collar point.

It occupies, according to the French, a third of the

field, but according to the English the fifth. The
chevron is subject to very many accidental forms,

for it is accompanied with, or charged with

,

other

figures, and is also imbattled. The diminutives of

the chevron are the chevronel, which is the half, and
the couple close

,

which is the fourth of its breadth.

When the field is filled with pieces of equal number
in the form of chevrons it is said to be chevrony

of so many pieces, as chevrony of six, argent and
gules

, Ac.

Cross.—The cross is composed of the pale and
the fesse, which meet in the centre. After the in-

troduction of the cross into the military ensigns of

the Crusaders its use became very frequent, and its

form was in consequence more varied than that of

any other ordinary.

Saltier.—The Saltier or S&utoir is an honourable
ordinary, compiled of the bends dexter and sinister,

and is supjjoaed to represent the cross on which the

apostle St. Andrew suffered. It is subject to the

accidental forms of the lines, as ingrailed, wavy, Ac.

When the saltier is between four figures it is said to

be cantoned. When figures are borne on the saltier

it is said to be charged,
or they are said to be on

a saltier. Figures are also borne saltierurise or in

saltier.

The Sub-ordinaries are the Border, the Orfb, the

Tressure, the Inescutcheon, the Canton, the Quarter,

the Billet, the Gyron, the File, the Flanche, the

Lozenge, the Fusil, the Rustre, the Mascle, the Fret,

the Iioundle, and the Guttee.
Border.—A Border goes round the extremities of

the shield, and takes up mostly the fifth part of the

field, but sometimes more and sometimes less. The
border is subject to all the different forms of lines

belonging to the other ordinaries, as ingrailed, in-

verted, Ac., and is also charged with different figures,

from which it derives the name of entoire when
charged with inanimate tLings; verdoy, when charged

with vegetables; enumy, for a charge of beasts; and
enaJur&n, for that of birds. Borders are also said

to be compond or gobonate and cheeky. A bordure
componi is that which is filled with one rank of square
pieces. When there are two ranks of pieces it is

called counter-componi

,

and when there are three 01

|
more, chicky.

Orle.—The Orle is an inner border which does not
touch the extremities of the shield. The orle is pro-

perly a diminutive of the border.

Tressure.

—

The Tressure is a diminutive of the
orle, and consists of a trace or tract flowered, sur-

rounding the inner part of the escutcheon as an orle.

When there are two of these tracts flowered and
counterfiowered within and without, it is called a

double tressure.

Inescutcheon.—The Inescutcheon represents the

military shield, and occupies the fifth middle of the

escutcheon. It is subject to the different accidental

forms of other ordinaries.

Canton.—The canton is a square figure possessing

a third part of the chief, which is used as an addita-

ment oi honour, and in particular as a baronet's

mark. The canton is frequently charged with other

figures.

Quarter.—The Quarter is a square figure larger

than the canton. This is called by the French/roa<

quartier.
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Bilieti.—Billet* are oblong square figures whioh
sre supposed to represent billet* or letters missive.

The proper position of the billets is erect, but when
in fosse or fesseways, they are said to be coucJU; and
when diagonally placed, they are said to be bendwaya;

and when they are placed after the manner of a
crosspall, which is called by the French pairlc

,

they

are then said to be en jtaivlc When the field is

charged with more than ten billets irregularly, it is

said to be billet

y

or semA of billeta.

Gyron.—An ordinary of two lines drawn from the
side of the shield, meeting in the centre or top; if

these two lines are extended to the other side of the

shield, they form two gyrons. When the field is

divided into six or more parts of different tinctures,

all the ]>oints uniting in the centre of the field, it is

called gytonny. The gyrons are also subject to the

accidental forms of lines, as ingrailed, nebuly, &c.

Pile.—The Pile is an ordinary consisting of a two-
fold line formed after the manner of a wedge. It is

subject to the accidental forms of other ordinaries.

Flamh.—The Flanch is an ordinary made by an
arch line that swells towards the centre, and is al-

ways borne in couples. The flasque and the voider
,

two varieties of this ordinary, are said to be less in

breadth.

Lozenge.—The Lozenge is a rhomboidal figure that
has equal sides and unequal angles. The shield in

which maids and widows l>ear their arms is of this

form. When the field is filled with lozenges, it is

said to be lozemjy.

Fusil.—The Fusil is rhomboidal like the lozenge,

but longer than it is broad. When the field is filled

with fusils it is called fuailly.

Huatrc.—The llustre is a lozenge pierced round in

the middle, so that the field appears through.
Mascle.—The Mascle is also a lozenge pierced, but

the void or opening is in the lozenge form instead of

round, as in the rustre.

Fret.—The Fret is a figure which . esembles two
sticks lying saltierwise, and interlaced within a
mascle. It is sometimes called the true lover'a knot.

Fi etty or fretted is said of any figures that are placed
in the form of a fret.

Roundle.—The Itoundle is an ordinary in the form
of a ball, which receives difierent names in English
heraldry, according to the tincture, as follows:

—

If they be Or, they are culled Bezant*

,, Argent, „ Plate*

„ Quiet, „ Torteauxe*.

„ Ature

,

„ Hurt*.

„ Sable, „ P<Uet*

„ Veit, Putney*.

„ Puii'urc, „ Oolpes.

*i Tenney
, „ Change*

it Sanguine, „ Quiet

Bezanta represent pieces of gold or silver in coat

armour. Torteauxea are supped to represent waa-
tela or cakes of bread, Rings and annuleta were
marks of nobility among the liomans, and became
the prizes of tournaments and jousts; whence they
were naturally transferred to coat-armour; and when
these annulets or great rings are borne one within
another, they are termed by the French lire*.

Gutteea.—Guttees are figures which represent
drops; and, like the roundles, they vary in their

names according to the tincture, as follow:

—

If they be Or, they are called Outlet* d’or

H Argent, „ Outtee* cTeau.

it Ouus, „ Outtee* de tang.

„ Ature, „ Outlet* de lanne*.

„ Sable, a Outlet* de poix
n Vert, i, Outtee* dColive.

Charges are the figures of natural and artificial

things, which are called common charges, because they
are common to other sciences as well as heraldry.

Animals are blazoned as to their posture and actions

as follow:

—

rampant, am a lion rampant, when he is

erect standing on one of his hind legs; ayant, or

sluing, as a Lion sejant; couchant, that is, lying at

rest, with the head erect; passant, in a walking po-

sition; gardant, looking full-faced; rampant gardant,

erect and looking full-faoed; rampant regardant

,

erect and looking behind; salient, in a leaping pos-

ture; tnppant is said of the stag when trotting;

courant, of the stag and other animals running; at

gaze, of the stag when he looks full-faoed; lodged, of

the stag when at rest on the ground; volant, of birds

in general in a flying posture; rising
,
of a bird that

is preparing to fly; hawrient, of fishes when erect

paleways; naiant, swimming of fishes. To these

may be added other blazons of animals generally, as

dormant, for a sleeping posture; addoraed

,

for two
animals back to back; named, that is, knotted like a
serpent; counter-passant

,
for two animals walking

difierent ways
;
so counter-salient, counter-trippant

,

&c. The teeth and claws of lions and other ravenous
beasts are called their arms

;

and when they are of a
different tincture, they are said to be armed; and if

their tongue be of a different tincture, they are said

to be lanyued. Tame animals, as the ox, ram, &c.,

which are furnished with boms and hoofs different

from their Isnlies, are said to tie armed, unytiled, or

hoofed of such and such a tincture; but deer are said

to be attired, on account of their antlers. Dogs, in

respect to their kind, are blazoned heating, com sing,

smiting, &c. The beaks and talons of birds of prey
are termed their arms, whence they are said to be
aimed and ttu mbered, and tame birds, on the con-

trary, are said to be biaked and membertd; but the

cock is s.iid to be aimed, created, and jellopped, that is,

aimi d, for his beak and spurs; created
,
on account of

his comb; and jtllopptd, on account of his wattles.

The falcon is generally borne the same as the eagle,

and blazoned in the same terms, except when he has

a hood, hells, virols or rings, and leashes, in which
case he is said to be hooded, belled, jiaaid, and leashed;

when in the act of striking his prey, he is said to be

pouncing. When the heads of animals are borne,

they are said to be couped, if cut evenly off
;
or couped

close, if cut cloBe; (abashed, when the bead is cut off

close behind the ears; and trunUd, in particular, of

bulls’ heads; ciasi d, if the head seem to be violently

tom from the body. When the whole foreleg of a

lion or othei beast is borne in arms, it is termed a

jamb, and if couped or erased near the middle joint,

it is a paw. When the arm of a man is borne, it is

either erect, when couped at the elbow; or embowed,

when it forms an elbow; dexter for the right arm,

and sinister for the left. The temples of a man are

said to be wreathed when decorated with laurel, oak,

ivy, &c. As to his whole dress, a man is said to

be naked or habited, rustre in aimour or in robes.

Animals in general are said to be crined which have

the hair of a different tincture; sometimes they are

said to be dismembered when they are cut in pieces,

but not so as altogether to destroy the form; and
debruised when a bend or any ordinary is placed

over them. The wings of birds are said to be dis-

played when their wings are expanded; close whan
they sit close to the body; indorsed when they sit

back to back; erect when the points of the wings are

upwards; inverted when the position is reversed, or

the points downwards. Fishes are said to be finned
if the fins are of a particular tincture. Of heavenly
bodies, the sun is said to be tn his meridian, or has

glory, or in an eclipse

,

Ac.; the moon, crescent, •»-

crescent, or decrescent; a comet, streaming

,

ftc. Of
vegetables, the tree is said to be fructed if beating

fruit; acomed if bearing acorns; raguled and trunked

when its limbs are cut off, leaving only the stumps;
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eradicated when torn np by the roots, blasted
,
with-

ered, Ac.; * branch is said to be dipped
,
leaved,

Aa; leaves and flowers are said to be pendant or
erect, Ac. The sheaves of corn are termed garbs.

If anything seems to be proceeding from another, it

Is termed tssuant, as ‘An arm imbowed issuant an
arrow is said to be barbed and feathered

;

a castle is

said to be towered; a key endorsed; colours disiel-

opped; a weapon imbrued, that is, bloody
;
a horse fur-

nished when bridled, saddled, and completely capari-

soned. When the field is divided into four quarters,
it is said to

4

be quarterly when they have each their

charges: these are said to be on the first, that iB, on
the field of the first quarter; on the second, that is,

the field of the second; and when there are several

metals or tinctures of the first, it is said to denote the
first mentioned; and of the last the last mentioned.
For some examples of charges see the plate.

Exterior Ornaments of ike Escutcheon are the
helmet, mantling, crest, escroll, wreath, motto, sup-
porters, cap of dignity and crown, and are generally
denominated timbres, whence to timbre arms is to
adorn them with helmet, mantle, crest, &c.

Helmet .—The Helmet, which is placed on the top
of the escutcheon, varies both in form and the mate-
rials of which it is made. Those of sovereign princes
are of gold, those of the nobility of silver, and those
of gentlemen of polished steel.

rVh& full-faced helm t,

with six bars, is for the king and princes of the blood;
the sidelong helmet, with five bars, is for dukes and
marquises, Ac.

;
the full-faced helmet of steel, with its

beaver or vizor open, is for knights; and the sidelong

helmet, with the vizor shut, for the esquire.

Mantling .—The Mantling or mantle was anciently
fixed to the helmet, to which it served as a covering.

Mantlings are now used like cloaks, to cover the
whole achievement. The mantle in blazon is said to

be doubled, that is, lined throughout with some of the
favours above named. The common tincture or col-

our of these, both for nobility and gentlemen, is gules,

but the king’s is cloth of gold.

Crest.—The Crest, or Cognizance, is placed upon the
most eminent parts of the helmet, but yet so as to

admit the interposition of the mantle, wreath, &c.

Crests were anciently worn in the field in order to

distinguish the wearers from others by means of their

followers, who were in the habit of wearing their

leaders’ crest. As appendages to the crest are the

—

wreath, which serves as a support; it is composed of

two colours wreathed or twisted together; and the

escroll

,

which was formerly in great estimation as a
support to the crest.

Motto.—The Motto, word, or saying, consists of the

word or phrase which gentlemen carry in a scroll

uncler or above their arms.

Supporters.—Supporters were originally only an-

cient devices or badges, which by custom came to

embellish armorial ensigns. They are called supporters

because they hold the shield; and if they be of the

figures of angels, or human beings, they are called by
the French tenents.

Cap of Dignity.—The Cap of Dignity, otherwise

called a ducal cap, is a head tire which dukes and
commanders were accustomed to wear in token of

excellency. This cap must be of a scarlet colour,

and turned up with ermine.

Crowns and Coronets.—Crowns are worn only by
sovereign princes, in distinction from coronets, which
are worn by nobility, and are inferior to the former,

both in size and richness. A comparative view of

the crowns, coronets. Ac., worn in England and else-

where is given, in tne plate.

HERALDS’ COLLEGE. See Herald.
HERAT (ancient Aria), a city in the north-west

of Afghanistan, in a beautiful and fertile plain,

VOL. vn.

about 870 miles west of CabuL It is inclosed by a

broad deep ditch well supplied with water from
springs within the town, and an earthen mound sur-

mounted by a lofty wall of unburned brick, and
defended by a strong citadel From each out of four

of the five gates a long street of bazaars leads towards
the centre of the town, and terminates in a central

S
uare. The remaining streets are narrow and dirty.

le houses are generally of two stories. The cara-

vansaries, public baths, and mosques are very numer-
ous; and one of the last, though in a state of rapid

decay, was once magnificently adorned. The moat
important manufactures are carpets, remarkable for

their softness and the brilliancy and permanency of

their colours; sword-blades, in high repute all over
Persia; shoes and cloaks, and caps made of lamb and
sheep skins. The trade, almost entirely in the hands
of Hindus, is greatly favoured by the situation of the

town on the great thoroughfare from India westward,
and consists of exports of asafratida and saffron,

pistachio nuts, mastic, manna, gums, dyes, and
caraway seeds; and im; torts of shawls, indigo, sugar,

chintz, muslin, leather, and skins, partly for home
consumption, but much more for re-export to Mushed,
Yezd, Kerman, and Ispahan, in return for coin, tea,

chinaware, broadcloth, copper, popper, and sugar-

candy. Herat was long the capital of the empire
founded by Tamerlane, and was once much larger
and more splendid than now. Its possession has
been repeatedly contested among the peoples of

Central Asia, and being regarded as a key to

Afghanistan on the side next Persia and Russia it

is of great importance politically. Its capture by
Persia in 1856 led to a short war between Britain
and Persia. Pop. about 45,000.

HFliAULT, a department, France, bounded north
and north-east by Card, south-east and south by the
Gulf of Lyons, south-west by Aude, west by Tarn,
and north-west by Aveyron; area, 2398 square miles.

In the north-west it is covered by the central chain

of the Cevennes, and descends rapidly from them in

a south-east direction towards the coast, which is low,

and lined by a long series of lagoons. The chief

rivers are the Hdrault, Orb, and Lez, all partly

navigable; but the most important water communi-
cation is the Canal du Midi, which here terminates

in the lagoon of Thau. The arable land, about one-

sixth of the whole, is generally fertile, and produces
grain for exjnirt The vineyards are very extensive,

and many of the wines are of first quality. The
mulberry is very extensively, the olive more partially

cultivated; fruit is abundant; and aromatic, medi-
cinal, and dye plants are raised on a large scale in

several districts. Among the forest-trees the oak,

both common and evergreen, is conspicuous. The
minerals include coal, copper, slate, millstones, marble,
and fprpHum. Herault includes tne arrondissementa
of Beziers, Lod^ve, Montpellier, and Saint-PoriH, the
capital being Montpellier. Pop. (1896), 469,684.

HERAULT DE SECHELLES, Marie Jean,
a French revolutionist, bora at Paris in 1760. In
1789 he was an advocate-general in the parliament

of Paris, a place which he owed to the favour of the

queen, secured by his brilliant talents. He joined

the patriots and distinguished himself at the taking

of the Bastille. He was chosen a member of th6

legislative assembly and took his seat on the extreme
left. In July, 1792, he joined in the declaration

that the country was in danger; and he subsequently

advocated vindictive measures against the royalists.

He presided in the national assembly in September,

and, becoming a member of the convention, he warmly
engaged in the schemes of the revolutionary party.

About thfo time he was charged with the manage-

ment of some negotiations with foreign powers, but
183
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they proved unauooessfuL He wm then sent on a
minion to Aleaoe and Savoie, and it was on this

oooaeion he wrote home, *1 have sowed guillotines on
my path and find it has produced a good effect’ In
November, 1792, he was again employed as a com-
missioner from the convention to the army in the

department of Mont Blanc, and he was thus absent

from Paris during the trial of the king. He, how-
ever, in conjunction with his colleagues, Jagot and
Simond, wrote a letter to the convention, charging

Louis XVI. with an uninterrupted series of treasons,

and recommending his condemnation, without men-
tioning the punishment to be indicted. But he
chiefly distinguished himself in the contest between
the Mountain and Gironde parties, and he powerfully
co-operated in the destruction of the latter. He was
also a member of the committee of public safety.

But all his services to the terrorists did not save

him from the scaffold. He was denounced, March
17, 1794, for having, as was alleged, concealed an
emigre, and as belonging to the faction of Danton,

with whom he was executed on the 5th of April
following. He has left several works literary and
political, among them a philosophical work, Thdorie
de 1’ambition, with a materialistic tendency.
HERBACEOUS PLANTS, are perennial plants

of which the stem perishes annually, while the roots

remain permanent and send forth a new stem in the
following season.

HERBARIUM, or Hortds Sioods, a name
applied to a collection of specimens of plants care-

fully dried, classified, and preserved in a suitable

cabinet. When the specimens are collected, which
should be in dry weather, they ought to be de-

posited—in a uniform manner, the flowers at one
end, the roots in the other—in a japanned tin-box or

vasculum. For mosses and other plants of small

size a box which may be carried in the pocket is

desirable. As many plants of delicate flowers and
foliage will not bear transport in a vasculum, these

should be at once placed in a small field-hook of

unsized blotting paper, with suitable boards, and
straps adequate to afford the requisite pressure. The
paper used for drying plants of the ordinary size for

the herbarium is moderately absorbent, 18 inches

iong by 11 broad, and should be arranged in parcels

of four or five sheets each. The requisite amount
and uniformity of pressure is Becured by the use of

two boards, each of £ to $ inch in thickness, for the

outside, and several of g inch in thickness to be
placed inside, one between every dozen parcels of the

drying paper when filled with plants. The pressure,

during a botanical excursion, may be obtained by
means of a rope and a rack-pin. At home, a screw-

press may be employed, or the simple and ready
method may be resorted to of applying pressure by
laying weights or piling books upon the bundle of

paper and plants. In commencing the preparations

for drying, a parcel of four or five sheets is laid on
one of the stout outside boards, the plants are care-

fully placed upon the paper, preserving as much as

possible their natural habitB, and laying out the

leaves and petals and other parts, so as to exhibit

the characters of the foliage and flowers. Another
parcel of drying paper iB placed over the plants so

disposed, a new set of specimens is spread out on the

paper, and so on, until a dozen parcels of the paper
have been laid over each other; one of the thin inside

boards is then applied, and new sets are arranged,

until a parcel has been accumulated sufficiently large

to have the second outer board placed over all, and
the pressure brought to bear. After a lapse of twelve
hours tile moist paper is withdrawn ana hung up to

dry, whilethe plants are transferred to a fresh supply
of paper. In this manner the plants may be changed

every day or two, as they are found to part with

their moisture more or less freely. In the course of

eight or ten days ordinary specimens will require

only a slight degree of pressure. Cresses and other

plants containing little moisture may require a change
of paper only once or twice. Succulent plants, such
as stone-crops and the house -leek (Sempervivum)
should be killed by immersion in boiling water, and
left for some time to drain, before being placed in

drying paper. When the stem is thick and woody,
it may be reduced to the desired thinness with a
knife; and if the flower be thick and globular, as in

the capitulum of the thistle, one hair may be cut
away without depriving it of the character of the

species. It will be found of great importance to

accompany each specimen laid down on the drying
paper with a label containing the name, locality, Ac.

When the process of desiccation has been completed
specimens are selected for the herbarium, and are

fastened upon stiff paper 17 inches by 10J. In
fastening the plants upon paper thin glue is usually

employed; or in particular cases slips of gummed
paper, or a needle and thread, may be resorted to,

the latter method being preferable in the treatment
of ferns and grasses.

HERBELOT, Barth6lemy n’, a celebrated orien-

talist, born of a good family, at PariB, in 1625. After
having gone through a course of study in the univer-

sity of his native city, he applied himself particularly

to the eastern languages, with a view to the elucida-

tion of the Hebrew Scriptures. He visited Italy for

improvement, and formed an acquaintance, at Rome,
with Lucas Holstenius and Leo Allatius, two of the

moat learned men of the age. He was patronized by
Cardinal Grimaldi, who in 1666 sent him to Mar-
seilles to meet Christina, queen of Sweden, then on
her way to Rome; and that princess was much
pleased with his society. On his return to France
the minister of state, Fouquet, received him into his

family, and gave him a pension of 1500 livres. On
the disgrace of his patron, D’Herbelot was fortunate

enough to escape the general ruin which involved the

dej>endants of the fallen statesman, and was appointed

in 1661 oriental interpreter to the King of France.

After some years he again travelled into Italy. At
Leghorn he was introduced to the Grand-duke of

Tuscany, Ferdinand II., who invited him to Florence,

where he arrived in July, 1666. He was magnificently

entertained by the duke, and was also gratified with

a present of a valuable collection of eastern manu-
scripts. While in Italy he commenced his great

work, the Oriental Library; and, being recalled to

Paris by Colbert, a pension was given him, that he
might be at liberty to proceed with hu undertaking.

It was his first design to have published his collection

in the Arabic language, and types were cast for the

S
urfKtse of printing it. But the death of Colbert

aving interrupted this plan, be recomposed his work
in the French language, as likely to prove more
generally useful On the recommendation of the

chancellor, M. de Pontchartrain, he was appointed

to the royal professorship of Syriac in 1692. He died

at Paris, December 8, 1695. His book was published

in 1697, under the title of La Bibliothfeque Orientals

(folio). Besides this he left a collection on the same
subject, entitled Anthologia, and a dictionary in the

Turkish, Persian, Arabic, and Latin languages, neither

of which has been printed. The best edition of the

Oriental Library is that of the Hague (1777, four

voIb. 4to), with the Supplements of Galland and
Visdelou.
HERBERT, Edward, Lord Herbert of Cherbury,

in Shropshire, was Iwm at Eyton-on-Sevem, near

Wroxeter, in 1583. At the age of 14 he was entered

as a gentleman commoner at University College,
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Oxford. In 1600 he went to London, and, shortly

after the accession of James L, became a Knight of

the Bath, having previously married the heiress of

Sir William Herbert, another branch of the family.

He then visited the Continent, carrying with him
those chivalrous ideas with which the oath and cere-

monies of the investiture of the order of the Bath
seem to have impressed him. He returned to Eng-
land ip 1609> and in 1610 quitted it again, in order

to join the English forces serving in aid of the Prince
of Orange at the siege of .luliers, where he distin-

guished himself by his rash and romantic bravery.

On the conclusion of the siege he returned to London,
where he was one of the most conspicuous characters

of the period. His gallantry towards a court lady,

which, however, he asserts to have been without
criminality, produced an attempt by her husband to

assassinate him in the streets of London, which he
foiled by an extraordinary effort of courage and
dexterity. In 1614 he served again in the Low
Countries under the Prince of Orange, and in 1619
was sent ambassador to the court of France, where
he resented some high language on the part of the
Constable Luynes, the favourite of Louis XIII., with
so much spirit that a complaint was sent to the

English court, which produced his recall. He cleared

himself, however, so well to King James that on the

death of Luynes he was sent back to France as resi-

dent ambassador. At Paris, in 1624, he printed his

famous book, De Veritate prout distinguitur a Reve-
latione a Verisimili, a Possibili et a Falso, the object

of which was to assert the sufficiency, universality,

and perfection of natural religion, and thereby prove

the uselessness of revelation. In 1624 he returned

from France, and was created an Irish peer; and in

1629 he became an English baron with the title of

Lord Herbert of Cherbury. In the civil war he at

first tried as far as possible to play a neutral part, but
afterwards sided with the parliamentary party chiefly

with a view, it appears, to save hiB property. He
died in London in 1648. The character of Lord
Herbert is strongly marked in his memoirs, which
show him to be vain, punctilious, and fanciful, but
oi>en, generous, brave, and disinterested. The De
Veritate was followed by works entitled De Causis

Errorum (1615) and De Religione Gentilium (1663;

Eng. trails. 1709). In 1649 was published his Life

and Reign of Henry VI 11., which is rather a pane-

gyric on that prince than a fair representation.

The English style of Lord Herbert is strong,

manly, and free from the quaint pedantry of the

age. Lord Herliert was one of the first to attempt
a systematic proof of the sufficiency of natural reli-

gion. ‘Ilertiert’s religious doctrine starts with the

assumption that religion, which is common to the

human race, consists merely of the five innate ideas

or axioms that there is a God, that He ought to be

worshiped, that virtue and piety are essential to

worship, that man ought to repent of his sins, and
that there are rewards and punishments in a future

life. He regards Christianity as on the whole the

best religion, because its dogmas are least incon-

sistent with his five primary articles.' (Sidney Lee
in Diet. Nat. Biog.) His autobiography remained
in manuscript till 1764, when it was published by
Horace Waljiolo. There is a recent critical edition

by Sidney Lee (1886).

HERBERT, George, younger brother of the sub-

ject of the last article, was bora at Montgomery
Castle, April 3, 1593, and received his education at

Westminster School and Trinity College, Cambridge,
of which he became a fellow in 1615. In 1619 he
was chosen university orator, and held that office till

1627. His talents attracted the notice of James I.,

but the death of his majesty in 1625 put an end to

his prospects of promotion, and in the same year he
took deacon’s orders, and became a prebendary in the

diocese of Lincoln. In 1630 he took priest's orders,

and was presented to the rectory of Bemerton, near

Salisbury, in Wiltshire. He died in 1633. His
friend, Nicholas Ferrar, published from Herbert’s

manuscript, The Temple; Sacred Poems and Private

Ejaculations (Cambridge, 1633). The poetry of Her-
l>ert, in common with that of Donne and Cowley, is

deformed by conceit and antithesis, and olwcured by
metaphysical allusion; but some of his minor pieces,

in spite of their defects, are extremely t>euutiful, and
may be said to liear the stamp of genius. Of his

>rose works, The Country Parson is tin* most eelc-

>rated. His life, by Isaac Walton, has been often

published. The best edition of his works is that by
Dr. Grosart (1874).

HERBERT, Sidney, Lord Herbert of Lea, an

eminent statesman, was the second son of the eleventh

Earl of Pembroke, and bom at Riehmoud, Surrey,

on lfith September, 1810. His mother was the only

daughter of Simon, Count Woronzow, a Russian
nobleman. He was educated at Harrow and at Oriel

College, Oxford, and in 1832 entered the House of

Commons as member for South Wilts, a constituency

which he represented till a short time previous to his

death. He ranged himHclf with the Conservative

party, his first speech being delivered in 1834, against

the admission of Dissenters to the universities. On
Sir Robert Peel Incoming premier in 1841 Mr. Her-
bert was appointed secretary to the admiralty, and
so remained until in 1845 he was made secretary for

war, with a seat in the cabinet. He became a con-

vert to the views of his leader on the subject of free-

trade, and quitted office with him in 1846. On the

formation of the Aberdeen cabinet, in December,
1852, he resumed his post as war secretary, and re-

tained it till the dissolution of the ministry under the

disasters of the Crimean campaign in the spring of

1855. For a short time he acted as colonial secre-

tary under Lord Palmerston, and in 1859, on the

re-accession of the latter to office, became once more
secretary for war. Early in 1861 he was transferred

to the House of Lords, under the title of Lord Her-
bert of Lea. The fatigues and cares of office had,

however, exhausted his frame and overwrought his

energies, and he did not long survive this elevation

of rank. He expired at Wilton House, Salisbury, on
2d August, 1861.

HERCINITE, a variety of the mineral called

spinel (which see). It is composed of alumina and
protoxide of iron, but it usually contains a certain

amount of magnesia. It is a somewhat rare mineral,

and is met with in Bohemia. It has a black or dark-
green colour, with a vttreous lustre and conchoidol

fracture. It is very hard, and is used for cutting and
grinding glass. It is infusible, but by heating in the
air the iron is oxidized, and the mineral becomes red.

HERCULANEUM, or Herculanum, an ancient

city, about 5 miles s.b. from Naples, so completely
buried by a stream of lava and a shower of ashes, in

an eruption of Mount Vesuvius, during the reign of

Titus, a.d. 79, that its site was no longer visible.

The neighbouring Pompeii, on the river Sarao, one
of the most populous and commercial cities of this

coast, and Stabise, which stood on the site of the
modern Gragnano, together with Oplontia and Teg-
lanum, experienced the same fate. Herculaneum was
a city of great antiquity. Its origin was ascribed

by Greek tradition to Hercules, but it is not certain

that it was actually founded by a Greek colony.

Strabo says it was first occupied by Oscans, after-

wards by Tyrrhenians and Pelasgiana, and then by
the Samnites. The exact time when it fell under

Roman dominion is not known. It took part in the
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social war against the Roman . In the time of Sulla

It was a municipium and a fortified town, and appears

to have been a place of some importance. It was
situated on an elexated ground between two rivers,

and its port was one of the best on the coast, but

it never attained the rank of a first-class citv. It

suffered in A.D. 63 in the same earthquake as nearly

destroyed Pompeii. In the greater irruption of a.d.

79 its position at the foot of the mountain made it

the first to suffer, and from this cause the l>ed of

ejected materials under which it was buried assumed
a more compact and solid form than those which
covered Pompeii. Ihese materials consist of a vol-

canic tuff formed of sand and ashes, partly consoli-

dated by the agency of water. A small population

appears afterwards to have settled on its site, but it

is supposed to have been again destroyed by an
eruption in a.d. 472. The site of Herculaneum,
though pretty well described, had been long sought
in vain, when in 1713 three female statues (now in

the Dresden Museum) were found in digging a well,

by the direction of Prince Elbtimf, at Portici, a vil-

lage situated on the site of the ancient Herculaneum.
After this discoveryfarther excavation was prohibited
by the government, and nothing more was thought
of the matter till Charles, king of Spain, father of

Ferdinand IV., having taken possession of the con-

quered Naples, chose Portici for his spring residence.

Now (1738) the well was dug deeper, and traces of

buildings were found. The theatre of Herculaneum
was the first discovery. In 1760 a long, narrow
passage, sloping down into the theatre, was opened,
and is still the only way by which travellers descend
to examine this structure. The excavations were
continued more or less industriously for fifty years;

but comparatively little progress was made, as the

work was both difficult and also dangerous to the

houses in the populous villages of Resina and Portici,

situated above. As soon as one part was excavated
and explored it was filled up with the rubbish from a
new digging. The theatre is now the only building

to be seen underground, and it is greatly encumliered
with the supports built to sustain the rock al>ove it.

It is a noble edifice, massively built of solid stone,

and seated, as has been calculated, to hold 8000 per-

sons. It appears not to have been of great age at

the time of its destruction. Bronze statues of Drusus
and Antonia and of the Muses were found in various

parts of the building. An inscription over the en-

trance of the theatre intimates tliat the citizens were
indebted for it to the munificence of a private indi-

vidual. In a square on the south of the theatre a
temple was found which was connected with another
temple, to the east of it, by a wide Btreet lined with
porticoes. One of these temples, dedicated to the
mother of the gods, had been restored by Vespasian
after the earthquake of A.D. 63. On the north of the
theatre was a basilica 228 feet long and 132 broad,
surrounded by a portico of forty-two columns, and
adorned with paintings. Many beautiful paintings

and workB of art were removed from these buildings

to the museum at Naples. A sumptuous private villa

was disinterred, containing a number of statues, and
in one of the rooms a quantity of papyrus manuscripts,
chiefly of works on the Epicurean philosophy. Some
of the statueB are excellent as works of art, such as

those of Agrippina, Aristides, the Sleeping Faun,
and the Mercury. Other precious relics discovered

here, and now in the museum, are busts of Plato,

Seneca, Demosthenes, Scipio Africanus, Augustus,

&c., beautiful mosaics, and articles of furniture. New
excavations were carried out in 1828-37, and since

1868. The chief discoveries made were those of

the forum, a small and elegant temple, a basilica, a

dilapidated building supposed to have been an inn,
i

dwelling-houses, tombs, &c One of the houses dis-

covered at Herculaneum contained a quantity of

provisions, none of which had been disturbed for

eighteen centuries, for the doors remained fastened,

in the same state as they were at the period of the

catastrophe which buried the town. The family

which occupied this mansion was, in all likelihood,

when the disaster took place, laying in provisions

for the winter. The provisions found in the store-

rooms consisted of dates, chestnuts, large walnuts,

dried figs, almonds, prunes, corn, oQ, pease, lentils,

pies, and hams. The internal arrangement of the

house, and the manner in which it was ornamented,

announced that it had belonged to a very rich family,

and to admirers of the arts; for there were discovered

many pictures, vases, articles in glass, bronze, and
terra cotta. Few skeletons comparatively have been
found either in Pompeii or Herculaneum, so that it

is probable most of the inhabitants had time to save

themselves by flight. At the door of a villa in

Herculaneum were found two, one of which held a

key in one hand, and in the other a bag with coins

and cameos. Near them were silver and bronze

vessels. It was supposed that one was the master
and the other the slave, and that they were suffo-

cated under the mass of asheB while endeavouring to

find the passage out. For the antiquary and archae-

ologist, antiquity seems here to revive, and awakens
sensations which Schiller has so beautifully described

in the poem Pompeii and Herculaneum. The ancient

streets and buildings are again thrown open, and in

them we see, as it were, the domestic life of the

ancients. We had never before had such an oppor-

tunity of becoming acquainted with the disposition

of the houses of the ancientB, and with their utensils.

Among the most interesting objects discovered

here are the papyri, over 1760 of which are now in

the Naples Museum. Nearly the whole were dis-

covered in the villa above mentioned. The expecta-

tions of the learned world from these literary trea-

sures have not been fulfilled. Hitherto the discoveries

have mostly consisted of works of no great value;

but still it is of some importance that we have become
better acquainted with the material of the ancient

manuscripts. The rolls were of a cylindrical form,

and so much charred as to have the appearance of

tobacco rolls. Hardly a third of them have yet been
unrolled The process presents great difficulties, from
the tendency of the MSS. to crumble. Sir Humphry
Davy made some experiments on them with chemical
appliances without much success. The application of

moisture almost entirely dissolved the manuscripts to

which it was applied. One <*f the works is a treatise

by Epicurus on Nature; there are some writings of

Philodemus, a Syrian philosopher; but on the whole
they are of little value. There have been published

eleven volumes of the Volumina Herculanensia, con-

taining engraved transcripts of the unrolled papyri

(folio, Naples, 1793-1855), and since 1861 several

volumes of a continuation of the same—Voluminum
Herculanensium Collectio altera. The knowledge of

ancient art has gained more by the discoveries made
here than literature; many of the statues, bass-reliefs,

and other works of sculpture, as well as the wall

paintings, being of high value, and superior to those

found at Pompeii.

HERCULES. See Heraclks.
HERCULES, one of Ptolemy’s Northern con-

stellations, including 113 stars. It is within this

constellation that the point to which the sun, with its

accompanying system of planets, is travelling at pre-

sent is situated. The constellation also includes some
remarkable star groups and nebulae, and the star Ras
Algiatha, which is of the second order of magnitude
—-the highest order in the constellation.
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HERCULES, Pillars or, two pillars which
Heracles or Hercules is said to have erected on
each side of the strait named after him, or the Strait
of Gades (Gibraltar), between Europe and Africa,
upon the mountains Calpe and Abyla, as the limits

of his wanderings towards the west. The ancients
were much divided in opinion both as to the origin

and nature of these pillars, and even as to their
exact position. The earliest Greek writer by whom
the Pillars of Hercules are mentioned is Pindar.
Pillars of Hercules are mentioned in various regions
to which Hercules was supposed to have penetrated,
as in the north of Germany and the west of Gaul.
The Pillars of Hercules were also sometimes identi-

fied with the Pillars of Kronos or Briareus, bv which
the heavens were supported. The general opinion of
the ancients was that the pillars occupied the site

now assigned to them; but their exact position in

the straits was not always clearly defined. Various
legends connected opposite physical phenomena with
the creation of these pillars. According to one Her-
cules tore the rocks asunder which had previously
divided the Mediterranean Sea from the ocean.
Some believed that the effect of this disruption was
to lower the level of the Mediterranean so as to

form the Isthmus of Suez and separate it from the
Red Sea; others thought the level of the Mediter-
ranean had l>een raised by its junction with the
ocean. Another legend was that Hercules tempo-
rarily united the two rocks into a bridge for the
purpose of conveying the herds of Geryon to Libya,
and another that he narrowed the passage to Bhut
out the sea-monsters from the Mediterranean. The
subject is discussed at great length by Strabo. One
of the principal parallels of latitude was drawn by
Eratosthenes through the pillars. See Gibraltar.
HERCYNIAN FOREST (Ilcrcynia siloa), the

general name given by the ancients to the forest-clad

mountains in Central Germany, extending from the

Rhine to the Carpathians. It was also applied to

particular portions of the chain. Thus Strabo’s

description of it corresponds with the modern Boh-
merwald, that of Tacitus and Pliny with the Thiir-

ingerwald, while, according to Ptolemy, it was the

mountain-ridge uniting the Carpathians and the

Sudetes. The name is probably connected with

Han.
HERDER, Johann Gottfried von, a classical

German author, was bom August 25, 1744, at Moh-
rungen, a small place in Eastern Prussia, where his

father taught a school for girls. A Russian surgeon,

struck with the talents and disposition of the youth,

offered to take Herder with him to Konigsberg and
to St. Petersburg, and to teach him surgery gratui-

tously. Herder, who had no hoj>e of being able to

follow his inclinations, left his native place in 1762;

but in Konigsberg he fainted at the first dissection

at which he was present. He now resolved to study

theology. Some friends procured him an appoint-

ment in Frederick’s College, where he was at first

tutor to some scholars, and at a later period instructor

In the first philosophical and second Latin class,

which left him time to study. During this period

he became known to Kant, who permitted him to

hear all his lectures gratis. His unrelaxing zeal and
diligence enabled him to become acquainted with

science, theology, philosophy, philology, natural aud

civil history, and politics. In 1764 he was appointed

an assistant teacher at the cathedral school of Riga,

with which office that of a preacher was connected.

His pupils in school, as well as his hearers at church,

were greatly attached to him. In 1767 he received

from St. Petersburg the offer of the superintendence

of St Peter’s School in that city; but he declined

this offer, and even gave up his place at Riga, in

order to travel. In Franoe he was appointed tra-

velling tutor to the Prince of Holstein-Oldenburg,

who was on a tour through France and Italy. But
in Strasburg he was prevented from proceeding by
a disease of the eyes; and here he became acquainted

with Goethe, on whom he had a very decided influ-

ence. Herder had already published his Fragments
on the More Modem German Literature, his Critical

Woods (Kritische Walder), and other productions,

which had gained him a considerable reputation,

though he had not at this time published anything
of importance in theology; yet, while in Strasburg,

he was invited to become court preacher, superin-

tendent, and consistorial counsellor at Biickeburg,

whither he proceeded in 1771. He soon made him-
self known as a distinguished theologian, and in

1775 was offered a professorship at Gottingen, which
he, however, did not accept immediately. Just as

he had settled to go he received an invitation to

become court preacher, general superintendent, and
consistorial counsellor at Weimar. This appoint-

ment was through the influence of Goethe. He
arrived in Weimar in Octol>er, 1776. This was at

the time when the Duke Augustus and the Princess

Amalia had collected many of the most distinguished

German literati at their court. Weimar was greatly

benefitted by Herder’s labours as a pulpit orator,

inspector of the schools of the country, the patron of

merit, and founder of many excellent institutions.

In 1801 be was made president of the high consistory,

a place never before given to a person not a nobleman.
He was subsequently made a noble by the Elector

of Bavaria. He died December 18, 1803. Among
the* complete editions of his works we may mention
that published ut Stuttgart by Meyer (1 H94 onwards).

As a theologian Herder contributed to a letter

understanding of the historical and antiquarian part

of the Old Testament. His Geist der Hobriiischen

PoeHie is highly valued. He did much for the better

appreciation of the classical authors, and his philoso-

phical views of human character are full of instruction.

His greatest work is his Ideen zur Philosophic der

Geschichte der Menschheit (Riga, 1785 et seq.), in

which all the light of his great mind is concentrated.

In poetry Herder effected more by his various accom-

plishments, his vast knowledge, and fine taste, than

by creative {>ower; yet he has produced some charm-
ing songs; and his Oid, a collection of Spanish ro-

mances into a kind of epic, is one of the most pop-

ular poems of Germany. The style of Herder is

pure and correct.

HERE. See Hera.
HEREDITAlMENTS, all such things, immovable,

whether corporeal or incorj>oreal, as a man may leave

to his heirs, by way of inheritance, or which, not

being otherwise devised, naturally descend. Cor-

poreal hereditaments consist of material and tan-

gible possessions, incorporeal hereditaments of rights

and privileges not themselves tangible, though con-

ferring claims on tangible possessions. They are

defined by Blackstone as of ten sorts, namely, ad-

vowsons, tithes, commons, ways, offices, dignities,

franchises, pensions, annuities, and rents.

HEREDITARY DISEASES. See Dibeahes

(Hereditary).
HEREDITY. It is a fact of observation that

like tends to l>eget like
;
that, on the whole, organ-

isms ‘ breed true ’. The resemblances txitween off-

spring and their parents arc always much greater

than the differences. In other words, the innate

nature or character of living creatures tends to

persist in their descendants, and this is due to the

genetic relation which binds one generation to

another. The scientific term for this genetic rela-

tion between successive generations is heredity•
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Similarly, all that the living creature is or has to

start with in virtue of its genetic relation to jmrents

and ancestors is called its inheritance. The chief

problem in the study of inheritance is to measure
the inlxim resemblances and differences l>etween

successive generations of the same and kindred

stocks, and to find some general formulae which
will fit the facts. The central problem of the study

of heredity is to understand the nature of the

genetic relation which binds generations together,

and makes it jH>ssible that not only specific char-

acters of imjMirtance but little trivialities of struc-

ture and habit, and not only normal qualities but
abnormal as well, may lie handed down hereditarily

from generation to generation.

In the transmission of proj>erty we are familiar

with the distinction l*1tween the inheritance and
the j>erson who inherits, but in the continuance of

generations, as studied by tin; biologist, the distinc-

tion is imjwissible. At the lieginning of an individual

life—that is, in all ordinary cases of sexual repro-

duction in the fertilized ovum—the individual and
the inheritance are the same. In other words, the

physical basis of inheritance is in the fertilized

egg-cell, which is a potential offspring. Very soon,

indeed, this potential organism, this inheritance,

will l>e affected by external influences in many
ways, so that the final result will lie partly due
to inherited ‘nature’ and partly due to acquired
‘nurture’, but there is no doubt as to tin* foet that

at the lieginning the new individuality has its

physical basis in the paternal and maternal con-

tributions united in the fertilized ovum. To under-

stand how the nature of an organism—that is to

say, how a natural inheritance—can l»e condensed
in ai unit which is usually microscopic, or how it is

able to realize itself stage by stage in the course of

development, is beyond present science. But some
light is thrown on the problem by the idea of ger-

minal continuity with which Galton, Weismann, and
others have made us familiar.

There is a sense, as Galton says, in which the

child is as old as the parent, for when the purent’s

lxnly is developing from the fertilized ovum a resi-

due of unaltered germinal material is kept apart to

form the future reproductive cells, one of which
may l»ecome the starting-point of a child. Weis-
mhim, generalizing from cases where it is visibly

demonstrable, maintains that in all cases the ger-

minal material which starts an offspring owes its

virtue to being directly continuous with the ger-

minal muterial from which the parent or parents

arose. But as a continuous lineage of recognizable

gorm-erf/s is often, perhaps in the majority of cases,

unrecognizable, what Weismann supposes is a con-

tinuity of germ-p/erm, that is, of a specific su lstance
of definite chemical and molecular structure which
is the liearer of the hereditary qualities. In devel-

opment a part of the germ-plasm ‘contained in the
parent egg-cell is not used up in the construction of

the lx>dy of the offspring, but is reserved unchanged
for the formation of the germ -cells of the following

generation ’. Thus, the parent is rather the trustee

of the germ-plasm than the producer of the child,

and in a new sense the child is seen to be ‘ a chip

of the old block’. Similar material to start with,

similar conditions in which to develop, therefore

like tends to beget like.

This conception of the continuity of the germ-
plasm makes it easier to understand the fact that

all the inborn characters of an organism may form
part of the inheritance of the offspring. The pre-

sent is the child of the jiast, and the past is re-

presented in the child. Mental as well as physical

qualities, tendencies to- degeneration as well as to

progress, and even subtle qualities such as longevity

and fertility, may be inherited. It must be noted,

however, that the hereditary resemblance is often

far from complete, and in so far as this divergence
is not directly induced from without by modifica-
tions of the offspring’s body, we say that it is due
to germinal variation. (See Evolution.) The
variation may simply be an incompleteness in the
expression of hereditary resemblance, but it may
also imply the apfiearanee of some novel feature

which was not expressed in parents or ancestry.

It is this fact of variation which forces us to change
the old saying ‘like begets like* into the more
accurate statement that ‘like tends to beget like’.

We must be careful, however, not to assume (a)

that a character is inherited simply because it

reapj>ears in successive generations, for it may be
that similar modifications are impressed upon the
Ixxlies of successive Rets of offspring by the influ-

ence of similar external conditions; or
(
b

)
that

lack of resemblance between offspring and their

parents is necessarily due to incompleteness in the
inheritance, for the fact that the resemblance so

often reappears in the third generation makes it

probable that the incompleteness is not in the
inheritance, but simply in its expression. In other
words, heritable characters may remain latent, fail-

ing to And expression in development, either for

lack of the appropriate stimulus, or because they
are neutralized by other characters. In the in-

heritance of diseased conditions it often happens
that the constitutional tendency finds a different

expression in successive generations, or that it is

expressed in the sons but not in the daughters.
Since it reappears in the male offspring of the
daughters, the assumption of latency seems inevit-

able. To three common forms of inheritance the
terms blended

, exclusive, and particulate are applied,

and, in the absence of space for precise definition,

they may Ik* illustrated by an example. Suppose
the parents of a foal to lie markedly light and dark
in colour; if the foal is light brown or gray the
inheritance in that respect is blended

; if light or
dark, it is exclusive; if pielwild, it is particulate.

These different results are often very clearly seen
in hybrids, and they may Ik* expressed in another
way by reference to what is called the quality of

prepotency, with which breeders are familiar. This
term refers to the fact that in the development of

a character the paternal or maternal qualities may
predominate

;
thus, in man the father is usually pre-

potent as regards stature. It seems that one of the
ways in which the quality of prejiotency is devel-

oped is by inbreeding, and some breeders say that

they can produce a horse so prepotent, so fixed by
inbreeding, that it wdll produce its like, however
mated. Perhajw a unified view of the facts may
lie found in the theoretical conception of a germinal
struggle in the arcana of the fertilized ovum—

a

struggle in which the maternal and paternal con-

tributions may blend and harmonize, or may
neutralize one another, or in which one may con-

quer the other, or in which both may persist with-

out combining.

A big average fact of inheritance is the sensible

stability of type which ]>ersists from generation to

generation, the tendency to keep up a specific

average. This may be partly due to the action of

natural elimination, weeding out the extraordinary

deviations; but it is to be primarily accounted for

by what Galton calls the fact of ‘filial regression*,

which tends to bring the offspring of extraordinary

parents nearer the average of the stock. In other

words, children tend to differ less from mediocrity

than their parents. This is due to that genetic
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continuity which makes an inheritance not dual,
but multiple. The offspring is not only the product
of its parents, but of its past ancestry, and the mean
of that ancestry is not (unless in cases of very care-

ful selection) likely to be very different from that
of the general population. Perhaps no general con-
clusion in regard to inheritance is more important
than this, that a heritage is not merely dual, but
multiple, like a mosaic. Galton has given an ap-
proximate formulation which applies particularly
to cases of blended inheritance: ‘The two joironts

between them contribute on the average one- half of

each inherited faculty, each of them contributing
one-quarter of it. The four grandparents contribute
between them one -quarter, or each of them one-
sixteenth

; and so on.’

In this brief article it has not been possible to do
more than indicate some of the chief facts; for a
discussion of the numerous theories the literature

referred to below must l>e consulted. Nor has any-
thing been said in regard to the difficult questions
concerning reversion and atavism, the transmissi-
bility of acquired characters or modifications (see

Evolution), telegony (which see), and the like.

The term reversion is used to include cases where
through inheritance there reapj»ears in an individual
some character or set of characters which was not
expressed in the parents, but which did occur in an
ancestor. The reappearance is supposed to be due
to the re-expression of latent ancestral characters.

Some very clear instances are forthcoming in the
case of hybrids, but there can l>e no doubt that
many phenomena which have l>een called reversions

admit of some other interpretation.

In regard to the transmissibility of acquired
characters no one can dogmatize, but it is of great

importance that the precise question at issue Ikj

clearly apprehended. By an ‘acquired character’

the biologist means a modification of the body
which has been directly brought al>out by the

influence of surroundings or of use and disuse. It

is a structural change which has passed the limits

of organic elasticity, and therefore {>ersists in the
individual. But it can only lx* transmitted as such
if it is able to affect the reproductive cells in a

sjKicifio and representative way. Unless the off-

spring change in the same direction as that ex-

hibited in the original modification, and unless the

change reap
j
mar in some degree at birth before it

can have been re-acquired as a modification, we are

not warranted m shaking of the inheritance of the

modification. So far as the evidence goes, there

seems to be little warrant for our being other than
extremely sceptical as to transmission of acquired

characters.

But both in regard to these particular questions

and to the whole problem of heredity there remains

an urgent need for the collection of carefully deter-

mined facts, for prolonged experiment over several

generations and over a wide range of subjects, and
for the skilful application of statistical methods.

The following works treat of this subject : — C.

Darwin, Variation under Domestication (1868);

Y. Delage, Her&lite (1895); F. Galton, Natural

Inheritance (1889); K. Pearson, The Grammar of

Science (2nd ed. 1900); M. Ribot, L’Herddite
Psychologique (trans. 1875); J. Arthur Thomson,
The Science of Life (1899); A. Weismann, The
Germ Plasm (1893).

HEREFORD, an inland county in the west of

England, bounded north by Shropshire, south by the

counties of Monmouth and Gloucester, east by Wor-
cester, and west by Radnor and Brecknock ;

about
38 miles in length, south-east to north-west, and 32
miles in breadth at the broadest part; area, 840

square miles, or 537,363 acres, of which nearly

450,000 are arable, meadow, and pasture. The
surface is beautifully diversified by hill and dale,

noble and extensive woods and orchards alternating

with rich corn-fields and verdant meadows. The
county belongs wholly to the basin of the Severn,

towards which river it has a general slope north to

south, as indicated by the course of its rivers, the

Wye and its affluents the Lugg, Arrow, and Frome,
and some smaller streams. The soil is in general

fertile, particularly the alluvial lands upon the banks
of the rivers, but the pasture-grounds are in many
places indifferent. Wheat is the princqvil crop, others

l)eing barley, oats, beans, pease, hops, and turnips.

Orchards are numerous, and the quantity of cider

made is very great, and the quality excellent. The
Herefordshire cattle are hold in high estimation.

They feed easily, are quiet, tractable, work well,

produce the finest beef, but are j>oor milkers. The
usual breed of sheep iH a cross tmtween the Leicester

and other breed*; Cotswolds are also reared. Horses
are bred in considerable numbers, mostly agricul-

tural and of good quality, in the northern parts,

while both riding and coach horses of a sujmrior

description are reared throughout the whole county.

Agriculture is on the whole of an improved charac-

ter, although in many j>arts the farm buildings and
the labourers’ cottages are in an unsatisfactory con-

dition, and drainage is somewhat neglected. The
farms, which are hold mostly from year to year, are

generally large, and turnips and green-crophustMAiidry

is the general rule. Oak timber is abundant, and
forms, with oak-liark, an important article of export.

The climate is various, but in general remarkably
salubrious. Some medicinal springs are met with
oil the Hereford side of the Malvern Hills, and
jmtrifying springs in the hilly partH of tin* county,

where the soil is calcareous. For parliamentary

purposes it forms two divisions, a northern (Leo-

minster) and a southern (Ross), each returning one
member. The only parliamentary borough is Here-

ford. Pop. in 1881, 121,062; in 1891, 115,949; in

1901, 114,401.

HEREFORD, a city and parliamentary borough

of England, capital of the above county, on the left

liank of the Wye, 120 miles w.N.w. of London. It

is situated on slightly rising ground, in a fertile and
well-cultivated valley, nearly in the centre of the

county. The principal streets are broad and straight,

the houses Iming mostly of brick, and the public

buildings of stone. The most remarkable structure

in the city is the cathedral, situated near the Wye,
rebuilt, in the reign of William the Conqueror, on
the site of an earlier edifice, built in 1012-56, and
restored in 1863 at a cost of £48,591, under the

direction of Sir G. G. Scott. Its entire length is

335 feet; width, 174 feet. None of the other

churches require any special notice. The other

public buildings of consideration are the college,

a venerable but gloomy building adjoining the

cathedral; the cathedral school; the shire -hall, a
large, well-proj>ortioned, and commodious building;

the city police station and offices; the county-jail,

built on Howard’s plan in 1797 ;
free library and

museum, com exchange, market-hall, and post-office.

The charities are numerous, and comprise an infir-

mary, eye and ear hospital, maternity hospital, dis-

I>enflary, girls’ orphanage, Ac. The manufactures

are inconsiderable, consisting of leather, turnery,

encaustic tiles, Ac., but there are large cider manu-

factories and stores. The chief trade of the town is

in hops, wool, timber, cider, malt, oak-bark, fruit,

cattle, and otheragriculturalproduce. There is a trien-

nial musical festival of the united choirs of Worcester,

Gloucester, and Hereford held here in September,
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which continues during three days. The first charter

of incorporation dates from the reign of John. The
borough returns one member. Population in 1871,

18,847; in 1881, 19,821; in 1901, 21,382.

HERESY. See next article.

HERETIC, one who embraces a heresy; from the

Greek hairesis
,
whichorginally only meant a sect, from

haireomai (I choose), without implying praise or dis-

praise. Thus we hear of the Peripatetic heresy, or

sect of philosophers; and the heathens spoke of the

Christian heresy, meaning merely their doctrine.

When the idea of a Catholic church, its dogmas and
exclusive claims to salvation, became more fully de-

veloped, the word heretic was used in a narrower
sense, to indicate one who differs from the Catholic,

that is, universal church, and who, at the same time,

calls himself a Christian. Hence neither Jews nor
Mohammedans, nor even apostates from Christianity,

except very rarely, are called heretics. It is plain

that the idea of a heretic presupposes the idea of a
universal or general church and an established faith.

Thus Christ was crucified and Stephen stoned by the
Jews for heresy, or for deviating from their estab-

lished church. The origin of heretics is to be referred

to the time when a Christian church was publicly

established, and began to acknowledge certain dogmas
as orthodox, and to designate opinions at variance

with them as false.

Many of the early Christians preserved their Jewish
or Greek philosophical notions, and mingled them
with the doctrines of Christianity. Even in the time
of the apostles we find traces of the Gnostics. From
them sprang the Simonians (who opposed to the Su-
preme God a principle of evil), the Nicolaitans and
the Cerinthians, who introduced Jewish Gnostic ideas

into Christianity. In the second century, we must
mention particularly the Basilidians and Alogians,

who denied the divinity of Christ; the Carpocratians,

who maintained that the most wicked had the great-

est chance of salvation; the Nazarteans, following the

Mosaic law with great strictness; the Patropassians,

denying the distinction of three persons in the God-
head; the Artemonians, believing in a union of a
part of the Godhead with Christ at his birth; the

Hermogenians, asserting the production of the human
soul from an eternal but corrupt matter; the Mon-
tanists, who held their founder for the Comforter;

the Sethites, who declared Seth to be the Messiah;

the Quarto-decimans, who celebrated Easter like the

Jews; the Cerdonians, who denied the resurrection;

the Encratites, who condemned matrimony; and the

Manichseans, who maintained the existence of a good
and an evil principle in the Almighty, and whose
tenets were based on those of Zoroaster.

In the third century there were the Monarchists,

denying three persons in the Godhead; the Samosa-
tensians and Paulinians, declaring Christ a mere man
and the Holy Ghost a divine power; the Arabici,

denying immortality; the Hieracites, belonging to

the Manichseans; the Noetians, teaching that God
the Father had become a man and suffered; the

Sabellians, denying the distinction of persons in the
Trinity; the Novatians, who refused to readmit those

who had fallen off during the times of persecution;

the Origenians, believing in the final salvation of the

devil and the damned; the Chiliasts, or Millenarians,

believing in a millennium; the Aquarians, using only

water in the Lord’s supper.

In the fourth century the principal heretical sects

were the Arians, ascribing to the Son a nature and
essence inferior to that of the Father; the Apol-

linarlans, denying the human nature of Christ; the

PhotinianB, maintaining that Christ was bom of the

Holy Ghost and Mary; the Macedonians, denying
the divinity of the Holy Ghost; the Priscillianists,

reviving the Gnostic errors; the Donatists, who held

peculiar opinions respecting the church; the Euchites,

ascribing to each individual an evil spirit, which
could only bo driven out by prayer; the Collyridians,

who made offerings to Mary; the Seleucians, ascrib-

ing a bodily form to God; the Anthropomorphites,
ascribing a human body to God; the Jovinians, deny-

ing the virginity of Mary; the Bonosians, or Adop-
tianists, considering Christ as merely the adoptive

Son of God.
In the fifth century arose the Nestorians, who at-

tributed the two natures of Christ to two persons; the

Eutychians, Monophysites, and Jacobites, allowing

but one person in Christ; the Theopaschites, teaching

the incarnation and crucifixion of the three persons

of the Godhead; the Pelagians, denying the depravity
of human nature, and its salvation by grace alone.

In the sixth century were the Agnotse, teaching that

Christ, in his human nature, did not know all things;

the Tritheists, making three distinct Gods of the three

persons of the Deity; the Monothelites, allowing only
one will in Christ; the Aphthardocetes, teaching that

the body of Christ was not subjected to any suffer-

ing. In the ninth century were the Paulicians, ad-

hering to some doctrines of the Manichseans; in the

twelfth century the Bogomili, teaching the creation

of the world by a fallen angel, driven from heaven;
the Catharists, reviving Gnostical doctrines; the

Petrobrusians, rejecting the baptism of children.

Among religionists stigmatized as heretics in later

times by the Roman Catholic Church, were the Wal-
denses, the Wicliffites, Hussites, and at a later period

the Lutherans, Calvinists, with all the variety of Pro-

testant sects and churches.

It is evident that, for the historian, the word heretic

can have only the relative meaning of heterodox; be-

cause as soon as the church or sect declares itself in

possession of the true and sole doctrine of salvation

and religious truth, it declares, by this circumstance,

all other doctrines of faith heretical. Thus the Greek
Catholic church declares Roman Catholicism a heresy,

and vice versa
,
whilst the Calvinist declares Popery

a heresy. We shall not here speak of all the perse-

cutions which different sects have directed against

those whom they considered heretics, but will only

mention that, in doctrinal points, the early Christian

church always made a distinction between heretics

who obstinately persisted in their heresy and heretics

merely through error, or who had been bora in heresy.

The fathers of the church declare themselves ignorant

of the final condition of the latter. Again, peaceable
heretics are distinguished from those whose doctrines

produce public confusion and disorder. However, the
general view is that all heresies lead, sooner or later,

to disturbances and bloodshed.

The doctrines considered heretical by the Roman
Church may be found in the Dictionnaire des Here-
sies, by the AbW Pluquet, with the history, progress,

nature, and also the Catholic refutations of their

errors. It is well known that the Catholic Church
prohibits priests from shedding blood (they were not

even allowed to perform surgical operations); and
hence, according to Catholic representation, death

has never been Inflicted upon heretics by the church,

which merely declared them, after due admonition,

to be heretics, excommunicated them, and gave them
up to the secular government to be treated aooording

to the laws, a view of religious persecutions which
has been adopted by other sects also; but for the im-
partial historian, this argument can have no other

weight than that the church, as such, has not ordered

the execution of heretics, whilst its members were
often affected by the spirit of the age, and by giving

up a heretic to the secular government, aware that a
painful torture and cruel death awaited him, in foot
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devoted him to destruction. It must be remembered,
however, that secular princes were often active in the
prosecution of heretics, considering them as disturbers

of the peace; and several instances are on record in

which their zeal, in this respect, outstripped even that

of the pope himself. Before Christianity was made
the religion of the Roman state, nothing but excom-
munication was inflicted upon the heretic; but severe

laws were passed soon after the conversion of the
emperors. When the bishop excommunicated a here-

tic the secular authority banished him; he lost his

civil rights, and was even punished with death; he
could not be an accuser, witness, nor judge; could

not make a will; and even his family were subjected

to some penalties. The code of Justinian contains

many ordinances against heretics, and the canon law
made it a duty to denounce them, under pain of ex-

communication, even if the party were a wife or hus-

band, parent or child, and to assist their judges with-

out remuneration, Ac. They were not permitted to

be acquainted with the witnesses against them nor
with their testimony; they were not allowed to have
counsel nor to appeal. As early as 385 Priscillian

was condemned to death as a heretic by the Spanish
bishops at the council of Trbves; and the punishment
of death, which the emperors ordered to be inflicted

on the Arians after the Nicene council, was more
oommonly inflicted on heretics. But the persecutions

of heretics
,
properly so called, began in the pontificate

of Gregory VIL, in the eleventh century. The Em-
peror Frederick II. authorized them against the

Albigenses and Waldenses, by an edict issued at

Padua in 1222. From that time persecutions of

heretics took place in almost all Christian countries.

Spain, Italy, and France, from the thirteenth to the

sixteenth century, suffered much from these persecu-

tions, which were often conducted with more fury as

political considerations were mingled with them
;
and

the massacre of St Bartholomew and the acts of the

Spanish Inquisition are foul blots on the page of

history. The states of Germany, collectively, have
never shown that spirit of persecution which has

stained other countries. The Carolina does not men-
tion heresy at all; and by the Peace of Westphalia
it was settled that neither of the three confessions

(11. Catholics, Lutherans, and Calvinists) should accuse

the other of heresy. In England as well as on the

Continent the burning of heretics was practised be-

fore 1200, and examination by torture in the case of

the Templars was authorized by Edward II. By
stat 6 Rich. II. cap. xiii. heresy was punishable by
imprisonment; and twenty years later (2 Hen. IV
cap. xv.—de hcereticis comburendis

) the punishment
was death by burning. This act was subsequently

altered in the reigns of Henry VIII. and Elizabeth,

and was repealed by act 29 Car. II. cap. ix. (1677),

since which time heresy is left entirely to the cogniz-

ance of the ecclesiastical courts.

HERFOR1), a town, Prussia, Westphalia, in the

government and 16 miles south-west of Minden, capi-

tal of a circle of same name, at the confluence of

the Aa with the Werre. It has several Protestant

churches, among them the cathedral church in the

Romanesque style, and the Gothic church of St.

John, one of the finest in Westphalia; a R. Catholic

church, a synagogue, gymnasium, school of agricul-

ture, and other schools; flax spinning, manufactures

of linen and cotton goods, leather, confectionery, car-

pets, tobacco, Ac. Pop. (1895), 21,575.

HERIOT. See Hariot.
HERIOT, George, founder of the hospital in

Edinburgh which bears his name, and jeweller to

King James VL, was descended from the Heriots of

Trabroun, in East Lothian, and is supposed to have

been born in June, 1563. His father was a gold-

smith in Edinburgh, and a person of wealth and
consideration. George followed his father’s profes-

sion, and was admitted a member of the Incorpora-

tion of Goldsmiths on 28th May, 1588. About two
years previously he had married Christian Marjori-
banks, daughter of an Edinburgh burgess, who did
not long survive the union. In 1697 he was ap-

pointed goldsmith to the queen by a charter from
James VI., and on the accession of the latter to the
English crown followed the court to England. Shortly

afterwards he contracted a second marriage with Ali-

son Primrose, eldest daughter of James Primrose,

clerk to the Scottish privy-council, and grandfather

of the first Earl of Rosebery. This union was equally

unproductive of issue with the first, and terminated
by the death of Mrs. Heriot, on 16th April, 1612.

From the period of George H ©riot’s settlement in

London littL* is known of his history. He died on
12th Feb. 1624, and was buried at St. Martin’s-in-

the- Fields. By hi* will he left nearly the whole of

his fortune 'towards the founding and erecting of an
hospital . . . and for and towards purchasing of

certain lands in perj>etuity to belong unto the said

hospital, to he employed for the maintenance, relief,

bringing up, and education of so many poor, father-

less boys, freemen’s sons, of the town of Edinburgh,
as the means which I give, and the yearly value of

the lands purchased by the provost, bailiffs, ministers,

and council of said town, Bhall amount or come to.'

Accordingly such an institution was duly established,

and the boys were not only taught to read, write,

and cast accounts (to which the statutes of the hos-

pital originally confined the trustees), but also Latin,

Greek, mathematics, Ac. Talented hoys who chose

a learned profession were sent to the university for

four years with an annual allowance of .£30. The
greater number were Inmnd apprentices to tradesmen
in the city, and were allowed the annual sum of £10
for five years or a shorter period. The foundation

of the present magnificent structure, known aB Her-

iot’s Hospital, was laid on 1st July, 1628; and the

exjKjnso of the erection exceeded £30,000 sterling.

From the rise in value of property the yearly revenue

of the hospital lias very greatly increased; and the

governors wore empowered by 6 and 7 Will. IV. to

establish elementary schools within the city for the

gratuitous education of poor children, sixteen day-

schools being ultimately established, besides evening
schools. In 1885, however, an entirely new scheme
was introduced for the trust, and a great part of the

funds are now devoted to the support of Heriot’s

Hospital School and the Heriot- Watt College. The
former is a day-school for boys of ten and upwards,
in which the chief subjects taught are English, ma-
thematics, science, drawing, French and German, Ac.

There are 150 foundations of £20 each with free

education for fatherless boys, and 100 free scholar-

ships for meritorious pupils not foundationers; be-

sides school bursaries of £10 each, forty in number,
Ac. The Heriot-Watt College is liased on the al-

ready existing Watt Institution, and is a college

giving a thorough technical, commercial, and literary

education chiefly by evening classes, though there

are also day classes. The trust also gives bursaries

in connection with the university, the high school,

Ac. The annual revenue is now aliout £32,000.

Some changes were made in 1897.

HERISAU, a town, Switzerland, in the cantor

and 4 miles north-west of Appenzeil, beautifully

situated on the right bank of the Glatt, at the junc-

tion of the Brtihlbach. It consists of two squares,

four principal streets, with several others owning
into them, and has a large and handsome church with

an ancient tower, an elegant town-house, and an ar-

senal. The staple manufacture is muslin, plain and
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embroidered. The environ* abound in garden* and
fine walk*, and two adjoining heights are crowned
by the old castle* of Rosenberg and Roeenburg.

Pop. (1897), 1 3,783.

HERISTAL. See Herstal.
HERITABLE JURISDICTIONS were grant*

of criminal jurisdiction bestowed on great families

by the Scottish crown, with a view to the more eaay

and expeditious administration of justice. These
jurisdictions were in number about 100, and con-

sisted of sheriffships, stewartries, constabularies, but
chiefly of regalities and bailleries. In virtue of their

hereditary rights the possessors of these jurisdictions

exercised an arbitrary power over vassals and others

within the limits of their domain, and could fine,

scourge, imprison, and even in some cases put to

death without interference of the common law. These
jurisdictions, with other powers possessed by landed
proprietors, were abolished after the last Stuart re-

bellion by the 20 Geo. II. cap. xliii., and compensa-
tion, amounting in all to £152,037, 12s. 2d., was paid

by government to those who suffered patrimonially

by the operation of that statute.

HERITABLE SECURITIES, in Scotch law the
term applied to what is known in English law as

mortgages and charges on land. They were formerly
distinguished into wadset, infeftment of annual rent,

heritable bond, bond and disposition in security, and
absolute disposition with backbond, and also reserved

burdens on land. All such securities are considered

as constituting a pledge of the land to the creditor

until the debt is cleared off, or rather the debt is a
burden on the land, so that whatever becomes of the

land, into whatever number of hands it may pass,

the debt still inheres in it, and must be first paid

out of the proceeds, unlesB it is redeemed. The prin-

cipal heritable security in Scotland is now the bond
and disposition in security, which consists of an
obligation to clear off the debt, and a dis|K)sition pro
tempore to the creditor, by way of security until the

debt is cancelled. To complete the title the bond
must be registered in the Proper Register of Sasines,

and it is assignable to a third party. The creditor

has full power to sell the estate if the interest or

principal is not paid; but must in thiB case account
for the surplus remaining after deducting his own
proper claim.

HERITOR, in Scotch law, originally signified the

proprietor of a heritable subject; but in connection

with parochial law it is now restricted to such pro-

prietors of lands and houses as are liable to public

burdens. The heritors, collectively, have vested in

them the fee of the church and churchyard; they
provide and keep in repair the church, as well as the

minister's house. They may vote by proxy.
HEKMANDAD (Spanish, brotherhood). The cities

of Arragon, as they advanced in consideration, and
obtained by the grants of the kings, who made use
of their services against the arrogant nobility, a
feeling of their own importance, frequently formed
connections to defend themselves against the usurpa-
tions and the rapaciousness of the feudal nobility.

This object was most clearly apparent in the brother-
hood (Hermandad) formed about the middle of the
thirteenth century in Arragon, and that formed about
1282 in Castile. In 1295 thirty-five cities of Castile

and Leon formed a joint confederacy for the same ob-

ject Every noble who should rob or injure a member
of the association, and who would not make reparation

or give security for the observance of the law, was
threatened with the destruction of his houses, vine-

yard*, and gardens. Even if a nobleman had only

challenged a member of the association, and refused

to give security, the challenged person had the right

of putting him to death. These fraternities were

the model of the later Hermandad of the municipal

communities, which was formed in Castile under the

reign of Ferdinand and Isabella. It was established

in 1486 with the approbation of the king, at a time

when the nobles paid no attention to the royal com-
mands to keep the peace, robbed the defenceless vil-

lagers and industrious citizens, and made the high-

ways unsafe. The city authorities raised a military

force, and appointed judges in different parts of the

kingdom. The disturbers of the public peace were
Bought out by the armed bands, carried before the

judges, and punished. Neither rank nor station pro-

tected the offender against the tranquillity of the

country, nor could he find safety even in the churches.

The nobility, who saw their turbulence restrained,

and their judicial power limited by this institution,

opposed it in vain; for the king protected the Her-
mandad, as a powerful means of preserving public

peace, and at the same time an effectual means of

strengthening and extending the royal power; since

the forces of the city authorities composed a part of

the standing army without needing to be paid by the

court. The Santa Hermandad (holy brotherhood,

a name which has occasioned some to confound this

institution with the Inquisition, or to consider it as

depending upon that establishment) had, like the

earlier institution, of which it was a continuation,

the object of securing internal safety, and seizing

disturbers of the peace and highway robbers, but did

not act except in case of offences actually committed.

It consisted only of a company of armed police

officers, who were distributed in the different pro-

vinces of the Kingdom of Castile, and whose duty it

was to provide for the security of the roadB outside

of the cities. One of their strictest regulations wai
not to use their power within the cities. They were
subject to the Council of Castile. The principal

divisions of the company had fixed stations at Toledo,

at Ciudad Rodrigo, and at Talavera.

HERMANN. See Arminius.
HERMANN, Johann Gottfried Jakob, a Ger-

man philologist, was bora at Leipzig, 28th Nov.
1772. After studying law at the university of his

native town and at Jena, he began to lecture on
ancient literature at Leipzig in 1794, and in 1798
was appointed extraordinary professor of philosophy.

In 1803 he became ordinary professor of elocution,

with which he conjoined in 1809 the duties of the
chair of poetry. These offices he continued to hold

until his death, on the 31st December, 1848. His
lectures were remarkable for their clearness, pre-

cision, and popularity, and materially contributed to

form successive generations of able teachers. With
Hermann originated valuable reforms in the method
of Greek grammatical instruction; and he is especi-

ally known for his editions of the ancient writers,

particularly of the Greek tragedians, and for the

controversies in which his theories and assertions

involved him with Voss, Creuzer, Bbckh, Ottfried

Midler, and other philologists. The principles of the

method which he introduced into Greek grammar are

explicitly developed in his De Emendanda Rations
Grsecee Gr&mmatic© (1801). He also attempted to

develop a philosophical theory of the science of metre
from the categories of Kant, and wrote on this subject

his Handbuch der Metrik (1798), and the popular
Latin treatise Epitome Doctrine Metrics (1818).

HERMANN, Karl Friedrich, a German philo-

logist, was born at Frankfurt-am-Main, 4th August,
1804. He studied philosophy at Heidelberg and
Leipzig, taking his doctor’s degree in 1826. In 1882
he was appointed to the chair of philology at Mar-
burg, and in 1883 received the additional office* ol

second librarian to the university, and director of the

philological seminary. In 1842 he went to Gfittin-
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gen, where he remained as professor of classical elo-

quence until his death, on Dec. 31, 1855. Among
the more important of his works are the Geschichte
und System der Platonischen Philosophic (1839),

with a complete edition of Plato’s Dialogues (1851 -

52); Lehrbuch der Griechischen Antiquitaten (1841-

52); and a posthumous work, Kulturgeschichte der
Griechen und Romer (1857-58); besides treatises in

Latin, editions of Persius, Juvenal, &c.

HERMANNSTADT (Latin, Cibinium
; Hun-

garian Nagy-Szcben)) a town of Transylvania, on the

Cibin, in an extensive valley, bounded south by the

Transylvanian Alps (Carpathians), and on other sides

by lofty and picturesque hills, 54 miles h.h.e. Klausen-
burg. It consists of a high and a low town, and of

four suburbs. It was at one time strongly fortified,

but the walls, towers, and bastions have been almost
entirely demolished within recent times. The high
town is, on the whole, well built, consisting of several

handsome squares, and regularly paved and tolerably

clean streets. A succession of steep stone stairs lead

down to the lower town, which is less attractive. The
principal buildings are the chief Protestant church,

a handsome Gothic structure, built l>etween 1431
and the beginning of the sixteenth century, sur-

mounted by a lofty tower, and containing numerous
interesting monuments; tin; Roman Catholic high
church; the interesting town-house, originally a for-

tified dwelling-house; the Brukenthal Palace, con-

taining natural history and other collections, a library

of 40,000 vols., and a picture-gallery; lunatic asylum,
military hospital, barracks, &e. There is a sujxjrior

gymnasium for Protestants, a royal state gymnasium,
&c. The manufactures consist of woollen cloth, hats,

combs, earthenware, cordage, soap, leather, &c. Tin*

trade in these articles, and also the transit trade,

chiefly to and from Constantinople, are of some im-
portance. Pop. (1890), 21,465.

HERMAPHRODITE, a term formerly applied

exclusively to signify a human creature possessed of

the organs of both sexes, but now almost always
applied to other animals, and to plants. It is now
well known there is no such thing as an hermaphro-
dite in the human species. In many of the inferior

trit)es of animals the male and female ]>arts of genera-

tion are found to be united in the same animal.

There are both normal and abnormal or monstrous
hermaphrodites. The normal kind belongs to the

inferior and more simple orders of animals ;
but as

animals Income more complicated, and each part is

more confined to a particular use, a sejairation of the

sexual characteristics takes place, and they are partly

united only in some particular cases. In the horse,

ass, sheep, and cattle such instances sometimes occur.

In the case of cattle, when a cow brings forth two
calves, one a bull, and the other a cow to apjwaranee,

the cow is unfit for propagation, but the bull-calf

becomes a proper bull. Such animals do not breed
;

they do not show the least inclination for the bull,

nor does the bull ever take notice of them. Among
the country |>eople in England this kind of imj>er-

fect cow is called a free-martin. Dissection shows
traces of the parts of both sexes. See the article

Monster.
The combination of the two sexes in one individual

is characteristic of many plantH and of some animals.

In plants the combination of two individuals for the

fertilization of the seed is secured by this, that the

stamens and pistil are not matured at the same time
in the same plant. (See Crohs-fektilization in

Supp.) In animals, for instance in worms and
snails, mutual impregnation is necessary, and it is

possible that the elements are matured in succession,

the prolonged contact of the two admitting of this

safeguard against self-impregnation.

HERMAS, one of the so-called apostolic fathers,

is by some supposed to be the person mentioned by
that name in Rom. xvi. 14, though others maintain
that he lived seventy-two years later. His name is

associated with a work entitled The Shepherd, which
was circulated at Rome in the first half of the second
century, and held in such estimation that even a
place in the canon was claimed for it. Irenseus,

Clement of Alexandria, and Origen accepted it as

inspired, and Eusebius says that it was read in the

churches. The author of the Muratorian fragment
regards the author as a brother of Pius, a second -

ceutury bishop of Rome. Another view makes the

author live in the latter part of the first century, at

the time when Clement of Rome flourished. The
original is Greek, hut until the nineteenth century
it was only known in a Latin translation. The
Greek text has, however, lx*en almost completely
recovered (see edition by Hilgenfeld, 1887), and a
second Latin and an Ethiopian version are now
known. It consists of three parts. Visions, Command-
ments, and Similitudes, all written in a style which
shows that the author wjis more remarkable for the
warmth of his imagination than for the soundness
of his judgment.
HERMENEUTICS (formed from a Greek word

which signifies to explain or interpret) is the science

which fixes the principles of interpretation. The
word is commonly used only of the interpretation of

the sacred writings. Hermeneutics l>ears the same
relation to excgexix as theory to practice. See Exe-
gesis.

HERMES (called by the Romans Mercurius,

and identified with their own god of that name
(see Mercury), was the son of Zeus and Maia, the

daughter of Atlas. According to the legend Arcadia
was his birthplace. Four hours after his birth he
left his cradle and invented the lyre, which he made
by killing a tortoise, and stringing the shell with
three or seven strings. He then sang to it the loves

of Zeus and his mother Maia. Having concealed

the lyre in his cradle, he liegan to seek for food, for

which purpose he went in the evening to Pieria,

and stole fifty oxen of the sacred herd of the gods,

which he drove 1Mickward and forward to confound

their tracks ; then, going lxiekward himself, he drove

them Ixickwurd also ; and after having killed two of

them near the river Alpheus, roasted them by a fire

procured by rubbing two sticks together, and sacri-

ficed a part to the gods. He concealed the remainder
in a cavern. He also curefulJy destroyed all traces

of them. The next morning Ajadlo missed his oxen,

and went in search of them, but he could discover no
traces of them until an old man of Pylon told him
that he had seen a boy driving a herd of oxen in a

very strange manner. Apollo now discovered by his

prophetic art that Hermes was the thief. He has-

tened to Maia, and accused the infant, who pretended
to lie asleep, and, not terrified by the threat of the

god that he would hurl him into Tartarus, steadily

maintained his innocence. A]>ollo, not deceived by

the crafty child, carried his complaint to the King of

gods. Hermes lied even to him. But Zeus penetrated

tlu- artifice of the boy, and jierceived him to lx) the

offender; yet he was not angry with him, but, smiling

good-naturedly at his cunning, ordered him to show
the place where the oxen were concealed. To secure

him Apollo bound his hands, but his chains fell off,

and the cattle appeared bound together by twos.

HermSs then began to play ujam his newly-invented

lyre, at which Apollo was so much enraptured that

he begged the instrument of the inventor, learned of

him how to play on it, and gave him a whip to drive

the herds, thenceforth belonging to both in common.

Apollo was still more astonished when the ingenious
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god also gave the Pandean pipe its tones. They then

oondnded a contract with each other: HermSs pro*

mised never to steal Apollo's lyre or bow, and never

to approach his dwelling; the latter gave him in

return the golden wand of peace, the caductut. The
ancients represent HermSs as the herald and mes-
senger of the gods. He conducts the souls of the

departed to the lower world (whence he is called

Payrhopompos), and is therefore the herald of Pluto,

and the executor of his commands. His magic wand
had the power to dose the eyes of mortals, to cause

dreams, and wake the slumbering. The qualities

requisite for a herald he possessed in the highest per-

fection, and bestowed them on others—grace, dignity,

and insinuating manners. He was also the symbol
of prudence, cunning, and fraud, and even of perjury.

We must remember that rude antiquity did not, as

we do, associate anything dishonourable or base with
these ideas. Whoever was distinguished for artifice

and deceit, as, for example, Odysseus, was a favourite

of HermSs, and enjoyed his assistance. HermSs was
also distinguished as the god of theft and robbery,

especially when fraud and cunning were employed.
The exploits of his childhood have this symlwlical

signification. Among the actions of his manhood
the following are examples of his cunning:—He ac-

companied Heracles when he carried off Cerberus;
delivered Zeus from the cave into which Typhon had
cast him; rescued Ares from the prison in which
Otus and Ephialtes had confined him; killed Argus,
the keeper of the unhappy Io; assisted Perseus when
he went to kill Medusa, and lent him the helmet of

Pluto, which rendered him invisible, and his winged
sandals; to Nephele, the mother of Phryxus and
Hello, he gave the ram with the golden fleece, upon
which she carried off her children when they were
about to be sacrificed to the gods at the instigation

of their step-mother Ino. In the wars of the giants

he wore the helmet of Pluto, which rendered him
invisible, and slew HippolytuB. When Typhon com-
pelled the gods to fly before him and conceal them-
selves in Egypt, he metamorphosed himself into an
Ibis. He is also mentioned by Homer as the patron

of eloquence, and still more particularly by Hesiod.

Of his inventions Homer makes no mention. Later
writers ascribe to him the invention of dice, music,

geometry, the interpretation of dreams, measures and
weights, the arts of the palaestra, letters, &c. He
was also regarded as the patron of public treaties, as

the guardian of roads, and as the protector of travel-

lers. Fable relates many of his amours. His chil-

dren were numerous: among them were Pan and
Hermaphroditus. HermSs was worshipped in all the

cities of Greece, but Arcadia was the chief place of

his worship. Ilia festivals were called Hermcea, and
were solemnized in various ways. In the monu-
ments of the more ancient style of art HermSs
appears with his beard just beginning to grow; at a
later period the prevailing representations of him
were as an adroit herald and athlete, and he aoquired

the appearance of extreme youth. In this character

also room was allowed to fancy. He was represented
as a boy in the prime of youth, and also in the full

power of early manhood. Among the curled locks

of the boy appear two projecting wings. His dress

consisted of a short leather tunic. In his left hand he
bears a purse, and holding his right forefinger against

his chin, smiles archly at some device in his mind.

As a youth we find him represented in a variety of

attitudes, sometimes with the purse in his hand, some-
times with the caduceus, and sometimes with a
winged cap, standing, sitting, or walking. The ar-

tists of later times placed him among ue youthful

and beardless gods. The most prominent traits of

his character are vigqur and dexterity. His short

hair lies curled over his head and forehead; his ears

and mouth are small; his positions, whether standing

or sitting, always simple and easy; his head inclined

forwards, and his look thoughtful. In his beautiful

and vigorous frame we see the inventor of gym-
nastics; in his attitude, air, and aspect we see the

prudence, cunning, and good nature of one who can

easily gain everybody and accomplish everything.

In the representation of Hermes of a later date the

relations of corporeal beauty and mental dexterity

are wonderfully preserved. He is either entirely

naked, or dad only in the chlamyg, which is not

often put on with any regularity, but is merely
thrown over his shoulders or wound round his arms.

His head is sometimes bare; sometimes he has a pair

of wings fastened on his temples, and sometimes the

cap 1b placed on his head, to which are occasionally

added wings (petasus). The hat, which particularly

denotes a wanderer, has, in works of statuary, a flat

top and narrow brim; upon vases, however, Mb hat

is represented with wide hanging fiapB and a pointed

top. If the wings are not attached to a band about
his bead or hat, they are fastened either to Mb ankles

or the soles of his feet, or to the caducous alone.

Artists made the cock his symbol, on account of its

vigilance or love of fighting (in allusion to gymnas-
tics)

;
the tortoise, on account of Ms invention of the

lyre; the purse, because he was the god of traffic;

a ram and a goblet, because he was the director of

religious ceremonies and sacrifices; the trunk of a

palm-tree, upon which his statues lean, because he

was the inventor of arithmetic and writing (upon

palm-leaves); the harpe or sickle-shaped knife, be-

cause he was the slayer of Argus; and the hound
(only upon Alexandrine coins), to indicate sagacity

and vigilance.

H FUMES, Georg, a German theologian, was bora

22d April, 1775, in Hreyerwalde, Westphalia. From
1792 to 1798 he studied theology at the University

of Munster, after wMch he became teacher in the

gymnasium of that city, and in 1807 professor of

dogmatic theology in the university. He had early

studied the philosophy of Kant, and now endeavoured

to construct a system on the principles of that philo-

sopher. When the Prussian government established

the University of Bonn, Hermes was apjxnnted to

the chair of Catholic theology (1820). Here b*»

began to distingu'sh himself by his attempts to found

a speculative, philosopMc, and dogmatic school in the

church itself, delivering a series of lectures which
caused great sensation by aiming at an alliance be-

tween Protestants and Catholics, insisting that the

difference between their views was not bo great as

was generally supposed. This attempt to base the

positive theology of the church (a doctrine known as

Hermesianism) drew around Mm great numbers of

followers. Many of these in time filled chain of

theology in the Prussian states, and set forth their

views in conjunction with their master in a magazine

published at Cologne in 1832. The method wMch
Hermes advocated insisted that the truth of revela-

tion and of the Catholic Church should first be tested

by reason, and that revelation should then be fol-

lowed. He did not go so far as to declare that all

the dogmas in themselves could be proved a priori
,

but to found the right of the church to teach them
on the ground of reason, and thereby strengthen

faith in it Hermesianism was in fact an ingenious

effort to base the doctrines of the church on Kant’s
system of philosophy. It aroused powerful opposi-

tion, being condemned as heretical by a Papal letter

of 26th Sept. 1835. In 1831 its first expounder had
died, but nis scholars stoutly defended their ortho-

doxy, many of them repeatedly appealing to the

pope, but without success.
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HERMES TRISMEGISTUS, a mythical person-
ages the reputed author of a great variety of works,
probably written by Egyptian Neo-Platonists. The
Egyptian god Thot or Thoth (the Intellect) was
identified by the Greeks with Hermes as early as

the time of Plato. In the struggle between Christi-

anity and Neo-Platonism the latter sought to give a
more spiritual and profound meaning to the pagan
philosophy by combining the wisdom of the Egyptians
and the Greeks, and representing it as a very ancient
divine revelation. They therefore ascribed the au-
thorship of the highest attainments of the human
mind to Thot, the Egyptian Hermes; regarded him
as the source of all knowledge and inventions, the
Logos incarnate, thrice greatest (Tris megistos), from
whose thoughts, inscribed upon pillars, Pythagoras
and Plato had derived their ideas, and whose works
contained the sum total of human and divine wisdom.
Clement of Alexandria mentions the contents of

forty-two books of Hermes which were extant in his

time. Of those which now remain, some seem to

have proceeded from the school of Philo, and others

are much later, and not unaffected by Christianity;

some are written in a sober philosophical spirit, and
others abound in fantastic astrological and thauma-
turgical speculations. The most important is the

Poimandres or Poimander, a dialogue on nature,

the creation, the deity, the soul, knowledge, and
similar topics, and is interesting as showing the ex-

tent to which the combination of Platonic, Christian,

oriental, and Jewish notions was carried in the age
in which the eclectic scheme of comprehension was
founded by Ainnionius. At one time the idea of the

authorship of Ilermes was carried still further, and
applied to the whole range of literature. Iamblichus
states that Hermes was the author of 20,000 works,

and Manetho even speaks of 36,525 works. Several

of these Hermetic books which have come down to

us are in the Greek language, and others only in

Latin translations; but all those now extant are of

an inferior kind, and none belongs, in all probability,

to an earlier date than the fourth or perhaps the

third century of our era.

HERMETIC ART. See Alohymy.
HERMETIC SEALING is the term used to de-

note a very old process in which a glass vessel, such

as a tube or flask, has its neck so fused together that

no part of the contained matter can escape, and
nothing foreign can get in. In some of the older pic-

torial or symbolical representations of the alchemical

work, there is one depicting the sealing up of a flask

by causing the neck to melt together by exposure to

the flame of a blowpipe.

HERMIT. See Anchorites.
HERMITAGE, one of the finest French wines,

which is produced along the Rhone between Valence

and Vali&re, in the ci-devant Dauphiny. It is of two
kinds, red and white; the former is preferred. It

takes its name from Mount Hermitage, lying oppo-

site the village of Tain. Much is exported by the

way of Cette, or carried into the country to mix with

inferior wines.

HERMIT GRAB. See Pagubus.
HERMIT ISLAND, an island in the South Pa-

cific, about 10 miles north-west of Cape Horn. It

is of irregular form, deeply indented by bays and
coves; shores bold and steep, surmounted by conical

peaks, the highest of which is 1742 feet above Bea-

level It is about 12 miles long east to west The
mountains rise at once from the water’s edge, clothed

for half their elevation with a low deep-green forest,

and crowned with rugged precipices and gray masses

of rook, while foaming cascades rush down every

gulley. The natives do not often exceed 5 feet in

neight ; they are in the most abject misery and

wretchedness, wandering nearly naked through the
snow, and living in wigwams affording inadequate
shelter from the inclemency of the weather. They
are, however, peaceable and inoffensive, cheerful and
good-tempered, but indolent, leaving all drudgery to

their wives.

HEllMOSILLO, the principal city in the state

of Sonora, Mexico, situated on the river Sonora,
alxmt 60 miles from the Gulf of California, and 78
north from the port of Guaymas, writh which it has
a large traffic by railway, lieing the principal entre-

pot for the trade with the interior. It lies in a very
fertile \ alley, is shut in on the east by a wall of

rocks, and though iHissessing a very hot climate, is

a healthy place. Large quantities of fruit are grown
in the vicinity, more especially grapes, from which
much brandv is made. Pop. (1895), 8376.
HERNIA (Latin, a rupture, a burst, a descent),

a tumour formed by the displacement of a soft part*

which protrudes by a natural or accidental owning
from the cavity in which it is contained. The three

great cavities of the body are subject to these dis

placements. The brain, the heart, the lungs, and
most of the alxloininal viscera may become totally or

partially displaced, and thus give rise to the forma-
tion of herniary tumours. Displacements of the brain

and of the organs of the chest are, however, extremely
rare, and are in general the result or symptom of

some other disease. Every part of the alxlomeu
may beoome the seat of hernias, but they most com-
monly ap|>ear in the anterior and inferior region,

which, tieing destitute in a great measure of fleshy

fibres, and containing the natural openings, offers

less resistance to the displacement of the viscera.

They are most common in the groin, at the navel,

more rarely in the vagina, at the interior and upper
part of the thigh, and at its lower and posterior part.

They have received different names from their posi-

tions. All the abdominal viscera, with the exception

of the duodenum, the pancreas, and the kidneys,

may form a hernia, but they are not all displaced

with the same facility. The omentum and intestinal

canal escape easily; but the stomach, the liver, and
spleen form hernias, though rarely. Most of the

viscera, when displaced, push the ]>eritoneum forward

before them: this membrane thus forms an enveloixj

of the hernia, which is called the hernial sac. If the

hernia, with its sac, can be entirely replaced, it is

said to be reducible; if, from its size or other cause,

it cannot be replaced, it is irreducible.

Among the predisposing causes of hernia may be

ranked any circumstances which diminish the resist-

ance of the abdominal walls, whether natural or

accidental; such as the defect of fleshy fibres, the

weakening of the walls of the stomach by a forced

distension, as in pregnancy or the dropsy, or by an
accident, as a wound. Any circumstance which
tends to increase or relax the openings through
which the vessels pass, as a violent extension of the

body, long standing, Ac., may have the same effect.

Any prolongation of the viscera which tends to

bring them Si contact with points at which they may
protrude, and articles of dress which push the organs

towards the weaker parts of the abdominal wall (as

corsets), may also produce the hernia. The efficient

causes of the hernia are all circumstances which may
break the equilibrium existing between the abdomi-

nal walls ana the viscera, which react, and mutually

press upon each other. The simultaneous contraction

of the abdominal muscles and of the diaphragm,

which takes place on every violent effort, is one of

the chief of these cases. Hence sneezing, coughing,

leaping, playing on wind-instruments, Ac., may be

the occasions ofa hernia.

The symptoms of a hernia are the existence of s
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tumour or swelling at any point of the abdomen, but
more particularly in the region of the groin. A
reducible hernia is not a very troublesome disease,

but may become so by acquiring an increase of size,

and the strangulation to which it is liable. A hernia

is said to 1*j strangulated when it is not only irre-

ducible, but also subjected to a continual constriction,

which may become fatal; this constriction may be
produced by different causes, but it is generally pro-

duced by the opening through which the hernia pro-

trudes. As soon as a patient perceives that he is

affected with a hernia, he should have recourse to

medical advice, for the disease is then in its most
favourable state for treatment. The hernia is imme-
diately reduced, and must then be subjected to a
constant compression. This is done by means of the
truss. (See Truss.) An irreducible hernia must be
supported with great care. All violent exercises,

and excess in diet, must be avoided. The strangu-

lated hernia, presenting greater danger, requires more
prompt relief. The object of treatment is to relieve

the constriction. If the reduction cannot be effected

by other means, an operation will be necessary. This
consists in dividing the parts which produce the con-

striction. The longer this operation is delayed, the
more dangerous it will become. After the parts are

healed, the opening must be subject to compression,
as in the case of a simple hernia.

HERO, a priestess of Aphrodite at Sestos, on the
coast of Thrace. The loves of Hero and Leander, a
youth of Abydos, situated on the other side of the
HellesjKrat, are related in a poem by Musfeus. Hero
and Leander saw each other at a religious festival at

SestoB, at which many of the people of Abydos were
present, and immediately became enamoured of each
other. Favoured by the darkness of the approaching
night, Leander stole into the temple, and confessed

his flame to the blushing maid. But the relations of

Hero, and her sacred office, opposed the union of the
lovers. No difficulties, however, could discourage

Leander. He swam every night across the Helles-

pont to his mistress, guided by a torch which shone
across the strait from the tower of Hero. Leander
continued his visits during the stormy season of win-

ter. On one occasion, however, the guiding light

was extinguished, and his strength failed him, and
the waveB carried his lifeless body to the foot of the

tower, where Hero anxiously awaited him. Overcome
with anguish at the sight, she threw herself from the

tower on the corpse of her lover, and perished.

HERO (of Alexandria), one of the most dis-

tinguished mathematicians and mechanists of an-

cient times, flourished about B.o. 215. He was the

author of two books on the art of constructing auto-

mata, published by Baldi at Venice in 1601; and
several others which have been altogether lost, or

exist only in fragments. These treated of warlike

engines, of machines put in motion by the force of

the air, and of several important matters in dioptrics.

The common pneumatic toy, called Hero’s fountain,

is attributed to him, and he also describee a steam-

engine, on the principle of what is now known as

Barker’s mill, in which the boiler is caused to revolve

on a vertical axis by jets of steam issuing from lateral

holes in the arms with which it is provided; and a
double force-pump used for a fire-engine.

HEROD, called the Great, from his power and
talents, King of the Jews. He was a native of Asca-
lon, in Judea, where he was bom 71, or according

to others, about 61 B.O., and was the second son of

Antipater the Idumean, who, being made procura-

tor of Judea by Julius Caesar, appointed him to the

government of Galilee. He at first embraoed the

party of Brutus and Cassius, but after their death re-

conciled himself to Antony, by whose interest he was

first named Tetrarch, and afterwards King of Judea.
After the battle of Actium he so successfully paid
his court to the victor, that Augustus oonfirmed him
in his kingdom; and on all occasions his abilities as

a politician and commander were conspicuous; but
his passions were fierce and ungovernable. Although
married to the celebrated Mariamne, a princess of tne
Asmonean family, her brother Aristobulus and grand-
father Hyrcanus fell victims to hiB jealousy of the
ancient pretensions of their race. His very love of

Mariamne herself, mingled as it was with the most
fearful jealousy, terminated in her execution; and
his repentance and keen remorse at her death only
exasperated him to further outrages against her sur-

viving relations, her mother, Alexandra, and many
more falling victims to his savage cruelty. His own
sons by Mariamne, Alexander and Aristobulus, whose
indignation at the treatment of their mother seems
to have led them into some intrigues against his

authority, were also sacrificed in his anger; and their

deaths crowned the domestic barbarity of Herod. Tt

was the latter event which induced Augustus to ob-

serve that it was better to be Herod’B hog than his

son. He rebuilt the temple at Jerusalem with great
magnificence, and erected a stately theatre and amphi-
theatre in that city, in which he celebrated games in

honour of Augustus, to the great displeasure of the

more zealous of the Jews. He also rebuilt Samaria,
which he called Sebaste, and adorned it with very

sumptuous edifices. He likewise, for his security,

constructed many Btrong fortresses throughout Judea,
the principal of which he termed Ccesarea, after the
emperor. On his palace, near the temple of Jeru-

salem, he lavished the most costly materials, and his

residence of Herodium, at some distance from the
capital, by the beauty of its situation, drew around
it the population of a great city. Such, indeed, was
his magnificence, that Augustus said his soul was too

great for his kingdom. The birth of Jesus Christ

is said to have taken place in the last year of the reign

of Herod, viz. b.o. 4, the true year of Christ’s birth

being four years earlier than that adopted as the
Christian era. This year was also signalized by the

massacre of the children of Bethlehem. Herod was
attacked by a languishing and loathsome disease,

and the paroxysms of pain he suffered served to

increase the natural ferocity of hiB nature. Accord-
ing to Josephus, he planned a scene of posthumous
cruelty, which could have been conceived only by
the hardest and most depraved heart Having sum-
moned the chief persons among the Jews to Jericho,

he caused them to be shut up in the circus, and gave
strict orders to his sister, Salome, to have them
massacred at his death, that every great family might
weep for him; which savage order was not executed.

Herod was the first who shook the foundation of the

Jewish government, by dissolving the national coun-

cil, and appointing the high-priests, and removing
them at pleasure, without regard to the laws of suc-

cession. His policy, ability, and influence with Augus-

tus, however, gave a great temporary splendour to

the Jewish nation.

HEROD AGRIPPA I., son of Aristobulus by
Berenice, daughter of Salome, sister of Herod the

Great, was educated at Rome with Drusus, son of

Tiberius, on whose death he left Rome for Idumaea;

but he returned some yean after, and, being suspected

of an attachment to Caligula, was imprisoned by Ti-

beriuB. The apparent misfortune proved the source of

his future prosperity; for, on the accession of Caligula

(a.d. 37), he was not only rewarded with a golden chain
as heavy as the iron one which had bound him, but

was honoured with the title of king, and reoeived the

tetrarchy of his disgraced unde, and all the dominions

of Herod the Great It was this Herod who, to pleair
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the Jews, ceased St James to be pat to death, and
St Peter to be imprisoned. His power and opulence

acquired him a great reputation, and, in a grand
audience at Caesarea, having made an oration to some
deputies from Tyre and Sidon, he was hailed by his

obsequious train as one who Bpoke like a god. His
satisfaction at this flattery was soon after reproved

by a violent disorder in his bowels, which carried him
off in the forty-fourth year of his age, and seventh

of his reign (a.d. 44).

HEROD AGRIPPA II., son of the preceding,

being too young to govern, Judea was, on his father’s

death, reduced to a Roman province. He subse-

quently received the kingdom of Chalcis, and obtained

the superintendency of the temple and sacred utensils

at Jerusalem, together with the nomination of the
high-priests. He resided much at Jerusalem, and
here, together with his sister, Berenice, heard the

defence of Paul, addressed to the Roman governor
Festus. Being driven from Jerusalem in the revolt

which proved so fatal to the Jews, he joined Cestius,

the Roman commander, and, when Vespasian was
sent into the province, met him with a considerable

reinforcement. During the siege of Jerusalem he
was very serviceable to Titus, and after its reduc-
tion (a.d. 70) he and Berenice (with whom he was sus-

pected to have an incestuous intercourse) returned to

Rome. He is supposed to have died there, a.d. 100,

and in him terminated the Ilerodian line and family.

HEROD ANTIPAS, son of Herod the Great by
Malthace, was appoints! tetrareli of Galilee and
Percea, on his death (b.c. 4). This was the Herod
who put to death Bt. John the Baptist, in compliment
to his wife Herodias, in revenge for his reproaches of

their incestuous union; Herodias having been united
to, and forcibly taken away from his brother Philip.

The ambition of Herodias stimulated her husband
to a measure which proved his ruin. His nephew,
Agrippa, having obtained royal honours from Cali-

gula, she induced Herod to visit Rome to request the
same favour, where he was met by an accusation, on
the part of Agrippa, of having been concerned in

the conspiracy of Sejanus, and of being in secret

league with the King of Parthia. This accusation

being credited, he was stripped of his dominions, and
sent (a.d. 89) with his wife into exile at Lugdunum
(Lyons), or, as some say, to Spain, where he died.

HERODES ATT1CUS, Tiberius Claudius (from
Marathon, in Greece, his birth-place, frequently

called Marathoniua), was Baid to be descended from
Cecrops, and distinguished for his wealth and bril-

liant accomplishments. He was bom in the reign of

Hadrian, and held several public offices under the

Antonines. A.D. 148 he was appointed cponymo*
of Athens, and died, probably, after the year 180.

The ruins of an odeum or building for musical per-

formances at Athens, which Pausanias preferred to

every other on account of its size and beauty, are

the only remnant of all the public buildings, baths,

canals, statues, &c., with which Herodes Atticus

beautified Italy, Greece, and Asia. It was con-

secrated to his wife Regilla, a Roman lady. Of the

oratorical talents of Herodes, which procured for him
the flattering titles of the tongue of the Greek* and the

king of eloquence
,
only one monument remains to us,

and the genuineness of it is doubtful. It is a sophis-

tical declamation On the State, included by I. Bekker
in his Oratores AtticL It by no means equals his
funa
HERODLAN, a Greek historian who held several

public offices at Rome, and lived till some time after

the year A.D. 238. His history is written in Greek,
and comprises the period from the death of Marcus
Aurelius to the year above-mentioned. He himself
says that the events of this period oocurred in his

own lifetime. The history, in which he seems to

have taken Thucydides to some extent as a model,

iB in eight books, without chronological data, but

written in a pure and dignified style, in a spirit of

independence and impartiality. He has often been
confounded with Herodian of Alexandria, who died

a.d. 180.

HERODOTUS, the oldest Greek historian whose
works have come down to us, was bom at Halicar-

nassus in Caria, in the fourth year of the seventy-

third Olympiad, b.c. 484. If by the title father of
history, which has been bestowed upon him by the

general consent, be meant that he was the first who
wrote history in a more elevated manner (or, accord-

ing to Cicero, hittoriam omaiit), he fully deserves

that title. Many authors, such as Hellanious of Les-

bos, Charon of Lampsacus, and Dionysius of Miletus,

had even in some measure anticipated Herodotus in

the subject of his work; but the works of those logo-

graphers, as they are termed, were rather collections

of tales more or less fabulous, narratives of travels,

<fec., than histories in the true sense of the word.
His love of learning was early enkindled by his youth-
ful studies, and by examples in his own family. The
celebrated epic j»oet, PanyasiB, who was regarded by
several ancient critics as inferior only to Homer, was
his uncle. His genius waB animated by the works
of the writers just mentioned: they excited in him
the desire to visit the countries which were described

in such glowing colours, and hiB circumstances per-

mitted him to gratify his inclinations. Whether he
had conceived the plan of his history, in which the

results of his travels are preserved, before his long

journey is uncertain. Egypt, so celebrated for the

wisdom of its institutions, seems to have been one
of the most constant subjects of his attention. This

country had long been rendered inaccessible to the

rest of the world by the jealousy of its rulers, and
the prejudices of its inhabitants against foreigners.

But a short time before Herodotus commenced his

travels it had been opened to the Greeks; and al-

though it wns then almost entirely unknown, and
every part of it has since been examined by crowds

|

of travellers, and described in almost every language,

yet no author, ancient or modem, has given a more
accurate and instructive account of it than Herodo-
tus. He did not content himself with a knowledge of

places; he investigated, likewise, the productions of

the soil, the manners, customs, and religion of the

people, the history of the last princes who reigned

before the conquest of the country by the Persians,

and many interesting particulars concerning the con-

quest itself. The second book of his history, which
is devoted to the description of Egypt, is still our

richest store of information concerning its ancient

history and geography. From Egypt he proceeded

to Libya, concerning which he collected a mass of

information equally new to his contemjxjraries and
valuable to us. His description of the country from
the frontiers of Egypt to the Straits of Gibraltar, is

so consonant with the accounts of the most intelli-

gent travellers that we cannot for a moment believe

it founded on the relations of others. He asserts

himself that he resided some time in Tyre. He
visited the coasts of Palestine, and thence continued

his route to Babylon, then opulent and flourishing.

His visit to Assyria has been doubted; but if we
consider the different passages of his description of

Babylon, we must be convinced that none but an
eye-witness could have given so exact an account of

that great city and of the manners of the inhabi-

tants. Having arrived in Scythia, then little known
to the Greeks, he penetrated into its immense wilds

by the routes which had recently been opened by

the Grecian colonies on the Euxine, and thence
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passing through the Gets intoThrace and Macedonia,
he reached Greece by the way of Epirus. Hero-
dotus expected to find at home that honour which
was due to his labours, and leisure to arrange the

information which he had collected. But Lygdamis,
who had usurped the supreme authority in Halicar-

nassus, and put to death the noblest citizens, among
others Panyasis, forced him to seek an asylum in the

Island of Samos.
Here, it is said by his biographer, Suidas, he wrote

the first books of his histoiy; but there is good rea-

son to believe that they were written at a later period.

Having formed a conspiracy with several exiles who
entertained similar sentiments with himself, he re-

turned to Halicarnassus, and drove out the usurper,

but without much advantage to his country. The
nobles who had acted with him immediately formed
an aristocracy more oppressive to Halicarnassus than
the arbitrary government of the banished tyrant.

Herodotus became odious to the people, who regarded
him as the author of their aggravated sufferings, and
to the nobles, whose proceedings he opposed, so that,

bidding an eternal farewell to his unhappy country,

he withdrew to the recently founded colony of Thurii,

in Italy, where he spent the remainder of his life.

Here, at an advanced age, we are told by Pliny, he
wrote his immortal work. Lucian, not a very re-

liable authority on Buch a subject, states that it was
written at Halicarnassus, and that he read the nine

bookB into which it is divided before the Greeks as-

sembled at the Olympic games about 456. It is fur-

ther stated that the work was received with so much
applause that the names of the nine muses were
applied to its several chapters, and that ThucydideB,
then scarcely fifteen years old, was present at this

recitation, and shed tears of admiration. There is

another tradition that Herodotus read his book at

Athens in 445 or 446 b.c., and that he received a

grant of ten talents (nearly £2500) from the public

treasury. This tradition is not only in contradiction

with the time at which he must have written his work,

but is evidently but part and parcel of the charge

which the Thebans brought against the historian,

that he was bribed by the Athenians. "Whether there

is any more authority for the statement that he read

the history before the Corinthians it is impossible to

say with any degree of certainty. It is mentioned
only by Dion Chrysostomus. On the other hand,

Pliny’s statement that the work was written in his

old age at Thurii is strengthened by the fact that

events are noticed in the body of the book which
occurred so late as 409 B.o. There is no evidence

that he ever made two editions of his book; there

is no trace of labour or revision. Its abrupt ending,

and the fact that the author did not overtake all

he promised, prove almost beyond question that the

history was the work of the last years of his life, and
that death prevented him from completing it.

The history, as already remarked, is divided into

nine books, each bearing the name of a muse, and is

written in the Ionic dialect. The object of the his-

torian is to narrate the conflict between the Greeks and
Persians, the representative races of the eastern and
of the western world. His first care is to trace the

enmity of the two races back to mythical times, and
he considers the abductions of Io, Medea, and Helen
as the primary causes of the sanguinary rivalry. He
rapidly passes over the mythical period to oome to

Crcesus, long of Lydia, of whom and of his kingdom
he gives a comparatively full history. The conquest

of Lydia by Cyrus induces him to relate the rise of

the Persian monarchy and the subjugation of Asia

Minor and Babylon. The history of Cambysee and
his Egyptian expedition leads him to introduoe the

valuable details of the. history, geography, and man-

ners and customs of that country, which occupy the
second book. The Scythian expedition of Darius
causes the historian to treat of the Scythians and the
north of Europe; and the subsequent extension of

the Persian Kingdom affords him the opportunity for

giving an account of Cyrene and Libya. In the
meantime the revolt of the Ionians breaks out, which
eventually brings on the conflict between Greece and
Persia. An account of this outbreak and of the
rise of Athens after the expulsion of the Peisistra-

tidaa, is followed by what properly constitutes the
principal part of the work, and the history of the Per-
sian war now runs on in an uninterrupted stream until

the taking of Sestos. The many digressions and epis-

odes do not impair the plan and unity of the book, for

one thread runs through the whole, and the reader rises

from it as from the perusal of a grand epic poem.
It is pervaded by a profoundly religious idea of a
divine power, existing apart and inde{>endent of man
and nature, which keeps all things in a proper equili-

brium, assigns to each being its path, and keeps it

within its bounds.
Besides this work, he planned a history of Assyria,

but whether he carried it out is a matter of doubt. The
Life of Homer, attributed to Herodotus, and printed
at the end of several editions of his works, is now
universally believed to be a production of a later date.

The best editions of the history of Herodotus are by
Wesseling (Amsterdam, 1763, folio), Scliweighauser
(Stmsburg, 1806, six volumes), Bahr (Leipzig, 1855-
61, four vols.), Stein (Berlin, 1871, two vols.). Among
English translations are those by Beloe, Cary, ana
Rawlinson, the last with many important notes and
dissertations by Canon Rawlinson, Sir H. Raw-
linson, and Sir J. G. WilkinHon. A more recent
translation is by G. C. Macaulay (1890).

HEROES, a name applied by the Greeks to persons

of the earlier periods, who were distinguished for

wisdom, strength, or courage. They formed an inter-

mediate link between men and gods. They were
demigods, whose mortal nature only was destroyed

by death, while the immortal ascended to the gods.

In mythology, these demigods are styled heroes in a
peculiar sense. The heroic age of Greece terminated

with the return of the Heraclidas into the Pelopon-

nesus (b.c. 1100), and forms the transition from the

brazen to the iron age. We find the following heroic

races.— 1, the Prometheids,
from Prometheus, called

also the Deucalionids, from Deucalion; 2, the Jmukids,
from Inachus; 3, the Agenorids

,
from Agenor; 4, the

Panaids,
from Danaus; 5, the Pelopids

,
or TanUUidi

t

from Pelopa or Tantalus; 6, the Cecropids, from
CecropB. Individual families, as, for instance, the

jEacidce, Persidee
,
Atridas

,
Heraclidas

y
belong to one

or another of these races. The heroic age is the age

of romantic courage, of adventure, and wonders, lie
heroes are distinguished into those who flourished

before the Argonautic expedition, and those who
flourished after it. The most distinguished among
the latter are the heroes of the Trojan war. Those

of the former class are more illustrious than those of

the latter; for the remoter events afforded greater

scope for tie embellishments of the imagination. The
later heroes figured largely in poetry, and became
clothed with godlike attributes; yet hardly any of

them received the same homage which was paid to the

earlier race. Great sacrifices were not offered to the

heroes, as they were to the Olympian deities; but
groves were consecrated to them, and libations poured

out on their sepulchres. According to Plutarch, the

Greeks worshipped the gods on the day of the new
moon, and the heroes on the day after, and the second

cup was always mingled in honour of them. The
residence assigned to them after death is different

Baechus, Hercules, Pollux, and some others, entered
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the abodes of the eternal gods; others inhabited the

islands of the blessed; and others were placed among
the constellations. The ideas relative to this part

of the heroic history, however, have continually

varied.

HAROLD, Louis Joseph Ferdinand, a French
musical composer, was bom at Paris, 28th January,
1791. His father, a professor of the piano, placed

him, in 1806, under the care of Louis Adam and
Kreutzer of the conservatoire, for instruction on the

violin and the piano; he studied harmony under
Catel, and composition under Mehul, and obtained

in 1812 the first grand prize for composition at the
Institut, his subject l>eing the cantata. Mademoiselle
de la VallR*re. This prize entitled him to study in

Rome, but his residence in that city was of short

duration, he having received an appointment as

piano tutor to the daughters of Murat, then king
of Naples. His first o}K*ra, La Gioventh di Enrico
Quinto, was received by the Neapolitan public with
some applause. Returning to Paris in 1815 he
published a few piano pieces of a sparkling and yet
genuinely artistic character; and he co-oj>eratod with
Boieldieu in Charles de France. His first serious

debut as operatic com|>oser for the French stage w’us

with his Rosieres (1817), which was very successful;

this was followed in quick succession by numerous
works more or less successful, among which were
Marie (1826) and LTllusion (1829). At last in 1881
apj»eared his Zampa, and in 1882 his Pre aux Clercs,

the oj>eras on which his fame chiefly rests, and which
have gained a permanent place among ojktjis, the

former especially being still produced with acceptance
in the principal cities of the Continent, in England,
and America. Exhausted by the lalxmr and excite-

ment of getting his last opera properly put on the
stage, the composer's health gave way, and he died

19th .January, 1888. He left t>chind him an un-
finished opera, Ludovic, which was completed by
Haldvy. See Herold, Sa Vie et Ses (Euvres by
Jouvin (Paris, 1868).

HERON, the name of grallatorial birds of the

genus Ardca, forming with the storks, bitterns, and
oiker birds the family Ardeidie. The family is

characterized by a thin, compressed body; a long,

thin neck; a straight, narrow, pointed licalc; longish,

slender legs; three toes in front, the two outer

united by a membrane; large, blunt wings; a powder-
down patch on each side of the rump; and the

often elongated feathers of the top of the head and
other parts. The common British sjiecies {A nlca
cinerea) has the legs naked above the tarsal joint,

and twelve short and nearly equal feathers in the

tail. It has a black crest, a white chest and fore-

head, and black primaries, the rest of its plumage
lieing mainly gray. The l>eak is of a yellow colour,

the legs are yellowish - green, and the claws are

brown. The length from the tip of the beak to the

tip of the tail is about 8 feet. It is an inhabitant

of most parts of EurojKi, and is also distributed

throughout Asia, Africa, and Australia. The com-
mon heron, like most of the other species, is to lie

found by the side of streams. It is a solitary bird,

being seldom found in companies unless in the

nesting season in the spring. Fish form the bulk
of its food, but it also devours frogs, snakes, newts,

lizards, insects, worms, and almost any kind of

animal which it can contrive to capture. It roams
in search of food mostly in the morning and even-

ing. The heronry, or breeding-place of the herons,

is usually found among high oak or elm trees, and
the same breeding-place is used by several successive

generations if they are unmolested. The large nest

is made of twigs and sticks, and is lined with wool,

rushes, grass, hair, and various similar materials.
VOL. VII.

The eggs, usually three in a nest, are of a fairly uni-

form green colour. Many nests are usually found
in one heronry, and sometimes the nests are built

on the ground or on a cliff. The ciy is a sort of

crank, crank, uttered in a hoarse voice. The purple
heron

(
A . purpurea) is a much rarer native of Britain,

but is common in several parts of Europe, and is found
throughout Asia, Egypt, &c. It is readily distin-

guished from the common species by the chestnut-

purplish colour of much of its plumage, by its

black claws, and its more slender neck. It feeds

more exclusively by night than the gray heron, and
its breeding season is rather later. The heronries of

this species are usually not so high alxive the ground
as those of the common species, and the nests are

composed of sticks with some sedges and rushes.

Four is the usual numlier of the eggs, which are

not unlike those of tin* former sjiecies. The egrets

or white herons constitute a well-marked sub-genus,

which some naturalists have erected into a dis-

tinct genus Jlcrodian. They are of a more slender

structure all over, are all of white plumage, and
have a plume of elongated feathers on the hack.

The largest of them is the great white heron {A . alba),

which somewhat exceeds the gray heron in length,

ami has scarcely any crest. Its bill changes in

colour from yellow to black, the latter la'ing its

colour during the breeding season, and the limbs are

almost black. It is very rare in Britain, but is

common in some parts of southern Europe. ItH

three eggs are bluish - green in colour. Of the
smaller species of egret, the little egret (A. gar-ttta)

may 1 k‘ mentioned as an occasional visitor to Britain.

It is about 2 feet long, and Inis a crest of two
long feathers, a long plume on the back, and a black

beak and legs. The nest is placed among bushes or

low trees near water, and the four, five, or six eggs

are of a pale-blue colour. Other species of the

genus are the goliath heron {A. goliath ), a very large

African species; the buff-backed heron {A. bubulcun)

of the Nile, and the squacco heron (A. ralloidcs).

The common heron w as formerly protected in order

to supply sport to the falconers. See Eukkt.
HEROSTRATUH. See Euostkatuh.
HERRERA, Francesco de, called El Vitjn (the

Elder), one of tin greatest painters of the Seville

school, was lmm there alxiut 1576. He broke with
the traditions of Spanish painting and designed with
spirit and vigour, and thus liecame the founder of

a new school. His Last .Judgment, pabited for the

church of St. Bernard in Seville, is a master-piece

of design and colouring. Equal praise is due to his

Holy Family and the Outpouring of the Holy Spirit.

He also worked in bronze, and it was this probably
which gave rise to the charge that he was connected
with coiners of false money. He had a disposition

so very detestable that nolmdy could live with him.

He wont to Madrid in 1650, and died there in

1656. The Louvre contains some of hisliest works,

among others, The Israelites in the Wilderness
picking up Quails. He was also a statuary and
architect.— His youngest son, Francesco, called El

Mozo (the Younger), a fresco painter and architect,

l>om at Seville in 1622, studied art under his father

(to whom he was very far inferior as a jiainter),

until he was obliged to leave him in consequence of

his abominable temper, and went to Rome, where

he remained some years. After his father’s death

he returned to Seville and painted for the churches.

On the erection of the Seville Academy, in 1660, he

was second director. He however resigned this

situation and went to Madrid, where he painted the

frescoes on the cupola of the choir of the church of

St. Philip. The king, Philip IV., was so pleased

with his work that he employed him to jiaint an
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Assumption of Mary in the chapel of our Ladv of

Atooha, and when it was finished appointed him
eourt painter. He was afterwards appointed super-

intendent of the royal buildings, but procured many
enemh’R by his ambition. He died in 1685. His
paintings are in Seville, Madrid, and the Escurial.

HERRERA Y TORDESILLAS, Antonio de,

a Spanish historian, born at Cuellar, in Segovia, in

1549 or 1559. After finishing his education he went
to Italy, when about twenty years old, and became
secretary to Vespasiano Gonzaga, brother to the

Duke of Mantua, and went back with him to Spain
when Gonzaga became viceroy of Navarre and
Valencia. The latter recommended him in his will

to Philip II. of Spain, and Herrera was appointed

coronista mayor de las Jndias, or Chronicler of the

Indies, and retained that post under Philip II., III.,

and IV. He died in 1625. His principal work gives

the history of the Spanish discoveries in America
from 1492 to 1553. Herrera states that his object

is to clear the character of his countrymen from the

imputations cast on them for their conduct in North
America.
HERRICK, Robert, an English poet of the

seventeenth century, a native of London, son of a

goldsmith, born in 1591, and educated at Cambridge.
He became B.A. in 1616, and M. A. in 1620, and at

one time studied law, but entered the church, and
in 1629 was admitted to the living of Dean Prior,

near Ashburton, Devonshire. Previous to this he
had written much poetry, and had aKo indulged in

the gaieties of London, where he had become a friend

of Ben Jonson and other kindred spirits, and shared

in their convivialities at ‘the Sun, the Dog, the

Triple Tun ’—a period which he recalls with regret-

ful longing. In common with many others of the

Episcopal clergy, he was ejected from his living in

1647, whereupon he returned to London, and lived

there on scanty means till he was restored in 1662.

He died in 1674. The first collected edition of his

poems waB published in 1648, under the title of

Hesperides, or the Works, both Humane and Divine,

of Robert Herrick. Herrick sank for a considerable

time into unmerited negleot. From this he was
rescued by Dr. Nott, who, in 1810, published a
selection of poems from his Hesperides. There are

complete editions by W. C. liazlitt (2 vols., 1869)

and Dr. Grosart (3 vols., 1876). Notwithstanding
his frequent coarseness in his secular pieces, his

sacred poems appear to be the outcome of sincere

piety. He has been pronounced by Campbell a

writer of delightful Anacreontic spirit, and other

critics rank him as the best of English lyric poets.

Some of his songs, as Cherry Ripe, Gather the Rose-
buds while ye may, &c., are still popular fuv ourites.

HERRING. There are many species of the genus
Clupea, known under the name of herring (see Ich-
thyology); but the Clupea harengus is that which
frequentB our coasts in such numbers, and which fur-

nishes bo important an article of food to so many
inhabitants. Herrings are found in the Atlantic
from rather high northern latitudes, as low as the

northern coasts of France. They are met with in

vast shoals on thecoast of America, as low as Carolina.

In Chesapeake Bay they often cover the shore in

uch quantities as to become a nuisance. We find

them also in the seas adjoining Kaintschatka; and
probably they reach Japan. It used to be said that

the great winter rendezvous of the herring was within

the Arctic circle; that they continued there for many
months, in orderto recruit themselves after the fatigue

of spawning; the seas within that space swarming
with suitable food in a far greater degree than those

of our wanner latitudes. But it is a rare fish in

Greenland, and has never been observed in quantity

in Polar seas by whalers or explorers. They begin
to appear off the Shetland Isles in April and May.
These are only the forerunners of the grand shod
which comes in June; and their appearance fa marked
by certain signs, such as the number of birds, like

gannets and others, which follow to prey on them:
but when the main body approaches, its breadth and
depth is such as often to alter the appearance of the
very ocean. It is divided into columns or Bhoals of

5 or 6 miles in length, and 3 or 4 in breadth; and
they seem to drive the water before them with a
kind of rippling. Sometimes they sink for the space
of ten or fifteen minutes, and then rise again to the
surface; and in fine weather reflect a variety of

splendid colours, like a field of precious gems. A
series of observations made by the Meteorological
Society of Scotland, has shown that during the fishing

season high sea temperatures are accompanied by
diminished catches, and low sea temperatures by
increased catches. Strong sunshine seems to have
a powerful influence in driving the fish deep down
below the surface. The shoals which visit the British

seas pass down both coast lines; one portion takes

to the eastern, the other to the western shores of

Great Britain. The former proceeds southwards
past Yarmouth, the great and ancient mart of

herrings
;
they then pass through the Straits of

Dover and English Channel, and after that disappear.

Those which take towards the west, after offering

themselves to the Hebrides, proceed to the north of

Ireland, where they divide: one mass takeB to th%
western side, and is soon lost in the immensity of

the Atlantic; but the other passes into the Irish

Sea, and southwards to the south of Ireland. The
migrations of herrings are still to a great extent a
mystery. They are too capricious to be dependent
solely on the necessities of spawning; besides, we as

yet know little of the spawning places of the fish.

Nor can these migrations be safely attributed to the

variation of food supply, the intervals of the visits

to particular parts of the coasts being often very

great, though adjacent districts are frequently visited

during the same time. Jt is not from defect of food

that the fish set themselves in motion, for they come
to us full of fat, and on their return are almost
universally observed to be lean. What their food

is in other seas we are not yet informed; but in the

British seas they feed much on minute crustaceans,

and sometimes on their own fry. They are full of

roe in the end of June, and continue in perfection

till the beginning of winter. It is in summer that

the great majority seem to spawn, but in certain

localities numbers of them spawn in winter. How
prolific they are may be guessed from the fact, that

70,000 eggs have been counted in one female. The
young herrings approach the shores in summer, and
may then be from half an inch to 2 inches long.

At a larger size they are eaten as whitebait. Very
few young herrings are found during winter, but

some of the old herrings continue on our coasts

the whole year. This seems to be particularly

the case with the famous Loch Fyne herrings.

The herring was unknown to the ancients, being

rarely if ever found within the Mediterranean.

The Dutch are said to have engaged in the fishery

in 1164. The invention of pickling or salting

herrings fa ascribed to the Dutch in the fourteenth

century. Since this early period the Dutch have
uniformly maintained an important share in the
herring fishery; but, owing to the Reformation
and the relaxed observance of Lent in Catholio

countries, the demand for herrings upon the

Continent is relatively less than in the four-

teenth and fifteenth centuries. The herring fishery

of the United Kingdom fa of great import-
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anoe, especially to many of the smaller towns on the

east ooast of England and Scotland The value of

the cured herrings exported annually (chiefly to

Germany) is often much over £1,000,000, the lar-

gest quantity being from Scotland (sometimes over

1,000,000 barrel*).

HERRNHUT, a small town or village in the

kingdom of Saxony, in the circle and 18 miles

south-east of Bautzen; pop. 1200. It is situated at

the foot of Hutben* Mountain, 1054 feet above the
level of the sea. It was founded by Count Zinzen-
dorf, 1722, for the use of the Moravian Brethren, and
it afterwards became the metropolis and centre of

that sect of Christians, who, from this town, are often

called Hci'rnhiOers. (See United Bkethren.) The
town is built with great regularity, and distinguished

by the order, cleanliness, and stillness which prevail

in it. It has a groat variety of manufactures, princi-

pally of linen, calico, tobacco, and of articles in gold,

tin, leather, &c. The objects of curiosity are the
observatory and the burial-ground on a neighbouring
hill, resembling a garden, and called by the brethren,
Garden of Peace.

HERSCHEL, Caroline Lccretia, sister of the
astronomer Sir William Herschel, was Ikoti at Han-
over 16th March, 1750. In her twenty-second year
she left her native place and came over to England
to reside with her brother, then organist in Bath.

When William abandoned his former profession in

favour of astronomy she became his constant help-

mate, and when he was appointed private astronomer
to George III. she discharged efficiently all the

duties of an assistant, astronomer, for which she was
allowed a small Balary by the king. Although these

duties were of a very arduous nature she vet found
time to conduct a series of observations of her own
with a small Newtonian telescope which her brother
had made for her. She devoted Bpecial energy to

the discovery of comets, and was so successful as to

be entitled to claim the priority of discovery of at

least five. Several remarkable nebulae and clusters

of Btars included in her brother’s catalogue were
described from her original observations. In 1798
a valuable work from her pen was published by the

Royal Society under the title of A Catalogue of Stars

taken from Mr. Flamsteed’B Observations, with In-

troductory Remarks by W. Herschel, LL.D. On
her brother’s death in 1822 she returned to her

native country, where she died in 1848, after an
unusually protracted life, distinguished by useful

scientific labours. The Royal Society recognized

the full value of her astronomical labours by be-

stowing upon her in 1828 their gold medal, and
some time afterwards by conferring upon her the

privileges of honorary membership.

HERSCHEL, Sir John Frederick William,
Bart., the only son of Sir William Herschel, was
born 7th March, 1792, at Slough, near Windsor.

He was educated at Hitcham, under the care of Dr.

Gretton, then at Eton, and subsequently jbX Cam-
bridge, where he distinguished himself by his mathe-

matical genius. In 1813 he graduated B.A., and

was Senior Wrangler and Smith’s Prizeman. His
first publication of uote wasA Collection of Examples
of the Application o the Calculus to Finite Differ-

ences (Camb. 1820). It was not until the death of

his father in 1822 that he devoted his special atten-

tion to the continuation of those labours of astrono-

mical research which have made the name of Herschel

so famous. He limited his first exertions to a re-

examination of the nebula; and clusters of stars dis-

covered by his father, and described by him in three

catalogues presented to the Royal Society, and pub-
lished in their Transactions for the years 1786, 1789,

and 1802. In this labour he associated himself with

Mr. (afterwards Sir) James South, and in 1824 they

reported to the Royal Society the position and ap-

parent distances of 880 double and triple stars, ob-

tained by more than 10,000 measurements. This
memoir attracted the notice of the French Academy,
and they voted it their astronomical prize; and two
years later the gold medal of the Royal Society was
awarded to each of the young astronomers. The
results of the re-examination were given in 1833 to

the Royal Society in the form of a catalogue of stars

in order of their right ascension. The catalogue con
tained observations on 525 nebulse and clusters of stars

not noticed by his father, and on a great number of

double stars, between 8000 and 4000 in all. Mean-
time he was not idle in the fields of scientific litera-

ture. An article from his pen on Physical Astronomy
appeared in the Encyclopedia Metropolitana in 1823.
His Treatise on Sound also appeared in the Ency-
clopedia Metropolitana in 1830, as did his Treatise

on the Theory of Light in 1831, in which year also

apjK*ared in Lardnvr’s Cabinet Cyclopedia his well-

known Preliminary Discourse on the Study of

Natural Philosophy, one of the most charmingly
written Imoks on science. In 1831 he was muted
a knight of the royal Hanoverian Order. In 1833
was published in Lardncr’s Cabinet Cyclopaedia

a Treatise on Astronomy, which proves bis ]K>wer

as a |K»pular expositor of that science. It. was sub-

sequently enlarged into The Outlines of Astron-
omy, of which several editions have l)een published.

Before the publication of this work, however, he had
undertaken a private exjKHlition to the Cape of Good
Hope for the purpose of carrying out in the southern

hemisphere a set of observations similar to those he

had made in the northern. He was offered for him-
self and his instruments a passage in a king’s ship,

but declined the offer, being resolved to bear all the

expenses of the expedition himself. Four years were
spent at Feldhuysen, near Cape Town (1834-87).

His great object was to discover whether the distri-

bution of the stars in the southern he nisphere corre-

sponded with the results of his father’s labours, pro-

secuted mainly on the opposite side of the Galactic

Circle. That the observations might be strictly com-
parable they were made by the same method as Sir

W. Herschel, and with a telescope of the same
optical power. The whole number of stars counted

in the telescoftt amounted to 68,948, which were
included within 2299 fields of view. By a computa-
tion, based on the star-gauges in both hemispheres

relative to the Milky Way, Sir John found that the

stars visible in a reflecting telescope of 18 inches

aperture amounted to 6,331,572; and, more than

this, the number really visible in the telescope was
vastly greater, for in some parts of the Milky Way
the stars were found to be so crowded in space as

to defy all attempts to count them. The results

of this vast labour were published in 1847, the

expense being borne by the Duke of Northum-
berland. On the return of the astronomer to Eng-
land in 1838 he was received with every public

honour; he was made a D.C.L. of Oxford; on the

queen’s coronation he was created a baronet. In

1848 be was president of the Royal Astronomical

Society, and in 1850 was appointed Master of the

Mint, an office which he resigned in 1855 on account

of ill health. He died at his country residence in

Kent on the 11th May, 1871, and was buried in

Westminster Abbey. Besides the treatises above-

mentioned Sir John Herschel contributed articles to

the Edinburgh and Quarterly Reviews on a wide

range of subjects. Those, along with addresses de-

livered before the Astronomical Society and the

British Association, and a number of poems, original

and translated, were published in 1857. Pure litera-
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of unlawful intercourse with their sister. His body
wee thrown into the sea, and carried to the shore by
dolphins. This led to the detection of the murderers,
who were apprehended and punished. Such is the
tradition; but little is known of Hesiod with cer-

tainty. Even the age in which be lived cannot be
precisely determined. A very common tradition re-

lates that, in a poetical contest with Homer at Chal-
ets, he came off victorious. Herodotus calls him a
contemporary of Homer, and says they lived 400
years before himself (about 900 B.o.) In his Works
and Days (172) Hesiod says that he belonged to the
period immediately following the Trojan war; but
the passage is suspected by critics, and there are
many reasons for supposing that he lived at a later

period. Of the numerous works attributed to him
three only remain. These are the Theogony, a col-

lection of the oldest fables concerning the birth and
achievements of the gods, arranged bo as to form a
connected whole It is the most important and diffi-

cult of all his works. With it was probably con-

nected the lost Catalogues of Women (or the Eoiai
megalai), to the fourth book of which the second frag-

ment (the Shield of Heracles) must have belonged.
This is evidently composed of three distinct parts,

only one of which is occupied with the real descrip-

tion of the shield. The contents of the Theogony
are borrowed from earlier cosmogonies and theogonies,

and the traces of the manner in which it was com-
posed are very evident* there is a difference in the
mythology, which is sometimes rude and imperfectly

developed, and sometimes more perfect and refined;

and a difference in the narration, which is sometimes
short and plain, and sometimes diffuse and ornate.

The frequent repetitions of the Bame fable, with vari-

ations, led to many contradictions; the additions and
interpolations by later writers destroyed the harmony
of the style. The third fragment is a didactic }>oem,

Works and Days—Erga, or Erga kai Hcmerai. It

treats of agriculture, the choice of days, &c., with
prudential precepts concerning education, domestic
economy, navigation, &c. From this work the only

one, according to Pausanias, which the Boeotians

acknowledged as the genuine production of Hesiod
(except the first ten verses, which they rejected), we
learn most regarding his life and character. He and
his brother Perses lived with their father at Ascra,

engaged in cultivating the soil and tending cattle.

After the death of their father the estate was divided

between them; but unjust judges deprived the poet

of half his share, and assigned it to his avaricious,

and at the same time prodigal brother. Nothing
remained for him to do but to husband carefully what
remained; and he seems to have been a successful

economist. His brother’s property, on the contrary,

was wasted by neglect and indolence, and lawsuits

and corruption completed his ruin. The Hesiodic
poems are inferior to the Homeric in almost every

respect. His complete works have been translated

into English verse by Elton, into prose in Bohn’s
Classical Library. There is a handy edition of

Hesiod by F. A. Paiey in the Bibliotheca Classics.

HESPERIDES, the guardians of the gold apples

which GC (the Earth) had given to Hera on her

marriage. Hesiod, in his Theogony, calls them the

daughters of night
,
and describes them as living be-

yond the ocean. According to others they were the

daughters of Atlas, or of Zeus and Themis, or of

Ceto and Phorcys. They were assisted in the charge

of their garden by a dragon, which Hesiod calls

Lodon According to Apollonius the names of the

Hesperides were Hespera, Erytheis, and ASgle; ac-

cording to Apollodorus, Erytheia, JSgle, and Hestia

Arethusa; according to Lutatius, ^gle, Arethusa, and
Hesperis. Hesiod pishes the gardens in an island of the

ocean to the west, and Phereoydes at the foot of the

Hyperborean Atlas. It was the eleventh labour of

Heracles to bringthe golden apples of the Hesperides
to Eurystheos. The hero killed the hundred-headed
dragon, and the virgins fled; or, according to some,
Atlas went to them and procured the apples. The
apples were carried to Eurystheua, who gave them
to Heracles, and he afterwards gave them to Athena
(Minerva). By this divinity they were restored to

their former situation.

HESPERUS, the son or brother of Atlas, and a

assionate lover of astronomy. Diodorus relates that

e disappeared in a storm on Mount Atlas, which he
had ascended to observe the motions of the stars.

Others say he was the son of Eos and CephaluB. By
the Romans, to whom he was known as Lucifer and
Hesperus, he was worshipped with divine honours,
and the most beautiful star in the sky, the evening
and morning star (the planet Venus), was called by
his name.
HESSE, or Hesbia (German, Hessen), a territory

of Germany inhabited in the time of the Roman
Empire by the Catti or Chatti, an old Germanic
tribe. Germanicus is said to have destroyed their

principal town, Mattium, which stood on the sites of

the present villages of Grossmaden and Kleinmaden,
near Gudensberg. Under the Frankish kings Hesse
was governed by counts, the principal of whom were
the Counts of Gudensberg of the name of Giso. By
the marriage of the heiress of the last Count of Gud
ensberg, Giso IV., with the Landgrave Louis I. of

Thuringia, this prince became sovereign of Hesse,
and till about the middle of the thirteenth century
the history of Hesse was identical with that of

Thuringia; but on the death of the Landgrave Henry
Raspe without issue, his niece Sophia, the daughter
of the Landgrave Louis the Pious and the wife of

Henry, duke of Brabant, claimed Hesse as well as

Thuringia* and after a war of succession with her
cousin the Margrave Henry the Illustrious of Meis
sen, she was put in possession of Hesse by treaty in

1263. Sophia’s son Henry I. became the progenitor

of the dynasty of Hesse, and took up his residence

at CasseL Philip I. the Generous, who succeeded
William II. in his sovereignty of the whole country
in 1509, and who was the earnest and zealous friend

of the Reformation, divided his dominions among his

four sons. The eldest, William IV., obtained one-

half, including the capital, Cassel; Louis IV. one-

fourth, comprising Marburg; Philip II. one-eighth,

with Rheinfels; and George L also an eighth, with
Darmstadt. But Philip dying in 1583, and Louis in

1604, without children, there remained only the mam
branches of Hesse-Cassel and Hesse-Darmstadt.

HESSE, Electoral, or Hesse-Cassel, formerly

an electorate and independent member of the Ger-

manic Confederacy, containing 4430 square miles,

with about 850,000 inhabitants, mostly Protestants. It

was bounded on the north by Rhenish-Prussia and
Hanover, east by Prussian Saxony, Saxe-Weimar, and
Bavaria; south by Bavaria, Hesse-Darmstadt, and
Frankfort; west by Nassau, Hesse-Darmstadt, and
Waldeck

;
and for administrative purposes divided

into the four provinces of Niederhessen, Oberhessen,

Fulda, and Hanau. The district, with the exception of

several small strips of territory, now forms part of the

Prussian province of 1 i esse-Nassau. Hesse-Cassel

is the elder branch of the Hesse dynasty, and was
founded by the eldest son of Philip the Generous,

the Landgrave William IV., surnamed the Wise
(1567-92). He was succeeded by his son Maurioe,

who joined the Protestant Church, and resigned the

government five years before his death to his son

William V. This prince fought on the side of

Sweden during the Thirty Years’ war, and was put
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under the ben of the empire. His brothers, Hermann
and Ernest, respectively founded the lines of Hesse*
Rotenberg and Hesse-Rheinfels

;
and on his death

In 1687 his widow assumed the regency for her son

William VI., and secured, as an indemnification for

the losses which the country had sustained during
the war, the greater part of Schaumburg and the

Principality of Hersefeld. William VII. was suc-

ceeded in 1670 by his brother Charles, while another

brother, Philip, founded the line of Hesse-Philipps-

thal. Charles’s eldest son became, by his marriage
with Ulrike Eleonore in 1720, King of Sweden. In
1780 he assumed the government of his native country

as Frederick I., and was succeeded in 1751 by his

brother William VIII., who fought under the British

and Hanoverian flag in the Seven Years’ war. His
son Frederick II. became a convert to the Romish
Church. Between 1776 and 1784 he received over

£8,000,000 from the British government for the ser-

vices of the 22,000 Hessians who fought against the

Americans in the war of Independence. He was
succeeded in 1785 by his son William IX., who,
after 1808, when he was raised to the dignity of

elector, reigned under the name of William I. He
frequently changed sides in the French revolutionary

and imperial wars, fighting first under British col-

ours, and then as an ally of Napoleon. The French
emperor, however, always viewed his conduct with

suspicion, and after the battle of Jena threw troops

into the Hessian territory. At the Peace of Tilsit

he incorporated the electorate in the newly-formed

Kingdom of Westphalia. On the overthrow of the

French power William resumed the reins of govern-

ment, and at once began to restore the old order of

things as far as possible. On his death in 1821 he

was succeeded by his son William II., whose relations

to his subjects were seriously complicated by hi*

connection with the obnoxious CounteBs of Reichen-

bach. The countess left Cassel on the outbreak of

riots in 1880, and on the 9th January, 1831, the

elector promulgated the long-promised liberal con-

stitution. On the return of the countess fresh dis-

turbances arose, which so incensed the elector that

he also left Cassel and retired to Frankfort, where,

after the death of his consort Augusta, he contracted

a morganatic marriage with his mistress. On his

death in 1847 his son, who had acted as regent since

1831, was raised to the rank of sovereign -elector.

Yielding in 1848 to the demand for political reforms,

but retracing his stejui when the reaction set in, he

gave great dissatisfaction to the people, especially in

1850, on the appointment of the unpopular minister

Hasseupflug to the premiership, and of Haynau as

minister of war. The excitement of the people be-

came go intense that the elector and hU premier

sought refuge in flight, and invoked the aid of the

other German powers. By their interference quiet

was restored, and by their negotiation a new consti-

tution was promulgated in 1852, which met with

much opposition on account of its illiberal terms.

From this period up till 1866 the history of ITesse-

Cassel is simply a narrative of conflicts betweeu the

people for political freedom and the elector for ab-

solute rule. The demands of the people were on

several occasions strengthened by appeals to the

elector from the Prussian government. At last, on

the outbreak of the German war of 1866, the elector

declared himself on the side of Austria, and his ter-

ritory was occupied by Prussian troops. On the con-

clusion of the war Hess*-Cassel was annexed to the

Prussian territories.

HESSE, Gband-duoht or (German, JJestcn,

formerly Htum-DarmrUriA), a state of Germany,

consisting altogether of thirteen distinct portions.

Eleven of these are quite small; six of them are sur-

I rounded by Prussian territory, and flve are on the bor-

ders of Baden and Wttrtemberg. The other two por-

tions, forming about nine-tenths of the whole, are

separated from each other by a belt of land stretch-

ing east 'to west, and including part of the Prussian

dominions. The more southerly of these portions

forms the two provinces of Rheinhessen ana Stark-

enburg, and is bounded north by Prussia, west and
south-west by Rhenish Prussia and Rhenish Bavaria,

south by Baden, and east by Lower Bavaria. The
northern portion, forming the province of Oberhessen,

is surrounded by the Prussian province of Hesse-

Nassau; area of whole grand-duchy, 2964 square

miles. Oberhessen is generally mountainous, being

covered in the weBt by the Taunus, which in Haus-

berg rises to 1755 feet; in the north by the Rod-
haargebirg, which in Hatzfeld attains 2730 feet

;
and in

the east by the Vogelsberg, whose culminating point

here is 3104 feet The provinces Starkenburg and
Rheinhessen are also mountainous towards their fron-

tiers, more especially in the south-east, which is occu-

pied by a portion of the Odenwald; and in the south-

west by the Donnersl>erg, a northern ramification of

the Vosges; but these mountains, rapidly subsiding in

the interior, form extensive plains belonging to the

valleys of the Main and the Rhine. To the lattei

river the whole surface of the grand-duchy belongs,

with exception of a small portion in the north, drained

by the Kdor and Fulda, affluents of the Woser. The
climate is greatly diversified, Iniing cold and bleak

in the mountainous districts, and mild and pleasant

in the valleys of the Rhine and the Main. Here,

however, some unhealthy districts are found amon*:

the extensive marshes which the Rhine has formed

The soil, particularly in the provinces of Starken-

burg and Rheinhessen, is remarkably fertile, and

corn of all kinds is raised in quantities sufficient

to leave a large surplus for export. Hemp, flax,

potatoes, and rape-seed are also extensively grown,

and in particular districts tobacco and hoi*. The

vine forms a most iinjiortant object of culture, and

I fruit is very abundant. The right bank of the Rhine

is densely, but the left bank poorly wooded, and

though the extent of ground occupied by forest is

nearly equal to that occupied by arable land, very

little timber is exported. Horses, cattle, sheep, and

swine are very numerous, but superiority of breed is

not sufficiently attended to. The minerals include

iron, coal, lignite, and salt; and there are good quar-

ries of b.mdstone, limestone, whetstones, basalt, and

roofing-slate. Agriculture and the rearing of cattle

forming the principal employments, leave little room

for extensive manufactures. In some districts, how-

ever, they have made considerable progress. The
most im|)ortant is linen. The transit trade is very

considerable, and has been facilitated by the rail

ways. The principal towns are Darmstadt, the capi-

tal
;
Mainz, Giessen, Bingen, and Worms. The

grand-duchy is a hereditary monarchy. The constitu-

tion dates from 1 820, but was somewhat modified in

1

1 856 and 1872. The legislate e power is vested partly

in two chambers - an upper, composed chiefly of no-

bility and citizens, appointed for life by tbe grand-

duke; and a lower, coiiqiosed chiefly of deputies from

the towns, villages, and rural districts. About two-

thirds of the inhabitants are Protestants. Pop. m
1885, 956,611 ;

in 1895, 1,039,020; in 1900, 1,119,898.

The grand-ducal line was founded in 1567 by

George I., son of Philip the Generous (see above art.).

The war of Succession with IIesse-Cassel, which

broke out under his successor Louis V., continued

to rage during that of his son George II. (1626 61),

but was brought to a close in 1647 by the cession of

Marburg and other contested localities in exchange

for Giessen and other territory. During the French
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revolution territory to the extent of 850 square miles,

with 100,000 of a population, was lost; but by the

Treaty of Luneville in 1801 the duchy regained

much more than it had lost, acquiring about 2340
square miles, with 220,000 inhabitants. Louis X.
(bom 1753; died 1830) joined the Confederation of

the Rhine, adopting as grand -duke the title of

Louis I. He obtained from Napoleon still further

accessions of territory, caused his troops to act

against Austria in 1809, and in concert with the

French in 1813, but joined the allies after the battle

of Leipzig on condition of being left in possession of

the newly-acquired territory. In 1815 he joined the

German Confederation, and made large cessions on
the right bank of the Rhine to Prussia and other

states, but obtained valuable possessions on the loft

hank, including Mainz and Bingen. In 1828 the

grand-duke joined the Prussian Customs Union,
thereby giving the first impulse to a more general

union which ultimately culminated in the Zollvercin.

Soon after the accession of Louis II. the revolution-

ary movement of 1830 produced some disturbances

in Hesse-Darmstadt, which were quelled by the

military. The revolution of 1848 extorted from the
grand-duke the concession of trial by jury. He was
succeed**! by his son Louis Til. in 1848, who was
forced to grant a numlier of reforms. By the death
of the Landgrave of Hesse-llomburg, in 1866, the
grand-duke succeeded to his dominions. In the
German war of that year Hesse-J )armstadt threw
in its lot with Austria. Its army was nearly anni-

hilated at Friedberg, and it was depri\ed of the
newly-acquired landgraviate and other districts. In
1870 the grand-duchy of Hesse entered the German
empire. Louis IV., who succeeded Louis ITT., died

in 1892. He was the husband of Princess Alice of

Great Britain, and their son, Ernest Louis, is now
the reigning sovereign.

HESSE-HOMBURG, before itH alworption by
Prussia after til* 1 German war of 1866 (see above
article), a landgraviate of Germany, and sixteenth

member of the confederation, consisting of two
parts, the lordship of Hornburg, situated N.N.vv. of

Frankfort, and the lordship of Meissenhoim. It had
an area of about 105 square* mileH, and 27,000 in-

habitants, the greater part of them Lutherans.

Both portions of the former landgraviate are moun-
tainous, Homburg lying on the eastern slope of the

Taumis ; while Meissenheim is much broken by
hills, generally well wooded, or, where they admit
of the plough, under good cultivation. The greater

part of the public revenue was obtained from the

gaming-tables of the watering-place, Homburg, the

capital.

HESSE-NASSAU, Hkshkn-Nahhau, a province
of Prussia, which includes the former Principality

of Hessc-Cassel (except some small districts), the
greater part of the former Duchy of Nassau, that
portion of the former Landgraviate of Hesse-Hom-
burg which lies on the right bank of the Rhino, the
territory and town of Frankfort, and some small

districts ceded by Hesse-Darmstadt and Bavaria.
Omitting detached portions, the province is bounded
by the Prussian provinces of Westphalia, Hanover,
Saxony, and the Rhineland, the Principality of

Waldeck, the Grand-duchy of Saxe-Weimar, and
the Kingdom of Bavaria; area, 6018 English square

mileB. The province is divided into the two govern-

ments (Regierungsbezirke) of Cassel and Wiesbaden,
the former of which corresponds very nearly to the

former Principality of Hesse-Cassel. Its area is

3914 square miles, while that of Hesse-Cassel was
3698. The government of Wiesbaden princijwdly

consists of tne Duchy of Nassau; its area is 2104
square miles. The. greater part of this province

belongs to the central German plateau, and has a

very rugged surface, partly covered by branches oi

the Harz. These, however, nowhere attain a great

elevation, the culminating point not exceeding 3600
feet. The greater part of the drainage is carried

into the Werra either directly or by its tributaries;

but a considerable portion in the west and south is

carried to the Rhine by the Lahn, Ohm, and Main.
The climate is severe in the higher districts, where
corn ceases to ripen. The Ix'st climate is on the
Rhine, where the most celebrated wines of Germany
are grown. From the rugged nature of the surface,

the extent of arable land is limited, and cultivation is

chiefly confined to the narrow valleys and lower hill

slopes, amounting, however, to about two-fifthH of

the whole surface. The system of agriculture is

imperfect, and the soil mostly poor, though there

are some rich tracts, especially in Nassau. The
principal crops arc rye, barley, and oats. Potatoes
also are extensively grown, and form the chief

dependence of the lower classes. Fruit is tolerably

abundant, and a great part of the loftier districts

is covered with extensive forests, which employ a
considerable number of the inhabitants, and furnish

one of the most valuable sources of revenue. There
are various minerals, and valuable mineral waters
at Homburg, Wiesbaden, &c. The manufactures
consist chiefly of woollens, cottons, and linens. The
principal towns are Cassel, the capital, Wiesbaden,
and Frankfort. Pop. in 1885, 1,592,154; in 1895,

1,756,802; in 1900, 1,897,390.
HESSIAN FLY (Cecidomyia destructor), a fly of

the family Cccidomyidae, of the order Diptera (two-

winged flies), flu* larva of -which is very destructive
to wheat, barley, and rye crops (it does not attack
oats). It is so named from the unfounded belief,

prevalent in America, where it is specially destruc-

tive, that it was brought over to that country in

the baggage of the Hessian mercenaries employed
against the Americans in the war of independence.
Tilt* female fly is alwmt a tenth of an inch in length.

Its body is brown, with the upper parts, tlu* thorax,

and the head of a darker shade, approaching to black.

The wings are of a dusky grny, and are surrounded
with fringes. The male is somewhat smaller than the
female, and has longer antenna;. The female flieB

usually lay their eggs on the young plants twice in

the year, in May and September, the maggots being
hatched in from four to fourteen days. These
work themselves in lietween the leaf -sheath and
the stem, and fix themsehes near the lowest joints,

often near the root, and suck the juices of the
stem, so that the ear falls down at a sharp angle.

These maggots turn to pupa;, from which the flies

develop in about ten days. It has long been a pest

in America and Germany, but did not appear in

Britain, in any number at least, till the summer of

1886. It has not yet done very serious mischief.

HESYCHASTS (from Greek hesychazein, to be

quiet), a mystic and contemplative party among the

monks on Mount Athos, noted in the fourteenth

century for their fantastic* notions. They regarded

the centre of the stomach as the seat of the soul.

Hence they were known as ompkcdopsychoi, or navel-

8ovls. After long perseverance in prayer, with their

chin on their breast and their eyes fixed on this

supposed seat of the soul, they believed they would
finally have a sensible perception of the divine light,

and might enjoy the bliss of beholding God. This
light they declared to be the glory of God himself,

and connected with the light that appeared on the

Mount of Transfiguration.

HESYCHIUS, the author of a Greek lexicon,

which has probably come to us in an abridged form,

and which he partly collected from former diction-
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tries, and partly enlarged by many new words and
examples from Homer, the dramatic and lyric poets,

the orators, physicians, and historians, was a native
of Alexandria, and according to the best authorities

flourished about the end of the fourth century after

Christ Of the circumstances of his life nothing iB

known. His lexicon possesses great value, especially

of an antiquarian kind, and is the most useful for

the study of the Greek language of all the ancient
critical writings that are extant. The best editions

of his lexicon are Alberti and Ruhnken's (Leyden,
1746-66, two vols. folio), and that prepared by
Schmidt (Jena, five vols. 1857-68; in a smaller
form, two parts, 1864; second edition, 1867).
HET./ERA (Greek hetaira, a female friend), the

name given by the Greeks to a concubine, a mistress,

&c., as opposed to a lawful wife. But the word had
various shades of meaning, from a concubine, who
might be a wife in all but the legal qualification of
citizenship, down to a harlot. The beauty and ac-

complishments of many of the hctasrce occasioned
their society to be sought by men of the highest
eminence, even Plato and Socrates. No shame was
attached to associating with them. Aspasia is the
most renowned of these ketcerce. (See Aspasia.)
Hetcerce

,
less intellectually famous, were Lais, whom

Aristippus the philosopher loved, Phryne, and others.

They also became famous for their connection with
the works of art. Praxiteles made a marble and gold
statue of the latter, and she was also the model for

his statues of Aphrodite.
HETERODOX (from the Greek), meaning be-

lieving otherwise
,

in contradistinction to orthodox.

It is sometimes used to designate one who denies the

dogmas of an established church, and sometimes to

one holding opinions supposed to be repugnant to the

doctrines of the Scriptures. The Catholics call a
person who disbelieves all or certain dogmas of the

church (sanctioned by councils and the decisions of

popes) a heretic

;

the Protestants prefer the milder
expression heterodox.

HETMAN, or Ataman, the title of the chief

(general) of the Cossacks. While the Cossacks were
under Polish dominion King Stephan Bathori set

over them, in 1576, a commander-in-chief, under the

title of hetman^ and gave him, in token of his dignity,

a banner, a staff of command, and a seal. The het-

man was chosen by the Cossacks themselves, subject

to ratification by the emperor. His power was very

great, extending over Ufe and death. When the

Cossacks submitted to the Russians in 1654, they

retained their form of government entire. But the

famous hetman Mazeppa, having espoused the party

of Charles XII. in 1768, with the intention of uniting

•gain with the Poles, Peter I. imposed many restric-

tions on the Cossacks, and the place of hetman fre-

quently remained long unoccupied. The Count
Rasumoffsky having been elected hetman in 1750,

received, instead of the former domains and revenues,

50,000 rubles annual pay. Catharine the Great

abolished altogether the dignity of hetman of the

Ukraine, and established instead a government of

eight members. The Cossacks of the Don have re-

tained their hetman; but election, and everything

indicative of freedom in the appointment, has been

abolished, and the title of chief hetman now belongs

to the heir-apparent to the crown. Count Platoff,

who acted so conspicuous a part in the wars with

France (1812-14), was the last elective hetman. See

Cossacks.
HEULANDITE, the name applied to a species

of the zeolite family in mineralogy, by H. T. Brooke,

in honour of Heoland of London. It had been con-

founded with stUbite, from which it differs essentially,

however, in the form of its crystals, which are always

some modification of the right oblique-angled prism.

In hardness it is between calcareous spar and fluor

Bpar. Specific gravity, 2*2. It is white and transpar-

ent, passing into red, when it becomes nearly opaque.
It consists of silica, 59T4; alumina, 17*92; lime, 7*65;

and water, 15*40, but alkalies are also sometimes
present. It is chiefly found in the cavities of amyg-
daloidal rocks, and occurs in the Campsie Hills and
other parts of Scotland, and in the trap of the Giant’s

Causeway. It is found in the Tyrol of a colour

approaching to scarlet, and almost opaque. Finely
crystallized specimens come from Iceland and the

Faroe Isles, and the mineral is found in many foreign

localities.

HEVELIUS, Johannes, known also ab Johannes
Herein a celebrated Polish astronomer, was born at

Danzig, 28th January, 1611, and died there 28th
January, 1687. After visiting the principal countries

of Europe he settled in his native city, and from
1639 till his death applied himself almost exclusively

to the study of astronomy. In 1641 he erected an
observatory in his own house, and furnished it with
a quadrant and sextant, together with large telescopes

constructed by himself. His Selenographia, or de-

scription of the moon, published in 1647, was the
first of numerous astronomical workB of great value
and authority on his favourite science. ’Phe publi-

cation of the first port of the Machina Coelcstis (1673)
gave rise to a public controversy between him and
Dr. Hooke, which increased to a quarrel by Hooke’s
dictatorial manner. Halley, who visited Hevelius
at Danzig at the request of the Royal Society of

London, of which Hevelius hod been elected a mem-
ber in 1664, reported favourably of the correctness of

his observations. In the same year (1 679) he suffered

a great loss by the destruction by fire of his house
and observatory; but he shortly after erected a new
observatory, though on a less ambitious scale. In
1661 he observed a transit of Mercury, a triumph
confined to Gassendi alone of all preceding astrono-

mers. Hevelius ranks next to Flamsteed among the

men of his day as a diligent and accurate observer of

the heavens.

HEVES, a market town of Hungary, in the

county of the same name, 55 m. e.n.e. Pesth. It

was once fortified, has a parish church, a castle, with

fine gardens and riding-school, and a trade in com,
cattle, tobacco, and wine. Pop. (1890), 7271.

HEXAOHORD (from the Greek), a chord in the

ancient music, equivalent to that which the modems
call a sixth. A division of the scale by hexachord*

became common in Europe after the time of Guido
d’Arezzo, apparently arising from a misuse of the

syllables ut re mi, &c., used by him from the hymn
to John the Baptist, to represent the degrees of the

scale .—Uexachord iB also the name for a lyre with

six strings.

HEXAGON (Gr. hex
,

six, and gonia
, angle), *

plane figure bounded by six straight lines. When
these lines are equal the figure is called a regular

hexagon. The side of a regular hexagon is equal to

the radius of the circumscribing circle. Of the three

figures that completely occupy space when any num-
ber of them are placed in juxta-position, namely, the

equilateral triangle, square, and hexagon, the hexa-

gon contains the greatest area within a given peri-

meter; hence the cells of bees, being of a hexagonal

form, inclose the greatest possible space with the least

expenditure of wax.
HEXAHEDRON (Gr. he:r, six, and hedra, base),

a figure having six faces, or a solid bounded by six

planes. A hexahedron whose opposite sides are

parallel is called a parallelopiped. The term cube is

now generally applied to the regular hexahedron^

which has six equal square faces, twelve equal edges.
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tnd eight solid eagles, formed by the meeting of HEXHAM, a market town of England, in North
^ree

l
angles. umberlandshire, situated on the right bank of the

HEXAMETER (from the Greek hexametro$)
t
a Tyne, about 1 mile below the junction of the north

verse of six feet. It is the heroic or epic measure and south branches of that river, which, about £ mile
of the Greeks and Romans, the finest examples of from HeithRm

t
is crossed by a handsome stone bridge,

which are the two great poems ascribed to Homer, 20 miles west from Newcastle. It has some toler-

the Iliad and the Odyssey, and the ^Eneid of Virgil, ably wide streets; the greater number, however, are
The sixth foot is always a spondee (two long sylla* ancient, very narrow, and irregular. The market-
bles) or a trochee (a long and a short). The five place is a spacious, well-paved square, and contains

first may lie all dactyles (one long syllable and two the Moot Hall, an ancient stone building, formerly
short), or all spondees, or a mixture of both. The used as the court-house of the bishops and priors

Bchcme of this verse then is— of Hexham. The Abbey church was originally a

|
—

|
—

|
—

|
— | cruciform structure in the early English style, hut

or I
j | |

i

w suffered so severely during the middle ages that now
' only the transept and enaneel remain. The nave

with all the varieties which the mingling of the two and lady chapel are about to be rebuilt. There are
kindB of feet, as mentioned above, affords; as, a free grammar-school, and several other schools; a

dispensary, and a number of small charities. The
Forte sab arguto consederat ilioe Daphnii; trade of Hexham is now confined to supplying the

wants of the fertile agricultural district around it.

Qui Barium non odit amet tua carmina Mrovi,

and so on. This immense variety of which the hex-
ameter is susceptible, its great simplicity, its flowing

harmony, and its numerous pauses, constitute the
charm of this admirable verse, and adapt it to the

most various subjects. A spondee is rarely used in

the fifth foot, and then in Latin the word with which
the veree ends is generally composed of four syllables,

and the fourth foot at least must be a dactyle; as,

Cara deftni sotoles, magnum Jovi* incrementum.

The prevalence of the dactyle or Bpondee in the

hexameter depends much upon the genius of the

language; thus the dactyle is more frequent in Greek
than in Latin, and in Gorman than in Greek. It is

evident that the hexameter requires distinctly long

and short syllables, and cannot, therefore, be formed
in languages whose prosody is regulated by the accent

and not by the quantity of the words, as Italian,

French, Spanish, English, &c., more particularly in

the latter. The French and Italian writers, how-
ever, early attempted the hexameter, as well as

Sidney and Southey in English; but without success.

More recent English poets have also tried it, as

Clough and Kingsley. Longfellow has made exten-

sive use of the hexameter in his poetry, though the

critics are divided as to the question of his success.

In no modem European language have hexameters
l>ecome truly naturalized, except in German, to which
this measure, skilfully used, seems nearly as well

adapted as to the Greek. Fischart attempted the

German hexameter in the sixteenth century. In the

middle of the eighteenth century it was used and
recommended by Klopstock, Uz, and Kleist, but was
still in a very rude state. Goethe’s hexameters are

exceedingly rude, and very often as poor as their

sense is beautiful. John Henry Voss improved the

German hexameter by the excellent translation of

Homer, and his valuable Zeitmessung der Deutschen
Sprache (Konigsberg, 1802).

HEXAPLA (Greek, hexapUi, t
the six-fold’), a col-

lection of the Holy Scriptures in six languages, applied

particularly to the combination of six versions pub-

lished by the Greek bishop Origen, containing the

Hebrew text with a transcript of it in Greek charac-

ters, the Septuagint, and three other versions, those,

namely, of Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion.

Origen’s purpose was to restore the purity of the

Septuagint text, by bringing it into closer agreement
with the original Hebrew. Explanatory notes were
occasionally given in the margin. A good edition

of the extant fragments of the Hexapla is that of

Field (1875), but since its publication Mercati (1896)
1 1 -Al -i 1..

Hexham is supposed to have been the old AUxodunum.
In the seventh century a monastery was founded here
by St. Wilfrid, and a bishop’s see soon afterwards
established. The diocese was subsequently united

to Lindisfame. The town and part of the church
were burned by the Scotch in the time of Edward I.

On March 9, 1761, a formidable riot arose from an
attempt to ballot for a succession of men for the

militia, after the term of three years prescribed by
law had been served, when forty-five persons were
killed, and 300 severely wounded by the fire of the

military. Pop. in 1891, 5945; in 1901, 7071.

HEYNE, Christian Gottlob, a distinguished

scholar, was born September 25, 1729, at Chemnitz,

in Saxony. His father was a poor linen weaver, and
Heyne could hardly obtain the slight assistance which
was necessary to gratify his early wish of being in-

structed in the Latin language. From 1741 to 1748
he attended the Lyceum at Chemnitz, whence he

proceeded to the University of Leipzig in 1748,

where he devoted himself with great zeal to the study

of the classics and classical antiquity. A Latin

elegy, composed by Heyne at the request of the Re-
formed Congregation of Leipzig, on the death of their

pastor, made him known to the minister of state,

Count Von Briihl, in whose library he was appointed

copyist. The only benefit that he derived from this

appointment was an enlarged acquaintance with the

works of ancient literature, for which his inclination

became every day more settled. Necessity at first

compelled him to undertake several translations; for

the dilhculties of his early life were almost incredible,

but his endurance and his conquest of them mounted
to heroism. The first classic of which he undertook an
edition through inclination was Tibullus, which he

published for the first time in 1766. The moral tone

of his own mind also led him to the writings of the

stoic Epictetus, of which he published an edition in

1756. These two works made him known abroad.

At Ruhnken’B recommendation he received, in 1768
,

an invitation to succeed Gessner as professor of elo-

quence and poetry at Gottingen. He was soon after

(1764) appointed first librarian and counsellor, in

which position he remained till his death. Heyne
has earned the reputation of being one of the most
distinguished teachers and scholars of Germany. His
particular merit consists in having raised the know-
ledge of antiquity and classical literature from the

dust of the schools into the region of practical and
intelligent interest He esteemed the study of the

languages, of grammar, and metre as the foundation

of the further study of classic literature, but by
no means as themselves the ultimate object This

is shown by his editions of the poets, wmcb gained
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especially of VirgiL His principal work, which
employed him for eighteen years, was his great,

though unfortunately unfinished, edition of Homer.
After giving a final revision to his works, an attack
of apoplexy terminated his well-spent life, July 14,

1812, in the eighty-third year of his age. His
Opuscula Academics were published at Gottingen
in six vols. 8vo (1785-1811). Sec Heeren’s Life of

Heyne (Gottingen, 1813).

HEYWOOD, a municipal borough in Lancashire,
on the l»nks of the Roach, about 8 miles north-west
of Manchester. It has rapidly increased in popu-
lation and importance, owing largely to the erection
of extensive cotton mills, and it is now a busy
manufacturing town. The making of power-looms,
iron and brass founding, boiler-making, and all

branches of cotton spiiming and manufacturing, are
extensively carried on. Pop. in 1901, 25,481.

HEYWOOD, John, an English dramatist who
lived in the first half of the sixteenth century, and
died at Mechlin aliout 1580. Neither the date nor
the place of his birth is known with certainty, hut
it is said he was educated at Oxford. He was a
paid musician at the court of Henry VI II., with
whom he became a favourite on account of his

sprightliness and skill in music. His zealous at-

tachment to the Roman Church recommended him
to Queen Mary; but this very circumstance ren-

dered him an object of suspicion during the suc-

ceeding reign, and he found it expedient to retire to

the Continent. Heywood’s dramatic works may In-

classed as Interludes, standing between the miracle-

plays and the drama proj»er. The earliest of them,
‘A Merry Play between the Pardoner and the Frere,

the Curate and Neybour Pratte’, was written Ik;fore

1521. Another famous piece is the Four P’s, an
interlude in which figure * a Palmer, a Pardoner, a

Potycary, and a Pedlar’. Ills allegory of the

Spider and the Fly (London, 1556) fully reveals

Heywood’s Roman Catholic proclivities. By
spiders, the Protestants are meant; by flies, the

Catholics; Queen Mary is the maid; the civil sword
is her broom; her master is Christ, and her mistress,

Mother Church. He is also well known as a

writer of epigrams ; and various other things came
from his pen.

HEYWOOD, Thomas, a dramatist and miscel-

laneous writer who lived in the reigns of Eliza-

beth, James I., and Charles I., and died about

1650. He was bom in Lincolnshire and educated

at Cambridge, and was king a player as well as a

playwright. He is perhaps the most fertile of Eng-
lish dramatists, having comjiosed wholly or in part

220 different plays. Of these only about twenty

-

four remain, of which the one most admired is A
Woman Killed with Kindness. The Four London
Prentices has also been highly eulogized. Charles

Lamb calls Heywood * A sort of prose Shaksjiere’,

and his rank as a dramatist has lieen considered not

inferior to that of Massinger, Ford, and others of

his contemporaries. In 1874 The Dramatic Works
of Thomas Heywood were edited by J. Pearson.

This edition does not contain The Captives, a play

subsequently recovered, and edited by Mr. Bullen

in 1883.

HEZEKIAH
( Hizkiyah, generally Ilizkiyahu,

strength of Jehovah), the twelfth, and one of the

best of the kings of Judah. He succeeded Ahaz
about 726 B.C., when he was twenty-five years of

age, and died about 698 b.c. He had no sooner

mounted the throne than he initiated a system of

reform, on the injunctions of Isaiah, and broke up
the idolatrous customs into which the people had
fallen during the life of his father. He also en-

deavoured to repair the injury done by national

defeats and losses. He purged, repaired, and re-

opened the temple with magnificent sacrifices and
a splendid ceremonial. So extreme was his indig-

nation against idolatry that he destroyed the brazen
serpent which was said to be the one used by MoBes
m his miraculous healing of the Israelites. To do
this required much strength of mind, and a courage
equal to defy popular prejudice. Isaiah, the noblest
and most eloquent of prophets, confirmed Hezekiah
m his faithfulness, and the dictates of piety and
political expedience were in complete unison. With
patriotic zeal he assumed the aggressive against the
Philistines, and not only rewon the cities lost by his

father, but dispossessed them of most of their own.
In this war he squandered the national resources,

and failed to pay the tribute to Shalmaneser agreed
to by his predecessor Ahaz. A siege, aliandoned
only in the fifth year, followed this policy, and all

Judea trembled with anticipation of an Assyrian
invasion, which was only averted by the heroic re-

sistance of the Tyrians. During the siege of Sa-
iuaria Shalmaneser died, and was succeeded by
Sargon, who conducted a futile invasion in the
fourteenth year of Hezekiah’s reign. At this time
the King of Judah had a dangerous illness, which
threatened serious complications, and the kingdom
was in a difficult crisis, for the king hod no heir,

Manasseh not tieing liorn till long afterwards. To
the king’s anguish and prayer Isaiah was ordered to

administer comfort und the promise of a flesh lease

of life. Much has been written to little purpose

aliout the nature of his malady, the most reliable

finding 1 icing that it was fever, terminating in

abscess. Among the amliaasadors who came with
letters and gifts to congratulate him on his recovery

was the viceroy of Babylon, to whom lie unfortu-

nately, though from perfectly justifiable motives, dis-

played the royal treasures. For this he received a
terrible rebuke, and he was told by Isaiah that from
Babylon would come the ruin and captivity of

Judah. The greater part of the Scripture records

faring on the reign of Hezekiah is occupied by the

two invasions of Sennacherib, to meet the first of

which the King of Judah by presents and entreaties

courted the alliance of Egypt, strong in chariots and
cavalry, an arm in which Judah was weak, a pro-

cedure for winch lie incurred the censure of Isaiah.

Sennacherib besieged Jerusalem with mounds, and
Hezekiah, to rid the country of its enemies, pro-

mised 800 talents of silver and 30 of gold. On this

Sennacherib marched into Egypt, but his exjiedition

proving futile he made a second invasion of Judah,

and attacked the stronghold of Lachish. Frora

Lachish he sent an army against Jerusalem, and
the ministers of Hezekiah were filled with anguish

and dismay. The piety of the king was of more
avail than arms, and the result of prayer was a pro-

phecy of immediate deliverance. ‘That night the

angel of the Lord went out and smote in the camp
of the Assyrians 185,000 men.’ Among the many
conjectures as to the agent of this destruction, the

most probable is that it was the pestilence. Several

of the Psalms are supposed to allude to the discom-

fiture of Sennacherib, for example, xlvi.-xlviii.,

lxxvi. Hezekiah did not long survive this deliver-

ance, and after a reign of nearly twenty-nine years

he died at the age of fifty-four, and was buried with

much pomp amid universal mourning. To him we
are indebted for at least one portion of our present

canon (Prov. xxv. 1). He was one of the best kings

of Judah. Among the many highly useful works

executed by him, the aqueducts of Jerusalem take a

foremobt place. During his reign was the golden

age of prophetic poetry, for in addition to Isaiah

there flourished then Nahum and Micah.
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HIBERNATION, See Dormant State.

HIBERNIA, the ancient name of Ireland, applied

to it first by Julios Caesar. Fomponius Mela calls it

Iverna; Ptolemy, luvemia

;

others, Ovemia, Bemia
,

/rw. Aristotle mentions this island by the name of

leme, and at the same time speakB of Albion. These
are, he says, ‘two islands called Britannic, beyond
the Celtae.’ The inhabitants of Britain told Caesar

that Hibernia lay west of their island, and was
only half as large. Ptolemy, who received more cor-

rect accounts from merchants who had been there,

makes but few mistakes in his account of its size,

form, and situation; and by means of their informa-

tion be was enabled to form a chart of Hibernia, and
to give tolerably accurate accounts of its coasts, rivers,

promontories, and inhabitants. Agricola made pre-

parations for conquering the country, but his design

was not executed. Hibernia, therefore, was never
reduced to subjection by the Romans. See Britain
and Ireland.
HIBISCUS, a genus of plants, natural order

Malvaceae. The petals of Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis

possess astringent properties, and the Chinese use
them to blacken their eyebrows and the leather of

their shoes. In India sun-hemp is procured from
Hibiscus cannabinus. The order to which the Hibiscus

belongs is wholly destitute of all hurtful qualities.

The wood is always very light, and of little value. The
bark is so tenacious as to be manufactured into cord-

age, and several species of Hibiscus are utilized in

this way in tropical countries. The whipH with which
the negro slaves were lashed in the West India Islands

were manufactured from the bark of Hibiscus ar-

bortus. A few of the species are slightly acid, and the

seeds of one, Hibiscus Abelmoschus, or Abelmoschus
mosckatus

,

are considered cordial and stomachic, and
are mixed with coffee by the Arabians. Some are

favourite hot-house plants. The fruit is used in an
unripe state, and the ripe seeds are sometimes used

in soups as barley.

HICCUP, or Hiccough, is a spasmodic affection

of the diaphragm caused sympathetically by the irri-

tation of structures supplied by nerves communicating
with the phrenic nerve. Though generally a trivial

and transient inconvenience, its occurrence in the last

stages of acute disease is a grave, and often a fatal

symptom, indicative of a general giving way of the

nervous system. Obstinate hiccup occurs occasionally

in the persons of young females of a hysterical ten-

dency, and may continue for weeks without being
capable of being subdued by any kind of treatment.

Fasting, or a sudden stimulant introduced into the
stomach, is one of the most ordinary provocatives of

hiccup, and the affection generally subsides of its

own accord. Nothing removes it more effectually

than some active emotion of the mind suddenly
excited. Hiccup is a common symptom of dyspepsia,

and is often observed in abdominal diseases when
terminating fatally, and is especially a symptom in

some forms of hernia. Many remedies have been
suggested for it, such as holding the breath as long

as possible, tying a belt tightly round the waist, and
the frequent swallowing of small rounded pieces of

loe.

HICKES, George, D.D., an eminent English
divine, philologist, and antiquary, of uncommon
abilities and learning, was born at NewBham, York-
shire, 20th June, 1642. In 1659 he entered the

University of Oxford, and was elected a fellow of

Linooln in 1664. The following year he received his

degree of MA.., and took orders in 1666. In 1678

he travelled with Sir George Wheler in France, and
in 1676 he became chaplain to John, duke of Lauder-

dale, whom he accompanied to Edinburgh in 1677,

when that nobleman was appointed high-oommis-

sioner to the General Assembly of the Ohurch oi

Scotland. The University of Glasgow bestowed on
him the degree of D.D. in 1678, ana a similar honoui
from Oxford was conferred on him the following year
In 1681 he was appointed one of the chaplains to the

king, and in August, 1688, he was elevated to the

dignity of dean of Worcester, but of this he war
deprived in February, 1690, for refusing to take the

oaths to Xing William III. after the Revolution
He followed the fortunes of James II., and was con-

secrated suffragan Bishop of Thetford in 1 694 by
the non-juring archbishop Sancroft. He died De-
cember 15, 1715. Of his numerous and able work*
the most important are Institutiones Grammatics
Anglo-Saxomcse et MoeBO-Gothicffi, &c. (Oxon. 1689)
and Linguarum veterum septentrionalium Thesaurus
Grammatico - Criticus et Archseologicus (two vols

folio, Oxon. 1705). This latter work is now very

scarce.

HICKORY, the common designation in America
for several species of walnut, which, however, form
the genus Carya, of the natural order Juglandaccse,
and differ from the true walnut. Varya alba, the
common hickory-tree, produces an edible nut. The
wood is tough and elastic. C. oHvcrformis yields

the jieccan-nut, which is used like the walnut. All
the species of Carya are exclusively confined to

North America. See Walnut.
HIDAJLGO, a Spanish nobleman of the lowei

class. (See Grandees.) To the lower nobility per-

tain the caialleros
,
escuderos

,
and hidalgos (from hijc

dalgo, son of something). There were hidalgos dt

naluraleza, of noble birth, and hidalgos de pririlcgio,

that is, those on whom the king had conferred nobility

in reward of distinguished services, and those who
purchased nobility. The latter possessed all the

rights and privileges of the other nobles, but were not

so highly respected. With the exception of some old

houses and knights of orders, the hidalgos differed

little from the commoners. The Portuguese fidalgo

has the same signification. The title is now obsolete

HIDE, op Land. See Hyde.
HIERAPOLIS (Turkish, Pambvk-Kaleh

,
‘cotton

castle’), a ruined city, Asiatic Turkey, near the right

bank of the Lycus; 121 miles east by south of Smyrna.
It was finely situated on a broad terrace, bounded on

the north-east by a mountain range, and on all other

sides by extensive and fertile plains. The principal

ruins are a theatre and gymnasium; but other remains,
Including rows of columns, walls, and sepulchral

monuments, are scattered over a large area. It was
famous for its thermal springs, which, from the

quantity of lime which they contain, have formed
many remarkable stalactites and incrustations. The
most remarkable specimen of these is seen on the

cliffs over which the water of the springs falls. Each
cascade has incrusted a deposit of snowy whiteness,

and the whole looks as if a river had been suddenly

stopped in its course and turned into stone. These

incrustations are mentioned by Strabo. Hierapolii

owed its ancient celebrity, and, it is conjectured, its

sanctity also, to these remarkable springs. The place

takes its modern name Pambuk-Kaleh, from the

white appearance of the cliffs which support the

terraoe on which the ruins of the city stand.

HIERARCHY (from hieros, sacred, and archi,

government), sacred government, sometimes used

to denote the internal government of the church,

sometimes the dominion of the church over the state.

In the former sense, the hierarchy arose with the

establishment of the Christian church as an inde-

pendent society. Although elders, called presbyters,

stood at the head of the earliest congregations oi

Christians, their constitution was democratic, each

of the members having a part in all the concerns of
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(he association. The government of the congrega-

tion* was gradually transferred into the hands of their

officers, as was natural when the congregations had
beoome societies of great extent. In the second

century the bishops acquired a superiority over the

presbyters, and became the supreme officers of the

congregations, although the presbyters retained some
share in the government. The bishops in the capitals

of the provinces, who were called metropolitans
, soon

acquired a superiority over the provincial bishops,

ana exercised a supervision over them. They were
themselves subject to the bishops of the principal

cities of the Roman Empire, Constantinople, Antioch,

Alexandria, and Jerusalem, who received the title of

patriarchs; and thus a complete aristocratic consti-

tution was formed, which continued in the Greek
Church, while, in the Latin, the aristocracy was
transformed into a monarchy. The Roman bishop

acquired the primacy over the others, and the opinion

having become prevalent that the apostle Peter had
founded the Roman Church, and that its bishop was
his successor, his authority constantly increased, and
he gradually became the monarchical head ofWestem
Christendom.
The word hierarchy is frequently used in the second

sense, viz. of the relations of the church to the state,

in which the church is not only independent of the

state, but even claims a superiority over it. In the

first centuries the church had no connection with the

state. It did not seek to acquire influence over the

ntate, and the state sometimes persecuted the Chris-

tian religion. After the church was amalgamated

with the state, in the time of Constantine the Great,

it obtained protection, but was dependent on the

temporal rulers, who asserted the right to convoke

the general councils, and to nominate the metropolitan

bishops, and even frequently interfered in the internal

affairs of the church and its dogmatic discussions. It

was the same in the Gothic, Lombard, and Frankish

states, which were erected on the ruins of the Roman
Empire. The German emperors, and especially

Charlemagne, also exercised over the church the

rights of sovereignty, which the Roman emperors

had possessed; and after the feudal Bystem had arisen

in the German Empire the bishops held the church

lands as fiefs received from the temporal princes
;
and

even the Roman bishop, in his temjvoral character,

stood in a feudal relation to the Frankish princes.

But the germ of the hierarchical system already

existed at this period in the idea of the church as a

society always enlightened by the Divine Spirit, and

in the idea, borrowed from Judaism, of a priesthood

instituted by God himself, by which the clergy ac-

quired dignity surpassing all tem}>oral grandeur, and

an authority emanating not from the state, but from

God himself. But the hierarchical system could not

be completely developed from these germs till the

Roman bishop became the undisputed head ofWestem

Christendom, by which unity and strength were in-

fused into the exertions of the spiritual power. For

several centuries the importance of the Roman bishop

continued to increase : his power was especially

augmented in the ninth century, by the Pseudo-

Isidorian collection of canons, some forged, some

interpolated, the object of which was to exalt the

ecclesiastical authority above the secular. (See Pope.)

Gregory YIL exerted the most undaunted courage

and liveliest zeal in the eleventh century, to enforce

the ela-itns of the hierarchy; and the principal means

which he adopted for attaining this object were, to

deprive the princes of the right of investiture (see

Investiture), and to introduce celibacy among the

clergy. (See Celibacy.) Gregory did not wholly

accomplish his object; but his successors pursued his

plan with perseverance and suocess, and their efforts

were favoured by the Crusades, which were under
taken at the elose of the eleventh century, and pro-

secuted for two centuries. These ware promoted a

tone of public sentiment favourable to the claims of

the church, and as they were deemed of a religious

character, they afforded the popes numerous oppor-

tunities to take part in the general affaire of the

European nations, and to direct the undertakings of

the princes. Amid these wars was developed the

idea of the unity of the Christian church, with the

vicar of Christ at its head.

Thus, from the end of the eleventh to the middle

of the thirteenth century the idea of a hierarchy was

accomplished. The church became an institution

elevated above the state, and its head, endowed with

a supernatural fulness of grace, stood, in public

opinion, above all secular princes, in their disputes

with whom, the popes were generally victorious.

Urban II., Paschal II., and Innocent III. and IV.,

in particular, knew how to maintain their suf>eriority

over the princes, and to exercise a powerful influence

on the affaire of the European nations. The popes,

however, were no more ambitious than the princes,

and only acted in conformity with their character

and relations, when they attempted to render the

church iude}>endent of the political power, and to

elevate it al>ove the state. Since the hierarchy rested

on public opinion, it was necessary for it to preserve

tliis public opinion by every means, and to suppress

whatever threatened to change it. It therefore

exerted a pernicious influence by establishing inquisi-

tions, and restricting the freedom of the mind. But,

on the other hand, it was in early times productive

of much good, by serving as a point of union to the

European nations; by constituting a balance to the

military and political power; by frequently comjjosing

the differences of the princes, checking the outbreak

of wars, and giving religion an influence over the

barbarous nations of the middle ages.

From the fourteenth century the Papacy, and with

it the hierarchy, began gradually to decline. This

was manifested by the disputes of the poj»eH with

Philip the Fair and Louis the Bavarian, which did

not terminate to their advantage, as had been the

case before. To this must be added the removal of

the
f
wipes to Avignon, and the great schism which

resulted in the councils of Pisa (1409), Constance

(1414), and Basle (1431), where the pones appeared

as parties before a higher tribunal, ana it was pro-

claimed that the councils are sujjerior to the popes.

But what was of yet greater importance, public

opinion gradually began to alter; and in many places

the doubts started by Wickliffe and Huss found ad-

herents. Meanwhile the popedom and the hierarchi-

cal system stood uninjured in its outward forms till

the beginning of the sixteenth century. But at this

time the edifice, already tottering, was vehemently

agitated by the Reformation. In that portion of

Western Christendom which separated from Rome
the hierarchy altogether ceased. The Catholic Church

continued, indeed, even after the Reformation, to

assert its hierarchical pretensions, but it was obliged

to renounce one privilege after another: the Papal

power declined, and, in practioe, became more and

more dependent on the civil authorities. However

the term hierarchy is still in common use to denote

the governing and ministering body in the church,

according to its several gradations. Strictly it can

be applied only to those churches which are ruled by

bishops, such as the Roman Catholic Church and the

Anglican Church, which also holds the theory of a

hierarchical gradation of rank and authority. Both

the churches named comprise the three orders of

bishops, priests, and deacons. Those Lutheran com-

munities which still retain the title of bishops, oon-
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oede so little of independent jurisdiction to the offioe,

that the gradations in the ministry can scarcely be
regarded as having a strict hierarchical character.

Hierarchy is also used to denote a division of the

angels, prevalent in the middle ages An account of the
opinions on this subject may be found in the Celestial

Hierarchy, a work erroneously ascribed to Dionysius
the Areopagite. The number of hierarchies was three,

each subdivided into three orders hence Tasso (Jeru-
salem Del. xviii. 96) marshals his angels in three squad-
rons, and each squadron in three orders, and Spenser
repeatedly mentions the 'trinal triplicities.’ The first

hierarchy consistedofcherubim, seraphim,and thrones

,

the second, of dominions, virtues, and powers; and
the third, of principalities, angels, and archangels.

Milton, to whose machinery in his divine poem many
of the popular opinions on the subject may be traced,

often alludes to this classification; as for instance,

* Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers,

Hear my decree/

HIERO I., King of Syracuse in Sicily, brother

and successor of Gelon On his accession to the
throne of Syracuse Gelon conferred on Hiero the

government of Gela, his native place, and on his

death left him (b.o. 478) a sceptre, which he had (so

to speak) rendered legitimate by his virtues. Hiero’

s

reign, though less glorious than the preceding, was
marked by a peculiar splendour on account of his

generous encouragement of learning. But the recol-

lection of his predecessor, whose memory was highly

revered, exposed the faults of Hiero in a strong

light in the beginning of his reign, when he behaved
in a tyrannical manner. Dazzled by greatness, cor-

rupted by flattery, and suspicious in the extreme,
Hiero at fiist encouraged spies, and surrounded him-
self with foreigners and mercenaries, fearing a rival

in every one more virtuous and able than himself.

His bi other Polyzelus was particularly an object of

his jealousy, and wishing to get rid of him, he gave
him the command of the troops Hent to aid the town
of Sybaris against Croton. But Polyzelus, pene-

trating his intentions, fled to the court of his father-

in-law, Theron, king of Agrigentum. The protection

that he enjoyed here was the cause of a war, which
Hiero terminated by doing a service to his enemy.
The inhabitants of Himera had been governed tyran-

nically by Thrasydseus, son of Theron. Wearied with
oppression, they proposed to Hiero to deliver him
their city. The King of Syracuse informed Theron
of it, who, in consequence, made a proposal to ter-

minate the differences subsisting between them by a
permanent peace. Hiero received the sister of the

king of Agrigentum in marriage, and Polyzelus was
restored to his brother’s favour. Without manifest-

ing military talents, Hiero ended with success all the

wars which he was obliged to undertake. He ex-

pelled the inhabitants of Naxos and Catana, peopled

both cities with a new colony, gave the latter a new
name, iEtna, and, as its founder, took the surname
dStnam$. Soon after Hiero’sdeath the Catanians made
themselves masters of their former country, and ex-

pelled the new Bottlers, who built, at a short distance

from Catana, another city called ^Etna, and Catana
resumed its primitive name. Though some blemishes

tarnish the first years of Hiero’s reign, he compen-
sated for his first faults by the noble actions which
signalized the remainder of his life. A long sickness

which befell him was the main cause of this altera-

tion. Since he oould no longer occupy himself with

the cares of royalty, he collected around him a society

of learned men, and thus becoming acquainted with

the pleasures of learning, he never afterwards ceased

to value it His court became the rendezvous of the

most distinguished men of his time. The names of Si-

monides and Pindar appear among those of his most
constant companions, and when A2se%lus left Greece,
he betook himself to Hiero, to closehisdays in his king-
dom. Bacchylides, Epicharmus, and Simonides were
likewise residents at his court. Xenophon would not
in his dialogue on the qualities of kings, have plaoea
words in the mouths of Hiero and Simonides in con-

tradiction with their actions; and the title Hiero,
which he gives to his book, contains the finest eulo-

gium of this monarch. According to ^Elian and
Pindar, few princes were to be compared with him.
He was several times victor in the Grecian games
Pindar has celebrated his victories: several odes of

this poet are filled with his praises. Hiero died at

Catana, 467 b.o., and left the crown, which he had
worn eleven years, to Mb brother Thrasybulus, who
lost it, however, one year after.

HIERO II., King of Syracuse (275-21 5 B.o.), was
the son of Hierocles, a noble Syracusan, who churned
a descent from the family of Gelon. In early youth
he distinguished himself by his brilliant qualities, and
applied himself, with spirit and success, to military

exercises He was, on that account, distinguished

by Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, who was then master of

Sicily, and who, by leaving the island to itself, gave
rise to confusion and anarchy. The Syracusans, ac-

quainted with the qualities of Hiero, conferred on
him the supreme command (275 B.O.); and it was not

difficult for him subsequently to arrive at the royal

dignity. During Hiero’s reign began the first Punic
war, in which he was, at first, an ally of the Cartha-

ginians, and was defeated by the consul AppiuB Clau-
diuB, who had come to the aid of the Mamertines.
He then saw that the best course for him was to

espouse the cauHe of the Romans, since the victories

of the Carthaginians in Sicily could be of no benefit

to him, but, on the contrary, would be likely to render

them dangerous neighbours. In order to avert the

war from his states, he sent ambassadors to the con-

suls Otacilius and Valerius, to offer a treaty of peace

and alliance. Though he showed himself more favour-

able to the Romans by providing them, during the

first Punic war, with necessaries of all kinds, he did

not refuse the Carthaginians the aid they asked in

the servile war, and was able, by his adroitness, to

preserve the friendship of both. The glory of Hiero
and the prosperity of Syracuse culminated in the

period which intervened between the first Punic war
and the second; for in that season of peace Hiero
enacted wise laws, and was wholly devoted to the

happiness of his subjects. The encouragement which
he extended to agriculture enriched him and doubled

the revenues of the state. He kept his word pledged

to his allies, and when the Romans underwent a total

defeat from Hannibal at Thrasymene, Hiero proffered

them provisions, men, and arms, and sent them a

golden statue of Victory, 820 lbs. inweight, which they
accepted as a happy augury. This kind attention con-

solidated the league between Rome and Syracuse;

and even the loss of the battle of Cannes, which was
followed by the defection of all the other allies of

Rome, did not shake his fidelity. Hiero devoted

himself to the construction of military machines of

all kinds, under the direction of the great Archi-

medes. With the intention of surpassing the mag-
nificence of all other kings, he built a ship, which

had never been equalled for magnitude and splen-

dour, and from the description of it, preserved in

Athenseus, it must have resembled a floating city.

But it being discovered that Sicily had no harbour

adequate to the reception of this immense structure,

Hiero resolved to make a present of it to King
Ptolemy; and as Egypt was at that time in want of

com, took this opportunity to send a great supply of

grain to Alexandria. Hiero died B.O. 215. As his
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son Gelon died before him, he left the crown, after

wearing it fifty-four years, to his grandson Hierony-
mus.
HIEROGLYPHIC WRITING. The word hiero-

glyphic represents the Greek compound UpoyXvfaxdL,
which is built up of Upbs {hieros), sacred, and y\v(pu)

(glypho), I engrave; the substantive ypdp.na.Ta (gram-
mata), writing, being understood. The Greek word
designates the inscriptions sculptured on buildings
in Egypt, in the lielief that the writing was sym-
bolical, was confined to sacred subjects, and legible

only to the priests. The term has Hince been ap-

plied beyond its etymological value to designate
paintings, also, of such objects as in Egypt are
carved in stone, whether on stone or other material.

The term has also been applied to picture-writing
in general, such as that of the Mexicans and the
still ruder pictures of the North American Indians.

Hieroglyphs, as those of Egypt, have been supposed
to be derived from picture-writing, of which, indeed,

many scholars state them to be a development.
The present article will be limited to the Egyptian
system of writing, embracing the hieroglyphic, hier-

atic, and demotic.

The history of writing shows that but few original

systems have been invented. (See Alphabet and
Writing.) The Egyptian, however, is one of the
few, and its origin goes back to a date exceedingly
remote. It has been supposed that some allusions

occur in the Scriptures to the hieroglyphs of Eg> pt,

but this is doubtful. Herodotus, who travelled in

Egypt, and gives much information concerning it,

which he obtained from the priests, of course through
interpreters, gives no account of the language nor of

the writing. The language and writing of Egypt
must have been understood by Greek officials while

under Greek rule, and by Roman officials while under
Roman rule. The educated classes of Greek and
Roman society took no interest in the study of lan-

guages, and philology as a science had no existence.

Under these circumstances the books necessary for

the study of the Egyptian language and writing were
probably sought for only by those persons who were
qualifying to become officials in the administration

of the province. It is probable that the Alexandrian

library contained adequate books on the history,

language, science, and literature of Egypt, but these

perished if they ever existed, and no key to the

Egyptian inscriptions remained.

Earnest endeavours were made on the revival of

learning in Europe to read the hieroglyphic writing,

and all the passages likely to be of assistance scat-

tered through the pages of Greek and Roman authors

were carefully collected and laboriously studied by
learned men, but without success. The key was not

found iu those passages, nor was it deducible from

them. The utmost that could be obtained was accom-

plished by the penetrating genius of Bishop Warbur-
ton, who proved—1st, that it was the written language

of idle country; and 2d, that it was adopted to record

openly and plainly the laws, policies, public morals,

history, and all kinds of civil matters. But no

farther advance was made until the discovery of the

Rosetta stone.

M. Bouohart, an artillery officer of the French army
during Napoleon's expedition to Egypt in 1799, while

engaged in some works on the redoubt of St. Julian

at Rosetta, discovered the fragment of an oblong slab

of black syenitic basalt bearing a triple inscription,

one under the other. The upper one was in hiero-

glyphics, the lower one in Greek, and the middle one

is stated in the Greek one to be enchorial or popular.

The value of this stems, since called the Rosetta

stone, was at onoe perceived The success of the

British amis under Nelson and Abercrombie placed

the French army, and all that its scientific staff had
collected in Egypt, in the hands of the British. The
Rosetta stone, therefore, instead of gracing the

Louvre, graces the British Museum, to which it was
presented by King George III. The Rosetta stone

.forms a conspicuous object in the gallery of Egyptian
sculpture in the British Museum. It is a fragment,

for about one-half of the upper inscription, the hiero-

glyphic, is broken off and lost. The centre inscrip-

tion, the enchorial or demotic, iB entire, and the

lower one, the Greek, is nearly so. The Greek in-

scription states the inscription to be a decree of the

priesthood in synod at Memphis, in honour of Ptolemy
V., to commemorate benefits conferred on them, and
ordering the decree to be placed in every temple of

the first, Becond, and third rank in the country, in

the three forms of writing. As soon as this war
known the three inscriptions were accurately copied,

engraved, and impressions freely distributed over

Euro|)e. The learned men of Europe were freely

supplied at the cost of the British government, and
scholars now saw the possibility of understanding
Egyptian writing.

l)r. Thomas Young, an eminent mathematician,
man of science, and classical scholar, directed his

attention to the great Egyptian problem of the day,

and opened the way
;
but ne was soon surpassed by

Champollion, whose brilliant discoveries have immor-
talized his name. Most of the scholars, like I)r.

Young began the study of the Rosetta stone by
comparing, not the hieroglyphic, but the enchorial

with the Greek, and pnneeded in the following

method :
—

1st. It was observed that the words Alexander
and Alexandria, occurring in the fourth and seven-

teenth lines of the Greek inscription, corresponded

with two groups of characters in the second and tenth

lines of the enchorial inscription.

2d. A group of characters found in almost every

line was supposed to be the word ‘and.’

8d. A group of characters related twenty-nine
times amid only correspond to the word ‘ king’ in

the Greek, which with its compounds occurs thirty

-

six times.

4th. The word ‘ Ptolemy ’ occurs eleven times in

the Greek, and a group supposed to corresjmnd to it

occurs fourteen times in the enchorial.

These were the first stejis in the comparison, which
was followed by a comparison of other groups in

relation to Greek words. The investigation was
most laborious, but it proved that the enchorial in-

scription contained the same subject-matter as the

Greek, and although the enchorial could not be

read, for as yet there were no data for the phonetic

powera of the elements of those groups, therefore

none to indicate the nature of the unknown lan-

guage, yet scholars felt satisfied that progress was
made in the study.

Dr. Young prepared himself for continuing his

investigation by the study of the Coptic language,

which Akerblad, the Swedish philologist, had done,

and l>egan the analysis of the groups into which the

enchorial had been divided. Akerblad found in the

enchorial the Coptic words Cherniy Egypt; phuro
,

king; nierpheui
,

temples; Ueb, priests, and other

words, from which he determined the phonetic value

of sixteen characters. Dr. Young, proceeding rather

as a mathematician than a linguist, confirmed

Akerblad’ s sixteen characters, and added thirteen

more. He pointed out 150 more groups corres-

ponding to words in the Greek inscription, and thus

he greatly increased the materials for linguistic in

vestigation.

The reason of the concentrated attention of scholars

being given to the enchorial inscription instead of tr
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the hieroglyphic one wee, that as the latter was only
a fragment, it coaid not so readily be compared with
the Greek as the enchorial could. Dr. Young con-

tinued his studies of the enchorial by the use of

papyri which he found in Egyptian collections de-

posited in various museums in Europe. He found
that these papyri contained the same figurative repre-

sentations at the head of their several sections. He
was collating the bjok of the dead, or ritual, as it

has been called. The great work on Egypt published
by the French government in sections, 1809-1828,
contains a copy of the ritual in hieroglyphics, but
other copies are in a character which at first sight

appears to be the same as the centre inscription of

the Rosetta stone, and actually has some signs in

common with it, but essentially differs from it. This
is the hieratic.

The learned world was now satisfied that the
enchorial inscription of the Rosetta stone is essentially

alphabetic, although the most advanced student was
yet unable to read it. Still some words could be
read, and from those words the language was deemed
to be Coptic, in consequence of which the Coptic
language was ardently studied. And attention was
now given to the hieroglyphic inscription to deter-

mine the phonetic value of its elements, by means of

comparing it with the Greek and the enchorial. This
was found to be far more difficult than the preceding
laborious comparison. The first attempts of Dr.
Young were hailed as promising success, and by
anticipation he was deemed to have solved the pro-

blem. The phonetic principle, so clear in the encho-
rial, was first applied by Young to the hieroglyphic

inscription, and that with some success, but the same
principle, with modifications, was developed much
farther in the hands of Champollion, and subse-

quently by his disciples. In the small olxdisk at

rhiltt* a Greek inscription on its base and hiero-

glyphics on the shaft were shown to lx* the same;
and lastly, the decree of Canopus in Greek and in

hieroglyphics fully justified Egyptologists in their

renderings of hieroglyphic texts.

Hieroglyphs are representations of objects or parts

of objects, which are chiefly carved in stone and often

brilliantly coloured. Some hieroglyphs, however, are

only painted on the material, whether stone, wood, or

papyrus. The objects represented include the hea-

venly bodies, and terrestrial objects, as men, parts

of men, animals, parts of animals, trees; and the
following list, taken from Champollion, shows his

classification, and number of objects included in each
class :

—

Celestial bodies 10

Human beings in various attitudes 120

Parts of human bodies, as the eye, hand, &c. 60

Wild quadrui>eds 24

Domestic quadrupeds 10

Parts of quadrupeds 22

Birds and parts of birds 50

Pishes 10

Reptiles and }>arts of reptiles 30
Insects 14

Plants and parts of plant* 60

Buildings ‘24

Furniture 100

Dresses, parts of drosses, weapons 80

Tools and instruments 150

Vases and cujie 80

Geometric forms 20

Fantastio forms 50

Total 864

Some of these are repetitions, but many forms have
been added, and now over three thousand are
known, but only a few hundreds were in common
use. Chevalier Bunsen classifies his list as follows

:

Ideographs @ft)

Determinatives 164

Phonetics 1S9

Mixed signs 66

Total 060

Bunsen’s classification is that of the function of the

hieroglyph in expressing the intended sense.

Ideograph

*

comprise all non-phonetic signs, except

such as form a class of their own, either as generic

specifications of a preceding word, called a deter-

minative, or as possessing the peculiarity of being

used commonly with phonetic supplements, and form-

ing mixed signs. The figure of a man, a woman, &

calf, indicate, even when accompanied by phonetic

hieroglyphs, simply those objects. The representation

of such natural objects as an antelope, an ass, and
the like, does not require anything to explain it.

The figure explains itself, as it does in any ordinary

representation. Under a figure of an antelope it is

unnecessary to write ‘ an antelope/ for it is at once

recognized to be an antelope. But there are many
objects which are difficult to recognize, especially

when represented by mere outlines of those objects,

and which are called linear hieroglyphs. How is

a child to be distinguished from an adult ? How is

a temple to be distinguished from a house? How
is wine to be distinguished from water or from

milk 1 Water was expressed by three zigzag lines,

one above the other, to represent waves or ripples of

running water, milk by a milk-jar, oil by an oil-jar,

and bo the thing contained by the container. Fishing

by a pelican seizing a fish, i.e. fishing; seeing and
sight by an eye. It is obvious that such ideographs

write the idea very differently from those in which
the figure of a man represents a man. They are

tropes or metaphors, common enough in speech, in

which one thing represented means another thing

suggested by the representation. Such hieroglyphs

are mentioned by Clement of Alexandria, A.P. 210,

and described by him as tropic. Champollion terms

them symbolic. This mode of representation is an
extension of the primitive idea of representing objects

by pictures of the objects; but tropes exist in language,

and their expression by a hieroglyph is merely con-

veying a trojie by a picture or a carving, instead of,

as we do, by an alphabetic language. How were
adjectives to be expressed, as colours for instance?

Colours are abstract words taken from the coloured

thing, whatever it may be; thus red from something

red. In hieroglyphs a red bird is employed to express

the abstract colour red. Thus the concrete is put

for the abstract, as in other cases a part is put for

the whole, the effect is put for the cause, the instru-

ment for the action of it, as a plough for ploughing.

And beyond all this, the emblems of the gods were

adopted to represent the gods, as if the Romans had

adopted the figure of a cdub to mean Hercules, the

trident to mean Neptune, and the thunderbolt Jupi-

ter; thus an ibis on its standard means the Egyptian

god Thoth, an ass seated on his haunches means Set

or Typhon. The ritual, or Book of the Dead, indicates

the existence of an inward or esoteric meaning in

these emblems or signs of the gods. The representa-

tion of a god by means of an animal’s head, instead

of the proper head, on a human body is symbolical

and expressive. The symbol of Venus in classical

mythology is her dove, that of Juno her peacock;

now the Egyptians would place the dove’s head on
the Bhoulders of Venus, and that of the peacock on

the shoulders of Juno, in place of their own heads,

to indicate the two goddesses. The symbols were
understood by the Egyptians, and we consider them
simply as a part of weir system of writing, without

regard to their effect on the sense of beauty.
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Determinative*.—Ideographic hieroglyph! are di-

vided into two olaiwos. The preceding class

all thoae which repreeent one idea, either direct or
by metaphor. The dan called determinatives repre-
sent also modifications of the primitive idea, and are
therefore generic signs. Thus the sign by which a
preceding figure of an animal is stated to belong to
the genus of quadrupeds, is placed after the figure of
an am or a goat, and is a determinative. Now the
figure of an ass or a goat is plain enough of itself as

an ideograph, and the determinative does not make
it plainer. But more than this, a determinative is

placed after the name of the animal has been written
phonetically, that is to say, by signs having alphabetic
values. Determinatives are much used in three sys-

tems of writing, each of which is said to be based on
picture-writing, viz.: the Chinese, the Assyrian in-

cluding the Babylonian, and the hieroglyphic system
of Egypt. The function of a determinative, as it

exists in Chinese, Assyrian, and Egyptian, may be
illustrated in our own language, thus the words man,
kingdom, city, river, god, goddess, woman, may be
considered determinatives in the subjoined phrases:

The zu&u Josephus

The kiugdom France
The city Babylon.

The rirer Thames
The god Neptune.
The goddess Diana
The woman Esther.

Determinatives in the Egyptian hieroglyphs com-
prise certain grammatical signs, as the semicircle or

jpgment, the feminine sign of nouns, the extended
arms with the palms of the hands downwards to

express the negation of the sentence they precede.

Phonetic Hieroglyph* are those which are used to

write the sounds of speech. The invention of an
alphabet, no matter what may be the shape of the

letters, is the great triumph of writing, and hence
the value of phonetic hieroglyphs. The discovery of

this function of hieroglyphs by Young, and after-

wards by Champollion, who appears to have been
ignorant of Young’s discovery, was not accepted at

first, for it was difficult to admit that figures of birds

and beasts could serve the same purpose as the letters

of an alphabet, although it was obvious to those who
examined the subject that such figures, as represen-

tatives of sounds, were found to be subject to the

same conditions as the letters of an alphabet in the

work of writing words.

The Greek inscription of the Rosetta stone states

It to be in honour of Ptolemy, and a careful study of

the hieroglyphic inscription compared with the Greek
one showed that the name of Ptolemy was written

in an oval or cartouche as it is technically called.

The only way of writing a foreign proper name was

deemed to be by means of phonetic hieroglyphs, and

accordingly Dr. Young
attempted to determine

the phonetic values of

the hieroglyphs con-

tained in the oval, and
he partly succeeded.

Champollion proceeded

on the same idea and Cartouche of Ptolemy, « «.

succeeded. The phone- PtoUmau>»

tic values of some hiero-

glyphs, as used to write proper names in cartouches,

were now made out
The cartouche of Mr. obelisk at Phils

was known, by its Greek version on the base, to con-

tain the name of Cleopatra.

These two cartouches are commonly taken to Illus-

trate the subject

1. The first hieroglyph in the name of Cleopatra
«* VII

is a knee, whioh inkncorkle in Coptic, and represent*

the K of Kleopatra. K does not occur in the name
Ptolemaic®.

2. The seoond hieroglyph In Kleopatra is a lion

a
couchant, whioh is laboCin Coptic, and
labu in the old Egyptian, and repre-

sents the L of both names. In Kleo-

patra it occupies the second place and
in Ptolemaioa the fourth

8. The third hieroglyph in Kleo-

patra is a reed, whichL ak6 in Coptic

and oak in the old Egyptian, and re-

presents the E of Kleopatra. The
reed is doubled in Ptolemaios and

I

1 occupies the sixth and seventh places,

l j?t
'

jj
where it represents the diphthong ai

Jy ofPtolemaios.
r^Trrnlf^ 4. The fourth hieroglyph in Kleo-

n . v , t>atra is a noose, which represents the“\°! O of both name* and occur, in the

Kleopatra, third place of Ptolemaios.

6. The fifth hieroglyph in Kleo-
patra is a mat, which represents the P of both names,
and is the initial of Ptolemaios.

0. The sixth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is an eagle,

which is aJchoom in Coptic, and represents the A,
which is found twice in the name Kleopatra, but
does not occur in the name Ptolemaios, although the

diphthong ai occurs as described above, No. 8.

7. The seventh hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a hand,

which is toot in Coptic, and represents the T of

Kleopatra, but does not occur in Ptolemaios, where
it might be expected to occupy the second plaoe.

The second place of Ptolemaios is occupied by a

semicircle, which is found at the end of feminine

proper names, and is the Coptic feminine article T.

The researches of Champollion satisfied him of the

existence of homophones, or characters having the

same phonetic value, and which might be inter-

changed in writing proper names. It is an interest-

ing circumstance that the T immediately following

the P in the name of the god PTAH, just as it does

in Ptolemaios, is written by the semicircle and not

by the hand.

8. The eighth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is a mouth,
which is ro in Coptic, ana represents the R of Kleo-

patra. There is no R in the name Ptolemaios.

9. The ninth hieroglyph in Kleopatra is the eagle,

which is explained in No. 6 above.

10. The semicircle is the T of Ptolemaios (ride

No. 7) which with

11. The egg found at the end of proper names of

women is a feminine affix.

In the name of Ptolemaios there is still the M and
the S to account for. The fifth hieroglyph in the

cartouche of Ptolemaios is a geometrical figure, con-

sisting of three sides of (probably!) a parallelogram,

but now called a hole, because the Coptic mu has
that signification, and represents the M. The hook
represents the S of the word Ptolemaios.

This view of Ghampollion’s is satisfactory so far

as It goes, and no student of Egyptian has the

slightest doubt that the two cartouches contain the
Greek names of Ptolemaios and Kleopatra phoneti-

cally written, but we cannot shut our eyes to the

fact that Champollion gives no hieroglyph for the E
nor for the second O of the word Ptolemaios. A

od PTAH, just as it does

>y the semicircle and not

f (probably!) a parallelogram,

\
t because the Coptic mu has

The hook

fact that Champollion gives no hieroglyph for the E
nor for the second O of the word Ptolemaios. A
careful study of other cartouches of the Greek and
Roman periods of Egyptian rule enabled Champollion
to extend his knowledge of the hieroglyphic alphabet,

and to prove the existence of an extensive system of

homophones. An examination of the Rosetta stone,

even bv those unacquainted with the subject, will

show that the mass of hieroglyphs are precisely the
same as those found in the cartouches of the foreign
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rulers of Egypt. In the Greek inscription it is stated

that Ptolemy it beloved by Phtha, in Coptic the name
is Ptah. Now the name of the god is expressed by
the mat=P (see No. 5 above), which is followed by
the semicircle=T (see No. 7 above), and that by a
hieroglyph which was deemed to express H. And
which subsequent researches proved to be H.

Champollion lays it down as a fundamental prin-

ciple, that the figures selected as alphabetic signs

were those of objects, the names of which begin with

the sound to be expressed. Examples of the appli-

cation of this principle occur in his analysis of the

cartouches of Ptolemy and Cleopatra. In the case

of many of these signs the agreement between the

initial sound of the Coptic name of the object figured

as a hieroglyph and the phonetic power of the sign

is perfect. The principle, how ever, is more fascinating

than sound. Many Egyptologists from Spineto down-
wards have supplied a table, such as may be con-

structed from Champollion’s examples.

Hlerof 1) pbic figure.
Coptic name of the

object figured. Phonetic value

An eagle Aklioom .

.

A.
A reed Akfe A.
A lion Laboi L.

An owl Monlag M.
Water Moon M.
A hole Mu M

and so on.

It is obvious that if this principle be sound, the
number of hieroglyphs might be almost indefinitely

extended. The rule said to be adopted in the selec-

tion of the hieroglyph is to take that object which
accords best with the name to be written, thus in the
name of a king only those objects of a noble or

exalted character are adopted. The reader has only
to refer to the hieroglyphs in the cartouches of

Ptolemy and Cleopatra to see the worthlessness of

the principle, for a mat is not a noble object to repre-

sent the initial sound of Ptolemy and the fifth sound
of Cleopatra. The unsoundness of the reason alleged

for the selection of the homophones adopted does not
affect the certainty of the great discovery of the
phonetic values of the hieroglyphs in those cartoucheB,

for it is the application of those phonetic values to

the cartouches of ancient Egypt which revealed the

names of the Pharaohs and other kings and queens
of the earlier cartouches of monarchs found in the
lists of Manetho and other ancient authors.

Dr. Young died in 1829 and Champollion in 1832,
both before and since which, Egyptian studies have
been pursued with ardour by able men well qualified

by education and a wide range of study for the work.
Wilkinson, Birch, Hindu, Goodwin, Renouf, and
others in England; Chabas, Lenormant, and others

in France; Leemans in Holland; Bunsen, Lepsius,

Brugsch, and others in Germany; Rosellim, Salvolini,

and others in Italy, have advanced our knowledge of

the hieroglyphs, of the language, history, polity, and
antiquity of ancient Egypt so much, that most recon-

dite questions can now be discussed by means of the
matter recorded on the monuments themselves. And
it is most interesting to know that by means of such
knowledge the accounts of Greek and Homan authors

can be understood.

The application of the phonetic alphabet, derived

from the phonetic values of the hieroglyphs contained

in the cartouches, to the ordinary hieroglyphic texts

revealed the words of those texts, and thus the lost

language of Ancient Egypt was gradually recovered.

M. Quatrembre, in his Recherches sur la langue et la

literature de l’Sgypte, attempted to prove the iden-

tity of the Coptic with the language of the Pharaohs,

and his view met with a favourable reception, but an
accurate knowledge of the Coptic caused its rejection

by English scholars, and the gradual recovery of the

old Egyptian language by means of the hieroglyphics

proved the English Coptic scholars to be right. Hie
Coptic language was the language of Egypt at the

time when Christianity was introduced into the coun-

try. When Egypt was under Greek rule the Greek
language became that of the court, of official life, and
of affairs connected with the state. The Greek words,

brought by Greek civilization, were graduallyabsorbed

into the Egyptian language, the organic life of which
modified their forms to adapt them to its grammar,
and finally so disguised them, that it is now often

difficult to identify and separate the absorbed Greek
element. The Coptic alphabet iB the Greek alphabet,

with additional letters to write sounds not found in

the Greek, and it is most interesting to observe that

the shapes of these letters are evidently taken from
the Egyptian Hieratic alphabet, so that they are

actual Egyptian forms.

Long-continued study of Egyptian texts in Hiero-

glyphic, Hieratic, and Demotic writing resulted in a
more accurate knowledge of the Egyptian language,

and thiB threw a flood of light on the phonetic values

of the written signs, which reflected back light on

the language itself. The study of the ritual, or

Book of the Dead, of which an immense number of

copies were made, for it was in use during many cen-

turies over the whole of Egypt, in which the subject-

matter was the same, the sequence of ideas the same,

but in which the scribes varied many expressions, and
even introduced slight changes, enabled scholars to

obtain a deep insight into the language of Egypt and
its expression in writing. The grammatical and
lexical differences between the Coptic and the old

language of Egypt became manifest, and the phonetic

powers of the hieroglyphs better defined, as the syl-

labic values became distinguished from the alphabetic

values.

The following fifteen letters compose the alpha-

betic system of the Old Egyptians from the earliest

times

—

A K S
I,E I.R T
U,OU M G
B N Kb
F,V P H

The syllabic signs are more numerous. The oldest

Egyptian words are monosyllabic, so that the syllable

and word are conterminous. Syllables could be formed

1. Of a vowel and consonant, as ar or tr, the eye,

which is found in the name Arsinoe.

2. Of a consonant and vowel, as in ma, or mother.

8. Of two consonants and a vowel

a The vowel between the two consonants, as

the syllable fries, a strap.

(3 The vowel after the two consonants, as the

syllable pti, a bow.

There are 103 syllabic signs.

The hieroglyphs having these Byllabic and alpha

betic values also denote the objects which they repre-

sent, thus the eagle denotes the eagle, and it expresses

the alphabetic value A, the mouth denotes the month,
and it expresses also the value R.
Mixed Signs.—There are groups of hieroglyphs of

which one element is an ideographic sign, to which
a phonetic complement is added to indicate the pro-

nunciation of the ideographic sign. The words of a

text could be written in hieroglyphs in three ways

—

1. By phonetic hieroglyphs.

2. By ideographic hieroglyphs; and
8. By a combination of both.

The two following examples are taken from Dr.

Birch's Introduction to the study of Egyptian Hiero-

glyphs, published i>*
'^'7

.
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1. Ideographic
hieroglyph

t. Phonetic
hieroglyph

3. Mixed
hieroglyphs

1. Ideographic
hieroglyph

S. Phonetic
hieroglyph

3 Mixed
hieroglyphs

Hieroglyphs. The Signification.

J Figure of a man with his )

\ hands raised in prayer f
Supplication.

(The word 8uashx phoneti- ) BlinnnMtlAtl
\ caUy written

{-Supplication.

(The word Sucuhi phoneti-S

j
cally written followed by

•< the ideographic hierogh ph ^Supplication,

j
of a man with his hands

]

( raised in prayer J
Figure of two human arms, 1

one holding a shield, the >• To fight,

other a javelin )

The word Kal phonetically ) — - . .

written
To fight

The word Kal phonetically >

written followed by the
ideographic hierograph of
the two human anus, one
holding a shield, the otuer
a javelin

To fight.

The ideographic hieroglyph of the first example,
consisting of the figure of a man with his hands raised

in prayer, symbolically and well expresses the idea
of supplication. The significance of the symbol is

undoubted. The word Suashi phonetically written,

signifies supplication. And the combination of the
word Suashi with the ideograph shows, as in a dic-

tionary on Egyptian authority, the signification of

the ideograph. The second example, in like manner,
and on the same authority, shows the signification of

the ideograph to fight. Each word is expressed twice,

once by an ideograph, and once phonetically, so that,

alternately, we have the symbolic figure for the

written word, and the written word for the figure.

The tombs of the twelfth dynasty at Benihassan
abound with examples of these mixed hieroglyphs, in

which accurate representations of objects, as of ani-

mals, plants, &c., are accompanied by the names of

those objects phonetically written.

Ideographic, phonetic, and mixed hieroglyphs occur
in the same texts, and no instance is known of a text

being written throughout in phonetic hieroglyphs. It

may be readily suppos ‘d that such combinations of

hieroglyphs present great difficulties to a translator,

and especially to students, but an experienced Egyp-
tologist has but little difficulty in reading such texts.

The old Egyptian language has been recovered

from oblivion, by means of the successful study of

the hieroglyphs. Texts are read, grammars and lexi-

cons compiled, and the labours of Egyptologists have
long been directed to discover the relationships of

the particles of the language to its substantives and
verbs, which shows that our knowledge of the lan-

guage is at once both comprehensive and minute.

As an appropriate specimen of the language, the

subjoined hymn to the Nile transliterated into Homan
letters, and translated into English by Dr. Birch,

may prove interesting.

8ha bn Hah.

Nether ek Hajii

hem em ta an’

er tankbn kam
amen tarn kek em hrn

5. he* nu wm
an ahau ammeh
Earn an Ra
er sankh hn aba neb
8’hur set ba tern

10. nan pe haa
mar en tafia xnerp nefra

’hut teba en Ptah

A Hymn to the Nile.

Incline thy face. O Nile

coming safe out of the land

vivifying Egypt
hiding his dark sources from

the light

ordering his sources

the streams of his bed

tire made by the sun

to give life to all animals

to water the lands which are

destitute

coming all along the heaven

loving fragrance offering grain

rendering verdant every sacred

plaoe of Phtha.

The numerals belong to arithmetic, and to those

adenoee in which number is an element. A short

vertical line expresses the numeral one, and the first

nine units are expressed by strokes, which are arranged

in groups.

1 = 1 .

11 = 2 .

11 = 3.

1 1

— 4, a. 2 + J.

The expression of the numerals therefore implies

addition, just as the Homan numerals do, but, unlike

the Homan numerals, do not also involve subtraction.

Hif.katic Writing.—The groat principle laid down
by Dr. Young, that the hieroglyphic is the basis of

all Egyptian writing, has been abundantly proved,

and is universally accepted by Egyptologists. The
hieratic is a cursive hieroglyphic writing, in which
the licautifully accurate stone-cut figures are not pro-

duced in far simile on the papyrus, but are indicated

on it. The hieratic forms of the objects being as near
to the hieroglyphic forms as our ordinary writing is

to Homan type. Egyptian writing is an inheritance

transmitted to the Egyptians from their ancestors,

for the names of the kings of the third dynasty, which
was in power during about the eleventh century of

the empire, display the same system of hieroglyphic

writing. And hieratic writing is nearly as ancient.

The hieratic appears as a contraction of the monu-
mental carved hieroglyphs on the external linen

wrapper ot the body oi King Antef, portions of

which still adhere to the varnish lining of the wooden
sarcophagus of the king, where it may lie seen in the

British Museum. King Antef heads the eleventh

dynasty. The inside of the sarcophagus of Mentu-
hotep, the fourth king of this dynasty, wTas covered

with a hieratic ritual, which was copied by Sir .1.

Gardner Wilkinson. The stone-mason’s hieroglyph

marks on the stoneR of the pyramids of the fourth

dynasty are almost in the hieratic character of later

times. These are all contemporaneous records of

the several dynasties.

The study of the hieratic inscriptions is important

to a full understanding of the language, as well as to

(‘liable the Egyptologist to read records of a private

nature, for the hieratic was adopted for memoranda,
for keeping accounts, for correspondence, for literary

exercitations, as for songs, hymns, talcs, and especially

for rituals. The writing is in horizontal lines from
nine to eleven oil a page which are read from right

to left
;
the beginning of each section, and occasion-

ally important words, being written in red ink, while

t lie body of the writing is in black ink. The ends of

the lines of verse are indicated by red dots placed

above the line, and corrections also are made in red

ink. The papyri are only written on one side, but

occasionally also on the back. And some are en-

dorsed on tlie back, with tlie titles of their contents,

or dates, or miscellaneous notices.

Many of these papyri are published, and contain
most interesting matter relating to civil administra-

tion, to political and religious controversy, to mal-
practices of administrators of crown lands, to finance,

to external politics, to military matters, to astronomy,
to medicine, to astrology, to encomiums of the mon-
arch, and to many other matters both of a public and
private nature.

The Enchorial or Demotic writing, called by tht

Egyptians Skhai en shai
,
that is, the writing of books

is of modern origin compared with the hieratic and
hieroglyphic. It was in use for about 800 years,

from 650 B.C., but only in civic documents, and il

never superseded the hieratic, much less the hiero-

glyphic systems for sacred purposes and the formal

objects of literature. See Egypt.

j j j

= 6, as 3 + 8.

I

I

l!ll=8,»4 + 4

• U. !
* * = 0, as S + 8 + ».

|

= 7, as 4 + S.
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EIEROMANCY, that spedes of divination which
predicted future events by the inspection of sacrifices.

HIERONYMITES, or Jebonymites, hermits of

St Jerome (Hieronymus), an order of religious persons

established in 1874, who wear a white habit with a
black scapulary. The Hieronymites grew out of the

third order of St. Francis, and graduallyforming them-
selves into a community had their rule, founded on
that of St. Augustine, confirmed by Pope Gregory XL
In the Netherlands and in Spain, where it was de-

voted to a contemplative life, and possessed, among
other convents, the splendid one of St. Lawrence,
in the Escurial, the sepulchre of the kings, this order

became one of the most opulent and considerable.

In Sicily, the West Indies, and Spanish America the
order (which has never been politically important)
possesses convents.

HIERONYMUS, St. See Jerome (St.)

HIEROPHANT was the first priest or director

of the Eleusinian mysteries, and could be chosen only
from among the descendants of Eumolpus, who was
regarded as the founder of these mysteries, and the
first hierophant. It was required that his exterior

appearance and dress should correspond to the ele-

vated office with which he was invested. It was
necessary for him to be somewhat advanced in man-
hood, to be without visible defect, to possess a plea-

sant voice, and to be of unspotted character. After
his election he was not allowed to marry; and, with
a view of suppressing all sensual desires in their birth,

he was obliged, like the other priests of Demeter, to

wash himself in the juice of hemlock. Other accounts
say that these priests oven drank the juice. It is

also asserted that second marriage alone was inter-

dicted to them, and that their wives could partici-

pate in certain occupations, such as adorning the

statues, &c. In the mysteries the hierophant repre-

sented the Demiurge or creator of the universe, and
it was his office and that of the descendants of

Eumolpus generally, to preserve and interpret the

unwritten laws, according to which the slanderers of

the divinity and the defamers of her solemnities were
punished. In the inferior mysteries it was his office

to introduce the novice into the Eleusinian temple,

and to initiate those who had undergone the final

probation into the last and great mysteries. In the

great mysteries he was the sole exj>ounder of the

secret instruction to which the initiated were finally

admitted. In public solemnities it was his office to

carry the statue of the goddess, adorned with magni-
cent robes. See Eleubis.
HIGHLANDS OF SCOTLAND, one of the

greater divisions of Scotland, applied to the mountain-
ous part of the country to the north and north-west,

In contradistinction to the Lowlands, which occupy
the east, south-east, and south district. The Western
Isles are also comprehended in the Highland district.

There is no political or civil boundary between these
two grand divisions of Scotland, the line of demarka-
tion being vague and indefinite. Generally the term
Highlands is applied to that portion of the country
where the Celtic language and manners prevailed,

and still linger on in spite of modern tendencies to
produce national uniformity in these respects. The
Highlands are generally subdivided into two partB, the

West Highlands and the North Highlands; the for-

mer of which contains the shires of Argyll and Bute,

and part of Perth and Dumbarton; and the latter

comprehends the counties of Inverness, Ross, Suther-

land, the districts of A thole, Rannoch, and the Isles

of Skye, Lewis, and others belonging to Inverness and
Rom. The mountainous parts ofBanff, Moray, Aber-
deen, and Kincardine are also recognized as forming
part of the Highlands; while the Orkney and Shet-
Tarts! Tmlmm aret otnln^Arl liAMnaA inVia.Mfartfam

of Scandinavian origin. The length of the mainland
district, from Dumbarton to the borders of Caithness,
is upwards of 200 miles, and its breadth varies from
80 to 100. The whole of the district is wild, rugged,

and mountainous in the highest degree; many of the

mountains are elevated to a great height, while some
of the vales at their base for months never feel the

rays of the sun. These vales are generally occupied
by lakes, or the precipitous rivers which pour in tor-

rents from them. The principal rivers of the country
have their rise amongst these wilds, descending to

the ocean with great rapidity; the Tay, the Spey,

and the Forth are formed from the junction of the

numerous streams from the hills.

The openings or passes from the Lowlands into the

Highlands were originally so wild and narrow that

they appeared almost impassable till they were ex-

tended by art. Amongst these passes the most ex-

traordinary are—Balmaha, on Loch Lomond; Aber-
foyle and Leny, in the district of Menteith; the Pass
of Glcnalmond, north of Crieff; the entrance into the
district of Athole by Dunkold, over Mount Bimam

;

the Pass of Killiecrankie, and some beds of rivers.

This natural boundary was one of the principal causes

that the Highlanders remained a distinct race from
the inhabitants of the plains (the Lowlanders). A
very remarkable feature of the Highlands is the line

of \ alleys (Glen More or the Great Glen) from In-

verness to Fort-William, containing a series of navi-

gable lochs, which are united by artificial channels,

and form the Caledonian Canal. The loftiest moun-
tains of Scotland, Ben Nevis, Ben Muich-dhui, and
others, are in the Highlands. The Highlands appear

in majestic grandeur from these mountains. Towards
the summits the soil is barren; lower down is a
thin covering of heath, where nono but birds of prey,

white hares, and ptarmigans are met with. Farther

down still live red-deer and grouse; and on fertile

plains interspersed with rich heath are numerous
nerds of sheep. At the foot of the mountains beauti-

ful valleys are formed, traversed by rivers from the

hills, or inclosing splendid lakes, or covered with

wood, or producing different kinds of com Many
of these valleys have numerous inhabitants, whose
principal property consists in cattle. The territory

mainly peopled by the Gaelic or Celtic race consists

of Sutherland, Caithness (partly), Ross and Crom-
arty, Inverness, Argyle, Arran, the Hebrides, and

part of the counties of Nairn, Moray, Banff, Aber-

deen, Stirling, Perth (the greater part), anti Dum-
barton. The Gaelic-speaking inhabitants call their

country Gaelach (land of the Gaels) or Albannach .

The names of England and Scotland arc of course

foreign to the Gaelic dialect. The English are called

by them Sasunnaich (Saxons); the Lowlanders, Sa-

sunnaich or Gaill (strangers).

While, after the union of the Piets and Soots (see

Scotland), in the ninth century, the Scotch Lowlands,

by the intercourse with Southern Britain, gradually

became more and more civilized, the social relations

of the Highlanders assumed a peculiar character,

having for its basis the circumstances of the original

Celtic inhabitants. The condition of the country,

and the motives which led them to fix their residence

there, determined the nature of their institutions.

The division of their oountry into single valleyB, glens,

and islands, separated either by mountains or inlets

of the sea, necessarily led to the formation of small

tribes; and men of considerable property or distin-

guished talents, under whose command the others

had fought, or under whose protection they had set-

tled, became chiefs. As the inhabitants of these

valleys had little intercourse with each other, on ac-

oount of the natural condition of the oountry, each
nllav VumamA fcha fc«rrifcnrv and nronartv at a tribe.
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which had arm* for defence, a sufficient number of

artisans for their oonfined wants, pasture for their

cattle, wood for building, &c., moss and turf for burn-
ing, and a territory for hunting. These tribes were
without inducements to change their habitation, to
invite foreigners, or to promote a general intercourse

among the various settlements; so that each of them
isolated itself. Thus the nation was split into single

masses, connected, indeed, by the same language and
customs, but living under different rulers. Thus was
formed, in each tribe or dan, a patriarchal govern-
ment, a kind of hereditary monarchy, founded rather
on custom and confirmed by general consent than
regulated by laws. The Highlander honoured in his

chief the descendant of a distant ancestor, from whom
the whole clan was believed to have sprung. The
more the ties of real or supposed relationship contri-

buted to union and friendship in the clan, the easier

were the members excited to violence by injuries

from without their limits, as there was no general
government to look to for protection. A necessary
consequence of the isolation of each clan was that
each concluded marriages chiefly within itself; and
thus a general relationship really grew up. Many
of the members, therefore, had the same name with
the chief, so that a feeling of kindred and mutual
attachment existed. Towards all the chief stood in

the light of a superior, commander, and judge. The
whole system of the clans rested essentially upon the

power which custom gave the chief in virtue of primo-
geniture. He was generally, yet not always, pro-

prietor of the whole territory of the clan, or of the

greater part, yet not with absolute right of possession.

A certain portion of the best part of the territory

was allotted to him as his special property. The rest

of the land was distributed, for longer or shorter

periods, among that class of the clan which consisted

of the farmers. These were the near relations of the

chief, or the descendants of a distant and common
chief. To these brothers, nephews, cousins, the chief

gave land on condition that he might resume it at

pleasure, or on lease for a short time, or (which was
the general mode) as a kind of mortgage redeemable
on the payment of a fixed sum. After two generations

these portions of land were generally resumed in order

to be conferred on nearer relations, upon which the

descendants of the former possessors returned to the

class of the common members of the clan. This

change of property was so common that the ordinary

class were confirmed by it in their belief of their

original relationship with the chief, as in each genera-

tion some families joined them whose ancestors had
belonged to the kindred of the chief. Sometimes,

however, the young relations received land in per-

petual possession, or acquired property by inheritance,

marriage, or other means. In such cases they retained

their original rank, and generally each stood at the

head of a subdivision of a clan, which considered

him as its immediate head, though they always re-

mained dependent on the chief of the clan, and gener-

ally even tributary. The largest clans often had
several of such subdivisions. The chieftains of the

branches were honoured as noble, and called them-

selves Damns vasal
,
or gentlemen. A feather upon

the cap designated their rank. These again parcelled

their portions into smaller farms, which they let to

people of the common class for a rent. Generally

these stood in the same dependence upon their im-

mediate lord as the latter upon the general chief.

When the population in these narrow and sterile

valleys increased, the means of support soon became
scarce. The strict separation of the clans, and the

hereditary enmities not unfrequently existing between

them, prevented emigration to the neighbouring val-

leys, and still more to the lower country. The con-

sequence of too great a population was indolence.

The younger sons of the more distinguished part of

the clan, who joined the common people reluctantly,

showed a contempt for peaceful occupations, and
collected the most courageous youths of the tribe,

with whom they went on predatory expeditions

(called crcachs) against the Lowlands ana hostile

clans. As the chief wealth of the country consisted

in cattle, hostilities were generally commenced by
driving away cattle. There existed also a class of

bold adventurers called ceamachs,
employed on ex-

peditions of uncommon peril or by which uncommon
honour was to be gained. In later times, however,

their profession consisted in gathering tribute from

the lower country, or payment for protection against

depredation, called blackmail. One means of support

for the younger sons of the chiefs was the military

service in France and Spain; and the fame of the

deeds of their countrymen in foreign countries nour-

ished the martial spirit at home. A warlike disposi-

tion and contempt of labour was found even among
the lowest classes. The labour of the field was left

mostly to old people and women, whilst the vigorous

men spent their time in idleness, in hunting, or in

active sports. Mechanics stood in higher esteem
than more farmers. Weaving was a labour for

women; but the men only were tailors. The smith
who made arms, or at least mended them, was par-

ticularly esteemed, and belonged to the household of

a chief
;
yet most of the arms used were sent from

the Lowlands. The chief generally lived surrounded

by his dependants. His castle was the place where
rewards were distributed and the most envied dis-

tinctions were bestowed. The chief did not distin-

guish himself by the splendour of his dress or house-

hold, but merely by a more numerous household and
more guests. What he received from his dependants
was again consumed for their liberal entertainment.

Every member of the clan was welcome in the castle,

and was, according to his rank, treated with a civility

and delicacy of which elsewhere little is known.
This treatment elevated the clan in their own esteem,

and drew still closer the ties between them and their

chief, whose power, though mildly exercised, was,

according to its nature, absolute. The laws which
he administered were simple. Esteem of his autho-

rity and gratitude for his protection were natural

consequences of his patriarchal government. Hence
the unshaken fidelity of the clans, of which the Scot-

tish history affords so many splendid instances, par-

ticularly in the civil wars of 1715 and 1745. Some-
times there was a deviation from this constitution of

the clans; and even the right of inheritance, on which
the whole institution was founded, was disregarded

in particular cases. There are also examples of de-

posing unworthy chiefs; and during the troubles after

the Revolution (1688) a chieftain was deserted by his

whole clan because he wished to lead it against the
banners of the house of Stuart, and thus loyalty tri-

umphed over the strong bond of vassalage.

In the earliest times the Highland chiefs owed
allegiance to the native princes, Dy whom the Scot-

tish kings were acknowledged as sovereigns merely
in name. Among these native princes were the
powerful lords of the Isles, who flourished from very

ancient times to the reign of James V. They ruled

over all the Western Islands (the Hebrides), from
Islay north, and over the western part of the county
of Inverness, and as powerful allies exerted an influ-

ence over the greater part of the Highlands. The
Earls of Athole,of Mar, of Lennox, and other power-

ful lords, governed the remainder. These islands first

became dependent upon the Scottish crown in the

commencement of the fifteenth century; nevertheless

the divisions which afterwards took place among the
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dans did not contribute much to strengthen the

power of the kingsof Scotland; and although the tribes

could no more, as in earlier times, under one head,

disturb the peace of the land, vet, when a common
cause united some of them, they broke from their

mountain-holds and descended into the plain country.

During the disturbances which distracted Scotland

after the death of James V. the independence of the

Highland chiefs was still more confirmed. When,
in the seventeenth contury, the martial spirit declined

in the Lowlands of Scotland, the Highlanders showed
for the first time a decided superiority in the art of

war, which contributed much to infuse into them a

higher feeling of their own power and to make them
more obstinate in their adherence to their native

customs. But not long after the first victories which
they had obtained in the Lowlands they were severely

chastised by Cromwell in their own mountains. He
placed strong garrisons in several places, commanded
Hying divisions of the army to pass through the

mountains, search the most secret lurking-places, and
dismantle the castles of the chiefs, and at length

compelled the clans to lay down their arms and give

security for their peaceful conduct. After the re-

storation of the house of Stuart the yoke imposed by
Cromwell was removed from them; the fortresses

which had been built for their subjugation were de-

stroyed or forsaken; and the laws against the preda-

tory expeditions of the Highlanders were no longer

enforced. Under these circumstances the old consti-

tution of the clans was again strengthened. During
the reigns of William III. and Queen Anne, the

government, being employed in wars upon the Con-
tinent, thought it best to preserve quiet in the High-
lands by the distribution of money. It was during
the reign of the burner that the dastardly massacre
of Glencoe took place. See Glencoe.
The alarm occasioned by the insurrection in 1715

in fa\ our of the house of Stuart, led to the adoption
of various measures to break the power of the chiefs.

By the Clan Act (so called) the property of the vassal

who had falcon arms in a rebellion was given to his

feudal lord who had remained faithful; and where
the case was reversed, the loyal vassal was allowed

the entire property in lands which he had held of a
rebellious chieftain. Another statute relieved the

vassals from their duty to follow their feudal lord in

the chase, and to fight in his private quarrels. The
third measure was the disarming of the Highlanders;

but this was so negligently performed, that most of

the adherents of the house of Stuart were able to

conceal their weapons, in order to employ them upon
a favourable opportunity against the government.
The most effectual of all the measures was the making
of roads from the Highlands to the Lowlands, under
the superintendence of General Wade, about 1725-26,
by winch means, in the course of time, a gradual
blending of the inhabitants of both parts of the coun-
try took place. But other circumstances occurred,

which produced in the sequel a violent dissolution in

the relations of the clans. The exasperation occa-

sioned by the proceedings of government made the
people so much the more susceptible to the promises
and encouragements which the house of banished
prinoes did not spare. The chieftains made every
effort to maintain their threatened power, and to

destroy the effect of the innovations with which the
government sought to weaken the bonds of the clans.

A dangerous means, to which the government had
recourse, favoured the designs of the Highlanders.

About the year 1729 companies were formed among
tke Highlands, of which the sons of the chieftains,

or the distinguished vassals, were appointed officers;

but the chiefs themselves had the highest command.
These companies, six in number, were usually called

from their dark-coloured tartans the Black Watch
(Freiccadan DM). Their duty was to execute the

law for disarming; to terrify the discontented; to

prevent meetings of the people, and conflicts between
nostile clans; and, particularly, to check predatory

excursions. With this view they marched through

the land, and had thuB an opportunity to become
acquainted with the boldest individuals; and it is cer-

tain that the chiefs knew how to employ this institu-

tion for their own purposes. So much, at least, is clear,

that the Black Watch was a means of nourishing the

warlike spirit which the previous measures of the

government were intended to repress. The rebellion

in 1745 was a consequence of the secret disaffection

of the Highlanders, and of instigations from abroad.

The event of the contest gave the government an

opportunity of destroying the patriarchal constitution

of the Highlanders, by the abolition of heritable juris-

dictions and of the ancient privileges of the chiefs,

about 1748. A law was also passed for disarming

them, and they were even prohibited from wearing
their national dress, a prohibition not formally re-

moved till 1782. The establishment of the Highland
and Agricultural Society in 1784, and the planting of

schools and churches, have tended much to ameliorate

the condition of our Celtic compatriots.

The arniB of the Highlander were the sword upon
the left side, and a short dagger upon the right, a

musket, a pair of pistols, and a target. In the want
of a musket, or if ammunition failed, a weapon was
used, called a Lochaber axe, suited either for cutting

or thrusting. Ea^\ clan formed under the command
of its chief a regiment, whose companies consisted

of separate families, each under the direction of its

head. The highland dress, as it is so well known at

the present day, is modem in a good many of its

features, and especially so in the great variety of

tartans or checks that have been invented, and of

which each clan now appears to claim one.

Courage and love of freedom, attachment to coun-

try and domestic ties, hospitality and a social disposi-

tion, honesty in private intercourse, and inviolable

fidelity to trust repoRed in them, were the distinguish-

ing characteristics of the Highlanders, and are so

still, notwithstanding all the changes which their

manners have undergone in later times. A know-
ledge of books was but little diffused, and only among
those of high rank, who were educated partly in

France. But the history of their native land, poetry,

and music were darling pursuits even among the

common people. Each chief had his bard, who sung
the deeds of his race, and of the individual members
of the clans. These singers were held in high esteem,

and were, like the senachiet, or the elders of the

tribes, the preservers of old stories, which they re-

tained in memories strengthened by continual exer-

cise, in the absence of a written literature. The
favourite musical instrument was the bagpipe, and
its lively sounds in battle supported the animation

of the contest. A warm imagination, affected in a

lively manner by the sublimity and the perfect soli-

tude of the landscapes of their country, was the

source of many of their peculiar superstitions.

The greater portion of the people m the Highlands
joined the Free Church in 1K43, and the United
Free Church is still much stronger than the Estab-
lished Church. There are also some Episcopalians

and Roman Catholics. In the Island of Barra more
than half of the population are said to be Roman
Catholics. In all Scotland, in 1891, 43,738 persons
were returned as speaking Gaelic only, 210,677 as

speaking both Gaelic and English.

The political measures of 1747-48 gave the first

impulse to the great change which took place in the
course of time in the manners of the Highlanders.
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Although it did not manifest itself decidedly till

twenty years later. This change was seen in the
whole character and condition <5 the Highlanders,
and not merely in their manners and exterior, but
even in the appearance of their country. Lands
which were long under the plough became wild;
whole valleys once the dwelling-place of powerful
clans were made desolate; and families which, like

Alpine plants, were rooted in their native soil, saw
themselves compelled to seek support in manufac-
turing cities, or to emigrate to America.
The character of the Highlanders has lost much

of its romantic and chivalrous tone. One of the
most striking traits of the altered Highlander is his

great indifference to the old relations of the clan,

although long after the abolition of clanship the
attachment of the people to their chief continued,
and what the law denied fidelity gave undiminished.
The great increase of sheep-breeding and the appro-
priation of large tracts to game have tended much
to depopulate the Highlands. Thousands, to whom
the home of their fathers offered the prospect of

poverty, have emigrated to America. Despite, how-
ever, the outcry that has often been made respecting
this depopulation, it cannot be denied that it has
been the means of adding much to the prosperity of

the Highlanders, by forcing the common people to

more remunerative industries than their native re-

gion could supply and by raising the value of land.

HIGHMORE, Joseph, a portrait and historical

painter, bom in London, June 13, 1692. He early
displayed a strong partiality for the fine arts, which
was discouraged by his family, who placed him in a
solicitor’s office. The whole of his spare time was,
however, devoted by him to the study of his favourite

pursuit; and immediately on the expiry of his clerk-

ship, when lie was twenty-two yearH of age, he aban-
doned the law, resolved to trust in future to his talents
as a painter alone for his chance of fame and fortune.
The year following he married, and continued rising

in reputation, till, on the revival of the order of the
Bath, he was selected as the artist to be employed in

painting the knights in full costume (1725). The years
1732 and 1734 were spent by him in professional tours
through the Netherlands and France, and on his

return he applied himBelf with renewed exertions to
the cultivation of an art which he exercised nearly
half a century. He died in 1780. Among his best
paintings are the Hagar and Ishmael in the found-
ling hospital; the Finding of Moses, &c. As an author
he is known by the Critical Examination of Rubens’
two Paintings in the Banqueting House, Whitehall
(4to); Observations on Dodwell’s Pamphlet against

Christianity; the Practice of Perspective (1763);
and two vols. of Moral and Religious Essays; with
a translation of Brown, on the Immortality of the
Soul.

HIGHNESS, a title of honour given to princes

and princesses. English princes and princesses

take the title of royal highness. The princes and
princesses of imperial houses are styled imperial

m

highness
;

the crown prince and princess of tin*

German Empire are styled imperial and royal high-

ness. The princes and princesses of the German
royal houses are called royal highness

;
and in Ger-

many there are also in use the title grand -ducal
highness and that of highness simply.

HIGH-PRIEST, the head of the Jewish priest-

hood In the books of Moses the holder of this
dignity is simply designated the priest, the epithet
high occurs on one or two occasions, but as a distinc-

tive epithet it appears to have been added subse-
quently. The formal consecration of Aaron, the
brother of Moses, together with his to a here-
ditary priesthood, is recorded in Exod xxviiL The

high-priesthood oontinued in the line of Aaron, some-
times in one, and sometimes in another branch of it,

until the coming of Christ. After the subjugation
of the Jews by the Seleucid®, the Ptolemies, and the
Romans, it was often arbitrarily conferred bv the
foreign masters. In the time of our Saviour it ap-
pears to have been held by several priests alter-

nately. The dignity of the priest’s office is indicated

by the splendour and costliness of his garment, which
was among the most beautiful works of ancient art.

The breastplate of the high-priest is particularly

celebrated It was called urim and thummim, that
is, according to Luther, light and right. According
to other commentators it received its name from
twelve precious stones, which were Bet in gold, and
on which the names of the twelve tribes were en-

graved In this dress the high-priest appeared as the
holiest and highest ]>erson of the nation in the exer-

cise of his official duties. To him belonged the regu-

lation and su|>erintendence of the worship of God,
the declaration of the oracles of Jehovah to the
people (he alone being permitted to consult them on
important public occasions), and the preservation of

the national sanctuary. Although the administra-
tion of justice was committed to particular judges,

yet to him the last appeal was made in difficult

cases, even in temporal affairs, and nothing imy>ortant

in war or peace could >>e undertaken without his

assent. He was called by way of distinction the

priest who stands before the Lord; he occupied the
peculiar situation of a mediator between Jehovah
and the nation. Once a year he entered alone into

the holy of holies (the innermost part of the taber-

nacle, afterwards of the temple), and by his prayers
and sacrifices on this occasion the whole Jewish
people believed that God was reconciled to them, and
all their sins forgiven.

HIGH-SEAS. Among maritime nations both in

ancient and modern times the necessity for some in-

ternational regulations to govern their communica-
tions by sea has been felt. The views of jurists on
this subject have fluctuated between two opposite

principles. States possessing a powerful marine, and
especially an extensive coast-line, have naturally been
dis]K>sed to push their privileges to the utmost, and
to claim exclusive accession to, or a superiority and
protective rights over extensive tracts of the ocean
highway. The weaker maritime states, on the other
hand, and the commercial rivals of these most speci-

ally privileged, have contended for the liberty of the
seas. The most memorable instance of this contro-
versy occurred in connection with the claims arising

out of the great maritime discoveries of the Portu-
guese at the close of the fifteenth century. Under
the grant of Pope Alexander VI. the Portuguese
claimed the right to exclude other nations from the
seas between the eastern coast of Africa and the
coasts of India. Against this claim Grotius wrote
his celebrated treatise, the Mare Liberum, which
appeared in 1609. The English, who had their own
claims of jurisdiction, were not then, or for long
after, prepared to admit the liberty of the seas, ana
Selden replied (1639)with his Mare Clausum. Grotius
argues almost exclusively from natural right, Selden
from historical precedent. Since then the doctrine
of international law has tended more and more to the
principle of liberty, the only difficulty being in the
case of seas wholly surrounded by a small number of

states. The general principle of international law
now accepted is that the jurisdiction of maritime
states extendi only for 3 miles, or within cannon
range of their own coasts; the remainder of the seas

being high-seas, accessible on equal terms to all

nations. Inland seas and estuaries, of course, are ex-

cepted.
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HIGH-STEWARD, Coubt of the Lord, a tri-

bunal in England instituted for the trial of peers

indicted for treason or felony, or for misprision of

treason or felony, but extending to no other offences.

The office of lord high-steward is a very ancient one,

being formerly one of the great hereditary dignities

of the kingdom. It was held by the Earls of Lei-

cester till forfeited in the reign of Henry III. He
had the administration of justice and other affairs of

the realm, both civil and military, under the king.

The power of the office being so great it was after-

wards granted only on special occasions, for the

purpose of presiding in the court above mentioned.
When an indictment against a peer is found by a
grand jury of freeholders in the King’s Bench or at

assizes, it is removed by a writ of certiorari to the

Court of the Lord High-steward, the only plea which
can be received by the King’s Bench being one of

pardon. The lord high*steward is then appointed
by commission under the Great Seal, giving him
power to try the case secundum legem et consue-

tudinem Anyliee. The peers who have a right to

sit and vote in the court are summoned twenty days
before the trial. While Parliament is in session the

court before which the trial takes place is the High
Court of Parliament, over which the lord high-

Rteward presides. During the recess the court is

the Court of the Lord High-steward, and he is sole

iudge in matters of law, as the lords triers are in

matters of fact. Bishops, not being subject to the

jurisdiction of the Lord High-steward, cannot sit in

his court, but they may sit in the High Court of

Parliament till the court proceeds to a vote of guilty

or not guilty. By the charters of the Universities

of Oxford and Cambridge certain offences charged
against scholars, or other privileged persons of the

university, are tried before a high -steward appointed
by the chancellor of the university.

HIGH-TREASON. See Treason.
HIGH-WATER, that state of the tides when they

have flowed to the greatest height, in which state

they remain apparently stationary for a Bhort time,

after which the water begins to ebb. See Tides.

HIGHWAYS. See Roads.
HILARION, St., a Christian anchorite of the

fourth century, bom at Gaza about 291. On his

conversion from heathenism he became the founder

of monachism in Syria, after the example of St. An-
thony, whom he had seen in the deserts of Egypt.

To this purpose he dedicated the whole of his posses-

sions, and by the fame of his sanctity induced many
to join him. His death took place in the year 872.

HILARY, St., a Christian prelate of the fourth

century, one of the early fathers of the church, bom
at Poitiers, of which city, after his conversion from
heathenism, he became the bishop about 350. His
zeal in favour of the Athanasian doctrine respecting

the Trinity, which he defended with much energy,

drew on him the persecution of the Arian party,

with Saturnine at its head, who prevailed on the

Emperor Constantius to exile him into Phrygia.

After several years spent in banishment he was per-

mitted to return to his see in 362, where he occupied

himself in committing the arguments for his side of

the question to writing, and continued to distinguish

himself as an active diocesan till his death in 367 or

368.—There was another St. Hilary, a Bishop of

Arles, a Semipelagian in his opinions, who was the

author of a life of St. Honoratus and some devotional

tracts. He died in 449, and was also canonized.

HILARY TERM, one of the four English law
berips, during which the superior courts at Westmin-
ster were open. It begins on the 11th and ends on
the 31st of January. It is supposed to be named
— cu .

HILDBURGHAUSEN, a town of Germany, for-

merly the residence of the Duke of Saxe-Hildburg-
hausen, but now belonging to the Duchy of Saxe-
Meiningen. It stands on the right bank of the
Werra, and is dull and poorly built. It comprises
an old town, a new town, and two suburbs. There
are a town-house of the 14th century, an old castle

used as a barracks, several churches, Ac. The manu-
factures include wool, toys, agricultural machinery,
tiles, physical instruments, &c. Pop (1895), 6927.

HILDBURGHAUSEN, Saxe, an ancient Saxon
duchy, now united with Meiningen. It is situated

on the southern declivity of the Thuringian Forest,

and is moderately fertile. By the Treaty of Division

(1826) between Coburg, Hildburghausen, and Mein-
ingen, Hildburghausen received the Principality of

Altenburg, taking the name of Saxe-AItenburg, and
in return gave up the territory of Hildburghausen to

Meiningen.
HILDEBRAND, See Gregory VII.
HILDEN, a town of Prussia, in the Rheinland,

on the ltter, 9 miles K.S.E. of Diisseldorf, with
thriving silk, woollen, carpet, leather, and other
manufactures. Pop. (1895), 9487.

IIILDESHEIM, a city of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of and 20 miles south-east of Hanover, formerly
the capital of a principality and a bishopric dating
from the time of Charlemagne. It is an ancient

and interesting place, surrounded by shady alleys

and walks, has many towers, and narrow crooked
streets, lined with mediaeval timber-framed houses
with projecting upper stories, bay-windows, and
rich carved work. The chief building is the cathe-

dral, mainly a Romanesque structure of the 11th
century, with brazen doors of the same century, a
font of the 13th century, the ‘Jerusalem cross’,

probably of the 8th century, and other ancient trea-

sures. St. Michael’s Church (11th century, restored

in 12th and 13th) and St. Godehard’s Church (12th
century) are among the finest Romanesque churches
of Germany. Other buildings are the town-house,
the Templar house, and the butchers' guild-house,

one of the finest timber buildmgs in Germany.
Many private houses date from the 16th and 17th
centuries. The institutions include a Protestant
and a Roman Catholicgymnasium; areal-gymnasium,
agricultural school, deaf and dumb institution, mu-
seum, &c. The industries embrace sugar-refining,

tobacco and cigars, iron-founding, agricultural ma-
chines, &c. Pop. in 1885, 29,386; in 1895, 38,977.

HILL, Aaron, an English poet and miscellaneous

writer, was born in Loudon on Feb. 10, 1685. He
was educated at Barnstaple and Westminster School.

His father, originally a gentleman of good estate in

Wiltshire, left him almost wholly unprovided for;

which circumstance obliged him to quit West-
minster School at the age of fourteen. His relation,

Lord Paget, being ambassador at Constantinople, he
ventured, uninvited, to join him, and a tutor was
provided for him, under whose care he travelled

through Palestine, Egypt, and various parts of the

East. In 1703 he returned to England, and after

the death of Lord Paget he travelled for three vears

with Sir William Wentworth. In 1709 he published

a Full Account of the Ottoman Empire, partly from
materials collected in Turkey; which publication,

although it obtained much notice, the author himself

subsequently regarded as a crude and juvenile per-

formance. About 1709 he became manager of Drury
Lane Theatre, a post which, however, he soon gave

up. While in the management of Drury Lane he
wrote his first tragedy of Elfrid, and at the Hay-
market he produced Rinaldo, an opera. He also

wrote poems. In 1724 he commenced a periodical
nana* fVio Plain T'lan.la** Tn 1 7S1 Via mwmfA
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his Elfrid, which he brought forward under the title

of Athelwold. He afterwards translated in suc-

cession the Zaire, Alzire, and Merope of Voltaire,

all of which show him in the light of a superior

dramatic translator. He died in February, 1750,

and was buried in Westminster Abbey. His ver-

sions of Zaire and Merope kept the stage for a
considerable number of years. Hill engaged in

many speculative schemes, which mostly ended in

failure. He is also known for his literary warfare

with Pope.

HILL, Rev. Rowland, son of Sir Rowland Hill,

Bart., of Hawkstone, in Shropshire, was born there

in 1744, and educated at Shrewsbury, Eton, and St
John’s College, Cambridge. While yet at Eton he
embraced the views of the Methodists, and at Cam-
bridge he preached in the prison and in private

houses before entering into holy orders; he also

preached in the tabernacle and chapel of Whitfield

in London—a step which at once identified him with
the Calvinistic Methodists. Family influence pre-

vented him, however, from formally joining that

body, his avowed predilection for which at the same
time rendered it extremely difficult for him to obtain

ordination in the church. At length he obtained a
title to orders in 1773, and was ordained deacon.

In imitation of his friend Whitfield he soon began
to preach in bams and meeting-houses, and in streets,

fields, and highways. In 1783 he laid the foundation

of Surrey Chapel, in the Blackfriars Road, London,
where he spent about the half of every subsequent

year, employing the rest of the time in provincial

excursions. Hill was celebrated for his humour,
which he often introduced in the pulpit. He visited

Scotland three times, the last in 1824. His preach-

ing to immense crowds attracted the notice of the

General Assembly, which issued a pastoral admoni-
tion against itinerant preachers. He published ser-

mons and other religious works, of which the best

known are his Village Dialogues (1810), which had
reached their thirty-fourth edition in 1839. He died

on the 11 th April, 1 833. His life was written by the

Rev. W. Jones. See also Memorials by Rev. J.

Sherman (1857).

HILL, Rowland, Viscount Hill, was a nephew
of Rowland Hill, the celebrated preacher. He was
the fourth of a family of sixteen, and after his birth

his father succeeded to the family title as Baronet
(see above article). Rowland was bom at Prees,

Shropshire, 11th August, 1772. He entered the

army in 1790 as ensign in the 38th foot, but after-

wards, having obtained leave of absence, spent a year

in improving his military knowledge at the Academy
of Strasburg, and then made a tour through Germany,
France, ana Holland. After resuming nis situation

in the army he obtained the rank of captain in 1793,

and acted as aide-de-camp to the three generals

who commanded successively at Toulon. Soon
afterwards he became first major and then lieu-

tenant-colonel of the 90th, and he attained the rank
of colonel in 1800, becoming major-general in 1806;

lieutenant-general in 1812. After serving with the

90th at Gibraltar and other places he took part with

it in the Egyptian campaign. On his return from
Egypt he was stationed for some time in Ireland,

whence, early in the summer of 1808, he embarked
with his brigade for the Spanish Peninsula. During
the whole of Sir John Moore’s advance and retreat

he was indefatigable in his exertions, and with a
corps of reserve protected the embarkation of the

army at Corufla. He returned to England in 1809,

but very shortly after again embarked for the Penin-
sula, and thereafter took a distinguished part in the

glorious campaigns of the Duke of Wellington. In
particular he received honourable mention in the

House of Commons for his services at the battle of

Talavera, where he gallantly repulsed the enemy at

the point of the bayonet, and gave high proof of

military talent by the surprise and capture of a con-

siderable corps at Arroyo dos Molinos. HiB services

were no less conspicuous at the desperate fight of

Almaraz. He continued to serve with the Penin-
sular army till the battle of Toulouse. In 1812 he
was made a K.B., and in 1814, on being made a peer

by the title of Baron of Almaraz and of Hawk-
stone, Parliament voted an annuity of £2000 to him
and his heirs-male, with remainder to his nephew.
On the Peace of Paris in 1814 he returned to the
bosom of his family at Hawkstone, but was soon
recalled to active service by the return of Bonaparte
from Elba in 1815. At the battle of Waterloo Lord
Hill commanded the right wing of the British, had
a horse shot under him, and added to the laurels

which he had previously gained in many fields. After
the restoration of the Bourbons he held the second
command in the army of occupation. In 1828 he
was appointed general commanding-in-chief of the

British army. This important office he continued
to hold under several successive ministries to the
satisfaction of all parties, and only resigned it a
few months before his death, which took place on
10th December, 1842. He was made a viscount

on 3rd September, 1842. See Sidney’s Life of

Lord Hill (1845).

HILL, Sir Rowland, the great reformer of the
postal system, was born at Kidderminster on 3rd
December, 1795. His father, Thomas Wright Hill,

opened a school near Birmingham, and it was under
his careful tuition that Rowland was brought up.

This school was afterwards removed to Bruce Castle,

Tottenham, and in it the future reformer held the
office of teacher till 1833. In 1835 he was appointed
secretary to the commissioners for the colonization

of South Australia. Two years later lie published a
pamphlet recommending the adoption of a low and
uniform rate of postage throughout the kingdom.
The scheme was approved by a committee of the
House of Commons, which examined its details in

1838, and reported that the evidenco proved that

from the old state of things injurious effects resulted

to the commerce and industry of the country, and to

the social habits and moral condition of the people.

Early in 1840 the penny postage system was carried

into effect, with the assistance of Mr. Hill, who, for

this purpose, received an appointment in the Treasury.
He had to contend against great official opposition,

but succeeded in his task. Sir Robert Peel’s govern-
ment, which followed that of Lord Melbourne in

1842, unable to stop the working of the new system,
meanly dismissed its author without reward or em-
ployment. The public, however, justly considered
him ill-used, and he was presented in 1846 with a
public testimonial of the value of £13,000. On the
return of the Whigs to power in 1846 Mr. Hill was
made secretary to the Postmaster-general, and in

1 854 chief secretary to the Post Office. Sir Rowland,
on whom the rank of K.C.B. was conferred in 1860,

retired from the Post Office four years later with a
pension of £2000, besides a grant of £20,000 voted

by Parliament. He died on the 27th August, 1879,

and was buried in Westminster Abbey. Tho His-

tory of Penny Postage, by his brother, was written

under his direction.

HILLA, a town of Asiatic Turkey, 60 miles south

by west of Bagdad, on both sides of the Euphrates,

among the rums of ancient Babylon. It is poorly

built, but has some manufactures. Pop. 10,000.

HILLEL, a celebrated Jewish rabbi, the details

of whose history are almost exclusively matter of

tradition. He was bom at Babylon about B.o. 112.
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He came to Jerusalem, it is said, at about forty years

of age, and put himself under the tuition of Sham-
tnai, another celebrated teacher of high rank in the

Sanhedrim. He afterwards established a school in

opposition to Shammai, which was distinguished by
a certain amount of liberalism. It was less hostile

to the Romans and other Gentiles than the school of

Shammai. He established a method of interpreta-

tion of the Bible according to fixed rules, and endea-

voured to refer all religious laws to it. He, however,

attempted to evade the law of Moses in regard to

the Sabbatic year. He was celebrated for his huma-
nity. He is said to have been descended from David,

and to have lived, like Moses, 120 years. He is

usually called the elder, to distinguish him from an-

other Jewish doctor of the same name of the fourth

century of the Christian era, who established the

Jewish calendar upon a cycle of nineteen years, and
the Jewish custom of dating from the commencement
of the world, the previous eras being the departure

from Egypt and the entrance of Alexander into Jeru-

salem. He is said to have been frequently consulted

by Origen, on account of his knowledge of the Old
Testament.

HILTON, William, an historical painter, was
bom at Lincoln on 3d June, 1786, and at the age of

fourteen was apprenticed to John Raphael Smith, the

celebrated mezzotinto engraver. After remaining
with liim for some time he abandoned engraving, and
entered as a student of the Royal Academy. As
early as 1803 a picture entitled Banditti was exhibited

by him; but throughout his life his works never re-

ceived that share of public attention which their ex-

cellence fairly entitled them to, and which has been
more liberally accorded since his death. He was
elected an associate of the Royal Academy in 1813,
and a royal academician in 1818. Several years

afterwardsho succeeded Thomson askeeper of theAca-
demy. After a life of disappointment and unrequited
toil, he expired on SOtli December, 1839, at the age
of fifty-three. Among the most important of Hilton’s

pictures are Nature Blowing Bubbles, Una Entering
the Cave of Corycea, Jacob Separating from Ben-
jamin, The Triumphal Entry of the Duke of Welling-
ton into Madrid, The Rape of Europa, Edith and the

Monks Discovering the Dead Body of Harold, Sir

Calepine Rescuing Serena, The Murder of the Inno-
cents, Mary Magdalene Washing the Feet of Christ,

and last^xiot least, The Crucifixion.

HIMALAYA (Sanskrit, JIimdlaya
t
the abode of

snow), a chain of Bnowy mountains, the most elevated

on the earth, which separates the Indian Peninsula
on the north from Northern Asia. Theoretically,

these mountains are regarded by some authorities as

part of a great mountain-chain running across the
entire continent of Asia, and the Hindu Kush range,
west of the Himalaya, may plausibly be regarded as

a continuation of the latter, but the greater part, par-

ticularly the Chinese portion, of the supposed trans-

continental range is unexplored; it is therefore ad-
visable to consider the Himalaya as embracing only
that chain of mountains which forms the northern
boundaryof Hindustan between the Indus on the west,
and the Brahmaputra in the east. These rivers spring
from the snows of Kailasa, a mountain group rising

in the rear of the Himalaya, above the high plains of

Tibet, and taking opposite directions nearly parallel

to the Himalaya range, both subsequently assume a
southern course, and cut the mountains, the former
in lat. 34° 30' n.; Ion. 72° 40' E.; the latter in lat.

27° 45 n.
;
Ion. 95° B.; the Indus then flows south to

the Indian Ocean, the Brahmaputra taking a Binuous
course mostly south-west to the Bay of Bengal, thus
forming the natural boundaries on the west and east
of th« nemninila of Hindustan. The direction of the

Himalaya range from the Indus is for about a third

of its length from north-west to south-east, for about

a similar length it curves gradually to the east, and

maintains that direction during the remaining third.

Its length is about 2000 miles, average breadth about

180 miles. Along the whole range of the Himalaya,
except at the western extremity, the vicinity of the

snowy crest, both on north and south, is occupied by
Bhotias, or people of Tibetan origin and Mongolian
race. At the north-west end the Hindus (Airyan)

occupy the whole south face, and have even crossed

the ridge; but east of the sources of the Ganges the

Bhotias descend towards the plain, and are found

more unmixed the further we go east. In the lower

region of the middle Himalaya a few Tamul tribes

(originally inhabitants of the plains) are found. Some
of the Mongolian tribes, as the Ghoorkas, have lost

their distinctive characteristics by intermarriage with

the Aryans. Notwithstanding the great extent of

the inhabited Himalayan region, and the warlike

habits of many of its tribes, it is, taken altogether,

politically weak; for it is but a long chain of petty

states, separately strong only in defence, <tnd incap-

able of union.

The great plain of India, south of the Himalaya,
has a general elevation of 1000 feet above the sea,

the deviations from which are not of sufficient im-

portance to break the general uniformity of the plain,

along which the commencement of the mountain
region is everywhere marked in the most distinct

manner. The ground sinks gradually, for a short

dihtance, towards the f<jot of the Himalaya, the marshy
hollow being covered with thick jungle (properly

jarujal) or forest, frequented by elephants, and the

chief haunt of the tiger. A transverse section of the

range from the plains of India to the highlands of

Tibet presents first the marshy hollow infested with

wild beasts already referred to, which is called Tarai

or Tarayani, the passage through. It i8 remarkable
for its insalubrity. Behind it rises the low range of

sandstone hills, called the Sivalik, which is sometimes
covered and totally concealed by enormous fragments

of other kinds of rock. The lofty summits in the

rear rise in ranges one above the other, beyond a low
range in front, and in remote distances is seen an
apparently continuous range covered with snow, and
rising at some points to such a height as to be visible

at a distance of 200 miles. This loftiest range is

composed not of any continuous chain, but of numer-
ous summits at very different distances, which, being

projected on the same level in the field of view, coal-

esce in vision, owing to their uniform whiteness, and
present the appearance of one wall of snow. The
dry sunny slope on the Tarai side of this range is

called the Bhaver, covered with forests of immense
timber, in which the sal or srfla (Shorea robusta)

and teak predominate. The longitudinal valleys

in the interior are called Dhfins; in their jungle

and dense forests, frequented by elephants, and in

their pestiferous atmosphere they resemble the tracts

immediately below them. Such is the lower region

of the Himalaya, which may be considered as extend-

ing, on the north side of the Dhtins, up to an eleva-

tion of 4000 feet above the sea. Thence, to the height

of 10,000 feet, may be marked out as the middle

region. The upper region of the Himalaya, compris-

ing the snow fields, terminates above, at the ridge of

the Gbits or Passes, at a general elevation of 16,000 to

18,000 feet. The general height of the Himalaya is

double that of the Alps; the passes over the former
ordinarily exceed, often by half a mile, the elevation

of Mont Blanc. The Ibi-Gamin Pass in Garhwal,
the highest of all, is 20,457 feet, the Mustagh, 19,019

feet, the Parangla, 18,500 feet, the Kronbrung, 18,818
feet. and the Dura Ghit. 17.7fi(» feet hiirhr and there
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are several summits in the Himalaya which approach
closely to double the absolute elevation of the greatest

of the Alps, and 120 of them are stated to be above
20.000 feet.

The riven of the Panjab (Five Waters) spring from
a portion of the great (main which may be considered

a distinct group under the title of the Western Hima-
laya. The Jhelam rises in the province of Kashmir,
the most northern of India. The Chenab, Ravi, and
Bias all rise in the snowy mountains of the Pariyat,

which border Ladakh. The Satlej or Sutlej springs

from the south-west foot of KailtSsa, from the north-

western and south-western extremities of which
flow the Indus and the Brahmaputra. After flow-

ing some distance north-west, parallel to the Him-
alaya, it turns south-west, and cuts the chain. Some
of the peaks of the Western Himalaya, such as

that of Ibi- Gamin, rise to a height of 24,000 to

25.000 feet. Thus the easternmost river of the Pan-
jab leads us to the middle of the Himalaya, where,
between the range of Kail&a in the rear (21,000 feet)

and the widely-spread snows of Jawrihir or Nanda
Devi in front (25,661 feet) lies, at a height of nearly

15.000 feet, the sacred lake of M6nasarovara. This
portion of the snowy range, including the sources of

the Ganges and Jamna, is regarded by the Hindus
with peculiar veneration, and deserves, on every

account, to be grouped apart as the Central Himalaya.
The western commencement of this division of the

chain may be placed in Ion. 78° e., though, behind

the mountains, the Satlej reaches further east. Jam-
notri, the triple-peaked mountain, 25,749 feet high,

at the foot of which the Jamna takes its rise, is re-

garded by the Hindus as holy ground. Numerous
w arm springs, issuing, in some instances, from beneath
the snow, add to the sanctity of the place. This
river, before entering the plains, waters the fertile

valley of Sirmor. From the sources of the Jamna
the mountains east rise gradually till they attain a

height of 22,000 feet. Here, under the Panchapar-
vata or Five Mountains, rise the streams which
unite to form the Ganges. The valley of the upper
Ganges is named Garbwal, and is altogether a

land of narrow defiles and hill forts; to the Bouth

and east lies Kamaon, separated from the higher land

of Garhwal by the river Pindar. In the lofty moun-
tains south-east of Nanda Devi lie the sources of the

Gogra, more anciently named the Saraju; the alpine

land which it visits in its downward course is not

known by any collective name, but is usually de-

scribed as the twenty-two principalities. Here, in

Nepal, we have reached the highest part of the Him-
£laya, as far as it is known and measured. The Dha-
waUgiri has an elevation of 26,826 feet, the Gaur-
isankar or Mount Everest, the highest known moun-
tain in the world, is 29,002 feet; the Yassa group

rises to the height of 26,680 feet, the Ibjibia group

to 26,306. The rivers from these mountains all unite

into two principal streams, the Gandak and the Kusi,

both of which fall into the Ganges. Going farther

east, in Sikkim, or on its borders, we find Kanchin-

jinga, the western peak of which is 28,156 feet high,

the eastern 27,815 feet, while the K£bru ridge rises

to 24,015 feet. Sikkim forms a comparatively nar-

row but interesting territory, walled in on three sides

by stupendous mountains from 17,000 to 28,000 feet

high. And here terminates the region of the middle

Himalaya; most of the streams from which, from the

Jamna in the west to the Kusi in the east, unite in

the Ganges. The Tista, however, from Sikkim enters

the Brahmaputra. The Eastern Himalaya, which
extends from Sikkim east to the Brahmaputra, and
completes the chain, sends all its waters to the last-

named river, and is all comprised in the countrynamed
Bootan. A little to the east of the Sikkim Himalaya

the Chamalari is seen to attain the height of 23,944

feet. About 250miles further east a conspicuous group

has been observed with two peaks, named the Gemini
or Twins, 21,500 feet high. Thence towards the

east the mountains sink rapidly, and may be said to

disappear altogether on the right bank of the Brahma-
putra; east of this river the snowy heights recom-

mence.
The snow ridge of the Himalayas proper, as far as

examined, consists everywhere of granite, with which

are immediately associated gneiss and mica slate, fol-

lowed, in descending, by metamorphic and secondary

rocks till we arrive at the more recent alluvial deposits.

The same series of rocks is found in the table-land of

Tibet at different elevation* Tertiary deposits of im-

mense depth and extent occur both on the table-land

of Tibet and the plains of India. Lacustrine deposits

are of frequent occurrence; and it has been even

asserted that indubitable traces of the former pres-

ence of the sea may be found at a great elevation.

Fossil remains of the largest extinct mammalia lie in

heaps at the foot of the Sivalik Hills; and it is re-

ported that similar bones, prized for their colossal

size, are sometimes brought from Tibet by native

traders. Earthquakes are still frequent within this

region; and hot springs gush forth in abundance, even
from beneath the snow. During the south-west mon-
soons, May to September, the snows diminish rapidly.

In the latter month Bnow begins to fall. The snow
descends lowest in the eastern part of the Himalaya,
which reaches 6° further south than the western. The
reason of this has been ascertained to be the greater

dryness of the western region, which affords a much
smaller supply of snow. The Western IiinictLya is

dry in the extreme, while in the eastern district the

rain-fall is very considerable. The limit of perpetual

buow in the middle division (Ion. 78° e.) is stated to

be about 15,500 feet on the south side, and 18,500

feet on the northern. In Sikkim the snow line descends

on the south side to 14,500 feet, while on the north

it rises to a level of 19,600 feet. The existence of

glaciers of smooth ice on the Himalaya has been fully

established.

The vigorous vegetation of the plains is continued

with little modification up to a height of 4000 feet.

The largest timber trees abound in the forests of the

Bhaver and the Dhuns, and tree-ferns of stately

growth mix with European species, ltice is culti-

vated in the valleys, and is sometimes succeeded in

the same year by wheat. Barley grows at a higher

level. The oak, maple, elm, &c., grow at a height of

7000 feet, and the fruits cultivated in Europe grow
wild, and maize and millet are the chief summer
crops. Above this height various species of pine-trees

grow more numerous, but cease about 11,500 feet.

Junipers ascend 1000 feet higher, the rhododendron
and Lonicera reach 17,000 feet high, and a humbler
vegetation, 19,000 feet. The lower region of the

Himalaya is the favourite abode of the elephant and
rhinoceros, and of the huge ox called the arnee and
the wild buffalo. Deer and antelopes are numerous.
Apes also are found in the lower region,and one species

in the pine forests, at a height of 9000 to 11,000 feet.

Carnivorous animals aremorenumerous and in greater

variety in the lower valleyB, but they extend even to

the highest inhabited region, where the ounce, the

mountain-fox, and the cat-lory are to be found. In

the middle region the true ox, the common hare, and
several species of deer are found. The wild goat and
sheep inhabit a higher region. The feathered tribes

are numerous, widely diffused, and so migratory as to

make it difficult to classify them as to habitation.

The common fowl and the francolin prefer the forests

at the foot of the mountains; the bustards, the middle
region; the pheasant species, the pine woods higher
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up. Doves are found of different species in all the

zones. The birds of fine plumage belong chiefly to

the lower region; singing birds are more widely
diffused; and the birds of prey are found every-

where.
HINCKLEY, a market town of England, in the

county of Leicester, 12 miles south-west of Leicester,

near Watling Street. It contains many good houses,

an ancient church (restored in 1875 and the follow-

ing years), with a tower and finely -proportioned

spire, besides other places of worship, a well-endowed
grammar-school, a town -hall, free library, and large

board schools. The staple trade is hosiery, but there

are also large boot and shoe factories and brick-

works. The town was created a barony soon after

the Conquest. Near it are some interesting Roman
remains. Pop. in 1901, 11,804.

HINCMAR, Archbishop of Rheims, ecclesiastic

and statesman, was l>om alx>ut 806. He was at

first a monk in the Abbey of St. Denis, governed by
the Ablx>t Ililduin, whom he accompanied to Saxony
in 880, when he had l>een disgraced by the emperor,

and afterwards, by his influence at court, procured

his pardon. Charles the Bald withdrew Hincmar
from his monastery, of which he was then treasurer,

and brought him to court, making him abbot of two
monasteries, in neither of which, according to the

custom of the time, he was compelled to live. In
845 he was elected archbishop of Rheims at the

Council of Beauvais, which deposed his predecessor

Ebbonius. In this position he exercised extensive

political as well as ecclesiastical authority. A Ger-
man monk, Gottsclialk, having been condemned by
the Council of Mayence for teaching a doctrine of

predestination derived from St. Augustine, was
remitted in 848 to Hincmar as his metroj>oli tan.

Hincmar finding him contumacious caused him to

be beaten with rods and imprisoned, but he also

attempted to answer him, and seems to have fallen

into an opposite heresy of semi-pelagianism greater

than that of his opponent. Gottschalk found sup-

porters, and the matter was warmly debated, but

never definitely decided. Another dispute into

which he entered with Rothad, bishop of Soissons,

whom he deposed, brought him into collision with

Pope Nicholas I., who restored the bishop. On
another occasion, when ho refused, at the command
of the Emperor Lothaire, to ordain Hilduin bishop

of Cambrai, the pope sustained his decision. He
also persecuted his nephew Hincmar, bishop of

Laon, who was deprived of his diocese, and after-

wards had his eyes put out with a hot iron. Not-
withstanding the violence of his temper and the

frequent disputes in which he was engaged, which
are an indication of the anarchy both in civil and
ecclesiastical government of the time, he was a man
of enlightenment, one of the best scholars of his age,

and was distinguished as a defender of the liberties

of the church, although it would jierhaps be more
correct to say of his own authority, both against

the pope and the emperor, He wrote two treatises

on Predestination, and numerous othor works, all

included in Migne’s Patrologia. He died at Eper-
nay, where he had taken refuge from a marauding
inroad of the Northmen, in 882.

HIND, the female of the stag, or red-deer. See
Deer.
HINDLEY, a town of England, in Lancashire,

3 miles south-east of Wigan. All Saints’ Church,
in classical style, dates from the seventeenth cen-

tury, and the church of St. Peter, erected in 1866,

is a handsome edifice in the Gothic style. There is

an endowed grammar-school, founded in 1632, and
various other schqols, a reading-room, and lending

library. The town contains extensive cotton-mills.

which employ a large part of the population. Coal
abounds in the district. Pop. (1901), 28,504.

HINDU KUSH, or Indian Caucasus, a moun-
tain system of Central Asia. It stretches south-
west from the Pamir plateau through Northern
Afganistan, merging in the range west of Cabul
known as the Koh-i-Baba. It separates the basin
of the Cabul river on the south from that of the
Amu Daria on the north, and is now known not to

attain a greater elevation than 20,000 feet. The
geological structure appears to be a nucleus of

granite overlain by gneiss, mica and chlorite slate,

mountain limestone, and fossiliferous sandstone.
The principal minerals are silver, lead, iron, zinc,

and antimony. The mountains are very deficient

in timber, and have in general a very barren ap-

pearance, the green spots being almost confined to

the banks of the rivers. The most important of

these are the Oxus or Amu Daria and the Helmund.
The chief passes are 9000 or more feet high.

HINDUS. See India.
HINDUSTAN. See India.
HINDUSTANI. See India.
HIOGO, or Hyogo, a town of Japan, island of

Hondo, on the bay and 10 miles from the town of

Osaka, one of the ports thrown open to commerce
in 1867. It consists of Hiogo proper and of the
adjacent town and port of Kobe, where the foreign

merchants reside, and most of the foreign trade is

carried on, and which has grown up since 1863, and
now surpasses Hiogo. Hiogo (or Kob£) is the port

both of Osaka and Kioto, being joined to both by
railway. Paper is manufactured, and locomotives

and ships are built. It has a large export and im-
port trade, the chief exports being cotton, yam,
matches, copper, rice, matting, tea, straw-plaits,

camphor, silk, and fans. Pop. (1899), 215,780.

IIIP-JOINT, the two bones of the hip, called the

pelvic bones, articulate together and with the sacrum,
which is placed lietween the two, and transmit the

weight of the body to the lower limbs. On the

external face of each pelvic bono is a deep, hemi-
spherical cavity, called the cotyloid cavity, which
receives the head of the thigh-bone, and forms with
it the articulation of the hip. The femur, or thigh-

bone, the longest and strongest bone in the skeleton,

is almost cylindrical, and is curved outward, which
gives it greater strength. At the upper extremity
the femur is supported by a neck, united to the

body of the bone at an obtuse angle. This obliquity

increases the distance1 l>etween the two femurs, and
gives the body a broader base. The head of the

femur fills the cotyloid cavity, but is not all con-

tained in it. The edge of the cavity is surrounded

by a highly elastic, circular, fibro-cartilaginous ring,

embracing the head of the femur, and acting as a

valve which hermetically closes the articular cavity,

in which the head of the femur is retained by at-

mospheric pressure alone. The inclosing of the head

of the femur in the cotyloid cavity gives the articu-

lation of the hip greater solidity, which is augmented
by the muscles and ligaments which hold the parts

together, as well as give them motion, so that it is

only by the greatest violence that the head of the

femur can be forced out of the cavity. This articu-

lation is of the same nature with that of the shoulder,

and like it permits the movement of the limb in

every direction, though to a less extent in the case

of the leg than of the arm. A disease of the hip-

joint, morbus coxarius, chiefly attacks children of a

scrofulous disposition between the ages of seven and
fourteen. The first symptom is generally pain in

the knee, and it frequently ends in the formation of

abscesses in the hip or thigh.

HIPPARCHUS. See Hippias.
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HIPPARCHUS, the founder of physical astrono-

my, was bom at Nicsea in Bithynia, and lived about
BtO. 160-1 25. His industry, love of truth, and great

abilities are oelebrated by the ancients, especially

Ptolemy, who lived about 250 years after Hipparchus,
and was his first follower; and nearly all that is known
of the astronomical labours of the older astronomer
1b from his writings. Indeed, it is not always easy
to distinguish between what is due to Hipparchus
and his own work. Delambre has taken pains to

separate them in his Hiatoire de 1’Astronomic an-

cienne His judgment of Hipparchus is that he was
one of the most wonderful men of antiquity, and the

greatest name of all in the sciences not purely specu-

lative. He first ascertained the true length of the

year, discovering that the 865 days 6 hours assigned

to the solar years was about 5 minutes in excess.

From his observations he concluded that the eccen-

tricity of the sun’s orbit was semi-diameter,

and the sun was at its most distant point from the

earth when it was in the 24th degree of the sign of

the Twins. He also calculated the first tables of the

sun and moon, and ascertained the distances and
magnitudes of the sun and moon more accurately

than had been previously done. By means of an
ingenious direct method, which is known by the name
of the diagram of Hipparchus, he thought he had
found that the distance of the sun from the earth

was 1200, and that of the moon 60 of the earth’s

semi-diameters, and that the diameter of the sun was

5£ times greater than that of the earth, while that

of the earth was 8& times greater than that of the

moon. The sudden appearance of a new star induced
him to undertake a calculation of the whole number
of stars in the firmament, and thus to execute the

first catalogue of the fixed Btars. Not less important
was his discovery of the precession of the equinoxes.

He also rendered important services to geography,

and may be said to have furnished the true foundation

of mathematical geography when he taught how to

employ latitude and longitude for the purpose of

fixing the position of places on the earth’s surface.

The greatest circumference of the earth he estimated

at 275,000 stadia, the length of the known inhabited

land at 70,000 stadia, and the breadth, from the

equator to Thule, at 46,200 stadia. Of his works all

that remains is a Commentary on the Astronomical
Poem of Aratus.

HIPPARION, a genus of fossil mammals, about

the size of a moderate horse, found in the tertiary

strata of Europe. From the horse it is distinguished

by having three toes on either limb, the median
bearing a large hoof, the two lateral not extending

beyond the fetlock; whereas in the horse these, the

second and fourth, are represented by mere ossicles,

the rudiments of the metacarpal and metatarsal

bones, and in the Anchitherium these toes are of the

same length as the median, taking part in locomotion.

Further, the pattern of the grinders in the upper jaw
differs, that which in the horse is a fold of the inner

surface being a distinct pillar in Hipparion; on the

outer surface of the deciduous molars of the lower

jaw there is a pillar as in stags, to whom the hippa-

rion further offers resemblance in the pit which lies

in front of the orbit, in the same position as the far-

mer of the stag. Hipparion has a less specialized

type of structure than the hone, that is, assuming

both to have descended from a common stock, the

one line of descent terminated in Hipparion

;

the

other is not yet extinct, blit the variations of the

ancestral structure have been greater in the genus

which has survived. The pliocene strata of Vaucluse

have yielded H. prostylun, Gerv., and others; the

miocene of Germany and Greeoe contain H. gractle,

Kaup. the Hippotherium of some writers.

HIPPEL, Theodor Gottlieb von, a German
humorist and miscellaneous writer, was born 81st

January, 1741, at Gerdauen, in East Prussia, where
his father was rector of an academy. In his sixteenth

year he was sent to the University of Konigsberg to

study theology, but becoming acquainted with the

Dutch councillor Woyt, a celebrated jurist, who re-

ceived him into his house and recommended to him
the study of law, his pursuits received a new direc-

tion. He also became acquainted at Konigsberg
with the Russian lieutenant Von Keyser, who took

him to St. Petersburg and introduced him to aristo-

cratic society. Home-sickness brought him back to

Kimigsberg, where he was employed as a tutor in a
cultivated family. Having fallen in love with a rich

maiden of family, he determined to devote his time
entirely to the study of law, which he hoj>ed would
secure him a more rapid promotion. In 1762 he gave
up his tutorship and applied himself with incredible

self-denial and zeal to this object. At length he gave
up his love that he might be able in a single condition

to devote himself more exclusively to study. At
first employed as a legal adviser, lie became in 1780
directing burgomaster of Konigsberg, and police

director, with the title of privy councillor of war and
state president. His family was at last ennobled.

He died 23rd April, 1796, leaving considerable

wealth. His character is said to have been full of

singulsirities and contradictions. His works, which
he took great care to publish anonymously, are full of

wit and humour, with a playful and digressive fancy,

but with frequentindications ofearnestness of purpose.
Among his works arc Ul>er die Ehe, On Marriage
(Berlin, 1774); IJbor die biirgerliche Verlx;sserung

der Weiber, On the Improvement of the Social Con-
dition of Women (1792); Uber weibliche Bildung,

On Female Education (1801); three volumes of bio-

graphies, some plays and political satires, and an
autobiography. His works have been published in

fourteen volumes (Berlin, 1828-31).

IIIPPIAS, tyrant of Athens, son of the great

Pisistratus, after whose death (n.c. 527) he assumed
the government, in conjunction with his brother

Hipparchus. The government seems to have been
conducted on the whole with ability and moderation

until the latter was assassinated (ii.o. 514) during

the Panathenrea, while conducting a solemn proces-

sion to the temple of Minerva, by a band of con-

spirators, under two young Greeks, Harmodius and
Aristogiton. Hippias now seized the reins of the

government alone, and revenged the death of his

brother by imposing taxes on the jieople, selling

offices, and putting to death all of whom he enter-

tained the least suspicion, after having forced them
to confess by the most dreadful tortures. The Athen-
ian exiles formed a plan to free their country from
the yoke. They found means to bribe the priests of

the Delphic oracle, which commanded the Spartans
to release the Athenians from the tyranny of the

Pisistratid8. In compliance with the command of

the divine Pythia, Sparta broke off her alliance with
the tyrant of Athens, who was obliged to yield to the

united attack of his foreign and domestic enemies.

Hippias was expelled from the city B.c. 510. But
the means by which the voice of the oracle had been
gained did not remain a secret, and the Spartans

endeavoured to induce their allies to attempt the

restoration of Hippias, whom they invited to Sparta,

but without success. Hippias now sought protection

and supi>ort from Artaphernes, the satrap of Sardis,

and induced Darius, who was already irritated against

the Athenians on account of the assistance which

they had rendered to the Asiatic Greeks, to require

them to receive Hippias. Their decisive refusal

kindled the first war of the Persians against the
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European Greeks. But the battle of Marathon in

490 destroyed, with the army of Darius, the hopes of

Hippias. The time and place of Hippias’ death are

not known. According to one account he fell in the

battle, according to another ho died at Lemnos on

his return.—There was also a sophist of this name,

a eontein]>orary of Socrates, who lias given name to

two dialogues of Plato, the Gtcuter and Lesser

Hippias.

HIPPOCAMPUS. The fantastic members of this

genus are not less remarkable in their habits than

in their appearance. They belong to the family of

osseous fishes known as Si/n/jnathid(i\ in winch the

mouth is reduced to a small orifice at the end of a

tubular snout; tin* gills are in tufts, and the external

aperture is not a cleft, as in ordinary fishes, but is

reduced by adhesion of the margins of the gill-cover

to a small opening, which is high up, near to the

occiput. A single dorsal fin is placed opjKisite the

anus. Ventrals wanting, doisal very small, and in

some genera, or in the males only, absent. The males
have a marsupial pouch. The genus Hippocampus
has the occiput elevated, the facial bones united to

form the tubular snout-; the body surrounded by 1 ings

of bouy plaits, which give the body an angular form,

heptangular in the abdomen, quadrangulur from tin*

vent backwards. This quadrangular portion termi-

nates in a taper tail without fin, and is prehensile, so

that the animal can grasp with it the stems of plants.

Moored by this end, the animal sways to and fro,

presenting a singular resemblance to a horse head, a

resemblance which Incomes ridiculous in front view,

the pectoral fins projecting like ears, a little below
the elevuted poll. It is an animal of great intelli-

gence and \ ivacity, and forms an interesting study in

the aquarium; the eyes mov ing independently of each
other, and the unerring precision with which it seizes

prey recalling, as lias been suggested, the chameleon,
which it likewise* resembles in the iridescence of the

body. The male carries alx»ut the ova either glued

together and attached to his body, or in a pouch
formed by symmetrical folds of skin on the ventral

surface, in front of or ln*hind the anus. The two
sexes present somewhat similar appearances at dif-

ferent seasons, the female bulky with ova, the male
thereafter increasing in dimensions as his progeny
grow in size. H. antiquorum is the common species.

IIIPPOCENTAURS, in mythology, a species of

monsters, sprung from the union of Oentaurus and
the Magnesian mares. Sec* Ckntaur.
HIPPOCRATES, the most famous among the

Greek physicians, founder of a school in medicine,
and author of, the first attempt at a scientific treat-

ment of medicine. He was bora in the island of Cos,

according to the generally received account, B.c. 460,

but according to some writers much earlier, and
belonged to the celebrated family of Asclepiads, or

descendants of jEsculapius, from whom Hippocrates
was the seventeenth in descent. His father, Hera-
clides, a physician, instructed him in medical science,

which he also studied under Herodicus, and it is said

also that he was a pupil of Gorgias of Leontini. Be-
sides practising and teaching his profession at home
he travelled on the continent of Greece, and died at

an advanced age, according to Clinton B.c. 357, at

Larissa, in Thessaly. He enjoyed during his life a

high reputation as a professor of medicine, established

the fame of Cos as a medical school, and took the

first rank as a writer on the science. To the few facts

known of the life of Hippocrates have been added a

multitude of fables, which belong to various ages and
countries,and which notinfrequentlybear tracesofthe

time and place of their origin. His writings, which
were early celebrated, became the nucleus of a collec-

[

ferent places and periods, which were longattributed

to him, and still bear his name. The Hippocratic

collection as a whole cannot be traced higher than
the period of the Alexandrian school in the third

century B.c. They appear to have been collected at

the time of the formation of the Alexandrian Lib-
rary, and have since been the theme of a line of

commentators extending over upwards of 2000 years.

They were held in esteem by both Greek and Latin
writers, and were translated into Arabic. In the

middle ages their reputation somewhat declined, but
has revived again in modern times. The first known
commentator on Hippocrates was Herophilus, who
flourished between the third and fourth century B.c.

The most ancient commentary extant is that on the

De Articulis by Apollonius Citiensis, who is sup-

posed to have lived in the century B.o. The most
voluminous as well as valuable of ancient commen-
taries are those of Galen (a.d. 130 to 200). The
first Latin edition of Hippocrates printed was that
of Fabius Calvus (Rome, 1528, folio); the first Greek
edition was the Aldine (Venice, 1526, folio). The
best edition now is that of Littr£ (in ten vols. 8vo,

Paris, 1830 61). It contains the Greek text, with
a French translation, a general introduction, and an
argument to each treatise, together with philological

and scientific notes. Dr. F. Adams translated the

authentic works into English (1818-10).
The Hippocratic collection consists of more than

Rixty treatises. It contains, along with the genuine
works of Hippocrates, works of earlier, contempo-
rary, and later origin, and of course each successive

critic differs somewhat from his predecessors in

assigning the exact share of Hippocrates in the

collection. The works which are considered as most
unquestionably his are the first and third books on
epidemics; the aphorisms; on diet in acute diseases;

on air, waters, and localities; on prognostics; on
wounds of the head. The aphorisms are probably

only indirectly the production of Hipocrates. They
are a collection of passages from other portions of

his works, together with some from treatises of which
the authorship is doubtful. They may either have
been collected by himself in his later years or by a

subsequent editor of his works. The medical treat-

ment of Hippocrates consisted chiefly in attention to

diet and regimen. His writings are in the Ionic

dialect, and his style is concise, and sometimes
obscure, which has been attributed to some of his

writings being merely collections of notes.

HIPPOCRENE (The Horse’s Fountain), a spring

on Mount Helicon, a mountain in Bceotia, conse-

crated to the Muses, the waters of which possessed

the power of poetic inspiration. It was sacred to

the Muses and Apollo. It is said to have risen from
the ground when struck by the hoofs of Pegasus.

Aganippe was another sacred fountain here.

HIPPODAMIA was the name of several females

of antiquity—for example, of the wife of Pirithous

(see Pirithous), king of the Lapith® The most
celebrated is the daughter of (Enomaus, king of Pisa

in Elis. On account of a prediction that he was to

be murdered by his future son-in-law he made a
condition that all the suitors for his daughter should
contend with him in a chariot-race, and if he should

overtake them before they arrived at the goal should

fall by his hand. He thuB succeeded in slaying

thirteen, or, as some say, seventeen suitors, when
Pelops, by corrupting the charioteer, caused (En<v

maus to be upset in the middle of the course, by
which means he lost his life. ThuB Hippodamia
became the wife of Pelops, and mother of Atreus
and Thyestes. She committed suicide from grief

at the accusation of having misled these sens to
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HIPPODROME (from hippo*, hone, and dromo*,
course, race), was the name, among the Greeks and
Romans, of the public place where the horse and cha-
riot races were held; also of the races. An account
of these is given in the Iliad, book xxiii. lines 262-650.
The critical point of the race was turning the goal,

which had to be done so sharply that the charioteer
was often thrown and the chariot sometimes broken.
Of all the hippodromes of Greece the most remark-
able was the one of Olympia, of which a descrip-

tion may be found in Pausanias. After this one
there was none more remarkable than that of Con-
stantinople, which still fills the traveller with aston-

ishment. Severus began the erection of this splendid
structure, and Constantine finished it, in imitation
of the great circus at Rome. It was surrounded by
two ranges of columns, raised one above the other,

and resting on a broad foundation, and adorned by
an immense quantity of statues of marble, porphyry,
and bronze of men and beasts, emperors and athletes.

Among other remarkable monuments of art the four
bronze horses of Lysippus stood here, which have
migrated from Greece to Rome, Constantinople, Ve-
nice, and Paris, and have at last been transported
back to Venire. The Turks call this place the At-

meidan, that is, horse-place
,
and thus recall to the

mind its former destination. It is at present 400
paces in length, 100 in breadth, and, passing over
many slight irregularities, almost quadrangular; and,

notwithstanding the corroding touch of time, some
remarkable relics of antiquity are still found here.

HIPPOGR1KF, the name of a fabulous animal,

a griffin, whose body terminated in that of a horse.

HlPPOLYTirs. See J’iiadua.

H1PPOLYTUS, an early ecclesiastical writer,

the details of whose history are involved in much
obscurity. After becoming acquainted with Iremeus
in Gaul he came to Rome about 190, and having
taken a prominent part in ecclesiastical and theo-

logical discussions, was chosen bishop of Rome in

opposition to Pope Calixtus I. (217), against whom
he was supi>orted by a party in the church till

deported to Sardinia about 235, where lie is supposed

to have soon after died. He holds an important

position among the early fathers for his knowledge
of the philosophical and gnostic systems, and as a

defender of the logos doctrine. His writings, which
were in Greek, are mostly lost, but we fiossess the

greater part of a work against heresies attributed to

him; part of a commentary on Daniel (partly dis-

covered in 1891), &c. See Bunsen, Hippolytus; and
works l>y Picker (1893) and Aehelis (1897).

HIPPONAX, a Greek poet, bom at Ephesus 540
years before the Christian era. His satirical raillery

obliged him to flee from Ephesus. As he was natur-

ally deformed, two brothers, Bupalus and Anther-

mus, made a Btatue of him, which, by the deformity

of its features, exposed the poet to universal ridicule.

Hipponax resolved to revenge the injury, and wrote

such bitter invectives and satirical lampoons against

them that they hanged themselves in despair.

HIPPONOttS, the original name of the celebrated

Bellerophon, the son of Glaucus and of a daughter

of Sisyphus, king of Corinth. He is said to have

received the name of Bellerophon from having killed

a noble Corinthian called Bellerus. According to

one account, having unintentionally killed his brother,

he fled to Prcetus, king of Argos, who received him
hospitably, and purified him according to the Greek
rites. But Queen Antea soon conceived a criminal

love for the youth; and when Bellerophon, revering

the rites of hospitality, did not return her affection,

ih* avenged herself by calumniating the innocent

youth to her husband Prcetus sent him to his

father-in-law, lobules, king of Lyda, with tablets

having characters engraved on them which were of

dangerous import to the bearer. Iobates, in com-
pliance with the hospitable custom of the heroes of

antiquity, entertained the stranger during the space

of nine days before he inquired into the object of his

visit; and having on the tenth day learned his com-
mission, he also feared to lay hands on his guest.

He ordered him, however, to kill the Chimsera, a

monster which had three heads, and breathed fire,

being convinced that no valour would enable him to

sustain this combat. But Bellerophon, mounted on

Pegasus—a present from Pallas—fought in the air,

and overpowered the monster. After this Iobates

sent him against the Solymi, and then the Ama-
zons, whom he conquered. Iobates then, recognizing

the divine origin of the youth, gave him his daughter
Philonoe in marriage, and shared his kingdom with

him. The children of Bellerophon were 1 sander,

Ilippolochus, and Laodamcia. His after-history is

differently related. According to some he attempted
to rise with Pegasus to heaven, but Zeus sent a gad-

fly which stung the winged horse so that he threw
his rider, who in consequence became lame or blind.

Homer, who knows nothing of the story of Belle-

rophon killing the chimiera by the aid of Pegasus,

makes him, after he had incurred the hatred of the

gods, wander lonely through the Aleian field, avoid-

ing men and consumed with grief.

HIPPOPOTAMUS, the typical gonus of a fa-

mily of the order Ungulata, with an even unrulier

of toes, of which only two living species are well as-

certained; recent observations, however, have shown
that others lived in the earlier ages of the world.

The hippopotamus is fully equal to the rhinoceros in

Bize, and is not less formidable. He has four cutting

teeth in each jaw, those in the lower jaw straight

and pointing forward nearly horizontally, the two
middle ones being the longest. The canine teeth or

tusks are four in numlier; those in the upper jaw
short, those in the lower very long and obliquely

truncated. They are sometimes 2 feet in length, and
weigh upwards of 6 lbs. These tusks are in great

request with the makers of artificial teeth, as they

are not subject to turn yellow. In figure the hippo-

potamus more closely resembles an unwieldy ox than

any other animal. A male hippopotamus has )>ecn

known to be 17 feet in length, 7 in height, and 15 in

circumference. The head is very large, being 34 feet

in length; the mouth is amazingly wide, the eais

small, pointed, and lined with fine short hairs; the

eyes and nostrils are small; the lips very thick, broad,

and beset with a few scattered tufts of short bristles;

the body is thinly covered with very short whitish
hair, more sparingly distributed on the under parts;

the tail is short, slightly compressed, and almost
bare; the legs are short and thick; the feet large,

the toes four, each furnished with a hoof, and all

resting on the ground, the skin is very thick and of h

dusky colour. See illustration at Ungulata.
The hippopotamus is confined to Africa, and

abounds most in the lakes and rivers of Abyssinia

and the equatorial regions; but the animal is also

found in considerable numbers in the Gambia, Niger,

&c. They formerly were plentiful in South Africa,

but they are now nearly extinct, though still found

about the mouth of the Orange, on the upper Zam-
besi, in Zululand, Mashonaland, See.

The hippopotamus appears to have been well

known to the ancients, though their descriptions of

its form and habits are inaccurate. Thus Aristotle

and Pliny describe it as having hoofs like an ox, a

mane like a horse, a flat nose and a tail like a hog.

That the latter author should have been so erroneous

, is extraordinary, as several of these animals bad been

|
exhibited at Rome. Scaurus during bis tedilaship had
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nve crocodiles and a hippopotamus in a temporary
lake, and Augustus produced one on the occasion of

hia triumph over Cleopatra, and we find the figure

01 it on medals and mosaic pavements. But the

ancients knew no other mode of description than
that of comparing the parts of an unknown animal
with those of animals well known, hence giving rise

to innumerable errors. The behemoth of Job is con-

sidered by commentators to be the hippopotamus,

as the description of his size, manners, food, and
haunts is not unlike those of the latter animal.

Among the fables of the ancients respecting it is,

that it vomited fire, and Pliny relates that this

animal, when he feels his habit overcharged, repairs

to some place covered with sharp reeds, and obtains

a discharge of blood by lying down upon them in

such a posture that they pierce the tender parts of

his Hkin. Among the ancient Egyptians it was
revered as a divinity, as it is among the negroes of

Congo, Ehnina, &c.

The great strength of the hippopotamus would
render it one of the most formidable of quadrupeds
were its disposition ferocious; but it is compara-
tively mild and gentle, except under great provoca-

tion or when wounded. When excited, however, its

fury is remarkable; it often destroys boats with its

teeth, or upsets them by raising them on its back.

There is no doubt that it can be tamed. Live
specimens are to be seen in the Zoological Gardens
at London and elsewhere, and even in travelling

menageries. The first hipj>opotamuH seen alive in

Europe in modem times was brought to London
from the White Nile, and arrived in May, 18f»0. The
voice of the young is a squeak like that of a hog;
that of the adult is said by some writers to resemble
the neighing of a horse, whilst others represent it as

a loud sonorous noise, between the bellowing of an
ox and the roaring of an elephant. Despite the

unwieldiness of his body and the shortness of his legs

the hippo}»otamu8 can move with remarkable swift-

ness upon land; when pursued, he takes to the

water, and, plunging in head foremost, sinks to the

bottom, where, it is said, he can move along with
the same slow and stately pace as in the open air.

He can continue thus immersed for five minutes, or

even longer, without even raising his nostrils above

the surface for breath. In manners the hippo]>otamus

resembles somewhat the hog. His sleeping place is

usually muddy islands overgrown with reeds; in

these places also the female brings forth. She goes

with young nearly eight months, and produces but
one at a birth. She is often seen in the rivers

with her calf on her back. The hippopotamus is

mainly a nocturnal animal, especially in regions

where it is hunted with vigour. While it is resting

in inactivity various insect-eating birds wander about
on its back hunting out the numerous parasites which
infest it. These birds are also said to act as sentinels

in giving it warning of approaching danger.

Although the hippopotamus is an inhabitant of the

waters, his food is entirely of a vegetable character,

in search of which he leaves his liquid residence and
ranges along the banks, committing wide devasta-

tions through all the adjoining country. On the
banks of the upper Nile and other streams he often

defeats the hopes of the husbandman, whole fields of

grain and sugar-cane being not only destroyed to

satisfy his appetite, but also trampled down by his

great weight. It has been asserted that the hippo-
j

potamus devours great quantities of fish; but it
j

appears from the best evidence, both of travellers

and from his anatomical structure, that he is nour-

ished' exclusively on vegetable food. The stomach,

like that of the ruminating animals, Is divided into

throe nr four nouchea. and there is no ccBcum.

The flesh of the hippopotamus is eaten in Africa,
and many of the aboriginal peoples are extremely
fond of it. The fat resembles lard. The choice
pieces are said to be the gelatinous part of the feet

and the tongue. The hide, which, as has already
been stated, is very thick, is converted by the negroes
into shields, and is also used in making the whips
known as sjamboks. The teeth are esteemed as fur-

nishing excellent ivory. The modes of capturing
these animals, adopted by the natives of the regions
where they abound, are various. A common mode is

by means of pitfalls dug in places which are fre-

quented by the hippopotami, and carefully concealed
by a covering of branches, leaves, grass, &c. Another
mode common in some parts is to use a kind of trap,

which, as described by Livingstone from observation
of it on the Zambesi, eonsists of a l>eam 5 or 6 feet

long, a*med with a spear-head or hardwood spike,

covered with poison and suspended to a forked pole
by a cord, which, coming down to the path, is held
by a catch, to be set free when the beast treads on
it, so that the sharp spike will enter its back. The
most dangerous method is harpooning them; this,

however, is a very common mode in Africa, and it is

said that it is by no means rare to see ten or a dozen
canoes employed in this kind of chase. Some of the
natives catch them by driving them into a pool where
there is no vegetation, and keeping them there till

starvation makes them an easy prey.

The Liberian hippopotamus {/I. liberiensis), found
in Western Africa is a much smaller and lighter

animal, blackish above and whitish below. Its

length is only about 6 feet. The remains of several

extinct species have been discovered in Europe.
The largest is the Hippopotamus antiquus, or H.
major

,
Desmarest, larger than the existing species;

the bones of this animal are found in considerable

numbers in the Val d’Arno Superiore in Tuscany,
near Montpelier and Paris in France, and at many
places in Britain. The islands of Malta and Sicily

have yielded many remains of a small species known
os H, minutus, and also of a rather larger one, H.
Pentlandi. Several interesting fossil species have
been obtained from the Pliocene and Pleistocene

deposits of some partH of India, a country which,

like Europe, contains no living species. //. palce-

indicus and H. nomadicus occur in the valley of the

Narbada. Burma yields remains of H. irawadicus,

and from the Himalaya region H. siralensis is repre-

sented. Algeria also yields a fossil specieB, and
likewise Madagascar. Falconer and Cautley recog-

nized two groups in the family, that to which the

existing species, H. amphibius
,
as well as the fossil

species of Europe, belong, all these possessing two
incisors on either side of each jaw, and hence called

Tetraprotodon
;

and the Hexaprotodon group, in

which there were three incisors. To the latter

belong several of the Indian species.

HIRING, in law, a contract by which one person

acquires for a fixed period the use of the property or

services of another in consideration of some compen-

sation or reward. The Roman law distinguished

four kinds of hiring : hiring of a thing (locatio ret),

hiring of work and labour {locatio operis fadendi),

hiring of care and services to be performed on the

thing delivered {locatio custodian), and hiring of the

carriage of goods {locatio operis mercium vehendarum).

The three last come under the head of hire of labour

and services. In English and Scotch law most of

these matters are treated of under other heads. In

general, hiring is regarded as a contract and treated

according to the terms agreed upon by the parties,

or according to the custom of the kind of contract

entered on. In English law it is defined as a con-

tract of bailment. See Bailment.
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HIRSCHBERG, a town, Prussia, provinoe of

Silesia, 26 miles south-west of Liegnitz, capital of a

circle of the same name, beautifully situated in a

valley of the Riesengebirge, on the Bober, where it

is joined by the Zacken. To distinguish it from

other towns of the same name it is sometimes called

Hirschberg am Bober. It consists of the town proper,

partly surrounded by walls with three gates, and of

suburbs; is regularly built, has a Protestant church,

with a large dome and a fine organ, as also a cemetery,

in which are some curious monuments; four Roman
Catholic churches, one of them a handsome Gothic

structure; a gymnasium, industrial and other schools;

a savings-bank, orphan and ordinary hospital; manu-
factures of paper, linen, and cotton goods, lace,

porcelain, earthenware (stoves, &c.), cement, window
blinds, cigars; and a trade in linen, which here has

its central entrepdt for the province. The environs

of Hirschberg are beautiful, and furnish fine prome-

nades. Pop. (1895), 16,772.
HISPANlA. bee Spain.

HISPANIOLA. SeeHAYTi.
HISTOLOGY, the study of the tissues which

enter into the formation of an animal and a vege-
table, and their various organs. It comprehends their

functions, mode of development, and chemical trans-

formations, and forms the basis of the sciences of

anatomy and physiology. The elementary organic
tissues have been variously arranged by anatomists,
and only become visible by means of the microscope,
which accordingly constitutes an indispensable ad-

junct in histological investigation, and requires to be
of first-class excellence.

HISTORY (Greek kiatoria
,
from hiatored

,
I in-

quire into) is used by Herodotus in the sense which
it has since retained, of a narrative of events and
circumstances relating to man in his social or civic

condition. The term history has been applied by
extension to any narrative or account of connected
facts or investigations: thus we have Natural His-
tory, embracing in its widest sense the whole of the
natural sciences; and we have innumerable more
restricted applications, as histories of trades, inven-
tions, discoveries, of institutions of a more or less

public character, family histories, and the great de-

partment of individual history or biography. All
these applications of the term are in their own way
jKjrfectly natural and convenient. But the term his-

tory, when used without qualification, is, by common
consent of accurate writers in all languages in which
it is employed, limited, as already defined, to accounts
more or less extended of what relates to man in his

social or aggregate condition. This use of the term
restricts the field of history much less than it appears

to do. It hardly, if at all, diminishes the number of

facts and circumstances ooming within its range, even
according to the widest definition of natural history,

but it practically restricts them by conditioning the

order of their admittance. All these things affect

human society, but they do not affect it in the same
degree. The fundamental fact which assigns to his-

tory its peculiar province is that the tendency of men
to unite in society has produoed various aggregate
masses of human beings, which, whether moving
from one place to another, or settled in a defined

territory, possess a sort of organized unity or common
life, which is continued from one generation of men
to another. It was the record of the acts of this com-
mon life, which exists in the society, and does not die

with individuals, as observed in particular communi-
ties, that formed the task of the earliest historians;

and it is a similar record of the acts and circum-
stances of such communities or quasi-independent
aggregates of human society called nations, king-

doms, republics, states, or commonwealths which !

Vou VIL

forms the staple of history to this day. These com-

munities, though possessing an organic life, which

may in a sense be said to be self-derived and inde-

pendent, are found on examination to be in two

respects closely related to each other. When the

records of various nations are compared it is found

that the separate oollective lives which they com-

memorate present, along with remarkable differences,

still more remarkable resemblances and parallelisms.

Although these parallelisms are greatest in nations

having something in common in race, circumstances,

or education, they are to be found even in those of

the most different races, and the furthest removed in

time and place horn each other. Again, when the

contemporary history of various nations is looked at,

it is not found to consist of so many distinct though

resembling views of separate and isolated subjects,

but often of different views or portions of the same
subject Each Btate is found to be in dose relations,

whether of friendship or hostility, with others, pur-

suing in war, policy, or commerce, ends sometimes

common with, sometimes antagonistic to those of the

states around it As civilization extends the number
of states embraced in these common relations multi-

plies, and the number, variety, and intricacy of the

connecting interests becomes vastly augmented, a

community of communities rises into existence, and
this new development of social life possesses an or-

ganism and laws, has a continuous vitality or inde-

pendent life, exercises an influence, and has conse-

quently a history of its own. In how many European
wars have particular communities lost or forgotten

the spedal interest that led them into the war, and
continued to fight for the general idea until some
new turn of events has awakened them to the con-

sciousness that they have insensibly drifted into

fighting against themselves. Both of these causes,

the parallelism in the history of different states, and
the relations of states one to another have given rise

to the development known as universal history, which
is concerned alike with tracing all the causes of

resemblance and difference in the collective life or

civilization of different communities, and of recording

the reciprocal bearings of the actions of these com-
munities on their relations with one another. Modern
facilities for recording have so multiplied the mate-
rials for history, and modem research has discovered

so many new applications of these materials, that a
new and important department has been added to

history in sectional studies or connected views of

particular phases in the life of society: thus we have
the history of commerce, of colonization, Ac. But
the field of history proper is so far restricted as to its

subject, that only the doings of a community possess-

ing something of an independent organic life can
constitute it. We may speak of the history of a
club, a legal society, a civic corporation, but these

do not belong to the great domain of history, which
also excludes individual or family histories, except
in their political bearings, and requires as its subject

the life, for a longer or shorter period, of a community
holding its organization by an inherent right, and not
deriving it from a superior. A city in independence
or rebellion, or a church which claims independence
of civil law—in general, any association holding by
and for itself, and entering into sovereign relations

with other associations, is in this higher sense a
proper Bubject of history. But while only sovereign

states can have a history in the full sense of the

term, these are sometimes so large, and embrace
communities so independent in their social organiza-

tion, as to require separate histories. Some of these

dependent states too may have been, or may be
likely to become independent

;
but while they con-

i tinue in dependence, their history must always be
186
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more or less defective in the political element. The
details which go to make up nistory are conditioned

by the limitations of the subject thus defined. Every-
thing that is within human knowledge, and much
that is beyond it, bears on universal history at some
point or other; but in selecting a particular subject,

as the history of a particular state for a given period,

the historian limits himself by preference to those

facts which have the most immediate bearing on his

subject^ and according to the extent of his scheme
will be the number of facts he is able to admit into

it. In a detailed history of the Napoleonic era a
somewhat minute account of the circumstances con-

nected with the birth and early training of Na-
poleon Bonaparte might with perfect propriety be
given, as tending to form a more accurate concep-

tion of the master-spirit of the age, and in general

in introducing any important character a historian

renders a great service to his readers by indicat-

ing so much of his previous career as to enable
them again readily to identify him, but to give dis-

tinct biographies even of all the important characters

would disintegrate the most detailed history, and
only make it irrelevant and ridiculous. It would
thus appear that even particular histories are limited

rather by the limited range of human faculties, and
the laws of proportion which these impose, than by
the conditions of the subject itself. The life of every

peasant in France affects to some extent the history

of France. If he is industrious he adds to the wealth
of his country; if he is idle he adds to its poverty;

by marrying he may contribute to increase its popu-
lation; by remaining single he helps to retard or keep
it stationary. If he is loyal and patriotic, or factious

and intriguing, liberal or conservative, moral and
religious or the reverse, he contributes in all these

ways influences infinitesimal in relation to the mass,

but of the very same kind and weight as the other

influences of a primary order, which, by combination
and mutual pressure, go to make up the mass of sen-

sibility and capacity for action, which, when it re-

ceives a common direction from some ruling mind,
becomes the collective life of France. Yet it is much
If a historian in the midst of complicated political

transactions occasionally bestows a few pages on the

peasantry of a country in the mass.

History has been defined as being or containing an
art, a science, and a philosophy; but before proceed-

ing to notice the various theories regarding it, it will

be convenient to take a glance at the extent and
divisions of the field of history as actually cultivated.

History may be conveniently divided into ancient,

medieval, and modem. In each of these periods a

connected group of nations is to be found, which, by
their mutual action on each other, have produced the

general state of civilization during the period in the
principal or ruling populations of the world. This pro-

gressive civilization has been transmitted in a course

never wholly interrupted down to the present time,

and is now the heritage chiefly of the European na-

tions, their American descendants, and such Asiatic,

African, and other communities as are under their

immediate influence. In each of the periods there

have been nations, as in India or China, which have
either had no relations with the common group, or

have exercised a comparatively feeble and intermit-

tent influence on it, but which, either alone or in a

group of their own, have maintained an independent

civilization, and have kept or transmitted records

more or less authentic of their progress. We shall

confine ourselves in the present outline to the former

gvoup.

The earliest histories are to be found in the can-

onical books of the Old Testament, which are received

bv the Jews and by the leading bodies of Christians

as of divine inspiration and authority. In the books
of Moses we have the only primeval history. Be-
ginning with the creation of man, he traces the
descent of Abraham, the ancestor of the Jews, from
the first pair, and gives an outline of the history of

the world up to the commencement of his Jewish
history, containing such important incidents as the

general deluge, the confusion of tongues, the disper-

sion of men in various nations over the earth, which
are mentioned by no other historian, and must either

be accepted or rejected on his testimony. Some
critics have affected to treat the history of Moses as

mythical, but it will be found to differ materially

from other myths in the plainness and consistency

of the narrative, and in the entire absence in the
deeds of his heroes of the element of the marvellous,
which is strictly confined to cases of divine interfer-

ence. The chronology of Moses, from variety of ver-

sions and of principles of interpretation, has hitherto

baffled the ingenuity of critics, and no explanation of

it can be said to be satisfactorily established. Leav-
ing out of view the biblical records, the earliest his-

torical documents show mankind divided over the
earth in various groups of nations belonging to a
few leading races markedly distinguished from one
another, and speaking languages similarly grouped
and distinguished, namely, as the numerous dialects

derived from a few parent stocks. From the earliest

period these various races seem as at present to have
in some instances kept themselves well distinguished;

in others to have become blended by extensive mi-
grations. The date of the earliest historical records

is a much disputed point of criticism on which we do
not here enter. To the Jewish historians after Moses
we are indebted for a continuation of Jewish history,

either in the form of chronicles, or mixed up with
visions and prophecies, together with many valuable

notices of the surrounding nations, concerning which
they are frequently our only sources of information.

With the exception of monumental remains, inscrip-

tions, coins, and other relics, the Greek writers who
investigated eastern records and traditions are our
only other authorities for eastern history during the

greatness of Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, and Persia.

Along with those the Ethiopians, lying beyond Upper
Egypt; the Phoenicians, Medes, Lydians; the Mon-
golian tribes, described as Scythians and by other

vague names; the inhabitants of Arabia and of part

of the Indian peninsula, that is, the inhabitants of

Western Asia and the contiguous portion of Africa,

formed the principal groups of nations in the cycles of

civilization preceding the period of authentic Greek
history. Magnificent architectural remains, some
astronomical records, and other hints of scientific

progress; confused accounts of extensive wars and
conquests, leaving a strong impression of the absolute

despotism of the rulers and the helpless subjection of

the peoples, make up the general picture of a period

extending over much more than 1000 years, and which
doubtless had more attractive details to those who
were better acquainted with it. The Jews with their

literature and laws, and the Phoenicians with their

commerce, make perhaps the most notable variations

on this prevalent impression.

The earliest Greek historian was Herodotus, and
nearly contemporary with him were Ctesias and
Xenophon. Ail of them dealt largely with eastern

history. Herodotus proposes as the end of his his-

tory to describe the triumph of Europe in its struggle

with Asia. He had visited Egypt and the East, and
he describes the countries around Greece, but it is

on Greece that his history centres. It thus marks
the introduction both of a new epoch in history and
of a new sphere to whieh its interest is to be trans-

ferred. The era of classical history, as it Is called,
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embraces the history both of Greece and Rome; and
the Greek and Latin historians, whether treating of

their own or other countries, are likewise termed
classical The leading Greek historians besides those

named are Thucydides, Polybius, Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, Diodorus Siculus, Arrian, and Plutarch.

Of these and most of the other names mentioned
In this article fuller details will be found else-

where. The early history of Greece is remarkable
for richness of invention and fulness of details in

that preliminary department of mythology which,
in regard to nearly every country, precedes authentic

history. Herodotus treats, by way of introduction,

of the mythical period, and brings his history down
to the invasion of Xerxes (b.0. 480). After Xenophon,
who continued the history of Thucydides down to

the battle of Mantineia (b.o. 862), contemporary
writers of Greek history are rare, most of the subse-

quent historians being compilers. The early history

of Rome, like that of Greece, is largely mythological.

Its principal historian is Livy, whose history, only
part of which is extant, extended from the founda-
tion of the city almost to the beginning of the Chris-

tian era, and who, with the Greek historian Polybius,

is the chief authority for the Punic wars. The prin-

cipal names among the Roman historians, besides

Livy, are Sallust, Caesar, Suetonius, and Tacitus. The
history of Rome is carried down by the last of these

writers almost to the close of the first century of the

Christian era. From this time till the reign of Con-
stantine Roman history is imperfectly recorded. From
Constantine to the division of the empire by Valen-
tinian in 364 contemporary historians are more nu-
merous, and ecclesiastical history takes the form of

a distinct branch of literature. To the beginning
of this period belongs Eusebius. The ecclesiastical

spirit which pervades the whole period of the middle
ages had already begun to dominate the empire, and
from the dissolution of the unity of imperial rule the

new epoch which it distinguishes may be formally

dated. The fall of the Roman Empire, and the

gradual rise and formation of the modem European
family of states, iB the chief political distinction of

this epoch. Although, as might be expected from
the nature of the events it comprises, many parts,

especially of the earlier portion of the history of this

epoch, are obscure, yet it may as a whole be distin-

guished historically by a considerable advance in one
respect even over the classic periods of Greece and
Rome. Although comparatively destitute of great

historians, the different countries into which Europe
was divided had, in the cloisters of the monks, nu-

merous chroniclers or writers of annals. At no pre-

vious time were the independent sources of historical

information, at least those to which we now have
access, so numerous. At the brightest periods of

Greek and Roman literature we know little of other

countries but what is directly told by the classic

writers, and even in the histories of the dominant
states themselves there are considerable lacunas. We
have here, however, independent records of numerous
different states, and authentic history not only in its

general results, but in its minute divergences, begins

to be securely seated. Historically the middle ages

may be called the era of annals. It is true that

many of these chronicles are of a very low class.

They are frequently written in annual sections, in

chronological order, and without continuous narra-

tive. This was the general form adopted by the
monks in what are called the dark ages. Ail the

medieval historians were not, however, mere chro-

niclers, but the extended and narrative histories,

even when strictly contemporary, were often largely

mixed with mythical and even purely imaginative
details. This was still more the case with the com-

pilations of the period. The laws of historical evid-

ence, and the value of historical accuracy, were un-

unknown or unregarded. But there were always
exceptions to this prevailing character, and in its

later period the mediaeval era can boast historians of

a higher class. Gregory of Tours in France, and the

venerable Bede in England, both ecclesiastical his-

torians, are the names most worthy of mention in the

early middle ages. From the eighth to the thirteenth

century Italy had numerous Latin chroniclers. His-

tory received a fresh impulse, especially in France,

from the Crusades: Joinville, Froissart, and Corn-

mines are all eminent writers of contemporary his-

tory. In Italy too, from the thirteenth century,

vernacular historical writers of a superior order are

found. The Eastern Empire had also its chroniclers,

various collections of whose works have been made.
The only one of its historians who has acquired much
European renown is Anna Comnena, the daughter of

the emperor. The Scandinavian annals during the

middle ages have an original and distinctive char-

acter. The close of the middle ages, and the opening

of the period of modern history, is distinguished as

the period of the revival of letters, or according to

the more general and accurate French term, the

Renaissance. The modem period has many marks
which justify us in regarding it as distinct from the

mediaeval. The fall of the Greek Empire, the im-

mediate occasion of the revival of Greek learning in

Europe, is usually regarded as the dividing line. The
discoveries of navigators, by which America and
India were oponed up to Europe, suddenly expanded
the influence of European civilization over a widely-

extended area, and the impetus thus acquired has

since caused it to penetrate with a force which is

still growing to the most remote and inaccessible

regions of the earth. The Reformation, by establish-

ing liberty of opinion, overthrew the ecclesiastical

domination by which the middle ages were distin-

guished, and prepared the way for the conquest of

political liberty and the establishment of popular

influence as a preponderating power in state consti-

tutions and in social life. The art of printing has

given literature and science a stability and perman-
ence hitherto unknown. The materials for historical

composition have been vastly increased, the era of

annals is ended, and that of statistics has begun.

With this increase in amount and security in the

preservation of material, various changes in historical

method have been made, and the science of historical

criticism has been established. Hence in regard to

history the modem era has a retrospective aspect.

In virtue of historical criticism modem historians

have taken possession of past epochs, and in modem
history may be comprehended both the history of

modem times and modem contributions to universal

history. The modem era has one other distinction

of great importance in a historical point of view: it

is unfinished. There is in fact no absolute break in

the progress of human affairs, but the epochs into

which history is divided are not merely arbitrary

and conventional We recognize in past cycles of

progress elements in the combinations of society

which have passed away, and we can to a certain

extent sum up the results of these past combinations,

and estimate their value. The new forces which
have taken the place of the old, from the Renaissance
to the Reformation, are still in full process of devel-

opment in the forms of modem civilization. Minor
movements, which may be said to constitute on a
smaller scale complete cycles of progress, have since

then taken place. There have been the English

Revolution and the French Revolution, and there has
been more recently a general overturning of despot-

ism throughout Europe, followed by a partial reao*
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tion, whloh may, perhaps, for the present be said to

have fixed the results of the revolutionary move-
ment. But the same forces which have produced

these, among other results, are still in active opera-

tion, and have not even yet reached their full de-

velopment, so that it is impossible for any one to

foresee when or how the present cycle of progress

will culminate, or in what new combinations it will

result.

The race of modem historians may be said to begin

with the revival of letters; but even in the nineteenth

century the principles of historical criticism have
been remodelled, nor can they even yet be said to

be fixed on a permanent basis. We shall not attempt
anything like a classified enumeration of modem his-

torians, but shall only, as in previous epochs, mention
a few leading names by way of illustration. In Italy

Macchiavelli, Guicciardini, and Muratori are among
the leading national historians. The last has col-

lected the Italian chroniclers from A.D. 500 to 1500.

Of Spanish historians we may mention Mendoza, Mor-
ales, and Herrera. Germany had few distinguished

historians before the eighteenth century; but since

then historical criticism, like other branches of learn-

ing, has made great progress in Germany, and Nie-
biihr, Ranke, Neander, Gervinus, Schlosser, and
many others have acquired a European reputation.

In France and England also the names are almost
too numerous for selection. M^zeray, Bossuet, Mon-
tesquieu, Voltaire, Thierry, Sismondi, Guizot, Thiers,

Martin, and Michelet are well known. Of English
historians Burnet, Clarendon, Gibbon, Hume, Robert-
son, Hallam, Macaulay, Mill, Grote, Carlyle, Free-
man, Froude, Green, StubbB, Burton, and many other
names will readily suggest themselves. English liter-

ature has also been enriched by the works of such
American historians as Prescott, Irving, Bancroft,
and Motley. The Danes, Russians, Swedes, Bohe-
mians, and other Scandinavian and Slavonian nations
have also their historians, but their works are com-
paratively little referred to in English literature

In dealing with the theories of historical method
a few observations on the qualifications of the his-

torian will be a necessary preliminary, and in this

respect history may be fitly treated as an art. The
reason why it is desirable to begin the consideration

of theories of historical method with the qualifica-

tions of the historian, is because the historian must
always be an individual, and as such limited in his

powers. A long list might easily be made of the

collateral branches of knowledge of which the his-

torian ought to be master; but in truth there is no
limit to them, and it is sufficient to observe that the
historian ought to be a man of good general education,

and of competent knowledge of the world. Modem
science, while it has greatly increased the difficulties

of the historian’s task, has given him innumerable
collateral aids, and on these he must rely if he is to

do his work efficiently. Chronology is rather a branch
of history than a collateral study; in the first rank
of collateral sciences may be ranked geography, bio-

graphy, and law. There are also various collateral

studies requiring much labour, and which are exclu-

sively or chiefly valuable for their historical uses;

such are heraldry, numismatics, and in general the
whole range of antiquarian sciences. Further than
this we need not go, as all the sciences might be
named in turn. That which qualifies a historian for

a particular task is the consciousness of some special

qualification for it The facts of history are so in-

numerable, and the theories to which they may give

rise so diversified, that there is ample scope tor all

the individual appreciations which may be made of

nv section of it Perhaps the art to which history

son is from the greater to the less, is painting. It

has often been observed that although nature sup-

plies materials in abundance to the artist she refuses

to make pictures. In like manner, and with equal

truth, it may be said that human society does not

make history, but only supplies materials to the his-

torian. In choice of subject mode of treatment
proportion, colouring, and all the details of art, the

historian, like the artist is left entirely to himself.

The subject of course imposes certain conditions, but

these the artist may modit v by proposing to treat the

subject in any special way he chooses. H the history,

for example, of a particular state for a particular

period is chosen, there are certain fixed conditions to

De complied with. There are public official acts, such

as laws and treaties, which must be recorded; but the

mere recording of these is the work of a chronicler,

not of a historian. For the purposes of a historian

the relative value of public acts differs incalculably,

and of many of them even the minutest historian

will take no notice, yet how innumerable are the

antecedents and consequents even of the most unim-
portant, of which an exhaustive history would have

to take cognizance. But while the historian is

necessarily silent as to many official acts, the inter-

pretation of others will strain his faculties to the

utmost. In dealing with such matters the his-

torian may be guided by either of two distinct prin-

ciples, each of which when fairly applied is equally

legitimate in its own way: he may deal with the

transactions, or with the causes and results of par-

ticular transactions which he deems most important

in themselves, or with those which he considers

himself best qualified to illustrate. He may be a

party historian writing to vindicate his party, a

specialist having a particular theory of the period to

elucidate, or a historian for the sake of history itself.

The qualifications of a historian, as an artist, ought
to be both general and special The general qualifi-

cations imply not only good general education, but

superior natural capacity. He is the guide of other

men in the department of knowledge which of all

others, perhaps, requires most practical wisdom. Ac-
cording to Lord Bacon’s celebrated division, history

is that department of human knowledge which relates

to memory, while philosophy relates to reason, and
poetry to imagination. Whatever may have been
the case in the dawn of history, there does not now
seem to be the slightest reason for associating it more
than any other branch of knowledge with memory;
but from the extreme difficulties of historical inves-

tigation, difficulties which affect not merely as in

natural science matters of fact, nor as in philosophy

matters of speculation, but both matters of fact and
speculation involved in a web of human interests

and passions in every variety of complication, the

quality which ought to be specially associated with

the work of the historian is Judgment. This is in

fact the creative faculty in history, and that which

distinguishes it from mere chronicle. The historian

ought also to be not only wiser but better than

other men. He must weigh evidence not merely
as a lawyer, but as a man, and his judgment must
have that intuitive delicacy which is derived only

from extensive knowledge of human nature, com-
bined with benevolence and purity of intention.

The last general qualification of a historian we shall

mention & his style. The style of a historian is not

merely his method of composing sentences, but his

entire mode of framing and presenting his conceptions

to his readers. The best historians have always been

distinguished for the elevation of their styles and the

subject before him often leads the historical writer,,

who enters thoroughly into it, to a sustained elo-
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The special qualifications of the historian lead

os to the consideration of history as a science.

When a historian has chosen his subject, whatever

may be his qualifications for it, he has no right to

be idle. If he is a general historian he will be

expected to form a special acquaintance with the

science and literature of the period he proposes to

illustrate, and to master its statistics, and its social

as well as political movements. With whatever

theoretical views he approaches his task he is bound

to conform his work to established laws of criticism,

to submit his facts to patient and impartial investiga-

tion, and to suppress nothing consciously in deference

to his own particular theories. These are the scien-

tific requirements of his art, and he is to be con-

demned as a historian if he neglects them, whatever

his special object as a historical writer may be. Early

writers of history, both classical and mediaeval, deemed
themselves justified in making free use of mytho-
logical materials in their histories, when authentic

facts were not accessible, and sometimes when they

were distasteful. Certain old historians, such as

Boece, deliberately coined fictions for the glorification

of their country, and the classical writers before them
frequently trode in the same track. Niebuhr, who
had made himself intimately acquainted with the

history and mythology of antiquity, thought he had
materials for reconstructing the ancient history of

Rome by a process of constructive criticism. His work
has, however, been subjected to severe criticism by Sir

George Cornwall Lewis and other historical writers,

and has not as a whole stood the test. Sir George
Lewis lays down the canon of criticism, that the tes-

timony of contemporary witnesses is the indispen-

sable condition of genuine history. The faith often

too readily reposed in ancient monuments is affected

by this principle. Evidence of the accuracy of the

information, and honesty of intention of the inscriber

is necessary to give validity to an inscription. When
we consider moreover the difficulty of constructing

authentic history even from contemporary evidence,

of which every newspaper reader may judge, some
idea may be formed of the formidable nature of the

historian's task. The application of these rigid rules

must tend to restrict the domain of history, out per-

haps the loss is more apparent than real Another
observation of Lewis, that negative results are im-

portant and useful, as well as positive, is in this con-

nection well worthy of being remembered. Myths
once considered as purely load have by philological

investigation been traoed up to general figures of

speech oontained in the common sources of languages

widely sundered. But while the topographical value

of the myth has thus been destroyed, it still remains

a fact of history. The different form it takes among
different peoples indicates differences of character,

and it may possibly also be assumed to have a posi-

tive historical significance, though of a different kind

from that formerly attributed to it A mythical

ancestry is not usually considered very creditable to

the individual who assumes it, and when a people

adopts a mythical history it may perhaps be con-

cluded that their authentic history has hitherto con-

tained little of importance. As a man who has

distinguished himself looks round for an ancestry, so

a nation when it has come to achieve a place in his-

tory is willing to show that its beginnings have been

worthy of its subsequent renown. The myth in such

cases is not likely to oonoeal so much glory as the

imagination may be ready to oonoede. The case is

somewhat different with the lows of history from

the destruction of reoords; but as this can only

happen in the case Of forms of civilization which

hare not been able to maintain themselves, we may
perhaps have in their actual remains, and the fact of

their passing away, the most valuable reoords they

had to leave us. The work of reconstructing history

will, however, always present attractions to the im-

agination, and independently of any recognition it

may obtain from authentic history will maintain its

own place in literature.

The theoretical views with which historians may
approach their remain to be considered, as con-

stituting the philosophy of history. This is an ancient

distinction. Without bringing something in the form

of theoretical principles to his task the historian

would be unable to perform it. All historians, ancient

and modem, have observed analogies and apparent

repetitions in the actions they have reoordea, and

they have attributed the similarity of actions to sim-

ilarity of causes. Thus Thucydides was called a

philosophical historian, because he showed a marked
disposition for tracing facts to their origin and draw-

ing conclusions. AnBtotle attempted to reduce the

principles of history to order and form them into

general laws, and tne same attempt has been made
by other philosophers down to modem times. The
various views with which historians write may be

classified, and we shall attempt a division of them into

a few leading varieties, premising that the different

classes frequently cross each other. The first, and

perhaps the largest class, is what we may call prac-

tical historians. These are those who, without any
special theory, adopt the views of the society in which

they happen to live, or of some particular section of

it, and appeal without any special preparation to s

common judgment assumed to exist between thsir

readers and themselves. Such a historian may ob-

serve a progression in the state of society from a

previous condition to the one actually existing, and
of which he approves as preferable; and he may take

up some part of this progression, and narrate it with

criticism founded on this judgment, in which he counts

on the sympathy of his contemporaries, and probably

of their descendants; or he may apply the general

principles of justice and expediency which he assumes

to be prevalent in the society he addresses to any
historical subject. The characteristic of this class is

its dependence on sympathy. A writer who distinctly

proclaims himself an advocate of particular views

may interest us even when we dissent from his

opinions; but one who assumes our coincidence of

judgment repels if he fails to secure it As types of

this class we may mention Hallam and Macaulay.
The next class of historians may be called political.

They differ from the preceding only in being open

and avowed advocates of a class of opinions current

in the society to which they belong. Sir Archibald
Alison may be taken as a representative of this class.

A third class consists of those who adopt defined

views of the particular period in illustration of which
they write, as Gibbon and Montesquieu in his

Grandeur et Decadence des Remains. To this class

belong all specialists and historians who describe

particular eras and evolutions. The fourth class con-

sists of historians who taka as their guide general

philosophical principles, in addition to any practical

views or defined viewi of particular periods and who
may consequently be called distinctively philosophical

historians. As an illustration of this class we shal1

take first what may be called the religious view of

history. A practical or special historian may have
religious views, and may be ruled bythem consciously

or unconsciously in the formation of his judgments;

but what we understand by the religious view of his-

tory, is the special application to the facta of history

of particular views of divine government or interfer-

ence, and the attempt to trace the connection of one

with the other. As an example of such a work
we may mention D'Aubignl’a History of the Refer-
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motion. A fifth class may also be mentioned, which
professes to record events without pretending to

judge of them. The French historian, Augustin
Thierry, is said to represent this school, but its

scheme may fairly be dismissed as impracticable.

To write history without judging it is not given to

man. Isolated events may be so recorded, but
wherever there is a record of a connected series of

events the judgment of the historian insensibly

mingles with it. Until recently this enumeration
of methods of writing history might perhaps have
been considered exhaustive; but another theory of

method has lately acquired so much importance as

to demand more particular notice, we mean the theory
of induction, which, though it claims to be scientific,

we class for reasons which will presently appear as

philosophical According to Edgar Quinet the idea of

universal history is a modem one, and the idea that
universal history consisted in the preparation of all

things for the coming of the Messiah is the first which
has marked history with a philosophical character.

Quinet seems to have overlooked the primitive history

of Moses; but, according to his idea, Christian divines

from Augustine and Eusebius to Bossuet are to be
credited with the first application of a universal philo-

sophical principle to history. Until comparatively
recent times no other universal principle but the
religious one was attempted to be systematically

applied to history. Montesquieu’s work L’Esprit des
Lois may perhaps be considered as a feeling for Borne

such principle. He collects many evidences of the
operation of general causes in human affairs; but
while he may be considered a precursor of the
theorists, he cannot himBelf be held responsible for

any general theory. Giovanni Battista Vico, an
Italian philosopher, who died in 1744, seems to have
propounded the first general theory of history. It

was based rather on a view of divine Providence
than of strict natural law. His view was that human
affairs moved in a cycle beginning with a religious

epoch, passing through a heroic, and ending with a
human or rational period, out of which the religious

was evolved again. Herder adopted the natural

theory that history is the necessary result erf the

exercise of human faculties in the midst of various

natural surroundings. He carried his studies into

the phenomena of animal life, natural science, geo-

graphical conditions, &c., thus extending the lines of

investigation opened by Montesquieu. Kant, in his

idea of a universal history in a cosmopolitan point of

view, gave a powerful impulse to the theory of natural

evolution.
*Whatever,’ he Baid, ‘might be the concep-

tion of the liberty of the will which one may form in

a metaphysical point of view, its phenomena, human
actions, are determined, as well as every other kind
of natural eventB, according to universal laws of

nature. It is to be hoped that history, which is

occupied with the narrative of these phenomena* will,

when it contemplates the play of the liberty of the

human will on a large scale, discover a regular course

in it; so that what seems irregular and capricious in

individual cases shall appear as a continually pro-

gressing, though slow unfolding of its original ten-

dencies.’ At length a bold attempt was made by
Henry Thomas Buckle to lay down the natural prin-

ciples of evolution, and illustrate them in a practical

example in his History of Civilization in England,

which bis early death unfortunately prevented him
from carrying out. Buckle observes that the spirit

of generalization is less active among historians than

among men of scienoe, which he attributes partly to

the inferior ability of the former, partly t« the diffi-

culties of the subject He holds that the phenomena
a* Motnrv like those of natural scienoe, are capable

induction. He distinguishes the ideas which influ-

ence human actions into two classes, the intellectual

and moral; and he holds that while the former are
capable of continuous progress with the progressive

advance of human knowledge, the latter are com-
paratively constant, and that their relative force con-

sequently diminishes as the force of the intellectual

increases. The great impediment to this advance
is what he calls the protective spirit, which is chiefly

represented in the interference with the natural pro-

gress of society by governments and priests. For
all notions of supernatural, or direct divine interfer-

ence in human affairs, Buckle has one name, super-

stition; and he believes that superstition will diminish
proportionally with the advance and general diffusion

of scientific knowledge.
The theory of scientific induction has had other

able advocates both in this country and the Con-
tinent, but it has not hitherto been attended with
any practical results at all commensurate with the
pretensions of its exponents; nor is this matter of

much surprise, seeing that it necessarily deals much
more in assumption than is consistent with the
existence of an inductive science. Some of the

positions of its supporters indeed may be freely

admitted, and for others a wide observation of the

course of history appears to afford plausible ground,

but this is only when they are kept within limits

inadequate for the purposes of an exhaustive science.

It is certain that many of the factB in human his-

tory are to be accounted for on general principles,

and it is in the highest degree likely that the wider
our acquaintance with history becomes the greater

will be the number of facts of this kind that we shall

be able to discover. It is also certain that excep-

tional and erratic developments in history, local,

tribal, or national peculiarities are often to be ex-

plained by the operation of natural causes, climate,

soil, long-continued habits, &c. If on these and
like grounds it is proposed to establish a science of

historical induction with a view to ascertain how far

it will carry us in accounting for the facts of history

no exception can be taken to the reasonableness of

the proposal. This is what has been done by Mon-
tesquieu, but the zeal of the modem advocates of

the induction theory has carried them much further;

they boldly assert the theoretical practicability of

an exhaustive induction, and assume that, as in other

sciences, the results of their method will be in propor-

tion to their progress towards this consummation.
But the theory of an exhaustive induction from the

facts of history, howsoever propounded, will ally

itself only with a positive philosophy. Two things

it must necessarily exclude, the power of the indi-

vidual will and the operation of supernatural agency

in human affairs. It is on this ground that we con-

sider the inductive theory entitled only to rank as

one of the philosophical methods of viewing history,

and not as exclusively a science of history. Like

other philosophical methods it brings with it to the

investigation of history not only a method but a

theory, and the examination of that theory belongs

to philosophy and not to history. It is true the

advocates of the theory allege historical grounds for

their positions, and these in regard to the two points

alluded to we shall here examine.

The majority of historians, like the majority of

mankind, have always associated religion in some
way with human affairs. If we examine particular

instances of this association we shall undoubtedly

discover that great mistakes have been made in

connection with it Many of these mistakes have

been demonstrated by the progress of science, others

have been condemned by the common sense of man-
* * j twtlfavMt In the polytheism of
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Greeoe and Rome, and many ancient notions of
divine or superhuman interference in the affairs of

men have thus passed away. The Christian religion

has introduced or carried down from the Jewish
another series of ideas of divine or spiritual influence.
In modem history we have had many opportunities
of observing the misapplication of this class of ideas
also. The older historians of Great Britain were
in the habit of attributing many things to divine

interference which uo historian of the present day
would dare to do. Hence it is argued that the
result of the progress of science has constantly been
to remove the supernatural further from the sphere
of human affairs, and that it only requires a more
complete diffusion of scientific knowledge to put an
end to the notion of supernatural interference alto-

gether. But the historical evidence for this conclu-

sion, so far from being complete, is not even uniform.

The idea of a divine Providence is not peculiar to

the Christian religion. It has been shared by men
of every country, irrespective of their peculiar creeds.

The religions that have passed away had this in

common with the religion that has succeeded them,
so that even their disappearance cannot be counted
a complete triumph to the opponents of the general

doctrine. However this doctrine may be slighted

by a class of modern critics, moreover, they have
not even succeeded in convincing the whole of their

own class. There are still scholars and men of science

who believe in Providence. The most thoughtful

historians, in particular, have always been ready to

refer much in human affairs to a divine guidance.

It is true that, in particular cases, many things

referred to Providence might have been explained

by natural causes, and that the doctrine of Providence
has thus often stood as the representative of the

ignorance or indolence of the historian. This may
very well serve as a lesson of caution, but it will not

suffice as a foundation for the inference that no
supernatural interference with human affairs ever

takes place. It is quite conceivable that there might
be a constant divine guidance of these affairs so con-

ducted that while men might be able to discover that

they were in some way Bupematurally affected, they
could in no instance accurately define the mode or

extent of interference. Unless, then, it can be proved
by an exhaustive examination of all the facts that

neither upon the minds nor the circumstances of the

actors in history any supernatural influence has ever

been exerted, the conditions of an exhaustive induc-

tion cannot be brought within the domain of history.

It is evident that this proof can never be made com-
plete, hence the advocates of the inductive theory

nave no right to call their method exclusively a
science of history. There is no fact in history of

which the causes, whether natural or supernatural,

can be exhaustively known, and when a historian

has used all diligence in investigating the facts, he

does not act more unphilosophically in referring the

unknown residuum to a divine guidance, including

therein any unknown natural causes, than in refer-

ring the whole to such causes. In regard to the

minds of men themselves, it is well known that the

motives by which they are influenced are not purely

rational Imagination, at least, plays a considerable

part in them, and who is able to say that no divine

influence is exerted in the modes in which natural

objects impress them? This at least is a permanent
art of man’s nature, and no prospect could be more
opeleee than the expectation of the inductionists

that science will ever reduce men to mere reasoning

machines, working only on strictly known data.

Imagination, however, though not bounded by logical

rules, is in its nature essentially reasonable. Its

office is to go before ai>d anticipate the formal deci-

sions of reason, and In doing so it has often done
science good service. When the historian finds some-

thing extraordinary in a particular course of events,

an extended order and sequence, for example, which
seem beyond human skill and arrangement, this

intuitive faculty often leads him to refer the whole
to a divine guidance. Gan he be charged with

violating any principle of science or philosophy in

doing so ? ft would seem indeed that in so acting

he £ only obeying an inherent tendency of the

human mind to refer the unknown to a first cause

instead of to secondary causes. If such a tendency

is implanted in the mind of man by his Creator it

must be of itself a vast moral force, combining with,

but not reducible to, the ordinary or scientific data

of human intelligence. The search for secondary or

intermediate causes which science inculcates does

not necessarily interfere with the existence of such a
tendency, but only corrects or postpones its applica-

tion. The search for causes in connected sequence

must necessarily be endless, but the mind of man
seeks repose, and can find it only in going straight

through the intermediate to the final cause. The
eneral practice of historians, therefore, of referring

uman affairs ultimately to a divine Providence is

entitled to some weight, as well as particular instances

of their errorB in assuming special interferences.

And if in addition to any such natural tendency a
historian, on grounds independent of history, believes

in a particular revelation of the will of God, such as

that contained in the Christian religion, he is no more
than the Positivist open to the reproach of supersti-

tion for bringing his views into his treatment of his-

tory. In each case the belief must be tried on its

own grounds. If there is a divine plan in history it

must necessarily be the thing most worthy of study.

The idea that amid the ever-changing scene there

is one constant Actor gives a unity and sublimity to

the study of history that no theory of evolution can
possibly supply. It would indeed oe rash for men to

assume that even supj>osing the divine Being to have

a purpose in human history they are competent fully

to comprehend it, but it would be equally rash to

assume that they are incapable of knowing anything

of it. Reason would rather seem to indicate that it

may be of a nature fitted for their instruction. The
religious historian is not to blame in seeking indica-

tions of this plan. The theory already referred to,

which is shared by all the leading Christian historians,

that ancient history was a preparation for the coming
of Christ is supported by a far stronger array of cumu-
lative evidence in history itself than any of the posi-

tions of Buclde; and the correlative theory, which is

equally the faith of Christiana, that all subsequent his-

tory is a preparation for the second coming of Christ,

while giving a unity and moral purpose to the whole,
leaves as ample scope for any reasonable theory of

natural development as the most ardent evolutionist

need desire. Particular interpretations of particular

epochs is more dangerous ground, but cannot be for-

bidden to the religious any more than to the philo-

sophical historian. A devout Protestant, for example,

could hardly help seeing a divine purpose in the

Reformation; ana, in general, if a divine plan is

admitted at all, any complete evolution of history

must necessarily be admitted to be part of it, while

the particular interpretation of the evolution must
always be at the historian’s own risk. Further than

this a prudent historian will hardly seek to go.

The position of the inductive theory is hardly more
fortunate in regard to individual influence in history.

It is to the theory a rigid necessity that this influence

should be wholly eliminated, and it is sufficiently

remarkable that Buckle, who starts with the deter-

mination of drawing his philosophical principles by
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an inductive process from historical facts, arrives at

a necessitarian doctrine as rigid as that of the

highest Calvinist. In this, as in the previous case,

the inductive theory has some plausible ground to

go upon. To the superficial reader of history in-

dividual influence seems to be the omnipotent and
all-ruling force. As we look more closely, this pre-

dominance rapidly diminishes, and to the practised

eye of the evolutionist it gives way to the pro-

stration of absolute impotence. To older philoso-

phers the concurrence of the man and the epoch
seemed at least a striking and remarkable coinci-

dence; to the believer in a divine Providence it was
a proof of design; to the evolutionist the man is

simply the creation of the epoch. This theory is to

a great extent true; but its truth does not extend
far enough to destroy all the disturbing effects of

individuality. The English Reformation, for ex-

ample, owed much to the character of Henry the

Eighth, but the uxoriousness of Henry can hardly
be said to have been evolved out of the circum-

stances of the epoch. The period of the French
Revolution again afforded great facility for the rise

of a soldier like Napoleon, but can it be credited

with giving Napoleon the great administrative

ability which enabled him to stamp a permanent
character upon the epoch ? Moreover, there appears
to be no evidence that among the various improve-
ments going on in the world any one has m the

least degree enlarged the average capacity of the

human intellect. If we take individual specimens,

the best men of the present day are probably not
superior in intellectual capacity to Moses or So-
crates. On the other hand, it may be granted that

modem civilization has tended considerably to sup-

press individuality, and seems likely to do so still

more in the future. But even with this favourable

circumstance there appears to be little prospect of

the induction principle ever being carried much
beyond the domain of political economy in its

widest sense, within which its greatest strength has
hitherto been shown. If we were disposed to make
a contribution to the inductive philosophy it would
be in the form of a law, which, though founded on
a very commonly observed series of facts, we have
not yet seen formally laid down, and which we may
call the law of the economy of motive. This law is

founded on one of the most general facts of history,

the strong tendency of human nature to imitation.

This tendency has been observed in every epoch.

It has greatly influenced the European group of

nations, for example, even in the times when com-
munication between them was most rare and diffi-

cult, and has often maintained a social equilibrium

in communities which otherwise seemed tending to

chaos. The law which we propose to deduce from
this tendency may be illustrated in this way. When
two nations go to war, one of them at least must
have a distinct motive for doing so. It is less

necessary that there should be a distinct motive for

a third nation to join them, and the necessity

diminishes again in the case of a fourth, and so on,

the force of every additional example being added
to the last, until at length the historian ought,

perhaps, to consider the probability to be against
the existence of an independent motive, and to

admit it with difficulty. That imitation has a real

influence even in regard to war, might be proved
by numerous instances both ancient and modem.
But the power of imitation increases with the mass,

and is necessarily greatest in popular movements.
At the present day, when society is governed so

largely by the popular will, and when the facility

nf communication is welding the most civilized na-

effected, which ought to be greatly to the profit of

the evolutionist. No one, indeed, can help remark-
ing the strong tone of imitation in modem society.

But even with all this compression of individuality

human nature has not wholly lost its energy, and
we may still count in each reourring crisis on some
individual springing up into some act of unprompted
activity. On the whole, we may, perhaps, safely

conclude that history will continue to be a series

of human judgments upon human affairs, and that

however its methods may be modified by auxiliary

aids the true types of the historian will still be
original observers like Herodotus, Joinville, and
Froissart, men of constructive genius like Gibbon,
and philosophic critics like Montesquieu.
HITCHCOCK, Edwabd, an American geologist,

was bom at Deerfield in Massachusetts on May 24,

1793, and died at Amherst in the same state, on
February 27, 1864. After being principal of Deer-
field Academy and for four years minister of a
Congregational church at Conway, Massachusetts,

he was appointed in 1825 professor of chemistry
and natural history at Amherst College, and in

1845 president of the same college and professor of

natural theology and geology. In 1850 he visited

Europe as commissioner appointed by his native

state to examine the agricultural schools there. In
1854 he resigned the presidency of Amherst College,

but he retained his professorship till his death.

Hitchcock’s works include Geology of the Connecti-

cut Valley (1823); a popular work on Elementary
Geology; Religion of Geology (1851); and Remini-
scences of Amherst College (1863).

HITCHIN, a market town of England, in the

county of Hertford, 34 miles north of London. It

lies in a fertile valley, is for the most part built of

brick, and the streets are generally spacious. The
parish church, St. Mary’s, is of the later style of

English Gothic, and contains some fine brasses of

the 14th, 15th, and 16th centuries, and a fine altar-

piece by Rubens. The town-hall includes a public

library and mechanics’ institution; and other build-

ings are the corn-exchange, grammar-school, orphan-

age, Brotherhood House, and alms-houses. There
are malting-houses and breweries. Many females

are employed in straw-plaiting. Lavender, for the

making of lavender water, is largely grown here.

Hitchin gives name to a pari. div. of the county.

Pop. (1891), 8860; (1901), 10,072.

HITTITES, the name of several peoples men-
tioned in the Old Testament, and in Egyptian and
Assyrian inscriptions. In the Old Testament the

name is applied to three more or less distinct

groups, namely, (1) the ‘children of Heth’ from
whom Abraham purchased a burying-place (Gen.

xxiii; see also xxvi. 34); (2) a people or group of

peoples which inhabited Palestine before the He-
brews and resisted their invasion (Ex. iii. 8, 17;

Josh. xxiv. 11, &c.); (3) a kingdom in north-eastern

Syria (1 Kings x. 29; 2 Kings vii. 6), with which
Solomon formed marriage alliances (1 Kings xi. 1).

The first group dwelt around Hebron in southern

Palestine, and the Hittites mentioned in connection

with David, of whom the chief was Uriah, may be
their descendants. The second group of Hittites

dwelt among the mountains of central Palestine

(Jodi. xi. 8), and the third group, united in some
sort of empire, had their seat still farther north.

Of this Hittite empire we learn more from the

Egyptian and Assyrian records than from the Old
Testament. The Heta, according to the hiero-

glyphic inscriptions, offered a vigorous resistance

m northern Syria to the Egyptian king Thutmosis
III. (18th dyn.; c. 1560 B.0.), and to Ins successors
' Al- - i nxU Qoftmo Tv Ramaes IL and III.,
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c. 1350-1200 B.o. Carchemish, Kadesh, and Ha-
math were among their chief cities. The cuneiform
inscriptions contain notices of a people called Hatti
who frequently fought with the Assyrians from the
time of Tiglath-pileser I. (c. 1100 b.c.) till that of

Sargon II. (721-704 B.c.), after which they are no
more heard of. The Hittite monuments and in-

scriptions which have been found in Carchemish,
Hamath, and neighbouring places, as well as
throughout Asia Minor, appear to belong to the
Assyrian period. The inscriptions have not yet
been properly deciphered, but they appear to be
written in characters similar to Egyptian hiero-

glyphs, and Jensen is of opinion that their language
is an Aryan one, a sort of ancestor of Armenian,
ftee Perrot and Chipiez’s History of Ancient Art in

Sardinia, &c. (vol. ii. 1890); works by Sayce and
Wright; Jensen’s Hittiter und Armenier (1898);
and the article in the Ency. Bibl. (vol. ii. 1901).
HIVAOA, an island in the South Pacific Ocean,

the largest of the south-western group of the Mar-
quesas; 22 miles long east to west; about 10 miles
greatest breadth. It is mountainous, and bears in-

dications of volcanic eruptions. Pop. about 3000.
HIVE. See Apiary.
HIVITES, a Oanaanitish tribe who in the time

of Joshua are represented as dwelling in Mount
Hermon from Mount Baal-Hermon to the entering
in of Hamath, the valley between the ranges of

Lebanon. Solomon subjected them to a regular

tribute, as he did the remnants of the other trilies

which still survived in the land (1 Kings x. 20,

21). Their name never occurs after Solomon’s
time.

HOADLY, Benjamin, an English prelate and
celebrated controversialist, born on the 14th of

November, 1676, at Westerham in Kent, entered

Catherine Hall, Cambridge, as a pensioner in 1691,

obtained a fellowship, and resigned it on marrying
and becoming lecturer of St. Mildred in the Poultry,

London. While thus officiating he became rector

successively of St. Swithin’s and St. Peter-le-Poor,

and began to acquire distinction as a controversial-

ist. His first appearance in this character was as

the opponent of Mr. Calamy, a celebrated Dissent-

ing minister, and led to the publication of his work
in defence of conformity to the Church of England.
His next opponent was the celebrated Dr. Atter-

bury, in answer to whom he published a defence of

civil liberty, under the title of The Measures of

Obedience. This work was so acceptable to the

House of Commons that they presented an address

to Queen Anne, recommending him for his signal

services in the cause of civil and religious liberty.

In 1710 he obtained the valuable rectory of Streat-

ham, and shortly after the accession of George I.

became such a favourite at court that in 1715 he

was appointed Bishop of Bangor. His connection

with this diocese is remembered chiefly on account

of the notoriety obtained by what was called the

Ban^orian Controversy, which he originated by the

publication of a sermon on the text, ‘ My kingdom
is not of this world’. The see of Bangor he ex-

changed for that of Hereford in 1721, which he in

1723 quitted for that of Salisbury. He at last be-

came stationary in that of Winchester, which he

had occupied for above a quarter of a century when
he died, on the 17th of April, 1761, aged eighty-

five. His works were collected and published in

1 773, in three vols. folio. They are able, but abound

in long and intricate sentences, on which account

Pope celebrates him for his * period of a mile'.

HOANG-HO, or Yellow River, a large river

in China, the sources of which are in mountains in

the Koko-Nor territory, north from Tibet, about lat.

34° 30’ N., and Ion. 97° 30’ e. After flowing in all

directions except south, through a winding course
of several hundred miles, it proceeds nearly due
north to about lat. 41°; then east for 200 miles,

when it suddenly bends round, and flows directly

south for other 200 miles ; then turns abruptly east,

and flows in that direction till it reaches Lung-
men-kau, when it diverges to the north-east, and
falls into the Gulf of Pe-cne-le about lat. 37° 30' and
Ion. 118° 30'. Its length is estimated at about 2600
miles, although the distance, in a direct line, from
its source to its mouth, is only about half that.

Formerly, after reaching Lung-men-kau it flowed

south-east instead of north-east, and discharged
itself into the Yellow Sea in lat. 34° N., and Ion.

120° E. It is a turbid, furious, and impracticable

stream, and is but little used for navigation. From
its frequent floods the cities on its banks are in

constant danger of being submerged; to prevent
which, and other damage, great expense is incurred
in maintaining artificial embankments. In its pro-

gress the Hoang-ho receives veiy few tributaries.

It derives its name from the vast quantities of yellow
mud held in a state of solution by its waters.

HOAR-FROST. See Frost.
HOBART, or up to 1881 (when the name was

officially changed) Hobart Town, the capital of

Tasmania, iH picturesquely situated at the foot of

Mount Wellington, on the river Derwent, about 12
miles from its mouth. The city proper is built in

the form of a square on a series of hills, the wide,

well-laid -out streets crossing each other at right

angles. It is lighted with gas and electricity, and
well supplied with water. Among the public build-

ings are the government house, a palatial castellated

pile of white freestone; the government offices, the

houses of parliament, the town-hall, with public

library attached, the post-office, museum, Free-

masons’ Hall, the Episcopal and Roman Catholic

cathedrals, the latter rebuilt in 1881, and several

other places of worship, a technical and other schools,

the general hospital, the new town invalid depot,

and other charitable institutions, three market-

houses, a theatre, &c. The principal places of out-

door recreation are Franklin Square, near the centre

of the town, provided with seats and sheltering

trees, and containing a statue of Sir John Franklin,

formerly governor of Tasmania; the Queen’s Do-
main, tne Royal Society’s Gardens, &c. There are

breweries, flour-mills, tanneries, woollen factories,

an iron-foundry, jam factories, &c.
;
and in connec-

tion with the shipping three first class patent slips

for the repair of large vessels. The harbour is easy

of access, having sufficient depth for the largest

vessels, and a capacity for almost any number. There
is also ample wharf and dock accommodation for

the loading, discharging, and repairing of shqfc.

Regular steam communication exists between Mel-
bourne and Sydney, and the Union steamers call

on the way to and from New Zealand. Hobart is

connected by rail with Launceston. Pop. (1900),

30,687 ;
with suburbs, 42,000.

HOBBEMA, Meindert or Minderhout, con-

sidered, next to J. RuyBdaal, the best of the Dutch
landscape-painters, and as a colourist reckoned even

superior to Ruysdaal. Various places have been

mentioned as that of his birth, and for long the

date was not known, but it has at last been dis-

covered that he was born at Amsterdam in 1638.

He died at Amsterdam in Dec. 1709. The figures in

his landscapes are painted mostly by Berchem, Van
de Velde, Lingelbach, and J. Van Loo. His paint-

ings consist chiefly of forest scenes, ruins, villages,

&c., and justly entitle him to a high place among
landscape-painters, from the careful execution of the
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details, particularly the foliage, the clearness of the and Odyssey in verse, which passed through three

composition, the strength and beauty of the colouring, editions within ten years, though utterly destitute of

and the fine shading of the tints. He so strongly poetical merit. His Decameron Physiologicum, or

resembles Ruisdaal that he is generally supposed to Ten Dialogues of Natural Philosophy, was published

have been his scholar, and some works formerly in 1678; as was also a Dialogue between a Philoso-

thought to be those of Ruisdaal have now been dis- pher and a Student of the Common Law of England;
covered to be the productions of Hobbema. Some of and in 1679 he consigned to the care of a bookseller

the most celebrated works of this master are to be his Behemoth, or a History of the Civil Wars from
found in public or private galleries in France, Ger- 1640 to 1660, which did not appear till after his

many, ana England. His greatest painting, A View death. That event took place December 4, 1679, at

in Holland, with figures painted by Adrien van de Hardwicke, a seat of the Earl of Devonshire, in

Velde, is contained in the Lyttelton collection. Derbyshire. The first collected edition of his Latin

HOBBES, Thomas, a celebrated moral and politi* works was published at Amsterdam in two vols. 4to,

cal writer and philosopher of the seventeenth century, in 1668. His complete works, including both Latin
He was bom April 5, 1588, within the borough of and English, were first published in the edition of

Malmesbury, in Wiltshire. In 1603 he became a Sir William Molesworth (London, 1839-45, sixteen

student of Magdalen Hall, Oxford. In 1610 he set vols. 8vo). See Prof. Robertson’s monograph (1886).

out on a tour with the son of Lord Hardwicke (after- Few authors have encountered more opposition than
wards Earl of Devonshire), through France and the philosopher of Malmesbury. The imputation of

Italy; and after his return to England he resided irreligion was brought against him by his literary

several years in the Devonshire family as secretary antagonists, and the justice of the charge cannot

to Lord Hardwicke. During this period Hobbes possibly be denied. Both with respect to religion

became acquainted with Lord Bacon (some of whose and government he ascribes great weight to the will

works he translated into Latin), Lord Herbert of of the civil magistrate. And his sentiments on this

Cherbury, and Ben Jonson. The first performance point, together with his doctrine that a state of nature

which he published was a translation of the history must be a state of perpetual hostility, in wnich brute

of Thucydides (1628). On a subsequent visit to the force must supersede law and every other principle

Continent he became acquainted with Gassendi at of action, have perhaps been most generally objected

Paris, and Galileo at Pisa. In 1637 he returned to to. Yet his claim of obedience to existing authorities

England, and resided much at Chatsworth till 1641, is qualified by the assertion that it is no longer due
when, alarmed at the probability of political commo- than while they can afford protection to the subject,

tions, he went to Paris. He Btayed abroad some He says expressly, ‘ Obligatio civium erga turn qui

years, and during that tinse published most of his surnmam habctpotestatem, tandem ntc diulius perman-
workB. In 1642 first appeared his treatise De Cive, ere inteUigitur

,
quam manet potentia dves protegendi'

afterwards published in England, with the title of The philosophy of Hobbes, so depreciated among his

Philosophical Rudiments concerning Government and contemporaries, has been more or less adopted by
Society, or a Dissertation concerning Man in his Locke, Hartley, Hume, and Priestley,

several Habitudes and Respects as a Member of HOBBY. See Falcon.
Society, first Secular and then Sacred. His writings HOBHOUSE, John Cam. SeeBroughton (Lord).
on mathematics are not important, yet he was em- HOBSON’S CHOICE, a proverbial expression,

ployed to teach Prince Charles (afterwards Charles denoting without an alternative. It is said to have
II.) the elements of mathematical philosophy. In had its origin in the practice of Hobson, a carrier at

1650 was published, in London, a small treatise by Cambridge in Milton’s time, who let horses to the

Hobbes, entitled Human Nature; and another, De students, and obliged his customers to take the horses

Corpora Politico, or Elements of Law, Moral and in rotation, that they might be worked equally

Politick. But the most remarkable of his works is Milton wrote two epitaphs upon him.

his Leviathan, or the Matter, Form, and Power of a HOCHE, Lazare, general in the French revolu-

Commonwealth, ecclesiastical and civil (printed in tionary war, was born 1768 at Montreuil, near Ver-
London, 1651, folio). This greatly alarmed the eccle- sailles. He took service in the regiment of French
siaatics of those days, and drew on the author much guards when sixteen years old. On the outbreak of

literary hostility. Returning to England he was well the revolution he joined the popular party. He
received by the Devonshire family, in which he passed greatly distinguished himself at the siege of Thion-

the remainder of his life. He continued to employ ville and the defence of Dunkirk, and shortly after-

his pen on philosophical topics; and in 1654 he pub- wards, when scarcelytwenty-five years of age, received

lished a Letter about Liberty and Necessity. In the command of the army on the Moselle. Though
1658 appeared his Dissertation on Man, which com- at first compelled to retreat before the Duke of

pleted his philosophical system, a work containing Brunswick, he afterwards defeated General Wurmser
some singular notions relative to the moral ana at Weissenburg; delivered Landau; took Germers-
intellectual faculties of the human species. After heim, Spires, Worms, &c.

;
and drove the Austrians

the Restoration Hobbes was favourably received by out of Alsace. The glory he acquired by these vic-

the king, who promised him his protection, and settled tories excited the jealousy of Pichegru, who ac'msed
on him a pension of £100 a year out of his privy Hoche of aiming at a dictatorship, in consequence of

purse. He was visited by Cosmo de’ Medici, then which he was removed from the head of the army
prince and afterwards Duke of Tuscany, and by other which he had led to victory, on the pretence of being
foreigners of distinction. In 1666 bis Leviathan was intrusted with a higher command, and then arrested

censured in Parliament, and a bill was introduced and committed to prison (1798). In 1794 he was
Into the House of Commons to provide for the pun- released, and towards the end of the same year was
ishment of atheism and profaneness, which gave him appointed commander of the army destined to quell

mat uneasiness. On this occasion, it is supposed, the rising in the west, and afterwards to that in La
he composed his learned and ingenious work, entitled Vendee, and in both cases he showed the capacities

a Historical Narration concerning Heresy and the of a statesman as well as a general In 1796 he
Punishment thereof, to show that he was not legally conceived the plan of attacking Britain, by making
chargeable with heresy in writing and publishing his a descent on Ireland. He accordingly set sail In

Leviathan. Among the principal literary labours of December from Brest, but a storm dispersed the
' TT T1: '‘ 4 1 • Vu» found himself alone near the coast of the
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enemy, and he was obliged to return from his expe-
dition without having even effected a landing. After
his return he received the command of the army of

the Saxnbre and Meuse. He opened the campaign
of 1797 by a bold passage over the Rhine in the face

of the enemy. In four days he had marched with
his army 35 leagues, had been victorious in three

battles and five skirmishes, and taken Wetzlar, when
he was stopped in the path of victory by the news of

the armistice concluded in Italy. He died suddenly
in September, same year (1797), soon after being
placed at the head of the combined armies of the
Sambre and Meuse and the Rhine and Moselle.

HOCHHEIM, a town in Prussia, in the province
of Hesse-Nassau, 4 miles E.N.E. of Mayence. It is

famous for its wine, called in Germany ffochheimer
,

from which is derived the English name Hock, applied

indiscriminately to the wines of the Rhine, Main,
&c. Pop. (1895), 3083.

HOCHKIRCH, a village in Saxony, 6 miles E.8.E.

of Bautzen. It is memorable as the spot where, in

1758, the Prussians, under Frederick the Great, were
surprised during the night by the Austrians, under
Marshal Daun, and lost 100 cannon and 9000 pri-

soners. Marshal Keith, a Scotchman, and one of

Frederick’s best generals, was killed, and is buried
in the church, where a monument has been erected

to him.
HOCHSTADT, a village in Bavaria, on the left

bank of the Danube, near which the battle of Blen-

heim was fought See Blenheim.
HOCK. See Hoohheim.
HODEIDAH, a seaport of Yemen, Arabia, on

the Red Sea, a place of considerable and increasing

trade. In 1897 it exported coffee valued at £534,141

;

the total imports were £705,231. Pop. 50,000.

HOEVEN, Jan van tier, a Dutch naturalist, born

at Rotterdam in 1 802 ;
died at Leyden in 1 868. After

obtaining the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 1822,
and that of Doctor of Medicine in 1824, he set up as

physician in Rotterdam, and in 1826 was appointed
extraordinary, and in 1835 ordinary professor of

zoology in the University of Leyden. His principal

work is Handbook der Diorkunde (Handbook of

Zoology; Leyden, 1827-38), in which he treats of the

whole sphere of zoology from a physiological point of

view. An English translation by Professor Clark was

C
ublished in 1856-58. Among his other works may
e mentioned his Btidragen tot de natuurlijke Ge-

schiedenis van den Negerstam (Contributions to the

Natural Historyof the Negro Race, 1842); Bijdragen
tot de natuurlijke Geschiedenis van den Mensch (Con-

tributions to Ine Natural History of Man), forming
a series of articles in a Dutch journal of natural

history and zoology; and Philosophia Zoologica

(1864). He also published a large number of inter-

esting monographs, especially a description of the

male Nautilus PompUvus, till then unlmown, which
has been translated into several languages. Among
his other monographs are those on the Cryptobranchus

Japonicus, Omithorhynchus paradoxus, and the

McnobranckuM.

HOF, a town in Bavaria, Upper Franconia, on the

left bank of the Saale, 80 miles n.n.e. of Baireuth.

It is regularly built,and has four Protestant churches,

a gymnasium (formerly a Franciscan monastery),

hospital, and orphan asylum; woollen, linen, cotton,

leather, and paper manufactures, and some general

trade. Both marble and ironstone are worked in

the vicinity. At Hof the Saxon and Bavarian Rail-

way crosses the valley of the Saale by a viaduct 616

feet long and 88 feet high, composed of eight arches,

each 56 feet in span. In 1759 it was the Beene of a

victory won by Prince Henry of Prussia over the

Austrians. Pop. in 1895, 27,556; in 1900, 32,782.

HOFER, Andreas, commander of the Tyrolese in

the insurrection of 1809, during the war between
Austria and France, was bom m 1767 at Passeyr,

and carried on a trade to Italy in wine and horses.

In 1796 he led a rifle company against the French
on Lake Garda, and after the Peace of Lunlville

took a prominent part in the organization of the

Tyrol militia. In 1809 he took the lead in an insur-

rection of the Tyrolese for shaking off the yoke of

Bavaria, to which their country had been transferred

by the Treaty of Presburg. Every success attended

the enterprise. Between the 11th and 13th of April,

1809, almost the whole country was conquered, and
8000 of the best troops of Bavaria were made pri-

soners by the peasants. April 12 Hofer forced a
battalion of Bavarians in the plain of Stertzing to

surrender. His people advanced on the Bavarian
artillery with hay-carts, and attacked the cavalry

with pitchforks, flails, and dubs. They rolled trunks-

of trees and rocks down upon their enemies, and
made camion of wood with iron hoops. Women and
children were seen fighting, or loading the rifles of

the men. Northern and Middle Tyrol having been
freed from the Bavarians, Hofer advanced with
Hormayr into Southern Tyrol, from which Baraguay
d’ Hilliers was driven out with great loss. Meanwhile
the French, after the victory of Eokmtlhl and Ratis-

bon, had advanced towards Vienna. The Bavarians

now invaded Tyrol with great devastation. On the

day of the surrender of Vienna General Chasteler

suffered a defeat near MorgeL He retreated to the

central position of the Brenner, and fought his way
through the enemy, leaving General Buol with a
small corps for the defence of Tyrol. Hofer now
appeared upon the Brenner, and became the idol of

the Tyrolese. Two battleB, fought on the 25th and
29th of May, 1809, near the Isel Mountain, in sight

of the city of Innsbruck, forced the Bavarians again

to leave Tyrol. At the beginning of June Hofer and
his band took part in the relief of Count Leiningen,

who was besieged in Trent. He was upon the point

of joining the regular troops, who were to take pos-

session of Klagenfurt, and to restore to the closely-

blockaded and suffering Tyrol a communication with*

the interior of the imperial states, when further oper-

ations were susi>ended by the armistice of Znaim.
In August, 1809, however, he again appeared as the

chief leader of the Tyrolese. The second battle of

Mount Isel (August 18) compelled the Marshal Duke
of Dantzig to evacuate Tyrol. Hofer now carried on
the military and civil administration, under the most
singular circumstances, till the Peace of Vienna was
proclaimed (October 14), shortly after which he de-

clared his submission to the Viceroy Eugene, and to

the commander-in-chief of the Bavarians. In the
middle of November, misled by the false reports of

some of the insurgents, he commenced hostilitiea

anew, and thus forfeited the protection of the am-
nesty. He remained concealed for some time in an
Alpine hut in Passeyr, amidst buow and ice, but waa
at last treacherously betrayed to the French, and
carried to Mantua, where he was tried by a court-

martial and shot, February 20, 1810. His family
was indemnified for the loss of their property by the

Emperor of Austria in 1819, and his son ennobled.

HOFFMANN, Ernst Theodor Amadeus, or,

properly, Ernst Theodor Wilhelm, a German
novelist, was bom at Konigsberg, in East Prussia,

January 24, 1776, where he studied law. He after-

wards held a judicial appointment at Berlin. He
was appointed in 1800 assessor in the government of

Posen; in 1802, councillor in the government of

Piozk; and in 1803 proceeded in the same official

character to Warsaw. The invasion of the French,

in 1806, finished his career in that city. Without
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prospects in bis native country, and without property,

he employed his musical knowledge as a means of

support for several years. In 1816 he was reinstated

as councillor in the court of judicature of Berlin,

where he died, June 25, 1822. From his youth he
devoted all his leisure hours to the study of music.

Among his works are the Fhantasiestiicke in Callot’s

Manier (Bamberg, 1814); Die Elixire dm Teufels

(Berlin, 1816) ;
theNachtstticke (1817) ; the Serapions-

briider (twenty-three tales, in four vols., Berlin, 1819,
at seq.)

;
and many others. Hoffmann was an irregu-

lar and unhappy man. He possessed much imagina-
tion and talent, but little soundness of mind; and his

habits were intemperate. His judicial duties, however,
were faithfully performed. In his longer novels he
has a strong tendency to make use of supernatural
machinery; but his master-pieces are his short tales

(such as Meister Martin und seine Gesellen, Das
Majorat, Fraulein Scuddry, Doge und Dogaresse, &c.),

in which he entirely dispenses with that means of

exciting and sustaining the attention of the reader.
One of the latest collective editions of his works is

that by R. Boxberger, with biography (6 vols. 1878).
HOFFMANN, FbubdrIoh, the most celebrated

individual of a name and family distinguished in the
annals of medicine, was bom in 1660 at Halle, in

Saxony, where his father was an eminent physician.

He studied medicine at Jena under Professor Wede-
lius. In 1680 he attended the chemical lectures of

Caspar Cramer at Erfurt, and, returning to Jena,
took the degree of M.D. in 1681. After travelling

through Holland and England to restore his shattered

health, he settled in 1685 as a physician at Minden.
He removed to Halberstadt in 1688, to settle there

as public physician. On the establishment of the

Univenrity of Halle, Hoffmann in 1698 was appointed
by the Elector of Brandenburg primary professor of

medicine and natural philosophy, and intrusted with
the task of forming a medical faculty. He improved
the spirit of medical education, promoting among the

students of the university a disposition for inquiry

highly favourable to the progress of knowledge. In
1718 he commenced the publication of a work entitled

Systema Medicine rationalis, which was received

with great approbation by the faculty in different

parts of Europe. In this system of medicine he ex-

hibits his peculiar theoretical opinions, the chief feat-

ure of which is the doctrine of atony and spasm,

afterwards made the foundation of a medical hypo-
thesis by Dr. John Brown. Much of the humoral
pathology was retained by Hoffmann, whose specu-

lations are chiefly important as having given an
impulse to future inquiries. He made a useful

collection of the most important cases which occurred

to him in his practice as a physician, and published

them under the title of Medidna Consultatoria. After
4t long life devoted to the cultivation of medicine he
died at Halle in 1742. His works were collected

after his death at Geneva* 1748-1765, in eleven

volumes, folio.

HOFLAND, Barbara, a well-known authoress,

whose maiden name was Wreaks, was the daughter
of a manufacturer at Sheffield, and was bom there

in 1770. She early lost her father, and at the age of

twenty-Bix married Mr. T. B. Hoole, who died in the
course of two years, and left her with one child in

•embarrassed circumstances. She was consequently
led to turn her literary abilities to account) and pub-
lished by subscription, in 1805, a volume of poems,
which found a large sale, and enabled her to commence
a school at Harrogate. In 1808 she married, as

her second husband, Mr. Hofland, the eminent land-
scape-painter. * In the course of her long life, which
'terminated on 9th November, 1844, she produced
slumbrous works of fiction, chiefly tales for young

people, whioh were extremely popular, and were
translated, many of them, into various languages.

They number about seventy, and among them may
be mentioned more especially the Son of a Genius,

the Clergyman’s Widow, Self-denial, Decision, Ade-
laide, the Czarina* Tales of the Priory, Tales of the

Manor, Emily, and Beatrice.

HOG or Swine (Sus), the typical genus of the

family Suidse of non-ruminant ungulate quadrupeds.

The genus as established by Linnaus was much
more comprehensive than it is now. The generic

characters are: six incisors in the upper jaw, con-

verging; six in the lower jaw, projecting; two
canines in the upper and two in the lower jaw, very

long
;
fourteen molars in each jaw ; the snout pro-

minent, truncate, and containing a prenasal bone, an
ossification of the cartilaginous nasal septum; feet

with four toes, two of which reach the ground. The
known breeds of pigs are descended from two stocks,

of which the common wild boar (Sus scrofa) and
the Sua Indica of Pallas are the respective types.

The common hog (Sus scrofa),
in a tame state, is

almost universal, except in very high latitudes. In

the forests of South America it is found in vast

droves, derived from the European varieties which
have become wild. The numerous native breeds

once found in so many districts are now almost lost,

having been crossed by varieties of the Sus Indica

breed. Domestication has changed the form and
proportions of the body, the colour, &c.; thus the

skull is higher and broader in proportion to its length,

and it is more upright in the occipital region. The
common hog appears to enjoy none of the senses in

perfection except that of smell; this, however, is

acute, and the hog is used, in some parts of Italy, in

hunting for truffles, which grow some distance under

the surface; and it is stated that a gamekeeper in

England actually broke in a sow to find game, and
to back and stand like a pointer. When she came
on the cold scent of game she slackened her trot,

gradually dropped her ears and tail till she was near,

and then fell on her knees. So stanch was she that

she frequently remained upwards of five minutes on

her point. As soon as the game rose she always re-

turned to the keeper, grunting for a reward, which
consisted of a sort of pudding made of barley meal
Hogs hear distant sounds; but their sense of hearing

is by no means acute. In their taste they discover

a strange degree of caprice; for whilst they are

singularly delicate in their choice of herbs, they will

devour with voracity the most nauseous and putrid

carrion. At times they even satisfy their insatiable

appetite with their own young; and they have been
known to attack and mangle children. The eyes of

the hog are remarkably small and sunken. His form
is inelegant, and his motions uncouth and unwieldy.

His appearance is always slothful and stupid, and if

undisturbed he would sleep most of the time that

was not devoted to satisfying the calls of appetite.

Thus his whole life is a succession of torpor and glut-

tony; and if supplied with sufficient food, he often

becomes so fat as to be incapable of motion. The
hog seems to be affected by the approach of stormy
weather in a very extraordinary manner. On such

oocasions he runs about in a restless and perturbed

state, uttering loud cries. The sow brings forth from
the sixteenth to the twentieth week after conception,

and has usually two litters in a year. Her offspring

are very numerous, a litter consisting of from ten to

even twenty; but she can bring up no more than she

has teats, which are twelve in number. The natural

term of the life of these animals is from fifteen to

thirty years, and they continue to increase in size and
strength until they are from four to five years of age.

As might be supposed from their habits, they arc
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much Infested by vermin of different kinds, and are

also liable to many disorders, particularly those

arising from gluttony. Notwithstanding all these

repugnant qualities of the hog, he is of incalculable

benefit to mankind. His flesh is pleasant, substan-

tial, and nutritious, particularly to persons employed
in hard labour. Pork takes salt better than almost

any other meat, and hence forms an important article

in military and naval stores. The lard of the hog is

used in a variety of preparations, and the bristles

are used in large quantities in the manufacture of

brushes, whilst the skin is in equal demand among
the saddlers. In Minorca it is said that the hog is

used as a beast of draught. Abnormal varieties have
been found at all times, and in many localities; but
the solid-hoofed varieties which have been called

species are in truth only *sports.’

The wild boar, from which most of our domesti-

cated varieties are derived, is found in most parts of

Europe and Asia, and is by no means so stupid or

filthy an animal as the tame hog. His Bnout is

longer, his earn shorter; he roots up the ground in a
different manner, ploughing it up in furrows; his

tusks are larger, some of them being 10 inches in

length, bent circularly, and exceedingly sharp at the
points. The wild boar, for the first three years of

nis life, follows the bow, the whole litter living in a
herd together. This appears to be for the purpose
of mutual protection against their enemies; for when
attacked they give each other assistance, the strongest

facing the danger. When the boar, however, has

attained his full size and strength he ranges the

forest alone and unsupported, dreading no single

creature, not even man himself. Hunting this ani-

mal has always been a favourite amusement. The
dogs used in this sport are of the slow, heavy kind,

usually a kind of small mastiff. When the boar is

roused he goes slowly and uniformly forward, fre-

quently stopping and facing his pursuers, often in-

flicting severe and even mortal wounds. He is at

last despatched by the hunters, either with fire-arms

or strong pikes termed boar-spears. A chase seldom
terminates without the maiming or destruction of

some of the dogs.

The other stock (S. Indica), the Chinese breed,

has more divergent premolars, a wider palate, and
broader skull, characters which are not acquired by
the varieties of the first-mentioned stock. The wild

progenitor of this stock is not known, but it is repre-

sented in the Aru Islands, in Java, China, Siam, and
by the curly-haired breeds of South-eastern Europe
and Turkey, though in this last-mentioned area inter-

mixture with S. tcrofa is almost certain. The anti-

quity of these breeds is great; domesticated pigs of

the 8. Indica type existed in the stone period, and
perhaps another stock, now loBt, divided with them
the south of Europe.

The Chinese or Siam breed is distinguished by
having the upper part of its body almost bare, its

belly hanging nearly to the ground, its legs verv

short Its general colour is a dark gray. The flesh

of this variety is peculiarly white and delicate, and
forms the principal a-nimal food of the inhabitants of

the Pacific area. They are fed on the bread-fruit,

either in its natural state or made into a sour paste,

yams, &o. This nutriment renders the flesh juicy

and delicious. These animals are also considered as

the most acceptable offering that can be presented to

the gods. The enumeration of the domestic varieties

would oocupy too much space; but we would refer

the reader to special works on the subject, such as

Long’s Book of the Pig (1889).

Guinea Hog (Sus porous, Gm.). In this variety

the head is small, the ears long, thin, and pointed

;

the tail long, naked, almost reaching the ground; the

hair on the body is short, reddish, shining, and softer

than in the other varieties; the back is nearly naked.

This animal is oommon on the Gold Coast, and it is

also said to have been naturalized in Brazil.

Babyroussa (Porous bdbyroussa). This is a grega-

rious animal, and is found in large herds in Java,

Amboyna, &c., but not on the continent of Asia.

The babyroussa is about the size of a large hog, but
has much longer legs. It is genetically distinct from
Sus, having four indaors in the upper and six in the

lower jaw; two canines in each jaw, the lower similar

to those of the pig, but the upper are curved upwards
and backwards towards the forehead, being 12 inches

in length, of a fine, hard grain, like ivory; as the

animal advances in age they become so long and
curved as to nearly touch the forehead. The ears

are small, erect, and pointed. See Babyboubsa.
As allied to the hog, we should also mention the

genus Phacockcerus, or wart-hogs, so called from the

large fleshy warts or wens on the cheeks. P. JEliani,

iELLan’s wart-hog, is a native of North Africa. The
skin is of an earthy colour, and, with the exoeption of

a bushy mane arising between the ears and stretch-

ing along the back, u scantily covered with bristles.

The peccaries (Dicotyles) also belong to the swine
family. (See Peccaby.) They possess a glandular

body, situated on the loins, and secreting a disagree-

ably smelling substance. This gland taints the flesh

unless removed immediately after death.

HOGARTH, William, a truly great and original

painter of life and manners, was born in London in

1697 His father, who was the son of a yeoman in

the neighbourhood of Kendal in Westmoreland, kept
a school in the city. Hogarth was bound apprentice

to Mr. Ellis Gamble, a respectable silversmith of

Cranboume Street, Leicester Fields, who employed
him in engraving ciphers and crests on spoons and
pieces of plate. Having been accidentally present at

a drunken fray one Sunday at a public-house on the

road to Highgate, his humour in sketching characters

was first displayed by his drawing one of the unfor-

tunate combatants streaming with blood. Soon after

he produced a print of Wanstead Assembly. In 1720
he commenced business for himself, painting portraits,

and makingdesignsand book-platesforthe booksellers,

&c. He also painted small groups or family pieces,

for which he was very inadequately remunerated, and
had sometimes much difficulty in procuring any pay-
ment after his pictures were finished. As an instance,

it is related that a very ugly and deformed nobleman
having sat to him, the likeness produced was so strong
that his sitter refused to have it, and Hogarth, after

several pressing letters for payment, at length told

him that if he did not send the money for it he
should add a tail and some other appendages, and
sell it to Mr. Hare, a famous wild-beast man, who
had applied to have it to hang up over his booth.

This stratagem had the desired effect; Hogarth re-

ceived the money, and the nobleman put the picture

in the fire. In 1729 Hogarth was secretly married
to the only daughter of Sir James Thornhill, and soon
after commenced his celebrated aeries of pictures

called the Harlot’s Progress. In the year 1788 this

work brought his great powers fairly before the public,

for at a meeting of the board of treasury one of the
members carried the third print, just then published,

and showed it to the other members, as containing;

among other excellencies, a striking likeness of Sir

John Gonson, and on the board's breaking up all the

members went and purchased impressions. Such was
now the great sale and popularity of his works that

they were copied and pirated, and he was in conse-

quence obliged to apply to Parliament for a protecting

act to secure to artists the fruits of their industry,

such m had been already granted to authors. Some
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notion may be formed of the hold the Harlot’s Pro-

gress took of the public mind, by the fact that it was
converted into a pantomime and a ballad opera, and
represented on the stage. The scenes were also en-

graved in a small size, to adorn the fans of ladies of

rank and fashion. In 1745 he issued proposals for

an auction of his original pictures, including those

illustrating the Harlot’s and the Bake’s Progress.

The total sum which he raised on this occasion was
£427, 7s., an amount which was no doubt smaller

than it would have been but for certain whimsical
restrictions which Hogarth himself made as to the

manner in which the sale was to be conducted, and
which was certainly small compared with the value

of the pictures. By this time, however, Hogarth was
in easy circumstances. The same year his prints

of Marriage k-la-mode appeared, which were very
successful. But as it had been observed by his

detractors that he only painted the dark side of

human nature, he commenced a set of designs for a
work to be called the Happy Marriage, which, how-
ever, he never finished. In 1749, having paid a
visit to France, he was arrested at Calais while
sketching the gate of the town, and on his return he
commemorated the affair in his excellent print, ‘ O
the Boast Beef of Old England,’ or, ‘ The Gate of

CalaiB.’ He now purchased a small house at Chis-

wick, where he chiefly resided, going occasionally to

his house in Leicester Fields. In 1753 his work on
the Analysis of Beauty appeared; in writing which
he was assisted successively by Dr. Benjamin Hoadly
the physician, Mr. Ralph, Dr. Morell, who finished it,

and the Bev. Mr. Townley, who wrote the Preface.

This work was translated into German in 1754, into

Italian at Leghorn in 1761, and into Fronch in 1805.
In 1762 his health began to give way. He com-
plained much of an inward pain, which was followed
by a general decay. The last year of his life he spent
chiefly at Chiswick in retouching his plates; in which
labour he was assisted by several other engravers.

He died there on October 25, 1764. His death was
caused by an aneurism of the great artery.

In originality of imagination Hogarth may be
placed on an equality with Shakspere, and in point

of execution as a painter he is superior to most artists

of the age in which he lived. His genius is at all

times enlisted on the side of virtue and morality. He
holds the mirror up to nature, and 1 through the eye
corrects the heart.’ He exhibits vice in all its defor-

mity; villany is stripped of its cloak, and held up to

detestation. There are irresistible power and pathos
in the successive scenes of his works. You see his

heroes advancing step by step in their career on
wickedness; you know where it must end, yet the
* last scene of all’ seldoms fails to stir your feelings

deeply.

The works of Hogarth have been frequently repub-
lished. Dr. Trusler, of Bath, was author of the earlier

notices in the editions accompanied by illustrative

letterpress (Hogarth Moralized, London, 1768); but
Charles Lamb is his best general expositor. His own
portrait, painted by himself, with his favourite pug
dog, and his six pictures of Marriage fc-la-mode, are

now placed in the National Gallery. His four pic-

tures of the Election form the richest ornaments of

the Soane Museum, London. A catalogue of all

his prints will be found in the fourth volume of

Walpole’s Anecdotes. A multiplicity of local and
temporary circumstances introduced into his pic-

tures has rendered notes necessary to a due com-
prehension of them—a task which has been well

performed in the Hogarth Illustrated of Ireland.

The best edition of his works is that published by
Messrs. Boydell (atlas folio, London, 1790), the

platee of which, retouched by Heath and others,

have been published several times since, in particular

by Bohn. There is a handy edition, with an intro-

ductory essay by James Hannay, and descriptive

letterpress by Trusler and Roberts. An edition by
J. Ireland and J. Nichols, with 150 facsimiles of the
originals, may be recommended.
HOGG, James, more familiarly known by the

name of the Ettrick ShepJierd, was bom in Selkirk-

shire in 1770, not, as he himself states, on the 25th

of January, 1772, and after receiving a very Bcanty

education, which scarcely sufficed to enable him to

read with ease, began to earn his bread by daily

labour as a shepherd. Among the first works that

came into his hands were the Life of Wallace and
the Gentle Shepherd. After peruring them, not

without difficulty, he commenced at theage of eighteen

to make his first attempts in verse, and found no
limits as to quantity, though the quality was, accord-

ing to his own account, ‘bitterly bad.’ These at-

tempts, however, had the effect of bringing him under
the notice of Sir Walter Scott, by whose advice he
published a volume of ballads under the title of The
Mountain Bard. This volume, though evidently the

production of a rough, untutored mind, contained

many indications of true poetic genius, and, together

with an Essay on Sheep, which gained the prize of

the Highland Society, put him in possession of as

much money as tempted him to engage in an ill-

judged agricultural scheme. Its failure brought him
to Edinburgh, where he determined to trust for sub-

sistence to his literary labours. He first published

the Forest Minstrel (1810), which produced him no
pecuniary return, and then started a weekly periodi-

cal entitled The Spy, which, after a Bhort time,

became defunct. His prospects were now dark in-

deed, and some friends who had generously assisted

him had begun to fear that he would soon add another

to the too many instances of prematurely extinguished

genius, when he suddenly (in 1813) produced a great

sensation in the literary world by the publication of

the Queen’s Wake, a series of songs or ballads in

honour of Queen Mary, strung together by a ram-
bling narrative, forming together a collection which
promises to take its plaice among the finest poetical

productions of our language, and among winch the

poem of Kilmeny especially has secured the admira-

tion of all lovers of true poetry. He was now at the

summit of his popularity and fame. Shortly after

he was placed in a position of more comfort and in-

dependence by receiving from the Duke of Buccleuch
the small farm of Altrive Lake, on the Braes of

Yarrow, at a merely nominal rent, for which, indeed,

no rent was ever claimed. In 1815 he published his

Pilgrims of the Sun. Several subsequent attempts,

as Mador of the Moor, The Poetic Mirror, and Dra-
matic Tales, not meeting with the success which he
expected and thought they deserved, he turned his

attention to prose, and produced The Brownie of

Bodsbeck, and other tales. Shortly after appearedBodsbeck, and other tales. Shortly after appeared

the Jacobite Belies, the second volume of which,

published in 1821, contained some admirable lyrics.

It was followed almost immediately by Winter Even-
ing Tales, which, with a sprinkling of legendary bal-

lads, contains many prose tales of great excellence,

and met with much success. In 1822, on the occa-

sion of the visit of George IV. to Scotland, Hogg
welcomed him with the Royal Jubilee, a Scottish

masque, in which the serious and ludicrous are

strangely blended. Allured, perhaps, by the aston-

ishing success of the Waverley novels, he attempted
to distinguish himself in the same walk of literature,

and produced two novels, in three vols. each, entitled

The Three Perils of Man and The Three Perils of

Woman. They produoed little sensation, and are

already forgotten. His next, and indeed his last
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most important work, entitled The Shepherd's Cal-

endar, was contributed to Blackwood’s Magazine, in

which, owing to a very questionable use of his name
and abuse ofhis good-nature, he long occupied a more
prominent place than his own contributions gave him.

The Calendar, however, consisting of a series of prose

sketches relating to subjects on which he was entirely

at home, is perhaps, after the Queen’s Wake, the
most finished and interesting of all his productions.

In 1832 he paid a visit to London, in connection

with the proposed publication of a cheap edition of

his works, and became for a time the lion of the day.

By the failure of his publisher this enterprise came
to grief. Among his best publications was one on
The Domestic Manners and Private Life of Sir

Walter Scott (1884). He died at Altrive Lake on
21st November, 1885. In personal appearance Hogg
was about the middle height, well-built, active, and
muscular, with sandy hair, expansive forehead,

ruddy cheeks, and sharp, lively, gray eyeB. His
language, in ordinary conversation and with all

classes of society, continued genuine Soottish to the
last, and his dress at home among the hills was that
of a humble hill farmer ; but on his visits to town,
when he usually wore a suit of black, he rather re-

sembled the minister of some remote ruipl parish.

HOG-PLUM, the name given to the fruit of

several BpecieB of Spondias
,
a genus belonging to the

natural order Anacardiace®, mostly natives of the
West Indies, the islands of the Pacific Ocean, and
other inter-tropical regions. The species of Spondias
are shrubs or trees with alternate pinnate leaves with
a terminal leaflet. The flowers are white or red,

arranged in axillary or terminal panicles. Spondias
lutea or Mombin and Spondias pwrpurea are the spe-

cies which produce the fruit to which the name hog-
plum is usually applied, from the fact that it is eagerly

devoured by hogs in the West Indies. The fruit of

the former species is yellow, and smaller than that

of the latter, which is of about the Bize of an ordinary

plum and of a bright red colour on the side which
is turned to the sun. The taste is somewhat bitter

and aromatic. The fruit of the Spondias cytherea

or dvlcis (now considered as belonging to a separate

genus Poupartia) is called the Tahiti hog-plum. The
tree which bears the fruit is large and graceful, rising

to the height of 60 feet. The fruit itself is oval, of

a fine golden yellow colour when ripe, very smooth,

and disagreeable to the smell. The pulp is soft, and
covers a great stone surrounded with fibrous spines.

It is peculiarly grateful from its cooling and, at the

same time, aromatic qualities. Its flavour very much
resembles that of the pine-apple. The leaves are of

a dark clear green, among which the smooth fruit

hangs like burnished gold.

HOGSHEAD, a liquid measure formerly in use

in England. Its capacity varied in different cases.

For beer it was 64 gallons, for rum 46 to 50 gallons,

for brandy 45 to 60 gallons, and for different kinds

of wine it varied from 46 to 93 gallons. In the

United StateB the measure is stilTin use, being equi-

valent to 63 American gallons or 52*485 imperial

gallons.

HOHENLINDEN, a village of Bavaria, 20 miles

east of Munich, celebrated for the victory gained by
the French under Moreau over the Austrians under

the Archduke John, December 8, 1800. The French

took nearly eighty pieces of cannon, 200 caissons, and
more than 10,000 prisoners, with three general officers.

HOHENLOHE, one of the mediatized principal-

ities of Germany, containing 680 square miles, now
chiefly under the sovereignty of Wiirtemberg, and
partly under that of Bavaria.

HOHENSTAUFEN. In the battle of Merseburg

(1080), between the Emperor Henry IV. and his

competitor Rudolph of Suabia, Frederick of Staufen,

lord of Hohenstaufen, in the modem Kingdom of

Wiirtemberg, at that time in Suabia, between Gmtind
and Goppingen, displayed so much courage under
the eyes of the emperor that he was rewarded with

the Duchy of Suabia, and received Agnes, daughter

of Henry, in marriage. Thus was laid the founda-

tion of the future greatness of a house whose eleva-

tion and fall are among the most important epochs

in the history of the German Empire. Frederick

(died 1105) left two sons, Frederick and Conrad; the

elder succeeded him as Duke of Suabia, and the

younger was invested (1112) by his uncle, the Em-
peror Henry V., with the Duchy of Eastern Fran-
conia. After the death of the Emperor Henry V.

(1125), who was the last male of the Franconian line,

his two nephews, Frederick II. (the One-eyed), duke
of Suabia, and Conrad, duke of Franconia, appear
to have aspired to the German crown; but their con-

nection with the late emperor was made the ground
of opposition by the directors of the election, the

Archbishop of Mayence and the Papal legate; and
Lothaire of Saxony was elected. This circumstance,

with the demand made by the new emperor of the
restitution of all the possessions acquired by the lords

of Hohenstaufen during the preceding reign, produced
a fierce war between the emperor and the two brothers.

Lothaire would have been overpowered in this con-

test had he not preserved himself by a union with
Henry the Proud, duke of Bavaria, to whom he gave
his daughter and the Duchy of Saxony. Frederick

II. was unable to withstand the overwhelming power
of both, since his brother Conrad, after his return

from the Holy Land, had undertaken a campaign to

Italy, where he had caused himself (1123) to be pro-

claimed king. The Peace of Mtihlhausen (1135),

between Lothaire and Conrad, put an end to this Ten
Years’ war. Conrad renounced his title of King of

Italy, but received the first rank among the dukes,

and both he and his brother regained all their lands.

After Lothaire’ 8 death (1137) Conrad, duke of Fran-
conia, of the house of Hohenstaufen, was raised in the

beginning of the following year to the throne of Ger-
many, with the title of Conrad III. The inextin-

guishable hatred of the Guelfs against the house of

Hohenstaufen (Ghibellines), the first germ of which
lay in the alliance between Henry, duke of Saxony,
and the Emperor Lothaire, was still more inflamed

by the Emperor Conrad III. placing Henry under
the ban, depriving him of his feudal possessions, and
otherwise injuring him, because he refused to obey
his order to relinquish the Duchy of Saxony, which
he held with that of Bavaria, it being contrary to

the German constitution for a prince to hold two
duchies. After the death of Conrad III. (1152)

the confidence which was felt in the Hohenstaufen
family caused the choice to fall on his nephew, Fre-

derick III. of Suabia, son of Frederick II. (the One-
eyed), called among the German kings Frederick I.

Barbarossa (the Red-beard), who was followed by
Henry VI. (1190), who added by his wife the King-
dom of Sicily and Naples to the hereditary dominions
of the family; and he again by Otto TV. (1197) and
Frederick II (1215-50), all belonging to the Bame
house. After the death of Frederick II. his son Con-
rad was acknowledged as his successor, with the title

of Conrad IV., by most of the states of the empire;

but Innocent IV. laid him under an interdict, declared

him to be deprived of all his lands, and persecuted

him with relentless hatred till his death in 1254.

After the death of Conrad IV. his illegitimate brother

Manfred possessed himself of the crown of Sicily;

but he lost his life and his crown in a battle near

Benevento (1266), and the kingdom for which he

strove then passed to Charles of Anjou, the brother
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of the French king Louis IX. The severe and cruel

government of Charles raised up a powerful party
against him; their love for the noble house of Hohen-
Btaufen was awakened, and Conradin, the only son

of Conrad IV., was called from Bavaria, where he
had hitherto lived, in order to ascend his rightful

throne. He obeyed the call; but at the battle of

Tagliacozzo, on the 23rd of August, 1268, had the

misfortune to be taken prisoner by his rival, who had
him, two months later, publicly executed at Naples.

The possessions of the family fell, after the death of

Conradin, to Bavaria, Baden, and Wiirtemberg. The
fame of the family of Hohenstaufen is rendered im-

perishable by the political greatness to which the

Fredericks in particular attained by means of their

wisdom, virtue, and power; by their struggles to free

Germany from the dominion of the pope
;
by the order

which they introduced into all the states of the em-
pire; by the encouragement which they gave to com-
merce and trade; and likewise by their unwearied
care to promote the sciences and arts.

HOHENSTEIN-ERNSTTHAL, a town of Ger-
many, in the Kingdom of Saxony, 10 miles north-

east of the town of Zwickau, on the slope of a lofty

hill. It was constituted in 1898 by the union of

Hohenstein and Emstthal. It has manufactures
of woollen and cotton goods and hosiery; spinning-

mills, dye-works, tile-works, and a chalybeate spring.

Pop. (1895), 12,488.

HOHENZOLLERN, a small territory of Germany,
since 1849 an administrative division of Prussia,

formed by the union of two principalities—Hohen-
zollern-Hechingen and Hohenzollem-Sigmaringen.
It consists of a long, narrow, irregular strip of coun-

try, entirely surrounded by Wiirtemberg and Baden;
area, 441 square miles. The princely family of Hohen-
zollem dates from Thassilo, Count of Zollem, who
died about 800 a.d. There have been several lines

and branches of the Hohenzollems, the main one
being represented by the present imperial family of

Germany. Pop. (1895), 65,752.

HOKITIKA, a town of New Zealand (South Is-

land), capital of the province of Westland, and the
principal place on the west coast, at the mouth of the

river Hokitika. It owes its rise to being the centre

of the productive gold-fields discovered in 1865. The
town is well laid out and substantially built, the

principal public buildings being the town -hall, the

post and telegraph office, mechanics’ institute, court-

house, several churches and schools, theatre, banks,

hospital, lunatic asylum, Westland Institute, &c.

There is a good quay, and other harbour works by
which access from the sea has been greatly facili-

tated, but the place is not very progressive. There
are breweries, a tannery, saw-mills, and other manu-
facturing establishments. Pop. (1886), 2687; (1896),
2,064.

HOLBACH, Paul Heinrich Dietrich, Baron
of, philosophical writer, was bora at Heidelsheim, in

the Palatinate, in 1723. He was educated in Paris,

where he passed the greater part of his life, and died
at Paris on Jan. 21, 1789. He was benevolent and
even-tempered. He was the centre of a circle of

men of wit, but of infidel principles, using his great
fortune, says Rousseau, generously, and appearing to

advantage in the learned society which he gathered
round his table. His guests were philosophies of too

free a turn of thinking to be admitted to the dinners

of Madame Geoffrin. He was the author of a great

number of works, most of which were anonymous
or pseudonymous. He contributed many papers on
natural histoiy, politics, and philosophy to the

Encyclopedic ;
he also translated a German work

of Waller on mineralogy, Akenside’s Pleasures of

Imagination, some essays of Tindal, Hume, &c.

The principal work attributed to him, which ap-
peared in 1770 under the name of M. Mirabaud,
and which excited much attention in the learned
world, is the Syst^me de la Nature ou les Lois du
Monde Physique et Moral. It has been supposed
by some that Diderot had some hand in the com-
position of this work. He afterwards published

Syst^me social, or Principes naturels de la Morale
et de la Politique—a development of the previous

work, showing the application of the principles

promulgated m it to morals and politics; Bons
Sens, or Id4es naturelles opposees aux Idees sur-

naturelles—a sort of atheist's catechism; Elements
de la Morale universelle; &c. &c. Voltaire char-

acterizes his chief work as execrable in morality and
absurd in physics, and Frederick the Great under-

took to refute it. According to Holbach matter is

the only form of existence, and everything is the
effect of a blind necessity; instead of God, whom
he asserts to have been invented by theologians, he
substitutes Nature, which he considers an assem-
blage of all beings and their motions.

HOLBEIN, Hans, a celebrated painter, son of

a less famous painter of the same name, was born
at Augsburg in 1497. He and his brother Am-
brosius in all probability received instruction in

painting from their father, and about 1515 the

two brothers went to Basle, where Hans was for

a time engaged in illustrating books. At Basle

he also painted his earliest portraits, and in 1517
he went to Lucerne. Hero he painted the house
of Jacob von Hertenstein, designed windows, and
executed other works. Returning to Basle in 1519,

he Ijecame a burgher in the following year, and
during a seven years’ residence in that city he
executed many works of great importance. Among
them were wall paintings of classical subjects in

Basle town-hall, a Last Supper, a Passion series,

The Dead Christ, a Nativity, Adoration of the

Magi, Madonna and Saints, the great Madonna
with the Meyer family (now at Darmstadt, fine

copy in Dresden), Venus, Lais Corinthiaca, three

portraits of Erasmus, a portrait of Bonifacius Amer-
bach, and illustrations to several editions of the

Bible. In 1526 he went to England. Letters from
his friend Erasmus, whose famous Praise of Folly

he had illustrated by a series of drawings, procured

him subsequently the patronage of the chancellor.

Sir Thomas More, who took him into his own
house, employed him to delineate the portraits of

most of his own personal friends about the court,

and introduced him to the notice of Henry VIII.,

who, with all his faults, was a liberal encourager

of the fine arts. Among the portraits produced

by him during this period are those of More, Arch-
bishop Warham, Bishop Fisher, and several other

distinguished persons. From 1528 till 1532 he wras

again in Basle, but in the latter year he returned

to England, where he was destined to spend nearly

all the remainder of his life. At the command of

the monarch, Holbein drew the portrait of the

dowager Duchess of Milan, whom Henry enter-

tained thoughts of espousing
;
also that of Anne of

Cleves, the original of which was afterwards con-

sidered by his fastidious patron so far inferior in

point of beauty to her picture that his disgust was
expressed in terms less courtly than sincere. Holbein
also painted most of the principal English nobility,

who showed themselves eager to encourage an artist

ranking so high in the favour of Henry. These
portraits place Holbein among the world’s greatest

portrait-painters. Some of his earlier productions,

especially his Dance of Death, are also very cele-

brated, and have perhaps contributed as much to

his reputation as his later productions. The Dance
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of Death comprises a series of illustrations, the
earliest of which were designed between 1523 and
1526, but owing to the death of Liitzelberger, his

block-cutter, in the latter year, they were discon-

tinued for a time. In 1538 he completed and pub-
lished the series. Among the pictures of Holbein’s
last period are The Ambassadors (1533), and por-

traits of Hans of Antwerp (1532), English Lady
and Gentlemen (1534), Sir Richard Southwell (1538),

Duke of Norfolk (1539), Thomas Cromwell, Lady
•lane Seymour, Henry VIII. (1542, unfinished), and
others. Holbein died at Whitehall of the plague
between Oct. 7th and Nov. 29th, 1543, and is sup-

posed to be buried in the church of St. Katherine
Cree. Comparatively few of Holbein’s pictures are

still extant in England, great numliers of them having
been destroyed by the Puritan fanatics, or sold by
public auction and dispersed over Europe. Many
of them also jierished in the great fire in London in

1666. Holbein also excelled in wood-engraving, and
before his visit to England had produced a large

number of wood -cuts. lie was one of the earliest

to paint portraits in miniature. A correct idea of

Holbein’s drawings (in red and black pencil) for the
portraits of illustrious persons of the court of Henry
VIII. may l>e obtained from Bartolozzi’s Imitations

(London, 1792). The best edition of his series of

ninety small wood -cuts, illustrative of the New
Testament, is that of Lyons, 1539, very rare. A
collection of engravings of his finest pictures was
published at Basel in 1780-92. Bee Woltinann’s
Holbein und seine Zeit (2 vols. 1874), Wornuin’s
life and Works of Holbein (1867), and Knackfuss’s
Holbein der .Jungere (1896).

HOLBERG, Ludwig, Baron, the father of modem
Danish literature, was bom at Bergen, in Norway, in

1684; died at Copenhagen January 28, 1754. While
studying at the University of Copenhagen he lost

his father, and thus found himself without resources

to continue his Btudies, which obliged him to return
home and support himself by teaching, with no better

prospect than that of receiving some day the charge
of a country parish. Dissatisfied with this outlook
he determined to try his fortune abroad, and with
this intention set sail for Amsterdam. After reaching
as far as Aix-la-Chapelle, and deriving no other benefit

from his journey than an improved acquaintance with
the French language and some knowledge of music,
he returned to Chnstiansand, the chief trading town
in Norway, where he again resorted to teaching for

support, by which he gained in a short time enough
to enable him to proceed to England. Here he lived

at Oxford for fifteen months, teaching music and
modem languages, and diligently applying himself

to the study of modem history and British philosophy.

In 1712 he returned to Copenhagen, and then set

out as companion to a young nobleman on travels

through Germany. On his return to Copenhagen he
was appointed by Frederick IV. (whose life he had
written) supernumerary professor in the university,

and received from him a small pension (1714). Soon
after he proceeded to Paris, where he spent the most
of 1714 and 1715 using all the means in his power to

acquire a thorough mastery of the French language,

for which purpose he visited the libraries and schools

of the city by day and the theatres with equal assi-

duity in the evening, and took every opportunity of

disputing with the theologians of St Sidpice and the

wits of the coffee-houses. In 1715 he quitted Paris,

and after paying a six months’ visit to Rome returned

to Copenhagen in the end of 1716. In 1718 he was
appointed to an ordinary professorship in the univer-

sity of that dtv, where after this date he chiefly

resided till his death. In 1735 he was unanimously
elected rector, and in 1737 treasurer of the university

Vol. m

in which he held his professorship, and in 1747 he was
raised to the rank of baron. Holberg’s numerous
productions in various departments of literature, as

well as the important and salutary influence which

he exercised upon his countrymen, place him in the

front rank of the literary men of hu age. He was
a man of naturally weak constitution, but by strict

moderation he preserved himself in tolerably good

health to the age of seventy. He was extremely

versatile—now devoted to history, now to poetry, and
now to the drama; but during his whole life he was
a sworn enemy to pedantry, theological disputatious-

ness, and scholastic metaphysics. When it came to

his turn to fill the chair of metaphysics at the Uni-
versity of Copenhagen he delivered a pompous pane-

gyric on the subject, which was in reality a covert

satire on it. His works may be divided into four

classes—poems, stage pieces, philosophical treatises,

and historical works. His poems are chiefly of a

satirical nature. The most celebrated among them
is Peder Paars, a comic heroic poem in fourteen

cantos, which is still regarded throughout the Scandi-

navian countries as a master-piece, and the hero of

which has become the national comic impersonation

in Denmark. It has been translated into several

languages. Almost equally famous is his Nicolas

Klimm’s Subterraneous Travels, a satirical romance
in prose, originally written in the Latin language,

but translated into seven modem European lan-

guages shortly after it appeared, into Danish first

by Baggesen (1789). His Btage pieces are all either

comedies or farces, and are nearly all characterized

by true comic power. They are far too numerous to

mention. Among his philosophical writings the most
important is his Moral Reflections (1744). His his-

torical works include The Political, Ecclesiastical,

and Geographical Condition of the Danish Monarchy,
a work of great value as a source of information to

historical inquirers, A General History of the Jews,
and A History of Famous Men and Famous Women
(1739-45), which is the best of all his historical

works. The dramatic works of Holberg appeared at

Copenhagen between 1731 and 1754 in Beven vols.,

and have since been published at the same place in

1847-54. A translation of them into German was
published at Copenhagen in 1750-55, and another by
the celebrated Oehlenschlager at Leipzig in 1822-28.

Hie select works of Holberg, edited by Rahbeck,
were published at Copenhagen in 1806-14.

HOLCROFT, Thomas, a dramatist, novelist, and
miscellaneous writer, bom in London in 1745; died

there in 1809. His father was a shoemaker, and the

son followed the same occupation, which he relin-

quished when young to try his fortune on the stage.

His scheme did not succeed, and he then turned his

attention to dramatic composition, and produced
several pieces, of which the most popular is The
Road to Ruin (1792), still frequently performed.
On the occurrence of the French revolution Holcroft
displayed much zeal in the cause of liberty; and his

conduct, with that of other individuals, having ex-

cited the alarm of government, he was included in

the famous prosecution for treason instituted against

Hardy, Home Tooke, Thelwall, and others in 1794.

The persons just mentioned having been acquitted

Holcroft and the rest were discharged without being
brought to trial He continued to write for the
stage with great assiduity, and published a multi-

tude of works, original and translated, among the

former of which were some clever novels. His last

publication was A Tour in Germany and France
(two vols. 4to). His Memoirs appeared posthumously
in 1816. Holcroft is Btated to have been the first

who introduced on the English stage those since

popular entertainments termed melodrama*.
187
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HOLCUS, a genus of grasses, extremely common
in' some pastures. Whether because of their in-

nutritious quality, or of the soft hairs with which
they are covered, they are neglected by cattle. The
genus is readily known by the spikelets lieing two-
flowered and the florets dissimilar, the lower one
hermaphr<»dite and beardless, and the upper male
only with an awn at the back of the larger pale.

The pales harden upon the grain. There are two
British species, woolly soft grass or meadow soft

grass (//. lanatus

)

and creeping - rooted soft grass

{II. mollis), which are l>oth perennial, growing about
2 feet high when in flower, and equally covered
with soft dry hairs. The Holcus lanatus has a fibrous

root, downy leaf-sheaths the upper glume blunt,

the awn smooth and curved like a fish-hook; while
the Holcus mollis litis a creeping root, nearly smooth
leaf-sheaths, the upper glume acute, the awn straight

and rough with short hairs. The former is a very
common British grass, and is also prevalent through-
out Europe. It is most profusely distributed on
arable land of a poor, moorish, or peaty nature. The
latter species is more circumscribed in its habitat,

being almost restricted to light sandy soils. IN
spreading roots form an agreeable food for liors<

and cattle, but more especially for pigs. Anotbu
species, Jlobus (or Ilierochloc) borealis, odorat us, or

rcpctis, is one of the few grasses possessed of an agree-

able aromatic fragrance, and hence is grown in

gardens. It often flowers before the end of April on
short and almost leafless stems, which rarely produce
perfect seeds, a barrier to its natural propagation
which is amply comjiensated by its creeping roots.

HOLD, the whole interior cavity or belly of a
ship, or all that part of her inside which is com-
prehended between the floor and the lower deck
throughout her length

; being the part of the interior

in which the cargo is stored.

HOLDING, in Scots law, a term signifying the

manner in which an estate is held of a sujierior. It

is of three kinds—feu, blench, and burgage holding.

In feu-holding the service due from the vassal to

the superior consists in the animal payment of a
certain sum of money or quantity of grain. In
blench-holding the service required is merely nominal,
consisting in the payment of a penny Scots, a hawk,
a rose, or some such thing. Burgage - holding is

the mode by which property within the boundaries
of a royal burgh, upon which no other superior has

any claim, is held of the crown. The service due
in this case is that of watching and warding, and is

now merely nominal. Besides the ordinary and
stated services, the superior in every kind of hold-

ing formerly had in certain events other claims on
the vassal, amounting in some cases to the forfeiture

by the latter of his fee, and in other cases to some
fixed payment. On account of the uncertainty of

the event on which the superior’s claim depends,

such as the entry of an heir (relief), such claims are

called casualties. Since the Conveyancing Act of

1874 casualties payable at uncertain times cannot
be contracted for, but payments in lieu thereof at

stated intervals are allowed. Casualties in investi-

tures prior to that year may be redeemed by the

vassal. In burgage-holding, since it is properly the

burgh and not the individual proprietor that holds

the land of the crown, the casualties depending on
the entry or non-entry of an heir can never become
due, since the burgh can never die, and the fee is

always filled.

HOLDING OVER, in English law, the keeping
possession of a property after the tenant’s term has

expired, by which he becomes tenant on the terms
of the expired lease. The corresponding phrase in

Scotch law is tacit relocation, which is equivalent

to the renewal of a lease for another year, and so
on till the landlord or the tenant terminates the
lease in proper form.

HOLE, Richard, English writer, was born at
Exeter in 1746, his father being a canon of the
cathedral there. Educated at the Exeter grammar-
school and Exeter College, Oxford, he took orders,

and soon afterwards became curate of Sowton, near
his native town. Appointed vicar of Buckerell in

the same district in 1777, he liecame, in addition,

rector of Faringdon fifteen years later. Some years
afterwards he received the rectory of Inwardleigh,
near Okelmmpton, which he held till his death at

Exmouth on May 28, 1803. He began his literary

career in 1772 by publishing a Poetical Translation
of Fingal, together with an original fide, and nino
years later his translation of the Homeric Hymn
to Demeter apjieared. Arthur, or the Northern
Enchantment, was the title of a poem in seven
books issued in 1789, with learned notes. Some of

the pieces in Polwhele’s Poems, chiefly by Gentle-
men of Devonshire and Cornwall (1792), were by
Hole. He also contributed to several periodicals.

Other works by Hole are Remarks on the Arabian
Nights’ Entertainments (published 1797); Essay
on the Character of Ulysses as delineated by Homer
(1807) ; and a paraphrase in modern English verse

of The Exmoor Courtship.

HOLIBUT, or Halibut ( IHpjpoglossus vulgaris),

a well known fish of the flat-fish or flounder family

(Pleuroneetidte). The eyes are on the right side,

the mouth is wide, and the body approaches nearer

to the ordinary fish-form than in the turbot or the

flounder. The teeth of the upper jaw are in a double

series, and the lateral line is curved. It attains a
length of from 3 to 6 feet, the weight of a large female
being about 160 lbs., though much heavier specimens
have been reported at various times. The colour

above is brownish, that of the belly a pure white.

The scales are very small. The food of the holibut

consists of smaller flat fish and some crustaceans.

It is common oil the British coasts, especially in the

north, numbers being caught by trawling, and is

much used as food, though it is far inferior to the

turbot. Its fle&h is white and firm, but dry and
deficient in flavour. The Orkney Islands are an
important centre of the holibut fishery in the United
Kingdom. Large quantities of holibut are taken
on the coasts of the Eastern United States where
it usually makes its appearance with the shad and
herring. As the temperature increases these fish

change their ground, and migrate to the banks of

Newfoundland. The Greenlanders preserve it for

winter use by cutting it in strips and drying them
in the air. There is another species of the genus

characterized by a straight lateral line. It occurs

chiefly near Greenland.
HOLIDAY, any day set apart as a religious or

national festival. (See Festivals.) By 34 and 36

Viet. cap. xvii. certain days are fixed as bank-holi-

days for England and Scotland, and it is enacted

that all business transactions which would have been

valid on any such holiday shall be held as valid if

performed on the day following. Thus, when a bill

of exchange becomes due, or notice of dishonour falls

to be given, on a bank-holiday, the bill is payable, or

the notice stands good on the following day. The
days fixed for England are Easter Monday, the

Monday in Whitsun Week, the first Monday in

August, and the 26th of December if a week-day.

These are in addition to Christmas Day, Good Fri-

day, and other holidays previously established. The
days fixed as bank-holidays for Scotland are New-
Year’s Day, Good Friday, the first Monday of May,
the first Monday of August, and Christmas Day;
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and if either New Year’s Day or Christmas Day
falls on a Sunday, the Monday after is held as a

holiday. The same act empowers the sovereign to

appoint by proclamation a special day to be observed

as a bank-holiday, and to alter by order in council

any of the days settled by the act.

HOLINSHED, Raphael (Ralph), an English

chronicler of whom nothing more is known than that

he was descended from a family originally belonging

to Cheshire, that he lived in the age of Queen Eliza-

beth, and that he died about 1580. He is only

known by his Chronicles of Englande, Scotland©,

and Irelande, the first edition of which, known as

the ‘Shakspere edition,’ because it is the one which
is supposed to have been used by him in collecting

material for his historical plays, was published in

London in 1577, and the second edition, with numer-
ous omissions, in 1587. These principally relate to

the history of Lord Cobham and the Earl of Leices-

ter during the reign of Elizabeth, to whom the pas-

sages in question appeared offensive. In the prepar-

ation of this work Holinshed had several collabora-

tors, principally in the volumo relating to Ireland,

for which the description of the island was written

by Richard Stainhurst; the first part of the chronicle

was translated from the Latin of Giraldus Cam-
brensis by John Hooker alias Vowal of Exeter, and
the latter part of the same, from 1509 to 1586, writ-

ten by Stainhurst and Hooker, the intervening period

being written by Holinshed himself. The descrip-

tion of the Island of Britain waB written by William

Harrison, and the description of Scotland translated

from the Latin of Hector Boece. Prefixed to the

Chronicles is one of the most curious and interesting

memorials existing of the manners and domestic his-

tory of the English in the sixteenth century. The
castrations to the second edition of the Chronicles

were printed and published separately in 1728. A
new edition of the whole work, with the castrations

inserted, was published at London in 1807-8 (six

vols. 4to).

HOLKAR, a powerful Mahratta family, now in

possession of the protected state of Indor in Hindu-

stan. It was founded in the first half of the eigh-

teenth century by a man of humble origin, a native

of the town of Hoi in the Deccan, from which cir-

cumstance the family name is derived. Having en-

tered the army, he rose rapidly by his bravery and

ability to the highest rank, married the cousin of the

Rajah of the Mahrattas, took part in the invasion of

Guzerat in 1721, and in recompense for his services

received, about 1736, the western part of the province

of Malwah, with the city of Indor for its capital.

He died before 1770, and was succeeded after a short

interval, during which his grandson held the throne,

by his niece Aylah Bhyi, who conducted the in-

ternal administration of the kingdom with extraor-

dinary success, for which she is still revered by the

people of Indor. She intrusted the military power

to Takaji Holkar, who died in 1797, two years

after Aylah Bhyi, whom he had succeeded in the

government of the country. On his death he left

two legitimate and two illegitimate sons, and after

a civil war one of the latter, Jeswunt Rao Holkar,

succeeded in 1801 in making himself master of the

kingdom. In 1804 and 1805 he carried on a vigorous

war with the British, but was defeated and obliged

to give up part of his territory. In 1811 he was

succeeded by Mulhar Rao Holkar, who renewed the

war with the British, but with no more success than

his predecessor. He was totally defeated at Mehud-

pur in December, 1817, and in January, 1818, a

British residency was established at Indor, and his

state put under British protection. During the

Indian mutiny Mulkerji Rao Holkar, who had suc-

ceeded to the dominions of the family in 1852, en-

deavoured to support the British, but owing to the

mutinous disposition of his troops was able to rendei

them no material assistance.

HOLLAND, or Parts of Holland, a district

of England, one of the three portions into which the

county of Lincoln is divided. It occupies the south-

east part of the county round the Wash, and consists

almost entirely of low, marsh, and fen land, the

marsh being the portion nearest to the sea, and the

fen that which lies more inland. It is principally

included within what is called the Great Level of

the Fens, being defended from the sea and from

the overflowing of the rivers by immense embank-

ments.

HOLLAND, a fine and dose kind of linen, so

called from its first being manufactured in Holland.

HOLLAND, Henry Richard Vabsall Fox,

Third Lord, born in November, 1773, succeeded to

the peerage by the death of his father when little

over one year old; was educated first at Eton and
afterwards at Oxford, and then made the tour of

Eurojie. He returned to England in 1796, and the

following year married a lady with whom he had

previously had an intrigue, which led to her divorce

from her former husband, and subjected him to an

action of damages. In 1798 he took his place in the

House of Lords, and as the nephew of Charles James
Fox was at once acknowledged as a Whig leader.

When that statesman came into office by the forma-

tion of a Whig ministry in 1806, Lord Holland was

made a privy-councillor, and appointed one of the

plenipotentiaries to settle the differences with the

Americans in regard to neutral rights. On the death

of his uncle be obtained a seat in the cabinet as lord

privy-seal; but the following year having terminated

the Whig ministry, he was thrown again into oppo-

sition, and without taking any prominent part in

public debate, contented himself rather with formal

protests against the measures which he disapproved,

and with the influence which his connections and the

hospitality of Holland House gave him with his

party. In 1830, when the Whigs again came into

power, Lord Holland became chancellor of the Duchy

of Lancaster, with a seat in the cabinet. His atten-

tion, though much occupied with politics from the

very commencement of his public life, was by no

means absorbed by them, and he gave proof of his

proficiency, particularly in Portuguese and Spanish

literature, by publishing in 1806 the Life and Writ-

ings of Lope Felix de Vega (1806), and translations

of three comedies from the Spanish (1807). Sinoe

his death on the 22d of October, 1840, a considerable

sensation has been produced, not so much by the

merits as by the contents of two posthumous works

bearing his name, the one entitled Foreign Remini-

scences (1850), and the other—which embodies the

former, and may therefore be called a continuation

of it—Memoirs of the Whig Party during my Time
(1852).

HOLLAND, Sir Henry, an eminent physician,

bora at Knutsford, Cheshire, October 27, 1788; died

in London, October 27, 1873. He was educated for

the medical profession at the University of Edin-

burgh, where he took the degree of M.D. in 1811.

He spent the following two years in travelling in

Eastern Europe, and on his return published Travels

in the Ionian Islands, Albania, Thessaly, and Greece

(1815). In January, 1816, he established himself in

London as a physician, and he rapidly acquired s

great reputation. In 1816 he was elected a fellow of

the Royal Society, and in 1828 a fellow of the Royal

College of Physicians. In 1840 he was appointed

physician in ordinary to the prince consort, in 1852

physician in ordinary to the queen, and in 1853 wm
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created a baronet. He continued to practise with
the greatest success in London to the end of his long

life, varying, however, the exercise of his professional

duties by indulging his life-long fondness for travel

in frequent visits to America and the European con-

tinent. He was the author of numerous articles

contributed to the Quarterly and Edinburgh reviews,

besides a work entitled Medical Notes and Reflec-

tions (third edition, 1855); another on Mental Phy-
siology (1853), which placed him in the first rank as

an authority . op mental derangement; and a volume
of Hteays on scientific subjects (1862).

*HOLLAND, Kingdom op. See Netherlands.

C HOLLAND, Nobth (.Noordholland), a province of

the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the greater part of

which consists of a peninsula in the north-west, con-

nected with the mainland by an isthmus less than
8 miles in breadth. It includes also a few islands to

the north, and a portion of the mainland bordering

on Utrecht and South Holland on the south. The
total area is 1070 square miles. The province of

North Holland was formerly known as West Fries-

land. It lies very low, some portions of it, as Water-
land, Kennemerland, and Purmerland, being at least

partially below the level of the sea. A broad margin
of downB or sand-hills, often 180 feet high, protects

it from the sea on the west as far north as the Hol-
der, where the peninsula terminates. Artificial dykes
have been constructed where this natural embank-
ment ceases. For administrative purposes the pro-

vince is divided into the four districts of Amsterdam,
Haarlem, Alkmaar, and Hoorn. The means of in-

ternal communication are abundant, the principal of

which, besides the rivers (Vecht, Drecht, Amatol,
Zaan, &c.), roads, and railways, is the Great North
Holland Canal. Most of the lakes have now been
drained. The largest of these was the Haarlemer
Meer (part of which lay in the province of South
Holland), covering 70 square miles. About one-half

of the province is estimated to consist of clover, grass,

and hay land. In addition to these, the chief agri-

cultural products are wheat, rye, barley, oats, pota-

toes, pease, beans, &c. The province is poor in tim-

ber, the total area covered by woods amounting to

no more than 24 square miles. On the other hand,

the reeds and rushes, which grow abundantly in

some districts, are of considerable importance. The
keeping of bees receives a good deal of attention in

some districts. Nurseries are numerous, especially

in the neighbourhood of Haarlem, Alsmeer, and
Naarden. Butter is largely produced and exported.

The wool trade also is considerable in this province,

the chief wool-markets being on the islands of Texel
and Wieringen, and at the town of Wieringenward,
opposite the latter island. The chief manufacturing
industries are carried on at Amsterdam and Haarlem,
and on the Zaan, where there are numerous paper-

mills. The chief towns are Amsterdam, Alkmaar,
Haarlem, Helder, and Zaandam. Two-thirds of the

inhabitants of this province are Protestants, and
more than one-fourth Homan Catholics

;
the remainder

are chiefly Jews. In 1899 the population amounted
to 968,105.
HOLLAND, South (ZuidhoUand), the most

populous province in the Kingdom of the Nether-
lands, bounded on the north by North Holland, on
the east by Utrecht and Gelderland, on the south by
North Brabant and Zeeland, and on the west by the
German Ocean. The southern part of the province
is broken up into several islands. The area is 1155
square miles. Like North Holland, it is a flat and
depressed tract, and it also is protected from the sea
on the west by a margin of downs or sand-hills, ex-

tending to the mouth of the Maas on the south. For
administrative purposes the province is divided into

the six districts of ’s Gravenhage, Leiden, Rotter-

dam, Dortrecht, Gorkum, and BneL The chief river

is the Rhine, with its numerous branches—the Look,
Linge, Merwede, Ijssel, Gouwe, and Rotte. The
lakes were formerly numerous, but most of them are

now drained Besides the ordinary cereals and green
crops, the chief agricultural productions are flax,

hemp, and madder. The area of the hay and meadow
land is above 600 square miles, or more than half the

whole area of the province. The principal agricul-

tural products are butter and cheese. Excellent

vegetables are grown in the west, particularly around
the Hague ana Gouda, and great quantities are ex-

ported to England. Fruit-trees and bushes are care-

fully cultivated in the western part of the province,

and their produce sent to all parts of the world. The
manufacturing industry of the province is highly
developed. The chief manufactures are those of

bricks, gin (schiedam), and earthenware. Ship-build-

ing and the subsidiary arts are also carried on.

The principal towns are Delft, Dortrecht (Dort),

Gorinchem (Gorkum), Gouda, Leyden, Rotterdam,
Schiedam, ’s Gravenhage (the Hague), and Woerden.
There is a university at Leyden, which boasts of a
matchless museum of natural history. Nearly three-

fourths of the inhabitants are Protestants (chiefly

Calvinists and Mennonites), and nearly one-fourth
Roman Catholics; the rest are mainly Jews. In
1899 the population amounted to 1,114,401.

HOLLAR, Wknzel {Wenceslaus), a Bohemian en-

graver, bom in Prague in July, 1607, attracted, in

1636, the attention of Lord Arundel, the British

ambassador to the German emperor, who took him
in his suite to England. Here he practised his art

with considerable fame and success, producing, among
others, a set of twenty-eight plates, entitled Ornatus
Muliebris Anglicanus, representing the dresses of

Englishwomen of all ranks and conditions in full-

length figures. Under the Commonwealth he joined

the Earl of Arundel in Antwerp, and remained there

for some years, during which he engraved Holbein’s

Dance of Death, and other works of the old masters.

He was deprived by death of his patron in 1646, by
which he was obliged to support himself by working
for booksellers and printsellers, who paid him very

miserably. In 1652 he returned to England in the

hope of bettering his position, but had no better

success here until the Restoration brought back some
of his former friends. The great fire of London in

1666 was a special calamity for the artist, as it de-

prived him of all he possessed, and even for a time of

the means of earning money by his engravings. In
1670 he was commissioned by the government to make
a plan of the town and fortifications of Tangier, for

which he received £1 00. He was nevertheless unable,

even by the most strenuous exertions, to keep him-

self out of debt, and he died on the 28th March,

1677, in great poverty. His prints are highly esteemed

for their delicate, firm, and spirited execution.

HOLLES, Denzil, Lord, an eminent political

character of the seventeenth century, the second

son of Holies, the first earl of Clare, was born in

1599. In the Parliament of 1627 he took a leading

part in favour of liberty with his characteristic ardour
and courage. When the three resolutions of the

Commons against Popery, Arminianism, and tonnage
and poundage by the king’s prerogative were drawn
up, he was one of the two members who forcibly held

the speaker in the chair until they were passed. For
this conduct, refusing to give bail or sureties for

his good behaviour, he was condemned to fine and
imprisonment, the latter of which he endured in the

Tower for upwards of twelve months. In 1640 he
entered the Long Parliament, a determined foe to

the court, and was plaoed at the head of the Presby*
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terian party. As the Earl of Strafford was married

to his sister, he did not take part in the prosecution

of that minister, but he carried up the impeachment
against Archbishop Laud. He was also one of the

members, the imprudent attempt to seize whom, in

the Parliament House, in 1642, formed the immediate
cause of taking up arms. In the ensuing war the

Parliament conferred on him the command of a regi-

ment, and appointed him lieutenant of Bristol; but

becoming aware of the designs of the leaders of the

Independents, he endeavoured to frustrate them by
promoting a treaty with the king. In 1644 he was
one of the commissioners appointed to carry proposi-

tions of peace to Charles at Oxford; and in 1647 he
made a motion for disbanding the army, but the

party of the Independents was now too strong, and
the attack was returned upon himself by an impeach-

ment for high treason. He consulted his safety by
retiring to France, whence he was allowed to return

in 1648, when he resumed his seat in Parliament,

and was one of the commissioners appointed to treat

with the king in the Isle of Wight. He was soon

after again obliged, by the violence of the times, to

retreat to France, where he remained until the Re-
storation, which he zealously promoted. He was
one of the members of the House of Commons who
waited upon the king at the Hague; and Charles

II., before his coronation, advanced him to the peer-

age by the title of Lord Holies of Isfield, in Sussex.

In 1663 he was sent ambassador to France, and in

1667 was one of the English plenipotentiaries at

Breda. Notwithstanding these employments he re-

mained a zealous friend to liberty; and when the

(politics of the reign tended to make the king ab-

solute, Lord Holies was a conspicuous leader of op-

position. He is mentioned by Barillon, the French

ambassador, as one of the noblemen who entered into

negotiations with France to thwart the suspected

measures of Charles against liberty at home; but it

is at the same time intimated that he and Lord

William Bussell alone refused the money offered by

Louis XIV. He died with a high character for

honour, integrity, and patriotism in 1680. In 1699

were published Memoirs of Denzil Lord Holies, from

1641 to 1648 (4to); some of his letters and speeches

have been published separately.

HOLLOW WABE, the trade term for all kinds

of vessels made of cast or wrought iron, and used for

cooking and other purposes. Vessels of this nature

were formerly either blackened or left untouched;

but now various methods of finishing them are in use.

If they are not intended for cooking they are usually

coated with zinc, but if they are intended for that

purpose they usually receive either a coating of tin

or enamel. The process of tinning was introduced

about the end of the 18th century. Vessels intended to

undergo this operation after being formed are softened

by the process of annealing, and then made smooth

in the inside by turning on a turning-lathe. Melted

tin is then poured into the inside in small quantities,

and spread over the surface by means of a cork, a

little sal-ammoniac being added to make the tin ad-

here. Sometimes the process of smoothing the inside

is omitted; but although in this case the articles are

cheaper the other kind are altogether preferable, as

they are easier to clean, and the tin coating is more

durable. The composition of the enamel which is

used to line hollow ware varies. The substances

most commonly used for the purpose are quartz flint,

washed sand, felspar, broken glass, broken pottery,

borax, soda, saltpetre, carbonate of magnesia, and

carbonate of arnmnnia. According to the ordinary

process of application it is laid on with a brush in

two coats; the first coat furnishing the body of the

enamel, and the second the glaze. The greatest

difficulty to be obviated In applying enamel to ves-

sels intended for oooking arises from the fact that

iron is more readily expansible by heat than any

enamel, which makes the latter liable to chip off when

heat is applied. To overcome this difficulty the

French apply the enamel by laying on the ingredients

in a cold state and then heating the vessel till these

ingredients vitrify, when they are said to combine

with a film of the iron and form an irremovable vitre-

ous enamel. Wrought-iron hollow ware is either

made by soldering separate pieces together, or by

stamping a single piece into the shape required. The

latter process is now largely used, and articles made

by it have the advantage of being free from joints,

which renders it easier to tin them and to keep them

clean, and also makes them more durable. The

enamel on wrought-iron hollow ware is not nearly

so durable as that upon cast-iron ware.

HOLLY {Ilex), a genus of plants of the order

Aquifoliaceue, embracing a number of evergreen trees

or shrubs. The common holly (/. aquifolium) is com-

mon in Britain and the Continent of Euro|>e. It is

a handsome, conical evergreen tree, growing to the

height of 30 feet in a wild state, and sometimes con-

siderably more when cultivated. Its leaves are dark-

green, shining, and leathery, abundantly armed with

prickles on the lower branches, but free from them

on the upper, or on very old trees. The flowers are

white, api>earing in May; the fruit is red, ripening

in September, and remaining on the tree all the win-

ter. A good many varieties are known, distinguished

by the shape and colour of the leaves, which are

sometimes spotted or edged with yellow, &c. The
American holly (Ilex open'd) is widely diffused through-

out the United States, extending from about lat. 42°

to the Gulf of Mexico, and beyond the Mississippi

to the border of the desert plains which skirt the

base of the Bocky Mountains. It sometimes attains

the height of 80 feet, with a trunk 4 feet in diameter

It is so similar to the European species that some

make it only a variety. The chief distinction between

them is that the foliage of the American species is

less glossy and its berries less bright. The wood of

both specios is very hard, susceptible of a fine polish,

and more capable of receiving a black colour than

almost any other. It is much used for veneering and

cabinet work, and is a good wood for turning, for

the cogs of wheels, and other purposes. From its

retaining its foliage and fruit during the winter, the

holly is a very desirable tree for shrubberies and

ornamental planting. As a fence it is very service-

able; and when formed into hedges it admits of being

cropped, and retains its foliage through the severest

winters. Its growth is slow, but its duration is longer

than that of most other trees. The bark yields a

strong mucilaginous substance, from which birdlime

is made. Among the Homans it was customary to

send boughs of holly to friends, with new-year’s gifts,

as emblematical of good wishes; and in England it

is used to decorate houses at Christmas. The 1.

glabra is another species of holly, inhabiting the coast

regions of the United States. Its leaves are some-

times used for tea, and they furnished the * black

drink ’ which used to hold an important place in Indian

ceremonies. The matt or Paraguay tea-plant is a

species of holly (/. Paraguayansts). The leaves are

used for tea, and are found on analysis to contain

theine, the active principle of tea. The hollies are

remarkable for their medicinal properties. The leaves

and bark of the oommon holly are employed in inter-

mittent fever; its berries cause vomiting and purging.

HOLLYHOCK {AUhcea rosea), a xnalvaceous plant,

a native of the East, and cultivated in gardens for

the Wkft of its spikes of large and beautiful flowers.

The root is biennial, and shoots up one or several up-
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right stems, whioh attain the height of from 5 to 8

feet. The flowers are rose-coloured, and situated in the

axils of the leaves. From cultivation many varieties

have arisen bearing flowers single or double, white,

yellow, red, or even almost black. It is a hardy
plant, but latterly has fallen greatly out of cultiva-

tion owing to the ravages of a kind of fungus which
attacks and kills it.

HOLMES, Oliver Wendell, one of the foremost

American writers, was born at Cambridge, Mass.,

29th August, 1809, being a son of the Rev. Abdiel
Holmes, author of Annals of America. He graduated

at Harvard in 1829, and was something of an author

even in his student days, but the first piece which
made him widely known was a poetical protest

against the breaking up of the old American man-
of-war Constitution

,
published in 1830. After study-

ing law for a short time he devoted himself to medi-

cine, carrying on his studies both in America and
Europe, more especially at Paris, and devoting some
part of his time to the writing of poetry, both humor-
ous and serious. His first volume of poems appeared
in 1836, the same year in which he took the degree

of M.D. He was for a short time professor of anatomy
and physiology at Dartmouth College; then gave
himself up to private practice in Boston; and in 1847
became professor of anatomy and physiology at Har-
vard, a post which he held till 1882. He made vari-

ous contributions to the literature of medicine, but
it is in literature of a lighter kind that his name has

become bo well known. His most original work is

The Autoorat of the Breakfast-Table, which first ap-

peared in the Atlantic Monthly (established in 1857),

and was published separately in 1859. This professes

to be the table-talk of the ‘Autocrat’ (who lives in

an American boarding-house), and the plan gives the

author scope for touching on topics of the most varied

character, in a veiu at times serious, at times humor-
ous or witty, but always striking and original, while

poems of high excellence are aho interspersed. The
Professor at the Breakfast-Table and The Poet at

the Breakfast-Table are two works of a similar char-

acter, and in their way only less successful than the

Autoorat. Two rather remarkable novels also pro-

ceeded from Holmes’s pen: Elsie Venner, a Romance
of Destiny, and The Guardian Angel. Among col-

lective volumes of his poems are those with the titles

Songs in Many Keys; Songs of Many Seasons; The
Iron Gate; and Before the Curfew. Among his

prose works are Mechanism in Thought and Morals;
Memoirs of Motley and Emerson ; A Mortal Anti-
pathy

;
and Our Hundred Days in Europe, a bright

record of a Bhort visit made in 1886, on which occa-

sion the universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Edin-
burgh all conferred honorary degrees on the writer,

whose name was now as well known in Europe as

in America. He died rather suddenly October 8th,

1894, retaining his faculties to the last.

HOLOGRAPH. In Scots law a holograph deed,
that is, one written entirely by the granter’s own
hand, is valid without witnesses, but in that case
does not prove its own date. A deed is presumed
to be holograph until the contrary is proved, if it is

stated in the deed itself to be so, and even where
such is not stated to be the case it may be proved
either by a comparison of the handwriting of the
deed with the known handwriting of the granter, or

bvthe evidence of a witness who saw the deed written.

The same rule as to the validity of an unattested

holograph will is recognized in French law
; but in

English law every deed, whether holograph or not,

must have the names of one and in some cases two
witnesses attached to it to render it valid.

HOLOTHURIA. The type of an order of Ech-
inodertns, the Holothurioidea, or sea-cucumbers. All

the members of this group are more or less vermiform
in appearance, and further differ from the star-fishes

and sea-urchins on the one hand in having the aper-

tures of the intestinal canal at opposite ends of the
body, and on the other in having only a few calcare-

ous plates scattered through the integument. The
ambulacral apparatus is present, but its five rows
may be so arranged that one interspace becomes a
kind of sole on which the animal creeps. The ‘stone

canal,’ or canal of the ambulacral system, hangs free

in the body. The mouth is surrounded by prehensile

tentacles, and has not even rudiments of Aristotle’s

lantern. Respiration is effected by two or four gills,

which, opening into the cloaca posteriorly, ramify
through the body; but, as in Synapta, where these

structures and the cloaca are wanting, the function
may be carried on by the skin, the intestinal wall,

and the tentacles. The larva becomes a cylindrical

pupa surrounded by four or five ciliated rings, and
thus resembles the larva of a worm. Within the pupal
body the intestinal canal, its peritoneal covering, and
its muscular bands are developed, and the pupal in-

tegument is retained throughout life. The Holothu-
rians of the Pacific furnish the trepang or btche dc
mer

,
a nutritious commodity in great favour with the

Chinese and Polynesians. The bodies after eviscer-

ation, a process which the animal when captured often

goes through spontaneously, are dried in the sun.

The trepang owes itB popularity, at least in some
countries, to its supposed aphrodisiac properties, this

being assumed because of the great fertility of the
order. (See illustrations at MoLluroa.)
HOLSTEIN. See Schleswig-Holstein.
HOLY ALLIANCE, a league proposed by Alex-

ander I., emperor of Russia, September 26, 1815,

after the defeat of Napoleon at Waterloo had cleared

the way for the execution of his desire of establishing

a settled peace in Europe. Alexander, Francis of

Austria, and Frederick William III. of Prussia,

signed with their own hands, and without the counter-

sign of a minister, the act establishing this alliance,

which is said to have been Bent to the two latter in

the handwriting of the first. It was not wholly
published till February 2, 1816, when the text was
given in full in the Frankfort Journal. It consisted

of a declaration, that, in accordance with the precepts

of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the principles of justice,

charity, and peace should be the basis of their internal

administration, and of their international relations,

and that the happiness and religious welfare of their

subjects should be their great object. Its real aim,

however, was to maintain the power and influence of

the existing dynasties. It was also stipulated that

the three sovereigns should invite others to become
members of the Holy Alliance. In Russia and
Germany its principles were not discussed except in

a spirit of eulogy, but they were uncompromisingly
condemned in Britain by many of her foremost

statesmen. On February 4, 1823, both Lansdowne
and Brougham openly condemned its doctrines in

their places in Parliament. Sir James Mackintosh
said of the doctrine of legitimacy, in the sense in

which it was used by the Holy Alliance, ‘ Sophistry

lent her colours to the most extravagant pretensions

of tyranny/ The events of 1848 broke up the Holy
Allianoe. It had previously loBt much of its authority

from the death of Alexander, and the French revolu-

tion of 1880. By a special article of the treaty the
members of the Bonaparte family were declared in-

capable of occupying any European throne.

HOLY COAT OF TREVES, a relic preserved

with extraordinary veneration in the cathedral of the
ancient arohiepisoopal city of Treves, on the Moselle,

and said to be the identical seamless coat worn by
our Saviour at his crucifixion, and for whioh the
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soldiers oast lots. It was the gift of the Empress
Helena, by whom it was discovered in her visit to

Palestine in the fourth century. During the Middle
Ages it attracted crowds of pilgrims, whose liberality

enriched both the shrine and town. It was ex-

hibited only onco in a century, and was then care-

fully concealed in a place known only to a few.

After having passed out of sight for several cen-

turies it was rediscovered in 1196, and exhibited
with much solemnity. A similar exhibition took
place in 1512, when Pope Leo X. removed the

restriction on the frequency of its exhibition, and
ordered that it should be submitted to public in-

spection every seven years. The Reformation
interfered with the observance of this religious

festival. In 1841 the existence of the relic was
considered doubtful; but in 1844 Archbishop
Arnoldi announced a fresh celebration, which was
attended by great numWs, and miraculous cures

were asserted to have )>een wrought by the relic.

Opposition, however, arose to the repetition of such
scenes, and Johann Kongo, a German priest, de-

nounced a resuscitation of the superstitions of the
Middle Ages. He soon was at the head of a large

numl>er of Roman Catholics like-minded with him-
self, but tile opposition resulted in nothing. In
August and September, 1891, the coat was again

exhibited to immense multitudes, and cures are said

to have again taken place. The coat is of a brownish
material, either linen or cotton, has sleeves ubout a
foot long, and is said to measure, from the collar to

the lowermost edge, 5 feet 2 inches.

HOLY GHOST. See Ghost (Holy).
HOLYHEAD (Welsh, Otter -(ii/bi, ‘The fortress

of Cybi’), an island, witli a seaport town of the same
name, in North Wales, in the county of Anglesey.

The island is about 7 miles long and 5 miles broad

at the widest part, and is situated off the west side

of Anglesey. It is connected with the mainland by
a causeway, with a railway and a carriage road,

which crosses the Lasenwan Sands, and is carried

by a bridge over a portion of the sea. The northern

extremity of the island consists of a huge headland
of serpentine, presenting in some parts immense
perjiendicular precipices, in others magnificent

caverns excavated by the action of the waves.

North-west of the head are two rocks, called the

North Stack and the South Stack, the latter having
a lighthouse 197 feet high. The South Stack
proves a great attraction to visitors, from the wild-

ness and grandeur of the surrounding scenery. It

is connected with the head by a handsome suspen-

sion bridge, extending over a chasm 90 feet wide,

through which the sea roars and boils with great

impetuosity. This bridge is approached from the

height above by 365 steps, winding downwards in a

zigzag track. The town is on the north-east side of

the island. It is built in terraces, has two hand-

some churches, many fine nonconformist chapels,

and a fine town -hall. From its advantageous

situation Holyhead has been selected as the prin-

cipal station of the post-office packets for conveying

the mails to Dublin, 69 miles distant. There is

a harbour of refuge about 400 acres in area, and
another harbour, leased to the London and North-

Western Railway Company. Beside the latter is a

triumphal arch of Anglesey marble erected to com-

memorate the landing of George IY. in 1821. The
harbour of refuge (Victoria Harbour) is formed by

a massive breakwater which is 7860 feet in length,

and has a lighthouse at the extremity, the whole

cost, including some minor works, being £1,500,000.

The harbour works were commenced in 1848 and
.completed in August, 1873, when the Prince of

Wales visited Holyhead and publicly declared the

Harbour of Refuge open. The London and North-
Western Railway has an extensive terminus at Holy-
head (the station being close to the harbour), and a
large number of express boats plying l>etween this

place and Dublin and Greenore. A submarine elec-

tric telegraph was laid from Holyhead to Howth on
June 1, 1852. Pop. in 1891, 8745 ;

in 1901, 10,072.

HOLY ISLAND, or Lindisfarvc, an island off

the north-east coast of England, belonging to North-
umberland, from which at the nearest point it is

barely a mile distant, being connected by a stretch

of sand. Posts have been erected at Bhort intervals

on the sands as a guide to persons travelling to the
island, which can be reached on foot three hours or

more before or after high water. The island is of

an irregular form, about 2J miles in length, and
al>out 1£ mile in breadth at the broadest part; the
north - west diminishing to £ mile. The north-

western part of the island consists chiefly of barren
soil and sand-hills, and is overrun with rabbits.

The south-eastern end terminates in a perpendicular
rock 60 feet high, crowned by a small fort or eastle.

The cultivable soil is fertile, producing excellent

crops of corn, turnips, &c. Limestone and iron ore

alxmnd, and coal also has t>ecn met with. On the
west coast are some curious eaves, the largest ex-

tending 50 yards inwards from the entrance. Here
is also the small but finely-situated village of Lin-
disfarne, about 3 miles from the mainland, now
much resorted to by summer visitants. The in-

habitants are chiefly engaged in fishing and many
crabs and loljsters are here obtained. Close by the

village is a small harbour.

The chief object of interest is the celebrated

ruined Benedictine priory church of Lindisfame,
‘a solemn, huge, and dark-red pile’ built in 1093
on the site of the monastery founded by Aidan,
Bishop of Lindisfame, in 635. Though frequently

plundered for the erection of houses in the village,

it is still magnificent, and is now secured from
further dilapidation by its proprietor. The length

of the church is ulx>ut 138 feet, and its breadth 36
feet; the style of architecture somewhat resembles

that of Durham Cathedral. The west eml with a
doorway, much of the north side of the nave, and a
few other parts are all that remain. As a result of

various excavations the plan of the original monas-
tery has l icon restored. The exterior ornaments
of the building being of a light sandy stone are

much wasted. Pop. 440.

HOLY LAN1 ). See Palestine.
HOLY OFFICE. See Inquisition.

HOLY PLACES OF JERUSALEM, a term
meant to apply more particularly to that group of

localities of which the Church of the Holy Sepulchre
is the centre, and some of the other more celebrated

objects are the Garden of Gethsemane, the Church
of the Ascension, the Tomb of the Virgin, &c., all

connected with the life and passion of our Saviour.

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre, situated in the

western half of the city, was dedicated by the

Empress Helena in 335, burned by the Persians

in 614, and has undergone several more or less

complete destructions, rebuildiugs, and enlarge-

ments. It was partly burned so late as 1808. It

forms a clumsy assemblage of buildings, a large

number of chapels, Bhrines, &c., some forty in num-
l>er, being here crowded together, the most pro-

minent external features being a large and a small

dome, and a truncated square tower. Under the

great dome stands the little church containing the

Holy Sepulchre, and richly decorated. A marble

slab is shown as the Stone of Unction, the body of

our Lord being said to have been anointed on it pre-

vious to being placed in the tomb. Seven Christian
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sects are represented in the group of buildings, G reeks,

Latins, Armenians, Syrians, Copts, &c., all having

chapels, &c., here. What is called the Mount of Cal-

vary is also in this quarter. The street approaching

this is the Via Dolorosa,
‘Dolorous Way,’ because

along it our Lord is said to have passed from the Hall

of Judgment to Calvary. Such has always been the

tradition held regarding the site of the sacred tomb,

though some have maintained that the Mosque of

Omar, in the eastern half of the city, covers the true

site of the sepulchre; but all recent explorations have

tended to support the traditional view.

The guardianship of the Holy Places was regulated

by treaty between France and the Porte in 1740,

and there* have more than once political complications

arisen out of this question sullicient not only to

threaten but to break the peace of the world. A
riot occurred at Jerusalem in 1757 from jealousy on

this matter, and in the same year the guardianship

was assigned by imperial edict to the Greek Church.

In 181 0 there was a French and Russian intervention,

but negotiations were broken off in 1821, on account

of the Greek revolution. In June, 1850, the French
government, representing the Latin Christians, de-

manded a strict execution of the Treaty of 1740. ( )n

9th February, 1 852, the validity of the Latin claims

was acknowledged by the Porte, but in the same
month, on the remonstrance of Russia, the privileges

of the Greeks were ratified by firman. This affair

led to the Crimean war See Crimea.
HOLYROOD, Palace and Abbey ok, in Edin-

burgh, at the eastern extremity of the old town.

The abbey church, founded in 1128 by David I.,

was used as the royal cemetery. It is now mostly in

ruin. The palace is a large quadrangular building

of hewn stone, with a court within, surrounded by a
piazza. It contains a gallery 150 feet long, in which
are portraits of all the Scottish kings, most of them
imaginary. It is now used at the election of the

sixteen peers of Scotland to represent their order in

Parliament. In the noith-west tower the bed-cham-
ber of the unfortunate Mary, with the remains of her

crimson damask bed, is still to be seen, and an ad-

joining cabinet, from which Itizzio was dragged and
murdered in her presence. A large portion of the

palace was repaired for the Bourbon princes, who
resided here after the first French revolution. It was
afterwards occupied by the Duke of Hamilton, her-

editary keeper of the palace, and again became the

residence of the Bourbons in 1830. The occasional

visits of Queen Victoria made it once more dc facto

a royal palace. See Edinburgh.
HOLY WATER, in the Greek and Roman Ca-

tholic Churches, water which has been consecrated by
prayerB, exorcism, and other ceremonies, to sprinkle

the faithful and things used for the church. Some
antiquaries think that the use of holy or lustra! water
was borrowed from the Jews, ‘By this benediction/
says the Dictionnaire de Theologie (a Catholic work),
‘the church implores God to purify those who use
it from sin, to avert the temptations of the enemy
of salvation and the snares of this world. In the
apostolic constitutions the holy water is called a
means of expiating sins, and putting the evil spirit

to flight’ Constit. Apost. viii 29,
1 ad fvgandos

deemones, morhos cxpcllcndos, insidias profliyandau
It is contained in a particular kind of vases, probably
in imitation of the brazen sea of the Jews, at the
doors of churcheB, and also within them at certain
places, from which the Catholics sprinkle themselves
before prayer. Holy water is also often found in

the chambers of the Catholics, and is used before
prayer, particularly before going to bed. The Roman
Catholic Church seems to consider holy water not
only symbolical of the purity of the soul, but in

certain cases as effectual in exorcism. The Pro-
testants renounced the use of holy water, probably
from a fear that it would be considered, like amulets
or relics, as something efficacious in itself, without
the repentance commanded by the church. Roman
Catholics, however, expressly disclaim any such
belief. In Addis and Arnold’s Catholic Dictionary
it is remarked: ‘The reader will observe that we
do not attribute to holy water any virtue of its own.
It is efficacious simply because the Church’s prayers
take effect at the time it is used ’. At a very early

period vessels were placed at the doors of churches
for washing or sprinkling the hands, and the custom
of blessing the water for this purpose must also have
been very early; but the mingling of salt with the
water was probably introduced considerably later.

HOLY WEEK, or Passion Week, is that which
immediately precedes Easter, and is devoted especially

to commemorate the passion of our Lord. The name
Passion Week rather refers to the days following and
exclusive of Palm Sunday, since this day, strictly

speaking, does not commemorate any incident of

Christ’s passion, but his triumphant entry into Jeru-
salem. The three chief days of the week are Maundy
Thursday (or Holy Thursday), Good Friday, and
Holy Saturday, the most sacred of all being Good
Friday. The observance of Holy Week is of very

early origin, and it was known as Great Week, Silent

Week, Penitential Week, &c. It seems to have been
very generally observed in the third century; and in

the East the whole week from midnight on Palm
Sunday to cockcrow on Easter, was kept as far as

possible as a strict fast. Total abstinence was en-

joined on Friday and Saturday, and there were some,
it is said, who fasted the whole week, all work being

laid aside, and public business suspended. In the

ancient Church of Rome, when any of the ordinary

church festivals falls on this week, it is not observed
till after Easter. In Rome it used to be observed
with much greater solemnity and penitential rigour

than now
;
for the shops are kept open, concerts and

other amusements are given, though the theatres are

closed. The churches exhibit the chief external dif-

ferences, the altars, crucifixes, and pictures being
generally put in mourning, while instrumental music
is suspended. Maundy or Holy Thursday, from
mandaturn

,
the word that commences one of the

services of the day, was a day on which an abnega-
tion of personal dignity was exercised, and when
great ecclesiastical and lay dignitaries condescended
to the menial office of washing the feet of the poor.

The washing of the feet of poor men is still practised

in Roman Catholic churches
;
and the Pope washes

the feet of thirteen poor persons, all of whom are

priests. In Austria the emperor keeps up the old

rite of feet-washing with much ceremony. This day
specially commemorates the institution of the Euchar-
ist. On Holy Saturday ‘new fire' struck from a
flint is blessed, and from this is lighted the paschal

candle, regarded as a symbol of Christ risen from
the dead. The water of the baptismal font is also

blessed, and after the water for baptism has been
exorcised, some of it is sprinkled on the people. In
Rome formerly all the fires were lighted anew from
the holy fire, but this custom has been discontinued.

Five grains of incense are fixed in the paschal candle

to commemorate the wounds of Christ and the Bpices

with which he was anointed for the tomb. On Holy
Saturday catechumens were baptised, and candidates
for the office of the ministry were ordained. For
Good Friday, see Friday (Good).
HOLYWELL, a market town and parliamentary

borough, North Wales, in Flintshire, situated on
a declivity near the southern shore of the estuary
of the Dee, 17 miles s.w. Liverpool, with a station on
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the Chester and Holyhead Bailway, 2 miles north of
the town, and dose on the estuary. It has one prin-
cipal street and several smaller; the former tolerably
straight, the latter the reverse. The houses are chiefly

of brick. The public buildings are noways remark-
able. A hospice has been founded here by the Homan
Catholics for the accommodation of ‘pilgrims’ who
seek for a cure to their maladies by bathing in St
Winifred’s Well. This celebrated well, which dis-

charges 20 tons of water per minute, is at the foot of
a hill in the north end of the town, under spacious
crypts which support a very ancient ckaj>el or hall.

About £4000 has recently been spent in the erection
of baths, &c. The town has some trade in timber,
building materials, leather, &c. In the immediate
vicinity are mines of coal and lead, and quarries of

limestone and freestone; the parish contains also
extensive collieries, lead, silver, and copper works;
manufactories of woollen goods, paper, zinc, &c.
Holywell is a contributory parliamentary borough to
Flint. Pop in 1891, 11018; in 1901, 2652.

.

HOMAGE, a term originally applied to the ser-

vice or show of respect due from the vassal to his

feudal superior. The word is formed direc tly from
homo

,
Old French home (man), as the form of

rendering homage commenced with the words in

Norman French, ‘I become your man.’ Homage
was the most honourable service of reverence that
a free tenant could do to his lord. When a ten-

ant performed it he was ungirt, and his head un-
covered, the lord sitting. The tenant then knelt
before him, and held his hands extended and joined
between the hands of his lord, and repeated the for-

mula of service, which acknowledged the superiority

of the lord, as regarded the vassal, to all except ‘ our
sovereign lord the king.’ But since tenures were
abolished the word has in English law no substantial

legal meaning, except as to copyholds to denote the
kind of acknowledgment made by a tenant to the
lord of the manor. Ancestral homage was where a
tenant held lands of his lord by homage, himBelf and
his ancestors having held the same land of the Bame
lord, and of his ancestors, immemorially, and having
done to them homage. One bound to do homage
was a homager; and homagium reddere

,
to renounce

homage, was the expression used when a vassal made
a solemn declaration of disowning and defying his

lord. The word homage is not used in Scotch law.

HOMBURG -VOR-DER-HOHE, often called

simply Homburg, a town of Prussia, in the pro-

vince of Hesse-Nassau, government of Wiesbaden,
beautifully situated on a gentle rising ground, half-

surrounded by projections of the TaunuB Hills,

9 miles N.N.w. Frankfort. It is well and regularly

built, contains the palace of the former landgraves

of Hesse - Homburg, a gloomy - looking structure,

with a conspicuous tower, now used as a Prussian

royal residence, three churches, a synagogue, orphan

and ordinary hospital, and mineral springs, with a

Kurhaus or bathing establishment, to which gaming-

tables were formerly attached. The waters are of

two classes, those of three springs being purgative,

and used for complaints of the stomach, liver, kid-

neys, &o.
;
those of the remaining two contain iron,

and are used as a tonic. Pop. (1895), 9274.

HOME, Henry (Lord Karnes), a Scottish judge,

eminent for his writings on various subjects, was
descended from a noble family. He was bom at

Karnes, in Berwickshire, in 1696, and received his

education from a private tutor at home. In 1712 he
was bound to a writer of the signet, but, ambitious

of becoming an advocate, he zealously supplied the

defects of his education, mainly by private study,

and fitted himself for the bar, to which he was called

in 1724. He soon acquired reputation by a number

of publications on the civil and Scottish law, the first

of which, consisting of Remarkable Decisions in the

Court of Session from 1716 to 1728, appeared in 1728.

This was followed in 1782 by Essays on Several

Subjects in Law. .During the troubles in 1745 and

1746 he sought shelter in retirement, the fruits of

which appeared in 1747 in his Essays upon Several

Subjects concerning British Antiquities. In 1757
appeared his work The Statute Law of Scotland,

abridged, with Historical Notes; in 1766 and 1780
‘ Additional Decisions of the Court of Session; and in

1777 his Elucidations respecting the Common and
Statute Law in Scotland. In 1752 he became a

judge of session, and assumed, according to the custom
of Scotland, the title of Lord Karnes; and in 1768

was made one of the lords of justiciary. From his

youth he had a great turn for metaphysical disqui-

sition, and maintained a correspondence with Bishops
Berkeley and Butler, Dr. Clarke, and other eminent
reasoners. In 1752 he published Essays on the

Principles of Morality and Natural Religion, in which
he advocates the doctrine of philosophical necessity.

His Introduction to the Art of Thinking (12mo,1761)
is useful to young persons. In 1762 he published

his Elements of Criticism (three vols. 8vo), in which,

discarding all arbitrary rules of literary composition,

he endeavours to establish a new theory on the prin-

ciples of human nature. On this work his fame now
chiefly rests. Its chief defect iB an unnecessary

multiplication of original tastes or principles. He
followed this elaborate work in 1773 with two quarto

vols., entitled Sketches of the History of Man, which
is ingenious and entertaining, but of little or no
scientific value. In 1776, at the age of eighty, he

published the Gentleman Fanner; being an Attempt
to Improve Agrieidture, by subjecting it to the Test

of Rational Principles, 8vo; and in 1781 he wrote

his last work, Loose Thoughts on Education, being

then in his eighty-fifth year. He died 27th Dec.

1782, at the age of eighty-six. A work of much in-

terest iH A. F. Tytler’s (Lord Woodhouselee) Memoirs
of the Life and Writings of the Hon. Henry Home,
of Karnes; with a Supplement (London, 1814, three

vols. 8vo).

HOME, John, a dramatic writer, was born at

Leith on the 21st September, 1722. He was educated

at Edinburgh for the church, and was licensed to

preach 4th April, 1745. In the autumn of the same
year he took up arms on the royal side, and was
made prisoner at the battle of Falkirk, but contrived

to escape, and was not long after appointed to the

parish of Athelstaneford, vacant by the death of

Blair, author of the Grave. Here he composed his

tragedy of Agis, which was refused by the London
managers. His Douglas being also refused by Gar-
rick, the author had it performed at Edinburgh in

1756, himself and several of his clerical brethren

being present. For this departure from the usages

of the Church of Scotland the author was threatened

with ecclesiastical censures, and in consequence re-

signed his living, and ever after acted and appeared
as a layman. He retired into England, where he
obtained the protection of the Earl of Bute, and
received a considerable pension, which enabled him
to pass the remainder of his life in comparative
affluence. As a persecuted man he was complimented
on this occasion by David Hume, who, in a strain of

high panegyric, addressed to him his Four Disserta-

tions. His Douglas became a Btock piece. Several

other dramatic attempts by him completely failed.

The Siege of Aquileia, the Fatal Discovery, Alonzo,

and Alfred, had not even temporary success. They
are now not only never read, but are absolutely for-

gotten, a fate which their mediocrity deserves. His

History of the Rebellion of 1745-40 (4to) also dia-
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appointed public expectation. He died in 1808
f
at

the advanced age of eighty-five.

HOMER (Greek, Hom&ros), the greatest name in

Greek literature, and the greatest epic poet of all

time. The several old biographies of him extant

ve us little or no information that can be relied on.

ven wnen we inquire as to the period in which he
lived and flourished we are met with nothing but
uncertainty and conjecture, no less a diversity than

500 years (from B.C. 1184-684) occurring to stagger

us. The same uncertainty meets us as to his birth-

place. The commonest form of the tradition is that

seven cities contended for the honour of having pro-

duced him: Smyrna, Colophon, Chios, Argos, Athens,
Rhodes, and Salamis. But on a careful examination
of all the passages of the ancient writers in which the

place of his nativity is indicated, we find seventeen

or nineteen claiming him as their countryman; these

claims, however, vanish on being stringently tested.

The most probable opinion is that he was a native of

some locality on the sea-board of Asia Minor, as his

descriptions of the sea and all that belongs to naviga-

tion and seafaring are vivid and picturesque in the
extreme. If he was in his later years blind he could

not always have been so, for no peculiarity of form
or colour escapes him, and he is one of the best and
most truthful of scene-painters. His genealogy is

surrounded with as much obscurity as the other inci-

dents of his life. His father was said to be Mseon,
hence his own patronymic Mceoviilrs, and another,

Mdcsigenea
,
is said to have been applied to him from

a reputed nativity on the river Meles, not far from
Smyrna. The derivation of the name Homer as

indicating blindness on the part of its possessor is to

be regarded as purely fanciful. On one circumstance

of his life there was, till lately, no diversity of opinion,

the belief that he was a wandering singer, or miiiBtrel.

But there could l>e no truth in the supposition that

if he were a minstrel he would also be a beggar. The
Greek minstrels were much respected, and welcome
wherever they came—in the palaces of princes, and
the assemblies of citizens, for whatever purpose these

were convoked. Especially to the more prominent
citizens their presence would be welcome, as they
were able to confer immortality, if not on themselves,

at least on their ancestors.

The poems attributed to Homer with least hesita-

tion are the Iliad and Odyssey; few or none believe

him to be the author of the Batrachomyomachia,
Hymns, and Epigrams. The Batrachomyomachia
(Battle of the Frogs and Mice), a mock-heroic poem,
is merely a successful attempt to travesty the Iliad

and Odyssey; and is unmistakably, from its contents,

language, andthecustomswhich it illustrates, of amuch
later age than the other Homeric poems. The hymns
are probably only fragments of ancient Cyclic poems,

or preludes of rhapsodies. Those whose opinion is of

any value on this question assign to them a much
later age than the two great epics, and are at one on
their non-Homeric origin. The epigrams are, beyond
dispute, of a different authorship from the Iliad and
Odyssey.
The entire system of Homeric criticism was revolu-

tionized in 1795 by F. A. Wolf in his Prolegomena to

Homer. He asserted that the Iliad and Odyssey were
uot two complete independent poems, but originally a

series of songs of different poets, celebrating single

exploitsof heroes, and first connected aswholes byPisi-

itratus. His ideas have since been not so much refuted

as modified, and the position he took as a critic has, by
(ut>voking opposition and examination, done much to

fix firmly our knowledge of how much can be known
about Homer, and how much cannot now be ascer-

tained with reasonable and desirable exactness. His
first position was that the poems were not committed

I originally to writing—probably a correct view. Hist
second, a corollary from this, was that the only pos-

sible mode of then publishing poems was by oral

recitation. And then he asserted that as the Cyclic

poems had little poetical merit, and almost no unity,

the plot being simply a chronological narration of

events, so the Homeric poems owed their present state

of excellence and their reputation to the fact that,

though there is no essential unity in them, Aristotle’s

ingenuity derived from them the laws of epic poetry,

precisely because the several poems that compose
them happened to fit into each other. The Iliad

begins with the wrath of Achilles, but this ceases

naturally on the death of Patroclus, and the new
wrath is of a different kind. This objection is met
successfully by K. 0. Muller in his History of Greek
Literature, in which he also vindicates triumphantly
the unity of the Odyssey, a poem as an intellectual

effort, and an inspiration of genius, even more sur-

prising than that of the better-known Iliad. To
believe that chance and compilation could more easily

give birth to this wonderful production than the mind
of a single man is one of those strange idiosyncrasies

that are produced by the efforts of an ingenious man
to support a favourite theory. No competent critic

will deny that both the Iliad and Odyssey have suf-

fered extensions and interpolations, but the inference

deducible from this admission is just the opj>osite of

what Wolf would wish us to draw. The correct in-

ference is that these excrescences have only obscured
and not destroyed the original unity, and that they
were to be expected in a |>oem so long preserved by
oral tradition.

The Rhapsodists and Pisistratus are credited with
having brought these poems into their present form
both by composition and compilation. Many of the
Rhapsodists must have had genius and taste, and,
therefore, were both fitted and tempted to try to im-
prove particular passages, and to adapt their recita-

tion to the occasion. We have also good authority

for believing that to the labours of Pisistratus, as-

sisted by competent critics and scholars, is owing
the first complete and critical text of Homer, though,
probably to flatter the pride of the Athenians, and
to suit the political purposes of Pisistratus, some
passages were interpolated. But the text would be
too well known to the Greek race for any serious

tampering with its purity and integrity to be at-

tempted. That the subject-matter of the poems was
a tradition resting on and preserving a knowledge of

real events seems highly probable.

That Homer was a real personage seems to be the
most reasonable view, for it is more difficult to believe

in the existence of several poets of equal eminence,

and either contemporary or following each other at

no long intervals, than of one. That he gathered and
gave form to the floating traditions of war, travel,

and adventure that make up the two great epics, is

the most likely supposition that is open to us. The
Cyclic poems were once believed to be genuine pro-

ductions of Homer, a faith which has been forced to

collapse before our greater knowledge of the litera-

ture and antiquities of Greece. The hymns have
long ceased to be attributed to him; the only reason

that they ever were reckoned as his being the circum-

stance that they were recited by the Rhapsodists

along with the genuine poems. They exhibit immense
diversity of language and tone, and, according to

Mfiller, * contain fragments from every century from
the time of Homer to the Persian war.’ The Alexan-
drian critics never believed in their genuineness, and
consequently never made a regular collection of them.
Five of them are well known to Greek students, one
of them particularly, that to the Delian Apollo,
written by a Homerid who styles himself the blind
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poet who lived in rooky Chios, a description which
is the original of the familiar line

—

‘The blind old man of Solo's rocky isle’—

was deemed even by Thucydides to be an undoubted
production of Homer. The Margites, a poem regarded
by Aristotle as the source of comedy, was once errone-

ously attributed to Homer, as well as the previously-

mentioned Batrachomyomachia. Even in ancient
times many who admitted the Homeric origin of the
Iliad rejected the Odyssey as the work of Homer.
These were called Chorizontea

,
or Separatera. Lon-

ginus attempted to dispose of their objections and
reasonings by referring the Odyssey to the poet’s old

age, and the Iliad to his youth. This theory was
long held; and there seems every reason to accept the
former poem as a subsequent production to the lat-

ter from many considerations, especially the superior

character of its gods, and because social life is more
refined, and art more advanced.
That the Homeric epics arose on Asiatic soil

and had as their basis poetic legends brought by
immigrants from Northern Greece is now a common
view. Prof. Bury thinks that ‘it was perhaps in

the eleventh century, at Smyrna, or some other

^Eolian town, that the nucleus of the Iliad was
composed on the basis of those older lays, by a poet

whom we may call the first Homer, though it is not
probable that he was the poet who truly bore that

name. He sang in the Achaean, or, as it came to

be called, the ^Rolian tongue. Hia poem was the

Wrath of Achilles and the Death of Hector, and it

forms only the smaller part of the Iliad. It was not

till the ninth century that the Iliad really came into

being. Then a poet of supreme genius arose1
,
and

it may be that he was the singer whose name was
actually Homer .... He composed his poetry in

rugged Chios .... He took in hand the older

poem of the wrath of Achilles and expanded it into

the shape and compass of the greater part of the

Iliad .... His work was thoroughly artificial,

conscious art, as the greatest poetry always is
;
and

it is probable that he committed the Iliad to writing.*

The Odyssey, he thinks, may have been worked up
into a large poem from old lays of the doings of

Ulysses, not earlier than the eighth century.

Spontaneity, simplicity, directness, dignity
;

a

steady onward march of events; clear discrimina-

tion of character; description sufficient to place the

whole picture before us, are prominent notes of the

Homeric poems. Homer’s heroes may be moved by

the strongest passions; the representation of them is

always calm. What the poet relates finds its way to

every feeling heart, but he himself never shows his

feelings, neither inclination nor dislike. Totally lost

in his subject, you never perceive his individuality.

Though the poet is himself a Greek, he speaks im-

partially of the Trojans. There is nothing in the

poems which make us impatient for the denouement.

A uniform development, in constant progress, is the

character of the Homeric epic. Herder therefore

says of him: 'The truth and wisdom with which he

unites all the subjects of his world in a living picture,

the firmness of every stroke in all the personages of

this immortal picture, the divine freedom with which

he contemplates the characters, and paints their vir-

tues and vices, their successes and disasters—this is

what renders Homer unique, and worthy of immor-

tality.’ In Shakspere this impartiality and absence

of individuality is at least equallv great
In what we have already saia we have indicated

what we consider the chief beauty of Homer. Few
of his characters are of an elevated stamp. What,
for instance, is the greatness of his chief hero, Achilles?

It is the poetical faithfulness, the calmness and

devotion of the poet, together with the beauty of
his language, which render Homer great If it

were only for the chaste and yet powerful use of

the noblest idiom ever spoken, bo harmonious, finely

organized and expressive, the pages of the Ionian
epic would amply repay perusal. If the Homeric
poems had always been considered in a simple and
unprejudiced manner, free from the influence of

pedantic theories and exaggerations, they would have
had fewer pretended admirers, but more who truly
relished them.
Germany possesses the best translation of Homer,

by the great scholar J. H. Voss. In some respects

Chapman’s is the best translation in English. The
English version of Pope is rather a paraphrase than a
translation, but the beauty of its diction has made it

a standard English classic. Cowper’s version is much
more faithful, but inferior in beauty of language.
Among modern translators Worsley and Way are

perhaps the best. Among prose translations the best

is that of the Iliad by Leaf, Myers and Lang, and that
of the Odyssey by Butoher and Lang. So much has
been written for the explanation of Homer, that a
mere enumeration of the titles of the works would
fill a volume. Even on the medicine, mineralogy,
and the general stock of knowledge contained in

Homer, works are not wanting.
HOME RULE. See Ireland.
HOME-SICKNESS, in medicine, Nostalgia. The

natural feeling of grief at a separation from the pa-

ternal home and native Boil becomes, in men of great

sensibility, who go to a different climate (especially

from a mountainous to a level country), and are

surrounded by different scenery, without active oc-

cupation, a real disease. It shows itself by a deep

melancholy, under which the whole nervous system
in a short time suffers. The mind of the patient is

filled with thoughts of his country, and with associa-

tions which serve to recall it. The desire of seeing

it, and despair of gratifying the desire, engross him.

The result of the mental condition thus produced

shows itself in a series of symptoms, practically the

Bame as those of melancholia. The bodily functions

participate in the depression of the nervous system.

There is loss of appetite, and other symptoms of the

impairment of the digestive functions arise. Sleep-

lessness is a marked and distressing symptom; and
the combined effect of this and the digestive distur-

bance is to induce gradual emaciation, pallor, and
increasing weakness. Sudden death sometimes puts

an end to this situation ; but more commonly, if it is

impossible to overcome the disease, death occurs as

a result of prostration. A return to bis home is the

most effectual remedy. The confidence that this will

happen has cured many; but when this is impossible,

agreeable occupation is abetter remedy than medicine,
combined with outdoor exercise, abundance of nourish-

ing food, attention to the regularity of the bowels,

and remedies to induce Bleep.

HOMICIDE is either justifiable, excusable, or

felonious. Of the first sort are such cases as arise

from unavoidable necessity or accident, without any
imputation of blame or negligence in the party kill-

ing. So where a crime is punishable capitally ac-

cording to the laws, the judge is bound to condemn
the criminal to death, and the sheriff or other execu-

tive officer to carry the sentence into effect in the

manner prescribed by the sentence of condemnation.

But the judge must have jurisdiction of the offence,

and be duly commissioned; and the executive officer

must be empowered to carry the sentence into effect)

and must perform the execution in the manner pre-

scribed by law, otherwise the execution of the crimi-

nal will make the judge or the officer, as the case

may be, guilty of criminal homicide. So, too, where
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an offioer of justioe is resisted in the execution of his

office, in his Attempt to arrest a person in a criminal,

or, as is maintained, even in a civil case, he is not

obliged to give back, but may repel force with force;

and if the person resisting is unavoidably killed, the

homicide is justifiable, for few men would quietly

submit to arrest if, in case of resistance, the officer

was obliged to give back. It is, however, laid down
as law that if a felony be committed, and the felon

attempts to flee from justice, it is the duty of every

man to use his best endeavours to prevent an escape;

and if in the fresh pursuit the party be killed where
he cannot be taken alive, it will be deemed a justi-

fiable homicide. The same rule applies to cases of

an attempt on the part of a felon to break away and
escape after he has been arrested, and is on the way
to jail. So if a party has been indicted for felony,

and will not permit himself to be arrested, the offioer

having a warrant for his arrest may lawfully kill

him if he cannot be taken alive. But this is to be
understood only of officers, and not of private persons.

Magistrates and officers authorized to suppress and
disperse mobs are justified by the common law in

taking the requisite measures and using the requisite

force for this purpose, though it extend to the killing

of some of the rioters. The law arms every member
of the community with the power of life and death
for the prevention of atrocious felonies accompanied
with violence and personal danger to others, as in

case of an attempt to murder or rob, or commit bur-

glary or arson, the person making the attempt may,
by the common law, if he cannot be otherwise pre-

vented, be killed on the spot, and the law will not
recognize the act as a crime. In cases of this sort,

in order to justify the homicide, it must appear that

there were good grounds for a suspicion that the

person killed had a felonious intent. A woman is

justifiable in killing one who attempts to ravish her,

and the husband or father may be justified in killing

a man who attempts a rape on his wife or daughter.

The cases already mentioned of justifiable homicide
are those in which the public authority and laws are

directly concerned. The laws of society, however,
leave every individual a portion of that right of per-

sonal defence with which he is invested by those of

nature. If one may interpose to prevent an atrocious

crime against society, where he is not himself in any
personal danger, the laws will, a fortiori

,
permit him

to defend himself against attacks upon his own per-

son. Murder is the killing of a person who is under
the protection of the laws, with malice prepense,

either express or implied. Malice is the distinguish-

ing characteristic of murder, and may be either

aforethought
,
or expressed

,
or implied. It is not

necessary in order to constitute the crime of murder
that the slayer should have the direct intention of

killing. If the act be done with a wicked, depraved,
malignant spirit, a heart regardless of social duty,

and deliberately bent upon mischief, it is character-

ized by what the law denominates malioe, though it

may not result from any enmity or grudge against

the particular victim. So if a man wantonly dis-

charges a gun among a multitude of people, whereby
any one is killed, the act will be done with that de-

pravity of disposition which the law considers malioe.

Murder can be committed only by a free agent, for

the crime presupposes a will, motive, or disposition

on the part of the perpetrator. An idiot or insane

person cannot ooznmit this crime. But drunkenness

is in general no excuse for homicide, though the act

be done under its immediate influence.

The manner of killing is not material Whether
ft

*
4)0 by sword, poison, heating, imprisonment, star-

vation, or exposure to the inclemency of the atmo-
sphere, it wifi bo equally murder. This crime may

be committed by mere advice and encouragement
As to the person on whom a murder may be com-
mitted, the English law-books say it must be one
‘in the peace of the king,' that is, a person entitled

to the protection of the laws, as is one of the public

enemy, if he is in the country, and not participating

in the war. An infant unborn is within the protec-

tion of the law, and it is laid down that if, in conse-

quence of poison given or wounds inflicted before

the birth of a child which is afterwards born alive,

it dies soon after its birth, the act is murder.
The act of suicide is considered by the law to be

murder, and the person making away with himself

is accordingly styled a felo de se or self-fdon; and
the laws of Great Britain long attempted to punish
this crime by directing that the body of a suicide

should be ignominiously buried But this was only
punishing the surviving relatives and friends of the

deceased for his offence; and hence the old laws,

inflicting punishment upon the living by the igno-

minious sepulture of suicides, were very rarely put
into execution.

The lines of distinction between felonious and
excusable or justifiable homicide, and between man-
slaughter and murder, are in many cases nice and
difficult to define with precision. But in general

the accused has the advantage of any uncertainty

or obscurity that may hang over his case, since the

presumptions of law are usually in his favour. The
characteristic distinction laid down in the books
between murder and manslaughter is the absence of

malice in the latter. Sudden provocation may be an
excuse for striking another without the intention to

give a deadly blow; and though death ensue, the

party may not be guilty of murder. One circum-
stance, showing the degree of malice, or rather show-
ing its presence or absence, is the kind of weapon
used in giving a wound on a sudden provocation; and
another circumstance of importance is the fact of the
weapon’s being already in the hand or not, for going
to seek a weapon gives time for deliberation. The
ground of excuse of homicide, in case of provocation

merely, is the supposed sudden passion, some influ-

ence of which the law concedes to the frailty of

human nature. But the excuse of self-defence goes
still further; and where a man is attacked, so that

his own life is endangered, or in such way that he
may reasonably suppose it to be so, he may repel the

attack with mortal weapons. One of the most fre-

quent cases of manslaughter was that occasioned by
single combat, and on account of the firm hold whicn
the point of honour had taken of the civilized nations

of the west, was long among the most difficult sub-

ject* of legislation. (See Duel.) In Scottish law
the term culpable, as applied to homicide, implies

that, though accidental, it may have proceeded from
carelessness, or that, though proceeding from an un-

lawful act, or done with an intention to harm, it was
not with an intention to kill. Even where the inten-

tion was to kill, if the act was committed on a sudden
from resentment excited by real and great injuries,

but without any previous malice or hatred to the

deceased, the homicide was culpable. The crime of

murder in its most aggravated degree is punished
with death in most parts of the civilized world.

HOMILDON, Battle of. In 1402 the Earl cl

March, who had transferred his allegiance to Eng-
land, defeated at Nisbet Moor a small body ofrns
countrymen who were engaged in a raid into Eng-
land. In the autumn of the same year a considerable

Scottish army marched into England, commanded by
Archibald, earl of Douglas, not so much to avenge
the affair of Nisbet Moor as to inflict serious injury

on the enemy, and to acquire military renown. He
had inarched as far as Durham, and, satisfied with
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his suoonb, was returning home with a rioh harvest
of booty, when he heard at Wooler that Hotspur and
his rival and feudal enemy the apostate March were
advancing to meet them with a numerous foroe.

Douglas drew up his forces on Homildon Hill, near
Wooler. Hotspur wished to charge at once, but his

impetuosity was restrained by March, and the bow-
men were set to play on the compact mass of Scots,

which they did with deadly effect. Douglas should
have charged the archers with cavalry, an arm with
which he was amply supplied, but he seemed to have
lost his head, ana allowed his soldiers to be slaugh-
tered without resistance. His own mail was pierced
in five places, though none of his wounds proved
mortal. Sir John Swinton, a gallant young knight,
by exhorting his countrymen to charge the enemy,
acquired and has retained a brilliant reputation in

Soottish history. He dashed on the English with a
few followers, but being too few to effect their pur-
pose, they were all speedily slain. England’s victory

was complete, and many eminent Scots were taken
or killed. The victory was gained entirely by the
bow, in accordance with the advice of March; while
the unrestrained attack of Hotspur might have given
the victory to the Scots, whose discipline and arms
availed best for hand-to-hand encounter.

HOMILIAKIUM, a collection of homilies for the
use of the clergy. Anciently the supply of Bermons
among the clergy was very scanty, and a Bystem of

interchange was carried on among the preachers even
of distant countries. But the demand was in excess

of the supply, and the quality in many instances was
but indifferent. Charlemagne therefore, among his

measures of ecclesiastical reform, had a compilation

of homilies made under the supervision of the deacon
Paul Wamefried in the end of the eighth century.

Homilies were included for all the Sundays and fes-

tivals of the year, and the clergy were commanded
by their synods to translate them for the use of their

flocks. These translations continued in use till the

sixteenth century. Two editions are known to church

historians—those of Speyer in 1482, and of Cologne
in 1657. There was an ancient Gallican homiliarium,

and the Venerable Beda’s fifty homilies were in

common use with the Western clergy. The collec-

tion ascribed to Alcuin was probably but a modi-
fication of Charlemagne’s compilation. A collection

of Anglo-Saxon homilies of the tenth century (The
Blickling Homilies) has been published by the Early
English Text Society under the editorship of I)r. R.
Morris. A series of metrical homilies has also been
published: A Collection of English Metrical Homi-
lies, from Manuscripts of the Fourteenth Century;

with Introduction, by John Small.

HOMILY (Greek, homilia
,
intercourse) signifies

originally familiar discourse, but as an ecclesiastical

term it meanB a discourse or sermon read or pro-

nounced to an audience on some subject of religion

;

a discourse pronounced in the church by the minister

to the congregation. Discourses read in the Chris-

tian churches took this denomination to intimate that

they were not harangues like those of profane orators.

The ancient homily was also sometimes simply a con-

versation, the prelate talking to the people and inter- ,

rogating them, and they in turn talking to and inter-

rogating hwi- This familiar and popular form of I

illustrating Scripture truth was borrowed by the

Christian priesthood from the practice of the syna-

gogue. The difference between the homily and the

sermon was the entire absence of oratorical display

from the former, and the elucidation of the Scrip-

tural text in natural order, without throwing the

exposition into the form of an essay. Moral reflec-

tions and exhortations were introduced where they

were apposite. In modern use this restrictive defini-

tion is not rigidly adhered to, a homily differing but

little in popular acceptation from an ordinary sermon,

the idea of simplicity, however, being always attached

to it.

The earliest existing examples of the homily

rper are those of Ongen in the third century.

the schools of Alexandria and Antioch this form
of discourse was sedulously cultivated, and Clement
of Alexandria, Dionysius, and Gregory Thauma-
turgus are among the names most eminent in this

department. It was in later centuries, however, and
in the hands of Athanasius, Gregory of Nyssa, and
Gregory of Nazianzus, Basil, Cyril of Jerusalem,

and Cyril of Alexandria, and especially of Chrys-
ostom that the homily reached its highest excellence.

Numerous editions of the homilies of Chrysostom
were published in England, among others a Latin
version of two of them by Sir John Cheke, the

reviver of Greek erudition in England, in 1548, in

4to, and a beautiful edition in Greek in 12mo was
published at Oxford in 1586 by John Harmar.
Thomas Chaloner, Sir John Cheke, and Thomas
Tupset translated favourite homilies into English,

all in the sixteenth century. The foreign editions

are very numerous. AuguBtine and Gregory the

Great were among the western composers of homi-
lies. Later still Beda, several of the popes, and
foreign ecclesiastics still adhered to the homiletic

form of exposition as the most suitable to impress

the truths of Scripture with efficacy on the popular

mind. See preceding article.

In the Church of England there were two books of

homilies that were long authoritative, and are still

sometimes appealed to to settle disputes as to what
the Anglican doctrine is in points on which they

bear. But they have no binding authority. The
first book of homilies was published in 1547, it is

said, by Cranmer, with the title Certain Sermons or

Homilies appointed by the King’s Majesty to be
declared and read by all Persons, Vicars or Curates,

every Sunday in their Churches, where they have

Cure. The second book was published in 1602, at

the same time with the Articles, it is said by Jewell,

but this admits of doubt. In 1747 these were re-
’

vived in Germany by Count Zinzendorf. There

'

were twenty-one of them, and they are enumerated
,

in the thirty-fifth article. They are not now read in *

churches.
^

That particular branch of literature which treats

of the composition of homilieB is termed homiletics.

No early formal treatise on the subject exists, though

it has been touched on by Augustine, Babanus
Maurus, and Isodore of Seville. In Humbert’s
De Eruditions Concionatorum and Borromeo’s In*

structiones Pastorum the subject is treated with

more fulness, directness, and method. In the theo-

logical curriculum, both of Roman Catholics and
Protestants, homiletics occupies a not unimportant

place. The object of this is to make theology prac-

tical, and to teach aspirants after Christian pastor-

ship to adapt their discourses to the capacities and
wants of their hearers. It is sometimes called pas •

toral theology.

HOMCEOPATHY, the name of a system of

medicine introduced by Samuel Hahnemann at the
close of the eighteenth century, attracting much at-

tention inGermany, and afterwards in other countries

also. The name expresses the essential character of

the system, which consists in this, that such remedies

should be employed against any disease as, in a

healthy person, would produce symptoms similar to

those of the actual disease. The fundamental prin-

ciple of this system is therefore similia simtlibus cur-

antur—'likes are cured by likes.’ To find such medi-

cines against any given disease experiments are made
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on healthy persons in order to determine the effect

on them. In the conviction that every disease

carries with it a great susceptibility for the proper

medicine, and that the power of medicine increases

by minute division, the homoeopathist gives but one
drug at a time, and does not administer another dose

or a new medicine until the former has taken effect.

At the same time a strict diet is prescribed that the

operation of the medicine may not be disturbed.

Homoeopathy directs the attention chiefly to the

symptoms of the disease, which are followed up and
observed with much greater accuracy than formerly.

Disease is considered by it as only an aggregate of

symptoms; and therefore the business of the physi-

cian is to extinguish the symptoms. The disciples of

this system care little about the customary names
and divisions of diseases; they only regard the par-

ticular pains and debilities of which the varieties of

sickness are composed. The proximate causes of

diseases therefore are little regarded, though the more
remote causes are studied, at least in relation to diet.

Every disease is considered as requiring a specific

remedy. Homoeopathy is thus in opposition to the
Hippocratic system, which has existed under various

forms for twenty-two centuries; and it has been
exposed to numerous attacks on this account. We
will mention some of the points in dispute.

Homoeopathy objects to the Hippocratic system
that it acts on the maxim contraria contrariis curan-
tur

,
and therefore effects merely a palliative cure.

This reproach is unjust, because the judicious physi-

cian endeavours to restore the diseased organs by the
influence of the healthy organs, and the merest em-
piric alone attempts to cure by absolute contraries.

The Hippocratic medicine does not even reject the
homoeopathic principle, as the treatment of nervous
diseases proves. Secondly, the homceopathists accuse

their opponents of directing their efforts against what
•cannot be known, the proximate cause of the disease;

while, in turn, the homoeopathist may be reproached
with attaching himself merely to the superficial,

external appearance of the disease, and with a pe-

dantic minuteness in regard to those symptoms which
disease assumes in a given case. Thirdly, the homceo-
pathist accuses the others of administering remedies
of which they do not know the effects; to which it

may be replied that the effect of a medicine becomes
perfectly known only through a patient, never by a
healthy person. Fourthly, the minuteness of the

dose prescribed by the hoinoeopathists is objected to

by other physicians, who, however, should not forget

that they constantly order a solution of 1 grain of

tartar-emetic m 8 oz. of water. On the whole the
homoeopathic system has as yet made comparatively
little progress m Britain, chiefly because it has been
so generally opposed by the adherents of the older

system. In London and elsewhere homoeopathic
hospitals, dispensaries, &c., do exist, but homoeo-
pathy does not hold the position that it holds in

America for example. Homceopathists, however,
maintain that their system has been justified by the
results of experience, and assert that this has been
clearly shown in the case of epidemics of cholera,

yellow fever, typhoid fever, &c. They also allege

that the system has m many cases modified the

practice of adherents of the older system, who have,

without acknowledgment, followed their lead in the

use of certain medicines. Of course it is only to

that department of medical science that deals with
the use of medicines that the homoeopathic treatment
belongs.

HOMOGENEOUS LIGHT. When a beam of

ordinary white light fall* on a prism it is found to

be composed of an enormous number of different

oolourea rays, which have various refrangibilities;

and when a screen is placed behind the prism the

light that has passed through the prism is seen spread

out upon the screen, giving the well-known prismatio

spectrum. (See Spectrum.) Now if a narrow slit is

cut in the screen at right angles to the length of the

spectrum, at some particular part of it, say in the

yellow region, the light falling on this portion of the

screen will pass through the slit. If a beam of yel-

low light, obtained in this way, is allowed to fall on
a second prism, it iB not found to be resolved into a

new serieB of colours like the white light; it passes

through the second prism unaltered except in the

direction of the ray. Such a beam is said to be

homogeneous; because it is not resolvable into several

other colours, and the whole of the light is thus of

the same kind. Homogeneous light, that is light that

cannot be broken up or decomposed by prismatic

dispersion, may be obtained from certain sources.

Thus the light from the flame of burning thallium is

almost pure green; that from sodium is almost pure,

consisting of two colours of yellow so slightly different

that it requires a very good spectroscope to detect any
difference between them. Lithium gives almost pure
red light, though the spectroscope detects faint blue

light mixed with the red.

HOMOLOGATION, a Scotch law-term, signify-

ing an act by which a person approves of a deed, the

effect of which act is, to render that deed, though
itself defective, binding on the person so homologating

it. All informal or defective deeds may be homolo-

gated; as, for instance, where a deed has been
executed by a person capable of giving consent,

though the deed be defective at the time through the

want of the consent of those whose concurrence the

law requires, if that consent is afterwards given the

validity of the deed is established. Homologation
may be inferred from an act clearly and expressly

implying a knowledge and approbation of the deed
The paying of interest or the performance of an
obligation coming under the deed will constitute

homologation. The effect of homologation as against

the person homologating is to render the deed at-

binding on him and his heirs as if it had been
originally valid.

HOMOLOGOUS. Homologous quantities ormag-
nitudes in geometry are such as correspond to each

other, as the antecedents and consequents in propor-

tionals. In similar figures homologous sides are those

which occupy corresponding positions with respect to

the equal angleB.

HOMOLOGOUS BODIES are those compounds
of carbon which differ from each other in composition

by CHa, or any multiple thereof. Such substances

exhibit a regular gradation of chemical and physical

properties. Thus in the homologous series of the

fatty acids (which see), the first members of the series

are limpid liquids of low boiling-points. As we ascend

the adds get more and more viscid, their boiling-

points likewise gradually rising. The chemioal ac-

tivity of homologous bodies seems to be inversely as

the complexity of their composition, those fatty acids

which are most complex being at the same time pos-

sessed of least chemical energy.

HOMOLOGY, the identity of any two structures

as regards their origin and relations, whatever be their

functions, similarity of function constituting analogy.

Thus the wings of birds and insects are analogous,

their functions are the same, but neither in structure

nor origin have they the slightest resemblance. On
the other hand, the wing of the bird is homologous
with the pectoral fin of the fish, and with the whole
upper limb of man. The functions of these three

organs are very unlike, but they arise from the same
part of the skeleton, and consist of essentially the

same parts.
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The vertebrae with their processes are homologous
to each other, this being serial homology or homotypy.

Polar or antagonistic homology is illustrated by the
similarity of endowment possessed by opposite ends
of continuous structures, as of the intestinal canal.

To homology it is an indispensable condition that
community of plan should exist among the animals
compared, and this cannot, on the hypothesis of

evolution, exist without community of descent. But
not all homologous structures can be thus explained,

the relationships being often very remote. It has
therefore been proposed to distinguish those homo-
logies where community of descent is obvious as
homogenetic

,
while those which do not so readily

•admit of this interpretation, but which are possibly

due to the similarity of result which would follow
the action of similar conditions on tissues identical

or closely similar in composition, would be homoplastic.

Homomorphismmightbe substituted for these phrases,
since the identical form which it suggests is not
associated with any theory of its origin.

HOMO NOVUS ( Latin,
a new man); in ancient

Rome, a person of plebeian birth, and the first of his

family that held a curule office. He was the founder
of his family’s nobility, and as such could have no
imagines of his ancestors. Neither could he have
any of his own, but the jus imaginum belonged to

his children. These imagines were figures of wax
placed in the atrium of the house.

HOMOOUSIAN (Greek homos
y
the same, and

ousia
,

substance) and HOMOIOUSIAN (Greek
homoios

y
like, and ousia

,
substance), two terms that

created much discussion and acrimony between the

orthodox and the Arian parties in the great contro-

versy that arose in the fourth century about the

nature of Christ’s person. The Council of Nice
adopted the word homoousian to express that the Son
was of the same substance with the Father, while

those followers of Arius who wished to offend the

Catholic party as little as possible adopted the term
homoiousian

,
as a sort of middle and reconciling

theory, to express that the Son, though not of the

same
y
was yet of a similar substance with the Father.

The doctrine of Arius himself was not only that the

Son was subordinate to the Father, but that he was
totally unlike him, being a mere created being.

Both the Arians and the semi-Arians were at one as

to the rejection of homoousian
,
and argued that the

use of the term was not only an error in the existing

controversy, but that the ubo of it had been expressly

forbidden by the Council of Antioch in a.d. 269.

But the term ousia had entirely different significa-

tions in the Councils of Antioch and Nice; in the

former it was condemned as meaning personality, to

reprobrate the doctrine of the Sabellians; while in

the latter its meaning was restricted to substance or

nature.

HOMOTYPY, another term for Berial homology,

or the identity of structures serial to each other along

an axis. See Homology.
HOMS. See Hems.
HONAN, a large and populous city, China, in the

province of same name, on an affluent of the Hoang-

ho, and considered by the Chinese to occupy the

centre of the empire. It is surrounded by mountains;

its environs and suburbs are adorned with gardens;

it gave China the first emperor of the Song dynasty,

and under the name of Toung-king, played a con-

spicuous part in the former revolutions of the country.

The province lies between lat 31° 80' and 37° n.
;

Ion. 110° 5' and 116° 35' E.; area, 65,104 square miles;

bounded N. by provinces Shansee, Cbihle, and Shan-
tung; E. by Kiangsi and Nganhwei; s. by Houpe; and

w. by Shense. It is generally level, but is traversed

in a south-eastern direction by a range of low hills,

and is watered by the Hoang-ho and its affluents.

The soil is fertile, carefully cultivated, and produces
more food than supplies the province; likewise cotton,

hemp, flax, and silk. The forests in the west supply
timber; and mines yield tutenag or Chinese copper,

cinnabar, mica, &c. Honan suffered severely from
the inundation of the Hoang-ho in 1887; capital,

Kai-fung. Pop. 22,117,036.

HONDO, the name given by the Japanese to the
principal island in their empire. In many geogra-
phical works Nippon or Niphon is the distinctive

appellation of this island, but by the Japanese them-
selves that is the name applied to the whole country.

The area of this island of Hondo is 87,425 sq. miles,

and the pop. (1892), 31,246,609.

HONDURAS, an independent republican Btate of

Central America; lat. 13» to 16° N.; Ion 83° 20' to
89° 39' w.; bounded on the N. and E. by the Carib-
ln.*an Sea; on the w. Guatemala; on the s. Sal-

vador, the Bay of Fonseca, and Nicaragua; s.E.

Nicaragua; area, 43,000 square miles. Its surface

is irregular, being traversed by numerous mountain-
ranges in all directions, but generally of moderate
elevation. The valleys between are numerous and
fertile, and there is one lake about 18 miles long by
10 miles broad, near the centre of the state. Its

mineral wealth is very considerable, but was turned
to much better account formerly than now; it com-
prises gold, Bilver, lead, and copper; the two latter

found in a variety of combinations, and the two
former frequently combined with each other; also

opals, emeralds, asbestos, and cinnabar. There are

some considerable rivers in the state, the largest of

which are the Chamelicon, Ulua, and Aguan, all

flowing to the Caribbean Sea, and the Choluteca, an
affluent of the Pacific. The climate is, upon the

whole, extremely good and salubrious, especially in

the interior parts, but it inclines to a temperature
rather high; particularly close on the northern coast,

and the shores of the Pacific, where deposits of mud,
acted upon by a tropical sun, with a heat often of

120°, produce miasma, clouds of mosquitoes and
sand-flies, and almost every other description of

annoying insects There are some extensive forests

abounding in fine timber, such as mahogany, cedar,

rnora (a species of fustic), Sic. The principal culti-

vated productions are maize, beans, some wheal, rice,

and bananas. Since 1880 the capital has been
Tegucigalpa, situated near the centre of the state,

and chief station on the projected interoceanic rail-

way. Its principal ports are Puerto Cortez, and
Truxillo on the Caribbean coast, and Amapala on
the Pacific (Gulf of Fonseca)

;
exports, £250,000. The

constitution of the state gives the legislative power
to a congress of forty-six deputies. The executive

authority is in the hands of the president, who is

elected for four years. The resources of the country

are wholly undeveloped, and the finances are in a
very disordered state owing to wars; debt over

£17,000,000. Pop. (mostly of Indian blood), 398,877.

HONDURAS, Bay op, a wide inlet of the Carib-

bean Sea, mostly between lat. 16° and 18° N.
;
and

Ion. 84° and 80* 50' w.; having on the south Mos-
uitia and Honduras, and on the west British Hon-
uras and Yucatan. Along its shores are the islands

of Bonaca, Ruatan, Utila, Turneff,and numerous islets

and reefs called cays. It iB divided into several

smaller bays, of which that of St. Thomas, the inner-

most in the Gulf of Amatiaue, is spacious and deep.

Several considerable rivers fall into the bay, namely,

the Belize, Dulce, Motagua, Chamelicon, and Ulua.

HONDURAS, British, or Belize, a British terri-

tory, on the east coast of Central America. It lies

mainly between lat 16° and 18° 80' N. ;
and Ion. 88*

and 89* w., having north and west, Yucatan; west and
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south, Guatemala; and east, the Bay of Honduras;
length, north to south, 175 miles; breadth, east to

west, about 90 miles, but part of the south-west
boundary line, towards Guatemala, is quite undeter-

mined. The area amounts to 7562 square miles.

Excepting the river Hondo, which forms the Yucatan
frontier, the only rivers of consequence are the Belize,

which traverses the territory south-west to north-
east, dividing it into two nearly equal parts, and the
New River, which, rising in the New River Lake,
flows in a course nearly parallel to the Belize till it

reaches the Caribl>oan Sea, a few miles south from
the mouth of the Hondo. The country north of the
Belize Rivei, and traversed by the New River, is low
and level; towards the shore, swampy, and inter-

spersed with several lakes. East of the New River,

however, is a range of hills stretching north-east to

south-west and joining on to the mountains of Guate-
mala. South of the Belize River the country, though
also swampy on the coast, rises inland much more
rapidly, and may be generally described as moun-
tainous. It is intersected by a ridge parallel to that

west of the New River, and also joining on with the
mountains of Guatemala, the eastern part, both north
and south of this ridge, l>eing covered by its lateral

branches. The mountains, and the wide valleys be-

tween them, are covered with extensive forests of the
finest timber, including cedars, pines, ironwood, log-

wood, braziletto, mahogany, and cabbage and silk

cotton trees. The chief products are mahogany and
logwood. The climate, especially during the wet
season, is considered by some more healthy than
any of the West India Islands; though the low,

swampy northern portions can scarcely fail to ex-

hale |>estilential vapours. The mean annual tem-
perature is 80°, though the heat is seldom oppressive

from the beginning of July to the beginning of April,

being temj>ered by refreshing sea-breezes; but during
the other three months it is excessive, though miti-

gated occasionally by violent thunder-storms. The
most rainy months are July, August, and September.
The cultivable portion of the soil is extremely fertile,

producing readily all kinds of tropical produce, of

which sugar and coffee may be mentioned; and
among fruits, bananas, pine-apples, mangoes, oranges,

cocoa-nuts, plantains, &c. Rice is cultivated and to

some extent exported, and cotton and indigo might
likewise be raised. Sarsaparilla and india-rubber are

collected in certain districts. The wild animals are

those usual in such regions of America—ounces,

panthers, tapirs, deer, peccaries, agoutis, armadilloes,

and monkeys. Manatis and alligators frequent the
lagoons; birds, aquatic and land, abound; fish, turtle,

lobsters, and shell-fish are plentiful, and of excellent

quality. The value of the total exports in 1899,

consisting chiefly of mahogany, logwood, fruit (espe-

cially bananas), and sugar, was over £260,000.
Honduras is a crown colony, the government being

administered by a governor, who is assisted by an
executive council of three official and two unofficial

members, and a legislative council of three official

and five unofficial members. The capital » Belize.

Honduras was transferred by Spain to England by
treaty in 1670, but at different times its occupation

was cpntested by the Spaniards till 1783, since which
period it has remained quietly in the possession of

Great Britain. The population is composed chiefly

of negroes, who were first introduced as slaves.

With exception of a few Caribs, who fled into it as

a place of refuge, there appear to have been no
native tribes in the territory. The revenue in 1899
was about £52,000, the expenditure £54,000. Pop.

(1891), 31,471, including about 500 whites; in 1899,

85,236.

HONE, the name given to several varieties of slaty

stones employed in whetting knives, razors, or other
edge-tools. The best-known varieties are the Ayr
stone, so called from being found in the water of Ayr,
in Scotland; the Chamley Forest stone, found in

Chamwood Forest, near Mount Sorrel, in Leicester-

shire; the German razor hone, obtained from slate

rocks near Ratisbon, where it occurs in the shape of

a thin yellow vein, and regarded throughout Europe
as superior to all whetstones for the finer descriptions

of cutlery; and the Turkey oil-stone, which differs

from the others in not having a slaty structure, and
is brought for sale to Smyrna from the interior of

Asia. This last has been regarded as the best of all

whetstones, possessing in an eminent degree the
property of abrading the hardest steel, and being at

the same time so compact in its texture as to resist

the pressure necessary for sharpening a graver or

similar small instrument. It occurs both white and
black, though nearly with similar qualities.

HONE, William, an author who, after acquiring

notoriety as the author and publisher of some political

and profane parodies, turned his talents to better

account by the publication of really useful works,

was bom at Bath on June 3, 1780. His father, who
acted occasionally as a Dissenting preacher, brought
him up with a strictness which produced the opposite

effect of that intended; and young Hone, shortly

after quitting the paternal control for a writer’s

office, became deeply imbued with infidelity. Having
quitted the law, and married in 1800, he turned print-

seller and bookseller, setting up at the same time a
circulating library; but devoted so much of his time
to politics and other pursuits that he was unsuccess-

ful in business. In 181 1 he obtained the appointment
of bookseller’s trade auctioneer. But having no
genius for business, he again fell into difficulties, and
after endeavouring to eke out a maintenance by
honest literary labour, took to the writing of parodies,

one of which, entitled The House that Jack Built,

had an immense sale, going through no fewer than
fifty editions. Another, in which there was more
profaneness than wit, subjected him to a government
prosecution. He was so fortunate, however, as not
only to obtain an acquittal, having conducted his own
trial successfully, but to be rewarded by a sul)scrip-

tion, which gave him the means of recommencing
business in more commodious premises than he had
hitherto occupied. It was not long before misfortune

again overtook him, though he had now disconnected

himself from discreditable publications, and begun
the publication of a work of real utility, entitled the

Every-day Book, which he afterwards rendered more
complete by sequels entitled the Table Book and the

Year Book, These two last books were begun and
completed in the King’s Bench Prison, into which
his debts had conducted him. To relieve him from
his difficulties a second subscription was raised for

him, and employed in putting him into the Grass-

hopper Coffee-house in Gracecliurch Street. It proved

a bad speculation, and he was once more in danger
of being thrown upon the world, with a family of

ten children depending upon him for Bupport. Hap-
pily for himself he had by this time renounced his

infidelity, and was anxious to make some reparation

for the mischief he had done when zealously propa-

gating it. His wish in this respect was to some ex-

tent gratified. He had formed some acquaintances

among members of the Independent connection, and
had united himself to an Independent church; and
the celebrated Independent preacherThomas Binney,

having satisfied himself bypersonal acquaintancewith

Hone that his religious profession was not a sham but

a great reality, induced him to try his powers in the

pwpit, and he preached frequently with acceptance

at the Weigh-nouse Chapel, EaBtcheap. He was
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afterwards sub-editor of the Patriot newspaper, and
employed himself in other literary labours, till re-

peated attacks of paralysis unfitted him for mental
exertion. The last days of his life proved the sin-

cerity of his religious profession, and he died on
Nov. 6, 1842, aged sixty-three. His last publication

was an edition of Strutt's Sports and Pastimes of

the English (1888). That Hone’s character was
much misconceived may be gathered from the fact

that among his admirers were Sir Walter Scott,

Lamb, Southey, Wilson, Horace Smith, and others.

HONEY, a well-known substance similar to

sugar in its properties, prepared by bees from the
nectar found in many flowers, and deposited in the
cells of the honey-comb. Honey differs much in

colour and in consistence. The best is clear and
transparent, and solidifies when kept for some time
into a granular, white mass. Some varieties of it

are dark-yellow or brownish in colour. That made
in mountainous countries is more highly flavoured

than that of low grounds. The honey made in the
spring is more esteemed than that gathered in the
summer

;
that of the summer more than that of the

autumn. Virgin honey is that which flows from
the combs without pressure. Yellow honey is ob-

tained by pressure from all sorts of lioney-coml)s,

old as well as new. The combs are broken, and
heated with a little water in basins or pots, being
kept constantly stirring; they are then put into

bags of thin linen cloth, and these into a press to

squeeze out the honey. The wax stays behind in

the bag, excepting some particles which pass through
with the honey. The specific gravity of honey is

about 1*44.

About 800 or 900 tons of honey are annually im-
ported into Britain, chiefly from North and South
America, the West Indies, Portugal, France, and
Greece. The ‘Narbonne honey’ of France owes
its peculiar delicious flavour to the rosemary and
other allied labiate flowers on which the bees feed

;

as a table delicacy the Grecian honey, however,

stands in highest estimation. Honey is collected

and sold in considerable quantities in Britain, bee-

keeping having much increased in recent years. It

is frequently adulterated with treacle, which may
be detected by the colour and odour, and with farina,

flour, Ac., in which case the mixture will not form
a nearly clear solution with cold water. Starch-

sugar is a common adulterant, which may be detected

by its property of increasing the dextro-rotatory

power of the honey. Other adulterants, as gelatine

and glycerine, are not so easy of detection.

Honey is used in preserves and confectionery,

and, in its pure state, to put upon bread; also as

a demulcent medicine against hoarseness, catarrhs,

Ac., and externally as a softening application to

promote suppuration. It is used in its clarified state

to sweeten certain medicines. It is more aperient

and detergent than sugar, and is particularly service-

able in promoting expectoration in disorders of the

breast, and as an ingredient in cooling and deter-

gent gargles. For these and other similar purposes

it is sometimes mixed with vinegar in the proportion

of 2 lbs. of clarified honey to 1 pint of the acetic

acid, boiled down to a proper consistence over a
slow fire, and thus forms the oxymel simple of the

shops. It is also impregnated with the virtues of

different vegetables by boiling it in the same manner
with their juice or infusions till the watery parts

have exhaled. It is the basis of several compositions
in pharmacy, though in this way it is less used than
formerly. It is also used in making mead, as it

readily enters into the vinous fermentation. When
collected from poisonous plants, as the Azalea
Pontiea, Aa, it partakes of the qualities of the
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plants. The inferior qualities of honey, and what
remains when it is purified, can be used in the pre-

paration of brandy, vinegar, Ac.

Honey, as may be easily imagined, was one of the

first articles of human nourishment. It is mentioned,

in Genesis xliii. 11, as one of the articles that Jacob
sent with his sons to Egypt as a present to their

brother Joseph, then known to them only as the

governor of Egypt. Aristotle, Celsus, Pliny, ^Elian,

and probably tne ancients in general, did not know
where honey originally came from

;
they thought it

was a dew which fell from heaven. Pliny does not

decide whether it issued from the heavens in general

or from the stars, or was a juice produced by the

purification of the air, and which afterwards was
collected by the bees. The juice of the flowers,

they believed, produced only the wax. Hence we
find the honey flowing from the trees in great

abundance in the descriptions which the poets give

of the golden age. In the Bible we find mention
made of bees’ -honey and of grape -honey. In all

the ancient works on agriculture we find much
importance attached to honey and the care of bees.

The ancients also ascribed medicinal powers to

honey. In their domestic concerns they used it as

we do sugar, and made of it and good old wine a
mixture very much liked. This was distributed

among the soldiers when they returned in triumph.

The sugar contained in honey consists principally

of dextrose, levulose, and also some cane-sugar. The
proportion of the cane-sugar decreases with the age
of the honey, being gradually transformed by the

action of a ferment in the honey into inverted

sugar. When honey undergoes fermentation, as in

making mead, the whole of its sugar is transformed
into alcohol. Other substances present in honey
are wax, colouring substances, phosphoric acid, aro-

matic and nitrogenous bodies, and sometimes man-
nitol. Rather less than one-fiftli the weight of

honey represents water. See also next article.

HONEY-COMB, a waxen structure full of cells,

framed by the bees to deposit their honey and eggs
in. The construction of the honey-comb seems one
of the most surprising of the works of insects, and
the materials of which it is composed, which, though
evidently collected from the flowers of plants, yet

do not, that we know of, exist in them in that form,

have given great cause of speculation. The wax is

secreted by the peculiar organization of the insect

in the form of small and thin oval scales in the
incisures or folds of the abdomen. The regular struc-

ture of the comb is also equally wonderful. The
comb is composed of a number of cells, most of them
exactly hexagonal, constructed with geometrical ac-

curacy, and arranged in two layers placed end to

end, the openings of the different layers being in

opposite directions. The comb is placed vertically

;

the cells, therefore, are horizontal. The distance of

the different cakes of comb from each other is suffi-

cient for two bees to pass readily between them, and
they are here and there pierced with passages afford-

ing a communication between all parts of the hive.

The construction of the cells is such as to afford the

greatest possible number in a given space with the

least possible expenditure of material. The base of

each cell is composed of three rhomboidal pieces,

placed so as to form a pyramidal concavity. Thus,

the base of a cell on one side of the comb is composed
of part of the bases of three on the other. The angles

of the base are found by the most accurate geomet-

rical calculation to be those by which the least pos-

sible expense is required to produce a given decree

of strength. The sides of the cells are thinner than

the finest paper, and yet they are so strengthened by
their disposition that they are able to resist all the
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motions of the bee within them. The effect of their

thrusting their bodies into the cells would be the

bursting of those cells at the top were not these well

guarded. But to prevent this the creatures extend

a cord or roll of wax round the verge of every cell,

in such a manner that it is scarce possible they should

split in that particular part. This cord or roll is at

least three times as thick as the sides of the cell, and

is even much thicker and stronger at the angles of

the cells than elsewhere, so that the aperture of each

cell is not regularly hexagonal,though its inner cavity

be perfectly so. The cells which have served or are

to serve for the habitation of the larvae of the

neuters and of the male bees are often made also at

other times the receptacles of honey; but though

these are indifferently made to serve either use, there

are others destined only to receive honey. The cele-

rity with which a swarm of bees, received into a hive

where they find themselves lodged to their minds,

bring their works of the comb to perfection is amaz-
ing. There are vast numbers at work all at once;

and that they may not incommode one another, they

do not work upon the first comb till it is finished,

but when the foundation of that is laid, they go to

Tork upon another, so that there are often the begin-

nings of three or four stories made at once, and so

many divisions allotted to the carrying on the work
of each.

HONEY-DEW, a sweet clammy varnish, of an
unpleasant odour, common in hot weather on the

leaves of trees and herbaceous plants. Some assert

that it is an exudation from the leaves, caused by the

puncture of aphides, and others that the presence of

the plant-louse is merely accidental, the honey-dew
being its favourite food. But it is probable that the

production of it is due to more than one cause. It

is clear that aphides are capable of producing the

phenomenon by wounding the leaves, and that they
exude from their own bodies a sweet substance, which
can form a sweet clammy glaze upon the subjacent

leaves. It is equally certain that honey-dew occurs

on plants where no aphides can be detected, and that

in very hot and dry weather it is sometimes produced
from all adjacent trees indiscriminately, though no
insect is present. Though the fact of the production

from their bodies of a sweet fluid iB undoubted, it has

not yet lieen proved that this fluid naturally runs from
them in quantities sufficient to produce such con-

siderable effects, even were its chemical identity with
the exudation from the leaves established. Liebig’s

notion was that honey-dew depended on the want of a
due proportion between the quantity of azotized and
that of the unazotized substanceswhich are supplied to

them as nutriment. Some scale inseots, as well as

aphides, cause the production of this substance, occa-

sionally in thiB country, but to a much greater degree
under the tropics. It is probable that honey-dew is not
generally injurious to plants, as itB presence depends
on an over-supply of nutriment; but a secondary
effect is often detrimental both to health and beauty.
For unless it is washed off by rain or otherwise, every
passing impurity in the air settles upon it, and it

becomes a nidus for certain kinds of moulds which
cover the plant with a dense felt-like coat, stopping
respiration, and ultimately causing death. Honey-
dew is sometimes produced so abundantly that its

collection beoomes profitable. In early times it was
supposed to be dew from the clouds.

HONEY-EATER, the name given to a number
of birds forming the family MeliphagicUe, order In-
sesaoros, tribe Tenuirostres. Honey-eaters form a
very numerous group of birds, all feeding, as their

name imports, on honey and the sweet iuices of

flowers, though occasionally varying their diet with
insects and other small living beings. They are

natives of Australia and the adiaoent islands. They
have long curved sharp bills, with tongues terminating

in a pencil of delicate filaments, to enable them the

better to extract the juices of flowers. Of the several

varieties may be mentioned the New Holland Honey -

eater, the White -pinioned Honey- eater, and the

Garrulous Honey-eater, so called on account of its

singularly talkative propensities. The Poe Bird is

ranked with this group, as also the Brush Wattle
Bird of Australia, and the Yellow Wattle Honey-
eater (Anthochoera inauris). There are many other

species, but their habits are all so similar that it is

superfluous to mention them They are all graceful

in their forms, and pleasing in the colour of their

plumage, and are nearly allied to the sun-bird and
the humming-bird. The Australian colonists name
one of the most splendid species the rifleman or rifle

bird, while a species, auaint and rather grotesque, is

named the friar bird, because of its bare, oddly
shaped head. It is possessed of even more than the

usual loquacity of the family. None of them is re-

markable for its powers of song, but the poe or parson
bird, whose native notes are very fine, and its powers
of mimicry scarcely inferior to those of the mocking-
bird. It learns to speak with remarkable distinctness

and fluency, and is a very desirable inhabitant of an
aviary. Its flesh is, however, so delicate and well-

flavoured that, in spite of its interesting character,

and the scarcity of song-birds in these regions, it is

killed by the New Zealand colonists as an article of

diet, a glaring delinquency in the eyes of a naturalist,

and a mistake on the part of those who annually
incur so much expense in attempting to acclimatize

the song-birds of Europe. The colonists bom in the
islands vill perhaps learn to prize the peculiarly

interesting fauna of the region to which they owe
their birth.

HONEY-LOCUST, Sweet Locust, or Black
Locust (GltdiUchia triacanthos), a lofty and beautiful

tree belonging to the United States, and occurring in

rich woods from Pennsylvania to Virginia, Illinois,

and southwestward. It belongs to the natural order

Leguminosae. The leaves are pinnated, divided into

numerous small leaflets, and the foliage has a light

and very elegant appearance; the flowers are greenish

and inconspicuous, and are succeeded by long, often

twisted pods, containing the large brown seeds, en-

veloped in a pulp, which is extremely sweet. This
tree is especially remarkable for its formidable thorns,

often triple or compound, and growing to the length

of several inches, on which account it has been recom-
mended for hedges. The O. monosperma, a tree

inferior in dimensions to the preceding, and distin-

guished by its oval, one-seeded, pulpless pods, grows
in swamps in Illinois and southwestward. The wood
is inferior in quality.

HONEYSUCKLE, or Woodbine, the Lonicera

of Linnaeus, belongs to the natural order Caprifolia-

ceae. The common honeysuckle, L periclymenum,
with distinct leaves and red berries, is indigenous in

Great Britain ; but two others have been naturalized,

viz. L. caprtfolium, distinguished by its upper leaves

being united (oonnate) and perfoliate, and by its

smooth orange-ooloured berries; and L. xylosteum, an
erect shrub, with small, yellowish, scentless flowers,

and scarlet berries. The Honeysuckle family is repre-

sented in the North American flora by nine different

species, amongst which are L. sempervirem
, the trum-

pet honeysuckle; L, grata, American woodbine; L.

flava, yellow honeysuckle, &a
HONFLEUB a seaport town of France, in the

department of Calvados, agreeably situated on the
left shoreof the estuaryof the Seine, 7 miles S.E. Havre.
It is a poorly built and dirty place, but considerable
improvements have recently been made, and the
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entraaoe of the port protected by two long atone schools free and undenominational, many free schools

jetties. It has manufactures of lace, ship-biscuits, connected with the various missionary societies, and
casks, and mineral adds, rope-works, tanneries, and a medical college for Chinese. English, Portuguese,

building yards. The trade has been greatly injured and three dialects of Chinese are taught in the

by the rise of Havre. The chief exports are corn, schools. The roads in the island are mostly for

dairy and other produoe. Eggs, fruit, and vegetables foot-passengers only. In Victoria there are cable-

are exported to England. On the hill above the tramways and omnibuses, but the common mode of

town is the chapel of Notre Dame de Grace, much conveyance is by chairs carried by porters. The post-

frequented by sailors, and filled with their votive tion of the colony of Hong-Kong is peculiar; it is

offerings. Honfleur was long in possession of the merely a great commercial entrepot, itself producing
English, and makes a considerable figure in their little either in the way of natural products or manu-
French wars. Sir Sydney Smith was taken prisoner factored goods; but so admirable is its situation that

here in 1796, while leading off a vessel which he had it has become a centre of distribution and collection for

captured. Pop. (1896), 8568. China and other neighbouring regions, and is a place

HONG-KONG, or Hiang Kiang (The Fragrant frequented by great ocean mail steamers from all

or Flowing Streams), a small island off the S.B. coast parts of the world, such as those of the P. and O.
of China, in the province of Quang-Tong, now be- Company, the Messageries Maritimes, the North
longing to the British. It is situated at the mouth German Lloyd and the Austrian Lloyd, the Canadian
of the estuary tb^at leads to Canton, from which it Pacific line to Vancouver, lines to the Australian
is distant, south-east, 75 miles; and from Macao 40 Colonies, San Francisco, Portland, &c. There is

miles east. It is about 10 miles in length and 7J daily communication with Canton and Macao. The
miles in breadth, and is separated from the mainland port is well provided with docks and repairing slips for

by a strait, which at Lymoon or Ly-ee-moon Pass is vessels. The prosperity of the colony is largely owing
only about a quarter of a mile wide. To the colony to the great numbers of Chinese who reBort to this port
belongs also a peninsular extension of the mainland for the purposes of trade, with no intention of beoom-
opposite, known as Kowloon. The coast of Hong- ing permanently British subjects. Hong-Kong is a
Kong is indented by numerous bayB, of which the free port, and tnere are no returns of its total trade,

most considerable are on the south-east side of the the chief articles of which consist of cottons and opium
island, which they form into two peninsulas. The as imports, tea and silk as exports. An estimate gives

general appearance of the island is somewhat pictur- the total imports at £20,000,000, the total exports

esque and curious, but, on the whole, rugged and at £25,000,000. The foreign commerce, that is the

bare, being composed mostly of granite rocks that commerce beyond China, is chiefly carried on with
rise from the sea to heights of 1000 and 2000 feet, Singapore, Japan, Great Britain, Australia, the
and so abruptly as to leave hardly any level space. Ilnited States, and Germany. In 1899 the imjtorts

There are no trees of any size on the island, except direct from Britain were £2,688,609 ;
exports to

those that have been planted in recent times, and Britain, £883,126. The shipping entered in 1899
few valleys of any extent. Some rank vegetation amounted to 6,720,769 tons, a large proportion

here and there, with a little herbage and brushwood being British. The local banking and insurance

growing in the intervals between the masses of business is very large.

granite or on the margins of the streams, form almost Hong-Kong was ceded to Great Britain by the

the only vegetable productions. Good water, how- Treaty of Canton in 1841, and again by the Treaty
ever, is abundant, and Borne of the cascades are of Nanking in 1842. The Kowloon portion of the

sufficiently picturesque. The climate, at one time colony became British in 1861. In 1898 Britain

considered very unhealthy, is now believed to be secured a lease for 99 years of a further portion of

quite as well suited to European constitutions as that the mainland, with the neighbouring waters and the

of any of the British eastern tropical possessions. On island of Lan Tao, the leased area amounting to about
the north side of the island, and situated on a magni- 400 square miles. The government of the colony

fioent bay, capable of accommodating any number of is vested in a governor, an executive council of six

vessel^ affording excellent anchorage and deep water officials and two others, and a legislative council of

dose inshore, is the thriving town of Victoria, where seven officials and five others. An effective police

the great bulk of the population is centred. This has been established, consisting partly of Europeans,
bay presents a lively and busy scene, being crowded the rest being Sikhs and Chinese. There i3 an
with shipping of every nation, and with dense masses imperial garrison of about 3500 men, and a small

of junks, boats, and other Chinese craft. The town volunteer artillery force. Hong-Kong is the head-
stretches for about 4 miles along the shore, and also quarters of the British squadron in Chinese waters,

ascends the hillside and the faces of the ravines there being a naval dockyard and victualling yard,

above. It is generally well-built, with wide streets and a coaling station
;
the town and harbour are

and handsome terraces, and there is a massive sea- protected by strong batteries. The revenue (amount-
wall along the sea-front The many newly erected mg to about £600,000) is raised chiefly by municipal
houses of sightly exterior, stuccoed, and with green rates, and by opium and other licenses. The cur-

verandahs; the increase of vegetation upon the rency consists of bank-notes, silver dollars, and other
public roads and around the private houses; the coins, accounts being kept in dollars and cents,

construction of the government gardens, and of The population on the first occupation of the island
water-works and gas-works, and an elegant drinking by the British was only 5000. In 1891 it numbered
fountain, give an improved appearance to the city, 221,441, 212,896 being coloured (chiefly Chinese),
assist its sanitary condition, and add to the oomfort and 8545 whites, many of them Portuguese ; in

of the inhabitants. Among buildings of more or less 1898 the estimated pop. was 254,400.
note in Victoria are a cathedral, a bishop's palace, HONITON, a municipal borough and market
a government house, a court-house, an exchange, a town of England, in the county of Devon, on the
city-hall, hospitals, barracks, schools (government left bank of the Otter, 17 miles K.N.E. Exeter. It

and other); while handsome residences of the mer- consists principally of one spacious street, nearly one
chants are scattered about the town and its elevated mile in length

;
well paved and lighted, and amply

suburbs, and are also numerous in Kowloon. The supplied with water. The chief Dranch of manu-
sohools include Victoria College, a central govern- facture here is lace-making, which is again reviv-

ment school for boyi, a number of other government ing after a long period of gradual decline. This
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brmnoh of industry was Introduced by the Lollards

during the reign of Elizabeth. The butter of Honiton

Is also much esteemed, and large quantities of it are

sent weekly to the metropolis. Coarse pottery-ware,

bricks, tiles, malt, leather, scythe-stones, &c., are

made. Honiton was given by William at the Con-

?
uest to the Earl of Montague; and in the reign of

lenry X. the manor was granted to Richard de

Rivers, from whom it descended to the Courtenays,

earls of Devon. It was a borough by prescription,

and returned two members to the House of Com-

mons from the 28th of Edward I. to 1867, when it

was disfranchised by the Scotch Reform Act. Pop.

in 3881, 3858; in 1891, 3216; in 1901, 3271.

HONOLULU, the capital and principal seaport

of the Sandwich Islands, on the south side of the is-

land of Oahu. It has broad streets paved with lava

and lined with shade trees, and many of the houses

are inclosed within small gardens of exotic and in-

digenous ornamental plants. It is mostly built in the

European style; has a large edifice for the parliament

and government offices, a royal palace, situated in a

fine garden, several large schools, custom-house, bank,

barracks, prisons, theatre, &c.
;
periodicals in English

and in Hawaian; telephones, cabs, and other features

of modern civilization. The mouth of the harbour is

formed by an inlet through a coral reef; it has a bar,

with only 20 feet water upon it at ebb. The basin

or anchorage inside, which is of a semicircular form,

Is capable of containing between seventy and eighty

ships, well protected in all weathers. Honolulu is a

rapidly improving place, an important missionary

station, and the chief commercial centre of the Sand-

wich Islands. It is now to a large extent an Ameri-
can town. Pop. (1896), 29,920.

HONORIUS, the name of several popes.

Hunoutuh I. was elected jk>}k> in 625. He fa-

voured the heresy of the Monothehtes, which, while

recognizing the twofold nature of Christ, declared he

had but one will, a doctrine which was condemned
by the sixth Council of Constantinople. He died

in 638. He was anathematized by the council that

condemned the heresy.

Honoriuh II., elected pope in 1124, was at the

time of his election Bishop of Velletri. A part of the

bishops and cardinals had previously invested Car-

dinal Thibaut with the papal dignity; but both can-

didates having resigned Honorius was re-elected.

He died 1130.

Honorius III. was raised to the Papal chair, 1216,

on the death of Innocent III. Immediately on his

election he wrote to the King of Jerusalem to assure

him of his support; to the bishops of France, to en-

oourage pilgrims, and to the Emperor of Constan-
tinople to promise him assistance against the schis-

matics. John, king of England, had left to his suc-

cessor, Henry III., the burden of a war with the

French Prinoe Louis, who laid claim to the English
throne, and had been encouraged in his pretensions

by Innocent. Honorius reconciled the barons with

Henry, and obliged Louis to renounce his pretensions.

The pope then turned his attention to the Crusades,

and crowned Frederick II. emperor of Germany, on
condition that he would go to Palestine within two
years. In Franoe he instigated Philip Augustus

and Louis VIII. to rapport the war against the Albi-

genses. He died in 1227, and was succeeded by
Gregory IX.
Honobiub IV. was elected pope in 1285. He sup-

ported the French king, Philip the Bold, in the war
against Peter of Arragon. He died in 1287.

HONORIUS, Flavius, son of Theodosius the

Great, bom, according to the beet authorities, in 884

a.d. On the death of his father in 895 the empire

was divided into two parts, Honorius receiving the

western half, with Rome as his capital; but being

only ten yean old was put under the roardlanshSpof

Stmcho, whose daughter he married in 898. The
principal events of hu reign are the adoption of rigor-

ous measures against paganism in 899; the devasta-

tion of Northern Italy by Alaric in 400—408; another

irruption of barbarians under Rhadagaisus, 405—406.

Both invasions were repelled by the energetic soldier

and able minister Stilioho,who, however, fell under the

displeasure of his weak and indolent master, and was

assassinated at Ravenna in 408. Taking advantage

of the death of the defender of Rome, Alaric marched

upon the city and plundered it in 410, while Hono-

rius shut himiifllf up in the city of Ravenna. Some
of the finest provinces of the empire, Spain, Gaul,

and Pannonia, were lost in thin reign. Honorius

died in 423 without issue.

HONOUR, in law, is used especially for the more
noble sort of seigniories, on which other inferior lord-

ships or manors depend by performance of some
customs or services to those who ate lords of them.

Before the statute 18 Edward I. the king’s greater

barons, who had a large extent of territory holden

under the crown, frequently granted out smaller

manors to inferior persons, to be holden of them-

selves, which therefore now continue to be held under

a superior lord, who is called in such cases the lord

paramount over all these manors; and his seigniory

is frequently termed an honour, not a manor, especi-

ally if it has belonged to an ancient feudal baron, or

been at any time in the hands of the crown. When
the king grants an honour with appurtenances it is

superior to a manor with appurtenances; for to an

honour, by common intendment, appertain franchises,

! and by reason of those liberties and franchises it is

called an honour.

HONOUR, Maids of, ladies in the service of

European queens, whose business it is to attend the

queen when she appears in public. In England they

are eight in number.
HONOURABLE, Right Honourable, and Most

Honourable, titles given in the United Kingdom to

peers, their families, and certain public functionaries.

The title honourable is conferred on the younger sons

of earls, all the children of viscounts and barons,

lords of session, the supreme judges of England and
Ireland, members of Parliament, maids of honour,

&c. The title right honourable is bestowed on all

peers and peeresses below the rank of marquis and
marchioness; on the younger sons of dukes and mar-
quises, and their wives; on all the daughters of dukes,

marquises, and earls; on privy-councillors, the Lord-

mayors of London, Dublin, and York, the Lord-ad-

vocate of Scotland, the Lord-provost of Edinburgh.

Marquises and marchionesses are entitled to the

prefix most honourable. In America the governors

of states, judges, members of Congress, and others

holding offices of dignity and trust, are styled honour-

able.

HONOURS, Military, the compliments paid by
troops to royalty, officers of rank, &c., or such as are

given at funerals to all grades of the army.

HONOURS OF WAR are stipulated terms whiob
are granted to a garrison surrendering, in considera-

tion of a brave defence, or from some other cause.

In some instances the vanquished are allowed to

march out with all their arms, drums beating, and
colours flying; in others they will only be permitted

to advance silently to the front of their works, there

to pile arms, ana then to retire to their lines as

prisoners of war; or again, they may be permitted to

deposit their arms and stores at some special spot,

and then return to their own territory on parole of

not serving during the war against the victors or their

allies.
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HONTHEIM, Johann Nicolaus von, descended
from an ancient and noble family in Treves, was
bom in 1701, and educated by the Jesuits. He
studied law, became afterwards a clergyman, tra-

velled to Rome, and made himself acquainted with
the policy and abuses of the ecclesiastical govern-

ment. On his return he was appointed by the Elec-

tor of Trfcves counsellor of the consistorium, and
soon afterwards professor of the civil law. In 1748
he was made suffragan of the archbishopric. Be-
tween 1750 and 1760 he wrote a history of Treves
in Latin

; and in 1762, under the assumed name of

Justinus Febronius, a bold work which procured
him much reputation, On the Condition of the

Church and the Lawful Power of the Pope. This
was likewise in Latin. Though he was an ardent
Catholic, and dedicated the work to the pope, yet
the usurpations of the Romish see are here attacked
with so much boldness that the author was per-

secuted, and the work prohibited by the court of

Rome. He died in 1790 at Montquintin, much
esteemed for his piety and benevolence.

HOOD, Robin, the hero of several old ballads

and traditionary tales, which generally represent

him as the chief of a band of outlaws who inhabited

the forest of Sherwood in Nottinghamshire, and
also the woodlands of Bamsdale in the adjoining

West Riding of Yorkshire. They supported them-
selves by levying toll on the wealthy, and more
especially on ecclesiastics, and by hunting the deer

of the forest. Robin Hood carefully avoided all

attacks on the poor and on women, and is said

to have adopted the levelling principle of robbing
the rich and avaricious, and giving to the poor a
generous share of the spoil. The principal mem-
bers of his band were his lieutenant Little John,
his chaplain Friar Tuck, together with William
Scadlock, George - a - Greene, Much, the miller's

son, and his sylvan mistress Maid Marian. Some
legends inform us that he was none other than
the Earl of Huntingdon, who, from misfortune or

his own mismanagement, was compelled to lead

a predatory life; that he was bom at Locksley in

Nottinghamshire in 1160, and that after having
successfully conducted his operations for a long
course of years, he at last, in his eighty-seventh

year, felt the infirmities of age coming upon him,

and was induced to enter the convent of Kirklees

in Yorkshire, to procure medical assistance. The
rioress (by some described as a relation) is said to

ave accomplished his death by opening an artery

and leaving him to die from loss of blood. This
is said to have occurred in 1247. He is represented

as being most skilful with the longbow and quarter-

staff, and generally victorious in any personal en-

counter. The sceptical tendency of modem in-

vestigation has induced several eminent antiquarians

to throw considerable doubt upon the existence of

Robin Hood. It has been maintained by Wright
in Great Britain, and Grimm in Germany, that the
bold outlaw is a poetical myth, or one among the
personages of the early Teutonic mythology. On
the other hand, it is stated that there is sufficient

evidence to prove that such a personage did actually
exist. The earliest authentic mention we find of

him is in the Vision of Piers Ploughman, written
between 1355 and 1365. About 1495 Wynkyn de
Worde published a poem of considerable length,
entitled Lytell Geete of Robyn Hood. Some of
the incidents in that poem are held by the Rev.
Joseph Hunter to be in some measure similar to
what he can prove by documentary evidence to
have happened to one Robyn Hod, a vadlet or
porteur, for sixteen months in the service of King !

Edward II. Mr. Hunter conjectures that Robin

Hood was one of the yeomen who joined the dis-

contented barons under the Earl of Lancaster, and
were ruined by the failure of their enterprise.

Thierry in his History of the Norman Conquest
has represented him as the chief of a body of

Saxons, who, in their fastnesses, defied for long the

authority of the Norman conquerors. Another
writer declares the band to be a remnant of the

followers of Sir Simon de Montfort, earl of Lei-

cester, who was slain at the battle of Evesham.
The statement that he was the Earl of Huntingdon
rests mainly on an epitaph manufactured in later

times, and on one or two obscure expressions found
in some ancient authors. Dr. Stukeley has built

up a regular genealogy of the hero; but he appears
to have been cleverly duped, or to have derived
it from his own imagination.

HOOD, Samuel, Viscount, a British admiral, son
of the vicar of Butleigh in Somerset, was born in

1724. He entered the navy in 1741, and five years
after was promoted to a lieutenancy. After seeing

much service and reaching the rank of captain he
was appointed commissioner of Portsmouth dock-
yard in 1778, and soon after created a baronet. In
1780 he was made a rear-admiral, and was then
sent to act with Rodney in the West Indies, where
he rendered brilliant services against Count de
Grasse in the famous defeat of that officer by
Admiral Rodney, April 12, 1782. His services on
thiB occasion were rewarded with an Irish peerage,

with the title of Baron Hood of Catherington. In
1784 he was chosen member of Parliament for

Westminster; but he vacated his seat in 1788 on ob-

taining the appointment of a lord of the admiralty.

In 1793 he commanded against the French in the

Mediterranean, when he signalized himself by the

taking of Toulon, and afterwards Corsica; in reward
of which achievements he was made a viscount and
governor of Greenwich Hospital. He died at Bath
m 1816.—His brother Alexander, Viscount Bridport,

(1727-1814) was also a distinguished naval com-
mander.
HOOD, Thomas, an English poet and humorist,

bom in 1799 at London, where his father, a Scots-

man, was a bookseller. On leaving school he en-

tered a mercantile house, but, losing his health,

was sent to live with a female relative at Dundee.
Here, while only fifteen or sixteen years of age, he
wrote some articles for a Dundee newspaper and
magazine. Having recovered his health he returned
to London in 1818, and began to study the art of

engraving under an uncle. In 1821 he became sub-
editor of the London Magazine, and from that time
appears to have resolved on devoting himself en-

tirely to a literary life. In 1826 he published
Whims and Oddities, selected for the most part
from his articles in the London Magazine. This
was followed by National Tales in prose, and a
volume of Berious poetry, which, though favourably
received, did not obtain much popularity. In 1830
he started the Comic Annual, which, during the

eight years of its existence, occupied his principal

attention, and was made the vehicle of many of his

most remarkable productions. At the same time
his pen was diligently employed on other subjects,

and he published The Epping Hunt, a comic poem,
ridiculing Cockney sportsmen; the powerful poem
called Eugene Aram’s Dream, inserted in the Gem,
of which he was for a short time editor; and Tylney
Hall, a novel, which, though defective in its plan

and structure, abounds in fine strokes of wit and
humour. His health had begun to fail, and in con-

sequence he lived on the Continent from 1835 to

1840. He continued his Comic Annual during his

residence at Coblentz and Ostend, and in the year
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1838 he published Hood’s Own. Hie continental

experiences also furnished the materials for his work
entitled Up the Rhine, published m 1839, consisting

of a series of imaginary letters after the manner
of Smollett’s Humphrey Clinker. The whimsical

cuts inserted m the work, as well as its combination

of good sense and humour, made it very popular.

Shortly after his return, though still in indifferent

health, he undertook the editorship of the New
Monthly Magazine, and continued it till 1843. His
principal contribution to it was the famous tragi-

comic story m verse of Miss Kilmansegg. His
last periodical, entitled Hood s Magazine, was com-
menced in 1844. It contains some of his best pro-

ductions, though several of them were written after

his health had completely given way, and while he
was propped up by pillows in bed. He died in 1845,
after suffering so severely that he was repeatedly

heard to exclaim, ‘I cannot die, I cannot die.’ He
had the satisfaction of knowing that the pension of

£100 conferred upon him on his last illness by Sir

Robert Teel was to be transferred to his wife. Hood
is unrivalled as a punster, and seems to have been
almost equal master of the comic and the pathetic.

In the latter style his Song of the Shirt is universally

known, and as a burst of poetry and indignation is

not surpassed by anything in the English language.

Though his peculiar vein of humour must have ex-

posed him to strong temptations, it is infinitely to his

honour that all his writings are in a good spirit, and
are never at variance either with decency or good
morals.

HOODED SNAKE. See Cobba da Capello.
HOOFT, Pieter Corneliszoon, a Dutch histo-

rian and poet, born in 1581 at Amsterdam. He
translated Tacitus, published a life of Henry IV. of

France in Latin, a History of the Low Countries

from the Abdication of the Emperor Charles V. to

the Year 1598 (two vols. fol.); besides a variety of

miscellaneous works, consisting of epigrams, come-
dies, &c. The Nederlandsche Historien is considered

one of the classics of Dutch literature, and is still of

considerable historical value; and his Minnedighte
are replete with Anacreontic playfulness, naivete,

and elegance. Louis XIII. made him a knight of

the order of St Michael He died in 1647.

HOOGEVEEN,a town of Holland, prov. Drenthe,
on the canal from Meppel, with thriving industries.

Pop. 11,700.

HOOGHLY RIVER. See Hugli.
HOOK, Theodore Edward, bom at London in

1788, was the son of James Hook, a musical com-
poser of some oelebrity, and was attending school at
Harrow in 1802, when, on his mother’s death, he was
removed from it, and employed occasionally by his
father in writing songs and composing airs for vaux-
hall. Meanwhile his elder brother had taken his
degrees at Oxford, and seeing the dangers to which
Theodore’s employment exposed him, persuaded his
father to Bend him also to the university. Before
actual residence a course of reading was prescribed
to him, and he returned to London to commenoe it,

but instead of doing so employed himself in com-
posing an operatic farce entitled The Soldier’s Return.
It was performed in 1805, and with such success as
to make him abandon all thoughts of the university.

This piece was followed by a series of others, some-
times at the rate of two or three a year, up to 1811.
The life he led in London was of the gayest sort; he
became the delight of the green-room and the idol of

evening parties. He indulged pretty freely in reck-

less practical iokea, and the famous Berners Street

hoax of 1809, by which that locality was for a day
crowded with the carriages of the nobility, ooal

waggons, furniture vans, and hosts of tradesmen, all

convened by the supposed invitation and orders of a
lady residing there, is said to have him for its origin-

ator. At this time he had become famous as an im-

provisatore and a mimic, and having been invited to

exhibit these talents before the prince regent, was
rewarded shortly after in 1812 with the appointment
of accountant-general and treasurer to the Island of

Mauritius, with a salary and allowances amounting
to nearly £2000 per annum. These offices he held till

1818, when the discovery of a large deficiency in the

military chest caused himtobe sent home under arrest
The extent of his guilt seems to have been gross

carelessness, and there appear to have been no good
grounds for a criminal prosecution, but the threat of

a civil prosecution was kept suspended over him, and
he was thrown upon the world penniless. To main-
tain himself he resumed the literary labours which
he had abandoned when the ill-judged appointment
was conferred upon him, and at last became editor

of a newly-established paper called the John Bull,

which partly by its talent and partly by its virulence

obtained a large circulation, and yielded him a large

income. In 1824 he published his first series of

Sayings and Doings, followed by a second in 1825,

and a third in 1828. His other principal works are

Life of Sir David Baird, and a series of novels, among
which may be mentioned Love and Pride, Jack
Brag, Gilbert Gurney, Gurney Married, Precepts

and Practice, Fathers and Sons. The four last

appeared originally in the New Monthly Magazine,
of which he became editor in 1836, and one of them,
Gilbert Gurney, derives particular interest from con-

taining in a modified form his own autobiography.

Amid all these labours he managed to keep up an
extensive intercourse with society, and indulged in

expenditure to which his means were inadequate.

Over-exertion both of body and mind was followed

by its usual consequences. His constitution, origin-

ally excellent, was completely broken up, and alter

two months’ confinement to his house he died in

1841, in his fifty-third year. Much of Hook’s talent

was, though great, of an ephemeral description, and
his writings were composed with too much rapidity

to carry down their author’s name with distinction

to any distant period.

HOOKAH. See Pipe (Tobacco).

HOOKE, Nathaniel, celebrated for an elaborate

Roman history. The time and place of his birth is

unknown. The first fact known of him is given ir

a letter from himself to Lord Oxford, in which he
describes himself as ruined bv the South Sea Scheme.
He was recommended to &irah, duchess of Marl-
borough, to aid her in drawing up her memoirs, for

which service she presented him with £5000, although

she afterwards quarrelled with him for endeavouring

to make her a Catholic. His zeal for his religion

was very great, if not orthodox, he being greatly

attached to the mysticism and quietism of the school

of Flnelon. He was a friend of Pope, and it was he
who brought the priest to confess the poet on his

death-bed, much to Bolingbroke’s disgust. Hooke’s
mat work, his Roman History from the Earliestgreat work, his Roman History from the Earliest

Period to the Aooession of Octavius, is comprised in

four vols. 4to> published in 1738, 1745, 1764, and
1771. It is a performance of great accuracy and
critical acumen, the style of which is clear and
perspicuous, without bring eloquent or masterly.

Another work of his upon Roman affairs was Obser-
vations on Four Pieces upon the Roman Senate

(1758, 4to), in which he discusses the opinion of

Yertot, Middleton, and Chapman, with some severity

in respect to the two latter. He also translated

Ramsay’s Travels of Cyrus. He died July 19, 1763.

HOOKE. Robert, an English mathematician and
natural philosopher, was born In the Isle of Wight
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In 1686. He was entered of Christ Church CoBege,
Oxford, in 1663. In 1658 or 1659 he invented the
belsnoe spring of watches; at least the prior dis-

oovery of it u usually assigned to Hooke by the
English, while foreigners ascribe it to Christian
Huyghens. In 1663 he was nominated one of the
first fellows of the Royal Society, and was after-

wards a member of the ooundL In 1664 he was
made Cutlerian professor of mechanics to the Royal
Society; and he afterwards became professor of

geometry at Gresham College. The next year he
published his Micrographia, or Philosophical De-
scriptions of Minute Bodies. In 1666, having pro-
duced a plan for rebuilding the city of London,
which had been destroyed by fire, he received the
appointment of city surveyor, an appointment that
turned out very profitable. In 1678 he proposed a
Theory of the Variation of the Mariner’s Compass.
His death took place in March, 1703. He published
a great number of papers in the Philosophical Trans-
actions, besides which he was the author of Cutlerian
Lectures, a volume of Posthumous Tracts (printed

in 1705), and Philosophical Experiments and Obser-
vations (published by Dr. Derham in 1726). Besides
the invention already mentioned, many others, along
with several important discoveries, have been ascribed

to him with some show of justice, as, an escapement
for maintaining the vibration of a pendulum, in 1656

;

barometerorweather-glass, 1657 ;
tnedouble-barrelled

air-pump and the conical pendulum, 1660; the engine
for cutting clock and watch wheels, and the chief

phenomena of capillary attraction, 1668; the method
of supplying air to a diving-bell, and the number of

vibrations of a musical string, 1665; a quadrant by
reflection, 1667; &c. Dr. Hooke was a man of un-

doubted talents, but of a very unamiable disposition.

His quarrels with other men of science were gener-

ally managed in a way by no means creditable to his

character.

HOOKER, Richard, a celebrated divine and
theological writer of the sixteenth century, was
bora about 1558 at the village of Heavitree, near
Exeter. His avidity for learning procured him the
patronage of Bishop Jewel, who in 1567 sent him to

Oxford, where he obtained the place of one of the
clerks of Corpus Christ! CoBege. He was elected

a scholar of his coUege in 1578, and in 1577 was
chosen a feUow of Christ Church. In 1579 his skill

in the oriental languages procured him the appoint-

ment of deputy professor of Hebrew; and in 1581
he took holy orders, and was shortly after made
preacher at St Paul’s Cross, in London. He lodged

at a dwelling appropriated to the preachers, which
was under the charge of a Mrs. Churchman, a man-
aging mother, whose attentions gained the confidence

of the young, guileless divine, and induced him to

marry, without sufficient consideration, her shrewish

daughter, Joan, who, in the words of Walton, brought
him neither beauty nor portion. The description of

the visit of Edwin Sandys and George Cranmer, two
of Hooker's old pupils, who found him tending some
sheep by order of his wife, and who were also de-

prived of his company in the after-part of the day
by Richard being called to rock the cradle, is one of

the most characteristic sketches of old Izaak. In
1584 he was presented to the rectory of Drayton
Beauchamp, in Buckinghamshire. The following

year he was appointed by Archbishop Whitgift
Master of the Temple for life. Here he became
engaged on a controversy on church discipline and
some points of doctrine with his ooUeague Walter
Travers, whose sympathies were strongly puritanical

To this controversy we owe his celebrated work Of
the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity* The first four

books were printed in 1594. The ensuing year he

j

was presented by Queen Elisabeth to the living of

Bishop’s Bourne, in Kent, where he passed the

remainder of his life. The fifth book of his great

work appeared in 1597; the last three were not pub-

lished till after his death in 1600. The Ecclesiastical

Polity, written in defence of the Church of England,
is no less romarkable for learning and extent of

research than for the richness and purity of its

style, which entitles its author to be regarded as

one of the classics of the Elizabethan age. The
best edition is that of Keble (3 vols., Oxford, 1836),

which has been re-issued in a revised form by Dean
Church and Canon Paget (3 vols., 1888). Hooker
was also the author of some tracts and sermons.
HOOKER, Thomas, an eminent divine, was bom

at Markfield, Leicestershire, in 1586. He became a
fellow of Emmanuel CoUege, Cambridge, and a lec-

turer in Chelmsford, Essex, but was oUiged to give

up his ministry in consequence of his refusal to con-

form to aU the rites of the Established Church. He
then kept a school; but being stiU persecuted by the

spiritual court he went over m 1630 to Holland, and
in 1638 embarked for Boston, in America, where he
arrived September 4th of that year. The following

October he was ordained pastor of the church in

Newtown; but in June, 1636, he removed with his

whole congregation to the banks of the Connecticut
River, and may be termed the founder of the colony

of that name, and especiaUy of the town of Hartford.

Whenever he visited Boston, which he did frequently,

he attracted great crowds by the force of his preach-

ing. He died July 7, 1647. He published many
volumes of sermons, and various polemical works.

His principal production is the Survey of the Sum
of Church Discipline— a work of great merit and
research. Mr. Hooker was particularly noted for

his power in argument.
HOOKER, Sir William Jackson, one of the

most distinguished British botanists of modern times,

was bom at Norwich in 1785. He was attracted to

the study of botany at an early age, and for the

purjx)se of collecting plants visited Scotland and the

Scottish islands, France, Switzerland, and Iceland.

An account of his journey in the last-named country

was given in his Tour in Iceland, which was published

in 1811, and was so successful that a second edition

was called for in 1818. In 1815 he married the

daughter of Dawson Turner of Yarmouth. His in-

vestigations on the British Jungermannise and Mosses
led to his appointment to the chair of botany in the

University of Glasgow, a position which he filled

with great success for twenty years. In 1836 he
was knighted by King William IV. as an acknow-
ledgment of his services to science, and in 1841 was
appointed director of the Royal Gardens at Kew, a
post which he held up to the time of his death, which
took place 12th August, 1865. Under his manage-
ment these gardens increased from 11 acres to 270,
most artistically laid out, and containing hot-houses
and conservatories far superior to anything of the
kind on the Continent, ana including museums filled

with obiectB derived from the vegetable kingdom,
botanical libraries, and a most extensive and excel-

lently arranged herbarium. Among his most nume-
rous works are The British Flora, Flora Boreali-

Americana, Illustrations of the Genera of Ferns,

leones Plantarum, British Ferns, &c.
HOOLE, John, born in London in 1727, was the

son of a watchmaker. At the age of seventeen he
became a clerk of the East India House. In 1758
he began to translate Tasso’s Jerusalem Delivered,

and published the translation in 1763. In 1767 he
published a translation of six dramas of Metastasio

in two vols.; and the next year brought out his own
tragedy of Cyrus, which did not succeed. Tbnanthea,
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In 1770, and Cleons, in 1775, were equally unsuc-

cessful, being the whole of hie dramatic efforts. In

1773 he published the first volume of his Orlando

Furioso, and concluded it in 1783, when it appeared

complete in five vols. 8vo. He afterwards connected

the narrative of the Orlando in twenty-four bookB,

and disposed the stories in a regular series In 1792

he translated Tasso’s Rinaldo, and ended his literary

labours with a more complete collection of dramas
from Metastasio. Mr. Hoole is smooth, but prosaic

and monotonous, in his versification. He died in

1803.

HOOPER, John, an English reformer and martyr,

born in 1495, in Somersetshire, was educated at

Oxford, and joined the order of Cistercian monks,
but becoming dissatisfied withmonastic rules, returned

to the university, and embraced the principles of the

Reformation. In 1539, to avoid the persecution con-

sequent on refusing to sign the new articles of faith

put forth by Henry VIII., he withdrew to the Con-
tinent, and settled in Zurich, where he lived on inti-

mate terms with Bullinger. On the accession of

Edward VI., in 1547, he came over to London, and
both by his service and active part in the religious

transactions of the period contributed greatly to the

progress of the Reformation. In 1550 ne was nomi-
nated Bishop of Gloucester, but in consequence of

puritanical objections to the ceremonies of consecra-

tion, declined induction till they were dispensed with
by special authority. On the accession of Mary, in

1553, he was one of the first victims fixed upon, and
being imprisoned in the Fleet, ostensibly on the false

and frivolous charge of being a debtor to the queen,

was treated with great severity. The true charge
was afterwards divulged, and in 1555 he was required

formally to recant his opinions. This he refused to

do, and on the 9th February of the same year he was
burned at the stake near his own cathedral. His
works consist chiefly of a Godly Confession and Pro-
testation of the Christian Faith, Lectures on the

Creed, Sermons on the Book of Jonah, Annotations
on the Thirteenth Chapter of the Romans, and expo-

sitions of several psalms.

HOOPING-COUGH or Whooping- Cough, a
disease characterized by a cough, occurring in par-

oxysms, and consisting of a rapid series of expirations

followed by a prolonged inspiration. The latter is

attended by a peculiar whoop, or shrill crowing
sound, due to partial closure of the glottis by spasm
and the rush of air through the narrowed orifice.

The fit of coughing usually ends in the expulsion of

some viscid phlegm or in vomiting. The spasms
recur at longer or shorter intervals, in severe oases,

several times an hour, determined by the irritation

of mucus in the windpipe and larynx. The slightest

emotional excitement will also usually determine the
occurrence of a paroxysm. It is evidently due to a
poison acting as an irritant to the pneumo-gastric
nerve. It is contagious. Children are most com-
monly the subjects of this disease, and it Beams to

depend on a s{>ecific contagion, which affects them,
as a rule, but once in their life. The hooping-cough
usually comes on with a difficulty of breathing, some
degree of thirst, a quick pulse, and other slight

febrile symptoms, which are succeeded by a hoarse-

ness, cough, and difficulty of expectoration. These
symptoms continue, perhaps, for a fortnight or more,

at the end of which time the disease puts on its

peculiar and characteristic form, and is now evident,

as the cough becomes convulsive, and is attended
with the sound which has been called the whoop. On
the first coming on of the disease there is little or
no expectoration

;
or if any, it consists onlv of thin

mucus
; and, as long as this is the case, the fits of

coughing are frequent, and of considerable duration
; ;

but, on the expectoration becoming free and copious,

the fits of coughing are less frequent, as well as of

shorter duration. The disease having arrived at its

height, usually continues for some weeks longer, and
at length goes off gradually. In some cases the
cough continues for a lengthened period, and readily

recurs with slight cold. In ordinary cases the dura-
tion of the disease is from six to eight weeka The
disease is infectious from the beginning, before the
whoop is developed, and the infectious character

continues for six or eight weeks. The period of

incubation, that is the time from the receipt of in-

fection and the commencement of symptoms, is about
fourteen days. When complicated by bronchitis or

pneumonia it is often a fatal disease
;
otherwise it is

seldom fatal, except to very young children. Indeed,
it is the most fatal disease of the first year of life,

the fatality being largely due to the occurrence of

bronchitis. The danger seems, indeed, always to be
in proportion to the youth of the person.

HOOPOE ( Upupa). The hoopoe is the type of a
large family closely allied to the bee-eaters (Merop#)

and the king-fishers, while it also has points in com-
mon with the horabiUs and humming-birds. The
family is characterized by having a long, slender bill,

curved throughout, and sharp at the tip
;
the man-

dibles have the surfaces of contact flat; the tongue is

very short
;
wings moderate ; tarsi short and stout,

and the two outer toes united at the base (syndao-

tyle). The sub-family of hoopoes proper, Upupina,
have an erectile crest on the head; bill keeled at the
base; wings long, and tail with ten feathers. The
sub family Irrisores have no crest, tail with twelve
feathers; outer toes longer than the inner, and united
at the base with the middle one. The European
hoopoe {U. epops, Linn.) is about 12 inches long; the
feathers of the crest are pale cinnamon-red, tipped
with black, a wedge of white separating these two
tints over the posterior half of the crest

;
upper sur-

face ashy-brown, with black and white bands on the
back. The wings are black, the coverts having
white bars; chin white, throat and breast pale fawn;
abdomen white, with black streaks and dashes. This
bird has a very wide range, from Burmah to the

British Islands and Africa. In Southern India it is

only a winter visitor, returning northwards in sum-
mer. It is a ground-feeder, preying chiefly on insects

;

it nests in cavities of trees or walls. It defends itself

by the fetid secretion of the uropygal glands, which
is most offensive during breeding time. The Indian
hoopoe is a smaller bird, with darker crest, and no,

or only inconspicuous, white spots on the wings.

The Irrisores are African species, of gregarious tastes,

and in habit similar to the woodpeckers, climbing

like them in search of insects. The hoopoe utters a
loud double or treble hoop,

whence its name. See
illustration at Ornithology.
HOORN, a seaport, Holland, on a small bay of the

Zuider-see, 20 miles n.n.e. of Amsterdam. It was
formerly one of the most flourishing townB in Hol-

land, and was surrounded by fortifications, but pro-

menades have taken the place of those works. The
principal streets, four in number, are spacious, and
meet m a central square, and numerous canals, com-
municating with the harbour, traverse the town in

different directions. The principal buildings are

the Grootekerk, or great church, and several other

churches, Calvinistic, Lutheran, and Roman Catho-

lic
;
an old and neat town-house, and a large pile of

offices, onoe belonging to the East India Company.
The trade is extensive, especially in cheese. Hoorn
is the birth-place of the navigator Schouten, who first

doubled the cape at the southern extremity of South
America, and called it after his native town Hoorn,
now corrupted into Horn. Pop. 10,200.
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HOP (Bumulvi lupulus). This well-known end
useful plant, belonging to the natural orderTJrticace*,

is a native of Europe. In many of the settled parts

of the United States it occurs wild, but has been
introduced from Europe. It belongs to the same
family with the hemp and nettle. The root is

perennial, giving out several herbaceous, rough, twin-
ing stems, which bear opposite three to five lobed
leaves; the fertile flowers are green; the fruit is a
catkin, with concave scales each enveloping a single

seed. The plant is cultivated for the sake of the

catkins, which are employed to communicate to beer
its aromatic bitter. The young shoots, however, are

sometimes boiled and eaten like asparagus; the fibres

of the old stems make good cords; and it is, besides,

employed in medicine as a tonic, sudorific, and seda-
tive. The cultivation of the hop is more carefully

attended to in England than in any other country.

A light and somewhat substantial soil should be
selected. The time of planting is in the autumn, and
that of harvesting about six weeks or two months
after the flowers are expanded; if the fruit is suffered

to get too ripe, it loses many of its good qualities.

Other low plants may be cultivated in the intervals

between the hop-poles. The hops, on being gathered,

should be taken immediately to the kiln for drying,

and afterwards packed in bags, the closer the better

will they preser\e their smell and flavour. The
whole process, from the time of planting to the pre-

paration for the purposes of commerce, requires much
experience and many precautions. The crops even
are excessively variable, often in a tenfold proportion

in different seasons and situations. The excellence

of bops is tested by the clammy feeling of the powder
contained in the catkins.

The use of hop catkins and their special value
m brewing depends upon a peculiar bitter Bubetance
which they contain, called lupulin. Lupulin, which
is a yellow powder, is contained in the hop catkins

to the extent of about 10 to 12 per cent, by weight;
besides a bitter principle, it contains a volatile oil, to

which doubtless is due the peculiarly soothing effect

of hops. The bitter principle, which forms from 8
to 12 per cent, of the lupulin, when pure appears as

a white or yellowish white inodourous powder, pos-

sessed of the characteristic taste of hops. Hops are

remarkable for their exhaustive effect on the soil;

thus the plants grown on an acre of ground abstract

about 87 lbs. of mineral constituents from the soil,

including 12 to 18 oz. of phosphoric acid and 17 lbs.

of potash. Hops may be preserved in ice for many
months and still retain all the properties of young
fresh plants.

HOPE, Thomas, a distinguished writer and art

patron, was born in London about 1770. He was
descended from a family of opulent merchants of

Amsterdam. He devoted much of his time while

still quite young to extensive travels in various parts

of Europe, Asia, and Africa, and, after retiring from
business, purchased two spacious mansions, one in

Duchess Street, London, and the other, Deepdene, in

the neighbourhood of Dorking. These residences

soon became famous as choice galleries of the finest

specimens of ait, ancient and modern. He died

3d February, 1881. His principal works are: House-
hold Furniture and Internal Decorations (atlas folio,

1807), a work which completely revolutionized the
public taste on the subject; The Costume of the
Ancients (two vols. royal 8vo, 1809); Anastasius, or

Memoirs of a Modem Greek (three vols. 8vo, 1819),
a novel displaying a vivid imagination, remarkable
descriptive powers, a classical taste, and a minute
aocureoyin the accounts of eastern climes and man-
ners. The authorship was generally ascribed to
Byron, who declared he would have given his two

most approved poems to have been the author of

Anastasius. Hope also wrote an Essay on the Origin

and Prospects of Man (three vols. 8vo, 1831), a rather

heterodox, but eloquent work; and An Historical

Essay on Architecture (two vols. 8vo, 1885).

HOP-FLEA (Haltxca concinna), a coleopterous

insect analogous to, but rather larger than the turnip-

fly. lii spring the hop plantations are often so

severely attacked by this creature that the crop is

diminished more than a half. The fleas eat up the

young shoots as fast as they appear above ground,

and will sometimes arrest all apparent vegetation for

a month or more, and even after the hop stems have
grown 8 or 9 inches long, they will devour every leaf

and head, leaving an appearance as of the hops having

been scorched by fire. The plant should be covered

with 4 or 5 inches of fine earth; this secures it from

attack for several days and gives it the advantage of

growing more rapidly, as the stems come through the

earth at a later period when the weather is wanner.
If the plants have been greatly retarded by a severe

attack, they should be liberally stimulated with guano
when they begin to grow.

HOP-FLY (Aphis humuli), a species of plant-

louse very destructive to the hop. The winged
female is green with a black head and bands and
spots of black on the body, the legs and wings are

long. They generally make their first appearance

about the middle of May; fresh detachments often

following up their first incursion throughout the

summer. A few winged females are first observed,

and wingless myriads are to be seen by the middle of

June. The insects on their first arrival immediately
suck the under side of the upper small leaves of

the stem, and there deposit their young on the most
succulent part of the plant. Lady-birds and other

insects render important service by destroying great

numbers of these insects; they are extremely suscep-

tible to atmospherical and electrical changes, myriads
perishing on a night from an alteration of the weather.

The fly is the great dread of the hop-farmer, and no
means have been found of arresting its ravages.

HdPITAL, Guillaume Fran^oise Antoine d*
l\ See L’H6pital, Guillaume Fban<?oise An-
toine de.

H6PITAL, Michel de l\ See L’H6pital,
Michel de.

HOPKINS, Samuel, D.D., an American divine,

and founder of the sect called Hopkirutiana, was born
September 17, 1721, in Waterbury, Connecticut, and
graduated at Yale College in 1741. Soon after-

wards he engaged in theological studies at North-
ampton, Massachusetts, under the superintendence
of Jonathan Edwards, and in 1748 was ordained at
Housatonic, now Great Barrington, Massachusetts,
where he continued until 1769, when he removed to

Newport, Rhode Island, in consequence of the diminu-
tion of his congregation and the want of support
When he had resided for some time in this place, the
people became dissatisfied with his sentiments, and
resolved in a meeting to intimate to him their dis-

inclination to his continuance amongst them. On the
ensuing Sunday he preached to them a farewell dis-

course, which was so interesting and impressive, that
they besought him to remain. He did so until his

death, December 20, 1 808. Dr. Hopkins was a pious

and zealous man, with considerable talents, and
almost incredible powers of application. He is said

to have been sometimes engaged during 18 hours of

the day in his studies. He published numerous ser-

mons, besides various other works, the principal of

which are a Dialogue, showing it to be the Duty and
Interest of the American States to emancipate all

their African Slaves (1776) ;
a System of Doctrines

contained in Divine Revelation, explained and de-
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(ended, to which is added a Treatise on the MOlen-

niom (two vols. 8vo, 1793), a sketch of his own
Life. IBs theological opinions, which are in part

those of Jonathan Edwards, have given birth to the

most earnest controversy.

HORA CANONICA, HOEA REGULARIS, or

simply HORA, is applied, in the Roman Catholic

Church, to the appointed hours at which certain

hymns and devotions, which themselves also receive

the name of Horat or Hours, are performed in monas-
teries. These horse, consisting of psalms and passages

from the Old and New Testament, responses, anti-

phonies, Ac., are contained in the Breviary, arranged

according to the festivals and other days, and are

recited or uttered aloud. The rules and observances

of different orders contain particular arrangements
as to the performances of the horse. They however
form an essential part of the choral service, which
t ontains eight canonical hours. 1. Matins, now usually

performed on the previous evening by anticipation,

out at an earlier period used most commonly about
midnight; 2. Lauds, before day-break; 3. Primes, at

six o’clock (‘the first hour’); 4. Terces, at nine

o’clock (the third hour); 6. Sexts, at noon (the sixth

hour); 6. Nones, at three p.m. (the ninth hour); 7.

Vespers, in the early evening; and 8. The Comple-
torium or Compline.
HORACE. See Horatius Flaoous.
HORA2 (Latin: Greek form H&rai, Hours), in

classical mythology, the goddesses of the order of

nature. In Homer they are the ministers of Zeus,

the guardians of the gate of Olympus, and rulers of

the clouds and weather. In Hesiod they are the

daughters of Zeus and Themis (justice), who provide

not only the fruits in their season, but give to a state

good laws, justice, and peace. They are usually

mentioned in connection with the graces and the

nymphs as attendants on the Olympian deitieB,

adorned with wreaths of flowers, and bringing bless-

ings to men. Their number was indefinite
;
in Athens

two only were worshipped, Thallo and Carpo, the
Hone of spring and harvest. The Hora of spring

accompanies Persephone every year on her ascent

from the lower world, and the expression, ‘the cham-
ber of the Horse opens,’ is equivalent to ‘spring is

coming.’ The attributes of spring, flowers, fragrance,

and freshness are transferred to the Hora); they
adorned Aphrodite as she rose from the sea, and
made a garland of flowers for Pandora. In works of

art the Horse are represented as blooming maidens
carrying the different products of the season.

HORAPOLLO. We have a work in Greek, called

Hieroglyphica, under the name of Horapollo, pre-
tended to have been translated from the Egyptian
by a certain Philip, of whom nothing is known. The
work is divided into two books, and is of some value
to the students of hieroglyphics, as it refers to the
same forms still seen on Egyptian monuments, and
shows that the author must nave known the monu-
ments well and studied them carefully. The second
book is inferior to the first, and seems to be disfigured
by later interpolations, probably by the translator.

By many authorities the book 1b supposed to have
been written about the fifth century and translated
as late as the fifteenth. The work was first printed
by Aldus, Venice (folio, 1505). The best critical

edition is by Conrad Leemans (Amsterdam, 1835,
8vo)

HORATII. The Horatii were three Roman
brothers, who, according to tradition, under the reign
of TuHus Hostilius, and at his suggestion, engaged
the same number of Alban brothers (the Curiatii), in
order to decide the contest between the two nations.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus relates that they were
the sons of two sisters, and born at the same time.

A sister of the Horatii was betrothed to one of the

Curiatii; but both sides forgot their private relations

in the service of their country. Tullus, having

received the oonsent of the Horatii, which their

father approved, in the presence of the Roman army
solemnly oonsecrated the brothers, and devoted them
to the protection of the gods. The same was done
also on the side of the Albans.. The field of battle

was then marked out by both sides, ou a large plain,

after they had sworn, on the common altar of sacri-

fice, that the oountry of the conquered should submit
to that of the conquerors. The champions then

stepped forth into the place marked out for the oon-

test. The combat was furious; two of the Romans
soon fell; the Albans gave a shout of joy; the Romans
enoouraged the surviving Horatius. The contest

was unequal, but art compensated for the inferiority

of strength. Horatius saw his antagonists faint with
the loss of blood. He himself remained unwounded
In order therefore to separate them from one another,

he feigned flight, and, while they pursued him as

well as their wounds would permit, at unequal dis-

tances, he suddenly turned back, slew one after the

other, and thus decided the sovereignty of his country

over the Albans. He was conducted back to the city

amidst the rejoicings of the Romans, adorned with
the spoils of the slain. There he saw, in the crowd,

his Bister in team for the death of her betrothed,

one of the Curiatii. She uttered with loud lamen-
tations the name of her lover, whose military cloak,

which she herself had wrought for him, hung, a bloody

trophy, over the Bhoulders of her brother. Provoked
that her lamentations for her lover should mingle
with the rejoicings of the nation on his victory, the

brother plunged his dagger into her breast. For this

deed hewas condemned bythe duumviri to be scourged
and then hanged. Horatius appealed to his peers, the

burghers or populus; and his father pronounced him
guiltless, otherwise he would have punished him by
the right which paternity gave a father. The people

could not endure the tears of the old father, who, but
a short time before surrounded by his children, was
now about to be deprived, by a shameful death, of

the last of his sons. The deliverer of his country
was absolved from the pain of death; nevertheless,

he was obliged, in order to satisfy the law and atone
for the murder, to march, with his head covered,

under a beam placed across the street (as if under
the yoke), which was considered by the Romans as

an ignominious punishment In the war which
shortly followed the combat of the brothers, Horatius
was entrusted by King Tullus with the destruction

of Alba.

HORATIUS COCLES. When the Etrurian king

Poraenna, to whom the banished Tarquins had fled,

advanoed against Rome (b.o. 507), tradition relates

that a hero of this name, along with Spurius Lartiua

and Titus Herminius, held the Sublidan bridge over

the Tiber against the enemy, while the Romans were
breaking it down behind them. When the work was
nearlyfinished Horatius sent back his twocompanions,
and continued to defend the bridge until the crashing

of the falling timbers and the shouts of the Romans
announced vie completion of the work. Though
enfeebled by wounds, be then plunged into the stream
with his armour, and, in the midst of the darts of

the enemy, reached the opposite bank of the Tiber
in safety. The nation rewarded him with a monu-
ment and as much land as he oould plough round in

one day. His fellow citizens hailed him as the
saviour of his oountry, and deprived themselves of

food when famine was raging so that he might not
want He is said to have been a relation of the

Horatii, and to have received the surname of Coda,
from the circumstance of having list an eye in battle.
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HOBATIU8 FLACCUS, Qunrrus, the greatest
ef Latin lyric poet% was bom near Venusia, a city

lying on the borders of Lucania and Apulia, December
8, B.C. 65. His father was a freedman who had been
manumitted before the poet’s birth, and was by
occupation a collector of taxes, from the proceeds of

which offioe he had saved enough to purchase the
farm where the poet was bora. He determined to

give his son the best education he could, possibly dis-

cerning already signs of genius in him, and for this

purpose he removed with his son, then probably about
twelve yean old, to Borne. Though not rich he caused
him to be taught the liberal arts, supported him in the
same manner as youths of the best families lived, and
was himself a watchful guardian of his morals and
an example of virtue, as the grateful son informs us
in his Satires (L 6, 66-92). He was instructed in

the Greek and Latin languages, the text-books being
Homer for the former and Livius Andronicus for the
latter. One of his teachers was Orbilius Pupillus,

whose liberal use of the rod has been mentioned by
Horace in the eleventh epistle of his second book. At
the age of eighteen years he went to Athens to con-

tinue nis studies, Athens being then a sort of finishing

school or university for the Koman youth. During
his stay in this city the most important changes were
taking place inBorne. Julius Caesar was assassinated

;

Brutus came to Athens to prepare for the war which
|

was to follow, and received into his army the Roman
youth who Btudied there. Among these was Horace,
who followed Brutus to Macedonia, while at Rome,
M. Lepidus, M. Antony, and Octavius Caesar declared

themselves triumvirs of the republic for five years,

and divided the provinces among themselves. Horace
was legionary tribune in the army of Brutus, and
fought in the last battle for the freedom of Borne, at

Philippi in Macedonia (b.0. 42). Brutus and Cassius

fell; Horace saved his life by flight. He himself

playfully mentions his flight, and Ids throwing away
his shield (Od. ii. 7, Ep. S. 2, 46), which has caused
some to accuse him of disgraceful cowardice; but it

was surely little to his discredit to flee with the other

remnants of an utterly shattered army. Liberty of

return was granted to the vanquished, and Horace
availed himself of the opportunity, and from this

time took no direct part in public affairs. His father

was now dead; his paternal estate was confiscated;

poverty, as he himself says (Epistles, book ii epistle

11, 49 et seq.), compelled him to make verses.

Whether this expression was meant literally, as many
believe, is uncertain, as he had a moderate support

from the station of clerk to the quaestor, a situation

which he had been able to purchase. But he could

not have employed his leisure hours in a nobler

manner than in the exercise of the talent which
nature had so richly bestowed upon him; nor could

he have chosen a better way to soothe those feelings

which, in contemplating the occurrences of his time,

must often have powerfully disturbed his inmost

soul. The talent which he displayed procured him
the friendship of two eminent poets, Virgil and
Varius, and to them he was indebted for his first

acquaintance with Maecenas, a refined man of the

world, who, without leaving his private station, was
the friend and confidant of Augustus Caesar, and
who expended his wealth willingly for the encour-

agement of literature and the arts. Nine months
after, Mjecenaa received Horace into the circle of

his intimate friends, and, after some years, pre-

sented him with the Sabine estate, which Horace
so often mentions in his poems. The situation of

this farm was in the valley of Ustica, within view
of the mountain LucretQis, part of which is now
called Mount Gennarouand near the Digentia about

j

15 mflss from Tibur (Tivoli). It was sufficient to i
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maintain him in ease and comfort during the rest

of his life. He had also a cottage at Tibur, and at

Borne or one or other of his country residences the

latter part of his life was spent. If the poet did not

acquire a still mom splendid fortune, the fault lay in

himself. He was at length introduced to Augustus,

and though he came to be on a footing of great

familiarity with him, and has sung his praises in

several of his poems, he never Bought favours at his

hands. Acoording to Suetonius he declined a pro-

posal which Augustus made to him through Maecenas,

to enter his service and undertake the management
of his private correspondence, under the pretenoe of

ill health. This refusal did not alienate the favour

of the emperor however, with whom, as with many
others of the most distinguished men at Borne,

Horace continued to live on terms of mutual esteem

and friendship. He died 17th November, B.o. 8, the
same year as his friend and patron Maecenas, near
whose tomb in the Esquiline he was buried. Almost
all his poems addressed to Maecenas celebrate love

and freedom, and express indifference to that happi-

ness which depends on the will of another, and con-

tentedness in a situation in which he found himself

rich above his wishes. He did not, however, make
a parade of rusticity, or deem a strict morose manner
of life necessary to virtue; he rather displayed a
genuine urbanity, which finds a tone adapted to

every circumstance. He has left us four books of

odes; a book of epodes, so called, which differ from
the odes not only in metre, the second verse being
always shorter than the first, but also in the senti-

ment, which would rather rank them among the

satires, in which he took Archilochus as a pattern;

two books of satires, And two books of epistles, one
of which (that addressed to the Pisos) is often cited

as a separate work, under the title of Ars Poetioa.

In appreciating Horace as a lyric poet it must not
be forgotten that he was the first among the Roman*
who formed the Roman language for lyric poetry,

and applied it with no small labour to the difficult

Greek metres. Uninterrupted study and persever-

ance only could have effected so masterly a structure

of the verse. It is said, indeed, and it cannot be
denied, that the greater part of the odes of Horace
are only imitations or translations of Greek lyrists

—

Archilochus, Alcaeus, Stesichorus, Sappho, and others.

Many have made use of this objection to detract

from the poetical fame of Horace. But, granting

that originality cannot be attributed to Horace as a
lyric poet, no one can deny it to him as a satirist.

As didactic satire in general was a Roman inven-

tion, so it was Horace who, following Ennius, Pacu-
vius, and Lucilius, by whom its form and object had
been defined, gave it a tone and polish of his own.
The satires of Horace, among which may be included
his epistles, since they differ little from the others,

except in their title, and in being addressed to an
individual, have more or less a comic character, and
are to be judged from this point of view. Horace
does not expose vices so much as follies, which he
places in a ridiculous light: he sees more folly than
vice in the world, ana even declares himself not
exempt from a portion of It. Nevertheless he seeks

to amend follies as far as possible, because he con-

siders them pernicious. To prejudices and errors he
opposes his philosophy, which, so far from imbitter-

ing, or even forbidding the enjoyments of life, only
exhorts to a prudent vigilance, and teaches all the

virtues, without which happiness is impossible. The
easy, agreeable manner in which he philosophises

without appearing to do it, the salt with which he
seasons his thoughts, the delicacy and ease with
which he expresses himself, afford tie moat agreeable

entertainment We know not which moat to admire,
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his accurate knowledge of the human heart and of

the different classes of men, his love of truth, candour,

and ingenuousness, the agreeable tone, the urbanity

which, in seriousness or derision, never forsakes him,

the delicacy with which he presents the ridiculous

without bringing it out in bold relief, or his skill in

delineating characters. lie seems not to hunt after

follies, or where he does this his ridicule is not bitter,

and is accompanied with so much good-humour that

the person ridiculed might laugh at the picture. His
expression is easy and unaffected, and he manages
the hexameter with such skill that he seems to tread

the natural path of social conversation. His descrip-

tions are still as true to life and nature as ever, and
we cannot imagine a time when the poems of Horace
will cease to lie read and admired.
Among the earlier commentators on Horace are

Acron, Porphyrion, and the scholiast of Cruquius;
among his later editors and commentators we will

only mention Heinsius, John Baxter, Bentley,

Kichstadt, lleindorf, Orelli (4 th edition, Berlin,

1885 90), Meineke (1874), Haupt (1881), L. Miiller

(3rd edition, 1898), Kiessling (2nd edition, 1886-98),
Keller and Haussner (2nd edition, 1892), and Dillen-

burger (7th edition, 1881); and among modem Eng-
lish editors Macleane and Wickham. Among English
translations the spiritod one by Sir Theodore Martin
deserves special notice (2 vols., 1881).

HORDE, a town of Prussian Westphalia, on the
Emsclie, 2 miles south-east from Dortmund. In
the neighbourhood are productive iron and coal

mines, and in the town itself are extensive tin

and iron works. The place has recently increased
with great rapidity. Pop. (1895), 18,638.

HORER (Arabic, Jebd M&sa, Mountain of Moses),
a mountain in the northern part of Arabia, of the
same ridge as Mount Sinai, which lies not far dis-

tant from it, memorable in the history of Moses. The
monks on Mount Sinai still point out the rock on
Horeb from which water issued at the blow of

Moses. A small party of Hussites called the moun-
tain betweon Ledetz and Lipniza, in Bohemia, where
they assembled, Jlorcb, and themselves J/orcbites.

HOREHOUND (Marrubium vulgarc), a labiate

plant with whitish, cottony leaves and stem; flowers

small, nearly white, in crowded whorls, possessing an
aromatic smell and bitter flavour. It is a popular
remedy for coughs and asthma. BaUota nigra

,

another British plant of the same natural order, is

known as black horchound.
HORGEN, a village of Switzerland, beautifully

situated on the south-west shore of the lake, and 9

miles 8.S.W. of the town of Zttrieh. It is well built,

and has a beautiful parish church with an elegant
spire, manufactures of silk goods, and a harbour
with a considerable lake trade. Horgen is also an
important railway-station. The vine is cultivated
in the neighlxmrheod. Pop. (1888), 5519.

HORIZON. Standing on the deck of a ship, we
are able to see all round to a certain distance. At a
higher level we have a greater range of vision; but
in all cases we are stopped somewhere. We can see
but a certain amount of the earth’s surface all round.
This is owing to the spherical figure of the earth.

The earth’s globular form prevents our having from
any point a view of more than a certain easily-cal-

culable area. To our view the sky and the sea appear
to meet in a certain line, whicn is a circle, and is

called the line of the visible or sensible horizon

;

and
the plane that contains this circle is called the plane
of the sensible horizon. The term horizon is, how-
ever, used indifferently for the plane and for its cir-

cular run. In astronomy the horizon of any place
means a plane parallel to the plane of the sensible

horizon, but passing through the centre of the earth.

The plane of the astronomical horizon thus divides

the celestial sphere into two equal parts, and hence
the line in which this plane cuts the celestial sphere

is a great circle. The plane of the horizon divides

the visible from the invisible hemisphere. With
regard to the moon and the nearer planets, there

is a difference in this respect between the sensible

horizon and the astronomical horizon. But for the

fixed stars there is no appreciable difference, for

although the two planes just defined are separated

by a distance of 4000 miles, the radius of the earth,

yet this distance is quite imperceptible in comparison
with the distance of the nearest of the fixed stars.
"r The plane of the horizon is of great importance in

astronomical observations, and in particular in obser-

vations at sea for the purpose of determining the

latitude of the place. For example, the altitude of

the jxde-star above the horizon is equal to the lati-

tude of the place of observation
;
and from the alti-

tudes of other stars, particularly of the sun, above the
horizon, the latitude of the place of observation is

always calculated. Whenever it is possible the alti-

tude of the sun or a star above the visible horizon is

measured by means of the sextant, for the purjnjse

of determining the latitude.

When the line of the real sea horizon is not
visible on account of the proximity of land, or for

any other reason, an artificial horizon, as it is called,

is employ**! for astronomical observations. This is

no real horizon, and only deserves its name from
being a substitute for a horizon. The artificial

horizon consists generally of a basin of mercury,
and the following is the use of it. In determining
the latitude of a place, the altitude of the sun or

some known star above the real horizon is observed
by means of the sextant

;
but if the real horizon iB

invisible, the observation that is made is the angle
1x3tween the sun or star and the image of the sun
or star in the basin of mercury, and it is easily seen
that half this angle is the altitude of the object above
the real horizon. The artificial horizon is thus made
a substitute for the real horizon.

HORN, the term for hard and pointed append-
ages of the head, as in deer, cattle, &c. In strictness

nothing should be called horn which is not derived
from the epidermis or outer layer of the integument,
whether on the trunk, hoofs, or head

;
while the term

a horn or horns may be applied to any projection

from the head. Horn is a tough, flexible, semitrans-

parent substance, which may lie developed morbidly
as a com, or naturally, as in the callosities on the legs

of a horse, the breast of a camel, and the hips of a
monkey. Or again, it may be developed in connec-

tion with important functions, as when it forms the

‘shell ’ of the tortoise, the nails, claws, and hoofs of ani-

mals, the beak of bird and turtle, &c. Horn is distin-

guished from bone in being softened very completely

by heat, either applied immediately or through the

medium of water, so as to be readily bent to any
shape, and to adhere to other pieces of horn in the

same state. It contains but a small portion of gela-

tine, and in this it differs from bone, which contains

a great deal. Homs consist chiefly of condensed
albumen, combined with a small and varying portion

of gelatine, with a small part of phosphate of lime.

With some animals the horn is an instrument of

defence; with others, not. In some species of ani-

mals the males only have horns, as, for instance, the

stag or red-deer. Female sheep seldom have horns.

The female goats have horns, but they are always
smaller than those of the male. In cattle the horn is

particularly well developed. The bull generally has
a shorter, denser, firmer horn than the cow. There
are, however, hornless cattle. In the case of most
honied animals the horns are not entirely developed
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until they hare beoome capable of continuing their

species.

Home may be divided into three kinds: 1, those

of the rhinoceros; of the ox, antelope, goat, and
sheep; of Owen's chameleon, and other lizards; 2, of

the camelopard or giraffe; 3, of the deer kind. The
horns of the rhinoceros are composed entirely of a
homy substance. They are situated not upon the

head, but on the snout, and are, in fact, huge nails

developed on processes of the true skin. They are

like nails, fibrous in texture. They are not decidu-

ous; but increase from the root or base in proportion

as they wear. Similar structures belong to many of

the ruminating quadrupeds, and some birds have
similar processes on their heads. The horns of cattle

consist of three parts—an osseous core or dint, a
vascular investment, and the external sheath. The
bone is a process of the os frontis. As it elongates

the skin becomes callous by thickening of the epi-

dermic covering, when the osseous process is found
to be clothed in a real case of horn. The homy case

grows from the roots, and the increase in each year
is marked by a circular groove near the root of the
horn. They are not shed, save by the prong-homed
antelope (Antilocapra), which is also exceptional in

having the horns branched. Only one ruminant
(Antilope quadricornis) has two pairs of horns. The
second sort are the short straight processes on the

head of the camelopard, which ore at first distinct

ossifications, but become united to the os frontis by
anchylosis, and terminate in a convex knob; the stem
is covered with the skin, but the bulb on the end
sustains a number of short strong hairs. Those of

the third kind are peculiar to the deer genuB. They
are composed entirelyof bone, and are shed and re-

produced annually. They first appear like two small

knobs under the skin. These develop their different

branches in succession, still covered with the skin,

and a delicate, soft hair, forming together what has

been called their velvet coat
,
which is extremely vas-

cular. When the hom is completely formed the

\elvet coat becomes dry, and is rubbed off by the

deer. The growth of the ‘burr’ or bony ring a little

above the base obliterates the blood-vessels which
supplied the velvet, and the horn, now deprived of

nourishment, dies, and is shed. (See Deer.) The
horns of the deer, or, as they should be called, the

antlers, are homologous with the osseous core of

the horns of the other ruminant quadrupeds. The
horns of the rhinoceros and those of the deer are the

two extremes in these organs. The one wants the

osseous basis, the other the homy covering. Those
of the camelopard and ox exhibit examples of the

intermediate structure. Instances are given of horses,

cats, and particularly hares, found with horns. The
human body sometimes produces homy protuberances

on various parts.

The horns of animals, literally speaking, formed
the most ancient drinking cups. Pindar, Jfeschylus,

and Xenophon make mention of them as being ap-

propriated to this purpose. Philip of Macedon is

said to have made use of one. It is from this ancient

usage that the general name of horns has been given

to a species of drinking cup, as after the actual em-
ployment of the animal substance had been discon-

tinued the shape remained in use. The horns of

victims sacrificed to the gods were gilt, and suspended

in the temples, more especially in those of Apollo

and Diana. From the most remote times the altars

of the heathen divinities were likewise embellished

with horns, and such as fled thither to seek an
asylum embraced them. Originally the horns were
doubtless symbolical of power and enmity, since they

are the principal feature of gracefulness in some
animals, and instrument of strength in others. Hence

these ornaments have been frequently bestowed on
pictorial representations of gods and heroes; ancient

medals frequently present the figures of Serapis, of

Ammon, of Bacchus, and of Isis with these additions.

The Kings of Maoedon were actually in the habit of

wearing the horns of a ram in their casques, and the

same thing is asserted of various other princes and
chieftains.

Horn Manufactures. The valuable properties of

horn, its toughness, flexibility, and transparency,

render it susceptible of being employed for many
ornamental purposes. The principal are those of

the ox, buffalo, sheep, and goat: from the osseous

nature of deer-horns they have a very limited appli-

cation, chiefly for the handles of knives. The horns

of the other animals mentioned can be softened by
heat, out into sheets of various thickness, which
sheets may be soldered so as to form plates of large

dimensions, and polished and dyed so as to imitate the

much more expensive tortoise-shell. When hom is

wanted in sheets it must be steeped in water for

about fifteen days in summer, and a month in winter,

to separate the pith from the kernel; after it is soaked
it must be well shaken and rubbed to get off the

pith; then it must be put for half an hour into boiling

water, taken out, and the surface sawed even length-

ways. It must again be put into boiling water to

soften it, and then may be split into sheets with a
small iron chisel These sheets must be again soft-

ened in boiling water, and scraped with a sharp in-

strument to reduce the unevenness of surface. The
pieces are then pressed between hot iron plates, and
if it is wanted to join them the edges of two or more
are brought together between polished copper plates,

and these screwed tightly together with a hand-vice

and plunged into boiling water, and then into cold

water, and the edges will be found firmly welded
together. The clippings of hom may be welded to-

gether in the same manner, and made into snuff-

boxes, powder horns, handles for umbrellas, knives,

forks, &c. As hom has the valuable property of

taking on and retaining a sharp impression from a
die many highly ornamental articles may be turned
out. Combs are made from the flattened sheets, and
out of the solid parts of buffalo horns beautiful

carvings are made. When it is wished to colour

the horn in imitation of tortoise-shell metallic solu-

tions are employed. For red a solution of gold in

aqua regia; for black a solution of silver in nitric

acid; and for brown a hot solution of mercury in

nitric acid, or a paste of red-lead made with a solu-

tion of potash. The more common vegetable dye-
stuffs will also colour it, but not so brightly and so

permanently as the metallic materials.

Composition of Hom. Homy tissue or epider-

mose may be obtained from those animal struc-

tures of which it forms the basis, by exhausting the
divided particles with boiling alcohol The residue

is still very impure, but the analyses of it as obtained
from different animal tissues show that it is in all

essentially the same substance. Epidermose may be
obtained from hair, horn, skin, nails, hoofs, wool,

quills, feathers, lining membrane of eggs, whalebone,
or from the scales of the turtle, Ac. It contains about
50 per cent, of carbon, 6*5 per cent, of hydrogen, about

17 per cent, of nitrogen, together with 3 to 5 per

cent of sulphur, the remainder being made up of

oxygen. By digestion in a Papin's machine homy
tissue gradually dissolves; it does not gelatinize on
cooling, in which respect it differs from bone. The
cellular structure of hom may be very well seen by
treating it with a strong solution of caustic potash or

soda.

HORN, a musical instrument, originally formed,

as the name denotes, from the hom of an animal.
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The name inoludee a large family of wind-instru-

ments, many of which have fallen into disuse. The
hunting-horn (the cor de chaste of the French, the

Waldhom of the Germane), a brass or oopper tube
gradually expanding into a bell-shaped mouth, and
bent into a semicircle, was long the chief form extant.

Within a century, however, the instrument has been
«o greatly improved as to rank at present among the

first in the orchestra. The French horn, or now, par
excellence, the horn (Italian, como), consists of a
metallic tube of about 10 feet in length, very narrow
at top, bent into rings, and gradually widening to-

wards the end whence the sound issues, called the
bell, or in French the pavilion. It is blown through
a cup-shaped mouth-piece of brass or silver, and the
sounds are regulated by the player’s lips, the pres-

sure of his breath, and by the insertion of the band
in the bell of the instrument. As a simple tube, un-
provided with holes, as the flute, &c., the horn yields

only the generating note, or tome and its aliquot

parts or harmonics, and of course would be confined

to one key, but by means of thanks or crooks the
tube can be lengthened, and therefore transposed

into any key. By the insertion of the hand into the
bell, which has the effect of flattening a note, the
sounds awanting are produced The compass of the

instrument is three octaves. Music for the horn is

always written on the key of C, an octave higher
than it is played, with the key of the composition
marked at the beginning of each movement- thus
‘corai (or horns) in D’ directs the performer which
crook he must use to play the notes in the key indi-

cated. In order to procure clear and distinct tones
all throughout (the insertion of the hand producing
stuffed or muffled sounds) pistons were added to the
horn by Stoelzel; but the ooraet h piston is inferior

to the parent instrument in purity of tone. Great
improvements have been made in the instrument by
O. J. Sax of Paris, whose Saxhorn gives a greater

volume of sound than the old instrument. The bugle-

horn is a tube of 8 feet 10 inches in length bent into

small compass. It is usually provided with keys,

and has a range of two octaves, and notes commencing
with the upper B of the bass clef

HORN, Cape. See Cate Horn
HORN, Hoorne, or Hornes, Phtitp II, Dh

Montmorency-Nivelle, Count van, a Flemish sol-

dier and statesman, was bom in 1518. His father

was a descendant of the French family of Montmor-
ency, and on the mother’s side he was related to

Lamoral Egmont, with whose fate his own was des-

tined to be linked. His mother becoming a widow
when he was about eight years of age, was married
again to John, Count van Horn, one of the wealthiest

nobles of the Netherlands, who, having no children
of his own, left his estates to his wife’s children on
condition that they should assume his name. Philip
was thus at the outset of his career one of the moBt
Influential of his order, and subsequently received
from Charles V. and Philip II. several important
trusts and distinctions, including the appointments of

governor of Geldera and Zutphen, admiral of the
flemish fleet, and councillor of state. He fought
with reputation at the battles of St. Quentin and
Gravelines, and in 1559 accompanied Philip II. to
Spain, where he is supposed to have received infor-

mation of the designs of the Spanish court against
the Netherlands, and to have communicated them to

the Prinoe of Orange. Returning in two years to

the Netherlands he joined Orange and Egmont hi

resisting the aggressive policy of Philip; yet continued
loyal to the crown, and indisposed to acoept the doo-

trme of resistance broached by the Prinoe of Orange.

He was, however, suspected of disaffection by the
Spanish court, and upon the arrival of Alva in Bros-

|

sals he was entioed along with Egmont to that city,

and arrested 9th Sept 1567, on a charge of high

treason. Ceaseless but vain efforts were made to

obtain for him a fair trial, and appeals for clemency
on his behalf were made by potentates in all parts at

the Contment. He was executed in June, 1568,
and met his death with perfect composure, though
he could not help protesting indignantly at the
injustice of the sentence, which, he said, was a poor
requital for twenty-eight years of faithful Bervice to
his sovereign.

HORNBEAM (Carpi/nut Betulus,
natural order

Cupuliferse), a species of tree common in Britain,

which has barren flowers in a cylindrical catkin;

fertile flowers in a lax catkin; nuts in pairs; a small

tree growing in woods and hedges, often in a damp
tenacious sou. It forms a principal part of the an-

cient forests on the north and east sides of London.
The wood is white, tough, and hard, and burns like

a candle. It is used in turnery, for cogs of wheels,

&c. The inner bark yields a yellow dye. The Ameri-
can hornbeam (Carpinus Americana) is a small tree

rarely attaining the height of 30 feet, sparingly dif-

fused over the whole of the United States. The
wood is fine-grained, tenacious, and very compact;

but is little used on account of its inferior size.

HORN-BILLS. This remarkable group of birds

is entirely confined to Southern Asia and Africa.

The feature to which their popular name is due is in

the typical species a horn-like excrescence at the base

of the upper mandible, but the genera may be ar-

ranged so as to Bhow a regular sequence; thus the

Javan Khyticeros has simply thickened ridges on the

base of the mandible; the African Toccus has the

upper edge of the mandible sharply compressed; the

Philippine Anorrhinus has a crest marked off with

a furrow; the Malaccan Bhinoplar has a vertically

placed helmet-like elevation; the Abyssinian Bucor-

vus (Abba Gumba of Bruce) has a high projection

truncated in front; in EurycerOs a broaa rounded
process projects backwards; the horn of Berenicomis

is depressed and long The typical genus Buceros

shows several modifications- in all the horn is separ-

ated by a deep furrow from the bill, but in the

Sumatran species, the Rhinoceros Hombill, the tip

arches upwards
;
in the Philippine (B. planicomit) the

upper surface is a flat disc; m the South Asian (B.

bicomis) it ends in a divided tip; and in the Sumatran
(B. monoceros) the tip bends down. The skeleton of

these birds is extremely pneumatic, all the bones

containing air derived from the lungs, whose cavity

communicates with an extended system of air canals.

Wallace and Livingstone describe the remarkable

habit of some species, namely, that the male plasters

up the female during incubation in the hollow of a
tree, and feeds her through a small aperture left for

the purpose. The hornbills are of arboreal habit,

and feed on fruits, which they toss up and catch after

detaching them; but in captivity they take small

reptiles, and the Abyssinian species even attacks

snakes.

HORNBLENDE, or Amphibole, is one of the

most abundant and widely diffused substances in the

mineral kingdom, next to quartz, feldspar, and mica,

and is very remarkable on account of the various

forms and compositions of its crystals and crystalline

particles, and of its exceedingly diversified colours,

thus giving rise to almost numberless varieties, many
of which have obtained distinct appellations. Hie
primitive form of the species is an oblique rhombic
prism of 124° SO* and 55* SO', in which tne terminal
planes are inclined to the obtuse lateral edges, under
angles of 105° and 75°. The former planes are easily

developed, by cleavage from its crystals and crystal-

line masses; but thelatter have never been obtained
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in this way, having been inferred from calculation.

The crystals of hornblende are generally long, and
destitute of regular terminations; they are often
deeply striated longitudinally, and much disposed to
intersect each other, sometimes in such a manner as
to give rise to a sheaf-like or to a stellular composi-
tion. Perfectly regular, implanted crystals do occur
occasionally; and these present, for the most part,

the following shapes: six-sided prisms, from the
truncation of the acute lateral edges of the prism,
acuminated by four planes, corresponding either to
the lateral edges or to the lateral faces of the prism;
the same with an acumination of three planes; the
same with dihedral summits; and the primitive form
with dihedral terminations, of which the faces cor-

respond to acute edges of the prism. The massive
varieties frequently offer a granular structure, in

which the individuals are of various sizes, and strongly

coherent, often with a tendency to a slaty fracture;

more commonly, however, the composition of massive
varieties is columnar, the individuals being sometimes
very long, parallel, or diverging, and, when delicate,

producing a silky lustre. The lustre of hornblende
is vitreous, inclining to pearly, upon the faces of

cleavage, in the varieties possessing pale colours.

Colour, various shades of green, often inclining to

brown, white, and black, with every intermediate
shade; nearly transparent in some varieties, in others

opaque, brittle, hardness about the same with feld-

spar; specific gravity, 3*00. Three varieties, on
being analysed, gave the following results:

—

Silica . ....
A whits
Variety.

60*3

A crrssn
Variety.

40 26

A black
Variety.

46*69
Magnesia . 24 '2 10*03 18*79
Lime . 13*66 18 06 18*85

Alumina .... 0-26 11*48 12 18
Protoxide of iron . . . . 015 3*43 7*22

do of manganese . . o-oo 0*36 0*22

Fluoric acid . ... . 0-94 1*60 1*50

Water and foreign substanoes o-io 1-04 0*00

The true chemical composition of this mineral is

scarcely yet known. Most of the analyses agree
with the supposition that it is a metasilicate of the
general formula Ma SiOa—M representing generally

the metals calcium, magnesium, iron, and sodium.
The part played by the alumina, which is some-
times present in large quantities, has not been
thoroughly explained. It is supposed to replace part

of the silica; oxide of iron sometimes exists in the
state of magnetic oxide (Fe304).

Of those varieties of the present species which have
obtained distinct names, and which, in some systems

of mineralogy, have even been regarded as forming
separate species, the following are the most remark-

able, viz. norablende, tremolite, actinolite, and cer-

tain kinds of asbestos. Hornblende differs from the

rest principally by its dark, blackish, or greenish

colours, and is divided into three sub-varieties, basal-

tic hornblende, common hornblende, and hornblende

slate. The first consists of black and perfectly-

cleavable crystals, which are always found imbedded
in basaltic or volcanic rocks; the second refers to

imbedded crystals of various colours, but always of

dark shades, and in which cleavage is less easily

obtained; it includes, besides, all massive, granular

or columnar varieties, except such as are black, easily

deavable, and of a shining lustre, which have been
distinguished by the name of carinthin. Hornblende
•late comprehends such varieties as consist of minute
and closely-aggregated particles, united in such a
manner as to produoe a slaty fracture. Tremolite

consists of the pale green, gray, bluish, and white

varieties, and has been subdivided into common,
glassy, asbestiform, and granular tremolite. The
first occurs in crystals, rarely with perfect termina-

tions, and in massive varieties; the seoond in colum-
nar compositions, or ooarsely fibrous, with a high

degree of transparency; the third refers to very thin

or capillary crystals, and the fourth consists of granu-

lar particles. The varieties of actynolite differ from
those of tremolite by their deep (often grass-men
colours. The asbestiform tremolite and asbestiform

actynolite form a passage into asbestos, which term
is applied not only to minute columnar and variously

interwoven individuals of this species, but to those

also of augite or pyroxene, and may be said to denote
rather a peculiar stage of aggregation in these species

than the substance of a distinct mineral (See Asbes-
tos.) The best crystals of basaltic hornblende oome
from near Teyaing and Teplitz, in Bohemia. Common
hornblende abounds at Arendal, and other places in

Norway and Sweden; a light greenish variety, im-
bedded in granular limestone at Pargas, in Finland,

has received the name of pargasite. The varieties of

actinolite and tremolite abound in numerous place*

in Europe; the former occurring in talcose slate, and
the latter in limestone and dolomite rocks. In
America this species is also widely disseminated.

HORN-BOOK is a copy of the alphabet, large and
small, with perhaps several rows of monosyllables
and a copy of the Lord’s Prayer, set in a frame and
covered with a thin plate of horn, to prevent the
paper from being thumbed to pieces by the chil-

dren who were made to study it. Down to the age
of George II. the horn-book was the primer of our
ancestors. Generally there was a handle to hold it

by, through which a hole was made for a string

whereby it was strung to the girdle of the scholar.

HORNCASTLE, a market town, England, in the

county of Lincoln, 21 miles east of the city of that
name, near the confluence of the rivers Bain and
Waring. The chief buildings and institutions are

St. Mary’s Church, restored in 1860; a dammar-
school, founded in the reign of Queen Elizabeth;

court-house; butter-market; corn-exchange; and the

mechanics’ institute, with a library. There is a
considerable trade in corn and wool. There are

three annual fairs, that held in August being one
of the largest horse-fairs in the United Kingdom.
The town gives name to a pari, division of the

county. There are remains of a Roman fortification;

ancient coins and other antiquities are found in the

neighbourhood. Pop. in 1891, 4374; in 1901, 4038.

HORNER, Francis, an able politician and noli*

tical economist, bom at Edinburgh on the 12th of

August, 1778. After attending the high-school and
university there, he studied for the Scottish bar, but

exchanging it for the English bar, took up his resi-

dence in London in 1803. He had early, with his

friends Jeffreyand Brougham, declared his preference

for Whig principles, and in 1806, when Mr. Fox came
into office, obtained through ministerial influence a
seat in Parliament. He sat at first for the borough
of St. Ives, and afterwards successively for that of

Wendover and St Mawes. Though not an orator,

he was so clear and forcible a reasoner as to command
the attention of the house, particularly on all Ques-

tions relating to political economy. He particularly

distinguished himself on the bullion question, and had
a large share in drawing up the celebrated bullion

report In consequence of a pulmonary complaint 1

he set out in 1816 with the intention of spending the

winter in the south of Europe. The remedy proved

too late, and he died at Pisa on the 8th of February,

1817. He was one of the projectors of the Edinburgh
Review, and wrote many articles for it His statue

In Westminster Abbey is one of Chantrey’a best

works.

HORNET (Vespa crabro), a kind of wasps, distin-

guished from others by their larger size, which Is
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from 14 to 16 lines long. The feelers, clypeus, and
bead, as well as the front, edge, and middle of the

thorax, and the underside of the lower part of the

body, are of a brownish red; the lower rings of the

body are yellow, but the fore-edge is black, and has

two or three points projecting outwards. The hor-

nets form their nest of a kind of paper-work in

hollow trees and walls, and are able with their sting

to inflict a very painful wound, usually accompanied
with considerable swelling. Hornets do much in-

jury to trees, particularly ashes, by eating away the

bark. They also devour much fruit, and live partly

on other insects. According to a recent statement,

it has been discovered that inoculation with hornet
poison confers immunity against viper bites.

HORN OF PLENTY. See Cornucopia.
HORNPIPE, a dance, whose name is probably

derived from the instrument that was played during
its performance. This instrument, once common in

Wales, whore it was called pib-com, consisted of a
wooden tube with holes, having a reed at the

mouthpiece and the other end made of horn. The
dance, a lively pas seuf, apjiears to have been for-

merly danced to triple -time music, but that now
performed to it is in duple time.

HORN SILVER, a name for native chloride of

silver. See Silver.

HORNSTONE. See Quartz.
HORN-WORK, in fortification, a work with one

front only, thrown out for the purjiose of either

occupying rising ground, barring a defile, covering a
bridge-head, or protecting buildings. The front of

a horn-work consists of two demi-bastions connected

by a curtain.

HOROLOGY. See Clock-work and Watch.
HOROSCOPE, an astrological term applied to

a sort of diagram or scheme of the position of the

celestial bodies at the time of a person’s birth, for

the purpose of predicting lus future. It is also used
for a scheme or figure of the position of the heavenly
bodies at any time. The heavens were divided

by astrologers for this purpose into twelve parts,

called house8, to each of which was assigned its

particular virtue or influence. The ascendant was
that part of the heavens which was rising in the

east at the moment; this is the first house, or house
of life, and contained the five degrees immediately
above the horizon, and the twenty-five beneath it.

The second was the house of riches, &c.
;
the seventh,

or angle of the west, the house of marriage; the

eighth, the house of death; and so on.

HORROX, or Horbooks, Jeremiah, an English
astronomer, was bora at Toxteth, near Liverpool,

about 1617, and educated at Emmanuel College,

Cambridge. He accurately observed the transit of

Venus over the sun’s disk, November 24, 1639. He
died January 3, 1641, only a few days after he had
finished his treatise entitled Venus in Sole visa.

Other productions of his pen, left in an imperfect

state, were collected and published by Dr. Wallis in

1672 under the title of Opera Posthuma. Horrox
seems to have been the first who ever predicted or

observed the passage of Venus over the sun’s disk,

from which he deduced many useful observations,

though not aware of the full importance of that

important phenomenon. Newton, who always spoke
of Horrox as a mathematical genius of the highest

order, showed that the theory of lunar motions
propounded by the latter was a direct consequence
of his own gravitation theory.

HORSA. See Hengist.
HORSE (Equus cabattus, Linn.), a beautiful and

useful ungulate quadruped, of the odd-toed group
(Perissodactyla), type of the family Equidee, which
tn/tlndoa the animals formerly classed in the order

i

of Solipedes, and is thus described: a single toe on
each foot included in a broad hoof; six cutting teeth
or nippers in each jaw, two very small tusks usually
in the male alone; grinders with a flat crown, pre-

senting when worn different figures, formed by the
enamelled plates of the interior; stomach small and
simple, intestines very large; a valve at the cardiac

orifice, the ccecum or blind gut of considerable

dimensions; neither gall-bladder nor clavicles. The
horse family (Equidae) may be divided as follows:

a. Tail with long hair throughout; callosities on the

four limbs; 1. The horse, b. Long hair only at tip

of tail; callosities only on the fore limbs; 2. The ass.

3. The African ass. 4. The onager or wild ass of

Western Asia. (This and the preceding are pro-

bably the original of the domestic ass.) 5. The
Tibetan wild ass (kiang, dziggetai). 6. The zebra.

7. The quagga. Arabia produces the most beautiful

breed of horses, which are also swift, courageous, and
enduring. The Arabians select the most promising
for breeding, and cherish and cultivate the race

with a degree of kindness which can scarcely be
surpassed. It used to be lielieved that Arabia is

the original country of the horse, since there, instead

of crossing the breed, the utmost care is taken to

keep it pure; but this is very doubtful. The Arabian
breed of horses has been diffused in Barbary, Egypt,
and Persia, and Arabian blood has also been intro-

duced into western Europe. Large herds of wild

horses are sometimes seen in the southern parts of

Siberia, and in the deserts of Central Asia, and
it has been supposed by many that these represent

the original of the domestic horse, while others

regard them as horses that have escaped from do-

mestication and again become wild. The true wild
Asiatic horse is the tarpon, which has the head
thick and short, the neck long and slim, the ears

long and pointed, the mane short and rather erect;

though in certain respects reminding one of the

wild ass, the tail is bushy throughout. Another
wild horse, discovered by the Russian traveller

Przevalsky, differs from the true horse in having a
short erect mane, no forelock, and the long hairs of

the tail beginning half-way down. Sir William
Flower suggests that this variety may lie a hybrid
lietween the tarpan and the kiang. In the Pampas
of South America there are immense troops of wild

horses, which are descended from those carried

thither by the Spanish conquerors. These herds
occupy a tract of country chiefly between the river

Negro and the country of the Patagonians, and are

sometimes in herds of 10,000. Among these herds,

each stallion appropriates as many mares as he can,

which he keeps collected and protects, so that every

large troop consists of many distinct families. Horses

in a wild state may now be met with also in parts of

N. America and Australia. Some believe that both

horse and ass have descended from a single stock,

which was probably dun-coloured and marked with

stripes, these stripes still appearing in the longitu-

dinal back stripe and shoulder stripes of the ass,

and in the similar stripes sometimes seen also in

horses.

Probably the horse was first domesticated in

Asia, but the earliest record of its use as a domestic

animal iB found in Egyptian pictorial representations

of about 1900 B.O. For long the horse was used

only in war, its use as a draught-animal having
been introduced at a comparatively recent period.

The thoroughbred race-horses of England have been
produced by long and careful selection, assisted by
the introduction of foreign blood. In 1689 the

Byerly Turk was brought from the Levant, and in

the early eighteenth century the Darley Arabian,

ancestor of the celebrated Eclipse, was introduced.
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About 1724 the Godolphin Arabian followed, and
from these three all the present thoroughbreds are

descended.
Of the various modes of judging of a horse’s age,

the best is from a careful inspection of the teeth.

These, when the series is complete, number forty-

four, namely six incisors, two canines (tusks), eight

premolars, and six molars in either jaw. The per-

manent teeth are preceded by the milk-teeth, which
are only twenty-four in number, and all make their

appearance before the end of the first year. It is

not till about the end of the fifth year that the last

of the j>ermanent teeth appear, and up till this period
the age of the horse may be easily known by the
condition of the teeth. Beyond this stage indica-

tions of age are chiefly obtained from the wearing
and consequent appearance of the incisors. These,
which are somewhat hollowed in the middle and
have a black mark in the cavities, at five years old

scarcely rise above the gums
;
at six their hollow

pits t>egin to fill up, and turn to a brown spot like

the eye of a garden bean; and before eight years

the mark generally disappears. A horse’s age is

also indicated by the tusks, which till six continue
sharp at the points, but at ten appear long and
blunted. But artful dealers and jockeys have a
method of burning and staining horses’ teeth, which
may deceive the unwary, and this method is called

biahopiny in their cant language. Between the

canine teeth and the molars there is a gap which
receives the bit. At the age of two years the horse

is in a condition to propagate. The mare is gener-

ally in heat from the latter end of March till the

beginning of June, but her most violent ardours

only continue fifteen or twenty days. She carries

her young eleven months and some days, continues

to breed till the age of sixteen or eighteen years,

and lives on an average between twenty and thirty

years. The foal is capable of taking solid food at

four months, and may be weaned at six or seven.

In its fourth year the fore-feet may be shod, and
the hind-feet six months after. The horse is, strictly

speaking, an herbivorous animal, and is more scru-

pulous in the choice of his food than most other do-

mestic quadrupeds, in the meadow rejecting several

plants whicli the ox devours with pleasure. In
Sweden it has been calculated that he eats 262
kinds of herbs and rejects 212. Marshy pastures

are not friendly to his constitution, and he is apt to

indulge too greedily in succulent herbage, particu-

larly in clover and lucerne. He is found of salt,

bread, and malt liquors ;
and what is extraordinary,

the horses of South America are said sometimes even

to eat animal food. He sleeps four or six hours out

of the twenty-four, and frequently in a standing

posture. He is apt to be easily startled at loud or

unpleasant sounds, and at the sight of unexj>ected

objects, especially at the dead l>ody of one of his

own species. If properly treated he may live to the

age of forty years. Wonderful instances are related

of his extraordinary sagacity and affection, of his

social and gregarious disposition, his love of home
and his master, and his wonderful docility.

In England the breeding of horses has reached a
degree of perfection which is hardly known elsewhere,

and the fleetness of English horses is scarcely

credible. Thus, the celebrated Flying Childers of

the eighteenth century ran 4 miles in six minutes
and forty-eight seconds, carrying at the same time a
weight of 9 stone 2 lbs. Modern racers are superior

to those of former times, first-class horses being said

to be able to cover a furlong in 13} seconds. The
utmost speed of an English trotter is considered to

be a mile in somewhat less than three minutes
;
but

some American trotting horses have considerably
YOL. VI

L

surpassed this, the distance having been done in 2
minutes 8f seconds.

The hunters of England do not form so well-

marked a class as the thoroughbreds already referred

to. The best of them have Been obtained from the

race-horses by crossing with heavier native horses.

The London dray-horses are rather remarkable for

mass and weight than for hardiness or vivacity.

The Shire horse of the English midlands iB a draught-
horse of a black colour, with white on the feet, fore-

head, and a few other parts. It is strongly built,

and has hairy limbs, but it is very slow. The
Suffolk punches, as they are called, excel in draw-
ing dead pulls. They are of a dun colour, and
are believed to have been originally introduced from
Normandy. The Clydesdale horses are celebrated

as })erhaps the best draught-horses in Britain. They
are larger than the Suffolk punch, and the neck
is somewhat longer; they jxissess all the essential

points for heavy draught, and are besides extremely
docile. In colour they vary a good deal, lieing

either black, brown, or gray. They are not so high
as tht* shire horse, but their body is longer. The
principal markets at which they arc sold are those

of Lanark, Camwath, Rutherglen, and Glasgow.
Their quick step adds greatly to their value. The
mountain ponies of Wales and Scotland are small,

but extremely hardy, durable, and sure-footed. The
Shellies of Shetland, though only from 9 to 11 hands
in height, brave the rigours of these northern climes,

and are excellently calculated for the rugged fast-

nesses of their native land. They have long, dense
coats, and are usually of a brown colour. In the

Orkneys a larger kind of pony is found, and in several

other parts of Britain there are characteristic forms.

Of foreign horses, one of the best-known breeds is the

French Percheron cart-horse, which, though of great

value, is less heavy and strong than British draught-
horses. The Brabunion has similar characteristics.

Of English horses before the Conquest we know
very little, but from that period we may probably
date the beginning of important improvements in

the breeds. Various sovereigns are recorded as

having introduced foreign horses, and Edward III.

and some later monarchs prohibited the exportation

of British horses. Henry VIII. sought to prevent
indiscriminate and detrimental crossing, and Eliza-

lioth forbade the sale of horses to Scotchmen. The
Stuarts introduced oriental blood, and in William
III.’s reign the first of the three Eastern ancestors

of the thoroughbreds was brought to England.
During the age of chivalry the breeds of horses most
in repute were those of Normandy and Flanders, from
their great size and strength. When gunpowder
was invented, however, and the heavy coats of mail
were laid aside, this description of horse was con-
signed to the waggoner, and sedulous attention paid
to animals of a lifter and more active character.

The ailments with which the horse is liable to be
assailed as a domestic animal are rather numerous,
the chief being connected with the lungs, stomach,
and alimentary canal, legs, feet, and joints, and often

requiring the attention of the veterinary surgeon.

Glanders is a deadly disease communicable to man.
The staple diet on which horses are kept is oats

and hay, with beans added for horses subjected to

heavy work; as they are heating, however, beans
should only be given sparingly and occasionally.

As a substitute for, or an addition to the regular

food, bran, linseed, and carrots are used. Bran is a
laxative, and should be given only in the form of a
mash at the end of a day’s hard work. Carrots care-

fully cleaned may, like beans, be given now and then
in small quantities; they keep the blood in good
order, checking the febrile symptoms induced by
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the dry provender hones usually subsist on. Oats
Should be bruised, and are best divided into four

feeds, and beans, when supplied, should be given at

mid-day and evening. The heaviest cart-horses,

after they reach the age of four years, are often fed

up for the market with oil-cake, grains, and other

fattening food, besides oats. Horses should have
access to water at all hours of the day and night,

and a constant fresh supply should be kept up. If

thus left to themselves, horses will be found to drink
less than when watered at stated times, with the
result that they will be in better condition. Should
this plan not be adopted, horses should be watered
in ordinary cases four times a day. The stable

should be well lighted
;
the drainage and ventilation

should be as perfect as may be, the manure and
litter constantly removed, and a moderate tempera-
ture (alxrnt 55° Fahr.) maintained.
The relations of the horse have lately been curi-

ously elucidated by discoveries in America. It

apjHaars that the earliest meml)er of the family
Equidoe is Orohippus, Marsh, in which there are

four digits or toes in the anterior limb, and no pre-

orbital depression as in the fossil Eipparion and
Anchithcrium. This animal was about the size of a
fox. In Miohippus (Marsh), from the miocene of

Oregon, there are only three digits, and the animal
was larger than a sheep. Anchithcrium is repre-

sented in the same deposits by species about the size

of a sheep, or smaller; in these the lobes of the upper
molars are more connected than in Miohippus. Pro -

tohippuB
,
Leidy (Equus parvulus, Marsh), from the

pliocene bedB of Nebraska, was about 2J feet high.

Eohippun (Marsh), al>out the size of an ass, is also

found in the Nebraska pliocene sands; in it the
lateral digits are reduced to splint-bones, as in the
horse. Other genera have been found, the extinct

Equus fratcmus (Leidy) being almost, if not wholly,

identical with E. cabaUus (Linn.) of Europe. So far

as research has hitherto gone the living horses are

linked to the earliest types by a larger number of

intermediate forms in America than Europe. Of
course the succession is not by direct lineal descent

;

but in America the variations of the common stock

seem to have been more numerous than in Europe.

It is remarkable that, closely as the latest horse of

America resembles that of Europe, the New World
is entirely indebted for its living horses to the Old
World. The gradual diminution in the number of

toes, and union of the separate pillars of the grinders

into a complex pattern, going alongside of elongation

of the limbs, so as to give increased speed, justifies

the anticipation that a cretaceous animal may yet

be found in which there were five toes on each hoof,

and the complex tooth pattern of the horse was re-

presented by a series of distinct pillars. Bee also

Horsemanship, Horhb-racing.
HORSE-CHESTNUT (ASsculus Hippocastanum),

an ornamental tree growing to a large size, with an
erect trunk and pyramidal head. The leaves are

large, digitate in form, and of a deep-green colour,

and singularly interesting and beautiful in their

vernation and development. The flowers are white,

spotted with red and yellow, and disposed in a
superb thyrsus or dense panicle. It belongs to the
natural order Sapindaceee, and is indigenous to the

mountains of Greece, being found also in Persia,

Northern India, and elsewhere, while the genus is

also represented by several species in America,
especially North America. It appears to have been
introduced into Britain in the sixteenth century.

The fruit is a pricklv capsule, containing one or two
large seeds somewhat resembling chestnuts, but
possessing a bitter and disagreeable flavour. Cattle

are said to.be fond of it For their use it is first

soaked in lime-water or an alkaline solution, which
deprives it of its bitterness ; it is then washed, and
boiled to a paste. In Turkey it is ground and
mixed with provender for horses. It has been made
into Btarch, and forms a paste or size which is pre-

ferred by bookbinders, shoemakers, Ac., to that
made from flour. The powder, snuffed up, excites

sneezing, and has been used with benefit in affec-

tions o? the eyes. This tree is easily raised, and
grows with great rapidity, the whole length of its

spring shoots being complete in about three weeks
from the first opening of the buds. It is often

planted so as to form avenues, and some of these in

England consist of trees of great size. A scarlet-

flowered species or variety is well known. The
timber is soft and of little value.

HORSE-FLY. See Gad-fly.
HORSE-GUARDS, a building opposite White-

hall, London, so called because the horse-guards
usually do duty here. In this building is the office

of the commander-in-chief of the British army. See
also Guards.
HORSEMANSHIP, the art of mounting, riding,

and managing horses. Horses are ridden for several

distinct purposes and under very different circum-

stances, and there are consequently different styles

of horsemanship, adapted to different types of

horses, and requiring different qualities in the
riders. The horsemanship of the hunting -field,

for instance, is widely removed in many respects

from that of ordinary road riding, and still more
from that of the circus, whilst military riding has
special characters entitling it to separate considera-

tion. For most kinds of riding the saddle and the
bridle are essential. The saddle in most general

use is that of the well-known English type. It

consists of a so-called 4 tree ’ or frame covered with
leather, and is firmly held in place on the horse’s

back by girths passing under the lx>dy. The front

projection of the saddle is called the 4 pommel ' and
the back one the 4 cantle \ The side flaps are often

furnished with pads for supporting the knees and
giving greater security to the the rider. The stirrups

hang from the saddle on either side. The side-

saddle used by ladies is provided with a special

‘leaping-horn’ or ‘leaping-head’ for greater security.

Of the two kinds of bit in use the snaffle is much
less severe than the curb. The former consists

essentially of two pieces of steel linked together

endwise, and having a ring on each of the outer

ends, while the curb or bit is formed of two pieces

of steel, known as the ‘cheeks’, joined together

by an unlinked mouthpiece with a central arch

called the ‘port’. In mounting, a person should

stand beside the horse’s left shoulder and face

towards the tail Having taken the reins in the

left hand, he should grasp the mane with that hand
also, then place the left foot in the near stirrup,

and, taking hold of the cantle of the saddle with
the right hand, swing himself into the proper posi-

tion in the saddle mainly by the Bpring of the right

leg and the pressure of his hands. Ladies require

assistance in mounting. The feet should be placed

home in the stirrups. The rider should sit well

forward in the saddle, and when necessary throw
his weight back by moving the body from the hips,

not by shifting his seat. He should ride mainly by
balance, but proper grip with the legs is indispen-

sable to a good rider. Too great dependence on
grip, however, will soon tire the muscles concerned

m maintaining it. The body should be kept erect

and easy and the whole attitude should be as grace-

ful as possible. The feet are now usuallv kept par-

allel to the sides of the animal, with the heels some-
what depressed. Both hands and legs are used in
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guiding and controlling the horse, and the action of

both should become as automatic as possible. The
foot and the calf of the leg are used by good riders
to assist and supplement the action of the rems
in collecting and stimulating the horse and in
causing him to turn. Spurs are best avoided by
beginners. The reins should be held fairly long,

and in ordinary riding they should be held in both
hands. The hands and the legs must co-operate in

managing the horse, and their action must be free

from all hesitancy and ambiguity. On this point
an eminent French authority says: ‘It is by the
co-ordination of the hands and the legs that
the different gaits are determined, regulated,
changed, or stopjjed. It is by equal weights that
equilibrium is maintained, and it is by means of

different weights that an object is made to incline

more to one side than to the other. When any
body is subjected to a resistance from one side,

it tends to move towards the opposite side. This
reasoning will enable us to explain the action of the
legs on the horse’s body, and also that of the bridle

and the bit on the neck and mouth. In one respect
the action of the hand is totally opposed to that of

the legs, since the hand serves to stop or pull Iwck,
while the legs urge forward. In order to manage a
horse one must know these different effects, that they
may not be produced in a contradictory manner.
The agreement or co-ordination, proj>orly under-
stood, of the hands and legs includes the whole art

of horsemanship, and the good rider is known by
the precision and accuracy with which he secures it.’

Seven different gaits or modes of progression

have been distinguished in the movements of do-

mesticated horses. Some of these, such as the
walk and the gallop, are certainly natural, but
others are probably not found in truly wild horses.

In all but the walk the feet are entirely off the
ground for shorter or longer intervals, and in all

of them the body is supported during most of the
time on two feet. In some, the support is momen-
tarily on three legs, and at times only one foot may
be on the ground. In no gait are two feet raised

from the ground or brought down to it at exactly

the same instant. In an ordinary walk the horse is

always supi>orted on two feet at least, but at times
three are on the ground at once. The order in

which the feet strike the ground may be thus
stated: right hind, right fore, left hind, left fore.

Four sounds are therefore heard during each stride,

but the intervals are unequal. The weight of the

animal is supported alternately by a lateral pair

(a hind-foot and a fore foot on the same side) and
by a diagonal pair (a hind-foot and the opposite

fore-foot). In ambling, the pairing is lateral through-

out, and two sounds are heard during each stride.

Each of these sounds, however, is double, since the

two feet on one side do not strike the ground at

quite the same moment. The pace or rack is only

a faster amble, with possibly some unimportant
differences. In the trot the pairing is diagonal

throughout, and two double hoof-sounds, as in the

amble, are heard during each stride. In the gallop,

springing movements come into play, and the legs

may be regarded as doubly paired. The hind-legs

are paired with the fore-legs, and at the same time
there is a diagonal pairing. Three sounds may
be distinguished, caused by the striking of the

hind-feet, the right fore-foot, and the left fore-

foot respectively. The canter is a slower gallop,

and the run a faster one. In order of speed, from
the slowest to the fastest, the gaits may be ar-

ranged thus: walk, amble, pace, trot, canter, gallop,

run; but some of the gaits, it should be remem-
bered, can be employed within a considerable range of

speed. In general, however, some of the above gaits

are naturally associated with slow or medium speeds,

whilst the others are quite as naturally connected
with higher speeds. Tne length of stride varies in

the different gaits, the order in this respect being

much the same as that given above for speed. Six
feet is about an average walking stride, and ten feet

may be regarded as normal in ambling. A pacing
horse will stride about four yards, and a galloping

one may make a stride of about fifteen feet. In
trotting, the stride may be anything from that of an
amble to that of a gallop, and in running, twenty
feet may be attained. In walking, the rate may be
four miles an hour or slightly faster. Good trotters

cover a mile in less than two and a half minutes,

and twenty miles can be trotted in less than an
hour. The fastest running record for a mile is

rather under a minute and three-quarters. The
gaits of horses have been thoroughly studied by
means of instantaneous photographs.

The obstacles encountered by riders in the

hunting-field are all included under the generic term
‘fences’. In order to clear such obstacles oasily and
safely the horseman must manage his horse properly

while approaching them, and must Bit properly while
they are being taken. One writer gives these as

the points to be attended to in respect of seat in

jumping: ‘ to sit well down in the saddle; to lean

the head and shoulders back; to draw the feet

Iwck, so as to avoid, on landing, the shock that is

likely to l>e transmitted from the stirrup-irons to the
body through the legs; and to grip tightly with the

knees ’. With most horses it is best to take fences

as slowly as possible, and the writer already referred

to advises the horseman not to interfere with the

horse during the last forty yards in coming up to a
fence. Water jumps are the most troublesome of all.

Some horseH persistently refuse to take them, and only

a few will clear a stream ten or twelve feet wide.

The above remarks refer mainly to ordinary
riding, but there are several other well-marked
styles requiring somewhat different knowledge and
training on the part of the rider. Rough-riding, in

the sense of riding unbroken horses, is especially

common in Australia and America, and may be said

to require a special form of saddle, since with an
ordinary saddle the rider would be unable to keep
his seat. Military riding requires more varied ex-

perience and knowledge than almost any other kind,

for it is in reality a combination of styles, with some
sfiecial features belonging to its particular purpose.

High-school riding includes ordinary circus horse-

manship, and is the form in which the horseman’s
control of the horse is most complete and most
direct. The following modem works on the subject

may be mentioned : Hayes, Riding on the Flat and
Across Country (1881); the Horsewoman (1891);
Illustrated Horse-breaking (1889); and the article

‘Riding’ in the Encyclopaedia of Sport (1898); E.
L. Anderson, Modem Horsemanship (1884) and
other works; H. G. English, Art of Riding (1890);
Captain Kerr, Practical Horsemanship (1891), and
Riding for Ladies (1891); Captain Weir, Riding
(Badminton Library, 1891); Duplessis, L’fiquitation

en France (1892).

HORSEN8, a seaport in Denmark, on the east

coast of Jutland, at the head of a fiord of same name,

at the mouth of the Bygholm. It is an old place,

but is well built; and has manufactures of woollen

stuffs and of wooden wares, ship-yards, machine-

works, foundries, tobacco-works, &c. The chief

Danish convict prison is here. Pop. in 1890, 17,290.

HORSE-POWER, a term used in stating the rate

at which a machine is capable of doing work. A
machine is said to work at one-horse power when it
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performs 88,000 foot-pounds of work per minute; *
machine of twenty horse-power would ao 20 x 88,000

or 660,000 foot-pounds of work per minute. The
name hone-power is founded on an over-estimate of

what a horse really can perform. The performance

of a hone depends very much on the nature of the

work; but even under favourable circumstances

88,000 foot-pounds per minute is at least 10 per cent,

too high.

HORSE-RACING. This sport is of ancient

origin, having been practised among the Greeks
ana Romans. It was introduced into the Olympic
games in the 83d Olympiad (648 B.c.) From
Greece it was introduced into Rome, where it

gained a place as one of the games of the circus.

The horses were usually ridden bareback (at least

during the republican |>eriod in Rome), and the
rider frequently held by the bridle another horse

besides the one on which he was mounted. The
jockeys, who were called by the Romans curaorea,

were characterized, like their modem successors, by
the bright and diverse colour of their dress, and
frequently, as at the present day, received immense
rewards from their patrons. The institution of horse-

races in England, where the sport has become a
great national pastime, belongs to a very remote
period. The first regular horse-races, however, did

not take place till the reign of James 1. The prize

then consisted of a gold or silver bell, whence we
have the expression ‘to bear away the bell’ still in

use with regard to the winner of a prize. The
successors of James I. down to Queen Anne were
all more or less attached to the sport. In the reign

of the latter, in 1711, the York Plates were founded,
and about that date the passion for betting on the
turf began to be pretty general. Under George I.,

the successor of Queen Anne, horse-racing became
more and more flourishing, and the Bport continued
to grow in importance during the remainder of the
century. The two most celebrated horses of that

period were Flying Childers (foaled in 1715) and
Eclipse (foaled in 1764), which long had the reputa-

tion of being the fleetest horses that ever ran. From
the latter are descended many of the first-class

thoroughbreds of the present day; but the descend-

ants of the former are comparatively few in number,
as his proprietor, the Duke of Devonshire, reserved

him for his own stud. None of the English sove-

reigns was more devoted to horse-racing than George
IY. He was himself a distinguished sportsman.
Between 1784 and 1792, while yet Prince of Wales,
he gained 185 prizes, including the Derby of 1788.

Horse-racing was introduced into France from Eng-
land, and during the reign of Louis XIV., and still

more during that of Louis XV., was pursued with
the utmost enthusiasm. The revolution put an end
to it for a time, but the sport was revived by Na-
poleon, who saw that it tended to the improvement
of the breed of horses, and on the 31st of August,
1805, issued a decree requiring horse-races to be
established in all the departments of the empire
which excelled in the rearing of horses. The inces-

sant wars which were waged during the ensuing
yean entirely or almost entirely prevented this

decree from being carried out, and it was not till

1827 that this institution again rose into importance

in France. Horse-races, mostly upon the English

model, have also been introduoed into nearly all the

other countries on the Continent.

The principal varieties of horse-racing are flat-

racing, or racing on level ground; steeple-chasing, or

racing over ground not specially prepared for the

propose; hurale-racing, in which the horses have to

leap over obstacles purposely placed in the way; and
trotting. This last land of race is a very

favourite one in America, where the beet trotting

horses are to be found, but in this country it is not
much practised. Formerly all races were what is

called weight-for-age races, that is, all the hones
entered to compete were of the same age and bore

equal weights, or if in certain cases there was an
inequality in point of age there was also a fixed

difference in the weight carried. But it was found
that when races were conducted on this plan the

best hones came to be known, and the inferior ones

withdrew, not venturing to compete with them, so

that the race resulted in a walk-over. Hence arose

the practice of handicapping, that is, of adjusting as

nearly as possible the weight to be carried to the

previously ascertained powers of the hone, bo as to

reduce the chances of all the horses entered to an
exact equality. Since the introduction of this prac-

tice handicap races have become a very favourite

sport, alike among horse proprietors, professional

bettors or book-makers, and the general public, al-

though weight-for-age races are far from being ob-

solete, and still form some of the leading events in

the sporting calendar. The principal weight-for-

age race for two-year-olds is the Middle Park Plate,

and for the three-year-olds the principal for both
colts and fillies are the Two Thousand Guineas, the

Derby, and St. Leger, and for fillies only the One
Thousand Guineas and Oaks. The most important
handicap races are the Great Northampton StakqA,
the City and Suburban and Metropolitan StakesMp
Epsom, the Northumberland Plate, the GoodwomF
Stakes, the Ascot Stakes, the Ebor Handicap (run

at York), the Great Yorkshire Stakes (run at Don-
caster), the Liverpool Spring, Summer, and Autumn
Cups, the OesuTowitch, Cambridgeshire, and New-
market Handicaps (run at Newmaiket). The chief

racing meetings are those at Epsom, Newmarket,
Ascot m Berkshire, Doncaster, Goodwood, Liver-

pool, Manchester, and Leicester. Those at New-
market are the oldest of all, dating from the reign

of Charles II. The Ascot races are considered the
most fashionable, being largely attended by the aris-

tocracy, and sometimes honoured with the presence

of royalty. The Goodwood races, which are held in

the Duke of Riclimond’s park in Sussex, are also a
favourite rendezvous of the aristocracy. But the

most popular meeting throughout the year is the

Epsom, which owes its popularity partly to the

proximity of Epsom to London and partly also to its

being the meeting at which the Derby and the Oaks
are run. At the Oaks the ladies are the chief

bettors, and the bets are not thousands of pounds
but dozens of Paris gloves. The principal racing

meetings in France are those held in spring ana
autumn at Chantilly and the Bois de Boulogne.

The conditions under which the most of the races

are run are the following. Every horse that takes

part in a race must be entered as a yearling, that is

before the close of the year in which it is foaled, for

a hone's age is always reckoned from the 1st of

January of the year in which its birth takes place.

On being entered a certain sum is paid by the owner,
which is called a forfeit, because it is forfeited if the

horse is afterwards withdrawn, or, in the language
of the turf, ‘scratched,’ as the great majority of the
horses entered as yearlings are. These forfeits form
the great bulk of the prizes run for. If the horse

entered as a yearling actually appeam in the race a

further sum is paid by the owner, and the total of

these sums added to the forfeits make up the stake.

The training of a race-horse begins with its second
year, and is a slow prooess, requiring great care and
attention. During the period of training the horse

is under the charge of a stable-boy in the trainer's

establishment, who dresses him. looks after him in
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the stable, and rides him. In the first part of the
training the exercise to which it is subjected is com-
paratively gentle, but in the latter part a gallop of
half or three quarters of a mile is taken every other
day, and it is occasionally made to undergo long
sweats. In training it is usually led by an old horse,

who teaches it to gallop. Before a race takes place
the powers of the horse are put to the test by its being
made to run over about half a mile against an older
hone, which is weighted to make up for the difference

in age. The breeding of thoroughbred horses, that
is, of horses which can trace an unbroken pedigree
through the best sires and the best dams, is when
well conducted a very profitable business. The prices

given for stallions are sometimes enormous. In
1900, when the Duke of Westminster’s racing stud
was sold off, the average price reached the high level

of 3707 guineas, and the record world’s price of

£37,500 was brought by Flying Fox, which had won
the Derby the year before. Before this, Ormonde, an-
other Derby winner, had fetched 30,000 guineas. The
large sums now given for the use of stallions in breed-
ing studs are the cause of our race-horses being with-
drawn much earlier than they used to be from the
turf, for as soon as they have acquired a reputation
the owner of a good race-horse can make much larger

sums by hiring it out for breeding purposes than he
oould by entering it for races. The pedigrees of all

bHioroughbred horses are registered in the stud-book,

mo that if any particular animal is omitted in that

Register the inference is that its pedigree is not with-

out some blemish more or less remote. The effects of

a careful system of breeding in improving the quality

of horseB are \ery marked in at least one resect,
that of fieetness. Some are of opinion that the aim
of breeders being only to produce horses of great
swiftness the horses of the present day are inferior

to their ancestors in strength and endurance. This,

however, is denied by others, while it is unquestion-
able that no pure Arabian horse can be compared in

point of speed with a thoroughbred. In Bize and
shape, too, the horses of the present day surpass

those of former timeB, the average height of a thor-

oughbred now being 15 bands 3 inches, while for-

merly it seldom reached 15 hands.

The prevalence of the practice of betting in con-

nection with horse-racing is a fact so well known
that it is needless to enlarge upon it, although it

will be of interest to some to explain in what manner
it is conducted. Bettors are divided into two classes

—the backers of horses, and the book-makers, or pro-

fessional bettors, who form the betting ring, and
make a living by betting against horses according to

a methodical plan. Backers of horses may be again

divided into those who have special information about
the qualities of the horses which are to engage in a
race, which enables them to back a particular horse

with a certain amount of confidence; and those who
have no such means of information, and accordingly

back horses pretty much at random. The former
class, if their information is good, have a very fair

chance of success in their speculations, and the horse

that wins any great race usually brings in to his

owner vast sums in payment of bets, compared with
which the stakes, considerable as they often are, are

insignificant; but the latter class are pretty certain

in the long-run to lose. By the method adopted by
the professional bettor the element of chance is as

far as possible removed from his transactions, so that

he can calculate, with a reasonable prospect of having

his calculations verified, on making more or less profit

as the result of a season’s engagements. Instead of

backing any particular hone, the professional bettor

lays the same sum against every horse that takes the

field, or a certain number of them, and in doing so he

has usually to give odds, which are greater or less

according to the estimate formed of the chance of

success which each of the horses has on which the

odds are given. In this way, while in the event of

the race being won (as is usually the case) by any of

the horses entered in the betting-book of a profes-

sional bettor, the latter has always a certain fixed

sum (say £1000) to pay, he receives from the backers

of the losers sums which vary in proportion to the

odds given. Thus, if a book-maker is making a

£1000 book, and the odds against some horse is 4 to

1, he will, if that horse wins, have to pay £1000,

while, if it loses, he will receive £250. It usually

depends upon which horse it is that wins a race

whether the book-maker gains or loses. If ihe first

favourite wins it is evidently the worst thing that

could happen for the book-maker, for as he is bound
to receive the sum of the amountB to which all the

horses except one have been backed, the largest

deduction must be made from his total receipts on
account of the first favourite. For example, if the

sum of the amounts to which the horses in a par-

ticular race have been backed in some professional

bettor’s book is £1300, and if the odds against the

fiist favourite were 5 to 2 (or £1000 to £400), then

the total sum received by the book-maker, in the

event of the race being gained by the first favourite,

would amount to £1300—£400, or £900, so that he
would suffer a loda of £100; while if a horse had
won that had long odds against him (say 200 to 1,

or £1000 to £5), his total receipts would amount to

£1295, and his gains to £295. Very frequently the

receipts of the book-maker are augmented by sums
paid on account of horses which have been backed
and never run at all. Sometimes, although not

often, the odds are given upon and not against a

particular horse, as was the case with Macgregor,

the first favourite at the Derby of 1870, when the

odds were 9 to 4 in his favour. The break-down of

Macgregor on this occasion brought immense profits

to the betting ring. Books may also be made up on

the principle of betting against any particular horse

getting a place among the first three. The odds in

this case are usually one-fourth of the odds given

against the same horse winning. Another mode of

betting is that called sweepstakes, in which a number
of persons join in contributing a certain Btake, after

which each of those taking part in the sweepstakes

has a horse assigned to him (usually by lot), which
he backs, and the backer of the winning horse gains

the whole stakes. If there are more persons taking

part in the awee
]
>stakes than there are horses running

some of them must draw blanks, in which case of

course their stakes are at once lost.—Horses have
been sometimes sent over from America to compete
on the English race-courses, but only with moderate
success. Their chief victory has been that of Iro-

quois in the Derby of 1881.

Flat-racing in Britain is carried on under rules

and regulations laid down by the Jockey Club, a
body instituted in 1750, and whose membership in-

cludes the leaders of the sporting world. A similar
body, the National Hunt Committee, superintends all

steeple-chasing and hurdle-racing events; while the
rules of betting are nominally under the control of

the committee of Tattersall’s Subscription Rooms,
London. The stewards of the Jockey Club have
power to grant and to withdraw licenses to racing

officials, jockeys, and race-courses; to fix the dates

on which all meetings shall be held; to make inquiry

into and deal with all matters relating to racing;

and to warn any person off Newmarket Heatn,
which means also exclusion from other race-courses.

At every regular race-meeting there must be at least

two stewards, with a clerk of the course, a handi-
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capper, a stake-holder, a clerk of the scales (Bince the
jockeys of course must be carefully weighed), a
starter, and a judge, each of these officials being
licensed by the club.

HORSE-RADISH (
CocMeariaAi'mwacia), a cruci-

ferous plant inhabiting the temperate parts of Europe,
in moist situations. The stem is herbaceous, grow-
ing to the height of 2 or 8 feet, bearing small white
flowers. The radical leaves are large, oval-oblong,

and somewhat resemble those of the common dock.

The root is cylindrical, penetrating very deeply into

the ground, and, when fresh, forms a well known
condiment, possessing a pungent taste and odour. It
Is also employed medicinally, as a stomachic, dia-

phoretic, and diuretic, and externally as a rubefacient

HORSE-SHOEING. In performing this opera-

tion all that is necessary by way of preparation is to

pare down the crust or outside rim of the hoof with
a drawing-knife, and to remove any ragged portions

that may be seen on the frog. The bars or continua-
tions of the crust running inwards at a sharp angle
from the heels should be left untouched, so as to aid

in supporting the shoe at the heels. The shoe should
be broad enough to fit the crust accurately all round
without any overlapping, which is apt to cause it to

be torn off on heavy ground, and is more likely to cut

the opposite limb. In front the shoe ought to be
hollowed out slightly on the ground surface and a
little turned up, so as to render it more comfortable
and to diminish the chance of tripping. The inside

edge or rim of the hinder shoe should be rounded off

or bevelled to prevent cutting by overreach, that is

to prevent the wounding of the fore -foot by the
hind-foot striking against it, which often occurs in

leaping. For horses engaged in light work five nails

are enough, three on the outside and two on the in-

side, but for draught-horses seven or eight are re-

quired. Draught-horses should also have moderate
tips and heels on their shoes to prevent them from
slipping when straining their muscles in pulling.

Wnen the soles of horses are weak or 1»j uiHud they
may be protected by leather or waterproof pads, but
these should not be used longer than necessary.

Horse-shoes do not appear to have been known to

the ancients, as we find no mention of them in any
Greek or Roman writer. Xenophon, Vegetius, and
others mention various processes for hardening the

hoofs so as to make them stronger, but say nothing
of any protection like the horse-shoe. Suetonius
states in his life of Nero that that emperor on short

journeys was drawn by mules shod with silver and
sometimes with gold shoes, but these seem to have
been intended merely as ornaments. In Japan it

has long been the practice to preserve horses’ hoofs
by means of straw coverings, which can be renewed
at a small cost when they are worn out. The super-

stition with regard to horse-shoes that they afford a
protection against witches was formerly very wide-
spread, and is still almost too well known to require

any mention.

HORSE-TAIL. See Equisetum.
HORSE-TAIL, among the Ottomans and Tartars,

is used as a standard. It is also a sign of distinction

for the commanders, the number of horse-tails carried

before them and planted before their tents being in

proportion to their rank. Thus the sultan has seven

horse-tails in war, the grand vizier five, and the

pashas three, two, or one. This standard is said to

have been introduced among the tribes on occasion

of tiie loss of all their ensigns in battle; the com-
mander, having fastened a horse's tail to a lance,

rallied his troops and conquered. Its origin may also

be naturally explained from the common use of the

horse-tail as a military ornament among all nations

acquainted with horses. The Turkish horse-tail con-

sists of a pole, to which is attached one or several

tails and other ornaments of horse-hair. It is sur-

mounted by a crescent.

HORSHAM, a town in England, in the county of

Sussex, on a branch of the Arun and the London and
Brighton Railway, 37 miles 8.8.W. of London. It

oonsists of two principal streets, crossing at right

angles, one of them lined with a double row of trees,

and has a handsome parish ohurch with a lofty spire,

a town-hall, county police station, free grammar,
national, and other schools, and a considerable trade
in cattle, corn, and timber. It formerly sent a mem-
ber to Parliament Pop. in 1901, 9446.

HORSLEY, Samuel, a learned dignitory of the

Church of England, was bora in London, in October,

1733. He was educated at Cambridge, where he

took the degree of LL.B. in 1758. The same year

he became curate to his father, and in 17.'*9 rector of

Newington Butts. In 1767 he was chosen a fellow

of the Royal Society, of which he was appointed

secretary in 1773. After several charges he was ap-

pointed in 1788 Bishop of St. David’ b, from which he
was translated to Rochester in 1793, receiving at the

same time the deanery of Westminster; and finally

to St. Asaph in 1802, when he resigned his deanery.

He died at Brighton, October 4, 1806. Dr. Horsley

was the greatest theological controversialist of his

day, and is best known on account of his controversy

with Priestley on the faith of the primitive Chris-

tians respecting the nature of Christ. The contro-

versy was waged in 1783, and the tracts of Horsley

in this controversy were published in 1812. Bishop

Horsley may at least claim the praise of consistency

of conduct as an enemy of innovation; and he was
probably honest and sincere, if not wholly disinter-

ested, in his denunciations against religious and poli-

tical heresy and heretics. Besides the controversial

tracts alreadj noticed, he was the author of Critical

Disquisitions on the Eighteenth Chapter of Isaiah

(4to); Hosea, a New Translation with Notes (4to);

a Translation of the Psalms with Critical and Ex-
planatory Notes (two vols.)

;
Biblical Criticism, or

the first fourteen Historical Books of the Old Testa-

ment (four vols. 8vo); sermons; charges; one or two
treatises on subjects of classical scholarship; and
papers in the Philosophical Transactions. Dr. Hors-

ley also applied himself a good deal to the study of

mathematics, but his performances in this depart-

ment do not secure him a very high rank. His most
ambitious attempt was an edition of Sir Isaac New-
ton’ b works, which was published between 1779 and

1785, but which is condemned by Professor Playfair

as a complete failure.

HORTA, a town in the Island of Fayal, one of the

Azores, on the shores of a small bay between two
rocky headlands. It has numerous fortifications in

a ruinous state, and consists of narrow but clean

streets, lined with houses built of a gray trachyte,

and generally only of one story. It has also a toler-

able harbour, and exports wine, oranges, and grain.

Pop. about 10,000.

HORTENSIUS, Quintus, the oelebrated orator,

and the rival of Cicero, was bora B.0. 114, held many
military and civil offices, and was elected consul for

the year 69 B.c. In the previous year he had been
engaged to defend Verres during the famous prose-

cution in which Cicero acted for the accusers; but as

Cicero brought so overw helming a load of testimony
against the accused, the latter did not venture to

await the decision of the judges. Hortensiiis was
never called upon to speak. Hortensius continued
to be the opponent as well as the rival of Cicero till

the period of the Catilinarian conspiracy (68 B.O.),

when Cicero, in order to crush the oonspirators, saw
himself constrained to join the party of the senate to
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which Hortensius belonged. After that date the two
enton generally appeared on the tame aide in

private cases, while Hortensius for the moat part
kept aloof from all political rivalries. In the affair

of Clodion, however, Hortensius gave Cicero his active

support, and was so zealous in his proceedings against
the former, that he was in imminent danger ofbeing
assassinated by the Clodian party. In the private
cases in which both Hortensius and Cicero were pro-

fessionallyengagedonthesame side, Hortensiusalways
allowed his rival to speak last, which was equivalent
to acknowledging his superior abilities as an orator,

Hortensius was of so easy a temper that he seems to
have quite got rid ofany feeling of jealousy on acoount
of Cicero’s superior oratorical powers, although Cicero
during his whole life seems scarcely to have been able
to master that feeling with regard to Hortensius, and
on some occasions could not even help expressing to
his friends a distrust of the conduct and motives of
his rival which was wholly unjustified. Hortensius
died after April, B.O. 50, which is the last occasion
on which he is known to have appeared in the quality
of a counsel. He was rich, and loved luxury and
splendour. His speeches are all lost The ancients

commend the eloquence of Hortensius as flowery, full

of ornament, and approaching the Asiatic style. He
was elegant and acute in the conception and distribu-

tion of his matter, and succeeded by sudden effect

His delivery was graceful, and his voice good. See
Cicero.

HORTICULTURE (from hortus
,

garden, and
eoltre

,
to till) includes, in its most extensive signifi-

cation, the cultivation of esculent vegetables, fruits,

and ornamental plants.

The cultivation of esculent vegetables is called

kitchen gardening. The kitchen garden iB an indis-

pensable appendage to every rural establishment In
its simplest form it iB the nucleus of all others. Con-
taining small compartments for the culture of escu-

lent vegetables, fruits, and ornamental plants, these

may be gradually extended, until the whole estate

assumes the imposing aspect of picturesque or land-

scape scenery. Many of the most valuable products
of agriculture were first introduced and their quali-

ties tested in the garden.

The practice of horticulture as applied to the cul-

tivation of ornamental plants is as old as the oldest

civilization of which anything is known. The bards,

scholars, and philosophers of the classic ages have
transmitted descriptions of the gardens of the an-
cients, from those in which Homer places the palace

of Alcinous and the cottage of Laertes, to the Bplen-

did villas of Pliny and Lucullus. Among the ancient

Greek writers, Hesiod, Theophrastus, Xenophon, and
ASlian treated of gardens to a certain extent; and
works of those who wrote after the seat of govern-

ment was removed to Constantinople were collected

under the title of Geoponica, and have been trans-

lated by Owen. Among the Latins, Varro was the

first author, towhom succeeded Cato, Pliny the Elder,

Columella, and Palladius. Passages are to be found
relative to the subject in Martial, Vergil, and Horace;
but Pliny's Natural History, and Columella’s Book
on Gardens, contain the most correct information on
Roman horticulture. For severed centuries after the

overthrow of the Roman Empire in the West by the

northern barbarians horticulture was almost confined

in Christian Europe to the monasteries. Among the

Arabs in Spain there is no doubt that great attention

was paid to the art, and that numerous flourishing

gardens were to be seen in the Empire of Cordova, as

afterwards in that of Granada. In another part of

Europe a temporary impulse was given to the forma-

tion of gardens by ft capitalary of Charlemagne re-

quiring gardens to be made throughout his whole

dominion^ and even mentioning the flowers which
were to be cultivated in them. Walafried Strabo,

who wrote shortly after the time of Charlemagne, is

the author of a Latin poem which gives an acoount

of the gardening of the time. The practice of horti-

culture does not appear to have been again revived

outside of the monasteries in Christian Europe until

the tenth century, when it began to be fostered in

Italy by Alfonso d’Este, who is recorded to have

founded several botanical gardens, and whose ex-

ample was followed in Pisa, Ferrara, Venice, Padua,

ana elsewhere. In the same century the earliest

botanical gardens were established in France, Ger-

many, and Holland. Among the earliest in France

were those founded at Le Mans by Belon, on his re-

turn from his travels, about the middle of the sixteenth

century, and by Henry IV. at Montpellier at a later

date. The first established in Germany were those

at Breslau, Basel, and Strasburg, and the oldest in

Holland is that of Leyden. At first the plants to be

seen in such botanic gardens oould only be native

plants, or such as flourished in a climate correspond-

ing to that of the country where the garden in whioh
they were grown was situated. The re-invention of

green-houses (which were known to the Romans) was
of great importance to horticulture, as enabling botan-

ists to preserve exotic plants in gardens the climate

of which was naturally unsuited for them. The
credit of this re-invention is ascribed to Solomon de
Caus, who was gardener to the elector palatine at

the beginning of the seventeenth century; but it was
not till a century later (1717) that the use of glass

roofs for green-houses was suggested, which had the

effect of increasing still further the range of plants

which oould be activated in European gardens; for

the first green-houses used in modem times having

opaque roofs could only be used for the preservation

during the winter of such flowers as could bear a

European spring and summer but were killed by
severe cold, while in green-houses with glass roofs

exotic plants could be kept permanently at the tem-

perature suited to them. Another important im-

provement in the construction of green-houses is the

substitution of curved glass room in iron frames,

which cause much less loss of light than the straight

roofs.

In the present state of horticulture England is per-

haps in some respects ahead of all other countries.

Nowhere is the taste for gardening more general

The eye is continually struck with cottages embow-
ered amidst fruit-trees, shrubs, and flowers, while s

neat compartment of esculent vegetables supplies

much of the food for the inmates. Much also has
been done for the promotion of horticulture as a
science. The London Horticultural Society, insti-

tuted in consequence of the efforts of Knight, Wedg-
wood, and Sir Joseph Banks in 1804, was the first of

the kind ever set on foot, and similar institutions are

now very numerous in Great Britain. England can
also boast of having been the first to possess an ex-

perimental garden, the one now located at Chiswick,
where it was removed in 1822, having been founded
in 1817. The gardens at Kew, near London, con-

tain a collection of exotic plants which is un-
rivalled in any other country. For devotion to hor-

ticulture Belgium stands next to England if not even
above it Ghent may be described as the floral cap-

ital of that country. There every one is a horticul-

turist either from taste or by profession. It was in

this town that in 1809 the idea of holding annual
flower-shows, which has been adopted elsewhere, and
has been of sogreat benefit to the art of horticulture,

originated. The Belgian florists are especially re-

markable for the extreme care which they bestow on
the practical part of the ait. The utmost attention
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Is paid to order end cleanliness Everything which
can poison the atmosphere or offend the eye is scrupu-

lously removed. The glass of the hot*houses is con-

stantly being cleaned, and the walls brushed, and the

utmost industry is employed in ridding the plants of

destructive insects and noxious parasites. Holland

also has long been distinguished for her excellence

in gardening, both as applied to fruits and flowers.

Some of the finest fruits of our gardens were produced

by the indefatigable experimentalists of that country.

In France the taste for gardening is not so general

as it is in the countries just mentioned, but if the

state of horticulture in Paris were taken as repre-

sentative of its condition throughout the rest of the

country, she would hold a high rank. A horticul-

tural society was established in Paris in 1826, and
has now a very large membership. In the various

provinces where horticultural societies have not been
founded, those of agriculture or of the sciences and
arts have departments expressly devoted to that in-

teresting pursuit
;
and in 1827 a practical and theor-

etical institution was founded at Fromont by the

Che\alier Soulange Bodin, for educating gardeners

and introducing improvements in every department
of horticulture. The nursery of the Luxembourg
at Paris long supplied a great part of Europe with
fruit-trees; and the flower-garden of St. Cloud, and
that of Tnanon, also became famous. The .Tardin deR
Plantes (Paris) is the principal liotanical garden in

France, and is unquestionably one of the most scien-

tific and best managed establishments in Europe. In
Germany the chief botanical gardens are those of

Munich and Berlin, and in Austria that of Vienna.
That of Berlin is especially famous. The art of gar-

dening in Russia, in common with other useful pur-

suits, owes its origin to Peter the Great. Previous
to the reign of that monarch there was scarcely such
a thing known throughout the empire as a garden,

and the only culinary vegetables grown in the country

were a few specimens of stunted kale. Horticulture

has now attained a high degree of excellence in that

country, under the auspices of its princes and nobles

;

and it is a curiousfact that more pine-apples are grown
in the immediate vioinity of St. Petersburg than in

all other countries of continental Europe. In Poland
gardening was practised earlier than in Russia. In
Warsaw there is a very remarkable garden, laid out

by King Augustus IL (elector of Saxony) in 1721,
and hence called the Saxon garden. It is to Spain
that the rest of Europe is indebted for the introduc-

tion of many plants from Mexico, Chili, and Peru.

Seeds were brought from these regions in the reign

of Ferdinand VI. for the royal garden of Madrid,
whence their produce has been distributed. The
oldest and most extensive gardens now to be found
in Spain are of Moorish origin, and were once appen-
dages to the palaces of the Arabian kings. The
floating gardens or chinampas of Mexico, and the
similar gardens in some parts of China, are gardens
of a peculiar character.

After this historical and geographical sketch on
the subject of horticulture, it remains to us to add
something on the practice of the art. The practical

objects of the cultivator of vegetable substances are

—

1. To collect useful and ornamental plants from
the domains of nature, and from all quarters of the
world.

2. To adapt the soil, moisture, heat, and general
culture suitable to such plants, so that they may
vegetate to the full extent of their powers.

8. By artificial means, such as blanching and other
processes,

to ohange the nature and juices of plants,

whereby they are rendered more esculent

4. To produce new sorts or varieties of natural

species by engrafting, budding, and other prooesses.

On the first of these heads it is necessary to say
nothing. The soilwhichcovers the surfaoe of the earth

isoomposedof variousinorganicmatters, witha greater

or less proportion of vegetable remains. Some soils,

indeed, are almost entirely composed of vegetable

remains, and constitute the rich dark mould, which
is esteemed the most fertile for the growth of vege-

tables. Some plants, however, thrive best in one
kind of soil, and some in another. The object of the

horticulturist is to adapt his soil for the particular

kinds of plants be wishes to rear in perfection.

Hence the preparation of artificial soils. It is doubted
by many whether the pure earths afford any nourish-

ment to plants
;
at all events they enter but very

sparingly into their composition. They serve, how-
ever, as a medium by which water, carbon, and some
of the gases are conveyed into their juices, and also

as a convenient means by which the fibrous or

bulbous roots are attached to and held firm and
stationary in the ground. The true nourishment of

plants is water and decomposing organic matter,

whether vegetable or animal. The constituent parts

of the soil which give tenacity and coherence, are the

minutely divided particles, and they possess this

power in the greatest degree if they be aluminous.

If the siliceous or sandy particles are in excess,

however, sterility iB the consequence. Neither must
the soil be too much comminuted

; a certain propor-

tion of coarser particles seems to be requisite. No
one ingredient should be in excess in any fertile soil,

not even an excess of organic matters : so that the

best soil for general purposes is that where an equable
admixture of the general ingredients is present, with
a portion of the particles in a state of minute com-
minution.

Much of the fertility of soils depends upon their

power of absorbing moisture from the air. When
this power is great the plant is supplied with moisture

in dry seasons, and the effects of evaporation during
the sunshine is compensated by the absorption of

moisture at night. Stiff clayey soils which absorb a
great proportion of rain water are not, however, the

best suited for absorbing it in dry weather, as the

surface becomes hard and separates into deep fissures,

which assist the evaporating effects from the interior.

The best absorbing soils are those in which there is

a due admixture of sand, clay, and lime, with animal
or vegetable matter, and of a loose and light texture,

freely permeable to the air and moisture. Carbonate
of lime, and animal and vegetable matter, are highly

useful in this respect to soils; they impart an
absorbent power without giving the soil too great

tenaoity. The absorbent power of soils ought to be
adapted to the climate. In moist climates a sandy
light soil will be more productive than a deep clayey

one, and the contrary. The subsoil also has a con-

siderable effect in modifying the quantity of moisture.

Shallow soils, situated on rocky ground, soon lose

their moisture, while deep clay subsoils retain it for

a long time. Some soils absorb heat much more
quickly and copiously than others, and also retain

their heat longer. Black and brown mould has this

property, while lighter clays and chalky soils are less

absorbent of heat, the former giving it out again
sooner than the latter. Marshy Boils, exposed to

inundations and to continual evaporation, are oolder

and more ungenial than dry lands. The elevation

above the sea level has also a very great effect on the
temperature and on the growth of plants. Digging,
ploughing, and pulverizing the soil, and exposing the
surface to the action of the summer sun and the
winter’s frost, are highly useful operations, by which
the tenacity of stiff soils is overcome, weeds and
insects are destroyed, and a quantity of air is admitted
into its particles. Nutritive matter is frequently
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applied to plants in the form of manure. Manures
are either organic or inorganic, the former including
vegetable and animal manures. The principal vege-
table manures include all green succulent plants,

which contain saccharine and mucilaginous matter,
rape and linseed cake, malt dust, sea-weeds, peat
earth (which requires, however, an admixture of

dung), tanner’s spent bark (also requiring dung), Ac.
Animal manures in general require no chemical pre-

paration to fit them for the soil The chief thing to
look to in employing them is to blend them with the
earthy constituents in a proper state of division, and
to prevent their too rapid decomposition. The chief

are fish, bones, horn, hair, urine, blood, and dung.
Perhaps the most valuable of such manures is guano,
which, as is well known, consists of the dung of
certain birds. The chief inorganic manures are lime,

gypsum, common salt, and soot. See Hot-bid.
After the soil is properly dry and pulverized the

seeds are deposited, and this should always be done
in dry weather, for a dry soil is especially requisite
for covering in the seeds. Small seeds are sown in
greater or less quantity, according to the kind. Some
are planted singly, as beans, potatoes; and the depth
at which they are covered in much depends upon the
kinds of plants. Some seeds require a mere sprinkling
of earth, others have to be covered up with 1, 2, or 3
inches of mould, especially if planted at times when
frost occurs. In general, however, as germination
requires air and heat, the seeds should not be more
than covered with the soil.

Watering is often necessary as a means of nourish-
ment to growing plants, especially as a support to
newly transplanted vegetables, and for cleaning the
leaves and destroying insects. Water should never
be thrown over the leaves of plants when the sun
shines. Indeed, watering should always be practised
either in the evening or the morning, as during sunny
days the sudden evaporation of water causes a chill

which is fatal to vegetation.

For an account of the processes of budding and
grafting see these articles. Another mode of propa-
gation is that by means of cuttings. This process is

exceedingly simple and easy in the case of many
trees, as the willows and poplars; but requires some
management in the heaths, myrtleB, and other shrubs.

Cuttings are to be chosen from the side shoots of

plants, especially those which show a tendency to

droop towards the ground, and the proper time for

doing this is when the sap is in full motion. The
cuttings should contain a portion of last year’s wood,
or of wood so far formed, and after it has assumed
its proper brown colour. Cuttings from herbaceous

plants are chiefly taken from the low growths, but

they will also succeed occasionally from the flower

stems. The cuttings should be prepared, so as that

the lower end terminates in a joint or bud where the

leaves spring out, and the upper leaves should be left

on the branch. In plants difficult to strike, it is a
general practice before cutting them off from the

parent plant, to cut a ring round the bark, and after

remaining on the parent branch for a short time, till

a callus is formed, they are cut off below the ring and
inserted into earth. Tender cuttings, when planted

in pots, should be placed near the sides, net in the

middle, with their lower ends touching the bottom of

the pot, or resting in sand or gravel. In this way
they readily strike, whereas, if planted in the loam
in the middle, they will fail. The cuttings should

not be inserted to a great depth, and a moderate
degree of heat, moisture, and fight is preferable to

any excess. A glass frame or hand-bell cover pro-

motes their striking very considerably, by tending to

promote an equilibrium of atmosphere and tempera-

ture. The degree of heat necessary depends upon

the nature of the plants. In general, cuttings during

the process of striking require less heat than the vigor-

ous parent plant Cuttings of deciduous hardy trees

taken off in autumn should not be put into heat until

spring, but should be kept dormant like the parent

trees. The subject of landscape-gardening will be

found treated under its proper heading.

HORTUS SICCUS. See Herbarium.
HORUS, the Latinized form of an Egyptian

divinity, whose proper name Har signifies the ‘day,’

or the ‘sun’s path.’ Several Egyptian deities are

known by this name, the principal of whom are

Haroeris or the elder Horns, and Horns, the son of

Isis (Har-si-hesi), who was the most celebrated of all.

These were often confounded together especially by

Greek and Roman writers. The elder Horns was
the son of Seb (identified by the Greeks with

Kronos) and Nu (Rhea) and brother of Osiris. The
other Horns is mentioned by Herodotus as the son

of Osiris and Isis, and the brother of Bubastis (iden-

tified with Artemis). He was identified by the

Greeks with their Apollo, probably because he was
credited with a knowledge of medicine and the gift

of prophecy, and was worshipped as the god of the

sun. During the war of Set (Typhon) with Osiris,

Horus, then an infant, was kept concealed on the

floating island of Chemmis or lluto, where he was
brought up. When he was grown up he avenged his

father’s death by vanquishing Set, whence he became
known as Har-net-atf (Horus the avenger of his

father). After this Horus reigned over Lower and
Set over Upper Egypt until by the death of the latter

Horus became ruler over the whole. Both the elder

and younger Horus were regarded as symbols of the

sun. The hawk and the sparrow were sacred to

him, and he is frequently represented with a hawk's
head. He was often identified with Harpocrates,

another Egyptian deity, also a son of Isis, who is

represented as a sickly child enveloped in long

clothes, and with a finger on his mouth, which was
falsely taken by the Romans as indicative of silence,

but was in reality merely a sign of his childish state.

He symbolized the winter sun. The worship of

Horus was general throughout Egypt, but he was a

peculiar object of adoration at Edfoo or Hut, the

ancient Apollinopolis Magna. A festival was held

in his honour on the 30th Epiphi, when the sun and
the moon, which represented his eyes, were in the

same straight line. This worship was also introduced

into Rome, where it was, however, prohibited for a
time.

HORUS APOLLO. See Horapollo.
HOSANNA, a word composed of two Hebrew

words occurring in Ps. cxviii. 25, signifying ‘save,

pray ’. The psalm was sung on joyful occasions, and
particularly at the feast of Tabernacles, which was
the solemnity observed with the greatest demonstra-

tions of joy. Verses 25 and 20 were sung with loud

acclamation; and the feast itself was sometimes called

the Hosanna. The phrase was also used as a solemn
salutation, and was addressed as such to kings and
heroes. So also we have it used towards Christ

(Mat xxi. 9).

HOSEA, the first in order among the minor pro-

phets of the Old Testament, but more probably the

third in order of time. Nothing is known of his life,

except what can be gathered from the introduction

to ms prophecies, namely, that he was the son of

Beeri, and that his ministry belonged to the reigns

of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, kings of

Judah, beginning probably about the end of the

reign of Jeroboam ll., king of Israel His prophecies

are addressed almost equally to both kingdoms. His
book was admitted into the canon after the Baby-
lonish captivity. He has represented, in the three
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first chapters of his book, the guilty violation of their

covenant with God by an allegory, very common
among the Hebrew poets, of a marriage covenant

which the wife has violated, referring to the covenant

whioh God had concluded with the Israelites. The
remaining chapters treat of the same subject, under
different figures, with reproaches, exhortations, and
threats; he predicts the approaching exile of his

countrymen, and the consoling promise of the final

return of an improved people forms the conclusion

of this prophetical book. He is remarkable for his

laconic style, hastening from image to image, and
from reflection to reflection. The stream of a power-
fully excited fancy forces him irresistibly onward.
Hence he does not exhibit the roundness, grace, and
harmony which characterize the other prophets.

His interruptions are frequent and abrupt, his images
are often very incomplete, and his expressions are

not unfrequently what an over-refined modern taste

would describe as rude, and even coarse. Still, on
account of his marked originality, the depth and
truth of his sentiments, and the strength of his lan-

guage, he will always maintain a distinguished rank
among the Hebrew poets.

HOSIERY, a word properly applied only to the

making of hose or stockings, but used as a general

term for all kinds of knitted articles, including

drawers, petticoats, night-dresses, &c., and fancy
articles such as head-dresseB, hoods, shawls, necker-

chiefs, watch-guards, cravats, &c. The materials

used for the purpose are cotton, linen, and wool, the

last of whicli is sometimes mixed with cotton or silk.

Silk is also frequently used alone. Nearly all articles

of hosiery, except some fancy articles, are now made
by a knitting-frame of some kind or other, hand-
knitting with a needle being now almost entirely

obsolete The knitting-frame was invented in 1589
by William Lee of Calverton m Nottinghamshire
The hosiery machines now in use ait of thiee different

kinds* the warp machine, which turns out flat webs
which have to be sewed together both behind and at

the foot; and the circular and rotary machines, both

of which, with some differences in the method of

working, produce cylindrical webs. In the first form
of circular or rotary machine the webs were all of

one uniform diameter, and the stockings had to be
shaped to the leg by stretching them on a board and
ironing them in that position to preserve the sha{>e;

but improvements have been introduced having the

effect of making the cylindrical web wider at the

calf and narrower at the ankle in the process of

manufacture. Since 1841 the Jacquard loom has
also been employed in the manufacture of articles of

hosiery. Nottinghamshire is still the chief seat of
the hosiery manufactures in England, but it is also

carried on extensively in Leicestershire, Lincolnshire,

Derbyshire, and other counties. In Scotland the

chief Beat of thiB manufacture is Hawick, where
there is a large production of Cheviot wool Btockings,

drawers, and \ests. On the Continent by far the
most important manufactures of hosiery are in the

Kingdom of Saxony, especially at Chemnitz.
HOSPICE signifies either a little convent belong-

ing to a religious order, occupied by a few monks,
aim destined to receive ana entertain travelling

monks, or houses in uninhabited mountains, erected

for the purpose of receiving travellers who have lost

their way or are exhausted by fatigue. The most
famous of thesj are the one on the Great St. Bernard,
which came into the possession of the priests of the

canton of Valais in 1825, and that on Mount St.

Gothard, which existed as early as the thirteenth

century.

HOSPITAL. A hospital, according to the most
general use of the word, is any building appropriated

for the reception of any class of persona who are un-

able to supply their own wants, and are more or leas

dependent upon public help to have those wants
supplied. Hence hospitals are of various kinds, accord-

ing to the nature of the wants they supply, and the

class of persons for whom they are intended. A large

number of hospitals are medical; others are for the

reception of incurables; others for the aged and in-

firm; others for the education of children of people

in reduced circumstances; others for the reception of

the wounded in battle, and so on.

Among the ancients there were no institutions

resembling the hospital of our own day. The con-

stitution of the family, the universal prevalence in

civilized countries of the practice of slavery, and the

laws of hospitality regulating the relations between
host and guest, were all so many circumstances which
excluded the idea of the creation of such benevolent

institutions as it is the province of this article to treat

of. In ancient Rome the system of patronage secured

to free men fallen into poverty the assistance of the

rich of whom they were the clients; and the slaves

attached to a family, in the Roman sense of the word,
were cared for in case of wounds or sickness in the

i aletudinaria belonging to all houses of any import-

ance. The only institutions in ancient times which
at all corresponded to our hospitals were the public

halls which existed in some towns, and in which
strangers were lodged and fed, and the people found

Bhelter during the winter. During the first centuries

of the Christian era the practice of private charity

sufficed to supply all the wants of the infirm and
indigent, but in course of time this resource was
found no longer sufficient, and it was found necessary

to devise some means of making up for its insuffici-

ency. Hence arose the earliest kind of hospital. The
first establishments of this nature are believed to be-

long to the fourth century, and the emperor Constan-
tine, St. Basil, and St. Chrysostom, patriarch of

Constantinople, all of whom lived at that time, are

mentioned among those who encouraged their forma-
tion. In the firat instance, however, the primary
object of these establishments was to afford a shelter

to strangers and travellers, and it was only occasion-

ally that the sick and infirm were admitted. As
Christianity spread, the bishops were charged by the

canons of the councils with the care of the poor of

their dioceses; and under their care numerous hos-

pitals arose specially intended for the reception of the

sick and infirm, which were placed under the direction

of the priests, and supported by private contributions.

When it came to be found that these private contri-

butions were not enough to meet the expenses of the
hospitals, especially since a large part of them was
diverted for the maintenance of the priests in charge,

an edict was passed by the Council of Orleans, about

the beginning of the sixth century, requiring that a
part of the revenues of the clergy and the monastic

orders should be Bet apart for charitable institutions,

and that the funds required for the support of the indi-

gent and the relief of the sick should be supplied as far

as possible by the bishops. Subsequent councils con-

firmed or modified this edict At the same time
benevolent-minded members of the laity established a
considerable number of hospitals; but it was an easier

matter to found than to support them, and there are
proofs enough come down to us of the insufficiency

of the resources of the most of these charitable institu-

tions. One of the earliest hospitals of which we have
any satisfactory information was that established by
the emperor Valens at Caesarea about the end of the
fourth century, and which was conducted on a very
large scale. The Arabs in Spain, at an early period
of their occupation of that country, following the

example of the Christians, founded a magnifioent
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hospital at Cordova, to which the sick came from all

parts of the Peninsula, and where physicians were
trained, who did a vast deal to advance the study of
medicine. The Arabs have also the credit of having
founded the first lunatic asylum in Europe, which
was erected in the city of Granada. In Catholic
countries the hospitals are generally attended by
nuns, sisters of mercy, &c., o? whom even Voltaire
says that there is nothing nobler than the sight of
delicate females sacrificing beauty, youth, often rank
and wealth, to devote themselves to the relief of
human miseries under the most revolting forms.
Most of the large towns and counties throughout

the British Islands have hospitals of one kind or an-
other, and there is no city in the world where u greater
number or a greater variety of hospitals are to Ixj

seen than in London. The majority of hospitals
everywhere are medical, often called infirmaries.

Such institutions serve a double purpose, inasmuch
as they not only afford the best medical advice and
treatment to the poor, who would otherwise lie unable
to obtain it, but also supply the best means of giving
instruction in medicine and surgery, as in them
students have the opjiortunity of witnessing cases of
nearly every variety of disease, and observing how
they are treated by the most skilled physicians. For
this reason a good infirmary or medical hospital is an
indispensable adjunct to every school of medicine and
surgery, and there are usually professors specially

appointed to expound to the students the nature of

the diseases under which the infirmary patients are

labouring, and the method of treatment adopted with
regard to them. Besides the general medical hos-

pitals for the reception of poor patients suffering

under various kinds of illnesses and injuries, there

are others intended only for jiarticular classes of

patients, such as hospitals for diseases of the skin,

throat, and eye, for the paralysed and epileptic, for

consumption, fistula, stone, fever hospitals, small-

pox hospitals, lying-in-hospitals, hospitals for women,
&c. &c. The following are the chief general medical
hospitals in London:

—

Foundod
St. Bartholomew’s 1647
8t. Thomas s 1663
Westminster 1719
Guy’s 1721
St. George’s 1733
London 1740
Charing Otobs 1818
itoyal Free 1828

Founded
North London or Uni-

versity College 1833
Metropolitan 1836
Middlesex 1836
King’s College 1839
8t. Mary’s 1861
Great Northern 1866
West London 1866

(Further information relating to some of these will

be found in sjKJcial articles.) Hospitals arc generally

supported by endowments, legacies, voluntary con-

tributions, and sometimes by other means. Where
connected with a medical school, part of their sup-

port is derived from fees paid by students. In many
cities of the United Kingdom it is a regular practice

to have a collection on some Sunday in the year in

the churches or meeting-places of all denominations

for the medical hospital or hospitals. In the year

1873 this practice was introduced into London, the

15th of June of that year being fixed as the first

Hospital Sunday. On that day a sum of £25,743
was realized by church collections, while ten years

later, in 1883, the sum amounted to £32,248 ;
in

1900, about £36,000. There is also a Metropolitan

Hospital Saturday fund, collections for which are

made in streets and workshops. The Prince of

Wales’s Hospital Fund, started in 1897, is a perma-
nent fund largely supported by subscriptions and
donations of the wealthy.

The following is the mode in which medical hos-

pitals are most usually regulated :—There are several

large wards, each containing several beds. At the

head of each bed is a small cupboard or shelf, for

containing the bottles, cups, and medicines belonging
to the patients. There are also a few smaller bed-

chambers for the reception of particular cases, which
it may bejudged advisable to keep separate from the

others. Each hospital has a matron, house surgeon,

and apothecary resident within its walls; and some-
times there is also a resident chaplain and secretary.

The duties of the matron consist in regulating the
night and day nurses, and the washing and laundry
deportment, as well as the purchase of the necessaiy

supplies of provisions, and keeping a general superin-

tendence over the kitchen and messes of the sick.

The resident surgeon performs all the minor opera-

tions, and takes care of all casualties and accidents

in the al)sence of the principal surgeons. He and
the ajwthecary keep a set of books in which they
enter in writing all the details of their respective

duties. The apothecary takes care of the pharmacy,
and prepares all the medicines prescribed from time
to time by the surgeons and physicians. There is

a well -lighted room set apart for the performance
of ojkjrations, and a dead-room for the reception of

corpses previous to interment. The dressing of the
sores, &c., of the infirm is }>erformed by the young
hospital pupils, under the directions of the surgeons.

The nurses relieve each other day and night in a
regular manner. Particular wards are set aside for

the reception of persons lat>ouring under various and
peculiar denominations of disease, and their distri-

bution is regulated by the house surgeon, under the
control of the physicians and surgeons. Every large

hospital has a pathological department under the

direction of the pathologist, whose duty includes that

of performing the post-mortem examinations, and
determining and recording the changes produced by
disease in the various tissues and organs. Connected
with this dejmrtment there is usually a museum,
where are preserved illustrations of diseased organs

of special interest. There is usually a garden or air-

ing-ground, where the convalescents may walk about.

The greatest attention is paid to cleanliness and ven-

tilation. Contagious diseases arc now always placed

in distinct buildings. The chaplain is instructed to

read prayers daily to the sick, and to administer

the sacrament and consolations of religion to those

whose minds are prepared to receive them. All

patients who are disorderly or disolxidient are dis-

charged. The general management and control of

the house is vested generally m a committee of Hub-

scri tiers, who meet once a week or fortnight and
receive reports of vacant beds, deaths, and other

casualties. There are generally two days in the

week set apart for discharging and receiving patients;

hut accidents are received at all times and at all

hours. Patients often bring with them letters of

recommendation from annual subscribers or gover-

nors, by the form of which the person recommending
binds himself to remove the patients if required, or,

should they die, to be answerable for the expenses of

their funerals.

In recent times there has been considerable discus-

sion as to the best method of constructing medical

hospitals. It was objected to the plan of construct-

ing large edifices for the purpose, that the benefit

they conferred was greatly diminished by the risk

of being attacked by hospital fever, but modern
science has obviated almost all danger of this kind.

Sir James Y. Simpson of Edinburgh went the length

of maintaining that the only way to remove this

risk was to build hospitals in the form of tem-

porary detached huts, which Bhould be frequently

taken down and replaced by new ones; that at least

all staircases and other means of communication

between the wards should be outside the building.

As a means of removing, at least partially, the evils
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connected with the present system of hospital con-

struction, some new hospitals are being built in de-

tached parts, which are each reserved for a separate

class of diseases. The pavilion system of construction,

which is now being to some extent adopted in Eng-
land and Germany and to a greater extent in France
and America, deserves a short notice. According to

this system the wards should be separated from the
administrative part of the establishment, and should

be arranged in pavilions of one story where practi-

cable, but never more than of two. The pavilions

may radiate from a central rotunda, branch off at

right angles to a central corridor, or be arranged en
echelon in a triangle, according to the locality, direc-

tion of the prevailing winds, &c., but should always
surround the administrative blocks. Each pavilion

should be about 115 feet long, by 25 feet broad, and
14 to 15 feet high (greater dimensions being necessary

in warm climates); the bods in each pavilion should
never exceed 32 in number, and each should have a
clear floor space of 80 to 100 feet The Royal In-

firmary of Edinburgh, the Herbert Hospital of Wool-
wich, and the New York Hospital are among the
best examples of the pavilion style.

Military and Naval Hospitals. — Establish-

ments for the reception and care of sick and wounded
soldiers and seamen have been in existence in all

civilized countries for a long period. The chief mili-

tary hospitals in Britain are the Royal Victoria at

Netloy, and the Herbert at Woolwich, both being
general hospitals, besides the station hospitals with
a fixed staff at the head-quarters of the various mili-

tary districts. The chief naval hospitals of Britain

are those of Haslar at Portsmouth (the largest in the

countryand capable of accommodating 1 500 patients),

the Royal at Plymouth, and the Melville nt Chat-
ham, besides those at the chief naval stations abroad,

such as Malta, Halifax, Bermudas, Jamaica, the

Cape, Hong-Kong, &c. The patients in nnxal and
military hospitals are subject to certain stoppages of

pay, unless wounded in action, but should disease be

the result of misconduct the whole pay is stopped.

The sum annually paid by government for medical
establishments and services averages about £300,000
for the army and £70,000 for the navy. In France,

Germany, Austria, and other European countries

great attention is paid to military hospitals, the ad-

ministration of which is usually in the hands of the

medical department. In the United States, the army
being small and mostly engaged in frontier work,
permanent and costly structures are not necessary,

their place being generally taken by post hospitals

consisting of a series of wooden huts or other tempo-
rary erections to hold from 10 to 25 beds, and not

designed to last for more than 10 or 12 years.

Two large permanent establishments, however, exist,

namely, the hospital for cadets at West Point, and
the Barnes Hospital near Washington. In connec-

tion with the marine service there are hospitals at

many of the ports, whether sea, river, or lake ; the

hospitals on the pavilion system at Chicago and San
Francisco being worthy of special mention. Con-
nected with the armies of all nations in time of war
are general hospitals established at the base of opera-

tions, and field hospitals which follow the main
bodies of the troops during the progress of the cam-

^Sbere are two institutions which, though not ex-

actly of the nature of medical hospitals, may yet be

mentioned here as subsidiary to such establishments.

These are dispensaries in which, upon order obtained

from the proper authorities, medicines are made up
sod dispensed free of charge to those who are unable

to pay forthem; and schools for the training of nurses.

There is a very Important school for this purpose in

connection with St Thomas* Hospital in London.
It was founded at the suggestion of Miss Nightingale
with a sum of £50,000 which had been collected as a
testimonial for her in recognition of her self-denying

labours in attendance on the wounded in the Crimean
war, and which she refused to reoeive except on con-

dition that it should be applied to this purpose.

Convalescent homes and hospitals for incurables may
be regarded as supplementary to medical hospitals

properly so called. The former are intended for

those whose cure has been effected in the infirmary,

but who have not yet acquired sufficient strength

to be ont of danger of a relapse if they should resume
their ordinary occupations. These homes are there-

fore built by the sea-side, or in some healthy locality,

where the patient, after leaving the infirmary, is

rapidly reinvigorated by a stay of two or three weeks.

The other class of hospitals mentioned are intended,

as the name indicates, for those who are suffering

from diseases for which there is no possibility of cure.

The oldest hospital of this kind in London is the
Royal Hospital at Putney Heath, which was founded
in 1850. It contains 137 inmates, and gives a pen-
sion of £20 to 277 others. Besides those at present

existing in London and elsewhere, a proposal has
been made to build another out of London on a larger

scale than any hitherto erected, to be called the
National Hospital for Incurables.

After medical hospitals of all kinds, the next most
numerous are perhaps those intended for the educa-

tion of children of parents in reduced circumstances.

The most celebrated of these is Christ’s Hospital in

London, usually known as the Blue-coat School.

(See Christ’s Hospital.) For its size, no city was,
till recently, so largely provided with this kind of

hospital as Edinburgh, and the buildings are still

among the leading ornaments of the city. Within
a recent period, however, in consequence of a strong

feeling that had grown up against these institutions

on account of the evil effects which were attributed

to their monastic system, and on account of their

alleged pauperizing tendency, many of them have
been remodelled and converted into public schools,

the foundationers formerly supported and educated
within the walls of the hospitals being now hoarded
out in families of the city. Hospitals for the educa-

tion of children are commonly supported by endow-
ments. Another numerous class of hospitals are those

for the reception of aged men and women, to which
the alms-houses of England belong. Many of these

are reserved for decayed members of particular pro-

fessions. The Charterhouse in London is a famous
hospital for decayed gentlemen

;
Chelsea Hospital is

one for old and disabled British soldiers. Of this kind
also was the Greenwich Hospital forseamen belonging

to the royal navy, hut in 1865 the inmates of that

hospital (except the bedridden) were removed from

the building, with additions to their pensions to enable

them to maintain themselves among their own friends,

and the hospital converted into an infirmary for sea-

men. Among the other kinds of non-medical hospi-

tals the only ones which it is necessary to mention
here are foundling hospitals and orphan hospitals.

The earliest foundling hospital in Europe was founded
at Milan in 787. (For an account of one or two of

the best-known hospitals of this kind see Foundling.)
The first orphan hospital established in Europe is said

to have been founded by Alexius L, emperor of the

East, at Constantinople in 1090. On the subject of

hospitals for the insane, see Lunatic Asylums.
In France, hospitals, though at the present day

not so general as in Britain, seem to have existed at

an earlier period than there, and there still exist in

that country some of the oldest, largest, and most
widely-known charitable institutions of this nature.
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The oldest of whioh there la any mention is that of

Lyons, whioh is said to have been founded by Childe-

bert, the son of Clovis, in conjunction with his wife

Ultrogothe, in 542. It has been several times recon-

structed and considerably enlarged, and now bears
the name of Hdtel Dieu de Lyon. Hdtel Dieu is

also the name of the most ancient hospital in Paris.

The earliest period at which it iB known to have ex-

isted is the reign of Louis the Debonnair, about the
beginning of the ninth century, when it was called

Saint-Christophe. The Hotel des Invalided, founded
in 1671 by Louis XIV., is destined for military

veterans. The Hdpital g&dral, founded by the same
monarch in 1656, and reorganized in 1800, is intended
to contain mendicants, as well as to furnish assistance

from its revenues to the very poor. In the eleventh
and twelfth centuries, in consequence of the intro-

duction of leprosy into Europe from the East by the
Crusaders and of St. Anthony’s fire, the number of

hospitals increased very largely in France.
HOSPITAL FEVER is a malignant form of

typhus fever so called from its being at one time
frequently met with in hospitals, especially those of
large size. See Typhus Fever.
HOSPITALLERS, as the name imports, are cha-

ritable brotherhoods who devote themselves to tend
the sick in hospitals. These foundations belong to

different times and countries, and the brethren are
bound by the vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience
common to the several religious orders of the Roman
Catholic Church, in addition to the vow for the
special work which gives them their designation.

They have always originated in the presence of an
unforeseen need, or of some destructive plague, which
ordinary agencies were unequal to cope with. The
Order of Hospitallers had two grand divisions:

—

first, of those who devoted themselves exclusively to

charitable services; and second, of those who formed
military brotherhoods under thiB name. The latter

had numerous subdivisions, as the Knights Hospit-
allers of the Order of Constantine; of Our Lady
Della Scala; of Our Lady of Mount Carmel; of St.

John of Jerusalem (see John, St., Knights of); &c.

These orders held it their duty to provide lodging and
entertainment for persons engaged in pilgrimages,

and to find them protection against all assailants.

The Knights of St. John acquired great wealth and
influence, and received great privileges, which they
often abused. Being driven from Palestine they settled
in Cyprus (1291) and inRhodes (1309). When Rhodes
was captured by Solyman IL in 1522, they dispersed,

and were settled in Malta by Charles V. (1530), and
were again dispersed on the capture of Maltaby Napo-
leon I. (1798). The Knights Hospitallers settled in

England in the twelfth century. They followed the

rule of St. Austin, and wore a black habit with a white

cross upon it. There are also sisterhoods of this order,

aa that of the Order of the Mercy of Jesus, founded

at Gentilly in 1648 by Claude Sonnius. Their duty

was to care for the children of the town and the

neighbouring villages. In 1655 these religious sis-

ters founded an hospital for sick females, married

and unmarried, and in 1704 another establishment

of the same kind at St. Maud4.
HOST (Latin, hostia, a victim). Hostia means,

in the Latin of the Christian church, Jesus Christ,

in so far as he sacrificed himself for men; and hostia,

or host, is also used for the bread (or wafer) and wine

in the eucharist, as containing the body and blood of

Christ, amonj< those Christian sects who believe in

the presence « f Christ in the bread and wine. As
the wafer alone is given to laymen in the Catholic

Church, aa containing both the body and blood of

the Redeemer, the term host is usually applied to

the consecrated wafer. The term derives its signifi-

cance from the doctrine that the eucharist is a ‘sac-

rifice’ in the strict sense of the term. Common bread

was originally used at the Lord's Supper; but bread

baked particularly and solely for this purpose, laige,

round oblatce, came into use in the fourth oentury,

which it was customary to break after consecration

into as many pieces as there were communicants.
The hosts, or smaller wafers, were introduced into

the Latin Church in the twelfth oentury. The Greek
and other oriental churches use for the eucharist

leavened bread, whilst the Roman Catholics use un-

leavened wafers, which custom was followed by the

Lutherans. It is well known that the Calvinists on
the Continent, not believing in transubstantiation or

consubstantiation, prefer unleavened bread to the

wafers. This bread has been adopted in Prussia in

tho new ritual for the united Lutherans and Calvin-

ists; yet any person preferring the wafer may have
it, as at the end of the celebration of the Lord's

Supper it is offered to them. The Protestants in

Britain and America use common leavened bread.

For the elevation of the host, see Elevation, and for

more information see Mass.
HOSTAGE (French, 6tagt; Latin, obits; Low

Latin, abstain us), a person left as pledge or surety

for the performance of the articles or conditions of

a treaty. The taking or giving of hostages is now
scarcely known in the relations of modern commu-
nities, but was formerly almost universal, and many
questions in the law of nations arose out of the prac-

tice. When a town capitulated it was customary
both for victors and vanquished mutually to exchange
certain officers of importance as pledges that the

terms agreed on should be faithfully carried out.

If the stipulated terms were observed the hostages

were returned on each side, but if the termB were
violated or evaded the hostages might be put to death.

Writers on international law have discussed how far

the rights of conquerors extend over hostages, what
circumstances may release them from their obligation,

and what effect their escape will produce on the

treaty prof>osed by the contracting parties. In modern
civilized warfare hostagesarenotusually interchanged,

and the circumstances would be indeed exceptional

that would be deemed sufficiently grave to call for

the execution of a hostage.

HOSTILIUS. See Tullus Hostiliub.
HOT-BED, in gardening, a bed artificially prepared

to bring forward various kinds of plants which require

more than the natural heat of the country and season,

but to cultivate which the hot-house is not necessary.

Plants, having little or no power to generate heat,

are dependent for warmth on the media which sur-

round them. The production of a soil hotter than
the surrounding air, and that shall not prove injuri-

ous to vegetation, is what is sought for in hot-beds.

The heat, which must be constant and gentle, is

produced by fermentation. In our climate melons,
cucumbers, ornamental plants for borders, and vege-

tables wished to be prematurely fit for the table,

are raised in these beds. The fermenting substances

employed are freBh stable dung, tanners’ bark, leaves

of trees, grass, and the herbaceous parts of plants

generally, for which are sometimes substituted the
waste of flax, cotton, or woollen factories. But stable

dung is in most general use. In preparing manure
for hot-beds the object is to modify the excessive heat
generated in the first process of fermentation, and it

is expedient to prepare the materials beforehand that

the heat may not be too great They should be
turned over frequently, and water supplied or with-

held according as the fermentation is too tardy or

the reverse. Fermentation is always most rapid in

summer, end if the materials are spread abroad
during frost it is totally impeded. In this latitude
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a hot-bed should slope towards the south. The fer-

menting substance, being covered with a layer of

earth, is surmounted with a frame about a foot less

in length and breadth than the bed, and furnished

with a movable glass sash or sashes, according to the

size. These beds are not of a fixed thickness, but vary

according to the purpose intended and the degree of

heat required. As a great deal of heat is lost in the

process of fermentation, various plans have been de-

vised to turn it to some account; and when it declines

beyond the degree necessary to produce the object

intended, linings of the same material as the hot-bed

are added to the sides of it The sashes should be
made as tight as possible, to prevent the warm air

within from escaping, or the cold air without from
penetrating; and during the heat of the day they
should be partially removed, to permit ventilation

and the escape of vapour. The slope of the frame
will not only make the bed receive the full rays of

the sun at his meridian, but will furnish a proper
declivity to carry off the wet.

HOT-HOUSE. See Greenhouse.
HOTTENTOTS, a peculiar African race, the

aboriginal occupants of the south end of that con-

tinent, at and near the Cape of Good Hope. Their
limits may be said to have been the river Orange on
the north and north-east and the Kei on the east;

but their eastern boundary apj>ears to have been
fluctuating. On the north-west they passed the

Orange, and advanced north and north-east far into

the interior. The name now given to the whole race

was that of the tribe in the immediate vicinity of the
Cape of Good Hope, with which the Dutch settlers

first became acquainted. The origin of the name is

unknown. It is not certain what are the affinities

of their language, which is characterized by curious

sounds known as clicks. They are, when young, of

remarkable symmetry; but their faces are ugly, and
this ugliness increases with age. The complexion is

a pale olive, the cheek-bones project, the chin is

narrow and pointed, and the face consequently is

triangular. The lips are thick, the nose flat, the

nostrils wide, the ears large and lobeless, the hair

woolly, and the beard scanty. The women in early

life are often models of proportion, and their gait by
no means deficient in grace. Their bloom, however,

is transient, for, marrying at twelve or thirteen, after

the first child they lose their grace and proportion,

and soon become hideous. Both sexes are distin-

guished by excessive incurvation of the spine. When
the Dutch first settled at the Cape the Hottentots
were a numerous nation, of pastoral and partially

nomadic habits, and occupied a territory of 100,000
square miles. They had abundance of horned cattle

and sheep; and it is supposed that the seven tribes

into which they were divided made up together a
population of at least 200,000. At the present day
this race is nearly extinct within the wide territory

which formerly belonged to it. Constantly harassed
and hunted down by the Boers, who confessedly

sought their extermination, their only chance of

escape was to engage in the service of their perse-

cutors. But this domestication was fatal to the
purity of the breed; and of those classed as Hotten-
tots within the limits of the colony the greater

majority are people of mixed race.

But connected with this once groat and now utterly

decayed trunk are certain offshoots and collateral

stems which call for notice. Among these must be
mentioned the Griquas, a half-breed race, descended

from Hottentot mothers and Dutch fathers, living

chiefly to the north of the Orange River, in Griqua-

land West, on both sides of the Vaal. They are in

a semi-civilized condition, possess considerable num-
bers of cattle and sheep, and practise agriculture to

some extent. They may amount to about 20,000.
Others of the Griquas inhabit Griqualand East, in
the north-east of Cape Colony. The Koras or Kor-
annas (shoe-wearers), south of the Kalahari Desert,
still remain a favourable specimen of the Hottentot
race. They are taller, stronger, and more cleanly
than some of the other tribes. Most of them possess

cattle; those who do not, soon degenerate into Bush-
men. On the eastern frontier of the colony are still

some remnants of the Gona or Gonaqua tribe; but
they have nowhere preserved their ancient usages
and purity of blood, but are much mixed with the
Amakosa Kafirs. The Namas, who are the purest
type of Hottentots now existing, dwell in Namaqua-
land, in German South-west Africa. The Bushmen
are also of Hottentot race. Their proper country is

l>etween the Roggeveld Mountains and the river

Orange; but they are to be found wherever the
absence of a stronger population permits their in-

crease. (See Bushmen.) On the western side of

Africa, in lat. 21° to 23°, are the Damaras, of whom
those called Hill Damaras are of Hottentot race.

The Namas are a pastoral people almost exclusively,

being in this respect distinguished not only from the
Bantus and Negroes, but also from the closely -

allied Bushmen. They wear a sheepskin covering
known as a kaross and an ornamented apron called

an okhubib
, and they are accustomed to rub their

bodies with a mixture of grease and a red powder.
Their dwellings are low, rude huts, surrounded by
fences. Many of them have been Christianized.

The Hottentots generally are very indolent and
lethargic.

HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING, a picturesque town
of England, in the county of Durham, 6 miles h.b.w.

of Sunderland. It has a fine large venerable church,

besides several other places of worship; a town-
hall, church institute with library, old grammar-
school, alms-houses, &c. Many of the inhabitants

are employed in the neighl>ouring coal-mines.

There are also limestone quarries and breweries.

This town now gives name to one of the eight park
divs. of Durham. Pop. in 1891, 6476; in 1901, 7868.

HOUND (Canis sagax, Linn.), a name given
generally to hunting dogs, but restricted by scien-

tific writers to such as hunt by scent, a defini-

tion which excludes the greyhound. It is difficult

to determine from what stock the English bound
has originally sprung. The bloodhound is a large,

powerful variety, with a thin, loose skin, and very
long ears. His height is about 2 feet, and he has
a noble expression, and a shy, affectionate nature.

The beagle is a smaller hound, with large, pendulous
ears, a strong muscular body and legs, and is usually

black-and-tan or white-and-tan in colour. The
otter-hound is a rough-haired large dog, built like a
foxhound, and the Welsh hound is a sort of wiry-

haired foxhound. The deerhound and greyhound

are of very similar appearance, characterized by the

slender, muscular body, the bright, keen eyes, the

small ears, and longish neck ana legs. Other sorts

of hound are the whippet, a cross between the grey-

hound and a terrier, the Irish wolfhound, the borzoi

or Russian wolfhound, and the great Dane. The
foxhound is one of the best-known hounds, and the

harrier is a smaller foxhound. At the present day,

when the word hound is used by itself, or a pack of

hounds is spoken of, it is the foxhound that is gener-

ally to be understood. The foxhound is entirely the

result of breeding:, and the animal of the present day
is a very perfect instrument for the sport for which
he is intended, being highly remarkable for speed

and also for power of endurance. The foxhound is

generally from 22 to 24 inches high, and rather

strongly built
;
colour, white with black and tan spots;
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head rather large and deep; lege muscular, the fore-

leg short from knee to foot, the hind-leg similar, but
long from hip to hook. Hounds are distinguished
not only by their fineness of scent, but by docility

and sagacity, and a good hound knows when to ‘ give
tongue ’ and when to be silent. The breed of hounds
is preserved in purity with the most scrupulous care.

Fox-hunting is a specially English sport, and has been
introduced by Englishmen into various countries,

although other animals may have to be hunted in-

stead of the fox. In England itself the foxhound is

used also as a staghound. Fox-hunting is a privi-

leged pursuit, no one being challenged for trespass
when engaged in it except there be wilful mischief,

though it is tacitly understood that all who take
part in it, actively or as spectators, shall do the least

damage possible.
HOUNSLOW, a town of England, in Middlesex,

9J miles from Hyde Park Corner, on the edge of

Hounslow Heath. The church, erected on the Bite

of an old priory, is a brick edifice, adorned with stone
cupolas in the Italian style

;
there is another church

erected in the early English style in 1874, besides
several other places of worship, a town-hall, with a
library and reading-room, and two railway-stations.

The adjoining heath, notorious for the robberies com-
mitted on it in former times, is now entirely inclosed,

and is the site of large cavalry barracks and extensive
powder-mills. Pop. (1 891 ), 1 2,863.
HOUPE (North of the Lakes), a central province,

China, between lat. 29“ and 33“ N.; Ion. 108° 85' and
116“ e.; bounded north by Honan, east by Nganhoei
and KiangBee, south by Hoonan, and west by Sechuen
and Shense. It is intersected by the Han-kiang and
the Yang-tse-kiang, and its surface, particularly

towards the south, is dotted with numerous lakes.

It is considered one of the most fertile parts of the

empire; produces bread-stuffs, silk, cotton, tea, fish,

ana timber; and manufactures cloth, paper, and wax.
With Honan it formerly constituted one province,

named Hukwang. Provincial capital. Woo-Chang

-

foo. Pop. 39,412,940.

HOUR, the twenty-fourth part of a day (see Day).
In most countries the hours are counted from mid-
night, and twelve hours are twice reckoned. But
in some parts of Italy twenty-fours are counted, be-

ginning with sunset, so that noon and midnight are

every day at different hours. Each hour is divided

into sixty minutes, and each minute into sixty seconds.

Many nations are totally unacquainted with the divi-

sion of the day into twenty-four equal parts; with

others the hours of the (natural) day are longer or

shorter than those of the night. (See Day and Sider-

eal Time.) The fixed stars complete their apparent

revolution round the earth in twenty-four hours of

sidereal time, and therefore pass through 860 degrees

in twenty-four hours, or 15 degrees in one hour. If

we suppose two observers 15 degrees of longitude

distant from each other, one of them has any fixed

star one hour of sidereal time later in his meridian

•than the other. Meridians are called horary circlet

or hour circlet in dialling. A horary angle is that

angle which any hour-circle makes with the meridian

of the observer. If, for instance, it is 10 o'clock A.M.

aooording to the sun-dial at the place of observation,

and the sun is therefore two hours distant from the

meridian, its hour-circle makes an angle of 80 degrees

with the meridian. See Dial.
HOUR-GLASS, a speciesof chronometer or instru-

ment for measuring time. It consists usually of two
hollow bulbs placed one above the other, and having a

narrowneckof communication. Drysand isintroduced

In quantity sufficient nearlv to fill one of the bulbs,

ana fine enough to pass freelythrough the orifice of the

connecting neck. The quantity of sand is adjusted

to the time which the glam has been constructed t*»

indicate. In the case of an hour-glass the sand hi

the upper bulb takes an hour to pass into the lower

bulb; and so on for any other definite division of

time. This instrument is always subject to slight

error in its indications of time, owing to the expan-

sion and contraction of the glass by changes of tem-

perature, and by the variations of dryness in the

sand. Such instruments are not therefore perfectly

reliable; but their intention is nothing more than to

indicate time roughly, as in the common and well-

known egg-boiler. The hour-glass was commonly
used in churches during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries to regulate the length of the sermon, and
in some places it continued in use down to the begin-

ning of the nineteenth century. Hour-glass stands

of exquisite workmanship are still to be seen in

several English churches, one of these being in

Stoke d’Abemon church, Surrey.

HOURIS, virgins who, in Mohammed's paradise,

are one of the rewards of the blest. According to

the description of the Koran they surpass in their

dazzling beauty both pearls and rubies; they are sub-

ject to no impurity, and reserve the languishing

glances of their dark black eyes for individual ad-

mirers. They dwell in green gardens beautiful

beyond description, among lotus and acacia trees, with

fruits in abundance, near flowing streams, where they
are to be found in bowers lying upon green cushions

and the most beautiful tapestry, and flourishing in

perpetual youth. The very meanest of the faithful

will have seventy-twohouris. Mohammed has omitted
nothing to render his paradise delightful to the volup-

tuous inhabitants of the East. A paradise for women
is also provided, abounding in pleasures of every kind.

A further hope is held out to affectionate wives, for

it is left optional with their husbands to take back
their wives in the place of the houris. It is affirmed,

however, by some that the descriptions of the houris

in the Koran are allegorical, and designed merely to

convey an idea of the transcendant latitude of the

saints; and that the wiser Mohammedans attach a

higher than a mere literal interpretation to the pre-

sence of these black-eyed virgins in paradise.

HOURS. See Hora
HOUSE. English and Scottish law do not regard

the house or domicile in precisely the same light.

The common expression, ‘an Englishman’s house is

his castle,’ is in most instances true. Except in

criminal cases an Englishman can hold bis house
against all comers. No bailiff can break open his

door to arrest him, or seize his goods for debt, nor
can any court give him this power. As long, there-

fore, as an Englishman who chooses to hold his house
can subsist, so long is he secure. The usual plan is

to blockade him, and prevent supplies from entering

the citadel; and if this can be clone he must at last

surrender. When the bailiff once gains admittance
he cannot be expelled. Scottish law confers no such
right on the householder. The Scottish debtor may
bolt himself within, but the court can give the mes-
senger permission to force the door, and arrest or

distrain as may be wished. This right of entry
granted by the court is popularly known as the
1 king’s keys ’. But the house is no protection either

in England or Scotland where there has been a

criminal offenoe. Breaking into a house by night

with the intent to rob is burglary; in Scotland the

same offence is called housebreaking. The offence

known in Scotland as hametucken consists in feloni-

ously assaulting a person in his own house. To con-

stitute the crime the house must be that in which
the person resides. A shop, whether adjoining to

the house or not, is not reckoned a man's house. A
man may defend his bouse against trespassers and
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thieves attempting forcible entrance, even to the
killing of the intruder, if it can be shown that he
has used no greater force than was absolutely neces-

sary.

HOUSE-BREAKING. See Burglary.
HOUSE-BURNING. See Arson.
HOUSE-FLY. See Fly.
HOUSEHOLD TROOPS. See Guards.
HOUSELEEK (Sempervivum tcctorum), a succu-

lent plant of the natural order Crassulace®, having
the leaves, which are all radical, disposed somewhat
in the form of a double rose. The stem rises to the
height of 8 or 10 inches, and bears a few purplish
flowers, which have twelve or fifteen petals. It

grows in the clefts of rocks, on old walls, and the
roofs of cottages. The other sjiecies of Sempervimtm,
nearly thirty in number, are all natives of Madeira,
the Canaries, and the Mediterranean shores.

HOUSE OF COMMONS. See Britain; also

Parliamknt.
HOUSE OF CORRECTION, a prison for idle

and disorderly persons, not under the charge of the
sheriff, but governed by a keeper. Originally va-

grants, trespassers, and convicted persons were de-

tained in these houses that they might l)e compelled
to work. They were also called bridewells. The
distinction tatween such prisons and other prisons

was abolished in 1865.

HOUSE OF LORDS. See Britain
;
also Par-

liament.
IIOUSSA, or IIausna, a region of Africa, in Cen-

tral Soudan, situated t>etwoon the Niger on the west
and Bomu on the east, the Sahara on the north and
the Benue on the south. This country, though yet

little known, is represented as extremely fertile, and
as being cultivated with a skill little inferior to that
of Euroj>eans. It is under the rule of the Fcllatalis

(see Fellatahh), who have subjected the native

inhabitants, the Haussana or Haussas, a race inter-

mediate between the negroes and the Berl)ers, but

generally ranked with the latter. They are descriljed

as intelligent, lively, s<*cial, and very industrious.

They are expert weavers as well as agriculturists,

and manufacture large quantities of cotton cloths,

with which they supply Fezzan. They are also well

acquainted with tanning and working in iron.

Their language is the richest, most sonorous, and
most flexible of all the Soudan, and has become the

general medium of commercial intercourse in Cen-
tral Africa. Their religion is the Mohammedan.
Where the country is not cleared for cultivation it

is covered with forest-trees, especially mimosas and
acacias, and there is rarely a spot without vege-

tation. Among the chief towns of the region are

Sokoto, Katsena, and Kano. These towns carry on
an extensive trade with the countries of North-
west Africa, particularly Fezzan and Tripoli. The
Haussas have been made use of as soldiers by the
British, and as such have done good service.

HOUSTON, a city of the United States, in

Texas, capital of Harris county, at the head of

steamboat navigation on Buffalo Bayou, which is

here crossed by seven iron bridges, 55 miles north-
west of Galveston. It stands in an excellent graz-

ing district, and is a very important railway centre.

Among the most important of its industrial estab-

lishments are oil -mills, cotton - presses, machine-
shops, railway works, breweries, and furniture

works. Its easy communication with Galveston
and the Gulf of Mexico by steamer, and its railway
connections, make it an important commercial city,

with a large trade in cotton, grain, Ac. It contains

numerous churches and schools, some for the white,

and others for the coloured population; a city-hall

and market-house ; a masonic temple
;
public libra-

ries, Ac. Houston was for a time the capital of

Texas. Pop. in 1880, 16,513; in 1890, 27,557; now
about 40,000.

HOVEDEN, or Howden, Roger de, an English
historian, probably received his name from Hoveden
or Howden, in Yorkshire, where he was bom. The
exact dates of his birth and death are unknown, but
he flourished in the reign of Henry II., under whom
he was a clerk. He was also a lawyer, and is said

to have served the king in the capacity of chaplain,

and to have been employed by him to visit monas-
teries when their abbots or priors died, and the

revenues of the respective foundations fell into the
king’s hands. After the death of Henry he applied

himself to the compilation of English history, and
wrote Annals in Latin, commencing at 732, the
period at which Bede finished, and bringing down
affairs to 1201. His Btyle is defective, but he is

highly esteemed for his diligence and fidelity, and,

according to Leland, surpasses all the writers of his

class who preceded him. But the Recueil des His-
toires des Gaules asserts that he was chiefly a copy-
ist of Henry of Huntingdon, Simeon of Durham,
and Benedictus Abbas. Such was his authority

that Edward I. caused a diligent search to l>e made
in all the libraries for copies of Hoveden’s Annals,

in order to ascertain the homage due from the

crown of Scotland. The portion dealing with the

jKiriod 1192-1201 is the most original and valuable.

This work was published in Sir Henry Savile’s Col-

lection of Ancient English Historians (1596-1601,

folio), and an edition in 4 vols., 1868-71, has been
published in the series of the Master of the RoIIb,

edited by Bishop Stubbs, who contributes a valuable

preface. A translation by H. T. Riley was pub-
lished in Bohn’s Antiq. Lib. 1853.

HOWARD, the jwitrician house that has been for

centuries at the head of the English nobility. The
highest title in the family, the dukedom of Norfolk,

dates from the middle of the fifteenth century.

Though there is a tradition that the name is of Saxon
origin, and derived perhaps from the title of an emi-

nent office held under the crown before the Conquest,

the first of the family of whom anything is certainly

known is Sir William Howard, who was chief-justice

of the common pleas under Edward I. and Edward II.

His grandson, Sir John Howard, was named admiral

and captain of the navy in the North in 1335, and
again in 1347, in which year he assisted at the siege

of Calais. He possessed extensive property in Nor-
folk, and was also sheriff of the county. His grand-

son, Sir Rolwrt Howard, by marrying the co-heiress

of the Mowbrays, dukes of Norfolk, greatly increased

the family possessions and enhanced the family im-

portance. Their only son, Sir John Howard, one of

the leading supporters of the house of York, distin-

guished himself in the wars with France in 1452-53,

and in 1462 was appointed Constable of Norwich

Castle. He was also constituted sheriff of the two

counties of Norfolk and Suffolk. In 1468 he became

treasurer of the royal household, and in 1470 he was
created Baron Howard, and made captain-general

of the royal forces at sea. In 1472 he was installed

a Knight of the Garter, and ten years later he was
appointed Constable of the Tower. Adhering to the

fortunes of Richard IIL he was in 1483 created Duke
of Norfolk, and elevated to the high dignity of Earl-

marshal of England, a distinction still belonging to

the family. Almost simultaneously with these hon-

ours were added those of High-steward of England

and admiral for life, but two years after he was killed

at the battle of Bosworth Field, and his blood and
honours were attainted by Parliament, Nov. 1485.

A like attainder was decreed against his son Thomas,
who had been created Earl of Surrey by Richard at
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the tame time that his father had been raised to the
dukedom, but after an imprisonment of three jean
in the Tower, being restored to his title and posses-

sions, he manifested high military talent, and distin-

guished himself in several expeditions against the
Soots, and more especially by his signal defeat of
James IV. of Scotland at floaden in 1513. His son
Thomas, third dnke of Norfolk, early obtained dis-

tinction by his talents, both as a naval and military

commander, becoming in 1513 High-admiral of Eng-
land. In 1521 he was sent to Ireland as lord-lieu-

tenant, where he suppressed a dangerous insurrection

under O'Neal. He was afterwards a leading member
of the king's council, and was considered as the head
of the Roman Catholic party, though he acted with
so much prudence as to retain the favour of his capri-

cious sovereign till near the close of his long reign.

But in spite of all his services at home, and against

the Soots and the French, the suspicious jealousy of

Henry at last condemned him, on slight grounds, to

suffer the death of a traitor. The 29th January, 1547,
was appointed for his execution, but the king’s death
the preceding night procured him a respite. He was
reinstated in his rank and property by Queen Mary,
and died in August, 1554. By his marriage with a
daughter of Edward IV. he became the father of the
ill-fated and accomplished Henry Howard, earl of

Surrey, the best English poet of his age.

The date of Henry Howard’s birth is uncertain,

but it is supposed to have been about 1516. In 1532
he was present at the interview between Henry
VIII. and Francis I. at Calais. In 1542 he served
under his father ns lieutenant-general of the army
sent against Scotland, and in 1544 he accompanied
the troops with which the king invaded France,
and was field-marshal of the army before Boulogne.

On the surrender of that place in 1546 he was made
captain-general and commander of the garrison left

for its defence; but the same year, being defeated

by the French in an attempt to intercept a con-

voy, he was superseded in his command by Sey-
mour, earl of Hertford. The short remainder of his

life was clouded by misfortunes; for on his return

to England, conscious of his former services, and
smarting under what he conceived to be unmerited
disgrace, he is said to have dropped some reflections

on the king and council, which, being reported to his

majesty by the earl’s enemies, proved the cause of

bis ruin. He had quartered in his escutcheon the

roval arms of Edward the Confessor, to which he had
a hereditary right, and is said to have aspired to the

band of the Princess Mary. On these and other

charges of a more frivolous nature he was, together

with his father, committed to the Tower in Dec.

1546, and, Jan. 13, was tried at Guildhall, before a

common jury, by whom he was obsequiously found

guilty of high treason. Six days after he suffered

the sentence of the law by decapitation on Tower
Hill. Dr. Heylin, in his Church History, calls him
* the chief ornament of the nation;’ Lord Orford styles

Him ‘an almost classic author;' and Sir Egerton

Brvdges says that he ‘was aman of learning, a genius,

ana a hero, who united all the gallantry and unbroken
spirit of a rude age with all the elegance and grace

of a polished era.’ His works, which mark an era in

English literature, consist of songs and sonnets (in

a collection published in London in 1557, of which
there were several reprints in the sixteenth century);

the second and fourth books of Vergil’s JSneid, trans-

lated into blank verse (London, 1557, 12mo); a trans-

lation of Ecclesiastes, and some of the Psalms ;
Satires

on the Citizens of London; a translation from Boc-

caccio; and some smaller pieces. Surrey is the ear-

liest writer of English blank verse, some beautiful

examples of which are to be found in his versions

ol.m

from VergiL He is also the leader of the second

school of English poets who admired and imitated

the Italian models, and as such Spenser and Milton

owe him much.
Thomas, fourth duke of Norfolk, entertained the

project of marrying Mary Queen of Scots. But his

intention being discovered he was committed to the

Tower, and released only after nearly a year’s im-

prisonment. He again renewed his correspondence

with the Scottish queen, and being again discovered,

he was re-committed to the Tower, 4th September,

1571; convicted of high-treason 16th January, 1572;

and beheaded on June 2 of the same year. The
attainder was reversed and the family honours re-

stored partly by James I. and partly by Charles II.

The ducal house of Norfolk has thrown out many
branches which have enjoyed, or still enjoy, the earl-

doms of Carlisle, Suffolk, Berkshire, Northampton,
Arundel, Wicklow, Norwich, and Effingham, ana the

baronies of Bindon, Howard de Walden, Howard
of Castle Rising, and Howard of Glossop. Many
other individuals connected with this noble family

have been distinguished for their abilities, their ser-

vices, or their misfortunes, as Lord Howard of Effing-

ham, who defeated the Spanish Armada in 1588;
Catherine Howard, one of the ill-fated consorts of

Henry VIII.
;
and Sir Thomas Howard, who died in

the Tower a prisoner, for having aspired to the hand
of the Lady Margaret Douglas,daughter of Margaret,
queen-dowager of Scotland, and niece of Henry VIII.
‘The blood of the Howards' has become proverbial,

as expressive of ancient lineage combined with high

rank.

HOWARD, John, the celebrated philanthropist,

was bom at Enfield or Hackney about 1726. His
father, a wealthy London tradesman, bound him
apprentice to a wholesale grocer in the metropolis;

but dying when his son was about sixteen years of

age, young Howard, who was of infirm health, pur-

chased the remaining term of his indentures, and
indulged his taste by making a tour in France and
Italy. Returning home still in a state of ill health

he took lodgings at Stoke-Newington; and on his

recovery he married liis landlady, an elderly widow,

twenty-seven years his senior, out of gratitude for

her care in nursing him. She died in 1755, about
three years after the marriage, and Mr. Howard un-

dertook a voyage to Lisbon to view the effects of the

recent earthquake. The vessel in which he embarked
being captured, he was consigned to a French prison.

The hardships he suffered and witnessed previously

to his release first roused his attention to the subject

of his future researches. When he reached England
he was induced to lay before the commissioners of the

Sick and Hurt Office the information he had gained,

and his communication was well received. In 1773
he served in the office of sheriff for the county of

Bedford, when the subject of prison discipline came
under his notice; and finding that many abuses ex-

isted in the management of jails, he resolved to devote
his time to the investigation of the means of correct-

ing them. With this view he visited most of the

English county jails and houses of correction, and in

March, 1774, he laid the result of his inquiries before

the House of Commons, for which he received a vote

of thanks. In 1775 and 1776 he visited many of the

continental prisons, as well as those of Scotland and
Ireland; ana the substance of his investigations ap-

peared in a work be published in 1777, entitled the

State of the Prisons in England and Wales, with

Preliminary Observations, ami an Account of some
Foreign Prisons (4to). In 1778 he repeated his visit

to the Continent, and extended his tour into Italy.

In 1781 and 1782 he made a tour through the northern

parts of Europe, including Denmark, Sweden, Russia,

190
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and Poland. In 1788 he visited Spain and Portugal,

and again surveyed the prisons of his own oountry.

At the same time was published a complete edition

of his State of the Prisons, with all the supplementary
matter.

A new subject now engaged his attention, namely,
the management of lazarettos, and the means of pre-

le communication of the plague and other

diseases. In order to obtain aocurate in-

he went to Smyrna, where he knew that
the plague prevailed, for the purpose of proceeding to

Venice with a foul bill of health, that he might be
subjected to all the regulations of quarantine in the
lazaretto, and thus become experimentally acquainted
with them. In 1789 he published an Account of the
Principal Lazarettos in Europe, with various papers
relative to the Plague, together with farther Obser-
vations on some Foreign Prisons and Hospitals, with
additional Remarks on the Present State of those of

Great Britain and Ireland (4to). At the end of this

work he announced an intention of revisiting Russia
and European Turkey, and extending his travels into

Asia. In pursuance of this plan he set off from
London in the summer of 1789, and proceeded through
Germany to St. Petersburg and Moscow. Prisons and
hospitals were everywhere thrown open for his in-

spection as a friendly monitor and public benefactor.

He had taken up his residence at Cherson, in the

south of RuBBia, where a malignant fever prevailed,

and having visited a patient labouring under the con-

tagious disease, he received the infection, and died,

Jan. 20, 1790. He was interred in the vicinity of

Cherson, and every respect was shown to his memory
by the Russian authorities. A cenotaph is erected

in St. Paul’s cathedral, exhibiting his statue in a
Roman garb, executed by Bacon.
HOWE, Elias, an American inventor, was bom

in Spencer, Massachusetts, in 1819. In 1886 he
began to learn the trade of a machinist, and, possess-

ing remarkable inventive powers, he applied himself

to construct a sewing-machine, of which the model
was completed and tie patent issued September 10,

1846. Though a patent was taken out in England
the inventor realized nothing from it. After con-

structing a few machines in the United States, he
visited England in 1847 and remained till 1849. He
returned to Boston in a state of destitution, and was
compelled to resume working as a common tradesman.
For several years he was involved in expensive and
harassing lawsuits to establish his right to reap the

benefits of his own ingenuity, but in 1854 the prin-

cipal infringers of his patent arranged to manufacture
sewing-machines under licenses granted by him. He
died at Brooklyn, 3d October, J867. Immense num-
bers of the Howe sewing-machine are now manufac-
tured, both in America and in Great Britain.

HOWE, John, a celebrated nonconformist divine,

sometimes called the Platonic Puritan
,
born at Lough-

borough in Leicestershire, 17th May, 1630, accom-
panied his father to Ireland on his ejection from the
church of Loughborough, in consequence of his puri-

tanical principles, but on the breaking out of the
Irish rebellion returned and settled in Lancashire.

He afterwards studied both at Cambridge and Ox-
ford, and having taken orders, was appointed minister

of Great Torrington in Devonshire in 1654. Crom-
well appointed him his domestic chaplain in 1656,

and he took up his residence at Whitehall; but his

theology appears to have been too rational for the

Protector, who was offended at the freedom with
which, in one of his sermons, he inveighed against

the fanatical notions of divine impulses and special

impressions in answer to prayer. Howe however re-

tained his situation during the life of Cromwell, and
was still in possession of it when his son Richard

venting ti

contagious

formation

was deposed. On the act of uniformity in 1882 he
preached privately for some time in Devonshire. In
1671 he went to Ireland as chaplain to Lord Mas-
sarene, and was permitted to preach regularly in the
church of Antrim. In 1675 he succeeded Dr. Sea-

man as minister of a congregation in London, and
was generally respected, even by those who disrelished

his puritanism, for his moral worth and his great

abilities both as a preacher and theological writer.

In 1685 he proceeded with Lord Wharton to Holland,

and was introduced to the Prince of Orange, after-

wards William III. In 1686 he became one of the

S
reachers to the English church at Utrecht, but when
ames II. published the

* declaration for liberty of

conscience* he returned to England, and continued

to officiate in London till his death in 1705. His
works, generally admired for solidity, depth, and
fervid eloquence, consist both of polemical and prac-

tical treatises. Several of the latter, more especially

the Vanity of this Mortal Life, the Blessedness of

the Righteous, the Living Temple, Ac., have often

been reprinted, and are still in very general circula-

tion. His works were published in 1724, two vols.

folio, with a life by Dr. Calamy the younger. More
than one edition has been published since, and in

1836 his life, with an analysis of his writings, was
published at London by Henry Rogers. He is un-

questionably the greatest of all the Puritan divines.

HOWE, Richard, Eabl Howe, a celebrated En-
glish admiral, was the second son of Emanuel Scrope,

second Viscount Howe, and was born in 1725. After

having received the rudiments of a liberal education

at Eton, his strong predilection for the sea induced

his father to place him, at the age of fourteen, in

quality of a midshipman on board the Severn
t
in

which ship he sailed with Anson for the Pacific, and
continued going through the usual gradations of the

service under that admiral till 1745, when, though
only twenty years of age, he obtained the command
of the Baltimore sloop of war, in which he took part

in the siege of Fort William, during the last Jacobite

rebellion. In 1756 he served in the Channel fleet.

In 1758 he reduced Cherbourg, and in the same year

succeeded to the title of Viscount Howe. In 1759
he defeated a French squadron under De Conflaus,

and for two years he occupied a seat at the board of

admiralty. In 1770 he sailed as commander-in-chief

to the Mediterranean with the rank of rear-admiral

of the blue; and he latterly became admiral of the

fleet (1796), after being vice-admiral of England.

In 1776, as commander-in-chief in North America,

he acted against the revolted colonists, and against

D’Estaing, who commanded a superior French fleet.

He returned in 1778 discontented with the govern-

ment, and was not in active service till 1782, when
he became commander in the Channel and was made
a British peer. In this year he sailed to the relief

of Gibraltar, which he effected in spite of the com-

bined fleets of the enemy. From 1783 till 1788 he

was first lord of the admiralty, and was then created

Earl Howe. On the outbreak of war with France

in 1793 he took the command of the British fleet,

and bringing the enemy to an action on June 1, 1794,

he obtained over them a decisive victory, for which

he received the thanks of Parliament. The rank of

general of marines, and the vacant garter, both con-

ferred on this successful commander in the course of

the next year, were the consummation of his honours.

In 1797 Lord Howe exerted himself with great suc-

cess to quell the mutiny among the seamen at Ports-

mouth. His death took place August 5, 1799, at the

age of seventy-four. His name is one of the highest

among the great sea-captains of Britain.

HOWEL THE GOOD, or Hywel Dda, a Cam-
brian prince, famous as a legislator in the tenth oen-
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tury, succeeded his father, Cadell, as ruler of part
of Wales about 910, and is often called King of
Wales. He assembled a kind of national convention
of the heads of tribes and learned clergymen and
laymen, by whose co-operation a collection of laws
was prepared, which are still extant, though not in
the original form. Howel went to Rome in 928
and got the pope’s sanction for them, and died in
950.

HOWITT, William and Mary, two well-known
names in recent English literature. William was
born in Derbyshire in 1792. He showed such a
precocious bias to literature that he published verses
by the time that he was thirteen years old. In
1821 he married Mary Botham of Uttoxeter (bom in

1799), who wrote l>oth by herself and in conjunction
with her husband. Their first conjunct work,
a volume of jw>ems, entitled The Forest Minstrel,
was published in 1823, and in 1827 appeared The
Desolation of Eyam. The best lines in these works
are understood to have been by Mrs. Howitt,
Howitt himself having no very high poetic gift. In
1871, however, he published a volume of verse with
the title, The Mad War Planet and other Poems.
William and Mary Howitt settled first in Stafford-

shire. In 1823 they made a pedestrian tour in Scot-

land, and then removed to Nottingham, where they
resided till 1837. In 1840 they visited Germany,
where they resided for three years. Howitt was
in Australia from 1852 to 1854, and then with his

family lived at Highgate and elsewhere. They
repaired to Italy in 1870, and William Howitt died

at Rome, March 3, 1879. Mary Howitt also died

at Rome, dan. 30, 1888. Results of their residence

in Germany were given in The Student Life

of Germany (1841), and The Rural and Domestic
Life of Germany (1842), which, being translated

into German, acquired a very flattering popularity.

While residing at Heidelberg their attention was
directed to the literature of the North, and Mrs.
Howitt set herself to translate the tales of Frederika
Bremer into English, while William published her

Life in Dalecarlia (1845). Their most ambitious

work is The Literature and Romance of the North
(1852). Howitt’s most charming works are those

in which English history and life are treated of in

connection with English scenery The earliest of

the works of this class was the Book of the Seasons

(1831), which acquired great popularity; Rural Life

in England (1838) was also well received. Favour-

able examples, in addition to these, are: Visits to

Remarkable Places (1840), Homes and Haunts of

the British Poets (1847), The Year Book of the

Country (1850), and The Northern Heights of Lon-
don (1869). In conjunction with his wife he pub-

lished volumes on The Ruined Abbeys and Castles

of Great Britain. Other works by him are: Coloni-

zation and Christianity (1838); The Boy’s Country
Book (1839); Madame Dorrington of the Dene
(1851); Land, Labour, and Gold in Victoria (1855);

History of the Supernatural (1863).

HOWITZER, a short piece of ordnance, midway
between the gun and the mortar. Howitzers and
mortars fire large-capacity shell with a very curved

trajectory in order to get at objects behind cover,

which are protected from high-velocity guns by
reason of their comparatively flat trajectory. The
destructive effect of a common shell against earth-

works or masonry, when burst correctly, is due
more to the amount of its bursting charge than to

its velocity. One heavy bursting charge can produce

results greater than any number of lighter ones.

These considerations lead to the use of light short

pieces of comparatively large calibre, about 12 calibres

in length firing long shell—even up to 4J calibres

in length

—

with low velocities due to small charges

in the powder-chamber. The British 6-inch breech-

loading mobile siege howitzer (see Gun, PI. I.) fires

a 44-calibre forged-steel common shell, weighing 122
lbs., including a 19 -lb. lyddite bursting charge, and
the missile has a muzzle velocity of 777 feet per

second due to 1 lb. 14 oz. cordite. On the other hand,

the British 6-inch breech-loading gun has a 100-lb.

shell, and a 10-lb. lyddite bursting charge with a
velocity of 2500 feet per second, due to 20 lbs. of cor-

dite. The weight of the howitzer is 30 cwts., that of

the gun is 7 tons, while their lengths are 94 inches

and 279 inches respectively. The Creusot 6-incli

howitzer (PI. II.) is 16 calibres long and therefore

approaches to a short gun. It fires an 88-lb. shell with
a muzzle velocity of 984 feet per second. The Skoda
24 - centimetre 9’4-inch mortar or short howitzer
(PI. 1.), 9 calibres long, fires with a charge of 6
llis. a 281 -lb. shell which has a bursting charge of

44 lbs. high explosive, or 34 lbs. charcoal jKiwder.

The maximum range is 8350 yards. The velocity

is 984 feet per second. The weights of the above
typical howitzers are 30, 20, and 40 cwts. respectively.

A study of their data shows the points of import-

ance aimed at in each design. With low velocities,

the shells, having less chance to ricochet, penetrate

deep into the surface. A 180-lb. shell, 28 inches

long, filled with 26 ltw. of powder and fired at an
elevation of 29° from an 8-inch rifled muzzle-loading
howitzer with a tioro 92 inches long, has penetrated

19 feet of clay. It is interesting to compare with
such & shell, the spherical shell of the obsolete fl-

inch smooth-bore mortar, weight 47 lbs., bursting

charge 2 lbs. 9 ozs. only. Howitzers are inaccurate

at long ranges, the bores lieing not long enough to

rotate their shells properly, which, being of low
velocity, fly so slowly that the varying air currents

have more time to influence them.
HOWLER MONKEY (Mycctcs), a genus of

South American monkeys which derives its popular

name from the remarkable loudness of its voice.

This ]x>wer of voice is owing to special features

of its hyoid bone and laryngeal connections, this

bum1 being enormously dilated so as liecome a huge
bony chamber with thin walls. Both sexes are

provided with a l>eard, but that of the male is

larger than that of the female. Sexual differences

of colour occur. The females and the young of

M. caraya are grayish yellow; the adult male is

black. The same resemblance of females and young
is found in M. scniculm. M. caraya is found in

Paraguay and in the western parts of Brazil. M.
scniculus is met with in Brazil, Guiana, and Co-
lombia. They live in trees, and are generally found
in companies. See plate at Apes.
HOWTH, a fishing village in Ireland, county of

Dublin, extending along the north side of the Hill

of Howth, 9 miles E.N.E. of Dublin. The peninsula
on which the town stands, called the Hill of Howth,
forms the northern inclosure of Dublin Bay, and is

a very striking and remarkable object. It is about
2 miles in length by 1J mile in breadth, and ter-

minates towards the sea in a rocky elevation of 563
feet in height. Pop. (1891), 652.

HOXTER, a town of Prussia, in Westphalia, in

government of and 40 miles s.h.e. of Minden, on
the left bank of the Weser, here crossed by a stone

bridge 500 feet long. Pop. (1895), 7246.

HOY, an island of Scotland, the second largest of

the Orkneys, about 14 miles long by 6 miles broad,

in some parts tolerably fertile, but generally moun-
tainous and covered with heath. It rises to the

height of 1564 feet, and has sea-cliffs more than

IKK) feet high. Near its south-eastern extremity is

the well-known harbour of Long Hope, said to be
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the finest in the Orkneys. One of the curiosities of

the island is the Dwarfie Stone, a huge block of

sandstone with a kind of apartment hollowed out in

one end of it by iron tools, of which the marks are

still visible. A lofty pillar of rock in the sea on the

north-west of the island is called the Old Man of

Hoy. Pop. (1891), 1320.

HOY, a small vessel usually rigged as a sloop,

and employed to carry passengers and goods short

distances, as from a larger vessel to the shore.

HUAMANGA. See Guamanga.
HUBER, Francois, a Swiss naturalist, born 2nd

July, 1750, at Geneva; died 22nd December, 1831,
at Lausanne. He lost his sight completely, but
the aid of his wife, with that of an intelligent

domestic, who acted as his reader and amanuensis,
enabled him to make numerous important observa-

tions on the habits of bees. In 1796 appeared, in

the form of letters, his Nouvelles Observations sur
les Abeilles (English translation, London, 1806),
mainly a republication of his Lettres 4 Ch. Bonnet,
1792. In his M<hnoire sur l’lnfluence de 1’Air et de
diverges Substances gazeuses dans la Germination
de differentes Plantes, he relates the observations

which he made in company with Sennebier. Huber
was also intimately connected with Charles Bon-
stetten. He instructed his own son Pierre in

natural science, and from him derived important
aid in his studies. This son afterwards made some
observations on ants, which were published under
the title Essai sur l’Histoire et les Mceurs des
Fourmis Indigenes (Paris, 1806), and translated

into English (London, 1 820).

HUBERT, St., the Apostle of Ardennes, a saint

of the Roman Catholic Church, the patron of

huntsmen. The legend says that he was a son of

Bertrand, duke of Guienne, at the court of Pepin
d’Heristal, and a keen hunter, and that being once

engaged in the chase on Good Friday, in the forest

of Ardennes, a stag appeared to him haring a
shining crucifix between its antlers, and he heard
a warning voice. lie was converted, entered the

church, and liecame a zealous disciple of Bishop
Lainliert, whom he succeeded as Bishop of Maes-
tricht and Liege. He worked many miracles, and
is said to have died in 727 or 730. His body, which
was at first deposited in the church of St. Peter at

Liege, was in 817 conveyed to the Benedictine

convent of Andam, in the Ardennes, which re-

ceived the name St. Hubert’s ofA rdenncs. November
3rd is the day of the saint, and was formerly cele-

brated at many courts by a solemn chase.

HUBERTSBURG, Hubertusburg, formerly a
Saxon hunting seat in the circle of Leipzig, now
enlarged and divided into portions used respectively

as lunatic asylums for men and women, hospitals, &c.

Here the Peace of Huliertsburg, which put an end
to the Seven Years’ War, was signed between Prussia,

the emperor, and Saxony, February 15, 1763. Peace
had lieen concluded at Paris between Great Britain,

France, Spain, and Portugal, February 10, 1763.
The Peace of Hubertsburg placed the Prussian
monarchy among the first powers in Europe. The
empress-queen Maria Theresa renounced all claims
to the provinces of Silesia and Glatz, which had
been ceded to Prussia by the Peace of Breslau and
Berlin in 1742. Frederick II. restored to the
Elector of Saxony, who was King of Poland, his

electorate. The Peace of Dresden (1745), was con-

firmed, and the German Empire was expressly in-

cluded in the Treaty of Hubertsburg.

HUO, Evariste R6gis, a celebrated French mis-

sionary and traveller, was born at Toulouse, 1st

August, 181 3. After studying theology in his native
city, about 1887 he*entered the order of the Lazarist

Fathers, and was ordained priest in Paris in Feb-
ruary, 1838. In 1889 he went to China as a
missionary, and reached Macao about the month of
August. Here for about eighteen months he pre-
pared himself for his work in the Lazarist seminary,
and then started for the interior of the empire. At
Peking he perfected himself in the Chinese language.
In 1844 he and P&re Gabet, another Lazarist, were
instructed by the vicar apostolic of Mongolia to

explore the vicariate, to ascertain its extent and its

missionary capabilities. Taking with them a single

Chinese convert, they travelled along the Mongolian
side of the great wail, their only guides being a map
and a compass; and after suffering great hardships,

they took up their abode for eight months in tne
celebrated Lamasery or Buddhist convent at Koun-
boun, where they applied themselves to the study
of the Tibetan language. Under the escort of a
Tibetan embassy on its return from Peking they
reached Lhassa, 29th January, 1846. They were
well received by the Grand Lama, but they had
scarcely settled themselves to their self-imposed
duties when Ke-shen, the Chinese resident, inter-

posed on political grounds, and had sufficient in-

fluence to secure their expulsion from the country.

In charge of an escort of Chinese soldiers they were
carried first to Ching-tu-foo, and then to Canton,
where they arrived in October, 1846, and in a few
days they went to the Lazarist seminaiy at Macao.
Hue remained here two or three years, and arranged
Ins notes of travel for publication. His health

liaving failed, he sailed for Europe in the beginning
of 1849, and arrived at Toulouse, his native city, in

the autumn of the same year. In 1850 he pub-
lished at Paris, in two vols. 8vo, his Souvenirs d’un
Voyage dans la Tartarie, le Thibet, et la Chine
pendant les Annees 1844, 1845, et 1846, which was
translated into English by William Hazlitt the

younger (London, 1852). L’Empire Chinois (two
vols. 8 vo, Paris, third edition, 1857) relates the

adventures of the missionaries during their journey
from Lhassa to Canton, and gives a general account
of the manners, government, laws, and internal

condition of the Chinese Empire. In 1857 Hue
published a valuable historical work on Christianity

in China (Le Christianisme en Chine), which has also

been translated into English (two vols. 8vo, London,
1857). During his wanderings Hue obtained much
interesting information about people and places tliat

liad been previously almost unknown to Europeans,

and his narratives were sometimes treated as un-

worthy of implicit credit, but later explorations in

the same regions have fully confirmed the fidelity of

his descriptions. The information conveyed may
be of no great value in a scientific point of view,

but it threw light on subjects then for the first time

introduced to the notice of Europe. Hue died at

Paris, March 26, 1860, aged forty-six.

HUDDERSFIELD, a flourishing manufacturing

town, municipal, county, and pari borough (one

member), England, in Yorkshire (West Riding), 15

miles south of Bradford. It is situated on an ac-

clivity rising gently from the Colne, and comprises

about fifty principal streets, nearly all running at

right angles to each other, well paved, drained, and
carefully kept ;

houses remarkable for their unifor-

mity, generally x>f a very superior description, and
built of the best Yorkshire sandstone. Some of the

places of worship are very handsome edifices. The
other buildings of note are the town -hall, a rich

classic building, the corporation offices, also a classic

building, the fine Gothic market-hall, with clock-

tower and spire, the infirmary (of the Doric order),

the circular cloth-hall (of brick), the general railway-

station, an elegant structure in the Roman Corin-
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thian style, with a statue of Sir Robert Peel in front,

the armoury or volunteer head-quarters, the police

station, the guardians’ offices, the Ramsden estate

offices, the Victoria Hall of the temperance society,

Huddersfield College, the technical college, a tine

modem building, collegiate school, handsome banks,
warehouses, &c. Huddersfield College, a higher-

grade school under the school board, gives a general

education in English, modem languages, classics,

mathematics, natural science, economics, &c. The
technical college has accommodation for 2500 stu-

dents, there being both day and evening classes,

and instruction being given in the handicrafts of

the district as well as in the different branches of

a liberal education. There are three public parks,

of 21 acres, 26 acres, and 5 acres reflectively, The
principal manufactures carried on in the town and
adjacent villages are woollens, consisting of broad
and narrow cloths, serges, kerseymeres, cords, and
a great variety of fancy goods, as tweeds, trouser-

ings, mohairs, sealskins, angolas, &c. Goods are

also made of silk and cotton or of certain admix-
tures, and there are foundries, engine-works, lx>iler-

works, machine-works, chemical-works, dye-works,

organ-works, &c. Pop. of the pari. bor. in 1891,

96,495; of mun. bor. 95,420; in 1901, 95,008.

HUDSON, a town and ]>ort, United States, in

the state of and 116 miles north of New York,
capital of Columbia county, on the left bank of the

Hudson. It is very regularly built, all the streets,

with the exception of two which follow the line of

the river, intersecting each other at right angles,

the main street being above 1 mile long. Its

principal buildings are the court-house, surmounted
by a dome; the city-hall and post-office, the academy,
public libraries, &c. There are large iron-smelting

works, foundries, breweries, &c. Pop. (1890), 9970.

HUDSON, Hknry, an English naval discoverer,

whose early history is unknown, but who may have
been bom about 1570. He sailed from London in

1607 in a small vessel for the purpose of discovering

a north-east passage across the pole to the East

Indies, instead of the circuitous route round the

Cape of Good Hoj»e. He had a crew of only ten

men and a boy beside himself, and after proceeding

beyond the 80th degree of latitude he returned to

England. In a second voyage the next year he

reached Nova Zembla, but could proceed no farther

eastward. In 1609 he undertook a third voyage,

under the patronage of the Dutch East India Com-
pany. Being unsuccessful in his attempts to find

a north-east passage, he sailed for Davis' Strait, but

struck the continent of America in 44° N. lat., and
holding a southerly course, entered the mouth of

the Hudson, which he ascended about 50 leagues in

a boat. His last voyage was undertaken in 1610.

He sailed on April 17, in a barque named the 1>U-

eovery
,
with a crew of twenty-three men, and came

witliin sight of Greenland, June 4. Proceeding

westward, he reached, in lat. 60°, the strait bearing

his name. Through this he advanced along the

coast of Labrador, to which he gave the name of

Nova Britannia^ and at length entered the vast bay
which is also called after him. He resolved to

winter in the most southern part of it, in order that

he might prosecute his discoveries farther in the

following spring
; and the crew drew up in a small

creek, and endeavoured to sustain the severity of

that dismal climate, in which attempt they endured
extreme privations. Hudson, however, fitted up his

shallop for further discoveries
;
but not being aWe

to establish any communication with the natives,

or to revictual his ship, with tears in his eyes he

distributed his little remaining bread to his men,

and prepared to return. Having a dissatisfied and

mutinous crew, he imprudently uttered some threats

of setting some of them on shore; upon which a
body of them entered his cabin at night, tied his

arms behind him, and put him in his own shallop

at the west end of the straits, with his son John
Hudson and seven of the most infirm of the crew.

They were then turned adrift, and were never more
heard of. A small part of the crew, after enduring
incredible hardships, arrived at Plymouth in Sep-
tember, 1611. One of the conspirators having in-

cautiously revealed Hudson’s fate, an expedition

was sent from England in quest of him, but no trace

of him or of his companions was ever discovered.

An account of his four voyages is contained in

Purchas’H Pilgrims. An excellent work, elucidative

of Hudson’s career and position as a discoverer, with
the original documents, has been published by the

Hakluyt Society (Henry Hudson, the Navigator,
London, 1860).

HUDSON BAY, an extensive bay, or rather an
inland sea, of North America, north of Canada, ex-

tending between lat. 51° and 64° N., and Ion. 77°

and 95* w.; length, north to south, about 800 miles;

greatest breadth, alnnit 600 miles; area, 400,000
square miles, including in this different gulfs, the

principal of which is James’ Bay on the south.

Hudson Strait, a stretch of sea 460 miles long and
1 00 miles broad, connects it with the North Atlantic.

Hudson Bay is navigable for about 4£ months in

the summer (from middle of June to end of Octolier),

or perhapH longer, lieing more or less obstructed by
drift-ice during the rest of the year. The main
txxly of the bay is clear of islands, but Southampton
and Mansfield Islands lie opposite Hudson Strait,

and Agomska Island lies in James’ Bay. The shores

on the east are high and bold ; but those on the

west, especially towards the south, are low and level,

and much of the land here is favourable for stock and
dairy farming. Numerous rivers fall into the bay, the

chief Ixjing the Nelson and Churchhill on the west.

The Hudson Bay Company have several settlements

and forts, especially on the west and south coasts.

A railway is partly made fromWinnipeg to the mouth
of the Nelson, and a direct traffic route with Britain

is exjjected to be o]K»ned up in this way. The centre

of the continent could thus lie reached in a shorter

time than by any existing route, but for how long

each year thiR route would Ik* available is doubtful.

HUDSON BAY COMPANY. See Fun.
HUDSON (or North), RIVER, one of the most

important rivers in the United State's. It rises, by
two branches, in the northern part of the state of New
York, among the Adirondacks. The eastern branch
passes through Lake Schroon, and joins the western
or main branch coming from the north-west, after a
separate course of aljout 40 miles each. The united
stream proceeds first south-east 15 miles to Hadley
Falls, and then north-east 20 miles to Glen’s Falls.

From this point to its embouchure in New York Bay
its direction is almost due south. Its whole course

exceeds 350 miles. Its chief affluents are the Sacan-
daga and the Mohawk. The former it receives al>out

1 5 miles after its branches unite ; the latter, and the

more important of the two, 40 miles below Glen’s

Falls. The tide flows up to a little above Albany,
to which, 145 miles above New York, the river is

navigable for sloops and steamboats; to Hudson, 118
miles, it is navigable for the largest vessels. For a
considerable part of its course, jiarticularly at first,

the banks of the Hudson are high, rocky, and pre-

cipitous; and the scenery along them is very pictu-

resque. Much money has been expended in render-

ing the upper parts more navigable. The chief

laces on it are—New York, Jersey City, Pough-
eepsie, Hudson, Albany, Troy, and Catskill.
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HUfi, the capital of Anam, on the river Hu4,
which is here navigable for small craft, 10 miles from

its mouth in the Gulf of Tonquin. It was fortified

early in the nineteenth century in European style by
French officers in the service of the King ot Cochin-

China. The circumference of the walls is upwards
of 5 miles. The fortress is nearly square in form,

and has a regular well-formed glacis, and a ditch 30

yards wide. Each angle is flanked with four bastions.

On each face there are four stone arched gateways
approached by stone bridges over the ditch. The
internal area is laid out in wide and regular streets,

crossing each other at right angle®. The palace is

situated within an inner strong fortification or citadel,

inclosed with a double wall; and around this wall are

the barracks. The fortress would require 50,000

men to garrison it against Europeans. France having
acquired the protectorate of Anam, there is now a

French political resident in Hut:; and at Thuan-an,

the port at the river mouth, there is a French gar-

rison. Owing to the bar at its mouth the river admits

only vessels of small draught. Pop. (with suburbs),

estimated at 50,000.

HUE AND CHY, in English law, the pursuit of

a felon or offender, with loud outcries or clamour to

give an alarm. This procedure is taken by a person

robbed, or otherwise injured, to pursue and get

possession of the culprit’s person. At common law
a private person who has been robbed, or who knows
that a felony is committed, is bound to raise hue and
cry under pain of fine and imprisonment. The
regular mode of raising hue and cry now is for the

injured party to go to the nearest constable and
declare the fact, and describe the offender and the

way he has gone, on which the constable raises the

town and searches for the offender. If he does not
find him, he sends a like notice to the neighbouring

towns. The term is also applied to a paper circu-

lated by the secretary of state for the home depart-

ment announcing the perpetration of offences.

HUELVA (anciently Onoba), a seaport town of

Spain, capital of the province of same name, in An-
dalusia, 51 miles west by south of Seville. It has

two large squares and several wide and well-built

streets, but no buildings particularly deserving of

notice. Its manufactures are ropes, sails, blocks, and
other articles connected with ship-building, and the

trade is chiefly in exporting copper pyrites, sulphur,

and iron, also manganese, oranges, grapes, figs, wine,

&c. Huelva is a rising port, its trade having been
greatly increased by the working of the rich copper

mines (especially the Tharsia and the Rio Tinto), 80
or 40 miles inland, and by the opening of the rail-

ways to these and to Seville. Over 500,000 tons of

British shipping enter the port annually. Pop.
18,195.— Huelva province is mountainous in the
north, where it is covered by ramifications of the
Sierra Morena, but in the south is comparatively
level, and is fertile. It is very rich in minerals.
Area, 4122 square miles. Pop. (18971, 253,970.
HUESOA (ancient, Osca), a town, Spain, Arragon,

capital of the province of same name, on the nght
bank of the Isuela, 35 miles north-east of Saragossa.

It is partly surrounded by dilapidated walls, consists

of several squares and spacious well-paved streets,

is the see of a bishop, and haB a magnificent Gothic
cathedral, with some good paintings

;
a university,

and an ancient palace of the kings of Arragon. The
manufactures are soap, earthenware, bricks and tiles,

Ac. Pop. 10,160.—The province, bounded north by
France, has an area of 5878 square miles, and a
population of 238,935. It oontains some summits of

the Pyrenees covered with perpetual snow; in the

south it possesses much fertile and comparatively

level land; and throughout has extensive pastures.

HUET, Peebbe Daniel* a French scholar, was
bom in Caen in 1630, and educated hi the Jesuit’s
College there. Having distinguished himself by his

attainments and character, he was appointed pre-
ceptor to the dauphin in conjunction with Bossuet,
and he had the chief superintendence of the famous
series of classics published for the use of the dauphin,
and known as the Delphin editions. After the com-
pletion of his tutorship, having taken holy orders, he
was made Abbot of Aulnai, and subsequently nomi-
nated Bishop of Soissons, which see he exchanged
for that of Avranches. But after holding the
episcopal office some time he abdicated the bishop-
ric, contenting himself with the abbacy of Fontenai.
He died January 26, 1721. He wrote books on
theology, philosophy, and history, one of the most
valuable being Histoire du Commerce et de la Navi-
gation des Anciens. He also wrote memoirs of his

own life in Latin.

HUGH CAPET. See Capet.
HUGLI or Hooghly, a river of Hindustan, in

Bengal, the most westerly and important branch by
which the Ganges enters the Bay of Bengal. It is 15
miles wide at its mouth, and is much encumbered by
shoals, through which it requires great care to steer

large ships. At Calcutta it is about a mile wide, and
the tides are often violent and rapid, running at ,the

rate of 7 miles per hour. During the south-west mon-
soons it exhibits the phenomenon called the bore.

Ships drawing 26 feet ascend as far as Calcutta.

Total course about 200 miles.

HUGLI, a town of Hindustan, in Bengal, on the

right bank of the river of same name, 22 miles north
from Calcutta, with which it is connected by rail. It

contains a fine church built by the Jesuits during the
Portuguese ascendency, and a government college, in

which the English and oriental languages are taught.

The town is said to have been founded by the Por-
tuguese in 1537. A British factory was established

here in 1676. Pop. (with Chinsura) (1891), 33,060.
HUGO, Victor Marie, a French poet and no-

velist, born February 26, 1802, at Besanyon, where
his father, then Major Hugo, was stationed in com-
mand of a brigade. His father having entered the

service of Joseph Bonaparte, king of Italy, and after-

wards of Spain, Victor’s earlier years were partly

spent in those countries. At the age of twelve he
was already writing verses, and in 1823 his first

novel, Han d’lslande, appeared, followed in 1825 by
Bug JargaL In 1828 a complete edition of his Odea
et Ballades appeared. In these productions Hugo’s
anti-classical tendencies in style and treatment of his

subject had been very visible, but the appearance of

his drama Cromwell (1827), with its celebrated pre-

face, gave the watchword to the anti-classical or ro-

mantic school Cromwell was too long for represen-

tation, and it was only in 1830 that Hernani, over

which the great contest between Classicists and
Romanticists took place, was brought on the stage.

Other dramas followed—Marion Delorme (1831), Le
Roi s’amuse (1832), Lucrfece Borgia (1833), Marie
Tudor (1833), Angdo (1835), Ruy Bias (1838), Les
Burgraves (1843). During those years he had also

published a novel, Notre Dame de Paris (1830), and
several volumes of poetry, Les Feuilles d’Automne
(1831), Les Chants du Crlpuscule (1835), Les Voix
Int4rieures (1837), Les Rayons et Les Ombres (1840).

The poetry of this period has a melody and grace
superior perhaps to any that he afterwards wrote,

but wants that deep and original sense of life which
is characteristic of his later poems. During the same
period he also wrote his critical essays on Mirabeau,
Voltaire, and a number of articles for the Revue de
Paris. In 1841, after having been four times pre-

viously rejected, he was elected a member of the
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French Academy; made shortly afterwards a tour

in the Rhineland, of which he wrote a brilliant and
interesting account in Le Rhin, published in 1842.

In 1845 he was made a peer of France by Louis
Philippe. The revolution of 1848 threw Hugo into

the thick of the political struggle. At first his votes

were decidedly Conservative, but afterwards, whether
from suspicion of Napoleon's designs or from other

reasons, he became one of the chiefs of the democratic

party. After the coup d’ttat, December 2, 1851, he
was one of those who kept up the struggle in the

streets against Napoleon to the last. He then fled

to Brussels, where he published the first of his bitter

satires on the founder of the Second Empire, Napo-
leon le Petit. In August, 1852, he went to live in

Jersey, and finally settled in Guernsey. In the

following year (1853) the famous volume of Les Chfi,-

timents, a wonderful mixture of satirical invective,

lyrical passion, and pathos, apj>eared. It was in the

comparative solitude and quietness of the Channel
Islands that he wrote most of the great works of his

later years, Les Contemplations (1856), La Legende
des Sikiles, 1st series (1859); Chansons des Rues et

des Bois (1865), and his celebrated series of social

novels, Les Miserables (1862), Les Travailleurs de

la Mer (1866). and L’Homme qui Kit (1869). In

1870, after the fall of the Empire, Victor Hugo re-

turned to Paris, where he spent the remaining years

of a remarkably vigorous old age in occasional atten-

dances at the senate, and in adding to the already

long list of his literary works. Amongst these latest

productions we may mention Quatre- vingt-treize

(1873), L’Art d’etre Grand-pfere (1877), L’Histoire

d’un Crime (1877), Le Pape (1878), La Pitio Su-

preme (1879), Religions et Religion (1880), Les

Quatre Vents de l’Esprit (1881), La Legende des

Sidcles (last series, 1883), Torquemada (1882). He
died on May 22, 1885, being perhaps the greatest

writer that France has yet produced, and certainly

her greatest poet. But he had grave defects and
limitations, the chief l>eing an entire want of

humour, a too frequent straining after effect

through the abnormal and bizarre, an overweening

belief in his own infallibility, and an ever-present

conviction that he was a sort of sage, all of whose

sayings might be regarded as priceless teachings,

to be eagerly caught up by a listening world. An
edition of his complete works in 40 vols. appeared

at Paris in 1886. See Swinburne’s Study (1886);

Mabilleau’s Victor Hugo (1893); Nichol’s Victor

Hugo, a Sketch of his Life and Work (1894) ;
and

Bird’s Victor Hugo apres 1852 (1894).

HUGUENOTS, a term applied to the Protestants

of France in the period of the religious wars and

persecutions (derived probably from the German
Eidgenonen, confederates). In public documents

they were styled Ceux de la religion pritendue rt-

forntfe (‘ those of the religion claiming to be re-

formed ’
), or Rdigionnairm. The principles of Luther

and Zwinglius had gained an entrance into France

during the reign of Francis I. (1515-47). The
doctrines of Calvin spread still more widely, al-

though Francis endeavoured to suppress them by

prohibiting Calvinistic books, and by penal laws,

and, in some instances, by capital punishment.

Under Henry II., the successor of Francis, these

doctrines made greater progress the more violently

they were persecuted. The opinions and influence

of Queen Margaret of Navarre had no small share

in this extension. The parties of the Bourbons and

of the Guises, under the government of the weak
Francis II., made use of this religious dispute in

order to advance their own political ends. The
Bourbons belonged to the Protestant party; and

the Guises, in order to weaken, and, if possible,

to destroy their rivals, continued the persecution

of the heretics with fanatical fury. In every par-

liament there was a chamber established to examine

and punish the Protestants, called by the people the

burning chamber (chambre ardente, which see), be-

cause many convicted of heresy were burned. The
estates of those who fled were sold, and their chil-

dren who remained behind were exposed to the

greatest sufferings. But probably the Protestants

would not have thought of a rebellion had not a

prince of the blood (in 1560) encouraged them to

it by the promise of his assistance. This was
Prince Louis of Condd, who gladly seized the op-

portunity to make himself formidable by the sup-

port of the Huguenots. It was determined that

a numlxjr of the Calvinists should ap]>ear on an
appointed day before the king at Blois to present

a petition for the free exercise of their religion,

and for the removal of the Guises; and, in case

this request was denied, a chosen band of armed
Protestants were to make themselves masters of

the city of Blois, and conqHil the king to name
the Prince of Conde regent of the realm. This

plot was l>etrayed. The court left Blois, the mili-

tary were summoned, and the greater number of

the Protestants, who hod armed themselves to carry

the plan into effect, were executed or imprisoned.

About 1200 expiated their offence with their lives.

The Guises now desired to establish the inquisition,

but instead it was ordered by the edict of Romo-
rantin (1560) that all inquiries into the crime of

heresy should be committed to the bishops, and
that parliament should 1x3 prohibited from exer-

cising any jurisdiction in matters of faith.

In the reign of the next king, Charles IX., during

whose minority the queen mother, Catherine de’

Medici, was at the head of the government, the con-

test lxjtween the parties became yet more violent,

and it was only from motives of policy that the free

exercise of their religion was secured to the Protes-

tants by the queen, m order to preserve the txilance

between the parties, by the edict of January, 1562.

The Protestants thereby gained new courage; but

their adversaries, dissatisfied with this ordinance,

and regardless of decency, disturbed the Huguenots

in their religious services. On 1st March, 1562, a

number of Protestants who had met in a barn at

Vassy for worship were attacked, and many of them
massacred

,
by the followers of the Duke of Guise.

Upon this Cond4 hastened to Orleans, and called

upon the Protestants to join him. The religious

wars which followed desolated France almost to the

end of the sixteenth century, and were only inter-

rupted by occasional truces. The evils which these

wars brought upon France are largely to be attri-

buted to Catherine de’ Medici. Queen Catherine,

who exerted the most decided influence not only

over the feeble Charles IX., but likewise over the

contemptible Henry III., wished, in fact, for the

extirpation of the Huguenots, but her intriguing

policy induced her, much to the vexation of the

opposite party, to favour the Protestants from

time to tune, and to grant them freedom of con-

science. Both parties were therefore generally dis-

satisfied with the court, and followed their own
leaders. A wild fanaticism seized the people.

Heated with passion and religious hatred, it seemed

to be their only object to acquire the superiority for

their own creed by fire and sword. The French Pro-

testants received assistance from Germany, Switzer-

land, and England, and, under Conde, Coligny, and

other leaders, made a gallant fight for their faith,

though suffering such defeats as those of Dreux,

Jarnac, and Moncontour. At last Catherine tried a

master-stroke of treachery—the massacre of 8t. Bar-
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tholomew’s (1572). For the events that led up to this

see Bartholomew’s Day, Catherine de’ Medici,
Charles IX., Henry III., and see also Guise.

Shortly before the line of kings of the house of

Valois had become extinct with Henry III., and the

way was opened for the house of Bourbon, the head
of which was the Protestant Henry, king of Navarre,

the relations of the two parties became still more
involved. The feeble king found himself compelled
to unite with the King of Navarre against the com-
mon enemy, as the intrigues of the ambitious Guises,

who openly aimed at the throne, had excited the
people against him to such a degree that he was on
the point of losing the crown. After the assassina-

tion of Henry III. the King of Navarre was obliged

to maintain a severe struggle for the vacant throne;

and not until he had, by the advice of Sully, em-
braced the Catholic religion ^1593), did he enjoy
quiet possession of the kingdom as Henry IV. Five
years afterwards he secured to the Huguenots their

civil rights by the edict of Nantes, which confirmed
to them the free exercise of their religion, and gave
them equal claims with the Catholics to all offices

and dignities. They were also left in possession of

the fortresses which had been ceded to them for

their security. This edict afforded them the means
of forming a kind of republic within the kingdom,
and such a powerful party, which had for a long
time been obliged to be distrustful of the govern-
ment, could always offer to the restless nobility a
rallying-point and a prospect of assistance.

Louis XIII., the weak and bigoted son of the

liberal and magnanimous Henry IV., allowed himself

to be influenced by his ambitious favourite De Luines,

and his confessor against the Huguenots, who were
able to offer a powerful resistance, as they had become
very numerous in many provinces. But in the first

religious war, which broke out in 1621, the Protes-

tants lost the greatest part of their strong places

through the faithlessness or cowardice of the gover-

nors. Some of these, however, and among the rest

Rochelle, remained to them, when, disunited among
themselves and weary of war, they concluded a peace.

Rochelle enabled them to keep up a connection with

England; and Richelieu, who aimed to make the

royal power, which he exercised under the name of

Louis, absolute, used every means to deprive the

Protestants of this bulwark of their liberty, and thus

destroy every remnant of a league which recalled the

times when civil factions had so often weakened the

royal power. Bochelle fell into the hands of Louis,

after an obstinate defence in 1629; the Huguenots
were obliged to surrender all their strongholds, and
were thus left entirely at the mercy of the king.

Freedom of conscience was indeed promised them,
and Bichelieu and his successor Mazarin did not dis-

turb them in theenjoymentof it
;
butwhen LouisXIV.

abandoned his voluptuous life for an affected devo-

tion, he was led by his confessors and Madame de
Maintenon to persecute the Protestants, for the pur-
pose of bringing them back to the bosom of the true

church. In 1681 he deprived them of most of their

civil rightB, and on the death of Colbert, who had
generally opposed violent measures, he followed alto-

gether the advice of his counsellors, who were in

Favour of persecution—his minister of war, Louvois,

the chancellor Le Tellier, and the Jesuit La Chaise,

his father confessor. Bodies of dragoons were sent

into the southern provinces, where the Protestants

were most numerous, to compel the unhappy inhabi-

tants to abjure their faith. To prevent the emigra-

tion of the Protestants the frontiers were guarded

with the utmost vigilance, yet more than 500,000

Huguenots fled to Switzerland, Germany, Holland,

and England Many who could not escape were

obliged to renounce their faith. Lists of Protestants,

who it was pretended had been converted, were sent
to the king, and it was very easy for his flattering

counsellors to persuade him that he had gained
honour by having almost extirpated the Protestants
in France. Under this erroneous supposition he
revoked the Edict of Nantes, October 22, 1685. But
he had still more than 500,000 Protestant subjects,

and this unjust and unwise revocation robbed France
of a great number of useful and rich inhabitants,

whose industry, wealth, and skill found a welcome
reception in foreign countries. But quiet was by
no means restored in France. In the provinces

between the Bhone and Garonne the Protestants

were yet very numerous, and the neighbouring moun-
tains of Cevennes afforded them shelter. There the
Camisards (see Camisards) maintained war for a

long time, armed for the most part with clubs alone.

After twenty years (1706) the government was finally

obliged to come to terms with them; yet quiet was
not perfectly restored. In the level country, espe-

cially at Nismes, a Protestant spirit still survived in

secret; even the compassion of the Catholics was
excited; and there were not wanting clergymen
among the Huguenots who were kept concealed.

In the reign of Louis XV. new but less severe

measures were adopted against the Protestants, and
in 1746 they ventured to appear publicly in Langue-
doc and Dauphiny. By degrees many voices were
raised in favour of religious toleration. Montesquieu
led the way; but Voltaire, shocked by the unhappy
fate of Jean Calas, effected still more by his Essay
on Toleration in 1762. From this time Protestants

were no longer disturbed, yet they did not dare to

make pretensions to public offices. The revolution

restored them all the civil rights, and they frequently

laid out their hitherto secreted treasures in the pur-

chase of the national domains. It was not therefore

strange that at the restoration they appeared attached

to the former government, which had granted them
privileges that they were fearful of losing under the

new. Although they did not offer any opposition to

the new order of things, yet troubles took place,

which were attended with bloodshed, at Nismes and
the vicinity; but these were suppressed by the judi-

cious measures of the government. The pastors of

the recognized Protestant church, which includes

both the Reformed and Lutherans, receive small

salaries from the state; till 1872 they were not per-

mitted to hold synods or general assemblies; all eccle-

siastical affairs being managed by local consistories.

HUIA-BIRD ( Ileteralocha acutirostria), a bird

of the Btarling family, inhabiting certain densely

wooded mountain ranges in New Zealand, and very

singular from the fact that the male has a straight

sharp conical bill, while the female has a long curved

slender bill, quite different in appearance. Both have

the plumage uniformly black, the tip of the tail

white, and orange-coloured wattles at the angles of

the mouth. They live chiefly on grubs, which may
be found under the bark or in the substance of

decaying trees, and while the male digs into the

tree with repeated blows of his bill, like a wood-
pecker, the female inserts hers into holes and crevices

less easy to open up, and draws out the larv®

within.

HULK, the name applied to old ships laid by as

unfit for further sea-going service, and used as depots

for coals, sailors, &c. The hulks near Woolwich
consisted formerly of old ships, to which convicts

were sent previously to their transportation.

HULL, Kinuston-upon-, a large uver port, mun.

and pari, borough, and city of England, and a county

of itself, locally situated in the county of York
{East Riding), on the north shore of the estuary
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of the Humber, where it is joined by the Hull, 34
miles E.S.E. of York. It has excellent railway com-
munication, no fewer than five railway companies
running into the town. The city, which has been
greatly enlarged and improved of late years, stands
on a low and level tract of ground, about 20 miles
from the mouth of the Humber (here about 2 miles
wide), and stretches along the banks of the river,

from the inundations of which it is secured by strong
embankments. The houses are nearly all of brick,

and are in general well built. Among the many
handsome churches and chapels of the town we may
mention the church of the Holy Trinity, the ancient
parish church, a large cruciform structure in the
florid Gothic style, with a fine tower. Among
public buildings of note are the town-hall, a stately
Italian edifice completed in 1866, the new exchange,
of same date, also a fine building in the Italian
style, the com exchange, market-hall, post-office,

the custom-house, Trinity House, dock offices, public
rooms, royal institution (containing the rooms of

the philosophical society, &c.), art gallery, technical
schools, central library (quite a new building),

Hymers college, grammar-school, railway-station
and connected hotel, two theatres, the jail, royal

infirmary, borough asylum, hospitals, crematorium,
and dispensary. The town possesses three well-

laid-out public parks. Among public monuments
are a bronze equestrian statue of William III. in

the market-place, a lofty fluted Doric column in

memory of the philanthropist Wilberforce, who was
a native of the town, and marble statues of Queen
Victoria and the Prince Consort in one of the public

parks. The industries of the town are rather varied.

There are several ship-building yards, iron-foundries,

machine-shops, and steam flour-mills; the other

principal branches of industry comprehend seed-

crushing, colour -making, paper - making, canvas,

rope, and cable making, tobacco manufacturing,
and oil boiling. Hull now ranks as the third port

in the kingdom, and the extent of its ship accom-
modation, docks, quays, &c., is commensurate with
this eminent position. The docks, basins, timber-

ponds, <fce., constructed successively since 1 775 by
the Hull Dock Company, have a total area of about
136 acres; and since 1880 the Hull, Barnsley, and
West Hiding Railway and Dock Company have also

constructed docks. The docks are surrounded by
broad quays and large warehouses, and are crowded
with vessels from all parts of the world. There are

also large graving-docks. The principal exj>orts are

machinery, coal, metal goods, and woollen and cotton

goods, the total value in 1900 being £16,933,078
(besides £5,516,723 of foreign and colonial produce);

imports—timber, com, iron, wool, flax, hemp, tallow,

hides, pitch, tar, rosin, bones, &c.
;

in 1900,

£31,168,579. The vessels belonging to the port

are 882 in number, with a tonnage of 241,635 tons.

Hull has an extensive commerce with the Baltic,

Mediterranean, America, &c., besides a large coast-

ing trade. The government of Hull is vested in 16

aldermen and 48 councillors. The name of King-
ston-upon-Hull was given to it by Edward I., who
erected a fortress, and constituted it a chartered

town and port. Wben Edward III. invaded France
in 1359 Hull contributed 16 ships and 470 mariners.

In the reign qf Charles I. Hull was the first place

to close its gates against the king, who shortly after

besieged it, but without success. The town was
afterwards besieged by the Marquis of Newcastle,

and successfully defended by Lord Fairfax. At
the close of the reign of James II., the town, fort,

and garrison being in the hands of the Jacobite

party, the place was surprised, and the Prince of

Orange proclaimed king; the anniversary of which

event is still kept as a holiday. Andrew Marvell
was a native of the town. Hull sends three mem-
bers to the House of Commons. Pop. in 1881
(mun. bor.), 154,240; (pari, bor.), 162,194; in 1891,

199,991 and 199,660; in 1901, county bor. 240,618;
pari. bor. 289,876.

HULSEAN LECTURES, a series of discourses

delivered annually at Cambridge, under a bequest

by the Rev. John Hulse, who died in 1789, and con-

veyed by his will certain estates to the university,

for the purpose, among others, of founding the office

of a lecturer, who should each year deliver not less

than four nor more than six sermons. The subject

prescribed is the evidence of revealed religion, or the

explanation of the most difficult texts or obscure

parts of Holy Scripture. The persons eligible are

Masters of Arts of the University of Cambridge.
An annual prize of £40 is also directed by the same
bequest to l>e given for the best dissertation on the

Evidences of Christianity. Certain modifications of

the regulations regarding both the Hulsoan Lectures

and prize were made in 1860. The Hampton Lectures

are a similar course delivered annually at Oxford.

HUMANITARIANS, a term sometimes applied

to the various classes of anti -Trinitarians, who
regard Christ as a mere man. The earliest known
author of the purely Humanitarian theory is Theo-
dotus of Byzantium, who lived in the second cen-

tury. A contemporary of hiH, Artemon, taught the

same doctrine, and asserted that such had Ixjen the
universal belief of Christians up till the taginning

of the third century. These opinions must not Ixi

confounded with Arianism, which admits the pre-

existence of Christ, and his pre-eminence among
God's creatures.

HUMANITIES (Latin, studia humaniora
,

or

literal humaniorea), a term used in European schools

and colleges to signify polite literature, or grammar,
rhetoric, and poetry, including the study of the an-

cient classics, in opposition to philosophy and science.

It is sometimes used in a narrower sense for classical

literature, and in the Scotch universities humanity
signifies the Latin language and literature alone.

HUMBER, a large river, or rather estuary, on the

east side of England, between the counties of York
and Lincoln. At its western extremity it is joined

by the Ouse, after the latter has Ixxm augmented by
the Derwent and Aire; below Goole it reeeives the

Don, lower down the Trent, and still lower the Hull
from the opposite side. Its whole length, from the

confluence of the Ouse to Spurn Head, on the North
Sea, is about 35 miles; average breadth, 2 to 3 miles,

expanding, however, towards its eastern extremity to

5 or 6 miles. Its general direction, from its western
end to Hull, which is nearly in the centre of its

length, is east bv north, thence to Spurn Head south-

south-east. The basin of the Humber comprises

an area of 1178 square miles, or, including those of

the Ouse and Trent, 9550 square mileB. Hull is

the principal port, and next to it are Goole and
Grimsby. At Hull, spring-tides rise about 22 feet,

and neaps about 13 feet; and as there is at all

times a considerable depth of water in the fair-way

of the channel, that port is accessible by very large

vessels, the navigation from Spurn Head being safe

and easy. Vessels drawing 15 and 17 feet may
ascend to Goole, which is 22 miles farther inland.

The sea has made extensive inroads on the shores

of the Humber, many towns once of note on the

estuary having been swept away, extensive sands,

dry at low water, alone remaining in their stead.

HUMBLE-BEE. See Bee.
HUMBOLDT, Fkiedbich Heinrich Alexander,

Freiherr von, a distinguished traveller and natu-

ralist, was born Sept. 14, 1769, at Berlin. His father,
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whom he lost when he was not quite ten years of

age, was chamberlain to the King of Prussia. He
studied at the Universities of Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

Berlin, and Ghttingen; went to the commercial aca-

demy in Hamburg, and in 1790 travelled with G.

Forster along the Rhine to Holland, France, and
England. This journey gave rise to his Observations

on the Basalt on the Rhine, which was published in

1798 at Brunswick. In 1791 he studied mining and
botany at the mining school in Freiberg, where he
enjoyed the private instructions of Werner, and the

companionshipof Freiesleben,Yon Buch, and Andreas
Del Rio. Here his acquirements, his attractive and
instructive conversation, his wit, and goodness of

heart gained him universal esteem and affection. In
1792 he was appointed assessor in the mining and
smelting department, and soon afterwards removed
to Baireuth, as overseer of the mines in Franconia.

Here he introduced many improvements, among
which was the establishment of the mining school at

Steben; he likewise made valuable galvanic experi-

ments, the results of which were published in Berlin,

1796, in two volumes. But in 1797 he gave up this

office from a desire to travel. Owing to the disturbed

state of the Continent, however, it was not easy for

him to carry out his project. For some time he re-

sided in various parts of Germany, particularly at

Jena, where he became intimately acquainted with
Goethe and Schiller. In 1797 he went, in company
with his brother, Karl Wilhelm, a Prussian minister

of state, and a gentleman named Fischer, to Paris,

where he became acquainted with Aim6 Bonpland,
a pupil of the medical sohool and botanic garden in

Paris. He then went to Madrid, and having ob-

tained permission from the crown to travel through
the Spanish colonies in America, he immediately
sent for his friend Bonpland, and Bailed with him
from Corunna. They landed at Teneriffe, where
they ascended to the crater of Pico, in order to

analyze the atmospheric air, and to make geological

observations. In July they arrived at Cumana in

South America. For five years they were occupied

incessantly in travelling through tracts of the earth

rich in all that could interest the scientific observer,

and till then never scientifically described. They
explored the regions of South America watered by
the Orinoco and the upper part of the Rio Negro,

fully tracing the connection between the Orinoco

and the Amazon; then returned to the coast and
sailed for Cuba, where they remained some months.

Leaving Cuba in 1801, they returned to the South
American continent, sailed up the Magdalena as

far as they could, pursued their route by land to

Popayan and Quito, and thence as far south as

Lima, crossing the Andes no fewer than five times

In the course of their journey, and, besides other

mountain ascents, climbing Chimborazo (23d June,

1802) to an elevation of 19,300 feet, being the highest

point of the Andes then reached by man; from Lima
they sailed to Guayaquil, and thence to Acapulco,
on the west coast of Mexico (January, 1808). Some
months were spent in examining the city of Mexico
and the surrounding country, and in a visit to the
United States; and in January, 1804, the travellers

set sail for Europe, taking Cuba again on their way.
On the 3d of August, 1804, they arrived at Bordeaux,
bringing with them, as the result of their five years’

labours, an immense mass of fresh knowledge in geo-

graphy, geology, climatology, meteorology, botany,

zoology, and every branch of natural science, as well

as in ethnology and political statistics. Humboldt
selected Paris as his residence, no other city offering

•o many aids to scientific study, or having so many
distinguished savants, and remained there till March,
1805. arranging his collections and manuscripts, and

experimenting with Gay-Lussac, in the laboratory oi

the polytechnic school, on the chemical elements of

the atmosphere. He was accompanied by Gay-
Lussac, who exerted a lasting influence on his chemi-
cal studies, in a visit to Rome and Naples, and also by
Von Buch on his return through Switzerland to Ber-
lin, where, after an absence of nine years, he arrived

on the 16th Nov. 1805. As the condition of Ger-
many made it impracticable to publish there his large

scientific works, he was permitted by King Frederick
William III., as one of the eight foreign members of

the French Academy of Sciences, to remain in Paris,

which was his residence, excepting brief periods of

absence, from 1808 to 1827. There appeared his

Voyage aux Regions equinoxialee du Nouveau Con-
tinent (three vols., with Atlas, 1809-25; German
edition, six vols., Stuttgart 1825-32; new edition,

edited by Hauff, four vols., 1859-60). When in 1810
his elder brother resigned the direction of educational

affairs in Prussia to become ambassador at Vienna,
the former post was urged upon Humboldt by Har-
denberg; but he declined it, preferring his independ-
ence, especially as the publication of his astronomical,

botanical, and zoological books was not far advanced
He had also already decided upon a second scientific

expedition, through Upper India, the region of the

Himalaya, and Thibet, in preparation for which he
was diligently learning the Persian language under
Sylvestre de Sacy and Andr6 de Nerciat. The poli-

tical events between the Peace of Paris and the

Congress of Aix-la-Chapelle gave him occasion for

several excursions. He went to England in the suite

of the King of Prussia in 1814; again in company
with Arago, when his brother was appointed ambas-
sador to London; and again in 1818 with Valen-
ciennes from Paris to London, and from London to

Aix-la-Chapelle, where the king and Hardenberg
wished to have him near them during the congress.

He also accompanied the king to the Congress of

Verona, and thence to Rome and Naples; and in

1827, at the solicitation of the monarch, gave up his

residence in Paris, and returned by way of London
and Hamburg to Berlin, where on the following

winter he delivered a series of public lectures on the

cosmos. Under the patronage of the Czar Nicholas

he undertook in 1829 an expedition to Northern Asia,

to explore the Ural and Altai Mountains, the Chinese

Dsoungaria, and the Caspian Sea. In this expedition

he was accompanied by Ehrenberg and Gustav Rose.

Their course lay through Moscow, Kazan, and the

ruins of Old Bulghari to Ekaterinburg, the gold mines
of the Ural, the platinum mines of Nijni Taghilsk,

Bogoslovsk, Verhoturye, and Tobolsk, to Barnaul,

Schlangenberg, and Ustkamengorsk, in the Altai

region, and thence to the Chinese frontier. From
the snow- covered Altai Mountains the travellers

turned towards the southern part of the Ural range,

and traversed the great steppe of Ischim, passed

through Petropavlovsk, Omsk, Miask, the salt lake

of Ilmen, Zlatousk, Taganay, Orenburg, Uralsk (the

principal seat of the Uralian Cossacks), Saratov Du-
bovka, Tzaritzin, and the beautiful Moravian settle-

ment of Sarepta, to Astrakhan and the Caspian Sea.

They visited the Kalmuck chief Sered Jaab, and
returned by Voronesh, Tula, and Moscow. The
entire journey of over 10,000 miles was made in nine

months; its results are given in Rose’s Mineralogisch-

geognostische Reise nach dem Ural, Altai und dem
Kaspischen Meere (two vols. Berlin, 1837-42); and
in Humboldt’s Asie Centrale, Recherche* but las

Chaines de Montagues et la Climatologie compar^e.
It extended the knowledge of telluric magnetism,
since in consequence of it the Russian Imperial Aca-
demy established a series of magnetic and meteorolo-
gical stations from St. Petersburg to Pekin, which
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wm followed, on Humboldt’s application to the Duke
of Sussex, by the establishment of similar stations in
the southern hemisphere by the British government.
The convulsions of 1830 gave a more political direc-
tion to Humboldt’s activity for several years. On
the news of the French revolution, and the accession
of Louis Philippe, he was selected, partly on account
of his long intimacy with the house of Orleans, to
oonvey to Paris the Prussian recognition of the new
monarch, and to send political advices to Berlin. The
latter office fell to him again in 1884-35, and he was
called upon to fulfil it five times in the twelve fol-

lowing years, residing four or five months in Paris on
each mission. To this period belongs the publication
of his Examen critique de la Geographic du Nouveau
Continent (five vols. Paris, 1835-88). He accom-
panied the King of Prussia in visits to Denmark,
England, Ac. (1841-45), and resided for several
months in Paris in 1847-48, from which time he
lived in Prussia, usually in Berlin, occupying a high
position at the court until his death, 6th May, 1859.
His last great work, Cosmos (four vols. Stuttgart,
1845-58), has been unanimously recognized as one of
the most valuable contributions to science ever pub-
lished. It explains the physical universe according
to its dependencies and relations, grasps nature as a
whole, moved and animated by internal forces, and
by a comprehensive description shows the unity which
prevails amid its variety. It has been translated into

all languages in which a book of science is required,

and has been without an equal in giving an impulse
to natural studies. His Travels, Cosmos, and Views
of Nature form nine vols. in Bohn’s Scientific Library.
See Bruhns’ Alexander von Humlx>ldt, Eine Wis-
senschaftliche Biographie (Eng. trans., 1873).

HUMBOLDT, Karl Wilhelm, Freiherr von,
brother of the preceding, was bom at Potsdam in

1767, and, after a very careful education, studied law
at Berlin, at Frankfort-on-the-Oder, and at Gottin-
gen, and at the same time devoted equal attention to

antiquities, {esthetics, and the philosophy of Kant.
After returning from a tour through the west of

Germany and Switzerland, he formed an intimate
friendship with Forster and F. H. Jacobi. In 1 789-
90 be lived in Erfurt and Weimar, where a friend-

ship commenced with Schiller, continued without
interruption till the poet’s death. In 1791 he mar-
ried Caroline von Dacherdden, and lived for some
time chiefly on her Thuringian estates, and afterwards
in Jena, associating intimately with Schiller, and
devoting himself to literary and scientific pursuits.

A valuable memorial of his friendship with Schiller

is the correspondence between them (Briefwechsel

Zwischen Schiller und Wilhelm von Humboldt,
Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1830) published by him
after Schiller’s death. After making numerous tra-

\ els he lived from 1797-99 in Paris, and then resided

for some time in Spain, from which he returned with

rich literary collections. In 1801, at the request of

the Prussian government, he accepted the situation

of ministerial resident at Borne. From 1806-1808
he was here minister plenipotentiary, but, having
little diplomatic business to discharge, divided his

time between study and the liberal patronage of

young students and artists. Having been called from
Rome to fill the office of minister of the interior in

connection with ecclesiastical and educational mat-
ters, he had a moat important share in the educational

progress which Prussia has since made; more espe-

cially is the erection of the Berlin University to be

ascribed to him. He, however, exchanged this situ-

ation in 1810 for that of extraordinary ambassador
and minister plenipotentiary to Vienna. Since this

time Wilhelm Humboldt’s name is closely interwoven

with the most important events In the recent history

of Prussia and Germany. He took an active part

during the armistice of 1818 in the peace congress at

Prague; in 1814 at the Congress of ChatUlon, and
the conclusion of the first Paris peaoe; in 1815 at the

Congress of Vienna; and in 1816 at Frankfort-on-the-

Main, in all matters connected with the German
diet. He was afterwards appointed ambassador to

London, and in 1818 attended the Congress of Aix-

la-Chapelle. In 1819 he was an active member of

the Prussian ministry, but gave in his resignation the

same year, because in favour of a freer and more
constitutional system than the Hardenberg ministry

was disposed to follow. After 1819 he lived almost

without interruption on his estate at Tegel, where,

though freed from public functions, he continued his

active habits of business and study till hiB death in

1835. His collected works, published at Berlin (seven

voIb. 1841-52), include poems, essays on subjects of

taste, and in particular numerous valuable disquisi-

tions in regard to the origin and progress of language.

HUME, David, an eminent historian and philo-

sopher, was born at Edinburgh on the 26th April,

1711. His father was a descendant of the noble

family of Home, and the proprietor of the estate of

Ninewells in Berwickshire, but not opulent, and the

subject of this article being his youngest son, his for-

tune was very small. Losing liis father in his infancy,

he was brought up under the care of his mother, a
woman of singular merit, daughter to Sir David Fal-

coner, a judge of the Court of Session under the

designation of Lord Newton. He was destined by
hiB family for the law; but his passion for literature

was so Btrong, that he could not confine himself to

professional studies, and, as heobserves in his memoirs,

while his family fancied him to be poring over Voet
and Vinnius, he was occupied with Cicero and Vergil.

In 1784 he visited Bristol, with recommendations to

some eminent merchants; but he was as little dis-

posed to commerce as to law, and resolved to retire

to some provincial town of France, with the intention

of prosecuting his literary pursuits in privacy, and of

supplying, by economy, his pecuniary deficiencies.

He passed three years in France in a manner very

accordant with his own inclinations. In 1787 he
went to London, and the next year published his

Treatise upon Human Nature, the entire neglect of

which work proved a severe mortification. In 1741
and 1742 he published at Edinburgh his Essays,

Moral and Political, which, owing to their more
popular form and elegance of style, were very favour-

ably received. In 1745 he liecame companion or

guardian to the imliecile yo ung Marquis of Annan-
dale. He remained in this situation for a year, and
then sbxxi candidate for the professorship of moral
philosophy at Edinburgh; but, although strongly

supi>orted, he was excluded by the negative of the

presbytery, owing to his known scepticism
;
and he

was equally unsuccessful in obtaining the chair of

logic in Glasgow. In 1746 he accompanied General
St. Clair as his secretary, in an expedition designed
against Canada, but which ended in an attack uj>on

the French coast; and in 1747 attended the same
officer in a military embassy to the courts of Vienna
and Turin. Having been led to imagine that the

neglect of his Treatise upon Human Nature originated

from its too dry and systematic form, he cast the first

part of the work anew, and caused it to be published,

while he was abroad, with the title of an Inquiry

Concerning the Human Understanding. It, however,

attracted very little more notice than at first, and on
his return the author retired to Scotland, where he

resided two years. In 1751 he repaired to the metro-

polis, where, in the next year, he published his Poli-

tical Discourses, which were at once well received.

In this little work he announced those principles of
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political economy, comprehending the doctrine of free

trade, which It fell to his friend Adam Smith more
fully and comprehensively to develop. Nearly about
the same time appeared his Inquiry concerning the

Principles of Morals—a work that he himself deems
* incomparably his best,’ but which met with but
little attention. In 1752 he obtained the appoint-

ment of librarian to the faculty of Advocates at Edin-
burgh, which, by affording him the command of a
large and curious collection of books, seems to have
inspired him with the idea of becoming a historian.

The History of England under the House of Stuart,

of which a quarto volume appeared in 1754, to use

his own language, was received ‘ with one cry of re-

proach, disapprobation, and even detestation.’ He
attributes this reception to his favourable treatment
of Charles I and Lord Strafford, but it was much
more owing to his equally contemptuous mention of

the opposing religious parties. The work was not
only decried, but neglected; and had not a war
broken out between the two countries, the author
would have again retired to France. His constitu-

tional equanimity, however, gradually prevailed, and
he resolved to proceed in his task; in the meantime
he published his Natural History of Religion, and
other pieces, the first of which was answered by
Warburton, in the name of Dr. Hurd. In 1756 he
published the second volume of his history, which
embraced the period from Charles II. to the Revolu-
tion, and was comparatively well received. He now
resolved to take a wider range, and in 1759 pub-
lished his History of the House of Tudor, which ex-

cited almost as much clamour against him as his first

volume His reputation as a historian, however,
gradually increased, and he was encouraged to com-
plete his work from the earliest period, which he
accomplished, in two additional volumes, in 1761;
and his History of England became thenceforth a
standard book. Although free from the narrow par-

tialities and prejudices which so frequently influence

national historians, and enlarged and philosophical

in his general views of events and characters, his

researches into the origin and progress of the English
constitution are wanting both in depth and accuracy.

He has too sweepingly regarded the liberty of the

country as of modern date, and the mere result of

concessions from the sovereign, and has sometimes
even coloured facts to support that conclusion. His
redilection for the house of Stuart has also made
ini somewhat unfair to that of Tudor, and still more

to the real patriotism of the motives of many of those

who sought to curb the high pretensions and baleful

extent of prerogative so imprudently claimed by that

unhappy family. With every abatement, however,
his reputation stands high, and, aided by his clear

style,—which, although sometimes incorrect and
exhibiting Gallicisms, is frequently eloquent, and
always agreeable,—will probably remain so. The
copy money received for his History, added to a con-

siderable pension obtained from the crown by the
interest of Lord Bute, finally secured him independ-

ence, and he was about to retire from his native

country when he was invited by the Earl of Hert-
ford, then proceeding as ambassador to Paris, to

attend him, with a view of ultimately becoming the
secretary of the embassy. He accordingly accom-
panied that nobleman to Franoe, and received the

expected appointment. He was also farther grati-

fied by a most enthusiastic reception in the Parisian

circles, in his character of historian and philosopher.

He remained ckargi cTqffaires after the departure of

Lord Hertford in 1765, and returned to England in

1766 accompanied by Jean Jaoques Rousseau, to

whom he behaved with a delicacy and generosity

which that eooentric person repaid with his usual

ingratitude and suspicion. Mr. Hume, In 1767, Ira

came under secretary of state under General Conway,
which post he held until the resignation of that
minister in 1768. He then finally retired to Edin-
burgh; and having by this time realized a thousand
per annum, he drew round him a chosen set of suit-

able associates, among whom he lived, generally

admired and respected He died August 25, 1776.

Dr. Adam Smith depicts him as charitable, generous,

urbane, and possessed of a degree of gaiety and good
humour which is seldom attendant on students so

persevering as Mr. Hume. This temper even evinced

Itself on Ids death-bed, and it will be as difficult to

deny the high personal moral claims of this Writer,

favoured as he was with the rare talent of self-com-
mand, as the vigour and acuteness of his intellect.

A new edition of his Treatise on Human Nature, and
his Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary (each In

two vole.), was published in 1874, edited by T. H.
Green and T. H Grose.

HUME, Joseph, one of the most earnest, perse-

vering, and successful of modem reformers, was bora
at Montrose in January, 1777. Eds hither was the

master of a small coaster, and hii mother, early left

a widow with a large family, took up a crockery shop,

which enabled her, by the exercise ot a rigid economy,
to maintain and educate them. Joseph, after such

schooling as his native place then afforded, was
apprenticed at the age of thirteen to a surgeon and
druggist, with whom he remained for three years,

and then went to Edinburgh as a medical student.

Having completed his studies, he was, in 1797, ap-

pointed marine assistant-surgeon in the service of the

East India Company, and was soon on the fair way to

fortune. The number of influential passengers with
whom his official position brought him into friendly

contact supplied him with patrons able and willing

to advance his interests, and he was not the man to

allow the prospect which thus opened to remain un-
improved. Having qualified himself by a diligent

study of the native languages for any situation that

might offer, he is found, during the Mahratta war,

filling the office of Persian interpreter in the army
under Lord Lake. At the same time, while perform-

ing medical duties, he held several lucrative posts

connected with the pay-office, prize agencies, and the

commissariat. Tbe result was, that in 1808, when
he had been little more than ten years in the Com-
any’ a service, and was only in his thirty-fifth year,

e returned to Europe with a competent fortune

Shortly afterwards he made a considerable tour, visit-

ing Egypt, as well as most of the countries in the south

of Europe. In 1812 he obtained a seat in Parliament
as member for the rotten borough of Weymouth and
Melcombe Regis on paying a 'consideration,’ and
pledging himself to give Tory votes. The honour,

such as it was, proved short-lived, for a dissolution

took place in the course of a few months, and his

connection with the constituency, or rather with the

patron of the borough, terminated. Thus excluded

from Parliament, Mr. Hume laboured to become an

East India director. Meanwhile other objects of s

more patriotic nature engaged his attention, and he
began to attract notice by the active part which he

took in promoting Lancasterian schools, savings-

banks, and other measures of social reform His
canvass for the direction, though it was unsuccessful,

did not exclude him from an indirect share in Indian
affairs, as a holder of East India stock, and had also

a most important influence on his future life, by In-

troducing him to the acquaintance of Mr. Burnley,

a wealthy proprietor, whose daughter he afterward!

married. In 1818 Mr. Hume was returned to Par
liament as member for the Aberdeen district el

burghs, one of which was his native town. His activity
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* A9I&IMVU now unbounded, end be wm oon-
atentlir on the floor of the boose exposing abases,
end those changes, the adoption of which, though
onoe regarded as revolutionary, have oertainly puri-
fied both the House of Commons and the govern-
ment, and brought both much more into unison with
the wishes and intelligence of the country. It is on
the part which he took in these changes, and the
devotion of his life to the advocacy of them, that Mr.
Hume*s fame rests. He had no skill as a public
speaker, and had the good sense never to aspire to
oratory. His strength lay in his figures, the accuracy
of which, considering the imperfect materials from
which he was obliged to derive his information, was
truly astonishing, and ultimately made the most zeal-

ous and interested of his opponents chary of encoun-
tering him. The frequency of his speeches, and the
quantity of verbiage by which he often obscured his

statements, were trying to the patience of his hearers,

and attempts were made at the outset of his career
to cough him down. It would not do. He kept his

ground manfully, and had his reward, all parties,

even those most opposed to him in politics, admitting
the value of his services, and inviting him to perse-

vere in his crusade against corruption. In 1830, on
the dissolution occasioned by the introduction of the
Reform Bill, he was returned unopposed for Middle-
sex. At the subsequent election, in 1837, a contest

ensued, which threw him out by a small majority,
and he returned in the somewhat humiliating position

of a nominee of Daniel O’Connell, who made him
member for the county of Kilkenny. Even this seat

was wrested from him by a Conservative reaction in

1841, which also prevented his success as a candidate
for Leeds, so that be remained without a Beat till

1842, when he renewed his parliamentary connection

with his native town, which, now that Aberdeen had
obtained a member for itself, was become the head
of the electoral district. This seat he ever after re-

tained. His death took place at Burnley Hall, Nor-
folk, on the 20th of February, 1855.

HUMMEL, John Nepomuk, one of the moBt
eminent performers and composers of modem times,

bom at Presburg in 1778, received his first education

from his father, who in 1785, on obtaining the situa-

tion of chapel-director at Vienna, succeeded in inter-

esting Mozart so much in the musical talents of his

son that he took him into his own house and under
his own training. As early as 1788 the young
Hummel made musical tours with his father through

Germany, England, and Holland. In 1795 he re-

turned to Vienna, and, particularly under Albrechts-

berger and Salieri, made great progress in composi-

tion. The results of his studies were various sonatas,

rondos, and trios, which, though eclipsed by later

performances, still maintain their existence. As
chapel-master to Prince Esterhazy he found an

opportunity of trying his powers in church and

dramatic music. After resigning this situation in

1811 be devoted himself chiefly to instruction and

composition. In 1816, after his appointment as

chapel-master at Stuttgart, he first came publicly

forward as a pianist, and produced universal astonish-

ment both by his mastery of the instrument and an
almost unexampled gift of improvisation. He after-

wards became chapel-master at Weimar, where,

though occasionally making extensive tours, chiefly

to Russia and (mat Britain, he continued till his

death In 1887*

HUMMING-BIRD {Trockilua). These beautiful

birds, which may be termed the gems of animated

natum, are peculiar to America, and almost exclu-

sively tropical. They are distinguished by their long

and slender bill, and attenuated and retractile tongue,

which is divided into two filament* from the middle

to the tip. and sometimes set with recurved spines.

They feed on honey, though they are also insectivor-

ous. Their flight is extremely rapid, end whilst

feeding they remain poised in the air by mesas of

the horizontal motion of their wings, which produces

a humming noise, whenoe their common name is

derived. The genus Trockilua is very extensive. Only
one species is found in the north-east part of the

United States, the T. colubii#, belonging to the sub-

genus TrochUina, or those having straight bills. This

well known and splendid little bird arrives in Penn-
sylvania towards the end of April, and begins to

build its nest early in May. This is usually fixed on
the upper side of a horizontal branch, seldom above

10 feet from the ground. It is hemispherical, and
about 1 inch in diameter, lined with vegetable down,
and covered externally with lichen. The female lays

two eggs of a white colour. The humming-bird is

very fond of tubular flowers, particularly those of

the trumpet vine. When he alights he always pre-

fers the small dead twigs of a tree or bush, where he
dresses and arranges his plumage with great dex-

terity. His only note is a single chirp, not louder

than that of a cricket. The humming-bird is very

irascible, two males scarcely ever meeting without a
oontest ensuing. They will also attack birds of a
much larger size, as wrens or king-birds, and some-
times have contests for a favourite flower with the

humble-bee. From the beauty of these birds many
attempts have been made to domesticate them, but
unsuccessfully, though they have been kept from

three to four months with attention. They are ex-

ceedingly susceptible of cold, and droop and die when
deprived of the animating influence of the sun’s rays

ITiere is every reason to believe that insects form no
inconsiderable portion of their food. They begin to

retire south in September, and in November take

refuge for the winter in Florida. The common hum-
ming-bird is 8J inches in length and 4£ in extent.

The whole back, upper part of the neck, side* under

the wings, tail coverts, and two middle feathers of

the tail, are of a rich golden green; the tail is forked,

and, as well as the wings, of a deep brownish purple

;

the bill and eyes black; but what constitutes their

chief ornament is the splendour of the feathers of the

throat, which, when viewed in a proper light, rival

the ruby in brilliancy. These feathers are of singular

strength and texture, lying close together like scales,

and varying, when moved before the eye, from a

deep black to a fiery crimson and burning orange.

The female is destitute of them. The young males
begin to acquire them in September. The family

TrochUida has been divided into several groupe, not
all of which, however, are equally distinguished by
brilliancy of colouring; in some the beauty of orna-

ment is confined to the males. These birds are, on
the whole, intellectually low; their eye is dull, and
their movements are not regular as in the bees; for

while the insect goes systematically through the

flowers, the bird jerks from one to another. Even in

daylight some of them seem to have difficulty in recog-

nizing and avoiding an obstacle. Bates remarks that

a species of PhaOtKomis poised in front of his face.

Several species at a distance resemble moths of the
genus Macrogloaaa, and these hawk-moths thus have
immunity from some of their foes, though the re-

semblance is itself a source of danger, since Bates
shot moths till practice taught him to distinguish

them. See Wilson’s American Ornithology, and the

Naturalist’s Library, by Sir William Jaidine, vols.

i. and ii, Edinburgh, 1833; Lesson’s Histoire

Naturelle dee Colibns (1830); Gould’s Monograph of

the Trochilid® (5 vols., 1 850—59)
;
and Mulsant and

Verreaux, Histoire Naturelle des Oiseaux-Mouches

ou Colibris (4 vols., 1876).
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HUMMING-BIRD HAWK-MOTH, a moth of

ihe family Sphin^idae, Macroglossa stellatarum, one
of the most beautiful of the diurnal species of moths.

It is remarkable for the loudness of the sound which
it produces by means of its wings. When feeding,

it inserts its long proboscis into the narrowest
tubular flowers. See preceding article.

HUMUS, a substance which occurs in vegetable

mould, and in liquids containing decomposing vege-

table matter. On boiling sugar for some time in

dilute acid, dark -brown or black scales separate,

which, when washed with water, dissolve partially

in ammonia, leaving an insoluble body called humin
or ulmin. Peaty soil yields an amorphous substance

called humic acid
;
when this is present in a soil to

a moderate amount it increases its heat-absorbing

power, and it also enables a sandy soil to retain a

larger amount of water than it would otherwise do.

HUNDRED, in England, a division of a shire

or county. It was so called, according to some
writers, because each hundred found 100 sureties

of the king’s peace, or 100 able-bodied men of war.

Others think it to have been so called because
originally composed of 100 families. Hundreds are

said to have been first introduced into England by
Alfred. They seem to have previously existed in

Denmark; and in France a regulation of this sort

was made above 200 years before with a view of

obliging each district to answer for the robberies

committed in it. Something like this institution

may be traced l)ack to the ancient Germans, from
whom were derived the Franks, who !>ecame masters
of Gaul, and the Saxons, who settled in England.
Formerly, if a crime was committed, such as robbery,

arson, killing or maiming cattle, destroying turn-

pikes, &c., the hundred liatl to make it good
;
but by

7 and 8 Geo. IY. cap. xxvii. hundreds are now only

liable for damage done by rioters acting feloniously.

A plaintiff cannot proceed by action unless his loss

exceeds £30, and he or his servant must within seven

days go before a justice and state on oath the names
of the offenders, and engage to prosecute them.
HUNDRED DAYS (French, Cent-jours), a name

often applied to the period between March 20, 1815,

when Napoleon arrived at Paris after escaping from
Elba, and June 28, 1815, the date of the restoration

of the Bourbons. The phrase is said to owe its

origin to the prefect of Paris, who welcomed back
Louis XVIII.
HUNDRED YEARS’ WAR, the ordinary name

for the prolonged struggle between France and
England which began in 1337 and ended in 1453.

Among the chief of the immediate causes of the
war was Edward III.’s claim to the French throne,

but the keen rivalry of the two nations rendered
conflict inevitable. It lasted during the reigns of

five English kings, from Edward III. to Henry VL,
and of five French kings, from Philip VI. to Charles
VII. Four periods may be distinguished with fair

precision, namely (1) 1337-64, marked by the triumph
of the English arms; (2) 1364-80, in which France
recovers much lost ground under Charles V.; (3)
1380-1429, a time of fresh disaster to the French

;

and (4) 1429-53, ending in the expulsion of the
English from France.

HUNGARY (Hungarian, Magyar-Orszdg, Land
of the Magyars), a kingdom in the south-east of

Europe, forming, together with Austria, the Austro-
Hungarian monarchy. It includes, in its most ex-

tensive acceptation, Hungary Proper, Transylvania

on the east, Slavonia and Austrian Croatia on its

south-western sides, extending in this direction so

far as to comprise a strip of coast on the Adriatic

Sea, together with the former Military Frontiers,

a long strip of territoiy on the southern borders;

total area, 125,039 square miles, with a population

(1900) of 19,203,531. The capital is Budapest.
But in a more restricted sense Hungary proper is

limited to the territory encircled from the east round
the north to the north-west by the Carpathian
Mountains

;
bounded west by the river March and

some offsets of the None Alps; south-west by the
Drave; south and south-east by the Danube and
the Transylvanian Alps (a continuation of the Car-
pathian range)

;
with an area of 86,471 square miles,

and a population of 16,658,332. Hungary Proper
may be considered as a large basin surrounded by
mountains on every side except the south

;
but even

there the natural boundaries of this geographical
basin are completed at no great distance from the
frontier by the highlands of Croatia, Bosnia, and
Seryia, that meet those of Walachia and Transyl-

vania at the ‘Iron Gate’, a pass formed by the
abrupt divisions of the mountains on either side of

the Danube, which there forms a celebrated rapid.

From that point the Carpathians proceed at first

east, but afterwards successively north-west and
south-wosfc, receiving in their course the various

names of the Czerkat, Karpfen, Freistadt, Tatra,

Neutra, Jablunka, &c., ranges. Several of their

summits rise to between 8000 and 9000 feet above
the sea. A third part of the whole extent of

Hungary is covered with their ramifications; and
amongst these are the Matra and Hegyallya ranges,

on the sides of which latter are the vineyards yield-

ing the far-famed Tokay wine. The Carpathians
are richly wooded in many parts, their branches are

interspersed with numerous romantic and fertile

valleys, and contain many productive mines. A
range of mountains also separates Hungary from
Transylvania. On the west the Leitlia Mountains,
a spur of the Alps separating Hungary from Styria

and Austria, progressively decline towards the Dan-
ube. The Bakonywald (Bakony Forest), another
Alpine spur, upwards of 2000 feet in height, and
clothed with dense forests of oak, beech, and other

trees, intersects the south-west region of Hungary
in a north-east direction to near Waitzen, where the

Danube bends south, and with the Matra Mountains,
beyond that river, divides Central Hungary into a
greater and a smaller plain, respectively about 21,000

and 4000 square miles in extent. The Danube and
Theiss rivers traverse the south half of the country

in parallel streams about 60 miles apart, the former
previously flowing from the west, and the latter

from the east or north-east to near the latitude of

the capital. Near Eszek, in Slavonia, the Danube,
met by the Drave, turns suddenly again to the

east, and forms all the rest of the south frontier

of Hungary, receiving in this part of its course the

Theiss and several minor affluents. The March,

Waag, Neutra, Gran, and Ipoli, in Upper Hungary,

flow to the Danube from the north; the Bodrog,

Schajo, Hemad, and Zagyva, flowing from the same
direction, unite with the Theiss; and the Szamos,

Koros, Maros, &c., join that river from the east.

The Poprad, in the north, flows into Galicia, and is

tributary to the Vistula, it being the only Hungarian
river not belonging to the basin of the Danube.
The Drave forms the south-west frontier on the side

of Croatia and Slavonia, and is joined in Hungary
by the Mur from Styria. Excepting these two, the

Raab, which joins the Danube near the town of its

name, is the only river of much magnitude in the

south-west quarter of the country
;
but in that

division of Hungary are its two principal lakes, on
either side of the Bakonywald—Balaton, in the great

plain, and the Neusiedler-See (Hungarian, Fertd

Tava), close to the border of Austria, and having

on its banks the palaces and chief possessions of the
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Estarhazy family. Lake Balaton is nearly 50 miles
in length by 10 miles in breadth; the Neusiedler-
See is about the same breadth, but only about
half as long as the other lake. The water has
several times disappeared from the Neusiedler-See.
The last occasion was between 1865 and 1870, when
its bed was cultivated. In the Carpathians are

several smaller lakes, between 4000 and 5000 feet

above the sea. Between Pressburg, and Comom,
and Raab the Danube divides into branches inclosing

the Great and Little Schtitt, two islands of consider-

able size and high fertility. Numerous other islands

are formed by it and by the Theiss in the great

plain; and along both of these rivers, in the lower
part of their course, are extensive marshes and
swamps, especially along the Theiss. The total

area of the morasses in Hungary has been estimated
at 1,500,000 acres, or upwards of 2300 square miles;

within the nineteenth century enough marsh -land

was drained to furnish sulwistence for 500,000 inha-

bitants. Mineral springs are numerous; the most
celebrated are those which form the baths of Me-
hadia in the Banat.
The situation of Hungary, and particularly the

nature of its surface, render it one of the healthiest

countries in Europe. Protected from the north

winds by high mountains it is open to the mild
sea-breezes from the south, which are tempered by
the great bodies of water. It is also owing to the

variety of its Burface that Hungary possesses so

great a diversity of climate, which, combined with
the fertility of the soil, abundantly supplies her with
all the natural productions necessary for the comfort
of man. All kinds of com, a sort of maize, rice,

kitchen vegetables, and garden plants of every de-

scription, melons (which are cultivated in oj»en

fields), Turkish pepper, fruits (particularly plums,

for the sake of the brandy prepared from them,
called Slivontza ), wines of different kinds, wood,
gall-nuts, potash, tobacco, hemp, flax, ho; >8, saffron,

woad, madder, sumach, cotton, and rhubarb are

among the products of Hungary. Horses, cattle,

sheep, hogs, game (in the north bears), poultry, fish

(amongst which the sturgeon and salmon, Salmo
dantex

,
are the principal), bees, and silkworms are

among the productions of the animal kingdom.
Among the minerals are gold, silver, copi»or, iron,

lead, zinc, cobalt, antimony, sulphur, arsenic, salt,

soda, saltpetre, alum, vitriol, marble, coals, f>eat;

amongst the precious Btones the opal and chalcedony

are remarkably beautiful.

Hungary, including Transylvania, used to yield

nearly a half of all the gold annually obtained in

Europe. Its principal localities are Kremnitz, Chem-
nitz, and other places in the north, and Nagy Banya
on Idle Transylvanian frontiers. Silver is found in

independent localities, though more frequently in

connection with the gold. They are sometimes found

pure, but generally m combix afcion with copper.

The great number of distinct races with entirely

different habits which is found in Hungary is re-

markable. According to the censuB of 1890 on the

basis of language, the races inhabiting Hungary and
Transylvania were divided as follows :

—

Magyars, 7,431.063
Germans, 2, 106,298
Roumanians, 2,691,947
Servians and Croats, 2,604,176
Blovacks, Bohemians, Moravians, 1,937,617
Ruthenimns 383,323
Gypsies, 96,167
Slovenians, 94,426
Others, 219,667

Total, 17,463,473

Of these 27,063,580 were returned u hiring been born in

Hungarian territory.

As regards religion there were 8,828,105 Roman
Catholics in the monarchy, 8,427,891 Protestants,

and 2,638,491 of the Greek Church, besides 1,670,288

Greek Catholics. The Magyars, who are the dominant
race, are located for the most part in the centre

of the kingdom. They are high-spirited, brave, and
warlike, generous to profusion, and, according to

travellers, more sincere than their Servian and

Walachian neighbours; impatience of control, pride,

indolence, and ignorance are their besetting faults.

Their general deportment is serious; and in many
respects they resemble the Turks, who followed them
out of Asia, and belong to the same great family of

mankind. The Magyar costume is remarkable for

its picturesoue elegance. Most of the Hungarian
nobles ore Magyars; and it is by this section of the

population that the constitutional form of govern-

ment and municipal institutions have been mainly,

if not wholly, upheld. The Slovacks are amongst
the people apparently the earliest settled in Hun-
gary; they inhabit tne north-west, and are similar

m race, customs, and language to the adjacent Mo-
ravians, to whose extensive empire they belonged

before the Magyar conquest. They are mostly

Roman Catholics, but number also upwards of

500,000 Protestants, chiefly Lutherans. The Ru*
thenians or Rusniuks dwell l)eneath the North and
North-eastern Carpathians; they are nearly all of the

Greek United Church. The Roumanians (Wala-
chians) occupy a tolerably wide tract of country on
both sides of the west and north boundaries of Tran-
sylvania; like the Rusniaks they chiefly profess the

Greek form of religion. They are far behind the

Slovacks, and, indeed, nearly all the other nations

of Hungary, in education and civilization. They
appear to be the descendants of Italian colonists,

placed in Dacia dining the Roman dominion there,

and have been accordingly called Daco-Romans—an

epithet to which their classic features, easy manners,

language, and antiuue costume seem to give them a

claim. They call themselves Romouni

;

and speak a

dialect of Latin, but they write it with the Cyrillian

or Russian character. In this last particular they
unite with their Servian neiglilxmrs inhabiting the

Banat on their south-went. The Croats people nearly

all Slavonia and Croatia, and stretch into seven of

the counties of Hungary Proper as far as the county

of Pesth; they are nearly all Roman or Greek Ca-
tholics. The Wends (Vandals) inhabit two counties

in the west; the Bulgarians the town of Theresian-

opel, and a few other parts of the Banat; the Mon-
tenegrins a part of the county Temes; and the Ar-
menians portions of three of the eastern counties.

The Germans appear, in the first instance, to have
emigrated into the country during or before the
seventh century, subsequently to which many succes-

sive immigrations took place, especially under Geysa,
king of Hungary, who ascended the throne A.1). 1141.
and who established large numbers of German colon-

ists from Franconia, Thuringia, and Alsace in several

of the northern counties, ana in Transylvania. They
speedily V**came dispersed in detached settlements
over all Hungary; and early in the thirteenth cen-
tury Pesth was described as a ‘large and rich German
town.* In the 18th century other Teutonicimmigrants,
with some French refugees, settled in the kingdom.
The Germans are marked by their industry and
thrifty condition, but also, it is said, by their litigious

and avaricious propensities. They people the greater

part of the western frontier, from Pressburg and
around the shores of Lake Neusiedler south nearly

to the limit of Croatia; elsewhere they are most
numerous in the county of Zips, the mining districts,

the Banat, and especially in the towns, where they

compose the bulk of the trading population. About
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860,000 of these are Roman Catholics, and 180,000
Lutherans.

The Hungarian has a natural inclination to agri-

culture and the breeding of cattle. Both are, how-
ever, still in a backward state, though making rapid

advances. But the inexhaustible fertility of nature

supplies every deficiency of industry and skill, and
Hungary is now one of the chief corn-growing coun-

tries of Europe, much wheat and flour being exported.

Hungarian wheat is well known for its excellent

quality. Many improvements are made by individual

proprietors, and Hungary may justly boast of a large

number of technical institutes in which students are

thoroughly trained in agriculture. Next to France,

Hungary is the chief wine -producing country of

Europe, both as regards the quantity and the
variety of the product. The annual produce of

Hungary and the connected territories is estimated
at between 26,000,000 and 27,000,000 eimers, of

about 15 gallons each. The finest variety is the

Tokay, which is produced in the Hegyallya, in the
county of Zemplin. Mining is not yet carried on
to a great extent; but the production of coal and
iron is rapidly increasing. The principal artisans

are tanners, furriers, manufacturers of tscJiism (cor-

dovan boots), lace-makers, harness-makers, makers of

wooden wares, of straw-plait work, &c. There are

few extensive manufactures in Hungary. Iron and
copper, linen, leather, alum, and saltpetre, are some
of the articles of industry. There are numerous
iron and steel works, some iron-foundries, tin-plate

and wire works. The potteries, the glass manufac-
tories, the sugar - refineries and l»eet - root sugar
works, the soap- works, the tallow, stearine, and
wax-candle works; the soda, saltpetre, and potash
works, and the brandy distilleries, deserve to lx*

mentioned. Trade is almost exclusively in the
hands of the Germans, Greeks, and Jews. Internal
commerce is promoted by the railways and rivers
the Temes and Francis canals (the former 75, the
latter 60J miles long), the fairs (which amount
to 2000), and the complete absence of tolls. The
railways in 1898 had a total length of 10,137
miles, 4876 miles being state lines and other 3439
worked by the state. The total length of navigable

rivers and canals in the monarchy is said to be fully

3000 miles. The Danube is the most important
highway of traffic, but the foreign trade by it is

comparatively small. Inland navigation and roads

are carefully attended to.

With regard to popular education the Hungarian
provinces are somewhat behind the other provinces
of the Austrian monarchy, but great advances have
recently been made. Attendance in elementary
schools is compulsory from the completion of the
sixth year (in Croatia and Slavonia the seventh) till

the completion of the twelfth, and also in continua-
tion-schools up to the age of fifteen. Every parish
or commune is also bound to maintain an infant
school. The great bulk of the schools are supported
by the denominations. Besides gymnasiums and
real-schools there are numerous technical schools

for arts and industries of all kinds. There are
universities at Budapest, Klausenburg, and Agram,
attended by over 6000 students. Of the 1213
periodicals issued in 1898, 893 were in the Magyar
language. The inhabitants belong chiefly to the
Roman Catholic Church, the Greek Catholic
(‘United’, or acknowledging the supremacy of the

pope), the Greek Non-united or Orthodox Church,
and the Lutheran and Calvinistic confessions. The
Roman Catholic clergy are powerful by reason of

their large landed property, and the influence they

possess over the appointments to many offices. There

are three Roman Catholic archbishops and seventeen

suffragan bishops, with a Greek (United) Catholic
archbishop and five suffragan bishops. Among the

Protestants, laymen and clergymen united manage
the affairs of the different congregations under the

direction of superintendents. Lutherans and Cal-

vinists have each four superintendents in Hungary
and one in Transylvania. The various religious

bodies have long been in the enjoyment of equal

rights in Hungary and Transylvania.

A sketch of the Hungarian constitution has

already been given in the article Austria. Hun-
gary is divided into counties and districts, according
to a very old division of the country. These have
the right to administer their own internal affairs.

At the head of each is an Obergcspan (or lord-lieu-

tenant) and two Vicegespanc. There are three

county courts in civil cases, according to the im-

portance of the subject in question, consisting either

of a judge with a jury, or of the vice-officer of the

county with a judge and jury, or of the supreme
tribunal of the county (Sedes Judiciaria,

Sedria),

which also revises the decisions of the two other

courts and of the seignorial courts. The courts

of appellate jurisdiction are the Royal Table (which,

however, in several cases has original jurisdiction)

and the Table of the Seven. The former sits in

Budapest and the latter in Agram. They are both

comprised under the name of Curia Kcgia> the sen-

tences of which have the force of law in case there

is no positive law.

History.—Among the nations which occupied parts

of Hungary before its conquest by the Magyars we
find the Dacians, Bastarnee, Illyrians, Pannonians,

Harmatians, Vandals, Bulgarians, Jazyges, Alans,

Huns, Marcomanni, Longobards, &c. The Romans
held the south-west part of the country under the

name of Pannonia, while the south-east belonged to

their province of Dacia. Various Slavic tribes, to-

gether with Walachians, Bulgarians, and Germans,
were the chief occupants at the time of the Magyar
invasion. The Magyars, a warlike people of Tu-
ranian race, had made various migrations, and long

dwelt in the vicinity of the Caucasian Mountains,
and afterwards in the region between the Don and
the Dniester, before they approached and crossed the

Carpathians (about 887) under the lead of Almos,

one of their seven chiefs
(
vezir), and elected head

{fejeddem) or duke. They were divided into seven

tribes and 108 families, had a compact consecrated by
oaths, which guaranteed justice and equality among
themselves, and a religion which in various features

resembled the Aryan element worship of the Medo-
Persians, but also included the notion of a Supreme
Being. Arp£d, the son of Almos, conquered the

whole of Hungary and Transylvania, organized the

government, and also made various expeditions be-

yond the limits of these countries. These incursions

were extended under his son Zoltrin (907-946) and

grandson Taksony (946-972), spreading terror and

devastation as far as the German Ocean, the south

of France and Italy, and the Black Sea. These for-

midable enemies, whose active cavalry it was almost

vain to attack, were first defeated by Henry I., the

German emperor, at Merseburg in 933; they then

invaded Franconia in 937. and Saxony in 938, were
defeated at Stederburg, and also on the river Ohre.

Their last incursion into Bavaria (954 and 965)

terminated with their complete overthrow on the

Lech, where Otho I., king of the Germans, conquered

them. They gradually learned from the Slavonians

and Germans whom they conquered, and from the

prisoners whom they had taken in their incursions,

the arts of peace, agriculture, and manufactures. The
hospitality of Geysa (972-997), and the religious zeal

of Sarolta his wife, did much to attract strangers
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from different countries and of all classes into Hun-
W*y. The Hungarians violently opposed the intro-

duction of Christianity by the Bishops Pellegrin of
Passau and Adelbert of Prague, and Geysa was ob-
liged to leave the farther extension of it to his son
Stephen (997-1038), who finally prevailed by the
assistance of Latin monks and German knights.

Stephen was rewarded for his services in extirpating
the heathens by a crown from Pope Sylvester II.,

part of which still remains on the sacred crown of

Hungary, and by a patriarchal cross, with the title

of apostolic king (1000). Thus Stephen founded
thekingdom which, according to the notions of that
period, he endeavoured to strengthen by the power
of the hierarchy and the aristocracy. He established
ten richly endowed bishoprics, and divided the whole
empire into seventy-two counties, with an officer at
the head of each, responsible only to the king, and
invested with full military and civil power. These
officers and the bishops formed the senate of the
kingdom, with whose concurrence King Stephen
granted a constitution, the principal features of which
were never lost. The unsettled state of the succes-
sion to the crown, and the consequent interference

of neighbouring princes and of the Roman court in

the domestic concerns of Hungary, the inveterate
hatred of the Magyars against the foreigners, who
were favoured by Peter (1088-46), the successor of
Stephen, the secret struggle of paganism with Chris-

tianity, and particularly the arrogance of the clergy
and nobility, long retarded the prosperity of the
country. The religious zeal and bravery of St. La-
dislaus (1077-95), and the energy and prudence of

Coloman (1095-1114), shine amidst the darkness of

this period. These two monarchs extended the
boundaries of the empire, the former by the conquest
of Croatia and Slavonia (1089), the latter by the con-
quest of Dalmatia (1102). They asserted with firm-

ness the dignity of the Hungarian crown and the in-

dependence of the nation against all foreign attacks,

and restored order and tranquillity at home by wise
laws and prudent regulations.

The introduction of German colonists from Flan-
ders and Alsace into Zips and Transylvania by Geysa
II. (1141-61) had an important influence on those
districts; and the connection of Hungary with Con-
stantinople during the reign of Bdla III. (1173-96),
who had been educated in that city, had a favourable
effect on the country in general. The Magyars, who
had pre\iously passed the greater part of the year in

tents, became more accustomed to living in towns
and to civil institutions. Several court officers and
a royal chancellor were created on the model of the
Greek court. On the other hand, Hungary became
connected with France by the second marriage of

Bdla (1186) with Margaret, sister to Henry, king of

France, and widow of Henry, king of England. She
introduced French elegance at the Hungarian court,

and at this time we find the first mention of Hun-
garians studying at Paris; but these improvements
were soon checked. The rich nobility and the clergy

availed themselves of the weakness of Andrew II.

(1205-85) to extend their influence and power.
The former extorted a confirmation and extension of

their privileges by the golden bull in 1222, the latter

a favourable concordat. The reforms of B&a IV.
(1235-70) were interrupted by the invasions of the
Mongols (1241), and the kingdom was in a most de-

plorable condition. After the retreat of these wild
hordes B41a endeavoured to heal the wounds of his

country. He induced Germans to settle in the de-
populated country, and elevated the condition of the
citizens by increasing the number of royal free cities;

but the ooronation of his son as co-regent gave rise

to many disputes between them, which weakened the
Wa. Ylt

royal authority and hastened the decline of the state.

With Andrew III. (1290-1801) the male line of the
Arpid dynasty became extinct. The throne was now
open for competition, and the royal dignity became
purely elective. Charles Robert of Anjou, by his

mother a descendant of the extinct dynasty, was the
first elected (1809). He improved the currency, in-

troduced a new system of taxation, which extended
also to the peasants of the nobility Mid clergy, and
substituted regular judicial proceedings for trials by
ordeal, which were then practised. LouIb I. (1342-

82) added Poland, Red Russia, Moldavia, and a
part of Servia, to his kingdom. His expeditions and
campaigns made the nation acquainted with foreign

civilization. He founded a high school (1867) at

FUnfkirchen, delivered commerce from exorbitant
duties, and banished the Jews from the oountry. Hie
reign of Sigismund (1367-1487) is interesting from
his disputes with the oligarchs, who even kept him in

prison for several months, the invasion of Hungary
by the Turks (1891), and the war with the Hussites.

Although he was much engaged as Roman emperor
with the affairs of Germany and the Catholic Church,
he introduced equality of weights and measures and
the first military regulation into Hungary, raised the
royal free cities to the privilege of an estate (1405),
and founded an academy at Buda. From their first

appearance the Turks constantly disturbed the tran-

quillity of Hungary, which served as a bulwark to the
rest of Europe. The death of Ladislaus 1., in the un-
fortunate battle of Varna (1444) is the more to be
regretted, as the plan of the hero John Huniades,for
driving the Turks from Europe, failed through the
coldness of the Christian courts and the intrigues of

his enemies.

Matthias Corvinua (1458-90), son of Huniades,
held the reins of government with a firm hand. Com-
bining the talents of a diplomatist and a general, he
silenced or defeated all his enemies at home or

abroad, secured the public tranquillity, which had
l)66n but too often disturbed by his judicial organiz-

ation of the counties, and gained the love and con-

fidence of the nation, notwithstanding the severe

measures which he was often compelled to adopt. It

is still a proverbial expression with the lower classes

in Hungary, 'King Matthias is dead, and justice

with him.’ He showed his love of learning by the
foundation of a new university at Pressburg (Istro-

polis), 1467, by inviting learned men from foreign
countries, particularly from Italy, and by his excel*

lent library, in the royal castle of Buda, the treasures
of which were scattered soon after his death.
During the reigns of Ladislaus II. (1490-1516) and

Louis IL (1516-26) the ambition and rapacity of

the optimates, headed by Stephen Zapolya, and after-

wards by his son John, excited domestic troubles
and caused un insurrection of the peasants, which was
only suppressed by the severest measures (1514),
while they destroyed the foreign influence of the
kingdom. The battle of Mohics (1526), in which
Louis IL lost his life, and which for 160 years made
a great part of Hungary a Turkish province, was the
natural consequence of this state of things. The rest

of the country was in dispute between the rivals

Ferdinand of Austria and John Zapolya. The con-
test was decided by the Protestants, who, fearing the
persecution of Zapolya, declared for Ferdinand. Their
adherence gave him the superiority, and Zapolya wa

r

compelled to rest satisfied with the possession oi

Transylvania and some counties of Upper Hungary
;

but this division of the kingdom caused continual
disputes with the descendants of Zapolya, instigated

by the Turks and the French, and together with the

persecutions of the Protestants (particularly after

the admission of the Jeeuita, 1561), gave rise to civil
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oommotions, which were quieted by the treaties of

Vienna with Stephen Botskay (1606), of Nikeltburg

with Gabriel Bethlen (1622), and of Lintz with

George Rakoczy (1646). These circumstances de-

layed the expulsion of the Turks, in which Leopold I.

finally succeeded so far that he took Buda (1686),

aud by the Peace of Carlowitz (1699) recovered the

test of Hungary (except the Banat) and Transyl-

vania. This treaty, however, and the establishment

of the commwio neoacquistica
,
to decide all claims on

the countries recovered from the Turks, gave rise to

new troubles, winch were not quieted until thePeace
of Szathmar in 1711.

The Congress of Passarowitz (1718) restored the
Banat to Hungary, and the Peace of Belgrade (1789)
terminated hostilities with the Porte for a long time.

Charles VI. (1711-40) by the pragmatic sanction
secured the inheritance of the Hungarian crown to

the female descendants of the house of Hapsburg,
and improved the administration of the kingdom by
giving the royal chancery and the vice-regal office an
organization better suited to the age. He also formed
a standing army for Hungary, and established the
military contribution for its support. Maria Theresa
(1740-80) did much for the improvement of Hun-
gary by the promulgation of the rural code, called

Urbarium (1766), the object of which was to fix the
services and improve the condition of the peasants;

also by the formation of village schools (1770), and
the abolishing of the order of Jesuits (1773). It

cannot be doubted that Joseph II. (1780-90), one of

the greatest sovereigns of his age, was influenced by
the best intentions in the changes which he under-
took in the Hungarian constitution; but his zeal

made him forget the necessity of proceeding gradu-

ally in such reforms. The nation, far from entering

intohis views,opposed them, andLeopold II. (1790-92)
was compelled to revoke the ordinances of his brother,

who, besides, had never been ciowned in Hungary.
Leopold was succeeded by his son Francis I. (1792—

1886). The French revolution had then commenced,
and was assuming dimensions which filled all the

courts of Europe with alarm. A kind of crusade for

the purpose of putting it down by main force was in

consequence planned, and Francis entering into it

with the utmost eagerness, found no difficulty in in-

ducing the Hungarians to furnish him with their full

quota of men and money. In the disasters which
followed Hungary necessarily suffered along with the

other parts of the Austrian dominions, and the zeal

with which she had furnished the means of carrying

on the war was so much supplanted by an opposite

feeling, that loud complaints began to be heard. The
court of Vienna and the Hungarian diet were thus
mutually dissatisfied, and much recrimination ensued,

till Francis, encouraged by the downfall of Napoleon,
took the bold step of endeavouring to silence discon-

tent by depriving it of the only organ through which
it could be legitimately and authoritatively expressed.

Accordingly for a period of nearly ten years no diet

was called, and a system of absolutism prevailed.

This mode of putting down national feeling only gave
it a deeper seat and a wider extent, and at length in

1825, when open resistance was threatened, a new
diet was summoned. This measure, though it seemed
at first to restore harmony, being obviously dictated

by necessity and not by choice, gave new courage to

tne opposition. The members indulged in a freedom
of speech which had not previously been tolerated,

and even ventured to make proposals which would
at one time have been denounced as treason. At
this diet Count Stephen Sz4ch4nyi particularly dis-

tinguished himself, and gave an entirely new charac-

ter to the debates, when, to the astonishment of the

bishops and barons, he began to speak not in the

Latin, to which they had hitherto been accustomed,

but in the Magyar tongue. The example thus set

was quickly followed, and tike diet became truly a

popular assembly. like advantages gained in 1825
were followed up, particularly in the diets of 1830
and 1882. In the former the concession as to recruit-

ing, the appointment of native officers, and the formal

adoption of the Magyar language, were the chief

triumphs of the popular party; in the latter the in

i vidious privileges of the nobles weie openly attacked

l and earnest appeals made in favour of the peasantry.

\ In 1835, while these important questions were en-

' grossing the public mind, Francis died, and was suc-

ceeded by his son Ferdinand, whose feebleness both
of mind and body totally unfitted him for the trou-

blous times in which his reign commenced. His
ministers, aware of the additional difficulty the}

would now have in carrying matters with a high

hand, made minor concessions in the hope of eluding

the demand for greater; and on finding that this

policy did not succeed, committed the gross blunder
of attempting to crush the national spirit by throwing
several of the most popular leaders into prison.

Among those thus treated were Dedk, Klauz&l, and
Kossuth. The only effect was to produce a diet com-
posed almost entirely of individuals who had volun-

tarily pledged themselves, or been pledged by their

constituents, to oppose the government to the utmost
This diet, which met in June, 1839, scarcely allowed

a measure proposed by the Austrian ministers to pass

without subjecting it to more or less important modi-

fications. The struggle between government and the

national party continued without intermission for

several years, generally to the advantage of the latter,

who in 1847 put forth a programme of their political

creed, in which they claimed reform of the feudal

system, due representation of the towns, equality

before the law and in taxation, publicity in the courts,

liberty of the press, and a responsible ministry. In
the election for the diet those who pledged themselves

to this programme were generally successful, and it

thus became apparent that a crisis was approaching
The diet was opened by Ferdinand in person in No
vember, 1847, and was engaged in the discussions

raised by the above programme when the French
revolution of February, 1848, suddenly broke out.

The Austrian government was unable to withstand

the shock, and nothing remained for it but to endea-

vour to save itself from total destruction by any
amount of hasty concession. Count Louis Batthy&ni
was at once intrusted with the formation of a Hun-
garian ministry, in which the portfolios of finance,

justice, and commerce were held respectively by
Kossuth, Deik, and Klauzil; and the diet, after

passing laws embodying everything of importance

contained in the programme, was formally closed on

the 11th of April by Ferdinand in person, amid the

acclamations of the people. The court of Vienna in

making all these concessions had only yielded to

pressure, and there was therefore little reason to

expect any cordial co-operation from it in carrying

them into effect So far from this, it soon appeared

that the government was preparing to avail itself of

the first favourable opportunity to retrace its steps.

The first proof of this was given by its stooping to fan

internal discord. Here success was only too easy. The
Kasdans of the Banat and the Croats, jealous of the

ascendency of the Magyars, demanded separate rights

and a separate administration, and without waiting

to effect the object by negotiation flew to anna. The
Walachians of Transylvania, influenced by similar

feelings, attacked the Magyars with the utmost fury;

while the Saxons of the same province, allured %
the hope of separate privileges, kept watching their

opportunity. When the Hungarian ministry, i»
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aider to pot down these insurrections, applied to

Vienne lor the recall of the Hungarian regiments,

their request was evaded, and the confusion increased.

There could now be little doubt as to the double part

which the court of Vienna was playing; but its policy

was not developed without disguise till December,
1848, when the weak Ferdinand was induoed to abdi-

cate in favour of his nephew Francis-Joseph L Hun-
was now regularly invaded by an Austrian army
r Prince Windischgratz, and a series of pitched

battles were fought with alternations of success; but
upon tbe whole so much to the advantage of the

Hungarians, that Austria was obliged to stoop to the

humiliation of calling in the aid of Ruwia. It was
immediately granted, and the Hungarians had in

consequence to encounter a double foe. Their hero-

ism, however, was for a time more than a match for

superior numbers, and they gained a series of victories

which compelled a joint force of Austrians and Rus-
sians in Transylvania to take refuge in Turkey, and
Windischgratz to abandon Pesth and recross the
Danube. Meanwhile the contending parties, not
confining themselves to military operations, were en-

deavouring to carry out their respective objects by
civil acts. On the 4th of March, 1849, Francis-

Joseph promulgated a new constitution, by which
the independence of Hungary as a Beparate kingdom
and all its ancient rights were annihilated. This
was met, on the 4th of April, by a proposal made to

the Hungarian diet by Kossuth, as president of the

Committee of Public Safety, and carried by acclama-
tion. It was to the effect that the house of Haps-
burg, by levying war against Hungary, breaking up
its integrity, and calling in the aid of a foreign

power, had forfeited all right to the Hungarian
crown. The future form of government being in

the meantime left undecided, Kossuth was ap-

pointed Governor of Hungary, with a new ministry.

This arrangement was not destined to be of long

duration. Russia, though repulsed in the first in-

stance, was about to repeat the invasion with an
overwhelming force. Ultimately two imperial armies

took the field, and the Hungarians after many heroic

deeds were obliged to succumb. Kossuth having re-

signed his governorship, and in concert with such of

the ministers as were present made Gorgei dictator,

a surrender, said to have been previously arranged

with the Russian general, was immediately carried

into effect (18th August, 1849). For this act Gorgei
stands branded by Ids countrymen as a traitor. The
kind of pacification reserved for Hungary may be

inferred from the fact that it was intrusted to the

merciless Haynau. Blood flowed freely, and some
of the greatest statesmen and soldiers of Hungary

—

Batthy&ni, Nagy SAndor, Aulich, Poltenberg, Kis,

Damjanics, and others perished on the scaffold. The
nation was reduced to the position of a crown-land

of the Austrian Empire, and in 1851 the Archduke
Albrecht was appointed governor. It was not, how-
ever, until the following year, when the emperor

visited Hungary, that martial law was suspnded, and

a partial amnesty granted. The imposition of Aus-
trian laws and institutions, and the evident intention

of Francis-Joseph to completely incorporate Hun-
gary into the Austrian Empire, roused, however, even

those conservative nobles who had been opposed to

Kossuth and the advanced liberals. The concordat

with the pope, entered into in 1855, which put the

educational system entirely into the hands of the

Roman Catholic clergy, added to the national hatred.

Tbe disastrous war with France and Italy in 1859,

which cost him Lombardy, compelled the emperor to

adoptconciliatorymeasures towards Hungary; but the

October diploma of 1860, which, while recognizing in

some respects the right of Hungary to an indepen-

dent government, left the electoral power In the hands
of the German or imperial party, was far from satis-

factory to the Hungarians, who adopted a system of

passive resistance, and refused to send their deputies

to the Reichsrath. In 1865 the constitution of 1860

was suspended, and the emperor, on a visit to Pesth,

issued a decree ordering the suppression of military

tribunals for the trial or offences committed by civil-,

ians in Hungary, and promised a diet, which would

make known to him the grievances and just wishes

of the people. At the same time he intimated that

he would soon return to he crowned King of Hun-
gary according to ancient form. The diet was opened
in presence of the emperor on tbe 14th December,

1865, but it soon became evident that Frauds-Joseph
had no inclination to grant its request for a separate

ministry for Hungary. During the Austro-Pnissian
war of 1866 all domestic disputes were suspended,

and Hungary readily supplied men and money, but
the diet was prorogued on account of the war. It

was reopened on the 19th November, and in the
message or rescript on opening the session the em-
peror wrote: ‘If the diet’s deliberations result in the
removal of difficulties connected with the unity of

the monarchy, which must be maintained, the wishes
and demands of Hungary will also be complied with.'

The address in answer was not agreed to until the

middle of December, and it stated that the rescript

was not satisfactory, as it did not restore the con-

stitution of 1848, which it was held was indisput-
able

; and it prayed for an amnesty to all persons

exiled for political offenceB. In the meantime the

Diet of Lower Austria demanded the convocation of

the Reichsrath, to which the government commis-
sioner replied that this would be equivalent to break-

ing off tiie negotiation with Hungary. Or 2d Jan-
uary, 1867, an imprial patent announced chat the

government was about to summon a Reichsrath, a

common chamber, wherein the rights and claims of

Hungary were to be discussed. New elections were
ordered of the Hungarian provincial diets, whose
only object was to be the naming of deputies to the

Reichsrath, which was to meet on the 25th February.
Before that day, however, the restoration of the Hun*

f
arian constitution was decreed, the indepndence of

Luiigary was recognized, and a separate administra-

tion appinted, for which a solemn Te Deum, was
sung in all the Hungarian churches, and addresses of

confidence in the new ministry pured in from all

sides, not only from Magyar, but from Saxon, Servian,

and Walachian communities. On tbe 2d March the
diet resumed the legislative functions which it had
declined previous to the restoration of the constitu-

tion. On 9th April the motion for union with Croatia
was adopted without a debate, and for some time so

much moderation and loyalty were displayed that
difficulties seemed to vanish, and the reconciliation

between the crown and the nation appeared complete.
The houses then adjourned till May. On 8th June
the emperor and empress were crowned King and
Queen of Hungary with the utmost pomp, and with
the ancient ceremonies, taking the oath to maintain
the constitution and the rights of the Hungarian
people. The first article of the oath set forth the legal

succession to the throne of Hungary and the adjacent
countries; the constitution, the independence, free-

dom, and integrity of the country; the strict main-
tenance of all laws; the second article declared that

the crown shall not be removed from the country;
the third, that the countries legally and historically

forming portions of Hungary are incorporated with
that country; the fourth declared that in the event
of the extinction by death of successors to the Hun-
garian crown of the house of Hapsbuift Hungary
shall have the right of free election of a sovereign;
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the fifth Article engaged that all future kings of Hun-
gary shall swear to maintain the laws. The acquisi-

tion of national independence after so many years of

incessant effort diffused a general joy in Hungary;
but was not so well received by the German popula-

tion, or by the Czechs in Bohemia. In this kingdom
a claim for a similar acknowledgment of its nation-

ality was made; but was feebly supported, and soon

ceased, though it has since repeatedly made itself

heard. The Hungarian diet then occupied itself

with apportioning its share of the national debt, its

proportion of taxes and of men for the army, and the

promotion of measures for the improvement of the

trade and resources of the country. The dualism of

the Austrian Empire was thus finally constituted,

the master-spirit in the movement among Hun-
garian politicians, and the director of the national

policy till his death in 1876‘, being De<Ck. He was
succeeded in j>ersonal influence by Tisza, who held
ofhee from 1875 to 1890. Since 1867 great advan-
ces have been made by Hungary in all that consti

tutes true progress, and on the whole there has been
little friction between it and the Austrian half of the
dual monarchy. Discontent has sometimes been
manifested by the Croatians at their subordination
to Hungary; and it was only on condition that their

language, customs, and Belf-government should be
preserved that a union was effected.

Hungarian Literature.—The Hungarians, impelled
partly by the spirit of adventure which characterized

the middle ages, and partly by the demands of assist-

ance from foreign princes, emigrated from Asia, and
spread over the disconnected provinces of Eastern
Euiope, until they reached a country with a settled

constitution and a consolidated government (Ger-

many under Henry I. and Otho I.), which set bounds
to their warlike incursions (in 955). From this

period the attention of the people, previously occupied
with external subjects, began to be turned inward
upon itself. The civilization of the Magyars com-
menced, and advanced so rapidly that, in less than
fifty vears, the domestic and foreign security of the

kingdom was established, industry awakened, milder
manners introduced, and the nation prepared for the
reception of Christianity; but instead of being con-

tented with this gradual progress, and awaiting the

natural development of the national character, Ste-

phen I. and most of his successors imprudently en-

deavoured to hasten the progress. The discontents

caused by this policy were increased by the frequent
admission of foreigners into the clerical and noble
ordera, by the exaltation of the clergy to the highest

rank in the kingdom, by the preference given to the

Latin over the national language, not only in the
church, but in judicial proceedings, legal documents,
and forms. These circumstances gave rise to an
opposition which, though checked in some degree by
the prudent measures of the princes of the house of

Anjou in the fourteenth century, was afterwards con-

tinually renewed. The Latin language predominated
in this country, as it did at that time in every country
which had reached any degree of civilization; but in

Hungary it continued prevalent almost to the present

day, while other nations employed it only as an in-

strument of learning. The use of a dead language
in common life, as well as on all scientific subjects,

could neither be advantageous to the language itself,

to the general improvement of the people, nor to the

national literature. Notwithstanding these disad-

vantages^ some buds of literature from time to time
enfolded themselves, and native genius though
chained, would sometimes attain distinction; yet how
much greaterwould have been the results if the spirit

of the fiation had been permitted a free development ,

of its peculiarities, under the influence of national
|

manners I Though with the introduction of Chris-

tianity into Hungary the Latin language acquired

the ascendency in the church, in schools, and public

affairs; yet the Hungarian was used in commerce, in

the camp, and even the resolutions of the diet were
first drawn up in Hungarian. When the mission-

aries addressed the people in Latin an interpreter

was usually present; and there are several relics of

poetry, sacred eloquence, and state papers extant in

Hungarian. A new impulse was given to this lan-

guage on the accession of the house of Anjou to the

throne of Hungary. The Latin was indeed still the

language of church and Btate; but the Hungarian
became the language of the court. Documents were
drawn up in Hungarian, and the H ungarian oath, in

the Corpus Juris Hungarise, dates from this time.

The Holy Scriptures were translated into Hungarian;
in the imperial library of Vienna there is a MS.
translation of 1882; and in spite of the violent oppo-

sition of the Inquisitores Heretic® Pravitatis, several

tianslations were published. In 1465 Janus Pan-
nonius wrote a Hungarian grammar, which is lost.

The sixteenth century was favourable to Hungarian
literature, through the religious disputes in the

country, the sacred, martial, and popular songs, as

well as by the histories written and published for the

people, and the multiplied translations of the Bible.

It then reached a degree of perfection which it re-

tained until the latter part of the eighteenth century.

Among writers of ballads or metrical tales belonging

to the sixteenth century may be m*mtioned Tinddi,

Krikonyi, Tsanridi, Valkai, Tser&iyi, Szegedi, I11&-

falvi, Faz^kas, Balassa, &c. A higher aim was mani-
fested bythe epic poems of Count Niklas Zrinyi (1652),

Ladislaus Lissthi (1653), Christopher Paak<5 (1668),

Count Stephen Koh&ry (1699), and in particular the
numerous and excellent productions of Stephen von
Gyongyosi (1664-1734), as well as the lyric poems of

Eimai, Balassa, Benitzky, &c In 1653 an encyclo-

paedia of all the sciences, and in 1656 a work on logic,

were drawn up in the Hungarian language by John
Tsere (Ap£tzai). A large number of grammars and
dictionaries were printed from the sixteenth century

to the eighteenth. But the hopes of the further de-

velopment of Hungarian literature were not realized;

a Latin period again succeeded, from 1700 to 1780,
during which time numerous and finished works were
composed in Latin by Hungarian writers. In 1721
a Latin newspaper was established, and the state

calendar, which commenced in 1726, was regularly

published in Latin. In 1781 the first Hungarian
newspaper was printed in Presburg.

After Joseph II. died (1790) many violent yet
bloodless changes were made in the Hungarian con-

stitution, and several laws were passed in favour of

the Hungarian language. It was required to be used

in all public proceedings. Courses of lectures were
delivered in Hungarian in some of the schools, and it

was taught in all of them. Several periodicals were
established, Hungarian theatres erected in Buda and
Festh, many works were written both in poetry and
prose. The modem period of Hungarian literature

may be said to date from the time of Joseph II. The
epic poem of Arp£d was written by Andrew Hor-
vath, and published at Pesth in 1830. The brothers

Alexander and Charles Kisfaludy acquired a great

and deserved reputation as poets and dramatists, and
did much towards developing the national language
and literature. The latter (who died in 1830) may
be looked upon as the founder of the modem drama
in Hungary, The most celebrated works of the
former are his lyrical master-piece, Himfy Szerelmei

Himfy’s Love, 1807). his Reg&c a Magyar elpidfibhl

Tales of the Early Hungarian Times), and his histo-

rical tragedies, which were partly modelled on those
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at Sohilkr. Thedevelopment of the Hungarian liter-

ature owee mnoh to the influence of the periodical

press, which spread abroad a taste for literature at

the same time as it intensified the sentiment of na-
tionality among the people. In this department the
name of Kossuth deserves honourable mention. Pre-
vious to the troubles of 1848-49, which checked for

a time the natural growth of the literature, almost
every species of composition was successfully prac-

tised. Works on politics and narratives of travel

were written by Eotvos, Szech4nyi, Szalay, Szemere,
Ac.; on history by Stephen and Michael Horvath,
Szalay, and Jaszay; on philology by Fogarassy and
Bloch; works on the exact sciences, however, were
confined to translations from the German, French,
and English. Novels and romances were written by
Baron J 5sika, Eotvos, Kem^ny, Kuthy, Nagy, Prilffy,

Ac., which, though of no great originality, showed
considerable artistic skill, and helped to diffuse a
more correct style. The dramatic pieces of Eotvos,
Obemyik, Vorosmarty, and the prolific Szigligeti

—

who for a long time had almost the exclusive posses-

sion of the national stage—have greater value and
originality. It is in poetry, strictly so called, how-
ever, that modern Hungarian literature shines.

Many of the poems (songs, ballads, Ac.) of Czuczor,
Vorosmarty, Bajza, Garay, Bachot, Szksz, Erddlyi,

Kerlny, and others, are among the finest things that
modern literature has produced. In this field the
palm must be awarded to Alexander Petofi, who com-
pletely freed Hungarian poetry from its dependence
on foreign models and subjects, and inspired it with
a life drawn fresh from nature and national feeling;

and who, in artistic skill and masterly handling of

his mother tongue, ranks as a model. Tompa, Hiador,
Lisznyai, and others, have copied him with more or

less success. The collection of ancient Hungarian
national poetry, compiled and edited by John Erd&yi,
at the instance of the Kisfaludy Society (three vols.,

Pesth, 1846-47), contributed greatly towards bring-

ing back the modem poetry to nature and originality,

and to impress upon it the stamp of nationality. The
ill success of the revolutionary struggle seemed for a
time to have dealt a heavy blow to the progress of

Hungarian literature, the most gifted writers having
either fallen in battle (as Petofi), or been imprisoned
or banished. Time, however, opened the prisons and
brought back the exiles; to the writers already men-
tioned others were added, and an active literary life

again began. The greatest recent Hungarian poet is

John Arany, who surpasses even Petofi in artistic

feeling, and whose national epic Toldi, is looked upon
as a master-piece. Baron Jdsika holds the first place

among the novelists; Jokay, Kuthy, B4rczy, Prilffy,

and Dobzsa are also favourite fiction writers. Nar-
ratives of travel have been written by Count An-
drassy, Ladislaus Magyar, V&mb&y, Ac.; on politics

by l&sengery, Szalay, P£kh, and Eotvos. National
history has attracted much attention; and besides

the works of Szalay and HorvAth, we should mention
Teleki’s Age of Hunyad, J&zay’s Hungary after

the Battle of Moh£cs, Salomon’s The Rule of the

Turks in Hungary, Ac. Many excellent translations

of modem foreign works have been made, some of

which, such as Esengery’s translation of Macaulay's
History of England, and Somssich's translation of

Guizot’s Histoire de la Revolution d’Angleterre, rival

the originals in style. The best works on Hungarian
literature are those of Toldy, some of which have
been translated into German.
Hungarian Language.—The language of the Mag-

yars, as spoken and written at present in Hungary,
is a phenomenon in philology well worthy of study,

and the knowledge of it unlocks rich stores for the

philosophical historian and philologist. It is classed

in the tXgrio branch of the northern division of the

Turanian family of languages, and as suoh is most
closely allied to the Ostiak, Vogulic, and Mordvinic,

though it is also nearly akin to the Finnish and the

Turkish. Differing from all the cultivated languages

of Europe in internal structure and external form, the

Hungarian nevertheless was obliged to express with
the Roman alphabet, adopted with Christianity, all

the Asiatic shades of sounds. The alphabet contains

the following twenty-six simple and six compound
sounds, pronounced as in Italian, except where other-

wise marked —eight vowels* a (like a in what, swal-

low), t (-6 French), t and y, o, u, 0 (= French eu or

German 0), il (French u); eighteen consonants: 5, d,

/, g, hard, h (German), j (German), k, Z, m, n, p, r, i

(English sh), t, v (also w), z (French), sz (English •),

zz (or French j) ;
four oompounds with y. gy (pro-

nounced dy, gyar
,
factory, pronounced dyar in one

syllable), ly (French liquid sound as in file), ny
(French and Italian gn), ty; and two compound sibi-

lants cs (written also ch and U — English tch), and ct

(English te). If we add the long vowels, marked with
the acute accent, d, i, 6, o (long 6), it, ii (long it), we have
thirty-eight sounds in all, besides x

,
which is used In

foreign names. The Hungarian has adopted a good
many Slavic, Latin, German, Greek, and other foreign

words; but it still retains the essential characteristics

of its grammar and phonology. As in the other

Turanian languages the root is never obscured in

words, whatever changes they undergo. Determin-
ing or modifying syllables are placed at the end, and
have a double form, always taking a different vowel
when attached to a sharp-vowel root from what they

have when attached to a flat-vowel root. This is a

general characteristic of the Turanian languages.

These suffixes represent the case-endings of nouns and
the conjugations of verbs in other languages, and are

very numeroi s. Hungarian is destitute of diphthongs.

At the beginning of a syllable the Hungarian never

allows more than one consonant; in foreign words
which begin with two consonants, the consonants are

made to go with different syllables by putting a vowel

before them (for example, of schola they make ukola),

or a vowel is put between (as from Tcrdl they make
kirdly). In common with the other languages allied

to it, it has no distinction of sex whatever. Family
names are considered as adjectives, from which they
mostly originated, and hence are put before the bap-
tismal name; for instance, Britori G£bor (Gabriel

Britori), as if it were the Batorish Gabor, the Gabor
of the Batori family. The beautiful proportion be-

tween vowels and consonants, the accurate shadow-
ing and full articulation which every syllable requires

(the Hungarian suffers no mute vowels), and the fixed

succession of vowels, give to the Hungarian language
a character of masculine harmony, in which it will

bear a comparison with any other. The richness

and expressiveness of its various forms give it great

energy; the regularity of its inflections and composi-
tions, in which it is to be compared with the Sanskrit,

makes it clear and distinct, and its infinite power of

composition gives it the means of increasing its stores

beyond almost any western language. If it is actu-
ally not so much developed, this is easily accounted
for from two circumstances—that Slavonic, Servian,

German, modem Greek, Walachian, Italian, Ac., are

spoken in the country at the same time; and that it

was for a long time excluded from public transac-

tions, from the church, and even from conversation,

where German and French took its place. Little

attention has as yet been devoted in Great Britain

to Hungarian.
HUNGER, the feeling of a want of food. It is a

sensation usually referred to the stomach, and it may
be relieved by the introduction into the stomach of
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substances even such as are incapable of yielding any
nutritions elements. Such relief is, however, only

temporary. In catarrhal and other affections of the

stomach the sensation is much modified, and may be
abolished. Belief to the sensation is obtained also

by the introduction of nourishing materials into the

bowel by injection, or into the blood by other

methods, without anything being introduced into

the stomach. So tha t, while the sensation may be due
partly to the condition of the nerve-endings of sensory

nerves in the stomach, it is not exclusively so pro-

duced. Impressions affecting the nerves of other

portions of the alimentary tract, and derived also

from organs in need of nutriment, have likely some
part in the production of the sensation of hunger.

That the stomach is not the exclusive seat of the

nervous excitation which causes the Bensation is

shown by the fact that in certain diseases where the

glands of the abdomen are so affected that absorp-

tion of nutritive material is interfered with and the

blood receives little material for the repair of waste,

a voracious appetite and constant hunger may be
experienced by the sufferer, in spite of the consump-
tion of large quantities of nutritious food. The rela-

tion of the central nervous organs, moreover, to the

sensation of hunger must not be forgotten. Every-
one knows how mental impressions may arouse the

sensation, and how even acute hunger may be sud-

denly and completely abolished or suspended by
intellectual operations or emotional states. Certain
drugs also have a marked effect in diminishing the

sensation. The use of narcotics, tobacco, and alcohol

diminishes the feeling. Such drugs diminish tissue

waste, but that effect could only account for delay in

the occurrence of the sensation, and could not explain

the cessation of the feeling due to waste which has
already occurred. Coca is a drug which has been
found capable of keeping the sensation in abeyance.

HUNIADES, John Corvinus (Hunyady Janos),
Voyvode of Transylvania and Regent of Hungary,
a distinguished military commander, born about
1400. He was by birth a Wallachian. The name
Corvinus was derived from the place of his birth,

the village of Corvinum, or, according to others, the

Castle of Pietra de Corvo; that of Huniades was
from a small estate on the borders of Wallachia and
Transylvania. He was made Ban of Severin by the

Emperor Albert II. He headed the party which
called Ladislaus I., king of Poland, to the crown of

Hungary in 1440. Ladislaus named him Voyvode
of Transylvania and Ban of Temesvar, and gave him
the command in the southern provinces of Hungary.
In 1442 he gained several victories over the Turks,
particularly the battle of Vasag, which nearly de-
stroyed the Turkish army. He also contributed to

the successful campaign of the following year, which
led to the conclusion of the peace or ten years’ truce
of Szegedin in June, 1444. This peace was almost
immediately broken by Ladislaus, in consequence of
Amurath having withdrawn his army to Asia. The
king was defeated and killed at the battle of Varna,
10th November, 1444, and Huniades in escaping was
made prisoner by his personal enemy Drakul, voyvode
of Wallachia. Having in 1445 been made captain-
generaland Regent of Hungary, he overran Wallachia
the following year, and captured and executed Drakul
and his son. In 1448 he crossed the Danube with a
large army to revenge the defeat of Varna, but after

three days' battle on the plain of Kossova he was
defeated and compelled to take flight. He was cap-
tured by the Despot of Servia, who exacted heavy
conditions for his ransom, which, however, the pope
cancelled. In 1452 he was again appointed Regent
of Hungary, and in 1454 compelled the Turks, who
had overrun 8ervia, to cross the Danube. In 1456

Mohammed II. had made great preparations for the
siege of Belgrade, the defence of which devolved
entirely upon Huniades. He repelled a general
assault, and compelled Mohammed to raise the siege

on 22nd July. A pestilential disorder breaking out
among his troops compelled him to retreat, and he
himself fell a victim to it at Semlin, August 11, 1456.

His son Matthias Corvinus became King of Hungary.
HUNINGEN, or Huningue, a town of Germany,

in Upper Alsace, on the left bank of the Rhine, 2J
miles below Basle. It was fortified by Vauban for

Louis XIV. (1679 -82), and had a bridge across the
Rhine. The fortifications were partly dismantled at

the Peace of Ryswick in 1697, and the bridge was
destroyed in 1752. On 26th October, 1796, Moreau
crossed the Rhine at Huningen, and on 2nd Feb-
ruary, 1797, it surrendered to the imperialists. The
Austrians and Bavarians crossed the Rhine here for

the invasion of France on 17th December, 1813.

The fortress was again taken by the allies in 1814,
and destroyed in 1815. It now has a bridge of

boats and an iron railway-bridge, and a famous pis-

ciculture! establishment, besides dyeworks, chemical
and cigar works, &c. Pop. (1895), 2122.

HUNS, a people who make their appearance in

authentic history about a.d. 375. Ethnologists

identify them with a Mongolian people of Northern
Asia, who invaded the Chinese Empire about 200
B.c.. and after various migrations entered Europe,
and drove the Goths from Dacia into Moesia and
Thrace. At the time already mentioned (A.T). 375)
Ammianus Marcellinus mentions them as situated

to the west and north of the Alans, a closely-allied

people who occupied the Caucasus and the frontier

of Circassia. They appear afterwards to have sided

with the Goths of Moesia against the Romans, and
sometimes in alliance with the emperors, who pur-
chased their services, and sometimes in hostility

with them, they continued to extend their dominion
along the Danube until the time of Attila (434),

their greatest leader, whose reign constitutes the
best-known period of their history. (See Attila.)
The Kingdom of Attila broke up at his death, and
the subsequent history of the Huns becomes again

a subject of ethnological, philological, and historical

criticism. Some modern critics identify the Huns
with the Bulgarians. Ethnologically they are be-

lieved by the same authorities to be members of the
Turk family. The name Hun appears to be only a
collective designation. That the peoples to whom it

belonged were of Asiatic origin; that they migrated
westward, and established themselves in Dacia and
Pannonia; that they formed under Attila the centre

of a powerful confederation, including Gothic and
other populations which made extensive conquests,

appear to be the best-ascertained facts intheir history.

HUNT, James Henry Leigh, a well-known poet

and elegant writer, was bom at Southgate, near

London, on 19th October, 1784. His father was a

West Indian, who married an American lady, and
settled at Philadelphia as a lawyer; but the loyalty

of his principles compelled him, after the outbreak

of the American war, to quit the country for Eng-
land. Here he took holy orders, and acted for some
time as tutor to Mr. Leigh, nephew of the Duke
of Chandos, from whom the subject of the present

article received his name. Leigh Hunt was educated

at Christ's Hospital, at which school he remained till

his fifteenth year, and attained the distinction of first

deputy Grecian. On leaving school he entered the

office of his brother, who was established in business

as an attorney, and afterwards obtained a situation

in the war office. In this post he continued till 1808,

when, in conjunction with his brother John, he
started the Examiner newspaper, which afterwards
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attained such eminence as a leading organ of the
Liberal party. Previous to this he had made various
literary attempts, first in a collection of juvenile

poems, published for him by his father in 1801 ;
and

subsequently by theatrical and literary critiques fur-

nished by him to the News, a Sunday paper com-
menced by his brother in 1805. These critiques

were published in a collected form in 1807. On
the establishment of the Examiner by the Hunts
the paper became prominent for the fearlessness

with which public matters were discussed, and it

was not long before its conductors were made to

feel the weight of official resentment. For an article

against flogging in the navy they were tried before
Lord EUenborough, but were defended by Lord (then
Mr.) Brougham, and acquitted. A second prosecution
had more serious consequences, and was occasioned
by an article in the paper of 22d March, 1812, re-

flecting on the character of the prince regent, whose
debaucheries were then a subject of public scandal.

One specially offensive expression was styling him
a * corpulent Adonis of fifty.’ It resulted in the
brothers being sentenced to pay a fine of £500 each,

and to suffer two years’ imprisonment This last

penalty was endured by Leigh Hunt in a manner
which alleviated considerably the inconveniencies of

incarceration, being cheered by frequent visits from
his friends, who also, by the way in which they fitted

up his cell with all the appliances of physical and
intellectual comfort, rendered it a little elyBium.

During his confinement he employed himself in

several literary works, which were published after

his release. They include the Feast of the Poets
(London, 1814); the Descent of Liberty, a Mask
(1815); and the Story of Rimini (1816). This last

is his longest, and generally considered his best

poem, though, in common with his other writings, it

was mercilessly assailed by the Tory critics, Theodore
Hook among others contributing his squib,

—

*O jiminy, jiminy

!

What a niminy piminj

8tory of Rimini !’

In 1818 appeared Foliage, a collection of original

poems and translations from Homer, Theocritus,

Bion, &c.; and in 1819 the Indicator was started, a

weekly journal on the model of the Spectator, which
contained some of his best essays. In 1822 he pro-

ceeded to Italy, having received an invitation thither

from Byron and Shelley, the latter of whom was
drowned a few days after his arrival. The three

friends had projected a newspaper called the Liberal,

which was carried on for some months by Byron and
Hunt; but it proved unsuccessful, and a coolness

also arose between them which led to a separation.

Leigh Hunt continued to reside for several years in

Italy with his family, and on his return to England
published Recollections of Lord Byron and some of

his Contemporaries (two vols. 1828), which provoked

somewhat the indignation of the noble poet’s friends.

Among his subsequent works may be mentioned Sir

Ralph Esher, a prose romance (three vols. 1832);

Captain Sword and Captain Pen, a satirical poem on
war (1835); A Legend of Florence, a play repre-

sented with some success at Covent Garden in 1840;

Stories from the Italian Poets (two vols. 1846);

Imagination and Fancy, and Wit and Humour, a
series of selections from the English poets (1844 and

1846); Men, Women, and Books (1847); A Jar of

Honey from Mount Hybla (1848); the Town, its

Memorable Characters and Events (1848); Auto-
biography (three vols. 1850); Table Talk (1851);

The Old Court Suburb (two vols. 1855). In addition

to these and other writings, he published editions of

the dramatic works of Wycherley, Congreve, Van-

brugh, and Farquhar, of Beaumont and Fletcher,

and of Sheridan. He was also at different times

editor of the Tatler, the London Journal, Ac., and
contributed extensively to various periodicals. In

1847 a pension of £200 a year was bestowed on him
by Lord John Russell's government. He retained

his faculties almost unimpaired to the last, and died

on 28th August, 1859. Leigh Hunt’s prose style is

light, graceful, and gossiping. As a post his grand

characteristic, according to Moir, is word-painting,

in which he excels even Keats. He often carries

this quality, indeed, to the extent of strange and
affected conceits. He is frequently happy in imi-

tative translations, and he caught a good deal of the

tone of the Italian poets.

HUNTER, John, an eminent surgeon, anatomist,

and physiologist, was bom at Long Calderwood,
Lanarkshire, on 13th February, 1728. Being the

youngest of ten children, his education was very

much neglected, and he appears by the age of twenty
to have learned little more than to read and write.

He had previously to this assisted his brother-in-law,

a carpenter in Glasgow, for some time in his trade;

but the business proving unfortunate, he returned to

Long Calderwooa, and wrote to his brother William,

then a prosperous surgeon in London, offering his

services as an anatomical assistant. His offer was
accepted, and he arrived in London, to which he rode

with a companion on horseback, in September, 1748.

His first essays in anatomy showed remarkable talent,

and won the entire approval of his brother. In 1749
and 1750 he studied surgical pathology under Ches-
elden at Chelsea Hospital, and already began to

make original observations, which his subsequent
experience confirmed. In the latter year he was far

enough advanced to relieve his brother in the dis-

secting-room. In 1751 he attended St. Bartholo-

mew’s Hospital. In 1753 he entered St. Mary’s
Hall, Oxford, as a gentleman commoner, but his

matriculation was not persevered in, and next year he
entered as a surgeon pupil at St. George’s Hospital.

Two years afterwards he was appointed house-surgeon
of this hospital, a temporary appointment held by a
resident pupiL In 1754 or 1755 he was admitted to

a partnership in his brother’s school of anatomy,
and continued to lecture there till 1759. From the

neglect of his early education he had great difficulties

to contend with as a lecturer, but as an anatomist
he was pre-eminent, and enriched the science with
several valuable discoveries. To extend his know-
ledge of anatomy he applied to the keeper of the

Tower and the proprietors of several menageries for

the bodies of animals which died under their care.

His health being affected by severe application, and
symptoms of consumption appearing, he procured in

1760 the appointment of staff-surgeon, and went in

the following year with the army to Belle He, and
afterwards to Portugal, an experience which enabled
him to acquire material for his work on gun-shot
wounds. On the conclusion of peace in 1763 he
returned to London with his health re-established,

and commenced practice as a surgeon. He also lec-

tured on anatomy and surgery, but neither as a prac-

titioner nor as a lecturer did he make rapid progress in

public estimation. The hastiness of his manner, and
the deficiency of bis general education, were adverse
to him in both matters, and he himself chiefly aimed
at securing by his profession the means of support,

and of carrying on his scientific investigations, to

which he was much more attached. In 1767 he

received an unexpected proof of the high estimation

in which he was held by men of science in being

elected a member of the Royal Society, and in 1768
he was appointed surgeon to St George’s Hospital,

which, by extending his practice, and enabling him
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Id take pupils from idiom he received Urge fees,

greatly enlarged his income. His investigations at

this tune extended over every branch of natural his*

torv, particularly pathology, comparative anatomy,

and physiology, to which he devoted his entire leisure

time. Among his pupils were Jenner and Sir Eve-
rard Home, whose sister he married in 1771. In
1778 he was attacked with a disease of the heart,

of which he ultimately died, but his general health

continued good for many years. In 1776 he was
appointed surgeon extraordinary to the king. In

1785, the attacks of heart disease becoming more
frequent, he was compelled for a time to leave Lon-
don. In 1790 he was appointed inspector-general of

hospitals and surgeon-general to the army. On 16th
October, 1793, he attended a meeting of the governors

of the hospital, and having left the room in conse-

quence of a disputewith one of his colleagues, fell dead
in the arms of one of the physicians of the hospital

He was buried in the vault of the parish church of

St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields, whence Ids remains were
removed in 1860 to Westminster Abbey. Hunter left

at his death a museum which he had built for him-
self, and filled with upwards of 10,000 preparations

illustrative of the departments of science to which his

attention had been devoted. It was afterwards pur-

chased by government, and presented to the Royal
College of Surgeons. At the tune of his death he
was engaged in preparing a catalogue of his muBeum,
with a view of embodying it in a work containing the

results of all his labours and investigations. The pre-

paration of the catalogue was afterwards intrusted to

his brother-in-law Sir Everard Home, who, in accord-

ance with an alleged wish of Hunter’s, instead of com-

?
leting it burned the greater part of his manuscripts.

n addition to papers contributed to the Transactions
of learned societies, his leading works are the Natural
History of the Human Teeth (1771); A Treatise on
the Venereal Disease (1786); Observations on certain
parts of the Animal Economy (1786) ;

A Truitise

on the Blood, Inflammation, and Gun-shot Wounds
(1794). His works have been collected and published
with notes by J. F. Palmer (London, 1835). The
best life of Hunter is that by Ottley (1835). Mrs.
Hunter wrote some ballads which have been much
admired—among them, My Mother bids me bind
my Hair.

HUNTER, William, M.D., elder brother of the
preceding, and collector of the Hunterian Museum
now in the University of Glasgow, was bom at Long
Calderwood, May 23, 1718; and at the age of fifteen

was sent to Glasgow University, where he passed
five years in studying as a candidate for holy orders.

But having accidentally become intimate with Dr.
Cullen,then practising physic at Hamilton, he became
disgusted, with theology, and commenced the study
of medicine. In the year 1737 he went to reside

with Cullen, and afterwards was received into part-
nership by him; but in 1740 he went in the winter
to Edinburgh to complete his Btudies, and in the
summer of the year following went to London, and
at first lived as a pupil in the house of Dn Smellie
the accoucheur. Dr. James Douglas engaged him
as his assistant in making dissections for a work on
the anatomy of the muscles, which he then was pre-
paring to publish. After Dr. Douglas’ death in the
following year he continued to reside in the family,
superintending the education of his son, and attending
St. George’s Hospital as a pupil under Dr. Frank
Nichols. In 1745 he communicated a paper to the
Royal Society respecting the structure of the car-

tilages of the human body, and in 1746 he received
the appointment of lecturer on anatomy to a society

of naval surgeons. The profits arising from this first

attempt amounted to 70 guineas, great part of which

he very generously lent to some fellow-students and
lost In 1747 he became a member of the College

of Simeons, and practised surgery and midwiferv,

but at length oonfined himself entirely to that branch,

in which he soon outstripped Dr. Smellie, and was
appointed accoucheur to the British Lying-in Hos-
pital It was rather before this time that be spent

some weeks on the Continent, where he accompanied

young Douglas through Holland and Paris; and
having been greatly struck with seeing the anatomi-

cal museum left by the great Albinus at Leyden, it

is oonjectured that he then formed the design of

emulating the labours of that oelebrated anatomist.

On the death of Sir Richard Manningham and re-

signation of Dr. Sandys, he became first in bis line of

practice. In 1750 he obtained his Doctor’s degree

from the University of Glasgow, and then quitted

Dr. Douglas’ family, and took a house in Jermyn
Street; and having been consulted on the pregnancy
of Queen Charlotte in 1762, he was received into

great favour by the king.

In the first volume of Observations and Inquiries,

published by the Medical Society in 1757, appeared
Dr. Hunter’s History of an Aneurism of the Aorta;
and he was an important contributor to the subse-

quent publications of the society, of which he was
chosen president on the death of Dr. Fothergill

In 1762 he published a work entitled Medical Com-
mentaries (4to), to which was subsequently added a
Supplement, the object of which was to vindicate his

claim to Borne anatomical discoveries, in opposition

to Professor Monro of Edinburgh, and others. In
1764 he was appointed physician-extraordinary to

the queen. Dr. Hunter was elected a fellow of th*

Royal Society in 1767; and in 1768, on the establish

ment of the Royal Academy of Arts, he was ap
pointed professor of anatomy. He was made a
foreign associate of the Royal Medical Society at

Paris in 1780, and of the Royal Academy of Sciences

in 1782. The most elaborate and splendid of his

publications, the Anatomy of the Human Gravid
Uterus (folio, illustrated by thirty-four large plates),

appeared in 1774. In 1777 he joined Mr Watson
in presenting to the Royal Society a Short Account
of the late Doctor Maty’s Illness, and of the Appear-
ances on Dissection; and in 1778 he published Re-
flections on the Section of the Symphysis Pubis.
Two Introductory Lectures to his Anatomical Course,
which he had prepared for the press, were published
after his death. About 1765 he projected founding
a great school of anatomy, and in 1770 he purchased
and completed a house and theatre in Great Wind-
mill Street, in which he constituted a splendid mu-
seum. At first he only contemplated a collection of

preparations in human and comparative anatomy,
but in 1761 he was tempted to become the purchaser
of Dr. Fothergill’s collection of shells, corals, and
other objects of natural history, for which he gave
£1200, and when Sir Robert Strange died he pur-

chased the pictures of that artist, as well as those
which belonged to Mr. Foulis of Glasgow. He also

added to his museum a collection of ancient coins

and medals, which was formed originally at an ex-
pense of about £23,000, and is one of the oompletest
and most valuable in existence. Of a part of this

collection his friend Dr. Combe published an elegant
catalogue in 4to in 1783.

Dr. Hunter had been subject to attacks of irregular

gout as early as the year 1778, when he thought of
relinquishing practice, and his death happened on the
80th March, 1788. A few hours before his death he
said to his friend Dr. Combe, ‘If I had strength
enough to hold a pen I should write how easy and

pleasant a
thing it ia to die.’ In his last testament

he bequeathed the whole of his splendid museum.
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vuloed At £150,000, to the University of Glasgow,
with the sum of £8000 in cash to be expended in an
appropriate building for its reception, and a farther

sam of £500 per annum to bear the charges of its

preservation. To his nephew, Dr. Baillie, he be-

queathed his family property of Long Calderwood,
but Dr. Baillie very generously gave it to John
Hunter, who had unfortunately had a quarrel with
his brother Dr. William some years before about
some anatomical trifle. The museum was left subject

to the liferent of Dr. Baillie, who very handsomely
relinquished it in 1808, when it was transferred to

Glasgow.
HUNTINGDON (contracted Hunts), a small in-

land county of England, surrounded by the counties

of Northampton, Cambridge, and Bedford; area,

234,218 acres. In the western and southern parts

the surface is slightly varied. The north-eastern por-

tion is included within the level of the fens, and is

principally devoted to grazing. There is compara-
tively little timber in the country, although it was
at one time covered with wood. Soil generally clayey

or gravelly loam, but, excepting the meadows, which
are among the richest in England, not very fertile.

Agriculture has been much improved of late years, the

fen-men in particular excelling in the management
of the plough, so that, upon the whole, the farming
is above the average. Of the total area, nearly 90

per cent is under crops and gross. Wheat occupies

about 33,000 acres, barley about 20,000, and oats

about 11,000. Green crops occupy nearly 20,000

acres, and there are about 86,000 in permanent
posture. The breed of sheep is of a mixed descrip-

tion, nearly approaching to the Leicestershire and Lin-

colnshire species, with which the native breeds have
been much crossed. The cattle, formerly of mixed
and generally inferior breeds, have been improved by
the introduction of short-horns. Dairy-farming, how-
ever, is not much followed. Pigeon-houses are ex-

tremely numerous, more so, it is said, than in any
other county of England, excepting Cambridge.
Estates are generally extensive, but small farms, let

yeaily, predominate. The manufactures are unim-
portant. Several shallow lakes have been drained
and brought into cultivation. Huntingdonshire is

divided into four hundreds, exclusive of the town of

Huntingdon, and 103 parishes. It returns two mem-
bers to Parliament—one from each of its two divi-

sions (N. and S.). It contains no parliamentary
borough. The county formed a part of the British

kingdom of the Iceni and of the Saxon Mercia. It

was entirely under forest law till the reign of

Henry II. David, prince of Scotland, through mar-
riage, became Earl of Huntingdon in 1108. Pop. in

1881, 54,991; in 1891, 57,761; in 1901, 57,773.

HUNTINGDON, capital of the above county, 59

miles north by west of London, occupies a gentle

acclivity above the north l)ank of the Ouse, and is a

station on the Great Northern Railway. It contains

a spacious market-place, and has two fine old parish

churches. The trade is chiefly in com and wool, and
there are two large breweries, iron-foundry, brick-

works, flour-mill, and an oil-mill and oil-cake manu-
factory. Oliver Cromwell was bom and went to

school here. Pop. in 1891, 4346; in 1901. 4261.

HUNTINGDON, Selina, Countess op, the
second daughter of Washington, Earl Ferrers, was
born in 1707, and married June 3, 1728, to Theo-
philus, earl of Huntingdon. She became a widow in

1746, and four of her numerous family died in youth.

She now became distinguished for her religious zeal,

adopting the principles of the Methodists, particularly

of Georoe Whitefield, whom she appointed her chap-

lain. Her rank and fortune giving her great influ-

ence, she was long considered as the head of the i

Calvinlstio Methodists. She founded a college for

the education of ministers, and built and aoquired

numerous chapels, there being at her death sixty-

four of these belonging to 'the Countess of Hunt-
ingdon’s Connexion ’, a body which still exists as a
religious denomination. She died June 17, 1791.

HUNTLY, a town of Scotland, Aberdeenshire, 41

miles n.w. of Aberdeen, pleasantly situated on the

Bogie in agood agriculturaldistrict. Pop, (1901), 4136.

HUNYADY. See Huniadks.
HURD, Richard, an eminent English prelate

and philological writer of the 18th century. He was
bom in 1720 at Congreve, in Staffordshire; went to

Emmanuel College, Cambridge, in which he obtained
a fellowship in 1742, and in 1749 published Horatii

Are Poetica, Epistola ad Pisones, with an English
commentary and notes. In 1750 he published a
Commentary on the Epistle of Horace to Augustus.

A satirical attack on Dr. Jortin, in defence of War-
burton, in an Essay on the Delioacy of Friendship,

he afterwards endeavoured to suppress. In 1757 he
published Remarks on David Hume’s Essay on the
Natural History of Religion (8vo). His dialogues,

moral and political, with Letters on Chivalry and
Romance, appeared at different times from 1758 to

1764, and were republished collectively in 1765
(three vols. 8vo). In 1767 he was made Archdeacon
of Gloucester, and in 1768 commenced a series of

sermons on the prophecies, preached at the lecture

founded by his friend Warburton at Lincoln’s Inn.

These discourses were published under the title of

an Introduction to the Study of the Prophecies con-

cerning the Christian Church, in Twelve Lectures

(1772). In 1775 Dr. Hurd was raised to the bishop-

ric of Lichfield and Coventry, and not long after

was made preceptor to George IV. and his brother

the Duke of York. He was translated to the see of

Worcester in 1781, and at the same time was bestowed
on him the confidential situation of clerk of the
closet. The king afterwards desired to elevate Dr.
Hurd to the primacy, but he modestly declined the

offer. In 1788 he published an edition of the works
of Bishop Warburton, in which he omitted some of

the productions of his deceased friend. In 1795 he
published a kind of supplement to the works of War-
burton, in the form of a biographical preface, and he
subsequently also published the correspondence of

Warburton, which was his last literary undertaking.
He died 28th May, 1808.

HURDLES, frames formed of perpendicular
stakes with horizontal bars, and braced with diagonal
pieces for the purpose of forming temporary fences.

The hurdles are placed end to end, the lower ends of
the stakes being inserted in the ground, and the
upper ends fastened together.

HURDWAR, or Hardwar (The Gate of Hari
or Vishnu), a town of Hindustan, in the North-west
Provinces, 105 miles N. by E. of Delhi, at the foot of

the Himalayas, on the right bank of the Ganges
which here, where it enters the great plain of India,
through a narrow gorge, is a beautiful limpid stream.
Hardwar is one of the principal places of Hindu
pilgrimage in connection with the ceremonial of bath-
ing in the Ganges. The pagodas, with the ghauts
(flights of steps) for bathing, occupy the right bank of

the river, under the town. The Fakirs, who make
Hardwar their abiding place, have generally caves
hollowed out in the rock above the pass, and acces-

sible by means of ladders only. The holy bathing
spot is reached through a passage which originally

admitted only four persons abreast, while, during the

season of the pilgrimage, from 200,000 to 300,000
devotees pressed eagerly forward to gain precedency
in plunging into the stream. In 1819, 430 persons

were squeezed to death in the dreadful struggle thus
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occasioned, after which accident government con-

structed the presently enlarged ghaut of 60 steps,

100 feet in width. The depth of water at the proper
season is only 4 feet, and both sexes plunge in indis-

criminately. A great fair is held simultaneously

with the pilgrimage, when countless multitudes of all

ages, all costumes, and all complexions are assembled
from every part of India; and animals of all kinds,

and from all parts of the globe, are exposed for sale,

including leopards, bears, and sometimes the cubs
of the tigress, horses, elephants, camels, buffaloes,

cows, sheep, dogs, cats, monkeys, &c.
;
likewise shawls

from Cashmere, woollen cloths and sauces from
England, watches from France, pickles from China,
gums and spices from Arabia, and rose-water from
Persia. When a transaction is about to be entered
into, the buyer and seller, in order to conceal what
passes from by-standers, throw a cloth over their

hands, and treat as to price by pressing certain joints

of each other’s fingers. The number of visitors to

Hurdwar have been estimated, one year with an-
other, at 2,000,000, or more. Pop. (1891), 29,125.

HURDY-GURDY, a stringed instrument of a
very simple description, played by turning a handle,

which causes the strings to sound by the friction of

a wooden wheel, while by the use of finger stops

they are lengthened or shortened so as to produce
the various notes of the diatonic scale. It is mostly
used by itinerant musicians.

HURON, Lake, one of the five great lakes of

North America, having west the United States terri-

tory, and on the other sides the Canadian province
of Ontario. It is 270 miles long and 1 80 miles broad
at its widest part, but the southern division of the

lake, for 50 miles north from its outlet by the river

St. Clair, is not wider than 50 or 60 miles. The
area is 23,780 square miles. It lies 594 feet above
sea-level. The Great Manitoulin Islands, in the

north part of the lake, and the long peninsula which
terminates in Cabot’s Head and Cape Hurd, divide

Lake Huron into two parts—the northern jKirtion

being called Georgian Bay. This bay is studded
with islands, several thousands in number, and vary-

ing in size from a few square feet to many acres.

Great Manitoulin Island, the largest of the group
known by the same name, is about 100 miles long,

and from 4 miles to 25 miles wide
;

it is the only

one inhabited. Lake Huron receives the waters of

Lake Michigan through the Strait of Mackinac, on
the north-west; and the waters of Lake Superior
through the River Ste. Marie, on the n.n.w., and
empties itself by the St. Clair River into Lake St.

Clair, whence, by the Detroit River, it enters Lake
Erie. The waters of the lake are remarkably pure
and clear, and the shores are generally low and
forest-clad.

HURONS. SeeWYANPOTS.
HURRICANE (in Spanish, hurraoan; in French,

ourayan ; in German, orkan ), a word, according to

the most probable supposition, picked up by voyagers
among the natives of the West Indies

;
properly a

violent tempest of wind, attended with thunder and
lightning, and rain or hail. Hurricanes appear to

have an electric origin: at the moment that the
electric spark produces a combination of oxygen and
hydrogen a sudden fall of rain or hail is thus occa-

sioned, and a vacuum formed, into which the cir-

cumambient air rushes with great rapidity from all

directions. As a distinctive term it is applied
especially to the violent storms sometimes experi-

enced in the West Indies, thus corresponding to the
typhoon of the Chinese seas. The strength of the
wind in a genuine hurricane is something tremen-
dous. Com, vines, sugar-canes, forests, houses, every-

thing is swept away. The hurricane of the temperate

zone moves with a velocity of about 60 feet a second;
those of the torrid zone from 150 to 800 feet in the
same time. See Cyclone.
HUSBAND and WIFE. Of all private con-

tracts that of marriage most intimately affects the
social condition of a community, and gives rise to

the most numerous and important relations, rights,

and duties. It has for this reason been invested

with a peculiar religious character, and was made
one of the seven sacraments of the Roman Catholic

Church. Marriage, accordingly, is often celebrated

in places of public religious worship, in both Catholic

and Protestant countries; and the ministers of

religion, even in countries where the church has no
judicial jurisdiction whatever over the rights arising

from this contract, still officiate, for the most part,

at its solemnization. (As to the forms of solemniz-

ing marriage, and as to its dissolution, see Marriage
and Divorce.) The first and one of the most im-
portant rights resulting from this contract is the
control, in a greater or less degree, according to the
laws of different countries, which it gives to the
husband of the person of the wife. The terms in

which this right is expressed in the* laws of England
are stronger than those of the Roman civil law, or

the modern codes derived from it. The codes
founded on the civil law consider the husband and
wife as distinct persons, who may have separate

estates, contracts, debts, and interests. The old

writers in the English law express themselves more
directly upon this subject than is grateful to modem
ears, putting the authority of the husband upon a
footing similar to that of a parent over a child, or a
master over a servant

;
and m this case, as in those,

they very composedly lay down the rules and limits

of the exercise of this authority, describing the
degree of coercion permitted by the law to be used,

and the degree of correction which it allows to be
administered by the huslmnd. In modem times
these doctrines are expressed in more cautious and
qualified terms, and altogether the law, as a result

of various enactments, has liecome much more favour-

able to the wife than formerly, and gives her much
more of an independent position in regard to her
husband. In resj>ect to the children—as a divided
authority, where the voices would be equal, would
lead to embarrassment—the law assigns the guardian-
ship and authority over them to the father, to which
the mother succeeds, in a great degree, on his

decease, though not wholly, for the children may,
at a certain age in their minority, choose guardians
for themselves in case of the father’s decease. But
as by recent legislation a wife whose husband has
been guilty of persistent cruelty to her, or has wil-

fully neglected to provide reasonable maintenance
for her or her infant children, may easily obtain an
order of court that she is no longer bound to cohabit

with him, so the legal custody of the children may
also be entrusted to her, while the husband con-

tinues liable for both her and their support.

As the law assigns a certain ascendency to the

husband, so it provides some compensation, by im-

posing upon him stronger and more extensive obli-

gations ;
and both the authority and the obligations

of the husband are more extensive where the common
law of England has sway than where the Roman
law is the fountain of civil jurisprudence. As this

common law, according to its original spirit and usual

operation, leaves the wife destitute of the means of

supporting herself, it imposes upon the husband the

obligation of supporting her, in the most direct and
absmute terms. In respect to the distinct possession

of property, and distinct civil abilities of the two
parties, in regard to the acquisition and management
of property, the law of England and the codes spring-
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mg from the Roman law are widely different, and
give rise to striking diversities in the civil relations
of families under tnese respective systems.
By the theory as well as the practical administra-

tion of the common law of England, the civil rights
and abilities of the wife were, until reoently, mostly
merged by the marriage. The husband and wife
were considered in law to be one person, and that
one person recognized by the law was the husband.
By the very act of the marriage the chattels of the
wife became the property of the husband. He had
a right also to collect aU the debts due to her

; but
then he also at the same time incurred a correspon-
ding obligation, for he at once became liable to pay
all her debts. But the common law as to the pro-
perty of married women having been deemed in many
cases to operate oppressively against the wife, the
course of recent legislation has tended progressively
towards the withdrawal of her estate from the hus-
band's control. The first step in this direction was
taken by the promoters of the Divorce Act of 1857
(20and 21 Viet. cap. lxxxvii.),whichenactedthat a wife
deserted by her husband might obtain a magistrate’s
order to secure her earnings from being appropriated
by him. Subsequent acts intended to give the wife
still more extended control over her property were
passed in 1870 and 1874, but on account of their
complicated nature, and of their leaving many grave
uestions unsettled, a further measure was thought
esirable. At last, in 1882, an act was passed which
marks the commencement of a new era in the rela-

tions of married persons as regards property, for it is

the first act that has fully acknowledged the legal

existence of a married woman as distinct from that
of her husband. This act (45 and 46 Viet. cap. lxxv.)

begins by enacting that a married woman shall be
capable, after the 1st of January, 1883, of acquiring,
holding, and disposing by will or otherwise, of pro-
(>erty as if she were an unmarried woman, and that
she may enter into any contract, and sue or be sued
without the participation of her husband either in
her losses or gains; but any contract entered into
with amarried woman will bind not only the separate
property she then possesses, but also aU that which
she may afterwards acquire. A woman carrying on
a business separately from her husband will be sub-
ject to the bankruptcy laws as if she were unmarried.
By sect. 2 a woman married on or after the 1st of

January, 1888, is entitled to retain as her separate
property everything of which she may be possessed

at the time of marriage or may acquire afterwards

;

and by sect. 5 a woman married before the 1st of

January, 1883, is entitled to retain all property com-
ing to her after that date. Every married woman
has ample remedies at law for the protection and
security of her separate property. By sect. 12 she
has even against her husband the same civil remedies,

and also the same remedies by way of criminal pro-

ceedings for the protection and security of her own
property as if she were unmarried

;
but she cannot

take criminal proceedings against her husband while
they are living together, and neither a husband nor
a wife can sue the other for a tort. As regards the
liability of husbands for debts contracted by their

wives before marriage, it must be observed that,

subject to the Statute of Limitations, a husband
married before the 9th of August, 1870, is liable

generally for such debts, while a husband married
on or after that date, and before the 80th of July,

1874, is totally exempt, though by the marriage he
may have acquired property with his wife. A hus-
band married on or after the 80th of July, 1874, and
before the first of January, 1888, is responsible to
the extent of the property Ida wife may have brought
him, and a husband married on or after the 1st of

January, 1888, is not liable for the antenuptial debts
of his wife. Generally, a husband is not bound by
the contracts of his wife unless they are made by his

express or implied authority. A wife may pledge
her husband's credit for what is necessary to her
own supj>ort ; but should any articles be supplied to

the wife which are not considered necessaries, the
legal presumption is that the husband did not con-

sent to his wife’s contract. The question whether
she is acting as his agent is one of fact, and the

mere fact of cohabitation does not raise a presump-
tion of agency. If a tradesman has been regularly

paid for goods taken up on credit by a wife, he is

entitled to believe that she has her husband's autho-
rity. But if a husl>and has forbidden his wife to

take up goods on credit, even though he has not
made this public, he will not be liable for debts
contracted by his wife with a tradesman with whom
she has not hitherto had dealings. Where a sepa-

ration has taken place owing to the wife's adultery,

whether it be by a decree of judicial separation, or
by her voluntary elopement, he is not responsible
for necessaries supplied to her. With respect to
criminal law, should a wife commit a felony in the
presence of her husband, it is presumed that she acted
under his coercion, and she is thus excused; such
presumption may, however, be rebutted by evidence.
No protection is extended to the wife in cases where
the crimes are such as are prohibited by the laws of

nature or are heinous or dangerous. Generally a wife
may be found guilty with her husband in all mis-
demeanours. Should a wife incite her husband to
the commission of a felony she is considered an
accessory before the fact, but she cannot be treated
as an accessory for receiving her husband knowing
that he has committed a felony.—Regarding the
maintenance of the wife, a husband deserting his wife
or children, and leaving them chargeable to a parish,

is liable to have his goods seized and sold to pay for

their keep; and when a married woman requires re-

*

lief from the poor-rates without her husband, an order
may be made upon the husband by the justices in

petty sessions to maintain bis wife by paying towards
the cost of her relief such sum, in such manner, and
to such persons as the justices may deem proper.

—

In the matter of giving evidence, the husbands and
wives of the parties, and of the persons in whose be-
half the suit is brought or defended, may be sum-
moned to give evidence on behalf of any of the
parties. No husband can be compelled to give evi-

dence against his wife nor any wife against her hus-
band in any criminal proceeding unless for an offence
against the person. On the petition of a wife to the
Divorce Court for dissolution of marriage on the
round of adultery and cruelty, or of adultery and
esertion, husband and wife are competent and com-

pellable to give evidence of, or relating to, cruelty or
desertion, and the parties to any proceeding instituted
in consequence of adultery, and the husbands and
wives of such parties, are competent witnesses, but
are not compellable to answer any question tending
to show that he or she has not been guilty of adultery,
unless such witness shall have already given evidence
in the same proceeding in disproof of his or her alleged
adultery.—In Scotland the control over the property
of a wife is now limited by the 44 and 45 Viot cap. xxi,
which abolished altogether the right of a husband to

control the income of his wife’s estate where a mar-
riage is contracted after the passage of this act (18th

July, 1881), and the husband shall at the time of

the marriage have his domicile in Scotland. The
special provisions of the act are that the wife shall

not be entitled to assign the prospective income of

her movable or personal estate, whether acquired

before or during the marriage, or, unless with her
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husband’s consent, to dispose of it Any money of

the wife lent or intrusted to her husband or inmiied
with his funds, shall be considered assets of the hus-

band’s estate in bankruptcy, under reservation of the
wife’s claim to a dividend as a creditor for the value

of such money after the claims of the other creditors

have been satisfied.—In the United States the ten-

dency of recent legislation has always been in favour
of securing the wife’s control over her own property.

In New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Mary-
land she may manage her property as if she were
single, sue and be sued alone in all actions arising out
of it, and may sue alone to recover damages for in-

jury to her person or character. The movement in

this direction is being followed by most of the other
states.

HUSKISSON, William, statesman and financier,

was boro in Warwickshire, 11th March, 1770. Ik
was sent to Paris in 1783, where his uncle, Dr. Gem,
was physician to the British embassy, to study medi-
cine. In 1789 he became an enthusiastic sympathizer
with the French revolution, was present at the taking
of the Bastille, and joined the Club of 1789, instituted

the following year. He made a speech at the club
against the proposed creation of paper money, and
withdrew from it when the assembly decreed the
issue of assignats. His views of the revolution after-

wards underwent a change. In 1790 he was ap-
pointed secretary to Lord Gower (Marquis of Staf-

ford), the British ambassador; and when the ambas-
sador was recalled in 1792 he returned to England,
and secured the friendship of Pitt and Dundas, to
whom Lord Gower introduced him. He was first

placed at the head of the Alien Office, instituted for

the purpose of attending to the claims of the French
emigrants, and in 1795 he became under-secretary
for war and the colonies. In 1796 he was elected

member of Parliament for Morpeth. He resigned
his post when Pitt retired in 1801, and did not again
obtain a seat in Parliament till 1804. In Pitt’B ad-

ministration formed in this year he became secretary
of the treasury, and during the Whig ministry that
succeeded Pitt’s death he was an active member of

the opposition. In 1807 he resumed his post as
secretary of the treasury, which he resigned in 1809
when Canning retired from the ministry. In 1814
he accepted the appointment of chief commissioner
of the woods and forests. In 1828 he was elected

M.P. for Liverpool, and appointed president of the
hoard of trade, and treasury of the navy. In 1827
be became secretary of state for the colonies in the
cabinet of Lord Goderich. He retained his post on
the accession of the Duke of Wellington to office, but
shortly afterwards resigned it. He was killed at the
opening of the Liverpool and Manchester Hallway,
15th Sept. 1830. He seldom spoke in Parliament
except on commercial or financial subjects, on which
he was an authority. He also anticipated Peel
in his advocacy of a free-trade policy. A collective

edition of his speeches in and out of Parliament was
published in London in three vola. 8vo, 1831. His
speeches on the corn-laws, currency, and commerce
are said to be about the best in the language.
HUSS, John (JETits, Johann

), was born at Hussi-
natz in Bohemia, whence his name; according to some
authorities in 1869, according to others in 1373.
Being of a poor family, he was sent by a feudal
patron to the University of Prague, where he was
distinguished for his talents and industry. Having
become the servitor of a professor, to whose library
he thereby had aooess, he had an opportunity of ac-

quiring a degree of theological information which for
that age was remarkable. In 1396 he took the degree
af Master of Arts, and In 1398 delivered public theo-
logical and philosophical lectures. In 1400 he was

I ordained a priest, and In 1401 made dean of the

faculty of philosophy In the university. In 1402 the

office of Bohemian preacher in the Bethlehem chapel

at Prague, which was established by a private foun-

dation, was conferred on him. Here ne began to

acquire influence over the people, with whom as well

as with the students his sermons were very popular,

and being soon after made confessor to the Queen
Sophia, he thus gained access to the court Since

1891 he had been acquainted with the writings of

Wickliffe. His knowledge of the Scriptures soon

made him feel the justice of that bold reformer’s

attacks on the abuses of the church, and he now be-

came himself the boldest advocate of a reform which
should restore to the corrupt church the simplicity

and purity of scriptural Christianity. His boldness

did not long remain unobserved, and as in the fre-

quent disputes of the Germans with the Bohemian
academicians, he took part with the latter, he had
soon to contend with powerful enemies. This made
a national division of that which hitherto had been
only a contest between the philosophical schools of

the Realists, to which Hubs belonged, and of the

Nominalists, to which most of the Germans had at-

tached themselves. A large body of German pro-

fessors and students left Prague, founded the Uni-
versity of Leipzig, and gave a new impulse to some
of the other universities of Germany, a loss which
Prague and Hubs himself, who was now (1409) made
rector of the university, sensibly felt. Yet he could

not he attacked in Bohemia; the great schism had
exposed the weakness of the priesthood where the

nobility and people were excited against the arbi-

trary decrees of the pope by some bold spirits, who
served as the precursors of Hubs’s doctrines, and
thus became accustomed to judge freely; the govern-

ment of Wenceslaus favoured the anti-papal Bpirit

of many among the people from political grounds,

and from an inclination favourable to Hubs, who was
generally esteemed. He ventured, therefore, to cen-

sure publicly the corrupt morals of the priests and
the laity, and to preach against the sale of Papal in-

dulgences in Bohemia; he said nothing new when
he declared masses for the dead, image-worship,

monastic life, auricular confession, fasts, &c
,
to be in

ventions of spiritual despotism and superstition, and
the withholding of the cup at the Lord’s supper un-
scriptural. The new pope, Alexander V., finally

summoned him to Rome, and as he did not appear

the Archbishop of Prague, Sbynko, commenced the

immediate persecution of this preacher of the truth.

About 200 volumes of copies of Wickliffe’s writings

were burned in 1410 in the archbishop’s palace, and
the Bohemian preaching at the Bethlehem chapel

prohibited. But Hubs <5d not obey either this pro-

hibition or the new summons of John XXIII., but

appealed, as his envoys at Rome were imprisoned, to

a general council.

When the pope caused a crusade against Ladis-

laus of Naples to be preached in Bohemia, Huss
opposed it in the warmest manner, and his friend

Jerome expressed himself on the subject in violent

language, which the pope ascribed to Huss, who was
in oonsequenoe excommunicated, and Prague laid

under an interdict as long as Hues should remain in

it. Hubs, therefore, distrustful of the protection of

the weak King of Bohemia, went to the feudal lord of

I his birth-place, Hussinatz, whose nr.me was Nicholas.

Here, and in many plaoes in the circle of Bechin, he
preached with much success; here he also wrote his

memorable books On the Six Errors, and On the

Church, inwhich he attacks transubstantiation,the be-
lief in the pope and the saints, the efficacy of the abeo-

lution of a vicious priest, unconditional obedience to

earthly rulers, and simony, which was then extremelt
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pt^ritet, and makes the Holy Scriptures the only
nde of matters of religion. The approbation with
which these doctrines were received, both among the
nobfHtv and common people, increased the party of
Huas m a great degree; and as nothing was nearer
to his heart than the diffusion of truth, he readily
complied with the summons of the Council of Con-
otanoe to defend his opinions before the clergy of all

nations. Wenoeslaus gave him the Count Chlum
and two other Bohemians of rank for his escort.

The Emperor Sigismnnd, by letters of safe conduct,
became responsible for his personal safety; and John
XXIII., alter his arrival at Constance, November 4,

made promises to the same effect. Notwithstanding
this, .he was thrown into prison, November 28, after

a private examination before some of the cardinals,

and in spite of the reiterated remonstrances of the
Bohemian and Moravian nobles, was kept in confine-

ment, and though sick, was not permitted an advo-
cate. At a public examination, June 5, 1415, the
fathers of the council interrupted him in his defence
by loud and vehement vociferation. In a trial on
the 7th and 8th of June he defended himself at
length in the presence of the emperor; but his grounds
of defence were not regarded, and an unconditional
recantation of heresies which he had not taught, as
well as those which he had, was demanded of him.
Hubs, however, remained firm in his belief, and the
last examination (July 6) issued in a sentence of

death, which had long before been determined on.

Hubs on this occasion reminded the emperor of his

promise of safe conduct, at which Sigismund could
not refrain from showing his shame by a blush; yet
the hatred against a man who had ventured to speak
the truth was too great to allow any hopes of safety.

He was, without being convicted of any error, that
same day burned alive, and his ashes were thrown
into the Rhine. On his way to the pile he was ob-

served to smile at a place where some of his writings

had been burned, and afterwards expired in the
midst of joyful prayers. Even his enemies speak
with admiration of his unblemished virtue and his

firmness in the hour of death. The fifth centenary
of his birth was celebrated in Bohemia in 1869, in

which year an edition of his works was published.

HUSSARS, originally the name of the Hungarian
cavalry, raised in 1458, when Matthias I. ordered
the prelates and nobles to assemble with their cavalry

in his camp. Every twenty houses were obliged to

furnish a man, and thus from the Hungarian word
husz (twenty) was formed the name Huszar

, Hussar,

The arms and dress of this light cavalry were after-

wards imitated, and the name borrowed by other

nations.

HUSSITES. After the death of Hubs, his ad-

herents took up arms for the defence of their prin-

ciples, and against the authority of the Emperor
Sigismund. The war began, 30th July, 1419, by an
insurrection in Prague, headed by Johann Ziska,

chamberlain of Xing Wencealaus, who had already

served with distinction in foreign wars. Ziska formed

a disciplined army, fortified Tabor, and raised him-

self to the position of a protector of the kingdom.

He died, 12th October, 1424, and was succeeded by
Procopius, who also distinguished himself by many
victories. The excesses of this party, however, who
were called the Taborites, alienated the moderate Hus-
sites,who called themselves Calixtmes

,
and who finally

united with the Catholics by the Compact of Prague
in 1433 to acknowledge Sigismund as king, certain

concessions, especially the use of the cup for the laity,

having been made to them by the Council of Basel.

The Taborites were defeated and Prooopius killed on

31st May, 1434. The Taborites henceforth declined

« a political party, and finally became merged in

the Bohemian Brethren. See Bohemia and Boas
MIAN BbSTHMCN.
HUSTINGS (Anglo-Saxon, hut, house, and thing,

cause, council). (1) Formerly the county court of

London, of great antiquity, held before the lord-

mayor and aldermen in London, the sheriffs and re-

corder in Guildhall There were also hustings at

York, Winchester, Linooln, &c.— (2) The plitform

from which candidates for seats in Parliament ad-

dressed the constituency on their nomination previous

to the act passed in 1872 for carrying out elections

by means of the ballot, and wliioh abolished the old

method of nominating candidates.

HUTCHESON, Fbanois, LL.D., philosophical

writer, was born in the north of Ireland, August 8,

1694, and in 1710 was entered a student in the Uni-
versity of Glasgow. After spending six years at

Glasgow, he returned to his native country, where
he was licensed to preach among the Dissenters, but
accepted the invitation of some gentlemen acquainted
with hiB talents to set up a private academy in Dub-
lin. In 1725 the first edition of his celebrated In-

quiry into the Ideas of Beauty and Virtue appeared
without his name; but itB merit would not allow the

author to be long concealed. In 1728 he published

his Treatise on the Passions, which has often been
reprinted, and is admired even by those who dispute

the Boundness of its philosophy. In 1729 he was
called to the chair of philosophy at Glasgow. He
died in 1746, in his fifty-third year. In 1755 was
published from his MSS. a System of Moral Philo-

sophy (in three books, two vote 4to), to which is pre-

fixed some account of the Life, Writings, and Char-
acter of the Author, by Dr. Leechman, professor of

divinity in the University of Glasgow. The philo-

sophy of Hutcheson is based primarily on that of

Locke, and in morals he belongs to the school of

Shaftesbury and Butler. His particular theory of

conscience as a distinct sense, which he derived by a
process of reasoning from the principles of Locke,

was attacked by Richard Price in a celebrated work,
Principal Questions and difficulties in MoralB. The
views of Hutcheson and Price are reviewed in Jouf-

froy’s Cours de droit NatureL Hutcheson was a

writer of considerable originality, and is justly re-

garded as the precursor of Reid, and the founder of

the Scottish school in philosophy. An admirable
r4sum£ of his works is contained in Cousin’s Philo-

sophic £cossaise.

HUTCHINSON, John, an officer of the Parlia-

ment, and Governor of Nottingham Castle during the
great civil war, was the son of Sir Thomas Hutchin-
son of Owthorpe, and was bora at Nottingham in

September, 1615. After attending the free schools

of Nottingham and Lincoln he entered Cambridge,
where he remained till his twentieth year, and then
removed to London to study law. In 1638 he mar-
ried Lucy, the second daughter of Sir Allan Apsley.

His family increasing he had thoughts of adding to

his income by purchasing a place in the Star-chamber,
and bad, as he imagined, completed all the necessary

arrangements, when the seller changed his mind
This was fortunate, as the Star-chamber, which had
too long been the instrument of an odious and tyr-

annical government, was suppressed by Parliament
the very next year. Politics having now become the

engrossing topic, Mr. Hutchinson, after he had made
it a matter of oonscienoe carefully to study both sides

of the question, joined the popular party, and came
to be regarded as a Puritan. A warrant for his

apprehension was accordingly issued; but he made
ms escape, and after residing for some time in North-
amptonshire, returned to Nottingham, where he
became the soul of his party. After accepting a
colonelcy in a regiment of foot, he was appointed
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Governor of Nottingham Castle, which he defended
against the royalists with great skill and gallantry.

On the termination of the war he was returned to

Parliament for his native county, and went all lengths

with the republican party, actually sitting as one of

the judges on the king’s trial, and concurring in the

sentence which condemned him to die. This ques-

tionable specimen of his stem republicanism is some-
what relieved by his subsequent consistency in con-

demning Cromwell to his face for his arbitraryconduct
in dismissing Parliament, and usurping the office of

king under the name of Protector. On Cromwell’s
death Colonel Hutchinson again took his seat in

Parliament; but in consequence of Monk’s ascend-
ency, and his own refusal to make a suitable apology
for his past conduct, was suspended. With some
difficulty having been comprehended in the act of

amnesty he retired to the country. The authorities,

however, had not yet done with him; and after a
vain attempt to make him turn informer, he was com-
mitted to the Tower in October, 1663, on some vague
suspicion of treason. Here he remained a close pri-

soner for ten months without being made acquainted
with the charge brought against him, and was then
carried to Sandown Castle, in Kent, where the damp
and confinement brought on an aguish fever, which
terminated his life on the 11th of September, 1664,
in the forty-ninth year of his age. His wife Lucy,
who not only shared his fortunes like a true and
faithful wife, but had also thoroughly imbibed hiB

republican sentiments, has erected a durable monu-
ment, both to his fame and to her own, by leaving

behind her a volume of Memoirs, which was first

published in 1806, has been several times reprinted,

and in the branch of literature to which it belongs

is not surpassed by any work in the English language.

HUTTEN, Ulrioh von, a German knight, dis-

tinguished for his poems and satnes, and for the in-

fluence which his writings exercised upon the Refor-

mation. He was descended from an ancient family,

and was born at the family castle of Steckelberg on
the Main, in 1488. In his tenth year his father

placed him at Fulda, in order to educate him for a
monk. The monastic school there was one of the
most famous in all Germany, and he received an ex-

cellent education; but the monastic life corresponded

so little with his inclination, that he fled to Erfurt in

1604, where he became intimately acquainted with
several scholars and poets. A pestilence drove him in

the next year to Cologne, whence he accompanied
Rhagius, one of the professors in the university there,

to Frankfort, where he resided three years. But

?
uiet did not long accord with his restless disposition.

Ie travelled in the north of Germany, although
tormented with a loathsome disease, which made its

first appearance at this time, and visited Greifswald
and Rostock, where he was welcome as a poet and
man of talents, and where he supported himself by
hiB labours. In 1611 he went to Wittenberg, where
he published a work on versification. From thence
he proceeded to Pavia to study law, and if possible

to conciliate his father. During the time of his re-

sidence there, Pavia being taken by the Swiss in the
service of Maximilian L, he removed to Bologna,
after having been stripped of his property by the
soldiers. He was compelled by want to enter the
imperial service in 1618, in which he only remained
for a year. Ulric, duke of Wiirtemberg, having
murdered a cousin of Hutten, Hutten gave free

course to his indignation in poems, letters, and ad-

dresses, which made him known throughout Ger-
many. He distinguished himself no less in the
Reuchlinian controversy with the Dominican Hog-
straaten In Cologne. Hutten vigorously defended
the learned, honest, and persecuted Reuchlin, parti-

cularly in satires, and the Epistola obscuroruxn

Virorum, in which he had the greatest share, con*

tributed to display the monks in all their nakedness.

To please his father he went again to Italy in 1615,

to take the degree of Doctor of Laws in Bologna.

He first visited Rome, and afterwards went to Bo-

logna; but he could not remain anywhere long, and
soon returned by way of Venice to his country, where
he was adorned witn the poetio laurel in Augsburg,

by the fairest of the German maidens—Constantin,

the daughter of Peutinger—and was knighted by
Maximilian.

In Italy Hutten had become acquainted with the

monastic life in all its deformity, and was so much
the enemy of the clergy, that by his edition of Lau-
rentius Valla, De falso credita et ementita Donations
Constantin!, he declared war upon them, and opened
the way for Luther. In 1618 he entered the service

of Albert, archbishop of Mayence, and made several

official journeys to Paris. He also accompanied the

archbishop to the diet at Augsburg, where Luther
held his well-known discussion with Cajetan, and
Hutten, in a Demosthenic oration, urged the German
princes to a war against the Turks. He took the

field with the Suabian League in 1619, against his

hereditary enemy, Ulric of Wttrtemberg, where he
contracted an intimacy with Francis of Sicklngen.

He retired to the solitude of his paternal castle, to

engage anew in the controversy with the monks.
Here he published work after work, exhibiting in a

strong light the arrogance and corruption of Rome;
but as the objects of his attacks complained to his

patron, Albert of Mayence, he lost eventually the

favour of the latter, and forming publicly a connection

with Luther began to write altogether in German,
instead of Latin aB he bad formerly done. At length

the Roman authorities demanded that he should be
delivered up to them- attempts were made to assas-

sinate him, and he was not safe even in the head-

quarters of Charles V. But his friend Sickingen

allowed him an asylum in his castle, whence he issued

new missives to princes and people. Meanwhile
Sickingen became involved in a bloody feud with the

Archbishop of Treves, which terminated unhappily
for the former, and Hutten had to seek another place

of refuge. He hoped to find it in Switzerland; but

Erasmus was opposed to him, so that he was obliged

to change from one place to another, till finally, over-

powered by a new attack of his disease, he died on
the island of Ufnau, in the Lake of Zurich, Aug. 28,

1628.

Hutten was one of the boldest and most free-

spirited men of his time; a forerunner and promoter

of the Reformation. He met Luther only once at

Augsburg, in 1618; but he was at that time impressed

with little respect for the reformer, although he had
afterwards the greatest veneration for him, as he had
also for Reuchlin. As a writer he was regardless of

many of the bienstancet by which more cautious men
temper their hostility even to the most flagrant abuses

Injustice, falsehood, hypocrisy, and tyranny filled him
with indignation, and he unmasked them with all his

power. While all his friends were trembling his

courageous spirit knew no fear. There are forty-five

workB from hiB hand, exclusive of several which are

not certainly known to be his. A complete collec-

tion of his works in five vols. is published by Back-
ing (Leipzig, 1869-70), to which is prefixed an Index
Bibliographicus Huttenianus. Besides older biogra-

phies there is one by Strauss, in two vols. Leipzig.

HUTTON, Charles, LL.D., an eminent mathe-
matician, was bom at Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Aug.
14, 1787, and his father, who was a viewer of mines,
intended to devote him to his own employment.
He reoeived a Utile instruction in the rudiments of
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fcb» Latin language, and in the elements of the

mathematics: but he owed nearly the whole of the

subsequent acquirements to his own application.

Having received an injury in one of his arms he was
found unfit for his intended occupation, on which the

natural bent of his inclinations led him to prepare
himself for becoming a mathematical teacher. The
destruction of the old bridge at Newcastle having
attracted his attention to the subject of the construc-

tion and properties of arches, he was led to the produc-

tion ofasmallworkon the Principles of Bridges (1772).

which laid the foundation of his future fame. He
was in 1773 appointed professor of mathematics at

Woolwich Academy, elected a fellow of the Koyal
Society in 1774, and in 1779 received the degree of

LL.D. from the University of Edinburgh. In 1 785 he
published his Mathematical Tables, preceded by an
introduction, tracing the progress and improvement
of logarithms from the date of their discovery. Next
year Ur. Hutton published a quarto volume of Tracts,

Mathematical and Philosophical, which was not long
after followed by his Elements of Conic Sections, for

the use of the academy at Woolwich. His Mathe-
matical and Philosophical Dictionary (two vols. 4to)

appeared in 1795-96, of which a new and greatly

enlarged edition was published in 1815. In 1798 he
gave the world the first edition of his Course of Mathe-
matics, in two vols. 8vo, to which a third was added
in 1811. From 1803 to 1809 he was employed, in

conjunction with Urs Pearson and Shaw, in an
abridgment of the Philosophical Transactions pub-
lished m eighteen 4to volumes. In 1812 he pub-
lished another collection of Tracts on mathematical
and philosophical subjects. He died Jan. 27, 1823,

m Ins eighty-sixth yeai.

HUTTON, James, a natural philosopher, distin-

guished as the author of a system of geology which
bears Ins name. He was bom at Edinburgh on
June 3, 1726, and studied in the university under
Maclaunn, the celebrated mathematician. He also

applied himself to chemistry, and went to Leyden,
where he graduated as M.1). m 1749. He then

devoted himself to the study of agriculture, both m
its theoretical and practical aspects. About 1768
he settled at Edinburgh, where he published nu-

merous works relating to natural philosophy, among
which are Dissertations oil different Subjects in Na-
tural Philosophy (Edinburgh, 1792, 4to), an Inves-

tigation of the Principles of Knowledge, and of the

Progress of Reason from Sense to Science and Philo

sophy (Edinburgh, 1794, three vols. 4to), Theory of

the Earth, with Proofs and Illustrations, (Edinburgh,

1795, two vols. 3vo). His death took place on
March 26, 1797. The geological system, or theory
of the earth, proposed by this philosopher, excited a
warm controversy among men of science, and met
with an advocate in Professor Playfair, who, in

1802, published a work entitled Illustrations of the

Huttonian Theory of the Earth; and in Sir Charles

(then Mr.) Lyell, who published his Manual of

Geology in 1832. Hutton is the father of modem
geology, since he first recognized the similarity of

processes in the past and present, and thus laid the
basis of that doctrine of uniformity which Lyell
popularized and oombiued with the stratigraphy of

William Smith, aud the palaeontology of Cuvier.

HUXLEY, Thomas Henbt, biologist, was bom
at Ealing, Middlesex, May 4, 1825, his father being

one of the masters of Ealing School. After attend-

ing this institution for a few yean he went to study
medioine with a brother-in-law who was a doctor.

His medical education was continued at Sydenham
College, and more especially at Charing Cross Hospi-
tal, and on completing his curriculum mere he passed
his first examination for the degree of Bachelor of

Medicine in the London University, taking high

honours in physiology. In 1846 he entered the modi
cal service of the navy, and in the end of this year

waa appointed assistant-Burgeon of the RctitUmake,

whioh was sent on an exploring and surveying cruise

in the seas on the east and north-east of Australia.

The voyage lasted four years, and gave Huxley an

opportunity of gaining an almost unrivalled know-
ledge of marine zoology. Various papers on this

subject were contributed by him to the Linnman
And the Royal Society (one of them gaining a medal
from the latter body, of which he was elected a
member in 1851), and a further result of his in-

vestigations was the important work published in

1 859, entitled The Oceanic Hydrozoa. Shortly after

his return he withdrew from the naval service, and
in 1854 he was appointed leoturer or professor of

natural history in the Royal School of Mines, a post

with which waa long combined that of naturalist to

the geological survey. With the School of Mines
(or Royal College of Science) his name was associ-

ated to the laBt, though latterly only in an honour-

ary capacity. In 1855 he was appointed Fulleriao

professor of physiology to the Royal Institution,

and delivered four courses of leotureB in as many
years; while about this time he was also an examiner
for seven years to the University of London. The
posts of Croonian leoturer to the Royal Society and
Hunterian professor in the College of Surgeons were
also filled by him. Lectures to working men, in

1860, on the Relation of Man to the Lower Animals,
gave rise to much discussion, and led him to treat

the subject in his Evidence as to Man’s Place in

Nature (1863). By this time the Darwinian theory

had given rise to much excited controversy, and
Huxley’s thorough-going Darwinism brought manv
a bitter attack upon him. In 1862 he was appointed

by government to assist in inquiring into the effects

of the acts regarding trawling for herring ; and sub-

sequently his labours and advice had much influence

in determining the course of fishery legislation and
administration. Royal commissions of various kinds

had also Huxley as an active member, as, for in-

stance, on contagious diseases, Scottish universities,

and vivisection. In 1870 his name became more
prominent than ever on the publication of his col-

lection of papers entitled Lay Sermons, Essays, and
Reviews, which met with fierce denunciation in

many quarters. In this year he presided over the

Liverpool meeting of the British Association, and
was also elected a member of the first London School
Board. In 1872 he was elected Jjord Rector of

Aberdeen University; in 1875-76 he lectured on
natural history in Edinburgh University in room of

Professor Wyville Thomson In 1883 he held the

high position of president of the Royal Society. In
1881-85 he was inspector of salmon fishings, but in

the latter year ill-health compelled him to resign

this and his other public offices. Latterly he resided

at Eastbourne, and there on June 29, 1895, he died.

He had received honorary degrees from several uni-

versities, medals from various societies, and was a
member of many learned academies. Among bis

works other than those already mentioned are : An
Introduction to the Glassification of Animals

;
Ma-

nual of the Anatomy of Invertebrated Animals;
Manual of the Anatomy of Vertebrated Animals

;

Physiography; Critiques and Addresses; Science

ana Culture, and other Essays; Essays on Some
Controverted Questions. His various essays have
been published collectively in nine volumes (1893-

95), with a short autobiography prefixed, in which

he tells us that his life has been devoted ‘to the

popularization of science; to the development and
organization of scientific education; to the endless
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series of battles and skirmishes over evolution; and
to untiring opposition to that ecclesiastioal spirit,

that clericalism, which in England, as everywhere
else, and to whatever denomination it may belong,

is the deadly enemy of science *. See the Life by
his son (1897).

HUY, a town of Belgium, 18 miles south-west

of Li^ge, in a beautiful valley on the Meuse. It

has a fine Gothic church, and a citadel (now the

public prison). Its manufactures are varied, and its

trade is extensive. Pop. (1897), 15,064.

HUYGENS, Christian, distinguished for his

researches and discoveries in the departments of

mathematics, physics, and astronomy, son of Con-
stantine Huygens, a poet, was born in 1629 at the

Hague. He studied at Leyden in 1645, and at

Breda, where he went through a course of civil law
from 1646-48. He visited Denmark in 1649, and
France in 1655. Up till 1665 he resided alternately

in Holland, France, and England. In 1666, having
accepted an invitation from Colbert, he settled in

Pans, where he remained till 1681, when he returned

to Holland on account of his health. He visited

England again in 1689, and died at the Hague in

1695. Huygens* investigations on the oscillations

of the pendulum, which are contained in his work
Horologium Oscillatorium sive de Motu Pendulorum
ad Horologia adaptato Demonstrationes Geometric®
(Paris, 1673), are among his most important contribu-

tions to science. He found that oscillations in cir-

cular arcs vary to some extent with the width of the

arc; that this variation is avoided by causing the

pendulum in its vibration to describe the arc of a

cycloid, instead of the arc of a circle, and he effected

this by giving it cycloidal cheeks to regulate its

movement. The extreme difficulty of making the

cycloid cheeks with sufficient accuracy has caused

this plan to be abandoned in practice
;
but the pro-

perty of the cycloid thus demonstrated, the discovery

that the cycloid is its own evolute, and the method
of finding the centre of oscillation, were all valuable

discoveries. Huygens was also among the first to

apply the circular pendulum to the construction of

clocks. This he did in 1656. In 1675 he described

the spring pendulum as used in watches. The priority

of this discovery, although it was made by him inde-

pendently, is disputed. In 1669 he sent to the Royal
Society, simultaneously with Wren and Wallis, a solu-

tion of the problem proposed by them of the demon-
stration of the laws of impact. In 1659 he published

his system of Saturn, in which he first proved that

the ring completely surrounds the planet, and deter-

mined the inclination of its plane to that of the ecliptio.

In 1690 he published important treatises on light and
on weight. His Traite de la Lumihre was founded
on the undulation theory, and explained the property
of double refraction, but in consequence of the pre-

valence of the Newtonian theory itwas long neglected.

In his Discours sur la Nature ae la Gravity although
influenced by Cartesian theories, he made some im-
portant observations. He explained the slower move-
ment of the pendulum at the equator by the centri-

fugal force derived from the movement of the earth,

which he calculated to equal the seventeenth part of

the weight of a body. He also found that the plumb-
line was not directed to the centre of the globe, the
figure of the earth being an ellipse flattened at the
poles. He competed for the prize offered by Pascal,

for the demonstration of the properties of the oycloid;

but though he answered many of the questions asked
by Pascal, none of the competitors answered them
all. He preferred Descartes* theory of vortioes to

Newton's discovery of mutual attraction
;
but even

at an advanced age he made concessions to Newton
which proved his candour and freedom of jealousy.

His Oosmotheoros and Dioptrique appeared after

his death. The former was a speculation regarding
the inhabitants of the moon and planets. In the
Dioptrique he treats of the coefficients of refrac-

tion, the construction of telescopes, &c.

HUYSUM, Jan Van, a highly distinguished
flower and fruit painter, was bom at Amsterdam in

1682. He surpassed his predecessors in softness and
freshness, in aelicacy and vivacity of colour, in fine-

ness of pencilling, in the disposition of light, and in

exquisite finish. His father, Justus Huysum, a
picture-dealer and a painter of moderate merit, at
first employed him in all branches of painting; but
young Huysum at a maturer age felt a decided in-

clination for the representation of the productions of

the vegetable kingdom. He therefore separated from
his father, and married about 1705. He knew how
to penetrate the secrets of nature, to seize the transi-

tory blossom in its most perfeot state, and to repre-

sent it with enchanting truth and variety of colours.

He was so jealous of rivalry that he permitted no
one to Bee him at work, nor would he take any
pupils except his brother Michael and the daughter
of a friend. His flowers have more truth and beauty
than his fruits

;
the dropB of dew and insects which

he painted on them are like real life. He died at

Amsterdam, 1749. His brother Justus was a battle

painter, and died at the age of twenty-two years.

The third, Jakob, copied his brother’s flower and
fruit pieces so perfectly that they brought a very
high price. He died in England in 1740.

HWANG-HO. See Hoang-ho.
HYACINTH. The numerous and splendid varie-

ties of the garden hyacinth (Hyacinthus orientalis)

have always been general favourites. In Holland
upwards of 2000 varieties have reoeived distinct

names, recognized by the different florists, and the
price of 1000 florins has been paid for a single plant.

The environs of some of the Dutch towns astonish

the traveller, from the gorgeous appearance produced
by the vast profusion of these flowers. The wild
plant is a native of the Levant, and has a bulbous
root, from which rise a few linear-lanceolate leaves

and a leafless stem, bearing six or eight bell-shaped

flowers of a blue or white colour. The cultivated

double varieties have very graceful forms and a re-

markable diversity of colour. The natural affinities

of this plant place it in the same family with the
squill and onion. Grown in glasses the hyacinth is

a common ornament of rooms.

HYACINTHUS, in ancient mythology, a youth
greatly beloved by Apollo and Zephyrus. He re-

turned the former’s love, and Zephyrus, incensed at

his coldness and indifference, resolved to punish his

rival. As Apollo, who was intrusted with the edu-

cation of Hyacinthus, once played at quoits with his

pupil, Zephyrus blew the quoit, as soon as it was
thrown by Apollo, upon the head of Hyacinthus,

and he was killed with the blow. Apollo was so

disconsolate at the death of Hyacinthus that he
changed his blood into the flower oalled hyacinth

after him.

HYADES, a group of nymphs in the Greek
mythology, variously described by different authors.

According to one account, which makes them the
daughters of Atlas, their number was twelve or

fifteen, of whom five were placed among the stars

as Hyades, and seven or ten under the name of

Pleiades. According to some traditions they brought
up Zeus, and according to others they were the nurses
of Dionysus.

HYA3NA, a well-known and savage genus of car-

nivorous animals of considerable size, distinguished at

a glance by the great disproportion between the verv

strong but somewhat crooked fore-legs and their
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somewhat weak hind-legs and drooping hind-quar-
ters. The dental formula of the hyaena is: incisors

f, canines \z{, molars |r$=34. These teeth are
well adapted, from their great thickness and strength,

to break bones. The head of the hyaena is of a
moderate size and massive; the jaws are remarkably
strong, shorter in proportion than those of dogs,
and longer than those of cats; the tongue is fur-

nished with rough papillae; the eyes are large, and
have longitudinal pupils; the ears are long, erect,

very open, and directed forwards. There are four
toes on each foot. The strength of jaw manifested
by the hyaena is remarkable. It crunches into frag-

ments bones which resist the jaws of the lion, and
seems to swallow the splinters with peculiar relish.

In old hyaenas the teeth are found to be much worn
away, and often the crowns have almost disappeared.

Naturalists have described several species of the
hyaena. They are all nocturnal animals which pass
the day in solitude in caves or other hiding-places,

which they quit at night in order to seek their prey
in bands. Carrion is a favourite food, and the stencn
attracts the hyaena by night as it does the vulture
by day. In some cases they dig up dead bodies and
devour them. They also prey on living animals,

and flocks of sheep and goats suffer severely from
their ravages in some localities. They are cowardly
brutes, however, and the larger animals and man
have little to fear from them. The common or

striped hyaena (Hyama striata) is a native of North-
ern Africa and parts of Asia, even eastward to

Burma. It is about the size of a large dog, of a
brownish-gray colour, and marked with transverse

bands of dark brown on the body, which become
oblique on the flanks and legs. The hair upon the
line of the back is much thicker and stronger than
on any other part, forming a sort of mane, extending
from the nape of the neck to the origin of the tail.

This species was well known to the ancients, who
entertained many absurd notions respecting it, be-

lieving that its neck consisted of but one bone; that

it changed its sex every year ; that it could imitate

the human voice; &c. It was formerly supposed
that the hyaena was untamable, but that it can be

completely tamed there is not the shadow of a doubt.

The spotted hyaena (H. crocuta
) has a considerable

resemblance to the former species, but is larger, and
is marked with numerous round blackish - brown
spots instead of stripes, nor is the mane so large.

This species inhabits many parts of Africa, and used
to be peculiarly numerous around the Cape of Good
Hope. There is another species, the brown hyaena

(U. brunnea), which differs from the preceding by
having stripes on the legs, the rest of the body being

of a dark grayish-brown. It also inhabits the south

of Africa. An extinct species, the cave hyaena (U.

spclcsa), was abundant in England, France, and Ger-
many anterior to the glacial epoch, and has left its

remains in many caves of these countries. The
Aard-vark (Protdes) is akin to the hyaena, but it has
the molar series fif or |:|, the anterior limbs five-

toed, and the muzzle pointed. This South African
genus and the hyaena are the only two members of

the family ffyamidce, but many zoologists place the

aard-wolf in a separate family. See illustrations

at Carnivora.
HYENA-DOG (Lycaon pictus), an animal in-

habiting great part of Africa south of the Sahara,
and having closest affinities with the dog, but re-

sembling the hyaena in some respects. It is coloured
irregularly white, yellow, and black, hunts in large

packs, and is thus able to prey on the largest

antelopes.

HY

A

LONEMA. See Sponge.
HYBERNATION. See Dormant State.
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HYBLA, a mountain in Sicily, where thyme and
odoriferous flowers of all sorts grow in abundance.

It was famous in ancient times for its honey.

HYBRID, an individual, the produce or offspring

of different species, varieties, or genera of animals

and plants, which, however, are generally nearly

allied. The most common instances of hybrids are

those resulting from the connection of different

varieties of the same species, as of the produce of

the wild boar and domestic sow, or of the different

varieties of roses, that result from intercrossing, &c.

Hybridity may be of three kinds—1st, natural, as

the spontaneous connection of animals in their wild

state; 2nd, excited, as when domestic animals, in

opposition to their instincts, cross under the in-

fluence of man; and 3rd, accidental, which occurs

in fishes and in plants. Much uncertainty prevails

respecting the productive crossing of species, but
it seems to be established that while the crossing

of different genera may result in offspring, that of

different orders will not. Numerous observations

have established that many plants produce specific

hybrids in a state of nature, and different species of

insects have been observed to cross under similar

circumstances. In the case of fishes, artificial im-

pregnation has been successful between different

species of the genus Cyprinus or carp. Among
birds, hybrids are obtained between the goldfinch and
canary, the reeve and the pheasant, the pheasant
and the domestic fowl, the swan and the goose, &c.

Among mammals, hybrids are freely obtained from
the connection of the different species of the genus
Equus, as the horse and zebra, zebra and ass, and
the horse and ass, the produce of the last two being
the mule proper. Hybrids have also been produced
between the lion and tiger, the dog and wolf, the

dog and fox, the dog and jackal, hare and rabbit,

goat and sheep, and the goat and iliex. Among
reptiles (or rather amphibians) the most striking

case of hybridity is that between the toad and frog.

The propagative power of hybrids is either abso-

lutely null, or is limited to a reversion to the original

specific form, for the natural tendency is to prevent

hybridity altogether, and when it has occurred, to

arrest the production of the varieties so obtained.

The general law with regard to hybrids seems to be

that individuals of two nearly allied species will

interbreed, but that their offspring are not pro-

ductive between themselves, though they may be
impregnated by an individual of the pure breed.

Thus, a reversion of the hybrid to the pure breed is

specially provided for by a natural law. The ques-

tion of purity of species is intimately connected with
that of permanence of species, and is of exceptional

interest at the present time.

HYCSOS, Hyksos, or Hykshos, derived, accord-

ing to Josephus, from hyk, a king, and shos, a
shepherd; or, according to others, from hyk, a cap-

tive, and shot, a shepherd. A third explanation
makes the name equivalent to 1 robber kings ’. Ac-
cording to the Egyptian annals they were a con-

quering nomadic race from the East, who, under
Salatis, their first king, took Memphis, rendered
the whole of Egypt tributary, and maintained a
garrison of 240,000 soldiers in the strong city of

Avaris, on the east of the Bubastite arm of the

Nile. The period of their invasion and conquest of

Egypt has been variously computed at from 2567
to about 1800 B.c., and consequently the date as-

signed to their expulsion varies proportionately,

Bunsen making it 1639 B.O., Lepsius, 1842 B.C.; but

trustworthy data fix it at about 1500 b.c. The
only detailed account of them in any ancient writer

is a passage of a lost work of Manetho, cited by
Josephus in his rejoinder to Apion, which furnishes
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us with probably authentic facts, though numbers
are exaggerated—a defect common to almost all

primeval records. According to Josephus they con-

sisted of six kings, who reigned nearly 260 years;

but as Manetho in the passage quoted, assigns to

the dynasty a period of 511 years, we must conclude

that to the six kings mentioned by him we must add
a long additional period of rule under their descen-

dants. They were finally expelled by the Egyptians,

and, according to Manetho, they passed into Syria;

but, fearing the power of the Assyrians, who were
then masters of Asia, they built a city in Judaea,

and called it Jerusalem. Josephus evidently wishes
the inference to be drawn that the Hycsos and the
Hebrews are identical, and that they were the
shepherd captives, such as the Hebrews were under
the dominion of the Pharaohs ‘who knew not
Joseph \ It appears from the monuments that they
entered Egypt about the fourteenth Egyptian dy-
nasty, and that their entrance was attended with
almost no violence. The greatest conflict of opinion

as to their race or origin has prevailed, but it is

probable that they were not Semites.

HYDASPES, a river of India, the modem Jhe-
lum, a tributary of the Indus, and one of the five

which give the Punjab its name. It rises in the
north-western Himalayas, in Cashmere, and after

flowing nearly south, falls into the Chenab.
HYDE, a municipal borough and market town of

England, in Cheshire, about 7 miles e.s.e. of Man-
chester, and 4£ n.e. of Stockport. It has several

good streets and many handsome shops, and has
quite a modem appearance. It has several churches
and a number of chapels, a town-hall (1885) in the

Renaissance style, public baths, &c. There are a
literary and scientific institution; a technical school;

a free library; and a mechanics’ institute. The
inhabitants are largely employed in cotton spinning

and weaving, engineering and other works, the

manufacture of hats, and coal-mines. The exten-

sion of the cotton manufacture has rapidly raised

Hyde from a mere village to a considerable town.
Its population in 1871 was 14,223 ; in 1901,

32,768.

HYDE, or Hide (Anglo-Saxon, hid, hlgid), a

measure of land, the quantity of which is not well

ascertained, as it is variously given as 60, 80, 100
and 120 acres—a fact which may be accounted for

on the supposition that the quantity varied with
local usage. It was such a portion of land as might
be ploughed with one plough in a year. As a mea-
sure of land it is frequently mentioned in Domesday-
book and in old English charters.

HYDE, Edward, Earl of Clarendon. See Cla-
rendon.
HYDE PARK, a park in the West End of

London, adjoining Kensington Gardens. It de-
rived its name from having been the manor of the
Hyde belonging to the Abbey of Westminster, and
contains nearly 400 acres. It abounds with fine

trees and pleasing scenery. It became crown pro-
perty on the dissolution of the monasteries in 1535;
was surveyed, divided, and sold in 1652; and was
resumed by the crown in 1660. It was soon after-

wards opened to the public. The sheet of water
called the Serpentine River, although it has not the
least resemblance to a river, was made between 1730
and 1738 by order of Queen Caroline. It is much
frequented m summer for bathing, and during frosts

for skating. At the eastern end of it is an artificial

waterfall constructed in 1817. On the south side
are the barracks of the Life-guards. The Crystal
Palace of 1851 was erected on the south side of Hyde
Park. Political meetings are sometimes held in this

park, and during the discussion of the Reform Bill

of 1868 these meetings (held in defiance of the
government) led to rioting and injury to property.

Reviews are occasionally held in the open part of

the park. It has at several times suffered curtail-

ment, large part of Kensington Gardens, as well as

the site of Apsley House, having been taken from it.

HYDE PARE, a town of the United States, in

Norfolk county, Massachusetts, on the river Ne-
ponset, 7 miles to the Bouth of Boston. It has
manufactures of iron goods, paper, cottons, woollens,

chemicals, &c., and it contains the residences of

many Boston business men. Pop. (1890), 10,500.

HYDERABAD, or Haidarabad, a state of Hin-
dustan, comprehends the greater part of the country
between the Godavari and the Krishna, or the

territory known as the Deccan, and is in possession

of a powerful Mohammedan prince, the Nizam;
area, 82,697 square miles. Nearly the whole country
is parcelled out into feudal lordships. The soil is

fertile, and when well manured bears any kind of

crops, but when uncultivated for a few years it

becomes covered with jungle. The chief products

are rice, wheat, maize, sugar-cane, tobacco, cotton,

indigo, fruits, and timber. There are large flocks

of sheep, and honey and bees’-wax are plentiful.

Woollen and cotton fabrics are manufactured, and
hides, dye-stuffs, gums, and resins are the chief

articles of commerce. The climate is generally

good. Among the wild animals are the tiger, leo-

pard, nylgau, antelope, and buffalo. Pop. (1891),

11,489,210; in 1901, 11,174,897.

HYDERABAD, the capital of the above state,

stands upon the right or south bank of the Mussi,

at an elevation of 1672 feet above the sea, in the

midst of a highly picturesque country overspread

with granite hills and isolated rocks of various

forms. Its palaces and mosques, seen in combination
with the buildings of the British residency, give it

an appearance of much grandeur, but it contains

a mixture of stately houses, with low and dirty

hovels in narrow irregular streets. It is surrounded
by a weak stone wall, forming an irregular quad-
rangle about 2f miles long uj)on the river, and 2
miles broad. A handsome bridge connects the city

with a crowded suburb on the left bank of the river,

in which stands the residency. The river, when
full, is between 400 and 500 feet wide. The re-

sidency is walled, and approached through two
gateways. It is a handsome building, with wings
resting on an arched basement, to which there is an
ascent by a noble flight of twenty-two steps. The
palace of the Nizam is of great extent, and in the

usual style of native buildings. The Chaur Manar
or Four Minarets, the most conspicuous monument
of any antiquity in Hyderabad, was built by the

founder of the city about 1590. It stands at the

junction of the four principal streets of the town,

which pass through tne great arches on which the

building is supported, and has a very striking ap-

pearance. It was erected for a Mussulman seminary

or college, but is now used for warehouses. There

are manufactures of silks, with gold embroidery in

the weft, and of turbans and trinkets. Pop. in 1891

(with suburbs), 312,390; in 1901, 446,291.

HYDERABAD, or Haidarabad, a town and for-

tress of Hindustan, capital of Sind, on the left bank
of the Indus, from which it is between 3 and 4 miles

distant, and 110 miles from its junction with the sea,

situated on, or rather scattered over, a rocky emi-

nence about 200 feet high. The streets are narrow
and dirty, and the houses built of clay, wood, and
brick, mere hovels, The bazaar, however, is exten-

sive, forming one street the entire length of the town,

and displays considerable bustle and appearance of

business. The fort is of a quadrangular form, with
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circular projecting towers at intervals. It is sur-

ronnded with a single brick wall of 30 to 40 feet in

height* and in part also by a ditch of 8 to 10 feet wide,

ana 5 to 8 feet deep, crossed by a wooden bridge.

Hone also is a palace of the Ameers, a square brick

building inlaid with coloured porcelain tiles. From
its elevated position, and bold though irregular out-

lines, the fort has a very imposing appearance from a
distance, but has little real strength. The principal

manufactures of Hyderabad are arms of various

kinds, and ornamental silks and cottons. In the im-
mediate vicinity are some handsome tombs. Pop.

(1881), 48,153; (18911, 57.790.
HYDER ALI KHAN, Regent of Mysore, and

one of the greatest Mohammedan princes in India,

was a formidable enemy to the English in Hindustan,
in the latter part of the 18th century. He was born
at Boodicoota, near Colar, on the frontiers of Mysore.
On the death of his father, who was a general of the
Rajah of Mysore, he removed with his mother and
elder brother, Shabaz Sahib, to Bangalore. Shabaz,
through the influence of a maternal uncle, became
an officer in the service of Mysore; Hyder, on the
contrary, led an idle dissolute life, and was twenty

-

seven years of age before he gave any signs of the

great capacity which he afterwards manifested. After
the siege of Deonalli, where he first distinguished

himself, his rise was rapid, and the whole power of

the state fell into his hands. At last, having deposed
Kandih Rao, he was chosen Rajah of Mysore in

1762. He so greatly extended his dominions, that

in 1766 they contained 84,000 square miles, and
afforded an immense revenue. His reign was passed
in wars with the English and with the Mahrattas, the
former of which powers excited his peculiar jealousy.

A treaty which he made with the East India Com-
pany, 4th April, 1769, was violated in 1780, and,
forming an alliance with the Mahrattas, he obtained
the services of French officers, and took Arcot on the
81st October of the same year. He was defeated

by Sir Eyre Coote, June 1, 1781. The Mahrattas
now joining in a league against him, he carried on a
disadvantageous war, during the continuance of which
he died, in 1782. For an account of the subsequent
fate of his empire, see Tippoo Saib.

HYDRA, in fabulous history, a celebrated mori-

ster, which infested the neighbourhood of Lake Leraa
in the Peloponnesus near the well of Amymone. It

was the fruit of Echidna's union with Typhon, though
some represent it as the issue of Styx and the Titan
Pallas. It had a hundred heads according to Dio-
dorus, fifty according to Simonides, and nine accord-

ing to Apollodorus, Hygiuus, Ac. The central head
was immortal. As soon as one of those heads was
cut off two immediately grew up if the wound was
not stopped by fire. It was one of the labours of

Hercules to destroy this monster, and this he effected

with the assistance of Iolaus, who applied a burning

iron to the wounds as soon as one head was out off.

The central head the conqueror buried under a huge
rook. While Hercules was destroying the hydra*

Hera* jealous of his glory, sent a sea-crab to bite his

foot. This new enemy was soon despatched, and
Hera* unable to succeed in her attempts to lessen the

fame of Hercules, placed the crab among the con-

stellations, where it is now called the Cancer. The
oonqueror dipped his arrows in the gall of the hydra.

From that circumstance all the wounds which he

gave proved incurable and mortal.

HYDRA* an island belonging to Greece, in the

Archipelago, on the east coast of the Morea, between
the Gulfs of Nauplia and Egina; greatest length,

V.V.B. to B.B.W. 12 miles; breadth* about 3 miles;

area* 80 square miles. Its surfaoe, though not very

elevated (highest point 1989 feet), is almost entirely

composed of bare sterile rooks; so that the inhabi-

tants, unable to derive subsistence from the soil, have

been in a manner compelled to devote themselves to

trade and commerce. And not only in these have

they been eminently successful, but Greece is in no

small degree indebted for her ultimate independence

to the patriotic efforts of the Hydriotes, who, by
their fleets, boldly maintained the oause, when it

would otherwise have seemed hopeless. The princi-

pal town of the island bears the same name, and
stands on the north-western shore, on a rugged height,

on which not a speck of verdure is seen. Owing to

the nature of the site, the streets are uneven and
even precipitous, but are kept remarkably clean, and
the houses are built in the most substantial manner.

The principal manufactures are silk and cotton stuffs,

soap, leather, Ac. The trade embraces a large share

of the transit between the Black Sea and the Medi-
terranean. The nucleus of the town was formed by
a few fishermen and peasants from the mainland who
had fled from the tyranny of the Turks. Crowds
followed these in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

During the war of independence, Hydra was almost
the only place where the Greeks could feel them-
selves secure, and they accordingly crowded to it

from all quarters, and raised its population to nearly

40,000 ;
but when the whole continent of Greece be-

came a safe residence, numbers who had taken up
their abode here withdrew. Pop. about 7,000.

HYDRA (the Water-snake), a southern constel-

lation of Ptolemy. It is remarkable for its great

length, and attempts have been made to subdivide it,

but no successful subdivision has yet been introduced.

The constellations Corvus and Crater are generally

represented as portions or as subdivisions of Hydra
a Hydra) is a star of the second magnitude.
HYDRA (in zoology). See Hydrozoa.
HYDRANGEA, a genus of shrubby plants of

the order Saxifragacese, with about thirty species

indigenous to eastern Asia and temperate America.
They have large, simple leaves and very large cymes
of flowers, the outer ones being infertile. The II.

vulgaris grows on the Alleghanies, and in other

parts of the Union, but not north of Philadelphia,

in the Atlantic States. The H. nivea, a more
ornamental shrub than the preceding, and differing

by the white inferior surface of the leaves and the

large size of the marginal flowers, seems to be more
exclusively confined to the region about the southern
portion of the Alleghanies, extending, however, as

far north as Pennsylvania. The B. (/uercifolioy

distinguished by its lobate leaves, inhabits the
country bordering on the Gulf of Mexico, and is

not unfrequently cultivated in our own gardens.

The best-known species is II. Hortensia (If. hor-

tenns ), the Japan rose, which is the plant usually

referred to when the Hydrangea is spoken of. It

is sometimes referred to a separate genus. This
plant is a general favourite in China and Japan,
from whence it was originally brought; and, indeed,

the fine corymbs of large rose-coloured flowers,

which succeed each other throughout the whole
season, added to the ease of cultivation, afford well-

founded claims for distinction. The fruit is a multi-

locular capsule.

HYDRAULIC CRANE. The power originally

employed to work cranes was manual labour exerted

in turning the winch. But many cranes are now
connected with machines worked by steam or other

agency, and their movements are controlled by the

usual arrangement of levers required for such pur-

poses; these levers are so placed that the man in

charge of the crane has complete power over all the

operations of hoisting, lowering, and stopping. An
important improvement in the working of cranes*
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however, was effected by Lord Armstrong through
the employment of hydraulic pressure. The me-
chanism consists of one or more hydraulic presses,

with a set of sheaves, used in the inverted order of

blocks and pulleys, for the purpose of obtaining an
extended motion m the chain from a comparatively
short stroke of the piston. The accompanying plate

exhibits a sectional elevation and plan of the

hydraulic crane, and also a plan and elevation of

one of the hydraulic presses employed, with sheaves
attached to multiply the motion fourfold. The
power is applied not only for lifting the load, but
also for swinging the jib, which latter object is

effected by means of a rack or chain operating on
the base of the movable part of the crane, and con-

nected either with a cylinder and piston having
alternate motion, like that of a steam-engine, or

with two presses applied to produce the same effect

by alternate action. The supply of water is derived
from an apparatus termed the accumulator

,
which

consists of a large cast-iron cylinder, fitted with a
plunger, from which a loaded weight case is sus-

pended, to give pressure to the water injected by a

steam-engine. The load upon the plunger is usually

such as to produce a pressure in the cylinder equal
to a column of 1500 feet in elevation, and the

apparatus is made sufficiently capacious to contain

the largest quantity of water which can lx* drawn
from it at once by the simultaneous action of all

the hydraulic machines with which it is connected.
Whenever the engine pumps more water into the
accumulator than passes direct to the hydraulic

machines, the loaded plunger rises and makes room
in the cylinder for the surplus ; but when, on the

other hand, the supply from the engine is less, for

the moment, than the quantity required, the plunger
with its load descends and makes up the deficiency

out of store. The accumulator also serves as a

regulator to the engine; for when the loaded

plunger rises to a certain height, it begins to close

a throttle-valve in the steam-pipe, so as gradually to

reduce the speed of the engine until the descent of

the plunger again calls for an increased production

of power. The absence of any sensible elasticity in

wat^er renders the motions resulting from its pres-

sure capable of the most perfect control, by means
of the valves which regulate the inlet and outlet

passages of the machines; but this very property,

which gives so much certainty of action, tends to

cause shocks and strains to the machinery, by re-

sisting the momentum acquired by the moving parts.

Take the case of an hydraulic crane swinging round
with a load suspended on the jib, the motion being
produced by the water entering on one side of a
piston and escaping from the other. Under such
circumstances, if the water-passages be suddenly
closed by the regulating valve, it is obvious that the
piston, impelled forward by the momentum of the

loaded jib, but met by an unyielding body of water
deprived of outlet, would be brought to rest so

abruptly as to cause, in all probability, the breakage
of the machine. So also in lowering a heavy weight
with considerable velocity, if the escai>e-passage be
too suddenly closed, a similar risk of injury would
arise from the abrupt stoppage of the weight, if a
remedy were not provided. These liabilities, how-
ever, are effectually removed by applying, in con-
nection with the water-passages to the cylinder, a
small clack-valve, opening upwards against the
pressure into the supply-pipe, so as to j>erinit the
pent-up water in the cylinder to be pressed back
into the pipe whenever it becomes exposed to a com-
pressive force exceeding the pressures on the accu-

mulator. See plate above referred to, which shows
a slide-valve provided with relief-clacks, and adapted I

for the turning apparatus of the hydraulic-crane.

Two of these relief-clacks open against the pressure

in the supply-pipe, so as to afford an escape for the
water, which would otherwise be shut up in the
cylinder when the exhaust-port closes, and the other
two communicate with the discharge-pipe, so as to

draw in a portion of waste water to fill up the
small vacancy which would otherwise be left m the

cylinder on the closing of the admission-port. By
this means all jerks and concussions are avoided,

and a j>erfect control over the movement of the
machine is combined with great softness of action.

HYDRAULICON, a water organ or musical
instrument acted upon by water, the invention of

which is said to be of higher antiquity than that of

the wind organ.

HYDRAULIC PRESS, properly called Hydro-
static Press, or Bramah's Press fiom the inventor.

See Hydrostatic Press.
HYDRAULIC RAM. See Hydraulics.
HYDRAULICS is the department of mechanical

science which deals more especially witli the flow of

liquids in pipes and channels. One of the most im-
portant natural sources of energy is to be found in

water which has been raised hImjvc the sea-level in

the form of vapour by the sun’s heat, and has fallen

os rain or snow in elevated districts. On permitting

the water to descend through a properly-constructed

channel a machine may be set in motion by the

flowing water. Various kinds of engines or machines
are employed to utilize the energy of the water sup-

plied to them
;
those in common use being water-

wheels and turbines. Tidal wheels have also been
constructed for the purjiose of employing the rising

and falling tide as a source of powTer. They have
not, however, l>een very successfully applied as yet.

It is impossible to enter hurt* in any detail into this

technical branch of engineering science, and we must
content ourselves writh a brief account of some of

the most common hydraulic machines.
The particles of fluids are found to flow over or

amongst each other with less friction than over solid

substances; and as each particle is under the influence

of gravitation it follows that no quantity of homo-
geneous fluid having its surface free can be in a state

of rest unless every part of the surface is level. As
the particles of all liquids gravitate, any vessel con-

taining a liquid will lx* drawn towards the earth with
a force equal to the weight of the liquid it contains.

The pressure at any point of a fluid at rest is simply
proportional to the depth of that point below the free

level—a circumstance of great importance in the con-

struction of pumps and engines for raising water.

As liquids gravitate independently, if a hole be made
in the bottom of the vessel the liquid will flow out,

those jMirtieles directly over the hole being discharged

first. This motion causes a diminished upward
pressure about the original position of the particles,

and the surrounding particles tend to flow in from

all directions; thus, the whole mass of the water, and
not merely the perpendicular column above the orifice,

is set in motion. If the liquid falls freely its descent

will be accelerated in the same manner as that of a
falling solid body. (See Mechanics.) When water
flows in a current, as in rivers, it is in consequence

of the inclination of the channel, but all such motion
is affected by the form of the channel and the friction

of its sides. Experimental investigation has provided
various coefficients, whereby the resistance to the

flow of water in pipes or channels can be calculated.

As water in descending follows the same laws as

other falling bodies its motion is accelerated; in

rivers, therefore, we might perhaps expect to find

the velocity and quantity discharged at different

depths to be as the square roots of those depths;
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friction against the bottom, however, diminishes
the rapidity of the flow. The law of the propor-

tionality of the velocity of discharge to the square

root of the depth applies, however, to the spouting
of water through jets (as in the figure below).

Thus, if a hole be made in the side of a vessel of

water, the water at this orifice, which before was only
pressed by the simple weight of the perpendicular
column above it, will be pressed by the same force as

if the water were a solid body descending from the
surface to the orifice, that is, as the square root of

the distance of those two points; and in the same way
water issuing from any other orifices will run in quan-
tities and velocities proportional to the square root of

their depths below the surface. Now the quantity
of water spouting from any hole in a given time
must be as the velocity with which it flows; if

therefore a hole a be four times as deep below the
surface as a hole b it follows that a will discharge

twice as much water in a given time as b, because
two is the square root of four. A jet of water spout-

ing from a hole in the side of the vessel half-way
down will reach to the greatest horizontal distance

(or range), which will be equal to the length of the
column of which the orifice is the centre. Jets of

water spouting from holes at equal distances above
and below the central orifice will be thrown equal
horizontal distances, but not so far as in the former
case. The path of the spouting liquid will always be
a parabola.

To examine these questions experimentally let two
pipes of equal size, m and n, be fixed into the Bide of

the vessel a, but so that the pij>e n is placed four

times deeper below the surface c than the pipe m.

(In this case the orifices/ o g are supposed to be closed.

)

If the surface of the water in the vessel be kept at

the same height by pouring a constant supply in,

and if two vessels, one of which would hold a pint,

be placed under the pipe m, and the other which would
contain a quart under the pipe n, both vessels will be

filled in the same time from their respective pipes.

Thus the quantities of water passing through equal

holes in the same time are as the square roots of their

depths. The horizontal distance to which a fluid

will spout from a bole made in the side of au upright
|

vessel may be determined in the following manner. I

Let the vessel a be filled with water to the height of

the surface, and let d k a be a horizontal plane upon
which the jets fall; on c d as a diameter describe a
semicircle c h d, whose centre c Bhall be the centre of

the height of the column of fluid in the reservoir a;
then if holes be made in the reservoir at the points

/op, and lines drawn from them to the semicircle per-

pendicular to the diameter of the semicircle, or the
side of the vessel as at/ 6, o A, and g i: the distance
to which water will spout from the holesfog will be
proportional to the length of line which cuts the semi-
circle. As o h is the longest line which can be drawn
within the semicircle, the water spouting from c will

reach the greatest horizontal distanoe a, and that

range, if in vacuo, would be equal to twice the length

of line drawn from the point of discharge to the

semicircle. Though water will rise in pipes as high
as the surface of the head from which it is sup
plied, yet in perpendicular jets it can never rise s<

high, because of the resistance of the air and tht

friction of the adjutage. The best kind of adjutage

is the end of the tubs covered with a thin plate, In

which is made a smooth hole much less than the bore

of the tube. With such an adjutage the water will

ascend in a regular shape, and will meet with little

friction in passing through the thin plate.

The machines that have been employed to raise

water may be comprehended under four general

heads:— 1, those machines in which water is lifted in

vessels by the application of some mechanical force

to them. The earlier hydraulic machines were con-

structed on this principle, which 1b the simplest; such
is the Persian wheel, which is merely a large

vertical wheel having buckets attached to the rim,

and moving in a reservoir of water. The buckets
are filled at bottom as they pass through the water,

and emptied at top, bo that the water is raised a

height equal to the diameter of the wheel. The
wheel may be turned by animal power, or, if in

running water, by fastening float-boards to the

circumference. The eakith, a modification of this

machine in which earthen pots take the place of

buckets, is in common use in Egypt. The common
dredges for rivers and harbours are modifications of

this kind of machine. The Archimedian screw,
represented in fig. 3, with a modification of it, fig.

4, much used in Germany ; the screw-pump, fig. 5,

and the bucket-engine or chain-pump are all on the
same principle. The chain-pump is shown in fig. 2
of the plate: it usually consists of a succession of

long links of metal rods revolving like an endless

rope over two wheels, r, /, one of which, /, must lie

under water. On this chain, between each joint, is

fixed a flat piece of wood or metal, d d d
f
usually

square, which is supported and kept in its place by
the projecting arms of the wheels f and e, though at

the same time they are permitted to turn with the

same freedom as the chain
;
the wheel t is turned by

a winch, which causes the whole chain to move, one
side of it passing upwards, while the other side is

continually descending in the same direction. The
ascending side of the chain is made to pass through
a box or pipe, one end of which is immersed in the
water, the other end nearly reaching the upper wheel;

this box corresponds in shape with the size of the
plates, which fit pretty closely and form the pump.
The succession of plates passing upward through the

trunk forms a succession of cavities which are filled

with water and are constantly discharged at the top.

From the formation of this pump it will only work
in deep water, and consequently cannot drain a re-

servoir to the bottom
;
but it has the advantage of

not becoming choked with sand or weeds. It is for

these reasons frequently used in draining the water
from the foundations of bridges, docks, and other
large works. If the top and bottom wheels e, /, of

this machine be retained, while the tube or trunk is

taken away, and a number of small boxes or buckets
be attached to the chain instead of the plates d d d,

the machine then becomes a bucket-engine, which is

but another form of the Persian wheel already de-

scribed. A pump on this principle is used in ships,

and is called a chain-pump.
2. The next class of machines is that in which

the water is raised by the pressure of the atmosphere,

and comprises all those machines to which the name
of pump is more particularly applied. These act

entirely by removing the air from the surface of the
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water, which may thus be raised to the height of

about thirty-two feet. (See Atmosphere, Ac.) When-
ever it becomes necessary to raise water to greater

heights, the third class of machines, or those which act

by pressure on the water, are employed. All pumps of

this description are called/orring-pumps. (See below.

)

The common sttrlton-pump consists of a hollow

cylinder a, of wood or metal, which contains a pis-

ton B, stuffed so as to move up or down in the cylinder

easily, and yet be air-tight* to this piston there is

attached a rod which reaches at least to the top of

the cylinderwhen the pis-

ton is at the bottom In [1

the piston there isa val ve J L
which opens upwards (in fe[r

the fig. there are two
valves c c), and at the

bottom of the cylinder ||_7-
there is another valve D

iwlJEj
also rising upwards, and w
which covers the orifice Jj -!

of a tube fixed to the 1

bottom of the cylinder, A

and reaching to the well ~
;

from whence the water “2= -
is to be drawn. This tube ~
is commonly called the

;
-j. —

suction - tube, and the gsP

cylinder the body of the Sj f*
pump. When the piston I

iB at the bottom of the
]

cylinder there can be no
air, or at least very little,

j

between it and the valve

D, for as the piston was
pushed down the valve

in it would allow the air

to escape instead of being

condensed, and when it is

drawn up the pressure of

the air would shut the fl

valve, and there would be ~ — jp
—

=

==-==

a vacuum produced in

the body of the cylinder

when the piston anived at the top But the air

in the cylinder being very much rarefied, the pres-

sure of the valve d on the water at the bottom
will be greatly less than that of the external atmo-
sphere on the surface of the water in the well

;
there-

fore the water will be pressed up the pump to a

height not exceeding 32 feet. As the valves shut

downwards, the water is prevented from returning,

and the same operation being repeated, the water
may be raised to any height, not exceeding the above
limit, in any quantity.

The quantity of water discharged in a given time
is determined by considering that at each stroke of

the piston a quantity is discharged equal to a cylin-

der whose base is the area of a cross section of the
body of the pump, and height the play of the piston.

Thus if the diameter of the cylinder of the pump be
4 inches, and the play of the piston 3 feet, then by
mensuration we have to find the content of a cylinder

4 inches diameter and 3 feet high. Now 4 inches

is the third of a foot or *333, hence *333 8 x ‘7854 =
*11120 x *7864 = *05783 = the area of the cross section

of the cylinder in Bquare feet , hence *08733 x 3 =
*26199= the content of the cylinder in cubic feet=
the quantity of cubic feet of water discharged by
one stroke of the piston. Now 1 cubic foot of water
weighs about 62*5 lbs. avoirdupois, wherefore *26199

x 62*5= 16*374 lbs. avoirdupois, and an imperial gal-

lon Is equal to 10 lbs. of water; whence, dividing

the above number 16*374 by ten, we get the number
of gallons= 1 *6374. The piston throughout its ascent

has to overcome a resistance equal to the weight of

a column of water having the same base as the area
of the piston, and a height equal to the height of the
water in the body of the pump above the water in

the well.

The lifting -pump, like the suction -pump, has
two valves ana a piston, both opening upwards;
but the valve in the cylinder, instead of being placed
at the bottom of the cylinder, is plaoed in the body
of it, and at the height where the water is in-

tended to be delivered. The bottom of the pump
is thrust into the well a considerable way, and if the
piston be 8up;x>sed to be at the bottom it is plain

that, as its valve opens upwards, there will be no
obstruction to the water rising in the cylinder to the
height which it 1b in the well, for, by the principles
of hydrostatics, water will always endeavour to come
to a level. Now when the piston is diawn up the
valve in it will shut, and the water in the cylinder
will be lifted up, the valve in the barrel will be
opened, and the water will pass through it, and can-
not i eturn as the valve opens upwards, another stroke
of the piston repeats the same process, and in this

way the water is raised from the well; but the
height to which it may be raised is not in this, as in

the suction-pump, limited to 32 feet To ascertain

the force necessary to work this pump, we are to
consider that the piston lifts a column of water whose
base is the area of the piston, and height the distance

between the level of the water in the well and the
spout at which the water iB delivered.

3. The foi ctny-pump constitutes the third class.

Although atmospheric pressure is not necessary
in the construction of forcing-pumps, it is, in

most cases, resorted to for raising the water, in

the first place, into the body of the pump, where
the forcing action takes place. In machines of this

kind the water may be raised to any height. The
piston of this pump has no \alve, but there is a valve
at the bottom of the cylinder, as is shown at A.

In the side of the cylinder, and immediately above
the valve a, there is another valve b opening outwards
into a tube, which is bent upwards to the height
at which the water is to be delivered When the

piston is raised the valve

in the bottom of the pump
opens, and a vacuum be-

ing produced, the water is

pressed up into the pump
on the principle of the

suction-pump. But when
the piston is pressed down
the \alve a at the bottom
shuts, and the valve B at

the Bide which leads into

the ejection-pipe opens, and
the water is forced up the

tube. When the piston is

raised again the valve B
shuts and the valve A opens.

The same process is re-

peated, and the water is

thrown out at every descent

of the piston; the discharge

therefore is not constant.

It is frequently required

that the discharge from the

pump should be continuous,

and this is effected by
fixing to the top of the

eduction-pipe an air-vessel.

This air-vessel consists of

a box, in the bottom of

which there is a valve opening upwards into the box.

This valve covers the top of the eduction-pipe. A
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mb* Is fastened into the top of the box, whibh reaches

nearly to the bottom of the dox; it rises oat of the box,

and u furnished with * stop-cock. If the stop-cook

be shut, and the water be sent by the action of the
pump into the air-vessel, it cannot return because of

the shutting of the valve at the bottom of the box

;

and because of the space occupied by the water, the

air in the box is condensed, and will consequently

exert a proportionate pressure on the water in the

air-vessel, and force it up through the tube e. The
stream of water issuing will therefore be continuous,

the pressure being continuous.

4. The fourth class of hydraulic machines for

raising water consists of such engines as act either

by the weight of a portion of the water which they
have to raise, or of any other water that can be used
for such purpose, or by its centrifugal force, mo-
mentum, or other natural powers; and this class

therefore includes some very beautiful and truly

philosophical contrivances too numerous for us to

describe. The centrifugal pump, and the water-ram
are among the number.
The centrifugal pump, much used in engineering

operations, consists of a drum or wheel containing a
series of curved vanes

;
this wheel » encased in a

circularly-shaped casing, gradually enlarging towards
the outlet The wheel with its vanes being rapidly

rotated causes the water to be impelled outwards
into the casing and ultimately discharged from the

outlet This machine is very similar in form to the

vortex-wheel or turbine, afterwards explained and
illustrated, the direction of How of the water being,

however, in the reverse direction.

An ingenious form of pump called the pulsometer

has lately been devised and extensively employed.

In this case there are few working parts. From
fig. 7 of the plate it will be seen that it con-

sists essentially of a double chamber aa, having a
ball-valve I at top, and clack-valves EE at bottom.

Steam is admitted at k to one of the chambers
and presses out the water contained there, through F
to the pipe D. Condensation then taking place a
vacuum is formed, and the ball falls over and closes

the opening through which the steam entered, and
water flows up through the clack-valves and again

fills the chamber. The steam in the meantime is now
acting upon the water contained in the adjoining

chamber. Condensation then taking place there the

ball falls back to that side, and the operations go
on alternately, the result being a steady stream of

water sucked into one chamber after another, and
then forced out and upwards by the steam pressure.

The water is drawn into the machine from the

centre.

The hydraulic ram is a very ingenious and useful

machine for raising water, and depends for its action

upon the impulse or momentum of flowing water and
the pressure of air. The machine consists essentially

of a short pipe or chamber fitted with two valves,

and having placed over one of these valves an air-

vessel. (See the accompanying plate, fig. 6.) a is the

body of the ram, b ana c the valves, and d the air-

vessel. e is a pipe rising inside the air-vessel. Water
is supplied to the body of the ram by a pipe coming
from a reservoir at a small elevation above the ram,

and part of this water is forced up through the pipe

e, which may be carried to a considerable height

above the source of supply. The rest of the water
runs to waste through the valve b.

The action of the machine is as follows:—The
weight of the valve b causes it to fall downwards (as

shown by the dotted lines), and thus leaves an opening

above it The supply water rushes through this

opening, but in doing so presses against the valve 6,

which has a rounded faoe below. This, after a little,

causes the valve to rise and dose the opening. The
water whloh previously was flowing through the

body of the ram is now suddenly oonfwed there, and
by its pressure, due to momentum, opens the valve

c, which may be of the clack form, and a quantity of

water passes into the air-vessel The oessation of

the outward flow and relief of internal pressure allow

the valve b to fall again, and, the clack-valve c now
closing, an outrush of water again takes place as

before. The pressure of the flowing water upon the

valve b once more doses this valve, and the clack-

valve again opens and an additional quantity of

water is forced into the air-vessel, and so on, by a
series of pulsations, the action oontinues. The
addition of water to the air-vessel causes compression

of the oontained air, which, reacting upon the water
now inside this vessel, causes a portion of it to rise

in the pipe e and ultimately to be delivered at the
required height.

Various mechanical details have to be attended to

so as to allow air to enter with the water in order to

keep up the air supply in the air-vessel, also to pre-

vent too great shock when the valves open and close.

For the latter purpose india-rubber Beating is found
useful

The efficiency (or ratio of useful work to total

q H
work) may be represented by

,
where q= quantity

of water raised, and H = height to which this water
is raised; Q = total quantity which enters the ram,

and h the height or fall from the reservoir to the

ram. In ordinary circumstances the value of the

, oH,
,

'6 Q h
ratio qj is equal to *6 or q= jj

.

In some improved forms water from a different

source than that which works the ram can be elevated.

Thus the ram can be worked by water from a stream,

whilst water drawn from a well can be raised.

We now come to the last part of our subject, the

general consideration of water-wheels and other con-

trivances for moving machinery. Motion is gener-

ally obtained from water either by exposing ob-

stacles to the action of its current, as in water-wheels,

or by arresting its progress in movable buckets or

receptacles which retain it during a part of its

descent.

Water-wheels may be divided into two classes,

viz. : vertical and horizontal wheels. In the former
we have three classes : 1st, Undershot wheels

;
2d,

Overshot wheels; and 3d, Breast-wheels. The second
division comprises the various forms of turbines which
are now very largely employed.
The undershot wheel iB the oldest form: it is

merely a wheel furnished with a series of plane sur-

faces or floats projecting from its circumference, for

the purpose of receiving the impulse of the water
delivered under the wheel, aa Bhown in fig. 8.

As it acts chiefly by the momentum of the water,

the weight of the water being scarcely called into

action, it is only proper to be used where there is a
great supply of water always in motion. It is the
cheapest of all water-wheels, and is more applicable

to rivers in their natural state than any other form
of the wheel; it is also useful in tide-currents, where
the water sets in opposite directions at different times,

because it receives the impulse equally well on either

side of its floats. In the overshot wheel the cir-

cumference is furnished with a series of buckets, into

which the water is delivered from above. (See

fig. 9 of the plate.) The buckets on one side being

erect, will be loaded with water, and the wheel will

be thus set in motion; the mouths of the loaded

buckets being thus turned downwards by the revolu-

tion of the wheel, will be emptied, while the empty
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backets are successively brought under the atreem by
the uune motion end filled. The breast-wheel differs

from this in receiving the wster e little below the
level of the axle, and has floats instead of buckets.

In improved forms of these wheels the floats are
curved. In these two wheels the weight of the
water is used as well as its momentum, and a much
greater power is therefore produced with a less

supply of water than is necessary for the undershot
wheel. In order to permit these wheels to work
with freedom, and to the greatest advantage, it is

uecessary that the back or tail water as it is called,

or that which is discharged from the bottom of the
wheel, should have an uninterrupted passage off ; for

otherwise it accumulates and forms a resistance to

the float-boards. One of the simplest methods of

removing it consists of forming two drains through
the masonry on each side of the water-wheel, so as to

permit a portion of the upper water to flow down
into the tail in front of the wheel. The water thus
brought down with great impetuosity drives the tail-

water before it, and forms a hollow place, in which
the wheel works freely even if the state of the water
be such that it would otherwise form a tailing of

from 12 to 18 inches. The drains may be closed

whenever the water is scarce. Numerous other con-

trivances are in use, which our limits will not permit
us to describe.

Turbines or horizontal water-wheels are now much
used for the driving of machinery, and are very suit-

able for high falls of water, as the action of Buch
wheels depends upon the impulse of the water and not
upon its direct weight as in the overshot wheel Tur-
bines have been divided into three classes, viz : 1st,

Parallel-flow turbines
,
where the water is supplied and

discharged vertically; 2d, Outward-flow turbines
,

where thewater acts from the centre outwards
;
3d, In-

ward-flow turbines
,
where the water acts from the out-

side, the currents flowing inwards towards the centre.

In all cases the greatest efficiency is obtained when
the water acts upon the blades of the wheel without

causing a shock, and leaves the wheel without having

any whirling motion. Different forms of turbine

are now in use all more or less based upon the general

arrangement as noted above, the objects of the in-

fentors being toobtain the highest available efficiency.

jPga, I and 2 dhow the forms of the blades and guides

used, fig. 1 showing the arrangement for an outward*
flow turbine, and fig. 2 for an inward-flow turbine,
or vortex-wheel as it is sometimes called. The
arrows in each case show the motion of the water,

gg g being the guide-blades, and bbb the blades
of the wheel The water being directed by the
guide-blades, impinges upon the wheel-blades, and by
its pressure while gliding over these causes the wheel
to rotate.

In Barker’s centrifugal mill, shown in fig. 10 of the

plate, the water does not act as in the contrivances
above noticed, by its weight or momentum, but by
the reaction that is produced by the outflowing of the
water on the point immediately behind the orifice of

discharge. It consists of a revolving vertical tube,

which receives the water at the top, and at the
bottom of which is a horizontal tube, extending on
each side of it, and having apertures opening in

opposite directions near the ends. The water spout-

ing from these apertures keeps up by its reaction a
constant rotatory motion. The power is increased

by lengthening the arms.

HYDROCARBONS. The name of hydrocarbons
is applied to a series of compounds which consist of

carbon and hydrogen only. The number of bodies in-

cluded in this series is very great, the simplest being
that usually known as marsh-gas (CH4). The pro-

duction of hydrocarbons Lei brought about chiefly by
the decomposition of organic substances, either slowly

by natural causes, as in the case of marsh-gas itself;

or by artificial means, as in the case of the destruc-

tive distillation of coal for the purpose of making
gas. Petroleum oil, which is a mixture of liauid

hydrocarbons, seems to owe its origin to the gradual

decomposition of organic matter within the earth.

Certain of the hydrocarbons are also found in the

gums which exude from trees. The classification

of the hydrocarbons is as yet incomplete; the greater

number of those which are known may, however, be
arranged in one or other of the following groups —

1. The Paraffins. The general formula of this series

is C,Ha.+9 . The lowest member of the series is the

well-known marsh-gas, the composition of which is

expressed by the formula CH4. The paraffins form
a homologous series (which see), each member con-

taining one carbon atom and two hydrogen atoms
more than its immediate predecessor.

2. The Olefines. General formula CaHfc,
which

tells us that the members of this series contain, for the
same amount of carbon, two atoms less of hydrogen
than those of the paraffin series.

3. The A cetylene series. General formula C.Ha^*.
4. The Tei'pene or Turpentine series. General for-

mula C.H^-
5. The Benzene or Aromatic series. General for-

mula C.Hm.
Por further information regarding these bodies

see the article Chkmistrt.
Although the greater number of the hydrocarbons

are obtained from substances of animal or vegetable

origin, many of them may be built up from inorganic

constituents. Thus, a mixture of hydrogen sulphide

and carbon disulphide when subjected to the action

of copper at a red heat yields marsh-gas.

HYDROCEPHALUS. See Dbopst.
HYDROCHLORIC ACID. This important add

has been known in aqueous solution from very early

times under the names of spirit of salt and muriatic

acid. The true gaseous hydrochloric add was dis-

covered by Priestley in 1772. During volcanio erup-

tions hydrochloric add is evolved, and is found in the

water which oollects in the crevices of the mountain;
certain rivers also which take their rise in volcanic

formations, especially in South America, contain this

add to the amount of 1 or 2 parts per thousand.
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The more usual method employed for the production

of hydrochloric add is to decompose common salt

(sodium chloride) by means of sulphuric add; im-

mense quantities are thus produced in the manufac-
ture of soda ash (which see). The commercial acid is

generally prepared by heating common sea salt in

iron cylinders with crude oil of vitriol, and condens-

ing the resultant gas in a series of stoneware WollfFs
bottles. The cylinders are arranged in couples over

a fireplace. On each end of the cylinder there is a
screw-lid, through the posterior lid passes a funnel

for the purpose of pouring in the oil of vitriol; a glazed

earthenware tube passes, through a hole in the ante-

rior lid, to the first receiver, from which another tube

passes to the second, and so on. The receivers are

rLerally arranged in rows; the add which is formed
the first row contains a considerable quantity of

impurities, that in the second row is generally toler-

ably pure. 100 parts of sea salt will yield by this

process 180 parts of aqueous hydrochloric add, having
a specific gravity of 1*19.

As thus prepared the liquid contains about 80 per
cent of true hydrochloric acid (H Cl). When fully

saturated hydrochloric add solution contains 40 a

7

per cent, of the true acid, its specific gravity being
1*21. On distilling this solution a liquid passes over,

the amount of true add in which depends upon the
pressure at which the distillation has been conducted;
or if the conditions be reversed, by keeping the pres-

sure constant, and distilling the liquid (by means of

a current of air) at varying temperatures, the amount
of true acid in the distillate is then a function of the

temperature. Hydrochloric acid gas may be con-

densed to a liquid by subjecting it to great pressure

at a low temperature; and it has also been solidified.

An interesting method of preparing hydrochloric acid

consists in bringing equal volumes of chlorine (which

see) and hydrogen together, and exposing the mixture
to direct sunlight, when the two gases combine to form
two volumes of hydrochloric acid. We thus learn

that this gas consists of equal volumes of hydrogen
and chlorine, and that consequently its formula is

HCL See Chemistry.
One of the most remarkable properties of hydro-

chloric acid gas is its power of dissolving in water.

If a dry glass flask, which iB completely filled with
the dry gaseous acid, be brought mouth downwards
under water, and the stopper be then withdrawn, the
water rushes so violently into the flask, as in many
cases to break it. A strong solution of hydrochloric

acid in water at ordinary temperatures gives off the
gaseous add, which condenses the atmospheric mois-

ture with which it comes in contact, causing thereby

white fumes.

Many of the metals are dissolved by hydrochloric

add, a series of salts being thus produced called

chlorides. The general formula of this series is

MCI, in which M represents a monad metal. See
Chemistry and Metals.
The chief use of hydrochloric add in the arts is to

supply chlorine to the bleaching-powder manufac-
turer. (See Chlorine.) By the action of manganese
di-oxide he breaks up the add into its constituents,

chlorine being evolved as a gas. By taking advan-
tage of the fact that certain chlorides are decomposed
at a high temperature by the influence of aqueous
vapour, chlorine being evolved, Deacon has brought
into use a process for obtaining the chlorine from
hydrochloric add, by passing this gas mixed with
steam over hot bricks saturated with copper sulphate
solution, whereby it appears that copper chloride is

at first formed, and almost simultaneously again de-

composed. Hydrochloric add is also used in the
preparation of glue, phosphorus, carbonic add, for
the manufacture of artificial waters, Ac., and either

alone or mixed with nitrio add, for dissolving various

metals.

HYDRODYNAMICS, treats of tho effects of the

application of forces to fluids. The term is, however,

very commonly used to denote that part of the sdence
which treats of the application of forces so as to pro-

duce motion in fluids, in contradistinction to hydro-

statics, which is concerned with forces applied to

fluids at rest. Hydrohinetics is the proper designa-

tion of that part of the sdence: and the name
Hydraulics is given to the subject when considered

with respect to its practical bearing on engineering

science.

HYDROGEN, is the name given to the lightest

known chemical element The name is derived from
the Greek words hvdor or hyddr and gennaein., to

produce, and means water-producer. In the sixteenth

century Paracelsus noticed that during the solution

of iron in sulphuric acid air was evolved. In the fol-

lowing century Turquet de Mayerne and Boyle both

observed that this air was inflammable; but it was
not until the year 1781 that Cavendish showed that

this air was not, as had been supposed, identical with
other inflammable airs, but that it was a substance

sui generis. In the same year Cavendish also proved
that when this gas, which he called inflammable atr,

was burned in certain proportions with oxygen the

whole of the gaseous mixture disappeared, the sole

product of the reaction being water; hence arose the

name hydrogen.

Hydrogen gas is generally prepared by essentially

the same method as that by which Paracelsus origin-

ally produced it, namely, by the solution of a metal

in dilute sulphuric acid. The most usual method is

to act on water acidulated with sulphuric acid, by
means of granulated zinc, when, without the applica-

tion of heat, a violent action ensueB, hydrogen is

given off, and may be collected over the pneumatic
trough (which see), while zinc sulphate remains in the

generating vessel. As thus prepared hydrogen always

contains impurities, principally sulphuretted hydro-

gen, phosphoretted hydrogen, arsenuretted hydrogen,

and sometimes nitrous or nitric oxide; these are re-

moved by passing the gas throngh tubes containing

lead nitrate, silver sulphate, caustic potash, and
lastly, to render it anhydrous, through pumice stone

soaked in oil of vitriol Another method for prepar-

ing this gas is to pass vapour of water over red hot

iron-filings, when the water is decomposed, an oxide

of iron being formed, and hydrogen gas being evolved.

Hydrogen may likewise be prepared by submitting
water to the action of an electric current, whereby it

is decomposed into its elements hydrogen and oxygen.
The leading characteristic of hydrogen is its great

levity. The pure gas is about 14J times lighter than
atmospheric air, its specific gravity being *0698. On
account of this property it may be collected by simply
holding a bottle mouth downwards over a tube lead-

ing from the vessel in which the gas is generated.
Hydrogen gas is colourless, and when pure taste-

less
;
it is very inflammable, burning with a pale, very

slightlv luminous, but intensely hot flame. A mixture
of hydrogen and air explodes when brought close to

a lighted body, if oxygen be substituted for air the
explosion is more violent. In his experiments Caven-
dish found that the loudest explosion was caused by
the union of 2 volumes of hydrogen with 1 volume
of oxygen; he was thus led to infer that when mixed
in these proportions the whole of the hydrogen com-
bines with the whole of the oxygen; and as he had
shown that the sole product of the union was water,

he reasoned that water must be composed of the two
gases hydrogen and oxygen, in the proportion of twe
volumes of the former to one volume of the latter

See Water.
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The union of hydrogen with oxygen may also be
brought about by the influence of a heated body, such
u a red hot wire, or by the presenoe of certain

metals, especially finely divided platinum. If a jet

of hydrogen gas be directed on to spongy platinum
the latter soon begins to glow, and speedily sets fire

to the hydrogen. This effect is due to the power
which finely divided platinum possesses of condensing

gases on its surface; it is thus able to store up a large

quantity of oxygen derived from the air, which it

parts with to the hydrogen, and it is by the union of

these two gases that the light is produced. If a jet

of oxygen be directed through burning hydrogen the

proportion of the two gases beingduly adjusted, an
intensely hot flame is produced. The temperature of

this flame is so great that platinum wire is melted by
it with ease, and is partially volatilized; rock-crystal

may be melted by it, and a tobacco-pipe stem may
be fused into a bead. If an infusil >le solid substance

be brought into the flame the light emitted by the

intensely heated solid is very brilliant Thus, if a
cylinder of lime be supported so that the flame plays

upon the centre of the cylinder, the light which is

emitted, when concentrated by a parabolic reflector,

may be seen at a distance of more than 100 miles.

If a long glass tube be brought over a jet of burning
hydrogen a musical note is heard, the pitch and
quality of which may be changed by lowering or

raising the tube, or by substituting a narrower or

wider tube for that originally employed. The forma-

tion of this note depends upon the production in the

tube of a current of air, which again produces a flicker-

ing of the hydrogen flame, so that there ensues a
rapid series of Bmall explosions, which, taken together,

cause in the ear the sensation of a continued musical

sound.

Hydrogen unites directly and easily with chlorine,

less easily with bromine, and with iodine only at a

high temperature.

If hydrogen gas be breathed it imparts a peculiar

squeaking tone to the voice; similarly a bell sounded

in hydrogen isheard very indistinctly. When breathed

for any length of time it cuts off the supply of oxygen

which is essential to life, and although not directly

hurtful, it thus acts as a poison indirectly.

The researches of Thomas Graham showed that

hydrogen may be looked upon as a metal. Palladium
it was found could be made to absorb many hundred
times its own volume of hydrogen gas. The hydrogen
thus ‘ occluded

* by the palladium Graham supjKised

to exist in the solid state, and assuming that it enters

into the palladium with the density which it would
possess if it existed as a solid in the free Btate, he
calculated the density of this solid hydrogen, which
he called hydrogenium, to be *733. In many of its

compounds hydrogen certainly plays the part of a
metal, but in other compounds it may be regarded
as playing the part of a non-metallic body. In
1877-78 M. Cailletet of Paris succeeded in lique-

fying hydrogen by greatly reducing its temperature
and at the same time applying a pressure of 280
atmospheres. M. Pictet of Geneva almost simul-
taneously obtained hydrogen in the form of a steel-

blue liquid, which issued from a jet and appeared
to become changed into a hail of solid particles.

These particles are now believed to have been, not
solid hydrogen, but ice condensed from the air by
the intense cold. More recently Prof. Dewar of

London has effected the liquefaction of hydrogen in

a more satisfactory manner, and has obtained it in

the solid state as a frozen foam-like mass at the
extremely low temperature of about - 420° F.

The oxides of hydrogen are two in number, namely,
hydric oxide or water H*0, and hydric peroxide,

HsQ* A description of the former of these will be

found under the artioe Watbb; of the latter we win
here say a few words. This compound, hydroxyl or
peroxide of hydrogen, is a kind of chemical enigma,
its action under certain ciroumstauoes being often so
very unlike what one would be led to expect from a
study of its action in but slightly varied circum-
stances. This substance is a colourless transparent
liquid, having a specific gravity of 1*452; it has a
harsh taste, whitens the tongue, and thickens the
saliva. If placed on the hand it produces violent

itching. Hydroxyl is prepared by acting on barium
dioxide with an acid, which forms a soluble salt with
the barium, under which conditions the oxygen passes

to the hydrogen of the acid, so producing the com-
pound H208 .

The formula of this substance may be written
H^O.O, which tells us that one of the unit weights or
atoms of oxygen is not so closely held by the hydro-
gen as the other. This second atom of oxygen is

ready to disengage itself and pass off as gas, or it may
unite with another substance brought within its sphere
of action. The readiness with which hydroxyl gives

up one-half of its oxygen makes it a very energetic

oxidizer; for if we consider the formulaH2Oj, we find

that every 34 parts by weight of thiB body contain

32 parts of oxygen, 16 parts of which may at any
moment pass from the substance to oxidize some
other body. Hydroxyl, in virtue of this oxidizing

power, converts sulphurous into sulphuric acid, lead

sulphide into sulphate, ferrous into ferric salts, and
so on. But with certain other oxides the action of

this substance seems to be exactly opposed to that

just noticed. Thus, if it be added to silver oxide

(Ag^O) a stream of oxygen is evolved, and metallic

siher and water remain; a similar reaction takes

place with many other oxides. Brodie has sought
to explain this action, by saying that the two oxygen
atoms of the hydric oxide are electrically opposed to

each other
,
the one atom he regards as positive, the

other as negative. When, therefore, an oxide whose
oxygen may be said to be in a polar state, opposite

to that of the unstable oxygen atom of hydroxyl, is

brought into contact with this latter substance, the

two oppositely polarized oxygen atoms rush together,

and we have a stream of oxygen evolved, water and
the metal of the oxide remaining. Thus,

— + —t*

AgaO + HjjOO = Ag2 -f- H20 + 00

This reaction is in keeping with one of those by
which hydrogen itself is produced, viz. by the action

of hydrochloric acid upon copper hydride.

— + h
CujHa *f 2H Cl *= Cua Cl2 + 2 HH.

Hydroxyl may be recognized in any liquid contain-

ing it, by the blue colour which is produced on the

addition of ether, and a few drops of a solution con-

taining chromic acid. The colour is owing to the

solution in the ether of an unstable perchromic add,

which is the first product of the action of hydroxyl

on chromic acid. For an account of the sulphides

and phosphides of hydrogen, see the articles Sulphub
aud Phosphorus respectively.

HYDROGENIUM. The experiments of Pro-

fessor Graham on the occlusion of hydrogen led him
to infer that were hydrogen condensed to the solid

form it would possess the properties of a metal, and

to this hypothetical metal he gave the name hydro-

genium. He obtained an alloy of hydrogenium with

the metal palladium; and by ingenious reasoning from

the properties of this alloy he inferred that hydrogen-

ium must possess the following properties It is a
solid metal, of a white appearance; it possesses a cer-

tain amount of tenadty ; it has electric conductivity
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comparable with that of the metals; and it is also a 1

magnetic metal. The specific gravity of the metal
he estimates to be from *854—*872. (See Proa Royal
Society, 1868, 1869.)

HYDROGRAPHY (Greek hyd&r or hudor, water,

irraphd
,
to describe), meaning literally a * descrip-

tion of water,’ is the name applied to that branch of

physical geography which describes the water on the
surface of the globe, whether occurring on land, as in

Bprings, rivers, and lakes, or in seas and great oceans
It is sometimes used in a more restricted sense, and
confined to a description of the bearings of coasts, of

|

currents, soundings, islands, shoals, &c., with a more
immediate view to navigation, and the construction

of charts and nautical tables. Henry the Navigator
was the first who constructed a tolerably reliable

sea-chart, and laid the foundation of hydrography as
|

a science. This was in the fifteenth century. In
France and other countries, institutions socially
formed for teaching navigation are called hydro-
graphical schools. The hydrographic office is now
an important department of the naval administration,

its officers consolidating into available maps the

results of the obser\ ations sent to them from time
to time by those engaged in exploring expeditions, and
by navigators from all parts of the world.

HYDROMETER, an instrument for determining
the specific gravity of fluids. The name lactometer

is also given to a small instrument of the kind when
it is graduated in such a way as to be convenient for

determining the specific gravity of milk, and by that

means ascertaining its purity. The following is the

hydrostatic principle on which the use of the hydro-

meter depends. When a solid body floats in a liquid,

and thus displaces a quantity of the liquid, it is sup-

ported by the same upward pressure that formerly

supported the liquid which it displaces. The weight

of the solid body is thus equal to the weight of

the liquid that it displaces. From this it will be

perceived at once that the following two state-

ments follow —1, that the depth to which the same

being usually marked on a pieoe of paper inclosed
within the stem. The depth to which the hydrometer
sinks in the liquid gives, as has been explained, the

Fig 1.—Forms of TTvdiomoter

i
density. There are several methods of graduation of

the stem. The size and form of the instrument, and the

method of graduation adopted depend on the purpose

for which the instrument is intended. For example,

lactometers and alcoholometers are sometimes con-

structed in such a way that the leadings on the stem

aiford an easy method of reading off the amount of

solid body is immersed
in a liquid is greater as

the density of the li-

quid 1b less, and less

as the density of the

liquid is greater; the

depths to which the

same body is immersed
in various liquids are

inversely proportional

to the density of the

liquids 2, the weights

required to immerse a

given body equally

deep in various liquids

are inveisely propor-

tional to the densities

of the liquids On
each of these state-

ments a form of hy-
drometer is founded.
One kind is often

called the constant

weight hydrometer, the
other the constant

volume hydrometer.
Fig. 1 shows the

first kind. These in-

struments are usually k ig. 2.—Nicholson's Hydrometer.

made of glass
; each

of them has a large hollow bulb, below which there is water that has been added above a certain assumed

a smaller bulb, weighted with mercury, to make the point For general use, however, it is usual to have

instrument float upright; and it is surmounted by a the hydrometer graduated on some system, of which

cylindrical glass stem which is graduated, thedivisions Beaumtfs hydrometer and Twaddell’s hydrometer are
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the best known. A table is generally employed, by
means of which, from the reading on tne hydrometer,
the density of the liquid may be at once determined;
otherwise a formula for calculation is used. For
purposes requiring any degree of exactness over any
considerable range a large number of hydrometers
are used, each of them being applicable to a certain

range of densities. Two instalments at least are

always used: one for liquids having a greater, and
the other for liquids having a less specific gravity

than distilled water.

Of constant volume hydrometers we shall only de-

scribe one, namely, Nicholson’s hydrometer; a beauti-

ful instrument, which is adapted for determining the
specific gravities not only of fluids, but of solids also.

It is shown in fig. 2. It consists of a hollow cylinder

of metal, surmounted with a very fine metallic stem,

to the top of which there is attached a plate or pan
for weights. From the bottom of the metallic

cylinder hangs a kind of cup or basket. The whole
instrument is weighted so as to float upright. On
the fine metallic stem there is a marked point, and
by putting weights on the upper pan the hydrometer
is always made to sink precisely to the point. Thus
the volume immersed is always the same. From
what was said above, it is seen at once that different

weights are required to sink it to the marked point

in different liquids, the denser the liquid the greater

being the weight required: and if the weight of the
instrument itself is known, and also the standard
weight, or weight required to sink it to the marked
point in distilled water, the calculation of the specific

gravity of any liquid from an observation with the in-

strument is very easy.

In order to determine the specific gravity of solids

by means of Nicholson’s hydrometer, the instrument
is placed in distilled water and the solid body is put
on the upper pan. Weights are then added till the

hydrometer sinks to the marked point. But the

standard weight of the instrument being known, it is

plain that the difference between it and the weights
that must be added on the upper pan to the weight
of the body whose specific gravity is to be determined
must be the weight in air of that body. The body
is now transferred to the basket below the instru-

ment, and the weight of the solid in water is simi-

larly determined. From these data the specific gra-

vity of the solid is calculated in the ordinary way.
(See Specific Gravity.) The instrument here de-

scribed is very convenient for use by mineralogists

and others, being far more portable than a balance

that would give equally trustworthy results.

HYDROPATHY (Greek, hydor, water,andpathos,
affection or disease), a method of treating diseases by
the application of cold water, which has come exten-

sively into practice of late years, though scarcely, as

yet, recognized as a curative system by the medical
profession. The efficacy of water as a hygienic medi-
cine has been recognized from the earliest times.

Hippocrates, Celsus, and Galen regarded water as of
especial value in the treatment of acute diseases;

and during the middle ages the same view was advo-
cated by many famous physicians. During the 1 8th
century in our own country there was a growing belief

In its virtue as a curative agent, though rather in

acute than in chronic diseases. Some physicians

used water for internal treatment, and others for

external treatment, but hydropathy, as now under-
stood, combines both methods. It was originated by
Vincent Priessnitz, a Silesian peasant, who having,

when a boy of thirteen, sprained his wrist, appliedit

to the pump, and afterwards bound a wet bandage
upon it. As this became dry he rewetted it, and
thereby reduced the inflammation, but produced a
rash on the surface of the skin. Shortly afterwards

he crushed his thumb, and applied the wet bandage
as before, and again an eruption showed itself. He
concluded that the rash was an indication of impurity
of blood; and having instituted a series of observa-

tions in regard to various wounds and ulcers on the

persons of nis neighbours, he was led to form a patho-

logical theory, according to which disease is caused

by an accumulation of morbific matter, which must
be eliminated from the system by cold water applica-

tions and the observance of a strict regimen. His
views were confirmed by an accident to himself, in

which, through a cart running over him, he received

some broken ribs and severe contusions, and was
given over by the physicians; but on learning their

opinion he tore off their bandages, and applied others

wet with cold water. He also replaced his ribs by
inflating his lungs while pressing the abdomen against

a window-sill. Either through or in spite of this

treatment Priessnitz contrived to recover, and the

carrying out of this cold water theory became the

object of his life. In rapid succession he invented
I the sponge bath, the wet sheet packing, the sitz, foot,

and arm baths, the douche, the Btream bath, the
dripping sheet, the plunge, the dry blanket packing,

and other appliances of the hydropathic system.

In 1829 he established, at hiB native village of

Grafenberg, a range of baths, which speedily grew
in reputation, and attracted visitors from all parts

of Europe. The Austrian government lent him its

patronage, and all the opposition of the medical

faculty was unable to stem the popularity of the

new system. The original establishment at Grafen-

berg soon expanded into an extensive suite of build-

ings, stretching along the slope of one of the Sudetic

mountains, and resorted to by troops of invalids, who
sought to regain health by bathing, exercise, simple

diet, and agreeable society. Other hydropathic in-

stitutions soon sprung up in other parts of Germany,
and were at length introduced into England, a hydro-

pathic society having been formed in London on 17th

March, 1842. It was unfortunate that Priessnitz

had not had a regular medical education, and that

many of the most enthusiastic advocates of his

system have no scientific knowledge of disease, and
no professional culture. Hydropathy is popularly

but unfortunately named the ‘water-cure,’ a designa-

tion both incomplete and misleading. Drs. Wilson,

Johnson, and Gully were the first to commence the

practice of the cold water cure in England, and by
the able advocacy of the two latter, through their

writings, the system took root and advanced rapidly

in popular estimation. Hydropathic establishments

were erected at Malvern, Ben Rhydding, Rothesay,

and other parts of the United Kingdom; and before

Priessnitz’s death in 1851 he had the satisfaction of

seeing his system adopted extensively both through-

out Europe and the United States of America. The
treatment pursued is mainly that introduced by him,

with some modifications, that pursued at Grafenberg

having been extremely rigid and severe, and calcu-

lated to deter many persons from subjecting them-

selves to it In many cases there can be no doubt

of patients having received great and lasting benefit

by a sojourn at a hydropathic institution, and the

free use of oold water in its various forms of appli-

ance; but it may well be doubted whether these

advantageous results are not as much to be attributed

to the ablutions, exercise, and diet to which in such
circumstances they readily conform themselves as to

any inherent curative virtue in the wet bandages,

douches, and other forms of hydropathic treatment
HYDROPHANE. See Opal.
HYDROPHOBIA (from hyddr, water, andpAofot

fear), a specific disease arising from the bite of a rabid

animal. The animals most liable to be afflicted
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with madness are dogs; bat oats, wolves, foxes, Ac.,

are also subject to it The following description

of the way in whioh rabies affects dogs is from a
communication in the Sporting Magazine:— The
symptoms of rabies hi the dog are the following, and
are given nearly in the order in which they usually
appear: An earnest licking, or scratching, or rubbing
of some particular part; sullenness, and a disposition

to hide from observation; considerable costiveness,

and occasional vomiting; an eager search for indi-

gestible substances, as bits of thread, hair, straw,

and dung; an occasional inclination to eat its own
dung, and a general propensity to lap its own urine.

The two last are perfectly characteristic. The dog
becomes irritable; quarrels with his companions;
eagerly hunts and worries the cat; mumbles the
hand or foot of his master, or perhaps suddenly bites

it, and then crouches as if for pardon. As the
disease proceeds the eyes become red; they have
a peculiar bright and fierce expression; some degree
of strabismus, or squinting, very early appears—not
the protrusion of the membrana nictitanx

,
or haw,

over the eye, which in distemper often gives the
appearance of squinting, but an nctual distortion of

the eyes; the lid of one eye is evidently more con-

tracted than that of the other; twitchings occur
round that eye; they gradually spread over that
cheek, and finally over the whole face. In the
latter stage of the disease that eye frequently as-

sumes a dull green colour, and at length becomes
a mass of ulceration. After the second day the dog
usually begins to lose a perfect control over the
voluntary muscles. He catches at his food with an
eager snap, as if uncertain whether he could seize it;

and he often fails in the attempt. He either bolts

his meat almost unchewed, or, in the attempt to

chew it, suffers it to drop from his mouth. This
want of power over the muscles of the jaw, tongue,

and throat increases until the lower jaw becomes
dependent, the tongue protrudes from the mouth,
and is of a dark, and almost black colour. The
animal is able, however, by a Budden convulsive

effort to close his jaws and to inflict a severe bite.

The dog is in incessant action; he scrapes his bed
together, disposes it under him in various forms,

shifts his posture every instant, starts up, and eagerly

gazes at some real or imaginary object; a peculiar

kind of delirium comes on; he traces the fancied

E
ath of some imaginary object floating around him;
e fixes his gaze intently on some spot in the wall or

partition, and suddenly plunges and snaps at it; his

eyes then close, and his head droops, but the next

moment he starts again to renewed activity; he is

in an instant recalled from this delirium by the

voice of hiB master, and listens attentively to his

commands; but as soon as his master ceases to

address him he relapses into his former mental wan-
dering. His thirst is excessive (there is no hydro-

|

phobia, or fear of water, in the dog), and, the power
over the muscles concerned in deglutition being im-

paired, he plunges his face into the water up to the

very eyes, and assiduously but ineffectually attempts

to lap. (In Johnson’s Shooter’s Companion the

author observes, ‘In those instances of hydrophobia
which have fallen under my notice the animal has

always been capable of lapping; however, in the

disease called dumb madneta, I nave noticed symp-
toms similar to the above.') His desire to do mis-

chief depends much on his previous disposition and
habits. I have known it not to proceed beyond an
occasional snap, and then only when the animal was
purposely irritated; but with the fighting dog the

scene is often terrific. He springs to the end of his

chain; he darts with ferocity at some object which
he oonoeives to be within his reach; he diligently

team to pieces everything about him; the carpet or

rug is shaken with savage violence; the door or par-

tition is gnawed asunder; and so eager is he in this

work of demolition, and so regardless of bodily pain,

that he not unfrequently breaks one or all of his

tusks. If he effects his escape he wanders about,

sometimes merely attacking those dogs which fall in

his way; and at other times he diligently and perse-

veringly hunts out his prey; he overcomes every

obstacle to effect his purpose; and, unless he has
been Btopped in his march of death, he returns in

about four and twenty hours, completely exhausted,

to the habitation of his master. He frequently

utters a short and peculiar howl, which, if once heard,

can rarely be forgotten; or if he barkB it is with a
short, hoarse, inward sound, altogether dissimilar

from his usual tone. In the latter stages of the
disease a viscid saliva Aowb from his mouth, withwhich
the surface of the water that may be placed before

him iB covered in a few minutes; and his breathing

is attended with a harsh, grating sound, as if im-
peded by the accumulation of phlegm in the respir-

atory passages. The loss of power over the volun-

tary muscles extends, after the third day, throughout
hiB whole frame, and is particularly evident in the
loins; he staggers in his gait; there is an uncertainty

in all his motions; and he frequently falls, not only

when he attempts to walk, but when he stands,

balancing himself as well as he can. On the fourth

or fifth day of the disease he dies, sometimes in con-

vulsions, but more frequently without a struggle.

After death there will invariably be found more or
less inflammation of the mucous coat of the stomach;
sometimes confined to the rugae, at other times in

patches, generally with spots of extravasated blood,

and occasionally intense, and occupying the whole of

that viscus. The Btomach will likewise contain some
portion of indigestible matter (hair, straw, dung),,

and, occasionally, it will be completely filled and
distended by an incongruous mass. The lungs will

usually present appearances of inflammation, more
intense in one, and generally the left lung, than in

the other. Some particular {joints and patches will

be of a deep colour, while the neighbouring portions

are unaffected. The sublingual and parotid glands

will be invariably enlarged, and there will also be a
certain portion of inflammation, sometimes intense,

and at other times assuming only a faint blush, on
the edge of the epiglottis, or on the rima glottidis, or

in the angle of the larynx at the back of it.

The hydrophobia seems to be spontaneous, and
capable of being communicated only in certain ani-

mals—the dog, the wolf, the fox, and the cat. All
animals which have become rabid by a bite do not
appear to be able to transmit it to others; as the
hog, cow, sheep. In regard to man, it is not certain

whether the disease is communicable from the human
subject The hydrophobia is not commonly manifested
in the time of greatest cold or greatest heat, but
usually in March and April in wolves, and in May

‘

and September in dogs. It is rare in very warm or

very cold climates. No particular cause of the rabiea

is known; it is a mistake to attribute it to a total

privation of food, as a great number of experiments,

prove that this is not the effect of such a treatment.

All observations seem to prove the existence of a
rabid virus, which is more violent when it proceeds

from wolves than from dogs; as, out of a given

number of persons bitten by a rabid wolf, a greater

number will die than out of the same number bitten

by a doe. The communication of the virulent hydro-

phobia by inoculation cannot be denied, and is the

best proof of the existence of the virus. The virus

appears to be contained solely in the saliva* and does
not produce any effect on the healthy skin. But if
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the akin is deprived of the epidermic or if the virus

is applied to a wound, the inoculation will take effect.

The development of the rabid symptoms is rarely

immediate
; it seldom takes place before the fortieth

or after the sixtieth day. It begins with a slight

pain in the scar of the bite, sometimes attended with
a chill ; the pain extends and reaches the base of the

breast, if the bite was on the lower limbs, or the

throat, if on the upper extremities. The patient

becomes silent; frightful dreams disturb his sleep;

the eyes become brilliant; pains in the neck and
throat ensue. These symptoms precede the rabid

symptoms two or three days. They are followed

by a general shuddering at the approach of any
liquid or smooth body, attended with a sensation

of oppression, deep sighs and convulsive starts, in

which the muscular strength is much inoreased.

After the rabid fit, the patient is able to drink.

The disposition to bite does not appear to belong to

any animals except those whose teeth are weapons
of offence; thus rabid sheep butt furiously. A
foamy, viscid slaver is discharged from the mouth

;

the deglutition of solid matters is difficult; the

respiration hard
;
the skin warm, burning, and after-

wards covered with sweat ; the pulse strong
;
the fit

is often followed by a syncope; the fits return at

first every few hours, then at shorter intervals, and
death takes place generally on the second or thiid

day. A great number of applications have been re-

commended, but without success. The treatment of

the disease consists in preventing its development, or

in checking itB progress. The former consists in

cauterizing the wound with iron heated to a white
heat, the pain of the cautery being less as the tem-
perature is greater. The cautery is preferable to

lotions, linimentB, &c., but it should be applied early.

Preparations of opium administered internally or by
injection, mercurial frictions, belladonna, emetics,

sudorifics, purgatives, &c., have been tried ineffec-

tually. Calabar bean and Indian hemp have been
used apparently with some success. The develop-

ment of the disease in persons bitten Beems to have
been prevented in a number of cases by M. Pasteur,

by his system of successive inoculations with rabid

virus of greater and greater intensity, though the

full success of this treatment is not yet proved.

HYDROSTATIC PRESS, or Bramah’s Press.
The principle of this machine will be easily under-

stood from the expla- j
nations given in our
article on hydrosta-

tics, and from the ac-

companying figures

:

—Let two tubes of

unequal area be con-

nected together, and
the whole vessel filled

with water. For sim-

plicity let the area of

the smaller tube be 1

square inch, and let

the piston that closes

it be loaded with
1 lb. From the prin-

“‘P
1®,0* ®5uai

tran8' Principle of the Hydraulic Preu.
missibmty of pres-

sure a pressure of 1 lb. per square inch will be exerted
on every part of the boundary of the fluid. There
will thus be a pressure of 1 lb. per square inch put
upon the piston that closes the larger tube; and if

we suppose the area of the piston to be 16 square
inches, it is evident that it must be loaded with 16

lbs. in order that the pressure to which it is exposed
may be equilibrated. Thus a load of 1 lb. on the

smaller piston supports 16 lbs. on the larger.

10 lbs.

The principle of the hydrostatlo press was pointed
out by Stevinus; but it was Bramah who, in 1706,
by an ingenious contrivance, gave the principle prac-

tical application. A Bramah’s press, as ordinarily

constructed and used to provide immense pressure,

is a simple enough contrivance. By means of a small
pump water is pumped from a cistern through a
small horizontal tube into the space that receives a
large piston. The goods to which pressure is to

be applied are placed between the plate attached to

the large piston and
an upper plate that

is kept in position by
powerful iron rods.

The water - tight

stuffing of the piston

is the great difficulty

in the construction of

the machine, and it

was the invention of

a water-tight collar

by Bramah that

made the use of the

pre>s practicable.

The diagram shows
a section a a of the

collar surrounding
the piston p. The
collar consists of a
circle of solid leather,

which is stamped by
means of a die into

the half - ring, of

which a section is

seen. When pres-

sure is applied the
Cup-Leather.

water fills the channel formed by the half-ring, and
squeezes the inner side of the ring against the piston,

and this takes place with greater force the greater

the pressure to which the water is subjected.

HYDROSTATICS iB the part of the general

science of hydrodynamics that treats of the applica-

tion of forces to fluids at rest. It iB generally divided
into two parts, one, hydrostatics proper, which deals

with incompressible fluids, such as water, with liquids

in fact; and the other, which deals with compressible

fluids, that is, with gases. The latter part of the

subject is commonly called pneumatics. We can
only consider here a few of the leading principles of

hydrostatics. The subject cannot be treated with
anything approaching to completeness except at

far greater length than that which our limits here
allow us.

The property of fluids which distinguishes them
from solids, is want of rigidity. A fluid offers no
permanent resistance to forces tending to change its

Bhape. The particles of a fluid are mobile: and
while in the case of liquids very considerable forces

of cohesion are exhibited, yet the particles show great

freedom to alter their relative positions, and to pass

from place to place within the general mass.

A very important property that follows from the

nature of fluids is that of the equable transmission of

pressure. For simplicity let us consider, in the first

riaoe, the case of a weightless liquid, and suppose it

inclosed in a vessel A, which is fitted with a piston

p. If pressure is applied to p it will be transmitted

in all directions through the liquid. If other open-

ings are made, and if they are fitted with pistons, it

is evident that to keep each of these pistons in its

plaoe, pressure inward must be applied. The pressure

that must be applied to any piston equal in area to

the area of P is equal to the pressure on P: and if the

area of one of the other pistons is greater or less than
the area of P, the pressure required to keep it in its
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place is proportionately greater than or less than the
pressure that is applied to p. This principle, which
is the most impor-
tant in hydrosta-
tics, finds a practi-

cal application in

the Hydrostatic, or
Bramah’s, Press.

Inmeasuringfluid
pressure the area
exposed to the pres-

sure of the fluid is

to be considered.

Thus, it is usual to

speak of pressure

per square inch, pressure per square foot, or pressure
per square centimetre in various cases. If it were
required to calculate the force that must be applied
to the rod of one of the pistons in the figure in order
to keep the piston in its place, it would lie necessary
to know the area of the piston and the pressure uj)on

it in pounds per square inch, or m grammes per
square centimetre. When the pressure over a given
area is not uniform we must then know the law of

variation, or, at least, the average pressure over the
whole area, in order to calculate the whole pressure
upon it: and it will be readily understood that when,
in such a case as this, the pressure per unit area at

a point is spoken of, it is understood to mean the
pressure which would be exerted on unit area were
there found a unit of area pressed with a uniform
pressure the same as that at the point in question.

Not only is pressure transmitted out to the surface

or envelope of the liquid, as is shown in the figure,

but within the fluid itself the particles are all pressed

together. The pressure is transmitted to every point

within the liquid, and may be observed to lie acting

there. When a solid is immersed in the liquid it is

pressed at every point of its surface in the direction

perpendicular to the surface at that point, and, in

the case of the weightless liquid that we have been
considering, with a pressure equal in amount per unit

of area to that applied from without to the liquid.

The pressure about any point in a fluid is equal in

all directions, and when any surface is exposed to

the pressure, the direction of it is normal to the sur-

face at every point.

Leaving the theoretical conception of a weightless

fluid, let us next consider the effect of the weight of a

fluid on the pressure at any point within the fluid. It

is evident, in the first place, that the lower layers of

the fluid sustain more pressure than the upper layers.

For whatever pressure the upper layers are exposed

to is transmitted to the lower layers
;
and over and

above that pressure, the lower layers have to support

the weight of the superincumbent liquid. Thus,

in the case of a liquid contained in a closed box and
exposed to any pressure whatever, applied by means
of a piston from without, this pressure is transmitted,

as we have seen, to every part of the liquid; but

any layer in the lower part of the vessel is exposed

to an additional pressure due to the weight of the

liquid above it.

The most important case to consider is that of

liquids having a free surface, that is, a surface exposed

to the air. Here the surface itself is level, that is,

everywhereperpendicular to the direction of apparent

gravity. This easily follows from the mobility of

the particles of the liquid* Were the surface not

level there would be a tangential force which would
make it flow down till the level state is reached. In

every horizontal layer throughout the liquid the pres-

sure per unit area is the same
; and this is the case

independently of the shape of any vessel in which
the liquid may be contained. The pressure per unit

area in any horizontal layer depends only on the
height of the free surface of the liquid above the
layer considered, and the specific gravityof the liquid;

and it is equal to the weight of a column of the liquid

of unit sectional area whose height is the height of the

free surface . This principle gives rise to remarkable
results. Take, for instance, an apparatus consisting

of a pair of circular boards connected by a belt of

pliable leather (like a pair of bellows), and having
a small tube inserted into an opening near the
l>ottora, and from it a tall tube rising perpendicularly.

Heavy weights may be put on the upper circular

board, and if water be then poured into the upright
tube they will be raised up by the pressure from
below of the water. For the pressure to which the
under side of the circular board is exposed is equal
to the weight of a column of water whose section is

that of the circular board, and whose height is the
difference of the heights of the under surface of the
circular board and of the free surface of the water
in the small upright tube. When shown in this

form the principle here employed is often called the
hydrostatic paradox, on account of the very great
pressure that a very small quantity of water may be
made to give rise to. The principle just explained
acts occasionally with immense force in nature.

Thus, if there is a cavity of great extent and at a
considerable depth in a rock, and if this cavity is

filled with water, whilst a small stream runs down
into it from a great elevation

;
in this case the pres-

sure on all sides of the cavity when filled may be-

come sufficient to rend the rock asunder.

It is a well-known principle that liquids tend to

find their own level. Thus, in the accompanying,

figure, showing a series of connected vessels, the

liquid is seen to stand at the same height in the

principal vessel and in the variously -shaped tubes

communicating with it, while from the short, narrow-

mouthed tube it spouts up to nearly the level of the

water in the principal vessel.

When a solid is immersed either partially or wholly

in a liquid a portion of the liquid is displaced. The
solid is at the same time pressed at every point by

the liquid, the pressure being always normal to the

surface. The pressure from point to point may be

calculated
;
but without any calculation there is one

important principle evident, namely, that the upward

pressure on the solid is greater than the downward

by an amount equivalent to the weight of the liquid

displaced by the solid. For if, instead of the solid,

the quantity of liquid displaced by it were present,

its weight would be upborne by the pressure on every
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These pressures now ect on the solid end,

whether or not the solid floats under their influence,

as much of the weight of the solid as corresponds to

this pressure is supported by the surrounding fluid.

These considerations applied to the phenomenon of

floating bodies illustrate the principle just explained;

and the experiments that are made for the purpose of

determining the specific gravity of bodies heavier than
water also depend upon that principle. In fig. 15 the

apparatus that is used is shown. The body whose
specific gravity is to be determined is suspended from
the scale-pan of a balance, and its weight is deter-

mined. It is then placed in such a position that, hang-
ing down from the scale-pan, it is immersed in water,

and it is now found to have a smaller apparent
weight, the apparent loss of weight depending on the

volume of water displaced. According to the de-

finition of specific gravity, the ratio of the observed

weight in air (or more exactly in vacuo) to the loss

of weight when the body is weighed in water is the

specific gravity of the solid.

A very simple experiment serves to illustrate the
principles that have just been discussed as well as

some of those that will be considered in the following
paragraph. Let any three jars of ordinary shape be

taken. Let the fust be filled with pure water, tlu

second with moderately strong salt and water, and
let the third be half filled with the salt and water,
and then cautiously filled up with fresh water in such
a way that the fresh water floats on the top of the
brine. This may easily be done with a little care and

?
ractice. An egg put into the first sinks to the bottom.
n the second it floats at the top, because the brine

has a specific gravity so great that a volume of it

equal to the volume of the egg weighs more than the
egg weighs. In the third the egg will be Been to

float at the surface where the brine and the super-

natant fresh water are in contact. If now the brine

and fresh water are stirred together so as to be
mixed a liquid may be easily obtained by slightly

varying the proportions of brine and fresh water, in

which the egg will have little or no tendency either

to sink or float, and in which, if it is placed in any
part of the jar, it will remain at rest just supported
In this case the specific gravity of the liquid is such
that a volume of it equal to the volume of the egg
has precisely the Bame weight that the egg has.

The conditions of floatage and of stability of a
body floating in a liquid are of great importance. A
floating body displaces, as has just been remarked, a
certain quantity of the liquid, and the weight of the

solid body is equal to the weight of the liquid that is

displaced by it. To calculate how much of the body
is submerged, and bow much floats above the liquid,

it is only necessary to consider what volume of the

liquid would be equal in weight to the weight of the

floating body. For example, the specific gravity of

ice is about ^ of that of ordinary sea-water. Hence
9 cubic feet of sea-w ater weigh as much as 10 cubic

feet of ice. Thus in an iceberg nine-tenths of the

ice is under water, and one-tenth is above the surface.

In ships and other floating bodies the stability de-

pends on the form of the body. A sphere of wood
floating in water is indifferent as to position. The
slightest force is sufficient to overturn it from any
given position, or to set it rotating in the water.

With a ship, or other body that muBt float with one
side upward, the stability is quite as important as the

floating power. The accompanying figure illustrates

the conditions of stability. When a solid body, such

as the boat in the figure, is slightly displaced from its

ordinary position of equilibrium, the forces that act

upon it are seen to be twofold. First, there is the

force of gravity on the solid acting vertically down-
ward, which, if o be the centre of gravity, may be

considered to act downward through that point; and
secondly, there is the resultant of the upward pres-

sures of the various portions of the liquid, which, if

o be the centre of these upward parallel forces, may
be considered as equivalent to a single force acting

vertically upward through that point. In the figure

these two equal parallel forces are seen to form a
mechanical coupU whose tendency is to right the

boat, and bring it back into its ordinary floating

jHjsition But if the upward vertical line through 0
were on the other side of the downward vertical line

through o, it is plain that the effect of the couple

would be to carry the boat away from the position

in which it ought to float; and the boat would thus
be unstable. The stability or instability of a floating

body depends evidently on the form of the sub-

merged portion of the floating body. This is a matter
for calculation with engineers and ship-builders. But
it must be remembered, that though a floating body
may be very stable indeed in a certain position, yet
when it has been displaced beyond a certain limit

from its ordinary position, it may, from its shape,

become actually unstable. This is not the case with
a rowing-boat Buch as that represented in the figure,

for no displacement short of putting the side under
water would render this form of body unstable; but
in some forms of ships this is the case, and it is want
of attention to this principle that has caused many
shipping disasters. A ship of low free-board may
be very ‘stiff,’ as it is called, up to a certain limit,

that is, may possess up to that limit very consider-

able righting moment, but by being pressed beyond
a certain point by means of the sails, or by rolling

beyond a certain limit in a heavy sea, it may actually

become unstable, and overturn without hope of re-

covery.

The metacentre is a point in a floating body of

great importance. The position of the metacentre
in fact determines whether the equilibrium is stable

or unstable in any case. Let a b in the figure be a

line drawn through the points o and H, the centre of

gravity of the floating body, and the centre of the

figure of liquid displaced when the body is floating

with ab vertical Let the body be then slightly

displaced, and let o be the new position of the oentre

of the figure of the displaced liquid, and let u be the

point in which ab is cut by a vertical line through o:

M is the metacentre when the displacement from the

original position is infinitesimal. If the metacentre

is above o then the equilibrium is stable; if it is

below o the equilibrium is unstable, knd the body
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being slightly displaced, it tends to fall farther and
farther from its position of equilibrium.

There are many instruments and machines founded
on the hydrostatic principles that have been laid

down here. The barometer, the Biphon, the pump,
the hydrostatic press, the hydrometer, are examples.
For information respecting them the reader must
consult articles under the special names belonging to

them.
HYDROZOA, that class of animals of which

the fresh-water hydra is the most familiar example,
the marine forms, the sea-firs and the like, being less

recognizable members of the group. The hydra is a
minute tubular animal, al>out half the length of a
barley pickle; it is found attached to plants, but has
the power of shifting its place, and may float about,

mouth downwards, attached, so to speak, to the under
surface of the water. It is of simple structure, con-

sisting of a body wall, in which an outer and an inner
layer are recognized, and an inclosed cavity which
has only one aperture, the mouth, situated on the
summit of a conical projection surrounded by a circle

of tentacles. The inclosed cavity is the digestive sac

from which the tissues of the wall receive nourish-

ment directly by imbibition. The body and tentacles

owe their mobility to the contractile fibres between
the layers, from the outer of which they are derived.

The outer surface, and especially the tentacles, are

abundantly provided with urticating organs or nemato-
phores; these are vesicles filled with fluid and con-

taining a spirally coiled filament with a barbed tip;

the vesicle burets, and the spiral filament is dis-

charged, whence the popular name thread-cells. This
apparatus is defensive and offensive, the acrid fluid

seeming to paralyze small animals, which are then
drawn to the mouth by the tentacles and engulfed
in the cavity. The animal multiplies by budding, a
small outward projection of the two layers with a
portion of the inclosed cavity gradually enlarging,

the extremity opening and tentacles appearing,

when the connection with the parent is severed, and
the bud floats aWay independent. This process may
be artificially imitated, each bit into which the

animal may be cut up reproducing the original form.

In autumn projections are seen within which ova and
spermatozoa are developed, and this mode of repro-

duction secures the permanence of the species, the
parent dying down in winter and the ova being
hatched in spring. A still simpler form has been
seen by De Greef, the Protohydra

,
which may be

described as a microscopic hydra without tentacles.

Lar sabeUarum> a curious form discovered by Gosse,

has two tentacles placed below the constriction which
separates the oral pyramid from the rest of the body.

The number and position of the tentacles varies in

the soft forms; but in those which secrete a sheath

the circlet is necessarily fixed. The ectoderm or

outer layer of the body wall in certain groups secretes

a delicate transparent structureless sheath, the hydro-

theca, and this splitting off from the soft ectoderm

forms a cup into which the polypites, as the individual

hydroids of a compound mass may be called, are

retracted. Budding may yield new individuals, which
separate by fission from the parent, as in the hydra; or

the connection may persist, as in the majority of the

class, yielding a compound organism, all the parts of

which may remain in vital connection, Polyzoa
likewise furnish plant-like forms, but the individuals

of the compound mass are independent of each other.

From some of the compounds creeping stolons pro-

oeed, and from these arise fresh compounds, the con-

nection of the several masses which may thus l>e

developed being sometimes early severed. What
have been called ‘alternate generations.’ are beauti-

fully illustrated in this class. A bud, exactly similar

to those which beoome polypites, possessed of mouth,
tentacles* and digestive cavity, may go through a

peculiar modification of growth, so that it never be-

comes a nutritive individual, but the reproductive

elements are developed between its ectoderm and
endoderm, or the bud may assume the form of a
swimming disc, a minute jelly-fish, either becoming
free and swimming away or remaining fixed to the

parent, but in either case the reproductive elements

are developed in its body walls; or these swimming
discs do not directly develop the elements, but give

off buds in which ova and spermatozoa arise. From
the ova developed in any of these ways the sessile

individuals emerge and the cycle is thus completed.

The modifications of the general plan here outlined

furnish materials for the most interesting investiga-

tions in philosophical zoology, a well-known work
of this kind being Allman’s Monograph on the
Hydroida (Ray Society’s publication). The plant-

like appearance of most hydrozoa, as the sea-fire

(SertuUria), was indicated by the old name zoophyta,

animal-plants, under which they were included. The
resemblance is not confined to form: thus the

branches come off in the intervals between cells, and
are therefore part of the common stock, not equivalent

to a cell or individual polype. But the polypes

may undergo curious transformations. Thus they

may be converted into swimming discs, or their

development from the bud stage stopping before the

mouth is opened, they may thereafter remain as

floats, as in the Physophora. Or the bud may become
elongated and flattened, forming the ‘bract’ of the
same group. A number of such buds may, as in

Sertularians, rise up on both sides of a branch and
form a ‘corbula’ or basket within which the repro-

ductive elements are developed.

The Hydrozoa may be wholly soft, or provided
with a chitinous sheath, which (as in Dicoryne, the

curious bristly incrustation of dead shells, chiefly

whelks) may attain considerable thickness. The
extreme strength of investment is found in the stony
millepores which were formerly grouped under the

corals, but were recognized by Agassiz as Hydrozoa.
The Hydrozoa are also known as IlydromeduHce,

and are classed as among the Cadenternta that are
characterized by thread-cells and stinging-filaments.

According to a recent classification they are divided
into seven orders: I. Ilydrida—solitary polypes,

not presenting medusoid forms and not forming
colonies— including only the fresh-water hydra; II.

IIydro-coraHina—the millepores; 111. 7'ubularia;

—a numerous group, mostly forming colonies; IV.
Campanularirt—forming colonies, including sea-

firs, Ac.; V. Trackomedusw—polypes developing
directly from the egg and no medusae known to

exist; VI. Narcomedusa? ; VII. Siphonophora—
free-swimming colonies of medusae, including VcLeUa,

Ihphi/es
,
Physalia (Portuguese man-of-war), Ac.

HYDRUS, one of the southern constellations.

HYENA. See Hyaena.
HYfiRES (ancientArccr), a town in France, depart

ment Var, 10 miles east of Toulon, on the south aid-'

of a hill, facing the Mediterranean. The situation is

beautiful, and the mildness and dryness of the climate

during the wintsr months attracts patients afflicted

with chest or nervous disorders. It is buil t in the form
of an amphitheatre, and in the lower part of the town
there is a large and regular square adorned by amarble
pillar, withabust of Massillon, whowas born here. The
only edificesdeserving of notice are the Englishchurch

;

one of the parish churches, which is a large and
curious structure, perched on a precipice; the town-

house, which has a good facade, fronting the market-

place; and the remains of the ancient citadel, occu-

pying the very summit of the hill on which the town
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stands. The chief manufacture is orange -flower
water; and there are numerous olive-presses, several

distilleries, and silk-mills. The trade is in olive-oil,

wine, oranges, citrons, and other fruits. One of the
two annual fairs lasts two days. Pop. (1896), 9027.
HYGIEIA, the goddess of health, daughter of

Asclepius or ^Esculapius. Her temple was placed
near that of ASsculapius, and her statues were even
erected in it. At Argos there was a celebrated sanc-

tuary of the two divinities. She is represented as a
maid of slender form, with a long flowing robe. She
has a bowl in her hand, from which she is feeding a
snake, the symbol of health.

HYGIENE, or the ‘doctrine of health is that
part of medicine which teaches how health is to be
maintained, and the duration of life prolonged, by
a due attention to physiological or natural laws.

General hygiene, or the care of the public health, is

the object of what may be called political medical
science; particular hygiene looks to men only as in-

dividuals. Hygiene has for its principal subjects of

inquiry the nature of health, the means of maintain-
ing the normal condition of all the organs, and the
whole organism, with reference both to body and
mind, the influences and external agencies beneficial

or injurious to health, together with their mode of

action, the signs of good health, the probabilities of

its duration, or of derangements which may inter-

fere with it. Hygiene at present more especially

concerns itself with the external conditions of life,

purity of air and water, wholesome meat, the adul-

teration of food, and so on. The crowding together

of people in cities has rendered the part of hygiene
more and more imperative. For the same reason

the removal of waste from dwellings and cities, the

subject of unhealthy trades, the
disposal of the dead, &c., have
acquired prominence. Both pub-
lic and private hygiene has in

modem times become the object of

much more attention and of more
successful investigation than for-

merly. France for a time took the
lead, but was quickly followed by
England. Model lodging-houses,

washing-houses, public baths, were
established byprivate associations;

and the legislature provided forthe
appointment of Boards of Health
in all the principal towns of the
kingdom. Everywhere there are

now sanitary inspectors, whose
duty it is to see that drains are
properly constructed and regular-

ly flushed; that lodging-houses are
kept clean and not overcrowded;
and that whatever can be regarded
as a nuisance shall be at once re-

moved. Considerable powers are

vested in them by the legislature, and the public
health has appreciably improved. Similar adminis-
trative reforms were developed somewhat later in
the United States, with equally beneficial results.

See also the articles on Health, Sewage, Adul-
teration, and such works as Simon’s English Sani-
tary Institutions (1890); Stevenson and Murphy’s
Treatise on Hygiene and Public Health (2 vols.,

1892—93); Lehmann’s Methods of Practical Hygiene
(Eng. trans. by Sir W. Crookes, 2 vols., 1893), &c.
Hygrometer, hygrosoope. it is of great

importance in meteorology to ascertain the quan-
tity of moisture in the air. The first hygrome-
ters, or rather hygroscopes (for they did not deter-
mine the quantity of humidity, but merely showed
the difference between a dry day and a damp day),

were constructed of catgut, hair, or other fibrou
material, having the property of lengthening whei
wet, and contracting when dry. The first hygro
meter properly so called was made by Professo:

—
_ Daniell, whose in

cf iinrfnii^Jj_ genious contriv
ance is shown ii

thefigureannexed
The instrumen
consists of a glasi

tube, bent at righ
angles into arms o:

unequal length. Eacl
arm terminates in t

bulb, the bulb b beinc

two-thirds filled wit!

sulphuric ether, anc

the bulba being, at th<

commencement of ai

experiment,empty. Ir

process of constructior

the tube is exhauBtec
of air, and is thut

filled with vapour o:

ether through its entire

length. Athermometei
whose bulb is immer
Bed in the ether of th<

lower arm is insertec

in the tube to registei

variation of temperature, and a second thermometei
is attached to the stand of the instrument to shov
the temperature of the outer air. For use the bull

b has a zone of polished gold, and the bulb a t

muslin cover. If sulphuric ether be dropped on th<

Daniell’

b

Hygrometer.

Regnault’s Hygrometer.

latter, as it evaporates the bulb is cooled, and the

vapour of ether is condensed within it from the

bulb 6; and owing to the evaporation from b into a

the temperature of 6 gradually falls. The opera-

tion is carried on, ether being dropped on a as is

required, till the temperature of b is so far reduced

that dew from the surrounding air just begins to con-

dense upon it. By means of the thermometer con-

tained in b the temperature is read off at the instant

at which vapour begins to condense, and the dew-
point is thus obtained. The hygrometrio condition,

that is, the ratio between the quantity of moisture

that the air actually contains and the quantity which
it is capable of containing at the existing tempera-
ture is then easily deduced.

Regnault’s hygrometer, shown in the above figure*
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is an important modification of Danielles instrument.
D and D* are two precisely similar cum or thimbles of

polished silver; each is surmounted with a similar
glass tube into which, by means of a cork, two ther-

mometers are fitted, and the bulbs of the thermome-
ters are covered with ether. Through the cork in one
of the tubes a small glass tube t passes, and is carried
down below the surface of the ether; while a side tube
establishes communication with the vertical tube u v
which is connected with an aspirator a (or vessel into
which air is sucked at the top to supply the place of

water which escapes at the bottom). There are no
correspondingside tubes connectingthe left-hand tube
of the hygrometer n'. By means of the aspirator a
current of air is drawn through t, it therefore bubbles
through the ether, causing evaporation and cooling the
ether till the dew-point is reached. This is observed
with great nicety by means of the silver cap; for the
instant the dew commences to

deposit, the brilliant jiolish of the
silver is dulled. The temperature
of the air is at the same time read
off by means of the other thermo-
meter in d\ Regnault's hygro-
meter, both from its construction

and from the use of the aspirator,

avoids the too great proximity
of the observer, which, from the
nature of the experiments, is

evidently objectionable.

Mason's dry and wet bulb
hygrometer is also a valuable

instrument. It consists of two
thermometers arranged side by
side as in the figure. The dry
bulb gives the temperature of the

air at the time of observation; and
the bulb e, which is covered with
muslin, and kept moist by fila-

ments of cotton carried from it

into a small cistern of rain or dis-

tilled water, reduces the height of

the mercury in its tube in propor-

tion to the capacity of the air for
drying

,
ortakingup additional va -

pour. This instrument does not
give the dew-point directly. The
difference between the readings of

the two thermometers is multi-

plied by a special factor for every
temperature of thedry bulb. This
factor may be obtained by means
of a formula for the purpose, or

maybe found inGlaisher’sHygro-
metrical Tables.

The illustration shows the thermometers not
strictly identical

;
but it is a great convenience when

the two have a common scale.

HYKSOS. See Hycsos.
HYLAS, in Greek mythology, a beautiful boy,

the favourite of Hercules, who took him with him
on the Argonautic expedition. When they landed
on the coast of Mysia, he went out to fetch water
for Hercules, and the Naiads, enraptured with his

beauty, drew him down into their grottoes, and he
was never seen again.

HYMEN, HYMENi£US, the god of marriage
in Grecian mythology. The common legend is that
he is the son of Apollo and a muse, but which muse
is uncertain. No marriage took place without his

being invoked to sanction it. He is described as

having around his brows the flower of marjoram, in

his left hand the flame-coloured nuptial veil, in his

right the nuptial torch, and on his feet golden san-
dals. He is a taller and more serious Eros.

HYMENOPTERA (Greek, membrane - winged),

the name of a very extensive order of insects. They
have four minutely - veined membranous wings,

which are very seldom wanting, the upper being

always larger than the lower. They undergo a
complete metamorphosis. The females possess either

an auger, with which they pierce or saw through
the skm of plants and animals, to deposit their eggs,

as in the ichneumons ;
or, as in the bees and wasps,

this ovipositor is reduced to a sting, with which
they can make a very sharp puncture, and at the

same time deposit in it a portion of venom, con-

tained in a bag which communicates with the sting.

If the Hymenoptera fail in brilliancy of colour and
large size, numbers of them are distinguished by
remarkable instinct and well-ordered households,

which they maintain by living in common. Many
are very destructive, by injuring the bark of young
trees, devouring fruit, inflicting severe stings, rob-

bing honey, and putting the honey-bees to death;
others of them are very useful, as the honey-bees,

by their honey and wax ; the oak-gall wasps by their

gall-nuts, and the ichneumons by the destruction of

many pernicious insects. The larvae of the Hymen-
optera are usually white and soft, and without feet,

though in some the number of feet is six or eight,

and in others vanes from eighteen to twenty-two.

The larvae of the flower Yespee or Melittidee live in

skilfully-constructed cells, formed of the pollen of

flowers; the larvte of the robber-wasps live on animal
and vegetable substances, those of the gall-wasps on
gall-nuts, those of the wood-wasps in the heart of

trees, those of the leaf-wasps at liberty on leaves,

and those of the ichneumons in the interior of other

insects. The number of known Hymenoptera is very

great. Some authors divide the order into the

two sub-orders, Sessiliventres, in which the abdomen
is united to the thorax by a broad connection, and
Petiolata, in which the abdomen unites with the

thorax by a narrow stalk. The first group comprises

only the Tenthredinid® (saw-flies) and the Siricidte

(wood - borers). See Ant, Bee, Wasp, and other

articles.

HYMETTUS, a mountain in Attica, now called

Trelovouni, south-east of Athens, in ancient times

distinguished for the quantity and excellence of its

honey, which the bees here collect, and which is still

in repute. Hymettus was also famous for its marble.

Its highest peak is about 3300 feet above the sea-

level.

HYMN, anciently a song of praise sung in honour
of gods and heroes on festivals, with the accompani-
ments of music and dancing. Afterwards every
song of praise or ode, wherein anything elevated or

sublime was sung, went by this name. In this

respect many of the Hebrew psalms are to be called

hymn*. These breathe a more fervid spirit of devo-
tion than those of the Greeks, which were anciently

almost entirely epic, like those ascribed to Homer,
and recounted legends of the gods as well as the
deeds of men. Those of later tunes, of Callimachus
and Pindar, for instance, are almost entirely lyric.

The early Christian hymns are, in a great measure,
lyric, and are full of devotional feeling. Their use

dates from the first days of the church; but we have
no reliable information as to their authors. The
names of the authors even of the more modem hymns
cannot be discovered with certainty, though Pruden-
tius, Paulus Diaconus, and Thomas Aquinas are

known to have composed some of the most esteemed.

In the Greek and Latin Church, certain songs are

called hymns (in the latter ninety-six in number),

which at certain periods are sung in the churches

standing, the psalms being sung sitting. The first

of these hymns are said to have been composed
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In the Greek Church by Bishop Hierotheua, in the

Latin Church by St Hilarius, bishop of Poitiers, and
after him by St Ambrosius, bishop of Milan. Some
of them must be ranked among the first productions

of sacred poetry. The fervent hymn by which the
Franciscans greet the first rays of the sun is one of

the most celebrated. These old hymns are written

in iambics, trochees, &c., often in irregular metre,

also in rhymes. The use of hymns was sanctioned

by the fourth council, at Toledo, in 638. They are

sung in the canonical hours. Several of them have
particular names, as Hymni Epistolici, sung in the
mass before the reading of the epistles; Hymni
Evangelici, sung before the reading of the gospel;

Hymnus Ambrosianus, or Te Deum laudamus

;

Hymnus Angelicus, the same with Gloria in Ex-
celsis Deo; Gloria Patri (see Doxology); Hymnus
Marianus, the same with the Magnificat, &c.

HYPATIA, a female philosopher of the eclectic

school, the daughter of Theon, a celebrated astrono-

mer and mathematician, who was at the head of the
Neo-Platonic school in Alexandria towards the close

of the fourth century, at which period she was born.

As she early exhibited proof of extraordinary capa-

city, her father made her mistress not only of the
different branches of polite learning, but of geometry
and astronomy as then understood. She finally

studied philosophy, and such was her reputation that
she became a preceptress in the school of Plotinus

at Alexandria, and expounded the principles of his

system to a numerous auditory of students from all

parts of the East. Her ready elocution and graceful

address, united with deep erudition and sound judg-

ment, procured her the admiration of all her hearers.

She showed none of the vanity or pride of learn-

ing, and although eminently beautiful, was equally

virtuouB. Her houBe became the resort of all the

persons of learning and distinction in Alexandria,

and, among others, of Orestes the Prefect, with whom
she was falsely accused of being on too familiar

terms. At this time the Patriarch of Alexandria was
Cyril, a prelate in the highest degree intolerant and
haughty, who was guilty of encouraging the populace
to plunder the Jews. Orestes laid this affair before

the emperor, who, declining to interfere, Alexandria
became a frequent scene of tumult between the par-

tisans of the governor and of the bishop. The inti-

macy of the governor with Hypatia aroused the anger

and jealousy of Cyril; and in consequenceshewas much
calumniated by the lower clergy, and by certain

savage monks from the Nitrian deserts. Their blind

resentment at length led them to a conspiracy against

her life, and a number of them, headed by a reader

named Peter, seized her as she was returning from
the schools, dragged her through the streets of Alex-
andria, stripped her naked, and finally murdered her
with circumstances of the greatest barbarity, and
committed her mangled members to the flames at a
place called Cinaron. This infamous transaction took
)>lace in 415, during the reign of TheodosiuB II. The
Rev. C. Kingsley has chosen the story of Hypatia as

the subject of a romance.
HYPERBOLA, in geometry, a curve of the second

order, or one of the three conic sections. In forming
it two cones are supposed to be united at their apexes,

and the plane which cuts the upper cone has such an
inclination to its axis that when continued it pro-

duces a similar section of the lower cone, thus produc-

ing two symmetrical branches, which, though separate

and distinct, bear oertain relations to each other.

These two branches are usually called opposite or

conjugate hyperbolas, and each of them has two sym-
metrical anna, which never meet how far soever

produced. The two points where the branches ap-

proach nearest to each other are called the vertices,

the straight line which joins them is called the major
or transverse axis, and its middle point the centre of

the hyperbola. A line of a oertain definite length

drawn through the oentre, and continued both ways
at right angles to the major or transverse axis, is

called the minor or conjugate axis; but has merely
an imaginary existence, and is of no practical im-

portance. When the major axis is produced beyond
the vertices two points occur at equal distances from
the centre, which are called foci,

and have this re-

markable property, that the difference of their dis-

tances from any one point of the hyperbola is always
equal to the major axis. This property suggests a
simple process for constructing the hyperbola. Every
line drawn from any part of the hyperbola to one of

the foci is called a radius vector. If at one of the

vertices a perpendicular to the major axis be erected,

so as to be bisected by this axis and made equal in

length to the minor axis, and if through the extremi-

ties of this perpendicular and the centre of the hyper-
bola two indefinite straight lines be drawn, these

form what are called the asymptotes
,
and possess the

remarkable property, that, though they lie entirely

outside the hyperbola, they are always drawing
nearer and nearer to it, but never actually reach

it. If the hyperbola is what is called equal sided, in

other words, if its major and minor axes are equal

the asymptotes intersect each other at right angles.

Besides the hyperbola above described, to which,

by way of distinction, the name of Apollonian hyper-

bola is given, there are others of a higher order, con-

sisting of curves formed in a similar way by the

section of a conoid.

HYPERBOLE, meaning in Greek ‘overshoot-

ing,’ from hyper, over, and battcin, to throw, is a
rhetorical figure, in which the highest expression of

its kind is used for the purpose of giving emphatic
utterance to some idea, asserting of it more than is

really meant. It can only be properly employed
when the thing to be expressed is extraordinary, and
transcends the ordinary course of tliingB, as when it

is said, ‘his fame reaches to the stars;’ it also serves

to express the ridiculous, and is often the basis of &
metaphor. Hyperbolical is frequently applied as a

general term to all kinds of exaggeration.

HYPERBOREANS (those who dwell beyond the

domain of Boreas, or the north wind), the name
given by the ancients to the unknown inhabitants of

the north and west. They were reported always to

enjoy a delightful climate; for, dwelling beyond the

Rhip&an Mountains, supposed to be the Urals, they

were protected from the cold north wind, which was
sent to more southern regions. Hence they were
imagined to be people enjoying perpetual health and
everlasting youth, and who, being the especial favour-

ites of Apollo, worshipped him with music and sacri-

fices, on plains rich in fruit, under a bright sky, and
with a perpetual spring. As the West gradually

became better known, the name of Hyperboreans
was applied exclusively to the North.

HYPERION, one of the Titans. See Titans.
HYPERMNESTRA, one of the fifty daughter*,

of DanauB, who married Lynceus, son of AEgyptus.

She disobeyed her father’s bloody commands, who
had ordered his daughters to murder their husbands

the first night of their nuptials, and suffered Lynceus
to escape unhurt from the bridal bed. Her father

kept her in strict confinement, but afterwards he was
reconciled to her and her husband, to whom he left

his kingdom at his death. Lynceus and Hypermnes-
tra were revered at Argos as heroes, and had there

a common sanctuary.

HYPERTROPHY, meaning ovemourishment, Is

the term applied to indicate increase in the size of

a part, or in the amount of a tissue, above the nor-
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mal, such increase being due to abnormal increase of

the normal elements of the part, and not to any
addition of some new form of tissue or morbid
growth. Such an undue increase is quite a common
result of an excessive supply of blood, that is of

nourishment, reaching the part for a prolonged

period. For example, if an ulcer has existed for

any time on a persons leg, it will have caused a
determination of blood not only to its own site, but
to neighbouring parts. The result is that the skin

for a considerable distance round is much thicker

and more brawny than on the corresponding place

of the other leg, and the hairs in the neighbourhood

are of an unusual size. The enormously developed

muBcles of the blacksmith’s arm result from constant

exercise creating an increased blood supply. Hyper-
trophy often becomes positive disease, more or less

serious according to the tissue or organ involved.

HYPNOTISM (Greek hypnos
,
sleep), an artificial

sleep that may be brought on by a brilliant object

held at some distance from the eyes, which the

person operated on is required to look at fixedly.

The nervous phenomena exhibited in hypnotism re-

semble those induced by animal magnetism, though
they arise solely from the condition of the patient,

and not from any influence proceeding from others.

Mr. Braid of Manchester brought this subject pro-

minently before the public in the seventeenth voL

of The Monthly Journal of Medical Science (18o3),

but it has been long known in India. To induce

hypnotism Mr. Braid directs the operator to take

some brilliant object, as a piece of silver money, and
hold it up between the thumb and forefinger at from
8 inches to 1 foot somewhat above the forehead of

the patient, engaging him to regard it fixedly, and
to concentrate his attention on the object. A series

of physical and psychical phenomena will soon be
observed, such as watering of the eyes, the contrac-

tion, dilatation, and recontraction of the pupil as in

ordinary sleep, and the complete insensibility of the

eye to light. Hypnotism commences with the second

contraction of the pupil. The pulse is accelerated or

retarded, and the limbs become rigid as in catalepsy.

There supervenes at the same time a heaviness of the

head, a confusion in the ideas, and a loss of conscious-

ness more or less complete, followed by absolute un-

consciousness. Reason and memory are tenq>orarily

suspended, the will is paralyzed, and the patient is

irresistibly impelled to act in accordance with sug-

gestion. If the arms and legs are gently moved they

remain in the position in which they have been put.

Suggestion will make an individual under the influ-

ence of hypnotism fancy that he is some one other

than himself, and he will feel, act, and speak like the

person he imagines himself to be. These facts have

been fully established, together with the existence

of hallucinations in the hypnotic state, such as the

belief of the patient in the presence of one who is

absent, and his assigning a false position and dress to

one actually present He can be persuaded that he

hears the sounds of a musical instrument though

perfect silenoe prevails. The senses of smelling and
taste can be similarly deceived. Notwithstanding

the thoroughness with which Mr. Braid investigated

these phenomena, and the interesting nature of t{ie

facts themselves, hypnotism fell for a time almost

entirely into neglect, and it is only in quite recent

yean that the subject has again received attention,

especially in Germany and France. As a therapeutic

agent hypnotism has been successfully employed in

numerous forms of disease, especially such as have a

nervous origin, and many surgical operations of the

minor class have been performed without pain on

persons who have been previously thrown into the

hypnotic state. It has frequently been beneficially

employed in cases of nervous irritation and sleepless-

ness, and it is said that when a few hours’ sleep have
been obtained by its agencv the patient sleeps longer

the following night. Still there is by no means
general agreement among medical men as to whether
hypnotism, like electricity, should be admitted to a

recognized place as a therapeutic agent in medical

practice. See Magnetism (Animal)
HYPOCHLORITES, salts derived from hypo-

chlorous acid (see Chlorine) by the addition of oxides,

hydrates, or carbonates, or by double decomposition.

The pure salts are of no special interest
;
they are

soluble in water, are rather unstable, and are readily

decomposed by acids. Their chief importance, chem-
ically and commercially, depends upon their being
powerful oxidizing and bleaching agents. Those,
however, which are most largely used for these pur-
poses are not pure hypochlorites, but contain some
chlorides as welL The chief hypochlorites, or at least

the complex substances which contain hypochlorites,

are bleaehing-powder, for an account of which see

Limk, and the bleaching liquors made with potash
and soda. These substances are prepared by bring-

ing chlorine gas in contact with Blaked lime, and witn
the alkalies or alkaline carbonates. The alkaline

salts have been used for disinfecting purposes, that
of soda under the name of Labarraque’s fluid, and of

potash under the name of Eau de Javelle. Besides
these there have been proposed and employed of late

years several other hypochlorites prepared from the
preceding by double decomposition. Thus, by adding
sulphate of magnesium to bleaehing-powder a solu-

tion of hypochlorite of magnesium is obtained called

Grouville’s liquid, and the hypochlorite of zinc (Var-
rentrapp’s liquid) and hypochlorite of aluminium
(Wilson’s liquid) can be similarly prepared. See
Disinfectant.
HYPOCHONDRIASIS (from the Greek hypo

t

under, and chondros, the cartilage
;
hence hypochon-

drturn
,
the region of the abdomen, which lies under

the short ribs), one of the most troublesome of ner-

vous complaints. It is characterized by a morbid
anxiety about the state of health, and an undue
attention to every little ache or pain, or the slightest

disturbance of function. There are few diaeaaes of

which the hypochondriac does not at some time or

other complain, or fear he is the victim of. He
feels a pressure on the right side, and thinks it is

owing to a complaint of the liver
;
he has pains in

the breast, and immediately apprehends inflamma-
tion of the lungs; his head feels heavy, and nothing
is more certain than an approaching apoplexy; he
sees specks before his eyes, and a cataract is un-
avoidable; if there is the slightest palpitation of the
heart, as is quite likely to occur, because disturbance
of digestion, flatulence, &c., are frequent accompani-
ments of the condition, and are quite likely to pro-
duce occasional functional irregularity of the heart's

action, he suffers from heart disease—he is sure of

it, and so on. There is generally some disturbance
of the digestive functions, obscure pains referred to

the abdominal organs, flatulent distension, and so

forth. The old idea that the abdominal organs were
the seat of the disease lead to the term hypochon-
driasis, though the disorder is in reality a nervous
one. The discomfort which the hypochondriac ex-

periences is magnified by his attention to it into the

symptoms of a serious disorder; but it is to be noted

that the mere hypochondriac fears he is the victim

of a disease whose existence is possible. If a person

imagines he is the victim of a disease which is of an

impossible kind, impossible from its nature or from
its existence being incompatible with continued life,

that he has no stomach and consequently cannot eat,

that half his brains haw* Hi'«ann»aiw1 a *»/! *1-*-
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is of the nature of delusion, insane delusion, and is

not hypochondriasis in the ordinary use of the term.

Hypochondriasis is, however, closely allied to melan-
cholia, of which indeed it may be considered a mild
form, and of which at any rate it is often the early

stage. In estimating whether it may not gradually

pass into a positive state of mental unsoundness, one
must consider carefully the person’s antecedents.

Its hereditary tendency is well marked, and it is

apt to apj>ear in those in whose family history in-

sanity has occurred. It is between the ages of

twenty and forty that it most frequently occurs;

and it is commoner in males than in females. In
a person whose temj>erament or whose hereditary

tendencies render him prone to hypochondriacal
notions, any circumstances which specially direct

his attention to any particular disease are likely to

set him off on the search for symptoms in himself

which might conceivably be due to a similar cause.

A friend has died of cancer of the stomach, for

example, and immediately he sets himself to com-
pare all his feelings of discomfort, referred to his

digestive organs, to the symptoms of that disease

which he sets himself to study. He consults phy-
sician after physician, and tries one kind of treat-

ment after another. If latterly someone has care-

fully examined him, and has been able to convince
him that his fears are groundless, he is convinced
only for a brief season. Some new symptom arises,

or some point has been overlooked, which, if the
physician had known at the time, would, in the
sufferer’s opinion, probably have changed his view

;

and so the whole question is reoj>ened. Mental
strain often plays a prominent part in inducing
hypochondriacal tendencies. In such cases the at-

tention of the person is engrossed with head symp-
toms, obscure sensations of weight on the head,

pressing in on his brain, throbbing, pricking sensa-

tions, or sensations of heat, and if these are asso-

ciated with feelings of intellectual weariness, the
patient distresses himself by fears of his intellectual

powers giving way. He cannot give the attention

to business he used to ; he is not so alert in meeting
customers or in attacking business difficulties, or he
thinks so. He is distressed lest those with whom
business brings him into relations observe his failing.

He fears his inattention is taken note of, and so on.

Among some of the causes which may determine
the appearance of this condition of mind, or may
seriously aggravate the symptoms, excesses of various

kind, especially alcoholic excess or sexual excess,

play a very prominent part. The depression which
accompanies the condition inevitably leads to less

active bodily habits, and to lessened interest in busi-

ness as in every other department of activity. Thus,
the hypochondriac devotes more and more time to

watching his symptoms and to habits of intro-

spection. The inaction thus induced aggravates
any digestive or intestinal derangement, and in
consequence any symptoms arising therefrom become
more and more accentuated.

Such cases are necessarily very difficult of treat-

ment. Once and for all a very careful examination
of the patient ought tp be made, so that any actual
disorder from which he suffers may be, if possible,

accurately determined and got rid of. At the outset,

therefore, his complaints are not to be laughed at.

But when this has been properly done, it is a mis-
take to treat symptom after symptom as they may
arise. The remainder of the treatment ought to hie

of a moral kind, such as is obtained by cheerful

companionship, travel in the company of a judi-

cious friend, and so on. Finally, it is to be noted
that the hypochondriac, as distinguished from the
mdlannVmliA/t Vaa ^andanan fA cmini rla

HYPODERMIC INJECTION (Greek, hypo,

under; derma, skin), a method of introducing medi-
cines into the body when the condition of the
stomach or other organs renders their introduction
by the mouth objectionable or impossible, or when
rapidity of action is desired. The medicine is

introduced by means of a hypodermic syringe of

glass, fitted with a long, hollow needle-shaped point
of steel. Morphia is frequently administered in this

manner in order to relieve pain rapidly or to calm
nervous excitement.

HYPOTENUSE. See Hypothenuse.
HYPOTHEC, a Scottish law term, corresponding

to lien in England, denoting the legal security over
goods in favour of a creditor while the goods remain
in the debtor’s possession. The Roman law recog-

nized many hypothecs over movables, but the law
of Scotland admits of only a few, which may be
classed under the two heads of hypothec for rents

and maritime hypothec. Thus, a landlord has a
hypothec over his tenant’s furniture for house rent,

and until 1880 agricultural landlords had a hypo-
thec over the crop and stock of their tenants—a right

abolished partly because it gave them an undue
advantage over other creditors. Seamen have a
tacit hypothec over the freight of a ship in security

of their wages, and if no freight be earned they have
a claim against the ship itself. Freighters hold a
hypothec over the ship for loss by improper delay or
interruption of the voyage, or for damage done by
improper storage.

HYPOTHENUSE, more correctly Hypotenuse
(Greek, hypoteinousa

,
subtending), the name of that

side in a right-angled triangle which subtends, or is

opposite to, the right angle. One of the most im-
portant propositions of Euclid's Elements is the
forty-seventh of the first book, which proves that
the Bquare described on the hypothenuse is equal to

the sum of the squares descril>ed on the other two
sides. Pythagoras, on his discovery of this pro-

position, was so overjoyed that he is said to have
sacrificed a hecatomb to the Muses, though, from his

holding the doctrine of the metempsychosis, and for

other obvious reasons, this may be fairly doubted.
The forty-seventh proposition is of much practical

value, and is still sometimes called the Pythagorean
problem. The hypothenuse is also a diameter of the
circle which passes through the three comers of the
right-angled triangle.

HYPOTHESIS, etymologically a supposition, is

a proposition or principle which is taken for granted
in order to draw a conclusion to prove Borne point in

question, and is popularly used to denote something
not proved, but assumed for the sake of argument.

In mathematics the term denotes what is assumed in

order that the conclusion may follow from it as a con-

sequence. It has sometimes been applied in a dis-

paraging sense to suppositions that have been made
for the purpose of drawing foregone conclusions, and
not with the view, as has been generally the case in

physics, to supply probable antecedents to conclusions

which have already been experimentally established.

In endeavouring to account for natural phenomena
we often gratuitously assume some cause, which may
ultimately be established as the real cause if it fully

explains the phenomena inquired into. In some cases

the hypothesis may only acquire a certain degree of

probability; in others it may account for all the

known circumstances, and it then acquires the name
of a theory ; and if subsequent observation reveals

no exceptions to its application, it gradually amounts
to certainty. The conjecture of Newton that the

force of gravity, as exemplified on the earth, might
extend to the moon was at first a hypothesis; out
tttVian i f ana ^Aiin/I fViof it aAAAHnfa/4 f/vm all tVio faofa
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It became a theory. Copernicus assumed the diurnal

rotation of the earth, and its translation in the
ecliptic, that he might explain the planetary pheno-
mena, and continued astronomical observation has
pronounced his assumption a certainty. Subsequent
discoveries and calculations have fully confirmed
Kepler’s hypothesis that the planets move in elliptic

orbits, and this is now accepted as an established law
of nature. There has an attempt been made to insti-

tute a distinction between a hypothetical cause and
a true cause, but it is practically of no value. A
more rational inquiry is as to what constitutes a
legitimate hypothesis, for a mere imagining of pos-

sible causes may introduce error instead of establish-

ing truth in our endeavours to account for natural

phenomena. A case in point is the celebrated un-
dulatory theory of light. The existence of an ethereal

substance whose undulations are supposed to consti-

tute light in its passage from the sun to the earth is

meanwhile a mere assumption or hypothesis; but
such a weight of analogy and probability has been
accumulated in its defence that we must either

acknowledge that it states what is a fact or that the
fact is so much akin to the hypothesis that there is

a mode of expression common to both, so far as the
phenomena that have as yet been observed are con-

cerned. So far as the facts are yet known the undu-
latory theory of light explains them, and it has also

led to the discovery of new facts by way of inference.

Many curious contrivances and many useful experi-

ments have been thus suggested, which have aug-
mented our knowledge and improved the arts of life.

M. Auguste Comte and Mr. J. S. Mill maintain that
there can be no sound scientific hypothesis unless the
cause assumed to account for the phenomena is either

a true cause, a vcra causa, or capable of being proved
such. Dr. Whewell, on the other hand, asserts that
a certain amount of agreement with observed facts

is sufficient to establish a hypothesis, in the absence
of any discordant facte.

HYPSIPYLE, daughter of Thoas, king of Lemnos.
When the Lemnian women murdered their husbands
in their sleep, because they had taken Thraciau Blaves

for concubines, she alone preserved her father, and
concealed him in the island of Chios. Hypsipyle
received the Argonauts, who had landed on Lemnos,
with great kindness, and bore Jason two sons, Euncus
and Nebrophonus, or as he is otherwise named Dei-
philus or Thoas. When the Lemnian women dis-

covered that Hypsipyle had preserved her father

they attempted to murder her, and would have ac-

complished their purpose had she not saved herself

by a timely flight; but she was seized shortly after

by pirates, who sold her to King Lycurgus of Nemea,
who intrusted her with the education of his son

Opheltes. When the army of the seven princes

passed through the territories of Lycurgus, on their

way to attack Thebes, they found Hypsipyle alone in

a wood, with the boy at her breast. They begged
her to show them a fountain, and while she conducted

them to one in the neighbourhood, during her short

absence the boy, whom she had put down, was stung

by a serpent and died. In remembrance of him the

Greeks instituted the Nemaean games. Hypsipyle
was thrown into confinement, and would have atoned

for her misfortune with her life had not her sons

rescued her.

HYPAX. This small rabbit-like animal is be-

lieved to be ‘the coney, the feeble folk’ of Scripture.

The body is long ana covered with thick soft fur,

which conceals the short rounded ears. There are

two species, not very sharply defined, the Daman
{H. Syriacus, Sohreb.), which spreads from the Afri-

can shores of the Red Sea to Syria, and the Klipdas
(H, CapensU, Schreb.), which ranges from Abyssinia

to the Cape of Good Hope. They are gregarious, and
frequent the rocky parts of the country, or take

advantage of ruinous places, since they are incapable

of burrowing. They are of a mild disposition and
active habits. The zoological position of this animal

has been the subject of great discussion. It has

been placed among the Pachyderms and the Rodents,

but it now appears that it should be regarded as the

type of a distinct order, Lamnungia (Illigor) or

Ifyracoidea. The dentition is peculiar; the incisors

are canines, $ ;
premolars, ;

molars, |=f : the

two outer incisors of the upper jaw drop out early,

and the curved median incisors have a thick outer

layer of enamel, and grow throughout life as in Ro-
dents, whom they also reBemble in having the muffle

or snout divided The pattern of the molar teeth

resembles that of the rhinoceros. The fore limb is

four-toed, the bind limb three-toed; and the femur
has, as in the horse, a third trochanter. The digits

are Boft and have fiat nails, which do not cover the

tips; but the nails of the inner toes of the fore limbs
are longer and curved. The dorao-lumbar vertebra?

are twenty-nine to thirty-one, a number greater than
in any other land mammal except the sloths. The
urinary organs are in type like those of the Rodents.

The placenta forms a broad zone. No member of

this order is found fossil.

HYRCANIA, a province of ancient Asia, bounded
on the N. by the Caspian, on the e. by the Oxus, on
the a. by the northern spurs of the MonteB Sariphi

(now Hazari), and on the w. by Media. Its boundaries

varied at different periods of history, but it corre-

sponds with the northern half of Khorasan, and the

southern portion of Mazanderan, along the Caspian
Sea. The districts on the coast and the valleys among
the hills were fertile in wine and fruit, but the rest

of the region was comparatively sterile. The in-

habitants of Hyrcania were probably descended from
the northern Scythians. As early as the first century

often formidable to the ^Parthian monarchy.
HYRCANUS, the name of two Jewish high

priests and rulers of the Asmonean family:

—

John
HYBGANUS,thesonand successorof Simon Maecabreus,
who ruled B.o. 186-106, was at first dependent on the

Syrians, but succeeded in throwing off their yoke,

and also in subjugating the Samaritans. He next

overcame the Idumseans, and obliged them to submit
to Judaism. He afterwards confirmed his power by
an alliance with the Romans, built a strong castle on
the north-east corner of Mount Moriah, and extended
his dominions almost to the ancient limits of the

kingdom of David. He appears also to have been
the founder of the Sanhedrim. He was originally

a Pharisee, but ultimately became a Sadducee. The
violent dissensions of these powerful Beets some-
what disturbed the tranquillity of his latter years,

but he ultimately ended his long reign in peace,

leaving five sons, two of whom, Aristobulus ana
Alexander, afterwards governed with the title of

kings.

—

Hyrcanus II., grandson of the former, and
son of Alexander, was appointed king in Jerusalem
on the death of his mother, Alexandra, B.o. 69, but
being attacked and vanquished by his brother Axis-

tobnlus, withdrew into private life. Being after-

wards worked upon by the artifices and intrigues of

Antipater, prince of Idumaea, beendeavoured to regain

the throne by the help of Aretas, king of Arabia

|

Petrsea, but bad no success till Pompey (b.o. 68)

appointed him high-priest and ethnarcb. Hyrcanus
now presided over the temple, but Aristobulus held

the government till be was poisoned by the partisans

of Pompey (B.c. 49). Julius Caesar made his dignity

of high-priest hereditary, and in b.o. 47 appointed

Antipater procurator When Antironus. the son of
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Aristobulus, made himself king and high-priest by
the help of the Parthians, he caused the ears of

Hyrcanus to be cut off in order to make him unfit

for the priestly office. The Parthians afterwards,

about B.o. 40, carried Hyrcanus along with them to

Seleucia, on the Tigris. Here he remained till he
was invited to Jerusalem by Herod, son of Anti-

pater. Being suspected of plotting against Herod
he was put to death, b.c. 30.

HYSSOP (JJyssopus), a genus of plants of the

natural order Labiates,, with four straight diverging

stamens, and a fifteen-ribbed calyx. The common
hyssop {JJyssopus officinalis) is a perennial shrubby
plant rising to the height of 2 feet. The leaves, which
are elliptical and of a deep-green colour, stand in

pairs without footstalks. The flowers, which are of a
blue colour, are produced chiefly on one side, in short

verticillated spikes, in which the branches terminate.

It is a native of the south of Europe and the East,

and is found in Siberia and on the Austrian Alj)s.

It flowers from June to September. Gerard first

introduced the hyssop into England in 1596, and it

is now a common garden plant. The leaves have an
agreeable aromatic odour, and a slightly bitter and
somewhat warm taste. An extract from them is

produced by two agents, water and spirits. The
watery distillation yields an essential oil which was
formerly held in much estimation for its medicinal
properties, but has now fallen out of use. It is aro-

matic and stimulating. The young leaves and shoots

are sometimes used as a culinary seasoning, but
oftener in a dried state as a stomachic and carmin-

ative. The hyssop of Scripture (that is, the plant

whose Hebrew name czob has been translated

‘hyssop’) has not been ascertained. As it ‘grew
out of the wall’ it must have been a diminutive

plant, and may have been one of the mosses. The
most probable and most widely accepted view is that

it was the caper-plant (Capparis spinosa ), but it is

not unlikely that the name was applied to several

plants of somewhat similar properties. The name
of hedge-hyssop is applied to species of plants of

the genus Gratiola*, belonging to the natural order

Scrophularineae. O. officinalis, a powerful purgative

and emetic, and in larger quantities a poison, is

common in European meadows.
HYSTERIA is a nervous affection, commonest in

women, akin to hypochondria, which is most frequent

in males. It arises from a morbid excitabilty of the

nervous system and a diminution of the usual control

exerted by the higher over the lower nerve centres.

At one time it was supposed to be due to some cause

originating in the womb, hence the term, hysteria

(Greek, hystera, the womb); but its occurrence,
though much less frequently, in men, disproves this

view. Nevertheless, it is not to be forgotten that
hysteria is often due to some affection of the womb
or the ovarian appendages. Hysteria showB itself

in emotional excitability, in disturbances of the sense
organs and organs of motion, and in irregularities

connected with the circulatory system. Added to

this are, in well-marked cases, some degree of moral
perversion and want of intellectual vigour. Thus,
the hysterical woman is prone to go off, on slight

reason, into a fit of laughter, which becomes uncon-
trollable and ends in tears. As illustrations of sen-

sory disturbances are hysterical pains, simulating
neuralgia, spinal tenderness, pain in the head; or

there may be diminution of sensibility, and patches
of skin may seem devoid of sensation, so that pins

may be driven in without any appearance of suffer-

ing. Muscular spasms of various kinds, convulsions,

paralysis, loss of voice, may all bo of hysterical ori-

gin, and so also may palpitation of the heart and
fainting fits. Hysterical vomiting is not uncommon.
An indolent life, ill -directed education, luxurious
habits, as well as long-continued trouble and anxiety,

predispose to the attacks. Hysterical complaints are

best prevented by a judicious care of the moral and
physical education of girls, who are most likely to

exhibit this troublesome affection from the age of

fifteen to that of twenty.
HYTHE, a parliamentary and municipal borough

and market town of England, and one of the Cinque
Ports, situated in the county of Kent, 11 miles w.H.w.

Dover, to the west of Folkestone, at the foot of a
steep hill or cliff. A branch line of the South-Eastern
Railway goes to it and Sandgate. In the centre of

the town are the town-hall and market-place. The
church, which occupies the slope of a hill, is an ele-

gant cruciform structure in the early English style,

which was restored in 1875 and 1886. In a crypt
under the chancel there is a large quantity of

human bones, said to be those of Britons and
Saxons killed in a battle here in 456. There is

here a government school of musketry. Hythe was
anciently a place of great importance; but its harbour
has been entirely silted up. It has become a fashion-

able resort for sea-bathing. A promenade over 5

miles along the coast was opened in Oct., 1881.

The pari, bor., which includes the municipal bor.,

the parishes of Folkestone, Sandgate, Cheriton,

Saltwood, &c., returns one member to the House of

Commons. Population of pari. bor. in 1881, 28,239;
in 1891, 35,547; mun. bor., 4347; in 1901, 46,663

and 5557 respectively.

I.

I, the ninth letter in the English alphabet, and the

third vowel. The English language is the only one
which denotes, by this same character, the two totally

different sounds of i as in pine and i as in pin. In
all other languages of Western Europe the letter

has the sound of i in pin (nearly) and ce in beef,

which is practically the same vowel, only in the

former case short, m the latter long. Those lan-

guages which have the sound i in pine express it by
a diphthong; for instance, the German by ei and ai;

the Dutch by ij; and it is, in fact, a real diphthong.
In Latin the characters i and j were used inter-

changeably, both having the same vowel sound.

The sound of our j did not exist in Latin, though

sometimes the character had almost a consonantal

force, as in Ianus {Janus), Julius {Julius), coniicio

conjicio). With the propagation of Christianity the

Latin alphabet became, m many respects, the model
of others, and this peculiarity of i was also adopted

by most of them; so that, even after two different

signs (the i and j) had been adopted for the two
different sounds, words beginning with t and j
nevertheless long continued to be mixed together

in dictionaries; but the fact that they are distinct in

nature (though nearly akin) and have distinct char-

acters. sufficientlv authnri7#»» nu aonnro+o fVuam
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In many languages i is found as the final vowel of
••end diphthongs; as in German, ei, at; in French,
at, oi, ui, Ac.; and these sounds at last actually be-
come one. In the Greek, the i (iota) was always a
voweL It derived its name from the Hebrew Jod,
which, aa it was the smallest letter in the alphabet,
came to be the synonym for a trifle. The term iota

is also used in the same sense. As a numeral, Iota
signified ten; with a little line under it (;), ten thou-

sand. The Romans used I to signify one, and they
continued to count with it up to four (I, II, III, IIII).
The Roman I, put before a V, takes away the value
of one; hence TV is equal to four; and placed afterV
it adds one; henoe VI is equal to six. The dot over
the i originated in the fourteenth century. I, on
Roman coins, was the mark of the as in value and
weight. As an initial letter it stands for infra, im-
perator, imperii

,
indulgentia, innctus, Ac. There is a

French proverb of a person occupied with trifles
—

‘ II

met les points sur les i’ (he is dotting his i’s).

I, used not as a letter of the alphabet, but as a
personal pronoun, denotes, in its more immediate
sense, the subject which, in all the varieties and
changes of the mental states, remains ever the same
—the personal identity, the individual person whose
state and activity is all that every one finds in his

own consciousness. It makes itself known as the real

and active agent in the multiplicity of the mental
phenomena; and this kind of self-apprehension is so

natural to man, that the expression ‘As sure as I live,’

is regarded as one of the strongest asseverations of

reality; it is besides so familiar, that the idea of self

or self-consciousness is never lost, and never requires

to be suggested. The popular psychology has accord-

ingly been long contented to explain it after the
analogy of the external senses, by assuming the ex-

istence of an inner sense, by which we perceive our
individual circumstances and actions to be truly our
own

; and even in Kant, what he calls the ‘synthesis of

apperception,’ or, in other words, the activity of the

inner sense, is regarded as an act or rather function

of self, into which consciousness always enters as a
condition. The more recent philosophy has made
the idea of personality the subject of very profound

investigations, and the philosophy of consciousness

has been treated with much subtlety by Professor

Ferrier. If the answer to the question, What am
I ? is borrowed from empirical consciousness, it tells

us of a subject temporarily existing, changeable, and
susceptible of new additions and transformations; the

I is this definite individual existence, with these

definite opinions, inclinations, characteristics, Ac., and

this I is different for each. Every one ascribes to

himself this share in the I, and the true idea of what
is contained in it cannot lie in those manifestations

of individual personality. It is necessary therefore

to separate the pure and simple I, or Ego—in other

words, the idea of I cleared of all foreign additions

—

from what is merely empirical The merit of having

brought out this distinction is due to Kant, and the

distinction holds a very prominent place in the

system of J. G. Fichte.
IAMBLICHU 8, an eminent philosopher, a native

of Chalcis in Ccele-Syria, who flourished in the be-

ginning of the fourth century. He was the pupil of

Anatolius and of Porphyry, and having become per-

fect in the mysteries of the Plotinian school, he
taught with vast reputation. He professed to per-

form wonders by the aid of invisible beings. His
writings disoover extensive reading, but his style is

inelegant, and he borrows freely, especially from Por-

phyry. The school of Iamblichus produoed many
eclectic philosophers, who were dispersed throughout
the Roman Empire. The philosophical works of

Iamblichus now extant are, the Life of Pythagoras,

evidently written against Christianity; an Exhorta-
tion to the Study of Philosophy; Three Books on
Mathematical Learning; a Commentary upon Nico-

machus' Institutes of Arithmetic, of which the fifth

and sixth books are lost; and a Treatise on the Mys-
teries of the Egyptians, Chaldeans, and Assyrians.

His authorship of the Mysteries has been disputed,

but not on sufficient grounds. St. Jerome states that

he also wrote a copious commentary on the golden

verses of Pythagoras. He died at Alexandria about
333. This Iamblichus must be distinguished from
the person of the same name to whom the emperor
Julian dedicates his epistles, for Julian was scarcely

bom when the successor of Porphyry died. English
translations of the Treatise on the Mysteries, and of

the Life of Pythagoras, by Th. Taylor were published,

the former at Chiswick in 1821, and the latter at

London in 1818.

IAMBUS, in prosody, a foot of two syllables, a
short and a long one —). In Latin the iambic
verse consists of four, six, or (in the oomic writers)

even of eight feet. The odd feet, that is, the first,

third and fifth, may be iambuses, spondees, anapaests,

dactyles, or tribrachs (but never trochees). The even
feet, however, or the second, fourth, and sixth, must
be iambuses. The more iambuses there are in the

verse the more beautiful it iB considered. An iambic
verse of four feet is called a quatemarius; one of six

a senarius; one of eight an octonarius. The German
language, having a prosody, has, of course, the iambus,
and makes great use of it in poetry. The iambic
metre is also the fundamental rhythm of many Eng-
lish verses, as our language runs easily and naturally

in iambics.

IBARRA, a town, South America, Ecuador, capi-

tal of the piuvince of Imbabura, at the northern foot

of the volcano of the same name, in a beautiful plain

60 miles N.E. of Quito. Previous to the earthquake
of 1868 it was a well-built town, having spacious

streets with handsome houses and public buildings;

manufactures of cotton and woollen goods, laces, hats,

brandy, cordials, salt, Ac., and a population of about
13,000, but that terrible catastrophe wrecked the

town, and about 10,000 of its inhabitants are esti-

mated to have perished, The surrounding country
is very fertile, and the inhabitants are mainly en-

gaged in the cultivation of cotton, wheat, and sugar.

The population is now estimated at 10,000.

IBARRA, Joachim, printer to the King of Spain,

was born at Saragossa, 11th duly, 1726, and died at

Madrid, Nov. 23, 1785, fifty-nine years old. He
raised the art of typography to an excellence before

unequalled in Spain. From his press were issued

magnificent editions of the Bible, the Mozarabir
Missal, Mariana’s History of Spain, Don Quixote

(1780), and the Spanish translation of Sallust. The
latter, which appeared in one folio volume in 1772,

was made by the Infant don Gabriel, and is very rare,

as the prince distributed the whole edition among his

friends. Ibarra also invented an ink which could be
made thicker or thinner at will

1BEA, a word made up of the initial letters of the

words ‘ Imperial British East Africa’, and designating

the territory formerly held by the Imperial British

East Africa Company, now British East Africa.

IBERIA, in ancient geography:—1. A very fertile

district in Asia, between the Euxine and Caspian

seas, which consisted of a large plain, Burrounded on

all sides with mountains, a part of the present Rus-

sian Georgia. Strabo sayB there were only four

passes known over the circumscribing mountains. In

ancient times this country probably belonged to the

Persian monarchy
;
at least this seems to be intimated

by the name of the river Cyrus. Alexander and his

successors did not penetrate into Iberia. The Iber-
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tans probably therefore remained independent till

Pompey and Trajan reduced them to the Homan
dominion, under which they remained till after the

time of the Emperor Julian. They were afterwards

subject, sometimes to the Turks, sometimes to the

Pendans, or had their own princes. Iberia is now a
province of Russia. 2. Spain wap anciently called

Iberia
,
and the principal river Iberue (Ebro). The

rberi or Iberians, probably the most ancient Euro-
pean nation, driven towards the west, formed the

basis of the population of Italy, Gaul, Spain, and
Lusitania. Their language still lives in the Basque.

What position they held in the human family, whence
they came, and what has become of them in the sub-

sequent movements of races, are problems that have
not yet been satisfactorily solved. The Celts, who
entered the country later, were intermingled with
them, and have been considered as the original in-

habitants of Spain. See Celtiberi.
IBERUS. See Ebro.
IBEX (Capra Ibex). This animal, which is also

called bouquetin
,
is a species of goat, and is distin-

guished by large knotted horns, reclining back-
wards, and compressed from side to side; a small

bead; large eyes; a thick, short, Btrong body; strong
l»*gs, very short hoofs; and a short tail. Its body
is of a deep brown colour, with a mixture of hoary
hairs; its belly is of a tawny white; its legs partly

black, partly white; the Bpace under the tail, in

some individuals, is tawny, in others white. The
hair is harsh, and the male is furnished with a beard.
These animals inhabit the most precipitous and in-

accessible heights of lofty mountains, where they
assemble in flocks, sometimes consisting of ten or

hfteen individuals. During the night they feed in

the highest woods, but at Bunrise they again ascend
the mountains, till they have reached the most peril-

ous heights. They are remarkably swift, and display

amazing agility and dexterity in leaping. They are

objects of the chase, but, from the inaccessible nature
of the places to which they generally resort, their

dexterity in leaping, and the danger attendant on a
pursuit of them, the ibex hunter must have a head
that can bear to look down from the most tremen-
dous precipices without terror, address and sure-

footedness in the most difficult passes, and also much
strength, vigour, and activity. Another danger
attendant on this chase is, that the ibex, when close

pressed, will sometimes turn on his pursuer, and
tumble him down the precipices, unless he has time
to lie down, and permit the animal to pass over him.
The ibex will mount an almost perpendicular rock of

hfteen feet, at three successive bounds, appearing
merely to touch it, and to be repelled, like an elastic

substance striking against a hard body. The fore-legs

being considerably shorter than the hinder, enables
these animals to ascend with more facility than to
descend, and henoe, when pursued, they always at-

tempt to gain the summits of the mountains. The
ibex is still found in the lofty mountains of Savoy
and Piedmont, as well as in the Pyrenees, the Sierra

Nevada, and other mountains of Spain. The ibex of

the Caucasus is regarded as a separate species (C.

Caucasica). The season for hunting them is during
August and September, when they are usually in

good condition. The old males haunt more elevated

spots than the females and younger animals. Their
voice is a sharp, short whistle, not unlike that of the
chamois, but of shorter duration; sometimes, and
especially when irritated, they make a snorting noise.

The female seldom has more than one young one at

a time: to this she pays great attention, defending it

with courage and obstinacy. The stories of their

throwing themselves down the steepest precipices,

and contriving to falT on their horns, when closely

pursued, or hanging by these appendages over gulfs
from a projecting tree till the danger be passed, are
absurd. (See illustration at Ungulata.)

IBIS, a family of birds found in the warmer parts

of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. Family char-

acters:—beak arched, long, slender, thick at the base,

and quadrangular, rounded at the tip, which is obtuse;

nostrils linear, extending from the root to the tip of

the beak, and dividing it into three portions, of which
the upper is the broadest, and flattened; forehead and
round the base of the bill bare; legs longish and four-

toed, the front webbed at their base as far as the first

joint, the hind toe very long, all provided with claws;

that of the middle toe, in some, smooth, in othero,

serrated on its inner edge. The ibises perform &
powerful and elevated flight, extending their neck
and legs, and uttering a hoarse croak. The genus
Ibis has been divided into several sub-genera, and
these fall into two groups according as the integu-

ment of the foot is reticulated or covered with tabular

scales. To the latter belong the genera Ibis (Gray)
and FaXcxnellm (Bechst.) The scarlet ibis (lbx»

rubra, Vieill.) is found in the hottest partB of Ame-
rica in large flocks, and frequently the old are

separated from the young birds. They fly rapidly

but rarely, except at morning and evening, in search

of food. The plumage is scarlet; beak naked; part

of the cheeks, legs, and feet, pale red. Before the

scarlet ibis reaches its full age its plumage varies

remarkably. It is a very splendid bird. It some-
times appears in the Southern States of the Union.
The glossy ibis, or green ibis (Falcinellus igneue

,
Gray)

is nearly 2 feet in length, and varies much in its

plumage at different ages. This species builds in

Asia, and is found on the streams and lakes in flocks

of thirty or forty. They migrate periodically to

Egypt, and, arriving there later than the white ibis,

stay also later. In their passage they are numerous
in Poland, Hungary, Turkey, and the Greek Archi-
pelago. They occasionally visit the banks of the
Danube, Switzerland, and Italy, and, more rarely,

England and Holland. To the group with reticu-

lated integument belong the genera Thretlciomie

(Gray), Qcronticut (Wagl), and others. The sacred
ibis or white ibis ( Threskiomis religiosa), called by
the natives Abu Hanncs,

.

that is, Father John, ar
rives in Egypt about the time that the inundation of

the Nile commences, its numbers increasing or dimin-
ishing with the increase or diminution of the waters;
and it migrates southwards about the end of June.

It is illustrated at Ornithology. This species

does not collect in large flights : usually not more
than eight or ten being obseived together. They
are about the size of a fowl; the head and neck bare;

the body white; the primaries of the wings tipped

with shining, ashy black, among which the white

forms oblique notches; the secondaries bright black,

glossed witngreen and violet; the quill-feathers of the

tail white. The two species last named, but especially

the latter, are the birds which were adored by the an-

cient Egyptians, and of which numerous mummies are

found. It is remarkable that, with the excellent

description of the white ibis given by Herodotus be-

fore their eyes, naturalists so long gave the name of

that bird to individuals which are totally different.

The ibis feeds upon insects, worms, testaceous ani-

mals, and sometimes on small fish, and not, as has

been said,on snakes. Other species are found in India,

Madagascar, Cape of Good Hope, Mexico, and Aus-

tralia. The Greek and Roman writers contain many
fabulous stories relating to the ibis, which it would

be superfluous to repeat. Savigny, in his learned work
—Histoire NatureUe et Mytnologique de IIbis—ex-
amines all the questions connected with this subject

His chief hypothesis is, that the ibis did not, in point
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of fact, destroy snakes, bat that the reverenoe attached
to it by the Egyptians arose from its return into their

country at the same time as the Nile began to rise,

the commencement of the season of abundance.
IBRAHIM, the Turkish for Abraham, and the

name of many sultans and grand-viziers distinguished
in Ottoman history. Among them was Soliman’s
grand-vizier, bom in Genoa, of the family of the
Giustiniani, and carried by pirates to Constantinople.
He was strangled in 1536 at the instigation of Roza-
lina.

IBRAHIM PASHA, an adopted son of Mehemet
Ali, viceroy of Egypt, bom in Albania in 1789, first

gave signal proofs of his courage and military talents

m the war with the Wahabis, whom he completely
defeated, and in the subjugation of Sennaar and Dar-
fur. In 1825 he invaded the Morea at the head of

an Egyptian army, with the view of conquering
Greece for his father; but in 1828, in consequence of

the interference of the great powers, was obliged to

abandon the attempt, and evacuated Greece on 16th
September of that year. When, after the Peace of

Adrianople in 1829, his father’s design of making
Syria a bulwark to his new Egypto-Cretan King-
dom was opposed by Abdallah PaBha of St. Jean
d’Acre, Ibrahim was commissioned to effect it by
the sword. He accordingly, in 1881, crossed the
Egyptian frontiers with an army, in a short time
overran Palestine, took St. Jean d’Acre by storm,

made himself master of all Syria, defeated the Turks
first at Homs, then at Beilan, and then at Konieh,
and was proceeding in his victorious career when it

u as stopped by the landing of the Russians in the

Bosphorus. By the intervention of the great powers
the campaign terminated by an arrangement in which
the Porte ceded the whole of Syria, and conferred

the district of Adana, with the title of a pashalic, by
a kind of lease, personally on Ibrahim, who now
turned his attention to the organization of the newly
acquired possessions; and though his procedure was
too often marked by oriental despotism, succeeded

in restoring order and giving considerable security

both to person and property. In Syria, however, the

rigour substituted for the comparative mildness of

the former government led to a rebellion in 1834, and
Ibrahim was so hard pressed that his father was
obliged to come to his aid. Tranquillity was appar-

ently restored, but only after important concessions

had been made to the people. Meanwhile a kind of

diplomatic war had been carried on between Mehemet
An and the sultan Mahmood II., and led to an open

rupture in 1839. Ibrahim commenced a retreat, fol-

lowed by the Turks, but at last both armies met at

Nisib on June 24th, and victory declared so decidedly

for Ibrahim, that the Turkish army was almost an-

nihilated. Ibrahim was again Btopped in his career

of victory by the interference of the great powers,

who desired to make an amicable arrangement. The
extravaganoe of Mehemet Ali’s demands rendered

diplomacy unavailing, and in 1840 an English and
Austrian fleet having appeared upon the coast, took

possession of the principal sea-ports, stirred up the

opposition of the people, and drove Ibrahim from all

his maritime possessions back to Damascus. Here
he found his position untenable, and was obliged,

after retiring from all his Syrian conquests, to return

to Egypt, marching across the desert from Damascus
in three columns, with great loss and suffering.

From this time he appeared very seldom in public

life, and employed himself chiefly in the agricultural

improvement of his own estates. In 1846 he visited

England and France. Mehemet Ali had long before,

by stipulation with the Porte, obtained the nomina-
tion of Ibrahim to be his successor* The event, how-
ever, did not realize his hopes. In 1848 indeed. Ibra-

him, after his father had become superannuated, pro-

ceeded to Constantinople, and was nominated Viceroy
of Egypt 1st September, but he had for some time

beenlabouring under a mortal disease, and died 9th

November of the same year at Cairo, while Mehemet
Ali was still alive. He was succeeded by Abbas
Pasha, the favourite grandson of Mehemet Ali
IBYCUS, a Greek lyric poet, contemporary with

Anacreon, in the middle of the sixth century before

the Christian era, and according to the general ac-

count a native of Rhegium in Italy. He went to

Samos during the reign of Polycrates over that island,

and passed Ike rest of his life there. Nothing further

is known of him except the well-known story about
the manner of his death, and even about this doubts
have been raised. It is related, that while on a
journey he was surprised and murdered by robbers

in a desert place near Corinth. Finding escape im-
possible, he declared that the cranes, which happened
to be flying over their heads, would revenge his

death. The robbers afterwards, in Corinth, seeing a
flock of cranes, one of them said involuntarily, * Be-
hold the avengers of Ibycus.’ These words were
heard by a by-stander, who reported them to the
magistrates. The robbers were in consequence seized,

and, after confessing their crime, were executed.

Hence the phrase,
4 the cranes of Ibycus,’ passed into

a proverb. Ibycus is said to have left seven books
of lyric poetry, in the Doric dialect, and to have in-

vented the musical instrument called the tambuca,

with a kind of poetry, in which he sung his own life,

and which was called after him Ibycan. Only a few
fragments of his works have come down to us. His
poetry was chiefly erotic, though some of it was of a
mythical and heroic character. The best edition is

that in Bcrgk’s Poet® Lyrici Gr®ci (4th edn., 1882).

The death of Ibycus is the subject of Schiller’s

ballad, Die Kraniche des Ibykus.

ICARUS. See Daedalus.
ICE. Water freezes when its temperature is re-

duced below a certain point, which is by universal con-

sent made a fixed point on thermometers. That point

is called Zero on the Centigrade and Reaumur scales,

and 32° on the Fahrenheit scale. (See Thermometry.)
The process of the freezing of water is very remark-
able, and has been exammed with great care by many
naturalists. Freezing of water and molting of ice

are accompanied by the usual thermal phenomena.
(See Heat and Latent Heat.) During the freezing

of water 79 thermal units Centigrade i>er unit of moss
are given out, and the same quantity of heat is taken
in during the reverse process of melting. The follow-

ing are the other physical phenomena that accompany
the process. Water near to the freezing-point pre-

sents the curious anomaly of expanding instead of

contracting as the cooling process goes on. At 4°*1

water has its maximum density-point. At tempera-
tures above 4

U,
1 Centigrade its volume increases as

the temperature rises, and decreases as it falls: at

temperatures below 4
0,
1 the volume of the water in-

creases as the temperature falls, and decreases as the

temperature rises; and at the moment of solidifying

the volume of the mass suddenly increases to a very

considerable extent, so that ice at the temperature of

freezing is one-ninth greater in volume than the water
from which it is formed 1b at 4°'l. It is on this

account that water freezes at the top first, and that

ice when frozen floats at the top of the water. The
process of freezing is beautifully shown by Hope’s ex-

periment (see fig.), which shows on a small scale what
naturally takes place in lakes and pools in winter.

In a tall vessel of water two thermometers are placed,

one at the bottom and the other at the top. The
water, which is taken at a temperature above 4

u
‘l, is

surrounded ahmit fh* middle «d+K a
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and the following phenomena may then be observed

by means of the thermometers. The water about the

middle begins to fall in temperature; the colder

water being the more
^

dense falls down to

the bottom, and the
"" l#~

J
lowest thermometer
is seen to fall. This
goes on till all the
water in the lower Kr
part of the vessel is

reduced to 4°*1, the

maximum density- IJ

point. Then the up- I i

per thermometer, -«0—«>

which has hitherto _ Vj

remained unaffected, Xi- i

**~

commences to fall in J*" „ "LsTS;
its turn The water „

which has been re Hope's Experiment.

duced below 4°T is

seen, by the thermometer, to be rising to the top; and
the lowest thermometer remains indicating 4

t,
l till

the top is reduced to the freezing-point, and ice com-
mences to form then. Thus water below 4°*1 is seeh
to have a less specific gravity than water at that point.

It does, however, occasionally happen that ice forms
below water. This generally takes place in very
clear streams, when there is also a clear sky overhead,
and it is caused by the rocks below losing heat by
radiation upward through the water They thus be-

come cooled below the freezing temperature, and the
water in contact with them becomes frozen and ad-

heres to them.
The temperature at which pure water becomes ice

is very nearly constant under ordinary circumstances;

and it is this fact, along with the ease of procuring
water at the freezing temperature, or rather ice at

the point of liquefaction, that has given rise to the

universal convention of adopting that temperature
as one of the fixed points in thermometers. The
freezing-point is, however, slightly influenced by pres-

sure. Increase of pressure lowers the freezing-point,

and the removal of pressure raises it. This was dis-

covered by Professor James Thomson theoretically,

and has been verified experimentally by Lord
Kelvin, and though there has lieen much discussion

of the question, there can be no doubt that the plas-

ticity or ice, which will be referred to immediately,
is to be accounted for by this fact. The temperature
of the freezing-point of water may also be influenced
by the circumstances to which the water is exposed.
Freezing is generally supposed to be retarded or pre-

vented to a certain extent when the water is kept in

a state of brisk agitation; but this can scarcely be
held to be thoroughly confirmed by experiment.
Water may, however, be reduced far below the freez-

ing-point of temperature by keeping it in perfect
stillness, and by avoiding the introduction of anything
that can give rise to the commencement of crystalliza-

tion. Thus if water that has been carefully freed
from air by boiling is inclosed in a fine tube and kept
at rest carefully its temperature may be reduced many
degrees below the freezing-point before freezing takes
place. Or even without the precaution of inclosing
it in a fine tube the same may be done by keeping it

perfectly at rest, and carefully preventing particles

of solid matter such as duBt from falling into it. But
if, under these circumstances, the slightest particle of

ioe is introduced into the cooled water freezing in-

stantly takes place, and as much ioe is formed as

corresponds to an evolution of latent heat sufficient

to raise the temperature ef the whole mass of water
and ice to the ordinary freezing-point of water. The
oresenoe of imnnritiM also rowwmti fwmn'nn

the temperature at which sea water freezes is much
lower than the freezing-point of pure fresh water.

It has been mentioned above that water, at the

moment of its conversion into ice, suddenly undergoes

very considerable expansion. This expansion often

pvea rise to the exhibition of very great force, and
it produces very remarkable effects in nature. Much
of the disintegration observed in rocks and stones

during or immediately after frost is due to it. A
somewhat porous rock absorbs, into every interstice,

small quantities of water during the rains in the

beginning of winter, and when frost sets in freezing

I

of the water thus inclosed commences. It cannot go
I on without expansion; and the forces exerted during
I the formation of ice are sufficient to crack up the

stone, and leave it ready to be washed away when a

thaw and succeeding rain come on. There can be no
doubt that this is the cause of the destruction of por-

ous stoneB often employed for building purposes; but

as an agent in geological transformations it is even
more important.

Ice possesses some very curious properties when
considered in comparison with other common solids

It is a very hard crystalline substance. It may be

obtained in beautiful crystalline forms under favour-

able circumstances, these forms being combinations

more or less complicated of a hexagonal system. The
forms that are seen in snow, in the spicules that span

a small pond or pool just commencing to freeze, and
in the patterns that may be observed on a window-
pane, afford examples of the shapes it may produce.

Curious figures may also be produced within a block

of ice during melting by passing a beam from the

sun or from an electric light through it. Ioe is an

exceedingly brittle substance. When a needle or a

knife is struck briskly into a mass of ice it shivers

the ice to pieces. This is the common way employed
for breaking ice into small fragments. But at the

same time ice possesses the property of plasticity to

a very remarkable degree. It can be moulded into

any form by the application of pressure. Ice is not

the only body that possesses this curious combination

of two properties, at first sight, perhaps, directly con-

tradictory. Common shoemakers’ wax, for instance,

while it is so brittle that a fall on the ground may
shatter it into a thousand pieces, yet if time enough
he given it flows down like tar or treacle. The plas-

ticity of ice is a property of very great importance.

It was discovered by Forbes, who explained completely

the motion of glaciers by it. Forbes wob not success-

ful in accounting for the plasticity which he observed.

This was done by Professor James Thomson, who
showed the plastic yielding under stress to be a

consequence of the lowering of the freezing-point

under pressure, which, as was mentioned above, he

had discovered. These discoveries have been the

occasion of a scientific controversy of unexampled
bitterness, whioh has already been referred to in the

article Glaciers (which see). The merit of the

claims of Forbes and Thomson are now all but uni-

versally admitted by the scientific world.

Ice is now an article of considerable importance

from a commercial point of view, large quantities of

it being shipped to warm climates from countries

where it is naturally produced in abundance in winter.

It is long since the ice and snow collected from
Mount Etna and the loftier Italian mountains were
sold in the neighbouring cities (such as Naples and
Catania) for the cooling of water and other liquors,

but the ice trade of these places is insignificant when
compared with that of the United States or Norway.
The fresh-water lakes of the States of America being

deeply frozen in winter, ioe is obtained from them in

vast quantities, and either exported at once, or stored
in 4411 1 4 TTT — 1- _ T 1 -1- *
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18 miles from Boston, has obtained a great oelebrity

for the ice obtained from it. In summer the States
of course consume a great deal of ice themselves.
Large quantities of ice are imported into Britain from
Norway, which has only become an ice-exporting

country in recent times. The value of the ice brought
from that country to Britain various from about
£260,000 to more than £300,000 per annum. Not-
withstanding the increasing use of ice,more especially

for the preservation of beef, mutton, game, fish, milk,

butter, fruit, <fcc., it is probable that the import of ico 1

into Great Britain will not increase, as ice can now
be made cheaply by certain processes and apparatus
which we shall describe in the article Refrigerating
Machines. Establishments have been started m
many places for the purpose of making ice artificially,

and a very pure and excellent article is produced in

them. Latterly, it is said, the manufacture of arti-

ficial ice has led to a diminution of the American
trade in the natural product.

Large masses of ico often become detached from
the shores of the Arctic regions, and float alxiut in

the ocean at the mercy of the winds and currents.

These are known under the n*\me of icebergs
,
and are

in fact pieces of glaciers detached from the parent
mass by the action of the sea and by their own ac-

cumulating weight. They present the strangest and
most picturesque forms. They are sometimes miles

in length, and rear their heads to a height of perhaps
250 feet above the sea, the portion above water being
calculated at about an eighth of the whole. The
icebergs consist of clear, compact, solid ice, with a
bluish-green tint. Their cavities contain pure fresh

water, from the melting of the ice. They are fre-

quently encountered m the North Atlantic (of course

in the southern seas as well), and have caused many
a wreck, especially during foggy weather or at night.

Kane, the Arctic voyager, nearly perished in this

way. His people had attached their vessel to a
great iceberg, but, hearing threatening sounds, cast

off, and had hardly done so when the face of the
berg fell with a tremendous crash. In the Antarctic
Ocean a great ice-barrier was mot with by Sir James
Ross m 1841, presenting the appearance of a solid

wall of ice for hundreds of miles. The ice that
forms on the surface of the sea, called field-ice

\

is

porous, incompact, and imperfectly transparent. The
field-ice forms in winter and breaks up in summer.
A small field is called a floe ; one much brokon up
forms a pack. Vessels in a pack during a gale are
often in senous danger. An account of glacier ice

and phenomena has been given under Glacier.
ICELAND (German, Island, French, Islande),

by many supposed to be the Ultima Thule of the
Romans, an island belonging to Denmark, situated
between the North Atlantic and the Arctic OceaiiB,
and in respect of proximity more properly part of the
western than of the eastern hemisphere, being only
260 miles from the south-east coast of Greenland in
the former, and about 600 miles west of Norway in
the latter; between lat. 63® 24' and 66° 33' N., and
Ion. 13# 81' and 24® 17' w.; greatest length, east to
wes^ 801 miles; central breadth, about 200 miles;
area, with adjacent isles, 40,469 square miles. In
shape it somewhat resembles a heart with its nar-
rowest point turned south. The coast-line for a con-
siderable extent on the south-east is almost unbroken,
but in all other directions presents a continued suc-
cession of deep bays or fiords and jutting promonto-
ries. One of the most remarkable of the latter is in
the north-west, where a large peninsula stretches out
between the Hunafloi and Breidafiord, and is attached
to the main part of the island by an isthmus scarcely
6 miles wide. Other two peninsulas project from
the west coast, separated by the Faxafiord, in which I

858

lies Reikjavik, and which measures about 60 miles
across, and stretches 26 miles inland. The water
along the coast is generally very deep, and the bays
furnish a great number of natural harbours, with
good anchorage and complete shelter; but the navi-

gation is rendered dangerous by vast numbers of

rocky islets which line the shores. The best and
most frequented harbours are those of Reikjavik and
Eyarbacke on the south-west, and of Eya on the
north. The interior of the island has for the most
part a very wild and desolate appearance. It is

covered by lofty mountain masses of volcanic origin,

many of them crowned with perpetual snow and ice,

which, stretohing down their sides into the interven-

ing valleys, form immense glaciers. Glaciers cover
a surface of upwards of 4000 square miles, and exist

in all the mountains above 4000 feet in elevation.

These icy mountains, which take the common name
of Jokul, have their culminating point in Orafajokul,
which is situated near the south-east coast, and has
a height of 6409 feet. Next to it in height are the
Snafell, near the east coast, 6965 feet; and Eyjafjal-
lajokul, in the south, 5579 feet. Not only is the
structure of these mountains volcanic, but in several
of them the volcanic agency is still active, and erup-
tions of the most fearful description have repeatedly
occurred within the last four centuries. Lava covers
a large portion of the island. Other remarkable
specimens of volcanic agency are still witnessed in the
numerous hot springs or geysers scattered throughout
the island, but found more especially in the south-

west, to the north-east of Reikjavik, where, from one
of the principal geysers, jets of water, stones, and
mud are thrown up at intervals to heights varying
from 100 to 200 feet (See Geysers.) The general
effects of the volcanic agency and the geological for-

mations produced by it are nowhere exhibited on a
more magnificent scale than in Mount Hecla, 6095
feet high; lat. 63° 59' n.; Ion. 19° 44' 15" w. The
hot springs are sometimes used for economical pur-

poses; food is dressed over them, and in some places

huts are built over small fountains to form steam-
baths.

The immense reservoirs of snow and ice furnish

inexhaustible supplies to numerous lakes and rivers.

Of the former the most important are the 7’hingval-

lavatu, H\ itarvatn, and Arnarvatn in the south-west,

and the Myvatn in the north-east. The rivers, owing
to the rugged nature of the surface and the mountain
barriers which stretch across it, are more remarkable
for their number than their length. Every valley

opening to the coast has its stream; but the largest
of them, following the general slope of the island,

have a north or n.n.e. direction. The most deserving
of notice are the Skjalfanda and the Jokelaue or Jo-
kulsa i Axarfirdi on the north coast, which have each
a course of above 100 miles; two streams, the Jokul-
dalr and Lagarfljot, proceeding north-east from Sna-
fell, on the east coast, both with a course of upwards
of 80 miles; and the Thjorsa, on the south-west coast,

with a course of above 100 miles. The most valuable
mineral product is sulphur, of which the supply
appears tp be inexhaustible, and surturbrand or lignite
is also worked to some extent The other minerals
deserving of notice are chalcedonies, rock-crystals,

and the well-known double-refracting spar, for which
the island has long been famous. On many parts of

the coast, particularly the west, basaltic caves occur;

that of Stappen is not unworthy to be compared
with Fingers Cave in Staffa.

The climate is mild for the latitude. At Reikjavik,

on the south-west coast, the mean temperature of the

year is 40°, that of summer 56% and that of winter

about 29° 80'. The air is damp and miMty
t
the

weather is extremely variable, and storms and hur-
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rioanee are not unfrequent. The prevailing winds
are the north and the north-east In the southern
part of the island the longest day is twenty hours,

and the shortest four hours, but in the most northern

extremity the sun at midsummer continues above
the horizon a whole week, and of course during a
corresponding period in winter never rises. The
average duration of human life in Iceland is shorter

than in Denmark. The probable length of life in

Denmark at birth is—for males, 47 ;
for females, 50;

in Iceland, for males, 87; for females, 48. This ex-

cess of longevity of the female population over the

males is owing to the greater hardships to which the

latter are exposed. Typhus fever prevails yearly,

arising mainly from defective sanitary arrangements.
Scurvy is a common disease, and there are frequent

cases of elephantiasis. A severe epidemic appears
to occur about every five years; and so great are the

risks connected with the fisheries that one-fourth of

the deaths among the males from fifteen to sixty

years of age occurs by drowning, being nearly 2 to 1

of the number drowned in the Faroe Islands, and
5 to 1 of those drowned in Denmark.

Vegetation is confined within narrow limits. Al-

most the only tree is the birch, which has a very

stunted form, the loftiest hardly exceeding 10 feet

Heath and bilberry cover large stretches of the

surface. Among flowering plants are saxifrages,

sedumB, &c. The want of fuel, which is severely felt,

is sometimes supplied by drift-wood floated to the
northern shores by the Gulf Stream and the polar

currents; and the island fumisheB a fine white turf.

Grain appears to have been at one time very partially

cultivated, but is not now attempted to be grown;
oole, potatoes, turnips, radishes, and similar roots

thrive tolerably well But by far the most valuable

crop is grass, on which considerable numbers of live-

stock are fed. They have been estimated at 750,000
sheep, 20,000 cattle, mostly hornless, and 40,000
horses. The last, though small, are strong and
active, and numbers of them are exported to Great
Bntain. Some of the sheep are four-horned. Rein-
deer were introduced about 3 770, but all of them
that now remain are a few herds living m a wild
state. Wild fowl, including the eider-duck, whose
down forms an important article of commerce, are
very abundant; the streams are well supplied with
salmon, and valuable fishenes of cod, haddock,
hemngs, &c., are earned on around the coasts.

Manufactures are entirely domestic, almost every
family possessing within itself the means of supply-
ing its most necessary wants, and occasionslly fur-

nishing a surplus, chiefly of coarse woollens, mittens,
stockingB, &c., to be disposed of at the markets of
the principal villages. The principal exports are
wool, oil, fish, horses, feathers, worsted stockings and
mittens, sulphur, and loeland-moss. The inhabitants
are of Scandinavian origin, and speak a Scandinavian
dialect, the original Norse, which is still maintained
in great purity. They have a till manly form, open
countenance, florid complexion, and flaxen hair. They
are simple in their manners, having no distinctions
of rank, pure in their morals, strongly attached to
their homes, and very hospitable Their houses are
low structures, chiefly composed of drift-wood and
lava; butcher-meat and bread seldom appear at their
tables, fish, some butter, milk, and preparations of
milk constituting their staple food. Their intel-

lectual capacity is of a superior order; education is

generally diffused, and it is rare to meet with an
individual who cannot both read and write. Far
higherattainments arenot uncommon; various learned
societies exist, and travellers have sometimes been
surprised by their guides addressing them in Latin.
Th* Pdfnrmafinn aa.i»l tr fcnnlr in Tnalon/t an/I ku

nowhere produced nobler fruits. Almost all the In-

habitants hold its doctrines in their primitive purity

and simplicity. In external profession they are Lu-
therans, the whole island forming a single bishopric.

The civil division is into three bafiiwioks-—Slideramt,

Westeramt, and Norderamt with Osteramt—sub-

divided into twenty smaller districts called Sysler.

The principal governor takes the name of Stiftsamt-

mann, ana presides over the althing or parliament

(from thing, a public assembly), which meets twice a

year at Reikjavik, the capital and only town in the

island, and consists of 86 members, of whom 80 are

chosen by popular suffrage, and 6 (2 spiritual and
4 temporal) are nominated by the king. To do away
with the complaints that had long been made by the

Icelanders, with regard to the position in which their

country stood to Denmark, a new and liberal consti-

tution was granted in the beginning of 1874, to take

effect from the 1st August of that year. By this

constitution Iceland has the entire management of

all matters concerning the island particularly. A
minister for Iceland, nominated by the king, is at

the head of the administration, but the highest local

authority is vested in the governor.

Some settlements of Irish monks had been made
in Iceland about the end of the eighth century, but
the island received by far the greatest proportion of

its population from Norway, to which country it be-

came pretty well known between 860 and 870 by the

voyages of Nadd-Odd, Gardar, and Floeke The
last-named gave it the name of Iceland from the

quantities of drift-ice that he found choking up its

fiords and bays. The first Norwegian settlement

was made in 870 by Ingolf on the south coast, but
was established permanently in 874 at what is now
Reikjavik. Other settlers from Norway soon fol-

lowed. At this time Harald Haarfager had made
himself supreme in Norway, and as he treated the
landed proprietors oppressively, numbers left the

country and went to Iceland. In the course of sixty

years all the habitable parts of the coast were settled

The circumstance that it was to a great extent the

men of standing at the head of their households that

settled in Iceland, and the tendency to continue the

same way of life they had been accustomed to in

their native country, had a considerable influence on
the development of the form of government that

sprang up in Iceland. The government was at first

of a hierarchic-aristocratic cast, being in the hands
of the overseer of the temple in each settlement,

latterly, when the separate jurisdictions were con-

joined, Iceland formed a kind of aristocratic republic.

In bringing this about much was done by Ulfliot,

who in 927 published laws for the whole island, and
established the Althing, an assembly consisting of

the most experienced and prudent men of all the dis-

tricts The althing met each summer for fourteen

days on the plain of Thingvalla, to deliberate on the

affairs of the country, and served as the supreme
court In 962 itnilor district assemblies were in-

stituted, to which was added in 1004 a supreme
court distinct from the althing. Christianity was
introduced in 981, and adopted by law in 1000; and
schools and two bishoprics, those of Holar and Skal-

holt, established. The Latin language and the lite-

rature and learning of the West, introduced by
Christianity, were all the more warmly received in

Iceland that poetry and history had already been
cultivated here more than elsewhere in the Germanic
north. Previously to thiB time the Icelanders had
discovered Greenland (988) and part of America
(about 1000), and they were now led to make voy-

ages and travels to Europe and the East Politically

and ecclesiastically the most flourishing period of
Tnalan/I +V10 rvowfswl f/ut orkan 4a Iwtaumi—
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the world Abroad was most active—wm from the
middle of the twelfth to the beginning of the thir-

teenth century. In 1264 Magnus VL of Norway
united Iceland with his own kingdom, with which
it passed to Denmark in 1880, remaining with the
latter in 1814, when Norway was joined to Sweden.
Towards the end of the fourteenth century science
and art, which had begun to decay with the intro-

duction of the Norwegian rule, sank to the lowest
ebb, but they gradually recovered their position after

the introduction of the Reformation, which was com-
pleted in 1561. In the seventeenth century the
island was iavaged by Algerine pirates, who in 1627
murdered or carried off a large number of the inha-

bitants. In the eighteenth century the island suffered

from forty-three years' failure of crops and eighteen
famines. In 1707 about 18,000 persons died < f

small-pox. Between 1783 and 1786 volcanic erup-
tions, failure of crops, and famine reduced the popu-
lation from 48,668 to 38,142. Famine raged again
in 1824-25, principally through violent volcanic out-

breaks; and a deadly epidemic scourged the country
m 1827. In the beginning of the last century

the althing, which had existed for about 900 years,

was abolished, but it was reorganized in 1843. As
already mentioned, a new constitution was granted
in 1874, and in August of the same year the 1000th
anniversary of the colonization of the island was
celebrated, the King of Denmark being present

The Icelandic language is the most northerly of

all cultivated tongues. It is rich in roots and gram-
matical forms, soft and Bonorous to the ear, being
free from gutturals and excess of hissing Bounds.

There are twenty-eight letters, namely, all the Eng-
lish except w; also a, o (the German a and o), and a
character for English th. Icelandic literature may
be divided into an ancient period, extending to the

fall of the republic, and a modem, extending from
that date to the present time. Poetry was early

cultivated, and among the most important works in

Icelandic literature is the collection of ancient heathen
songs called the elder or poetic Edda, compiled soon

after the introduction of Christianity. (See Edda.)
Many other poems, especially songs of victory, ele-

gies, and epigrams, belong to the ancient period of

the literature. Histories and romantic works, known
by the name of Sagas, were also numerous. Among
these we may mention the Volsunga Saga, the Vil-

kina Saga, the Saga of Hrolf Kraka and his com-
panions, the Saga of King B&gnar Lodbrok, Frithiofs

Saga, and the younger or prose Edda. Some of these

are partly historical, but there is a larger and more
valuable class that are altogether historical in their

character, consisting of local and family histories and
biographies. Among these we may mention the

Islendingabdk; the Landnamabdk, an account of the

settlement of the island; the Kristni Saga, an account

of the introduction of Christianity; Nj&ls Saga (trans-

lated into English by G. W. Dasent); Viga Glums
Saga, Egils Saga, the biography of a well-known
poet and chief; Eyrbyggja Saga, an abstract of which
was published by Sir Walter Scott

;
the Sturlunga

Saga, a history of the important Icelandic race of the

Sturlungar; the Orkneyinga Saga, a history of the

jarls of Orkney (an English translation of which was
published in 1873); the Fsereyinga Saga, on the Faroe
Islands; the KnytUnga Saga, a history of the Danish
kings from Harold Blaatand to Canute VI.; and
lastly, the famous Heimskringla or Chronicle of the

NorwegianKings,by SnorroSturleson. Many of these

works are master-pieoes of style, and are still read

with delight by the people of Iceland. The early

portion of the second period was barren of anything
worth mention in the way of literature, nor can the
modern period boast at all of works possessing the

interest of those belonging to the ancient In the
seventeenth oentury there was a considerable revival

of literary activity, the principal names being those
of Amgrimur Jonsson (1568-1648), Gudmundur
Andrse (died 1654), Runolfur Jonsson (died 1654),
Arm Magnusson (died 1730), and Thormodur Tor-
fason or Torfaeus. The first complete edition of the
Icelandic Bible was issued under the direction of

Gudbrandur Thorlaksson (died 1627). The true re-

vival of letters may be said to date from the middle
of the eighteenth century, since which time there is

scarcely a department of literature in which Icelandic

writers have not done something, not to mentiou
works on various branches of scienoe. Many of the

moat \ aluable works of Europe have been translated

into Icelandic, and even the poems of Milton are
read at many a cottage fireside. Pop. m 1890,

70,927; estimated in 1895 at 73,449.
ICELAND MOSS. See Ltchfnr
ICELAND-SPAR is a name given to the trans-

parent variety of calc-spar, or rhombohedral calcium

carbonate. The primary form of this mineral is an

obtiiHe rhombohedron, in which the length of the

principal axis to that of the secondary axis is as *8548

to 1, and the angle of the terminal edges is 105° 5'

Iceland-spar exhibits the ground form R, being really

fragments of larger crystals. The specific gravity of

the purest crystals of calc-spar is 2*721. The hard-

ness is = 3. Iceland-spar is most noted for its pro-

perty of exhibiting in a remarkable degree the double

refraction of light. See Light.
ICE-PLANT (Meaembi'yanthemum, cryatallinum)

This singular plant has received the above appella

tion from the little transparent vesicles which cover

its whole surface. This watery fluid has been found

on analysis to consist of chloride of sodium (common
salt), potash, magnesia, and sulphuric acid, together

with albumen, malic acid, &c. The steins are her-

baceous, spread upon the ground, and much ramified;

the flowers are white, and aB in the rist of the genus

furnished with a number of linear petals It is a

native of the sea-coast of South Africa, the Cana-

ries, and is also found in the vicinity of Athens M
edule is the Hottentot fig, the leaves of which are

eaten. The species of Mesembryanthemum, upwards
of 300 in number, are with few exceptions tonfined to

South Africa.

ICHNEUMON (Htrpeatea). These animals belong

to the civet family, and are distinguished from their

kindred genera by their narrower and more pointed

muzzle; by the shape of their lower lip, ana more
especially by the absence of the double cavity beneath

the tail, which is replaced by a single pouch of con-

siderable size, but destitute of secreting glands. Their

hair is long, brittle, and generally variegated in colour.

The ordinary colour of its coat is chestnut brown
and fawn; nose and paws deep chestnut or black.

It is about 18 inches from the snout to the root of

the tail. The habits of the ichneumon are very

similar to those of the ferret. In the countries where
they are found their sanguinary disposition and pre-

datory habits render them a great annoyance to the

inhabitants from the destruction they cause among
the poultry. This is, however, compensated, in some
degree, by the incessant war they wage against rep-

tiles, the eggs of which they devour with great avidity.

The most celebrated species inhabits Egypt and the

adjacent countries, where it is called Pharaoh’a rat

(H. Ichneumon), It is very common in the northern

parts of Egypt. It is of a gray colour, and has a long

tail, terminated by a black tuft; it is larger than a

cat, but formed like the weasel This species was
ranked by the ancient Egyptians amongst their nu-

merous divinities, on account, it is supposed, of the

benefits which it confers on man by the destruction
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of crocodiles, whose eggs it digs out of the sand and
sucks. The story of its overcoming these formidable

reptiles themselves, by gliding down their throats, is,

of course, a mere fable. Many other fabulous Btories

are related of the ichneumon by the Greek and Ro-
man writers, Herodotus, .flflian, Diodorus, Pliny, &c.

The ichneumon is exceedingly expert in seizing ser-

pents by the neck in such a manner as to avoid any
Injury to itself. Lucan alludes to this (in lib. iv.

724) when speaking of the asp. The ichneumon is

domesticated and kept in the houses in Egypt, and is

more useful than a cat in destroying rats and mice.

They grow very tame, are exceedingly active, spring-

ing on their prey with great agility. They often

*quat on their haunches, and feed themselves with
their fore-paws like a squirrel. They are great

enemies to poultry, and will often feign themselves
dead till their prey oomes within reach. Like the

cat, they are great lovers of fish. When they sleep

they bring their head and tail under their belly, and
appear like a round ball. Their voice is very soft,

somewhat like a murmur, and, unless they be struck

or irritated, they never exert it. Their great disad-

vantage, as domestic animals, is their unconquerable
predilection for poultiy, which they destroy whenever
they have an opportunity, for the purpose of sucking
their blood. In a wild state they swim and dive in

the manner of an otter, continuing beneath the water
for a great length of time, and support themselves by
fishing. These animals are short-lived, but grow very
rapidly. The mongoose, mangouste, or mungus {II.

grUeut), the Indian ichneumon, is another species of

this genus. It is not so large as the Egyptian species,

which it much resembles in habits, being kept in

many families as a useful domestic animal. We
may also mention the garangan or Javanese ichneu-

mon {II. Javanicua
),

and the Urva or crab-eating

ichneumon {Urmcancrivora). Set* Carnivora
ICHNEUMON is also the name of a large family

of insects, belonging to the great order of Hymcnop -

itra. As the species of this family are very numer-
ous, so their manners are extremely diversified; but,

in the general outlines of their character, they all

agree, particularly in their depredations among the
insect tribes. In some the female has a wimble
attached to her abdomen, and with this instrument,

delicate as it appears, she is capable of perforating

the hardest substances. The larvae of wasps are the
devoted prey of these insects, who no sooner discover

one of their nests than they perforate the clay of

which it is constructed, and deposit their eggs within
it. Others glue their ova to the skin of a caterpillar,

whilst others again penetrate through it, and lay their

eggs in its body. In all these cases the young, as Boon
as they are hatched, prey on the caterpillar or larva,

without, however, destroying it at once, as upon the
life of its victim that of the spoiler appears to depend.
The caterpillar, in fact, seems healthy until the
larvae of the ichneumon have spun their cocoons, and
entered the chrysalis state. We often see cater-

pillars fixed to a leaf or branch by the threads spun
by the ichneumon. These carnivorous insects are of

various sizes; some are so Binall that the aphis, or

plant-louse, serves as a cradle for their young; others

again, from their size and strength, are formidable
even to spiders, destroying them with their stings.

ICHTHYODORULITE, the general name for

the fish defences found in the older strata, and which
arenow recognized as the fin spines of Elasmobranchs
or AcanthocLan Ganoids.
ICHTHYOLITE (Greek) means in mineralogy a

petrified fish, or a stone with the impression of a fish.

ICHTHYOLOGY. The lower we descend in the

vertebrate series the less sharply are the groups
marked off from each other* end netnrel m

group of fishes in many respects is, the limits between
it and the amphibians, ana even the reptiles, are at

one or two points confused. In all fishes median
fins, supported by fin rays, are present; the bones of

the limbs are not capable of being grouped into

equivalents of the upper and fore arm and hand, as

in other vertebrates. The head in nearly all, and
the lateral line in the majority of fishes are provided

with sensory organa, the so-called mucous canals and
pores. These characters separate the fishes from the
amphibians, with which they have in common the

characters enumerated in article Iohthyopsida.
The body is in general fusiform and laterally com-

pressed as in the herring and salmon; it is cylindrical

and elongated in the lamprey and eel; flattened from
above downwards in the rays, frog-fish, and other

mud-frequenting forms; while in the group of so-

called flat-fishes we have an animal only differing

from a haddock in the twist which the boneB of the

head have undergone. The epidermis is chiefly re-

presented by a slimy secretion. The true skin con-

tains pigment cells, and is projected in a series of

overlapping folds, within which the scales are devel-

oped in sacs, just as their homologues, the hair and
feathers, of other vertebrates are developed. The
scales vary in form and structure, from the thin, flex-

ible, scarcely calcified plates of a smelt, to thetrue bone
of a sturgeon or skate. Four leading forms of scales

were recognized by Agassiz, and made the basis of a
classification, now abandoned on account of the many
exceptions which it contained. Cycloid Beales are of

rounded form, and show clearly the concentric and
radial markings, answering to the dermal papillae on
which they were formed. Ctenoid scales, like those

of the perch, have spinous projections from the pos-

terior margin. Ganoid scales are, like those of the
stony pike and fossil fishes, thick, bony, and covered
with a glossy enamel-like investment. Placoid scales

are, like those of the skate, composed of an outer

enamel-like substance, of a compact body which
closely resembles dentine, and of an inner or inferior

bony layer, which is comparable to the cement of a
tooth. The whole structure, in fact, illustrates the

close resemblance between scale and tooth develop-

ment, both in process and results. The skeleton pre-

|

sente great variations, from the Amphioxus, in which
vertebrae are only foreshadowed, to the well ossified

skeleton of teleosteans, or the still more massive

skeleton of some extinct forms. The vertebrae are

biconcave or 'amphiccelous,’ the opposed surfaces

forming cups, in which are lodged the remnant of

the chorda dorsalis or primitive fibro-cartilaginous

axiB, around which ossification took place. A still

lower condition is presented when the vertebrae are

pierced by a centred foramen, which places the cups

in communication. The vertebrae vary in number
from seventeen to more than 200, and are divisible

into only two regions—the caudal, which commences
at the posterior limit of the abdomen, and those

in front of that point; the inferior arches of the

former inclosing a canal for the blood-vessels, but
diverging in the latter, their direction being main-
tained by the ribs, which in most fishes surround the

abdominal and thoracic viscera. The spinal column
is prolonged into the tail, the vertebrae in this

region being represented only by the centres; in

some, however, the centres are replaced by the per
sistent notochord or primitive axis of the column.

This either continues the direction of the column,

whereby the tail is divided into two equal portions,

an arrangement known as diphycercal, or it is pro-

longed more or less upwards, so that the tail consists

chiefly of the inferior spines of the vertebra. When
the prolongation is extreme, the ineguildbate hcterocer-

mJ +•« -V.—U —A i- *x. n- i- *
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tne tali of the edition is also Keterocercal^ the rays,

however, forming an equilobate extremity. This lat-

ter type is the homocercal of Agassiz, a term now
disused, since it implied the straightness of the spinal

oolumn. The skull varies greatly in condition. It

may be ossified throughout as in the cod-fish, or the
cartilaginous cranium may persist, as in the lamprey,
sharks, and rays; or it may have, in addition, mem-
brane bones as in the sturgeon, pike, salmon, &c. To
the side wall of the skull a common suspensor (hyo-

mandibular) is articulated, and gives attachment dis-

tally to the mandibular and hyoidean apparatus. The
former consists of the articular, angular, and denti-

gerous pieces, the articular being that which receives

the head of the quadrate bone, and thus allows the
vertical movements of the jaws. The quadrate ismore-
over connected with the palate bones, which stretch

forward and are indirectly connected in frontwith the

axis of the face. The middle of the arch is moreover
connected with the skull by means of the prefrontal

bone, which is immediately in front of the orbit. The
premaxilla and maxilla are attached on either side

of the facial axis at its extremity, and the latter is in

most cases retained in place by the integument. The
roof of the mouth is thus composed partly of bone,

partly of integument, and as the suspensors of the
lower jawB may be pushed outwards at their lower
ends, the cavity of the mouth may undergo very con-

siderable variations in size. Such at least is true for

osseous fishes, but in the cartilaginous and in those

ganoids in which the bones of the palate and upper
jaw are more firmly united, the movements are more
restricted. The teeth may be borne by the maxillary
and lower dentary bones, the premaxillaries, the
palatines, the vomer, and the tongue. This latter is

the anterior end of the row of bones to which the
branchial arches on either side are connected. These
arches in the teleosteans and ganoids are four in

number, and form the perforated wallB of the pharynx,
being connected above with the under surface of the
skull They consist each of several pieces articulated

together, and thus forming a movable framework, on
which are supported the gills or branchiae, five folds

of mucous membrane projecting outwards and afford-

ing an extended surface, on which, supported by
delicate cartilaginous plates, the blood-vessels are

extended. The mouth and pharynx are closed in

below by two folds of membrane stretched on the
branchiostegal rays, which are loosely attached to the

hyoid bone. The hyoid lies within and parallel to

the lower jaw, along with which it is attached to the

common suspensor. The rays are, in some of the

ganoids, replaced by flat bony plates. The gill arches

are five in number, but the fifth does not carry gills,

is a dentigerous plate—the inferior pharyngeal bone

—and is opposed by the superior pharyngeal bones,

which are the plates whereon the gill arches meet
above. The pharyngeal chamber is partially closed

at the sides by the opercular apparatus, a series of

thin bony plates articulated to the common suspensor,

and capable of being elevated and depressed, as water
rushes out of the mouth through the intervals of the

gill arches. The skull is small compared to the size

of the fishes, and not all of the cavity is occupied by
the brain, which is surrounded by gelatinous fluid.

The number of bones in the skull varies in different

groups. But when all are present as distinct bones

they are as follows :—Occipital segment: supraocci-

pitaX 2 exocdpitals, and basioocipital Parietal seg-

ment: 2 parietals, 2 alisphenoids, and basisphenoid.

Frontal segment: 2 frontals, 2 orbito-sphenoids, and
presphenoid. The squamosal and postfrontal pass

between the parietal and supraoccipital, and to the

former is articulated the mandibular suspensorium, I

consisting of hyo-mandibular and quadrate, while I

along their posterior edge is attached the symplectic.

From the point of meeting of the quadrate and hyo-
mandibular is suspended the hyoid. The operculum,
suboperculum, interoperculum, and preoperculum
constitute the opercular apparatus. The bones which
inclose the essential parts of the organ of hearing are

the prootic, opisthotic, and epiotio; they are in-

serted between the occipital and parietal segments,
and by alterations in the relative sizes of adjacent

bones may come to occupy unexpected positions, as

when the epiotic forms the outer and upper angle of

the skull The facial bones are the vomer ana eth-

moid, the axial bones of that portion of the head
which lies in front of the brain-case, and on either

side of these are the prefrontal, nasal, lachrymal,

premaxillary, and maxillary bones, while between
the quadrate and the premaxillary is the arch formed
by the outer and inner pterygoids and the palatine

bones. Lastly, the base of the cranium has a para-

sphenoid, which passes like a splint beneath the axial

bones of the brain cavity, this splint being peculiar

to the Ichthyopsida. The limbs, when present, are

four in number, the anterior pair or pectoral fins

consisting of a suprascapular, a scapular, and so-called

coracoid, to which are attached the fin-rays. The
limb is attached by the suprascapular to the upper
and outer angle of the occipital region, and the fin-

rays are at or a little below the middle of the oj>er-

cular region. The bones above mentioned may be
replaced by a single cartilaginous plate, as in the

sharks. The ventral fins, or second pair of limbs, are

variable in position, and not always present: they

may be beneath the pectorals, when they are jugular;

behind the pectorals, when they are thoracic; or far-

ther back, abdominal The pelvis is represented by
two triangular boneB, which have no relation to the

spinal column, and to which the fin-rays are directly

attached. The median or vertical fins, characteristic

of fishes, may extend nearly from the back of the

head continuously to the anal aperture, as in eels and
lepidosiren; they may be broken up into several dor-

sals, caudal, and one or more anals, as in the cod; or

the number of dorsals may be increased greatly, as ir

mackerel The fins may be wholly soft and flexible,

or they may be in part rigid spines; or a series of soft

fin-rays may be preceded by rigid, often formidable

spines, which sometimes, as in clarias, may have a

beautiful mechanism for elevation and depression.

The spines of the dog-fish are found in front of both

dorsal and pectoral fins; they are, like those of the

carboniferous plagiostomes, deeply buried in the body
and moved by special muscles, so as to form very
important defences. The fin membrane is stretched

from ray to ray and is usually delicate, but in one
group, the squamipennes. a large part of its surface

is covered with scales. The mort fin, or dead or fat

fin of the Salmonidae, is a fold of integument inclosing

adipose tissue, but neither muscles nor rays. The
teeth are, except in the lamprey, truly dermal folli-

cular developments, and are not embedded in sockets,

but either sit loose on the mucous surface or are

fixed on the bones, or are, as in the angler (Lophius),

movably connected with the jaw. The homy teeth

of the lamprey are epidermal thickenings. In the

sharks the succession of the teeth is from behind for-

wards, the new rows being developed within the

cavity of the mouth, and the old used ones dropping

off in front, the process being hastened by partial re-

absorption of their bases. The muscular pharynx and
oesophagus lead into a stomach usually well defined,

but sometimes only slightly differing in calibre from
the intestine; at its pyloric end is a variable number
of delicate coecal glandular tubes, the ‘pyloric oceca.’

The length of the intestine accords with the diet of

the fish, being least in carnivorous, greatest in the
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plant-eating spedet. The rectum has in ganoid and
elasmobranch fishes a spiral valve, a fold of muoous
membrane which passes round the intestine like the
stair of a turret, and which increases the absorptive

area of the intestine. There are no salivary elands;

the pyloric coeca are perhaps pancreatic, though a dis-

tinct pancreas is found in many fishes, whether the

oosca are present or not. The liver is proportionally

large, and has usually a gall-bladder. The heart con-

sists of a single auricle and ventricle, which is con-

tinued forwards on the undersurface of the branchial

framework by a dilated vessel, or arterial bulb, which
in some fishes (for example Ganoids, sharks, &c.) has

several rows of valves. From this vessel the blood is

sent right and left along the gills, and the aerated fluid

passes to the upper or cranial side of the pharynx,
where the union of the branches forms an aortic

trunk which passes back through the body, supplying
chiefly the body walls, the intestinal arteries coming
off from the first part of the vessel The venous blood
is returned by a d< real trunk, a cephalic trunk on
which a cervical sinus occurs, and an intestinal trunk,

all these ]X)uring into a venous sinus which forms a
vestibule tothe auricle. Thecirculation is thus simple,

the aerated blood going direct from the gills to the

body. The respiratory organs are chiefly branchi®
or gills, which are either free on one margin, as in

ordinary fishes, or attached at both extremities, as

in the elasmobranchs. The primitive clefts of the

pharynx of the embryo are more numerous than those

of the adult branchial system, which in a teleostean

consists of the second cleft (the first being closed), and
on the anterior side of this cleft is the pseudo-branchia
or rudimentary branchia, a structure whose meaning
!b clear when we find it in the shark, on the wall of

the spiracle or funnel opening to the top of the head,

this being the second cleft opening not under a gill-

cover, but to the surface. The third, fourth, and fifth

clefts have gills on both Bides, and the sixth only on
the anterior margin. Thus there are on each side

eight gills and the pseudo-branchia P.B., as follows:

(1.) P.B. 2. B.a.B. 3. B.a.B. 4. B.a.B. 6. B.a.B.

—(1) being the closed cleft; 2, 3, &c., those open
in the adult; a the gill arches, B the branchi®. In
the Lepidosiren another structure appears, the lungs,

which stretch through great part of the body and
open by a glottis on the posterior wall of the pharynx,

their blood supply being derived from an eighth

aortic arch. The air-sac or Bwim-bladder, or sound
of many fishes, is not strictly a lung; its blood supply

is from the trunk vessels, and it iB not always in

communication with the exterior. Anatomically its

origin is identical with that of a lung, namely, a coecal

prolongation of the pharyngeal mucous membrane;
and the relation is curiously illustrated by the saccu-

late character of this organ in the ganoid genus Amia.
In some genera the air-sac, in addition to its probably
mechanical function as an aid in rising and sinking,

iB prolonged so as to approach or even come in contact

with the internal organs of hearing, so as to act per-

haps as an organ of resonance. External gills are

found in the Lepidosiren, in young sharks and young
Pdypteri; the gills of the pipe-fish

(Syngnathus

)

are

in tufts, and in the climbing perch accessory respira-

tory organs are found in the plaited lameU® which
replace the upper part of the first gill-arch, and re-

tain the moisture needed to keep the gill-surface in

action during the fish’s absence from the water. The
renal organs are persistent Wolffian bodies, these

organs being properly embryonic. The reproductive

organa consist of glands which arise on the inner side

of the Wolffian bodies. In the female their contents,

the ova, are either discharged into the peritoneal cav-

ity, whence they escape by the abdominal pore, an
orifice oDsniiur direcilv to the evtei-ini** 4-Vio avm

k prolonged so as to form a duct, which terminates
at the surface behind the anus. The relations of the
male organs are generally similar. The ova are fer-

tilized outside the body, except among the Plsgk*
stomi, and the hatching process is usually left to take
place without aid, the ova not being always deposited,

as are those of the salmon, in shallow grooves of

shingle. The eggs are, in most cases, in enormous
numbers, as are the roe of the herring and salmon.
But among the elasmobranchs the number is much
less, and each ovum acquires, beforeexclusion, a horny
sheath of various shape, but usually provided with
cirri, by which it moors itself to some fixed object.

In the pipe-fishes the male has a marsupium or pouch
formed by symmetrical folds of the abdominal in-

tegument, and in this pouch the eggs, transferred

thither on exclusion, are hatched. The Indian genus
Arius likewise gives the male the care of the offspring,

the ova being hatched in hiB mouth. Development
is usually simple, the young differing from the adult

only to the same extent as in man; but Dr. Gunther
has recently discovered that the young of some Squa-
mipennes differ so much from the adult as to justify

the use of the term metamorphosis. The nervous

system of fishes presents considerable variety. The
Amphioxus has no enlargement of the nervous trunk

comparable to a brain; but in all the others the

division into fore, mid, and hind brain is clearly

marked. Anterior to these is a fourth vesicle, the

olfactory lobe, whose great relative size makes it

here obviously a brain lobe, not, as its small propor-

tions in man suggest, a nerve trunk. The cerebrum
is smaller than the corpus quadngeminum, the re-

verse of the relations in mv*, and the cerebellum is

represented by a small pi oiuincut lobe. On the whole
the brain presents an embryonic condition, both as

regards its vesicular character, the conspicuousness

of the canals by which the cavities communicate, and
the linear order in which the divisions succeed each

other, so as to appear like a chain of ganglia. The
olfactory organs are, in most cases, ccecal pits, on
whose walls the olfactory filaments are spread out.

Only in the hag-fish and Lepidosiren are there internal

apertures of the nostrils. The gustatory sense seems
less provided for, the tongue and palate being mostly
firm, and often set with teeth; the soft tissues of the

lips and jaws are the only structures by which taste

can be exercised. There is no external ear, and the

internal apparatus is not wholly inclosed in bone, as

in the higher vertebrates, but is partly free in the

cavity of the skull. The otolithB, or calcareous concre-

tions by which the sound vibrations are intensified,

are of value in classification, the forms being generic-

ally different. Resonance is further increased by
contact of the internal apparatus with prolongations

of the swim-bladder. And in some plagiostomes the

cartilaginous labyrinth is in communication with a

chamber from which two or three ducts open exter-

nally, The eye is, in most cases, relatively large and
flattened on its corneal surface, with which the lens

is in contact, the anterior chamber being very small;

in these respects the eye resembles that of the

Batrachia and aquatic reptiles. The sclerotic has a

thin cartilaginous lamella in the rays, in some osseous

fishes two such plates; in the sword-fish the sclerotic

support is bony. The choroid, which is a vascular

network (rete mirabUc), is prolonged into the posterior

chamber by the pecten or falciform process, a vascu-

lar and pigmentiferous fold which is connected with

the posterior face of the lens. The optic nerves either

cross simply, or, as in plagiostomes, form a chiasm*

in which the filaments decussate. The optic appar-

atus is always present, though it may be of little

functional value, as in Amphioxus, Myxine, and the
mkfMWMMti -ti-v u i
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vMfcte it the surfaoe. Special tactile organa are

wanting for the moot part, the soft, often protrusible

teand the labial filaments, as in the ooa, whiting,

loads, mullet, and sturgeon, being the only outward
processes. The follicles or canals of the lateral line,

in which nerve filaments end in tufts, are regarded as

tactile, but it is difficult to understand their action.

The Gymnotus, Malapterurua, Mormyrua, Torpedo
and several other rays, possess organs which, in the

four first genera, are electric apparatus. The struc-

ture of these organs is simple; cellular plates, on one
side of which nerve filaments are distributed, are

lodged in chambers formed by laminae of connective

tissue. These chambers are horizontal in the Torpedo,

vertical in the others; the nerves are, in the Torpedo,

from the fifth cerebral pair, and from the electric

lobe of the medulla oblongata; in the others they are

derived from the spinal trunks. The Torpedo has its

batteries placed on either side of the head; the ana-

tomically similar apparatus in the other rays is lodged

on either side of the tail The instincts of fishes are

remarkable. The care of the offspring by the male,

the nest-building of the stickleback, the dexterity

with which sharks and sword-fish pursue and master

their bulky victims, the success with which some-

thing like familiarity has been established between
fish in captivity and their guardians, these and similar

instances are cited in proof of intelligence. But
domestication or its semblance is only accomplished

after long years, and even then is strictly limited to

feeding. Fishes are peculiarly sensitive to external

influences, and as we have few means of determining

the character, far less of estimating the intensity of

these influences, their actions appear often less regu-

lated than they in reality are. The periodic migra-

tions of some fish, as the salmon and sturgeon, from
salt to fresh water, and the precision with which they

return to the Bame streams, are even more remarkable
than the similar movements of the birds, Bince these

have the help of a wide range of vision to guide their

movements. Where the migrations are altogether

marine, as with the herring, we are utterly without

a guide as to the cause or order of the movements;

and the importance as well as uncertainty of this

fishery is testified by the variety of hypotheses, ‘judg-

ments' on particular localities, use or certain kinds of

apparatus, pollution of streams, failure of certain

lands of food, these and many more being appealed

to without evidence to explain the eccentricities of

the fish. The majority of fishes are not, however,

thus migratory. The fresh-water fishes are strictly

limited to certain localities, and, as might be ex-

pected, local varieties are most abundant. But even

m the sea there is as much definition of local faunas

as among ittn.mTTm.1w and birds on land and in the air;

and it is often exceedingly difficult to recognize the

nature of the barrier which limits the movements of

closely-allied species, so that they shall not mingle

in the same area.

Clasfification.—Cuvier recognized the broad dis-

tinction between cartilaginous and osseous fishes;

the former of which includes those with free gills, as

the sturgeons; and those with fixed gills, as the Sela-

chians and Cyclostomata. The osseous fishes he

grouped in six orders:— 1. Acanthopterygians. 2.

Malocopterygians abdominal. 3. Malacopterygians

sub-brachial 4. Malacopterygians apodal 5. Lo-

phobranchs. 6. Pectognathi. Agassiz proposed in

1888 the following order* founded on scale charac-

ters:— 1. Ganoid. 2. Plaooid. 8. Cycloid. 4. Cte-

noid. The first order included with the true Ganoids,

Lepidosiren, the Lophobranchs, the Siloroids, and

other osseous fishes. The second included with the

shirks and rays, the Cycloetomata. The third and

fourth orders embraced only osseous fishes. In

1844 Milne Edwards placed the Lepidosiren among
the amphibians, and grouped the ganoids with the

cartilaginous fishes, the other three groups being

the osseous fishes, the Cyclostomata, and Amphioxus.
Johann Miiller proposed in 1844 a classification

which is in all important respects that now adopted,

its six sub-classes being those given below. The only

important modification proposed since Miiller’s time

is that of Haeckel, who would separate Amphioxus
under the designation of Leptocardia, and place this

small group in opposition to the Pachycaroia, which
should include all other vertebrates, a suggestion for

which there is much support in the development of

Amphioxus and its curious relations to the Ascidiana.

Sub-class I. Pharyngobranchii.
Amphioxus, the Lanoelet, is the only member

of this group. (See Plate III., fig. 25.) The cha-

racters are largely negative. There is no cranium, no

vertebra, no cerebral dilatation of the spinal chord,

which extends beyond the mouth. The mouth is

surrounded by a labial fringe, and the opening of the

pharynx is guarded by ciliated lobes. The walls of

the pharynx are perforated by vertical slits, which

are ciliated, and the water entering the pharynx

passes through these apertures into a cavity, from

which it escapes by the abdominal pore, an opening

a little way in front of the anus, just as in the Asci-

dians the water escapes by the atrial chamber, which

intervenes between the integument and the pharynx.

The liver is a saccular projection from the intestine.

The heart is simply tubular, and at the base of each

branchial septum the artery has a pulsatile dilata-

tion by which the circulation is aided. An animal

so simple might well be mistaken for an inverte-

brate, and it was indeed put by Linnaeus among the

Limaces or Slugs.

Sub-class II. Marsipobranchii.— The gills are

without arches and saccular. The nasal sac is single.

This sub-class is equivalent to the Oyclostomata of

other systems. It includes the Hag (Myxine,
fig. 24)

and the Lampem (Petromyzon, fig. 23) ;
in the former

the nasal sac opens into the mouth, in the latter it is

ccecal. The skeleton is cartilaginous, no distmetion of

parts being recognizable in the skull, which is partly

membranous. The circular mouth is armed with epi-

dermic horny plates; there are no paired fins, only a

long vertical fin surrounding the posterior half of the

body. The reproductive organs are not symmetrical,

and the branchial clefts have one common opening in

Myxine
,
six or seven in Bdelloetoma and Petromyzon.

The Lampems, which migrate from river to sea, un-

dergo a slight metamorphosis during development.

Sub-class III. Elamobranchii
,
or SeJachii.—Fishes

with cartilaginous skulls and cartilaginous or ossified

vertebra. Outer margins of gills adherent to integu-

ment. Arterial bulb with several rows of valves.

Rectum with a spiral valve. Two orders are included

in this division, the Chimaeroid fishes, and the Sharks
and Rays.
The Chimaeroids, of which the Arctic Chimaera

{Chimctra Arctica or monetrosa) or Rabbit-fish is the

type, have the palatine arch and the suspensorial

apparatus in one piece with the skull, and the upper

and lower jaws support two huge cartilaginous plates

in the lower, and four in the upper jaw, these repre-

senting teeth. We give an engraving in the first

plate of a member of the allied genus Callorhynchus

{C. Peronti, fig. 8), to which the southern chimera
belongs. Representatives of this group, Itchdodus

and Edaphodon
,
are found in secondary strata.

The Plagiostomi include the two families of Sharks

and Rays, in which the jaws and palate are not

united with the skull, but are free from it. The
spinal column is often well ossified. The gills, at-

tached to the integument, form the partitions of five,
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rarely six or seven, pouches, which have as many
openings in front of the pectoral fin. The plaooid

armature of the skin takes the form of denticles, the

fine shagreen of trade, or of large prominent spines,

the structure of all being, as formerly stated, closely

to that of teeth. The peculiar form of the

well-known Rays, as seen in the common Skate (see

Plate I., fig. 2) is due to the large size of the pectoral

arches, ana the enormous number of fin rays which
they support. In one group the tail is slender. The
Eagle Rays (Myliobatit

)

are of great expansion. In
the Sting Rays (Trygon) the pectorals unite and form
an angle in front of the head. These two groups are

viviparous. The true Rays (Raid) are oviparous; their

pectoral fins commence behind the muzzle, and the
tail carries dorsal fins. A second group consists of

those having a robust tail. The Torpedoes (fig. 8,

plate last mentioned) have been already spoken of

as possessed of electric apparatus. The upper sur-

face of the plates is positively, the lower, by which
the nerves enter, is negatively electrical These ani-

mals were known to the ancients, who believed them
capable of curing neuralgic pains; even to the dried

flesh curative virtues were ascribed. The Torpedo
is marine, but the allied genuB Narcine is found in

the rivers of Brazil. The Saw-fish (Pristia, fig. 4),

of which one species, P. Pcrottcti, is only found in

the Senegal River, has an elongated snout, on either

side of which are planted twenty to thirty teeth.

The Sharks (Squalida) are characterized as a fam-
ily by their elongated bodies, which are admirably
adapted for speed or for powerful efforts. They are

mostly carnivorous and predatory, and the teeth are

usually conical and trenchant. The habits of these
animals are highly predatory, their voracity, strength,

and persistence being great. The number of fins

furnishes a convenient means of grouping the genera.

A Sharks with two dorsal fins and no anal. 1. Squa-
tinida. The Monk-fish or Angel-fish (Squatina) ap-

E
roaches the Rays in the breadth of the body, which
i due to the great size of the pectoral fins. 2. Spina-

cida, the Picked Dog-fish, every fin being preceded
by a spine. 8. Scymnida, the Greenland Sharks,

in which only dorsal spines are present. B. Sharks
with two dorsal fins and one anal 4. Lamnida, a
family which includes the giants of the class, Car-
ckarodon Rondeletii attaining nearly 40 feet in

length; the Selache maxima about 30 feet. The
Port Jackson Shark, Cestracion Philippi

,
represents

at the present day the Carboniferous Selachians; the

median teeth are broad, flat, with ridged crowns; the

lateral are obtusely pointed. 5. Galeida, the Topes.

To this family belongs the Muattlua latvis, in which
the outer surface of the umbilical sac adheres by ex-

ternal tufts to the uterine wall, forming a kind of

non-deciduate placenta. 7. Carcharida. In Car-

chariot, the Blue Shark, a similar arrangement exists.

In this family there is a nictitating membrane, or
third eye-lid, which is moved as in birds. The
Hammer-headed Shark (Sphyma, fig. 7) belongs also

to this sub-family. 8. Scyllida, the Dog-fishes (fig. 5).

Sub-class IV. Oanoidei.—Fishes with cartilaginous

or osseous skeleton. Gills free, protected by an oper-

culum. Arterial bulb muscular and valvular. In-
testine with spiral valve. Scales enamelled and
osseous. Optic nerves form chiasma. Swim-bladder
with open pneumatic duct. No cloaca.

The limits of this group are not sharply defined on
the side of the next sub-class (Tekoste*), nor are the
characters above given universal Thus the intes-

tinal valve is rudimentary in Lepidoateus (Bony Pikes,

fig. 9); Sjpattdariaht* the skin naked. The sub-class

falls Into two groups, determined by the condition

of the skeleton. *

Rlra1«fnn f!u<fflojvinnna __1 fTt.*

body Is naked, as in Spatwlaria; or coveted with
bony plates and scutes, as in the Sturgeon (figs, tl,

12). The skull is destitute of cartilage bones; hut
the roof is oovered with membrane bones, which
coalesce with dermal plates of the neck to farm a
large shield. The branchiostegal rays are very few,

chiefly absent. Teeth minute or none. Tail mar-
kedly heterocercal These fishes are confined to

the northern hemisphere, Spatularia and Soaphi*

rhynchut to North America. The sturgeon is mi-
gratory, and does not usually ascend beyond the
muddy reaches of rivers, its tubular mouth being
specially adapted for life in such material The fossil

representative of the group is the Mesozoic Chon-
drosteui. 2. Oephalaspida. These fishes, whose re-

mains are confined to the Upper Silurian and Lower
Devonian or Old Red Strata, had a cephalic shield

like that of the sturgeon, bony in CephaUupit, more
like fish-scale in Pteraspis. lire trunk skeleton was
cartilaginous, the pectoral fins were large in Cephal-
aspis, whose scales were also bony. Nothing is known
of these structures in Pteraspis. 8. Acanthodida.
These fishes do not occur later than the Carbonifer-

ous strata. They had shagreen-like armature of the
skin and spines in front of the fins; were in fact in-

termediate between ganoids and elasmobranohs.

Skeleton Osseous.— 4. Placodermi These, like

the preceding, disappear with the Carboniferous times.

The bucklers of the Berrybone (Coccoateua), the Pter-

ichthy8
,
and Aaterolepiar, were complex, and the pec-

toral fin of Pterickthya, likewise encased in bony
plates, was articulated to the trunk by a singular

mechanism. The body of Pterickthya was covered
with scales, that of Coccoateua was naked. These
fishes have been compared to certain living Siluroids,

and their position is, it has been suggested, inter-

mediate between ganoids and true osseous fishes. 5.

Amiada. The Missouri Mud-fish, Amio, is the only
member of this Bub-order, which is characterized by
its cycloid scales, single median jugular plate, along

with branchiostegal rays, and by its fins being non-

lobate. The Carboniferous Cydoptychiua perhaps
represented Amia. 6 . Lepidosteida. These fishes have
rhombic scales, thickly enamelled, and heterocercal

tails. The Bony Pikes (fig. 9) of the North American
lakes are the living forms, the Devonian forms being

Chevrolepia, the Carboniferous Polatoniacua
,
while the

Mesozoic genera are very numerous, ASchmodua,
Lepidotua, &c. In all these the vertebras are well

ossified, and have a posterior cupand anterior rounded
head (opisthocoelous) as in some amphibians. 7. Cros-

sopterygida. In this extensive group the fins are

conspicuously lobate; that is, the fin-rays are a
fringe to a central scaly mass, in which are inclosed

prolongations from the pectoral arches, and pelvic

representatives probably of the limb-bones. The
branchiostegal rays are replaced by two large and
several smaller jugular plates. The air-sac of Pdyp-
terua (fig. 10) is double and tabulate, while the opening

of its duct on the ventral wall of the pharynx increases

its resemblance to a lung; but as already said, even

here the vascular supply is not direct from the heart.

The air-sao of the Coelacanthini was ossified and
their vertebral 'centra were cartilaginous, ffolopty-

chiua in the Upper Old Red Sandstone, Diqtmu,
Oateolcpia, &<x, in the Lower, MegaHchthya, JRhutodm

,

Phaneropleuron in the Carboniferous are the princi-

pal members of a group which was feebly represented

in Mesozoic times, ana is now reduced to two genera,

both inhabitants of African rivers, Polyptcrus in the

Nile, and Calamoichthya of Calabar. The young
Polypteri have external gills. The highly ossified

skulls and skeletons of fossil and living genera
present amphibian characters. A curious group, the

A —A-.3-.l- mIm
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able to any of the preceding groups. The flat teeth

situated on the jaws and pedate, the great depth and
lateral compression of the body, and the singular

series of spines by which the thick scales are locked
together: these with other details of their structure

render them as anomalous among osseous as among
ganoid fishes.

Sub-class V. Tdeostei.—Fishes with ossified skele-

ton and cartilage as well as membrane -bones in the
skull; no spiral valve in the intestine, and the arte-

rial bulb not muscular nor provided with more than
one row of valves.

The integument is naked, as in Eels, or set with
spines as in the File-fishes ;

but these only resemble

shagreen; they are structurally different. The most
frequent investment is with overlapping scales,

which want the canals characteristic of true bone.

The ossified vertebrae are biconcave, or, as in some
Eels, nearly flat, while in others the opisthoccelous

condition is faintly indicated. The cartilaginous

skeleton of the cranium sometimes persists, as in

the pike and salmon, and the membrane- bones may
be stripped off after a short immersion in scalding

water, the cartilage bones remaining with the cra-

nium. The branchiostegal rays are replaced partially

by plates only in Thmswps and one or two forms
which may be after all ganoid. The paired fins may
be wholly absent; but the ventral are more usually

the only pair wanting. In the Flat-fishes the fins of

one side may be the larger. The ordinal groups are

of very unequal value. In fact, it is doubtful if a
useful principle of classification has been invented.

The following divisions present the leading differ-

ences among the sub-class:

—

1. Lophobranchii. The body, often angular, is

covered with solid plates, and the mouth is tubular.

The pipe-fish and Hippocampus or sea-horse (Bee

third plate, fig. 22) are the best-known members of

this curious group, in which the male acts as nurse

to the young. The ordinal name refers to the

greater size of the gill processes at the free end.

2. Plectognathi or Pectognathi. The File-fishes,

Balistidue, the Trunk - fishes, Ostraciontidse (see

Plate III., fig. 21), and the Globe-fishes, Gyrnno-
donta (see Plate I., fig. 18), agree in having the

maxillae and premaxillae united. The air-bladder is

large, but there is no duct. Kibs and ventral fins

are usually wanting. The solid boxes in which the

Ostracionts are encased resemble those of Pterich-

thys, while the curious spines into which the angles

are produced give an odd resemblance to some of the

smaller crustaceans. Their vertebrae are anchylosed,

movement of the trunk being impossible, as in the

tortoise. The File-fishes have a shagreen-like dermal
covering, and the abdomen has a strong bony keel.

The remarkable spine of the dorsal fin gives its name
to the family. The family includes some of the most

beautifully coloured of tropical fishes. The Globe-

fishes have a tough skin set with strong spines. In

calm weather the integument may be inflated by
means of a sac communicating with the pharynx.

The Sun-fish, Orthagoriscus mola, is of peculiar form,

as seen in the figure (fig. 20 of third plate). The
skin is shagreen-bearing, and the compressed body,

the axis of which is greatly shortened, is more un-

favourable to rapid locomotion than might be ex-

pected from the great size the body often attains.

3. Physostomi, or MaJacoptera. The fins of this

order are soft, and the ventral pair, when present, is

abdominal. The air-sac has a pharyngeal opening.

The Apodal group, those namely which have no

ventral fins, include the Eels (Anguilla, see Plate

III., fig. 2), of which there ore several varieties,

according to the relative breadth of the snout.

water when the streams run low, and migrate period-

ically seaward. They are a very important family

of food-fishes. The Conger, or sea-eel, is little

prized; nor is the Muraena (second plate, fig. 19) now
the object of that careful cultivation which it en-

joyed in the Roman days of luxury. The Sym-
branchus

,
in which the branchial clefts unite below

the throat, is a tropical genus. The Electric Eel
(Oymrwtu8) is a South American form. Those with
abdominal fins include the Siluroid group, among
which may be mentioned the Sheat-fish, or Hun-
garian Horsa (

Silurus

,

third plate, fig. 19), with four

or six labial cirri; the Saccobranchus of East India,

with the branchial chamber continued under the

skin of the trunk; the Electric Malapterurus of the

Nile and Senegal; the Characini; the Cyprinoidei,

the most abundant group of fresh-water fishes. The
Cyprinoids have one or several rows of pharyngeal
teeth. To the latter division belong the Carp

(
Cyprinus

)

and Barbel (Barbus), which have four

labial filaments; the Tench (Tinea), a mud feeder,

and the Gudgeon (Oobio ), with two filaments; and
among those without labial filaments the German
Carp

(
Carassiu«), River-bream (

Abramis ), the Bleek
(Blicca), the Rud (Scardinius), &c. (figs. 14, 15, 16,

17, and 18 on third plate) are Cyprinoids. Among
thoso with one row of pharyngeal teeth are the

Loach {Cobit is), the Cyprinodonts, including the

strange Anableps tctrophthalmus, in which the cornea

is divided by an opaque transverse band into two
transparent portions. Other important malacop-
terous families are that of the Pikes (Esox)

;
that of

the Herrings (Clupeidre), including Sprat, Shad,
Pilchard, Anchovy, Sardine

;
of the Salnionidee,

including Powan, Coregonus, Sparling, Smelt, and
Grayling, Salmon, Trout, and Galaxias, which alone

wants the fat fin. Lastly, the Heteropygia, to which
viviparous family the Amblyopsis spelceus

,
or Blind-

fish of the Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, belongs.

4. Anacanthi. The fin rays are all soft; the swim-
bladder seldom absent, or ductless; the inferior

pharyngeal bones are separate, and the ventrals

when present are jugular. The Launce (Ammodytcv),

the Ophidium, or serpent-like fishes, the Cod-fishes

(Gadoidei), and the Flat-fishes (Pleuronectidse) illus-

trate the group, including the Cod, Haddock,
Ling, Hake, Turbot, &c. (See the second and third

plates.) The importance of the gadoid fishes os

articles of food and commerce is greater than that

of almost any other group of fishes. But their in-

terest anatomically is inferior to that of the Flat-

fishes, which are in truth ordinary deep -bodied,

laterally -compressed fishes, whose eyes, however,
have come to be on the same side of the head, the
want of symmetry, the twist, not affecting the basal

bones of the skull. The Turbot, Flounder, Plaice,

Holibut, have the dorsal, caudal, and anal fins dis-

tinct; in the Sole they are confluent.

5. Pharyngognathi. The inferior pharyngeal bones
are united into one dentigerous plate. The fins are

sometimes solid, sometimes wholly articulated (soft);

the ventrals thoracic or jugular.

The families with spinose or non-articulated ante-

rior, dorsal, and ventral fin-rays are the Labroidei,

a group of large cycloid-scaled fishes most abundant
in the Indian Ocean, and including several gay
species, which contrast with the duller -coloured

wrasses of British seas; the Chromida, of which
species live in the Saharan Oases, while others in

Brazil hatch the young in a pharyngeal pouch. To
the Scomberesocida belong the gar-pike or green-

bones (Bdone) ; Hmirfomphu*, with elongated lower

jaw; the Flying-fish (Exoccetus),
whose pectoral fins

are so elongated that they can, parachute-like, sus-
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jerks itself out of the water to escape a foe. (See
the second plate, figs. 14, 15.)

6. Acanthopteri. The pharyngeal bones are dis-

tinct. Some of the anterior rays in some or all

of the fins are spinous (non - articulated)
;
swim-

bladder when present without a duct; ventral fins

thoracic or jugular. The Sea -snipe (Centriscus ),

the Trumpet -fish of China (Avlostoma ), and the
Pipe-fish (FutuLaria), which resembles the Syngna-
thus in the elongation of its snout, represent the
family Aulostomida. The Cataphracta have strong
facial plates and spines in the gurnards

(Trigla),

and Perutedion, the fresh-water Cottus, or, like the
Stickleback (Oasterosteus ), have side plates and
powerful dorsal spines. The great family of Percoid
fishes includes the Surmullets (MuUus ), with two cirri

on chin, and four branchiostegal rays
;
the Trachmus

vipcra (weever), the only fish whose spines have
poisonous properties; Beryx, a genus which first ap-

peared in cretaceous strata, the River Perch (Perea),

the Serranm, the Sea-perch (Labrax), &c. The
Scaroidei include a large number of genera, of which
Sea-bream is the general designation; as PageUus,
Saryus, Dentex, &c. In the Squamipennes the scales

encroach on the dorsal fin; the body is high, laterally

compressed, and the head relatively small. They
are mostly tropical, and include some interesting

forms; thus, the Brazilian Toxotes has a protrusible

snout, and squirts water on insects with unerring
precision so as to bring them withm its reach. The
teeth of Ckcetodon are subdivided so as to resemble
tufts of bristles; Platax, now an Indian genus, lived

in the British area during the Crag period. Among
the Teuthyes the singular Burgeon-fish (Acanthurus)
has a spine on either side of the tail, which may be
raised or folded down into a deep groove of the

lateral line. The Mackerel family, Scomberoidei,

have the dorsal and anal fins subdivided into seven

or more tufts, and the thoracic scales on the lateral

line large and plate-like. The Tunny
(
Thynnus ),

Mackerel (Scomber), Bonito (Pelamys), Sword-fish

(Xiphias ), Pilot-fish (Naucrates), &c., are well-known
examples of those with non-protrusible mouths; the

Dory (Zeus faber), the Boar-fish (Z. aper), &c., of

those with protrusible mouths and deep bodies. The
Taenioid fishes (Cepola ), the West Indian Baraouda,
Notacanthus, the Mullet (Mugil), and Atherines

(Atherina); the Gobioid fishes, as the river Goby, the

Lump-fish (Gydopterus ), the Remora; the Blennioid

family, as the Blenny or Bea-butterfly; the Cat-fish,

or Wolf-fish (Anarrhicas); the Frog-fish (Lophius),

and its kindred Chironectes : lastly, the Labyrinthoid
family, already referred to as possessing the respi-

ratory folds of the walls of the branchial chamber,
are among the more important examples of this

order. (Acanthopterous fishes are represented on
Plate II., figs. 1-13; also Plate III., fig. 1.)

Sub-class YI. Dipnoi.—The Mud-fishes
(
Lepi-

doiiren, shown on Plate I., fig. 1) of the southern
continent of Africa, Australia, and America, are

eel -like in form, and have a low median fin round
the pointed posterior half of the body. The pec-

toral and ventral fins have the simple form of a
cartilaginous rod, along the margins of which a
fringe of ray's is disposed. The skull is cartila-

ginous, with membrane bones; the ethmoid bears
teeth, and the palate dentary plates, which cor-

respond to those of the mandible. The vertebrae

are not ossified, the bony ribs and spinous processes

being embedded in the sheath of the holochord.
The Dipnoi are intermediate between fishes and am-
phibians; but they do not connect the highest fishes
ansi Isnsranf arnnhihianfl* Tw»nidnflirf»n recalls rather

[We subjoin a few particulars explanatory of

some of the figures on the plates of Ichthyology.
Plate I., fig. 5 : n, upper spinous processes, pi, lower
do.

; a, frontal part of skull
;
b

, prefrontal part

;

o, hyoid bone, with branchial rays
; d, mandible or

lower jaw; e, upper jaw; g, labial cartilage; k, pec-
toral fins; 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, branchial arches. Fig. 12:
A, anal fin

;
c, caudal fin ; n, dorsal fin

;
v, one of

the ventral fins; p, one of the pectoral fins. Plate
III., fig. 7 : 1, frontal bone; 2, intermaxillary bone;
3, mandible; 4, preoperculum; 5, operculum; 6,

suboperculum; 7, interoperculum; 9, branchiostegal

rays; 10, ceratohyal bone; 11, basihyal; 13, urohyal.

Fig. 25: a, abdominal fins; 5, anus; c, brain; d,

pharynx.]

ICHTHYOPSIDA, a great division of the verte-

brates, including the Fishes and the Amphibians,
classes formerly thought very distinct, but now
recognized as presenting so many gradations that a
sharp line cannot be drawn between them. They
agree together and differ from all other vertebrates

in having, while in the egg, no amnion, and at best

only a rudimentary allantois, in breathing by means
of gills or branchiee for the whole or a part of their

life, and in having throughout life, or only at an
early period, vertical folds of integument projecting

along the middle line of the body, and capable of

being used as locomotive organs. The lower jaw is

not articulated to the skull directly, but by means
of a complex chain of bones. The vertebrae, even
when distinct and ossified, have no cartilaginous

epiphyses. The urinary organs are the equivalents

of embryonic Wolffian bodies, and the cerebral hemi-
spheres, when present, are not united by a corpus

callosum. The Amphioxua, or simplest of the fishes,

has neither skull, heart, brain, nor renal organs; the

skeleton consists of the notochord, or that cartila-

ginous rod which in higher forms iB replaced by
distinct vertebrae during an early stage of develop-

ment; and the branchifie are represented by the

ciliated partitions which divide the side walls of

the pharynx vertically. The other orders of fishes
1 have better, some very highly developed, skeletons

;

the heart has on auricle and ventricle. Some have
an air-bladder ;

but in the order Dipnoi, as in Lepi-

doavren, true lungs are present, and the heart has
two auricles. The Amphibians are, in their lowest

representatives, as Proteus, very fish-like in form;

and the gills are persistent
;
while in the frog these

appendages, as well as the long tail, disappear early,

and the heart has two auricles and a ventricle.

ICHTHYOSAURUS (from the Greek ichthus or

ichthys, a fish, and rnuros, a lizard), one of the ex-

tinct reptilian animals whose remains have been

found in the rocks of the lias and oolite of England,

France, and Germany. It has been described as a

creature having the beak of a porpoise, the teeth of

a crocodile, the head and sternum of a lizard, the

paddles of a whale, and the vertebrae of a fish. There

are more than thirty different species known, several

of them of great size; some are of a magnitude

equal to that of young whales; one specimen in the

British Museum indicates an animal which, in its

complete state, must have been upwards of 24 feet in

length. The structure of the ichthyosaurus shows it

to nave been a marine animal, the shortness of the

neck, and the equality of the width of the back of

the head with the front of the chest, point out the

resemblance of the animal to the whale tribe and to

fishes; the vertebral column consisted of as many as

a hundred and fortv joints, which were prolonged

into a tail which probaoly terminated in a fin placed

vertically, like the fin-tail of the fish. The vertebraem
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The magnitude of the eye exceeds that of any animal
known, past or present. In the collection of the
Geological Society of London tkexe is a skull in which
the longer diameter of the orbital cavity measures
14 inches; in other specimens the long diameter of

the orbit is 4 inches; it is thenoe inferred that the
creature had great power of vision, especially in the
dark. The eye was surrounded with a ring of bony
solerotic plates. The animal had four paddles, consist-

ing of numerous bones invested with the same integu-

ment, so as to form one entire fin. It must have been
a predatory and voracious animal, judging from its

powerful construction, its crocodilian jaws and teeth,

and the remains of its food as seen in the crushed and
half-digested fish-bones, scales, and teeth composing
its fossilized excrement known as coprolites, many of

which retain the marks produced by their passage
along the intestinal canal, and which occur in such
quantities in England as to have become of economi-
cal value for manuring and chemical pur|>ose8. The
intestine had a spiral valve, which impressed on the
flattened faeces a spiral form.

ICHTHYS (Greek for fish), a word found on many
seals, rings, lamps, urns, and tombstones, belonging
to the earliest Christian times. Each character
forms an initial letter of the following words, I^trovs

Xpiarbs, Qeov TMs, Zwrijp (Jesous Christos
,
Theou

(ff)yios, Sot&r
) ;

that is, Jesus ChriBt, the Son of

God, the Saviour. The picture of a fish is also some-
times engraved in similar works, having a mystical
meaning.

ICOLMKILL. See Iona.
ICONIUM. See Konieh.
ICONOCLASTS (image-breakers), that Christian

party which would not tolerate images in the churches,
much less the adoration of them. This dispute l>egan

in Greece, and extended from thence over Europe;
it was most violent in the eighth and ninth centuries.

In the first three centuries after Christ the Christians

had no paintings or images in the churches. The
first cause of the Christian worship of images was
partly the custom of erecting columns in honour of

the emperors with their statues, partly the attempt
to preserve the memory of the bishops and the

martyrs by images. In the fourth, and still more in

the 6th century, they were placed in the churches,

yet without receiving any adoration; but in the sixth

century people began to kiss the images in token
of respect, to burn lights before them, to offer incense

in honour of them, and to ascribe to them miraculous
power. Some bishops endeavoured to dissuade Chris-

tians from this worship of images. The images them-
selves were tolerated by some as becoming decora-

tions of the church, while others in their reverence

for them approximated to complete idolatry. The
eastern emperor Leo III., the enemy of superstition

and the worship of the images, issued an edict in 726
ordering the people to abstain entirely from the wor-

ship of statues, as well as paintings and mosaics, and
this edict was soon after followed by another ordering

the destruction of the images. This order occasioned

commotions, first in the islands of the Archipelago;

and m the Popes Gregory II. and III., as well as

Germanus, the patriarch of Constantinople, admitted
of the worship of images, and the Emperor Leo re-

fused to recall his edict on their command, they ex-

communicated him, and his subjects in Italy threw
off their allegianoe. Thenoe arose two parties in the
Christian church, namely, the Iconolair<z (image-
worshippers) and the Iconoclasts

,
who each in turn

persecuted the other even to death. Leo’s son and
successor, Constantine Copronymus, held the same
views as his father. He convened a council at Con-
stantinople (754), in which the use as well as the

worship of linages was condemned. Constantine’s

son, Leo IV., who asoended the throne 775, followed

the same course, but prooeeded with more clemency

and moderation. On the death of Leo IV., in 780,

he was succeeded by his son Constantine, under the

guardianship of Irene, mother of the latter, and
widow of Leo. Irene favoured the image-worshippert,

and on attaining this position of authority openly

avowed her sentiments, and summoned a council to

be held in 787, under her protection at Nioaea (Nice)

in Bithynia, the majority of the members of which
were image-worshippers. This council restored the

worship of images, and inflicted punishment upon
those who maintained that nothing but God ought to

be worshipped. Although the Greeks and Italians

were addicted to the worship of images, yet most
Christians of the West, as the Britams, Germans,
Gauls, did not follow their example; on the contrary,

they asserted that it was lawful to retain images and
expose them in the churches, but that they could not

be worshipped without offending God. Charlemagne,
probably assisted by Alcuin, wrote against the wor-

ship of images, and a council which he caused to be

held at Frankfort-on-the-Main (794) confirmed his

opinion, notwithstanding the opposition of Pope
Adrian. Among the Greeks the controversy con-

cerning images broke out anew after the banishment
of Irene (802), and lasted about half a century. Her
successor, Nicephorus, did not indeed remove the

images from the churches, but he forbade the adher-

ents of the images from persecuting their adversaries.

Finally the Empress Theodora, by a council held at

Constantinople (842), restored the worship of images
among the Greeks, which was confirmed by a second
council, held 869-870, in the same place. In the

Western Empire images were at first retained only

to preserve the memory of pious men, but the worship
of them was forbidden. This use of them was con-

firmed by a council summoned by Louis the Debon-
naire in 825; but this opinion was gradually aban-

doned, and the decision of the pope, which allowed

theworship of images, finally prevailed in the Western
Church. See Iconolatry.
ICONOGRAPHY, or Iconology, was a term ap-

plied at first, in accordance with its literal meaning,

to catalogues, descriptions, and histories of the like-

nesses of the distinguished persons of antiquity as

exhibited in statues, busts, coins, cameos, paintings,

&c. Michael Angelo and Fulvius Ursinus were, in

the sixteenth century, the restorers of this art, which
was further improved by Giovanni Angelo Canini in

his Iconografia, completed and published by his

brother Mario Antonio Canini (Rome, 1669; trans-

lated into French by de Chevrifcres, Amsterdam,
(1741). Visconti’s lconographie Grecque appeared
in 1808. His lconographie Romaine, completed
by Antoine Mongez, was published between 1817
and 1825. More recently iconography was extended
to the art of ideal types of deity, the saints, or

abstract qualities; and accordingly the Christliche

Kunstsymbolik und Ikonographie (Frankfort, 1839),

by J. von Radowitz, contains representations of all

the more essential ideal types of older Christian

art. In France L. J. Guenebault published two
Dictionnaires Iconographiques, one of the monu-
ments of Christian antiquity and the Middle Ages
(1844), and the other of the figures of biblical per-

sons. Other important works are Didron and Du-
rand’s Manuel d’lconographie Chr4tienne (1845);
Didron ’s Christian lconographie (from the French, in

Bohn's series)
; Bernoulli’s Romische Ikonographie

;

Barbier de Montault's Traite d’loonographie

Chretienne
;
Lord Lindsay’s Sketches of the Histoiy

of Christian Art; Palmer’s Early Christian Sym-
bolism

; Lundy’s Monumental Christianity ; Allen’s

ChristianSymbolisminGreat Britainand Ireland, Ac.
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ICONOLATRY, the worship or adoration of im-

ages. The article Iconoclasts showswhat dissensions

the worship of images has produced in Christendom.

To Protestants the respect (whatever it may be called)

whioh the R Catholics pay to images is an object of

great dislike ; they oonsider it the breach of one of

the first commandments of Christianity—to worship

in the spirit and in truth; whilst, on the other hand,

theR Catholics say that malice or ignorance only can

ascribe to them the heathen custom of adoring images.

Everything, say they, depends upon the meaning
given to the word adore. ‘In vain,’ says the Catholio

writer in the Dictionnaire de Th4ologie, article

Adoration, ‘ do they (the Protestants) maintain that

God alone shall be adored; if they mean by it, hon-

oured as the Supreme Being, it is true
;

if they un-

derstand by it that he is the only being to be
honoured, it is a falsehood.’ He thus continues :

‘We
respect their (the saints’) images, because they repre-

sent them, and their relics, because they belonged to

them
;
but we do not adore them, if by adoring is

understood worshipping them like the Supreme. If

some Catholic authors, from a careless use of lan-

guage, have improperly applied the expression adora-

tion, this proves nothing, aB our creed is clearly ex-

posed in all our catechisms.’ The Protestants main-
tain, first, that * none is holy but the Father;’ and no
gradation in worship can exist; that the mass of men,
always being inclined to take the form or sign for the

essence, do so also among theR Catholics (if we are to

suppose the images were not intended for real wor-

ship by the church), as all R Catholic countries suf-

ficiently prove by the unrestrained worship and mir-

aculous powers ascribed to images; and thirdly, that

there is a vast difference between the ‘respect’ paid

by R. Catholics to images and that shown to them by
Lutherans, and to some extent by members of the

Anglican Church, who undoubtedly respect the

religious paintings, sculptures, &c., in their churches

on account of the subjects represented, but neither

pray before them, nor ascribe any special virtue to

them. In Protestant churches generally even reli-

gious paintings are little known.
ICTERID^E. This family of Passerine birds

peculiar to the American continent differs from the

Sturninse, or Starlings proper, with which it is

usually grouped, in the invariable straightness of the

bill, the presence of nine (not ten) primaries in the

pointed wings, in the rounded (not squared or graded)

tail, and in the great relative strength of the hind toe.

The colour, moreover, is mostly black, with yellow or

orange. The type genus, theYellow Starling, Icterus
,

belongs to the first sub-family Ictemnce
}
which in-

cludes the genus Casricus, the Japu or Cassican of

Brazil, and the Baltimore Bird, Hyphantes, which
builds its pendulous nests from the branches of tall

trees. The Cassicans, about the size of a jackdaw,
seem to represent the crows in the American system
of bird life. They are brilliant in colouring, but
though gregarious are not social; nor are they pro-

lific. The second sub-family includes the Troopiala,

TrupialU and Agdaiut, and the Rice-birds, Doli-

chonyZf the latter comprising the well-known Bob-
olink. The Marsh Troopials, Agelaii, are about the
size of a finch; they migrate in large flocks, the
males and females apart, and have the merits and
demerits of the Rice-birds in the eyes of the agricul-

turist. The Cow-bunting (Molothrus

)

and the Boat-
tails {Quiscalus) form the third sub-family, the former
genus being remarkable for its cuckoo-like habits as

regards the eggs, the latter for the peculiar upward
set of the lateral tail-feathers, the broad tail becom-
ing thus scoop-like.

TTkA In anmAnt orMuminhv a. mnuntun panon In

lay the city of Troy. Its highest peak was called

Gargarus, and is 5750 feet above the level of the sea.

Mount Ida was the scene of many Grecian fables.

It produced a great number of pines, and was famous
for its pitch; it is now called Kaz-Dagh. The same
name was also given to the middle and highest sum-
mit of the mountain chain which divides the Island
of Crete from east to west. (See Candia.) Zeus
(Jupiter) was brought up here by Amalthea.
IDAHO, one of the United States, organized as a

territory in 1863, and in 1890 admitted as a state.

Originally it was of much greater area than it is at
present, being now mainly comprised between the
42nd. and 45th parallels of latitude, and 111th and
117th meridians of west Ion., a long irregular prolon-
gation extending north as far as the Canadian fron-

tier. It has Montana and Wyoming on the east,

Washington and Oregon on the west, Utah and
Nevada on the south. Area, 84,800 square miles.

The surface, especially in the north and east, iB formed
by ranges belonging to the Rocky Mountains, in the
south it is more level. The Snake River crosses the
state in the south, and forms part of the western
boundary, and the greater part of the drainage is

carried to the Columbia. The state owes its rise to

the rich gold fields of the Salmon River, previous

to the discovery of which, in 1861, it was inhabited

only by Indians. Gold has also been obtained in

other localities, but silver now yields a greater yearly
value. Idaho is now an important lead-producing
state, and smaller quantities of copper, iron, coal,

platinum, salt, sulphur, soda, &c., are obtained. The
higher mountain ranges are bleak and barren, but
the lower hills are generally well wooded, and the
soil of the valleys is productive. The forests are

extensive and valuable. In general Idaho is better

adapted for grazing than for farming. Irrigation is

necessary in many parts of the south. Boise City
(pop. 5000) is the capital. Pop. of the state in 1880,

32,610; in 1890, 84,385; in 1900, 161,771.
IDDESLEIGH, Earl op, Sir Stafford Henry

Northcote, an English statesman, member of an old

Devonshire family, was born 27th October, 1818.

He was educated at Eton and at Balliol College, Ox-
ford, where he gained high honours. He became
private secretary to Mr. Gladstone in 1843; was
called to the bar in 1847, and in 1851 succeeded his

grandfather in the family baronetcy. He entered par-

liament in 1855 in the Conservative interest as mem-
ber for Dudley, in 1858 was elected member for Stam-
ford, and in 1866 for North Devon, a constituency

that he represented till 1885. In 1862 he published

a work entitled Twenty Years of Financial Policy.

In 1866 he became president of the Board of Trade;

in 1867-68 he was secretary for India; in 1871 he

was appointed a special commissioner to America to

make arrangements regarding the Alabama difficulty;

and in 1874-80 he held the office of chanoellor of

the exchequer in the ministry of Mr. Disraeli After

the Liberals returned to power in 1880, and Mr.
Disraeli entered the Upper House, Sir Stafford be-

came Conservative leader in the Commons, a post in

which he gave great satisfaction. When Lora Salis-

bury became premier in 1885, Sir Stafford was raised

to the peerage, and appointed first lord of the trea-

sury; in Lord Salisbuxy’s second cabinet (1886) he
was foreign secretary. He died suddenly 12th Jan.

1887. A collection of lectures and essays by him
was published the same year. A biography of him
by Andrew Lang appeared in 1890.
IDEALISM is the philosophical term which, In

contradistinction to realism, expresses the view that

subjective or ideal existence is not only the original

but the onlv true befrur. and according to which there
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existence dependent upon the mind of a thinking
subject. The oldest system of idealism is that of

Plato. In Plato all true being is placed in the divine

ideas, of which sensible objects are only copies in the

element of the non-existent, and accordingly have in

themselves merely a phenomenal or apparent exist-

ence. In modem times idealism has been revived

by Descartes, Berkeley, Kant, Fichte, Schelling, and
Hegel. Some of these, as Descartes and Kant, are

not, however, pure idealists, inasmuch as they allow

at least a problematical existence to sensible thmgs
independent of the thinking subject. These are

classed by Sir William Hamilton as Cosmothetic
Idealists, because, while they deny the independent
and objective existence of what is immediately per-

ceived by the senses, and are therefore, as far as our
immediate perceptions are concerned, idealists, they
are yet realists m so far os they do not deny the

existence of a real world beyond the world of sense,

and thus in a manner create a world outside of what
is given in experience. Descartes was followed, with
some modifications, in this theory by Malebranche
and the other philosophers who are considered as

belonging to the Cartesian school. It was in opposi-

tion to this theory that Berkeley came forward with
a more decided sort of idealism, holding that what is

called matter consists merely of what he calls ideas,

that is, appearances produced in the mind by the

direct influence of the Deity. This dogmatic idealism

of Berkeley differs from the critical or transcendental

idealism of Kant. This consists m the doctrine that

all the material of experience is given in sensation,

but, on the other hand, the forms of the experience

(space, time, and the categories of the understand-
ing) arise in ourselves A priori, and that accordingly

sensible objects are known only as they appear to us

and not as they are in themselves. Fichte, on the

other hand, rejected the notion of things in them-
selves as untenable and self - contradictory, and
created the system of so-called subjective idealism,

according to which the I, or thinking subject, pro-

duces the appearance of a sensible world by a mode
of activity grounded upon its essential nature. The
theories of Schelling and Hegel are developments of

the Fichtean doctrine.

IDELER, Christian Ludwig, a German astron-

omer and chronologist, bom in 1766; dic'd at Berlin

in 1846. From 1816 to 1822 he was tutr* „o the
princes of the Prussian royal family. In 1821 he
became a professor at the University of Berlin. His
chief work is his Handbuch der mathematischen und
technischen Chronologic (2vols., 1825-26; 2nd edn.,

1883), which he also issued under the title Lehrbuch
der Chronologie (Berl. 1831), an excellent work
which affords the historian as well as the astronomer

a clear view of the different modes of reckoning time

among ancient and modem nations. Die Zeitrech-

nung der Chinesen (Berl. 1839) forms a continuation

of this work. His other works include Historische

Untersuchungen fiber die astronomischen Beobach-
tungen der Alten, and Untersuchung fiber den I

Ursprung und die Bedeutung der Steranamen.
IDENTITY, System of. See Schelling.
IDES, or Idus, with the Romans, the fifteenth

day of March, May, July, and Ootober. In the other

months the thirteenth was the ides. The ides of

March, on account of Caesar’s assassination having
taken place on that day, was an ater diet* or black

day, and was called parricidium. The senate was
not allowed to sit on that day. See Calendar.
IDIOT (Greek idiOtfs, originally a private person,

hence a non-professional, a layman, a rude, ignorant,

awkward, stupid person). In medicine, Idiocy, Im-
becility, and Feeble-mindedness are generally classed

of mental incapacity, idiocy being properly, but not

always exclusively, applied in the case of those

who are absolutely incapable, from whatever cause,

of acting in any way for themselves. The gradations

between the three conditions are of course infinite,

and they considerably overlap each other. Varying
degrees of capacity are met with, from the mindless,

almost instinctless, being who cannot help himself

in any way, who does not react to any kind of

sensation or emotion, and who leads a mere vege-

table existence, through the ranks of the Imbeciles

who can take some little care for and interest in

themselves, who can be taught a varying amount
with patience, can feel some slight emotion, and
recognize those who are kind to them, up through the

class of the Feeble-minded, who are capable of further

development still, and who form a large proportion

of the useful drudges of homes and institutions,

and who are to l>e met with in many villages and
scattered places, and so by gradations to the normal
state of intelligence. In connection with the latter

two classes it is perhaps worthy of note that many
examples are met with in the isolated farms of South
Africa. Modern writers classify the causes of idiocy

under prenatal and postnatal causes, the former in-

cluding heredity, injury, protracted and premature
labour, maternal shock, and acquired diseases, as

syphilis, alcoholism, or gout; the latter, such causes

as convulsions, injuries to the head, shock, overwork,

epilepsy, or even actual attacks of insanity. There
are many subdivisions, chiefly named after the

causes, or some special symptoms or characteristics

of the cases. All, or nearly all, idiots present some
sort of abnormality, large heads, small heads, high
palates, large ears, receding chins, faces lacking in

expression, or marked with ferocity, apathy, cunning,

or vindictiveness. Many suffer from various kinds

of jiaralysis, many are deaf, many dumb, and some
blind. Many sit passively and are almost insensible

to heat and cold, are deficient in the principal senses,

and the worst cases are dirty in their habits, cruel

to those weaker than themselves, and incapable of

affection. Idiots are not as a rule long-lived. Their
brains are seldom found to be normal—softening,

irregular hardening in patches, excess of fluid, altera-

tions of convolutions, and tumours being the chief

post-mortem characteristics.

The question of the education of these afflicted

ones has been attracting much attention of late. It

has been found in various idiot homes and establish-

ments that if cases are carefully selected, great
benefit may be done to many children that at first

sight seem almost hopeless. Much has been done
in many of these, and more is being attempted.
The simple exercises of the kindergarten and the
small lessons that may be taught in form, colour,

notation, &c., with simple apparatus, almost without
the child knowing that it is learning, are very use-

ful, while music, musical drill, and singing are also

of great value. The initial difficulty apparently is

fixing the attention of these children. This once
gained, a system of small rewards and encourage-
ments often serves to keep it up, and the results

obtained are often most satisfactory, or compara-
tively so. Idiots are classed in law as infants.

IDOLATRY is the worship of the Deity or of a
deity under a visible form, and from the point of

view of the Christian or any other religion which
rejects the worship of images, consists in worshipping
as God what is not god. With regard to the origin

and character of idolatry, the views of theologians

naturally differ from those of philosophers and his-

torical inquirers. The Christian religion conceives

idolatry as a declension from the one true God, sees
•’« mMA..n ItAftAnn iirAtwlll'n Anltr niAM At*
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leat complete de$p*adation* of an original revelation,

and ascribes to It the same origin as to sin. Philo-

sophy and historical science, on the other hand, see

In idolatry an innate searching after God, and accord-

ingly the first stage of human development, the

neoessary beginning of a knowledge of God. Idolatry

may assume various forms. One nation seeks its

god in the powers of nature, worships the heavenly

bodies and the elements, and creates for itself a

nature-worship; another develops a hero-worship, and
a third has merely an animal and image worship, the

lowest form of which is Fetichism (see Fetich). It

is to this last and rudest form of idolatry, that con-

sisting in animal and image worship, that the name
of idolatry is sometimes confined. The worship of

images wliich is practised in some Christian churches

cannot be called idolatry, since there, though a kind
of worship is paid to the images as representing

saints and martyrs, the worship is not such as is paid
to God See ICONOLATRY.
IDOMENEUS, son of Deucalion, and grandson

of Minos, king of Crete. He was remarkable for his

beauty, and was one of the suitors of Helen; he, how-
ever, continued a friend of Menelaus, and often

visited him in Lacedaemon. With Meriones he led

the Cretans, in eighty ships, to Troy, and distin-

guished himself by his valour. After the conquest

of Troy he embarked with Nestor, among the first

of the Greeks, and according to the first Homeric
tradition was assailed during the voyage by a violent

tempest. To escape from it he made to Poseidon
(Neptune) the rash vow that he would sacrifice to

him the first person whom he should meet. The storm
abated, and he arrived happily at the port; but the

first person he met was his only son, who had heard
of the arrival of his father, and came to welcome
him. Nevertheless, Idomeneus sacrificed him. His
subjects, who feared the vengeance of the gods upon
their land for such a deed, rebelled, and drove him
from the island He went to Italy and founded the

city of Salentum, where he introduced the laws of

Minos, and was honoured as a god after his death.

According to other historians, he was driven from
Crete by Leucus, and went to Colophon, where he
died, and was buried on Mount Cercaphus. Homer,
however, knows nothing of the vow, but makes
Idomeneus return safely to Crete, and Diodorus adds
that he died there quietly, after a long and peaceful

reign; that he was buried near Gnossus, and received

divine honours.

IDRIA, a town in Austria, in the Duchy of Car-
niola, and the circle of Adelsberg, 21 miles south-

west of Laibach, in a basin hemmed in by wooded
mountains. It has manufactures of linen and silk

goods, and lace, but its chief claim to notice is its

mines of quicksilver, which, directly or indirectly,

furnish employment to the greater part of the in-

habitants; ana, after those of Almaden in Spain, are
the richest in Europe, yielding annually about 150
tons of mercury and about 25 tons of cinnabar (red

sulphuret of mercury). The mines were discovered
in 1497 and first worked in 1510. The rock in which
the (juicksilv er occurs is Jura limestone, and the seam
consists of a black schist, in which the metal is found
both in the state of cinnabar and of native quick-
silver, which may be seen in glistening drops among
the schist. The mines are easily visited, the descent
being by stone steps; the depth is about 240 fathoms.

The furnaces are about a mile from the town, and
the whole process of extracting, roasting, and smelt-

ing the ere is very curious. Unfortunately, it is very

prejudicial to health, and few of those employed in

It reach the natural term of human life. The num-
l * — i i— i 1. cnn /loom jorut

EDUN.4 See Northern Mythology.
IDYL, derived from a Greek diminutive, meanfau

a ‘little picture or image,' is the name originally and
still most usually applied to a short and highly
finished descriptive poem, especially if it treats of

pastoral subjects. This last circumstance is not,

However, an essential character of the idyl. All that
is necessary to constitute a poem of this class is that
it presents to view a complete picture in small com-
pass, and accordingly the idyl may refer to a great
variety of subjects, and the fact that the subjects of

idyls are usually pastoral is due to this, that pastoral

life, at once simple and picturesque, affords the best

material for such short descriptive poems. The term
idyl is sometimes used even more extensively but in

a manner so capricious as to be incapable of definition.

IE1SK, Yeisk, or Eisk, a seaport of Russia, in the
Kuban territory, on a tongue of land projecting into

the Sea of Azoph. The town was laid out only in

1848, but has rapidly increased, and now has nur-

series, tanneries, tile-works, oil-mills, soap-works, &c.,

and a considerable trade. Pop. (1897), 35,446.
IEKATERINBURG. See Ekaterinburg.
IEKATERINODAR. See Ekaterinodar.
IEKATERINOSLAV. See Ekatfrinoblav.
IELETZ, or Yeletz, a town of Russia, in the

government of Orel, at the confluence of the Ieletz

and Lutchka. It is old, but is regularly built, and
has flourishing manufactures, and an extensive trade.

Pop (1897), 37,445.

IFERTEN. See Yverdun.
IFFLAND, August Wilhelm, a celebrated Ger-

man actor and dramatic writer, born at Hanover,
April 19, 1759. His taste for the theatre manifested

itself in his infancy, and he was so much affected by
the representation of the Rodogune of Corneille, that

his parents would suffer him to be taken to the theatre

but very rarely. Nothing, however, could prevent

him from indulging his natural inclination; and his

father having declared that he would never permit

him to be an actor, he left home privately, and
made his debut at Gotha in 1777. When this theatre

was dissolved he went to Mannheim in 1779, and in

1796 was invited to Berlin to take the direction of

the theatre there, and in 1811 was appointed general

director of all the royal plays. He died Sept. 22,

1S14. As an actor Iffland was characterized less by
poetic interpretations or by fire and strength of ima-

gination than by a careful attention to details arising

from a minute and critical Btudy of his parts. In
this respect Madame de Stael said of him, that there

was not an accent or a gesture for which he could not

account as a philosopher and an artist. He was no
less famous as an author than as an actor. His writ-

ings are chiefly dramatic pieces—domestic comedies.

In these he exhibits himself as an able and attractive

painter of manners, and shows great knowledge of

human nature, and above all, skill in adapting his

pieces to the stage. Of his numerous comedies, Die

Jager, Dienstpflicht, Die Advocaten, Die Mtindel,

ana Die Hagestolzen, may be mentioned among those

which still find a place in theatrical repertories. An
edition of Iflland’s works was published under hiB

own direction, with an autobiography, at Leipzig,

between 1798 and 1802. Two additional volumes

were published in 1807 and 1809. Selections from
his works have been published on several occasions.

IGLAU, a town in Moravia* on a height above the

right bank of the Iglawa, 49 miles w.n.w. of Brfinn.

It is the second largest town in Moravia, consists of

the town proper, and of three suburbs ; and though
the streets are somewhat uneven, is tolerably well

built. The principal edifices are the handsome Gothic
/.Viiiesih ftf At .UmM with a finA Altar-niece* the
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church ;
the town-house, courthouse, gymnasium,

and other educational institutions. The cemetery of

Iglau, intersected by rows of old lime-trees, is well

laid out, and contains many remarkable monuments.
The staple manufacture is woollen cloth, which em-
ploys numerous hands both in the town and vicinity.

Before the town stand two granite columns, one of

which marks the boundary of Moravia, and the other

the spot on which Ferdinand I. in 1527 took the oath
to the estates of Bohemia. Pop. (1900), 24,387.

IGLESIAS DE LA CASA, Jos£, one of the best

Spanish eighteenth-century poets, born in 1748 at

Salamanca, pursued his studies at the university there,

along with his friend Melendez, and other youths
distinguished by poetical talent, who formed what is

called the Salajnantine School, and modelled them-
selves almost exclusively on the classic poets of their

native land, and more especially on Balbuena and
Quevedo. After leaving the university he took
orders, and performed the duties of a country curate

in the bishopric of Salamanca till his death in 1791.

His poems were first collected and published in 1798.

They have since been often reprinted, and many of

his pieces have become like ballads in the mouths of

the people. His style is remarkable for its classic

purity, his versification is light and easy, and his

whole spirit is so completely national that Spanish
critics have given him, not without cause, the sur-

name of the modern Quevedo.

IGNATIUS, St., Bishop of Antioch, said to have
been a disciple of the apostle John, and on that ac-

count reckoned among the number of the aj>ostolic

fathers. He was surnamed Theophorus, or Deifer,

which he himself explained as meaning, ‘ bearing God
in his heart.' His life and death are wrapped in fable.

According to the most trustworthy tradition he was
appointed Bishop of Antioch a.d. 69, and was thrown
to wild beasts in the circus of Antioch by the com-
mand of Trajan, about the time of that emperor’s

expedition against the Armenians and Parthians.

Another account places his execution at Rome. The
year of his death is variously stated; by some a.d.

107 is given as the date, by others it is placed so late

as A.D. 116. By the Greek Church his festival is

celebrated on the 20th of December, by the Latin on
the 1st of February. In the literature of the early

Christian church Ignatius holds an important place

as the reputed author of a number of epistles. These
have come down to us in three forms. In the longest

text they are thirteen in number, but since the dis-

covery of a shorter text containing only seven (ad-

dressed respectively to the Ephesians, Magnesians,

Philadelphians, Trallians, Smymseans, Romans, and
to Polycarp), the first has been universally recognized

as in great part spurious, some of the letters entirely

so, and others containing interpolations. But even

in this shorter form the genuineness of the Ignatian

epistles has been disputed by numerous scholars.

Both of these texts are in Greek, but a still shorter

text in the Syriac language, containing only three

letters (to the Romans and the Ephesians, and to

Polycarp), and even these in a shorter form, was
published in 1845 by Cureton, and again, with a

greater abundance of editorial aids, in the Corpus
fgnatianum (London, 1849). There has been much
duoussion as to the genuineness of these shorter col-

lections. Some scholars maintain the Syriac text

to be the earliest, and regard the Greek text of the

seven epistles as an expansion of the Greek originals

of the Syriac. At present the prevalent belief is

that the seven are genuine, and the Syriac an ab-

ridgment of them. An edition of the Greek text of

the seven epistles was published at Amsterdam by

Isaac Voss in 1646, a Latin translation of the same

having been published at Oxford in 1644. with a dis-

sertation by Archbishop Usher. An English trans-

lation by Archbishop Wake was published in 1693.

Bishop Lightfoot’s edition of the Greek text in his

Apostolic Fathers, Part II. (S. Ignatius and S. Poly-

carp, 1889), supersedes all others, and gives a full dis-

cussion of the subject.

IGNATIUS LOYOLA. See Loyola and

1

Jksuits.

IGNEOUS ROCKS. See Geology.
IGNIS FATUUS, a luminous appearance seen

floating over marshy places, and sometimes, it is said,

in churchyards. It is probably due to some phos-

phorescent gas, but it has nover been satisfactorily

explained.

IGNITION (glowing heat) denotes that state of

certain bodies in which, from being exposed to a high
temperature, they appear luminous. Two kinds of

ignitible bodies are distinguished; namely, such as

become entirely changed by ignition, as charcoal,

Bponge, &c., and such as retain their former state, as

iron, for example. The first is a regular combustion,

in which, however, no flame rises from the bodies.

The second is a mere heat. Of the metals, many
liquefy before they become ignited; for example, lead

and tin. Iron, on the other hand, becomes ignited

long before it melts. Three stages of ignition may
easily be distinguished. Iron, at about 770" of Fahr.,

becomes brownish red, which is the commencement
of ignition. At a higher temperature it becomes red

hot; at about 1000° of Fahr. it becomes white hot,

and emits a very white, brilliant light. If gradually

cooled ignition diminishes in the same inverse order.

In this gradual transition we perceive all the different

colours of light.

IGNITION, Spontaneous. See Combustion
(Spontaneous).
IGNORANCE OF THE LAW. This is held to

be no excuse for any breach of the law. Ignorance
of facts may be pleaded in excuse of any such breach,

but not ignorance of the law, and this applies both to

civil and criminal cases. Thus if any one acting

under a mandate continue to act after the death of

the person from whom the mandate was received, not
knowing the facts of his death, then the acts per-

formed under the mandate are valid, just as if the

death had not taken place, but if the person so acting

was aware of the death of the other, and continued

to act under the mandate in ignorance of the fact

that his powers ceased at the death of the mandant,
then the acts which he performed under the mandate
are invalid. Again, in a criminal case, where, for

example, a man kills a member of his own family in

his own house by mistake for a housebreaker, that is

mistake of the iact not of the law, and the action is

not a criminal one; but it is criminal if he kills an
excommunicated or outlawed person under the idea
that he has a right to do so. In petty offences, how-
ever, punishable by justices, the principle of bona
fidu is often applied to modify the strictness of the
principle that ignorance of the law is no excuse, and
when the ignorance of the criminal with regard to
the law has been satisfactorily shown, the judge will

usually take this into account in passing judgment.
IGNORANTINES, or Fb^bes deb £coles chbU-

tiennes, a religious congregation devoted to the edu-
cation of children. It was founded about 1680 by
the Abb4 de La Salle. The statutes of the order,

approved by Benedict Kill, in 1724, impose on its

members vows of chastity, poverty, obedience, and
steadfastness, and also reauire of them the giving of

instruction gratuitously. The first school founded at
Paris by the members of this congregation was in the
parish of St. Sulpioe about 1688. In 1770 the supe-

rior-general established the seat of the order at
Rheima but irano vaam latar It vm trt
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Melun. In 1789 the order counted 1000 members,
and possessed 121 houses. The members of this order

refused the oath at the time of the civil constitution

of the clergy, and were forced to quit France. They
returned after the conclusion of the Concordat of

1801, and re-opened their schools at Lyons, St. Ger-

mains, and then at Paris, but did not resume the

dress of their order till 1805. The decree of the 17th

of March, 1808, which founded the university, gave

them a legal existence. In 1819 they established

the residence of their novices at Paris. The opposi-

tion to the government of the restoration, wishing

to cast upon this order part of the unpopularity which
attached to the party in power, called the members
in derision Frfcres ignorantins, but they themselves

had assumed this title in token of humility long be-

fore the revolution.

IGUALADA (ancient Aquas LcUa:), a town in

Spain, in Catalonia, in the province of Barcelona, in

a well-watered valley 36 miles w.N.w. of the town of

Barcelona. It consists of an old town, with narrow
winding streets and antiquated houses, and a new
town, in which the streets are generally Bpacious and
the houses handsome. The principal building is an
ancient Gothic church, with Borne good sculptures.

The manufactures, chiefly woollen, have lost their

im|>ortance since the American colonies became in-

dependent. Pop. 14,000.

IGUANA, a genus of saurian reptiles, the type of

the extensive family of the Iguanida (which see), is a
native of Brazil,Cayenne,theBahamas, and neigbbour-

ing localities in the New World. It was formerly very
common in Jamaica, but is now becoming gradually

rarer. It has a lizard-like form, with a long tail, and
an average length of about 4 feet, though it sometimes
reaches a length of fully 6 feet. Its head is large,

and covered with large Beales; the mouth is wide,

and studded around the edge with teeth, round at

the roots, swollen and slightly compressed at the tip,

and notched on the edge. The palate is generally

furnished with rows of small teeth. The food of the

iguana consists almost entirely of fruits, fungi, and
other vegetable substances, though it occasionally

feeds on eggs, insects, and various animal substances.

When domesticated it eats leaves and flowers. Along
the whole length of the back to the tip of the tail

there is a crest of elevated, compressed, pointed

scales, while over the lower part of the head and
neck there is a deep, thin, dew-lap or throat-pouch,

the border describing a curved line, and dentilated at

the part nearest the chin. The toes of the feet, five

in number, are furnished with Bharp claws, which
enable it to climb trees with ease, while a rapid

serpentine movement of its tail propels it swiftly

through the water, immersion in which for an hour
it has been known to endure with perfect immunity.
Its usual colour is dark olive-green, but it varies in

the same individual, being affected by weather,
locality, or temper. Its flesh is considered a deli-

cacy, being tender and delicately-flavoured, resemb-
ling the breast of a spring chicken, and is freely used
by all classes of persons. The animal, therefore, is

keenly hunted, being taken by means of a noose
thrown over its neck, or by nets. Dogs are trained

to run it down and secure it without killing it.

The eggs, of which the female lays from four to six

doaen, are also eaten, having an excellent flavour.

Thev are about the size of those of a pigeon, are laid

in tne sand, and hatched by the heat of the sun.

There are peculiar constitutions, and certain forms
of disease, on which the flesh and eggs of the iguana
act injuriously.
TflTTAXTnA A fa.milv of Lacartiftp rentilea

(Procodia), and which have epidermic plates on the
head. The family is properly restricted to arboreal
forms, the terrestrial genera belonging to the group
Agamida. The family characters of Iguanida are:

body rounded, moderately thick, sometimes laterally

compressed and furnished with a ridge, vertical

plate, or serrated crest along the middle line of tile

back from snout to tip of tail, and even on the under
surface of the tail, the head in some elevated, helmet-
like; throat-pouch or dew-lap occasionally present.

Some change colour, chameleon-like. The dentition

is either acrodont, the teeth being placed on the
summit of the jaw, or pleurodont, when they are

borne by an outer lateral plate. The former condi-

tion is found in Htitiurus, Chlamydosaurus
,
Draco

,

the latter in Iguana
,
Basiliecue, Cyclura. The dew-

lap is a singular structure, very bovine in Iguana,
but in the Dragons {Draco) reduced to a conical sac,

not hollow, ana not in any way connected with the

larynx. The scales vary in character, being, b
Iguana

,

polygonal, or rounded on the head, and
tuberculous or carinated; small and circular on eye-

lids, large quadrangular on lips; rhombic and diagon-

ally keeled on the under surface of the body. To
these examples of variation in size and shape must
be added the thick, conical, laterally compressed

spines which traverse the middle line bom the skull

to near the tip of the tail. The anterior teeth of

Iguana are rounded on the summit, the posterior

assuming more and more distinct serrations. The
type species, /. tuberculata, attains a length of five feet.

It is of a greenish tint, yellow predominating on the

under surface of the body, blue modifying that of the

upper. The sides are marked with yellow zigzags, b
the middle of which is a dark brown band. The
tail is surrounded by alternate brown and yellow-

ish-green bands. The pleurodont Iguanida are all

American, and this character of teeth among the

Agamida likewise comcides with American distribu-

tion. The genus Draco, whose metropolis is b Asia,

is remarkable for the possession of a patagium or

parachute-like expansion of the integument of the

sides of the body from the shoulder to the flank.

The membrane is supported by rib-like processes,

and is not a wing, but simply when expanded allows

the animal to glide through the air from a higher to

a lower level. Some of these forms are smaller than
many tropical butterflies, and their colourings are

similar to those of nocturnal moths. The Agamida
have as a rule shorter limbs and tails, flat bodies, and
spines scattered over the surface. The outer aspect

of the genera ranges from that of the ordinary lizard

to one strikbgly like that of the toad. The Agama
has a collaret of spbes; the Egyptian Uromaatyx has,

as its name bdicates, only caudal circlets of spbes;

the Australian Moloch and the American Phrynosoma
are set all over with dermal spbes, from which a thin

epidermal sheath may be removed. The Agamida
are not of special value, but Iguana is highly prized

as an article of food. The dropping of the tail so

frequent among the Iguanida either after an bjury
or when the member is seized is associated with the

presence b each vertebra of an unossified septum
equidistant from either end. Through this line of

weakness the appendage breaks, and the fracture

being an irregular one there is no hemorrhage. The
lost portion is reproduced, but does not for a long

time attab the dimensions of the rest of the tail.

IGUANODON. This, the largest known quad-
ruped, was a denizen of South England during the

later Tertiary times. It belongs to the group of

OmUhosceUda (.Dinotauria

,

Owen), an assemblage of

reptiles whose pelvic bones are strikbgly like tboM
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its length the obturator process as in birds. Other
details of arrangement of the bones in the hind limb
are characteristically ornithic, and unlike those in

any living reptile. The integument of Iguanodon
does not seem to have possessed the spines or bony
plates of allied species. The anterior vertebras

were slightly amphiccelous or biconcave; the pos-

terior flat. The premaxillae were beak-like and
without teeth, and the lower jaw is notched for the

reception of the beak, as in the parrot. The teeth

were large and broad, implanted in sockets, but not
anchylosed to the jaw. They were transversely

ridged, at first trenchant, but becoming ground by
friction so as to present a surface as varied as that

of the ruminant, to which there is this additional

resemblance, that the former has a process answering
to a third trochanter. The size attained by these

reptiles was overestimated by Mantell and Buckland
at 70 feet: Owen’s calculation is 30 feet, a size still

gigantic enough to impress strongly on the imagina-
tion the extent of that continent which formed the

dry land of the cretaceous ocean and the abundance
and large dimensions of its vegetation.

IHRE, Johan, a Swedish scholar, bom at Lund
on March 14, 1707; died on Dec. 1, 1780. Educated
at Upsala University, he travelled in Denmark,
Germany, and England (1730-33), and on his return

to Sweden became librarian at Upsala, and then
obtained in 1737 a chair of literature and politics

in the university of that city. In 1756 he received

the title of councillor, and in 1759 was made a Knight
of the Polar Star. Ihre was one of the most learned

men, and one of the most sagacious critics of liis time.

The lectures which he delivered at the University of

Upsala attracted large bodies of students, and secured

him a place in literature corresponding to that which
was held at the same time by Linnaeus at that uni-

versity in science. With the view of obtaining a
more perfect knowledge of the Swedish language he
studied the Icelandic, Germanic, Anglo-Saxon, and
Mceso-Gothic languages, and made investigations on
the history, manners, customs, and modes of thought
of the Swedes in the Middle Ages. The result of

these studies was the preparation of his most impor-

tant work, called Glossanum Suiogothicum, a Swed-
ish-Latin dictionary (Upsala, 1769), for the publica-

tion of which a sum of money was granted by the

state. It was Ihre who first threw light upon the

Icelandic Edda, in a series of letters addressed to

the historian Lagerbring (Stockholm, 1772). His
other works are very numerous.
ILDEFONSO, St., a village, containing La Granja,

a royal palace of the King of Spain, in Old Castile,

built in a mountainous country, by Philip V., in imi-

tation of Versailles, 6 miles north-east of Segovia, 40

north by west of Madrid. The exterior of the palace

is not very magnificent, but the interior contains a

great number of valuable paintings, statues, &c. The
gardens are very magnificent, being the chief orna-

ment. The elevation of the palace above the sea is

8840 feet, the highest royal residence in Europe.

Pop. (1887), 3604.

ILEUM. See Intestine.

ILEX. See Holly and Oak.
ILFRACOMBE, a seaport and market town in

England, in the county of Devon, on the Bristol

Channel, 41 miles N.w. Exeter; consists mainly of

one street about 1£ mile in length, extending along

the sea-shore, with several terraces on the highei

grounds, and is very picturesquely situated. Trinity

Church, restored in 1878, is of considerable interest,

and the town -hall, market -hall, cottage hospital,

Viotoria Promenade, may also be mentioned. There
is an inner harbour protected by rocky heights, and

pier, was opened in 1874. There is an active trade

in coal cattle, and agricultural produce with Welsh
and Irish ports, and regular steam communication
with Bristol and Swansea. In winter the port

is much used as a harbour of refuge by Bristol

Channel traders. There is also a successful herring-

fishery here. Ilfracombe is much resorted to as a
bathing-place and health resort; for the accommo-
dation and recreation of visitors, hotels, lodging-

houses, marine walks, and drives abound. As a
port it was of considerable importance at an early

period, having contributed six ships and eighty-two
mariners to the fleet destined for the Calais expe-

dition in 1346. Pop. (1891), 7692; (1901), 8567.

IL1, a river of Central Asia, partly in Chinese
territory, but mostly in territory belonging to Russia.

It is formed in Chinese Kulja by the junction of

two streams, the Tekes and the Kunges, rising in the

Titian-Shan Mountains, and the united stream flows

westwards to Uiysk,where its direction changes to

north-west, and it falls into Lake Balkash by several

mouths after a course of about 800 miles, half of which
is navigable for small craft. Its valley is fertile.

ILIAC PASSION, an ailment regarded by some
as a distinct disease, though it is in fact the last stage

of the severest forms of colic, and is often produced
by mechanical obstruction. Acute pam, frequent

vomiting, and hiccup are the chief symptoms. It is

often fatal. Dilatation of the Ijowels by the bellows

may product) good results; as a last resort gastrotomy
may lie attended with success. The disease is also

called Ileus.

ILIAD. See Homkh.
ILISSUS, a rivulet which watered the plain of

Attica, and flowed down from the Hymettus, laved

Athens, and was lost with the Cephissus in the

morasses.

1LITHYIA, among the Greeks, the goddess who
assisted women in childbirth. When she was pro-

pitious she assisted the birth, but when displeased

she retarded it. Homer speaks of two Ilithyise to

which these different parts were assigned, but after-

wards only one was recognized, a daughter of Zeus
(Jupiter) and Hera (Juno), and sister of Helie and
Ares. In after-times she was almost identified with
Artemis, both being maiden divinities, and the latter

also sometimes lending her assistance to women in

labour. In the Roman pantheon Lucina (by which
sometimes Juno and sometimes Diana is to lie

understood) took her place as goddess of childbirth.

ILIUM. See Troy.
ILKESTON, a municipal borough of England,

in the county of Derby, 8 miles E.N.E. of Derby, on
a lofty hill. The church is a fine ancient edifice,

partly built in the time of Stephen, with a lofty

tower, erected in 1737. There are also a town -hall,

a cottage hospital (1894), &c. The principal manu-
factures carried on here are those of hosiery, lace,

and needles. A considerable number of the inhabi-

tants are also employed in mining coal and smelting
ironstone. The Erewash and Nutbrook Canals inter-

sect the borough, and the Erewash Valley Railway
has a station here. The town is also served by a
branch of the Great Northern Railway. Pop. in

1891, 19,744; in 1901, 25,883.

ILKLEY, a town and health resort of England,
in the county of York, 31 miles west of the city of

York, on the right bank of the Wharfe, much
resorted to by visitants to the hydropathic establish-

ments of the neighbourhood (one of them being the

well-known Ben Rhydding). A grammar-school
was opened in 1893. In the district are Hkley
College and Convalescent Homes. Many Roman
coins and other interesting relics have been discov-

J xT_i. X r
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old ruin of Bolton Abbey, or more properly Bolton
Priory, supposed to have been built about the begin-

ning of the twelfth century. Pop. in 1891, 5767;
in 1901, 7455.

ILLAMPU. See Sonata.
ILLE-ET-VILAINE, a department in France,

bounded on the N. by the English Channel and the

department of Manche, k. by Mayenne, H. by Loire-

Infcrieure, and w. by Morbihan and COtes-du-Nord.
The greatest length from N. to s. is 75 miles; greatest

breadth, 50; area, 2596 sq. miles. The coast-line is

of very limited extent, and, except towards the east,

where it is low and sheltered, is bristling with rocks,

and lined with rocky islands. It, however, contains

two tolerable harbours, that of St. Malo, and another
in the Bay of Oancale. The principal rivers are

the Ranee and Couesnon, falling into the English
Channel; and the Ille, a tributary of the Vilaine

which also flows through the department, and falls

into the Atlantic. These two basins are connected
by the canal of Jlle-ct- Ranee. There are numerous
lakes, or rather large stagnant pools, within the

department; and extensive marshes occupy a con-

siderable jiortion of its surface. The marsh of Dol,

covering 58 square miles of surface*, is now drained,

and forms a fertile plain. The soil of the department
is generally of inferior quality, and the agriculture,

owing partly to the excessive sulxiivision of the land
into small patches, is very imperfect, but there are

now manifest signs of improvement. Little* more
than one-half of the surface is arable, and neaily one-

sixth of it is absolutely waste. The cereal crops

consist chiefly of wheat, meslm, rye, and oats; other

crops are buckwheat, hemp, tobacco, and flax. The
apple and pear are diffused over the department, and
from their produce some of the best cider and perry
of France are made. Among domestic animals, the

sheep are generally inferior; the horses and honied
cattle, esjiecially cows, are of a better description, and
considerable attention is paid to the dairy. Much
of the cheese made resembles (Iruycre, and finds a
ready sale. The minerals include iron, zinc, and
lead, all of which are worked to a greater or less

extent. The principal manufactures are leather,

sail-cloth, sacking, and coarse linens, hats, sewing
thread, cordage, and ship- biscuits. The department
is divided into six arrondissements—Rennes, con-

taining the capital of the same name; St. Malo,

Foug^res, Redon, Montfort, Vitr^. Pop. in 1886,

621,381; in 1896, 622,039.

ILLEGITIMACY. See Bastard, Parent and
Child.
ILLINOIS, a river in the United States, formed

by tlie union of the Kankakee and Des Plames, in

the north-east part of the state of Illinois, to which
it gives its name. It flows thence south-west and
south, diagonally, through the state, and falls into

the Mississippi alxwt 20 miles north-west of its

junction with the Missouri, after a course of about
350 miles from the union of the two rivers by which
it iH formed; principal tributaries, the Fox and Ver-
milion. It is 1200 feet wide at its mouth, and is

navigable to the entrance of the Vermilion, above
which it is obstructed by rapids. A canal of al>out

120 miles in length connects the river with Chicago,

on Lake Michigan.

ILLINOIS, one of the North Central United
States, bounded on the north by Wisconsin, east

by Lake Michigan and Indiana, south-east by Ken-
tucky, from which it is separated by the Ohio,

and west by the Mississippi, separating it from
Missouri and Iowa; greatest length, 370 miles;

greatest breadth, 160 miles; area, 56,650 square

miles. The surface is somewhat hilly near the

Ohio, and undulating towards the west; and a

range of bluffs runs for a considerable distance
along the margin of the Mississippi, sometimes
rising abruptly from the water’s edge, generally
a few miles from it; but with these slight excep-
tions the whole state is one continuous plain, with
a gentle inclination towards the south-west. It
has a greater proportion of arable land than any
other state of the Union. The soil may be divided
into alluvium of inexhaustible fertility, some of it

having produced Indian com uninterruptedly, and
without manure, for nearly a century; dry prairie

ground rising from 30 to 100 feet above the alluvial

soil, and almost equally valued, foralthough less fertile,

it is also less subject to inundations; wet prairie land
covered with coarse grass, and timlier land, some por-

tions of which are amazingly fertile. The only part
of the* state thickly wwoded is the extreme south
portion; everywhere else the prairies predominate.
The principal rivers are the Illinois, which traverses

the state diagonally north-east to south-west, Rock,
Kaskaskia, and Waljash. About 200 miles aliove

the mouth of the Illinois is a beautiful sheet of water
called Lake Peoria, 20 miles long and 2 broad. Indian
corn, oats, and wheat art* the chief objects of cultiva-

tion, but rye, buckwheat, potatoes, turnips, cotton,

hem]), flax, tobacco, castor-bean, &c., are also pro-

duced. The cultivation of the vine is making con-

siderable progress. The forest trees art* oak, wal-

nut, ash, elm, sugar-maple, locust, liaeklierry, buckeye,

sycamore, and white pine. The common domestic
animals art* abundant, and immense numbers of swine
are reared on tin* mast of the forests. In the area of

its coal-fields Illinois is second only to Pennsylvania,

its annual production l)eing over 20,000,000 tons.

Lead and zinc are mined in the extreme north-west.

Fire-clay, kaolin, copper, limestone, sandstone, and
pottor’s-elay are also worked. The climate is gener-

ally healthy: average annual temperature 50° to 53°

Fall.; but winter, especially in the north, is remark-
ably cold. The commerce and manufactmes are

rapidly developing. Springfield is the seat of govern-

ment, and Chicago, on Lake Michigan, the principal

commercial depot. The legislature consists of 51
senators and 153 rcpresciitatn es, and the state is

represented in congress by 22 representatives, besides

the usual two senators. 1 1 was constituted a separate

territory in 1809, and admitted as a state into the

Union in 1818. Pop. in 1890 3,826,351; in 1900,

4,821,550.

ILLUMINATI (that is, the enlightened), a secret

society, founded on the 1st of May, 1776, by Adam
Weishaupt, professor of law at Ingolstodt, for mutual
assistance in attaining a higher degree of morality

and virtue. Tt contained in its most flourishing con-

dition 2000 memljers, among whom were individuals

of distinguished talents and high rank. The consti-

tution and organization were taken partly from the

Jesuits and partly from the masons, in a compara-

tively short time, however, dissensions were intro-

duced into the body, and the hostility of tin* govern-

ment was brought down upon it. In 1784 it was
dissolved by an order of the Bavarian government.

ILLUMINATING, the art of adorning manu-
scripts with small paintings, elaborate capital letters,

and other ornaments in colour and in gold and silver

paints, an art much practised in Europe during the

Middle Ages, hut not confined to this quarter of the

world, and not even yet extinct in some Asiatic

countries. See Manuscripts.
ILLYRIA (ancient Greek, Jllyris

;
Latin, Illyri-

cum
,
IUyria). The Illyrians, the ancestors of the

modem Albanians, a nation of kindred origin with

the ancient Thracians (mingled with Greeks, Phoeni-

cians, Sicilians, and Celts), were spread over the

whole coast on the east of the Adriatic, the neigh-
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homing islands, and Western Macedonia as far as
Epirus. Philip, king of Macedonia, took from them
the part of their country extending from Macedonia
to the river Drinius (now Drino), and their country
was then divided into Illyris Graeca and Barbara
(afterwards liomana). The former (modern Alba-
nia) was incorporated with Macedonia. It contained
Dyrrachium (l)urazzo), formerly Epidamnus, and
Apollonia, a Greek commercial city of some impor-
tance, with an academy. The latter division ex-
tended from the river Arsia (now Araa), in Litria, to
the Drinius, and was divided into Japydia, Liburnia,
and Dalmatia. Piracy was one of the principal

means of subsistence of the Illyrians, whose kings,

therefore, were frequently embroiled in quarrels with
the Homans, which at last ended in the subjection of
the Illyrians, under their queen Teuta, 228 B.c. The
savage race sought, indeed, from time to time to shake
off their chains; but being beaten by (kesar, and
greatly enfeebled by Augustus, Germnnicus, and Ti-
berius, the country at last became a Roman province,
and as such held a high rank, especially under the
late emjH'rors, when it supplied valuable recruits to
the Roman armies stationed on the Danube and the
Save, and on some occasions had an important poli-

tical intiuence, as when the Illyrian troops raised

Diocletian (a native of the province) and Maximum
to the purple. The name, to which in the fourth
century was added the epithet of muitnum (great),

included almost all the Homan provinces situated in

the Hast. At the division of the Roman Empire
IU\ ria fell to the empire of the West; but upon the
overthiow of the latter in *176 it came to the emperor
of the East. In the middle of the sixth century Sla-

vonian colonists from Russia and Poland settled there,

and soon succeeded in rendering themselves indepen-
dent of the weak Byzantine government. Thus arose
the small kingdoms of Dalmatia and Croatia, which,
however, in 1020 again fell into the hands of the em-
perors. In 1000 the Venetians and Hungarians also

made tliemsel ves masters of a small part of Illyria. In
1170 arose the Raseian Kingdom, from which after-

wards Bosnia and Sorvia were formed. Dalmatia at
first was taken by Venice, but in 1270 the greater
part of it was conquered by the Hungarians, who
penetrated to the Black Sea, Both they and the
Venetians lost nearly all these conquests to the
Turks; for the Venetians retained only a smali part
of Dalmatia, while Hungary kept possession only of

Slavonia and a part of Croatia. The Peace of Cainpo-
Formio, October 17, 1797, brought Venetian Dalma-

other hand, it received the addition of the whole oi

Carinthia. The kingdom was thus bounded on the
north by Austria Proper and Styria, on the east b\
Croatia, on the south by Croatia and the Adriatic,

and on the west by Venetia and the Tyrol. In 1849
the kingdom was dissolved and divided into the three

administrative districts of Carinthia, Camiola, and
the coast-lands (including Gorz, Gradiska, Istria, and
the town and territory of Trieste), so that the name
of Illyria has once more disappeared from the geo
graphical nomenclature of Euroj>e.

ILMEN (formerly Moisk), a lake in Russia, in the
government of Novgorod, near its western borders.

It is nearly in the form of an equilateral triangle, at
whose north angle stands the town of Novgorod. Its

greatest length is about 33 miles; its breadth 28
miles. It receives numerous streams, and discharges
itself by the Volkhov into Lake Ladoga. Its navi-
gation is rendered dangerous by sudden gusts of wind.
There is another lake of this name in Russia (also

called Lake Maniteh) on the frontiers of the govern-
ments of Caucasus and Don CoBsacks.
ILMINSTER, a market town in England, in the

county of Somerset, 17 miles south b^ east Bridge-
water. It has a fun* cruciform church in the Per-
pendicular Gothic style, with an elegant tower; an
endowed grammar-school and girls’ grammar-school;
reading room, library, &c. Many females are em-
ployed in collar and cuff making: and there are flax-

spinning and various other industries, pop. in 1901,
‘2287.

IMAGE. When the luminous ra\s from an
object are reflected or refracted in mirrors or lenses

1 they enter the eye of an observer os if they had pro-

j

ceeded from a representation of the object. This

I

representation is called the image of the object

formed by the mirror or lens. More eoneetly, the

image is the locus of the foci (or circles of least con-

fusion. Sue Fours) of rays from consecuti\o points

of the object. When the light ra\s actually pass

through the points of the image the image is rial

i and may he thrown upon a white screen. If no
.
screen is interposed the image can be seen by nn eye

I

placed in the pencil of rays which pass through it.

When the light rays do not actually pass through
the points the imagt, but diverge from one
another on leaving the mirror or leiiH, the image
is said to be rirtual, and cannot be thrown upon

I a screen; it becomes visible to an eye placed in the

J

pencils of rays which appear to have passed through

j

it. The images formed in a camera-obsoura, in the
tia, and its islands as far as Cattaro, under the

dominion of Austria. Twelve years later the old

name of Illyria was revived by a decree of Napo-
leon promulgated October 1 4, 1809, declaring that the

circle of Villach, Carinthia, what was formerly Aus-
trian Istria, Fiume, and Trieste, the lands known by
the name of the Littorale, and all that remained to

the French on the right bank of the Save, Dalmatia,
and its islands should bear the name of the Illyrian

Provinces. This state of things lasted fifteen months,
during which Illyria received an addition of 060
square miles by the annexation of a part of Italian

Tyrol, ceded by Bavaria; when, April 15, 1811, ap-

peared a decree of the French emperor definitively or-

ganizing the Illyrian Provinces in their military and
financial concerns. The country independently of its

great commercial cities and seaj>orts, which were very
important to the navy of an empire such as that of

France was to be, had great internal resources. After
the fall of Napoleon in 1815 the Illyrian Provin?es
were restored to Austria, and in 1816 were erected
into the Kingdom of Illyria. In 1822 the kingdom
was diminished by the separation from it of the Hun-
garian Littorale with Croatia; but in 1825, on the

eye, and by the object-glass of a telescope, are real;

the images formed in a common looking-glass are
virtual. The phantom l>ouquet is the erect, real

image of an inverted bouquet hidden under a table;

it is formed by a concave mirror, and may be made
to appear standing in a vase placed on the table.

An image is usually of a different size from the
object; it may be a distorted representation, it may
be erect or inverted. See Mirror, Lens, Focus.
IMAGES, Electric. When a small electrified

body (an electrified point) is brought into the neigh-
bourhood of an uninsulated spherical conductor the
conductor becomes electrified. Poisson, employing

i
very advanced mathematical methods, calculated the

I distribution of electricity on the surface of the sphere
and the influence of the sphere on neighbouring bodies.

Lord Kelvin later discovered that the influence of
the sphere on all external bodies was exaetly the
same as that which a certain quantity of electricity
situated at a certain point inside the sphere would

I have. This imaginary electrified
j
joint was called by

l

him tK electric image of the first. He developed
1 this discovery into an easy geometrical method of
!

great power for the solution of electrical problems.
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* An electric image is an electrified point or system
of points on one side* of a surface which would pro-

duce on the other side of that surface the same elec-

trical action which the actual electrification of that

surface really does produce’ (Clerk Maxwell).

The distribution of electricity (1) on a conductor
formed of spherical and plane surfaces meeting at

angles which are submultiples of two right angles;

(2) on two conducting spheres in contact; (3) on an
ellipsoid, on a disc, and on a spherical bowl; (4) on
two neighbouring spheres (Poisson’s problem), are

notable problems which have been solved by Thom-
son’s method (see Thomson and Tait’s Natural Phil-

osophy, Thomson’s Electrostatics, Clerk Maxwell’s
Electricity and Magnetism).
IMAGE WORSHIP. See Iconolatry.
IMAGINARY QUANTITY. When the appli-

cation of the rules for resolving algebraic equations
leads to an operation that cannot be performed, the

roots of the equation are said to be imaginary. The
operation referred to is the extraction of the square
root of a negative quantity. Thus in the equation

:rf=r-a2
,

to find the value of x we should require to take the
square root of — a2

;
and this is impossible. To indi-

cate this impossibility the roots of the equation above

are written thus : x= + \/ - a2
,

x = - yj - a2
,

or

more frequently and more neatly *=+0^-1,
X— -ayj — 1. The name imaginary quantity is given

to the sj — I, and any algebraic expression containing

V — 1 is called an imaginary expression : thus

a+6V-l is an imaginary expression.

These imaginary roots have proved of great import-
ance in algebraic geometry. Tn fait, the employment
of imaginary quantities systematically is the founda-

tion of some of the greatest modern discoveries and
improvements in geometry. Even in algebra, al-

though it is impossible to obtain a value for the

expression, or to explain the meaning of it, yet it may
prove of use in indicating how to alter the statement
of a problem so jis to obtain a real solution.

IMAGINATION, the faculty of the mind which
forms images or representations of tilings. Besides

the power of preserving and recalling such concep-

tions, the imagination has also the power to combine
different conceptions, and thus create new images.

It is this latter faculty which is more strictly termed
imagination, another term, memory, being applied to

that faculty by which we retain and recall more or

less faithful copies of what we have previously per-

ceived. In the creation of new images, or more pro-

jierly in the combining of images which have pre-

viously been derived from objects of perception (for

this is all the length to which the power of the ima-
gination extends), the imagination operates according

to the laws of the association of ideas. Its opera-

tions are nevertheless not wholly independent of the
will) for by directing the attention to some leading

thought the will can determine the limits within
which the laws of association are to act. Such free

and yet regulated action of the imagination alone

can give birth to the productions of the fine arts. In
this case it forms images according to ideas. It

composes, creates, and is called the pottical faculty.

From the twofold action of the imagination we may
distinguish two spheres within which it moves—the

prosaic and the poetical. In the former it presents

subjects on which the understanding operates for the

common purjxjses of life. Here it is restricted by
the definite object for wliich we put it in action. In
the latter it gives life to the soul by a free yet regu-

lated action, elevates the mind by ideal creations and
representations above common realities, and thus en-

nobles existence. Imagination operates in all classes
all ages, all situations, all climates, in the most ex-

alted hero, the profound thinker, the passionate lover.

IMAN, Imamode, Imam, a class of Mohamme-
dan priests. In Turkey they attend in the jamis
and mosques, call the people to prayer from the min -

arets, perform circumcision, &c. They are chosen by
the people, and confirmed by the secular authority,

under whose jurisdiction they also are in criminal

and civil affairs. In ecclesiastical affairs they are in-

dependent, and are not subject to the mufti, though
he is the supreme priest. They may quit their office

and re-enter the lay order. They are distinguished

by a wider turban of a different form from the com-
mon ones, and by their sleeves. They enjoy some
privileges, and cannot bo put to death without being
stripped of their ecclesiastical dignity. The sultan,

as chief of all ecclesiastical affairs, has the title of

iman. In the sect of the Sunnites the title of imam
is given to the most celebrated orthodox teachers.

The Shiites apply it to a personage endowed with
divine virtues, and possessing both spiritual and tem-
poral lowers. They recognize twelve of these, the
last of whom they believe, having been driven from
this world by the wickedness of men, will one day
re-appear and once more causo justice to reign upon
the earth.

IMA ITS, a name applied by the ancients some-
times to the Hindu Kush and the western part of

the Himalayan range, and sometimes in a vague way
to a range in central Asia (supposed to be the Altaian
Mountains), which they believed to divide the vast

region to which they gave the name of Scythia, into

two parts, whence they spoke of Scythia intra

Imaurn, and Scythia extra Tmaum.
IMBECILITY. See Idiot. In Scots law, a dis-

tinction is made lietween those who are absolutely fat-

uous and exhibit no signs of intelligence, and those

who show some sparks of reason. The latter are

capable of executing deeds of lesser moment, but

the former are totally incompetent to act for them-
selves, and must have curators appointed to pro-

tect their interests. The person who is entitled to

act in this capacity is the next male ngnate or rela-

tion on the father’s Bide, who is above twenty-five

years of age, and is himself capable of managing his

own affairs. Before the curator is appointed the

judge-ordinary of the district within which the im-

becile person resides has to hold an inquest to deter-

mine, first, the state of the fact as to the person’s

imbecility, and the time during which he has been
imbecile; and second, who is the next male agnate

upon whom the office of curator may be conferred.

Where protection of an imbecile is required, and no
remedy by the ordinary method of appointing a

curator can be obtained, the Supreme Court has the

power of appointing a judicial factor or curator bonis.

In some cases the same person may be judged to have

sufficient understanding to execute one class of deeds

without being considered capable of executing another

class. Thus he may be quite competent to make a

testament which is revocable, and yet not capable of

signing a deed preventing him from making a second

testament, which would amount to depriving himself

of all power over his own effects. As a general rule the

court is ready to support the obligation of any con-

tract that a person of weak mind has entered into,

unless it is of such a nature that a person of sound mind
would not have agreed to, or unless there is suspicion

of fraud. An imbecile person may be summoned as

a witness, but the degree of credibility attaching tc

his evidence naturally depends very much on the

amount of intelligence he displays, and on the nature

of the circumstances regarding which hiB evidence is

offered.
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IMBRO, or Imbros, an island in European Tur-
key, in the eyalet of Djeasair, west from the entrance

to the Dardanelles. It is 18 miles long, east to west,

8 miles broad, and terminates west in Point Auflaka,

and east in that of Basse. It is mountainous, rising

in its loftiest peak to the height of 1959 feet; well

wooded, and intersected with richly-fertile valleys,

producing wine, honey, oil, cotton, and lead. It has

only two towns or villages—Flio and Castro. Pop.

10,000, mostly Greeks.

IMERETIA, a Russian district, on the south
side of the Caucasus, now included in the govern-
ment of Kutais. It formed part of the Kingdom of

Georgia in the fourteenth century, became after-

wards independent, and in 1804 was voluntarily ceded
to Russia by the last of its sovereigns. It is about
90 miles long from north to south, by 75 miles
broad; has a generally mountainous surface inter-

sected by numerous valleys, and owing both to the
excellence of its climate and the fertility of its soil

has in general a very luxuriant vegetation, producing
abundant crops of wheat, barley, maize, tobacco,

hemp, and madder. Fruit-trees grow almost every-

where, and the vine is often found entwining itself

with the trees of the forest. A good deal of honey,
wax, and silk are obtained. Pop. about 81,000.

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. Set* Con-
ception (Immaculate).
IMMERMANN, Karl Lebkkkcht, u dramatic

poet and writer of romance, born at Magdeburg in

1796, studied at the gymnasium there, and proceeded
to the University of Halle to study law, but quitted

it in 1813 to carry arms in defence of his country.

He afterwards returned to Hallo, where he completed
his studies, and shortly after obtained appointments
under government, first as referendary in Magdeburg,
then in 1819 as auditor in Mhnster, and in 1827 as

rural judge in Dusseldorf. Here, it is said from dis-

interested motives, he undertook the management of

the theatre, which he hoped to make a model estab-

lishment for Germany. He did not prove success-

ful, and was obliged to abandon the attempt after

having suffered considerable loss. While employed
with the compilation of his Memorabilien (Hamburg,
1840) he was seized with apoplexy, and suddenly cut

off in 1840. At the commencement and towardis the

middle of his literary career he acquired considerable

reputation, jiarticularly by his dramatic poems. In
his tragedies he made Shakspere his model, and
imitated him with considerable success. His romance
entitled Epigonen (Dusseldorf, 1836) possesses great

merit, but in some parts is too close an imitation of

Goethe’8 Wilhelm Meister. He displayed greater

originality, and obtained still greater popularity, by
his Munchhausen (four vols. Dusseldorf, 1838-39),

abounding in excellent descriptions of village life.

An edition of lus works in 20 vols., with biography
and introduction byBoxberger was published in 1883.

IMMERSION, in astronomy, the disappearance
of one heavenly body behind another or in the
shadow of another. Immersion occurs at the begin-

ing, and emtrgence at the end of an occultation or
an eclipse.

IMMORTALITY, exemption from death
;

the
state of everlasting life. Immortality has a begin-
ning, and thus differs from eternity, which has neither
beginning nor end. Eternity is an attribute of God;
immortality of some of his creatures, as, for instance,
of the bouI. The dogma of the immortality of the
soul is very ancient. It is connected with almost all

religions, though under an infinite variety of concep-
tions. By the immortality of the soul we understand
the endless continuation of our personality, our con-
sciousness, and will. Philosophers have endeavoured
in different ways to prove the immortality of the

soul—the anchor of man's hope amid the storms of

life—in modern times particularly, from the imma-
teriality of the soul. But this immateriality is not

susceptible of rigorous proof, and, if it were, it would

only follow that the soul need not perish with the

death of the body. It might still pass into a state of

unconsciousness, as in a deep sleep and a swoon, a state

little better than annihilation; yet the idea that the

dissolution of the body involves the annihilation of

existence is so cheerless, so saddening, that the wisest

and best of men of all ages have rejected it, and all

civilized nations have adopted the belief of its con-

tinuation after death as one of the main points of

their religious faith. There are so many reasons to

render it probable, which are as convincing to most
men as any strict proof could be, that with most
nations the belief in the immortality of the soul is as

clear and firm as the belief in a God; in fact the two
dogmas are intimately connected in the minds of

most men. The hope of immortality must be con-

sidered a religious conviction. Reason commands
man to strive for continued perfection. This dutv

man cannot relinquish without abandoning at the

same time his whole dignity as a reasonable being

and a free agent. He must, therefore, expect that a

continuation of his better part, as the necessary con-

dition for his progress in perfection, will not be denied

to him. Hence the belief in immortality becomes
intimately connected with our belief in the existence

ami goodness of God. The perfection at which man
aspires depends on the continuance of his individu-

ality; and therefore he is hardly more startled by
the doctrine of the materialist, who denies all differ-

ence between the mind and the body, than by the

opinion which maintains that after death the bouI of

man loses its individuality, and is absorbed in the

universal spirit. The noblest feelings are called into

exercise by objects which affect man as an individual.

Love cannot exist without individual objects of of

fection; and man trembles at the idea that the purest

enjoyments of which he can conceive shall perish by
the extinction of his individual nature. The proofs

of immortality which the Scriptures afford are familiar

to our readers.

The views of man in regard to the nature of his

future existence are chieffy influenced by his ideas of

the relation of the body to the soul. As soon as man
begins to observe the peculiar operation of the soul

the idea of its existence after death arises, and is

supported by the emotions of hope and fear, by many
inexplicable phenomena of nature, and even by illu-

sions. At first this continuation of its existence is

conceived of in connection with that of the body, and
with a state of being not essentially different from
the present, in which the hunter shall renew his

chase, and his corporeal senses shall have their accus-

tomed gratifications. This perhaps is the reason oi

the careful preservation of dead bodies at an early

period. Subsequently a new and more finely organ-
ized body is conceived of, or the soul is represented
as of a more ethereal substance (hence the name of

spirit, air
,
or breath is commonly used in the more

ancient languages to denote the soul)
;
or as a shallow,

which, being separated from the body by death, con-

tinues its existence by itself. In this case the life

after death is also considered as a shadow of the

present, as in the Greek mythology. Whilst the life

of the soul was conceived of as connected with the

earthly body, or with a new and ethereal body, it

became necessary to assign a distinct place, different

from that in which we live, for its habitation. The
invisible world is conceived of by most nations at

first as subterranean. In the more advanced stage
of the progress of mankind the imagination attributes

changes of condition to the future life, and the doc-
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trine of the metempsychosis, or the progress of the
mind in different stages, is now formed. See Trans-
migration op the Soul.
The belief in apparitions, in conjurations of the

dead, anti the influence of the dead ujion the living,

is intimately connected with the belief in immor-
tality. The conception of the state of the departed
depended of course upon the state of civilization, and
what was considered as perfection here was believed

to be enjoyed in the after life, whether this perfec-

tion were skill in hunting, or the intellectual enjoy-
ment of knowledge. It was also natural that the
after life should be considered as standing in connec-
tion with this; and thus morality, as well as the
belief in the justice of the Ruler of man’s destiny,

created the belief of a retribution after death, which
has also been considered according to the state of

civilization in all possible gradations, from the coarsest

l>odily pain u> the intellectual pain of exclusion from
the presence of God; hence naturally arose the idea
of places where this retribution was accomplished

—

hell and heaven. This idea of a state of retribution

seems almost necessarily to imply the resurrection
of the body. Connected with the belief in the im-
mortality of the soul is the lielief in a state where
souls are purified after death, as existing among
the ancient Egyptians, R. Catholics, &c. (See Pur-
gatory.) No religion teaches so pure a state of the
bouI after this life as the Christian, according to the
gospel. One of the monstrosities of the French
revolution was a decree denying the immortality of
the soul, and declaring death to be an eternal sleep.

IMOLA (ancient Forum Cornelii), a town in the
Kingdom of Italy, in the province of Bologna, on an
island in the Santerno, 24 miles west by south of

Ravenna. After the destruction of Forum Cornelii

by Justinian it was founded under its modem name
by the Lombards, and after passing through different

hands was annexed to the Papal territory by Julius 1 1

.

In 1860 it passed with the rest of the province of

Romagna to the newly formed Kingdom of Italy.

Besides its walls flanked by towers, it possesses an
old castle situated on a commanding height, a cathe-

dral and other churches, several convents, a college,

public library, hospital, and theatre. A fertile plain

in its immediate vicinity is covered with vineyards,

and makes it the centre of a considerable wine trade.

Pop. (1881), 9276.

IMPACT is the impulsive action which takes

place on the coming together of two bodies, one or

both of which are in motion. If an ivory ball is

allowed to fall on a marble table which has a very
thin coating of oil, after impact the ball is found to

have on its surface a circular patch of oil, which
dhows by its size that the ball must have been com*
pressed during the short time of impact. When
two bodies come into collision they compress each
other at the parts in contact until they both have
the same velocity; during this time of compression
each body acts upon the other with exactly the same
impulses, the momentum lost by one being gained by
the other; if now the bodies are perfectly inelastic

no further mutual action will take place, and they
will keep together for the future; if the bodies are
elastic they will regain their old Bhape, and the
mutual impulsive forces of restitution will cause
separation. The Impulsive forces of restitution are

found to be less than those of compression; that is

(see Impulse), the momentum lost or gained by
either of the bodies during the second or restitution

part of the impact is less than the momentum lost or

gained in the first or compression part of the impact
in a certain ratio which is called the elasticity of the
todies. In a perfectly elastic body this ratio would
lie equal to 1 , in a perfectly inelastic body it is 0 .

Examples.—When an ivory ball comes into direct

collision with a similar one of equal size at rest the

first comes to rest and the second moves in the direc-

tion of motion of the first before impact, but with a

slightly diminished velocity. When two similar and
equal ivory balls come together with equal and
opposite velocities each returns on its old path with
a velocity slightly lessened. When one perfectly in-

elastic body overtakes or meets another directly the

common velocity after impact is equal to the sum or

difference of momenta of the bodies before impact
divided by the sum of the masses.

In a collision of two balls not perfectly elastic it

may be shown that the total energy of motion (see

Energy) of the two balls after collision is less than
it was before, some of it having been converted into

heat.

IMPALEMENT (from palus, Latin, a stake), the

putting to death by thrusting a stake through the

body, the victim being left to perish by lingering

torments, which sometimes last for days, and are

aggravated by a feverish thirst. This manner of

inflicting death was known to the Romans, though
not practised by them. It was used by the Turks
as a punishment for Christians who said anything
against the law of the Prophet, who intrigued with a
Mohammedan woman, or who entered a mosque.
Soleyman, a young Mussulman, the assassin of

General Kleber in Egypt, was impaled in the pre-

sence of the French army. Impalement was said

to be one of the cruelties perpetrated by the Turks
on the Bulgarians in 1876, but this seems not to

have been clearly proved.

IMPANATION. See Consubstantiation.
IMPANNEL. See Jury.
IMPEACHMENT. An impeachment is an accu-

sation and prosecution for a crime or misdemeanor;
but is distinguished from other criminal prosecutions,

either by the tribunal before which the proceedings

take place, the rank or office of the party accuse* l,

or the offence alleged, or by all these circumstances.

The term impeachment is usually applied to prose-

cutions of judicial and executive officers for misde-

meanors involving an abuse of their official functions,

or immediately connected with those functions. The
necessity of some tribunal distinct from the ordinary

courts, for the trial of certain offences, or for any
high misdemeanor in certain officers, is apparent,

since tho judges of the highest courts cannot in all

cases safely be intrusted with the trial of each other;

and if they could be so trusted, the duty of persons

who are in the ordinary course of administration as-

sociated together in the exercise of their public func-

tions, to try their fellows for offences involving not

only reputation but life, would be most ungrateful,

and too painful to impose, even if it could be sup-

posed that justice would always be strictly adminis-

tered; and besides, the ordinary judicial tribunals

are not so constituted in ail states as effectually to

secure them against the influence and power of the

officers of the state. The first object then in trials

of this description is to bring them before a tribunal

sufficient in authority to overawe any individual,

however high or powerful In countries governed
by absolute monarchs, or those whose prerogatives

overbear all other powers in the state, the practice is

either for the sovereign himself to give decisions in

those cases which are usually the subjects of im-

peachment, or to constitute tribunals for this purpose

by special commission, which is in effect equivalent

to the direct exercise of those judicial functions by
the sovereign himself; for if he has any strong bias

in the particular case, he will be influenced by it in

the appointment of the judgeB, as much as he would
be in the decision were he to act as judge himself.
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But in every free government, that is, in every

government under which each citizen knows no ab-

solute sovereign but the law itself, and every one,

whether ruler or ruled, is constrained to an unqualified

submission to its sovereignty, there must be a per-

manent tribunal established by the fundamental con-

stitution, for the application of the sovereign law to

try the judicial and executive officers, in respect to

acts done by them in their respective branches of the

administration of the government. This is one of

the indispensable parts of a well-constituted govern-

ment, since it guarantees the sovereignty and the

faithful administration of the laws. It is therefore

a part of the government in which the whole people

are as directly interested as in the establishment of

the ordinarv tribunals, lndreat Britain the tribunal

before which impeachments are tried is the House of

Lords, and the impeachment is made by the House
of Commons. The person impeached may he either

a peer or a commoner; but while a peer may he im-
peached for any crime whatever, a commoner cannot
be impeached for a capital crime. The method of

procedure is this. A member of the House of ( ‘om-

inous charges the accused with high crimes and mis-

demeanours, and mows that he be impeached. If

the motion is carried the number is ordered to go to

the bar of the House of Lords, and lay the impeach-
ment before that tribunal. A committee of the

House of Commons then prepares the articles of im-
peachment, which, after being discussed and agreed

upon, are delivered to the Lords. The accused
returns answers to each of the articles, and these

answers are communicated by the Lords to the Com-
mons, who may rt turn replications if necessary. A
day for the trial is then lived by the Lords, managers
are appointed, and the witnesses summoned. The
l 'ommons attend with the managers a committee
of the whole house. The lord high-steward presides

at the trial. After the charges have been laid, and
the answers of the accused heard, tho lord high-

sttward puts the question whether tho accused be

guilty or not guilty of the crimes charged in the first

article of impeachment to each of the peers in suc-

cession, beginning with the junior baron, and each of

the peers answers ‘guilty* or ‘not guilty,’ as the case

may be, ‘upon my honour 1 The lord high-steward

gives his own opinion after all the other peers The
same (jue&tion is then put with rtgard to all the

other articles of impeachment successively, and the

result is declared by the lord high steward. The
question of guilty or not guilty is decided by a ma
jority of votes.—In the United States the procedure

is similar to that of England, the House of Repre-

sentatives being the accusers and the votes of two-

thirds of the senate being necessary for a convic-

tion.

IMPERATOR, among the ancient Romans, origin-

ally applied to a military commander, one who held

the imptrium
,
or military power. Under the re-

public it became customary for the soldiers of a vic-

torious general to salute him after a great battle

with the title of imperator
,
but this custom involved

the bestowal of no official designation. In later times
no one received this title who had not defeated a
hostile force of at least 10,000 men. After the over-

throw of the republic imperator became the highest

title of the supreme ruler. The successors of Augustus
used it, and it expressed the same thing as the hated
title of king. In still later times it had the significa-

tion which we attach to the word emperor. It was
still given, however, to triumphant generals, and, in

this case, had its old signification. The emperors
appear to have UBed it because they were considered
as superior to all the generals. In the times of the
republic this title was placed after the name; for

instance, Cicero imperator; as the title of an emperor

it stood before the name. Imperator was a surname
given by the inhabitants of Pnnneste to Jupiter, whose
statue was carried to Rome and placed in the capitol

by Titus Quinctius when he captured Prseneste.

See Emperor.
IMPERIAL CHAMBER. See Chamber (Im-

perial).

IMPEY THEASANT (Lophophorus refulgent or

Impeyanus), a bird of the pheasant family (Phasi-

anidiv) remarkable for the splendid colours and me-
tallic lustre of the plumage of the male, whence it is

called in India (of which it is a native) monaul
,

meaning bird of gold. It is found in the high and
cold regions of tho Himalaya. It is of the size of a

small turkey. Its head is surmounted by a crest,

from which circumstance it has obtained its generic

name, signifying ‘crest-bearing.’ It obtained the

name of Impey pheasant from the fact that Lady
Impey was the first who attempted (unsuccessfully)

to introduce the bird alive into Europe.

IMPRESSMENT OF SEAMEN, the act of com-
pelling persons to serve in the English navy. The
power of impressing seamen, though still existing,

Las fallen into abeyance since the conclusion of the

general war in IN] 5; and it has been frequently

urged that so odious a privilege should be entirely

abolished. From the circumstance of impressments
being of very ancient date, and uniformly practised

tl iroughout a long series of years, Sir Michael Foster

concludes this practice to be a part of the common
law. It is also recognized in many statutes, such,

for instance, as exempted certain persons from im-

pressment, though the power of impressing is not

expressly granted in the acts of Parliament. Sir

William Blackstone says this practice is only deien-

sible from public necessity, to which all private con-

siderations must give way. Act 5 and 6 William
IV. cap. xxiv. provides that no person shall be de
tained against his will in the naval service longer

than five years except in cases of special emergency
IMPRIMATUR (Latin, ‘let it be printed’), the

word by which tho licenser allows a book to be

printed rn countries where tho censorship of books L
exercised in its rigour. An account of this worst

species of tyranny has already been given under the

head of Books, Censorship of (see also Index).
Milton, in his eloquent speech for unlicensed print-

ing, or Areopagitiea, humorously describes this prac-

tice of licensing hooks, exhibiting a specimen of what
he calls a quadruple exorcism, approx ed and licensed

under the hands of two or three monks— ‘ Let the
chancellor Cini s.‘o if this work may be printed;’

(signed) V. R., vicar of Florence. Then comes the
chancellor— ‘ I have seen this work, and find nothing
against the Catholic faith and good morals;’ (signed)

N. 0\, chancellor of Florence. Then the vicar reap-
pears— ‘ Considering,’ &c., ‘this work may be printed;’

(signed) V. R.; and, finally, Imprimatur, signed by
the chancellor of the holy office in Florence.
IMPROPRIATIONS, in the English Church,

benefices in the possession of laymen, those annexed
to ecclesiastical corporations being called appropria-
ting though they are sometimes identical. Black-
stone gives the following account of them. Bene-
fices are sometimes appropriated, that is, perpetually
annexed to some spiritual corporation, either sole or

aggregate, which the law esteems as capable of pro-
viding for the service of the church as any Bingle

clergyman. This contrivance sprang from the policy

of the monastic orders, who begged or bought all the
advowsons within their reach, and then appropriated
the benefices for the use of their own corporation.
Such appropriations could not be completed without
the king’s license and the consent of the bishop.
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When it was once made, the upproprintors and their

HueceKHors ljccamc tin* perfiet ual parsonsof the church.

Klackstone is of opinion that appropriations 111113' still

bo nmdo in tins way. Those formerly made wore

originally annexed to bidiopnos, prebends, religious

houses, and certain military orders; but on the dis-

solution of the monasteries in the reign of Henry
VIII. the appropriations of the several personages

belonging to them were given to tile king, and wore
afterwards granted out from time to time by the

crown. It was alter this time that the term inipro-

printion was introduced to denote a licncfice in the

hands of a layman. The appropriutnr deputed some
person t.o perlorm divine serv ice in such parish, who,
being merely his deputy or vicegerent, was called

vicar, and his stipend was at the discretion of the

appropriate!'. The (list motion therefore of a parson

(or a rector) and vicar is that the former is entitled

to all the ecclesiastical dues of his parish, while the

vicar is m effect only ihe curate of the real parson
(the appropriate!'), and receives but a part of the
profits

IM l*RO V VINATOK I, the name given in Italy

to poets vv ho compose and declaim extemporaneously
a poem on any given subject, or sing it, accompany-

]

if 114 their voice with an instrument. This art is said

to have been introduced into I taly vv it h tin Provencal
poetry m the twelfth century, and Petrarch appears

j

to have practised it. In the fifteenth century the 1

most renowned improv v isatori were Serafinod’A(|uila
1

and liernardo Aeeolli. The most, iammii improv

visatore of the sixteenth century vv a-* Silvio Antoni

aim, who raised himself by Ins talents to th*' rank of

cardinal. Among improv visaton of the eiL'hteeuth

century were Perl’etti, Zuceo, the lady impiov v isatoit

JVIadd ilena Mori 111 Fernando/ (called (Wills (Him

Had he not lieen mans substitute by the imputation
of sin he could not have become his substitute in

the endurance of the jienalty of sin. The two are

inseparably connected. In the very same sense in

which Christ was made sin men are made the
righteousness of God in him. According to this

view he was made sin, not actually and personally,

but by imputation ; and men are made righteous-

ness. not actually and personally, but by imputation.

The imputation of the sins of man to Christ wok
necessary in order to the satisfaction on his part, as

man’s substitute, of the demands of divine justice;

and the imputation of Christ’s righteousness to man
is necessary to the satisfaction on his part of the

demands of the law of God. This doctrine lielongs

especially to Calvinistic theology.

IN A, or 1 NE, king of t he West Saxons in t he seventh
and eighth centuries. He succeeded Ceudwalla alxmt
<>M9, and after having obtained advantage over the

j

people of Kent in OIM, and obtained the supremacy

|

of all the country south of the Thames, h«* turned
his arms against the P.ritons, from whom lie wrested
Somersetshire, and other parts of the west of Kngland.
He then had to fight the Mercians, and the contest

terminated by a bloody battle in 7 If). His death
took place in 7~(>, and shortly lieforc this lie resigned

his crown and went as a pilgrim to Koine, where he
passed the rest of Ins days in devotion. He is cole

bruted as one of the principal legislators of the

Anglo Saxons. I let ween OIK) and 0101 he published

a scric.-i of laws, which an* the oldest remaining to

u-. of the Anglo Saxon kings, except those of the

k mes of Kent, and served as the foundation of the
code formed by Alfied tlie Great.

IXACIIl’S, in Greek mythology, a river god, n

son of Oeeanus and Tcthys, the founder of the first

pien), and Metastasm. Metustusio at a very early

period showed an extraordinary tub nt, for tins kind

of eompo,sit ion, but the exorcise of it cost him so
,

much effort that from a regard to his health lie was
obliged to give it, up. Fven at the pn sent day Italy

abounds in this class of poetical composers. The
|

printed works oi the impiov v isatori who have been I

most admired have never passed mediocrity.

I M PULSK, a very great force acting upon u body 1

for a very short time, producing a definite change of
|

motion. The strict definition lvij lines the time to
1

l»c indefinitely short, so that the force is supposed to

Ik- indefinitely great. An impulse, like other forces,

obeys the laws of mechanics, but neither the force

nor the time of its action cun be ohserv ed, and there-

fore t he impulse is measured by the w hole momentum 1

which it produces in the body on which it acts. Ini
j

puisne forces are usually so very great that they
are never compared with ordinary forces. To cut

iron it is necessary that t lie edge of a chisel should
exert a very g*vat force; this great force is an impulse

J

obtained by striking the end of the stcil chisel with 1

u hammer (see Impact); when wood is to U* cut, the
'

force need not be so considerable, but it ought to net I

for a longer time; the proper impulse is obtained by I

striking a sharp woodcn-huudlcd chisel wit h a wooden
j

mallet. The driving of a nail into wood, the dressing
j

of different kinds of stone with chisels, the driving 1

of piles, &c.. give to ail observer good notions of !

impulsiv e action.

IMPUTATION, as a term in Christian theology,

is used by some divines to signify , on the one hand,
the reckoning of the sins of man to Christ, and, on
tin* other hand, the reckoning of the righteousness

of Christ to Micrvrs. When sin is sj token of ns

imputed to Christ it is meant that the condition or
ntute which was actually man’s \>eeonies by imputa-
tion judicially his, and thus in law Christ Uvame
fitted to be u sacrifice and sin-offering for man.

roval race of Argos He i> usually reprcsi 11ted as

tlie father of lo. Win 11 Ib ra (Juno) mid Poseidon
l Neptune) contend) d foi the dominion of Argos,
Jnuchus, who was tin mbitei of tla dispute, adjudged
it to Hera, 011 which account l’os id*»n dried up the

waters *»f the mtr in Aigolis which was sacred to

Inachus and bore Ins name.
1 N AKC 1 1

1

N( i, tin 1 same as grafting by approach.
See ( HAITI Nil.

INCA, or Ym a, an appellation which the natives

of Peru gave to their kings and princes of the blood.

The Chronicle of Kern tlirn relates tin origin of

the incus: This country had been a long time the

theatre of all sorts of wars, horrible crimes, and dis-

sensions, till at length there appeared two persons,

Maneo Cupar and his vvite Mamma Ocllo, who gave
themselves out as children of the Sun who were sent

by Heaven to 111stmet and civ ili/.e the nativ es. Manco
Capae, it is further said, built the city of Cuzco,

settled laws and policy, and taught them to adore the

Min, and he and his descendants took the name of

inca. which in the language of Peru signifies lint/, or

t/rtat ford . Those incus grew so powerful that they

made themselves masters of the whole country from
Chile to b>uito, establishing in every province their

peculiar j»oliey and religious m^tit utions, and held it

till the dispute U tween the brothers lluasear and
Atahalipa or Atahualpa. of which tlie Spaniards
under Kizarro availing tlu nisei vos, obtained

j
Hisses

-

sion of Peru, and put an end to th* empire of the

ino;is in lfKkS. Fourtten meas are enumerated in

the chronicle, ImKIi lluusca and Ataliulipa being

reikoned in the num'xT.
1N (W

N

I >FS( ’EXCF. See Luminosity.

INCARNATION 1 from the Latin in, in, and caro,

carnia , flesh), a word used to ex pi ess the descent of

the l>eity, or his manifestation in the flesh under the

human form ; thus vve s|>eak of the incarnation of

Christ. (See J KsUS CllKIST, CHRISTIANITY.) The
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Hindus believe in innumerable incarnations of their

deities. See Avatak.
INCENSE, the name given to aromatic substances

or compositions burned in religious rites or other

solemn ceremonies on account of the sweet odour
they emit. Certain resinous gums or balsams are

commonly so employed, the heat being applied and
the odour given out through the medium of accuser
or thurible. (See CiSNsEK, FUANKINC’KVSK. ) The
custom of burning incense is ancient and widely

spread. Among the .lews the practice was enjoined as

part of the worship of the sanctuary (E\. \\\. 2D,
the ingredients of the incense also being laid down,
and it was to bo burned on a special altar called

the altar of iaccuse. This altar was made of acacia

(nhittim) wood, and was overlaid with gold, being

hence called the tjohltn altar, as distinguished from
the altar of burnt- offering, which was made of brass.

The incense was burned daily- morning and own-
ing. In ancient Egypt. Assyria, llahyloma, India, !

( 1 recce, and Koine incense burning was part of tin* 1

worship of the gods, and it is still employed as a
j

part of the Rudd hist ceremonial. Roth the Creek
and the Latin ehurehes use im*ense in worship, but

j

the practice cannot be shown to ha\e existed among i

Christians till after the first four centuries at least.
|

Among Koman (‘at Indies it is used at eveiy high

mass, at consecrations of ehurelies. in processions,

funerals, A: e. In the English ( ’lunch it is only the

high ritualistic* section t hat make use of it, and
recently this practice has given rise* to a good deal

of controver y and angry fe< ling. In 1MW the

Archbishops of Canterbury and York lu Id an in-

quiry on this subject and on that of processional

lights, and the conclusion at which they arrived was
that the use of meense in public worship, and as

a part of it, was not permitted by tin* law of the

church, though incense might lawfully be employed
to sweeten the air of the building, outside of tin*

ritual altogether. Kngli-h clergy have therefore

l>een reijin sled to discontinue the use of incense in

worship, and in most eases have complied. Incense

burning forms part of the ritual of the Catholic

Apostolic (or Irvmgite) body. According to Addis
and Arnold’s Catholic Dictionary, ‘the mystical

significations of incense are obvious. It symbolizes

the zeal with vv hieh the faithful should be consumed

;

tin* good odour of Christian virtues; the ascent of

prayer to Cod.’ According to Walcott (Sacred

Arclneology), as anciently used in the Chinch, * it

mystically represented. (1; contrition ( KeHes. \Iv.i;

(2) tin* preaching of the Cosjal (2 Cor. ii. 1 1); l2)

the prayers of the faithful (
I
*s. c\li. 2; Rev . \ . S- 2 1);

(1) and the virtue of saints (Song of Songs ui. #1
)’.

The same writer state-* that * Rishop And re we-..

Archbishop Laud, and Oeorge llerlwrt u*-eil inrenst

,

which was a common article of purchase in the

churchwardens’ accounts of tin period’.

INCEST, sexual iniercouis»* within the prohibited

degrees, which by the laws of England and Scotland

are founded on tin* Levitiral code, and include degree**

Ixith of consanguinity and of affinity. (See Lev it i<-ii'-.

ehaji. xviii.) In England incest is an ecclesiastical

offence, and is left to the jurisdiction of the spiritual

courts, the offender thus practically escaping punish-

ment. In Scotland it is a capital offence, but igno-

rance of the relationship, the onus of proving which
ignorance rests on the accused, exculpates, and tin*

j

offence is not constituted by intercourse with bastard

relations, however near, in nearly all country's in-

tercourse I >ctween near relations, esjiecially in direct

descent, has \jeen forbidden, but the prohibited de-

greea <liffer m different jieriods and countries. Jn

some ancient nations, as Egypt, marriages between
brothers and sisters were permitted. Marriages

1h*tween uncle and niece, which are prohibited by
the Leviticnl code, are lawful in some countries, and
those with a deceased wife’s sister an; generally

allowed, except in the United Kingdom. (See Dm
ceased Wife’s Sistkk.) Among modern nations the*

law differs considerably in its details. In general the

code of tin* Roman Catholic Church is the strictest.

It prohibits even degrees which art* allowed by the

Mosaic code, as first cousins ; but such marriages

arc permitted by special Rapid dispensation.

INCIIRALl ), Em/.aketii, a novelist and dramatic

writer of great talent, was the daughter of a farmer
named Simpson. and Imrunt Staiiningtield, in Suffolk,

in the year 1 She lost her father at the age of

eight, and went to London in 1772 with flu* view
of obtaining an engagement for the stage, where she

married .Joseph Inchbnld, then an actor of some
celebrity, and accompanied him on several provincial

tours, partaking in his engagements, lit* dying in

1771* she returned to London, and made her debut at

Covcnl Carden, Oct. 2, 17M>, She continued on the

hoards about eight years, and from her great personal

attractions, which she retained to a late period of

her life, as well as from her natural talents, was a
popular pcrformci. After her retinment from the

stage in 1 7M» she depended principally on her liter-

ary labours for support, publishing several dramatic
pieces, most of which had a temporary success, while
some are even yt t considered as what are technically

termed stock fdai/s, among the latter of which may
be mentioned, Sneli Things Are; Every one lias his

Fault, a comedy ; and Lover’s Vows. She also wrote
two novels, Imth of which display much original

thought and genuine pathos the one entitled, A
Simph Story (171*1, four vols. 12mo), the other,

Nature and Art (17l*f>, two vols. 12mo). She also

edited a collect ion of dramas, entitled the Rritish

Theatre, with biographical and critical remarks (in

twenty five vols. 12mo), during t lit* period from I M)(>

to IMJfi; a similar collection of the most popular
farces (in seven volumes, ls01»); and the Modern
Theatre (in ten vols. l.M)‘i). Her death took place

at Kensington, Aug. 1, 1*21, in her sixty-eighth year.

This ingenious and able w onian passed a life attended
w ith many difficult ies and temptations with unsullied

reputation. Her Life and ( orrespondence was pub-
lished by Load* n in two vol-,. Svo (IS.Tl). This work
displays in a striking light tin* noble and self denying
charader of h< i nature. Latterly she lived in a
comparatm ly humble way, in order that she might
have the more to -pend on charity.

INRHROLM, an idand of Scotland, off the const
of Eifeshir* , with the mins of a e< lebraNsl monastery
founded by Alexandi r I. in 1 12o. Fop. (lkfilj, 4.

1N( ’JIKEITH, an inland of Scotland, in the
Fnth of Forth, In-longing to Fifeshire, *1 miles n.N.k,

of Leith, and 2 miles s
. K. of Kinghorn Ness. In

1 S7s the War Office bought the island from the
Duke of Rueeleueh, and jiow'erful batteries have

i
since Ix-en built on it. l*op. (1K!R), JiO,

• INCIDENCE, Anu,k of, the angle which a ray
of light falling on a reflecting or refracting surface
niaki a with the perpendicular or normal to the sur-

fuee. The angle of incidence is always equal to the
angle of reflection. The nine of the angle of incidence
is equal to the xiiif of the angle of refraction multi-
plied by a certain numlx*r, called the index of re-

jrartion. See OiTirs.

IXCLEDON, Ren.jamin Chahi.es, an English
vocalist, liorn at St. Keveran, in Cornwall, about
1 7fi2. From his eighth till his fifteenth year lie was
a chorister in Exeter Cathedral. In 1771* he entered
the navy as a common sailor. His vocal abilities

having attracted the notice of his officers he was
advised to try his fortune on the stage. In October,
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1790, lie marie his debut oil the Loudon hoards at

Oovent Garden Theatre with great success, in the

character of Dermot, in O’Keefe’s mimical farce of

the Poor Soldier, and rose at once into a degree of

popularity which attended him till the infinniticH

consequent upon advancing years, and an irregular

mode of life, compelled him to retire from the aeti\e

duties of his profession. Jiis voice—a rich tenor

—

combined uncommon power, sweetness, and ductility,

Ixith in the natutal and fahttlo
,
and his intonation

was singularly correct, taking his imperfect education
into consideration. His articulation was, however,
coarse, not to say vulgar. The better sort of the old

English Imllari was decidedly his forte: in this style

of Hinging lie had no equal, lie died at Worcester,
February, 1820.

INCLINATION; of tiro linen, is the angle be-

tween them
; of two planes, is the angle contained

by two lines drawn in the planes at right angles to

their line of intersection from any point in it; of a
hue and a

/
lain, is the complement of the angle con-

tained by the line and a perpendicular drawn fiom
a point in it to the plane;- of the iu is of a plant t, is

the angle which it makes with a perpendicular to the
plane of its orbit;

—

of tin orbit of n plaint, is the
angle which the plane of the orbit makes with the
ecliptic. The inclinations of the orbits of comets
and asteroids are in gem ral much more consider-

able, and vary more from one another than those of
i

tin 1 planets
j

INCLINATION, Mai.m ik, or Maontiii’ Du.
jA steel bar limy hr suspended at its c» litre of ineiti.i,

in such a way that it can move fmlv in all dim
lions; it will therefore hi in equilibrium in all posi-

tions. (See Cl N 1 UK oi Gkamiy.) Now, w lu n the bar
is mug net i/ed this is no longer the ease ; it has onl y
one position of stabh equilibrium, which it will vi-

brate about ami at length assume, if allowed to ionic

to rest after being disturbed. It will come to list

pointing along u line of magnetic force of the tartb
(see Field), that is to say, it will come to rest in a

particular vertical plane, called the mat/m tic no ridtan,

and it will make an angle with a horizontal plain.

This angle, which our magnetized needle or bar, at

rest in the magnetic meridian at any place, makes
with .t horizontal plane, is called the magnetic in-

clination or dip at tiiat place.

In the northern hemisphere generally the end of

the needle which points north also points downwauls;
in the southern hemisphere the south end points

downwards. At Greenwich the dip is alsmt 67\
The dip at any place is determined by means of a
dipping needle. (See DilTiNi; Needle.) Observa-
tions of dip are represented on charts by means t f

isoclinic lines

1 NCLIN ATI ( )N ( HIM l’ASS, or 1 >iitino Neldlk.
See Dirping Needle.
1NCL1NKO l’LANK, one of the mechanical

powers. When a body lies on an inclined plane,

part of its weight is supported; so that if a cord be
fastened to it and pulled, a force less than the weight
of the body, acting in a direction parallel to the
plane, will prevent it from sliding, or will move it

up the plane. Thus a heav\ waggon is raised on an
inclined road by a horse which w ould be quite unable
to exert a pull equal to a quarter of the weight of

the waggon. A body lifted by means of an inclined

nlane is mov ed through a greater distance than if it

liad been raised vertically, so that although the force

employed may lx* smaller, it is exerted through a

greater space. When the plane is smooth, so that

friction may be neglected, the force parallel to the
plane necessary to raise the body is equal to the

weight of the body, multiplied by the vertical height
through w hich it is lifted, divided by the distance it

is moved along the plane. For instance, when a

train moves up an incline which rises 3 feet for every

100 feet of rail, the engine exerts a pull equal to

y-jj-tf
of the weight (neglecting friction).

Whether a body is moved along a level or an in-

clined plane, there is often a considerable amount of

friction (see FlUC'lJON) to lie overcome; this friction

uuty of itself be sufficient to prevent the motion of a

body down an im lined plane, as when a brick rests

on a sloping plank, and it, has always to he overcome
when we cause motion in the other direction. In

calculations first determine the pull necessary to move
the body on the supposition that the plane is smooth,

and then add a force equal to the friction. Thus,
suppose it known that tin* friction in the train of the

example given above, when it runs on level roads or

gentle inclines, is 22’4 lbs. per ton, or the

weight, then the engine must exert a pull equal to

the weight multiplied by or a pull equal

to r’K of the weight.

INCLINOMETER, or Dipping Needle. See
Dipping Needle.
IN 0<KNA DOMINI (Hulla ill Cana Itomnu ),

the most remarkable of all the Papal bulls, as it

most strikingly shows the lofty claims of the popt s,

and their pietensioiis as absolute rulers of the church,

and the authority which they claimed over temporal

princes. The first known topy of this bull, though
perhaps not the first in reality, is said to be presci veri

in the Vatican, dated under tin* reign of Grt gory XI.,

Fi71 78. It is founded upon older Papal deeites,

|

which declared all heietics and favoureis of heieties

|

without distinction, and those who imposed taxes

i
upon the clerg v for the purpose of supplying tin

wants of tin stale, solemnly excommunicated. After

i

the fourtei nth ceiiturv it was extended and modified

i

b\ several popes I’opt Pius V. ordered that it

i

should Ik read aloud in all tin churches on Mauinlv

I

Tliuisriav, because mans Catholic primes tole) uteri

|

Pi of « stunts in their count i it s. and nquinri contribu-

tions from tin ihrgv. Philip 11 and the republh

i

of N't nice forbade the publication, for tin exhausted
I State of tlieii tn usuries would liot allow them to

spare tin* oleigy, and even the Emptier llodolph II

ami the Archbishop of Main/ would not aeknouleriji

i a bull so prejudicial to the lights of sovereigns. Its

i authority was never admitted in Fiance; but in
1

Naples in particular, from lf»t>8, it excited great dis-

turbances, for it was promulgated by the bishops anil

I monks without the permission of the king, ami

!
according to the ordinance of the pope the right of

I

government to impose new taxes was denied. Not

|

withstanding tliiH opposition the bull received its

latest form from Pope Urban VIII. in 1627. This

pope, in behalf of God, and In virtue of the pow-ei
I committed to the apostles Peter and Paul and him-

self, excommunicated and anathematized all IIus.s

ites, NVicklithtes, Lutherans, Zw ingliiuis, Calvinists,

Huguenots, Anabaptists, Unitarians; all wiio had
fallen off from the Christian faith, all heretics, as

well as all those who trusted, received, favoured, oi

defended them; all who read heretical txioks without
permission from the Papal see; all who j»ossessed

uiid printed them, or defended them in any wax
W’hatever, whether public or private, or on any pre-

tence whatever; and finally, all schismatics who
obstinately avoided communion with tin Catholic

Church. All who appealed from the decision of the

jxipe to a council wen. threatened with the anathema;
and if a university, college, or chapter, with the in-

terdict. Pirates w ho disturbed the Papal sea from
Argentaro to Terracina, and all those who robbed

wrecked vesse ls of the gotxls of Christians, incurred

this anathema. Moreover, those princes w ere ana-

thematized who imposed new* taxes, or increased those
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already laid, except in those cases in which they were
allowed by law or by the special permission of the

Papal see (added by Pius V. in 1567) ;
also all forgers

of Papal letters; all who provided Saracens, Turks,

or heretics with horses, arms, money, implements of

war, wood, hemp, cordage, or anything which could

be of service to them in making war on Christians

and Catholics; all who should prevent the carrying

of provisions to the Papal court; all who robbed,

injured, or murdered travellers to the Papal court;

all who abused cardinals, Papal ambassadors, or

bishops; all who appealed from the commands of the

pope or his ambassadors to temporal courts of justice,

or avoided the judicial decision of the pope in spirit-

ual concerns, or compelled the clergy to appear before

temporal judges, or made laws against the freedom
of the church, or interrupted the bishops in the exer-

cise of their judicial j>ower; all who seized ujkiu the

revenue which the pope derived from churches and
convents, or impeded taxes uj>on the clerg> without
tht consent of the pope, even though the offender

were an emperor or kinir; all officers who inteifered

with the criminal jurisdiction of the clergy; and
finally, all who should attack or conquer the Papal

territory, of which Sicily, Sardinia, and Corsica

formed a part. None but the pope can remove this

anathema, the priest being able to absolve only in

the hour of death, when the person excommunicated
has satisfied the offended church. Paul III in 1536

added excommunication against those who should

infringe this rule. The bull was ordered to be

publicly posted up at Home, and once a year, or

ofteiier, every bishop was to read it to the assembled

ople. Thin w oh done at Home until 1770 every

aundy Thursday in the princip d churches.

INCOMBUSTIBLE CLOTH. The danger from

fire to which ladies are exposed from the inflammable

material of which their dresses are fiequeutly made,

and which wob great!

v

aggravated during the jieriod

crinoline wras in fashion, caused chemists, esjiecially

at this time, to turn their attention to the discovery

of some meaiiH for rendering the common light fabrics

of female attire inflammable. This is commonly
accomplished by st« eping the fabric in some saline

solution. Borax, phosphate of soda or ammonia,

alum or sal-ammoniac, will render the fabric to whit h

they an applied non-inflammable, that is, it will burn

slovvlv without flame; but these salts are not suitable

for hue fabrics, and that which has been found to

answer the purpose most effectually is tungstate of

soda A solution containing 550 per cent of this salt

renders a fabric perfectly non-inflammable, ami does

not interfere with the ironing of the cloth, which

other salts frequently do. Three per cent, of phos-

phate of soda is recommended to be added to the

tungstate.

INCOME TAX, so called because leviable directly

from income of every description, whether derived

from land, capital, or industry, was first imposed in

Great Britain in January, 1799, during the ministry

of Mr. Pitt, after the failure of an attempt to raise

a revenue adequate to the exigencies of the period

by trebling the amount of the assessed taxes. In

Mr. Pitt’s act incomes under £60 were exempted;

from £60 to £200 the amount rose by a series of

gradations till it reached 10 per cent., at which rate

it was charged on all higher incomes. This tax,

which averaged £5,500,000 sterling annually, w'as

repealed in 1802, but was again imj>ofled in the fol-

lowing year, though with a change of name to pro-

perty tax, and a difference of rate. As before, all

incomes under £60 were exempted, but the graduated

scale terminated at £150, and the maximum rate was

only 5 per cent. After an addition in 1805 the rate

rose in 1806 to 10 per cent. The only exemption

was in favour of industrial incomes under £50. Above
that amount there was a graduated scale terminating

at £150. All incomes from land or capital, however
8mall, and all industrial incomes from £150 upwards,
were charged at the uniform rate of 10 per cent

The gross assessment for this tax, which was repealed

in 1816, was in the last year of its existence

£16,518,986, and the not assessment £15,298,982.

The income tax, as renewed by Sir Robert Feel in

1842, exempted all incomes under £150, and charged

all above at the uniform rate of 7d. in the pound
sterling. The actual income, so far as it could be

ascertained by the machinery of the act, w*as charged

on all persons except farmers, who were charged, not

upon their actual, hut a conjectural income, estimated

to amount in England to a half and in Scotland to u

third of their rent. Ireland was wholly exempted.
The duration of the tax was limited to three years,

but when these expired tin* public revenue could not
dispense with it, and it still continues. Ireland

w'as included in 1853. After various alterations,

due to the varying financial exigencies, the tax littH

latterly 1h*cii fixed at 1 \d in tin* pound, havinglioen

at one turn as low aw 'Id. m the pound. Incomes

mnh r £1 60 art* totally exempted ;
thosr under £100

have tin first 1 160 exempt, limit r£f»00 tilt fust £150,

under 1600 the first £120, untlei £700 the first £70.

The tax a^ actually h vied is a property and income

tax. The taxable subjects or income are classified

in five schedules, A to K; but the late in all of them
is uniform. Each penny of income tax produces

over £2.000,000 of rt venm
INCOMMENSURABLE. Two magnitudes a«t

incommensurable) when they cannot both be mea
suretl by the same quantity, that is, when they do

not contain it one or more timeB exactly. Tht*

diagonal and side of a square are an example.

INCORPOREAL HEREDITAMENTS. See

Hfhkditami.nth
INCUBATION (pathology). This name is given

by analogy to the period preceding the open attack

of the disease, when it is gathering head in the system

of the patient but is as yet indicated by general

symptoms, such as loss of appetite or tdeep, Ac., so

slight or indefinite as often to defy the diagnosis

of the physician. 1 n epidemic anti contagious diseases

tht* period of incubation is more defined, ami its symp
toms and duration can be calculated within certain

limits.

INCUBATION is the mode in which the highest

cl ihh of oviparous animals, birds, commonly bring

forth their young, that of sitting on the eggs till they

are hatched by the natural heat of the l>ody; the

ti mi is also applied to artificial processes by which

young birds are hatched from eggs without the care

of the parent birds. Incubation is analogous to the

gt station of mammalia, and to the various contriv-

ances by which the eggs of insects, reptiles, fishes,

and other ovipara are developed. Jn order to suc-

cessful incubation the egg must have been fecun-

dated by the male. This can only be distinguished

after incubation has commenced, when the process of

organization begins in the germ. In general it is the

female which undergoes the lalsmr of incubation.

Among some species, chiefly of monogamous birds,

the male relieves the female while she seeks her

nourishment; in others the male feeds her. Among
some sea-birds which have common nests the birds

lay and hatch together, one bird sitting on all the

eggs. Among f>olygamous species, in which the

whole charge of hatching devolves on the female,

she employs various contrivances to protect the egg

s

and carry on the process during her absence. In

I some cases she covers them over with down plucked

from her body, principally from the abdomen, some-
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times with dried leaves; in others the nest is built

with a southern exposure, that the heat of the sun

may be used as an auxiliary to her care. Some
birds, like the cuckoo, abandon their eggs to be

hatched by others. In intertropical regions the ostrich

leaves her eggs in the sand to be hatched by the heat

of the sun, but she sitH on them at night. In a

state of nature birds generally commence to sit in

spring. During incubation the female experiences a
febrile excitation, which, according to Buffon, iH a

state of groat pleasure, and which causeB a deter-

mination of heat to the ventral surface of the body.

The heat increases towards the close of the period

of incubation. In hatching chickens artificially the

extreme heat which it has l>een found desirable

to use is 104
J

Eah., and according to some practi-

cal authorities the range of heat for the different

periods ought not to exceed 88 to 95 . The process

of incubation for a chicken is thus described by II allor.

At the end of twelve hours a commencement of

organization may lie observed in the gelatinous patch
called the genu, which, whatever may be the posi-

tion of the egg, always occupies the upper part of the*

yolk. At the end of the first day the head and the

beginning of the spine may be distinguished, at the

end of the second the vertebra* and the heart, the
neck and breast begin to la* developed on the third,

the eyes and the li\er on the fourth, the stomach and
veins appear on the fifth, the lungs or skin on the

sixth, the intestines and the lieak begin to take form
on the stxonth, the gall vessel and tin* brain on the
eighth, the wings and thighs on the ninth, on tbe

tenth day all the members are complete, and during
tin* succeeding days they develop and take thur
proper form. The time of incubation varies with
different spucios, but is always the same with the
same species, thus all the eggs that are sat upon at

one time come to maturity at once, leaving the
mother free to attend to their nourishment and edu-
cation In the humming-birds it is 12 to 14 days;

in the swallow and lark, 15; crow, 20; common
hen, 21; pheasant, partridge, &e., 22; peacock and
turkey, 30; swan, 40 45; cassowary, 02

Artificial incubation was practised by the ancient
Egyptians, and lias also l>eeu long in use in China.
Pliny mentions that the heat of the human body is

Hufhcient to hatch eggs. The Egyptian stoveH called

mammals were rectangular constructions of brick,

generally backed by a mound of sand to prevent the
loss of heat Reaumur promised as an economical
means of hatching eggs to make use of the hi at
dt v eloped by the fermentation of the dung-heap or

emitti d from a baker’s oven. In 1816 Ronnemain
contrived a stov e heated w ith hot water, and on which
the eggs were placed in drawers on humid sponges,
which were changed daily to supply the loss from
evaporation. This apparatus is still sometimes used.

Various other contrivances were successively adopted
until in 1848 Messrs. Adrieu and Tricoclie founded
a large establishment at Vaugirard for lx»th hatching
and rearing chickens. Their incubating apparatus,
which is a modification of Bonuemams, can hatch
1500 chickens at once. In Great Britain various
attempts have U*»n made to mtioducc artificial incu-

bation, and latterly mcuUitors of more f ban one type

have U*en employ til with success.

INCUBUS (Latin, incubvs, one who lieR upon), a
spirit to whom was ascriUal the oppression known
by the vulgar name of nitjhtmarr

,
in Creek q>hxaJtcs

(from epij and haUomai
,
1 leap upon). These damions

play an important part iu the superstitious of the
middle ages, having been perhaps not unfrequently
employed, like the older gods of Greece, to cloak the

advances of earthly lovers. The nuns and other
single ladies of the middle ages were not always safe

from their violence or their persuasions, as numberless

tales and grave histories abundantly prove. See

Nightmabe
INCUMBENT (English law), a clergyman in

possession of an ecclesiastical benefice.

INCUMBERED ESTATES ACT (IRELAND).
An act was passed in 1848 to facilitate the sale of

incumliered estates in Ireland, and in the following

year a court was established for this purpose. This

act enables an owner of land, or of a lease or leases

for not less than sixty years unexpired, to apply

within three years from the passing of the act to the

commissioners to direct a sale of Buch property. The
incumbrancer may also apply for a Hale of the pro-

perty, which is to lie granted on his application only

if the annual charge of the incumbrance exceed half

the net income of the property. The sale is to be

made under the commissioners, and the assignment
or conveyance to be signed by two of them. It is

to respect existing tenancies, leases or sub-leases, &c.

The incumbrancer, if he becomes the purchaser, may
retain the amount of his incumbrance. When appli-

cation is made for the Hale of an undivided share of

a property, the commissioners may divide thi pro-

perty. The act, which contains fifty -five clauses, has

numerous other provisions. By an act passed in 1858
the powers of the Incumbered Estates Court were
transferred to the Landed Estates Court, and tx

tended to unincumbered property. The gross amount
of sales effected under the act from October 1819 to

August 1859 was £25,190,839.
1 NCUNA 15U LA (from the Latin, signifying

cradle) is a term applied by bibliographers to edi-

tions of books printed during the early period of

the art, and k goueially limited to works which ap-

peared previous to 1 500. The incunabula are divided

into xy lographic and typographic, the former those

printed from engraved blocks, the latter fiom mov-
able types. The Biblia Pauperum (Bible of the Boor),

a book of the former kind, is said to date from before

1410; the Muzarin Bibb, in type, dates about 1450
to 1455. Among the most highly esttemed of the

incunabula are those which are first editions (edtdunes

pnnnpes) of the ancient classics. Panzer's Annales
Tyjxjgraphiei; Maittaire’s Amiales Ty]>ographici, the

former of which goes down to 1536, the latter

still later; Santander’s Dictionnaire bibliographique

choisie du 15me Biecle; and Brunet’s La France
litt^raire au 15me sii*cle, are among the leading

authorities on incunabula. Sei Bli»LloGK.u*in.

INDEMNITY, a term frequently employed in

polities and jurisprudence, and is used in various

significations, but is usually applied to an act of

the legislature passed for the purpose of relieving in-

dividuals from the penalties to which they may have

rendered themselves liable byT some violation of the

law whether by act or omission. Thus, in England,

while the Test and Corporation Acts were in force,

j>ersons who had assumed any office without qualify-

ing according to the provisions of those acts were
annually relieved by an act of indemnity; and in

like manner, on particular emergencies, when minis-

ters have ventured on their own resjionsibility to

take some particular step which was not Btrictly

legal, but to which Parliament, had it been sitting

at the time, would most probably have a-sented, the

illegality is aftenvards cured by an act of indemnity.

The term indemnity is also often applied to compen-
sations which one state pays to the government or

subjects of another state for losses sustained through
its proceedings. An act of indemnity was formerly

passed every year for the relief of those who had
neglected to take the necessary oaths of office, but

the act 31 and 32 Viet, abolished many superfluous

oaths, and contains a general saving clause. By 22
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and 28 Viet. cap. xxxv. g. 81, every deed, will, or

instrument creating a trust is to be held implicitly

to contain a clause for the indemnity of trustees.

INDENTURE, a deed entered into between two
or more parties, and so called because duplicates of

every deed inter partes were once written on one
skin, which was cut in half, irregularly or with a
jagged or indented edge

;
so that when the duplicates

were produced in court they were seen to belong to

one another by fitting into one another. Bv 8 and 9
Viet. cap. cvi. s. 5 it is provided that a deed pur-
porting to be an indenture shall have the effect of an
indenture, though not actually indented. (Wharton’s
Law Lexicon.) See Apprentice.
INDEPENDENTS. See Oonoregationalists
INDEX, in bibliography, an alphabetical table

prefixed or more commonly placed at the end of a
work, containing a list of the principal words, names,
or subjects treated of in the l>ody of the work. A
good index is of great importance in every work of

permanent utility. The plan of the index of course
differs with the nature of the work. Authors fre-

quently intrust this necessary piece of drudgery to

others, when it is often imjx'rfectlv and not seldom
inaccurately done The making of nn index involves

a good deal of mechanical labour, but to make a first-

class index not only requires a thorough acquaintance
with the contents of the work, but a considerable

power of method and analysis, and for a new work it

can seldom be done so well as by the author himself.

By the Roman Catholic Church, Iruiix is used
alwolutely to designate the catalogue or list of books
prohibited by ecclesiastical authority, on account of

tile heretical opinions supposed to bo contained in

them, or maintained by the authors or editors of

them The catalogue or list of books absolutely

prohibited is simply called the Index or Index Li-

broruin Prohibitorum
;
but when the list or cata-

logue is of hooks allowed to be read after correction

or alteration, agreeably to the orders of the Papal
authorities, it is termed Index Expurgatorius. The
origin of ecclesiastical prohibitions dates from a very
early period in the history of the church. Thus at

the Council of Carthage in 400 a condemnation was
pronounced upon pagan books. The emperors also

prohibited the reading of certain books. Constan-
tine, for instance, prohibited the reading of the works
of Arius. The popes, too, used to order obnoxious

books to be burned, 'lliese prohibitions issued from
various ecclesiastical authorities

;
thus in 1108 a

synod at London prohibited the reading of the books
of Wickliffe. The books of whole sects were some-
tiims prohibited in a mass. The invention of print-

ing in the middle of the fifteenth century caused a

rapid multiplication of txioks, and induced the eccle-

siastical authorities to prevent, if possible, the circula-

tion of any which might prove injurious to the interest

of the Roman Church. Hence originated impri-

maturs or official permission to print works; and the

promulgation and diffusion of the doctrines of the

Reformation in the following century increased the

determination of the powerful adherents of Popery
to suppress and to destroy all the books tinctured

with Lutheranism, or maintaining any of the peculiar

opinions held by the reformed churches. The \ arious

universities, which were all originally ecclesiastical

foundations, were naturally regarded as authoritative

judges in doctrinal controversies. They were fre-

quently appealed to by princes desirous of pacifying

such controversies, and by the controversialists them-
selves. By an easy transition they early took on

themselves to publish on their own authority, or by

the request of civil or ecclesiastical rulers, lists of

prohibited books.

The first index seems to have been published at

Venice. It appeared in 1548 under the title of Index

Generalis Scriptorum Interdictorum. In 1544 the

Faculty of Theology in Paris published a catalogue

of books censured by them within a certain period,

and in 1551 a list of books censured since 1544.

In 1546, in pursuance of an edict of the Emperor
Charles V., the University of Louvain published an

index or catalogue of books regarded as dangerous,

of which a revised edition was published in 1550

Similar lists of interdicted books appeared nearly at

the same time in other universities. Philip II. of

Spain having caused a catalogue of all books prohi

bited by the Inquisition to Ik* printed (Venice, 1558),

Pojk* Paul IV. followed the examplo, and ordered

an Index Librorum Prohibitorum to be published by
the Congregatio Sancti Officii, in which not only all

heretical IkmAb were noted down, but also all which

tended to lower tin* Catholic hierarchy, many even

written by Catholic clergymen. The first part con-

tains the names of the authors whose workH are alto-

gether ptohihited, the second single prohibited works,

the third anonymous works. A particular part con-

tains the names of forty-two booksellers whose pub-

lications are altogether prohibited. In this index

books wort' prohibited for the first time, not only to

the gencial public, but to Catholic theologians and
savants. After this the councils published a number
of such indexes, and these were followed by some
for singb* countries—for instance, by the Sorbonne
for France. The indexes assumed their most syste-

matic form at the Council of Tient, which, at its

eighteenth session, rt form! the consideration of works
to be prohibited to a select committee; and in the

twenty-fifth session what had been done by that

committee was referred to the pope, that it might be

completed and published with bis authority. The
work was accordingly published in 1564. Besides

the catalogue of prohibited books, it contains general

rules relative to such books, drawn up by certain

persons deputed for that purpose by the ( buncil of

Trent, and sanctioned by Pope Pius IV. These
rules, which are ten in number, are prefixed to the

different indexes which have been published Hint e

that period.

The right of censuring books belonged to the In-

quisition till 1586, wdien the Congregation of the

Index was formed, with authoiity to judge of new
works, to indicate those of which the reading is on

tirely prohibited, and those w hicli are permitted after

correction, and also to grant to learned and pious

men the right of nailing prohibit'd woiks. The
authority of the index of the congregation has never
been vtry great beyond the Papal States. Jn all

Catholic countries it has had a certain amount of

respect shown it hy Catholics, and especially eccle

Hi.istics as emanating from a central authority of the

church; but the various Catholic countries have for

the most part followed their own authorities. In
Spain the Inquisition has maintained its right to

issue its own index. The last index of the Spanish
Inquisition is dated 1790, and was reprinted with a

supplement in 1 805. In France the decrees of tin*

Council of Trent in regard to matters of discipline

were never received, and one of the Cullman liberth s

asserted since 1682, and admitted by the concordat

of 1 801, consists in the non-recognition by the French
Church of the authority of the Roman congregations

Notwithstanding the concession of the concordat tin

ultramontane party in the French Church has since

striven to secure its submission to the authority of

the Congregation of the Index; but the liooks prohi-

bited are so numerous and of so high a class, that it

is said that there is hardly a Catholic not wholly

illiterate who can lioast of obeying its mandates.

The Inquisition continued t<* interfere wi'h the con-
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miring of book* until the middle of the eighteenth

century, when Tope Benedict XIV. reformed the

Congregation. lie blamed it for attending more to

the prohibition of book* containing doctrines free

within the church, according to the rival schools of

theologians to which the members belonged, than of

books contrary to morals and religion. This censure

lias been little attended to, and the Congregation has

continued to illustrate by it 1' decisions the force of

the odium thutlw/u urn. It has also been blamed for

selling the liberty to read prohibited books too freely.

The Parliament of Paris, by a decree of 4th April,

1732, prohibited this practice to the nuncio resident

in Franco. The hist edition of the Index was pub-

lished in 1892, and there is a yearly supplement.

INDEX, in algebra, iH the number placed over a

quantity on the right band, to show how often the

quantity is multiplied by itself. When the index is

fractional, its numerator indicates a power and its

denominator a root. When the index is negative, it

indicates a reciprocal. Thus —
a

*

represents a v a x a x a, or the fourth power of a.

represents \/a”, or the cube root of <r.

rr ,J represents
tt ,

or the reciprocal of a 1
.

INDEX OF KKFRACTION. When a ray of

light passes obliquely from one medium, such as air,

into another medium, such as glasH, it is refracted or

caused to change Uh direction tit the separating Bur-

face. The mn< of the angle of incidence (see Inci-

dence) bears a certain ratio to the sine of the angle
of refraction; this ratio is always the hainc, whatever
he the obliquity of the rny, and it is called the index
of refraction for these media. The index of refrac-

tion, when light passes into a medium from a vacuum,
may he determined in many wavs (sec Light, in

Watt’s Dictionary of Chemistry); it is called tie*

indt.r of refract ton oj the wtdium. The index of re-

fraction is always greater for violet than for red light

(see SPHtTKi M and other articles) The indices gi\en
in the following table are for light of the mean
rofraiigibility —
Diamond, . . 1* 44 to 2*766

(

Aqueous Imiiloui of eje, 1 *337

Flint glass. . ..] 670 to 1 042
,
VitrmuiH humour, 1*331)

Crown gliiMH,. .1*631 to 1*603 Crystalline hum—
liock salt . .... 1 646 i Outer coat 1*337

j

Panada hulwuu 1 640
|

Under coat . ..1 370
J

Bisulphide of carbon, . 1 *078 Central ]H>rtion,. 1 400 i

Puio watot, 1330 i An . . . . 1 00i>‘Ji)4
|

INDIA, a name used both in ancient and modem
j

times with great latitude of signification. It has

is nearly 2000 miles; it* greatest breadth east to wort

alxmt 1800 miles. It extends between lat. 8° 5' and
35° 15' N., and Ion. 65° 45' and 97° E.

Physical Features .—The natural boundaries of the

peninsula of India, which forms a triangle washed
on two sides by the sea, and having its base in the

great mountain chain which separates it from Tibet

on the north, are completed by its three great rivers,

the Indus, the Ganges, and the Brahmaputra. These
all rise in the Tibetan Mountains beyond the Hima-
layas, and the first flowing west, the two latter east,

descend in a southern direction towards the sea;

the Indus discharging itself into the Indian Ocean;

the Ganges and the Brahmaputra, after watering in

their separate course a large part of Northern India,

uniting to jwmr their waters together by numerous
mouths into the Bay of Bengal. The mountains in-

closing the basins of these rivers form the east and
west boundaries of the northern part of the penin-

sula. The Himalayas, the loftiest mountain range
in the world, with heights of upwards of 5 miles

above the level of the sea, descend by successive

slopes to the elevated plain of Northern India. (See

Indus, Ganges, Brahmaputra, Himalaya.) The
entire peninsula has been distinguished by natural

divisions into three parts. The Vindhya Mountains,
a range of about 3000 feet in height, which extends

irregularly across the jieninsula from Gujerat to the

b;isin of the Ganges, forms an anciently-recognized

division into two parts under the names of Hindu-
. htan and the Deccan (Southern Land). The name
|
Hindustan, given in this restricted sense to the

|

northern part of the peninsula, is frequently applied

• to the whole. The iiameH Hindu and Hindustan, ab

I
well as India, are probably derived from that of the

i river Indus, India having been first known as the

I

country beyond the Indus. 'Hie ancient division of

J

the Deccan is again subdivided into two, the name
Deccan being restricted to the northern part, the

southern from the river Krishna or Kistnah, which
flows from west to east almost across the whole
peninsula, being called Southern India or India
south of the Krishna. The portion of Hindustan
Proper watered by the Ganges and its tributaries is

by far the most fertile and populous of the whole of

India. At no great distance from the opposite ex-

tremities of the Vindhya Mountains two great ranges
proceed southward along the line of the coast. The
Western Ghiits, which attain a height of 5000 to

0000 feet, though at some parts much lower, proceed
along the west coast to t'aj>e Comorin, the southern-

always been applied more or les.s comprehensively to

the ct ntral peninsula of Southern Asia, but even the
eastern peninsula is sometimes included in the term,
and is known by the names of Further India, lndia-
beyond-the-Ganges, and Indo-Oiuia. British con-
queuts having extended to and beyond the utmost
limits of the central peninsula, India, in its widest
sense, may now lie taken to include all the territories

in tliis region that art* directly or indirectly under
British rule, or at least under British control, and
aje supervised under the government of which the
Viceroy of India ib head. India, as thus defined,
excludes the island of Ceylon, but includes a consider-
able portion (namely. Burma) of tlu* eastern penin-
sula and some adjacent islands. Small port urns of

territory still owned by France and Portugal art* also

comprised in it. Tlu* mainland of India Projier

is bounded north by the Himalaya Mountains; east

by mountain ranges which divide it from Burma;
Mouth-east by the Bay of Bengal; south by the Gulf
of Mannar, which sejwirates u from Ceylon; west by
the mountain chains inclosing the valley of the Indus,
which separate it from Afghanistan and Baluchistan,

and by the Indian Ocean. Its* length north to south

j
most point of India. They do not generally recede

1 more than 40 miles from the sea, and rarely more
! than 70. On the sea-side their descent is generally

I precipitous, forming a regular sea-wall. On the land

j

side they descend gradually, and sometimes almost

I
imperceptibly, to the elevated plains of the interior.

v

The Eastern Ghiits recede further from the east

coast, ure less elevated and precipitous. Before

reaching as far iu their southern course as Madras,
they trend inwards, and unite with the transverse

range of the Nilgiri Hills, which connects them with
the Western Glnits. This mountain -formed tri-

angle incloses an elevated table-land with a gradual
slope eastward from the Western Ghiits, and which
is continued beyond the Eastern Ghiits to the Bea.

The elevation of the plain of Southern India also

increases towards the south. In the Deccan it is

about 3000 feet above the level of the sea. In the
neighbourhood of the Nilgiri Hills, which rise 3000
feet above it, it reaches 7000 feet.

The chief rivers of India besides those named are

the Jamna, Ramganga, Gumti, Gogra, Gandak, Kusi,
&c., tributaries of the Ganges; the five rivers of the
Panjab, Safclej, Bias, Ravi, Chenab, and Jhilam. tri-
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butanes of the Indus; the Narluulu, inclosed on its! t>elow 30 Inches. Between the arid region of the

northern bank by the Vindhya Mountains, and the
;

Indus and the Ganges runs a dry zone of 100 to -00

Tapti, which flow west into the Gulf of Cambay: the
j

miles wide, including Lahore, Delhi, and Agra, with

Maluinadi, the Godtivari. the Kistna, North and 1 a rainfall between 15 and 30 inches. The valleys of

South IVnnor. Vellur, Kavcri, &c., all flowing east- i the Tapti, the Narbada, the lower part of the #1 annul,

ward into the Bay of Bengal. The uniform direction the Ganges, and the Brahmaputra, are generally ovei

of the great rivers south of the Tapti is explained 30. Along the slopes of the Himalayas from Cash
by the inclination of the land already described, mere east to the boundaries of India, and south-c:ist

The coasts of India have very few indentations, and to the mouths of the Mahttnadi runs a belt of coun-

consequently very few good natural harbours. The try with a rainfall over (>0 inches, within which i*

western coast is known by the name of the Malabar, included the lower course of the Ganges. Within
the eastern by that of the Coromandel coast. There this is another belt, including a lower slope of ibe

are no lakes of any extent in India, Chilka and HiuuUayas, and the lower course of the Brahmaputra
Kolair near the east coast being the large!. before its junction with the Ganges, in which tht

Climate Of -8 of north latitude over which India rainfall rises above 75 inches,

extends 15^ are within the tropical, and 12£' within
(

Botany and Zoohnjy. We cannot attempt here

the Umperate zone. Owing to modifying circum- 1 anything like an enumeration of the vegetable pro-

stance*, the climates contained within this range arc i ducts of India. Where moisture is plentiful, a* in

not only extienicly various, but distributed with great the valley of the Ganges, vegetation i* suporabund-

irregularity. In Hindustan the basin of the (binges ant The delta of the Gauges, in particular, called

is surcharged with humidity, that of the ludus iN for the Sunderbunds, is covered with dense jungle full

the most part dry and parched. In Southern India of the largest wild animals, and the exeessive vege-

the Coromamh 1 coast is much dryer than the western tation landers most of the mouths unnavigable.

hide of the peninsula The isothermal line indieat mg There are many other similar traets of extensive

the greatest annual heat on the surface of the globe forest and jungle. On the ( ’oromnnd* 1 coast, on

crosses the southern part of India obliquely fiom the the other hand, the heat, which readies 100 or 120°

Malabar t<> the Coromandel coast nearly in the same Fahrenheit, destroys vegetation, and the d< lta of tin*

latitude in which the Nilgiri Hills enjoy the climate Indus from the south * u*t of the Punjab to the Ban,

of tiu finest part of the temperate zone. One of the or great salt, marsh of Knob (Cutchi, forms a gloat

chid modify ing eireumstam oh, of course, is altitude; sandy desert, lontnmous across the river with the

anothtr is the distribution of moisture, the gieat dt sert of Baluchistan, and with a wide band stretch

legislators of which are the monsoons. The north- ing across the whole continent of Asia to Central

east monsoon blows fiom October to March, the Africa. In the various altitudes of tin* Himalayas
south-west fiom April to September. The latter forms of vegetable und animal life belonging to all

Miichuiged with vapour from the Indian Ocean con- the various climates from tropical to polar arc to b*

(lenses in torrents on the heights of the western found. These as well as the Western Ghats an* nia/ni

Ghats, and forms the rivers which flow to the east, ficeiitly wooded. Among the staple natural products

Before it reaches the Coiomandel coast, it becomes of India are rice, maize, wdieat, barley, cotton, 11a \,

a dry wind which scorches up vegetation. In 11m- hemp, jute, rhea, iiuligo, tea, coflee, sugar-cam:,

dustan, on the contrary, this wind passes over the opium, tobacco, ginger, pepper, cardamoms, palms
low plains in tin* lower \ alley of the Indus, is bearing nuts which are extensively consumed, unisr,

arrested by the Himalayas, and fills the tributaries dye-wood t, Ac. iOmopean fruits abound, and among
of the Ganges. The north-east inoonson runs a indigenous fruits may Is* mentioned the mango, plan-

similar course in the opposite direction, but deriving tain, pomegranate, citron, date, almond, giape, pine

less moisture from the Bay of Bengal, which is of tipple, and tamarind. Many of the forest trees of

less extint than the Indian Ocean, it has less in- India an hardly known m Europe c\<n by name,
flueneo on the climate, and its season is in genet al though this can scan < ly be said of the teak tret,

the drv one. The chief features of the climate of so \aluabh foi it tunbei, oi of the deodar, banyan,
India are heat and moisture. The great plain of and on* oi two <»tln is. ('alms, including tin dab.
Southern India la ing exposed to greater heat than <o»o-nut, palmyra, lx*t« 1-imt

, and other species, are
that of Hindustan, and not being watered by tin*

,

common hatuiesof tin* v< getat ion, as is al*o that

snow fed streams of the HimtUay a*, is naturally much gigantic glass, tin I untilmo. On Inrests, forest con
len* fertile. The seasons in India are div ided into sen aney, and kindled matt* rs, sc*- below under the
rainy, cool, and hot. The periods of these different tith Fonst 1

*; und for the cultivated natural products,

seasons vary according to latitude and modifying s* e under Anri* ufturc. The eh pliant, the rhmoeems,
circumstances. On the Malabar coast the rain lx gins

|

tin camel, the tig*r, a few* lions m the nort h-vv< st,

earliest to the south. At Calcutta rain falls from tin* leopard, b ar », hyiena, jackal, wolf, and mum r-

June t*> October; the cool season begins altout oils smaller carnivora, the lmat, nntelojH\s, deer, w dd
November, the hot season in February, the heat ox, a*s, sheep, and goat, monkeys in great variety,

mortaring gradually till May\ In Calcutta, where and tin* greater mimlxT of European quudrufwds ui<

the mean annual temperature is about 71f ,the range found. There are several large species of ox, such
is from 50° to 85 Fahr. In Jkimbay the mean as tin gain or ‘bison ' and the arnee oi wild buffalo,

annual temperature is about 82°, the range alsmt Crocodiles, snakes (including the dreaded cobra),
lO''; in Madras mean about 84°, range T‘ to 8". The and reptiles in all varieties art* very* nuiueious; of

annual rainfall in India is very much greater titan buds the tagle, inltim, falcons, jwtuock, parrots,

that of England; but it is distributed with great kingfishers, mina-bird, partridge, quail, In ron, stork,

irregularity. The basin of the Indus, including all an* characteristic species, and other varieties, both
Sind and the half of the Panjab, is an arid region with indigenous and common to other region*, an* imnier-

an annual rainfall under 15 inches. The high plateau <»us. Fi-h art* plentiful and in great variety both
in the interior of South India has an annual rain- on the coasts and in tin; ri\< rs.

fall generally under 30 inches. On the whole Mala- Geoloyy ami Minerals. -The geology of India, uh far

bar coast the rainfall is over 75 inches; at Kananor 1

as it is known, considering its extent, is not coinpli-

it reaches 128 inches. On the Coromandel coast it
, cated. All the great mountain ranges are chiefly

is very much lower, being 45 inches at Vizagapatam, 1 composed of granite arid of granitic rock*, which form
50 inches at Madras, while further south it falls also the base of the plateau of the Deceitn. Both in
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the peninsula and in the Himalayas gneiss predomi-

nates associated with mica-schist, hornblende; schist,

chlorite slate;, and primitive limestone. Syenite pre-

vails in the south-east of tin* peninsula. In the

southern portion of the Western Gh.'itH the granitic

rocks are overlaid by an iron clay, which is continu-

ous to the end of the peninsula, and reappears in

the island of Ceylon, in the upper portion of the

Western Ghats and adjoining ramifications of the

Vindhya range, Iwisaltic trap in various forms over-

lies the granite to an extent unparalleled elsewhere;

in the world. It entirely covers a large portion of

the- table-land of the Deccan. In this district trap

and granite frequently pierce the surface in isolated

masses, forming fiat-topped hills nearly perpendi-

cular, and which can only be ascended by steps, or

winding, dangerous paths. These have; l»cen con-

verted into strongholds from a remote antiquity.

They are frequently crowned with forts, and form a

peculiar feat ure of the landscape. On the lower sides

of the Himalayas regular strata of the secondary and
tertiary periods are largely de\ eloped. Many of the

sandstones and shales of t he secondary period ticking

to the coal-measures. The Indian tertiary forma-

tions attain their greatest, breadth towards Sind and
the Panjab, where fossil remains, including many
of singular forms and gigantic dimensions, are abun-
dant. The principal coal fields in India are found
hi the region liounded north by the Ganges, south
by the Godtivim, and stretching east and w'est from
the neighbourhood of Calcutta to the middle of

the valley of the Narbada. Indian coal is distin-

guished by its excessive lamination. The fixed

carbon averages f>2 per cent, about lf» per cent

less than English coal, and the ash is from 10 to

d() per cent. The annual production of coal in

India was 1,91(>,000 tons m 1 889, and -l.iWd.OOO

tons in 1899. Of the latter quantity Bengal,

with over 200 mini's, produced d,«SSd,000 tons,

Haidarabad '101,000 tons, Assam 220,000 tons,

Kcwali State in Central India 101,000 tons, the

Central Provinces I,07.000 tons, Panjab 82,000 tons,

Baluchistan 12,000 tons, and Burma 8000 tons.

The most, important mines are those of the Mast

Indian Bailway Company near Giridhi (Bengal) and
the Kingareni mine in J laidnrahad. Of the coal used

on the railways 9f> per cent is Indian coal. Iron

ore is abundant in many parts of India, but the

amount produced ((10,700 tons in 1809) is still small.

The only large ironwork in India is at Barrakur
in Bengal, but iron is manufactured locally on a

small scale in other parts of Bengal and m the

Central Provinces. The chief obstacle to the suc-

cessful development of the iron industry of India
is the difficulty of finding the ore, fuel, and flux

sufficiently near to one another to make it profit-

able, hut it is believed that ironworks near Cal-

cutta, using Madras ore and Bengal coal, would
succeed. Gold is worked to some extent, more espe-

|

chilly in Mysore, the total production in 1800 lieing

•118,071 o/.s. Copper, lead, antimony, and other
metals are fairly abundant. Burma yields a large

amount of prtroleum annually, and smaller quanti-
ties are obtained front Assam and the Panjab. The
total output for 1800 was :12.0:M,000 gallons, but
much is still imported. There are valuable ruby
mines in Cpjwr Burma, and a few diamonds are

still obtained in Central India. Salt is an important
manufacture and source of revenue: its production
is treated under the head of Finance.

Inhabitants and l<a nrjuayex .—India is inhabited by
numerous peoples lielonging to several distinct groups
or families, shaking numerous dialects founded
<m two or three distinct stocks, and much blended
by the intercourse of the different peoples with each

other. Previous to the Mohammedan ascendency
the dominant race were the Hindus, whose language
is spread in various dialects over a great part of

India, but who wTere not the aboriginal inhabitants
nor even the first invaders. From the north-west
of India, through Kashmir and down the valley

of the Indus, and from Tiliet through the passes of

the Himillayus, the inhabitants of Northern Asia
have from a very early period migrated southward
to the milder and more fertile plains of Indiu.
Two great successions of these invasions are recog-

nized as having taken place liefore the period of au-
thentic history. The first immigrants, of dubious
ethnological connections, but commonly known as

the Tamil races, appear to have overspread the
entire peninsula. Following them the Sanskrit-
speaking peoples, called the Hindus, of Aryan sjK'och,

dispossessed the Tamil races, and superseded their

language in the whole of India north of the Nar-
bada. The Hindus sulisequently descended into the
peninsula and penetrated ns far as (’ape Comorin;
but though their influence on the languages of

Southern India was considerable in the way of in-

troducing new terms, the grammar and construction

of the Tamil languages maintained their place in

the districts south of the Narbada. Two great,

groups of languages xvere thus spread over India,

which were further modified by the Mohammedan
invasion. The native trilies were not exterminated
by these invasions, but are still to lie found under
various names, as Bhils, (’atties. Coolies, ( hinds,

&<*., inhabiting the fastnesses of the mountain-
ranges in Bengal, the Vindhya and Sutpura

1 Mountains, the (Units, &c. The hill tribes and
other aborigines in all India are estimated at

70,000,000.

All the Hindu languages are cognate dialects

founded upon the Sanskrit, a language of the Aryan

j

or Indo European family, which has been extinct as

j

a spoken language for more than 2000 years, and
I bears a similar relation to the spoken languages of

I India with that of Batin to tin- modern European
! tongues. (Sec SaNsKKIT BaNM AUK AM) ElTKIlA-

,
mile.) In the time of Alexander the Great, San-

I

skrit had already lieen superseded by a v ulgar tongue,
1 the Brukrit, founded on it. In ancient Hindu dianms

|

persons of rank are represented as speaking Sanskrit,

common people Prakrit. Pali, a dialect of Prakrit,

|

liecame the sacred language of the Buddhists, their

(

scriptures licing compiled in it. It xvas spread oy
them into Ceylon and India-lieyond-the-Gaiiges. It

is still used for works, chiefly religious, for which a
' wider circulation is desired. Hindi, the prevailing

J

literary language of the non-Mohammedan pojmla-

|

tion, is a modernized form of an older dialect, Hindui,

which flourished during the middle ages, having
grown out of the Prakrit dialects alniut the tenth

century. Both Hindui and Hindi are rich in poet-

ical chronicles. Hindustani or Urdu, a kind of Hindi
mixed with Persian and Arabic, is the language of

the Mohammedan conquerors, and grew up after the

conquest of Delhi at the close of the twelfth century.

It is also rich in literature, particularly in transla-

|

tions from the Persian, Arabic, and Sanskrit. It is

the language which has lieen favoured by the British

government for pur]K>ses of administration and dip-

lomacy. The Dakhni, a mixture of similar elements,

grew up from the same cause in the Deccan. Among
the numerous other descendants of the Sanskrit the

most important are the Bengali, the Orissa, Uriya,

or Utkala, the Marathi, the G ujerati, the Sindhi,

and the Panjabi. The languages of Southern India

form a distinct group railed the Dravidian, differing

in structure from those of the north. The mast im-
jiortant of them are Tamil, or Malabarese, spoken or
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the Coromandel and Malalmr coasts, Telu^u or
Telinga, in the middle of the Deccan, Kanarese m the
Carnatic and neighlxmrhood of Mysore, Malayalnm
on the Malalxir coast from Mount Dilli to (’apt*

Comorin. From all these Burmese stands apart.

Religions.—The religions of India like the races are

numerous. The most important is the Hindu or Brah-
manical, which is very ancient. It has passed through
many transitions, and has latterly generated numerous
sects. The earliest period of the Hindu religion is

called the Vedic, from the Vedas or sacred hooks in

which its records are preserved. These exhibit several

marked phases of transition. The earliest date of the
Vedic literature cannot Ik* satisfactorily determined,
eitherfrom philological or internal evidence. Its latest

writings are not more recent than the second century
|

B.C. Each Veda consists of two parts, the SanliitA,

a collection of mantras or hymns, and the Brail-
|

mana, which contains the doctrinal and ceremonial
development of the religion. The latter are always
of later date than the former. The oldest Veda,
called the Rig-Veda, is considered to be probabl y the
oldest literary document in existence Although the
habits of the Hindus at the time of its production
must have been comparatively simple, they apfxiar

to have made some progress in civilization, and to

have had some knowledge of art. The worship re-

presented in the greater number of the hymns of the

Rig-Veda is that of natural objects Indra, the cloud-

less firmament; the Mari its, the winds; Ushas, the
dawn; Vishnu, Surya, Agni, and other deities, to

whom various attributes of the sun were attributed.

These deities do not appear at first to have had any
distinct ethical qualities attributed to them. The
most distinguishing attribute at all events is jiower.

They were invoked for assistance in the common
affairs of life, and were reminded by the suppliants

of their former glorious deeds. Indra and Vishnu
are spoken of in one hymn as the grantors of desires.

There tire, however, the rudiments of an ethical code
in relation to the worshippers. He who neglected

the worship of the gods, or who robbed or injured

their worshipper, was a sinner, and the devout wor-
shipper complained of him to his gods; but the wor-
shipper of the gods himself could commit no evil, and
might rob or kill his enemy with impunity. Not-
withstanding a morality bo convenient and so con-

sonant with human nature, the wrongs complained
of are said on the whole not to indicate an unfavour-
able moral condition. In the earlier hymns the offer-

ings to the gods are ftw and simple. The juice of

the Soma or moon-plant, an intoxicating beverage, is

most frequently mentioned, and clarified butter poured
on fire forms another common offering. In another

class of hymns mystical speculation succeeds f*oetical
j

imagery, l>cings that inspire awe become more com- !

mon, sacrifices more complicated, and objects of wor-
j

ship more numerous. Among the hist the objects of

sacrifice themselves are introduced, in particular i

Soma, the moon-plant, which is invoked as the be-

stower of all worldly goods. Animal sacrifices also

become common, and mystical perfections and asso-
|

ciations with the deity are attributed to them. In a

third class a philosophical creed appears struggling

into existence. The problems of primaeval being and
of creation are proposed in ambiguous and eniginati-

j

cal terms. The developments of the philosophical and
of the popular creeds already tend apart, and the in-

fluence of the former is exerted in putting symbolical

interpretations on the latter. In the Brahinanas
this tendency of the later hymns is more systemati-

cally developed. Epithets are expanded into histori-

cal legends, and a complex ritual is founded on them;
the cuss of priests, which appears to have existed

oven in the time of the earlier Vedas, attains its full

organization and importance, and caste is gradually

developed. An advance is at the same time made
in what may be called systematic theology, the ab-

stract rules of right and wrong are developed, and
the ethical qualities of the gods are dwelt on for

imitation and praise. In the earlier Vedas no at-

tempt is made to classify the gods and assign them
particular ranks; this now becomes a special object

of attention, and is done with a manifest regara to

unity, a social priority being given to one. A
further advance in this direction is made in the ITpan-

ishads, a species of commentary on the Vedas, in

wiiich a systematic attempt is made to solve the pro-

blems of creation, of the nature of the supreme being,

and of his relations with the human soul. Some of

the Vpanishads are legendary in form, others doc-

trinal or exegetical. The deities of the Vedic creed

art' treated in them as symbolical, the human soul is

defined to be of the same nature with the supreme
being, and its destiny is determined to consist in re-

union w ith him. The means prescribed for the ac-

complishment of thiH destiny are in accordance with

the newly elaborated tluologv rather than with the

ancient forms of external worship. It is by the com-
prehension of itself and of the supreme Inting that

the human houI is to become united with the div ine.

Brahma, the supreme soul, is the only reality, the

world is rcgai ded as an emanation from him, and as

only on this account woithy of consideration. Tin*

necessity for the purification of tin* soul, in order to

its reunion with the divine nature, gave rise to the

doctrine of metempsychosis. These commentaries,
though not in form philosophical, lining professedly

founded on the Vedas, contain the goruiH of the great

systems of Hindu philosophy which were afterwards

developed. A necessary consequence of the develop-

ment of Huch doctrines wfas a further separation be-

tween the educated and the vulgar creodH.

A new era in the history of Hinduism logins alxiut

the time of the Christian era with the composition

of the two great epics, the RAmAyana ami the MahAb-
hArata, the latter of which wras the pnuluct of sue-

cessiie ages. The vulgar creed had by this time ex-

perienced the influence of the theological and meta-
physical speculations wx* have adverted to, and had
assumed a mystical unity. BrahmA, Vishnu, and
Siva, the three emanations of the greut soul Brahma,
representing resjieeti vely the creative, preserving, and

I destroying principles, had become the leading objects

of worship. BrahmA, though considered the most
exalted of the thiee, soon sunk out of notice, and the

worshipjMirs lwcame divided between Vishnu and
Siva. An element of contention was introduced be-

tween the worshippers of these deities, and the pro-

gress of this struggle is marked in the epics alluded

to. The RAiuAyaua treats Vishnu as the su|>erior

deity, the MahAbhArata displays the progress of the

rivalry between him and Siva. From the epic period

the inferior gods are considered as mortals, rendered
immortal by external agency, first by Soma offered

by their worshipj>ers, and subsequently by a beverage,

Arnrita, obtained through the instruction of Vishnu.
During this period was also develojnjd, particularly

in the poem Bhagavadgita, what is called the Yoga
doctrine, namely, that the union of the individual

soul with the supreme being may lie aidi d by pen-

ances, postures, protracted fasting, modes of breath

ing, <kc. The three great systems of Hindu philo

ophy, called the SAnkhya, the NyAya, and the

VedAnta, also grew up in this period. The doctrine

of metempsychosis assumed the fantastic forms indi-

cative of degeneracy.
The third or PurAnic period of Hinduism corre-

sponds with the period of the middle ages in Europe.

The PurAnas are discussions upon religion and philo-
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sophy, in the form of dialogues conducted by sages.

They are designed for popular instruction, and mark
a rapid and extensive corruption of the Hindu reli-

gion. The epic* legends are amplified and distorted.

The struggle between Vishnu and Niva lx;eomes

more marked and antagonistic. The worship of the

latter and of his wife I >urga, wliieli is offensive and
revolting, widely prevails over the comparatively in-

nocent worship of Vishnu. The Tantras, anotlier

class of religious dialogues, were composed expressly

for the worshippers of Durga, and she and her hus-

Umd are the interlocutors in them. The Vedanta
philosophy, which had liecoine the basis of the edu-

cated creed, still exc*rcised a favourable influence on
the popular worship. The creed of the Puranas is

still that of the masses in India, and among tin* edu-

cated classes the principles of the Vedanta philoso-

phy, which acknowledges the unity and perfections

of the deity, are more popular than those of the

more sceptical Sankhya. The worshippers of Vishnu
are called Vaislmawis; those of Siva, Saivas; the

worshippers of l)urga, Saktas. Of the Puranas
some are Vaishnava, others Saiva.

Buddhism arose in India in the sixth century r..(\

It prevailed there extensi\c]y, and being animated
by a propagandist spirit, it spread itself through
the adjoining regions of Asia. Whether from inter-

nal dissensions, which are known to have prevailed

in it, or from persecution, as is generally supposed, or

both combined, it fiecame extinct in India before the

twelfth century; but it.st ill flourishes in Chinn, Japan,
and in the south-eastern regions of Asia, as well as

in Nepal and (/cylon. (See BrimiiA.) The .Ininas

or .fains, whose religion is a mixture of the Buddhist
and the Bmhmanicul creeds, are still numerous in

Hindustan, and particularly in (lujenit. There arc

two sects of this creed, called Higambaras and
Swetambaras. Sikhism is another heretical form
of Brahmanism prevalent in the Banjul). Then* are

numerous other minor sects of Hinduism and wor-

shippers of particular gods in the Hindu mythology.
The Brahmo-Soma

j
is a modern Hindu theistic sect,

which has made no great progress as yet. There
are Hindu Fakirs, or devotees, who give themselves
it] > to penanee, tilth, and sell -torture. The Parsecs
or fire-worshippers are descendants of the Persian

followers of that religion (see lilKBHltH), who took
refuge from Mohammedan persecution on the west-
ern coast of India. Their principal emigration was
to Surat, and is supposed to have taken place about
the end of the eighth century. They were well

received in < lujerat. They are now to be found
mostly in the mercantile towns of India, and are
most numerous in Bomlmy. The Mohammedans of

India are chiefly descendants of its Asiatic conquerors
from Afghanistan, Persia, Baluchistan, and Arabia.
They arc said to be more lil>cru1-mindod than the
Mohammedans of Western Asia. There is among
them a sect, of Fakirs like those of the Hindus.
There are also numerous Jews in India. On Chris-
tianity in India see lielow under Christian Missions.
Hinduism recognizes four castes- -the Brahmans, or
sacerdotal class; the Kshatriyas, or military class;

the Vaisyns, or mercantile and agricultural class;

and tin' Sftdrus, or servile class. These castes are
hereditary (see Cahtk). Closely connected with the
Hindu religion is the collection of laws commonly
known as the Institutes of Manu. (See Mani:.)

|

In the Indian census table of religions more than
nine million people are returned as heathens or
aboriginals, that is, devotees of some fonn of anim-
ism. Practically, for the purposes of the Indian
census, all are classed a« animistic who are not

locally acknowledged to be Hindu, Mohammedan,
Christian, Buddhist, Jew, Parsee, &c., but every

stratum of Indian society is in reality more or less

saturated with animistic conceptions.

Agriculture.—The total area accounted for in the
agricultural returns of India is 545 million acres, of

which G4£ million are under forest, l.‘J6£ million not
available for cultivation, and 147^ million culturable

waste and current fallows. The net crop-yielding

area is thus million acres, or, taking account
of land cropped several times in a year, 2*23£ million

acres. The three chief food-grains of India are rice,

millet, and wheat. Uice is the staple food of about
a third of the population, and is grown on 75 million

acres, but it is nevertheless essentially a local crop,

which can be cultivated with profit only under ex-

ceptional circumstances. Of the total rice area 40
million acres belong to Bengal, where it is the staple

crop, and about 7 million each to Madras and Burma.
Over 00 per cent of the cultivated area of Lower
Burma is under rice, and it is grown on nearly three-

quarters of the area of Assam, about one-third of

that of the Central Provinces, a quarter of that of

Oudh, while it is of importance also in the North-
west Provinces and Sind. It is grown to a less ex-

tent in the Punjab and Bombay, Rice is also culti-

vated by hill triL's in all parts of India. In Bengal
there are two chief rice harvests in the y 'ar, the dvs
or early crop, chiefly for local consumption, and the
aman or winter crop, chiefly for export ; but in Lower
Burma, whence most of flit* exported Indian rice

I comes, there is hut one harvest, corresponding to

• the Bengal winter crop. The totul area under wheat
is 21 million acres, mainly in the Punjab (7£
million), where it is the leading crop, the North-
wist Pioviiioes and Oudli, the Central Provinces,

Bombay, Central India, and Bengal. ‘Taking India
i as a whole, it, may be broadly affirmed that the
staple food - grain is neither rice nor wheat, but
millet.’ The area under the various kinds of millet

and maize is 4 it million acres, chiefly in Bornlmy
(lit.l million), where these are the chief food crops,

Madras, where also, though to a less extent, millets

are the chief food-grains, Punjab, North-west Pro-
vinces, Bcrur, in which millets are by far the most

1 important food crops. Central Provinces. Sind, Oudh,

I

Bengal, and I Tpper Burma. The chief varieties of

millet grown in India aro jodr, or jau uri, or chulavi ,

great millet (Sorghum rufgan); hiijra
,
or ktnnbu

,

s] liked millet (Pnmisctum fgphaidt urn) ; and ragi,

or michant (Eltusinc corocana ), grown chiefly in

Southern India. Alnuit 8 million acres are sown
with barley, chiefly in the upper Canges valley, the

! Himalayan valleys, and the Punjab. Cram crops or

pulses, especially chick-pea, green-gram, horse-gram,
lentil, and pigeon -pea, occupy 10 million acres, mainly
in the North-west Provinces and Oudli, tin 1 Punjab,
and Bengal. The large native demand for oil has
been reinforced in recent times by a rapidly-increasing
foreign demand, and in consequence the cultivation

of oil-seeds has greatly developed. They are grown
in many parts us a second crop on ground from
which rice or some other food crop has already been
taken. The chief varieties cultivated uni linseed,

r:i}»e-seed, sesamum (til or gingelly), and castor-oil,

and the total area occupied by them is 2*2 million

acres, chiefly in Bengal, Bombay, and Sind, Madras,
Central Provinces, and Panjab. The area under
ground-nuts in Bomtiay and Madras is about 170,000
acres. The cultivation of vegetables for household
use is general, and near some of the towms it is

carried on more extensively. Potatoes thrive best

in the more elevated tracts. Among cultivated

fruits are the mango, guava, orange, melon, citron,

lime, fig, plantain, pine-apple, pomegranate, tama-
rind, shaddock, jack, papaw, and custard - apple.

The area under sugar-cane is about 2,800,000 acres
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in Bengal (especially Orissa), North-west Provinces
Panjab, Oudh, Madras, and Bombay. Jaggery
sugar is made from the bastard date-palm, which is

grown for this puqiose in the neighbourhood of

Calcutta and in north-eastern Madras. The tea

crop is one of great ami increasing importance, and
occupies about half a million acres, of which 330,000
are in Assam, the rest being in Bengal, Punjab,
North-west Provinces Madras, Burma, and native

states. With the exception of a few hundred acres

in Burma, Assam, &c., the whole of the cotfee-

growing area, amounting to alwiut 280,000 acres, is m
Southern India, in Mysore, Kurg, Madras. Truvnn-
corc, and Cochin. The chief cinchona plantations

are the government ones at Darjiling and m the

Nilgiris. Tin* tree was introduced by the Indian
gov eminent.

Cotton is one of tin* most valuable vegetable pro-

ductions of India. The total area under the rot ton-

plant is 14,000,000 acres, distributed tints: Bombay
and Sind (3,900,000), Berar (2,500.000), llaidarabad

(1,700,000). Madras (1,100,000), North-west Pro-

vinces and Oudh (1,250,000), Punjab (1,200,000),

Central Provinces (1.000,000), and smaller anas m
Central India, Rajjmtana, Burma, and Bengal.

Next in importance to cotton among Indian fibres

comes jute, which is cultivated in eastern Bengal
along tin* valleys of the! ranges and the Brahmaputra
occupying fully 2 million acres. The cultivation of

the niull)orry, for the rearing of the silk-worm, is

chiefly earned on in eastern and northern Bengal,

with Murshidabad as a centre. The indigo industry
is one of the oldest in India, but it is at present in

a languishing condition. The area under the plant

is about 901,000 acres, chiefly in Bengal (300,000),

North-west Provinces and Oudh, Madras, and Pan-
jab. The opium poppy is cultivated in certain parts

of western Bengal and the North-west Provinces

and Oudh, in the Punjab, and in the native states

of Kajputanu and Central India, occupying m all

about 600,000 acres. (See lielovv under Finn art.)

Toliacco is grown in every district for local con-

sumption. Among the numerous minor cultivated

vegetable products of India are turmeric, chillies,

ginger, coriander, aniseed, black cummin, fenugreek,

pepper, cardamoms, l>etrl-jM*pj>er, aieca or liettl-nut

jMilm, cocoa-nut palm, palmyra palm, and dutc-pilm.

-Experimental cultivation of rhea, rubber, sisal-hemp,

and other valuable economic plants has lieen earned
out on the experimental farms maintained by gov-

ernment in various parts of the country.

Homed cattle are used in agricultural op< rations

throughout all India, except Sind and the Punjab,

where camels generally take their place. The total

numlier of cattle in India is over 10U millions, of

sheep and goats 40 millions, of horses, pomes, mules,

and donkeys, millions, and of camels aRmt a

quarter of a million. There are large numliers of

buffaloes in all parts of the country. A public

veterinary department has l>eon organized to attend

to the improvement of the breeds of horses, jKiiues,

mules, and cattle, the prevention of disease among
domestic animals, and the provision of veterinary

instruction. Its oj>erations are mainly confined to

Northern India, where the conditions an* most
favourable for the breeding of horses for military

purposes.

Forests .—The three most valuable timlx r trees of

India are the teak ( Tectona grandis ), the sill or saul

{Shorea robusta ), and the deodar iCatrus Dtodara).
The teak grows most luxuriantly along the Bombay
coast, in Travancore and Cochin, and in Burma, but
it is also abundant throughout much of Central India
and elsewhere. The s£l is the chief forest tree of

the Himalayan slopes, from the Satlej eastward to

Assam, and it grows also in the forests of Central

India and the Eastern Gh£ts. The home of the

deodar is the North-western Himalayas. Among
the most valuable trees of the densely - forested

Western G hilts from Kanura to Travancore and
Mysore are teak, blivckwood, hamlnvos, sandal-wood,

a kind of elxmy, and Cidophgllum inophgUum ,
whoso

wood is prized for the spars of ships. In the North-
west Provinces and lieighlmuring districts the lead-

ing species are siU and several varieties of pines, and
in the extensive jungles of the Ganges delta the

most useful wood is that of the sunduri (/Icrctiem

fittoralis). The forests of Assam yield sill, Finns
Kasga, caoutchouc

(
Ficus dosttea), and other useful

species, and plantations of teak, tun or toon {Ct'drtla

Urtma) % and sissoo
(
Ditlbt rgia sissoo) have lieon laid

out. Besides teak the Burmese forests contain iron-

wood and the cutch-tree (catechu). Before tho

formation of the Indian Forest Department- the

forests won* recklessly destroyed by findier-cuttcrs,

nomadic cultivators, and others, hut largo forest

areas in all the provinces have now Im-cii marked
otr as n served forests under the immediate care of

the forest otliccrs, and other forest areas have lieen

brought under partial conservancy. Timlier-euttiiig

and grazing have U-eu either prohibited or restricted;

and plantations of the more useful trees have been
formed in many parts of the country. In every
province a tc\v of the most valuable timin'!* trees

art declared to be reserved frets, and can only lie

felled under special license. Forest revenue is raised

by royalties on, or by tho sale of, timlier or other
produce, anti by the issue at specified fees of permits
to graze cattle, or to extract for sale thiilier, fire-

wood, charcoal, bamboos, canes, and other minor
forest produce. The reserved forests now cover an
area of more than 80,000 square miles, anti Un-

protected or partially conserved forests occupy other

30,000 square miles. Some of the native states,

such as Mysore, Travancore, Baroda, and Kashmir,
have followed the example of flit- Brit ish government.

Canals and Irrigation. In some parts of India,

such as Sind, cultivation is impossible without irri-

gation, whilst m others, such as much of Bovver
Bengal, irrigation may be it-gartled as quite un-
necessary; but m tin* greatt r part of all the pro-

vinces the rainfall is cither insufficient for the

proper cultivation of the still, or so uncertain as
to t xpose the ngriei.lt urists to the constant risk

of scarcity and even of actual famine. Thu nt -

ces-aty t»f irrigation lias Jong been recognized in

India, and many of the irrigation works now ad-
nnnisti red by the Public Works Department aro
simply old native works restored, and in some eases

extended or improved. Thu total irrigated area
of India is about 37 million acres. Tank irriga-

tion is very common in some districts, esjaicially

in Southern India, and the tanks aru mostly of

native origin. Many old tanks, however, have
been repaired or improved by the British govern-
ment, and new ones have In-cn constructed in

Madras (wdieru there are now 00,000 tanks), the
Bomliuy Deccan, anti Ajmir-Merwara. In jiarts of

Baluchistan, where the rainfall is scanty and capri-

cious, water for irrigation purposes is drawn from
underground springs by means of tunnels driven
into the hill-sides. The most common method of

irrigation in India, however, is that by wells, which
prevails over large arena in all the provinces. Canal
irrigation was practised to some extent by tlm

native rulers, but all the imjjortant canals have
l>een constructed since the British occupation.

Irrigation canals are of twro kinds, inundation and
fierenmal. The latter are furnished with jiermanent

headworks and weirs, and are capable of irrigating
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Urge areas throughout the year, independently of

the local rainfall ; whilst the latter, which are pecu-

liar to Sind and the Panjab, are simply earthen

channels supplied with water by the annual rise

in May of the Indus and its affluents. Many of

the perennial canals are, either in whole or in

part, used for navigation, and there are, besides, a
few canals used for navigation alone. Up to 1899-
1900 the total capital outlay on the canals for

which full accounts are kept had been £27,541,021;
the gross receipts for that year were £2,617,576

;

the net receipts, £1,677,303; and the area irrigated

by them, 13,430,841 acres. The total length of

irrigation canals in operation was 42,352 miles, of

which 12,497 miles were main canals and the rest

distributaries. The total mileage of navigable canals

in Bengal, Panjab, North-west Provinces, Oudh, and
Madras is fully 4000 miles, of which about 1600
miles are for navigation only.

The total area irrigated by canals in Bengal
exceeds 720,000 acres, and the length of irrigation

canals is 3381 miles, of which 747 miles are main
canals. Of these canals 495 miles are open to

navigation, and there are besides 1339 miles of

canals used for navigation only, thus giving a total

length of 1834 miles of navigable canals. The
area in the North-west Provinces and Oudh irri-

gated by canals exceeds 2,800,000 acres, (over 1$
million acres being irrigated by the Upi>er and
Lower OatigeH Canals), and the total length of irri-

gation canals is 12,534 miles, 1554 miles being main
canals. Of those cunals 537 miles are oj>en to navi-

gation. Over five million acres in the Panjab are

irrigated by canals, the total length of these being

12,069 miles, of which 3478 are main canals, 432
mileHof the latter being utilized for navigation also.

Three million acres are irrigated by canals in Madras,
and rather more by tanks and in other ways. The
total longtli of irrigation canals in the province is

10,522 miles, of which 3474 art1 main canals. The
total length of canals used for navigation is 1252
miles, of which 262 miles are for navigation only.

In Bombay projier the canals are generally small,

and they are usually associated with storage reser-

voirs. Taking liomliay and Sind together, the total

irrigated area is 1,700,000 acres; the length of irri-

gation canals 3801 miles, of which 3240 miles are

main canals. There are no large irrigation works
in Lower Burma, but a considerable amount has
been expended on river embankment and drainage
works, and on making navigable channels. The
chief work in Upper Burma is the Mandalay
Canal.

Division# and Population.—India as a whole is

partly under direct British rule and partly under
native rule subject to control by British political

agents. The total area of British India is 1,560,160
square miles, of which 964,993 square miles are

under direct British rule. The total population

of British India according to the census returns of

1901 is 294,266,701, of which 231,085,132 are under
immediate British authority. Ajmir-Merwara, Berar,

and Kurg are under the immediate control of the
Governor-general or Viceroy of India; Madras and
Bombay (with Sind, Aden, and Terim), the two
presidencies, are each ruled by a governor; Bengal,
the North-west Provinces and Oudh, Panjab, and
Burma are each under a lieutenant-governor; and
there are chief commissioners over Assam and the

Central Provinces. In 1 901 the most northerly por-

tion of the Panjab, comprising the Peshawar division

(diets. Peshawar, Hazara, and Kohat), together with

four trans-Indus tahsils, was separated to form a new
North-West Frontier Province, administered by a

chief commissioner. The following table gives the

area of the British provinces and their populations
in 1891 and 1901:

—

Province.

Under Governor-General—
Ajmir-Merwara,
Berar
Kurg

Under Governors—
with Bind, )Bombay

| Aden Perim f,
Madras,

eq. miles.

2,711
17,718
1,583

125,144

141,189

UnderLieutenant-Governors

—

Bengal 151,543
N.W. Provinces and Oudh, 107,608
Panjah, 110,667

Burma Upper, 88,478

L
Lower, 87,957

Under Chief Commissioners—
Assam, 49,004
Central Provinces, 86,601

Other Parts

—

Baluchistan,
Andamans, .

Population Population
1891. 1901.

642,858
2,897,491
178,055

476,880
2,752,418
180,461

18,901,128 18,584,496

85,680,440 88,208,609

71,846,987
46,905,085
20,866,847
2,946,983
4,668,627

74,718,020
47,696,824
22,449,484
8,849,888
5,871,328

5,476,888
10,784,294

6,122,201
9,846,318

27,270
15,609

810,811
24,499

Total, 964,993 221,172,952 281,085,182

In the case of Burma, Assam, Sind, Panjab, and
Baluchistan the 1901 figures include certain areas
not previously enumerated.

Seven of the eight large provinces have a number
of native states attached to them. Those attached
to Bengal have an area of 35,834 square miles, and
a population in 1901 of 3,735,715—the individual

states being OrisRa, Chota Nagpur, Kuch Behar,
and Hill Tipperah; to the North-west Provinces,

area 5109 square miles, pop. 799,675—the states

being Rampur and Garhwal; to the Panjab, area
38,299 square miles, pop. 4,438,816—the chief states

t>eing Patiala, Bahawalpur, Kapurthala, Jind, and
Nabha; to Madras, area 9609 square miles, pop.

4,190,322—the chief states being Travancore and
Cochin; to Bombay, area 69,045 square miles, pop.

6,891,691—the chief states being the Kathiawar
group, Kolhapur, Rewa Kantha, Palanpur, Mahi
Kantha, Cutch, and Khairpur (Sind); to Central
Provinces, 29,435 square miles, pop. 1,983,496

—

the chief states lieing Patna, Kalchandi, Bastar,

Bamra, and Raigarh.
The other native states and agencies are: the

Rajputana Agency, including among others the
states Jaipur, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Bikanir, Alwar,
Bhartpur, and Jaisalmir, with a total area of

130,268 square miles and a pop. (1901) of 9,841,032;
Central India Agency, including among others the
states Gwalior, Rewa, Indore, and Bhopal, with a
total area of 77,808 square miles and a pop. of

8,501,883; Baroda, area 8226 square miles, pop.

1,950,927; Haidarabad, area 82,698 square miles,

pop. 11,174,897; Mysor, area 27,936 square miles,

pop. 5,538,482; and Kashmir, area 80,900 square

miles, pop. 2,906,173. The total area of native

states and agencies is thus 595,167 square miles,

and their total population in 1891 66,050,479, in

1901 63,181,569.

The first census of all India was taken in 1871-72,
but it was not till that of 1891 was taken that a
really reliable and comprehensive statistical account

of the people of India was available. In 1871-72
the total population of India was returned at

240,981,521, in 1881 at 253,793,514, in 1891 at

287,223,431, in 1901 at 294,266,701.

Of the total population in 1891, 207,731,727 pro-

fessed the Hindu religion, the greater number of

these being in Bengal, North-west Provinces and
Oudh, Madras, Bombay, Haidarabad, and Rajpu-
tana. There were 57,321,164 Mohammedans, chiefly

in Bengal and Panjab (where they preponderate);

9,280,467 aboriginals, chiefly in Bengal, Central
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India* and Central Provinces; 7,131,861 Buddhists,
almost all in Burma; 2,284,380 Christians, of whom
two-thirds are in Madras and the Madras states;

1,907,833 Sikhs, almost all in the Panjab and the
Panjab states; 1,416,638 Jains, chiefly in Rajpu-
tana and in Bombay and the Bombay Btates; 89,904
Partis, mostly in Bombay; and 17,194 Jews, mostly
in Bombay. The total number of Europeans was
only 168,000.

France still possesses in India Pondicherry,
Karik&l, and Yanaon, on the east coast of Madras

;

Mahd, on the west coast of Madras; and Chandar-
nagar on the Hugli, north of Calcutta. To Por-
tugal belong Goa, Damfto, and the small island of

Diu, on the coast of Bombay. These French and
Portuguese possessions have a total area of 1754
Bquare miles and a population of 852,752.

Finance.—The gross revenue of India in 1899-
1900 was £68,637,164, and the gross expenditure
charged against revenue £65,862,541. In addition,

there is a capital outlay on railways and irrigation

not charged against revenue, amounting in 1899-
1900 to over £4,000,000. The total public debt of

India on Mar. 31, 1900, was £199,127,535, of which
£74,983,134 represented the debt in India, and the

rest the debt in England. The largest item in the
revenue is that derived from land, which amounted
in the year under review to £17,875,230. (See

Land Revenue and Land Settlement below.) The
revenue from forests was £1,235,425, and the total

amount of tribute received from native states was
£586,603. The revenue from opium amounted to

£4,401,982, but the net revenue iB less than that

amount by about £1,700,000. The opium revenue
is raised partly by a monopoly in Bengal, and partly

by the levy of a duty on all opium exported from
native states. The cultivation of the opium poppy
is absolutely prohibited in British territory, except

in certain parts of Bengal and the North-west
Provinces and Oudh, but a few thousand acres

in the Panjab grow it for local consumption. The
opium grower m the monopoly districts receives

advances from government to enable him to pre-

pare the land for the crop, and he is required to

deliver the whole of his produce to government
agents at the fixed price of 6 rupees per seer. The
manufacture for the foreign market is carried on
only in the government factories at Patna and
Ghazipur, and the chests of manufactured opium
are sold by auction at monthly sales in Calcutta.

Outside of British territoiy opium (known as Malwa
opium) is cultivated in the native states of Raj-

putana and Central India, and some of these states

nave agreed to control the manufacture and sale of

opium in much the same way as the Indian govern-

ment does in British territory. They levy heavy
duties on opium exported from their territories

for the China market, and the Indian treasury

imposes on all such opium a duty now fixed at

£33} per chest. The revenue from taxation is

£20,200,000, the chief item in it being the salt

revenue, £5,850,463. The salt revenue is raised by
a duty on all salt imported into, or manufactured
in India, the duty being now 2} rupees per maund,
except in Burma, where it is 1 rupee per maund.
The native sources of salt supply are the coast,

especially the Rann of Cutch (Baragra salt) and
Maurypur (Sind), the salt lakes and pits (especially

Sambhar Lake) of Rajputana, and the salt mines
(especially the Mayo mine) of the Paniab. Bengal
and most of Burma import their Balt by sea, much
of it coming from England. Several native chiefs

have entrusted the management of their salt sources

to tiie British authorities in return for certain pay-

ments. The excise accounts for £3,859,942 of the
Vol. VIL

revenue from taxation. The only excisable articles

are intoxicating liquors (including toddy, palm-
wines, and rioe-beer), and certain drugs (opium,

ganja, bhang, charts), and the aim of the govern-

ment in taxing these has been as much to reduce

consumption as to raise revenue. The government
treats tne right to manufacture and tne right to

sell spirits as state monopolies, which are granted to

individuals on special terms. Throughout Bombay
and the Panjab, the most populous tracts of Madras,
the North-west Provinces, Oudh, and Burma, and
in some parts of Bengal and the Central Provinces,

the central distillery system in some form prevails,

and a still-head duty is levied on all spirits manu-
factured at the recognized distilleries. Except in

Madras and some other parts, these central dis-

tilleries are government establishments at which pri-

vate persons distil spirits. In other districts the spirit

revenue is raised by farming out the Bpirit mono-
poly to the highest Didder, or by licensing the estab-

lishment of private stills, the latter method being
called the out-still Bystem. The Indian government
is replacing the farming and out-still systems as far

ob possibleby the central distillery system. The cus-

toms revenue amounted in 1899-1900 to £3,070,628.
Import duties were abolished in India in 1882, but
in 1894 they were reimposed, and now all goods,

with the exception of railway material and industrial

machinery, food grains, coal, jute, wool, and other raw
materials, gold and unset precious stones, and some
other commodities, are subject to import duty. The
amount of the duty iB generally 5 per cent, but
petroleum is charged at the rate of 1 anna per
gallon, and iron and steel are subject to a duty
of only 1 per cent. Since 1896 all cotton yarns
imported into or manufactured in India have been
duty-free, whilst all woven cotton goods imported
from abroad, or manufactured at power -mills in

India, pay an ad valorem duty of 3} per cent.

There is an export duty on rice and rice-flour of

3 annas per maund of unhusked rice. A counter-

vailing duty on bounty -fed sugar came into force

in March, 1899. The revenue from stamps was
£3,265,4 77. The provincial rates, amounting to

£2,498,785, are levied mostly on the land to meet
local charges for roads, schools, Ac., and are gener-
ally collected with the land revenue. The income-
tax, which yielded £1,300,295 in 1899-1900, is

levied at the rate of four or five pie per rupee,

certain incomes being exempted. Other important
heads of revenue are: post- office, telegraphs, and
mint, £2,336,178; civil departments, £1,175,800;
railways, £16,587,845; irrigation, £2,617,576; build-

ings and roads, £441,800. The chief elements in
the expenditure are: railways, £16,511,086; army,
£14,850,000; civil salaries, &c., £9,597,544; charges
of collection, £4,448,839; buildingB and roads, civil

and militaiy, £4,134,652; miscellaneous civil charges
(furlough and superannuation allowances, pensions
paid in England, Ac.), £3,513,138 ;

irrigation,

£2,241,765; famine relief and insurance, £2,098,848;
post-office, telegraphs, and mint, £1,685,587; in-

terest on public debt, Ac., £1,842,283; refundings,

compensations, drawbacks, Ac., £1,259,000.
Land Revenue and Land Settlement.—In India

the state, or the monarch, has always enjoyed a
share in the rent or profits from the land. Before

the advent of the Monammedans and the establish-

ment of the Mogul Empire the almost universal unit

for the purposes of revenue collection was the vil-

lage community. In a village community land was
held, not by private owners,1mt by cultivators occu-

pying it under the village corporation, and the land

revenue was collected from tne head-man as repre-

senting the community. With the Mohammedan
196
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conquest new methods of revenue collection were

introduced. The state claimed one-third of the

gross produce of the soil as its share, and entrusted

its oofiection to persons who each agreed to pay a

definite amount from the district assigned to him.

These revenue farmers, known as za/mindars, were

often local magnates under the old Hindu system.

Under British rule the aim has been to substitute

private property in the soil, wherever practicable,

for the older communal systems, and in consequence

the zamindars, who were in no sense proprietors,

have become so in several parts of British India,

whilst in others the cultivating rayats (or ryots)

have been raised to the status of peasant proprietors.

The village community, however, in some form still

exists both in British and in native territory.

‘The term ‘settlement* is applied in Indian re-

venue affairs to the process of assessing the land

revenue demand. Occasionally, in newly-acquired

or specially backward tracts, the land revenue is

assessed for a short term of years on a general

review of the circumstances and capabilities of the

land and jieople concerned; such a process is called

a summary settlement. But a regular settlement

is a more complicated affair, and consists of many
stages. In the first place, every separate estate

or holding is demarcated by permanent marks on
the ground; and disputes between neighbouring
right-holders are investigated and decided. Every
estate or holding is then surveyed and mapped, all

boundary-marks, wells, and buildings being shown
on the field or cadastral maps. After the field

maps are prepared, the next process is to classify or

record each field according to its productive value,

as evidenced by its soil, the amount of its produce,

or by the rent it pays. A record is at the same
time drawn up of all rents paid, and of all rights,

whether landlord rights, or tenant rights, or rights

of user, over all the ground, buildings, wells, and
trees shown in the map. Then the assessing officer

(or settlement officer, as he is often called) compiles

the information obtained for all the lands in a circle

of villages; and on a review of all these data, of the

past fiscal history of the tract, of the range of

prices, of the accessibility of markets, and of other

general considerations, he proposes rent rates or

revenue rates for the several classes of lands in the

circle. The rent rates or revenue rates proposed by
the settlement officer, and the grounds on whicn
they were based, are then investigated by a superior

officer, and are not adopted until they have been
accepted or modified by the latter.

* In provinces where the zamindari tenure prevails,

that is, where Bingle proprietors or proprietary bro-

therhoods possess large estates of several hundreds
or thousands of acres, the state revenue is assessed

at an aliquot part (usually about one-half) of the
ascertained or assumed rental. The revenue, though
it is fixed with reference to acreage rates on the land
actually cultivated, is assessed on, and is payable by,

each estate as a whole
; the assessment remains un-

changed for the thirty years, or other period of the
settlement; the proprietor can bring as much as he
likes of his waste and fallow land under the plough;
and it is only on re-assessment at the end of the term
of the settlement that the state obtains any increase

of revenue on account of the extensions of cultiva-

tion during the settlement period. In provinces
where the rayatwari tenure prevails, that is, where
each petty proprietor holds directly from the state,

generally cultivates his own land, and has no land-
lord between himself and the government, the
revenue is separately assessed at an acreage rate on
each petty holding, and land revenue becomes pay-
able at once, or alter a short term of grace in the

case of uncleared lands, on all extensions of culti-

vation. The rayatwari proprietor is at liberty to
throw up his holding, or any portion of it, at the
beginning of any year, after reasonable notice; the
zamindar, or large proprietor, engages to pay the
revenue assessed upon him for the term of the
settlement' (Statement exhibiting the Moral and
Material Progress and Condition of India daring
the year 1899-1900

, pp. 71-72, abridged).

The land revenue assessment was fixed perma-
nently more than a hundred years ago on the greater

part of Bengal, alxrnt a third of Madras, and certain

southern tracts of the North-west Provinces, pay-
ing in all about £2,850,000 a year. In the tem-
porarily settled tracts, comprising the rest of India,
it is fixed periodically for terms of 12 to 30 years.

In the nine chief provinces (Bengal, Bombay and
Sind, Madras, North-west Provinces and Oudh,
Central Provinces, Panjab, Burma, Assam, Berar)
the number of rayatwari holders is alxrnt 273,000,
of whom none belong to Bengal, Panjab, and the
North-west Provinces and Oudh. The total num-
ber of zamindars and village communities is about
318,500, of which only Sind and Berar have none.
The total number of holdings is thus about 591,500.

In the greater part of Bengal land is held by zamin-
dars under a permanent settlement, but the tenants
are protected by recent legislation. The rayatwari
system is the prevalent one in Madras, and in Bom-
bay a similar system has been established. In the
latter province the cultivators are now protected by
law against the extortions of the money-lenders.
The village community is still common in the
North-west Provinces and the Panjab. In Oudh
much of the land is held by talukdars, who have
been granted certain privileges which are denied to

the zamindars.

Money, Weights, and Measures.—By an act passed
in 1835 a uniform monetary system was established
throughout India, with the Madras silver rupee of

180 grains, fjths fine, as the monetary unit. The
rupee was subdivided into 16 annas, and each anna
into 12 pies (or four pice). Silver was made the uni-

versal standard of value, and the silver rupee and
half-rupee were declared to be legal tender to any
amount. The other smaller coins were made legal

tender up to the value of one rupee. 100,000 rupees
are called a lakh or lac, and 100 lakhs a crore.

The coins under this system are: Silver—Rupee,
half-rupee, quarter-rupee; Bronze or Copper—Three
pies (or a pice), six pies, one pie. There are also

gold coins called monurs, but they are not a legal

tender, and there is no fixed ratio between them and
the silver coins. Small payments in the bazaars are

made in cowries, of which from 2500 to 5000 are

equivalent to one rupee. The rupee was formerly

valued at two shillings, but it has fluctuated greatly,

mainly downwards. In Jan. 1895 it was nearly as

low as one shilling; at present it is about sixteen

penoe. In view of the steady depreciation of silver,

and the consequent financial embarrassments and
burdens to which the government of India was sub-

jected in its dealings with gold-standard countries,

an act was passed by the Governor-general's Legis-

lative Council in 1893 under which the Indian mints
were closed to the free coinage of silver. On Sept
15, 1899, a further act was passed, by which gold

coins issued from the Royal Mint in England, or

any branch of the Royal Mint were made legal

tender at the rate of fifteen rupees to the sovereign.

Arrangements are being made for the coinage of

gold in India. By an act of 1861 and some sub-

sequent acts, promissory notes for amounts varying

from 5 to 10,000 rupees have been emitted under the

authority of a public issue department. Currency
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tardea have been established from time to time, and
these notes are legal tender only within the circle of

issue. They are payable at the plaoe of issue and
also at the capital city of the presidency in which
the place of issue is situated.

By the Measures of Length Act of 1889 the

British imperial yard of 8 met or 86 inches was
made the standard of length for the whole of

British India. The most important of the old

native measures of length was the guz of Bengal,

which was practically equal to a yard. An act

was passed in 1871 to prepare the way for the

adoption of a uniform system of weights and mea-
sures of capacity throughout British India. The
unit and standard of weight established by the act

is the ser, which is equal to a kilogram or 2} lbs.

The unit of capacity was declared to be a measure
containing one ser of water, at its maximum
density, weighed in a vacuum, and is thus equal to

a litre or If pint. Among native weights the

most important are the tola (Bengal) of 180 grains,

and the imperial or Indian maund of 40 seers,

equal to 82? lbs.

Manufactures.—The domestic industries of India,

such as weaving and spinning, pottery, brass-work,

iron-work, and art work of many kinds, continue to

be practised after ancient methods all over the con-

tinent of India. But Indian fabrics and products,

made on a small scale by workers at their homes,
have for years past been giving way before the

cheaper, less artistic, and often less durable cotton

yarn and fabrics, and the iron or steel products of

British factories. Meanwhile an important manu-
facturing industry has been growing up, and steam-
power factories are at work, among which those for

spinning and weaving cotton, for spinning and
weaving jute, for making paper, for husking and
cleaning rice, for sawing timber, and for brewing
beer, are the most important. Steam power is also

largely employed in factories, on tea gardens, and
indigo estates. In 1900 the number of cotton-mills

in British India and native states was 186, contain-

ing 88,420 looms and 4,728,000 Bpindles, and giving

employment to 163,000 persons. Of these mills 186
were m Bombay Presidency (80 in Bombay City),

the rest being in Madras, Bengal, Central Provinces,

North-west Provinces, Burma, Panjab, and Berar,

besides some of the native states. The number of

jute-mills was 33 in 1899-1900, containing 14,021

looms and 293,218 spindles, and employing over

100,000 persons. All the jute-mills are in Bengal,

except one in Cawnpore, which is the chief manu-
facturing centre of the North-west Provinces.

Four woollen mills produce blankets, serges, and
cloths worn by the army and the police. The
largest brewery is at Murree, in the Panjab Hima-
layas. Among other industrial works of importance

are silk-mills, soap-factories, tanneries, iron and brass

foundries, sugar-factories, coffee-works, cotton-presses

and ginning-factories, jute-presses, rope-factories,

oil -nulls, cutch and lac factories, flour -mills, ice-

factories, pottery and tile factories, bone-crushing

works, tobacco and cigar factories, silk filatures,

glass-factories, dye-works, indigo -factories (over

5000), printing-presses, and dairy farms. The total

number of persons employed in all these manufac-
turing industries is about 700,000. The present

Indian Factory Act came into force at the begin-

ning of 1892. The daily wages of a man employed
in a factory vary, according to locality, from 2 to 4

annas (2d. to 4a.).

Trade and Commerce.—From a very early period

down till comparatively recent times Western traders

visited India in order to obtain the gold and silver,

jewels, spices, and other costly products for which

India was then oelebrated, but the present foreign

trade of India has developed under British rule and
rests on an entirely different basis. In the year

1700 the total value of the exports from India was
under £1,000,000, in 1884 the value had risen to

£10,000,000, and now goods and treasure to the

value of about £80,000,000 are exported every year.

In 1899-1900 the total value of private imports by
sea (excluding treasure) was £47,141,240, of govern-

ment imports of stores, £8,061,745; total of all im-

ports other than treasure, £50,202,985. The total

value of private exports of Indian merchandise was
£70,475,902, of foreign merchandise re-exported

£2,195,105, of government exports of stores £71,428;
total of all exports other than treasure, £72,742,430.

Treasure was imported to the value of £18,982,457,
and exported to the value of £5,804,259. Thus,
including treasure, the total exports by sea amounted
to £78,046,689, and the total imports to £64,185,442,
the total sea-borne trade being £142,232,131. The
exports by land in tho same year were valued at

£8,760,185, and the imports by land at £4,705,805.
Thus, the total trade of India by land and sea

amounted in 1899-1900 to £150,698,121. The
chief articles of import were: cotton woven goods,

£18,001,000; metals and hardware, £4,181,000;
oils, chiefly petroleum, £2,284,000; sugar, £2,251,000;
railway material, £1,851,000; machinery and mill-

work, £1,695,000; cotton yarns, £1,638,000; chemi-
cals, medicines, dyes, £1,288,000; woollen goods,

£1,172,000; silk, raw and manufactured, £1,137,000;
provisions, £1,125,000; liquors, £1,065,000; and
apparel, £976,000. The chief exports were: jute,

raw and woven, £9,557,000; husked rice, £8,671,000;
hides and skins, £6,976,000; oil-aeods, £6,745,000;
raw cotton, £6,618,000; tea, £6,061,000; opium,
£5,469,000; cotton yarns, £4,601,000; wheat,

£2,606,000; indigo, £1,796,000; coffee, £990,000;
raw wool, £904,000; and cotton woven goods,

£841,000. The proportion of trade directly with
European countries is about 634 P^r cent, omitting
the trade with Egypt, much of which really goes to

Europe. The trade with the United Kingdom is

over 70 per cent of the trade with Euro|>e and
nearly 45 per cent of the total trade. Next to the
United Kingdom, the chief countries trading with
India are China, Germany, United States, Straits

Settlements, France, Japan, Belgium, Ceylon,
Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Russia. The chief

imports from India into the United Kingdom are
tea, jute and jute manufactures, wheat, oil-seeds,

rice, leather, wool, indigo, coffee, teak-wood, cotton,

and lac; and the chief articles of British produce
exported to India are cotton manufactures, iron,

machinery, cotton yarns, woollens, and copper. The
share of the five chief seaports of India in the
total foreign trade (excluding treasure and govern-
ment stores) in 1899-1900 was as follows: Cal-
cutta, £52,826,000; Bombay, £37,646,000; Ran-
goon, £8,118,000; Karachi, £7,084,000; Madras,
£6,436,000. India has many other seaports of

minor importance. The value of merchandise and
treasure carried in coasting vessels during 1899-
1900 was £27,094,000. The trade across the land
frontiers is steadily increasing, the chief item
among imports being food grains, and among ex-

ports cotton goods. Much greater than her trade

with foreign countries is the internal trade of India,

but no returns of its amount are available. It is

mostly in the handB of natives, and to a huge
extent in those of particular groups or castes. It is

still carried on, as it has long been, at village

markets, town bazaars, religious fairs, and similar

gatherings, but the development of railway and
canal communication and the transformation in
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the system of agriculture have greatly altered its

character in many ways.

Railways and Roods.—The first Indian railway,

from Bombay to Thana, was opened in 1858.

The main trunk lines constructed from that time

till about 1875 were built and managed by private

companies on whose capital the Indian government
guaranteed a fixed rate of interest, generally five

per cent. The government, in return for this assist-

ance, exercised a general control over the companies,

and reserved the right of buying the undertakings

at specified dates on stated terms. In 1870 Lord
Mayo initiated the policy of railway construction

by direct state agency, but in more recent times

several lines have been constructed by ‘assisted

companies’. Several of these latter lines have been
taken over by government. There are also native

state railways constructed from capital raised in

native states, but generally worked by a staff em-
ployed by the government of India or by the

trunk railway companies to whose lines they serve

as feeders. The total mileage of railways in India
on Dec. 81, 1900, was 24,593, distributed as follows:

state linos worked by the state, 5884; state lines

worked by companies, 11,654; total state lines,

17,538 Lines owned by native states and worked
by state railway agency or by the states them-
selves, 1814; native state lines worked by com-
panies, 1560; total native state lines, 2874. Total
of lines owned by government and native states,

20,412. Lines worked by guaranteed companies,

2663; lines worked by assisted companies, 1518;
total private lines, 4181. The total capital outlay

on these railways till the end of 1900 was slightly

over £200,000,000; the total number of passengers
carried in 1900 was 117,618,218; and the total

weight of goods carried slightly over 43,000,000

tons. The chief roads are well metalled with a kind
of limestone called kankar, but in Lower Bengal
and similar districts, where there is no available

Btone, roughly-made bricks are used for road-metal.

Many of the roads are planted with avenues of trees.

The total length of roads in India maintained by
public authorities is over 152,000 miles, of which
over 36,000 miles are metalled. The number of

post-offices in India in 1899-1900 was 10,823, and
the length of postal lines 91,534 miles. The total

numlxir of letters and post - cards carried was
448,868,998; of packets of every kind, 509,006,476.

Adding the district post lines and the political and
military lines administered by the Imperial post-

office, the total length of the lines over which mails
were carried was 127,934 miles. The Indian tele-

graph system now consists (1900) of 52,909 miles of

line, 170,766 miles of wire, and 288 miles of cable.

The number of telegraph offices is about 5000, and
the annual number of messages over 6,000,000.
There are telephone companies at important towns
such as Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, Madras, Maul-
main, Rangoon, and Ahmadabad. India is now in

direct telegraphic communication with the Straits
Settlements and the Australian colonies, with
Europe via Suez, via Teheran, and via Turkey,
with the East Coast of Africa, and with China via
Bhamo.

Education, Literature, and the Press.—

A

system
of education for India was inaugurated in 1854 in

conformity with the instructions of the home govern-
ment, and the despatch of Sir Charles Wood (after-

wards Lord Halifax) of 19th July, 1854, is the
]

basis on which the educational system srill rests,
j

The fundamental principle of the despatch was that
the native languages should be made the medium of

communicating European knowledge. Examining
universities with affiliated colleges were to be

I founded, and English and vernacular elementaiy
! schools were to be established. The despatch enu-
merated five government colleges in Bengal; the
Sanskrit College and Mohammedan Madrasa at Cal-

cutta; five colleges in the North-western Provinces;

the Elphinstone Institution, Puna College, and
Grant Medical College in Bombay; the High School
at Madras, and several missionary schools, as proper

to be at once affiliated to the universities. In 1857
the three universities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bom-
bay were formally incorporated by law as examining
bodies based on the model of the University of Lon-
don as then constituted. A somewhat different uni-

versity, with teaching powers, was established in

1882 at Lahore in the Panjab, and in 1887 a fifth

university was founded at Allahabad for the North-
west Provinces. The Education Commission of

1882-83 extended the system of Wood’s despatch
by placing education on a more popular basis and
giving greater recognition to indigenous schools, and
the first proposals for extending education to Indian
women were made by this commission. Educa-
tional institutions in India are officially divided into

two classes: (1) Public Schools, ‘in which the course

of study conforms to the standards prescribed by the

Department of Public Instruction or by the Uni-
versity, and which either undergo inspection by the
Department, or else regularly present pupils at the

public examinations held by the Department or by
the University’. These institutions may be under
either public or private management, and among
them are many schools receiving grants-in -aid. (2)

Private Schools, comprising all which do not fulfil

the above conditions. The three main grades of

institutions through which the system of education
operates are: (1) Primary schools, ‘which aim at the
teaching of reading, writing, and such elementary
knowledge as will enable a peasant to look after

his own interests ’

; (2) Secondary Schools, either

English or Vernacular; and (3) Colleges, ‘the students

in which, having passed the matriculation examina-
tion of a university, are reading for the further ex-

aminations required for a degree’. There are also

many other colleges teaching special branches of

knowledge, such as medicine, law, and engineering,

and special colleges for sons of native chiefs and
noblemen. In Burma primary education is still

very largely in the hands of Buddhist monks. Out-
side of a few exceptional districts female education
is exceedingly backward in India, but slow progress

is being made. There are schools of art in Madras,
Calcutta, and Bombay, and many of the chief towns
have good museums. Many normal schools have
been established for the training of teachers.

The total number of colleges m India in 1899 was
169, of which only 5 were for females. The number
of pupils in these colleges was 21,006. Secondary
schools numbered 5396, with 569,271 pupils, 43,403
of the latter being females. The number of primary
schools was 100,858, with 2,824,257 male and 313,289
female pupils, or 3,137,546 in all. The total number
of training and other special schools was 720, with
28,158 pupils, 2871 of them being females. Besides
all these, there were 42,805 private institutions,

with 558,914 male and 42,926 female scholars, in

all, 601,840. The total number of educational insti-

tutions of all kinds was thus 149,948, of which 7454
were for females, and the total number of persons
under instruction, 4,357,821, of whom 402,153 were
females. Of these institutions 22,804 are under
public management, 61,494 are state -aided, and
65,650 are unaided private schools. It has been
estimated that 22*2 per cent of the boys of school-

going age attend school, but for girls the percentage
is omy 2*3. In nearly all branches of education m
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India the missionaries have been the pioneers, and
their work is still important
The chief vernacular languages in which books

are published are: Urdu (Bengal, N.W. Provinces,

P«jab, Bombay), Bengali (Bengal), Hindi (Bengal,

N.W. Provinces, Panjab, Bombay, and Central Pro-
vinces), Panjabi (Panjab), Marathi (Bombay and
Central Provinces), Gujarathi (Bombay), Tamil and
Telugu (Madras), and Burmese (Burma), and the
bilingual works are mostly either in English and
another language, or in a classical and a vernacular

language. Many works are also published in Eng-
lish alone, or in one of the three classical languages,

Arabic, Sanskrit and Persian. The greater number
of these publications belong to the departments of

poetry, religion, philosophy, and philology, but Urdu
and Hindi fiction has developed greatly in recent

years. Till about 1850 newspapers were prevail-

ingly religious, but since then the native press has
become more and more a medium for the discussion

of social and political questions.

Christianity and Christian Missions in India.

—

The introduction of Christianity into India is vari-

ously ascribed by tradition to $t. Thomas the
Apostle, Thomas the Manichaean of the third cen-

tury, and Thomas, an Armenian merchant of the

eighth century. The first of these three legends is

more than doubtful, but it Beems fairly probable
that there was a Christian community on the Mala-
bar coast towards the end of the second century,

and therefore before the advent of the other two
Thomases. Panttenus of Alexandria, a convert from
Stoicism, is said to have visited India as a mission-

ary about 190 A. li. The earliest Christian church
in India of which we have any definite knowledge
was Nestorian, but the Portuguese inquisition estab-

lished at Goa in 1660 gradually forced these St.

Thomas Christians, as they were called, to acknow-
ledge the supremacy of Home. In 1663 the arrival

of the Dutch removed the pressure of the proselytiz-

ing Portuguese, so that many of the St. Thomas
Christians renounced their allegiance to Rome. In
1665 these received from the Patriarch of Antioch
a Jacobite bishop known as Mar Gregory, and to

this day they have remained faithful to his Jacobite

tenets. Thus, the ancient Nestorian church of south-

west India is represented now by two bodies, namely:

(1) Catholics of the Syrian Rite, owning the supre-

macy of the Pope, but retaining the Syrian language
and ritual in their services; and (2) the Jacobite

Catholics, rejecting the errors of Arius, Nestorius,

and the Popes, and following the Nicene Creed.

The spread of the Roman Catholic faith in India
was mainly the work of Jesuits from the sixteenth

century onwards, the first of these being the cele-

brated St. Francis Xavier, who reached India in

1542. The Jesuits were suppressed in the eigh-

teenth century, but since the re-establishment of

the order in 1814 they have made great progress.

The Roman Catholics of India are at present organ-

ized in seven archbishoprics (Goa, Agra, Bombay,
Calcutta, Madras, Pondicherry, and Verapoly), and
sixteen bishoprics (Daman, Cochin, Mailapur, Alla-

habad, Lahore, Poona, Dacca, Krishnagar, Hai-

darabad, Nagpur, Vizagapatam, Coimbatore, Manga-
lore, Mysore, Trichinopoly, and Quilon), and there

are also several vicars and prefectures apostolic.

The earliest Protestant missionaries in India were
the Lutherans Ziegenbalg and Plutschau, who ar-

rived in the country in 1705 and began work at the

Danish settlement of Tranquebar. The Lutheran
missions were supported from the first by the

Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, and
from 1719 till 1844 they were entirely maintained
by that body. The celebrated Christian Friedrich

Schwarz worked under the auspices of this society

from 1750 till his death in 1798. Kiemander, a
Dane, was the pioneer of Protestant missionary enter-

prise in Bengal. He was allowed by the East India

Company to settle at Calcutta in 1758, but soon after-

wards the Company changed its policy, and began
to prevent missionaries from landing in the country

controlled by it. When William Carey, the great

Baptist missionary, arrived in 1793, he had to settle

on Danish territory at Serampore, fifteen miles from
Calcutta, and it was not till twenty years later that

the Company's opposition to missionswas withdrawn.
Carey was followed at Serampore by Marshman and
Ward, whose names will always be associated with
his and with the wonderful literary activity begun
by him. Other celebrated Indian Protestant mis-

sionaries are Henry Martyn and Bishop Heber of

the Anglican Church, and Dr. Alexander Duff, at

first of the Church of Scotland, Afterwards of the

Free Church of Scotland. The head of the Angli-

can Church in India is the Bishop of Caloutta, and
under him are the seven bishops of Madras, Bom-
l»y, Lahore, Rangoon, Lucknow, Chutia Nagpur,
and Travancore. Many American missionaries also

work m India.

According to the census of 1891 the Christians of

India numbered in all 2,284,380, divided amongst
the denominations as follows : Roman Catholics,

1,315,263, mostly in Madras; Church of England,
295,016, one-half in Madras; Syrian, 200,467, prac-

tically all in Madras
;
Baptist, 191,746, mainly in

Madras and Burma; Lutheran, 65,376, mostly in

Madras and Bengal
;
Protestant, 60,713, mostly in

Madras and Bengal
; Presbyterian, 40,407, mostly in

Madras and the Panjab; Methodist Episcopalian,

14,503, practically all in N.W. Provinces, a few in

Bengal; others, 100,889, mainly in Madras, Bengal,
and Bombay.

Military.— The army in India is under a com-
mander-in-chief, who iH under the control of the

Indian government, and has directly under him four

lieutenant-generals commanding respectively the

forces in Bengal, the Panjab, Madras, and Bombay.
The Indian army numbers usually from 215,000 to

220,000 in all, the native soldiers being twice as

many as the Europeans. The native troops are
officered by Englishmen. Wherever European troops

are stationed there is always a larger native foroe,

and in many of the smaller and less important posts

there is a native force only. Much money has been
spent m recent years on defensive works and mili-

tary establishments, strategic roads, &c. India has
also a certain number of vessels for coast defence.

Administration .—The government of the Indian
empire is regulated by the act for the better govern-
ment of India passed in 1858, by which all the terri-

tories formerly possessed by the East India Company
are transferred to the crown, and all the powers of

the said Company exercised in name of the sove-

reign, all taxes being received and disposed of for

the purposes of the government of India alone.

His majesty’s secretary of state for India is invested

with the powers formerly exercised by the Company
or the board of control, and he must countersign

all orders and warrants under his majesty’s sign-

manual He is assisted by a council of from ten to

fifteen members, the greater number of whom must
be persons who have resided ten years in India, and
have not left it more than ten years previous to their

appointment. The secretary for India fills up va-

cancies in riie council The members receive a
salary of £1200 a year payable out of the revenues

of India, and they hold their office for ten years.

All orders sent to India must be signed by the

secretary, and all despatches from the Indian govern*
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ment must be addressed to him. The executive

authority in India is vested in the governor-general

or viceroy appointed by the crown, and acting under

the direction of the. secretary of state for India. He
has a salary of 250,000 rupees, or about £16,700.

The governor-general in council has power to make
laws for all persons, whether British or native, with-

in the dominions subject to the British crown, and

for all British subjects residing in aUied native

states. His council consists of five ordinary mem-
bers and one extraordinary member, namely, the com-

mander-in-chief. The ordinary members preside

over the departments of home affairs, foreign affairs,

finances, revenue and agriculture, military admini-

stration, legislation, and public works, and together

with a certain number (not less than ten nor more
than sixteen, by the act of 1892) of ‘additional

members for making laws and regulations ’, appointed

by the viceroy, form a legislative council. The
meetings of the legislative council are ojjen to the

public, and the governor of the province in which
a meeting is held is a member for the time being.

The members may discuss the annual financial state-

ment, and ask questions about it, but they are not

allowed to propose resolutions or to divide the

council. The whole of India is now divided into a

number of separate provinces, each with a separate

administration of its own, but all subordinate to the

supreme government at Calcutta the capital. These
are not all on exactly the same footing nor ruled

by officials having the same title. Two of them,
Bombay and Madras, are each under the rule of a
governor, appointed by the crown, and assisted by
a separate executive council. Bengal, the North-
west Provinces, the Panjab, and Burma are each
under a lieutenant - governor, appointed by the

governor -general with the approval of the crown,

and the lieutenant-governor of the North-west Pro-
vinces is also chief commissioner of Oudh. The
head of the government in Assam and the Central
Provinces is a chief commissioner, appointed by the

governor -general in council. The two governors
and the four lieutenant-governors are each assisted

by a legislative council similar to that of the
govomor - general. Ajmir - Merwara, Berar, and
Kurg are under the more immediate control of the
central government. All the provinces, except

Madras, are divided into divisions, each under an
official called a commissioner, and all, including
Madras, are divided into sections distinctively

designated districts, the district forming the unit of

administration. At the head of each district is an
officer called a collector-magistrate or deputy com-
missioner, the former name implying the twofold
nature of his duties, since he is not only a fiscal

officer charged with the collection of the revenue
from the land and other sources, but is also a revenue
and criminal judge, both of first instance and of
appeal. Police, jails, education, municipalities, roads,
sanitation, &c., all come under his su{>ervision

;
and

he is expected to be familiar with the social life of
the natives in all its phases. The districts are
sub-divided into lesser tracts, known in Bengal as
sub-divisions, in Madras aud Bombay as taluks, in
Northern India generally as lahxih. The unit of
police administration is the thana or police circle.

An important portion of the administrative staff

consists of persons who have received appointments
in the Indian civil service, after being successful in
competitive examinations held in England: these
form what is called the covenanted civil service. A
certain section of the civil service, known as ‘the
statutory civil service’, consists of natives specially
•elected. The native states are generally governed
by hereditary princes, who exercise sovereign power

within their own dominions. They are more or lean

controlled, however, by British innuenoe, a British

resident, agent, or commissioner being stationed at

their courts. They have no power to make war or
peace, to send ambassadors to each other or to non-
Indian states; they can only keep up a certain

specified military foroe, and they may be dethroned
for misgovemment.
The Taw administered by the courts of India is-

chiefly based on the enactments of the Indian legis-

lative councils, the statutes of the British parliament
relating to India, the Hindu and Mohammedan
laws of inheritance and their domestic law in cases

affecting Hindus and Mohammedans, and the cus-

tomary law affecting particular castes and races.

Bengal, Bombay, Madras, and the North-west Pro-
vinces have each a High Court supreme in civil and
criminal cases (but with an ultimate appeal to the
Privy Council in England), and somewhat similar

tribunals exist in the other provinces. There are

numerous courts of different grades throughout the

country, and many of the judges are natives of India.

Various enactments have been passed for the estab-

lishment of local government, and there are now
upwards of 760 cities and towns with municipal
government in the different provinces under these

acts, and local taxation for police and local improve-
ments has been enforced.

History.—Little is known of the political history

of India previous to the expedition of Alexander to

the Indus, b.o. 326. The twentieth satrapy of the
Persians comprehended, as Herodotus states, part of

the north-west of India. Alexander did not pene-
trate beyond the tributaries of the Indus, and between
hiH invasion and the Mohammedan conquest there is

no authentic political history of India. At the time
of the Mohammedan invasion a Hindu monarchy
was the dominant power in India. The conquest of
Persia (632-651) brought the successors of Moham-
med to the Indus, and they subsequently acquired
a temporary hold of some parts of India, as Sind,
which they conquered in 710 and lost in 750. The
foundation of a more durable Mohammedan empire
in India was laid some centuries later. The King-
dom of Ghazna, in Afghanistan, founded, according
to Ferishta, by Alptogin, an ex-govemor of Khoras-
san, in 962, was declared independent by Mahmud
in 999. This monarch, of whom as many as twelve
expeditions into India are recorded, penetrated in

one direction beyond the Jamna; in another he occu-

pied Gujerat and captured Somnauth. He annexed
the territory of Lahore to his kingdom, and nominally
extended his dominion to the Ganges on the west,

and to Gujerat on the south. His last expedition
was to Gujerat in 1024. About the middle of the
twelfth century the Kingdom of Ghazna was divided,

and Lahore became the capital of the Indian portion.

The Ghaznavide Kingdom of India was overthrown
in 1186 by Mohammed Ghori. On his assassination

in 1206 Kutb-u-din, his governor in India, estab-

lished the Afghan or Pathan dynasty at Delhi, and
conquered Behar and Bengal. His successor Altamsh
conquered Sind (1225), and completed the sujugation

of Hindustan. About this time Genghis Khan over-

threw the western empire of Ghazna, and founded a
great Mongolian empire, which began to extend east-

ward, and came into collision with the monarchs of

Delhi while these were still pushing their conquests
to the south and east of India. The Delhi kingdom
was, moreover, exposed to frequent commotions, both
from the revolts of its own rajahs and from the pre-

datory excursions of the hill tribes. A revolt of the

rajahs was suppressed in 1250, and in 1265, after an
extensive slaughter of the predatory tribes, a line of

forts was constructed to check their incursions. But
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though frequently defeated the Mongols oontdnued
their incursions into all parts of India. In 1240 they
reached Lahore, in 1244 they invaded Bengal

;
Gu-

jarat, tiie Deccan, and the Carnatic were assailed in

turn ; the Panjab was subject to frequent invasions;

in 1298 they were defeated at Delhi. A new dynasty,

the Khilgi dynasty, arose under the usurper Jelal-u-

din in 1288, which was succeeded by a fresh dynasty
in 1821, the house of Toghlak. The invasions of the
Mongols still continued with greater or less suocess.

During the reign of the last Toghlak king the cele-

brated Tamerlane invaded India at the head of a
great host, took and sacked Delhi in 1398, leaving
behind him hisdeputy Khizr Khan, who now assumed
the government. A period of anarchy ensued, which
terminated in the conquest of India by the Mogul
emperors. Ibrahim, the last of the dynasty of Lodi,
the third in order from that of Toghlak, was defeated
in 1526 by Baber, who established the Mogul dynasty
in Hindustan. His grandson Akbar succeeded his

father at the age of fourteen (1556), and during a
long reign of about fifty years, terminating in 1605,
subdued nearly the whole of India, which, by intro-

ducing religious toleration, he succeeded in consoli-

dating into an empire. At the death of Akbar his

empire was divided into fifteen subahs or vice-royal-

ties, which indicate its extent, namely, Allahabad,
Agra, Oudh, Ajmir, Gujerat, Behar, Bengal, Delhi,

Cabul, Lahore, Multan, Malwa, Berar, Khandesh,
Ahmadnagar. His son Selim succeeded him under
the title of Jehanghir. The Portuguese, as will be
seen in another section, had already established their

territorial dominion in India. In 1615 an English
ambassador appeared for the first time at the court

of the Mogul emperor in Hindustan. He died in

1623, and was succeeded by his son Shah Johan,
who had disturbed his father’s reign by rebellions,

and during his own reign the country was filled with
civil wars. He quarrelled with the Portuguese, and
expelled them from their settlement at Hugli. During
his reign the Mahrattas or Marathas, under their

chief Sivaji, began to be an important power in the

Deccan. He was deposed in 1658 by nis youngest
son Aurengzebe, who also murdered his brothers.

His reign was passed amid continual contests, both
for extending nis dominion, and subduing the re-

volts of the numerous peoples under his sway, both
within the limits of India and beyond the Indus.

He made war successfully with the Afghans, the

Hajputana trilies, and the rising power of the Mah-
rattas. The Sikhs, a Hindu sect which had been
persecuted by the Mohammedans, formed a religious

and military commonwealth in the Panjab in 1675.

Aurengzebe died at Ahmadnagar, in the Deccan, in

1707. On his death the Mogul empire began to de-

cline. The succession was disputed by his four sons.

Bahadur Shah, who succeeded, died in 1712, and
was succeeded by his son Jehundar Shah, who, in

the following year, was put to death by Farokshir,

a great-grandson of Aurengzebe, who usurped the

crown. He was deposed and put to death in 1718
by Hosen Ali. Mohammed Shah, grandson of

Bahadur, was raised to the throne in 1718. His
reign was disturbed by the insubordinate spirit of

his viceroys, and through the defection of one of

them the Mahrattas succeeded in subduing the Dec-
can. In revenge for an insult Nadir Shah of Persia

invaded Hindustan in 1788, took possession of

Delhi, and gave it up to be sacked and plundered
by his soldiers. The country west of the Indus
was ceded to Nadir Shah in 1739. Mohammed
died in 1748, and was succeeded by his son Nadir
Shah. The empire was now tending to dissolution.

The new emperor called in the Mahrattas in 1751 to

aid him against the Rohillas, who, in 1749, had

defeated the last imperial army ever called into

existence. The various states were seized by the

former vioeroys or by independent chiefs. The
Mahrattas, now the most powerful people of India,

possessed, besides the Deccan, part of Malwa, and
the greater part of Gujerat, Berar, and Orissa. The
whole empire was at this time in extreme agitation

and disorder, every government fearing the attacks

and intrigues of its neighbours. Ahmed Shah
was deposed in 1754 by Ghazi-u-din, a former
vizier of the empire, who set up Alamgir II. In
1757 Delhi was captured by the Afghans, against

whom Ghazi-u-din called m the Mahrattas. In
1759 the vizier assassinated the emperor. His suc-

cessor, Shah Alum, without the shadow of power,

escaped from Delhi, and finally took refuge with
the British. The rival powers of the Afghans and
the Mahrattas, which had been brought into collision

by the feebleness of the empire, now engaged in a
fierce struggle for the mastery over its ruins. This
terminated at the decisive battle of Paniput, fought
6th January, 1761, in the complete overthrow of

the Mahrattas. The victor, Ahmed Shah, recognized

the grandson of Alamgir as emperor by the title of

Shah Alum II.; but the empire was now only a
sliadow, and the native states, which had divided its

power, were destined soon to give way to the superior

organization of the European adventurers, whom
the mere pursuit of gain, or the love of adventure
itself, had brought to their shores. Henceforth the

history of India foIIowb the course of theso European
colonies, until it is merged in the Indian empire of

Great Britain.

Portuguese India.—The doubling of the Cape of

Good Hope opened up the way by sea to India, and
led the Portuguese to the possession of a kingdom
in Asia. A few years after Vasco da Gama had
landed on the coast of India they were already the

most favoured merchants upon the whole coast, and
in spite of the active jealousy of the Mohammedans,
who had hitherto monopolized the lucrativecommerce
of India, they formed settlements, and made com-
mercial treaties with some Indian princes, in which
the latter acknowledged the King of Portugal for

their lord. Francis of Almeida, the first Portuguese
viceroy in India (1505-1509), besides his conquests
on the east coast of Africa, established factories

and fortresses on the coasts of Malabar, Cochin, and
Malacca, brought the greater part of these territories

virtually under the Portuguese dominion, and took
possession of Ceylon and the Maldives. His suc-

cessor, Alfonso de Albuquerque, who held the chief

command between 1609 and 1515, had preceded him
in the Indies, and contributed yet more largely to

the Portuguese power there. He took Goa, which
he made the capital of the Portuguese possessions in

the east, and Ormuz in the Persian Gulf ;
and ex-

tended and established the Portuguese dominion on
the Malabar and Malacca coasts. The Moluccas and
other islands of the Indian seas were at the same
time brought under the Portuguese dominion, and
by his wise and skilful government Albuquerque
caused their name to be respected throughout India.

Boon after his death the Portuguese ruled from the

Arabian to the Persian Gulf ; nearly all the ports

and islands on the coasts of Persia and India fell

into their power
; they possessed the whole coast of

Malabar to Cape Comorin, and had settlements on
the coast of Coromandel and the Bay of Bengal

;

Ceylon was tributary to them; they had factories

in China
; and the ports of Japan, to which a

tempest had shown them the way, were open to their

merchant ships. Their power had attained this

extent in 1542, and for sixty years they carried on
their lucrative commerce without any considerable
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rivals. They determined the price of merchandise

in all the European and Asiatic markets. The
central point of the Portuguese dominion after the

time ofAlbuquerque was Goa, where the royal Portu-

guese governor, under the title of viceroy or governor,

had his seat. By bold and often revolting acts of

power they secured their dominion in Asia. Even
on the coasts, where they merely trafficked without

governing, and where the people were subject to the

native princes, they ruled indirectly by the terror of

their name. Portugal owed this power to a few

able men, whose adventurous spirit led them to this

distant scene of action. The inclination to knightly

adventures, which, after the overthrow of the Moors,

had no object of enterprise at home, found here a

field for action. But the successors of the men who
established the commercial greatness of their nation

were not endowed with the same talents. Avarice

and love of plunder soon became the only motives

of enterprise; the honour of the Portuguese name
was sullied; a revolting abuse of power excited the

resistance of the natives, who had been before

armed against each other by the artful policy of the

strangers, but now became united by the sight of

their common danger. After Emanuel (1495-1521)

weak princes succeeded to the throne of Portugal

;

under Sebastian, the disciple of the Jesuits, when
the kingdom was fast approaching to its ruin, the

Portuguese dominion in Asia was also lost. The
union of Portugal with Spain, under Philip II., in

1580, decided the fall of their commercial power in

India. The Spanish kings neglected the Asiatic

settlements. Robbery, pillage, and insubordination

prevailed there. Some commanders in India made
themselves independent, others joined the Indian
princes, and others became pirates. The Portu-

guese were treated as Spaniards by the Dutch and
English.
Dutch India.—The Portuguese, satisfied with

bringing the commerce of India to Lisbon, had
allowed the Dutch to become the carriers between
that port and the markets of Europe. But Philip

II. closed the harbour of the Portuguese capital to

the Dutch ships on account of the revolt of the

United Provinces, and thus obliged that enterprising

people to go to the sources of this commerce. They
were engaged in fruitless attempts to find a passage

to India by the northern seas, where they might
avoid their enemies, when Cornelius Houtmann, a
Dutchman who had made several voyages to India

in Portuguese ships, offered his services to his

countrymen. In 1595 he was sent with four ships

to India to explore the coasts and gain information
concerning the inhabitants and the commercial
relations in that region; and he returned with
favourable accounts, for in this very first voyage
treaties of commerce were made with the princes of

the island of Java. The company of merchants who
had begun the undertaking sent out Admiral Van
Steck with orders to enter into treaties with the
native princes and to establish factories on the
island, which was at a distance from the centre of

the Portuguese commeroe, but was near enough to

the Spice Islands to favour a contraband trade, and
was very well situated for trade with China and
Japan. The hatred of the natives against the
Portuguese, who had at times landed here, assisted

in the accomplishment of this enterprise. Several
societies were now formed in Holland to prosecute
the oommeroe with India; but the markets both of

India and of Europe were soon overstocked. To
avoid this inoonvenience, and to be able to oppose
a firmer resistance to the jealous Portuguese than
they oould do separately, the small commercial
societies united in 1602, and formed the Dutch East

India Company, which had power to make peace
or war with the princes of Aria, to build forts, to
maintain garrisons, and to choose a governor. Now
that they had formed settlements at Java and upon
other points, and had made commercial treaties

with several princes of Bengal, began the long
struggle between the rivals. The Portuguese had
the advantage of a better knowledge of die Indian
seas, but the Dutch could rely on more powerful
support from Europe, for Philip II. and his suc-

cessors often left their Asiatic settlements unpro-
tected. Time and experience gave the advantage
of knowledge to the Dutch, and their stronger and
better-served navy enabled them to take one place

after another from the Portuguese. In 1607 the
latter were stripped by their victorious rivals of

the Moluccas; m 1641 of Malacca; in 1658 of

Ceylon
; in 1660 of Celebes, where the Portuguese

had settled after the loss of the Moluccas, to retain

by smuggling some part of the spice trade; and
after 1663 the most important places on the coast

of Malabar, where they had longest maintained
themselves, fell into the power of die Dutch. The
Dutch made Batavia the capital of their eastern

dominions. Their power in India began to decline

from the time of their wars with Louis XIV. For
a sketch of the French, Danish, and other European
possessions in India, see Colony.

British India.—The English began to form com-
mercial settlements in India about the same time as

the Dutch. (See Colony and East India Com-
pany.) A settlement was formed at Surat in 1613,
which became the chief station of the Company on
the west coast in 1615, and in 1657 the seat of a
presidency. A grant of a small territory around
Madras was received from the Rajah of Bijnagar in

1639, on which was erected the fort of St. George.
Madras liecame a presidency in 1654, and till the
rise of Calcutta commanded the Company’s posses-

sions in Bengal. Calcutta, the third presidency, and
ultimately the seat of government in India, was
settled in 1690, and became a presidency in 1707.
The English had to defend themselves against the
Mahrattas in Surat in 1664, and early came into

collision with the Portuguese and Dutch in the
Indian seas. It was, however, the struggle with the
French, who followed them, and who had acquired
considerable territorial possessions in India, and the
alliances of both parties with the native princes, co-

inciding with the decay of the Mogul empire, which
brought about that long succession ofalmost unbroken
successes by which this great empire was established.

In the war of the Austrian Succession (1741-48)
England was brought by its German connections into
collision with France, and the struggle between these

powers was transferred in 1746 from Europe to India.

The claims of rival candidates for the governments
of the Deccan and the Carnatic brought the two
parties into collision at various points, and after a
succession of manoeuvres Dupleix, the French com-
mander, succeeded in compelling the English to

take refuge in Trichinopoly. Here Clive, who had
already distinguished himself in an unsuccessful

attack upon Pondicherry, proposed to carry the war
into the enemy’s country. In 1751 he besieged and
took Arcot, Tinnevelly, Conjeveram, and Arani.
On his return to Fort St. David he was despatched
by Major Lawrence on another expedition, which
he agam conducted successfully. Lawrence at the

same time gained other successes against the French
and their allies. These successes led to the Treaty
of Pondicherry in December, 1754, in which the
French and English agreed to divide their territorial

possessions on a footing of equality, and abstain

from interference in native affairs. This treaty
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proearod for the English the cession from the

French of the Four Circars; nevertheless, they

treated it ea a dead letter, and immediately began

to reduce Madura and Tinnevelly. The French,

after vainly remonstrating, followed their example

in disregarding the treaty. About this time impor-

tant events took place in Bengal. Suraj-ud-Dowla,

nabob of Bengal, in 1756 besieged Calcutta with a

large army, when it was evacuated so suddenly by
the English that a considerable part of the garrison

was left behind. These had no alternative but to

surrender (June 20, 1756). To secure the prisoners

taken in the capitulation, 146 of them were thrust,

apparently more from mere recklessness than inten-

tional cruelty, into the common prison of the garri-

son, a room 18 feet square, with two small windows
barred with iron, since famous as the Black Hole
of Calcutta. After a night of unparalleled suffer-

ing only twenty-three were found alive in the

morning. Clive, who was sent from Madras with

an armament to Bengal, recovered Calcutta on
2nd January, 1757. War had again broken out

between France and England, and the English

commander was now placed in a delicate position,

but the French refused the alliance of Suraj-ud-

Dowla, and maintained their neutrality. Surai

again invested Calcutta, but Clive, though he failed

in a night attack, inspired him with so much respect

for his means of resistance that he restored the

English factories and made peace. Regardless of

the benefit he had received from the neutrality of

the French, Clive, in spite of the opposition of the

nabob, determined to attack their settlement at

Chandemagor, which he succeeded in taking. The
nabob supported the French till he was attacked

by the Afghans, when he became desirous of peace

with the English. Clive, however, had determined

to dethrone him and replace him by Mir Jaffier, his

aunt’s husband. In the battle of Plassey, 23rd June,

1757, the nabob was overthrown by the prowess of

the English commander and the treachery of his

relative, and afterwards assassinated by the son of

his rival. Mir Jaffier bound himself to pay for his

elevation a sum of over £2,500,000 sterling. This

plunder was partitioned among the Company and
the Company’s servants, with the exception of a

small Bhare assigned to the native allies.

While the English in the Carnatic were engaged

as collectors for Mohammed Ali in reducing the dis-

tricts of Madura and Tinnevelly, the French seized

the opportunity to recommence hostilities. An attack

upon Trichinopoly failed (May, 1757), but Buhhv

reduced Vizagapatam, and established the French

superiority throughout the Deccan. Count Lally,

who had arrived with a formidable armament m
April, 1757, besieged and took Fort St. David, 1st

June, 1758. He afterwards besieged Tanjor and

Arcot, the latter of which he took. The want of

funds, which crippled his operations, compelled him
to engage with inadequate forces in the siege of

Madras, which, after lasting two months, entirely

failed in February, 1759. The English took Conje-

veram, to which the French retired, by assault. In

the following campaign the French, after some suc-

cesses, were totally defeated by Colonel Coote near

Wandewash on 22nd January, 1760. Their power

was now completely broken, their fortresses one after

another fell into tne hands of the English, and the

Engl iah fleet, which had the command of the seas,

co-operated in the reduction of those on the coast.

Pondicherry, their last stronghold, surrendered on

15th January, 1765. The English had now estab-

lished themselves, as a formidable if not altogether

a ruling power, both in West and South India ;
but

in both tney committed the mistake of greatly over-

! estimating the resources of the oountry, and their

rapacity and extortion, though they ultimately led

to the extension of their power, were the cause of

serious and protracted troubles. Mir Jaffier had
found the exchequer of Bengal wholly inadequate to

the demands made on him, and the extortions to

which he was driven to satisfy them produced re-

bellions, which were suppressed by the aid of the

English. He was, however, unable to meet the claims

of his allies, and when Vansittart succeeded Clive

as president of the council in February, 1760, they

determined to replace him by his son-in-law, Mir
Cossim, who agreed to pay tne balance due by Mir
Jaffier, and give them the revenues of Burdwan,
Midnapore, and Chittagong, and five lacs of rupees to

defray the expenses of the war in the Carnatic. Mir
Jaffier, being without the means of resistance, was
compelled to submit to the dictation of his former

friends, and, resigning his government, took refuge in

Calcutta. The new ruler displayed an amount of

vigour and patriotism hardly to have been expected

under the circumstances, and the minority of the

council which had disapproved of the dejMmition of

Mir Jaffier having become the majority, his proceed-

ings were regarded with jealousy and dislike, and

he also found himself in opposition to the English.

When he had succeeded, by the assistance ot his

allies, in establishing his authority, he took care to

maintain it by good government and economy; but

in this he found the English the chief otwtoclos to

his plans. Under the native governments of India

one of the chief imposts was a tax on the transit

of goods, levied by toll. The East India Company
had, by a firman of the emperor, early secured their

exemption from all transit duties on goods imported

by them from Europe, or intended for export thither.

Thoir goods were protected in transit by a certificate.

The Company’s servants had long abused this privi-

lege by claiming it for goods not intended for export,

but for an internal trade carried on by themselves.

The subahdars or governors of provinces had success-

fully resisted this abuse until the elevation of Mir
Jaffier, when the English became the masters and did

as they pleased. They carried on an internal trade

in every village, and when the collectors attempted

to do their duty they were seized and imprisoned, or

corporally punished. Had the government only been

defrauded there might have been some compensation

in the exemption which this trade would have

afforded the poorer inhabitants of Bengal from duties

which must have pressed heavily upon them; but

the English used their monopoly only for their own
advantage, and frequently defrauded the natives

both in buying and selling. Mir Cossim appealed in

vain to the council against these extortions, in which

they were themselves deeplyinterested. They refused

to pay a transit duty much lower than that exacted

from native traders, and only offered to pay of their

own free-will 2J per cent on salt. Finding himself

werless to enforce the duties against the aliens,

ir Cossim resolved to relieve his own subjects of

them by abolishing all internal duties. But this

project was equally distasteful to the Company’s ser-

vants, to whose unlawful gains it would have put an

end. They denounced it as a violation of the Com-
pany’s rights, and resolved to depose Mir Cossim and

restore Mir Jaffier. Notwithstanding his skilful and

vigorous preparations for a war he had anticipated,

Mir Cossim was worsted in successive engagements,

particularly atGheriah, 2nd August, 1768, and forced

to flee. In revenge he massacred his English pri-

soners. Sujah Dowlah, the nabob of Oudh, who
received him, was defeated and deprived of his do-

minions, with the exception of Corah and Allahabad,

which were given to the Mogul Emperor, who for-
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mally invested the Company is the dewanee or ool-

factorship of revenues and virtual sovereignty of

Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, by a firman dated 12th

August* 1765. Mir Jaffier died in 1765, and the

English, in choosing his son to succeed him, took

upon themselves the charge of defending the country,

allowing the nabob only a few domestic troops. They
also obliged him to choose a deputy with the advice

of the governor and council, to conduct the civil

administration. The directors of the Company, who
had viewed many of the recent proceedings of their

servants with disapprobation, had appointed Clive to

the supreme government of Bengal, with the assist-

anoe of a secret committee of four, who were to be

independent of the remainder of the council, and it

was by him the last arrangements had been effected.

They had also made strong remonstrances against

the tyranny of their servants, and sent peremptory
instructions for the prohibition of their inland trade

in salt, betel-nut, and tobacco, which robbed the

poor of the country without advantage to the Com-
pany. The practice of receiving presents from native

rulers was also prohibited. The proprietors of the

Company, however, took a different view from the

directors. They opposed the prohibition of the pri-

vate trade, as depriving the servants of the Company
of the opportunity of returning with a fortune to

their native country, and the directors were compelled
to instruct the council to form, after consulting the

nabob, a proper and equitable plan for carrying on
the inland trade. In the meantime the prohibition

of the directors had taken no effect. Lord Clive

himself, who assumed the government in May, 1765,
entered into a partnership for a monopoly of salt,

and a monopoly was subsequently organized to in-

clude salt, betel-nut, and tobacco, for the joint benefit

i»f the Company and their superior officers. This

association, which was formed and carried on in vio-

lation of the peremptory orders of the directors, was
abolished by them in 176b. At this time the Com-
pany’s agents exercised an arbitrary authority which
was controlled neither by the council, vhose juris-

diction was limited to the presidency, nor by the

native princes, who dared not interfere with them.
During the administration of Verelst, who succeeded
Clive in 1767, the Company’s affairs were in extreme
embarrassment. The expectations raised at home
by their political successes had produced the most
exaggerated expectations, and raised the stock of the

Company to 263 per cent. While the directors w ere

raising their dividend till Parliament had to interfere,

the council in Calcutta were compelled to draw
heavily on them for the ex{)enBes of government, and
they in turn had to borrow largely to avoid bank-
ruptcy. Parliament took advantage of the discontent
and clamour raised in these circumstances against
the Company’s servants, and in 1778 remodelled the
constitution of the Company, and appointed Warren
Bastings Governor-general of India, with a salary of

£25,000, and a council of four members, each of whom
had £10,000. See East India Compaq
The French had in the meantime (1768) been re-

instated in their forts in South India. The English
had received from the Mogul Emperor a grant of the
Northern O(rears, uniting their possessions in the
Carnatic with the pro\ince of Orissa, and had oome
to terms with Nizam Ali, subahdar of the Deccan,
who opposed their occupation of them, by agreeing
to pay him a rent for the territory, and assist him
with their foroea. This agreement brought them in

1776 into collision with Hyder Ali, the powerful
sovereign of Mysore. Nizam Ali afterwards joined

Hyder against the English, and both invaded the
Carnatic, and, in qpite of several defeats, laid waste
the country to the gates of Madras. Finally. Nizam

All deserted Hyder, and the latter concluded a treaty

with the English, April, 1769, by which their con-

quests were mutually to be restored. Warren Hast-
ings, who had already as seoond councillor begun to

govern India in 1772, entered in 1778 into a treaty

with the Nabob of Ondh for the use of English

auxiliaries, first against the Mahrattas and after-

wards for the conquest of the Bohillas. In accord-

ance with the policy of the Company Hastings
assumed the direct administration of the provinces

of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, and on pretence of the
emperor’s accepting the assistance of the Mahrattas,
refused to continue the payment for them of the
English tribute of twenty-six lacs of rupees. For
further details of his administration, see Hastings
(Warrfn).
The Bombay government had for some time been

desirous of possessing the islands of Salsette and
Bassein. The dissensions of the Mahratta state,

which was governed by a sort of mayors of the

palaoe, at length afforded the opportunity. Ragoba,
the guardian of the Peshwa, being forced to take
refuge in Surat, they were negotiating with him for

the surrender of these places, when, hearing that th»

Portuguese in Goa intended to reoccupy them, they

at once took possession of them, and afterwards

entered into an alliance with the Rajah of Gujerat
to restore Ragoba. All these proceedings were con-

demned by the governor-general in council, and they
were peremptory ordered to withdraw their troops

from their allies. The Mahrattas finally agreed to

surrender Salsette, 3d June, 1776. The extortions

of the English in the Carnatic had brought Moham-
med Ali, who was entirely in their power, to the end
of his resources, and they were oompelled to look

elsewhere for supplies. The Raiah of Tanjore, an
excellent ruler, was the victim they selected. His
capital was captured and his territory seized. This
act was disapproved of by the court of proprietors,

and Lord Pigot was sent out (1775) to restore the

rajah, and to enforce economy and reform on the

servants of the Company at M ulras, where corrupt

practices had been carried further than elsewhere. In
1778 waragain broke outbetweenFrance and England.
The English captured Pondicherry and Mah4, the
last port of the French on the Malabar coast. This
place was considered by Hyder Ali as one of hif

dependencies. In revenge for its capture he seized the

passes of the Eastern Ghrits, invaded the Carnatic
with an army of 120,000 men and laid waste the
country. Sir Eyre Coote was Bent into the Carnatic
to conduct the war against him. Hyder Ali died in

1782, but the war was continued with his son Tippoo
Saib, till 11th March, 1784, when it was concluded by
a treaty of mutual restitution. In 1784 Pitt’s India

Bill (see East India Company) was passed. In 1786
Lord Cornwallis was appointed governor-general, and
by an act of Parliament passed that year the holder

of that office was entitled to act contrary to the
advice of his council. CornwalliB made various

administrative reforms for the relief of the people
from former exactions. Tippoo Saib diverted me
attention from these peaceful measures. He had
endeavoured to form an alliance with the French,
and failing this, attacked the Rajah of Travancor,
now an ally of the British. Having made an alliance

with the Mahrattas and the Nizam, Cornwallis in-

vaded Mysor, besieged Tippoo in his capital, com-
pelled him on 9th March, 1792, to conclude a treaty,

by w hich he oeded half his territory and undertook
to pay the expenses of the war. On the death of
Mohammed Ali in 1795, Lord Hobart, governor of

Madras, determined to assume the government of

the Carnatic, but the plan was opposed by the
supreme government and was not carried out In
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May, 1798, Lord Mondngton Mfived la India at
governor-general, and immediately learned that
Tippoo Saib was making anraagements to renew his

enterprises against the British, for which purpose he
was soliciting the alliance of Franoe and of Cabul
Earlv in 1799 Lord Mornington invaded Mysor.
On the 4th of May he stormed Seringapatam. Tippoo
was killed in defending his capital, andMysore was
divided among the British, the Mahrattas, and the
NiaanL Seringapatam, the capital of Tippoo, his

possessions on the Malabar coast, the passage of the
Crhdts, and the territory between their possessions
on the east and west coasts fell to the English, who
assigned the fortress of Vellore as a residence to the
family of Tippoo, who with his principal servants
were liberally pensioned Some time before this

(1775) Oudh had agreed to reoeive and subsidize
auxiliary troops for the defence of their territory.

The subsidy was fixed in 1787 at £500,000 including
the expenses of the British residency, in 1798 it was
raised to £760,000, and the fortress of Allahabad
was ceded to the British, who undertook to defend
Oudh against all enemies. Subsequently in 1801 the
subsidy was commuted for the cession of Southern
Doab, Allahabad, and other territories. During the
war with Tippoo, Lord Mornington, whose policy
was to induce the native powers to accept of British

protection and mediation in their disputes, endea-
voured to induce his allies the Mahrattas and Nizam
All to come under similar arrangements. The
Nizam in 1798 agreed to dismiss his French troops
and receive British auxiliaries. The Peshwa, the
nominal head of the Maliratta Confederacy, forced
by the contentions of the chiefs Holkar and Scindia,

accepted the policy of the governor-general Under
the Treaty of Bassein, signed Slst December, 1802,
Sir Arthur Wellesley restored the Peshwa, driven
from his capital by Holkar. Scindia and the Rajah
of Berar now entered into an alliance against the
British. After a campaign in 1803 distinguished

by the successes of Generals Wellesley and Lake,
the former defeating the allies at Assaye, 23d Sep-
tember, the latter at Laswaree, 1st November,
Scindia was compelled to make peace. He ceded
to the British Baroach, Ahmadnagar, and the forts

In the Doab (29th December); the Rajah of Berar
ceded Cuttack (17th December). Scindia, thus

weakened, aocepted the British alliance, and received

an auxiliary force to defend him against Holkar,
27th February, 1804. A war with Holkar imme-
diately followed, which the skill of that chief in pre-

datory warfare enabled him to sustain with some
dexterity, and in 1805 he was joined by Scindia, but
the British arms finally prevailed and he was forced

to flee. The Marquis of Cornwallis succeeded Wel-
lesley ou 30th July, 1805. He disapproved of the
«n«n*ring alliances into which the former statesmen

had drawn the native powers, and although he died

before being able to carry out his views (5th October,

1805), SirGeorge Barlow, who succeeded him, adopted

his policy. New treaties were made with Scindia,

23d November, and Holkar, 24th December, restor-

ing their territories and their independence. The
new policy was even carried so far as to abandon the

petty princes who had trusted to the British alliance.

Lord Minto succeeded to the governor-generalshipLord Minto succeeded to the governor-generalship

in 1807. During his administration the chief enter-

prises of the English were directed against the

insular possessions of the French and Dutch in the

Indian seas. The Moluccas, Java, arid other islands

were taken; many of which were restored at the

peaoe. Some disturbances took place during this

period at Travanoor, and among the British troops

at Madras and elsewhere, which threatened at one

time sarioas oonsequenoos. Travanoor and Cochin

were placed under British management The Ear)
of Moira (Marquis of Hastings) succeeded to the

govemi^generalship in 1818. In 1814 a war broke
out with Nepal, which was at first attended with

some serious repulses, but was brought to a success-

ful close by Sir D. Ochterlony in 1815, and resulted

in the cession of Kamaon. The pacification of 1805
with the Mahrattas had been attended with some in-

conveniences which now demanded the attention of

the governor-general Bodies of troops engaged In

the previous oontosts had formed themselves into

predatory bands, who assumed the name of Pind-

naris, which were encouraged by Holkar and Scindia,

and made frequent incursions into British territory,

returning with large booty. A line of forts was
established along the Narbada in 1816, and many
of the depredators cut off on their return. These
circumstances determined the governor-general to

resume the policy of allianoes. A new treaty, more
rigorous than that of Bassein, was forced upon the

Peshwa, who aocepted it under protest, and soon after

took up arms. His capital was speedily seized, he
himself deposed, and the Maliratta Confederacy dis-

solved. His ally the Rajah of NAgpur, Scindia, who
submitted, and Holkar, who was defeated, were com-
pelled to accept allianoes virtually placing them
under British protection. The Pindharis were sub-

dued, conciliated, and taken into British pay, for the

defence of the protected territories. This pacifica-

tion was completed in 1818, and greatly improved
the revenues of the districts affected by it. The
Marquis of Hastings was succeeded os governor-

general in 1823 by Lord Amherst, who soon found
himself involved in hostilities with the Burmese,
whose terntonal claims were incompatible with those

of the British. The first Burmese war was concluded
in 1826 by a treaty ceding to the British the Arocan
and Tenasserim provinces together with a large

pecuniary indemnity. During the govenior-general -

Bilip of Lord William Beutinck (1828-35) various

administrative refonns were effected, but no great

political events took plaoe. Lord Auckland assumed
the governor-generalship in 1886. The Afghan war
broke out in 1838, in consequence of long and com-

plicated intrigues arising from the advance of Russia

In the East, and the mutual jealousy of that
i
tower

I and Great Britain. War was declared on 1st October,

the object of the British was to dethrone Dost
Mohammed and restore Shah Sujah, a former ruler.

It was at first attended by great disasters, particu-

larly the famous massacre of the Khoord Cabul Pass.

It was terminated in 1842, under the governor-

generalship of Lord Ellenborough, by the evacuation

of Afghanistan by the British, after they had relieved

their captives and vindicated the su]priority of their

arms by the capture of Cabul Sind was annexed
to British India after a war conducted by Sir Charles
Napier in 1843. After a brief war, arising out of a
disputed succession, the dominions of Scindia lay ut

the mercy of the British, and were disposed of by a

treaty dictated by the governor-general at Gwalior
in January, 1844. While he was thus engaged Lord
Ellenborough was recalled and superseded by Sir

Henry Hardinge (May, 1844), who was soon engaged
in one of the most formidable wars the British had
yet had to encounter in India. The Sikhs, a politico-

religious sect already mentioned, hod, under their

leader Runjeet Singh, conquered the Ponjab about
the beginning of the century. Runjeet Singh, who
hod always maintained friendly relations with the

British, died in 1839, and his son and grandson died

soon after; the latter, it is believed, being killed by
order of Shore Sing, a reputed son of Runjeet and
claimant of his throne, to which be succeeded. Shere
Sing was soon after assassinated together with his
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•on. The government now fell into a chaotic state,

and the army, being without a head, began to commit

disorders and threaten encroachments on the British

territory. The Indo-British government wae strongly

desirous of peace, and took no steps to check the

threatened aggression until, about 11th December,

1845, the Sikh army crossed the Satlei in great

force. Sir Heniy Hardinge now issued a procla-

mation declaring the possessions of the Maharajah
Dhuleep Singh on the left bank of the Satlej con-

fiscated. In the short war which followed, the Sikhs

were defeated by Sir Hugh Gough and Sir Henry
Hardinge at Moodkee, 18th December, Ferozeshah,

21st- 22nd December, Aliwal, 28th January, and
Sobraon, 10th Februaiy, 1846. Peace was made at

Lahore, by the surrender of the Sikh territories on

the left of the Satlej, and between the Satlej and
the Bias (Jalindar Doab), and the payment of an
indemnity of £1,500,000. Part of tne ceded terri-

tory was given by a separate treaty to Gholab Sing.

During tne governor-generalship of the Marquis
Dalhousie, 1848-56, a new war broke out with
the Sikhs, and after their final defeat by General

Gough at Gujerat, 21st February, 1849, the Panjab
was annexed to the British dominions. This was
immediately followed by the second Burmese war,

ending in the annexation of Pegu, 20th June, 1853.

Sattara, Jhanai, NAgpur, and Oudh were, on the

failure of the native succession, also annexed to the

British possessions, 1862-56. During Lord Dal-
housie’s administration the extensive scheme of

Indian railways and telegraphs was planned and
inaugurated, the Ganges Canal opened, and the

Panjab Canal begun. His last important act as

governor-general was the annexation of Oudh, 7th

February, 1856. The administration of Viscount
Canning was distinguished by a short war with
Persia, by the great Sepoy rebellion, and by the

assumption of the direct sovereignty of India, and
of the powers of government hitherto vested in the

Bast India Company by the crown, 2nd August,
1868. (See Indian Mutiny and East India Com-
pany.) A legislative council for India was formed,

which was opened in 1862, and by an act passed in

1866 the limits of the presidencies were amended,
and the powers of the governor-general enlarged.

After the mutiny had been suppressed Lord Can-
ning pursued with energy those schemes for the

development of the resources of the country, ad-

verted to elsewhere, which had already been in-

augurated by his predecessors, and which have
chiefly occupied the attention of his successors.

He returned to England early in 1862, and was
succeeded by the Earl of Elgin, who died at Dhu-
rumsalla, November 20, 1863, while similarly en-

gaged. Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence was
governor-general from 1863 to 1868, when he was
succeeded by the Earl of Mayo, who earned a high
character for the ability of his administration. He
was assassinated by a Mohammedan fanatic at Port
Blair, in the Andaman Islands, 8th February, 1872.

India has suffered severely from famine on many
occasions, and not seldom the scourge of famine has
been accompanied by that of plague. The chief

famines which have occurred under British rule are
the following: that of 1769-70 in the lower Ganges
Valley, in which one-third of the population of Ben-
gal perished ; that of 1780-83 in the Karnatik; the
Madras famine of 1790-92; that in the North-West
Provinces in 1888; that of 1860-61 in the same
district, when the first serious attempts at relief

were made; the terrible Orissa famine of 1865-66,
in which one-feurth of the population perished;
the great famine of Southern India in 1876-78;
that 1896-97; and that of 1899-1900, in Bom-

bay, Barer, Central Provincas, Central India, Baj-
putana, South-East Panjab, and other parts, at one
period of which about 6J million persons were in

receipt of relief. The problem of famine is not
really a problem of scarcity at all, taking India aa
a whole, but it is partly a financial problem, partly

one of irrigation, and partly one of inland com-
munication.
The other chief events since 1870 are the follow-

ing: the proclamation of Queen Victoria as Empress
of India at Delhi and elsewhere, 1876 ;

the Afghan
War of 1878-80; the rendition of Mysore to its

native dynasty, 1881 ;
the annexation of Upper

Burma after a short war, 1886; the passing of the
Indian Councils Act of 1892; dosing of the Mints,
1893 ; Chitral campaign, 1895 ;

the war against the
Afridis and other frontier tribes, chiefly remembered
by the action at Dargai, 1897 ;

and the creation of

a gold standard, 1899. The govemors-general since

Lord Mayo’s assassination have been : Lord North-
brook (1872-76); Lord Lytton (1876-80); Marquib
of Ripon (1880-84) ; Marquis of Dufferin and Ava
(1884-88); Marquis of Lansdowne (1888-94); Earl
of Elgin (1894-99) ;

and Viscount Curzon of Ked-
leston, whose rule began in 1899.

INDIANA, one of the north - central United
States, bounded north by Michigan lake and state;

east by Ohio; east and south by the Ohio River,

separating it from Kentucky ; and west by Illinois

;

area, 36,350 square miles. It belongs wholly to the
basin of the Ohio, excepting a narrow strip on the
shores of Lake Michigan, backed by lofty bare
sand-hills, and is almost one continued plain, with
an inclination south-west. A range, however, of

low hills, occasionally 300 feet above the level of

the Ohio, lies parallel to that river, from the mouth
of the great Miami to the Blue River, sometimes
approaching close to it and sometimes receding
2 or 3 miles from it. These hills are followed by an
extensive heavily-wooded plain. The state is well
watered by several streams, of which the Wabash,
flowing circuitously north-east to south-west, divid-

ing the state into two unequal parts, a north and a
south, and in the latter part of its course forming
the frontier line towards Illinois, is the most im-
portant. In the north the soil is composed of drift

materials, but in the south limestones, shales, and
sandstones form its basis. The bottoms along many
of the streams are extremely fertile. There are
broad prairies in the west and north-west of the
state, and in some parts of the north there are
stretches of barren sand. The chief crops are maize,
especially in the centre of the state

;
wheat, chiefly

in the north and south-west; oats, best in the north;

potatoes, also best in the north; rye, barley, buck-
wheat, and tobacco. Indiana is one of tne chief

maize - growing states, and in respect of its pro-

duction of wheat it is ahead of all others, except

Minnesota, California, and Illinois. The western
part of the state is rich in bituminous coal, its

annual production being nearly four million tons.

The east central part of the state produces large

quantities of petroleum, and in respect of its pro-

duction of natural gas it takes high rank among the
states of the union. Other mineral productions are
limestone, sandstone, fire and other bricks, porcelain

and other clays, glass sand and day iron ore. The
manufactures of Indiana are extensive, and indude
iron, glass, encaustic tiles, woollens, carriages, rail-

road cars, and many other commodities besides
those referred to in connection with its mineral
wealth. Its live stock industry is of great import-
ance. The railway system of the state is a very
complete one, and centres in Indianapolis, tbs
capital There is also some river and lake traffic.
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There is a well-organized system of education man
aged by a state department, and among the chief

educational institutions are the state university at

Bloomington, the normal school at Terre Haute,
and the college of agriculture and the mechanic arte

at Lafayette. The benevolent and charitable in-

stitutions comprise several lunatic asylums, a school

for feeble-minded youth at Fort Wayne, schools

for the deaf and the blind at Indianapolis, reform

schools for boys and girls, Ac. The strongest re-

ligious denomination numerically is the Methodist
Episcopal, and after it come, in order, the Roman
Catholics, the Disciples of Christ, the Baptists, Ac.

For administrative purposes the state is divided

into ninety-two counties. The chief towns are, in

order of population, Indianapolis, the capital (pop.

in 1900, 169,164), Evansville (pop. in 1900, 59,007),

Fort Wayne, Terre Haute, South Bend, New A1
bony, Richmond, and Lafayette. Indiana was
formerly one of the French possessions in America,
but it was ceded to England m 1763. In 1783 it

was formally transferred to the United States go\ -

eminent, and in 1800, after Ohio had been separated

from it on the east, the territory of Indiana, includ-

ing also the present Michigan and Illinois, was
created. The separation of the two last-named

districts in 1805 and 1809 left Indiana Territory

with its present boundaries, and in 1816 it wm
admitted into the union as a state. The present

constitution dates from 1851. Pop. (1860), 1,350,428

(1890), 2,192,404; (1900), 2,516,463.
INDIAN CORN. See Maize.
INDIAN MUTINY. The British occupation of

India had been largely aided by native troops, which,
from 1748, it was the custom to enrol under British

offioers in the service of the East India Company.
(See Szpot.) At the close of Lord Dalhousie’s sway,
when the whole of India seemed to have been either

reduced directly under British rule, or if retaining

its native princes to have placed itself under British

protection, a mine was sprung beneath the feet of the

Anglo-Indian government by an extensive revolt of

this trusted force, and it seemed for a moment as if

the fall of British power in India would be more
sudden than its rise. The Sepoy mutiny was a con-

tingency for which the government ought not to have
been altogether unprepared. Previous symptoms of

disaffection had not been wanting. Mutiny had on
several occasions broken out in the native army, in a
way to indicate how easily through causes which Euro-
pean^ from their defective sympathy with native

thought and feeling, could not anticipate, these troops

might be alienated; but,on the other hand, the general

fidelity of the Sepoys merited confidence, and this

feeling prevailed over any grounds of suspicion which
might have been formed from isolated occurrences. On
the outbreak of the first Burmese war the troops dem-

and had deserteZ in great numbers. The mutiny in

one regiment was put down by force, and some of

the mutineers hanged. The first cause of this dis-

affection seemed to be the aversion of the troops to

a sea voyage, by which they would have forfeited

their caste; but when this objection was yielded to

a new difficulty arose. The Sepoys, to protect their

caste,had to carry about with them their own culinary

apparatus, which, consisting of articles of brim, was
of considerable weight Government did not in

general charge itself with the expense of procuring
carriage for this private baggage, and on a long
journey it became a serious matter, and the Sepoys
complained with reason of their inability to procure
the means of transport But though tins complaint
•Iso was met the disaffection was not subdued with-
out force. In 1650, again, a wide-spread disaffection

arose among the troops under Sir Charles Napier in

the Panjab, in oonaequenoe of the refusal of a demand
for increase of pay, and that able offioer was of

opinion that only the decisive measures he took pre-

vented a general revolt at that time. At the time

w hen Lord Carmine acceded to offioe it was pretty

generally known that the praises which had been

liberally bestowed on the native troops, and the con-

stant consideration which had been shown for their

prejudices, had not been without their effect in giving

the Sepoys a strong conviction of their own import-

ance; but no immediate danger was apprehended,

and it was not deemed safe to make any sudden
change in their treatment The Sepoys in Bengal
were mostly either Mohammedans, or Hindus of the

Brahmanio&l or military castes. A number of cir-

cumstances concurred to prepare for an outbreak at

the time it occurred. The recent annexations had
alarmed the native chiefs, while the fanatical Hindus
had been deeply offended by reforms, including the

successive abolition of various rites of their worship.

Two European regiments had been drafted off for

the Crimean war, and had not been replaced. Others

had been sent to Birmah, and in the beginning of

1857 fresh regiments were despatched to Persia, so

that only eighteen regiments were left in all Northern
India, of which nine were in the Paniab. In Oudh,
where, from its recent annexation, disaffection was
rife, there was only one British regiment, and Delhi

and Allahabad, the two chief arsenals, were guarded
by native troops. To add to these favourable cir-

cumstances a Hindu devotee had prophesied the

termination of British rule at 100 years after the

battle of Plassey. A slight incident sufficed to give

point and direction to a spirit of disaffection which
so many circumstances tended to favour. It happened
that at this time the Enfield rifle was first introduced

into the Bengal army. This rifle was loaded with a
greased cartridge, the end of which required to be

bitten off at the time of loading. By a natural inad-

vertence the authorities had neglected to consider

how this seemingly trifling requirement might affect

(

the easily excitea sensitiveness of the Hindus in

regard to caste, while by a strange fatality which
hardly any prudence could have foreseen, this insigni-

ficant circumstance removed the last security against

a united movement of disloyalty among the native

troops, by establishing a bond of sympathy between
the Mohammedans and Hindus. A report got abroad

that the cartridges were to be soaked in cow and
pork fat. The prejudices of Hindus and Moham-
medans were thus equally struck at, and as this

rumour, however raised, rapidly spread, the excited

imagination of the Sepoys conceived a conspiracy

on the part of the government to convert them forci-

bly to Christianity, by compelling them to violate

the laws of their own religion. "When this grievance

was explained it was at onoe removed, the manufac-
ture of greased cartridges at Dumdum was put an
end to, and the men were instructed to grease them
themselves with materials procured at the bazaars;

but suspicion onoe aroused was not thus to be allayed,

and easily found a new object to attach Itself to.

The paper of the new cartridges was found to be
glazed, and it was again alleged that grease was used

w its manufacture. This second ground of complaint

has frequently been treated as insincere, hut nothing

oonld be more unsound than such an inference. To
allay suspicion, especially of a religious nature, is

much more difficult than to excite it, and there is

hardly any interval in excited minds between the

wildest ooniectures and the most rooted conviction.

Very soon, however, the spirit of disaffection became
too deep-rooted for any measures of conciliation.

Conferences among the disaffected gave rise to am-
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hitioue scheme* Mid the original grievances became
little more then a pretext in the hands of unscrupu-

lous leaders, whose excesses debarred them even from

the plea of patriotism, by which the attempt, how-

ever treacherous on the part of soldiers in British

pay to extirpate the British power in India, might
nave been justified. General Heaney having re-

ceived advice of a contemplated revolt of four regi-

ments situated at Barrackpur, harangued the men
on the 9th of February, ana seemingly allayed their

disoontent. On the 26th the first overt act of mutiny
took place at Berhampur. The men of the 19th re-

fused to receive their cartridges, although those of-

fered them were not the new cartridges, but the same
as they had always used. They were intimidated

into compliance at the moment; but during the night

they broke into the huts containing their arms, which
they seized in defianoe. Other native troops were
called out against them; but as these could not be
trusted, the dangerous but probably necessary ex-

pedient was resorted to of coming to terms with the

mutineers. The authorities now became alarmed,

and the 84th British Regiment was summoned from
Burma. Another dangerous outbreak took plaoe

among the 84th at Barrackpur, on 29th March, and
two days afterwards the 19th arrived there from
Berhampur. It had been determined by the gover-

nor-general that this regiment should be disbanded
on its arrival at Barrackpur, a punishment which the
authorities still believed would be sufficient to in-

timidate other disaffected corps. The 84th, in fact,

had only waited the arrival of this regiment to con-

cert a movement with them. The 84th Regiment
and some other British troops had already arrived at
Barrackpur, and the disbandment of the 19th was
effected immediately on its arrival They were dis-

missed on liberal terms, and their seeming contrition

deceived even General Hearsey, an officer who was
keenly alive to the dangerous position of affairs. The
government now imagined the matter at an end, and
proposed sending the 84th back to Bangun. It was,
however, evident that disaffection, which had only
wanted an occasion, was spreading rapidly not only
among the Sepoys, but among the Hindus generally.

Incendiary fires and other symptoms of conspiracy
speedily occasioned new alarms. Another outbreak
took plaoe on 2d May near Lacknow, when the
7th Oudh irregular cavalry were, by some oversight
of the government's instructions, ordered to bite their

cartridges. This regiment entered into correspond-
ence with the 48th native infantry, and gave open
signs of aggravated mutiny; but Sir Henry Lawrence
suooeeded by a show of force in disarming it. A
more formidable outbreak occurred about the same
time at Meerut, 85 miles N.N.B. of Delhi Eighty-
five troopers of the Sd native cavalry for refusing to
use their cartridges, although tearing with the hand
was substituted for biting, were tried by a native
court-martial, and sentenced to ten years' imprison-
ment. The jail to which they were sent already
contained 1200 prisoners, and was under a feeble
native guard. The native troops had planned an
outbreak during evening service on Sunday, while
the British regiments were at church. It broke out
prematurely, and but for the incapacity of Colonel
Hewitt, an officer incompetent from age, might have
been frustrated. As it was he drew up his troops to
cover the barracks, and permitted the mutineers,
with the assistance of the native inhabitants, to mas-
sacre indiscriminately the Europeans in Meerut, and
escape to Delhi The 28th, 54th, and 74th native
Infantry, with a battery of artillery, occupied canton-
ments 2 miles north of Delhi, the city itself still

nominally belonging to the King of Delhi. The
edv^noe-guard of the mutineers reached Delhi on

11th May, and at once entered the etity, where they
were assisted by the king's servants in mastering the
Europeans. Tne troops cantoned outside the dty hi

the meantime joined tne main body of the mutineer*
and assisted in massacring their European officer*

A momentary stand was made in tne Flagstaff

Tower; but the last remains of the Sepoys proving
unfaithful, the few Europeans collected there had to

disperse and flee for their lives. About fifty Euro-
peans had taken refuge in the palaoe, and plaoed

themselves under the protection of the king, wh*
whether from choice or necessity, had now placed

himself on the throne of the Moguls. These after

some days were coolly murdered in an open court in

presence of a general concourse of spectators, eon-

3
demons among whom was Mirza Mogul, the king’s

dest son, who had assumed the title of commander-
in-chief. The magazine at Delhi had already been
blown up by its defenders; but unfortunately the
explosion was only partial, and most of its contents

fell into the hands of the mutineers. European troops

were now summoned from all quarters. Several regi-

ments were detached from an expedition which was
proceeding under Lord Elgin to China, and the Per-

sian war having been happily concluded, the troops

engaged there were immediately recalled. When
intelligence of these events reached the Panjab the
mutinous spirit which prevailed among the large body
of Hindustani troops there was promptly subdued
by disarmament. The Sikhs, though the Paniab had
been so recently annexed, continued faithful. But
the revolt had spread rapidly elsewhere, and British

authority was almost extinct throughout the Bengal
Presidency. Everywhere the mutiny was attended
with savage excesses—women were outraged, and
Europeans, without distinction of age or sex, barbar-

ously murdered. Sir Hugh Wheeler, at Cawnpur,
was betrayed by Nana Sahib, maharajah of Bithur,

who, after offering him his aid, took the mutineers
into his pay, and raising the Mahratta standard, be-

sieged him in Cawnpur. The siege, or rather bom-
bardment, lasted from 7th to 24th June, when a
capitulation was agreed to, on a sworn promise of

Nana Sahib to allow the garrison to retire to Alla-

habad. On the 27th the embarkation was proceed-

ing when the boats were attacked by the Nana's
troops, and the men indiscriminately massacred. The
women and children were for the meantime made
prisoners. Sir Henry Lawrence was besieged in

Lacknow, where he died on 4th July, from a wound
received in a sortie.

General Anson, the oommander-in-chief, on learn-

ing the result of the mutiny at Meerut, hastened from
the Simla Hills with all the troops he could muster
to Delhi; but he was cut off by cholera on the way, at

Kamil, 27th May. Sir Harry Bernard, who suo-

oeeded him
y

effected a junction with the British

troops from Meerut under Brigadier Wilson, who
had already had a successful encounter with the

enemy on 7th June. On the 8th they carried the

heights above Delhi On the 9th they received a
reinforcement from the Panjab. On the 12th they
repelled an attack on their camp; but the force wae
still too small to attempt the capture of Delhi The
enemy in the meantime was continually receiving

reinforoements, and new and more formidable attacks

on the British position were made on the 19th and
23d June, the latter the anniversary of Plassey.

Before the last attack Sir John Lawrence had been
able to send further reinforoements from the Pamjeb.
By the end of June the British force before Delhi
amounted to 6000, and though still teo weak to
operate against the place, was no longer in danger of

being foroed. Sir John Lawrence, who had rendered
this effectual aid, had, by the assistance of the Sfkh
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ahiefs and by means of a movable oolumn, pat down
all disaffection in the Panjab. After protracted

operations and repeated reinforcements on Doth sides

Delhi was taken by assault, 14th to 20th September.

Sir Henry Havelock, who had been engaged in the

Persian campaign, had arrived in Calcutta on 25th,

and immediately set out for Allahabad, to commence
operations for the relief of Lacknow and Cawnpur.
(See Havelock, Sib Henry.) While his force was
victoriously advancing on Cawnpur Nana Sahib, on
the 15th July, barbarously massacred his prisoners,

consisting of 210 women and children. Havelock
was succeeded in the command at Lacknow by Sir

James Ontram, who held it till relieved by Sir Colin

Campbell (1 7th November), who arrived at Calcutta

on 14th August, and was followed by reinforcements

from England. It had been at first apprehended
that the mutiny might extend to the Bombay and
Madras presidencies, and from this cause and the

occupation of the troops in Bengal the mutineers had
been left unchecked in Central India. At length

columns organized in these presidencies entered Cen-
tral India, and were united under Sir Hugh Rose.

By the operations of these commanders the mutiny
was finally suppressed. (See Clyde, Lord.) Among
the distinguished officers who perished in it besides

those named, were Generals Nicholson, Neill, and
Havelock. The war was substantially closed by June,
1858, although the complete pacification of Oudh was
not effected till the end of the year. The exasperated

feelings caused by the savage conduct of the mu-
tineers were perhaps too freely indulged in their pun-

ishment. Many were blown from the mouths of

guns, a punishment several times before inflicted by
the British in India, others expiated their crimes on

the scaffold; but, finally, a royal proclamation offered

an amnesty to all who had not committed crimes,

declared that none should be favoured or molested

on account of religion, and declared the intention of

her majesty in assuming the government of India to

respect the rights, dignity, and honour of native

princes as her own, and to promote the social ad-

vancement of India by internal peace and good

government.

INDIAN OCEAN, that great body of water

which has Asia on the north, the Sunda Isles and

Australia on the east, Africa on the west, and the

Antarctic Ocean on the south. The Cape of Good
Hope, and the southern extremity of Tasmania may
be considered its extreme limits from east to west.

Its length from north to south somewhat exceeds

6500 miles, its breadth varies from 6000 to 4000

miles. Its principal gulfs are the Red Sea, the

AmHfln Sea, and the Bay of Bengal. Its islands are

Ceylon, Madagascar, the Laccadives, Maldives, So-

cotra, Andamans, Nicobar, Mauritius, Bourbon, Ker-

guelen's Land, &c. Numerous rocks and coral reefs

render the navigation dangerous. The Ganges, Brah-

maputra, Irawaddi, Indus, Euphrates, empty the ac-

cumulated waters of Southern Asia into the Indian

Ocean. The south-east trade-wind, which prevails

between the 10th and 28th parallels of s. latitude,

blows with much force and pretty constantly from

April to October, after which date its northern limits

are considerably contracted; south of these are the

constant north-west winds, which prevail almost in

the same latitude, in the Atlantic and Pacific. The

monsoons are found principally in the north part of

this ocean, over a tract extending from the continent

of Asia to about l&t 8° B., and from the Mozambique

Channel on the west to the shores of Australia and

the sea of China on the east. They blow uniformly

in the same direction for six months, changing about

the equinoxes. North of the equator the north-east

monsoon prevails from October to April, the south-

west from April to October; while south of that limit

the north-west monsoon blows while the north-east is

blowing on the north side, and the south-east prevails

during the time of the south-west monsoon north of

the equator. In the hot season, likewise, when the

south-east trade-wind recedes south, the north-west

monsoon occupies the space between the equator and

the 1 2th south parallel The hurricanes of this ocean

usually range between lat. 9° and 85° 8., extending

from Madagascar to the Island of Timor. They
usually come from the north-east near Java, and

travel south-west and south, returning again east.

The season for them south of the equator is from

December to April; at other times they are almost

unknown.
INDIANAPOLIS, a city of the United States,

the capital and chief city of Indiana, on the White
River, in a wide plain, 194 miles south-east of

Chicago. It is an important railway centre, and

the surrounding country is fertile and rich in mineral

wealth. The city is encircled by a railway which

connects all the great trunk lines, and so facilitates

the traffic. The streets are broad, and laid out on

the rectangular plan, except for four fine diagonal

avenues which radiate from a central park. The
chief >)uilding8 and institutions are : the state capitol

(1888), which cost £400,000 ; the county court-house;

the Propylieum, a women’s literary institute; the

United States building; the United States arsenal;

the union station ; the Board of Trade building

;

the public library (1893); the Masonic Temple; the

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument, 285 feet high;

the Blind Asylum; the Deaf and Dumb Asylum;

the Central Hospital for the Insane; schools and

colleges; and many churches. The manufactures

comprise iron and iron goods, furniture, terra cotta,

carriages and wagons, Ac., and there are extensive

stock-yards and flour-mills. Pop. (1890), 105,486;

(1900), 169,164.

INDIANS, American, the collective name for the

tribes inhabiting America at the time of the dis-

covery by Columbus, and their descendants. The

name of Indians was first given to these races from

the mistaken notion of the early voyagers that the

newly-discovered continent formed part of India.

The Esquimaux, the most northerly of these tribes,

extend across the continent along the Polar Sea.

Next below them, to the west of Hudson’s Bay, is

the large family of Athabascans. Canada and the

United States, east of the Mississippi, were formerly

inhabited by the Algonquin-Lenape and the Iroquois;

south of these were the Floridan tribes, the Creeks,

the Cherokees, &c. ; west of the Mississippi were the

Pawnees, Sioux, &c. ;
on the Pacific coast the Cali-

fornian and Oregon tribes, relatively lower in civil-

ization than the Atlantic nations, and split up into

smaller communities; in New Mexico, a more ad-

vanced family, stationary and agricultural called

Moquis, or Pueblo Indians. Mexico was occupied

by a number of families, of which the Nahuatls or

Aztecs were the most powerful and civilized. The
Othomis were also a numerous people in Mexico.

In Central America the predominating family was

the Tzendal or Maya, including the Quiches, Zutu-

gils, Kachiquels, &c., who occupied the entire region

of Chiapas, Tabasco, Yucatan, Guatemala, and parts

of the adjacent states, and who built the most

remarkable monuments of aboriginal architecture

with which we are acquainted. Portions of the

Aztec tribes were also found in Central America,

besides another large group of tribes, in a lower

stage of development. In South America the lead-

ing and more advanced families were the Muyiscas

of Colombia, and those which made up the Peruvian

Empire, among which the Inca race (Quichuas or
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Kechuas) and the Aymana were die chief* The
imiMwiiiw, to the aouth of these, in Chili, were a
breve people, bearing considerable resemblance to

the Algonquins and Iroquois of North America.

The remaining portions of South America, including

the great alluvial tracts of the Atlantic slope, were

oocupied by various tribes, such as the Tupuyas,

Tupis, and the Caribs, the last of whom were
spread over a wide area, and occupied also most of

tne West Indian Islands.

By most ethnologists the American Indians are

considered an aboriginal and single stock ; by some
a mixture of Mongolian, Polynesian, and Caucasian
types, and by others as derived from the grafting of

old world races on a true American raoe. As to

their physical characteristics, race divisions, probable

origin, Ac., see the article Ethnologt. We will here

give a few particulars regarding their civilization as

it existed before it was affected by that of Europe.
When America was discovered, by the Spaniards

some of the American nations or peoples had at-

tained a considerable degree of civilization. Thus,
in Mexico, Central America, Peru, Ac., there were
large towns, architecture was practised with con-

siderable skill, agriculture was carried on with suc-

cess, maize, cotton, cacao, tobacco, and other crops

being grown, and irrigation and artificial manures
being employed. The Mayas of Central America
wore among the most advanced, especially in the art

of writing, as also in paper-making and the making
of cotton cloths—but tne latter were made over a
wide area—as well as fabrics of various other mate-

rials. The native articles of dress varied greatly,

and naturally the materials worn m the colder

regions of the north and south were very different

from those woni within the tropics, where some tribes

wholly dispensed with clothes. Personal ornaments
of the most multifarious land were very common,
being made not only of gold, silver, and copper, but

also of the feathers of birds, and of the claws, teeth,

hoofs, and skins of animals. Painting the face and
other parts of the person was exceedingly common,
being employed among the women and girls as well

as the men. Tattooing was practised also among
oertain tribes. Stone implements were in use over

the whole continent, and implements and articles of

metal were also becoming common, at least among
the more advanced communities, such as existed in

Mexico, Central America, and those ruled by the

Incas in South America, where spades and hoes of

bronze were in use. Axes, chisels, knives, needles,

arrows, and spear-heads were among articles made
of metal, as well as ornaments. In some localities

the potter's art had reached a high degree of per-

fection, and not only articles of ordinary utility

were made, such as various vessels, dishes, Ao, but

also such objects as pipes, whistles, rattles, beads,

masks, small figures, Ac. The glazing of pottery

waB unknown, but various methods of surface decora-

tion were practised, including modelling in relief and
painting in colours. In some regions tne chief food
was supplied by hunting, along with vegetable pro-

ductions found growing wild; but agriculture in some
form was carried on over a wide area, and where this

was the case com and other cultivated products sup-

plied a large part of the food of the people. Maize
was cooked in a number of ways, and the making of

maple-sugar was an industry learned by the Euro-
peans from the American Indians. Fiat as well as

game was largely eaten. Dwellings were constructed

of the most varied types and materials—from the

rude shelter of leaves and branches erected by the
wandering tribes, the wigwam of the North American
Bed men, the anow-houae of the Esquimaux, to the

wbstantial buildings of sun-dried brick and stone

erected by the Penmans, Mariosna, and others.

Among the most advanoed communities large cities

existed, and an active commerce was earned on,

which extended even to the West Islands.

There were few domestic animals: the dog was
probably common everywhere ; various animals and
birds were tamed as pets; but the only beasts of
burden appear to have been the llama and alpaca,

which were employed almost solely in Peru and GhaU.
Of the social, religious, or political institutions wo
cannot here speak

;
and, indeed, regarding some of

these topics little is really known with certainty.

Games and sports were exceedingly common, and
some of these have been taken up by the white
inhabitants of America, such, for instance, as the
now well-known la orotte. See also Ajoebioa,
Mjcxioo, Peru, Ac.

INDIAN TERRITORY, a territory of the
United States of America, bounded north by Okla-
homa and Kansas, east by Missouri and Arkansas,
south by Texas, and west by Oklahoma. Its area
is 31,400 sq. miles. The surface is generally fiat,

and there are no hills higher than 2500 feet above
sea -level. The territory is traversed in a south-
easterly direction by the Arkansas River, which here
receives the waters of the Canadian River and other
streams. The Red River forms the southern boun-
dary of the territory and receives much of its drain-

age through the Washita and other tributaries. The
chief formation is carboniferous, and valuable semi-
bituminous coal-fields are worked to Borne extent.

Gold and silver are also known to occur. There is

much fertile land in the territory,and among the chief
crops raised are maize, oats, wheat, potatoes, sweet-

potatoes, and cotton. There are extensive woodlands
in the south and east. The climate is warm and
generally rather dry. The territory is divided into
allotments or reservations for the five Indian tribea
for whose use it was originally set apart. The
Cherokees dwell in the north, the Creeks and
Semmoles in the western central part, the Choctaws
in the south-east, and the Chickasaws m the south-

west. Several railways now pass through the terri-

tory. The principal industries of the Indian popu-
lation are agriculture, stock-raising, wool-growing,
and the making of blankets ana shawls. The
mining is in the hands of whites who have beoome
members of the Indian nation by marriage with
Indian women. The leading churches are the
Methodist and the Baptist South, and education is

largely in their hands. There is an Indian Univer-
sity (Baptist), a Baptist Academy, and several other
higher educational institutions. Muscogee is the
chief commercial town and seat of the United States
court The territory came to the United States as
part of Tiouisiana in 1803, and in 1834 was set apart
as a permanent home for Indians. In 1800 the
western half of the original territory was erected
into a separate territory known as Oklahoma. In
recent years there has been an agitation for the
erection of the territory into a state. The popu-
lation in 1890 was 186,490, of whom 50,647 were
Indians proper (about one-half Cherokees), the rest

being white (107,987) and coloured. The popula-
tion m 1900 was 891,960.

INDIA-RUBBER. See Caoutchouc.
INDICATOR, an instrument designed by Watt

to determine how the prewime of steam in the
cylinder of a steam-engine varied during the stroke.

See Stsam-kngixx.
INDICTION, in chronology, a period or cycle of

fifteen yean, the origin of which is involved in ob-
scurity. Unlike other cycles, the indiction has no
reference to any astronomical phenomena, bat unop-
posed to relate to some judicial acta probably the
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pwhUoitioa of tariffs of the tew which took place at
•Mted interval* under the Greek emperor*. Three
eorte of indictian ere mentioned:—ft) the Cesarean,
which fell on the 8th of the calends of October, or
24th of September; (2) the indiction of Constanti-
nople (beginning a.d. 812), on the 1st of September;
end (8) the pontifical or Roman, which begin* on the
calends of January. We find ancient charters in

England also dated by indictions.

INDICTMENT. An indictment, aooording to
the English law, is a written accusation of one or
more persons for a crime or misdemeanour, preferred
to ana presented upon oath by a grand jury to a
court. It consists of three principal parts, the cap-

tion, which is merely the style of the court where it

is preferred; the statement, which describes the
time, place, and circumstances of the crime

;
and the

conclusion or accusation, which is in the name of the
grand jury. In Scotland the indictment, or form of

process, runs in the name of the lord-advocate, and
is addressed to the prisoner directly by name. The
grand jury determine whether there is a reasonable
cause to put the accused on trial. If the indictment
is found he is publicly delivered into court; if it is

not found, he is discharged. While in England a
prisoner is not entitled before trial to have a copy of

the indictment, and a list of the witnesses against

him, in Scotland he is entitled to copies of these

fifteen days before the trial.

INDIES, West. See West Indus.
INDIGESTION. See Dyspepsia.
INDIGO. The leaves of several species of plants

yield this colouring matter, which forms an important
commercial product in the East and West Indies,

Mexico, Brazil, Egypt, Ac. The only European
plant which certainly yields indigo is the common
woad (1salts tinctoria) ;

many others yield blue col-

ouring matters, which, however, appear to differ from
true indigo. But it is chiefly from tropical plants

belonging tothe various species of the genus lndvjofera

that indigo is obtained. The species of Jndigofera are

leguminous plants, herbaceous orshrubby
,
withpinnate

leaves, and small blue, purple, or white pea-shaped
flowers disposed in axillary racemes. They are very

numerous m the equatorial regions of the globe. The
species most commonly cultivated are the 7. anil, a
native of Tropical America, but now cultivated even
in the East Indies; the 7. tinctoria

,
also cultivated

in both Indies; and the 7. carulea. The 7. tinctoria

to the species most abundantly cultivated. The
principal varieties of indigo recognized in commerce
are named Bengal, Oude, Manilla, Caraccas, Spanish

Floras, Spanish Sobres, and Spanish Cortes. Besides

the lndujofera,
plants belonging to the orders Crud-

ferae, Apocynae, Folygoneae, Ac., yield this substance.

The milk of cows is said, under certain conditions, to

contain indigo; it may also, according to Schunck, be

obtained from the urine of men ana animals by the

action of strong adds.
The history of indigo is one of the most interesting

of all chemical stories, stretching back as it does to

the time of oar remote ancestors, and illustrating not

only the gradual advance of chemical knowledge, but

also the slow progress of those ideas of free-trade

which now govern the commercial world. Caesar

tells us that the andent Britons stained their bodies

with woad, so as to give themselves a more formid-

able appearance in battle; and from Pliny we learn

that their women, before engaging in certain mystic

religious rites, also covered their nude bodies with

this same material. A pigment, called by Pliny

and Diosoorides tndicum, is generally supposed to

have bean essentially the same substance as our

modem indigo. The characteristics of this tndioum,

as detsfledfrf Pliny, wen that its colour was black,

SO*

bcoomMg a fins mixture of purple and blue when
dissolved; that on heating it gave a beautiful purple

vapour, and emitted a smell like that of the sea.

The same author also states that an article in imita-

tion of indicum was manufactured by dyeing pigeon's

dung or chalk with woad. Egyptian mummies have
been found wrapped in blue cloths, the oolouring

matter of which has exhibited all the characteristics

of indigo. During the middle ages indigo, very simi-

lar to that now manufactured, appears to have been
known; the mode of its extraction from the plant

was described by Marco Polo. In various parts of

Germany and Iranoe woad was also largely manu-
factured from the leaves of the Isatis tinctoria. The
Jewish dyers seem to have been the first persons to

introduce the true indigo dye into Europe, Italy

being the country which claims the honour of tbs
earliest use of this substance. It was not, however,
until after the discovery of the passage to India by
the Cape of Good Hope that indigo was largely im-
ported into Europe. Gradually me use of the new
dye superseded that of the old woad; but as the pro-

cess employed in the dye-works was crude, the goods
coloured by indigo were found to fade sooner than
those coloured by woad, and it was also said that tbs
sulphuric add used in the process rotted the goods.

At the same time the persons who cultivated wood,
and who had derived great profits therefrom, began
to lose their trade; hence arose a violent opposition

to the new indigo dye, an opposition which culmi-

nated in many European countries, in Britain among
the rest, In royal edicts forbidding under heavypen-
alties the use of the dreaded innovation. Tneae
edicts, however, could not hinder the dyers from
employing a substance so admirably suited to their

wants as indigo, so that they were gradually relaxed

until, about the middle of the eighteenth century,

they were for the most part repealed.

The greater part of the indigo used at the present

day cornea from India, especially from the provinces

of Bengal, Oude, and Madras. The district of India

where the finest indigo-yielding plants are grown Is

situated between 88^ and 90° E. Ion. and 22}° and
24° N. lat. A light mouldy soil Is most suited

for the cultivation of the Indigofera tinctoria, anil
,

disperma, and pseudo-tmetoria
,
which are the plants

grown in India for the soke of the indigo they fur-

nish. The ground is ploughed towards the end of

the year, and the seed sowed in the early spring of

the following year. The first cutting of the plants

takes place about midsummer, and the second about
two months later. Two processes are employed for

the preparation of the dye from the leaves and sterna

of the plants:

—

1. From the Fresh Leaves.—The leaves and stems
as they come from the fields are placed in a large
stone-built cistern or reservoir about 20 feet square
and 8 feet deep; water is then pumped into the cis-

tern until it reaches within 8 or 4 inches of the brim.
Fermentation soon sets in, the mass in the cistern is

violently agitated, bubbles of gas making their escape
through the liquid, while a copper-coloured scum
gathers on the surface. After twelve or fifteen

Hours the fermentation slackens, and the liquid be-
comes quiet; it is then drawn off into a lower cistern,

where it is beaten up with oars or shovels. While
one set of men are employed in heating the liquor in

the lower cistern, another set remove the exhausted
plants from the upper, spread them to dry in the
sun, and fill the tank with fresh plants. The plants

generally lose about 12 to 14 per cent of their weight
by the fermentation process. The process of beating

Is continued until the colour of the liquid changes
from green to pale yellow, the indigo at the same
time gathering together into grain* and subsiding
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to tho bottom of the tank. The object of this beat-

ing i« to disengage the carbon dioxide which the

liquor contains, to expose the newly-formed indigo

to the action of atmospheric oxygen, and at the same
time to cause it to gather together into little lumps,

in which state it subsides more easily than when it

is finely divided throughout the liquid. The preci-

pitated indigo is collected, boiled in a copper vessel

far three or four hours, and then filtered through

linen filters. In this way the indigo is freed from a
yellow extractive matter which accompanies it, and
its colour is at the same time rendered more intense.

The mass on the filters is now squeezed in a press,

and then cut into pieces measuring about 8 inches

each way; these pieces are then dried upon shelves of

wicker-work in anairy shed. 1000 parts of the solution

of the leaves yields from 0*5 to 0*7 parts of indigo.

2. From the Dried Leaven.—The plants are oried

In the sunshine, the leaves separated from the stems,

and the former stored in a ary place. After about
four weeks the colour of the leaves has changed
from green to pale bluish-gray; they now contain

the maximum amount of indigo which can be ob-

tained from them by maceration in water. This
maceration takes place in the large steeping-vat pre-

viously described. After two hours or so the green
liquid is run oif into the lower or beating- vat; the

rest of the treatment is the same as in the case of

the preparation of indigo from the fresh leaves. In
China a species of Indigofera is cultivated, and the

indigo obtained from it by a process resembling that

used in India, the chief modification consisting in

allowing the leaves and steins to remain for five days
or so in the steeping-tank, and then removing the

plants, adding lime and beating the liquid in the

same tank.

Indigo occurs in the market in pieces which are

sometimes cubical, sometimes of an irregular form;
these pieces are easily broken, the fracture being dull

and earthy. The colour of indigo varies from light

blue to blackish blue; when rubbed with the nail, a
copper-coloured Btreak is formed on the surface of

the mass. The pieces of indigo are generally homo-
geneous, but they sometimes contain cavities which
arise from the drying process having been conducted
too rapidly; grains of sand sometimes occur through-

out the mass. Indigo may be obtained in shining

needles with a coppery luBtre by condensing its vapour
on a cold surface. The finest kind of indigo comes
from Bengal; it consists of cubical pieces, which are

light, brittle, of a clean fracture, soft to the touch, of

a fine bright colour, porous, and adhere to the tongue.

Indigo, before it can be employed in dyeing, must
be obtained in solution, but indigo blue is insoluble

In water. Recourse is therefore had to chemical
reagents, which transform the indigo into a soluble

substance, in which form it can penetrate the pores
of the cloth, where, by the influence of atmospheric
oxygen, it is again re-formed into indigo blue. This
Is the rationale of the indigo dyeing process; the
details of the chemical changes we will speak of when
describing the chemical nature and relations of indigo.

The most ordinary means whereby this solution of

indigo is effected is the copperat tuf. The indigo,

after being broken into pieces and moistened with
water, is ground to a soft paste, which is then thrown
into a vat along with ferrous sulphate, slaked lime, and
water. The ferrous sulphate reacts with the lime to

form calcium sulphate and ferrouB oxide, the latter

being immediately oxidized at the expense of part of

the oxygen of the indigo, which in its turn is reduced
to a substance called indigo white. This last-named

substanoe dissolves in the exoees of lime. The goods

(ootton, linen, or silk) are dipped into the rat after

the liquid in it is dear. On removing the fabric the

indigo white which has penetrated its pores is re-oxid-

ized by atmospheric oxygen to indigo blue, and by
repeating this treatment the goods may be obtained
dyed of any desired depth of blue. Lastly, the goods
are passed through dilute add to remove any adhering
lime or ferric oxide. The action of the wood vat

,

which is chiefly employed in the dyeing of woollen
goods, is in general similar to that of the copperas

vat, differing, however, in that the reduction of the

indigo to soluble indigo white is brought about by a
process of fermentation which is set agoing by tbe

nitrogenous ingredients of tbe woad, bran and mad-
der, which, along with indigo, lime, and water, con-
stitute the vat. Another method of indigo dyeing
consists in forming indigo sulphate, or extract of
indigo

,
by dissolving indigo in strong sulphuric

acid, and precipitating with common salt. Tne en-

suing precipitate is washed with a solution of Ball*

and is now easily soluble in water, forming a deep-

blue solution. (See also Calico-printing, Dyeing.}
Having briefly described the pre|>aration of indigo

and the methods of using it for dyeing, let us con-

sider tbe chemical nature and relationships of this

substance. That indigo blue (indu/otin) does not exist

ready formed in tbe plant from which it is obtained

seems to be now abundantly proved. At one time

it was supjtosed that tbe plant contained indigo white,

and that this was converted into indigo blue by oxida-

tion when the juice was exposed to the air. Schunck
has, however, shown that indigo white requires the

presence of a free alkali to hold it in solution; but
the juices of plants are always acid, and, moreover,
contain free oxygen, hence it is impossible that indigo

white can exist under such circumstances. Schunck
has also shown that a substance called indican exists

in, and can l>e obtained from, woad and other indigo-

yielding plants; he has proved that this substanoe

is decom]K>sed by dilute acids—slowly in the cold,

auickly when heated—one of the products of this

decomposition being indigo bine. The same natur-

alist has shown that acids—such as tartaric or oxalic

acid—which exist in plants bring about this decom-
position.

Hence we are led to believe that the indigo plant

contains this substance indican, which, during the

process of fermentation, is changed by tbe influence

of the acid sap of the plant into indigo blue. The
relationship between indican and indigo blue is more
clearly seen by considering their respective formulae

—

Inchcan. Indigo blue.

CtsHaaN|0M + 4H20 = C^H 10 NjOj + 6C|HjgO|

The Bubstance represented by the formula C«HmO«
(called indiglucin) is produced along with indigo blue.

It is, however, not yet ascertained with perfect cer-

tainty that the decomposition represented bytheabove
equation actually takes place in the plant during the

manufacture of indigo. According to some chemists

the indigo-forming substance in tne plant is a body
called indol, to which tbe formula CfHyN is assigned.

This substance exists in the urine in certain conditions

of that liquid. But it has been found by Iaff6 that if

indol be subcutaneously injected, indican shortly after-

wards appears in the urine; hence it seems that indol

is the first step towards the formation of indigo blue,

and we may perhaps conclude that this substance indol

is the nucleus of all the members of the indigo series.

Thus indigo blue yields, upon oxidation by nitric

add,a substance called isatin, the relationshipbetween
whichand indigo isshown bythe followingequation :

—

Indigo bins. Wtin
C]«H|oN«Ot + Q* = SG»H*NOfc.

Some of the relationships probably existing between
indol, indigo blue, and intin might be bronghi pro-
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mlnently before us by considering the following

structural formulae :

—

o

By syntheses of indol and isatin we can prove thAt

they contain eight carbon atoms in the molecule, and
similarly we can readily demonstrate that indigo

blue contains sixteen carbon atoms instead of eight.

Upon ortho-nitrobenzaldehyde being acted upon
by acetyl chloride we get ortho-nitrocinnamic acid:—

NO, CHO+CHjCOCl = RCl+
c«h4.no2 ch ch.cooh.

Bromine reacting with this gives us the dibromide,

which when treated with alcoholic potash yields ortho*

nitrophenv lpropiolic acid (N(K.<.*H 4.C C.COOH).
This acid boiled up with water undergoes decoinj>osi-

tion, yielding ortho-nitrophenylacetvlene and carl>on

dioxide. We next treat this body with potassium

ferricyanide in alkaline solution, when it condenses

with the production of dinitro-diphenyldiacetylene:

—

^NO,
2C*Hf =H,+NOa.Cen4 .C : C C C.C,U4 .N()a

^c=crr
After extraction with chloroform strong sulphuric

acid is added. This reacts to produce the mctuineric

di-iaatogue, which on reduction takes up hydrogen,

again forming indigo —

Commercial indigo contains alxnit 50 to 00 j>er cent,

of pure indigo blue, the remainder consisting of sub-

stances called indigo gluten, indigo yellow, indigo red,

&c. The process of the 7xit
,
as already dcscril>ed,

separates the true indigo blue from these other sub-

stances. Pure indigo blue may also be obtained in a
crystalline condition by mixing commercial indigo

with an equal weight of grape sugar, adding warm
alcohol and 1 £ part by weight of the strongest soda-

lye, again adding a large quantity of alcohol, and
allowing the mixture to stand for some time. The
following, among other substances dissolve indigo

blue —nitro-benzene, castor-oil, aniline, phenol, oil

of turpentine, aniylic alcohol, white bees’ -wax, and
boiling paraffin. Some of the tests for the purity of

commercial indigo have l**«*n already panted out.

For details of more exact chemical methods recourse

must Ik* hod to a text- Unde of practical chemistry.

Latterly indigo has fiecri produced artificially, but
with uh.it commercial result remains to Ik* seen.

INDIUM, a metal discovered in 1863 by means
of spectroscopic analysis. (See Spectroscope. ) The
zinc-blende of Freiburg was found by Reich and
Richter, after a process of purification, to yield a
substance the spectrum of which u as different from
all known spertra. They hence inferred the exist-

ence of a new element. This element has been
Isolated, but only in small quantities. It is of a silver

white colour, soft, and marks paper like lead; its

specific gravity is 7*421 at 16°*8. The metal indium
is related to cadmium and zinc, both of which occur

associated with it in nature. The spectrum of

indium exhibits two characteristic lines, one violet

« and another blue line 0; besides these two fainter

bine lines are visible if the burner in which the metal
is volatilized be fed with hydrogen instead of coal gas.

INDIVIDUALITY. The definition of an indi-

vidual has long been a subject of discussion in botany
and zoology, and no satisfactory solution of the diffi-

culty has Deen, or perhaps can be, given. The test

of self-consciousness is limited in Hi range, though
very definite in its results within that range. It has

been proposed touse the purely physiological test, that

is, the capacity of maintaining that balance between

external influences and internal adjustments which
constitutes life. But this test also fails when we have

to deal with cases of Alternate Generation, or of

Metamorphosis, nor does it cover all instances even

of plants and animals. Thus the Hydrozoa form

colonies, compound organisms, each member of which
fulfils the alwve condition of life; but the whole mass
forms a unity, its parts, the members of the colony,

being in vital connection with each other. Is the

,

colony an individual ? The test, moreover, assumes
1 that the individual is, so to speak, axial; but indi-

|

viduals sometimes arise, as in Bignonia and Sun**

dew, from the leaves, which are apiiendages, and by
no means axial. Where budding takes place abun-

dantly, as in the Hydra, each bud becomes an indivi-

dual capable of nutrition and reproduction; but among
the Hydrozoa, buds arise which do not fulfil these con-

ditions. They ore umbrella-like swimming discs, in

which the reproductive elements are matured: are

they individuals? Among some internal parasites

(the King’s Yellow Worm, or Fluke, l/istoma) a tad-

pole-like form is met as one stage in the metamor-
phosis. And this larva repeats itself by interna)

l
budding, so that the representatives of this stage are

greatly multiplied, and the mature forms correspond-

ingly multiplied: are these larvm to be regarded as

individuals? Among plant-lice the insect which issues

from the egg gives rise by internal budding to simi-

lar forms, each of which in turn repeats itself, so that

in a few generations the egg is represented by millions

of seemingly complete forms, which, howovex, do not
prolong the sjiecies beyond the close of summer;
then sexually complete forms arise, and eggs are de-

posited. The millions of buds, are they individuals?

It has been promised to regard os an individual all

that intervenes between egg and egg. This would
include the whole of these virgin aphides. Nor does

it simplify the case even as regards man; for it would
be necessary to regard male ami female as together

completing the individuality included in the series be-

tween egg and egg. Now, whatever hypothesis may be
framed regarding the condition of the earliest animals,

the distinctness of the sexes goes along with higher

development. Accepting the [Kisitiou that no perfect

definition of individual con be given, the substitution

of zooid for individual is the only available resource.

By that term is meant a living thing which is cap-

able for a longer or shorter time of maintaining its

existence and of discharging some function which de-

termines or is followed by its death. The lower we
descend in the organic series the more are we called

on to use this term; till at least, if the Bathybiu*
of Huxley is proved to fulfil his description of it, a

single sheet of protoplasmic matter covers largo part
of existing sea bottoms. This extensive diffusion of

organic matter represents, to some evolutionists, the
primitive substance out of which, by successive dif-

ferentiations, individuals have been developed. If

these steps are gradual and successive, sharp defini-

tions cannot be looked for; and as the directions of

evolution are various, the anatomical and physiologi-

cal tests above mentioned may come each to have Its

place as well as that of self-consciousness.

INDO-EUROPEAN (or Aryan) LANGUAGES,
the noblest and most highly developed of the great

divisions into which the numerous languages of the
world have been divided,adivision including languages

now or formerly spoken by various peoples both in

Asia and in Europe. The title Indo-European
^,
as

applied to all these languages, is not strictly accurate:

(1), because members of the family other than In-
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dian, as Persian, Afghan, Armenian, Ac., exist in

Asia; and (2) because all European tribes do not

speak tongues of this class, the Finns, Magyars,

Turks, Ac., sjjenking Turanian languages. The older

name lndo-Germanic was still more restricted, and
therefore still more inapplicable. The term now
often used to designate this class of tongues is

Aryan. This term, applied by Bopp and Schleicher

to the tongues of the two Asiatic peoples who can be

certainly proved to have called themselves by that

name, lias been extended by Max Miiller to the

whole group, and his pre-eminence in the region of

philology, as well as its convenience, has gained for

it a very wide acceptance. The ap]iellation Aryan,

connected, according to Max MUller, with the Latin
oro, to plough, and signifying a cultivator of the soil,

the people chose to designate themselves by, in order
to distinguish themselves from the Turanians or

nomadic races, whose original name Tura signifies

the swiftness of the horseman. Peile, however, and
others question this etymology, preferring the root

ar, to lit, whence they deduce the derivative term
Aryan with the successive meanings of fitting, worthy,
noble. The Aryan languages must all Ihj descended
from one ancient language, the parent s|kjoc1i s}>oken

originally by a simple people. The earliest home of

this people is by some placed in Central Asia, near
the sources of the Ox us and Jaxartes; but many now
rather l»elieve that it was in Eurojx*. ‘The parent
stock (from whom all the Aryun trilies have sprung)
was’, says Max MUller, ‘u small clan settled probably
on the highest elevation of Central Asia, shaking
a language not yet Sanskrit, or Greek, or German,
but containing the dialectic germs of all. . . . There
was a time when the ancestors of the Celts, the Ger-
mans. the Slavonians, the Greeks and Italians, the
Persians and Hindus, were living together beneath
the same roof, separate from the ancestors of the

Semitic and Turanian races,’

The Lido-Euro} lean or Aryan tril>o of tongueHcom-
rises seven great or chief branches. Two of these

ranches form the Asiatic group, namely: (n) Indie

,

comprising Hindustani proper, with Pali, the sacred

lauguage of the Buddhists; Prakrit, the language of

the vulgar in Sanskrit dramas; anti Sanskrit, the

sacred language of the Brahmans, which, in the form
of tin* Old Indian of the Rig-Veda, is the mother of

all the Indie group; (b) Iranian or Uranian, com-
prising Zend or Avostan, or Old Boctrian, in which
the Zend-Avesta of Zoroaster, or Zarathustra, is

written; Pehlevi orPaldavi, or Old Persian; modem
Persian, with Kurdish, Ossetic (u dialect of the Cau-
casus), and Afghan or Pushto.— The European group
comprises five main branches, namely: (a) Greek

,

comprising ancient Greek and modem Greek or

Romaic; (/;) /Ait in, comprising Latin proj>er. with
many of the ancient dialects of Italy, modem Italian,

French, S]ianish, Portuguese, Provencal, Rhioto-
Romanic (South Switzerland and head of Adriatic),

Wulluchian, Ac..; (c) Slavonic, divided into two
branches

—

Eastern, comprising Russian, Polish, Bo-
hemian, Servian, Bulgarian, and Old Bulgarian,
otherwise called Old or Church Slavic, and still

employed as the Bocrcd language of the Greek
Church ; and Western, comprising Lithuanian, Let-
tish, and Old Prussian; (d) Germanic or Teutonic,

divided into three groups—(1) Low German, com-
prising Mosso-Gothic, Anglo-Saxon or Early Eng-
lish, Frisian, Old Saxon (as in the |xn»m called the

Hdiand), Dutch, and, chmely allied to it, Flemish

;

(2) High German, divided into three periods, Old
High German, Middle High German, and Modem
German

; (8) Scandinavian, comprising Old Norse o**

Icelandic, Norse, Danish, and Swedish; (e) Celtic,

divided into two groups—(1) Gadhdic, comprising

Irish, Gaelic, and Manx; (2) Cymric, comprising
Welsh, Breton or Armoric, and Cornish (now ex-

tinct.) Armenian and Albanian, respectively be-

longing to Asia and Europe, are also regarded as
independent branches.

The original home of the Indo - Europeans, as
already stated, is now often placed in Europe, some
believing it to have been in Central Europe, others

in Northern Europe generally, others in Scandi-
navia more particularly, while some of the most
recent authorities favour a region in the Bouth-east

of Europe intersected by the lower course of the
Volga. A great many schemes and theories have
been put forward as to the spread of the Indo-Euro-
}>ean peoples and languages from their early home,
and the steps by which their present distribution was
brought al>out. Schleicher had a theoiy that the
farther towards the east an Jndo-Germanic people
lives, so much the more of what is ancient has
their language retained; the more towards the west
they have gone, the more of what is new in form
and grammar is to l)e found. According to this and
other tests he judged that the race called by him
Slavo- Teutonic, and comprising the ancestors of the
Teutons, Lithuanians, and Slaves, were the first to

Ixjgin the north-westward migrations; then followed

the Grfeco-Italo-Celtie branch. Many have sup-

posed that the Celts were the first to enter Europe,
and that they were long the sole Aryan occupants

of Western Euro]>e, exjxlling or subduing the less

civilized races they found roving over it on their

entrance. Their advent is supposed by some archie-

ologists to lie marked by the apjiearance of metal
(generally bronze) implements, weajxms, and orna-

ments in their sepulchral mounds, cairns, cists, Ac.,

in place of the rude stone implements of their pre-

deeessors. After the C’elts came, it is thought, the
ancestors of the Greeks and Italians later the Teu-
tons, and last of all the Slu\es. Another great

stream of migrating Aryans flowed towards the
south, into the Ranjab and the valley of the Ganges,
displacing a darker race and liecoming the ancestors

of the present Hindus. It is to this branch, and
to the Persians, Ac., that the term Aryans is more
particularly applicable. It is the name by which
they designate themselves in their ancient Vedas,
as well as in the Zend-Avesta, and it ap]>ears not

only in many place - names in Northern India,

ancient Bactrio. and Persia, Aryavarta, the &l>ode

of Aryans, lieing their name for Indio, and Atrya,

Greek Ariaiut, Modem Persian A iron, their name
for Persia; but also in many personal names, as

Ariaranmes, Ariabarzancs
,
Ariomanes, and Arioinar-

dos. According to Max Muller the schism which
separated the Zoroostrians or Parsees from the Brah-

mans, and which was a protest on the ]>art of the

Iranians against the nature-worship of the Hindu
section (as Buddhism at a much later period was
a protest against caste, penances, and sacrifices),

took place after the great southern migration into

Northern India. Some authorities maintain that

the Dravidians of S. India are also an Aryan people.

Of the early language of the primitive Aryans
or Indo-Eurojxjans we have no remnants. Even
though we had, they could only exhibit to us the

tongue at certain ]*articular stages of its develop-

ment. We are not to assume that the primitive

tongue was, so to speak, a constant quantity. Lan-
guage is in a continuous state of flux. Even where
a printed literature exists with all its crystallizing

tendency7
, we find it incapable of fixing a tongue.

Growth and decay are constantlyatwork on it. Much
more would such change-producing elements be at

work on a tongue on which printing or writing had

as yet conferred no degree of permanence. A suffi-
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dent number ot cognate words, however, exist in the
various languages of the race to enable us to form
some estimate of the condition of the primitive stock

at the date of the first exodus. It is thus established

that not only had the early race a sense of religion

and the immediate family relations, as father, mother,
wife; but that the more complex relations of father-

in-law, mother-in-law, and sister-in-law were also

recognized. To the knowledge of family relationship

they superadded that of state organization: they had
rulers and cities; they knew the use of metals, the
arts of agriculture, grinding com, weaving, sewing
doth into garments, Ac. Cattle constituted their

chief riches, although grain-tillage was also practised,

and they had given names to the numerals on the
decimal system as far as a hundred The word for

a thousand varies in the various languages. It is,

however, the same in both the Aryan dialects proper
(Sanskrit sakasra

,
Zend hazanra ), also in the Gothic

and Slavonic tongues (Gothic thusundi
,
Slavonic tuis-

asta, Lithuanian tukstantis), as also in Latin and
Celtic (Latin millc, Gaelic and Irish milt). This '

shows that the need for a distinct word had not
been felt before the dispersion, while it aids in

determining the degree of relationship existing be-

tween the various tril>es of the race. The following

extract from Max Muller is so interesting that we ven-

ture again to quote from him. ‘It should Ik; observed
that most of the terms connected with the chase and
warfare differ in each of the Aryan dialects, while
words connected with more peaceful occupations be-

long generally to the common heir-loom of the Aryan
language. The pn>i>er appreciation of this fact in its

general tearing . . . will show that all the Aryan
nations had led along life of |*eaco before they separ-

ated, and that their language acquired individuality

and nationality as each colony started in search of

new homes -new generations forming new terms
connected with the warlike and adventurous life of

their onward migrations. Hence it is that not only

Greek and Latin, but all Aryan languages have their

peaceful words in common; and hence it is that they

all differ so strangely in their warlike expressions.

Thus the domestic animals are generally known hy
the same name in England and in India, while the

wild leasts have different names even in Greek and
Latin.’

We have seen that no records of the language of

the primitive Aryan stock exist, Ibe oldest repre-

sentative of the Indo-European family of tongues is
j

the Old Indian, the language of the Kig-Veda (the

Veda of hymns of praise), the oldest of the Vedas, or

sacred songs of the Hindus, the earliest portions of

which Dr. H&ug would place between 2000 and
2400 B.O. This language on coming to have a gram-
mar and a literature acquired the name of Sauskrit.

These Vedas grew out ot the simple admiring wonder
i

with which early man, so soon as he was capable of

regarding anything beyond his mere physical wants,

looked on the phenomena of outward nature, and
constitute the earliest of man’s attempts, so far as is

‘She shines on ns like a young wife, rousing every

living being to go to his work. The fire had to be
kindled by men; she brought light by striking down
the darkness.

‘She rose up, spreading far and wide, and moving
towards every one. She grew in brightness, wearing
her brilliant garment The mother of the morning
clouds, the leader of the rays, she shone gold-coloured
lovely to behold. . . .

‘Shine for ub with thy best rays, thou bright Dawn,
thou who brightenest our life, thou the love of all,

who givest us food, who givest us wealth in cattle,

horses, and chariots.

‘Thou daughter of the Sky, thou high-born Dawn,
whom the Vasishthas magnify with songs, give us

riches high and wide.’

This figurative mode of speaking is by some con-

sidered to have given rise to the Hindu, Greek, and
Homan mythologies (see Mythology). In reality,

however, the earliest form of Aryan religion as ex-

hibited in the Kig-Veda is monotheistic; the deities

may Injur a hundred names, but they are all resolvable

into different titles of three deities ( Fire, A ir
, the Shy),

and ultimately of one God. the MaMn Atmd or Great
Soul, antecedent to all their recognized deities, and
the great ineffable existence Itehind them, whose ma
jesty they only serve to conceal, the muttered repe-

tition of whose mystic name, bm, still forms a most
essential part of the Brahmanical worship. Thin

system, originally so simple, gradually developed into

Brahmanism, with all its cumbrous and complicated

polytheistic mythology.
In the Zend-Avesta, the sacred songs of the Zoro*

astrians, we perceive a growing sense of the greatness

of moral law, of truth, of righteousness, and of duty;

but even in them we do not find any full apprecia-

tion of contact between the spirit of man and the God
whom he celebrates and adores. It is only in the

Hebrew Psalms, the product of the Semitic soul, that

these convictions and feelings culminate, and in which,

al>ovc all, we find an abiding sense of a personal God,
with whom man can hold communion, before whom
he can Ivend in reverence, or prostrate himself m
jwnitence and contrition, and towards whom his heart

can go forth in gratitude for acts of loving-kindness

and free favour.

Almost all the really valuable literature in the

world is emlHidied in one or other of the Indo-Euro-
pean tongues. There are, however, some notable

exceptions, chief amongst which are the Old Testa-

ment, the Koran, both Semitic productions, the
writings of Confucius, Ac. Poetry may bo said to

be common to all peoples.

TNDOR, a maharajahship or native state, Hin-
dustan, protected by the British, and consisting

mainly of a territory partly comprised in the table-

land of Malwa, and partly in the valley of the Nar-
bada; surrounded, south and west, by the territories

of the Bombay 1Residency; and north and east by
those of Scindia, and the petty rajahshijsi of Dhar
and Dewass. In addition, it includes the detached

known, to solve the infinite problem of the origin of

all things. Being expressed in highly metaphorical

language, and making use e«j socially of the figure of

personification, what was at first merely descriptive

of outward nature personified came to l>e received

as the history of an individual, and satisfied man’s

yearning after a deity. Thus the dawn (Sanskrit

Ushat, Lthdsd, Latin Aurora), the daughter of Dyaus
(Greek Zeus), the Sky, becomes from Devi, the

bright, Deri, the Goddess (Latin Diro); and we can

hardly determine whether in each passage the poet

in describing it is speaking of a bright apparition or

o# a bright goddess, of a natural vision or of a visi-

ts deity:-

town and district of Mebidjmr, and some other small

districts inclosed by Scindia’s Dominions; the whole
forming the remnant of the sovereignty of the

Mahrattu dynasty of Holkar, and attached j>oliti-

utlly to what is now the Central India Agency.
Estimated area, 8100 square miles. The Vindhya

|

Mountains, here rising to only 500 or 600 feet above

j

the adjacent table-land, traverse tbe north part of

the main territory, and tbe Srftpura ranges l>ound

I it on the south: between them are the district*

watered by the Nari>ada, which flows through them
east to west. Much of the country is well wooded,

and over some fertile plains are scattered mud villages,

generally inclosed by rained walls. Opium is one of
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(he principal product*. After Indor, the capital, the

chief towns are Mhau and Mehidpur, the places of

British garrison*
;
Mbeysur and Mandlesir, ports on

the Narbada
;
and the ruined city of Mandu. The

curious caves and sculptures of Baug arc on the west

frontier. Amongst the inhabitants of this part of

India are numerous Bheels. The dominion of Holkar
was at one period much more extended than at pre-

sent. (See Holkab.) Pop. (1891), 1,094,150.

INDOR, a town of Hindustan, capital of the above

state, in a fine undulating plain, lat. 22° 42' N.; Ion.

75° 50' E. It is now a large town, having been nearly

rebuilt since 1820, on very unequal ground, and has

crooked streets, some of tolerable width, and paved
with granite. The houses are mostly of two stories,

built of mud or ill-burned bricks, and covered with

thick tiles fastened upon bamlxio rafters. It has
some mosques, new pagodas of a mitral form, con-

structed of basalt; and a new granite palace; but its

best edifice is the British residency, one of the hand-
somest iti Hindustan, indor acquired considerable

notoriety in connection with the revolt of 1857. Pop.

, 92,170.
>OKSEMENT, or Endorsement. See Bills.

INPiiA, a Hindu deity worshipped in the Vedic
period, but jnipular also in the Epic and PurAnic
periods. He is sometimes represented with four arms
and hands, with two of which he holds a lance, the

third wield* a thunderliolt, and the fourth is empty
;

at other timeM as a white man sitting ou an elephant,

having a thunderbolt in his right hand, and a bow in

his left. When painted, he is covered with eyes.

A* the god of the hundred sacrifices he is jealous of

every mortal who attempts to equal him in this re-

spect, for the sacrifice!’ would rise to a rank as high
as his own. Hence he is ever ready to disturb sacri-

ficial acts by sending one of the celestial nymphs to

draw awav the minds of the devotees from their re-

ligious observances, and induce them to return to a

life of sensual gratification. In the most ancient of

the Kig-Veda hymns the character of lndra is that

of a mighty ruler of the bright firmament, who con-

quers Vi itra
,
the symbol of the cloud olistructing the

clearness of the sky, and withholding the fertilizing

rain from the earth, lie is at once Iteneticuit as

giving rain and shade, and awful and powerful as in

the storm. In the earliest ages he rose to the sover-

eignty among the gods; but in the Pur&uic period his

star gradually declines, and he is no longer the prin-

cipal divinity, but only the chief of the inferior

deities. The gradual expansion of his mythical cha-

racter arose from his t>emg regarded as the protector

of the pious and virtuous; and his ultimate degrada-
tion to a subordinate positiou in the Hindu pantheon
was the result of his being conceived as essentially

a warlike god, not only powerful, but self-willed. He
is represented as being constantly engaged in war
with the giauts and demons, by whom he is for a
time deposed. A t urse from the sage Durv&sa causes
his pow er and that of his subject deities to decline,

and he suffers defeat from Krishna m a fight for the
PArijAta tree, which had been planted by lndra in
his own garden. The eyes with which he is repre-
sented as beiug covered were originally a thousand
marks of disgrace pronounced on him as a curse by
the sage Gaut&ma. The Ihiw which he bends for the
destruction of his foes is the rainlniw. The attributes
chiefly ascribed to him are those of physical sujmj

riority, and of dominion over the external world,

while spiritual elevation and moral grandeur are not
prominently characteristic of him. He is the guardian
who presides over the east

;
he sends the refreshing

rain, and wields the thunderliolt, at the crash of
which heaven and earth quake with terror. The
Kig-Veda abounds In allusions to the elemental con-

flicts of which lndra is the author. A mere pleasing

aspect of this deity is that of lord of Swmrpa, the

beautiful paradise where the inferior gods and pious

men who during their life on earth have faithfully

discharged their religious duties, dwell in full and
uninterrupted felicity, and enjoy those delights of

the senses which in anticipation exercise so power-

ful an influence on the eastern imagination. lndra
is delighted and invigorated with the juice of the

Soma plant offered to him by the pious.

IXDllE, a department, France, bounded north by
department Loir-et-Cher

;
east Cher; south Creuse

and Haute-Vienne
;
and west Vienne and Indre-et-

Loire, area, 2622 square miles. It is generally flat,

though a few low hills in the south-west relieve the

general monotonous appearance, and furnish some
picturesque scenery. The rocks generally consist of

granite and schist. The whole department belongs

to the basin of the Loire, which receives its waters

by the Indre, a river of 140 miles of total length,

which gives the department its name— the Creuse,

and the ('her. A branch of the Canal du Centre
follows the course of the last-named river, and tra-

verses part of the department. 'Hie climate is in

general mild and healthy. Nearly two-thirds of the
whole surface is arable, and one-eighth in

j
permanent

meadows and pastures. About one-twelfth is under
wood, and one-ninth waste. Large crops of wheat
and barley are produced, and the com raised leaves

a considerable surplus for exportation. The other

important crops are hemp and flax. A considerable

quantity of laud is occupied by vineyards. Among
domestic animals sheep appear to be the favourite

stock. Poultry, particularly turkeys and geese, are

numerous, 1 »ut there is not much game. The minerals

include iron, which is winked to some extent, litho-

graphic stones, and several varieties of marble. The
principal manufactures are fine woollen cloth

;
iron,

which is smelted in several blast-furnaces, and exten-

sively manufactured, particularly into scythes, linen,

hosiery, &c. The trade is in com, wine, wool, woollens,

wood, iron, cattle, and sheep. The department is

divided into four arrondisHemeuts—( 'h&teauroux, the

capital; 1a* Blanc, Issoudun, and La ChAtre—sub-
divided into 28 cantons, and 245 communes. Pop.

(1886), 296,147; (1896), 2M»,206.

INDRE-ET-LOIRE, a department, France, boun-
ded on the north by the departments of Sartlie and
Loire-et-Cher, east by Loire-et-Cher and Indre, south

by Vienne, and west by Maine-et- Loire. It is of a
compact and somewhat circular form; greatest length,

north to south, 65 miles; greatest breadth, 60 miles;

area, 2862 square miles. The surface is finely diver-

sified by hills and slopes, valleys and plains. The
whole department belongs to the basin of the Loire,

and, as its name implies, is trav ersed both by it and
its tributary Indre. Two other still more important

tributaries, the Vienne and the Creuse, water it in

the Bouth. In addition to these the only important

river is the Cher. They are all navigable within the

department, and furnish it with almost unlimited

weaus of wrater communication. The arable land

occupies rather more than one-half, and permanent
meadows and pastures rather more than one- fifth of

the whole surface. About one-eighth is under wood,
one-eighteenth in vineyards, and one-tenth waste.

The climate is regarded as one of the finest in France,

being in general remarkably mild, and alike free from
the extremes of heat and cold. Agriculture in recent

times has made considerable progress, and now fur-

nishes a surplus for exportation. Hemp and flax are

extensively cultivated, and in particular spots liquor-

ice, anise, coriander, and similar plants are grown on
a large scale. Fruit, particularly melons and prunes,

is very abundant Walnuts mid almonds are alee
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fatitmd in vaet quantities, and crushed for oil The
only metal of any importance is iron, which is worked
to some extent

; ana there are many valuable mill-

stone quarries. Clay, both for ordinary purposes and
the finer kinds of pottery, is abundant. The manu-
factures are not of much importance, but include

woollen and Bilk goods, iron, and gunpowder. The
principal exports are agricultural produce. The
department is divided into three arrondissements

—

Tours, the capital; Chinon, and Loches - subdivided
into twenty-four cantons and 282 communes. Pop.
(1886), 840,921

; (1896), 337,064.

INDUCED CURRENT, the current of electricity

which is produced in a conductor when the magnetic
field (see Field) in which it is placed is altered

in any way; that is, 1st, when the strength of the
current m a neighlamring conductor is altered

; or

2nd, when a neighbouring conductor in which a
current flows is altered in }M>sition ; or 3rd, when a
neighbouring magnet is moved

;
or 4th, when the

magnetization of a neighlamring magnet is altered.

In tig. 1 2, PI. II., at Electricity, a is a coil of wire;

by the battery v and a key of peculiar construction
currents of electricity may be passed in different

directions and with different strengths through a.

b and the galvanometer o form what is called the
secondary circuit, it has no connection with any
battery; o is so placed as not to be perceptibly

affected bv currents in a, or by the magnets used in

the experiments.

(1.) It is found that at the instant when a current
is sent in a certain direction round the coil A, o
indicates that a current is passing in the opposite

direction in the coil a This is an induced current; if

the current in a continues to flow without alteration

of its strength, the current in b ceases
;

if at any time
the current in a gets stronger, an induced current

flows in n in the opposite direction
;

if at any time
the current in a gets weaker, an induced current
flows in b in the same direction as the current in a;

if the primary current in a oeases to flow an induced
current flows in b in the same direction as the current

flowed in a. In fact, induced currents are produced
only when a change occurs in the primary current,

and when the change is made in a shorter time
the induced current is more instantaneous. The
induced currents are much stronger when a bar

of soft iron D or a bundle of iron wires is placed

inside a.

(2. ) Let the current in a be maintained of a constant

strength. When a is removed from B an induced
current flows in b in the same direction as the primary
current in a ;

when a is brought near to B an induced

current flows in b in the op|xjsite direction to that

of the primary current; when a and B are motionless

there is no induced current in & In fact, induced

currents are never produced except when a change

occurs in the relative (>oeitions of a and a
(8.) Let a be taken away and a bar magnet be

substituted for it inside B; exactly as in the last

case, it is found that induced currents are never

produced except when a change occurs in the relative

positions of the magnet and a
When the magnet is rapidly withdrawn from B

there is an instantaneous induced current; when the

magnet is approached to B there is an instantaneous

induced current in the opposite direction.

(4.) Let a bar of soft iron, or a bundle of iron

wires, be placed inside a If a magnet is suddenly

brought near so as to induce magnetization (see In-

duction, Magnetic) in the soft iron, an instantaneous

induced current flows in b
;

if the magnetization of

the soft iron is destroyed, an instantaneous current

flows in B in the opposite direction; as in former

experiments. Induced currents are never produced

exoept when changes occur in the magnetisation of

the soft iron.

Induced currents generally last only a very abort

time; they exhibit themselves in jerking the galvan-

ometer needle from its position of rest ; the greatest

deviation of the needle is nearly proportions? to the

quantity of electricity flowing as an induced current.

The quantity of induced electricity produced by a
change in the magnetic field is the same whether the

change is made slowly or quickly; but the electromotive

force of the current depends on the suddenness of tbs

change.

Readers who have studied the article Field will

be able to understand Faraday's quantitative state-

ment of the laws of induoed currents, which may be
put in the following form : When a current is due
either to relative motions of the conductor and the

magnetic field iu which it is placed, or to a change in

the character of the field, the electromotive force pro-

duced in every loop of the conductor is equal to the
change in the number of lines of foroe inclosed by the
loop divided by the time in which the change is made.
The induced current will behave like any other

electric current in attracting or repelling or otherwise

affecting neighbouring magnets and conductors In

which currents are flowing (see Elbctro-magnetibm).
Lenz, a Russian philosopher, stated Faraday's laws
of the direction of the induced currents in a general

form;—the direction of the induced current in a con-

ductor is such that it resists the motion of the primary
current, or the change of strength of the primary
current, or the motion of the magnet, or the change
of magnetization which produced it. Hius a vibrat-

ing conductor through which a current is passing, or

a vibrating magnet (as in Arago’s experiment for

example), is rapidly brought to rest when in the

neighbourhood of conducting bodies, for it induces

currents, and these resist its motion. We see that

in the vibrating conductor here mentioned the

primary current is alternately increased and lessened

at every swing, through the inductive reaction of the

induced currents. So also when a current increases

or diminishes in strength the reactive induction of

the induced currents produced in neighbouring con-

ductors delay

»

the increase or diminution (see also

Inductive Embakrabhment). When the circuit

through which a current is passed consists of a great

number of coils of wire placed close together, the

inductive action of the current in each coU on all the

other coils is very great. When contact is broken
in such a circuit a momentary induced current in

the same direction, but of much greater electromotive

force, is produced. This 1
extra current/ m it is

called, is that which produces such striking effects in

the induction-coil.

Helmholtz and Kelvin, working sejiarately, de-

duced Faraday’s laws of induction currents from
the experimental results of Oersted and Ampere,
employing the principle of conservation of energy.

The induction currents produced by the earth’s

magnetism in a rapidly rotating ring were employed
by the British Association committee to determine
the measurement of resistances in absolute units.

INDUCTION, in logic, is that process of scientific

method by which we rise from the particular to the

general, and is the counter-process to deduction. In
induction individuals are not only raised into gene
rail, but these into still higher generalities. The
tain, strictly understood, implies the proving of

general propositions. In following this method we
proceed from the known to the unknown, and obtain

a conclusion much wider than the premises. Thus a
person who has bad any experience easily arrives by
induction at the conclusion that fire burns wood, and
wheu any piece of wood whatever is presented to him
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fee wfll have no hesitation In saying that fife will bum
It As it is impossible that all particulars can be ob-

served, there is always a certain risk of error, and

tike Inductive method must be worked with extreme

caution ; but science properly so called would be ta-

ble If we did not presuppose a faculty of arriving

experience at the knowledge of truths not con-

tained in that experience. Hence theground of induc-

tion is the established fact that nature is uniform.

INDUCTION, in English ecclesiastical law, means
the investing of a clerk presented to a benefice with

the temporalities thereof. The person inducting

takes the clerk by the hand, and lays it on the ring,

key, or latch of the church-door or wall of the church;

or he delivers a clod, turf, or twig of the glebe, and
thus gives corporal possession of the church. The
doors are then opened, the clerk put into the church,

and the bell tolled to make the induction known.
The incumbent must assent to the Thirty-nine

Articles and the Book of Common Prayer, and take

the oath of allegiance. In Scotland the minister is

Inducted by the presbytery.

INDUCTION, Electromagnetic, the action by
which a current of electricity is produced in a con-

ductor when the magnetic field in which it is placed

Is altered in any way. The phenomena of electro-

magnetic induction were first observed by Faraday.

See Induced Current.
INDUCTION, Electromagnetic (Machines

founded on). See Electromagnetibm, Induction
Coil, Magneto-electric Machines.
INDUCTION, Electrostatic. This name is

given to the action by which the distribution of a
charge of electricity on a conductor is altered by the

approach of an electrified body. When a body
charged with one kind of electricity is approached
towards an insulated conductor which originally had
no charge, a charge similar to that of the influencing

body is produced on the remote side, and an equal

oharge of the opposite kind on the near side of the

insulated conductor. If instead of an insulated con-

ductor we employ a conductor connected with the

earth, similar electricity to that of the influencing

body will be repelled into the earth, or, what amounts
to the same thing, eleotricity opposite in kind to that

of the influencing body is attracted from the earth

into the conductor. When the influencing body is

removed, the conductor resumes its original condition

unless a change has previously been made in the con-

nections If, in the second case,we disconnect the con-

ductor from the earth l>efore removing the influencing

body, the conductor will be unable to discharge itself,

and will remain charged with the electricity which
was drawn into it from the earth If, in the first

case, the insulated oonduotor consists of two parts,

whichcan beseparated by meansof insulating handles,

the part next the influencing body will retain a charge
opposite, and the remote part a charge similar to that

of the influencing body, if the separation be made
before the influencing body is removed When the
connections remain unchanged, so that things return

to their original condition, the removal of the influ-

encing body requires exactly as much work to be
done ffainst electrical forces as was done by electrical

forces .uring its approach. When the connections

are changed, so that as in the two cases above con-

sidered, a permanent charge is given, the work re-

quired for the separation is more than the work done
In the approach. The electrophorus (see article),

Nicholson s doubler, Varley’s electrostatic induction

machine^ Thomson’s replenishes and Holtz's electrical

machine, are various adaptations of this principle,

enabling the operator, by the help of a charge given
In the met instance, to go on producing fresh supplies

cl electricity without the aid of friction.

It Is to the mutual induction between the two
coatings, one charged posi' *vely and the other nega-
tively, that the Leyden ja. Is indebted for its large

electrical capacity.

Faraday showed that in all cases of electrostatic

induction the quantities of inducing and Induced
eleotricity are equal and opposite. If we let down
a charged body into the interior of a hollow con-

ductor, it produces a charge eaual and opposite to Its

own on the inner surface, ana if the conductor is an
insulated one a oharge equal and similar to that of
the charged body is produced on the outer surface.

INDUCTION, Magnetic, the action by which
iron and other substances become magnetic when in

a magnetic field (see Field), that is, when in the
neighbourhood of magnets or currents of electricity.

When a piece of soft iron is in contact with a mag-
net, or in its neighbourhood, iron-filingB scattered on
it will be attracted at the ends, which have become
magnetic poles. When the influencing magnet is

taken away the soft iron loses nearly all its mag-
netism, and the iron-filings are no longer attracted.

An iron bar placed in the magnetic meridian, and
inclined downwards towards the nearest pole of the
earth, and the longitudinal iron beams of a ship sail-

ing north or south, become strongly magnetic under
the influence of the earth. (See Magnetism, Terres-
trial. ) A bar of soft iron placed in a coil of wire
through which a current of electricity is flowing

possesses magnetic properties. When the current
ceases to flow, or when the coil of wire is removed,
the bar loses its magnetism. When the north pole

of a magnet influences a piece of iron, the nearest

end of the piece of iron becomes a south pole. 1 n

every case a small bar of iron placed in a magnetic
field will tend to place itself along a line of force

(see Field), as a small magnet would do, and its

magnetism is like that of such a small magnet.
The magnetism induced in a piece of hard iron

or steel when it is placed in a magnetic field is not
so marked as in the case of soft iron, but hard iron

and steel have a pro|>erty which has been called

corrciit force,
and which, while it retards magnetiza-

tion, causes these sutatanoes to retaiu their mag-
netism when removed from the held If hard iron

or steel placed in the magnetic field, or just removed
from the magnetic field, is subjected to hammering,
it gains or loses its magnetism more readily. Joule
found that in an iron bar, when it is magnetized
under different conditions of stress, there are mole-

cular changes produced which effect a lengthening
or shortening of the bar.

Iron which has been carefully annealed possesses
little coercive foroe, and is in great demand for

armatures in telegraph instruments, where, during
rapid signalling, it is magnetized and demagnetized
many times every second. All actual magneto,

whether made of hard steel or of loadstone, are

affected by being brought into the presence of other

magnets and of electric currents. Magnetism may
be induced in nickel, cobalt, and other substances

in exactly the same way as in iron, but to a less

degree. These are called magnetic substances, and
small ban of them in a magnetic field will tend to

place themselves parallel to lines of force. (See

Field.) When a diamagnetic substance, such as

bismuth, is placed in a magnetic field, the direction

of magnetization is opposite, end for end, to that of a
piece 5 iron, and a bar of bismuth hung between the

poles of a powerful magnet tends to place itself at

right angles to the line joining the poles.

For small values of tin foroe in a field the induced
magnetization of iron is proportional to the force,

but as the force increases the magnetization increases

more slowly, and there Is a limiting value which the
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cannot exceed, however greet the
magneto force may be. See Eleotro-maqnetibii,
MaONXTIBM.
INDUCTION COIL, an instrument invented by

Ruhmkorff, in which rapid breaking and making of

the current of electricity in a primary short coil of

wire gives rise to a succession of induced currents
(aee Induced Current) of very great electromotive
force in a long secondary coil. Fig. 1 2, PI. II. , at Elec-
tricity, represents the instrument. The primary
coil is of thick copper wire a number of yards long,

it iB wrapped round a bundle of soft iron wires called

the core, and it terminates at c and z, where it may
be connected with a voltaic battery. Directly above
the protruding end of the core is a soft iron hammer
fastened to d by means of a spring which also keeps
it pressed against the point of a screw on /. Now
/ and d are in the primary circuit, so that a current
from the battery after entering the instrument at c
passes from/ along the hammer to d before entering
the primary coil; but as soon as a current passes into

the primary coil the core becomes magnetic and
attracts the hammer,sothat contact is broken between
it and f; when contact is broken the current ceases

to flow, the core loses its magnetism, the spring

restores contact between the hammer and /, and the

current flows again. Thus the hammer makes and
breaks the primary current a great nuuil>er of times

per second. The secondary coil is a very long, well-

insulated copper wire; it is wrapjmd round the prim-
ary coil and terminates in m and n, so that the

secondary circuit is completed when to and n are

joined. As is explained in the article on Induced
Currents, every time the current is made in the

primary coil an induced current passes through the

secondary coil, and an induced current in the opposite

direction passes through the secondary every time
the current in the primary is broken. Thus, there

is a rapid succession of currents of great electromotive

force in opposite directions so long as the battery is

attached at c and z. These currents consist of equal

quantities of electricity; they pass through the com-
munication between to and n, and may be made to

exhibit very striking effects, luminous, chemical, and
physiological

The electromotive force of an induced current is

Increased by more rapidly breaking or making the

primary current
;
but the breaking of it is effected

with much more suddenness than the making, Wause
of the existence of an extra current (see Induced Cur-
rent), and hence of the two opposite induced currents

in the secondary coil one is of much greater electro-

motive force than the other. Thus, when wires from

m and n are joined, currents pass in opposite direc-

tions, but when the ends of these wires are separated

by a space, only one of the induced currents has great

enough electromotive force to pass from one wire to

the other in the form of a sj>ark. This difference of

electromotive force in the two currents was increased

by M. Fizeau, who included a condenser ( to increase

Its extra current) in the primary coil.

Fig. 13 on same plate is a common induction

coil, the arrangement of whose detail* is clearly

shown ; the binding-screws of the extremities of the

secondary coil are insulated on glass pillars. The
commutator seen on the left enables us to send the

battery current into the primary coil in either direc-

tion, or to to cut it off altogether. The condenser is

inclosed by the wooden base of the instrument ;
it

consists of two very large surfaces of tin-foil separ-

ated from each other by oiled silk
;
one surface is

attached to each extremity of the primary coil. The
vibrating hammer, for making and breaking, is seen

on the right; as sparks past between the hammer and
anvil h has been thought necessary to use a platinum

point for the anvil, and to cover the face of the

hammer with platinum amalgam; in large instru-

ments the making and breaking arrangement is not

usually that which we have described
; in some in-

stilments, when very long sparks are wanted, the

primary current is made slowly and broken suddenly

by means of clockwork.

As the secondary circuit is very long, and of very

fine wire, it offers considerable resistance to the

passage of the currents
;
therefore, it is necessary to

have the different coils well insulated from one an-

other with silk and shellac, and care is taken that

parts of the wire near the two ends are widely separ-

ated in the winding, else a spark may pass laterally

from one part of the circuit to another. There are

frequently a number of compartments separated from
each other by discs of vulcanite, and a certain length

of the wire is coiled in each compartment. In Mr.
Pepper’s induction coil, which is one of the largest

yet constructed, the primary wire is 3770 yards long,

and has a total resistance of 2*2 H.A. units ;
the

secondary wire is 150 miles long, and has a resistance

of 33,660 B.A. units.

Leyden-jars, with thick glass, may be chaiged
from the extremities of the secondary coil when
brilliant sparks are wanted

;
a jar may be charged

several times in a second. The current from the

induction coil gives a feeble electric light; the sparks

may l>e employed in spectroscopic experiments ;
care

must he taken in handling the instrument, as the

spark is able to perforate thick glass plates, and to kill

small animals even when only three Grove's cells are

employed. When the spark is passed through tubes

of different sha|>es, containing rarefied gases (Geis-

sler's tubes), a numlter of Ixroutiful luminous effects

are produced; the stratified coloured light which fills

the tul>e is affected when powerful magnets are

brought near.

INDUCTIVE CAPACITY, Specific. See

Capacity (Specific Inductive).

INDUCT] VE EMBAlil 1ASSMICNT, a term ap-

plied to certain phenomena of submarine telegraphy.

When contact is made at one end of a submarine
cable some time elapses lxffore the current of elec-

tricity attains its full strength at the other end.

During this time the cable, which is a condenser of

electricity, is being charged. (See Leyden -JAR.)

For alxmt one-fifth of a second after contact is made
in Ireland, the current arriving by the Atlantic

Cable in America is unable to affect the most deli-

cate galvanometer; at the end of one second the

current is of alxmt half its maximum strength, which
it attains somewhat after the end of three seconds.

During the whole of this time the current of maxi-
mum strength has been flowing into the Irish end
of the cable. If now contact is broken in Ireland,

no perceptible change is observed in America for

one-fifth of a second; in one second the strength of

the current is halved; in three seconds it has almost
disapjieared. If contact does not last for three

seconds the received current never attains the maxi-
mum strength; it increases for a time equal to the
period of contact, and then decreases. In fact if a
number of signals have been made in Ireland, the

effect of a new signal, that is, a short contact, or a
short break of contact, is simply to create for a short

time a small increase or decrease in the strength of the

received current. Now the effect of this signal on the

receiving instrument will evidently depend on the

state in which it finds the instrument, and therefore

it will depend on the effect of perhaps twenty previ-

ous signals. Thus if the receiving instrument is a

Thornton’s reflecting galvanometer, ss the spot of

light wanders over the scale the clerk observes ever}

little change in its motion, and by practice be is able
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to Teoognize the same sort of Bignal in very different

motions of the light. In Mr. Varley’a mode of sig-

nalling only the changes of current are noted. It

has been applied in »Sir William Thomson’s (Lord

Kelvin’s) siphon recorder, which writes a message

in ink on a strip of pajK.*r.

In the French Atlantic Cable many of the short

signals (dots) produce an increase or diminution of

current of only ^77 °f the maximum current when
fifteen to seventeen words per minute are being sent.

Thomson's galvanometers are the only instruments

capable of indicating these small changes. When the

effect of one signal dies away before another is al-

lowed to come, two minutes is the average time taken
by each word.

The time which elapses before the received current

attains its full strength in all parts of a telegraph

wire is proportional to the capacity of the wire for

electricity, and to the resistance of the wire. The
capacity of a land line is comparatively very small,

and it may be calculated that there is no perceptible

inductive embarrassment in an ordinary line of 350
miles* when eighty words are being sent per minute.
INDULGENCE, in the Roman Catholic system,

is the remission of the temporal penalty of sin, which
the church may grant to a repentant sinner. It

must be understood that the indulgence is never to

be considered a sacramental remission of the sin

Itself. The principle of indulgences rests on that of

good works. Many saints and pious men have done
more good works and suffered more than was required

for the remission of their sins : these are known as

works of supererogation, and the sum of this surplus

constitutes a treasure for the church, of which the

pope has the keys, and is authorized to distribute as

much or little as he pleases in exchange for pious

gifts. The historical origin of indulgences is traced

to the public penances and the canonical punish-

ments which the old Christian church imposed on
offenders, especially on those who were guilty of any
grievous crime, such as apostasy, murder, and adul-

tery. When ecclesiastic discipline became milder it

was allowed to commute these punishments into fines

for the benefit of the church. The first recorded

instance of the use of the name indulgence was by
Alexander II. in the ele\enth century, but the in-

stitution itself was in full development during the

Crusades. At first the only source of indulgences

was iu Rome, and they could be obtained only by
going there. W hen the po|>es were in want of

tnoneYi and the number of pilgrims who resorted to

Rome began to decrease, indulgences were put into

the hands of the foreign archbishops and bishops,

and finally agents were seut about, who made them
an object of the meanest traffic. During the period

of jubilee the people were taught to believe that the

efficacy of indulgences was doubled, and the richest

harvests were always reaped at this time. Iveo X.
oommenoed his reign iu 1513, and as the building of

St Peter’s Church had exhausted his finances, he
published a plenary indulgence in Germany without
waiting for the jubilee of 1525, in conjunction with
the Elector of Mentz, vs ho found an excellent agent
for the sale in Tetzel. This flagrant abuse inflamed

the zeal of Luther, and the Protestant theologians

have alwa\ s found indulgences one of the most vul-

nerable points of the Roman Catholic system. For
though the grant is made only to ‘the faithful who
are truly penitent and have confessed,’ yet aa it is

limited to a certain period and to certain conditions,

these ooquire on importance that militates against

the efficacious exercise of penitenoe, faith, and piety.

Indulgences are of two kinds: pknaiy, when consid-

ered on equivalent substitute for all penonoe; and par*
tiedwhen only a portion of penitential works is relaxed.

The Catholic view is that the penances of the
ancient church were never so strictly binding sc to
preclude the presbyters from relaxing them in some
degree in particular instances where their object

seemed more easily attained in some other way. But
this never was done except in single coses, and after

the circumstances of the petitioners had been closely

examined
;
nor was the whole punishment ever re-

mitted, but merely a port of it, according as the cose

of the individual required, and his repentance justi-

fied it. The Council of Nice in their 12th canon
require for such a dispensation proof of true repen-

tance. In the eleventh century indulgence was
granted to those who undertook some difficult enter-

prise for the benefit of the church, as the bearing

arms in her cause, of which the Crusades are the

most famous example. In the Council of Clermont
(1095-96) it was decreed (canon xii.) that every one
who, actuated solely by devout zeal, and not by love

of glory or by avarice, went on the expedition to

Jerusalem for the deliverance of the holy sepulchre

should receive a plenary indulgence which should be
‘an equivalent substitute for all penance.’ In later

times this indulgence was extended to those who
were not able to go themselves, and sent a champion
in their stead. By degrees the exemption was ex-

tended still farther, and soon plenary and partial

indulgences were granted to those who gave alms for

effecting some good work (for example, the restora-

tion of a church, &c.), or performed some prescribed

labour of piety (the visiting of a church, for instance)

at the time of jubilee, which was established by
Boniface VIII in 1300. This gave the death-blow
to the public penance of the church. Considerable
abuses, however, stole into the system of indulgences,

and the scandal became very great Under pretext
of alms for the benefit of good works, indulgences
were made the means of indirectly taxing the whole
of Christendom. The poj)es, bishojw, and civil rulers

usually divided the proceeds, though the latter some-
times appropriated them entirely. Under such cir-

cumstances, when holy institutions were abused for

vile gain, it was natural that wrong notions respect-

ing indulgences and their power should spring up
among the jteople, and be spread by the preachers

employed to distribute them. As the indulgences
proclaimed by Leo X. gave the first spring to the

Reformation, it was the object of the fathers assem-

bled at Trent to make a public disavoval of the
erroneous doctrines which had been preached by
individuals respecting indulgences, that they might
not appear to be sanctioned by the church. The
council first required (in sees. 24, cap. viii. De Refor-

mations) the restoration of public penance, but the

bishop was permitted to substitute a private for the

public penance if he thought it more suitable. Re-
specting absolution itself the church has established

no dogma, because such dogmas are expressed only in

the canoMt^ of which there exist none on this subject

She has given only a decree which literally says . Sines

the power of conferring indulgences has been given

to the church by Christ, and she has exercised it from
the earliest times, the holy council teaches and ordains

that this usage, so beneficial to Christians, and con-

firmed by the authority of many holy councils, is to

be retained in the church ; and she inflicts the ana-

thema upon such as either declare indulgences un-

necessary, or dispute the power of the church to

grant them. It is her wish, however, that in the

grant of indulgences according to the custom long

existing in the church, proper limits should be ob-

served, lest the discipline of the church become inju-

riously relaxed. But as the church desires that the

abuses which have crept in, and have given 00c—ion
to heretical preachers to heap reproach upon this
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venerable usage, should be corrected, she ordains by
the present decree that the shameful bartering of
indulgences for money, which has been so fruitful

a source of abuse, shall be entirely abolished. The
selling of indulgences has accordingly ceased. But
in regard to absolution and penance, say the Catholic
writers, the spirit of the church is the same as iu
ancient times. The church still commissions her
servants to impose penances upon sinners in pro-

portion to their guilt, and why should she not Ik*

authorized to remit part of the sentence if the ]*»ni-

tent is found worthy of favour? Whether such re-

mission be deserved by the penitent is to Ik* judged
by those ministers of the church who are in immediate
intercourse with him.
INDUS (Sanskrit, Sindku), the chief stream of

the north-west of Hindustan, and one of the great
rivers of the glotie. It has a length of alxuit 1 i*f>0

miles, drains an area of alxmt 360,000 square miles,

and rises in Tiliet on the north of the Himalaya
Mountains, nearly 100 miles north-west from the
sources of the upj»er Brahmaputra, on the north side

of the mountain mass of Kaihiso, IN,000 feet alx>ve

sea-level. In the upper part of its course it takes a
north-westerly direction along the foot of the Him-
alayas, enters the Kashmir territories, passes through
Ladakh or Middle Tii»et, Ixdow the capital of which,

Leh, it receives the Zanskar, farther on the Drus,
after which it enters Baltistan or Little Tibet.

Here it receives, on the right, the Shayok, from a
glacier of the Karakorum, the largest tributary that

joins it in the IlimiUuvun regions, and now takes the

name of Indus or Sind. Atiout 100 miles Ix-low

this it takes a sudden l»ond towards the south-west,

and after a course of alwmt ISO miles more in this

direction it leaves the loftier regions. At the Brit-

ish fortress of Atak or Attock in the Punjab- where
it is crossed by a great railway bridge carrying the

line to Peshawar— it is joined by the Kabul from
Afghanistan, and here, 9f»0 feet alxm* the level of

the sea, it is nearly 800 feet wide and from 30 to

60 feet deep according to the season. For the rest

of its course (al>out 930 miles) it continues, generally

speaking, its south-westerly direction til) it enters

the Indian Ocean. At Kalabugh, 110 miles Ih-Iow

Attock, it has a breadth of over 1100 feet. Arriving

in the low-lying country its waters liecome charged

with mud, and in the rainy season, and by the melt-

ing of the snow in the mountains, it overflows its

lianks. Near Mittankot it receives on the east the

Panjnad, or united stream of the Five Rivers of the

Panjab. Below the confluence it has a width of

over 1900 yards when the water is low. In Hind

it gives off several extensive arms or canals, which

are of great value for irrigation; and below Uai-

darabad it divides into a number of shifting mouths

or estuaries, the most navigable of which is at pre-

sent the Hajamro mouth. It is navigable at all

seasons. The delta has a coast-line of about 130

miles, and the jx>int or head of it at Tatta is 70

miles from the sea. The tide rises to this distance.

The Indus loses much water from jwissing through

dry and desert regions, and much is also drawn off

for irrigation; accordingly it brings down much less

water to the sea than the Ganges. Vessels drawing
more than 7 feet water cannot generally enter any

of its mouths; but steamers of light draught ascend

from the railway terminus at Haidarabad to Multan.

Since the o]>ening of the railway from Kurrachee to

Multan, however, navigation, whether by steamer

or by native boat, has greatly fallen off. A great

quantity of alluvium is brought down by the river.

INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS are sometimes classed

with ragged schools in which mechanical arts are

taught, and sometimes they denote merely common

elementary schools in which an attempt is made to

instruct the boys in some industrial art, and the girls

in sewing, knitting, darning, washing, and cooking.

So far as the boys are ooncemed, these attempts have
generally Ixten failures, but the efforts to teach girls

sewing and knitting in primary schools have been
attended with much success. This may be ex-

plained by the reluctance exhibited by parents to

have the time that should in their estimation be
mainly occupied in the acquisition of the elements of

‘ education as commonly understood, taken up with
manual occupations. Hence it is only when children

I are entirely removed from parental control that the

! industrial element in education has had a fair chance
and encouraging results. In Groat Britain, ragged
schools are recognized by the legislature as industrial

schools, and the laws relating to them wort* consoli-

dated and amended by act 29 and 30 Viet. cap. cxviii.

By it any child under the age of fourteen years found
lagging or receiving alms, and not having any home
or pn»iK*r guardianship; or found destitute as tieing

an orphan, or having a surviving juirent undergoing
)H‘ual servitude or imprisonment, or frequenting the
conqiany of reputed thieves, may 1 k< sent, to a cer-

tified industrial school. Children under twelve
charged with offences punishable with imprisonment,
but who have not 1 k*oii previously eonvieted of felony,

may also Ik* dealt with in a similar way under the
act. The treasury may contribute to the expense of

maintaining such schools on the representation of

the home-secretary ; and by the Education Acts
(England 1870, Scotland 1872) School Boards may
establish and maintain industrial schools. The Re-
formatory and Industrial Schools Act of 1891 em-
|M>wcred the managers of such institutions to enable

welldiehaved
j
arsons under their charge to liegin

useful careers at home or abroad.

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT SOCIE-
TIES carry on some trade for the mutual lienefit of

tire menders. The formation of these societies was
legalized in Great Britain by act lfi and 16 Viet. cap.

xxxi. The law relating to them has 1 k*cii frequently

amended, a« in 1 8.6 t, 1 862, 1 Hf>7, 1871, and latterly in

1893, when the Industrial and Provident Societies

Act (.60 and .67 Viet. cup. xxxix.) was] Missed to amend
and consolidate all preceding acts. The societies

which may Ik* registered under this act are societies

for carrying on any trade or business, whether whole-
sale or retail, including dealings of any description

with laud (hut with regard to bulking, only under
certuin conditions), of which societies no rncml>er

(other than a society registered under this act)

shall liavc or claim an interest in the funds over
£200. No society can lx* registered which has a
mendKirship of less than seven persons, and the up-

!
plication for registration must be signed by seven

I members and the secretary, and be sent with two
I copies of the rules to the registrar of Friendly So*

t
cutties. The word 4 limited ’ must be the lost word

j

in the name of every registered society. Every
, society must have a registered office

;
must publish

j
its name outside that office and every place* where it

carries on business; must submit its accounts to an
1 annual public audit; must send annual returns to

the registrar; must supply copies of annual returns

gratis to the members and jiersous interested in
1 the funds; and must keep a copy of the last balance-

sheet and auditors’ report hung up in a conspicuous

place in the registered office. The registration of

a society gives the following privileges: the society

is rendered a body corporate in its registered name,
by which it can sue and be sued with perpetual

succession, and a common seal with limited liability;

the rules bind all the memljers; moneys due from

the members are a debt recoverable from them.
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Every member may nominate any person except
|

an officer or servant of the society (and one of these

if he is a near relation of the nominator) to whom
his property in the society shall be transferred at

his decease, provided that the amount credited to

him does not exceed iHOO, and may from time to

time revoke or vary such nomination by a writing

under his hand, and every such society must keep

a book wherein the; names of all j>ersons thus

nominated are entered. Persons above sixteen and
under twenty-one years of age may become mem-
bers (but not responsible officers) if the rules do
not forbid. Promissory notes or bills of exchange
accepted or endorsed in the society’s name by

an authorized i>orson are to ta deemed to have
been made, accepted, or endorsed on Ixihalf of the

society. A register of the memtars’ names must ta

properly kept. Societies carrying on business in

more than one part of the United Kingdom must
be registered in that part in which their registered

office is situated, but copies of their rules must In*

sent to the registrar of each of the other parts to

ta* recorded; and until such rules are so recorded

the society is not to ta entitled to any of the pri-

vileges of this act in the part in which such rules

have not taen recorded, and also, until amendments
of such rules are recorded they are not to take

effect in such part. The chief registrar (or assistant-

registrar in Scotland and Ireland), on application

of one-tenth of the members, or of 100 momtars in

a society of more than 1000 lyemtars, may, with
the consent of the treasury, in every cast* appoint one
or more inwjvectorH to examine into the affairs of the

soeioty and report thereon, said inspectors having the

power to examine on oath its officers, agents, servants,

and members in relation to its business, with the right

of administering such oath ; the chief registrar (or

assistant- registrar) may call a meeting of the society,

and direct- what matters shall he discussed and deter-

mined on at hucIi meeting; hut such application must
ta sup]»orted hy evidence of good reason and al>soneo

of malice, and the registrar may require applicants to

jyive security for costs of the inspection or meet-
ing, the costs to ta defrayed hy the applicants, or
the society, or its momtars or officers, us the registrar

decides. Societies registered under this act are com-
monly called (Ni-omckxtivk Sociktikk (which si*e)-

INEQUALITY, any perturbation in the motion
of a celestial body duo to the varying attractions of

any other body as their relative positions change.

The observed inequalities of the planet Uranus led

to the mathematical determination of the position

in the heavens of the planet Neptune by Professor

Adauis tafore it was discovered by the telescope.

Inequalities requiring a long jieriod of time to render
them sensible are called secular inequalities.

INERTIA, the passiveness of matter, or its indif-

ference to rest or motion. Newton’s first law treats

of this p-^nerty —a body at rest will remain at rest,

and a bou, in motion will continue to move in a
straight line and with a uniform velocity unless some
foroe acts upon it. When a stone is thrown along a
flat surface of ice, it moves farther than when thrown
along a level road, because friction, which is a force

tending to destroy the stone’s motion, is less on the
ioe. When stepping from a moving carriage the
body retains its forward motion, and when the feet

touch the ground* they alone are reduced to rest.

When a horse which has been moving rapidly in

a straight line suddenly stops or shies, the rider’s

inertia tends to keep him moviug in the old direction;

when a horse suddenly gets into motion, the rider's

inertia tends to keep him in his former position. In
all these oases accidents have to be guarded against
INES DE 0ASTRO. See Castro,

INFALLIBILITY, exemptionfrom thepossibility
of error. God is infallible; Christ was infallible, ana,

according to the belief of the Greek and Roman
Catholic, and of most Protestant churches, the

apostles were also infallible after the descent of the

Holy Ghost Here, however, the Protestants and
Catholics divide. The latter, founding their creed

on tradition as well as on the Bible, maintain that

the tradition, that is, the general doctrine and belief

handed down from age to age, and taught by the great

body of the pastors, is above the possibility of error

;

consequently, also, the councils are infallible, because
the councils ‘do not make truths or dogmas, but
merely express the belief of the church on certain

points in question the truth pronounced, therefore,

always existed, but had not taen previously declared

by the church. From several passages in the Bible

the R. Catholic infers that the above-mentioned tradi-

tion and the councils are under the continual guidance
and influence of the Holy Ghost : henoe the formula
so often repeated by the Council of Trent, ‘ the holy

council lawfully assembled under the guidance of the

Holy Ghost.’ Infallibility, as claimed by the Church
of Rome, is of two kinds, active and passive

;

the for-

mer signifying the function of the church of perma-
nently teaching the truths of God, and of authorita-

tively settling doctrinal disputes; and the latter that

property inherent in the church in virtue of which
she can never receive or embrace erroneous doctrine.

It is clear, that, if councils are infallible, it is of the

utmost imjwrtance for the R. Catholic to know what
are lawful councils. This is a point which, as may
be easily conceived, has created great discussions in

the It. Catholic Church, because the popes claimed the
sole right to convoke councils. (See Council.) So far

all Roman Catholics agree respecting infallibility,

namely, that Christ, the apostles, the body of the

pastors, the traditions of the church, and the councils,

are infallible; but they disagree resecting the infalli-

bility of the {>01 )6
,
though the Papal infallibility was

settled as an article of faith in the so-called oecumeni-
cal council of 1870 at Rome. At that council the

dogma of infallibility was Anally formulated in the

following terms:—‘We teach and detine that it is

a dogma divinely revealed
;
that the Roman pontiff,

when he speaks ex catfudrd, that is, when in discharge

of the office of pastor and doctor of all Christians, by
virtue of his supreme ajHistolic authority, be defines

a doctrine regarding faith or morals to ta held by the
universal church, by the divine assistance promised
to him in blessed Peter, is possessed of that infalli-

bility with which the Divine Redeemer willed that

his church should be endowed for defining doctrines

regarding faith or morals, and that, therefore, such
definitions of the Roman pontiff are irreformable of

themselves, and not from the consent of the church.’

The theologians who maintain this dogma are called

InJallibUists. But a certain number of Catholics still

refuse to accept the doctrine of Paj>al infallibility, and
maintain that from the suspension of its sittings, in

consequence of the occupation of Rome by the troops

of the King of Italy, the council is not dissolved; and
that, till a council is an accomplished fact, a* a whole,

its decrees have not yet attained their binding power.

In Germany a considerable body who refuse to ac-

cept the infallibility of the pope as one of the dog-

mas of the church, have formed themselves into a
separate church, calling themselves Old Catholics,

and there are not a few in Switzerland who belong

to tbe same community. In Austria and Franoe
there are not many Old Catholics. (See Old Ca-
tholics.)

INFAMOUS BEHAVIOUR, and its penalty,

Dibcharge with Infamy, are terms of the military

and naval codes applied to oonduet not only aubver-
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ww <*f discipline, but so inherently disgraceful m to
excludethe perpetrator from reputable society. Cer-
tain actions by universal consent have always been
considered infamous, as the desertion of colours on
the field of battle, refusing or failing to aid comrades
in danger, marked cruelty or inhumanity, shameless
looseness of life, and all crimes signally inconsistent
with the military character. When a court-martial
has not attached the fnmalty of death to such crimes
the sentence is generally dismissal from the service

with infamy—a punishment of greater severity than
death to any man not entirely destitute of moral
sensibility, as it stigmatizes him for life as a disgrace
to his country, and unworthy to belong to an honour-
able service.

INFANT, in law. By the English and American
law persons come to majority at the age of twenty*
one years, until which time they are called in law in-

fants, and are under guardianship. Infants cannot,
In general, bind themselves by contracts, as they are

supposed not to have sufficient discretion and ability

for this purjxxse. But this is their privilege, and their

contracts are accordingly held in general not to be
void, but only voidable at their election; and they
may elect to avoid their contracts during their

minority, except such as they may have entered into

for necessaries suited to their condition in life, but
they cannot confirm them so as to Ik* bound by them
until their majority. Infants may jmjshchs property,
but it must Ikj under the management and control of

a guardian. They have not the right of citizens as

to voting, and discharging other political functions.

But in regard to crimes and punishments, and tres-

fiasses and private wrongs, their conduct is regulated
by the same laws as that of the other members of the
community, in case of their l>eing of sufficient age and
discretion to understand their duties and obligations.

And for this purpose no general limit can be aligned,
as some children are much more intelligent than
others of the same age; and it will again depend, in

some degree, ui»on the nature of the offence committed,
or the wrong done, whether a child of any given age

can be considered legally guilty of it, since some
offences and wrongs can be more easily understood
to be such than others. The law, in general, has a
tender regard to youth, and dot's not permit them to

be convicted and punished for offences and trespasses

unless it appears clearly that they have sufficient

knowledge and discretion to distinguish them to \m

such.

There are exceptions to the incapacities of minora

as to contracting, and these exceptions are made for

their benefit. Thus an infant not sufficiently fur-

nished with necessary clothes, food, or instruction, by

his parent or guardian, and not being under the

immediate sujierintendence of the parent or guardian,

may make a valid contract, in respect to those sub-

{

ects, and such contract may l>e enforced against him.

infants require the consent of parents or guardians

to marry, but every infant (if a male of twenty,
,

or if a female of seventeen years) upon or in contem-

plation of marriage may, with the sanction of the
I

Court of Chancery, make a settlement as valid as if

the party were of age. The jurisdiction in resjx-ct to

infants is generally vested in either probate or orphans

courts. These courts appoint guardians to take charge

of the property of infants, and, in case of the decease

of the father, to take charge of their persons; hut ,

daring the life of the father he has the guardianship
j

and control of the fiersons of his children until they

are twenty-one years of age. Under the Guardian
• j

ship of Infants Act, 1886, the court may, however,

ve the custody to the mother in certain cases, and

the event of the father’s death she is guardian either

aloneorjointlvwith thoseappointed bythe father. But

at the age of twelve in the case of a female, or four-

teen in the oase of a male, the child, on decease of

the father, may choose his own guardian, who, being

approved by the proper judge, is appointed accord-

ingly. The term infaut is not used technically in

Scotch law. In Scotland the law distinguishes the

periods of life as three: pupiliarity, from birth to the

age of fourteen in males and twelve in females; pu-

berty, from pupiliarity to twenty-one, during which
time the parties are called minors; henceforth the
(lerson is said to Ikj of lawftd age; both sexes reaching

majority at the same age. In Scotland a minor may
marry as freely as if he were a major.

INI ANTE, or Infant (a word derived from the

Latin infant, signifying child), the title given, parti-

cularly in Spain and Portugal, to the princes of the

royal house, the eldest being also called el principe.

The eldest sou of the King of Spain was styled

Prince of Astunat. The princesses at these courts

are called infanta, the eldest also la pi'incesa. The
personal domain of an infante or infanta is called the
injantado . It was erected into a dukedom in 1475.

INFANTICIDE, the murder of a child born alive,

is a crime of so frequent occurrence that an inquest

is said to lie held daily on the liodies of children

destroyed through the design or neglect of tho mothers.

The main cause of the crime is shame, induced by s

dread of the social disgrace attaching to mothers ol

illegitimate children; though in many instances in-

fanticide has been the result of violence produced
by puer|>eral insanity. The morbid dis|K)sition to

kill the newly l>orn has also l>eeu observed iu certain

of the lower animals. The sanctity of human life,

from its beginning to its close, is a maxim of

modern civilization, and the law treats as a murderer
whoever wilfully terminates it at any stage. Checks
on the tendency to infanticide have been multiplied,

and the cognate offences are dealt stringently with
by the law. According to the law of England every

woman who employs means to procure criminal

abortion is guilty of felony, and liable to penal

servitude for life, or not less than three years; and
severe penalties are inflicted on theme who aid women

(

to procure miscarriage. The concealment or birth is

;

a misdemeanour, and may t>e punished with imprison-

I
moot for two years. This crime is more frequently

1 the subject of prosecution than the greater one of

infanticide, which is more difficult of proof, as there
1

is often a secret sympathy with the mother. Failing

to supply food or clothing may destroy the life of an
infant as effectually as violent treatment, and there-

fore amounts to murder or homicide. Unlawfully
abandoning or existing a child is a misdemeanour

i

punishable with three years’ penal servitude. In a
t trial for infanticide it must be proved that the child

|

w as in life, the test of which is that it was fully born.

Should the death of the child result from striking a
pregnant woman, the crime does not amount to mur-
der or manslaughter. The Infant Life Protection
Act of 1N97 enacted several important regulations
regarding hired nurses, and intrusted the duty of
enforcing them to the parish councils. Under this

act a iierson receiving for hire more than one infant
under five years, to Iks nursed and maintained apart
from the parents for more than forty-eight hours,

must within tliat tune notify the }*arish council.

The removal of the infant to another custodier must
also be notified. The council is to fix the number
of infants under five years that may lie received iu

premises notified under the act, and the ins]>ector

of poor is to inspect such premises j>eriodically, and
w*c that the infants are being projierly maintained.

The council must also \x; notified within forty-eight

hours by a person receiving an infant under two
years for not more than £20 paid down, and with-
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out any agreement for further payment. The council

may cause an infant to be removed to a poorhouse

or place of safety, if its health is being endangered

by improper conditions and treatment, and any per-

son so deprived of a child may not again receive

infants for hire without the council’s written sanction.

Notice of an infant’s death must lie given by the

custodier to the procurator-fiscal within twenty-four

hours. Offenders incur, on summary conviction, a

penalty of five jwmnds or six months imprisonment.

In the United States, when a child’s death is oc-

casioned by an illegal act, such act is considered

either murder or manslaughter according to the

circumstances.

Infanticide was prevalent in Greece and Rome.
In modern times many liarbarous peoples are guilty

of wholesale child -murder. Among some of the

Pacific Islanders and aboriginal Australians there

is a great destruction of infant life. The Hindus
used to destroy female children without compunction.

In China infanticide is said to lie very common.
INFANTRY, primarily from the Latin infana,

whence Spanish and Italian infante, a lx»y or servant.

In the Middle Ages, while the knights rode on horse-

back their servants went on foot
; hence infantcria

became the name of foot-soldiers in general. Except
among semi -barbarous nations, and during the pre-

valence of the institutions of chivalry, infantry has
always been considered the most important military

arm, and this has Ijeen peculiarly the ease sinee the

formation of standing armies, and since war has l>e-

como a scienee. Infantry can I
k* used everywhere,

and therefore constitutes the moral power of armies.

The victories of tin* Greeks over the Persians may
lx* attributed to their excellently-disciplined foot

forces. Tht* strength of the Homan armies lay in

their infantry. Tin* tendency of the Midtile Ages
to attin'll undue importance to cavalry was effectu-

ally chocked by the invention of gunpowder, which
revolutionized the whole art of war. From the
Conquest to the time of Henry VIII. the English
infantry was generally defective lwith in discipline

and equipment; hut the improvements then intro-

duced into this arm in France and Germany directed

attention to its defects, and a better system of dis-

cipline bus ever since Ixieu steadily increasing its

effectiveness. The imjKirtance of mounted infantry
in certain circumstances is now generally recognized.

Infantry is divided into battalions, these into com-
panies, and companies often into smaller divisions.

Several luittalions form a regiment.

In tin* British army the infantry comprises regi-

ments of the Guards and those of the line. The
Guards regiments are four in numlier, namely.
Grenadier Guards, Coldstream Guards, Scots G unrds,

and Irish Guards, of which the first three include
three luittalions each. The infantry of the line

consists of sixty -seven territorial regiments, and
two, the King’s Royal Rifles and the Rifle llrigadc,

recruited from the whole kingdom. Of the terri-

torial regiments the Royal Warwickshire, Royal
Fusiliers, and Lancashire Fusiliers have each four
Iwttalions, whilst the other sixty-four have only two
Ixittalions each. One Uittalion of each line regi-

ment, or two in the case of the three larger regi-

ments above named, is located abroad, whilst the
rest is in garrison within the United Kingdom.
The home battalions relieve the foreign ones every
Rixteen years. Every territorial regiment has from
one to four battalions of militia attached to it, be-
sides the volunteer regiments of its district. Each
of the two non-territorial regiments of the line com-
prises four battalions, and has four battalions of

militia attached to it In war the battalion is the
unit, and regiments are not recognized. Four bat-

talions, together with staff and brigade troops (Army
Service Corps, Royal Army Medical Corps, Ac.),

constitute an infantry-brigade, under the command
of a major-general. An infantry -division, under
the command of a lieutenant-general, consists of two
brigades, with staff, cavalry, artillery, Ac.; and an
army corps comprises three divisions, besides staff,

cavalry, artillery, and other corps troops. The in-

fantry in the French, German, and other Conti-

nental armiefi is organized in practically the same
way as in Britain. The United States army com-
prises twenty-five regiments of infantry, two of them
negro regiments, and each regiment consists of three

battalions.

INFANT SCHOOLS are institutions of compara-
tively modem origin. Their object is to amuse,
interest, and instruct children from their third to

their sixth year, under kindly and judicious sujier-

vision, which has generally been that of mistresses.

Jean Frederic Olierlin, Protestant pastor of Wald-
boch, in Alsace, noted for his philanthropy, is re-

garded as their founder. In 1M2 Rolicrt Owen estab-

lished one at New Lanark, in Scotland, the first

attempt of the kind in Great Britain. A second was
set on foot in Westminster in 1819, of which Samuel
Wilderspin (1792-1806), whose zealous efforts to

extend the system of infant teaching are so well

known, was one of the first teachers. Wilderspin
opened one in 1820 at Spitalfields. The system has
lxi'ii fostered and propagated by the Home and
Colonial Infant School Society. In England these

infant seminaries have lx*cn more popular and pro-

portionally more numerous than in Scotland, where,
however, infant departments are now found in al-

most all IkmuxI schools. From Germany we have
derived what is known as the Kindt ri/artrn system
(founded by Froeliel in 1889), which haH attained

great importance lx*tb in Great Britain and in the
United States. In dealing with infants of tender
years a frequent mistake of teachers is to attempt
too much. Physical and moral, more than in-

tellectual development, should 1** aimed at ; for

serious and continued effort to furnish w itli know-
ledge will rather have a tendency to dull and
deaden than to foster the intellect, and will inspire

th<> child with an aversion to learning that it may
lx* difficult to remove. The moral faculties, how-
ever, are capable of Ixing strengthened and en-

lightened from the earliest age, and hence the neces-

sity that the teacher of infants should lx* a person
of a sound and healthy morality, instinctively kind,

and of wide synqxithies. The infant school should
lx* rather a playground, under judicious encourage-

ment and surveillance, than an institution for the

acquisition of knowledge, unless of the most ele-

mentary kind. And in the attempts to impart these

elements every available help should Ik* laid hold

of, as pictures, models, and the simultaneous singing

of simple rhymes charged with a moral or embody-
ing a narrative.

INFECTION. See Contagion.
INFERIOR FLANET. a planet whose orbit lies

within that of the earth. Mercury and Venus are

the inferior planets.

INFINITESIMAL, a quantity so small as to be
incomparable with any finite quantity. Of two in-

finitesimals one may l>e infinitely small compared
with the other. If a is any finite quantity, then

the millionth part of a or
a

„ is very small; and
10®

~

-a_, when n becomes indefinitely large, is an in-
100 a a
finitesmal. Again, or when n becomes

indefinitely large, is indefinitely smaller than — .

and so on. See Calculus.
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INFINITIVE, the indefinite mood, in which the

verb Is represented without s subject As the verb

expresses an action, or a state, it generally belongs

to a subject whose action or state is expressed; but
if we wish to express the mere idea of this action or

state we use the infinitive, which, therefore, in many
languages is employed without further change os a
substantive— for instance, in Greek and German —
only preceded by the neuter article; but as the verb
expresses an action or state under certain conditions

of time, the infinitive can also express the action or

state in the present, past, or future, though these

conditions are not expressed in all languages by
peouliar forms; nay, some languages have not even
a peculiar form for the infinitive, and must express

it oy some grammatical contrivance, as is the case in

English, where it is denoted by to prefixed to the

general uninflected form of the verb, as to love —
Latin amare ; to have loved— 1Atm amen*issc. The
infinitive may be regarded as the point of transition

from a verb to a substantive, and is often used as the

•abject of a proposition. Like a noun, also, it is often

uled as an object, as I love to ride. The investiga-

tions of comparative philology have shown that the

infinitive was not originally a verbal form at all, but
some case of a substantive, different cases having

been selected by different languages, and having in

course of time lost their distinctive meaning and
function, and become quite incorj>ornted with the

verbal forms proper. The infinitive in Sanskrit is an
accusative; in Latin it appears to be a dati\e.

INFLAMMATION, a vague term for a morbid
process, of which the most obvious phenomena are

pain, swelling of the affected part, j>erceptible in-

crease of heat to the patient, and even to the ob-

server, in comparison with that of the surrounding

parts, and redness beyond the natural degree. The
increase of redness is principally caused by increased

vascularity; the pain seems referable to distension

and pressure upon nervous fibrilla?; the heat is pro-

duced partly by the increased quantity of blood in

the part and partly by increased chemical changes

going on in the affected part; and the swelling is

caused by distension from the increased quantity of

blood sent to the part, but principally by the o\ er-

loadcd vessels relieving themselves by effusion into

the surrounding tissues. The febrile state of the

system which supervenes is to be referred to that

law of the animal economy by which the distress of

a part disturbs the harmony of the whole. Inflam-

mation is the result of injury. This does not mean
merely mechanical injury, but anything which acts

upon the tissues so as to depress their vitality, lie-

tides mechanical violence, heat and cold, sudden

changes of temperature, and other physical causes,

and the action of chemical agents, will produce such

a condition. As it is evident that in some persons

the tissues will be able to resist depressing causes

more vigorously than in others, the general state of

the body, and its degree of vigour at the time, will

come prominently into play in determining whether

a particular cause is sufficient to excite the inflam-

matory state. The commonly described termina-

tions of inflammation are resolution, suppuration,

ulceration, and mortification or sloughing. Resolu-

tion is that recovery from the disorder which is

effected without the intervention of any disorganizing

process, and when the vessels return to their normal

condition on the exciting cause of the disorder being

withdrawn. If inflammation cannot be resolved it

must go on to suppuration, when the skin is either

divided by the knife or breaks of itself, and there is

an escape of a yellow cream-like fluid, which has

bean designated pus, after which the symptoms rap-

idly abate. Hie tendency to suppuration is marked

by the pain becoming full and throbbing, while the
pulse becomes more full without being less frequent
Ulceration takes place when some of the tissue in

which the inflammation has occurred is destroyed by
the pressure of the inflammatory products or by other

causes, and is removed in the discharge which sub-

sequently escapes from the part The discharge in

such circumstances is not to be confounded with the
discharge which takes place in simple suppuration
In simple suppuration the pus is formed of inflam-

matory products, and not of broken-down elements
of the tissues. That is to say, suppuration may oocui

without loss of substance of the part in which it

takes place; but the discharge in ulceratiou contains,

besides pus, actual broken-down elements of the

tissue, and implios material loss of substance in the

inflamed tissue. Some of the tissue is dead, and is

removed in the discharge in a form not recognizable

as tissue. If Borne of the tissue dies in mass and is

removed in pieces, recognizable as such, then the
term mortification or gangrene is used, and the pieces

of tissue which separate are called sloughs. (Regard-
ing inflammation of the intestines, see Enteritis; of

the eye, see 1un in.)

INFLEXION (Latin, iufitxto,
a bending) is that

process in grammar which modifies declinable wordi*

wheu placed in relation to other words in a sentence
These changes occur frequently at the end of words,
and in such cases were probably at first separate voc

aides. Pronominal and predicative roots are combined
to form one word iu the Semitic and Aryan tongues,

which are therefore called inflexional, a process ini

possible in monosyllabic languages like tue Chinese
or in languages of the agglutinate order like those of

the Turanian family. In grammar, coses, number*,
persons, tenses, &c\, are known as inflexions, and in

many instances the original affixes can he readily

recognized. The Semitic and Aryan families of

languages, which admit of phonetic corruption bot.i

in the root and in the terminations, are called

organic or amalgamating languages, and our illustra-

tive examples will be taken from members of the

latter family. The pronominal termination varies

according to the person or number. Thus the Sans-

krit mi, si, ti, the endings of the three persons singular

of the present of the verb, are corruptions of the

personal pronouns ma, sva, ta
,
and the persons of the

plural indicate the plural number by the form of the

pronominal affixes. The plural of masculine and
feminine G reek and Latin nouns of the third decleu

sion is probably a contraction of the duplication of

sa
,
the pronoun of the third person, the doubling of

the pronominal element being symbolical of plurality

a symbol not without analogy in present use, as in

the doubling of a letter iu such a contraction as

LL.1)., with the same intent. The termination m of

the accusative esse, marking direction towards, is

connected with the pronoun ama, yon; the i of the

dative is locative, marking that the action has reached
a definite goal and remains there; while the termina-

tions of the ablative and genitive cases indicate the
starting from a certain point, and are corruptions of

ta and so, that. The verbs », to go, as and fu,
to be,

supply the inflections of certain tenses of the verb,

there being also a pronominal termination varying
according to the person. I-bat, for i-fuat, means he
was in the act of going; ama-bo means 1 may be,

that is, I will be loving, and tup-so, I may be, that

is, I will be striking. I*. English the common
auxiliary verbs am, do, have, shall, will, may, can,

asserting respectively existence, action, possession,

obligation, volition, liberty, power, assume the func-

tion of inflexions, and are themselves inflected to

denote past time. In French the same inflexional

law exists, the connection between the auxiliary and
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the root being closer than in English. Aimer-ai, I

have to love, that is, I shall love, is compounded of

the infinitive aimer, to love, and ai, I have, the first

person present indicative of avoir. The same is the

case in Italian and Spanish.

INFLEXION, Point of, a point at which a

curve changes from concavity to convexity. The
tangent at a }»oint of inflection meets the curve in

three consecutive ]w)ints, indefinitely near to one

another. If we consider the inclinations of tangents

at different joints of the curve to any fixed line, we
may define a point of inflection as the point at which

)*is a maximumthis inclination ( and therefore

or a minimum.
d?y

changes its sign in passing through a point of

inflexion, its value at the point being 0 or oo

.

INFLORESCENCE, in botany, the mode of

arrangement of the flowers of a flowering plant

;

also applied to a flower-cluster. There are two
types of inflorescence, namely, indeterminate or

racemose or centripetal, when the main axiB is not

terminated by a flower; and determinate or cymosc

or centrifufjal ,
when the main axis, as well as the

branches, are terminated by a flower. To the first

type belong the raceme, corymb, umbel, spike, head,

catkin, &c.; to the second the cyme, glomurule, &c.

A panicle is a general name for a much-branched
open inflorescence. See Botany.
INFLUENZA (Italian, influence), a term used in

medicine to denote an epidemic catarrh which has

at various times spread more ranidly and extensively

than any other disorder. It lias sometimes appa-

rently traversed the whole of the eastern continent,

and in some instances has Ih‘cii transferred to

America. The Fionch call it la yrippe. In the

winter of 1889-90 and following spring such an
influenza attracted universal attention. It origi-

nated somewhere in the East, traversed the greater

part of Russia, visited Vienna and Berlin, created

almost a panic in Paris, and ultimately arrived in

the United Kingdom, where its effects in some
localities were severe. It also crossed the Atlantic,

and was as prevalent in the United States and
Canada as in Eurojie. No sex, age, or state of

health was exempted. Few persons died of it

directly, but it caused the death of many who were
afflicted at the same time with other diseases. In
many public offices and other large establishments

business was seriously interrupted owing to the

numlier of the employees off duty from its effects.

Less severe epidemics have occurred in several sub-

sequent winters. The attack of influenza is very
sudden, and is indicated by chills along the Hpine,

flushes of heat, high fever, jiains in back and limlis,

and j>erhups sickness. The lining membrane of the
nostrils, eyelids, mouth, and throat becomes dry,

red, and swollen. There are sneezing, intense pain
in the forehead and eye-bolls, inflammation of the
throat and tonsils, soreness of throat, harsh croupy
oough, and a sense of tightness in the chest. The
skin is dry, the tongue white, the bowels confined,

and the appetite i8 lost. Excessive weakness is a
marked symptom. In a short time the dryness of

the nostrils yields, and a watery discharge ensues

;

there is also spit. The skin also becomes more
moist, and sweatings occur. Later, the throat and
nose discharge is mattery, and difficulty of breath-

ing and oough are marked. Blebs often form on
the lips. In from three to five days the attack
passes off, usually with free sweating, leaving the

patient very weak and afflicted with a trouble-

some cough. The disease may, however, last longer,

owing to inflammation attacking the tubes of the

lungs and passing downwards. Bronchitis, pneu-
monia, and other diseases may thus complicate the
attack, and these may result in death. Confine-
ment to bed, bathing of the feet and legs in a
mustard bath, the administering of hot drinks and
of a mixture, the relieving of the bowels by seidlitz

powders, and other similar modes of treatment
should be resorted to. Poulticing and the use of

stimulants may be necessary.

IN FORMA PAUPERIS. See Fobma Pauperis.
INFORMATION, in English law, a term used

in several senses. In criminal law, an information,
filed by the attorney-general, is a substitute for an
ordinary indictment, and is resorted to only in such
cases of misdemeanour as tend to disturb the peace
or the government, for example libels on judges,
magistrates, or public officers, bribery at elections,

&c. An information in chancery is a suit on behalf
of the crown as to any misapplication of a public
charity, or on behalf of an idiot or lunatic. An in-

formation in the Exchequer is to receive money due
to the crown, or to receive damages for an intru-

sion upon crown projx*rty. The term also denotes
a written statement made on oath before a justice

of the jxace previous to the issuing of a summons
or complaint against a ]>erson.

INFORMER, a pernm who sues for a penalty
against those who have infringed any law or ]>enal

statute. To encourage the apprehending of certain

felons, guilty of offences not so much criminal as
bordering on criminality, many English statutes,

from 1692 downwards, granted rewards to such
as should prosecute to conviction. The jwnalty in

whole or in part inflicted in the ease of a successful

conviction, and immunity from certain troublesome
parish offices, were the inducements held out to

informers. In many chm:h this practice has l>een

resorted to in modem statutes. The early legis-

lation on this point gave rise to the most flagrant

abuses, and ]M>lice officers made a trade of seducing
ignorant jxrsons to crimes, esj>ecially the issuing of

counterfeit money, to gain the reward by prosecut-

ing them. In 1818 an act of Parliament (f*8 Geo.
HI. cap. lxx.) ultolished these* rewards in respect to

counterfeit money, but the abuse reflecting l>ank-

notes long continued. In criminal prosecutions in

Scotland the lord -advocate proceeds on information;

but he can lx.* compelled to give up his informer, and
if the information lx malicious the informer is liable

in damages and expenses.

INFUSORIA. See Protozoa.
INGEMANN, Bernhard Severin, a distin-

guished Danish poet and novelist, was boro at Tor-

kildstrup, in the island of Falster, on the 28th of

May, 1789. His first publication was a volume of

lyric poems, which at once achieved a wide popular-

ity. De Sorte Riddere, modelled on the Faery Queen,

appeared in 1814. He next applied himself to dra-

matic poetry, and Blanca (181f>) was a favourite on
the stage, but the ill success of his Hyrden af Tolosa

so far disgusted him with the theatre that the plays

he afterwards composed were not intended for repre-

sentation. In 1818-19 he travelled in Germany,
France, and Italy, and in the latter year he completed

at Rome Tassos Befrielse, a dramatic poem turning

on the circumstances of Tasso’s death. On his return

to Denmark he produced a series of historical ro-

mances, dealing with the social life and habits of his

countrymen during the Middle Ages, in winch he
took Sir Walter Scott for his model. As a prelude to

his historical novels he published in 1824 his admir-

able epic of Valdem&r den Store og Hans Mind,
which proved how deeply his mind was imbued with

the history of his oountry, and how well fitted he

was to subordinate incident to historical truth. Tbr
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most popular of his romwow have been translated

Into Kngliah. Among hit most suooessM poetical

efforts may be ranked Dronning Margrete (1886) and
Holger Danske <1887). These are also based on
national history and tradition. After his return from
his travels Ingemann displayed a strong religions

bias, which found expression in his collection of

anthems and psalms, Hoejmessepsalmer (1 8125), and
In other poems, such as Guldipblet (1856), an alle-

gorical poem in twelve cantos. In 1822 he was
appointed to the chair of /Esthetics and Danish
Literature in the Royal Academy of Soroe, in the
vicinity of Cofienhagen, and died in 1 862.

INGLIS, Henry David, a popular writer of tra-

vels, the only son of an advocate in Edinburgh, and
descended from an ancient family, was bom at Edin-
burgh in 1795. Ilis maternal grandmother was
daughter of the celebrated Colonel James Gardiner
who fell at the battle of Prestonpans. Through her
Mr. Inglis was allied to the noble house of Buchan
and the Erskines. The writings of Mr. Inglis are

twofold—travels and fiction. His first work was his

Tales of Ardennes (1825), but his Spain in 1830 is

unquestionably his liest work, and his Ireland in 1834
attracted very considerable notice. His Channel
Islands abounds in elegant descriptions of natural

scenery; while his Tyrol, his Switzerland and the
Pyrenees, and his Norway, are all hooks of much
merit, and have altogether contributed to establish

for him u just and well-earned reputation. Of his

fictitious works his New Gil Bias has been ranked
by his biographers as his best. Some of his works
appeared under the pseudonym of Derwent Conway.
Mr. Inglis died in London on the 20th of March,
1 835, agt d forty, of a pulmonary affection induoea
by the groat fatigues he had undergone in his exten-

sive travels.

INGOLSTADT, a town of Upper Bavaria, on the
left bank of the Danube, here crossed by a bridge, 35
miles s.w. Katiabon. Its fortifications, which were
demolished by the French in 1800, have been rebuilt,

and are strouger than ever, no that it now ranks
ss an inqsjrtant fortress. The two forts on the left

bank of the river are noted for their elegance and
strength. It has a court of law and several iinjMirtant

civil and military offices; seven churc hes, one of them
with several interesting monuments; a Franciscan
monastery, a nunnery, a Latin and several other

schools; an arsenal, old castle, town-house, and hos-
pital ; manufactures of woollen and linen cloth,

ammunition, guns and gunjtowder, and several mills,

lngcdstadt hod a unn ersity of some* celebrity, founded
in 1472, but in 1800 it was removed to Munich. One
of its most distinguished members wus I>r. Eck, who
acted as the Roman Catholic champion in the cele-

brated debate which took place here, and in which
the cause of the Reformation was maintained by
Luther in person. Pop. (1895), 20,656.

INGOT, in the arts, is a small liar of metal made
of a certain form and size by casting it in moulds.
The term is chiefly applied to the small masses or

bars of gold and silver intended either for coining or

exportation to foreign countries. The word is of

doubtful origin.

INGRES, Jean Auguste Dominique, an eminent
French {winter, bom at Montauban, 29th August,
1780. His father designed him for a musician, but
hit Mat for painting waa so decided that be waa
allowed, after some preparatory instruction, to study

under the famous David, under whom his progress

was signally rapid. About 1804 he went to Rome,
where he resided for fifteen yean, and after a further

residence of four yean In Florence he succeeded

Denon In the School of Fine Arts in Paris. His
fame was bv this time fully established, and the
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promise of his youth more than realised. In 1888

he succeeded Horace Vemet as director of the French

Academy at Rome, his services to which were in-

valuable, though they did not escape advene criti-

cism. Honours were conferred on him in quick

succession, for in 1825 he was elected a member of

the Institute, in 1884 he was nominated Chevalier,

and in 1845 Commander of the Legion of Honour.
In 1855 he received the grand medal of honour at

the International Exhibition, and in 1862 he was
made a senator and member of the council of public

instruction. He died at Paris on the 1 4th of January,

1867. Few artists have been more persistently de-

predated or more extravagantly praised than Ingres.

He gradually emandpated himself from I >avid’s man-
ner, and his style became freer and less formally aca-

demic, though it still retained a somewhat antiquated

preciseness. Among his best pictures art* (Edipus

and the Sphinx (1806); Raphael and the Fomarma
(1813); Francesca da Rimini (1818); Roger Rescu-

ing Angelica (1819); llcnri IV. and the Hpanish

Amlwssador (1820); Apotheosis of Homer (1827);

Htratonice (1839); Joan of Arc Holding the Ori-

flamme (1854); La Source (1856); liesides portraits.

INOUTA (German, Jngei'manthavd
]), a former pro-

vince of Swedeu, on the Bay of Finland. It belonged

as early as the thirteenth century to Russia, was in-

habited by the Ingrians or Ishoriatis, and received

its name from the river Itiger, the former name for

Isbora, when the Swedes took possession of it in 1617.

In 1700 the Russians reconquered it. It forms at

present a part of the government of St. Petersburg,

in which the capital, St. Petersburg, is situated.

INGROSSING, in law. See Engrossing.
INGULPHUS, Abbot of Croyland, and long con-

sidered the author of the history of that abbey, Is

supposed to have l>een born in London about 1030.

If the account of his life in hiB history may be be-

lieved, he received his early education at Westminster,

and afterwards went to Oxford, where he applied

to the study of Aristotle, and, as he says, * clothed

himself down to the heel in the first and second

rhetoric of Tully.’ He became a favourite of Edgitha,

the wife of Edward the Confessor, and in the year

1051, William, duke of Normandy, who was a visitor

of the court of the Confessor, made Ingulphus, then

at the age of twenty -one, his secretory. He accom-

i
ponied the duke to Normandy, afterwards went on
a pilgrimage to the Holy Land, and upou his return

entered into the order of the Benedictines at the

Abl>ey of Fontenelle, in Normandy, of which he
became {trior. In 1075 he was invited to England
by William, and created abbot of the rich monastery
of CroylandL He died in 1109. His history of the
monastery of Croyland (Historia Monasterii Croy-
laudensis) is interspersed with many particulars of

the English kings. It was published by Sir Henry
Savile in 1596, and reprinted at Oxford by Gale in

1 684. Ingulph’s Chronicle of the Abbey of Croyland,
with the continuation by Peter of Bloia, and other
writers, has been translated, with notes and an index,

by II. T. Riley, B.A., for Bohn’sAntiquarian Library,
' Tlie history of Croyland comprises from 664 to 1091.

The authenticity of the book has been called in ques-

tion, and many believe it to be a fabrication of the

thirteenth or fourteenth century. This opinion is

now generally accepted as correct. See Ckowland
INHERITANCE. Hoe Dehcknt.
INJECTIONS belong partly to surgery and partly

to anatomy. In surgery fluids, different, according
to the different effects desired to be produced, are
thrown by means of a small syringe into the natural

cavities of the body, or those occasioned by disease,

partly to remove unhealthy matter, and partly to
bring the remedy immediately to the seat of the

196
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disorder, and thus effect a cure. In diseases of the

nose and the cavities connected with it, in those which
have their seat in the neck, in disorders of the ears,

the bladder and urethra, the uterus and vagina, and
for the radical cure of hydrocele, injections are often

used, and with imj>ortant advantages. Pure warm
water is injected with the highest success for the

removal of pus, blood, or even foreign bodies. Some-
times astringent medicines, to restrain excessive eva-

cuations, sometimes stimulating ones, to excite in-

flammation, as in hydrocele, or even to increase and
improve evacuations, sometimes soothing medica-
ments, to mitigate i»ain, &c., are added to the water.

In diseases of the throat, which hinder the patient

from swallowing, and thus tend to produce death by
starvation, nourishing fluids are injected into the

bowel. The blood of animals, or of men, has been
sometimes injected into the veins, which is called

tnmnfunion. In the same way medicines are intro-

duced speedily to the blood by being injected into

the cellular tissue beneath the skin, from which they
are quickly alworbed. This, known as hypodermic
injection

,
is a method of administering medicine

very much resorted to now, a much smaller quantity

of the drug being required, and its effects being

much more rapidly and surely produced. For ex-

ample, morphia is injected to relieve pain or procure
sleep, ergotinin to arrest bleeding, npomorphia to

excite vomiting, and so on. The instrument usually

employed for injection is a syringe, but many varie-

ties of size, form, material, &c., are made to suit the

nature and situation of the injection. Anatomists
inject into the vessels of Ixdies various coloured

fluids, which are liquid when hot and coagulate when
cold, to make tin* smaller ones visible. Thus, the

arteries, veins, and lymphatic vessels are injected.

Anatomy has carried this art so far os to make very

minute vessels visible to the naked eye.

INJUNCTION, in English law, a prohibitory

writ, issuing from any of the divisions of the High
Court of Justice restraining a person from doing

some act which apjiears to lx* against equity, and
the commission of which is not punishable by criminal

law. It is either provisional, until the coming in of

the defendant’s answer, or perpetual, that is, jx*rpetu-

ally restraining the defendant from the commission

of an act contrary to equity. An injunction may Ixj

obtained to stay waste, as where a tenant is proceed-

ing to cut down timber which he has no right to cut;

to prevent the continuance of nuisances, obstructions,

and the like, the infringement of jaitents, copyright,

the breach of contracts, the alienation of real property,

while a suit is pending, Ac. Disobedience to an in-

junction constitutes contempt of court, and is punish-
able accordingly. In certain cases Courts of Common
Law were empowered to grant injunctions by the
Common Law Procedure Act of 1854. In Scotch
law the corresponding term is interdict.

INK. This liquor or pigment used for writing or
printing varies much in the details of its composition;
all ordinary writing inks, however, owe their pro-

perties to the presence of gallate or tannate of iron

held in suspension by means of gum. Gall-nuts (which
Bee) contain gallotanic acid, which gives a black pre-

cipitate with jjersttlts of iron ; they also contain
pectose (see Jelly), which converts gallotanic acid,

when exj>osed to the air, into gallic acid. This latter

acid colours ferric salts a much deeper black than
the former acid. The essential points in the prepara-
tion of a good writing ink are therefore the presence
of an iron salt, the infusion of gall-nuts and gum,
and the allowing the mixtun* to remain for some
time exposed to the air. All other sulxtanees which
are added to ordinary ink as colouring matters in

the place of gall-nuts only impair its quality. The
following is one methcxl for preparing black writing
ink:—12 llw. of bruised nut-galls are lxuled for 3
hours in a cylindrical copper with 9 gallons of water,

the water lost by evaluation lxing replaced from
time to time; after all solid matter has settled to

the bottom the clear liquid is drawn off and mixed
with a mucilage prepared by dissolving 5 11js. of gum
Senegal in a little hot water and filtering; a solution

of 5 lbs. of ferrous sulphate (green vitriol) in water
is then added, and the whole liquid allowed to stand
until it lx*gins to get black, when it is drawn off into

bottles. It is preferable to l>ottle the ink liefore the
iron is entirely converted into ferric gallate, so that,

when used for writing, the jiarticles of the ink may
l»enetrate into the pa}x*r, and the iron salts there
undergo a further oxidation and combination with
the gallic acid. Another means of retarding the oxi-

dution of the iron salts is to add a small quantity of

an acid (generally sulphuric), which is i*erhaj)h neu-
tralized by the bases present in the ]»nper, thus
allowing complete oxidation of the lion, and conse-

quently complete blackening of the ink, to take place

only after characters have lx*en traced with it upon
I>a|>er. As ink is liable to lx*come mouldy it is custom-
ary to add a small quantity of such sul>stances as es-

sential oils, cartxdic acid, crushed cloves, or sometimes
corrosive sublimate, in order to prevent this result.

The following table taken from Watts’ Dictionary
of Chemistry shows the composition of several inks:

—

a. b. c. d. e. /. a h. i. k / m.

Galls 226. 187. 138. 126. 60. 02. 31 60. 174. 60 60. 42
Green Vitriol 76. 78. 66 24. 22. 31. 19 32 87. 10. 20. 21.

Gum 26. 73. 66. 24. 19. 31. 8 9. 43. 47. 20 16.

Logwood 100. 20 21.

Vinegur
Sugar

126. 136.

23. 1000.
j

16.

These ingredients are calculated for 1000 parts of

water. Of these inks a, b, and c are too Btrong for

ordinary use; d, e, and / are very good; g is rather
too pale; the other inks are not genuine writing inks,

however suited some of them may be for special uses.

The addition of sugar causes the ink to adhere when
dry, so that a copy of the writing may be taken off

by pressing a moistened sheet of unsized paper upon
toe written paper.

The so-called alizarin-inksdiffer from ordinary inks

only in containing a little free acid, the action of

which in retarding the oxidation of the iron salts has

al&ady been explained. These inks also usually

contain a small auantity of indigo dissolved in sul-

phuric acid, whicn prevents too pale an appearance in

writing. Such inks become very black by exposure

to ammoniacal fumes. An ink may lx* prepared by
mixing logwood extract with potassium chromate;

this ink is not liable to turn mouldy, but it soon
becomes viscid and gelatinous. Ink is sometimes
prepared in cakes or powder, which when dissolved

in water may be used as ordinary ink; the thicken-

ing ingredients added are usually madder and indigo

dissolved in sulphuric acid. It is sometimes custom-

ary to colour writing inks; the following methods of

preparing coloured inks oroduoe very good results :

—
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Red Inks. 1 part of good carmine is dissolved in

120 ports of caustic ammonia, and 1$ part of gum-
arabic is added. A cheaper ink may be prepared
by drenching 12 parts of pulverized cochineal along
with 4 parts of ammonium carbonate with 32 parts

of hot water, then digesting and pouring off the

clear liquid. Red ink may also be prepared by
boiling Brazil wood in water, adding alum or cream
of tartar, and thickening with gum or sugar.

Blue Inks. The best blue ink is prepared by dis-

solving 30 parts of pure Prussian blue in 4 parts of

oxalic acid dissolved in 1000 parts of water.

Yellow and Green Inks. The former ink may be
made with decoction of saffron, the latter with indigo-

carmine mixed with picric acid.

Hitherto we have l»een considering inks containing

a certain amouut of solid matter in suspension, which
is deposited on the paper when the liquid portion of

the ink has eva}M>rated, but in all these cases the

solid matter thus deposited may be removed either

by washing with water or some other sulxntance,

such as chlorine, oxalic acid, Ac. It is sometimes
a desideratum to obtain an ink which shall not t>e

thus destroyed. Such an ink may Ik* prepared hy
mixing Indian ink (which is essentially very finely

divided charcoal ) with ordinary writing ink. Traill’s

indelible ink is prepared by dissolving wheat gluten
in vinegar of siK*oific gravity 1*033, after steeping it

for 24 to 36 hours in water and rubbing up the

liquid with Indian ink or lampblack. This ink
withstands the action of water, chlorine, or dilute

acids. Another indelible ink may Ik* prejiared hy
mixing a decoction of galls with ammonium vana-

date. Chlorine destroys the black colour of this

ink hut does not efface the writing, acids turn it

blue. Closely allied to indelible ink is that variety

of ink used for marking linen
;
this usually consists

of a solution of silver nitrate thickened with gum
and sometimes coloured by means of Hap green. The
linen to be marked is sometimes prejwired by cover-

ing it with a solution of sodium carixmate, sometimes
with pyrogallic acid dissolved in dilute alcohol

;
in

the former case silver oxide, in the latter metallic

silver, is precipitated on the linen after heating it.

The writing by these inks may be effaced by a solu-

tion of jtotassium cyanide. Aniline black is also

used as a marking ink.

We have now to say a little about a kind of ink

which consists essentially of cartxmaccous matter
mixed with oil. The difference between printers’

and ordinary ink may lie illustrated by placing slips

of paper having characters traced on them with both

of these inks in an atmosphere of chlorine. This
gas (see Chlorinb) has a strong affinity for hydro-

gen, it therefore decomposes the ordinary ink, takes

away the hydrogen, and thus bleaches it, while it

has no effect upon the printers’ ink, which consists

mainly of carbonaceous matter. Printers’ ink may
be prepared as follows:— Linseed-oil, after being

clarified from fatty matters, is boiled over the open
fire, with the addition of a certain amount of yellow

soap, which prevents smearing and gives a clearness

to the impression of the ink. The required drying
agents are also added while the oil is being heated,

borate of manganese being frequently used for the

purpose. When the oil has assumed somewhat of

the character of a varnish, a quantity of lampblack,
amounting to about 16 per cent of the weight of the

oil, is added and stirred up with the oiL The lamp-
black is best prepared by the careful combustion of

naphtha. If it be wished to obtain coloured printing

inks, this may be done by adding the necessary

pigments to the oil while it is being heated.

Vermilion is used to give a red colour, ultramarine
for blues, sad lead chromate for yellows.

For coppexplate printing and lithographing a
thicker ink is used, which is mixed with a denser

black than that used for ordinary printing ink. The
following are the necessary qualifications of a good
printing ink according to Mr. Underwood :

—

1. It must distribute freely and work sharp and
clean.

2. It must not adhere too tenaciously to the types.

3. It must dry immediately on the paper, but not
dry at all on the rollers.

4. It must be proof against the effects of time and
chemical reagents.

Sympathetic Inks were formerly used in secret

correspondence, but they have now ceased to be thus
employed as none of them will withstand the action

of a strong heat. The characters written by these

inks do not lx»como visible until they are treated

with some other solution or 0X1
X181x1 to the action of

heat. If a solution of gall-nuts Ik* used the writing
only apiRjars when washed with a dilute ferrous-

sulphate solution. If the letters Ik* formed by means
of a dilute solution of potassium ferrocyanido (yellow

prussiato of jjotash), the writing i8 made visible by
wetting the }>ai>er with ferrous-sulphate solution.

A solution of cobalt chloride affords an ink which is

colourless or very nearly ho when cold, but becomes
grt*en (owing to the dehydration of the cobalt salt)

when heated.

INKERMANN, a village of Russia, in the

government of Taurida, near the eastern end of

the harbour of HebastojKd. It occupies a strong

position at the f(x>t of a lofty hill, containing numer-
ous caves, supjHrtK*d to have ln*en hewn out by monks
for residence during the Middle Ages. At a short

distance is a church similarly hewn out of the rock.

Inkermann is famous for the signal victory of the

allied British and French forces, 14,000 in number,
over a much larger force of Russians on November
6, 1 854. The 1Kittle tw>k place on the heights on the
opposite side of the river Tchemnya.
INLAND REVENUE is the name applied

to that department of the British government
which manages the branches of excise, taxes, and
Htamjjs. This department does not manage the
customs duties. Its chief office is in Somerset
House, London, and the lx>ard consists of a chair-

man (salary £2000), a deputy chairman (salary

£1500), and two commissioners (each £1200), tmsides

two joint secretaries (each £1200). The principal

facts relative to the produce of the inlund revenue
for the year ending March 31, 1900, have been
tabulated in the official statement as follows:

—

Excise, £32,100,000; estate, legacy, and succession

duties, £14,020,000; stamps, £8,500,000; land tax,

£790,000 ;
house duty, £1,670,000 ;

property and
income tax, £18,750,000 ;

total, £75,830,000. The
estimated total for 1900-1901 was £83,350,000, the

difference being almost entirely due to an increase

in the income tax rate. The items under excise are

partly duties and partly licenses. Under stamps
are comprised—stamps on deeds and other instru-

ments, bills of exchange, probates of wills, receipt

and other penny stamps, Ac. The items may be in-

creased or diminished by the will of Parliament.
INLAYING is the art of ornamenting flat sur-

faces of one substance by inserting into cavities cut

in them pieces of some other substance. Various
kinds of metal or wood, or pearl, ivory, Ac., are em-
ployed in this process, which is now applied chiefly

to the production of ornamental articles of furniture.

When wood of one colour is inlaid with others of

different colours, as in ornamental devices in flooring,

it is generally called marquetry, the various pieces of

wood being usually disposed m regular geometrical

figures. The art of inlaying iron or steel with other
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metals, m gold or diver, if called Damascening.

Buhl and reitner work, once highly prized, have loft

much of their celebrity. The former took its name
from Buhl, an Italian resident in Paris in the reign

of Louis XIV., and the latter was designated after

iteisner, a German who not long after settled in the

tame city. Buhl for the most part inlaid brass on

tortoise*shell, Ueisner a dark wood on a tulip*wood
ground. The usual instrument for cutting out veneers

for inlaying is a fine saw, mounted in a bow or

arched handle, and worked in short quick movements.

Three or four veneers are sometimes cut simultane-

ously in this way. Inlaying with stone, in which the

Florentines have long excelled, is called jnetra dura,

and differs from mosaic in having the holes not cut

through the ground, which is commonly of black

marble, but only to a regulated depth The best

work of this kind is now produced at St. Petersburg,

the art being stimulated by encouragement from the

Russian government. An Indian variety of inlaying,

In which the inlaid metal occupies more of the sur-

face than that which forms the ground, is called Kuft-
gari; and in another variety, Tutenague or Bedei'y-

worh, small pieces of silver are hammered into spaces

previously cut in the ground, which consist of one
part of copper to four of pewter, and is thus both
nard and easily cut. The finest examples of stone

inlaying existing are those on the marble walls of the

Mahal at Agra. In the jury reports of the

Great Exhibition in 18M the Indian inlaid work was
especially praised.

INN, a river of Europe which issues from a lake

at the foot of the Jthaetian AIjm, flows north-east

through the deep and narrow valley of the Engadine,
In the Swiss canton of the Grisons, enters the Tyrol
at Martinsbruck, passes Innsbruck, Hall, and Kuff-
stein, and shortly after enters Bavaria. Escaped from
the narrow passes within which it had hitherto been
oonfined, it now flows through a wider valley, pro-

ceeding circuitously N.n.k. past Wasserburg to Miihl-

dorf. Here it turns east till it receives the Salza,

where it begins to form the boundary between Aus-
tria and Bavaria, and joins the right bank of the

Danube at Piwmu, uftoi a course of over 300 miles.

At its mouth its bed is 766 feet wide, while that of

the Danube is only 492. It begins to be navigable

at Hall, but its channel is much encumbered, and
the difficulties of na\ igating it are increased by the
sudden and extensive floods to which it is subject.

It is well supplied with fish.

INN AND INNKEEPERS. Inns are houses
where travellers are furnished, for the profit of the
provider, with everything they have occasion for

whilst on their journey, and may be set up without
license by any person, provided he refrains from
selling excisable liquors, which of course require a
license. Hotels, public-houses, taverns, victualling-

houses, and coffee-houses are all inns when the
keepers of them make it their business to furnish
travellers with food and lodging; otherwise they are
not. Innkeepers are bound to take in all travellers

and wayfaring persons, and to entertain them if they
have accommodation for them (and they are only
bound to give such accommodation as they have) at
reasonable chargee, provided they behave themselves
properly. As a protection they have a lien on the
goods of their lodgers (with the exception of the
clothing which they are actually wearing), so that
they may retain them as security for the prioe of

their lodging and entertainment The common law
oompels them to take uncommon care of the goods,

money, and baggage of their guests, and they are re-

sponsible for the acts of their domestics and servants,

as well as of their other guests. Thus they are

obliged to reimburee a guest (that is any person who

receives entertainment or refreshment as one of the
public) for the loos or damage of goods and property
received into their premises, whether directly in-

trusted to their care or not In England (as well as
in the United States) this liability has been some-
what modified by recent statutes. In England the
innkeeper’s liability is restricted to the amount of

4.80, unless as regards a horse or carriage; or unless

where goods have been stolen, lost, or injured

through the act or neglect of the Innkeeper or his

servant, or where such goods have been deposited

with him for safe custody. The innkeeper is ex-

empted from liability if loss has arisen from an un-

avoidable accident, ‘the act of God,' or of public

enemies. To determine when such an accident has
taken place is sometimes a question of considerable

difficulty. Some exclude fire from this category, and
loss by robbery is a controverted point. If the
robbery of a traveller’s goods has been caused by his

servant or companion, or by gross negligence on his

own part, the innkeeper is exempt from liability.

If the guest takes upon himself the charge of his

own goods the innkeeper is excused. If, after taking
reasonable precautions, a traveller is robbed, he has
a claim on the landlord, whose liability is not removed
by any notice in his rooms that he will not be answer-
able for losses. An innkeeper neglecting to give a
arcel containing money to a carrier, as he ought to

ave done, has been held liable for its contents; but
liability does not attach to him for money contained

in a parcel addressed to his care if the }>erson be not

a guest in his house. The lien he has over a horse

in his stable for provender and stabling operates

against even the true owner of the horse, though the

?
erson who brought it to the inn may have stolen it.

f the horse is allowed to go away the lien is lost

without revival. As above mentioned, innkeepers
are bound to open their houses to receive travellers,

but mere neighbours and friends occasionally visiting

the house are not regarded as travellers in the legiu

sense. The innkeeper can order a traveller to leave

his house if he will not accept reasonable accommo-
dation; neither is a guest entitled to select what room
he pleases. The main difference between inns in

Scotland and England is that in the former country
inns must be shut up during the whole of Sunday,
except for the accommodation of bond fide travellers.

In the United States the law is substantially the

same as in England, though there are some differ-

ences in different states. A recent British act, 41

Viet. cap. xxxviii. (1878) empowers an innkeeper to

sell by public auction (advertised at least one month
beforehand) all goods, horses, Ac., he has kept in

virtue of his lien after six weeks.

INNATE IDEAS, certain primary notions or im-

pressions, supposed by many philosophers to be given

to the mind of man when it first receives its being,

and to be brought into the world with it Their exis-

tence has afforded ground for much dispute among
philosophers. The term innate, as applied to ideas,

was first used by Descartes, who distinguished ideas

into three cUsses of innate, adventitious, and facti-

tioui. As his definitions of terms failed in precision,

the doctrine of Descartes was keenly assailed by
Hobbes and Locke, who, however, attributed to the

French philosopher opinions which he did not hold.

As afterwards more strictly stated by himself, his

views may be stated thus:—An Innate idea is not

one that presents itself always to our thought, for

there oould be no such idea; but we have within our-

selves the faculty of producing it. He has nowhere
given an enumeration of the ideas that he oonakkn
innate, though he attaohes particular importance to

that of infinity, which he makes the foundation of Us
proofs for the existence of God In his reply to the
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•ttonksoi Hobbes udOtMOMfi. Leibnh* replied

to gw strictures ol Locke. What the follower* of

Descartes designate tangle edeas, thoee of Cousin term

imsetitol
,
necessary, and abtolvU. Some of the greatest

names in European philosophy are associated with the

discussion of this tneory, or of oognate theories, as

Clarke, Newton, Malebranche, Kant, Ac.

INNER HOUSE. See Sbssioh (Coumt or).

INNERLEITHEN, a burgh of Scotland, county

of Peebles, 6 miles E.&.E. Peebles, stands on level

ground on liotli sides of the Leithen, and near the

Tweed. It consists chiefly of three principal streets,

straight and well kept. The houses are well built

of stone. It is amply supplied with water, has a

parish church, Ac., and several considerable woollen

factories. It is much resorted to for its saline

springs, which have obtained some celebrity. It

is the ‘ftt. Roman’s Well’ of Sir Walter Scott's novel

of that name. Pop. (1901), 2181.

INNER TEMPLE. See Inns or Coubt.
INNOCENT, the name of thirteen popes, the chief

of whom are mentioned in the following articles :

—

INNOCENT I., a native of Albano, succeeded
Anastasius I. as Bishop of Rome in 402. He was in

great favour with the Emperor Honorius, and induced
him to take severe measures against the Donatists. He
supported St. Chrysostom, and renounced the com-
munion with the eastern churches on account of their

treatment of that eminent man. In 409 he was sent

to obtain terms of peace from Alaric, but without
success, in consequence of the opj>osition of the pre-

torian prefect Jovius. Rome was taken and pillaged

In 410, while Innocent was still in Ravenna. He
condemned the Pelagians as heretics in a letter to

the African churches, but excited their opposition

by his arrogant tone. He died in 417. He is one
of the most distinguished among the saints; his day
is .1uly 28. His decrees (in the Collection of Diony-
sius Exiguus) and letters (most complete in Schone-
marm's Pontificum Romanorum Epistol® Genuince)
prove his zeal for the establishment of the Roman
supremacy; but part of them are considered by many
critics spurious. Zosimus was his successor.

INNOCENT II., a Roman of noble birth, elected

pope in 1130 by a part of the cardinals, whilst the

others elected Peter of Leon, who took the name of

Anacletus. Innocent fled to France, where, by the

mediation of Peter of Clairvaux, he was acknow-
ledged by the Council of fttampes, by Louis VI., and
soon after by Henry II. of England; also by the

Emfteror Ivothaire, who conducted him in 1133 to

Rome, where he occupied the Lateran, whilst Ana-
cletus oocupied the Castle of Creacentius, the Church
of St. Peter, and a large part of the city. Innocent
was soon obliged to retire to Pisa, ana though the

emperor reinstated him in 1137 Anacletus maintained
himself until his death in 1138. Having prevailed

against another anti-pope, he held the second (Ecu-
menical Council in the Lateran, which condemned
Arnold of Brescia and his heresy, declared all the

decrees of Anacletus null, and excommunicated
Roger of Sicily, who had supported the latter. But
Roger waged war against the pope, made him pri-

soner, and obliged Innocent to acknowledge him as

king, abaolve him from excommunication, and invest

him and his heirs with Apulia, Calabria, and Capua.
Towards the end of his pontificate he had to struggle

with constant disturbances in Rome and Tivoli He
diad in 1143. Celestine IL succeeded him. His
letters are to he found in Baluze, Martfene, and
others.

INNOCENT IIL, Lothario, Count of Segni, born
at Anagni in 1161, studied in Rome, Padua, and
Bologna. On the death of Celestine HI. (1198)
Cardinal John of Salerno proposed Lothaire as pon-

tiff, and he wit unanimously elected at the age of

thirty-seven. The death of toe Emperor Henry VL
in 1197 had thrown the imperial affairs in Italy into

the greatest confusion. Innocent, in the vigour of

manhood, endowed by nature with all the talents of

a ruler, possessed of an erudition uncommon at that

tone, and favoured by drcumstanoes, was better

qualified than any of his predecessors to elevate the

Papal power, which he considered as the source of

all secular power. By his clemency and nrudenoe

he gained over the inhabitants of Rome, obliged the

imperial prefect to take the oath of allegiance to

him, and directed his attention to every quarter

where he believed or pretended to believe that a
Papal claim of property or of feudal rights existed.

From the imperial seneschal, lhike Markwold of

Romagna, he required homage for the Mark of An-
cona, and on his refusal to comply took possession
of the Mark, with the assistance of the inhabitant^

who were dissatisfied with the imperial government,
and excommunicated Markwald, obliged the Duke
Conrad of Spoleto to resign that duchy, and would
also have taken Ravenna if the archbishop hod not
prevented him. He concluded treatios with many
cities of Tuscany for the mutual protection of their

liberties and those of the church. Thus he soon

obtained possession of the ecclesiastical states in their

widest extent. He conferred Naples on the widowed
Empress Constantia and hor minor son, afterwards

the Emperor Frederick II., after having abolished

all the privileges concedod by Adrian 1 V. in 1186,

assumed the guardianship of the young prince after

the decease of the empress, and frustrated all the

machinations of Markwald to deprive him of his

inheritance. In Germany Innocent favoured the
election of Otho IV. against Philip of Suabia, crowned
him in 1209 at Rome, but soon became involved in

disputes with him on account of his violations of the
promises which he had made to the church. Hs
exoommunicated Philip Augustus, king of France;
laid the kingdom under an interdict in 1 200 because
Philip had repudiated his wife Ingeburga, and ot>-

liged the king to submit. He was still more decided
in his treatment of John, king of England, who re-

fused to confirm the election of Stephen l^angton as

Archbishop of Canterbury. Innocent laid the king-

dom under on interdict, and in 1212 formally deposed
him. John was finally obliged to submit, resigned

his territories to Rome, and received thorn as a Papal
fief from Innocent. Almost all Christendom was
now subject to the pot*, two Crusades were under-
taken at his order, and his influence extended even
to Constantinople. Innocent was one of the greatest

popes and rulers; he acted in accordance with the
principle! laid down in his writings; he enforced
purity of morals in the clergy, and was himself irre-

proachable in private life; yet the cruel persecution
of the Albigenses in the south of France, which be
encouraged, though without approving of all its rig-

ours, and toe inquisitorial tribunals established by
him in 1198, from which the Inquisition itself origi-

nated, are stains on his pontificate, but partially effaced

by a consideration of the spirit of the times and tha
disordered state of the Christian world. It has been
said of his rule, as of that of Gregory VII., whom
he most resembles, that in those times the power of

the pope was salutary as a bond of union for Europe,
in which the still firmer bond of a common civilisa-

tion and knowledge did not, as at present, exist. His
attacks on the secular power are to be considered as

the struggle between the ecclesiastical and secular

power, and prove how completely the Roman pon-

tiffs had renounced the simple and disinterested spirit

of Christianity, and given themselves up to schemes
of worldly aggrandisement. In 1316 he held a
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oounofl, by which tranaubstontiation in the Lord*

•

•Upper end auricular confession were established as

dogmas, Frederick II. was acknowledged as German
emperor, and the Franciscan and Dominican orders

were confirmed. Innocent died soon after at Perugia

on the 16th of July, 1216. Some of his works on

legal and theological subjects were published in Co-

logne, 1576, folio. The best edition of his letters,

important for the history of the time (eleven books),

is that of Baluze, in two vols. folio (Paris, 1682).

The Stabat Mater and Veni Sancte Spiritus, and
other sacred hymns, are said to have been written

by him. Honorius III. succeeded him.

INNOCENT XI. (Benedetto Odescalchi) was bom
at Como in 1611, served in his youth as a soldier in

Germany and Poland, took orders at a later period,

and rose through many important posts, until ne was
elected pope in 1676, on the death of Clement X.
He was eminent for his probity and austerity; he
sealously opposed nefiotism and simony, restrained

luxury and excess, and even prohibited women from
learning music. Though hostile to the Jesuits, whose
doctrine of probabilities he publicly disapproved, and
attacked sixty-five of their opinions in the decree
Suiter quibusdam ariomatit moralibue

,
yet he was

obliged to condemn Molinus and the Quietists. He
determined to abolish the privileged quarters (the

ground for a considerable distance around the palaces

of certain ambassadors in Home, which was consid-

ered as foreign territory, in which criminals found
the privileges of asylum); but Louis XIV. would
not yield to so just a claim, occupied Avignon, and
imprisoned the Papal nuncio in France; in conse-

quence of which the authority, and particularly the
acknowledgment of the infallibility of the poj>e, re-

ceived a severe blow by the IV. Propositiones Cleri

Gallicani in 1682. (See Infallibility and Galmcan
Church ) These disputes were highly favourable to

the English Revolution, as it induced the poi>e in 1 689
to unite with the allies against .lames Tl., in order

to lower the influence of Louis XIV. llis conduct
in this respect has led many Catholics to assert that

he sacrificed the Catholic religion to his personal

resentment; and it was sarcastically said, that ‘to

put an end to the troubles of Europe it was only

necessary for James II. to become a Protestant, and
the pope a Catholic.* Bayle, however, judiciously

observes that the extreme predominance of any great

Catholic sovereign is injurious to the interests of the
Papacy, and mentions the similar conduct of Sixtus

V., another able pope, in relation to Philip II. of

Spain and Queen Elizabeth of England. Innocent
died August 12, 1689, at the age of seventy-eight,
leaving behind him the character of an able and
economical pontiff, and of an honest and moral man.
Had he not died an open rupture with France might
have ensued. Alexander VIII. sucoeeded him.
INNOCENTS, Feast of, Holt, variously styled

Innocents' Day and Childermas, a festival observed
In the Latin Church on the 28th, and in the Eastern
Church on the 29th December, in commemoration of

the massacre of the children at Bethlehem, ‘from two
years old and under,’ by the order of Herod, with
the purpose of destroying among them the infant

Saviour. The Church of England at the Reforma-
tion retained it in its ritual among its anniversary fes-

tivals. St. Cyprian refers to these children as martyrs,

as does St. Augustine with still greater explicitness.

It Is to them that the hymn of Prudentius, Salvete

Flores Martyrum, is addressed. This feast is now a
special holiday for the young, and in Catholic coun-

tries they assume for the day the clothing of the
elders, and exercise a mock authority over the house-

hold. In nunneries the youngest sister is for this

day sportively invested with supreme authority over

|

the house and Its superion. The feeling of harm
which the atrocity of Herod has always and every-

where evoked engendered a belief that Innocents
Day was unlucky, and formerly no work was begun
on it, or undertaking entered on, that oould poasibl

y

be avoided. A Childermas Day marriage was deemed
especially inauspicious. To fix the memory of the
Massacre of the Innocents more firmly in the youthful

mind it was customary in ancient times to administer

a smart whipping to the juvenile members of a fa-

mily, but the whole affair ultimately resolved itself

into a frolic. A lingering relic of the old belief in

the inauspiciousness of the day is found in the aver-

sion of the women of Cornwall to institute certain

domestic proceedings on December 28.

INNSBRUCK, or Innspbuok (ancient OeniporUum;
locally called Schpruck), a town in Austria, capital

of the Tyrol, beautifully situated 69 miles north of

Munich, on the banks of the Inn, near the confluence

of the Sill, and almost in the centre of the valley of

the Inn (Innthal), the sides of which are inclosed by
mountains several miles distant, but so lofty (7000
feet to 8500 feet) as apparently almost to overhang
the town. It consists of the town proper, situated

on the right bank of the river, and of five suburbs.

It is for the most part well built The houses are

generally of a limestone breccia, and from four to

five stories high, and built in the Italian Htyle. The
buildings most deserving of notice are the Hof-
kirche, containing the tomb of the Emperor Maxi-
milian I., one of the most splendid monuments of the

kind in Europe, though he himself is not interred

in it; and the tomb of Hofer; the church of St
James, with a painting by Lucas Cranach; the Je-

suits’ church, considered the handsomest in the town;
the Capuchin church, with good paintings; the new
palace, built by Maria Theresa, a very extensive edi-

fice, with gardens which stretch along the side of the
Inn, and form an excellent promenade; the old pal-

ace, in which the Archdukes of Tyrol and se\ eial of

the German emperors used to reside; the chancery
or register office (Kanzlei-Gebaude), with the Golden
Roof, a sort of oriel window roofed with gilt copj>er,

and projecting in front of it; the town-house, and
the custom-house; the university, founded in 1677,
and re-established in 1826, well endowed, provided
with a library, botanical garden, and cabinet of na-

tural history, and attended by alxrnt 1000 students;

a gymnasium, and several other important educa-
tional establishments; and the museum, called Fer-

dinandeum, rich in all the productions both of art

and nature within the limits of the Tyrol. The manu-
factures include woollen, silk, and cotton tissues,

gloves, glass, &c. The trade, chiefly transit, is of

considerable importance. As the capital of the

Tyrol, Innsbruck is the place of assemblage for its

states, and the seat of superior appeal, civil, and cri-

minal courts, and of many important public offices.

Many of the s;>ot8 in the immediate vicinity have
beoome memorable for the noble exploits which the

Tyrolese peasantry performed in the war of Inde-

pendence. Pop. (1890), 23.325 ; (1900). 27,056.

INNS OF COURT are oertam societies exclu-

sively invested with the right to call to the English

bar. The colleges of the English professors and
students of common law are called inns, the old

English word for the houses of noblemen, bishops,

mi others of extraordinary note, being of the same
signification as the French hdtel It is not possible

to determine precisely the antiquity of the establish-

ment of inns of courts. The received opinion is, that

societies of lawyers, which before the Conquest held

their chief abodes for study in ecclesiastical houses
began to be oollected into permanent residences, soon

after the oouxt of common pleas was directed to be
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held in a fixed place,—a stipulation whioh occurs in

themat charters both of King John and Henry HI.
In these houses exercises were performed, lectures

read, and degrees conferred; tliat of barristers, or,

as they were first styled, apprentice* (Fr. apprtndrc,
to learn), answering to bachelors; that of serjeants

(L. Btrvicntt's ad leytm) to doctors. Fortescue, lord-

chancellor of England in the reign of Henry VI.,

says in his treatise De Laudibus Legum Angliie, that

in his time there were about 2000 students in the
inns of court and chancery, all of whom wen.* gentle-

men bom. In the reign of Queen Elizalx*th, Sir

Edward Coke did not reckon above 1000 students,

and the number at present is very considerably less.

The inns of court are governed by masters, l>eneher»,

stewards, and other officers, and have public lialls for

dining, readings. &e. These societies have not any
judicial authority over their members; but, instead

of this, they have certain orders among themselves
which have, by consent, the force of laws. For light

offences jiersons are only oxcoinmonod, or not allowed
to dim* in hall; for greater, they an’ exja’lled the
society; and. when once exjjellcd from one society,

they are never received into any of the others. For
criminal offences liarristers may lie dislmrred or

prohibited from practising. The gentlemen in these

societies may Is* divided into Ixmchers, king's coun-
sel, utter or outer barristers, and students. There
was formerly a class of Ijarristers known as ser-

jeants-at-lavv, but these no longer exist. The four

inns of court are: the Inner Temple and Middle
Temple (formerly the dwelling of the Knights Tem-
plar's, and purchased by some professors of law more
than three centuries since); Lincoln's Inn and Gray’s

Inn (anciently lielonging to the Earls of Lincoln
and Gray). Each inn is self-governing, and all

have equal privileges. Each ]>ohsokscs considerable

pmjierty of its own, consisting mostly of sets of

chauiU’rs, which are rented almost exclusively by
memljers of the inns. The Inner Temple and Lin-

coln's Inn are the wealthiest of the four. There is

also a common fund to which each contributes

annually the sum of £r‘hi0, the foes paid by the

students Ixjing also added.
At the present day, previously to being called to

the bar and thus obtaining the status of barrister,

a person must first be admitted a memlier of one
of the inns of court. The regulations are now the

same in all the inns as to admitting to membership
and calling to the liar. Any )H;rson who has passed a
public examination at any university in the British

dominions, or the examinations for a commission in

the army or navy, for the Indian Civil Service,

the consular service, &c., may be at once admitted
as a student to any of the inns. Generally sjieaking,

©very other jierson More admission as a student

must pass an examination in the English and Latin

languages and English history liefore a joint board

of examiners appointed by the four inns. No at-

torney at law, solicitor, writer to the Bignet, notary

public, clerk in chancery, &c., or clerk to such, or to

any barrister, conveyancer, &c\, can lx* admitted as a
student to be called to the liar or practise at the

bar until such person ceases to act in any of these

capacities and has taken his name off the roll of

any court on which it may stand. A form of ap-

plication for admission recognizing the above con-

ditions is to be signed by the candidate; and a
certificate of his respectability, and of his being

a proper person for admission to the bar, annexed
to the form, must be signed by two barristers

;

the application has also to be approved by the

treasurer or by two benchers. One guinea is paid

for the form of application. Each student, on
admission, pays five guineas, entitling him to at-

tend the lectures on the several branches of legal

science, given by a staff of teachers designated
readers and assistant readers, so long as he
shall continue a student. Attendance is not com-
pulsory on students either at lectures or private

classes; nor is it essential to study the practice

of the law in the chamliers of a barrister or pleader,

though this is recommended. Candidates, how-
ever, liesides passing the necessary examination,

must go through the eereiffony of 4 keeping terms ’,

the year being divided into four terms. A term
is kept by the student being present at six dinners

during the term in the hall of the society to whioh
he lielongs, and attendance during the whole of the

dinner is essential. But students who at the time
art* memliers of any of the universities of Oxford,
Cambridge, Dublin, London, Durham, the Queen's
University in Ireland, St. Andrews, Aberdeen,
Glasgow, Edinburgh, &r., may keep terms by dining
in the halls of their resjieotive societies any three

days in each term. The student must keep twelve
terms More lie can lie called to the liar, though
the terms may lx* dispensed with in certain coses.

Thus, a student who, previously to his admission as

such, had lx*en a solicitor in practice for not loss

than five yearn may lx* examined and called to

tin* tar without keeping any terms. Every student
More lx*ing called to the lar must lie twenty-one
years of age, and must have jassod a public ex-

amination to tlie satisfaction of the Council of

Legal Education, and must have received a cer-

tificate to this effect from the Council. There
art* four examinations for calls to the lar in each
year, one lieing held lx*fore each term, and the

examinations are by written jajierH, or vira rocr,

as the examiners judge desirable. Besides the

various branches of English law and equity, the

examinations embrace Homan law, international

law, constitutional law, &c. Two studentships of

jU05 per annum each, to Ihj held for three years,

are awarded annually to the two students who
pass the lxwt examination, and honour certificates

ure also granted.

1N(), in Greek mythology, daughter of Cadmus
and Harmonm, second wife of Athamos, king of

Thelx-s, drew upon herself the anger of llera by
nursing the young Dionysus (Bacchus), the sou of

her sister Semelr. In order to favour her own
children she projected the murder of her step-

children, Phryxus and llellf*. Being warned by
their mother, Nephelt*, who ap)>eured to them in a
dream, they saved themselves by flight. Hera was
still more highly incensed against lno by this at-

tempt; she made Athamos, the husband of lno, mod,
and in his frenzy he dashed his eldest son by lno,

Learchus, against a rock, lno fled with her youngest
son, Melicertes, and threw herself with him into the
sea. The Ixxly of the Imy was carried by a dolphin
to the shore, where King ttisyphus caused it to he
buried, and instituted in honour of him the well-

known Isthmian games (which see), lno and Meli-
oertes wore made sea deities at the prayer of Dionysus,
lno was worship}**! under the name of Leucothea.

INOCULATION, in medicine, is the introduc-

tion into the system, usually by a series of scratches

on the skin or by injection under the skin, of some
sjxjcific material, which, either by exciting a mild
attack of some specific disease or in some other way,
shall protect the person from a violent attack of that

disease. It is only in infectious diseases that this

system is possible, the class of diseases in which
one attack usually protects against a second, and the

method was first practised for small-pox. This dis-

ease appears to have been unknown to the ancient

Greeks and Homans, as no mention is made of it in
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their writings. It is said to have existed in Aria
at an early period, and to have showed itself in

Europe and England about the time when the Cru-

saders returned from the wars of the Holy Land

;

the mortality which resulted from it being then ex-

cessive. And in 1520, when it visited for the first

time some of the provinces of South America, it

proved fatal to not less than one-half of the popula-

tion there.

The practice of inoculation, although known for

centuries to various Asiatic jieoplefl, and long

followed in some obscure parts of Wales, seems to

have been scarcely known throughout England till

the early part of the eighteenth century, and its

adoption was chiefly due to the exertions of Lady
Mary Wortley Montagu, whose admirable letters

are so well known. The small-pox had been raging
with great mortality in Turkey for some time pre-

vious to her ladyship’s going thither; and the

practice of inoculation, which had been long known
and followed by the poorer classes of European
Greeks, had lately been had recourse to by the
wealthier inhabitants. Her ladyship had her own
son inoculated at Pera with success; and on her
return to England exerted herself to procure its

adoption at home.
For many years the practice met with the greatest

opposition, \x)tli from the medical profession and the

clergy; and several mistakes of a serious nature hap-

pened, owing to the nature of the operation Ix’ing

out little understood. In 1724 Dr. .James .Turin, an
eminent physician and man of science, published

a pamphlet entitled An Account of the Success

of Inoculating the Small -jk»x in Great Britain, and
in each of the next three years he isNutd similar

works dealing with the cases and statistics of the

preceding year. Dr. .Turin stated that the mindier
of deaths in London for forty years preceding lmd
been 1)011,798, of which (15,079 were occasioned by
the natural small-pox ;

and that more than one-

fourteenth part of mankind died from this disease.

Of those who were seized with small -pox, two in

seventeen, or nearly one in nine, were carried off

by it; and indeed the mortality from natural small-

pox in Home families of the poor had even amounted
to one in five or six; while, on the contrary, of those

inoculated, the proportion of fatal cases was not
greater than one in Hixty. The practice of small-

pox inoculation in general, and Dr. .Turin's defence

in particular, was assailed by, amongst others, Isaac

Massey, who wrote A Short Account of Inocula-

tion (1723) and Remarks on Dr. .Turin’s Last Yearly
Account of the Success of Inoculation (1727);

Francis Howgrave, who published a work entitled

Reasons Against Inoculation, in a Letter to Dr.
Jurin (1724); and Dr. William Douglass, author
of A Practical Essay concerning the Small-i>ox

(1730). Among other supjiorters of inoculation

were Drs. Mead and Frewer. In consequence of

the arguments of Jurin and others, public estab-

lishments were started in London, for the purpose
of diffusing the benefits of this practice, in the year
1746. About tlie year 1767 the attention of the public
was excited by a new and more successful method
of inoculation introduced by Mr. Sutton, a surgeon
in Essex. It consisted chiefly in shortening the

period of medicinal preparation from a month to

a few days, and in keeping his patients much in

the open air during the progress of the disease.

A low scale of diet was enjoined immediately

§
reviou8 to and during the course of the disease.

'his system was in vogue only for a time, however,

and gradually doubts as to the value of inoculation

made themselves felt, especially after Dr. Jenner
began to advocate the superiority of the method

of vaccination. For one thing, though inoculation
induced a mild form of the disease, and secured
complete immunity for the future to the person
undergoing the operation, yet other persons not
inoculated were liable to be infected with the real

disease from those who were inoculated, and thus
the number of persons attacked was actually in-

creased. Latterly vaccination quite superseded in-

oculation, which was prohibited in 1840 by 3 and
4 Yict. cap. xxix., while in 1853 vaccination was
made compulsory (16 and 17 Viet. cap. c.). (See
Small-pox, Vaccination.)

Inoculation has been employed since about 1881
in the treatment of splenic fever. The bacillus

of this disease was discovered by Koch in 1876
and investigated in sulisequent years by Pasteur,
who found that if a weakened cultivation of the
bacillus were injected into an animal the animal
was very slightly affected for a short time, but
was rendered incapable of acquiring the fatal form
of the disease. A crucial teat in 1881 confirmed his

assertion, and since then the practice of inoculating

against this disease in cattle, sheep, &c., has spread
widely. The same method of treatment has been
applied by Pasteur to hydrophobia. The spinal

cords of rabid animals are ex|>osed in a sterilized

atmosphere for various periods from one up to ten
days, and extracts are prepared from them. If an
animal or a human lieing lie inoculated successively,

at intervals of a day, with these extracts, beginning
with the longest exposed and weakest and pro-

ceeding to that ex|K»sed for the shortest time and
therefore strongest, immunity from the disease is

conferred. In 1891 Dr. Koch introduced tuber-

culin, a substance prepared from the pure culti.

vated Wicillus of tuljercukmis, as an injection for

curing jkthohh in the early stages of that disease.

The inoculative treatment bus not, however, proved
generally successful in the case of tul >erculoKia,

|

but tuliemilin is still much used as a diagnostic

agent, especially in milch cows. These immunizing

j
avoirsturns arc known as anti -toxins, and the

anti-toxic mode of tteatment has lieen applied to

several other diseases. In the case of diphtheria
the anti-toxic preparation is mode from the blood

of a horse which lias l>een rendered immune by
inoculation. Among other diseases which have
been treated in this maimer are erysqielas, tetanus,

some forms of blood -poisoning, and poisoning from
snake-bite; and serums for protective inoculation

against the plague have also lieen prepared.

INOSITE (C6H l206) (from Greek is, inos, a nerve,

a muscle) is a sugar first discovered in the muscular
substance of the heart, but since discovered in the

liver, brain, kidneys, and other parts of the body,

both in health and in abnormal amount in disease.

A substance identical with inosite, though originally

considered different, exists also in a number of plants,

such as foxglove, potato, kidney-bean, acacia, aspar-

agus, cabbage. Though identical in eomjKwition with

glucose, inosite differs from it in having no effect

upon polarized light, in not fermenting with yeast,

and in not acting upon an alkaline solution of copper.

See Gluoosk.
INOWRAZLAW, or Jcng-Breslau, a town of

Prussia, in the province of Posen, 14 miles south-east

of Bromberg, on a height in a fertile district. It has
salt-works, foundries, a distillery, brewery, Ac. Pop.

(1895), 20,689, about the half of whom are Poles.

IN PARTIBUS INFIDELIUM, an expression

literally meaning * in parts belonging to infidels ’, is

the title which has been given since the thirteenth

century to those nominal bishoprics appointed by the

pope in countries where his sway is not recognized.

The bishops called cpucopi *» partibus infideitum, <w
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*p**»>pi titnimrt*, are fully invested with the episcopal
oflio* but they haveno proper diooeee, and take their
title from a territory which may have onoe formed
a see, hot doee so no longer

; thus Roman Catholic
bishops in Britain formerly had such titles as ‘Bishop
of Nioopolia,’ 1 Bishop of Anasarha.' Such bishoprics
reach bade to the time of the Crusades. The provinces
conquered by the Crusaders received bishops from
Borne, and when these provinces were again lost, and
consequently oeased to form proper sees, the popes
continued to appoint bishops with oorreej»ondmg
titles, partly from the hope of recovering them, and
partly by way of protestation against their seizure.
Boman Catholic bishops in Britain had all at one
time inch foreign titles, and in l»sf>0 the parcelling
out of Britain into diocesea, with territorial titles,
gave rise to the passing of the Ecclesiastical Titles
Act, prohibiting the establishment of such Homan
Catholic dioceses. This act was ne\er enforced, and
was repealed in 1871.
INQUISITION. The immediate cause of the

erection of the tribunals of faith was the sect of the
Albigenses, the persecution of whom in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries made the south of France a
scene of blood. (S^ Albigenses. ) The project of
extirpating the rebellious members of the church,
and of extending the Papal power at the expense of
the bishops by means of the Inquisition, was con-
ceived by Pope Innocent III. (who ascended the
Papal chair in 1198), and was completed by his im-
mediate successors. This tribunal, called the Holy
Iwpiiaition

,
or the Holy Office (»nnctum offirium ), was

under the immediate direction of the Papal chair; it

was to seek out adherents of false doctrines, and to

pronouncesentence against their fortune, their honour,
and their li\es, without ap(>eal. T he accused was
obliged to he his owu accuser; suspected persons were
secretly seized and thrown into prison. No better
instruments could be found for inquisitors than the
mendicant orders of monks, particularly the Fran-
ciscans and Dominicans, whom the pope employed to

destroy the heretics, and inquire into the conduct of

bishops. Pope Gregory IX. in 1233 completed the
design of his predecessors, and as they had succeeded
in giving these inquisitorial monks, who were wholly
dependent on the pope, an unlimited power, and in

rendering the interference of the tenqtoral magis-
trate* only nominal, the Inquisition was successively

introduced into several parts of Italy, and into some
provinces of France; its (tower in the latter country
being more limited than in the former. It never man-
aged to establish itself in England at all The tri-

bunals of faith were admitted into Spain in the middle
of the thirteenth century; but a firm opposition was
made to them, particularly In Castile and Leon, and
the bishops there maintained their exclusive jurisdic-

tion in spiritual matters. Bat a change afterwards

took place; and while in other countries of Europe
the Inquisition could never obtain a firm footing, but
hi some fell entirely into disuse, is in France, and in

others, as in Venice, was closely watched by the civil

power, an institution grew up in Spain towards the

end of the fifteenth century, which was the most re-

markable of all the inquisitorial courts in the middle
ages, and differed much from the rest in its objects

and organization.

Ferdinand of Arragon and Isabella of Castile

having united their power many efforts to break

the strength of the nobles, and to render the royal

authority absolute. The Inquisition was used as a
means of effecting their plans. In 1477, when several

turbulent nobles had been reduced in the southern
part of Spain, Queen Isabella went to Seville with the

Cardinal Pedro Gonzales de Mendoza, there this

prelate, as Archbishop of Seville, made the first at-

tempt to introduce the Inquisition. At his oonunand
punishments were publicly and privately Inflicted,

and it was discovered among other things that man)
citizens of Seville ofJewish origin followed in private

the manners and customs of their fathers. The car-

dinal charged some of the clergy privately toenlighten

the faith of these people, and to make the hypo-
crites tone sons of the church. These teachers brought
back many to the faith; but many who persevered

in their opposition to the doctrines of the church
were condemned and punished.

After this prelude the design was disclosed of ex-

tending the Inquisition over the whole country, and
Mendoza laid the project before Ferdinand and Isa-

bella They approved of an institution which, at the
same time, suited the persecuting spirit of the age,

and could be used as a powerful engine of state.

The design was by means of this institution, which
was to he entirely dependent on the court, to oppress
those who were either secretly or openly Jews or
Mohammedans, to enrich the royal treasury, to which
the prujHjrty of the condemned was confiscated, and
to limit the power of the nobles, and even of the
clergy. In the assembly of the states held at Toledo,
1480, the erection of the now tribunal was urged by
the cardinal. After the superior branches of adminis-
tration—the supreme Council of Castile, the council
of state, the hoard of finance, and the Council of

Arragon— had been confirmed by the estates, the
cardinal declared that it was necessary to establish

a (>ermanent tribunal, to take cognizance of matters
of faith, and administer the ecclesiastical police. In
spite of all op]XM*ition it was determined to establish

a tribunal under the name of the General Inquisition
(/nyuisicion Supremo,), and the new court was soon
opened in Seville (1481). Thomas de Torquemada^
prior of the Dominican convent at Sogovia, ana
father-confessor to the Cardinal Mendoza, had already
been ap|>omted by Ferdinand and Isabella the first

grand inquisitor in 1478. He had 200 familiars and
a guard of fifty horsemen, but he lived in continual
fear of poison. The Dominican monastery at Seville

soon l>ecame insufficient to contain the numerous
prisoners, and the king removed the court to the
castle in the suburb of Trioiia. At the first auto de
ft (act of faith

;
Portuguese, auto da ft) seven apostate

l Christians were burned, and the number of penitents
was much greater. Spanish writers relate that above
17,000 gave themselves up to the Inquisition, mors
than 2000 were condemned to the flames the first

year, and great numbers fled to the neighbouring
countries. Many Jews esca(>ed into Portugal, Africa,
and other places.

The pope, however, had opposed the establishment
of the Spanish Inquisition, as the conversion of an
ecclesiastical into a secular tribunal. Soon after the
apjiointment of the new inquisitor he bad directed
the Archbishop of Toledo, a warm enemy of Men-
doza, to hold a solemn court upon a teacher in Sala
manca, who was charged with heretical opinions, and
the inquisitor-general was repeatedly summoned to
Rome. Torquemada, however, did not obey the sum-
mons, bat sent a friend to defend his cause. The
contest between the pope and the Spanish court was
carried on with heat until 1 483, when Sixtus IV. waa
obliged to yield, and acknowledge Torquemada aa
inquisitor-general of Castile and Leon. He was also

authorized by the Papal bull to eetablish inferior

courts at pleasure, to remove those judges who had
been appointed by the pope, and to regulate the
manner of proceeding in inquiries respecting matters
of faith according to the new plan. A later bull

subjected Arragon, Valencia, and Sicily, the heredi-

tary dominions of Ferdinand, to the inquisitor-general

of Castile; and thus the Inquisition was the first
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tribunal whose jurisdiction extended over the two
Spanish kingdoms of Castile and Arragon; the Ar*
ragonese Estates, at their session at Tarragona in

1 484, being obliged to swear to protect the Inquisition.

The introduction of the new tribunal was attended

with risings and opposition in many places, excited

by the cruelty of the inquisitors, and encouraged,

perhaps, by the jealousy of the bishops; several

places, particularly Saragossa, refused admission to

the inquisitors, many of whom lost their lives; but
the people were obliged to yield in the contest, and
the kings became the absolute judges in matters of

faith; the honour, the property, and the life of every
subject was in thoir hands. They named the grand
inquisitor; and by them, or under their immediate
influence, were his assessors appointed, even the
secular ones, two of whom were of the supreme coun-
cil of Castile, laymen being permitted to hold the
office. This tribunal was thus wholly dependent on
the court, and became a powerful instrument for

establishing the arbitrary power of the king on the
ruins of the national freedom; for putting down the
clergy, who had previously acknowledged only the
jurisdiction of the Homan see; for oppressing the
bold nobles, and taking away the privileges of the
estates. The property of those who were condemned
fell to the king; and, although it had been granted
to the Inquisition, it was still at his disposal Fer-
dinand and Isabella, indeed, devoted a part of this

property to found convents and hospitals; but the
church, notwithstanding, lost many possessions by
means of the Inquisition; and an ordinance, drawn
by Torquemada (14X7), proves that it was a source
of revenue to the king, supplying the treasury, which
was exhausted by the war: the inquisitorial chest

was indeed at that time drained by so many royal

draughts, that the officers could not obtain their

salaries.

The first ordinance, by Torouemada, dedicating
the tribunal to the service of Goa and their majesties,

bears date 1484. Among other articles are the fol-

lowing, showing the jnditical importance of the insti-

tution. In every community the grand inquisitor

shall fix a period, from thirty to forty days, within
which time heretics, and those who have relapsed

from the faith, shall deliver themselves up to the

Inquisition. Penitent heretics and apostates, although
pardoned, could hold no public office; they could not
become lessees, lawyers, physicians, apothecaries, or

grooers; they could not wear gold, Bilver, or precious

•tones, or ride, or carry arms, during their whole life,

under penalty of being declared guilty of a relapse

into heresy; and they were obliged to give up a part
of their projierty for the support of the war against

the Moors. Those who did not surrender themselves
within the time fixed were deprived of their property
irrevocably The absent also, and those who had
been long dead, could be condemned, provided there
was sufficient evidence against them. The bones of

those who were condemned after death were dug up,
and the property which they had left reverted to the

Torouemada died in 1498, and was buried in the
Dominican convent at Avila, which had been built

with the property taken from heretics, and was a
monument of his cruel zeal. He had resigned his

offioe two years before, being afflicted with the gout
According to another account, Torquemada did not
retire so quietly from the stage. It is said that,

suspecting that Ferdinand and Isabella, whom tile

wan with the Moors had involved in great pecuniary
embarrassments, would be moved by the great sums
which were offered them to limit the privileges of

the Inquisition, and,being disturbed by tlus apprehen-
sion, he went to the royal palaoe, with a crucifix under

his mantle. 4 I know your thought^’ said he boldly

to the sovereigns; 'behold the form of the crucified

one, whom the godless Jndas sold to his enemies lor

thirty pieces of silver. If you approve the act, yet

sell him dearer. I here lay down my office, and am
free from all responsibility; but yon shall give an
account to God.’ He then laid down the cross, and
left tiie palace.

At first the jurisdiction of the Inquisition was not

accurately defined; but it reoeived a more regular

organization by the ordinance of 1484, establishing

branches in the different provinces of Spain, under
the direction of the inquisitor-general In later times

the supreme tribunal was at Madrid. The inquisitor-

general presided. Of the six or seven councillors

whom he appointed on the nomination of the king,

one, according to an ordinance of Philip III., must
be a Dominican. He had a fiscal, two secretaries, a
receiver, two relators, and several officials, as they
were called, who were appointed by the grand inquisi-

tor, in concurrence with the king. The inquisitorial

council assembled every day, except on holidays, in

the royal palace; on the last three days of the week
two members of the Council of Castile were present

at the meeting. It was the duty of some of the

officers (calificadores

)

to explain whether any act or

opinion was contrary to the doctrines of the church;

others were lawyers, who merely had a deliberative

voice. The sentence of the Inquisition was definitive.

It was the duty of the fiscal to examine the witnesses,

to give information of criminals, to demand their

apprehension, and to accuse them when seized. He
was present at the examination of the witnesses, at

the torture, and at the meeting of the judges, where
the voteB were taken. 1 1 was the duty of the registers,

besides the preparation of the necessary papers, to

observe the accuser, the witnesses, and the accused,

during their legal examination, and to watch closely

the slightest motion by which their feelings might
betray themselves. The officials were persons sent

by the court to arrest the accused. A secuestrador,

who was obliged to give sureties to the office, kept

an account of the confiscated property. The receiver

took the money which came from the sale of seques-

trated proj>erty, and paid the salaries and drafts on
the treasury. It is computed that there were in

Spain above 20,000 officers of the Inquisition, called

familiars, who served as spies and informers. These
places were Bought even by persons of rank, on account

of the great privileges connected with them. As
soon as an accuser appeared, and the fiscal had called

upon the court to exercise their authority, an order

was issued to seize the accused. In an ordinance of

1782 it was made the duty of all believers to inform

the Inquisition if they knew any one, living or dead,

present or absent, who had wandered from the faith,

or who did observe or had observed the law of Moses,

or even spoken favourably of it; if they knew any
one who followed or had followed the doctrines of

Luther; any one who had concluded an alliance with

the devil, either expressly or virtually; any one who
possessed any heretical book, or the Koran, or the

Bible in the Spanish tongue; or, in fine, if they knew
any one who nad harboured, reoeived, or favoured

heretics. If the accused did not appear at the third

summons, he was excommunicated.
From the moment that the prisoner was in the

power of the court he was cut off from the world.

The prisons, called holy houses (rasas santas), con-

sisted of vaulted apartments, each divided into several

square cells, which were about 10 feet high, and
stood in two rows, one over the other. In the upper
cells a dim ray of light fell through a grate; the lower
were smaller and darker. Each dungeon had two
doon. The inner, which was bound with Iren, had
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ft grate, through which food was introduced for the
primer. The other door wae opened, early in the
morning, to air the cell The primer was allowed
no visits from hie friends or relations; no book of
devotion was riven him; he was oompelled to sit

motionless ana silent in his dark cell. Only one
captive wae usually placed in each cell, unless for the
purpose of making discoveries. At the first hearing
the accused was called upon to confess his guilt If
he confessed the crime of which he was accused he
pronounced his own sentence, and his property was
confiscated. If he declared himself innocent, con-
trary to the testimony of the witnesses, he was
threatened with torture. The advocate who was
appointed to defend him could not speak to him
except in the presence of the inquisitors. The accused
was not confronted with the accuser nor the witnesses
before the court, neither were they made known to
him; and he was often subjected to the torture to

extort a confession, or to explain circumstances which
had not been fully explained by the witnesses. Those
who esca{>ed death by repentance and confession were
obliged to abjure their errors, and to swear to submit
to all the pains and penalties which the court ordered.

Imprisonment, often for life, scourging, and the loss

of property, were the punishments to which the j>eni-

fcent was subjected. He was made infamous, as well

as his children and grand-children. Wearing the

san-bcnito (the blessed vest of penitence, a sort of

coarse, yellow tunic, with a cross on the breast and
back, and painted over with devils) was a common
method of punishment An accused person who was
fortunate enough to escape before the odicers of the

Inquisition could seize him was treated as an obstinate

heretic. Summonses were posted up in all tlie public

places calling on him to appear. If he did not do
this within a certain time, and if the evidence of the

witnesses proved the charges, he was delivered over

to the secular power, and burnt in effigy. Persons
who had been dead more than forty years were con-

demned, and, though their children retained posses-

sion of the property they had inherited, yet they were
dishonoured, and rendered incapable of holding any
public office.

When sentence of death was pronounced against

the accused, the holy auto de ft was ordered. This

usually took place on Sunday, between Trinity Sun-
day and Advent At daybreak the solemn sound of

the great bell of the cathedral called the faithful to

the dreadful spectacle. Men of high rank pressed

forward to offer their services in accompanying the

condemned, and grandees were often seen acting as

familiars to the Inquisition. The condemned ap-

peared barefooted, clothed in the ean-benito, with a

conical cap (caroza) on their heads. The Dominicans,

with the 1winner of the Inquisition, led the way.

Then came the penitents, who were to be punished
j

by fines, Ac.; and after the cross, which was borne
j

behind the penitents, walked the wretches who were
i

condemned to death. The effigies of those who had
j

fled, and the bones of the dead who had been con-

demned, appeared in black coffins painted over with
Amwm aiid hellish forms; and the dreadful procession

wae closed by monks and priests. It proceeded

through the principal streets of the city to the

church, where a sermon was preached, and the sen-

tence was then pronounced. The convicted stood

during this act before a crucifix, with an extinguished

taper in their hands. As ‘the church never pollutes

herself with blood,’ a servant of the Inquisition, when
this ceremony wae finished, gave each of those who
had been sentenced a blow with the hand, to signify

that the Inquisition had no longer any power over

them,and that the victims were abandoned (relaxadot)

to the secular arm. A civil officer, ‘who was affec-

tionately charged to treat them kindly and merci-

fully,’ now reoeived the condemned, bound them with
chains, and led them to the place of execution. They
were then asked in what faith they would die. Those
who answered the Catholic were first strangled; the

rest were burned alive. The autos de ft were spec-

tacles to which the people thronged as eagerly as to

the oelebratiou of a victory. Even kings considered

it a meritorious act to be present with their courts,

and to witness the agonies of the victims.

In this manner did the Inquisition prooeed in the

times of its most dreadful activity. The Spaniards
found their iteraonal freedom so much restrained,

even in the early period of the existence of this

office, that one of the principal requests of the dis-

affected in the reign of Charles I. was that the king
should compel the Inquisition to act according to the

principles of justice. But the important influence

which this court had in the course of the following

century, both on the state and on the moral character

of the Spaniards, could not at that time have been
anticipated. This noble and high-spirited people

were more deliased by the dark power of the Inquisi-

tion than by any other instrument of arbitrary gov-

ernment, and the stagnation of intellectual action

which followed the discovery of America concurred,

with other fatal causes, to diminish the industry of

the people, to weaken the power of the state, and
to prevent for a long time any progress to higher

degrees of moral and intellectual improvement. In
more modern times, when the spirit of persecution

was restrained in almost all other countries of Eu-
rope, the original organization of the Inquisition was
but little changed; still the dread of this dark court

gradually diminished. The horrible sjnsetacio of an
auto dr ft was seldom seen in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and the punishments of the Inquisition were
confuted in a considerable degree to those men who
had become obnoxious to justice. In 1762, the grand
inquisitor having, contrary to the express will of the

king, published a bull exoommunicating a French
book, was exiled to a monastery at a distance from
Madrid. A royal decree forbade the Inquisition to

issue any commands without the consent of the king,

and required the grand inquisitor in the condemna-
tion of books to conform to the laws of the laud, and
to make known his prohibition only by virtue of the

power given him by his office, and not with the cita-

tion of bulls. The decree also ordered that before

prohibiting any book the author should be cited that

Lis defence might be heard. In 1770, during the

administration of Araudu, the power of the lnouisi-

tion was limited to the puuishment of obstinate here-

tics and apostates, and it was forbidden to imprison

any of the king's subjects without first fully proving

their guilt. In 1784 it was determined that if the

Inquisition instituted a process against a grandee, a
minister, or, in short, against any officer of rank, its

acts must be subjected to the royal inspection.

If we consider the principal acts of tLe Inquisition

during the eighteenth century, we shall see that, not-

withstanding the restraint exercised over it, it still

remained an instrument which, under favourable cir-

cumstances, might exert a terrible influence. There
were sixteen provincial inquisitions in Spain and the

colonies, all subject to the supreme tribunal. As
late as 1768 we find that at an auto de ft at Llerena
some obstinate heretics were committed to the flames,

and in 1781 a poor woman of Seville was declared

guilty of witchcraft, and was burned alive at the

stake. With all the limits which had been set to its

power; with all the mildness of the tribunal, whose
principal officers under the preceding reigns had been

mostly men of intelligence and moderation, still the

odious spirit of the institution and the unjust form
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of procedure survived; and until it was abolished by
Napoleon, December 4, 1808, the Inquisition con-

tinued to be a powerful obstacle to liberty and pro-

gress. After a temporary revival it was finally

abolished in 1834. According to the estimate of

Llorente the number of victims of the Spanish In-

quisition from 1481 to 1808 amounted to 341,021,

31,912 being burned, 17,659 burned in effigy, and
291,456 subjected to severe penance.

In Portugal the Inquisition was established, after

a long contest, in 1557. The supreme tribunal was
in Lisbon; inferior courts, established in the other

cities, were subject to this. The grand inquisitor

was nominated by the king, and confirmed by the

pope. As the H]>aniards took the Inquisition with

them to America, so the Portuguese carried it to

India, and established it at Goa. In the eighteenth

century the power of the Inquisition in Portugal
was restrained by the ordinance which commanded
that the accuser of the court should furnish the

accused with the heads of the accusation and the

names of the witnesses, that the accused should be
allowed to have the aid of counsel, and that no sen-

tence of the Inquisition should be executed until

confirmed by the royal council. In 1815 it was
alxdished in the Portuguese dominions. The Inqui-

sition, abolished for Italy by Napoleon in 1808,

restored in Rome by Pius VIJ. in 1814, still exists,

nominally at least, as one of the ‘congregations’.

It used to have the censorship of the press. Among
the liest works on the Inquisition are Llorente’s

Histoire critique de l’lnquisition d’Espagne (Paris,

1B15 17; in English, London, 1827); and Lea’s
History of the Inquisition (three vols., 1887-88).

INSANITY, Mental Dkranukmknt, Unsound
Mind. A recent American writer, mentioning the
difficulties which surround the study of insanity,

says, ‘Certainly it, should not Ikj the reproach of

science, if it la* not given to man, with his mundane
qualities, to comprehend the mysteries of the Crea-

tor’—and it is in this Bpirit that the Rtudy of

insanity should be approached. Endless in its

varieties, infinite in its human interest, and a dis-

order that may at any time attack the best and
strongest, it iH surely one of the most absorbing and
most interesting of human studies. To a certain

point we can go, but licyond that who can say

what causes the mysterious change that produces
the phenomena of unsoundness of mind, the mental
derangement that we call insanity. We can dis-

cover lesions of the spinal cord and the brain, thick-

enings of membranes, excess of fluids, hardness,

deficiency of convolutions, and the smallest micro-

scopic alterations in the minutest cells of the brain,

but we cannot hope to fathom the mystery that

envelops the actual demonstrations of these lesions

in the living man, nor can we say why recovery may
take place in so many instances, while other oases

are hopeless from the first. Many causes have been
adduced for insanity, but when concentrated to-

gether they seem very much to contain one special

attribute, and that is selfishness, in the sense of self-

concentration on self. This may at the outset seem
a strange theory, but it bears some bttle truth on

|

the face of it, for from the earliest beginnings, from
the selfish irrationality of the morbidly bad-tempered
child or hysterical woman, who during their parox-

ysms are tor the moment insane, who take no heed
of time, place, surroundings, or the convenience of

others, can we not trace it through pubescent and
adolescent insanity, through the morbid self-con-

centration of the melancholic, and the reckless

selfishness of the general paralytic, to its culminat-

ing point in the oowardly, half-devilish selfishness

of (he homicide and suicide. The greatest trait of

the sound mind is enduranoe, the most pitiful point
in the unsound is lamentable deficiency of power of
enduring anything. The healthy mind rebounds
and reacts in trouble; the morbid mind is crushed,
and yields to the pressure in varying ways and in
varying degrees, and the distortion remains more or
less. It seems as though all the crises of life, t.g.

the commencement of education, the production of

teeth, the onset of puberty, the period of reproduc-
tion, the access of responsibility, the cessation of

reproduction, and the advance of deoay and disso-

lution were all able to affect certain minds, which,
escaping some of them, fall victims to the others.

For these it is hardly right to blame entirely the
individual, but it will be found nevertheless that it

is hardly fair to throw all the blame upon the crisis,

for so much depends on the care he or she has taken
to fit themselves for it when it comes. It is here,

of course, that example, training, and environment
are so much concerned, all of which affect the mind
imperceptibly, but no less surely. It is here that

the selfishness of former generations comes in, for it

is certain that debauchery, disease, dissipation, and
other faults in the parents will, to say the least,

diminish the power of their offspring’s resistance to

the pressure of the crises of life.

The causes of insanity, considered categorically,

have been described as moral and physical. The
moral causes are the so-called passions, joy, grief,

anger, fear, anxiety, and such things as social up-
heavals of religious and revolutionary origin; the
physical are such things as diseases, wounds or

injuries, sensual indulgence, masturbation, drink,

privation, heat and cold, while climate and the sea-

sons of the year are also mentioned. In England
the sexes are fairly equal in their liability, but in

the last Blue-book females are in the majority. The
same volume states that the ‘known’ lunatics now
amount to one in every 301 members of the esti-

mated ]>opulation.

The old division of Esquirol of the varieties of

insanity into mania, melancholia, dementia, and
idiocy was a simple and useful one, but it has been
found inadequate, and the latest classifications seek
to indicate other forms that do not exactly fit in

with either of these, and the Medico-Psychological
Association of Great Britain and Ireland has printed

the following :

—

1. Congenital or infantile mental deficiency, (a) with
epilepsy, (It) without epilepsy.

2. Epilepsy (acquired), i e. from convulsions, injuries, <fcc.

8 General paralysis of the insane
4 Mania—recent, chronic, recurrent, from drink, puer-

peral, senile.

5 Melancholia— recent, chronic, recurrent, puerperal,
senile

C Dementia— primary, secondary, senile, organic, is.

from tumours, coarse brain disease.

7. Delusional insanity.
8. Moral Insanity.

To describe these in detail would exceed the

limits of this article. The list is given to show how
many and varied are the kinds of insanity met with,

and the extreme difficulty of arrangement of them
in anything more than types, for as no two men aye

exactly alike, bo no two cases of insanity are exactly

similar.

Nos. 1 and 2 are partly dealt with under the

heading Idiot. No. 3 is one of the most insidious

disorders that attacks civilized mankind, which runs

a certain definite course, beginning with alteration,

munis, and exaltation, with grandiose ideas and
delusions, going on to dementia with or without
epileptiform seizures, and ending in fatuity and
paralysis in from two to five (or even more) years.

4. Mania (Greek, mania, madness). The vulgar
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idea of a ‘ madman is more realised in this than in
any other variety of insanity, distinguished as it is

by disorder of conduct, of motion, and of faculties,

accompanied by extravagance of gesture, speech,
and language, with here and there some approach
to occasional sense. The varieties almost explain
themselves. Recent or acute mania may come on
suddenly from any of the physical or moral causes,

and mania as a rule attacks those who are past child-

hood. Recovery may take place under treatment,
and usually does unless there is great exhaustion,
or great mismanagement of the case. It may, how-
ever, recur, and that several times, and a condition
of chronic mania, or feeble-mindedness ensue. Mania
from drink is characterized by hallucinations of

sight, and delusions of {persecution. All maniacal
states are generally ushered in by alteration of con-

duct, and especially by want of projper sleep, and all,

especially puerperal mania, need the most careful

nursing and feeding, and as, m the majority of cases,

enmity against those nearest and dearest is con-

spicuous, removal from home is generally advisable,

and a w<*ll-organized institution is generally neces-

sary. Modem science insists that nursing, feeding,

quiet, and rest are essential in these cases.

f>. Melant holla, so called from the old idea of

the ancients that * black bile’ (Greek, melon* choIt)
was the cause, is infinite in its varieties anil in tin*

seriousness of its onset. It attacks all ages and
both sexes, the female sex more than the male.

There arc nearly ulways delusions somewhere, and
they ought, if jm risible, to U> discovered, for melan-
cholia is the usual prelude to suicide or suicidal

attempts—and no effort should lx> sjpuml to counter-

act this. The difficulty is to know when to interfere,

and this hesitation lias much to do with the appal-

ling suicide statistics of this modern time. The
melancholic can, ami does, disguise his symptoms,
and rarely, except in so-called active melancholia,

does he give any disordered expression to hiH trouble;

he will rather alter in his usual habits, withdraw
from society, alpandon his pursuits, or lie olpservod

to shun daylight, to avoid anything pleasurable, or

to neglect himself and his affairs. .So he nurse* his

griefs till control breaks down, and then lie either

tells them to others and lings for help, or does some
rash and selfish act. Every case of melancholia

j

thinks his or her own case the worst that ever existed, I

and self and egotism enter largely into the delusions I

and ideas develojied. Physical ill-health, insomnia,
|

morbid religious ideas (committal of the unpardfpn- I

able sin and so on), anxiety and overstrain in the I

pursuit of wealth and ambition, and the puerperal
i

and characteristic conditions in the female, are the 1

most common causes. The worst time is the inor <

tuberculoma are often the cause. Treatment depends
greatly on the intensity of the symptoms. Removal
from home is essential, and the danger of suicide

must never be lost sight of. Success largely depends
on the proper estimation of the necessities and
capacities of the individual case.

6. Dementia .—Except for a rare disorder, the

primary dementia of the young adult, often re-

covered from, dementia is the sequel of other dis-

orders of the brain, and may mark the close of

general {paralysis, be the result of recurrent attacks

of mama or melancholia, or, as the list implies, be
the outcome of coarse disease of the brain. Casee
of dementia form a large portion of the {Population

of our asylums.

7. Ihlusional Insanity— Paranoia—is the most
difficult to understand of all the insanities. The
]N>pular mind cannot grasp the idea that a man or

woman win go aUiut the world to all outward seem-
ing little different from anyone else, and yet lx* the

victims of delusions and idous that govern and con-

trol his or her life. Delusional insanity is essen-

tially tlu* disorder of the degenerate, and heredity
playN a large jpurt in its causation. 1 loginning with
intros) Miction, proUibly always with sexual {perver-

sion of some kind, shyness, and eccentricity, the
victim of this disorder g<n>H on through phusoH of

mistrust and suspicion of others, Ipeconics more
wrapt in himself, seeks reasons for everything how-
ever trivial that he feels, or thinkH he feels, gets

{perversions of senses, and by degrees, in seeking to

account for these, develops delusions of persecutions

and extraordinary ideas of his own irii]KPrtunce. Ho
will collect {proofs of government, secrt5t Hooioty, and
social conspiracies against himself, and eventually

either ends by IpcciPining dangerous to others or

to society generally, and so. after many escapades,

in w’hich Platonic and other affection of morbid
character may take {part, and tin* lives of many
placed in jeojiardy, iH at last confined as chronically

insane. “He may even remain at large, give out
that he is the bringcr of sonic new message to man-
kind, and may actually secure a following who sup*

jMPse him to Fie of great inqiortanco, {perlwqps great

sanctity. This is not an imaginary picture; these

cases exist, and in large nuiuUirs.

8. Mitral insanity , Dr. Prichard wrote in 1868,

‘consists in a morbid {perversion of the natural

feelings, affections, inclinations, temjper, habits,

moral dispositions, and natural impulses, without
any remarkable disorder or defect of the intellect,

or know ing and reasoning faculties, and particularly

without any insane illusion or hallucination’. It

lias been well said by another writer that the child

has to subordinate the gratification of its desires to

ning after waking, and the cloud sometimes lifts to- the wishes of its {parents, and ho the man comes to

wards evening, to return again at times, at lied -time know tliat ‘present gratification and {pleasure must
or in the night. They accuse themselves of crime, ! lie controlled in order to attain more distant g<x>d ’.

of loss of affection and natural feeling for anyone, It is those whip seem unable to realize this that are

and even call themselves devils and fiends
;

but comprised under this head : men who voluntarily

many acute cases recover, and continue well for reduce their minds by drink, who, from any cause

many years. Every variety of delusion is to lie met that seems to give them gratification, alter their

with ;
fears of poison and the like may lead to usual habits, take a less healthy view of things, set

refusal of fexpd, and ideas of persecution to acts convention at defiance, or consort with those whose
against others. Bodily ailments of all kinds are society they before loathed. Though it may lie

complained of, and in the more chronic conditions said that such {persons have no intellectual defect

long-continued silence, apathy, and indifference to as expressed by delusion, yet by their insanity of

everything, or some constant movement witn reitcra- conduct and their perversion they reduce themselves

tion of a word or sentence may be noticed. Cases to a level which may vary in degree, but which

of melancholy often recover (sometimes almost sud- nevertheless shows unaoundness of mind. Under
denly) after long periods—and recover completely,— this head come not only the drunkard, the drug'

bat some bear traces of the disorder, and may Ipe taker, and the ‘ ne’er-do-weel ’, but that large class

liable to its recurrence or to attacks of mania alter- to whom affection spells lust, to whom gratitude is

nating with it. If death ensues it is from some unknown, and who never heard of sympathy or self-

mtercurrcnt disorder as a rule, pneumonia and command, or in whom these qualities, and the satis*
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faction they bring, have changed and become per-

verted. See also Lunatic Asylum.
INSCRIPTION, in archaology, is used to desig-

nate any monumental writing intended to commemo-
rate some remarkable event, to preserve the name of

the builder of a monument, or of the person in whose
honour it was erected, &c. Inscriptions are one of

the most imjKirtant sources of history, particularly

for the earlier j>eriods of nations, when other written

documents are rare or entirely wanting, and tradition

is the only medium of historical knowledge. After

the invention of an alphaliet the earliest application

of the art of writing will probably be by engraving

on wood, stone, or metals; and after other and
more convenient materials have come into common
use this method is often preferred for many purposes

on account of the greater durability of the material.

We have inscriptions therefore from all nations who
have arrived at a certain stage of civilization, on walls

of temples, tombs, triumphal monuments, tablets,

vases, &c., containing laws, decrees, treaties, religious

legends, moral, philosophical, or scientific precepts,

chronological tables, &o., generally contemi>orary
with the events they commemorate. Indian, Persian,

Egyptian, Phoenician, Etruscan, Grecian, Roman, &i\,

inscriptions have l)t*cn diligently studied, and have
made important revelations in the hands of learned

and ingenious men. The decipherment of the Egyp-
tian hieroglyphics and of the cuneiform inscriptions

of Assyria, Babylonia, and Persia may l>e ranked
among the chief achievements accomplished by the

scholarship of the nineteenth century. No satisfactory

interpretation of the Etruscan inscriptions has as yet

been given to the world, though more than one scholar

has professed to have found the key. See Cuneiform
WuiTINd, lllKHOOLYPllir WltlTINO, PAL^Od KATHY.
INSCRIPTIONS, Academy of. See Institutk

of Franck.
INSKCTIVORA, * insect-eaters ’,an order of mam-

mals which are plantigrade, have a clavicle, whose
incisor teeth arc larger than the canine, and whose
molar teeth have several pointed cusps. They are

separated from the Carnivores by the smaller canines,

the jointed crown of the molars, and by the placenta
being discoid, not zonular. The order has }>oint* of

resemblance to Heveral other groups. Thus, the hedge-
hog corresponds to the rodent porcupine, the shrew
to the rodent mice; the tupaya or Iwinxring to the

squirrel and to the lemurs; the mole to Spalax,

&c. The Erinocei include the European hedgehog
and the later tertiary species. The living hedgehogs
are characterized by the cutaneous spines, amid
which is abundant woolly hair, and by the capacity
to roll the Inxly into a ball, or rather to pull the
dorsal skin into a sac by means of the cwuilaris
muscle. The Sumatran genus Gymnura has not this

power. The Centetinn form two groups, one with no
tail, or only a short one, as CentetcSy the tanrec

;
the

tendrac, Erindiw, Geoff.
;
and the Echinogah

, all

jieculiar to Madagascar. Of the last genus a Bpecies

is found fossil in Auvergne. The other group with
tails not less than the length of the body comprises
Potamopalc of Lower Guinea, and the Solenodon of

Cuba. The arboreal Cladobate&y Tupaidy and Hylo-

my* are all peculiar to the Malayan Archipelago and
Peninsula. The jerboa-like Maeroscelides represents
a group confined to Mozambique. The small mouse-
like shrews form two sub-families : one, Sorieinoy of

terrestrial habits, the other MyogaHmiy aquatic and
possessing webbed feet. The moles, Talpina^ whose
anterior limbs are modified for digging purposes,

have a wide distribution in space, and range in time
from the Miocene period. See plate at Cheiroptera.
INSECTS. Having already, in the article En- I

TOMOtOGY, given an account of the classification of
j

|

insects, with special reference to the plates, we
{

here give some information as to the affinities of the
class. This group of articulated animals shows an
advance in organization as compared with the Arach-
nidans or the Crustaceans, in so far as the three seg-

ments of the body, head, thorax, and abdomen, are
in almost all distinct

;
the thorax alone has locomo-

tive limbs and wings. The head contains the first

part of the alimentary canal, the first pairs of ganglia*

and the sense organs, while the digestive organs are
lodged in the abdomen, except, of course, the oeso-

phagus and salivary ducts when present. Further,
while the number of distinct rings of which the
body is made up is obscured, so that the abdomen,
and frequently the thorax, seem to consist of an
undivided mass, a corresponding reduction in the
number or fusion of nervous ganglia is met with.

The respiration is aerial and effected in nearly all

by tracheal tubes, which only show saccular dilata-

tions in insects of rapid or long-sustained flight, as

the bees. The relations of this group to the other
articulated animals are interesting. The wings,

which, when present, distinguish insects from all

other invertebrate animals, are wanting in some
orders, as the lice, or, as in the aphides, are only
developed in sexually mature forms, which appear
towards the end of summer; are of normal dimensions
in the male of the glowworm, but rudimentary in

the female
;

or, as in Stylops, are absolutely wanting
in the female, which is wormlike and parasitic in

the bodies of hymenopterous insects. These ap-

jjendages, thus variable, are at first saccular prolon-

gations of the integument, which, after the insect

escapes from the pupa-case, harden so as to be
useful in flight. They find their counterparts in

the lamellar gills which project from the sides of

the larva? of the May-flies, dragon -flies, and such
l>eetles as GyrinnSy which 8]>end the earlier jiart of

their lives in the water. As one genus, Poilynema
nataiis, uses its wings in swimming, and as in Chloeoriy

one of the Ephemene, the branehite are kept in

constant vibration, there is cumulative support for

the view that the wings are branchial appendages
which have been in the first instance used as loco-

motive organs in water and moist soil, and later

employed for flight. The stigmata, or openings
which permit the access of air to the interior of the

tracheal tubes, by which it is conveyed to every
part of the economy, are, in the cose of the aquatic
larvae alx>ve mentioned, in the position of the bran-

chire, which drop off as maturity is attained. The
replacement of the one system by the other is simple,

and is explained by such cases as the Acshna % one
of the dragon-fly family, which possesses tracheal

lungs, or respiratory tubes to which the air, sejiarated

from water, has access through the intestine. The
closure of the intestinal orifice and the opening of

the stigma would coincide with the change from
aquatic to aerial life. This hypothesis involves the

tracing back of the insects to some common ancestral

form of aquatic habits and provided with gills on
the thoracic and abdominal rings or somites, such

common form having a tracheal system one end of

which communicates with the cavity of the intestine.

Lubbock (Lord Avebury) has pointed out that among
the CollembolcLy an obscure group of wingless insects,

Campodea presents a form nearly approaching that

of the hypothetical ancestor, the thoracic and ab-

dominal somites being similar. The absence of all

traces of external gills from these forms is explicable

by reference to the law which Darwin has established,

that parental peculiarities tend to be developed in

the offspring at successively earlier periods for each

generation, so that ultimately the gills would not

appear at all while the stigmata corresponding to
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their position were opened. This is a condition
exactly parallel to that of the mammals, birds, and
reptiles, as compared with the amphibians and fishes;

for whereas the last two groups have gills at some
period of life, the first three never have, yet the
arches from which the gills projected are present in

all alike, their numlier being, however, least in the
mammals. The claim of Campodea to be regarded
as representing the ancestral insect form is strength-
ened by two considerations. In the first place, that
genus approaches the aimulose type, recalls the
worms properly so called in the numlier of similar

segments of which it is composed; this tendency to

greater simplicity of ty|»e being presumably the index
of greater antiquity. In the second place, the Cam-
podea form is in general terms that of a Myriapod
in which the head only illustrates the fusion of rings,

so that their primitive distinctness is lost sight of,

though of course the hexajiod character, that is the
presence of three pairs of thoracic lunlis, reduces the
resemblance to a general one. Hut tin* chief argu-
ment is that founded on the character of the mas-
ticatory apparatus. Two groups have lieen defined

by this test: A. .1fandilndata, those having cutting
apparatus: Coleoptera Orthopteru, Homoptera, Hy-
menoptera, Stre|*siptera. H. Ilauatellata , those m
which the oral apjKMulages form suctorial tain**:

Hemiptera, Diptera Aphaniptem, Aptcm, Ix*pidop-

tera. Agassiz jointed out that the caterpillar of the
butterfly had a euttiug oral apjiaratus, whereas the

adult, the butterfly, hail the apjtendages so modified

as to constitute a long suctorial prolsmcis. Now', os

the jaws of insects are only locomotive limlis modi-
fied so as to serve for mastication, their condition

in the cuterpillur is more nearly that of the embryo
than is the suctorial tube. Agassiz therefore ar-

ranged the inserts so that the Coleoptera or liectles

with hard cutting jaws were at the bottom of the

scale, the Lepidoptcro, or butterflies and moths with
suctorial tubes, at the top, and the Hymenoptera or

bees, Ac., held an intermediate place. Westwood
has arranged the insects in two groujis: Hetero-
morpha, in which the young differ greatly from the

adult ; and Homomorpha, in which the amount of

change is less. Hut this arrangement rests upon the

change of form
;
Agassiz urged that even though the

larval lieetle was not very like the adult wingisl

insect, yet in essentials the change was not so great;

both adult and young consumed solid f<xxl, and in

elongation of tx>dy, greater distinctness of somites,

and simplicity of nervous system the adult differed

less from the larva than it did from a butterfly, still

leas than the butterfly differs from the caterpillar.

But LubtKick's olmervations on Campodea place tluit

form as intermediate between the Mandihulate and
Haustellate group; these two l**ing thus derived,

not the latter from the former, but Ixith Iniing modi-

fications of one common form. This view seems more
probable than that urged by other writers, that

perfect insects existed before larvee and pupae, in

other words, that these stages in the development of

perfect insects were the product of later times, were,

indeed, adaptations to altered external conditions.

According to this view metamorphosis had reference

to greater drought, or wet, or cold, or other condi-

tion which delayed evolution for a time, and during

this time vitality had to be maintained ;
the meta-

morphosis enabled the young to overpass the time of

danger, and therefore became a permanent possession

of the race. But there are two types of larva*, the

one vermiform, the other Campodea-like, a wingless

hexapod larva; the former, being inferior in every

way in organization, may be a later product
;
but the

latter may be held by every analogy to represent an
ancestral type. Campodea has long passed the

aquatic era of its existence ; other groups of living

insects still pass through such a period. In develop-

ment, therefore, the latter are still behind the former;

they repeat more nearly the ancestral habits. There
has been, in fact, great difference in the rate of evolu-

tion. The geological evidence is similar. Lepidop-
tora appear in Tertiary strata ; Piptera, Hemiptera,
Hymenoptera in the Oolitic, Coleoptera in the Car-

lioniferoua, Neuroptera and Orthoptera in the De-
vonian rocks. In insects, therefore, as in other

groujis, some forms early attained the organization

which they have since retained, others only recently

acquire! high H)x*cializntion, while some have de-

jmrted but little from the original tyin*.

INSKSSOKEH (Latin, insideo, 1 sit upon), a term
denoting the ‘ lurching ’ birds, and applied to distin-

guish an order of th*» bird-class which includes the
vast majority of the smaller and more familiar mem-
bers of that group. The term liiHessorw is seldom
used in modem systems of classification, tiecuuso the

group denoted by it is a purely arbitrary one. Be-
sides the birds now clussod as Passeh*h or Passeri-

formes, it includes many of the Picarin* and some of

other orders. The inscssorial birds are distinguished

from the other orders of birds chiefly by their negative

characteristics— that is, they want the ]H>siti\e and
definite characters which distinguish these orders.

The form of the lieak \aries widely throughout
the order, and four sub-orders or Hub-divisions of

the group base lieen founded upon the differences

in conformation of this struct un*. The Coniroatrea,

or ‘conical lleaked * Insessorcs, are represented by
the families of the Crows {Corrida’), the Purerida*.

or Hombills, the Starlings (Sturnida), tin* Crossbills

( lA)jriadir ), the Finches, Larks, Ac. {Frinyillidtv).

The birds of this division are distinguished by tho

conical slwqie of the beak, and by the fact that tho

upjier mandible I tears no distinct serrations or teeth-

like processes. The second division is that of the

Dentiroatrra or * toothed -I

K

auked ’ percbers, in which
the hooked upjier mandible is distinctly notched or

toothed at its tip. The predaceous tyjs* is most
strongly develops! in these of all the insessorial

forms. The Lfiniidrr or Shrikes, Fly -catchers or

Mu*cicapid<v
,
Warblers or Sylviadw, Tits ( Purina'),

and Thrushes (
Mrrulida

)
represent this group. The

third sub-order, or Tcnuirostrra, are so named from
the slender conformation of the U'ak, and in these

birds then* is a slender conformation of the toes

also. In this group are included the Humming-
birds ( Track'duhr ), the CreejKTs (Crrthida), the

Hoopoes ( VpupitUr), the Honey-birds (Affliphagidtr)
t

and the Sun -birds (Promt ropida), The last stilxli-

visiou is that of tie Fiasiroatrra or eleft-1 leaks, dis-

tinguished by having the ‘gain? ’ or line of separation

of the mandibles carried far riack into the bead, the

gatie extending backwards even under the eyes. The
sides of the gape are usually provided with ‘vibriss®

'

or stiff bristly filaments, which assist in the capture
of the insect prey. The sub-order includes the Afrro-

pidee or Bee-eaters, the Ahcedlnidw or Kingfishers,

Hirundinida or Swallows and Martins, the Cypselidct

or Swifts, and the Goat-suckers (
Caprimulgida: ).

INSIGNIA, the name given to outward marks
of power and dignity, such as the crown and sceptre

of a king, the mitre and ring of a bishop, Ac.

INSOLVENCY. See Bankrupt.
INSPIRATION, in theology, is the infusion of

ideas into the human mind by the Holy Spirit. By
the inapiration ofthe Scriptures is meant the influence

of the Holy Spirit exercised on the understandings,

imaginations, memories, and other mental faculties

of the writers, by means of which they were qualified

for communicating to the world divine revelation, or

the knowledge of the will of God, without error or
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mistake. Theological writers have enumerated seve-

ral kinds or degrees of inspiration, which are founded

upon the supposition that God imparted to the sacred

penmen that measure and degree of assistance which
was just suited to the nature of the subjects which

they committed to writing, and did not supersede the

use of their natural powers and faculties, and of their

acquired knowledge, where these were sufficient.

The measure of divine assistance which enabled

Moses to give an account of the creation, Joshua to

record with exactness the settlement of the children

of Israel in Canaan, David to mingle prophetic infor-

mation with the varied effusions of gratitude, contri-

tion, and piety, Isaiah to deliver predictions respect-

ing the Messiah, and the evangelists to relate in their

several styles and ways the life and transaction's of

Jesus Christ, has been termed inspiration of direction.

In some cases inspiration only produced correctness in

narrating past occurrences, and preserved the writers

generally from relating anything derogatory to the

revelation with which it was connected. This has
been termed inspiration of superintendency. Where,
indeed, it not only communicates new ideas, but has
also imparted greater strength and vigour to the

efforts of the mind than the writers could otherwise

have attained, this assistance has been called inspir-

ation of elevation. Further, when the prophets or

apostles received such communications of the Holy
Spirit as suggested and dictated minutely every part

of the truths delivered, this, which is the highest

degree of divine assistance, is called inspiration of

suggestion. All orthodox theologians agree in ascrib-

ing divine assistance to the scriptural writers, but the

mode of inspiration, the degree and extent of it, are

all questions of dispute. The advocates of jtlenary

Inspiration assert that every verse of the Bible, every

word of it, every syllable, every letter is the direct

utterance of the Most High. It is further held by
this school that what God has so inspired he must
have miraculously preserved. Inspiration is essen-

tially intermitting; it is a divine afflatus controlling

the soul at some moments, abandoning it at others;

it may visit the ignorant or the learned, the good
or the bad; the wordB pronounced under its influence

are held infallible, not so those Bj»oken in ordinary

circumstances. In opposition to this theory some
writers confine inspiration to all that is directly

religious in the Bible, to all that is matter of direct

revelation, leaving out of the question all that belongB

to the domains of science or ordinary history, all that

can be known by ordinary intellectual application.

Other authorities attribute inspiration only to the

spirit, ideas, or doctrines of the Scriptures, exempting
the strict form or letter. Some go yet further, and
Include in the fallible sections the mode of argument
and expository details. In support of this theory
numerous passages from the Bible have been quoted
which appear contradictory or Bhow ignorance of

history or science. Notwithstanding all the learn-

ing and acumen devoted in modern times to this

topic, there is no general agreement regarding in-

spiration, though comjMiratively few now accept the
dootnne of plenary inspiration, and many refuse to
believe that the Bible is in any special sense in-

spired. The Bible itself gives little that is definite

regarding inspiration, but it is clear that Christ and
the writers of the New Testament regarded the Old
Testament as in a special sense God's word, and a
similar view regarding the New Testament lute been
held from the earliest times.

INSTANCE. On the European continent a court
is said to he of the first instance when it has original

jurisdiction of a case; of the second instance when it

has apellate jurisdiction from a lower court; of the
third instance when it has appellate jurisdiction from

oourti of the seoond instance. In soma cmaa, gene-
rally criminal, a court may be of the first or eeoopd
instanoe according to the place where the proeem
was begun; for instance, if a man Is tried in Prussia
for a high crime and found guilty, he appeals, and
the case is sent to another criminal court, chosen by
the government, which in this case is of the second
instanoe; while in the next case, perhaps, the situation

of the two courts may be reversed. To absolve a

b

instantia means to absolve a person from an accusa-

tion without carrying through the process.

INSTERBURG, a town of Prussia, province of

East Prussia, in the government of and 16 miles west
from Gumbinnen, capital of the circle of same name,
at the confluence of the Angerapp and Inster, which
here form the Pregel. It has a superior court of law,
several public offices, two churches, a castle, several
superior schools, and an infirmary; manufactures of
linen, leather, and earthenware; iron-foundries, a
distillery, brewery, and a trade in corn, cattle, pigs,
yarn, &c. Pop. (189,0), 28,014.
INSTINCT la, according to some writers, tnat

impulse produced by the peculiar nature of an animal
which prompts it to do certain things without being

directed, in acting thus, by reflection, and which is

immediately connected with itB own individual pre-

servation or with that of its kind. Thus, we are told

by one school of philosophers the new-born duck
hastens to the water, the infant sucks without being

taught to do so. All the instincts of animals appear

in the selection of food, avoiding of injurious sub-

stances, taking care of their young and providing for

them before they are born. According to other

authorities instinct embraces all the unconscious in-

telligent acts of animals, and there are actions of all

grades from the most instinctive to the most rational

All intelligent acts are done at first consciously; by
constant repetition the voluntary effort gradually

decreases, until at last none is necessary, and then
the habit becomes an unconscious intelligent act or

instinct. According to this theory, therefore, instincts

are simply habits which have been repeated for a long

period of time. The great objection to this theory

is that instincts are possessed by individual animals

which by no possibility can have contracted confirmed

habits, nor even learned them from their parents, as

for instance the acts of the chick to break the egg in

which it is inclosed. It is, however, suggested that

habits and instincts are transmissible from one gene-

ration to another by inheritance, inwhich case instincts

will be merely the habits which the species or line of

descendants have repeated for the longest time and
with the greatest frequency; and evidence abounds
in zoological works of habits of every degree of

tenacity, from the action of the moment to the

instinct of centuries, and of the newly contracted

habits of an individual being transmitted to its

progeny. There has been a tendency hitherto to

underestimate, even to ignore, the acquired know-
ledge of animals, and it has become a matter of

wonder that they should be able to do instinctively

what man requires an education to perform. We are

as yet ignorant of how far imitation can operate in

the lower animals, or to what extent they can derive

instruction from the elders of their tribe. The analo-

gies of the human feelings, intellect, and will might
to a considerable extent explain their oonduct without
driving us to the supposition that a special revelation

is mads to them at every turn of their career by which
they unerringly choose what is beneficial aim avoid

what is injurious

—

a provision denied to the highest

form of the animal organization.

INSTITUTE OF FRANCE. This learned body,

which was organized after the first storm of the
French Revolution, during which all the academies
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01 learning and arts in Fianoe had been supprased,
was formed by the decree of the 25th October, 1795,
to replace the Academic Franpuae, the Academe
dee Sciences, and the Acad&nie dee Belles Lettree
et Inscriptions. Its object was the advancement of

the arts and scienoee by continual researches, by the
publication of new discoveries, and by a correspon-
dence with the most distinguished scholars of all

countries, and especially by promoting such scientific

and literary undertakings as would tend to the
national welfare and glory. The Institute was com-
posed of a number of members residing at Paris,

and an equal number of associates (asaocils) in the
different parts of the republic. Each class could
also choose eight learned foreigners as associates.

It was at first divided into three classes, each of

which was sutxlivided into several sections. The
first class embraced the physical and mathematical
sciences, the second the moral and historical, and
the third literature and the fine Arts. The numtier
of active members, exclusive of the astocils, was
limited to 144. The National Institute received,

however, its final organization by a decree of the
3rd Pluviose of the j

Tear 11 (January 23, 1803). It

was then divided into four classes— 1, the class of

the physical and mathematical sciences, consisting

of sixty-five memlters; 2, the class of the French
language and literature, consisting of forty memtiers;

3, the class of histoiy and ancient literature, of forty

members; and 4, the class of the fine arts, with
twenty-eight memliera. In the last years of the

imperial government the title of the National Insti-

tute was exchanged for that of the Imperial Institute.

The restoration of the Bourbons gave rise to now
changes in this learned body, which restored it in

some degree to its original condition. A royal

ordinance of March 21, 1816, first restored the

former names of the classes, so that the name of

Institute was applied only to the whole Ixxly collec-

tively. The same ordinance assigned the first rank
to the Academic Fran9a1.se, as lining the oldest

;
the

next rank to the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles

Lettres; the third to the Academic des Sciences;

and the last to the Academic des Beaux Arts. These
united academies were under the personal direction

of the king, and each had an mdiqxmdent organiza-

tion and a free disposition of the funds committed to

them. To each academy were attached ten honorary
memliers, who had merely the right of being present

at the meetings. Such of the former members as had
returned liecame again memliers of their respective

academies. In 1832 the old class of Sciences Morales
et Politiquee was reconstituted as a sejiarate aca-

demy, so tliat there are now five academies.

Tne Academic Fram;aise had for its chief object

the cultivation of the French language, and was
charged with the composition of a French dictionary,

the merits of which nave been often disputed and
its plan condemned. As every one who has brought

a vaudeville on the stage with success thinks himself

entitled to a place among the forty memliers of 4 the

Academy \ these places afford the most fruitful sub-

jects for squibs and B&tire, and the disposal of the

vacant chairs has been often by no means regulated

by the best taste and judgment, Molifere and La
Bruyfere being rejected, while the shallowest court

favourites were accepted.

The AcatUmie des Inscriptions et Belle* Lettres

has forty members, ten free academicians, and eight

foreign associates. It has forty correspondents at

home and abroad, and devotes itself chiefly to sub-

jects of an historical nature. The most distinguished

scholars, both in and out of Europe, are, or have

been, connected with it. Committees of this aca-

demy superintend the erection of public monuments
Vol. vn.

and the preservation of those already in existence.

Works brought out under its auspices are: Histoire
Littdraire de France, Kecueil des Historians do
France, and Corpus Inacriptionum Semiticarum.
The Academic de* Sciences lias for its province

the various branches of knowledge connected with
the physical and mathematical sciences, natural
history, medicine, Ac., there being in all eleven

sections. It has 66 members, 10 free academicians,

and 100 correspondents. The number of its assoeiis

grangers is limited to oifjfht. Among former associls

Stranger* we may mention Faraday, Brewster, Sir

J. W. Herscbcl, and Sir Richard Owen.
The AcadAmie des Beaux Arts has 40 members,

10 free academicians, 10 foreign associates, and 61

correspondents. A committee of this academy was
charged with the publication of a dictionary of the
fine arts, of which some volumes have apj>earod.

The AcadAmie des Sciences Morales et PolUigurs,
has 40 memliers, 10 free academicians, 6 foreign

associates, and 48 correspondents.

This distinguished Ixxiy, after having been called

National
, Imperial, and Jioyal at different times, is

now the histUut de France. Memliers are elected

for life by ballot, and have an annual salary of 1 500
francs.

INSTRUMENT, in music, any sonorous body,
artificially constructed for the production of musical
sounds. Musical instruments may bo divid«*d into

three main kinds—wind-instruments, stringed instru-

ments, and instruments of percussion, and of these

there art' various subordinate divisions. Thus, of

wind-instruments there are wood-winds and brasses;

among stringed instruments some are played with
the fingers, as the harp, others with a bow, others by
means of keys and hammers, as the piano. Instru-

ments of all the chief kinds ant of extreme antiquity,

and it is impossible to say how old some sort of flute

or pijxs, or some sort of lyre or harp, may be. But of

course it took long toperfectacomplicated instrument
like the piano. The modern Htriuged instruments
include the violin, viola, and violoncello ; the harp,

mandoline, and guitar, the piano, Ac.; wind-instru-

ments, the flute, ulannot, oboe, comet, horn, trumpet,
ophiclcide, organ, Ac.; those of percussion, the drum,
tamtxuirme, cymbals, triangle, Ac. See Ohcjikhtha.
INSTRUMENTAL MU8JC, music produced by

instruments
,
os contradistinguished from vocal music,

For the composition of instrumental music not only
is a high musical faculty indis|>ensahle, but also a
long patient training, combined, if possible, with
some ability to perform on several of the chief in-

struments. Without a proper knowledge of the
various instruments of the orchestra the composer
may write a passage inconvenient, even impossible,

to lx* played on the instrument. Instrumentation
is quite a modem art, and may lx? said to have been
first cultivated to any purjswe among the Italians,

after whom came the French and Germans. In
Germany, Haydn and Mozart deserve tho credit

of carrying the art to a perfection up to their time
undreamed of. Among more modem names may
lie mentioned Schubert, Weber, Berlioz, Wagner.
See Berlioz, Traits d'Instrumentation (1844); R.
Hofmann, Praktische Instrumentationslebre (Leip-

zig, 1893); Lavoix, Histoire de l’lnstrumentation

(1878) ; and E. Front, Instrumentation (1876). See
also Orchestra, Music, Opera.
INSULATOR, a body used to separate an electri-

fied conductor from other bodies, and which offers

very great resistance to the passage of electricity.

Thus, when an electrified liras* sphere has a support

of dry glass, and is surrounded py dry air, it is in-

sulated from the floor and the walls of the room in

which it is placed. In a damp atmosphere a glass
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support, unless coated with shellac -varnish, soon
becomes covered with moisture, and ceases to be
an insulator. Glass, shellac, resins, sulphur, ebonite,

gutta-percha, silk, and baked wood are notable in-

sulating materials.

Wires in which currents of electricity are passing

are often arranged in coils. To prevent the lateral

passage of electricity from one coil to another the
wires are usually covered with silk and shellac.

Telegraph wires are carried on wooden posts, placed

from 180 to 830 feet apart. The insulator on the
post, to which the wire is attached, is usually made
of porcelain or stoneware. Water and dust on the
surface of the porcelain, and spiders' webs, act as
conductors between the wire and post, and have to
be guarded against in designing these insulators.

In a telegraph line of 400 mues, 54 per cent, of the
electricity allowed to enter at one end escapes by
the posts, and 46 per cent, arrives at the other
end. Underground telegraph wires are usually of

copper, insulated by means of acoating of gutta-percha
or india-rubber, and protected bv tape or iron wire,

metal tubes, or wooden troughs filled with bitumen.
Submarine cables are made with great care, as the
occurrence of a fault in the insulation gives rise

to much expense. The core of a cable consists of

a copper wire insulated by a covering of gutta-percha
whose weight is greater than that of the wire. The
core is well wrap{Kid with hemp; near the outer
parts, and well surrounded with hemp and tar, are
a number of iron and steel wires, which proceed
spirally round the cable. See TuLKGitArH.
INSURANCE is a oontract whereby, for a stip-

ulated consideration, called a premium, one party
undertakes to indemnify another against certain

risks. The party undertaking to make the indemnity
is called the insurer or underwriter, and the one to

be indemnified the assured or ineured. The instru-

ment by which the oontract is made is denominated
a policy; the events or causes of loss insured against,

risks or perils; and the thing insured, the subject or

insurable interest. Marine insurance relates to pro-

perty and risks at sea; insurance of property on shore
against fire is called fire insurance. Life insurance,

in its widest sense, is a oontract entered into by the
insurer to pay a certain benefit contingent upon the
duration of one or more lives. Besides these classes

of insurance there are many others; the traveller may
insure himself against loss entailed from damage by
rail or sea; the farmer from the inroads of disease

among his live-stock; the employer from the fraud
of a dishonest oashier, &a Our attention will, how-
ever, be oonfined to the first three divisions.

The practice of marine insurance seems to have
long preceded insurances against fire and upon lives.

It is imfKMsible to state the precise period of its

introduction, but it is probable that it dates from
the end of the fourteenth or beginning of the fif-

teenth century. It is, however, contended, on the
authority of Livy, that traoee of the practice may be
found during the second Punic war, when the con-
tractors employed to transport provisions and ammu-
nition to Spam stipulated that the Roman govern-
ment should indemnify them against such losses as

might be sustained from the acts of the enemy or

tempests of the sea; while other writers, founding on
a passage of Suetonius, ascribe the introduction of

the principle to the Emperor Claudius, who, to en-

courage the importation of corn during a period of

scarcity at Rome, took upon himself all the loss or

damage it might sustain from storms during its tran-

sit Coming nearer our own day, there are extant

rules of sundry guilds or social corporations of the

Anglo-Saxons, whereby, in consideration of certain

contributions, the members guarantee sach other

against loss from fire, water, robbery, or other cala-

mity. Insurance, viewed in its commercial aspect,

however, seems to have been first undertaken in

Flanders some time about 1800, although we can
find no Flemish law on the subject earlier than 1587.

Beckmann seems to have thought that the practice

originated in Italy, bat priority has been claimed for

Barcelona, the magistrates of which issued an ordi-

nance relative to the subject in 1485, whereas the

earliest Italian law is dated 1528. It is probable

that insurance was introduced into England by the

Lombards early in the sixteenth century, as mention
is made in the statute 43 Eliz. cap. xii. that it was
customary among merchants English and foreign,

when they made any important venture, to effect

insurance on their ships and goods. Few insurance

questions appear to liave been brought before the

Westminster courts till after the middle of the 18th

century. The decisions of Lord Mansfield may indeed
be said to have in a great measure formed and fixed

the law on this subject He expelled from this

branch of law the narrow quibbling and technical

doctrines with which it had been infested His
judgments were founded on the broad principles of

public justice and convenience which had been sanc-

tioned by universal experience. He obtained his

extensive information by consulting the most intelli-

gent merchants and the works of foreign lawyers,

and by a careful study of the French Ordinance of

1681, the most admirably digested code of maritime
law any oountxy can boast of. From the excellence

and comprehensiveness of his decisions, they have
justly commanded great respect in all countries.

While all fire ana life assurances are made at the

risk of companies which contain within themselves

the requisites of security, wealth, and numbers, a

large proportion of marine insurances is made at the

risk of individuals called underwriters. Until 1824
the only companies that could grant marine insur-

ances were the ‘Royal Exchange’ and ‘London As-
surance;' yet though the monopolyof these offices then

came to an end, and many other companies sprang up.

the force of custom is so strong that the individual

underwriters have secured a large share of the busi-

ness. The London underwriters form an influential

society known as Lloyd’s, from having originally

met in a coffee-house kept by a \>erson of that name
in Abchurch Lane. The joint affairs of the sub-

scribers are managed by a selected committee, the
insurance companies being included in the list, as

they depend on the offioe entirely for their informa-

tion. Agents are stationed at all the principal ports

of the world, who send in accounts of ships entered

and cleared at their ports, as well as of losses and
other casualties. These aocounts are regularly fill d,

and are accessible to all the subscribers; and the

principal arrivals and losses are posted in two books

placed in conspicuous parts in the room, and in

another book in an adjoining room for the use of the

general public. In addition to this there is a register

which professes to give an account of the tonnage,

build, age, repairs, and quality of almost all the ves-

sels that frequent British ports. As a small number
of risks would not secure a safe average to the indi-

vidual Insurer, owing to the great hazard property

at sea is exposed to, he prudently takes but a frac-

tional part of the entire risk on himself, and this is

effected by subscribing or underwriting the stipulated

proportion on a policy drawn out for the entire sum
to be covered. The necessity for circulating the

policy and negotiating the insurance has given riee

to the business of the insurance broker, with which,

however, that of the underwriter is frequently com-
bined. Marine insurance differs from an ordinary

fire insurance in respect that in case of partial lose
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tb* Insurer pay* only such a proportion of the nun in- merchandise stook and utensils in trade not hazard-
sored as the damage sustained bears to the fall value out. The premiumupon these is usually l«.6d. percent,
of the property at the time of insurance. In indem- per annum. Hasardons insurances are buildings of
nifying for a partial loss, it is usual to deduct a certain timber, or of timber and plaster, or not wholly separ-
proportion of the nominal value of the repairs, the ated by partition walls of brick or stone, or not covered
owner having, it is considered, received an equivalent with slates, tiles, or metal; thatched buildings having
In tha t ...1. .
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yearn 1770 to 1787 inclusive, and hence known as

the Carlisle table. Tables constructed on wider and
more accurate data are now in general use. Life in-

surance companies are divided into three classes. The
first consists of corporations or joint-stock companies,

who undertake to pay fixed sums upon the death of

the party insuring with them; the profits of such

societies are wholly divided among the proprietors.

The second class is formed on the basis of mutual
insurance, the members themselves being the com-
pany, and liable to each other for all claims. Here,

in the absence of a large capital, it is usual to adopt
a scale of premiums known to be in excess of what
is required to meet the sums insured. The profit

accruing therefrom is ascertained from time to time,

and allotted to the insured, generally in the form of

bonuses. The third class, or mixed companies, are

proprietary companies charging such increased rates

as will yield a bonus, but which, in return for the

working expenses and guarantee of their capital,

reserve a stipulated portion of their profits for their

proprietors. Each of these classes has its advantages
—the large capital of the first forming a thoroughly
reliable security; the second having no proprietors

to draw away the profitB of the society; and the
third combining partially the advantages of both. It

is, however, impossible to say with certainty which
is the preferable form. As life insurance is an im-
portant matter, the bargain extending probably over
fifty years, the greatest caution should be shown by
the party to be insured. Little reliance should be
placed on attractive statements as to low premiums,
targe bonuses, Ac., unless they are backed by the
pledge* of men of capital, respectability, and special

business knowledge. Life insurance not being a
contract of indemnity, a person may insure in as

many offices as he likes, and his executors will re-

cover the full amount from each of the insurers. To
prevent gambling upon life assurance it was enacted
by 14 Geo. Til cap xlviii. that no insurance shall be
made by any person, bodies politic or corporate, on
the life of any }>erson, or any other event wherein
the person for whose use and benefit, or on whose
aooount such policy shall be made, Bhall have no
interest, and every insurance made contrary to this

act is null and void. It is perfectly legal for a wife

to insure her husband's life, as she is de}>endent upon
him for support; or for a husband to insure his wife’s

if she has an annuity or property settled upon her
for life in which he has an interest; or for a creditor

to insure his debtor's life. Should the creditor’s

claim be settled before the debtor's death he is still

entitled to recover if the policy is kept up. All
offices either insert in their policies, or refer in them
to a declaration Bigned by the insured Betting forth

his age, or the age of the party upon whom he is

making an insurance, and if he is afflicted with anv
disorder that tends to the shortening of life, &c. 1

1

may be useful for applicants to remember that if

they state anything untruly, although innooently, it

may and will probably void the policy. The policy

is also void where the person whose life is insured is

killed in a duel, is hanged, or commits suicide, unless
in this latter case he was insane at the time. Life
insurances are often assigned as a security for debt,
the assignor binds himself to pay the premiums;
failing payment by him the assignee is generally
authorised to pay them himself, and recover the
amount from the assignor. By 88 and 84 Viet cap.

Ixi. every life insurance company is bound to prepare
a yearly statement of its revenue and of its balance-

sheet according to prescribed forms, and shall cause
certain periodical investigations to be made into its

affairs, and prepare and furnish to shareholders and
policy-holders periodical statements of its business.

INTAGLIO (Italian), a stone or gem on which a
figure is hollowed out so that the impression from
it may be in relief. Seals are thus engraved. See
Gem Sculpture.
INTEGRAL CALCULUS. See Calculus.
INTELLECT, the thinking part of the mental

constitution. Mind is made up of three elementary
constituents—emotion, volition, and intelligence.

When we experience pleasure or pain we are said to

feel, a oondition which iB referred to the emotions;

when we act to obtain the one or escape the other,

we exert our will; when we remember, compare, or

reason, intelligence is brought into play. The powers
or properties of the intellect have been variously

classified. Reid’s classification is perception by the
senses, memory, conception, abstraction, judgment,
reason. To these Stewart adds consciousness, atten-

tion, imagination, and the association of ideas. Sir

William Hamilton adopted the following division

into six faculties:—1. The presentative faculty, or

the power of recognizing the different aspects of the

world without ana the mind within (external percep-

tion, self-consciousness). 2. The conservative faculty,

or memory proper, the power of retaining impressions

to be subsequently reproduced as occasion demands.
8. The reproductive faculty, the means of recalling

the dormant impressions into consciousness. 4. The
representative faculty, or imagination, which deter-

mines the greater or less vividness of the impressions

or ideas thus reproduced. 5. The elaborative faculty,

or power of comparison, by which classification, gene-

ralization, abstraction, and reasoning are effected.

6. The regulative faculty, or the cognition of the

A priori or instinctive notions of the intellect, as

space, time, causation, necessary truths, &c. This is

equivalent to what the German philosophers call

Vemunft (reason), as contrasted with Verstand (un-

derstanding), which deals with experienced or con-

tingent truth. Other classifications are memory,
reason, and imagination, which is, if not the most
correct, the most popular. The classification adopted
by Bain is—1. Discrimination, or the consciousness

of difference. 2. Retentiveness, the property whereby
impressions once made persist after the fact, and can
be afterwards recovered without the original cause,

and by mental forces alone 8 Similarity or agree-

ment These three properties, in combination with
emotion and volition, he bolds are adequate to ex-

plain all the recognized faculties. Memory is almost
a pure case of retentiveness, aided now and again by
similarity; perception by the senses is only another
name for discrimination; and judgment is either dis-

crimination or similarity, according as it discovers

difference or agreement in the object.

INTEMPERANCE. See Temperance.
INTENSITY, in physics, a term often vaguely

employed to indicate magnitude. Voltaic cells, ar-

ranged to send the strongest current through a great

length of wire (the zinc of one cell being joined to

the copper of the next), were said to be joined for

intensity ; many practical telegraphists stul use this

term, which originated in an erroneous theory. The
following technical terms axe of importance. The
intensity of a magnetic field at any point is the force

which would act on a unit magnetic pole at that

point. The intensity of magnetization of a magnet
is the ratio of its magnetic moment (the strength of

one pole multiplied by the distance between the two
poles) to its volume. The intensity of a current oi

electricity, or the strength of the current, or more
imply the current, is the quantity of electricity

which flows through any cross section of a conductor

I

in a unit of time.

INTERCOLUMNIATION, in architecture, the
I space between two oolumns measured at the bottom
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of thefe shaft Vitruvius mentions five varieties of

interoolumniation, and assigns to them different pro-

portions, expressed in measures of the inferior di-

ameter of the column. These are the pycnostyle of

one diameter and a half, the systyle of two diameters,

the duutyle of three diameters, the areostyle of four

diameters, and the euetyle of two and a quarter

diameters. It is found, however, on examining the

remains of ancient architecture that they rarely agree

with the Vitruvian dimensions, which must therefore

be regarded as arbitrary; and indeed the words them-
selves oonvey no idea of an exactly defined space,

but are in their very vagueness more applicable to

the remains of ancient art.

INTERDICT, an ecclesiastical censure in the R.
Catholic Church, the effect of which, taken in its most
extended sense, was, that no kind of divine service

was celebrated in the place or country under the

sentence ; the sacraments were not administered, the

dead not buried with the rites of the church. This

interdict is called local*, whilst the personal interdict

regards only one or more persons. We shall here

speak of the former. Even Catholic writers admit
that the interdict has been often abused for interested

purposes, and has produced licentiousness in the

countries and provinces subjected to it, by depriving

them of religious service for a length of time. And
no one acquainted with history can deny that inter-

dicts have been productive of rebellion and all kinds
of disorder; although it is alleged that in the dark
ages they occasionally served as a check against the

power of the monarchs. It is a mistake to suppose
that Gregory VII. was the inventor of this mighty
engine of ecclesiastical power. It can be proved to

have existed before his time; hut it is true that he
used it oftener and more tyrannically than any of his

predecessors. The eleventh century was pre-eminently
the century of interdicts. Adrian IV. laid Rome
itself under an interdict, for the purjKise of compel-
ling the senators to expel Arnold of Brescia and hiB

followers. Innocent III. laid France under an inter-

dict in 1200, and England in 1208. Popes or bishops

sometimes mitigated the rigour of the interdict. Thus
we read in the Chronicle of Tours that the viaticum

and baptism were allowed to he administered during
the interdict under which France was laid, as above-

mentioned, and which lasted nine months. Innocent
III. finally permitted preaching and confirmation to

take place during this period, and even the adminis-

tering of the eucharist to Crusaders and foreigners.

And Gregory IX., about 1230, on account of the

* great scandal' caused by the interdicts, permitted

mass to be said once a week without ringing the

bells, and with the doors closed. Boniface VIII.

<1300) ordered the mass to be said without singing,

every day, with closed doors, except on Christmas,

Easter, Pentecost, and Assumption, when ringing the

bells, singing, and open doors were allowed. Mag-
deburg was four yean under an interdict, because the

archbishop of the city had been murdered. John
XXII. took off the interdict by a bull Interdicts

were gradually recognized to be inconsistent with the

spirit of the time; and when Paul V. laid Venice
under an interdict in 1606 the churches were not

closed, nor divine service interrupted, and only a
minority of the bishops acknowledged it. In the

beginning of the same century some interdicts, pro-

nounced by bishops, excited much attention. It was
not unfrequent in the middle ages for princes to

request bishops to lay the territories of their vassals

under an interdict The interdict must he announced,
like the excommunication, in writing, with the causes,

and is not to be imposed until after three admonitions.
The penalty of disobedience to an interdict is eaoom-
mmncation Writers of the Galilean Church say that

the pope has no right to lay France under an interdict,

and the parliaments refused to register them. Inter-

dicts are not to be oonfounded with the simple csssatio

a dinnitf or the disuse of religious oeremonies, which
takes place when a church has been polluted, for

example, by a murder committed in it

INTERDICT, in Scotch law, is an order of the

Court of Session, or of a subordinate court, for stop-

ping or prohibiting a person doing an act oomplained
of as unlawful or wrongful In the Court of Session

the interdict is obtained on presenting a note of sus-

pension and interdict to the lord ordinary on the

bills; in the subordinate courts by a summary peti-

tion to the inferior judge. The party applying for

it must have both title and interest. It may be
resorted to as a remedy against all encroachments
either on property or possession. It corresponds to

what is termed in England a writ of injunction. See
Ih.iunotiom.

INTEREST is the allowance made for the loan or

forbearance of a sum of money which Is lent for, or

becomes due at, a certain time; this allowance being

generally estimated at so much per cent, per annum,
that is, so much for the use of £100 for a year. The
money lent or forborne is called the principal; the

sum paid for the use of it, the intci'tst. The interest

of £100 for one year is called the rale per cent., and
the sum of any principal and its interest together,

the amount. Interest is either simple or compound.

Simple interest is that which is allowed upon the

principal only, for the whole time of the loan

or forbearance. Compound interest is that which
arises from any sum or principal in a given time by
increasing the principal at fixed periods, by the

interest then due, and hence obtaining interest upon
both interest and principal. The rate of interest,

supposing the security for the principal to be equal,

depends obviously on what may be made by the

employment in various industrious undertakings, or

on the rate of profit. Where profits are high, interest

is high, and vice versa. In fact, the rate of interest

is simply the net profit on capital; whatever returns

the borrower is by his skill or advantages of situation

and connection enabled to obtain beyond the interest

he agrees to pay, accrue to him. But besides this,

the interest on each particular loan must further

vary according to the supposed risk of the lender, the

supposed solvency of the borrower, Ac. No sane
person would lend on the personal security of a man
of doubtful character, and on mortgage over a valu-

able estate at the same rate of interest. Yet obvious
as this may seem, governments have in many cases

attempted to regulate the terms of loans. This inter*

ference with the natural course of commercial freedom
has been justified by a reference to the Mosaic law
(Exodus xxii 25); hut it is sometimes argued that

lenders are unproductive consumers of part of the
profit which is procured by labour. This idea leaves

out of sight the fact that production is impossible
without capital, and that all capital is accumulated
and employed with a view to profit. Again it is

declared that if the legislature did not protect the
unfortunate or imprudent borrower, he would be at

the mercy of the designing lender. But if, by any
enactment, the trade of the lender is interfered with,

borrowing will not certainly cease or diminish; the
business will fall into less scrupulous hands. When
the rate fixed by law is less than the market or cus-

tomary rate, lenders and borrowers are compelled to

resort to roundabout ways of evading the law; and
as these devices are always attended with extra
trouble and risk, the rate of interest must be increased.

In Europe the imposition of interest was alternately

prohibited and permitted, the clergy being generally

unfavourable to the practice. Calvin was among the
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first to expose the error and impolicy of prohibition.

In 1646 it first received a parliamentary sanction in

England, and it was fixed at 10 per cent
;
in 1624 it

was reduced to 8, in 1651 to 6, and in 1724 to 5, at

which rate it remained till 1854, when all usurv acts

were repealed. In the United States the legal rate

generally prevailing is 6 per cent on the sum lent.

In England, when a debt has become overdue, the

debtor is not legally bound by common law to pay
any interest, though the sum has been fixed, and
often claimed. If interest is to be paid, an express

agreement must be entered into. Bills and notes,

by the usage of trade, carry interest from the date

they become due
;
such interest being recoverable as

damages, but the jury are not bound to give it. By
88 and 84 Viet cap. xxviii, s. 17 the taxing officer

may allow interest on sums disbursed by the attorney

or solicitor for his client, and on moneys of the client

in the hands of his solicitor or attorney, and impro-

perly retained. In Scotland interest is due on bills

of exchange, on the price of lands sold, on borrowed
money, on the price of goods sold, if the usual term
of credit has expired, and generally on all debts which
have become overdue. In the United States, interest

is generally
awarded by the courts on overdue debts.

INTERFERENCE, a phenomenon accompany-
ing wave motion. When the surface of the sea is

looked at from the deck of a vessel at anchor, to-

wards which the waves are advancing, we find that
a floating cork never changes its distance from us,

it merely moves up and down. When the cork is

on the front of a wave it is in the act of rising, it

oeases to rise when it is on the crest of a wave, it is

in the act of falling when it is on the back of a wave,
and it oeases to fall and begins to rise when it is in

the trough of a wave. We say that the cork, when
rising and when falling, is in different phases of its

vibratory motion, or that the phase of the wave at

the cork is continually changing.

Every action of the cork is imitated a little later

by another cork which happens to float somewhat
nearer us, thus the up-and-down motion (or vibration)

is communicated from one cork to the other, but the
oorks themselves are always at sensibly the same
horizontal distance apart. We see, then, that the
propagation of a wave is the propagation of a form
or of a motion, and does not mean the transference

of the substance of which the wave is composed.
When there is a regular succession of waves the dis-

tance from the crest of one to the crest of the next
is called a waic-length. Thus a wave-length is the
distance through which the wave is propagated whilst
a particle of water changes its phase and returns to

the same phase again. If we observe the wave-length
to be 80 feet, and if a cork vibrates up and down
five times in one minute, it is evident that the wave
is travelling at the rate of 150 feet per minute.

Suppose that two stones drop at the same instant
Into a pond of water at some distance apart, and
produce waves of the same kind, we know that each
wave will be propagated to the sides of the pond as
if it existed alone. Consider a point at which tlie

crests of two waves cross each other; at this point a
crest will exist of twice the usual height At a point
where two troughs cross each other a trough will

be formed of twice the usual depth; but at a point
where a crest of one wave happens to cross a trough
of the other, the rise which would be produced by
one wave is completely destroyed by the fall which
would be produced by the other, and the water
neither rises nor falls; thus at the point the two
disturbances produce rest. This phenomenon is

oalled interference; it occurs wherever waves of the
same kind meet in different phases. IVo sounds
may interfere, and produce silence at a oertain point;

and two rays of light may interfere, and produce
darkness, just as two waves in water may interfere

and produce rest Let readers prove and carefully

remember the following rule:—If regular series <x

waves of the same size and length start simultana*

oualy from two points and B, a double crest or
trough will be formed at any point p if the distances

P and b p differ by an even number of half wave*
lengths, and the water will be at rest at the point P
if p and B p differ by an odd number of half wave-
lengths.

Interference of Sound.—When the atmosphere
is disturbed at any point, the vibratory motions
given to particles of air at this point are communi-
cated to ail parts of the atmosphere by waves going
out in all directions. The particles of air forming
the propagated waveB merely vibrate for short dis-

tances to and from the point of disturbance, some
moving in one direction whilst others are moving In

the opposite direction, and thus some parts of the
atmosphere are in a state of condensation whilst

others are in a state of rarefaction. In fact a wave
of sound consists of spherical shells of condensed and
rarefied air whose diameters get larger and larger.

When there is a regular succession of waves, the
length of a wave of sound is the distance from one
shell of condensed air to the next; thus a wave-
length is the distance through which the wave is

propagated whilst the air at any place changes from
a certain state of condensation, and returns to the

same state again. The propagation of a wave of

sound merely means the propagation of states of

condensation and rarefaction, and does not consist in

the transference of the air itself.

Imagine two long tubes c and D leading from the
point a to the point b. If a pure musical note is

produced at a, the sound is carried in air waves along
the tubes o and n to the ear at b. Let us suppose
that each tube conveys the same amount of sound
Now if D is longer than c, the sound travelling by i>

has farther to go than that by c; if it happens that

a condensed wave coming by l) arrives at the ear at

the same time as a condensed wave by o (that is, if

the waves arrive at b in similar phases), the note is

heard; but if a condensed wave arrives by one tube
at the same time as a rarefied wave by the other

(that is, if the waves arrive at B in opposite phases),

they evidently destroy each other's effects, and silence

is the result. Thus if the lengths of the tubes differ

by an even number of half wave-lengths, a sound is

heard , if they differ by an odd number of half wave-
lengths, the sounds which they convey interfere, and
produce silence. It is known that when the funda-

mental note of a bell is sounded, the bell divides into

four vibrating segments; two of these are moving
inwards when the others are moving outwards. To a
person situated at the middle of the bell the sound-

waves from the segments interfere, and produce only

a moderate loudness; whereas to a person at a short

distance outside the edge the loudness is intolerable.

When a tuning-fork vibrates, if one limb is inclosed

in a tube so that it is prevented from influencing the

air, tiie sound of the fork to some of the persons

listening is materially increased, for in ordinary cases

the waves of sound from the two limbs interfere with

each other. When the air in an organ-pipe is set In

vibration, waves run from one end to the other; at

the ends of the pipe the waves are reflected; the re-

flected waves interfere with the direct ones, so that

at some parts (called nodes) of the tube the air Is

always at rest The same phenomenon oooon in

vibrating strings.

When a tuning-fork vibrates it fills a room whb
i
sound-waves; when two similar tuning-forks sound

I together the waves from one ooinride with the a avis
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from the others and a louder note of the tame pitch

it the retail If now with a pieoe of wax we fatten

to a limb of one tuning-fork a mall weight, this fork

will vibrate more slowly than before. Let at sup-

pose that one fork vibrates 101 timet in a second,

and the other 100f and that at a certain time the

waves are again similar, so that they increase each
other’s effects, and one fork has made one vibration

more than the other; but when only half a second
had elapsed, the waves from the forks were in oppo-

site phases, and interfered with each other. Thus at

the end of every second there is an increase of loud-

ness, and there are times of silence between the times

of loudness; in fact one beat, as it is called, is pro-

duced every second. When forks which differ in

their rates by thirty vibrations per second sound

together, thirty beats are produced every seoond, and
create a disagreeable roughness.

Intkbfebenoi or Light.— An experiment of

Professor Young, 1 in which two rays of light which
have come from a luminous point by paths which

differ in length produce darkness when they fall

together upon a screen, cannot be explained accord-

ing to the emission theory of light Young ascribed

the phenomenon to interference of waves, and showed
that light must be the rapid propagation of waves in

a medium which fills interstellar space, and which

exists among the particles of all bodies. The nature

of the vibration of particles of the luminiferous ether

we shall not here consider. (See Polarized Light.)

From experiments on polarised light we find that it

rneomhlns the up-and-down motion of a oork on the

surfaoe of water more than the to-and-fro motion of

air transmitting sound. Fresnel’s improvement on

i Verde* shows that Grimaldi’s arrangements could not

have led to the effects described by him.

Younf’s experiment Is shown In a greatly distorted

form m the aooompenying out. o is the end view
of a luminous line, the focus of a cylindrio lens l for

rays from the sun. The rays from o are reflected

from two plane mirrors M P and M Q, whioh are in-

clined to one another at an angle of nearly two right

angles; uy represents the end view of a screen

placed to reoeive the rays of light after reflection;

in reality u y is a very small Boreen, usually placed

inside a microscope and viewed through magnifying
glasses. Let a piece of red glass be placed between
L and the sun: it is found that when either of the
mirrors is covered with black velvet a band of red
light (i, see fig. below) is thrown on the screen; when
both mirrors are allowed to reflect light a number of

dark spaces make their appearance as in II. When
instead of red light we allow blue light to be re-

flected, similar phenomena occur, but in this case

the black spaces are nearer each other. When white
light is used, II, ill, iv, v seem to be superposed on
one another, that is (vi), in the centre at a there
is a white line red at the outer edges; at b and o are
dark spaces; at d and e we have impure spectra, the
blue ends being inside and the red outside. Beyond
these are other impure spectra, whioh gradually get
confused and become white light.

The explanation according to the undulatory theory
of light is as follows. Each red ray from o to the
screen is really the direction of propagation of a wave
of light. The waves travelling along the lines o c to

and o h to, to fall on the screen at w, travel paths of

exactly the same length, theirphasei at w are exactly
the same when they meet, so that they increase each
other’s effects. The waves travelling along the path
of

y

have farther to go than the waves travelling

along oay, but if the lengths of these two paths differ

by one wave-length of red light, the waves, when they
meet, are in the same phase, so that they illuminate

the screen. In fact, all points such as w, uf
and y

are illuminated, because the waves which meet there

are in the same phase. Again, x is dark, for the

path o g x is one half of a wave-length longer than *

obx ; and so the waves meeting at x are in opposite

phases; there is darkness at all points such as x and
v where waves meet whioh have travelled paths
differing by an odd number of half wave-lengths,

and which are, therefore, in opposite phases. Assum-
ing that the above explanation is correct, and we
find ourselves confirmed in this belief by experience.
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whan the small distance w y Is measured with a

micrometer, and when the inclination of the mirrors

and their position and that of o relatively to the

screen are known, we can calculate the wave-length.

The wave-length for mean red light is found to be

0*0000244 of an inch, and for mean violet light

0*0000166 of an inch. Dividing the velocity of light

by the wave-length we find that mean red light

consists of 497 millions of millions of vibrations per

second.

Newton'§ Rings.—a bo is a plate of glass touch-

ing the convex (almost fiat) glass lens dbe. Sup-

pose red light to fall on the plate of glass and let

us take into consideration the light which penetrates

to the underside of the plate. Part of this light will

be reflected at the underside 0; part of it will pass

through to the surface dbe, some of this will be

reflected at D B e and the rest will pass through the

lens. We have to do with the light reflected from
a o and that reflected from dbe. Suppose that two
waves of light meet in the eye of the observer, one
coming from / and the other from /; they have
travelled different distances, and if one is one wave-
length behind the other they meet in the eye in the

same phase, and do not interfere, so that all jjoints

at which the thickness of the film of air between the

plate and the lenB is equal to f l send visible rays

of light to the eye; all such points are equally distant

from b, and appear as a bright ring with b as centre

and radius n /. If the thickness An is three times

fl there is a second ring of light with B as centre,

and radius b A. In fact, light is Been wherever, as

at A, j, Ac., the thickness of the film of air is three

times, five times, seven times, Ac., fl. Again, if

<7m is such that waves of light, reflected from g and
m to the eye, arrive in opposite phases, they will

interfere with each other and g wiU be dark. Thus
all points, such as g, i, A, where the thickness of

the film of air is equal to gm or is equal to twice,

three times, four timeB, Ac., gm, are dark, so that

a number of dark rings separate the bright ringB

from one another. The thickness of the film of air

/

1

which produces a difference of one wave-length
in the two reflected rays is evidently less for violet

than for red light; hence, when violet light is em-
ployed all the rings are smaller than when red light

is employed. White light gives a series of beautiful

rainbow-coloured rings, for, wherever the thickness

of the film is just sufficient to produce opposite

phases in light of any particular oolour, this light is

absent at the plaoe, ana when any particular light is

absent the received light is really a mixture of all

the other components of white light (for instance,

when red light is absent the received light has a
green tinge).

All transparent films (thin flakes of mica, talc, Ac.,

for instance) produce similar phenomena of interfer-

ence. If a drop of turpentine falls on the surface of

water, as it spreads it exhibits brilliant coloration,

for particular colours are destroyed at places where
the film has certain thicknesses. For instance, if at

a oertain plaoe the thickness of the film is snch that
the green reflected rays from its upper and under
side destroy each other, the film at that place will

appear to be coloured red. The thickness of a soap-

bubble decreases from the top downwards, and hence
the soap-bubble exhibits a series of iris-coloured

rings rinen illuminated by white light and a series of

bright and dark rings when flhmrfnated by mono-
chromatic light.

Huygenii Principle.—Let ns suppose that a tingle

disturbance is made in a pond; 10 shows part of the
crest of the wave produced ; now every particle of

water in the wave is vibrating, and therefore every
particle beoomes the centre of a new system of waves.
Choosing the points a, 6, c, d, Ac., and drawing the
small waves which would exist at the end of one
second, we know that, in reality, these small waves

• p

produce the large wave D F, so that they interfere

with each other everywhere inside dp. Huygens
deduced from this his principle;—that the disturb-

ance at any point of a wave may be regarded as the

resultant effect produced at that point by the separ-

ate disturbances of every particle in the wave when
in a previous position. Thus, if we consider any
point P, imagine all the points a, A, c, Ac., of a pre-

vious wave to be centres of disturbance, and find the

effect which each of them produces on p at the end
of any given time; the resultant of all these effects

is the effect on P.

Diffraction.—Let the sun’s light which has passed
through a narrow slit and a piece of red glass fall

on a second slit B, and pass through it to a screen

M N. The screen receives a red image of the slit, but
it is also found to receive a number of fainter images,

so that the light seems to bend round corners. To
explain this according to the undulatory theory,

a B is the front of a wave of light arriving at the

A C D B

slit, that is. a b Is a line of ether particles each of

which is in the same phase of vibration ;
they are in

a straight line, since the origin of the light is the

sun, which is at a great distance. The illumination

of the screen is produoed by waves proceeding from
every point in a b. Now w is so far away from a b

that waves from every part of the slH reach H in
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*h*ost exactly the same time, no one having to
travel much farther than another. Henoe these
waves reach w in nearly the same phase, and w is

{Ruminated. x is a point such that a x is longer than
bx by three half wave-lengths. Divide ab into

three equal parts at o and D. A particle at B and a
particle at D differ by half a wave-length in their

distances from x, therefore their waves will interfere

with each other
; for eveiy particle in the space b d

a particle exists in the spaoe do such that their

distances from x differ by half a wave-length; so

that their waves must interfere at x. Thus the
particles from b to d, and the particles from D to o
send waves to x which completely interfere with one
another, so that the waves from the particles in a o

illuminate x. In the same way it can be shown that
the screen is illuminated at any point p if the dis-

tances a P and b p differ by an odd number of half

wave-lengths, and that the screen is dark at the point
P if the distances a p and B p differ by an even number
of half wave-lengths. With violet light the dark
spaces are nearer each other, so that when the light

is white a number of impure spectra are to be seen.

These very interesting diffraction phenomena may
be observed in a telescope when a slit or other small
aperture is in front of the object-glass, and we direct

it to a luminous line or point When a luminous
point throws a shadow of a small object, such as a
hair, on a screen, iridescent colours, due to diffraction,

may be seen near the boundaries of the shadow.
When a luminous point is viewed through a glass

plate on which lycopodium dust has been sprinkled,

or through a glass plate with a great number of fine

parallel scratches, or when its light is reflected from
a ribbed surface, such as polished mother-of-pearl, or

a piece of glass, or polished metal, on which a great

numl>er of fine parallel scratches have been drawn,
the iridescence exhibited is due to interference.

The dark spot in the centre of Newton’s rings, the
appearance of the diffraction fringes produced by
apertures and obstacles of different shapes, the inter-

ference of rays of polarized light, ana many other

phenomena of great importance we cannot here

describe. Newton’s ingenuity enabled him to explain

the colours of thin plates by his emission theory of

light, but only the undulatory theory can give an
explanation of diffraction phenomena The complete
explanation of phenomena of interference requires

mathematical treatment, such as may be found in

Airy’h Treatise on the Undulatory Theory; or in

Yerdet’s Lemons D’Optique Physique.
INTERIM (of Augsburg). After the overthrow

of the League of Schmalkalden, the emperor Charles

V., in order to place Germany in its former condi-

tion in regard to religion as well as politics, issued a

decree, to be observed until a general council should

be assembled. This decree was therefore called

the interim, and settled, for the time, the constitu-

tion, the doctrines and discipline of the church in

Germany. At the Diet of Augsburg (1548) it received

the force of a law of the empire. Nothing was con-

ceded to the Protestants but the cup in the Lord’s

supper and the marriage of priests; in every other

respect the doctrines and ceremonies of Catholicism,

from which they had been free for more than twenty
years, were to be restored. The Protestants, however,

contrived to gain time by negotiations and compli-

ances, until the Treaty of Passan (1552) and the

Peace of Augsburg (1555) secured to them complete

religious freedom.

INTERJECTIONS, literally 4 things thrown in

between,’ is the name given in grammar to those words
or particles which save to express any strong feeling

or emotion without involving any act of conception,

and which consist for the most part of an exclama-

tion, for example, of astonishment, as ah 1 or oh ! of

pain or lamentation, as alas

!

INTERLAKEN (‘Between the Lakes ’), a village

in Switzerland, in the oanton, and 26 miles S.B. of

the town of Berne, 1 mile x.s.1. of Unterseen, beau-
tifully situated near the left bank of the Aar, in the
valley of Boedeli, between the lakes of Thun and
Brienz. It contains a beautiful old castle and nume-
rous hotels. It is visited annually by 80,000 to

100,000 touriBts. Pop. 2500.

INTERLUDE, a short dramatic scene, generally

accompanied with music, exhibited between two per-

formances of a more serious character, to vary the

entertainment. The interlude is not an invention of

the moderns; the ancients were aoauainted with cer-

tain short pieces, loosely connected, which served to

make an easy transition from one play to another,

and to occupy the interval between the two. In

church music, interlude means a short piece seldom
exceeding a few bars, |>erformed on the organ between
the verses of a canticle, hymn, psalm, &a
INTERMENT. See Funeral Rites.
INTERMEZZO, in dramatic literature, nearly

the same as interlude. A short musical piece, gene-

rally of a burlesque character. Many pieces, not

merely intended for introduction between two more
lengthy performances, are designated by this name
by the French and Italians.

INTERMITTENT FEVER. See Ague.
INTERNAL WORK. When heat is added to

a mass of matter it generally expands and rises in

temperature, so that (1) work is done against the

forces of external agents which resist the expansion;

for instance, if an iron column supporting a structure

is heated it expands lengthways and laterally, lifting

the structure and also forcing back, through a very

small space, the air which surrounds it; (2) work U
done in separating the molecules of the body and in

causing them to turn about their axes or otherwise

to assume new positions; this is called interna/ work
it is very different in different substances, and in

masses of the same substance in different states, and
becomes very important when a solid melts or a
liquid vaporizes; it is very great in solids and liquids,

and very small in gases, for the molecules of gases

are widely separated, and move about among each

other; (3) the body rises in temperature, that is, part

of the heat given to the body is expended in giving

those motions to the molecules which indicate a rise

in temperature; when air is heated in a closed space

whfch cannot get larger, no heat is expended in

doing internal work because the body heated is

a gas, no heat is expended in doing external work
because the volume of the gas remains the same,
therefore the heat is wholly expended in raising the
temperature of the body. An idea of the influence

of internal work in affecting specific heats may be
obtained from an examination of tables of specific

heats. See Specific Heat.
INTERNATIONAL LAW. See Nations (Law

or).

INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY, » social and
political organization of the working-classes formed
in 1862 in London through the combined efforts of

representatives ofthe French socialists,English trades’ -

unionists, extreme radicals, and political refugees of all

nationalities. In that yeara bony of French workmen
were sent over to England by Napoleon III. to visit

the exhibition, and to fraternize with their English

fellows. They were acoompanied by two socialists,

Folain and Eocarius, who brought them speedily into

communication with the republican sections of the

British artisans, and the various knots of political

adventurers resident in London, At a banquet held

in the Freemasons’ Tavern arrangements were mads
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lor man frequent end nnbr meeting*, end in the

ooan* of twoyw the pUn wm formed of » power-

fal society of workmen of all nations, having its centre

in London, Its original purpose was to prevent need-

less competition among workmen, to regulate the

conditions of strikes, to establish common interests

mmrmg the working-classes in different lands, and

generally to amend their condition by all practicable

means At the great meeting in St. Martin’s Hall,

25th September, 1864, under the leadership of Karl
Marx, Odger (the first president of the society), and
others, a new character—that of political action

—

was given to it. The conference at Lausanne bore

this character still more strongly. In 1868 the French
section underwent a prosecution by government, dur-

ing which the names of Assi, Duval, and Varlin

started into prominence. The wealth and influence

of the society continuing to increase, its aims became
more distinctlyrevolutionary,and some of its advanced
members began to announce that it aimed at the

abolition of religion, the substitution of science for

faith, of human for divine law, and the suppres-

sion of marriage; also at direct legislation for the
people by the people, the abolition of inheritance,

and the constitution of land as collective property.

This society threw all its influence on the side of the
Communists during the frightful struggle in Paris in

the spring of 1871, and many of its leaders perished
hghting bravely, or were subsequently executed or

banished by order of the triumphant constitutional

party At a meeting of the congress of the associa-

tion at the Hague on the 4th September, 1872, under
the presidency of Marx, it became plainly evident
that a great diversity of sentiment and opinion reigned
within the society. The leaders aimed at makmg a
political engine of it; the masses desired simply an
inter national trades’ -union. The end of it was the
bieaking up of the council, and the virtual emanci-
pation of the constituencies. The general council
split up into two sections; the minority, composed of

British, Swiss, Spanish, and Italian representatives,

deciding to form a Eurofiean confederation apart from
the extreme section under the leadership of Marx
and the French Communists, and passing a resolu-

tion to transfer its head-quarters from London to
New York. Not long after the society oeased to
exist, at least under its former name.
INTERPOLATION FORMULAS. To explain

the use made in physics of these formulae, let us sup-
pose an experimenter to have made a numlier of ob-
servations of the temperature and pressure of satur-
ated steam; he wants from this limited number of
observations to arrange some method of finding what
is the pressure corresponding to any temperature.
One common plan is, draw on a sheet of paper two
straight lines at right angles to one another, find
a number of points such that their distances from
one of the lines represent the observed temperatures,
and their distances from the other line represent the
observed pressures, draw a regular curve passing as
nearly as possible through all these points; itiseasy
to measure on the curve the pressure corresponding
to any given temperature. But this method of
measurement is cumbrous, it is better to have for
reference a copious table giving a great number of
temperatures, say at intervals of ^th of a degree,
the corresponding pressure being written opposite
each temperature. The curve mentioned above will
not generally be a simple mathematical curve, that
is, no simple algebraic formula represents the relation
between its oo-ordinates (the coordinates of a point
in the curve are its distances from the two straight
lines) at all places. But we may find a formula suit-
able to one part of the curve, and other formula
suitable to other parts, and each of these formula

will enable us to interpolate a great number of
temperatures and pressures in our tables between
the observed temperatures and pressures.

INTERPRETATION, the explanation of the true
meaning of an author or instrument On the con-
tinent of Europe, if a law is interpreted by the legis-

lative power, it is called interpretatio authentica

;

if

by the unwritten usage, interpretatio usualis; if in a
scientific way, interpretatio doctrinalis, which may be
interpretatio grammatica if the meaning is found out
from the words according to grammatical rules, or tn-

terpretatio logica if the meaning is found by internal

reasons, or interpretatio critica if obtained bv cor-

recting the text. The interpretatio logica is called ex-

tensiva if it extends the law beyond the literal meaning

of the law to fewer cases than the words wcrSdimply,
and declarativa if it Betties vague expressions. In the
interpretation of laws it is of the first importance to
ascertain the meaning of the lawgivers; the intention

of the person who drew up an instrument in the nature
of a contract is not so decisive, because there the

intention of the party with whom the contract was
made is equally important. Furthermore, the mean-
ing which words bore at certain periods is important
in the explanation of old laws, and a knowledge of

local usages is often essential for interpretation. In
former times laws and instruments were drawn up
with a profusion of words, to avoid, as far as possible,

leaving anything to construction; but experience has
proved this view to be erroneous, for nothing is clearer

than the simplest language; and though there will

always be room left for interpretation, except in

mathematics, yet this increases with the profusion of

words and the endeavour to embrace every detail.

INTERSTELLAR ASTHER, sometimes called

Luminiferous ACther, a very elastic medium of

small density, believed by physicists to fill the uni-

verse, and to exist among the particles of bodies,

transmitting waves of light and heat and other forms
of energy (seo Undulatort Theory of Light). It

is believed that electrified bodies induce a peculiar
state of stress, and that electro-magnetic induction
is the propagation of a peculiar motion in this

medium. From the phenomena of the action of

magnets on polarized light Professor Clerk Maxwell
has suggested that light is really an electro-magnetic
disturbance of the aether He shows that the velocity

of propagation of an electro-magnetic disturbance is

a velocity well known to electricians, 288 millions
of metres per second, and this differs very little from
the velocity of light as determined by M. Foucault
Although the aether presents no appreciable resist-

ance to the motion of the denser heavenly bodies, it

is probable that the well-known diminution of the
periodic time of Encke’s comet is due to retardation
produced by the aether.

INTERVAL, the difference in point of pitoh

between any two sounds. Thus, in the natural
scale, from C to D the interval is a second, from
C to E a third; from C to F a fourth; and so on.

The interval of a tone and a semitone (as D to F) is

called a minor third. See Harmonics and Music.
INTESTACY, in law, the condition of a party

who dies without having left any will at all, or
having left one not legally valid, or such a will that
nobody becomes heir under it. For real estate see
Descent. In the case of personal estate, if the
intestate leave a widow and no children, the widow
inherits one-half, the rest going to the crown when
there are no blood relations. If a wife and a child
or children survive the intestate, the wife takes one-
third, and the rest goes to the fthild or children or
their lineal descendants, but any estate settled on
any of the children by the intestate during his life-
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time must be taken into aooount An heir-at-law,

however, does not bring real estate into account In
Scotland one-third goes to the wife, one-third in
equal shares to the living children, and the rest to

the lineal descendants of deceased children, subject
to a condition similar to that given above, but with-
out' the exception in favour of the heir-at-law. A
wife and father inherit in equal shares, and in
English law the same rule applies to a wife and
mother; but in Scotland, in the latter case, the wife
gets one-half, the mother one-sixth, and the rest

goes to the crown, if there be no other blood rela-

tions. In the case of a wife, mother, nephews, and
nieces, the wife gets one-half, the mother one-fourth,

and the others the remainder ; in Scotland the pro-

portions are one-half, one-sixth, and two-sixths. If

in addition to these there be brothers and sisters, the
division is made very similarly. If the survivors be
a wife, a brother or sister, and children of a deceased
brother or sister, the proportions are respectively, in

England, one-half, one-fourth, one-fourth, in Scotland,

one-half, one-sixth, two-sixths. If the intestate leave
neither wife nor child the estate goes to the next of

kin and their legal representatives. If he leave chil-

dren by one or more wives, and lineal descendants of

deceased children, they all inherit equally in England

;

but in Scotland a half is divided equally among living

children, the other half l>eing then divided equally

amongst the living children and the issue of dead
children. In the case of a husband, with or with-

out children, all goes to him; and in England a
mother inherits all if there be no wife, child, father,

brother, sister, nephew, or niece, but in this case the

Scots law makes two-thirds go to the crown. If a
mother and a brother or sister be loft, the estate

is divided equally in England, but in Scotland the

brother takes two-thirds. If a father together with
brothers and sisters survive the deceased, the English
practice gives all to the father, but the Scottish only
one-half. When there is a child and a grandchild,

the former receives one-half, in Scotland three-

fourths. If there be a brother or sister, and children

of a deceased brother or sister, the brother or sister

receives half. A brother inherits to the exclusion

of a grandfather or an aunt, but shares equally with
a wife. A grandfather inherits all if there be no
nearer relation, and a father’s father and a mother’s

mother share equally. A grandmother in England
inherits to the exclusion of an uncle or aunt, but in

Scotland a paternal uncle or aunt would in such
a case take all. In Scotland a nephew and niece

exclude two aunts, but in England the four share

equally. A brother’s or sister’s grandchildren in

Scotland exclude an uncle’s or aunt’s children, but

in England there is equal division. A nephew by
a half-sister shares equally with a nephew by a

brother in England, but in Scotland the former is

excluded. Posthumous children inherit just as if

they were born in their father’s lifetime. In Eng-
land, brothers and sisters of the half-blood, whether
on the mother’s or the father's side, share equally

with those of the whole blood; but in Scotland

brothers and sisters german and their issue exclude

brothers and sisters consanguinean and their issue,

and these in turn exclude brothers and sisters

uterine and their issue. If a man dies intestate,

leaving a widow but no issue, and if he leave real

and personal estate to the value of not more than

£500, his widow inherits all; and if his real and
personal estate exceed £500 in value, she is entitled

to £500, absolutely and exclusively besides her legal

share in the remainder.

INTESTINE (Latin, vntestinum, from intus,

within), the name given to the convoluted mem-
branous tube extending from the stomach to the

anus, whioh reoeives the ingested food from the
stomach, retains it for a longer or shorter period,

mixes it with the bile, pancreatic juice, and intes-

tinal secretions, gives origin to the lacteal or

absorbent vessels which take up the chyle and
convey it into the current of the blood, and which,

lastly, conveys the fcecal or indigestible products
from the system. The intestines are contained
within the cavity of the abdomen, and from their

comparative size and calibre, as well as from
structural conformation, are divided into the large

and email intestines. In man the small intestine,

consisting of the duodenum, jejunum, and ileum,

extends from 16 to 26 feet in length; the duodenum
is about 12 inches, two-fifths of the remaining length

is made up of the jejunum, and the ileum forms the
rest. Three distinct coats are to be distinguished

in the structure of the small intestine ; these, named
from without inwards, are known as the serous,

muscular
, and mucous coats. In connection with the

mucous coat the following structures are to be noted.

Firstly, the valvules conniventcs, or closely folded

transverse plaits, largest in the duodenum, numerous
in the jejunum, ana finally disappearing near the
middle of the ileum. These plaits or folds appear to

serve materially to increase tne digestive surface of

the intestine, to ensure the slow and gradual passage
of the food through the canal, and, lastly, to

thoroughly mingle the ingests with the secretions.

The villi constitute the next structure of im-
portance. The villi are exclusively found in the

small intestine, and are most numerous in the

duodenum. Each villus, when microscopically ex-

amined, is found to be simply an outstanding pro-

cess of the mucous membrane, supported by a
delicate inner network of fibrous tissue, and covered
outwardly by a layer of ‘columnar epithelium’ cells,

which repose on a so-called ‘basement membrane’.
Internally the villus contains an artery which gives

off minute ramifications through its structure, and a
vein is also to be noted by which the venous blood
is returned. And lastly, the lacteal or absorbent
vessel enfolded in a muscular layer is found in the
interior of the villus. As the chyle or fluid product
of digestion passes along the intestine, pro;Hilled by
the jHiristaltie action of the intestinal walls, it is

pressed against the villi, the outer cells of which are

believed to jiossess a selective power, and by these

cells the chyle is transmitted to the lacteal vessels

within the villi, and through these absorbent vessels

is ultimately carried to the current of the blood.

The glands of the small intestine consist of three

varieties, two named after their respective dis-

coverers, Lieberkuhn and Brunner. The third

variety, though called glands, are lymph follicles.

They occur singly scattered up and down the small
and large intestines, and are then called the ‘solitary

glands’ of the large and small intestine. In certain

situations, however, they occur in groups, and are

then known as the ‘agminated glands or glands of

Peyer. The glands of Lieberkiihn occur uniformly
throughout the mucous membrane of the small

and large intestines; whilst Brunner’s glands are

confined to the duodenum. Lieborkiihn’H glands,

largest in the rectum, secrete the intestinal juice,

whose exact function is not accurately known.
Peyer’s glands occur on the side of the intestine

farthest from its attachment to the mesentery.

The Peyer’s patches measure from 1 to 3 inches in

length, and the separate glands of which each is com-
posed are seen to consist each of a little oval sac or

follicle imbedded in the submucous tissue of the gut,

but extending also, as a rule, through the whole thick-

ness of the mucous layer, and projecting beyond the

line of the general surface. They average about three-
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fourths of a line in diameter. Each gland is further

surrounded by a capsule of blood-vessels,which appear

to enter the substance of the gland. Each little oval

body consists of a mass of adenoid tissue, which is

oomposed of an exceedingly delicate reticulum or net-

work of connective tissue, in the meshes of which are

great numbers of round cells, white in colour and

with one or more nuclei. These cells are indistin-

guishable from white blood corpuscles or from lymph

cells. They exist in such numbers as almost entirely

to obscure the reticulum in which they lie This fine

connective tissue and round cells have been called

“ lymphatic elements;” and, indeed, the structure of

these so-called glands of the intc stine is, in its t ssence,

identical with that of lymphatic and mesenteric

glands, and with that of the spleen and other organB

usually classed as blood glands. These glands of the

intestine have, like the blood glands, no duct; and it

is quite certain that they possess no secretory func-

tion. In typhoid fever, Feyer’s glands are the seat

of a peculiar and specific ulceration, which forms at

once one of the marked symptoms and characteristic

dangers of that disease, since the ulceration may eat

its way through the whole thickness of the bowel
wall, and lead to haemorrhage by opening into blood-

vessels, or inflammation of the abdominal cavity by
the escape into it of contents of the bowel. Brun
ner’s glands, found only in the duodenum, occur in

the submucous layer of the intestine Each gland is

a minute lobulated structure, consisting of a large

number of minute vesicles, which terminate in a duct

opening on the intestinal mucous surface.

The duodenum lies in the epigastric region, and
Ascending as high as the gall-bladder it descends in

front of the right kidney, and terminates after cross-

ing the spine at the level of the second lumbar ver

tebra. It makes three turnings, and between its

first and second flexure receives, by a common open
ing, the bile-duct

(
ductus communitt chofedochus) and

the pancreatic duct. The conversion of the chyme
from the stomach into chyle is thus accomplished in

the duodenum. The jejunum, commencing at the

left side of the second lumbar vertebra, becomes
insensibly and gradually continuous with the ileum,

this latter portion of the intestine being less vascu-

lar than the jejunum The jejunum and ileum to-

gether make many convolutions, and are attached to

the backbone and supported by a broad fold of the

peritoneum, known familiarly as the 1 web,’ and sci-

entifically as the 4 mesentery/ The jejunum was so

named from its being generally found empty after

death (Latin, jcjunus, empty ) ;
and the ileum, ter-

minating the small intestine, becomes continuous
with the large intestine in the right iliac fossa - or

the hollow of the haunch-bone of the right side.

Here we find the ileum opening into the colon
,
or

first portion of the large intestine, which is known
by its constricted or sacculated appearance, and by
the presence of a valve dividing the Braall from the
large intestines, and known as the ilco- cacal valve,

or as the valve of Tulpius. Below the point at which
the ileum opens into the colon we find a short blind
sac continuous with the colon, and known as the
ccseum or caput eoli; and attached to the lower ex-

tremity of the ooecum, and communicating with the
coecal oavitv, we find a little closed tube, to which
the name of appendix vermiformis is applied This
little process is about 8 inches in length, and as thick
as an ordinary quill It may be coiled np behind the
OGBOum itself, or may depend loosely into the pelvis.

The ocecum and its appendix vermiformis thus forms
in reality the first portion of the large intestine. We
next find the colon to asoend in the right lumbar
region, in front of the kidney. This portion is known

the ascending colon* It then crosses the abdo-

minal cavity to the left side, and becomes the tram*
verse colon; and finally descends, as the descending

cdon, in front of the left kidney into the left groin,

where, after making a curve like the letter s—sigmoid

flexure of the colon—it terminates in the last portion

of the intestinal tract. This last portion is known
as the rectum

,
and is so named from its somewhat

straight disposition, although the bowel at this part

adapts itself to the curves of the sacrum upon which
it lies. The rectum finally terminates in the anus.

The large intestines measure from 5 to 6 feet in

length; the small intestines together measure from
16 to about 24 or 26 feet in length; so that the en-

tire intestinal tract in the human body may be re-

garded as being about five or six times the length of

the body itself.

The constricted or sacculated appear&noe of the
large intestines has already been referred to. This
appearance is caused by the contraction and shorten-

ing of the longitudinal muscular fibres of the gut.

The three coats of the small intestine are repeated
in the large intestine, a variation in the disposition

of the longitudinal muscles giving rise to the saccu-

lated appearance just referred to. The large intes-

tines are also known by the presence of small fattv

bodies termed appendiculce cpiploicce
,
attached to

them by portions of the peritoneum. The function

of these bodies is entirely unknown. The mucous
or inner coat is not elevated to form villi in the large,

as in the small intestine, and only two kinds of

glands are to be distinguished in the large intestine.

These are the glands of Lieberkuhn, ana the lymph
follicles or solitary glands, the structure of which
has already been described. The functions of the
tubular glands of Lieberkuhn, bo far as is known,
have been already indicated Some degree of diges

tion probably goes on in the large bowel, effected by
the secretiou from the Lieberkuhnian glands. The
function of the large bowel is, however, chiefly excre-

tory, that is the large intestine serves as a means of

conveyance from the system of the indigestible parts

of the food. But there can be no doubt that a cer-

tain power of absorption is also exercised by its

mucous surface The food is propelled along the
entire intestinal tract by the alternate contraction of

the longitudinal and circular muscular fibres, by
which means it is gradually pushed along the tube
with what iB known as a vermicular or peristaltic

movement
The ileo-ooecal valve serves to prevent regurgita

tion of matters into the small intestine, after they
have passed into the colon. The valve is composed
of two crescentic flaps of mucous membrane, arranged
so as to incloBe a transverse slit between them. The
muscular fibres of the ileum are continued on to the

ooecum and its valve; and when the caecum and
colon are distended, the margins of the folds of the

valve are brought closely together, so as to close the

central and included aperture, and thus effectually

to prevent the escape of matters backwards into the

ileum.

The mesentery is the term given to the fold of

peritoneum by means of which the small intestines

are attached to the spine. It exhibits various folds

and dispositions, which, however, are too technical to

admit of popular description. The blood-vessels sup-

plying the intestinal tube are the superior and infe-

rior mesenteric arteries and their branches, derived

from the abdominal aorta* The veins of the intes-

tines empty their oontents into the vena portce
f
which

distributes itself through the liver, and from the
blood of whioh the bile is secreted by the hepatic or
liver oells. The nerves of the intestines are derived

from the eighth pair and intercostal nerves, and the
sympathetic or ganglionic system of nerves is also in-
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tfanately onoerned in the regulation of the move-
ments and correlation of the intestines and viscera
generally.

INTONATION, in music, relates both to the con*
eonanoe and to the strength or weakness of sounds.
Intonation not only includes the tuning of the voice
—the singing in tune or out of tune—but the giving
to the tones of the voice that occasional impulse,
swell, and decrease, on which, in a great measure, all

expression depends. A good intonation is one of the
first qualifications in the higher walks of execution.
INTONING, the practice of delivering prayers in

the recitative form. Intoning differs little from
chanting: in the latter case the cadence is more
developed, the divisions more rhythmical, and the
music in continuous harmony. In intoning the
greater part of the prayer is recited on one note,

and when sung by several voices in unison, the clos-

ing words of the sentence being sung to the proxi-

mate notes of the scale and in harmony. The practice

of intoning prevails in the Greek, Roman, Anglican,
and Lutheran Churches.

INTOXICATION, the state produced by the
excessive use of alcoholic liquids. It comes on gra-

dually, and several stages may be noticed in its pro-

gress. In the first stage the circulation of the blood
becomes somewhat more rapid, and all the functions

of the body are exercised with more freedom. The
excitement, however, is not so great as to produce a
surcharge of blood in the head or lungs. In this

state some of the powers of the soul seem to act more
freely; the consciousness is not yet attacked; the

fancy is more lively; the feeling of strength and
courage is increased. In the second stage the effect

on the brain is more decided. The peculiarities of

character, the faults of temperament, which, in his

sober moments, the individual could control and
conceal, manifest themselves without reserve; the

secret thoughts are disclosed, and the sense of pro-

priety is lost. In the next degree consciousness is

still more weakened; the balance of the body cannot
be kept, and dizziness attacks the brain. In the

next degree the soul is overwhelmed in the tumult
of animal excitement; consciousness is extinguished;

the lips utter nothing but an incoherent babble; the

face becomes of a glowing red; the eyes are pro-

truded; sweat streams from the pores; and the victim

of intoxication falls into a sleep resembling the stupor

of apoplexy, from which he does not usually awake
for a considerable time. See Drunkenness.
1NTRENCHMENT, any work that fortifies a

post against the attack of an enemy. The word is

generally used to denote a ditch or trench with a
parapet. Intrenchments are sometimes made of

fascines with earth thrown over them, of gabions,

hogsheads, or bags filled with earth to cover the men
from the enemy's fire.

INTRODUCTION, in music, is, strictly speaking,

the piece of music with which an opera begins, and
which immediately follows the overture. Several

composers have given the introduction a more im-
portant place, making it in fact serve instead of an
overture, as Meyerbeer in Rotwrt le Diable, Doni-
zetti in Don Sebastian, and Gounod in most of his

works. In a wider sense introduction is a short

prelude or preface prefixed to a symphony, rondo,

waltz, Ac.

INTROMISSION, in Scots law, the assumption
of the possession and management of property be-

longing to another, either on lawful grounds or

without authority. It is therefore of two kinds,

legal and vicious. It is legal where the party is

expressly or impliedly authorized by deed or adjudg- !

ment to interfere, as by collecting rents or debts;
|

vicious where a person not named by a will collects I

' the property of the deoeased as if he were regularly

appointed. By so doing he incurs the responsibility

of having to }>ay all claims against the testator.

INTUITION (from the Latin intutor, I look

steadfastly at, gaze upon; in German philosophy,

Antchauung) would mean, according to its etymology,

in its narrowest sense, an image in the mind, acquired

directly by the sense of Bight The German An-
tchauuny, which literally signifies the same as tnlut-

tion, is used to signify any notion directly presented

by an object of sense. The transcendental pnilosophy

acknowledges also intuitions which live in us (dis-

tinct from ideas obtained by reasoning) in conse-

quence of the direct perception of the internal sense,

as the intuition of tne Divine. Kant distinguishes

empiric intuitions (those conveyed by the senses from
external objects) and pure intuitions (reine An-
schauungen

), or intuitions d priori
,
which are the

basis of the former—for instance, space and time: as

nothing can be perceived by our senses except either

in space or time, our notions of these must precede
the empiric intuitions. English philosophers some-
times use the term in the same way as the German
equivalent, and at other times mean by it an d prion
knowledge of first principles. Thus they speak of a
knowledge of the distinction between right and wrong
derived by intuition

TNULIN, w(C„H 10(M, the name of a substance
analogous to starch, a mode of extracting which
from the tubers of the dahlia has Ixien already

mentioned under DAIILIN. It has also l»een ob-

tained from artichoke, chicory, colehioum, dandelion,

elecampane, potato, sunflower, and other plants; but
whether the sulwtanee got from these sources is

absolutely identical appears doubtful; esjiecially is

this the case with that from elecampane, which has
usually been regarded as the same as that from the

dahlia, lnulin is a soft, white, hygroseopie powder,

without taste or smell. It w soluble in hot water,

but does not gelatinize Idee starch. By prolonged

heating with water, as well as by dilute acids, inulm
is converted into sugar By strong aeids it is oxi-

dized or decomposed and charred. It is not fer-

mentable, and when acted on by iodine it is tinged

brown, and not blue like starch.

INVAL1DEB, HtYrKJ. [>kh, a splendid military hos

pital at Baris, in the s.w. quarter of the city, erected by
Louis XIV. t>etweeii 1070 and 1073. A tine church

forms a feature of the institution. Guards are sta-

tioned, and all other forms olwrved which are cus-

tomary in fortified posts. A soldier, to lx? received

into this hospital, must lie of good conduct and charac-

ter, and must have a
j
smsion. Oilier conditions are,

the loss of eyesight or other serious infirmity, and
that the candidate lie sixty years of age. Latterly

the inmates have greatly decreased in numl»er.

This institution suffered very much at the great

revolution
;

but during the imperial government
it was put in a liotter condition than ever. The
architect of the hospital was Bruant. It is com-
posed of five courts surrounded by buildings. A
vast esplanade, bordered by rows of trees «uid de-

corated with a fountain, gives the principal facade,

towards the Seine, a noble perspective. The insti-

tution has a library o£ 30,000 volumes. The church
Is considered a chff-dotuvre of French architecture;

its dome, constructed by Mansart, supports a lantern,

which is surmounted by a cross 308 feet high. From
the dome were formerly suspended 8000 colours,

taken from different nations; but they were taken
down and burned by the invalids at tne time when
the allies entered Paris that they might not be retaken.

I Works in statuary and painting by Lafosse, Boul-

I longne, Coypel, Coustou, Coysevox, Ac., adorn the

I ceilings, niches, and other parts of the buildings.
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lit vaults under the dome lie the remains of Tu-

renne and several other great French commanders,

including those of Napoleon I., deposited in a grand

subterranean mausoleum.
INVENTION. Hue Patent.
INVENTION OF THE CROSS. See Cross.

INVERARAY, a royal burgh and seaport of

Scotland, capital of the county of Argyle, beauti-

fully situated near the head of Loch Fyne, 42 miles

north-west of Glasgow. Inveraray Castle, the chief

residence of the Duke of Argyle, is in the imme-
diate vicinity. Besides the castle, the ancient sculp-

tured cross of stone, the court-house, a monolith

called the Battle Stone, and the scenery are the

chief attractions. It unites with Ayr, Campbeltown,
01>an, and Irvine in sending a member to Parlia-

ment. Pop. (1891), 816; (1901), 735.

INVERCARGILL, a town of New Zealand,

capital of Southland county, in the south of

Otago provincial district, at the mouth of the New
River, al»out 139 miles from Dunedin. It is well

built, has an athenaeum, hospital, public halls, tram-

ways, breweries, flour-mills, rope-works, boot manu-
factures, Ac. It is connected by rail with Camp-
belltown, 17 miles distant, its port at the entrance

of Bluff Harbour, whore there is excellent accom-

modation for large vessels. The surrounding district

is pastoral and agricultural. Invercargill is the

starting-point for the lake district of South Island.

Pop. (1890), 9996.

INVERKEITIIING, a royal and parliamentary

burgh and seaport of Scotland in the county of Fife,

finely situated on an eminence overlooking the sea,

9 miles north-west of Edinburgh. There are an old

market -cross, a town -hall, music-hall, (fee. The
harbour admits vessels of 200 tons. Coals are ex-

ported, and timber, Ac., imported. There are manu-
factures of rojies, leather, pajier, and fire-clay goods.

Inverkeithing is a royal burgh of very ancient date.

It has a charter from William the Lion confirming

another still older. It unites with Stirling, &c., in

sending a member to the House of Commons. Pop.

in 1891, 1663; in 1901, 1909.

INVERNESS, the largest county of Scotland,

stretching diagonally across the island from sea to

sea, and including on the west the island of Skye,

several smaller islands, and all the outer Hebrides,

with the exception of the north part of Lewis. It

is bounded south by Argyle and Perth; north by
Ross and the Beauly Firtn ;

north-east and east by
Naira, Moray, Banff, and Aberdeen; west by the

Atlantic. Length, north-east to south-west, about
86 miles; breadth, 65 miles. Area, 4289 square
miles, or 2,784,884 acres, of which more than
1,500,000 acres are mountain and heath land used
for grazing. Fully 150,000 acres are occupied with
woods and plantations, and about 64,000 acres are

in permanent pasture. The area under corn and
green crops forms a very small proportion of the
total area of the county, which is chiefly pastoral,

rearing large numbers of cattle and sheep. It is

divided by Glenmore or the Great Glen of Albyn,
which intersects it north-east to south-west, or
from the town of Inverness to Fort-William, and
through which passes the Caledonian Canal, formed
by uniting a series of considerable lakes which
stretch along the bottom of the valley. The south-
west shores of the county are indented with numer-
ous arms of the sea called lochs, but on the north-
east the only indentation is the Beauly Firth,

which in part separates it from county Ross.
The surface generally is extremely mountainous;
but is equally distinguished for its beautiful and
extensive glens or straths, which contain nearly
all the fertile and arable portions of the oounty;

the remainder consisting of heath and pasture.

The most extensive mountain-range is the Mon-
adlia (Grav Mountain), or Monagh Lea Moun-
tains, which extends from the confines of Lochaber
in the south-west part of the county, north-east for

80 miles, until it terminates in the vicinity of Nairn.
This great ridge is in some parts 30 miles broad,
and has elevations of 3000 feet above sea-level.

The Benalder range, in the south-west part of the
county, is equally lofty with the former, and far

more picturesque in appearance, presenting some of

the finest mountain scenery that can well be con-
ceived. There are, besides these more remarkable
ranges, many smaller systems, most of them dis-

tinguished by magnificent scenery, and various
isolated peaks of great height; the most conspicuous
of which is Ben Nevis, 4406 feet high, the loftiest

mountain in Great Britain. The geological structure

of the greater part of the county is of crystalline

and metamorphic rocks, consisting chiefly of gneiss

and mica-slate, with granite, porphyry, and trap

rocks. Limestone is found in several districts, and
in some approaches to the nature of marble. The
lower division of the county, bordering the Moray
Firth and extending along the margin of Loch
Ness, is composed of old red sandstone. Some veins

of lead and silver have been discovered, and also

iron ore in small quantities. The principal rivers

are the Spey, Ness, and Beauly, on all of which
there are valuable Halmon fisheries. The lakes are

numerous, some of them of considerable size, and
many of them surrounded by scenery of the most
picturesque description. The largest is Loch Ness;
among the others of note are Lochs Arkaig, Lochy,
Laggan, and the greater part of Loch Ericht, the
remainder l>eing in the county of Perth. The forests

of thiH county are of great extent, and were anciently
of still greater. In these forests and the neighbour-
ing mountains the red and roe deer roam at will.

The climate is various, often wet and stormy on the
west coast, severe in the interior, and comparatively
mild and dry* on the Moray Firth. The arable and
productive land lies chiefly on the sea-coast, and on
the lianks of the lakes and rivers, particularly along
the innermost part of the Moray Firth and along
the SjK'y. Besides the Caledonian Canal, the Great
North of Scotland, Highland, and West Highland
Railways also furnish means of communication.
Gaelic is the prevailing language. The principal

town is Inverness. Inverness-shire sends one mem-
ber to Parliament. Pop. in 1881, 90,454; in 1891,

90,121; in 1901, 90,182.

INVERNESS, a royal, parliamentary, and muni-
cipal burgh in Scotland, capital of the county of the

samename, and oftheNorth Highlands, one ofthemost
beautifully -situated towns in Scotland. It stands,

partly on a plain and partly on a gentle acclivity, on
both sides of the Ness, (over which is a large suspen-

sion bridge), the larger portion being on the right

bank, alxmt a mile above its confluence with the

Moray Firth, and at the north-east end of the Cale-

donian Canal. The principal ecclesiastical building

is the handsome Gothic Episcopalian cathedral; other

buildings include the county buildings, a fine cas-

tellated structure, containing the court-house; the
county prison, a turreted building adjoining; thetown-
hall, a handsome building in the Scottish style with
Flemish features; the Highland Club, infirmary, As-
sembly or Northern Meeting-rooms, music-hall, mar-
ket buildings, barracks, Bell’s Institution, Ac., be-

sides several handsome banks and hotels. Amongst
the more important schools are the Royal Academy,
endowed by the Mackintosh fund, the college, on the

plan of an English public school, and the high school,

Ac. (under the school board). There is a woollen
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Manufactory of some rise; the other branches at in-

dustry include ship-building, rope-making, tanning,

Iron and bran founding, distilling, brewing, Ac,
Invemen carries on a considerable trade, which is

muchaugmented by the traffic through the Caledonian
CanaL It has regular communication by sea and
canal with Glasgow, Liverpool, Aberdeen, Leith, &c.

Large vessels can unload at the quays. The imports
are coals, pig-iron, provisions, wines, manufactured
goods, Ac. The exports are grain, potatoes, wool,
woollen cloth, ropes, dairy produoe, and whisky.
Inverness is the centre of a system of railways con-
necting it with Caithness, Perth, Edinburgh, Aber-
deen, Ac. It received a burgh charter from William
the Lion in the twelfth century, and unites with
Forres, Naira, and Fortrose (the Inverness burghs)
in sending a member to Parliament Pop. in 1891
(pari, burgh), 19,211 ; in 1901, 21,198.
INVERTEBRATA, a collective term applied to

indicate all the great lower divisions or sub-kingdoms
of the animal series, and used in contradistinction to
the highest group of the animal kingdom, to which
the name Vertebrata or Verttbrcde animals is given.
Lamarck was the first to map out this general and
broad subdivision of the animal realm, but since his

day many and important changes have taken place
in the constitution of the subordinate groups included
in the Invertebrate section of the animal world.
Thus Cuvier mapped out the Radiata, Articulata,

and Mollusca as the three great Invertebrate sections,

whilst the VertcbrcUa formed the fourth and conclud-
ing section of the series. Succeeding naturalists,

from a fuller and more perfect consideration of the
structure of the Invertebrates, split up the Cuvierian
Radiata into the sub-kingdoms Protozoa

,
Ccelenterata,

and Echinozoa, and at the same time redistributed
and rearranged many of the forms which the Radiate
division contained. Particularly was this process
effected with regard to the lower animals, many of

which were removed to a much higher place in the
animal series, from a consideration of their structure

and analogies. The primary divisions of the animal
kingdom, or ‘sub-kingdoms/ as they are technically

called, which are now included in the Invertebrate

•action of the animal world, may be tabulated as

follows, commencing in order with the lowest divi-

sion:

—

I. Protozoa (protos, first; xodn

,

animal), repre-

sented by many microscopic animalcules (Poramin •

ifera. Infusoria
,
Ac.) and by sponges, Ac.

IL Ccklkntk&ata {koilos, hollow
;

erUeron

,

the
bowel), represented by Hydras, Zoophytes or Poly-
pes, Medusa or Sea-blubliers, Sea-anemones, Coral

-

polypes, Ac.

IlL Echinozoa or Aknuloida (echinos, a spiny

animal; zobn
,
animal; annulus, a ring; etdos, like-

ness), including Star-fishes, Sea-urchins, Lily -stars,

rape-worms, Thread-worms, Wheel-animalcules, Ac.

TV. Anntjlosa (Latin, annulus

,

a ring), Worms,
Insects, Spiders, Crabs, Lobsters, Ac.
V. Molluhca (Latin, mollis, boft), represented

more especially by Mussels, Oysters, Whelks, Snails,

Cuttle-fishes, Ac.
The above five divisions constitute the Invertebrate

animals
, whilst the Vertebrata include forms, begin-

ning with the Fishes, as the lowest Vertebrates, and
pawing upwards through Amphibians (Frogs, Ac.),

Reptiles, and Birds, to theMammalia
,
of which latter

class man is the head, as well aa of the entire animal

^

The characters by which the Invertebrates are dis-

tinguished from the Vertebrata are chiefiy negative
features as applied to vertebrate structure. By briefly

enumerating these positive and vertebrate features
we may therefore gain an idea of the negative char-

acters of the lower section of the animal series.

Thus, firstly, the Vertebrata all possess an internal

skeleton, of which the spine or backbone is the chief

element, and which serves to support the soft parks,

and for the attachment of muscles. Where the ver-

tebrate skeleton is rudimentary (as in the case of

some lower fishes—for example, the lancelet

—

Am-
phioxus), we at any rate find the spine to be repre-

ssnted by a oellular or fibrous rod -like structure,

lying in the back or spinal region, and known aa

the notochord or chorda dorsalis. This notochord is

merely the spine in an immature state of develop-

ment, and is present in the early life of every Ver-
tebrate. Therefore the presence, either of an in-

ternal skeleton, or of a notochord, is the first grand
characteristic of vertebrate animals. Indeed tbs

name Vertebrata is derived from the term vertebra,

applied to each of the joints of which the spine is

composed. And the term vertebra is derived from
the Latin verb vertert, to turn, applied to this present

point in reference to the degree of mobility usually

f
ennissible between the various joints of the spiue.

n Invertebrates no structure analogous or corres-

ponding in any sense to the vertebrate spine is found.

Where hard parts exist in the Invertebrate they are

generally placed on the outside of the body, and thus
constitute an exo-skeleton

,

or outer skeleton—a term
used in contradistinction to the true endo-skeleton, or
internal skeleton of the Vertebrate. The shell of

the crab or lobster, or the horny covering of beetles

and other insects, familiarly exemplify the condition

of the skeleton in Invertebrates. In Vertebrates the
chief centres of the nervous system, consisting of the
brain and spinal marrow, are inclosed in the spine,

which thus forms a tube separating the nervous
centres from the other organs and systems of the
body. In Invertebrates no such specialization or
setting apart of the nervous system occurs, these
centres being contained in the same cavity as the
other systems, and in no wise separated from the
other viscera. The limbs of Vertebrates are never
more than four in number, whilst those of the Inver-
tebrata may be very numerous, and may exist in

pairs (as in Vertebrates), or be single and median
organs. The vertebrate limbs are further supported
by an internal skeleton, farming an appendage of the
internal skeleton of the body, and are turned away
from that side of the body on which the nervous
system is situated. In Invertebrates the limbs are
not so supported, the hard parts of the limbs, if

present, being external to the limb. The jaws of

Vertebrates are always parts of the head adapted
for mastication. In invertebrates the jaws may be
formed by modified limbs, or by hard structures
developed in the lining membrane of the mouth, or
of the digestive system. The relative positions of

the various systems of the vertebrate body present
characteristic differences from the arrangement and
situation of the systems of the invertebrate. Thus
in the vertebrate the chief masses of the nervous
system are situated in the dorsal or back region; the
digestive system occupies the middle of the body;
and the heart lies centrally, or on the lower surface
of the animal. The position of the systems varies in

Invertebrates, but in none ia this definite special

arrangement of parts to be discerned. In all Ver-
tebrates, exoept the little fish known as the lancelet

,

a distinct heart ia found; but a heart is frequently
wanting in the Invertebrate groups. Then further,

no Invertebrate possessors system of absorbent vessels,

or laeteals, by which the digestive products are taken
up from the alimentary system and poured into the
current of the circulation. The lacteal or absorbent
system of vessels is therefore distinctive of Vertebrata

And in Vertebrates a large portion of the blood which
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la amt to the digestive organa, instead of being

retained to the heart and breathing organs for puri-

fication, Is carried to the liver by the portal vein, and
from this blood the bile is elaborated. No similar

arrangement is found in Invertebrates. And lastly,

in regard to their reproduction
,
Vertebrates are to be

distinguished from Invertebrata by the fact that the

reproduction of the former group is purely and solely

sexual; that is, the elements furnished by the two
sexes are alone competent to produoe new individuals.

And In all Vertebrates the sexes are situated in dif-

ferent individuals. In Invertebrata, on the contrary,

whilst true sexual reproduction is represented in many
instances, asexual modes of the process are frequently

observed. Thus, many Invertebrates reproduce their

species bygemmation or budding
,
and byfission ordivi-

sion of the body-substance, whereby two or more new
forms are produoed by the division of the parent organ-

ism. And as a result, whilst many of the Invertebrata

form compound colonies or compound organisms, all

Vertebrates exist as simple and single individuals.

The sexes in Invertebrates may further exist in one
and the same animal, when the organism is then said

to be monoecious or hermaphrodite.

Such are the characters, chiefly negative, which
distinguish Invertebrate animals by contrast with
the Vertebrata. The characters which are specially

distinctive of each of the Invertebrate groups will

be found under the respective headings of these

groups; but the features here given will suffice to

render the separation between the Vertebrates and
Invertebrates sufficiently clear. In modern zoo-

logy, it may lastly be remarked, little stress is laid

upon the Invertebrate division as a whole. It is

found more convenient in every way to consider each
of the larger sub-kingdoms separately, and with refer-

ence to the special characters by which it is distin-

guished from neighbouring groups.

INVERTING- PRISM, a prism of glass whose
cross section is a right-angled isosceles triangle.

When a ray of light parallel to the hypotenuse of

this triangle enters one side of the prism it is re-

fracted, is reflected at the hypotenuse, is refracted

at the other side, and emerges parallel to its old

direction. A bundle of rays on emergence is found
to be inverted, and this is due to the internal reflec-

tion
;
hence objects looked at through the prism ap-

pear to be inverted. As the refractions are equal
there is no dispersion. Right-angled prisms are

often used in telescopes instead of small plane mir-
rors; rays are allowed to enter one side normally,
they suffer total reflection at the hy]>otenuse, and
emerge normally to the other Bide, so that they have
been bent at nght angles to their former direction.

There is no refraction of the light, and therefore no
dispersion.

INVESTITURE, in the feudal law, was the open
delivery of a feud bv a lord to his vassal, thus, by
external proof, affording evidence of property. To
use the words of Blaokstone, * Investitures, in their

original rise, were probably intended to demonstrate,
in conquered countries, the actual possession of the
lord, and that he did not grant a bare litigious right,

but a peaceable and firm possession. At a time
when writing was seldom practised, a mere oral gift,

at a distance from the spot that was given, was not
likely to be long or accurately retained in the memory
of by-standers, who were very little interested in the
grant’ For this reason investiture was performed
by the presentation of some symbol to the person
invested, as a branch of a tree, Ac. In the primitive

church, after the election of a bishop, and his con-

secration, the early Christian emperors claimed a
right of confirmation. The Gothic and Lombard
king* exercised the same privilege. In the French

monarchy the Merovingians affected the still greatei
power of direct nomination, and their control was
supported by means against which the church was
wholly inadequate to contend. The estates and
honours which composed the ecclesiastical temporali-
ties were considered to partake of the nature of fiefs,

and therefore to require similar investiture from the
lord. Charlemagne is said to have introduced this

practice, and to have invested the newly-consecrated
bishop by placing a ring and crosier in his hands.
Grattan, indeed (Distinct 63, cap. Adrianos), directly

affirms that Pope Adrian positively oonceded to the
emperor the power of electing, even to the papacy,
in 774; but neither Eginhard nor any other contem-
porary writer mentions this fact

The custom, however, existed, nor does it appear
to have been objected to or opposed during the lapse

of two centuries from his reign. The disorderly state

of Italy, which succeeded the death of Charlemagne,
frequently interrupted the exercise of this right by
the Carlovingians; but even so late as 1047, when
the empire had passed to another line, Henry III.

received an explicit admission of his prerogative, and
repeatedly used it. The investiture in the lesser sees

followed as a matter of course. Alexander II. issued

a decree against lay investiture in general, which was
revived by Gregory VII. (Hildebrand), who, having
succeeded in annulling the prerogative of the em-
perors to nominate or confirm popes, sought to disjoin

entirely the ecclesiastical from the civil rule. He
complained loudly of the humiliation to which the

church was subjected by dependence upon the patron-

age of laymen, and condemned with far more reason

the mercenary and simoniacal exactions which eccle-

siastics suffered from temporal princes as the price

of the benefices which they conferred. In 1075 he
issued a bull forbidding under penalty of excommu-
nication lay investiture and the enfeoffing of prelates

with the ecclesiastical temporalities. Henry IV., at

that time Emperor of Germany, responded to this

bull by bolding a synod of the clergy at Worms,
which he persuaded to pronounce the deposition of the

pope as a tyrant who had laid hands upon the Lord s

anointed (Jan. 24, 1076); but in return ne saw himself

excommunicated by the pope, and deserted by bis sub-

jects, who had been released by the pope from their

oath of allegiance, in oonsequenoe of which he was
obliged to submit and perform severe penance for his

acta of opposition (1077). The quarrel was, however,
renewed as soon as Henry returned to Germany, and
the convulsions which followed continued to deluge

Italy with blood for a long series of years; for the

struggle then commenced by Gregory with Henry
IV. was zealously carried on by his successors, among
whom Urban II., and Paschal II., especially distin-

guished themselves. It was not however until the

papacy of Calixtus II., in 1122, that the question was
terminated, as it appears, materially to the advantage

of the holy see. By a concordat then arranged at

Worms Henry V. resigned for ever all pretenoe to

invest bishops by the ring and crosier, and recognized

the freedom of elections: the new bishop, however,

was to reoeive his temporalities by the sceptre. In

France, even under the papacy of Hildebrand, the

right of investiture does not appear to have been
made a subject of open quarrel In spite of the pro-

tests of the holy Bee, the kings exercised the power,

but at length relinquished the presentation of the

ring and crosier, and contented themselves with con-

ferring investiture by a written instrument, or orally,

upon which they were left in peaceable possession of

the power. But in England Paschal II. was en-

gaged in a contest little less fierce than that which
he maintained with the emperor. Anselm, the pri-

mate, refused to do homage to Henry L for his as*
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The king seems to have imnrted an unqualified right

of investiture, whkh the pope, who wu appealed to,

ee unqualifiedly denied. After a protracted struggle,

and continued threats of excommunication, the con-

troveny ended in England, ae it did afterwards in

Germany, by compromise. Paschal offered to con-
cede the objections against homage provided Henry
would forego the ceremony of investiture. To this he
agreed (1107).

INVOCATION OF SAINTS. See Saints.
INVOCAVIT, the first Sunday in Lent, so called

because the primitive church began their worship on
that day with the words of Ps. xci. 15, ‘ Invocam me
et exaudiam cum.’ It is also called Quadragctima, or

the fortieth day, because it is forty days before Good
Friday, the day when Lent ends.

INVOICE, an account in writing of the particu-

lars of merchandise, with their value, charges, Ac.,

transmitted by one merchant to another. By sending
an invoice along with goods a merchant gives official

advice to his corresj>ondent of the understood terms
of a purchase or contract. If the goods are recehed
and the invoice retained this will be held valid evi-

dence in law of the contract.

INVOLUCRE, in botany, a collection of bracts
round a circle of flowers. In umbelliferous plants it

consists of separate narrow bracts placed in a single

whorl; in many composite plants these organs are
imbricated in several rows. The same name is also

given to the covering of the sori of ferns.

INVOLUTION, the calculation of any power of

a quantity, that is, the multiplication of a quantity
by itself any number of times. Thus 2 x 2 x 2 - 8;
here 8, the third power of 2, is found by Involution,

logarithms are of great use in finding powers of

large numbers; thus if au has to be calculated where
a is a number which is to be raised to the nth power,
look for the logarithm of a in a book of tables, mul-
tiply by n and hnd the natural number correspond-
ing to the product, this natural number is the nth
power of a Ei oiution is the finding of a quantity
which, when multiplied on itself a certain number of

times, will be equal to a given quantity. Thus the
cube (or third) root of 8 is 2 for 2 x 2 x 2-8. The
nth root of a is found by dividing the logarithm of a
by n and obtaining the natural number. In algebra,

the binomial theorem enables us to write down any
power or root of certain algebraic quantities.

10, in Greek mythology, a daughter of Inachus;
according to others of Iasus or Peiren. Zeus (Jupi-

ter) fell in love with her. At first she would not
listen to his wishes; but being enveloped by him with
a thick cloud, she yielded herself to his embraces.

Hera (Juno), notwithstanding, perceived the infi-

delity of her husband, and resolved to be revenged
on both. Zeus, to protect Io from the jealousy of

Hera, changed her into a beautiful white heifer. Hera
was not deceived, and begged the heifer of her hus-

band. Apprehending no evil, he granted her request;

but ahe immediately placed it under the custody of

the hundred-eyed Argus Panoptes, who kept her tied

to an olive-tree in a grove at Mycenae. Zeus now re-

gretted that he had complied with her request, but
it was too late; he therefore sent Hermes (Mercury)
to kill Argus, and set Io at liberty. This commission
Hermes successfully executed, having first, according

to Ovid’s account, lulled the watchful Argus to sleep

by playing on the flute; but at the moment when Io

thought herself again at liberty, the jealous Hera
sent a gad-fly to torment her, and persecuted her

without a moment's rest through the world. The
wanderings of Io in this condition were a favourite

subject with the poets of ancient Greece, who are,

however, far from consistent with each other, and
even in some cases with themselves, in the accounts
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which they give of them; but as geographical know-

ledge increased extended and embellished them arbi

trarily to suit their own purposes. Numerous tradi-

tions connected her with various localities in widely

different parts of the then known world. Thus the

island of Euboaa (from Greek, bout, an ox) is said to

have derived its name from her, and the Thracian

Bosporus (passage of the ox), according to one legend,

got its name from the fact that Io swam across it.

Egypt is generally designated as the plaoe where the

wanderings of Io ceased. Here she is said to have

regained ner original form, and given birth to a son,

Epaphus. At me instigation of Hera the Curetes

concealed the child, and were in oonsequenoe struck

with lightning by Zeus. After a long search Io found

her son in Syria, and returned with him to Egypt,

where she married the king, Telegonus. She was
deified, and according to some authorities was the

goddess whom the Egyptians worshipped under the

name of Itit. In Prometheus Bound, riSsohylus in-

troduces Io as one of the characters, and describes

her as coming in her wanderings to the place where
Prometheus is bound, and receiving from him a

minute prophetic account of the toils which she has

still to undergo.

IODINE. In the year 1812, as M. Oourtois, a
manufacturer of saltpetre at Paris, was evaporating

the liquor obtained by lixiviating burned sea-weed,

he noticed that the metallic vessels containing the

liquor were corroded, and also that the more concen-

trated the liquid became, the more energetic was this

oorrosive action. On adding a little sulphuric acid

to this liquor M. Oourtois noticed that violet vapours

were evolved. This was a new fact never before

noticed. This fact in the hands of Clement, and
latterly of Gay Lussac and Sir Humphry Davy, led

to the discovery of the new elemont iodine. The
elementary nature of this substance was not fully

established until some time after its discovery; the

investigations of Davy showed conclusively that the

new body was an element, and that it was closely

related in chemical properties to chlorine, a substance

which Davy had some years previously proved to be,

not a compound with oxygen as had been until then

supposed, but an elementary substance.

Iodine, as its name implies (Greek, ifid&t, violet-

coloured), is possessed, when gaseous, of a violet colour;

when solid it has a bluish-black colour, a metallic

lustre, is soft and easy pulverized, and exhibits a
crystalline structure. The finest crystals are obtained

by the spontaneous evaporation in the air of an ethe-

real solution of iodine; these crystals belong to the

trimetric system, having their axes in the ratio of

4:8:2. When iodine is cut into very thin slices it

becomes transparent, and then ap]tears red by trans-

mitted light Iodine melts at 107° C., and boils be-

tween 175" and 180" C. It volatilizes at ordinary tem-
peratures, especially if moist; its vapour has a smell
somewhat resembling that of chlorine, but yet easily

distinguishable from this. The colour of iodine vapour
is violet, but if it be present in tolerably large quan-
tities it is so deep coloured as to obstruct the sun's

light The density of iodine vapour is very high, it

is 8*716 times heavier than air. If a small quantity
of iodine be vaporized, the vapour appears of a purple-

red colour, but in large quantities the vapour (as

before remarked) appears verv dense. These different

appearances are found to be due to the different lights

transmitted by the vapour under the varying condi-

tions mentioned. The purple-coloured vapour abeorbt

the green rays of the spectrum (see Spxotbum and
Light), and transmits the blue and red; while the

dense vapour transmits only the bine rays, the others

being entirely absorbed. The vapour of iodine is

henoe dichroic. Bee Diohboibm.
300
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If the vapour of iodine be pawed through a glass

tube heated nearly to redness, it becomes, according

to Salet, self-luminous, and emits a red light, having

a continuous spectrum. Iodine is sparingly soluble

in water, 1 part being dissolved by 7000 parts of

water at ordinary temperatures
;

if the water con-

tain an iodide in solution, it is able to dissolve a
much larger quantity of iodine. Ether and alcohol

dissolve iodine much more easily than water; it is

also very soluble in carbon disulphide.

By taking advantage of the blue-coloured com-
pound which iodine forms with starch, its presence

in any liquid is easily detected
;

if the iodine exists

in combination with a metal, it must be liberated

before the blue colour is produced. Iodine destroys

colouring matter slowly, being much less energetic

in this respect than chlorine, and does not decompose
water under the influence of the sun’s rays. Organic
tissues, as the skin, are destroyed by iodine, there-

fore if it be swallowed it brings about ulceration of

the stomach, death subsequently ensuing. Never-
theless this substance is administered in medicine
in small doses, especially as a cure for glandular
swellings, with good effect.

Iodine may be obtained from the ashes of sea-

weeds (see Kelp), which draw their supplies from
sea-water. The amount of iodine which exists in

sea-water is so small that it could not be profitably

extracted therefrom
;
the sea plants, however, con-

centrate the iodine within themselves, and from
them it may be prepared by a process which will be
subsequently doscrilnxl. Certain land plants, for

example, tobacco and a species of Salsola growing
near Mexico, also contain iodine

;
various marine

animals contain this substance, as also cod-liver oil,

in which, according to De Jongh, the iodine amounts
to about *03 or *04 j>er cent. Iodine is also found in

certain minerals, such as iodide of mercury and iodide

of silver from Mexico, in the rock-salt of Halle as

iodide of sodium, &c. The water of certain rivers,

especially those occurring in volcanic districts, has
been found to contain iodine, so also has the rain-

water of several towns, as Paris, Pisa, and Florence.

The iodine of commerce is manufactured partly

from kelp, and now partly also from Chili saltpetre

(cubic nitre). The kelp having been broken into

pieces, is lixiviated with water, whereby about 60
per cent of it goes into solution. This liquor is

evaporated, on cooling it deposits the potassium
chloride and sulphate, and sodium chloride which it

contains
;
potassium iodide, being more soluble than

those salts, remains in solution along with potassium
sulphide and carbonates and thiosulphates of the
alkalies. On adding sulphuric add to the liquor de-

canted from the crystallized potassium and sodium
salts, the sulphides, carbonates, and thiosulphates
are decomposed with evolution of sulphuretted hy-
drogen and carbon dioxide and deposition of sulphur.
To the remaining liquor more sulphuric add is added
along with blade manganic oxide, and the whole
subjected to the action of heat in a large leaden
distilling apparatus. The reaction which ensues
consists in the formation of sodium and manganese
sulphates, together with water and free iodine, which
last substance distils over, and is collected in a series

of suitably-arranged earthenware receivers. It is

found that in working by this method some of the
iodine generally remains in the distilling apparatus;
it is difficult to obviate this, as, if the heat be raised
too high, volatile iodine chloride is formed. Another
method, by which all the iodine present in the
mother-liauor is obtained, consists in distilling this
liquor witn ferric chloride, whereby ferrous chloride,

sodium chloride, and free iodine are formed; the
iodine is carried over with the steam and deposited

in the form of a black powder at the bottom of the
receivers. By adopting Stanford’s process for pre-

paring iodine from sea-weed a saving is effected, as
the tarry and gaseous products of the weed are not
lost, as is the case in the manufacture of kelp. For
some time iodine has been prepared from crude
Chili saltpetre, which contains about *28 to *86 per
cent of this substance. The iodine is usually sepa-

rated from its combination with metals in this salt

by the action of sulphurous or nitrous acid. Before
being sent into the market, iodine, as prepared by
the above-mentioned processes, is purified by sub-

limation. This process is carried on in stoneware
retorts set in a sand-bath, and adapted to receivers,

in which the sublimed iodine condenses.

Iodine is largely used in photography in the form
of potassium iodide. This important substance is

a white body without smell or colour, crystallizing in

cubes, and soluble in water and in alcohol. It may
be obtained from hydriodic acid by the action of

carbonate of potash; by the action of iodine on
caustic potash, evaporation of the solution, and sub-

sequent fusion witn charcoal, in order to reduce all

the iodate of potassium present to iodide ;
or by the

action of carbonate of potash on iodide of iron, pre-

pared from iron borings and iodine. The last is the

usual manufacturing method, but the second is that

employed for medical purposes. Common impurities

in potassium iodide are potassium iodate, a poisonous

body, detected by the blue colour which it produces
when tartaric acid^nd a solution of starch are added;
water; potassium sulphate, tested by barium chloride;

carbonate of potash; the chlorides of potash and
soda, &c. The iodide of potash is the best solvent

for iodine.

Iodine and potassium iodide are both much used
in medicine. Iodine is used externally for its power-
ful irritant action on the skinand mucous membranes,
tieing applied for its stimulating property, and also

for its disinfectant property, to foul and discharging
sores. It is also used as a blister, and is often

painted over the Bkin of inflamed joints after the

acute inflammation has passed, for the removal of

thickening, &c., in the joint, and on the chest follow-

ing pleurisy and inflammation of the lung, to pro-

mote absorption of fluid or inflammatory products.

It is used on the skin over enlarged glands, when
there is no active inflammation going on in the gland.

Internally, iodine is usually administered as the
iodide of potash or syrup iodide of iron.

The compounds of iodine are numerous, and many
of them important. Iodine forms two compounds
with chlorine, the monochloride, I Cl, and tne tri-

chloride, I Cl* The first may be prepared by passing

dry chlorine oi er dry iodine, but it is easier to ob-

tain it by distilling iodine with potassium chlorate.

As thus prepared, iodine monochloride is a deep-red

liquid, which, when recently distilled, may be cooled

to -6° without solidifying, although its melting-

point when solid is 24*7 . After keeping for several

days it cannot, however, be cooled many degrees

below its melting-point without crystallization set-

ting in. If this monochloride be distilled it is partly

split up into the trichloride and free iodine. The
trichloride is an orange -yellow solid which crystal-

lizes after fusion in long needles. Its melting-point

lies between 20° and 25°.

With hydrogen iodine forms but one compound,
known as hydriodic acid (HI). This add is best

prepared by the action of water upon phosphoric

iodide; for this purpose a flask is fitted with a funnel

tube, and also with an exit tube leading into the bulb
of a retort, which is set with its beak passing verti-

cally through one of the openings of a two-necked
bottle to a depth of about J inch beneath the surfaceof
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water In this bottle; 5 or 6 grain* of amorphou*
phosphorus ere placed in the flask and gently heated
along with about 60 grains of iodine; the two sub-
stances unite to form phosphoric iodide. When the
flask is perfectly cold a gentle stream of water is

allowed to flow through the funnel tube on to the phos-

phoric iodide, which is decomposed with the forma-
tion of hydriodic add, which passes into the retort,

and thence into the water in the bottle, where it is

condensed. As this gas is very soluble in water it is

sometimes absorbed so quickly as to cause a partial

vacuum in the retort into which the water rushes,

but before the body of the retort is Riled with water
the surface of that liquid in the two-necked bottle

has fallen below the beak of the retort, so that no
more water can enter. This acid may also be pre-

pared by passing hydrogen along with iodine vapour
through a red-hot tube, when the two gases combine.
Hydnodic add is a colourless gas, it reddens litmus
strongly, and produces dense white fumes in moist
sir. Its density is 4*442; this, referred to hydrogen
as unity, is very nearly equal to 64, which is the

theoretical density calculated for equal volumes of

iodine and hydrogen combined without condensation
of volume. An aqueous solution of hydriodic add
easily undergoes decomposition, if heated to 180° it

acquires a faint violet colour, whioh goes on increasing
in intensity as the temperature is raised, and as more
and more iodine is set free. Hydriodic add decom-
poses many chlorides, as phosphorus or arsenious

chloride, hydrochloric add being formed; on the

other hand, certain iodides, for example, silver iodide,

are decomposed by hydrochloric add with evolution

of hydriodic add. The products of the action of

hydriodic acid upon compounds of carbon are very
interesting, but they cannot well find a place here.

(Berthelot’s papers upon this subject appeared in the

Bull. Soc. Chim. [2] lx. 8 , 91, 178, 265.)

Of the oxygen compounds of iodine the most note-

worthy are the two adds iodic and periodic. Jodie

acid (H 1

0

3) is most easily prepared by oxidizing

iodine by nitric acid. This add forms colourless

crystals, which at 170° are resolved into water and
iodic anhydride

,
which is itself at a higher tem-

perature split up into iodine and oxygen.

The salts of this add are called iodates. Periodic

arid forms three series of salts which may be regarded

as the salts of three adds, ortho-, pyro-, and metaperi-

odic add, corresponding to the three phosphoric adds.

See Phobphobus.
IOLE, the daughter of Eurytus, king of (Echalia.

See Hiraci.es
ION, (1) the fabulous ancestor of the Ionian*, the

son of Apollo and Creusa, the wife of Xuthus. He
is said to have been concealed after his birth by his

mother in a cave, from which be was taken by his

father, who removed him to Delphi, where he had
him brought up by one of the priestesses of the temple.

Afterwanis, it is said, Xuthus and Creusa came to

oonsult the oracle of Apollo at Delphi as to the

means of obtaining an heir, and that the answer was
given that they should take the first person they met
as their son, and this turned out to be Ion. The secret

of his birth was made known to Creusa, but Xuthus
was kept in ignorance of it. Xuthus, however, ulti-

mately became himself the father of two sons, Doras
and Acharas, who were the fabulous ancestors of the

Dorians and Achasana, as Ion was of the Ionian*.

There was a further tradition current in JSgialus or

ASgialea (afterwards Achaia, the northern part of the

Peloponnesus), the inhabitants of which were Ionian*,

to explain their connection with the common ances-

tor of that race. It is to the effect that when Ion was
en the point of waging war against Selixras, king of the

ASgialeans, the latter gave him his daughter Helioe

|

in marriage, and that after the death of Selinus Ion

j

became long of the district (2) A tragic poet of

Chios, who flourished about the eighty-second Olym-
piad (452 b.o.) His tragedies were represented at

Athens, where they met with great applause. He is

mentioned and greatly commended by Aristophanes

and Athenaaus, Ac. (S) A rhapsodist, a native of

Ephesus, introduced in Plato's dialogues as reasoning

with Socrates.

IONA (ancient l-Colm-Kitt or I-columb-cill,
4
the

isle of Columba’s retreat or cell’), an island in Scot-

land, one of the Inner Hebrides, in the county of

Argyle, separated from the south-west extremity of

Midi by the Sound of Iona, 1J mile wide, and about

7£ miles south-west of Staffa. Iona is about 8 miles

long by 1J mile broad; area, 2000 acres, of which
600 acres are under cultivation, the remainder being

hill pasture, morass, and rock. On the west side the

coast is for the most part rocky, but on the east it is

more level. In some places the soil is fertile, yielding

good crops of barley and potatoes; oats also are par-

tially raised, but the rearing of black cattle and fish-

ing form the chief occupations of the inhabitants.

Facing the sound is the small village of Iona, consist-

ing of a row of at>out forty thatched cottages skirting

the shore. This little bland derives its interest ana
celebrity wholly from its history and its ancient

ruins, and esjjecially from its connection with Saint

Colombo, who took up his residence here after the

middle of the sixth century (565). The existing

ruins are all, however, of a much more recent

date than the time of that venerated saint, whose
structures were of very slight materials. The prin-

cipal ruins are those of the cathedral church of St.

Mary, of a nunnery, five chapels, and of a building

colled the Bishop’s House. St. Oran’s Chapel, as it

is called, is supposed to be the most ancient; it is

very small, being only 60 feet by 20 feet. Attached
to it is a burying-ground, in which most of the fami-

lies of distinction in the Highlands had at one time
places of sepulture. Numerous kings of Scotland,

Ireland, and Norway are likewise said to have found
their last resting-place in the island. Next to this

edifice in point of antiquity may be reckoned the

nunnery, which may probably be referred to a period

beyond the twelfth century. The most extensive

ruin is that of the church of St. Mary, which is cru-

ciform, surmounted at the intersection of the nave
I
and the transept by a square tower of about 70 feet

in height. The length of the transept is 70 feet, and
that of the body of the church, east to west, 160 feet.

In the interior are several interesting sculptured

tomlwtones, one of which, dated 1500, is that of Abbot
M‘Kinnon, the oldest in the cathedral. Pop. 247.

IONIA, or Ionih, that part of the seaboard of

Asia Minor which was inhabited by Ionian Greeks.
This beautiful and fertile country extended north to

south from Phocsea to Miletus along the shore of

the ^Egean Sea opposite the islands of Samos and
Chios. Ptolemy makes it extend only from the Her-
mus in the north to the Meander in the south, thus
excluding both Phocaea and Miletus. According to

tradition the colonists who inhabited this region came
over from Attica after the death of Codrus about the
middle of the twelfth century B.C. They founded
twelve towns, which, though mutually independent,
formed a confederacy for common purposes. These
towns were Phocaea, Erythrse, Cx&zomen®, Teos,

Lebedos, Colophon, Ephesus, Priene, Myus, Miletus,

and Samos ana Chios in the islands of the same name.
To this number was afterwards added Smyrna by
treachery. Commerce, navigation, and agriculture

early rendered these cities wealthy and flourishing.

The league was afterwards made tributary by Croesus,

king of Lydia, and later by Cyras, king of Persia.
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The town* composing it remained subject to the

Pendant until they recovered their independence in

consequence of the unsuccessful wan which Darius

and Xerxes, kings of Persia, waged against Greece
at the beginning of the fifth century B.o. Their
liberty was, however, sacrificed by the Peace of

Antalcidas, 387 B.C., which again rendered them
subject to Persia, in which condition they remained
till the overthrow of the Persian monarchy by
Alexander the Great, 334-1 B.a, when they be*

came a part of the Macedonian Empire. Ionia, at a
later period, became part of the Roman province of

Asia. It was afterwards totally devastated by the

Saracens, so that few vestiges of its ancient civiliza-

tion remain. Numerous colonies on the shores of the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea owed their origin

to the Ionian cities of Asia Minor.
IONIAN DIALECT. See Greek Language,

under the head of Greece.
IONIAN ISLANDS, a number of islands belong-

ing to the Kingdom of Greece, in the Ionian Sea, off

the coast of Albania and the western and southern
shores of Greece, the most southern, Cerigo, and its

dependent islets l)oing off the south-eastern extremity
of the Morea. The principal islands, seven in num-
ber, are, reckoning from north to south, Kerkyra
(Corfu), Paxos, Levkas (Santa Maura), Ithaki (Itha-

ca), Kephallenia (CephaJonia), Zakynthos (Zante),

and Kythira (Cerigo). To each of these larger islandis

a numlxir of smaller, scattered along their respective

coasts, are attached, and included in their several

local jurisdictions. Area of the whole, 1097 square
miles. All these islands, both large and small, belong
to the same great calcareous formation which prevails

over Greece. They are extremely mountainous, so

much so that they do not contain a sufficient quantity
of arable land to produce the corn required by the

population; and were it not for the vine, olive, and
currant, especially the lust, which some of them pro-

duce in great abundance, they could support but a
small number of inhabitants. The climate generally

lesembles that of the neighbouring mainland, except

that the sea renders it more uniformly temperate and
humid. Snow often falls in the winter, and lies on
the mountains, but rarely on the plains. Sudden and
furious squalls are frequent; and the sirocco or hot
Boutli wind occurs at certain periods. The staple

exports from these islands are oil, currants, valonia,

wine, soap, and salt. The few manufactures that they
possess are chiefly textile and ornamental. The re-

ligion is that of the Eastern Greek Church, to which
four-fifths of the population belong. Each island has
its own bishop, and at the head of the whole is an
exarch or primate. The Ionian Islands, so called from
lying in that part of the Mediterranean anciently
known as the M are Ionicum or Ionian Sea, often figure

in the ancient history of Greece, but only singly, not
collectively. In 1386 the island of Corfu voluntarily
surrendered itself to Venice, and soon after all the
other islands placed themselves one by one under the
protection of thesame power. TheVenetians governed
oy a proconsul, and made Italian the official lan-

guage. In 1797 the French became masters, and
laboured with assiduity and considerable success in
spreading their democratic principles. In 1800, Russia
and Turkey having, by their combined forces, ex-
pelled the French, while retaining a protectorate, left

the inhabitants to make an attempt at self-govern-

ment. Anarchy and confusion were the result, and
in 1807 Russia, by a secret article in the Treaty of

Tilsit, oeded the islands to Franoe. In 1809-10 all

the islands were overrun by the British troops except
Corfu, which did not come into the hands of the
British till it was assigned to them by the Peace of

Paris in 1814, and the possession of the British was

|

finallyfixed and regulated byanother treatyconcluded

I

at Puis in 1815. The seven islands were then formed
into a republic, under the protectorate of Gnat
Britain. On numerous occasions, however, the in-

habitants showed how strong their desire for inde-

pendence was. During the great struggle against

Turkey in 1821 attempts at insurrection were made,
and again in 1849. Parliamentary and other reforms
were conceded in 1851 to the people; but in 1857 an
almost unanimous wish was expressed by their repre-

sentatives for reunion with Greece. Upon the depo-
sition of King Otho, and the choice of the son of the
King of Denmark to succeed him, advantage Has
taken of the opportunity by the British government
to relinquish its ungrateful protectorate, and the
islands, with the consent of the other European
powers, were transferred to the Kingdom of Greece
in 1864. As part of the Kingdom of Greece the
Ionian Islands are divided into three nomarchies,
exclusive of the island of Kythira, which forma an
eparchy of the nomarchy of Argolis and Korinthia.

The three nomarchies are Kerkyra, pop. in 1896,

124,578
;
Kephallenia, pop. 83,363 ;

and Zakynthos,
|K)p, 45,032. The population of Kythira was 12,306,

so that in that year the whole population of the

Ionian Islands amounted to 265/279.

IONIAN ORDER. See Architecture.
IONIAN PHILOSOPHY, the earliest school of

Greek philosophy, a school which attempted to ex-

plain the phenomena of nature from the forces and
attributes of matter itself. In order to do this the

philosophers of this school followed two courses, some
assuming a single original substance as the ground
of all things, and explaining the development and
formation of the phenomenal world by a process of

condensation and rarefaction which they conceived

as affecting the mode of existence of that substance;

while others considered all things as formed by separ-

ation and combination out of a permanent and un-
alterable primitive form of matter. According to

the view of the first class of Ionian philosophers,

therefore, the original material principle was con-

ceived as itself liable to change, and the changes which
take place in it were held to give rise to the forms by
which the world is known to us; while according to

the view of the second class of Ionian philosophers the

original material principle was looked upon as in its

own nature and qualities unchangeable, and every-

thing was explained by a change of external relations

in space. To the first class belong Thales (flourished

about 600 B.o.), who took water as the first principle;

Anaximenes (about 520 B.O.), and Diogenes of Apol-
lonia (about 530-460 B.O.), who took air; and Phere-

cydes (about 444 B.o.), who took the aether (the purer

air of heaven) and earth* and to the other class

belong Anaximander (bom 610 B.C.), a pupil of Thales,

who referred everything to an undefined infinite

primary substanoe, neither air, earth, fire, nor any-

thing else deemed by the ancients a material exist-

ence; and the atomist* Leucippus and his pupil

Democritus (about 460 to 370 B.O.), who thought that

the world arose from the combination of simple in-

divisible and unalterable constituents called atoms.

Heraclitus (about 500) may also be reckoned among
the Ionian philosophers, inasmuch as he assumes the

exiatenoe of a primary substance which changes by a
self-derived force, but he differs from them in that

he holds the law of the course of the world, the law
of constant change or becoming, to be alone perma-
nent. Anaxagoras, too, who lived between 500 and
428 B.C., resembled the Ionian atomists in his doctrine

of the existence of atoms,which he calls hamceomerida,

but is distinguished from them by ascribing different

qualities to the atoms which form different substances

(such as gold, earth, water, &c.), and more especially
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by ascribing the first movements of this matter, not
to a blind force residing in the atoms themselves, but
to an intelligent principle (non*).

IONIANS. See Greece—

H

istory
;
and Ionia.

IONIAN SEA, the ancient name of that part of

the Mediterranean which lies between the south part

of Italy and Greece.
IONS, a name given by Faraday to the compo-

nents into which an electrolyte is divided by the

passage of an electric current. See Kathion.
IOU,a written acknowledgement of debt, usually

made in this form:—‘To Mr A. B. 10 U Ten
Pounds.—C. D. May 12th, 1891/ Not being either

a receipt, an agreement, or a promissory note, an
acknowledgment of debt made in this form requires

no stamp. When the name of the creditor is stated

such a document is evidence of a debt of the amount
stated due to him by the person whoso signature it

bears. In the absence of the name of the creditor

the document is primd facie evidence of Huch a debt
being due to the holder of the document. It is not
negotiable. The letters I O U are of course list'd

instead of the words ‘I owe you’, on account of the

similarity of sound.

IOWA, one of the central United States, bounded
on the north by Minnesota; east by Wisconsin and
Illinois, from which it is separated by the Mississippi

;

south by Missouri
;
and west by Nebraska and S.

Dakota, from which it is separated by the river Mis-
souri

;
length along the 42nd parallel of latitude, 285

miles ; breadth along the 94th meridian of w. longi-

tude, 190 miles; area, 56,025 square miles. Except-
ing the portion on the banks of the Missouri, the

state slopes south-east ; its streams east of Ion. 95°,

the principal of which are Des Moines, Skunk, Iowa,
the Red Cedar, a branch of the Iowa, the Maquo-
keta, and the Wapsipinicon, flow diagonally into the

Mississippi
;
west of the 95th meridian the streams,

such as the Big and the Little Sioux, Floyd River,

and the Boyer, flow to the Missouri. The surface is

undulating, nearly four-fifths consisting of luxuriant

prairies covered with a rich coat of coarse grass,

forming excellent pasturage. The weather iH variable

and sometimes severe, but the climate is healthy.

Winter continues from December to March
;

the

summer heat is tempered by frequent showers. The
soil is in general good, consisting of a deep black

mould, intermingled in the prairies with sand, red

clay, and gravel. The principal crops are Indian-

coro, oats, wheat, barley, rye, potatoes, and hay (the

product of the native grasses). Pumpkins, melons,

and all the ordinary fruits and vegetables, thrive

well. Crab-apples, wild plums, strawberries, and
grapes are indigenous and abundant. The east por-

tion of Iowa is rich in minerals. Lead is wrought
to some extent, and zinc and iron are found. Coal

is plentiful. The bituminous coal-fields occupy 1 8,000

square miles, and the annual output is about 6,000,000

tons. Limestone, gypsum, and clay are abundant.
Wood is scarce except on the banks of the rivers, but
the state is engaged in planting forests. Millions of

fruit trees have already been planted, and horticul-

ture has made great progress. The dairy interest is

already of immense importance. Other industries

include the manufacture of farm implements, flour-

milling, pork-packing, Ac. The state possesses an ex-

tensive system of railways, with a total length of 9000
miles. The state also possesses exceptional advantages
for river trade, and the numerous smaller streams
supply abundant water-power. The settlement of

Iowa commenced about 1832, when the first purchase
of land from the Indians took place

;
its territorial

government was instituted in 1838, and it was ad-

mitted into the Union in 1846. It is divided into

ninety-nine counties. The capital is Des Moines;

the other principal towns being Sioux City, Dubuque,
Davenport, Burlington, Council Bluffs,Cedar Rapids,
Keokuk, and Ottumwa. The government is vested

in a governor and congress, consisting of a senate of

fifty members elected for four years, and a house

of representatives of 100 members elected for two
years. In the general Congress of the United States

Iowa is represented by eleven members in the House
of Representatives, and, like all the other Btates,

two in the Senate, Pop. in 1890, 1,911,896 ; in 1900,

2,251,829. A large part of the population consists

of Germans and Scandinavians.
IOWA CITY, in the United States, capital of

Johnson county, Iowa, on the river of the same name,
120 miles R. of Dos Moines. It is finely laid out, and
contains the state university, situated m a handsome
Doric edifice, which woh formerly the state capitol

previous to the transference of the seat of govern-

ment to Des Moines. There are sovcral flour-mills,

and also manufactories driven by water-power from
the river. Pop. (1890), 7016.

IPECACUANHA, a medicine obtained from the

root of a plant called CcphaklU ipecacuanha, belong-

ing to the natural order Vinchonacece. It is a creep-

ing, half-herbaceous plant, found in damp Hhady
forests in Brazil. It was first brought to Europe
about the middle of the seventeenth century; but
was not generally used till about the year 1686, when
it was introduced under the patronage of Louis XIV.
Its taste is bitter and acnd, covering the tongue with
a kind of mucilage. It is a safe and mild emetic, and
is administered as a powder, in the tincture, or in-

fused in wine. It is also sudorific and expectorant.

IPHTCRATES, a famous Athenian military com-
mander in the fourth century >>efore the Christian

era. He was Ijom in otiscurity, but raised himself

to eminence in his profession by his courage and
talents early in life. In the war of Corinth (393-392
B.c.) he opposed with success Agesilaus, the warlike

king of Sparta. His next military nitrations were
at the Hellespont, where he was sent to act against

Anaxibius, but in spite of a victory which he gained
over that general he was unable to prevent the coh-

clusion of the Peace of Antalcidas (387 B.O.). After
this he went to Thrace, where he aided Seuthes, king
of the Thracians, in recovering his dominions. In
374 B.c. he commanded a body of auxiliary troops

which co-operated with those of Pharnabazus, satrap

of the Hellesj>ont under Artaxerxes Mnemon, in an
expedition to Egypt ; but in consequence of a dispute
with Phamalwizus returned to Athens without hav-
ing accomplished anything of importance. In 869
B.c. he was appointed to the command of the troops

sent by the Athenians to the assistance of Sjiarta

at the time of the invasion of Kpaminondas, but
allowed the Theban general to withdraw unmolested
from the Peloponnesus. In the Social War (857-355)
he was one of the commanders of the fleet fitted out
by the Athenians for the recovery of Byzantium,
when, being accused of treachery by one of his col-

leagues, he defended himself with such spirit that
he was acquitted by his volatile countrymen

; but
though he lived to a great age, he did not again en-

gage in active service. The date of his death is not
known. Iphicrates was a strict observer of discipline,

and was the author of some imj>ortant improvements
in the arms and accoutrements of the Athenian
soldiery. He was accustomed always to fortify bis

camp m the field even in a friendly countiy ; and
when once asked why he took so much trouble, he
answered, ‘Because if, contrary to probability, I
should be attacked, I may not be obliged to make
the disgraceful excuse that I did not expect it \

IPHIGENIA, daughter of Agamemnon and Cly-
temnestra(according to some an illegitimate daughter
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of Hieseus and Helen, adopted by Clytemnestra in

childhood), wm to have been sacrificed to Artemis

(Diana) at the advice of the prophet Calchas, when
the goddess, enraged with Agamemnon because he
had slain in hunting her consecrated hind, detained

the Greek fleet in Aulis by a calm. Under the pre-

tence that she was to be married to Achilles, Iphi-

genia was taken from her mother, and led to the

altar. But in the moment when the priest was about

to give the death-blow Iphigenia disappeared, and
in her stead a beautiful hind was substituted, whose
blood gushed out on the altar. Artemis had relented,

and aonveyed her in a cloud to Tauris, where she

became the priestess of the goddess. Conformably
with the cruel law of the country, she was obliged

to sacrifice every Greek that landed there. While
she was serving as priestess there her brother Orestes

came to the place to bring away the image of Arte-

mis, as he had been advised by an oracle to do, that

he might get rid of the madness to which he had
been subject since the murder of his mother. He
also was to be sacrificed, but Iphigenia having re-

cognized him aB her brother, the two contrived a

means of escape, and carried off with them the image
which Orestes had come in quest of. Iphigenia is

said to have taken the image of Artemis to the town
of Brauron, near Marathon, in Attica, where Bhe died

as priestess of the goddess. Pausanias says that her
pave was shown at Megara. The story of Iphigenia

has been dramatized by Euripides (who composed
two playB upon the subject—Iphigenia in Aulis and
Iphigenia in Tauris, the former of which was trans-

lated into German by Schiller) and Goethe, and it is

also the subject of two operas by Gluck.

IPSAMBOOL, Ebsambool, Abusambul, or Abu-
SIMBEL, a village in Africa, Nubia, on the left bank
of the Nile, 66 miles south west of Derr; lat. 22° 22'

N., Ion. 31° 40' B.; remarkable for containing two of

the most perfect and magnificent specimens of Egyp-
tian rock-cut temples existing. Their fronts have
been fashioned out of two distinct faces or walls of

sandstone, and their interiors excavated in the solid

rock. They are of different dimensions, the one
having a front of 90 feet, the other of 120 feet The
smaller stands 20 feet above the present level of the

Nile, and is as perfect as when first completed; the

larger 100 feet. The fa9ade of the latter, smoothed
perpendicularly in the face of the rock, overlooking

the Nile, is 120 feet in length and about 90 feet in

height, surrounded with a moulding, and adorned
with a oornioe and frieze. Attached to this fa9ade
are several stupendous colossal statues of Ramoses
II. (the Great). They are represented as seated on
thrones, including which their total height may be
between 60 and 70 feet. These gigantic statues art

four in number ; but the head and shoulders of the
third from the north, having been shattered by a
rocky avalanche descending from the mountain
above, now lie on the ground in front. In the interior

besides numerous smaller chambers, is a vast hall

adorned on either side with an imposing range of

massive sauare pillars, each with a gigantic statue

17 feet In height attached to it m front This mag-
nifioent excavated temple extends inwards from the
entrance 200 feet. The fa$ade of the smaller temple,
which was dedicated to Hathor or Athor, is adorned
with several statues in prominent relief, and the in-

terior is divided into a hall of Bix square pillars,

a transverse corridor with a small chamber at eaob
extremity, and an adytum. These temples were
first visited by a European (the Chevalier Drovetti,

oonsul-general of Franoe in Egypt) in 1816. The
larger of the two was first entered by Belzoni, who
oaused some of the statues found in the interior to

be conveyed to England.

IPSARA. See Psara.
IPSWICH, a pari., municipal and county borough

and river-port in England, capital of the county of
Suffolk, on the north side of a semicircular reach of
the Orwell (or estuary of the river Gipping), 65 miles
north-east of London. It is pleasantly situated on
a gentle declivity sloping to the river. The town
has greatly increased in recent years, so that a large
part of it is new, while many alterations have been
made in the older parts. It still contains many old
houses, however, and its streets exhibit interesting

specimens of mediaeval architecture. The public
buildings include a fine town-hall, new post-offioe, a
large public hall, a masonic hall, a custom-house,
new corn-exchange, county court-house, barracks,
hospital, convenient market-plaoe, county jail, an
assembly-room, a museum, free library, art gallery,

a theatre, &c. There are also numerous churches,
several of them recently restored or rebuilt; an en-

dowed grammar-school dating from the fourteenth
century; several well-endowed charity schools, and
numerous other charitable foundations, a mechanics'
institution with a good library attached, a literary

institution, &c. There are two extensive establish-

ments for the manufacture of agricultural imple-

ments, machinery, and other varieties of iron work;
artificial stone and artificial manure works, a silk

manufactory, tanneries, rope-yards, lime and cement
works, breweries, a large manufactory of railway per
manent-way fittings, and a good deal of ship-building.

There is a dock with an area of 32 acres connected
with theOrwell and admitting vessels drawing 18 feet.

The shipping trade of the port fa considerable. The
principal exports are grain, machinery, and artificial

manures; the chief import is coal. The other imports
are timber, stone, slates, &c. The timber is chiefly

brought from Norway. In 1899 the number of

vessels entered was 3921, of 325,783 tons; cleared,

3886, of 319,309 tons. There were 124 vessels of

7647 tons burden belonging to the ]K>rt. Ipswich is

a town of great antiquity. A mint existed in it as
early as 964, which continued in operation till the
reign of Henry III. According to Camden lpsw ich

was originally called Gippesu ich, from the neighbour-
ing river Gippen or Gipping. It was destroyed by
the Danes, but was subsequently restored by King
John, who gave it its first charter. It sends two
members to the House of Commons. Pop. in 1881,

50,646; m 1891, 57,360; in 1901, 66,622.

IPSWICH, a thriving town of Queensland, on the

river Bremer, 23J miles west of Brisbane, situated

on the slopes of three hills, in a district in which
coal-mines are now profitably worked. It is well

built, lighted with gas, well supplied with water, and
has a woollen factory, saw-mills, foundries, Ac. Pop.

(1891), 7625.

IQUIQUE, a seaport in Chili, in the province of

TarapacA, 3J miles west by south of Tarapacrf, till

quite recently merely a small fishing village, but
now a town of about 84,000 inhabitants. It owes
its prosperity to the export of nitrate of soda and
borax, the former of which especially is found in

great quantities in the pampa of Tamarugal. At
present the annual export of nitrate amounts to

about 350,000 tons, and that of borax to about 1500
tons. Iodine is also exported. The pampa of Tama-
rugal still contains, it is estimated, about 60,000,000

tons of saltpetre. In 1868, and again in 1877, the

town was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake.

In 1879 it was bombarded and captured by Chili

from Peru; and in 1891 it was much damaged by
the insurgent Chilians.

IRAK AJEMI (ancient Media Magna), a large

province in Persia, bounded on the north by Aaer-

bijan, Ghllan, and Mazanderan : on the east by
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Khorasan, on the aouth bv IMittt and Khuziatan,
and on the west by the Turkish dominions; greatest

length from east to west, about 440 miles; greatest

breadth, 840 miles. Although not equal to some of

the other provinces in fortuity and cultivation, it

contains fine valleys and rich plains with excellent
pasturage, and considerable tracts of cultivated land.

The valleys are of indefinite length, but seldom ex-

oeed 10 or 15 miles in width. When well watered,
as many of them are, they produce ample crops of

rice, wheat, sesamum, and other grains; with fruits,

opium, tobsooo, cotton, saffron, and silk. The great
emporium of trade is Ispahan, the former capital of

Persia; besides which it contains Teheran, the modern
capital of the country, Kashan, Hamadan, Ac.

IRAK ARABI, the district lying between the
riven Tigris and Euphrates, at the lower part of

their course, corresponding pretty nearly to the
ancient Babylonia.
IRAN, more properly Eran (Old Persian, Aryana

;

Zend, Airyana, that is, land of the Aryans), was the
|

name given by the ancient Persians to their native
land, in opposition to Aniran (that is, Not Iran), the
land of the barbarians, by which term were meant
principally the Turco-Tartaric tribes bordering on
the north. The Persian rulers of the dynasty of the
Sassanidsp call themselves, in inscriptions on monu-
ments and elsewhere, kings of Iran and Aniran. At
the present day the name is used in contradistinction

to Turan, the name applied to the more depressed
regions of Asia inhabited by the Turco-Tartaric
tribes, to designate the great table-land of Asia,

|

which, at a mean elevation of from S500 to 4000
feet, extends from the chains of Hindu Kush, North-
ern Khorasan, and Elburz, to the Persian Gulf and
the Indian Ooean, and in the east embraces Afgha-
nistan and Beloochistan (East Iran), and in the west
consists of Persia Proper (West Tran). On the east

the table-land descends abruptly towards the Indus,

while in the west, from the Persian Gulf to the
Armenian plateau, it is bounded by a succession of

mountain ranges called by the ancients Zagros, and
by modern geographers the Mountains of Kurdistan.
The central portion of thin table-land consists of an
extensive salt-desert.

IRANIAN LANGUAGES, the name given, from
the locality in which they are spoken, to a family of

the great stock of the Indo-European languages, a
family closely allied to the Indian group, and called

by some philologists Persian, from the best-known
member of the family. The two oldest known Iran-

ian languages are the Old Persian and Old Bactrian.

The former—that of the cuneiform inscriptions of

the Aduemenian dynasty, and th 9 language of the

Persians proper—has only become known in its chief

traits at a comparatively recent date through the

deciphering of those inscriptions. The Old Bactrian

or Zend is the language in which the so-called Zend-
avssta, the sacred writings of the Parsecs, are com-
posed. By the term Middle Iranian languages the

Hurraresh or Pehlevi and the Pars! principally are

understood, which are preserved in the commen-
taries to the Zend-avesta. The latter approaches

pretty closely to the modern Persian. The dialect

of the so-called Pehlevi coins, as well ss the inscrip-

tions of the time of the Sssaanian dynasty, also

belong to this section. The most important of the

New Iranian languages is the Persian, in which has

been produced a very rich and oelebrated literature,

and which as a cultivated literary language (Deri,

that is, court language) is distinguished from the

dialectic varieties of the different regions of Persia

(TaUah, Ghilek, MacanderanL Tat, Ac.), which Eu-

ropean scholars are as yet only partially acquainted

with. The Afghen or Pashto, and the dialects of

the Kurds, form separate branches of the Iranian
family. The isolated Ossetes of the Caucasus also

speak an Iranian language. The Armenian is a very
ancient branch of the same stock, and contains many
peculiar elements. The philological investigation of

the Iranian languages did not commence till about
the close of the third decade of the 19th century.

Among scholars in this department are Olshausen,

Lassen, Bopp, Brockhaus, Oppert, Haug, F. Mtiller,

and Justi m Germany, Bumouf and Darmesteter in

France, and Westergaard in Denmark.
IRBIT, a town in Russia, in the government of

Perm, and 270 miles east by north of the town of

Perm, at the confluence of the Irbit and the Niza.
It is very poorly built. It is noted for an annual
fair, which lasts from 15th Februaiy to 15th Maroh,
and is attended not only by Russian and Siberian,

but also by foreign merchants. Steam packets run
between Irbit and towns on the Tobol, Irtish, and
Obi. Pop. (1897), 20,064.

IRELAND (Irish, Erin; Latin, Hibernia)^ the

more westerly and less important of the two princi-

S
tl islands of which the United Kingdom of Great
ritain and Ireland is composed. For the geography

of this part of the United Kingdom, including a
description of the physical features, a statement of

population and area by counties, Ac., see Britain
The total population in 1901 was 4,466,546.

Aynculture.—The climate of Ireland is very favour-

able to vegetation. Its mild temperature and humid
atmosphere enable several delicate plants, which
usually, in the same latitude, can only be cultivated

in sheltered gardens, to flourish here with vigour in

the open air; and not unfrequently forest trees con-

tinue to retain their foliage after they have lost it in

the warmer parts of England. So far, then, as nature

is concerned, no country ought to be richer in forest

soenery than Ireland; and it would seem that, in

early times, large tracts of magnificent timber wetv
spread over its surface; but the grossest waste and
mismanagement have prevailed, trees have almost

disappeared everywhere except from the parks of the

gentry, and what ought to have been among the best,

is perhaps thewont wooded country in the middle lati

tudes of Europe. One somewhat equivocal advantage
resulting from this is, that large tracts, which might
have been otherwise occupied, now give employment
to the plough or the spade, and serve to swell the gross

amount of agricultural produce. Notwithstanding
the great extent of her dismal moorland wastes few
countries have, in proportion to their area, raised

more human food, on an average of yean, than
Ireland. This is owing to the fertility of the soil

After deducting mountain and moorland there re-

mains a vast extent of arable surface, covered with a
deep friable loam of remarkable richness. Seldom
so light as to degenerate into sand, or so heavy as to

contain an undue mixture of stubborn sad impervious
day, the soils of Ireland possess that happy medium
texture which at once facilitates the operations of

husbandry, and insures it an abundant return. In
addition to the vegetable mould, which forms one of

their most important ingredients, they consist, gener-

ally, either of the decomposed trap), so widely spread
over the north of Ulster, or of calcareous matters
derived from the limestones which prevail in almost
every other quarter. Thus in point of staple they
cannot be surpassed, and justify the eulogium of

Arthur Young when he says they ‘will fat the
largest bullock, and at the same time do equallv well

for sheep), for tillage, for turnips, for wheat, for oeans;

and, in a word, for every crop and droumstanoe of

profitable husbandry.’ But there is perhaps no
country in Europe where agriculture, considered as

a system, has made leas progress. The holdings.
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originally too small to be occupied by fanners of

capital and enterprise, have been allowed in far too

many cases to become almost infinitesimally sub-

divided, until they have been reduced to the smallest

patches on the produce of which a family could man-
age to subsist. The result of this is that the holders

are reduced to the necessity of raising as much as

possible in each year for immediate use, without re-

gard to the ultimate effect of this mode of farming

upon the land. Over-cropping is thus an evil which
prevails veiy widely, and competent authorities

have borne witness to the fact that the soil of Ire-

land has deteriorated under this treatment. Yet
the deterioration would seem to have ceased some
time ago (perhaps as a result of the decrease in small

holdings), for if we compare some of the years be-

tween 1850 and 1860 with some of those near the

present day the average produce of the soil per acre

will be found to have increased rather than dimin-
ished. The table shows a great decrease m the area

under cereal and green crops, and a great increase

in the area under meadow and clover, and the change

Table showing Extent wnder Crops in Ireland and Estimated Produce in
1856 and subsequent Years.

Year Extent under
Cereal Crop*.

Produoe Extent under
Green Crops

Produce Under Meadow
and Clover

Produoe.

acres qra acres tom acres tom
1866 2,786,208 11,766,600 1,647,740 9,779,678 1,302,787 2,492,732
1867 2,786.828 11,628,988 1,601,210 8,079,970 1,309,892 2,600,044
1868 2,748,380 11,012,480 1,003,404 10,076,784 1,424,496 2,701,000
1869 2,062,780 10,426,329 1,019,326 8,094,390 1,437,111 2,821,770
1876 1,910,808 10,026,670 1,370,166 9,962,840 1,944,070 4,364,617
1870 1,848,788 9,240,670 1,308,092 9,784,020 1,801,128 8,468,239
1877 1,802,696 7,807,808 1,366,009 0,287,663 1,924,917 4,331,103
1878 1,831,621 8,631,187 1,817,803 8,302,930 1,942,804 4,417 344
1879 1,701,807 0.887,192 1,294,090 8,786,418 1,937,266 8,698,680
1880 1,700,477 8,402,704 1,241,253 8,400,280 1,909,826 3,796,003
1881 1,760,877 8,612,470 1,208,817 7,860,331 1,998,402 8,089,884
1882 1,760,737 7,770,403 1,248,908 0,293,006 1,902,162 4,116,102
1886 1,694,908 7,630,000 1,213,640 7,770,748 2,034,708 4,160,096

1880 1,690,704 7,633,406 1,221,312 7,008,668 2,094,209 4.428,732
1891 1,402,703 8,003,883 1,191,424 8,779,427 2,069,629 4,842,862
1892 1,494,788 7,000,170 1,174,808 7,924,889 2,142,810 4,601,228
1898 1,370,818 7,899,081 1,106,020 9,114,722

j

2,776,216 6,277,028

in this direction is still going on. Between 1851
and 1881 the farms of 1 to 15 acres decreased in

number by 06,363. The total number of holdings

in 1891 was 486,865, or 12,244 less than in 1881.

Of these 18,243 (1364 more than in 1881) did

not exceed 1 acre, 55,584 (decrease of 6197) were
from 1 to 5 acres 139,195 (8628 decrease), from 5 to

16 acres, 120,472 (2045 decrease), from 15 to 30
acres, and 139,401 (3262 increase) above 30 acres.

Each province shows a decrease in the total number
of holdings, but in Munster the decrease is very
small. Between 1841 and 1899 there was a total

decrease in holdings ‘ above 1 acre ’ of 25 per cent.

The Land Act of 1870 greatly improved the con-

ditions of tenure in Ireland. The chief aims of the
act were to provide compensation to tenants for

arbitrary eviction and especially for improvements
effected by them on their holdings in case of their

being disturbed in their possession by the landlords,

and to afford facilities to tenants for the purchase
of their holdings. The act legalized what is called

the Ulster tenant-right custom in all the districts in
which it prevailed, and decreed the amount of com-
pensation to be awarded in absence of such custom.
In 1881 it was supplemented by a more thorough
and comprehensive measure. The benefits conferred

on Irish tenants by this act have been briefly sum-
marized under the terms ‘ fair rent

*

fixity of ten-

ure*, and ‘free sale’. By the first of these every
tenant who objects to his rent, or the rent the land-

lotd wishes to exact, is entitled to have a ‘fair

rent 1 fixed for him by a court. This rent remains

unaltered for fifteen yean, at the end of whicfc

period it may be readjusted, and either raised o\

lowered. By the principle of ‘ fixity of tenure’ the

law recognizes that the tenant has a certain right in

his holding in virtue of which he is not to be arbi-

trarily removed from it without compensation, and
which enables him on leaving his farm to obtain the
best price he can get for yielding up his possession.

The * free sale * of this right of tenancy is restricted

only in so far as that it must be to one person only
(except under agreement with the landlord), that

the landlord may object on sufficient grounds to the
person purchasing, and that he also has the right of

pre-emption. At the expiration of the fifteen years
the landlord may resume possession of the holding
on paying the tenant compensation for improve-
ments effected by him, and also paying him the
value of his tenant-right, both being determined by
the court should the parties be unable to agree. A
tenant who sells his tenant-right on quittmg his

holding is not to be entitled to compensation for

disturbance, or if he has received compensation he is

not entitled at that time to sell

his tenancy. A tenant holding

under the Ulster tenant-right

may sell under that or under
this system, but not partly under
one and partly under the other.

The scale of compensation for

disturbance of tenancy is now
fixed as follows: where the rent is

£30 or under a sum not exceeding

7 years’ rent
;
rent from £30 to

£50 not exceeding 5 years’ rent;

from £50 to £100 not exceeding

4 years’ rent; from £100 to £300
not exceeding 3 years’ rent; from
£300 to £500 not exceeding 2
years’ rent; above £600 not ex-

ceeding 1 year’s rent. The act

also emjiowers the land com-
mission to advance loans to ten-

ants not exceeding three-fourths

of the value of their holdings, to enable them to

become proprietors, and such loans are repayable by
I an annual payment of £5 jier cent for 35 years.

|
Provision is also made for assisting emigration. A

I tenant whose holding, or the aggregate of whose
holdings, is valued at not less than £150 is entitled

by writing to contract himself out of any of the

provisions of this act, or of the act of 1870. Another
act passed in 1887 extends the privileges conferred

by the act of 1881, and a third act passed in 1896
goes further in the same direction. The Purchase
of Land (Ireland) Act of 1891 supplied the Land
Commission with further funds for advances to

tenants to enable them to purchase their holdings,

but there is now a strong demand for a compulsory-

purchase law.

Manufactures and Trade.—The linen manufacture
early took root in Ireland, and still continues to be
its most important staple ;

and in every article, ex-

cept lace and cambric, competes successfully with all

other countries. It has increased in a remarkable

manner within the last 40 or 50 years, and Belfast,

its centre, has now become the first city of Ireland

in population as well as in manufacturing industry.

The linen manufacture, indeed, is of importance

for the whole of Ulster, the number of bands
employed being nearly 70,000. The cotton manu-
facture has had a very different history, the number
employed in this industry having declined from
4000 in 1868 to 800. The woollen manufacture

appears at the outset to have outstripped that

of linen. It had at least made such progress as to
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alarm the woollen manufacturer* of England; who,
in a apirit of petty jealousy, petitioned the English

Parliament for its discouragement, and succeeded.

The Irishwere prohibited from sending their woollens

abroad, and could not even send them into England
without paying an oppressive duty. Had the manu-
facture been suited to the country it might have
surmounted all this absurdity and injustice

;
and, at

all events, when these ceased to operate, would have
revived. But the woollens of Ireland continue to be
of very secondary importance, and indeed the manu-
facture seems to have much decreased in recent years.

The manufacture of Irish poplins (of woollen and silk,

orwoollen and flax or cotton) is very flourishing. There
are about twenty mills engaged in paper-making.

The brewing of porter and distillation of whisky

form important items in the national production.

Sewed muslins, cambric handkerchiefs made on hand-
looms, lace, and hosiery may also be mentioned.

The Trade of Ireland is not at all proportioned to

her natural capabilities, and to the admirable faci-

lities afforded by the excellent harbours situated on
hercoasts. Themost important article of export is raw
produce, the greater part of which finds its market in

Great Britain. It consists chiefly of grain and flour,

live stock, salt and fresh meat, eggs, butter, Ac.

Manufactured Articles, particularly linen, rank next

in importance; hut as the bulk of such articles is very

mall in comparison with their value, the trade, or at

least the shipping connected with them, holds only a
secondary place. The trade with foreign countries

is also inconsiderable. The principal imports are

colonial produce, woollen and cotton goods, wheat,

wool, coals, and salt. Of the shipping employed in

this trade only a mere frac tion is Irish. The value

of the exports direct from Ireland to foreign parts

was about £906,618 in 1883, of imports from foreign

parts, £10,633,324; in 1900 they were £1,312,048 and
£12,014,597 respectively. In 1900 the number of

vessels entered from the colonies and foreign parts

was 1048 (1,032,109 tons); and cleared 448 (473,758

tons); entered coastwise* 31,069 (6,401,172 tons);

cleared 31,026 (6,746,328 tons).

Fisheries.—The salmon fisheries are very valuable,

and are increasing in value every year. With an
increased supply of fish high prices are maintained
owing to the improved means of communication from
remote districts with the best markets. In spite of

this, however, these fisheries are not cultivated to

anything like so high a degree as they might be.

Still, the number of men engaged in the salmon
fisheries in Ireland is over 18,000, the estimated

value of the salmon exported being from £400,000
to £260,000 annually. The principal sea fisheries of

Ireland are those of herring and mackerel. The
herring fisheries in the Irish waters are prosecuted

chiefly on the east coast by Irish boats from Howth,
Arklow, and other places on the Irish coast, and by
a fleet of vessels from Cornwall, Scotland, and the

Isle of Man. The number of boats engaged in this

branch of the sea fishery is much smaller than in

Scotland, from which considerable quantities of

cured herrings are imported. The total number of

boats engaged in the sea fisheries is now between
8000 and 4000, the number of men and boys em-
ployed being about 24,000. The native fishermen,

ft is said, are now successfully competing with their

rivals, yet the sea fisheries of Ireland on the whole
have much declined, as shown by the decrease from
66,680 hands and 18,488 boats employed in 1860, to

the figures just given.

Meant of Communication

.

—The rivers of Ireland

form excellent navigable channels. In several of

them, however, when the water was low, the naviga-

tion became seriously Impeded by rocky shoals. In

removing these, or in making artificial outs for the
purpose of avoiding them, vast sums have been ex-

pended. Improvements of equal importance have
been made by the construction of canals; but since

the introduction of railways, canals have in Ireland,

as elsewhere, sunk to a position of seoondary impor-

tance. The principal canals are the Grand Canal

(165$ miles in length), the Royal Canal (96$ miles),

the Barrow Navigation (42$ miles\ the Newry Navi-
gation (85 miles), the Lagan Navigation (26$ miles).

With the exception of the Barrow Navigation, the

Grand Canal, and the Lagan Navigation, the divi-

dends paid by the Irish canals in the possession of

public companies are almost nominal. The Royal
( 'anal \ ielda a profitable return, but it is merged In

the Midland (ireat Western Railway. The Grand
and Royal Canals connect the important systems of

the Shannon Navigation, in all 158 miles in length,

with 1 )ublin. The railway system of Ireland, although
not approaching in projairtional extent that of Eng-
land, or even that of Scotland, has yet attained a
considerable development. They are all constructed

on a gauge of 5 feet 3 inches, which is compulsory.
The average cost of construction, including carrying
stock, was about £16,000 per mile. The principid

Irish railways are the Belfast and Northern Coun-
ties Railway, with a total lougth of 180 miles; the
Dublin, Wicklow and Wexford Railway, 135 miles

in length; the Great Southern and Western, 478
milen; the Midland Great Western Railway, 426
miles (including the Dublin and Meath, Great
Northern and Western, Ac.); the Great Northern of

Ireland, 503 miles (including the Dublin and Belfast

Junction, 63 miles, and the Ulster Railway, 1 -lOmiles);

and the Waterford and Limerick Railway, 1 41 $ miles,

or including the lines of other companies worked by
it, 269 miles in length. Few of the Irish railways
pay any di \ ideud at all

;
but those thatdo pay represent

a large proportion of the capital invested in railways
in Ireland, and some of them are very remunerative
concerns. The most profitable of them are a short

one connecting Dublin with Kingstown, the Belfast

and Northern Counties, and the Ulster Railway
At the end of 1899 the total length of railways
completed and ojum for traffic was 3176 miles.
The total mnnl>er of passengers for that year was
27,41 1,633, the total amount of minerals and gene-
ral merchandise carried, 6,207,779 tons; the total

receipts from the carriage of passengers and goods
amounted to £3,640,376.

Public Works.—Large sums have been advanced
in loan by the sanction of the imperial parliament
under various acts for public works, Ac., m Ireland.
The Irish Board of Public* Works lias charge of such
grants and their expenditure, the objects to which
they are applied including landed improvements and
drainage

;
fishery piers and harbours ; roads, bridges,

and public buildings
; tramways, light railways, and

certain lines of inland navigation
; the preservation

of ancient monuments; and latterly, the commis-
sioners may lend for the purpose of any work for

which county or borough councils are authorized to
borrow. Of £24,228,038 of loans advanced for

purposes that have not yet been fully carried out
(‘current services*) £18,531,079 has been repaid,
besides interest amounting to £7,141,423, while the
sum of £1,597,050 has been remitted. The largest

item of this expenditure, namely £5,239,220, has
been spent on the improvement of lands; river drain-

age and navigation nave absorbed some £2,967,600,
wnile on lunatic asylum buildings there has been
spent £2,620,385, in schemes for the improvement of

public health £2,690,278, under the Labourers' Acta
£1,830,188 (to provide employment, Ac.), on railways

£1,200,127 ; in advances to occupants for improve-
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ment of holdings £1,071,106, roads and bridges

£1,008,244. Other sums have been spent on har-

bours and docks, reclamation of lands, dwellings for

the poorer classes, teachers' residences, dispensaries,

and, since the recent land acts, in advances to tenants

for the purchase of their farms.

Rdigiou* Bodies.—The conversion of the Irish to

Christianity is generally ascribed to St. Patrick, a
native of Scotland, who is said to have received his

mission from Pope Celestine, and to have been raised

to the archiepiscopal chair of Armagh. It appears
that till the twelfth century the pope's authority in

Ireland was not recognized, and that long before that
time a regular hierarchy had been established there,

with numerous bishops. Until the arrival of the
English in Ireland the number of its sees and the
succession of its bishops, as well as the history of its

ecclesiastical affairs, are involved in great obscurity.

The Reformation never made much progress in

Ireland, and though a Protestant Episcopal church
was estabished by law, it was only the church of a
small minority. In 1869 it was disestablished.

Previous to this time the clergy were supported
by a tithe rent-charge, the proceeds of the church
lands, &c., the total annual income of the church,

including the value of houses and lands in occupation,

being £613,984. By the above act, taking effect

from 1st January, 1871, the position of the church
and clergy was entirely changed, though those

holding benefices at the time of its passing have not
suffered loss. The property and tithes formerly
belonging to the church are now vested in commis-
sioners, who pay to all deprived of income by the act,

so long as they continue to discliarge the duties of

their offices, such an annual sum of money as they
would otherwise have received, deduction being made
of curates’ salaries, and other outgoings to which
the parties would have been liable, and regard l>eing

paid to the prospective increase of incomes by the

falling in or cessation of Buch charges
;
or instead of

an annual sum, an equivalent single payment has
been paid to such as have commuted their claims in

that manner. The Irish Church accordingly is no
longer a state church, and none of its bishops have
now a seat in Parliament. It is still a vigorous and
flourishing institution, however, and possesses funds
amounting to over £8,128,000. Of this upwards of

five millions has been voluntarily contributed by
friends of the church since it was disestablished.

While disestablishing the Irish Church, the act at

the same time declared the cessation of the May-
nooth grant and the Regiwn Donum (see below).

The affairs of the Irish Church are now managed by
the diocesan synods and by the general synod m con-

junction with the representative body. The supreme
legislative powers reside in the general synod, which
meets in Dublin, and is composed of the archbishops
of Armagh and Dublin and the eleven bishops,

and of lay and clerical representatives from the dif-

ferent dioceses
; the lay representatives being more

than twice as numerous as the clerical. The repre-

sentative body incorporated in 1870 consists of the
archbishops and bishops ex officio, thirty-nine lay and
clerical elected members (three for each diocese), and
thirteen co-opted members elected by the other two
classes conjointly This body is empowered by its

charter to hold church property, subject to the re-

gulations of the general synod. The church usee

the Book of Common Prayer, as revised in accord-

ance with statutes passed by the general synod, and
furnished with a preface containing an exposition of

its formularies in the sense in which they are under-
stood by the churoh.

*At the head of the Roman Catholic Church in

Ireland are four archbishops, who take the titles of

Armagh, Dublin, Cashel, and Tuam, and twenty-four
bishops. They are all nominated by the pope, gene-
rally out of a list of three names presented to him
by the bishops of the province and the clergy of the
vacant diocese. In many of the dioceses there are a

by the cardinal-protector at Rome. The rtherdigni-
taries are the vicars-general, commonly one, two, or
three to a diocese, according to its extent, who have
special disciplinary and other powers; the vicara-

forane, whose functions are more restricted, and of
whom most dioceses have one or more up to ten ; and
the arch-deacons. All of these are nominated by the
bishop, who has also the exclusive nomination of the

parochial clergy. The Irish Roman Catholic clergy

are supported by voluntary contributions. Their
incomes are derived from fees paid at marriages, bap-
tisms, and deaths, Easter and Christmas dues, and
incidental contributions in money or labour. There
are numerous monasteries and convents. The semin-
aries for theeducation of thepriesthood are the College
of Maynooth, founded in 1 795,and formerlysupported
by an annual charge on the Consolidated Fund of

£26,360, which was abolished by the Insh Church
Act of 1869, a sum of £372,331 having been paid in

compensation
;
and the colleges of St. Patrick, Carlow;

St. Jarlath, Tuam
;
St. John, Waterford ; St. Peter,

Wexford; St. Colman, Fermoy; St. Patrick, Armagh;
&c., all supported by voluntary contributions.

The Presbyterian Church of Ireland is chiefly con-

fined to the province of Ulster, where it may be said,

more especially in the counties of Down and Antrim,
to be the leading religious denomination. Its minis-

ters are supported by voluntary contributions, seat-

rents, and church funds. They were formerly aided

by an annual grant from government, called the
Regium Donum, the amount of which, paid in 1869,
was £40,547. This annual grant, however, was
abolished, as already mentioned, by the Irish Church
Act of 1869, and was commuted to a single sum of

£701,872 paid to the church. According to the
census of 1901 there were in Ireland 3,310,028
Roman Catholics, 579,385 Protestant Episcopalians,

443,494 Presbyterians, 61,255 Methodists, and 56,703
members of other persuasions, besides 3769 Jews.
Education .—The principal educational institutions

in Ireland areDublinUniversityandthethreeQueen’s
Colleges, upon which separate articles will be found.

The Queen’s Colleges were formerly connected with
an examining and degree-conferring body (Queen's
University), for which the Royal University of

Ireland was substituted in 1882, in pursuance of the
University Education (Ireland) Act, 1879 ; £20,000
being yearly granted from the surplus funds of the

Irish Church. The Queen's Colleges, however, are

not directly affected by this act. The Royal College

of Science for Ireland was established under the

authority of the Science and Art Department, Lon-
don, in August, 1867. Its object is to supply a
complete course of instruction in science applicable

to the industrial arts, and to aid in the instruction of

teachers for the local Bchools of science. There are

professors of physics, chemistry, botany, zoology,

agriculture, mining, geology,applied mathematics,Sc.
The course of instruction extends over three years.

There is also the Catholic University of Ireland,

established in 1854, and consisting of colleges at

Dublin, Maynooth, Carlow, &c., sending up students

for examination at the Royal University of Ireland;

the General Assembly’s Theological College, Belfast;

the Magee College, Londonderry, a Presbyterian col-

lege opened in 1865, and embracing in its curriculum

literature scienoe, and theology
; the College of St

Columba, near Dublin, founded for the purpose of

establishing a system of instruction preparatory to
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the university; Ac. There are numerous schools, some
of them of royal and private foundation and endowed,
bat the most prominent are those established since

1831 under the superintendence of the Commissioners
of National Education. These schools are open to

the children of parents of all denominations. The
pupils are not required to attend any religious exer-

cise or religious instruction of which their parents
or guardians disapprove, and opportunity is given to

pupils of each religious persuasion to receive sepa-

rately at appointed times such religious instruction

as their parents or guardians may approve of. Of
these schools there were 8670 in operation in 1899,
with 785,139 pupils on the rolls. The average daily

attendance was small, being only 513,852. In 1892
an act was passed by which a beginning was made of

free education, and a modified system of compulsion.

In 1878 an act was passed for the promotion of the
intermediate secular education of boys and girls in

Ireland. By this act £1,000,000 from the Irish

Church surplus fund was set apart, being invested
in commissioners who are to apply the revenue arising

from it to the purposes of the act, these being (1 ) the
carrying on of a system of public examinations

; (2)

the awarding of exhibitions, prizes, and certificates to

students; and (3) the payment of results fees to the
managers of schools fulfilling certain prescribed con-

ditions. The schools referred to in the act are of a
grade superior to the national schools The subjects

of examination are Latin and Greek, modem lan-

guages, Celtic, natural science, mathematics, Ac.

Government, People
, dc.—Ireland by the Act of

Union became an integral part of the United King-
dom and shares in its legislation by means of twenty

-

eight representative peers in the House of Lords, and
103 representatives in the House of Commons. The
representative peers are elected for life by the whole
body of Irish peers. The lord-lieutenant, who re-

presents the sovereign, holds his court in the castle

of Dublin. Since tne census of 1841, when the in-

habitants of Ireland numbered fully 8,000,000, the
population has almost steadily decreased. In 1 846-47
a frightful famine, occasioned by the potato disease,

broke out, and was followed by a visitation of fever

and cholera. The population was in consequence
greatly reduced, and since then emigration has taken
the place of famine and disease in reducing it further.

The extent of this emigration will be gathered from
the following statement of the numbers that left

the country between 1851 and 1899:

—

PrwrlnoM.

j

Number of Emigrant* between May 1,
1881 , and Dec. SI, ISM.

Male* Females. Total.

Leinster, 866,104 820,700 076,810
Munster, 673,100 040,002 1,813,198

Ulster, 590,314 476.701 1,000,076

Connaught 282,682 300,616 689,148

Not specified 01,766 46,902 110,068

Total, 1,902,822 1,792,077 8,764,899

From the causes just referred to the total popu-
lation of Ireland, which might by natural increase

have amounted to at least 10,000,000, has dwindled
away to 4,456,546 in 1901. The smaller number,
however, live in far greater comfort than did the
larger. Very much has been accomplished for the
amelioration of the condition of Ireland, not merely
by the improvement of the land, but by the erection

of a better class of farm-buildings and homesteads
and dwellings for the peasantry. That the standard
of living is much raised throughout Ireland is shown
by an immensely increased consumption of meat,
bread, tea, coffee, and sugar, and by the improved
dress of both men and women.

History.—The beginning of the history of Ireland is

enveloped in fable. Among the ancients it wasknown
at least as early as the time of Aristotle, who calls it

leme. In Diodorus Siculus it iscalled Iris; in Strabo,

Ierne; in Pomponius Mela, Ivtma; in Pliny, Hyber-

nia . Yet the information to be found about Ireland

in the works of the ancient geographers and historians

is altogether veiy scanty. The bardic historians-of

the country speak of Greek and Phoenician colonies,

give lists of kings, Ac., for which there is no authentic

foundation. The vernacular language of the Irish

proves that they are a part of the great Celtic race

which was once spread all over Western Europe.
The oldest and most authenticated Irish records were
written between the tenth and twelfth centuries;

some of them go back, with some consistency, as

far as the Christian era; but there is no evidence

that the Irish had the use of letters before the

middle of the fifth century, when Christianity and
Christian literature were introduced by St. Patrick.

The new faith did not flourish till a century later,

when St. Columba erected monasteries. Tho repose

which at that time the island enjoyed while Southern
Europe was overrun by Germanic hordes, favoured
the growth of a learned class of monks. Even in

the sixth century Ireland liecame the Beat of west-

ern learning; and its monasteries were the schools

whence the missionaries who disseminated the

Christian faith throughout continental Europe pro-

ceeded. The monasteries founded by them on the

Continent, principally in South Germany, long bore

the name of Scotch monasteries, as some of them do
still. In the eighth and ninth conturieB the scholars

of Ireland were among the most distinguished at

the courts of the Saxon kings, and of Charlemagne.
But when the Northmen commenced their descents

on the coasts, the ecclesiastics took to flight
;
and it

is evident, from the condition of the people at a later

jieriod, that the learning of the Irish clergy did not
then extend beyond the walls of the monasteries.

Divided among a number of liarbarous and hostile

chiefs, Ireland had been for a long time torn by in-

ternal warH, and for nearly two centuries ravaged by
the Danes, when, in the beginning of the eleventn
century, Brian Boroimh^ (the Conqueror) united the

greater part of the island under his sceptre, restored

public tranquillity,and subdued thenortherninvaders.
These latter had by this time been converted to

Christianity, and at the synod of Kells in 1152 the
whole island was subjected to the papacy, and the
Archbishop of Armagh raised to the primacy. Be-
fore this time the Christian Church in Ireland bad
maintained complete independence of the papal see.

After the death of Brian the island had relapsed
into its former state of division and anarchy. Fre-
quent wars kept the inhabitants in a state of great bar-

barism, and rendered them weak against any foreign

foe. In this state of matters Henry II. of England
conceived the design of conquering the island, and
came to an understanding with the pope, Adrian IV.,

regarding the enterprise, in consequence of which the
latter, in 1155, granted him a bull giving him the

right to conquer the island, and arranging for the

division of the advantages of conquest between him-
self and the king. Owing to the internal troubles

which then engaged the attention of Henry in Eng-
land some time elapsed before he could take any
steps to effect the conquest which the pope had autho-

rized him to attempt; but at last a circumstance

occurred which gave him the desired opportunity.

Dermot, prince of Leinster, had carried off the wife

of OTluarc, prince of Leitrim, who then secured the

help of Roderick O’Connor, prince of Connaught,
who claimed a certain measure of authority over the

whole island, and with his aid drove Dermot out of
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hk Annln<nni (1170). Dennot then went to Aqui-

trine, where Henry II. of England at that tune

happened to be, did homage to him as superior of

the Island, and obtained his permission to enlist

English subjects to assist him in recovering his do-

minions. After Dennot had been restored to his

possessions by the Welsh barons, Robert Fitzstephen

and Maurice Fitzgerald, and Richard de Clare, earl

of Pembroke, had made himself master of Water-
ford and Dublin, Henry himself appeared in person

in Ireland in October, 1171, accompanied by 400

knights and 4000 foot soldiers; but he took no
warlike means to establish his authority. As he
supported his claims by a Papal bull, the clergy of

1 1 eland were from the first disposed to favour them,
and the princes of Leinster and Munster, won by
Henry’s cordial behaviour towards them, veryspeedily

submitted, and acknowledged the English supremacy.

The native chiefs still maintained their independence.

In 1315 Edward Bruce, brother of the King of Scot-

land, landed in Ireland at the head of a Scotch force,

and caused himself to be crowned king of the island;

but not being vigorously sup{>orted by the Irish, who
bad invited his assistance, he was defeated by the

English in a battle fought near Dundalk, in which
he himself was slain, and the Scotch were obliged,
in 1818, to return. The Englihh teiritory in Ireland
(generally known as “the pale”) was governed by
various nobles subject to a viceroy. The subjection
was, however, sometimes little more than nominal
The nobles quarrelled among themselveB, and were
very often at open feud. The beginning of the reign
of Edward 111. (18*27) was marked in Ireland by the
outbreak of civil strife in every part of the English

}

>ale, advantage of which was taken by the Irish races
or a general rising, which tlm atened the safety of

the English colonists, and which the government
found itself unable to subdue, until it yielded to the
demands of the barons m Ireland, by granting them
complete civil and military jurisdiction in their own
districts. During the wars with France some Irish

troops served in the Euglish armies, and the common
sympathies induced by that circumstance seemed
likely to promote a better state of feeling between
the two races, when the bieach was made wider than
ever by the celebrated statute of Kilkenny (1867),
framed under the viceroyulty of Lionel, duke of
Clarence, son of Edward 1 11., forbidding, under severe
penalties, intermarriages between English and Irish,

the assumption of Irish names by persons of English
blood, the use of the Irish language, the native
(llrehon) law, &c. In consequence of this the dis-

turbances between the Irish and English inhabitants
of Ireland increased bo gTeatly that the English vice-
roy found it necessary to protect the pale by pay-
ments of money to the Irish chiefs, and this state of
matters continued during the reigns of Richard II.,

Henrv IV
,
and Henry V., until, in that of Henry

VI , Richard, duke of York, was appointed governor
of the island, who succeeded by his politic measures
in restoring jieace. An attachment to his descendants
continued to influence the Anglo-Irish during the
reign of Henry VII.

,
as appears from the aid which

the impostor# put forward by the adherents of the
house of York derived from Ireland. In the reign
of Henry VII (1495) was passed Poyning’s Act (so

called from Sir Edward Poyuing, lord-deputy of Ire-

land), which provided that all former laws passed in
England should be in force in Ireland, and that no
Irish Parliament should be held without previously
stating the reasons on account of which it was to be
summoned, and the laws which it was intended to
enact. The power of the English government in
Ireland was thus strengthened, but nothing was done
to improve the condition of the native Trwh, whom

the oppresrive severity of the English yoke embittered
without subduing. At the beginning of the sixteenth

century the greater part of the island still remained

unoonquered by the English. The native Irish still

lived according to their old constitution under theix

own chiefs, and in manners and mode of life were

still totally uncivilized. In 1542 Henry received from

the Irish Parliament the title of King of Ireland,

instead of lord, which he had before borne, as a vassal

of the pope; but he did nothing to extend the English

sway, or to improve the social circumstances of the

people. The reformation which took place in England
during this reign took but a slight hold upon Ireland

even in the English districts; but the monasteries

were suppressed, and the tribute to the Papal see

abolished. Under Edward VI. the deputy proposed

to the Irish Parliament the adoption of the refoima-

tion; but Mary was easily able to undo all the little

that had been done in this direction by her two pre-

decessors. Elizabeth, in 1560, caused the measures
adopted in the reign of Mary to be abrogated, imposed

a Protestant clergy upon the people, and in their

bt half confiscated the entire ecclesiastical property

of the Roman Catholics. She endeavoured to improve

the condition of Ireland, and employed able men to

effect her purposes, yet her reign was marked by a

series of risings, which finally terminated in a general

war against England, usually called the rebellion.

Hugh (>‘Neil, who had lieen rawed by the queen to

tht dignity of Earl of Tyrone, instigated by the pope,

and supported by the Spaniards, was the leader in

this war, which, though successfully begun, ended
with the complete defeat of the insurgents, and the

reduction of the whole island by the English (1601)
More than 600,000 acres of land were taken from
the Irish chiefs, and for the most part distributed

among English colonists The reign of James
(1603-25) was, on the whole, favourable to Ireland;

the arbitiary power of some of the chieftains was
restrained, the administration of justice imputed,
&c

;
but the means which he took to effect some of

these improvements were certainly sufficiently tyr&n
nical. He demanded from every Irish chief the

document upon which he rested his claim to his pro-

perty, and if it was not to be found, or contained even

any formal error, his lands were forfeited to the crown
Of 800,000 acres of land which in this way came into

the hands of the king in the north of the island, a

large share was entirely withdrawn from the Irish,

ana divided among Scotch or English settlers. In
addition to this, the Catholics, on account of the oath

of supremacy bywhich all public officers were required

to acknowledge the king as head of the church, re

mained excluded from all official appointments. The
recusants were encouraged by the pope, who estab-

lished a Roman Catholic hierarchy alongside of the

Protestant one in the island. On the accession of

Charles I. Wentworth, afterwards Earl Strafford, waa
appointed lord-lieutenant; and his administration was
beneficial to the country. But the republican inclina-

tions of the English residents, the hate which existed

between them and the Irish Catholics, the influence

of the Irish clergy, who were educated in foreign

countries, with other circumstances, led, in 1641, to

an attempt to shake off the English yoke. Dr. Lin-

card says of this insurrection that it has been usual

tor writers to paint the atrocities of the natives, and
to omit those of their opponents, but that revolting

barbarities are equally recorded of both, and that S
among the one there were monsters who thirsted for

blood, there were among the other those who had
long been accustomed to deem the life of a mere Irish-

man beneath their notioe. After the death of Charles

Cromwell was appointed (Aug. 15, 1649) lieutenant

of Ireland, and with his usual energy and prompt!-
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Hide, bat with great cruelty, reduced the whole coun-
try within nine months. All the possessions of the
Catholics were confiscated, about 20,000 Irish were
add as slaves in America, and 40,000 entered into

foreign service, to escape the severity of the conqueror.

Charles IL restored the fourth part of the confiscated

estates to the Irish, and James II. appointed Tyr-
oonnel, a Catholic, lord-lieutenant of Ireland, and
filled the Parliament with Catholics.

But the sudden deposition of James from the Eng-
lish throne changed the face of matters. Almost at

the same time that information was received that

William had ascended the English throne, and meant
immediately to send troops and supplies into Ireland,

intelligence came that James had landed in MunBter
with an army. On the 24th of March, 1689, he
entered Dublin. His promises of protection to the

Protestants were rendered very suspicious by the

solemn procession with which the Catholic clergy

welcomed him into Dublin, and in a very short

time were unequivocally proved to be insincere.

Ab the Protestant strength lay chiefly in the north of

Ireland, James resolved to direct his march thither.

Londonderry was to be first reduced. In this city

Lundy commanded, a man subjected of attachment
to James, but to whom William, in the midst of his

embarrassments, had been obliged to commit this im-
portant place. The suspicion that attached to him
was too well founded. Qe refused to defend the

town; and had it not been for the skill and intrepidity

of George Walker, a clergyman, James would in-

stantly have gained admittance into it The inhabi-

tants, encouraged by him, resolved to defend the

town, and elected Walker and a Major Baker their

governors. From the 17th of April to the 29th of

July the town was closely besieged, and although
|HM>rly provided for defence, it gallantly held out, en-

during the last extremity of famine, till it was re-

lieved on the latter date by some ships from England,
which broke the boom that had been Btretched by
the l*esiegers across the river Foyle below the town.
The inhabitants were now saved from famine, and as

it was on famine alone that the besieged had trusted

for success, they immediately retired. On the 13th
of August in the same year Marshal Schomberg ar-

rived in Ireland with troops from England, but little

was effected till the following year (1690), when King
William arrived in {terson, and on the 1st of duly
gained a decisive victory over the forces of James on
the Boyne River not far from Drogheda. On the

18th of July, 1691, another victory was gained over

the Irish at Aughrim in Galway, and on the 8d of

October Limerick, the last place in Ireland that held

out for James, capitulated, a treaty being concluded

at the same time with General Ginkell on behalf of

the English, according to which the Catholic Irish

were to be allowed the free exercise of their religion,

as had been granted by Charles II. More than

12,000 Irish that had fought on the side of James
went into voluntary exile. The Treaty of Limerick
was very ill kept by the English, a fact which is com-
memorated by the name which the Irish still give to

the place at which it was concluded, 'The City of the

Violated Treaty.’ By a decree of the English Parlia-

ment upwards of 1,000,000 acres of land were now
confiscated and divided among Protestants. In order

to keep down every movement of the Catholic popu-

lation cruel penal laws were passed against those who
adhered to that form of religion. By these laws the

banished from the island; the subordinate priests

wen not allowed to leave their counties; no Roman
Catholic could hold a public office, acquire landed pro-

perty, enter into a marriage with a Protestant, See,

mu Although these laws wen not always rigorously

carried oat by the Protestant officials, yet they na-

turally excited great bitterness of feeling among the

Roman Catholics, and wen the oause of most of the

frequent revolutionary associations which mark the

subsequent history of Ireland. About 1760 the

Whiteboys Association was formed. It consisted

of starving day-labourers, ejected farmers, and others

in a like condition, who used to assemble at night to

destroy the property of hard landlords or their agents,

the Protestant clergy, or any others that had made
themselves obnoxious in the neighbourhood. In many
cases they did not confine their acts of aggression

merely to plunder and destruction, but even went the

length of murder. After accomplishing what they had
been assembled for they secretly disappeared, and as

no person oould give evidence against them without
having to fear their vengeance, they usually remained
beyond the reach of the law. They took the name
of Whiteboys from their wearing white shirts over

their dress on their nightly depredations. They were
also called Levellers, because one of their chief em-
ployments was to level the fences which had been set

up round newly inclosed land. About the some time
as that of the Whiteboys, the association calling

themselves Hearts of Oak arose to resist the burden-

some taxes imposed for the construction of roads.

All this, however, did not ameliorate the general con-

dition of the country, and it was not till the American
War of Independence taught the English govern-

ment the folly of attempting to govern a people by
coercion that the severity of the laws relating to Ire-

land was mitigated. In 1778 the penal laws against

the Catholics, although not repealed, were made
much more lenient. Catholics were henceforth per-

mitted to acquire landed property, to erect schools,

and to observe their own religion under fewer restric-

tions. In 1783 Poyning’s Act was repealed, and
freedom of legislation allowed to the Irish. In spite

of all these alleviations of their condition there was
still at least one thing that was felt by the Catholics

as a special grievance, and this was the payment of

tithes for the support of the Protestant clergy, while

they had at the same time to provide for their own
church. The rigour with which many of the Pro-
testant ministers exacted these tithes at last brought
about the formation of a secret society, the members
of which called themselves lliyht hoys (1786). They
made the people promise upon oath not to pay these

tithes, or at least not more than a certain amount,
and punished those who broke their word. The out-

break of the French revolution had naturally a great

effect on the minds of the Irish people. It called

forth expressions of enthusiasm for the cause of

liberty, and sympathy with the leaders of that re-

volution, and begot the most extravagant hopes for

themselves. Out of a corps of volunteers which had
been formed in 1779, but which had been dissolved

a few years later, a society was formed calling itself

the Society of United Irishmen, which included
in it many Protestants, and which secretly endea-
voured to bring about a revolution which should con-
vert Ireland into an independent republic. The Catho-
lics at the same time took advantage of the embarrass-
ment of the British government to demand equal
rights with the Protestants, and the government
gave in to this demand so far as to remove the hin-

drances which had been placed by the law in the wav
of Irish trade and industry, and to repeal nearly aU
that remained of the penal laws against the Catho-
lics, who now reoeived the right of acting as counsel

before the oourt, and of entering into marriages with
Protestants. When further demands were refused,

the Society of United Irishmen allowed its revolu-

tionary aims to become more apparent, and the go-

vernment then determined to quell the movement by
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force. The Habeas Corpus Act, which had been in-

troduced into the country In 1782, was repealed; the

towns were strongly garrisoned, and the society dis-

solved and disarmed. But the oonspirators, trusting

to expected aid from France, were not discouraged!

At the close of 1796 a considerable French fleet did

actually appear off the Irish coast bearing 25,000

land troops, under the command of General Hoche;
but owing to adverse winds, and the incompetence of

the commanders, it was obliged to return without

having accomplished anything. The only effect of

this ex|>edition was to induce the government to take

still stronger measures in Ireland, the whole of which
was placed under military law. The United Irish-

men were thus prevented from taking any open steps

for renewing the society, but they continued to pur-

sue their ends in secret, and devised for themselves

a very skilful military organization. At its head was
a directory of five men, whose names were known only
to those at the head of the provincial committees. In
Jan., 1798, the society already numbered more than
500,000 members, when a treacherous member gave
information regarding the society to the government,
and several of the leaders were seized In consequence

of this the conspirators, not knowing the extent of

the revelations that had been made, resolved to an-

ticipate any further preventive measures on the part

of the government, and rushed into premature action.

In May, 1798, simultaneous risings took place at

different parts of the island; but the government
was fully prepared, and the main body of the insur-

gents suffered a decisive defeat at Vinegar Hill on
the 21st of June. Flying columns traversed the
island, and checked by the most \iolent measures
any further outbreaks In August a French squadron
appeared in Killala Bay with 1500 men on board,

under General Humbert, but the British troops were
easily able to prevent the troops after they had
landed forming a junction with the insurgents, so

that they were soon compelled to surrender Another
French expedition which approached the Irish coast

in September was overtaken and attacked by Admiral
Warren, and nearly all the ships composing it were
captured. Several subsequent attempt* of the French
were similarly frustrated

The events of thiB insurrection brought the British

f
ovemment to form the resolution of uniting the

risk and English Parliaments, since in the state of

feeling which that movement too plainly manifested
as prevailing among the people, it was felt that the

independence of legislation enjoyed by the country
fostered the desire of political independence, and it

was feared that new revolutionary efforts might
thence derive a legal sanction. The first proposal to

this effect which was made in the Irish Parliament
was rejected with indignation The government then
resorted to bribery to Becure its purpose. £1,600,000
was spent in buying up the rotten boroughs which
had the majority of seats in the Irish House of

Commons. The Irish lords were from the first more
favourable to the project. By these means an act

providing for the legislative union of the two coun-
tries passed the Irish Parliament on the 26th of

May, 1800, and the British Parliament on the 2d of

July in the same year, in virtue of which the union
was effected on the 1st of January, 1801. But
although this measure bound the destinies of Ireland
still more closely to those of the sister island, yet it

was far from putting an end to the religious and
political troubles which had so long divided the two
countries. In order to gain the masses the enlight-

ened Pitt had promised a complete political emanci-
pation of the Catholics; bat the bigoted George III.

could not be induced to make this concession. En-
gaged at thia breach of faith the Iriah Catholics in

1802 formed a Catholic Association, having for bo
object the accomplishment of this end; but it was
not till the period of O'Connell's agitation, favoured
by a change of public opinion in England, that the

government was induced to bring in an Emancipa-
tion Bill, which after passing both houses of Parlia-

ment, received the assent of George IV. on the 18th

of April, 1829. A new oath, which could be taken
by Catholics as well as Protestants, was substituted

for the one previously required from members of

Parliament, and Catholics were thus enabled to take

a seat in the house. They were also allowed to fill

all public offices except that of lord-chancellor.

This victory was greeted by the Irish Catholics

with great jov; but instead of satisfying them it only

encouraged them to new demands. The efforts of the

national party were now directed to the repeal of the

Union, for which purpose O'Connell founded the

Repeal Association, which caused the Grey ministry

in 1883 to bring before Parliament the Irish Coercion

Bill. When tide bill became law the Lord-lieutenant

of Ireland was empowered to forbid all assemblies of

the people, and to proclaim military law throughout
the island; and in order to give force to the act an

army of 86,000 men, besides 6000 armed police, was
sent over. The Coercion Act was indeed soon re-

pealed, and from 1835, under the viceroyalty of Lord
Mulgrave, a better feeling seemed to be growing up
between the people and the government. But when
the Tories came again into power in August, 1841,

O’Connell began anew the repeal agitation, and with
such boldness that in 1843 the authorities caused him
to be apprehended on a charge of conspiracy and
sedition, on which he was convicted and condemned
to pay a fine and suffer imprisonment for a year.

These proceedings were, however, declared illegal by
the House of Lords, and O’Connell was released; yet
they had the result of infusing a spirit of greater

moderation into the agitators, and soon after the ter

rible famine which visited Ireland in the autumn of

1845, and still more severely in the summer of 1846,
oast all other interests into the back-ground. To miti-

gate this calamity the British Parliament granted
enormous sums of money; but in spite of all that

could be done thousands died from starvation, and
hundreds of thousands emigrated to America. Anar-
chical outbursts, agrarian murders, and other acts of

violence distracted the land—the extremity of want
had completely loosened the bands of the law. In
the midst of this crisis O’Connell died, and the place
of the party which he led was taken by one still more
advanced, which received the name of Young Ireland.

In these circumstances of political excitement the
French revolution, which took place in February,

1848, had a great effect upon Ireland. The leaders

of the Young Ireland party, Smith O'Brien, Mitchel,

Duffy, Meagher, and others, enteredintorelationswith

the provisional government at Paris, and the people

generally began openly to provide themselves with

arms, and to exercise themselves in the use of them.

But the measures of the government frustrated the

designs of the oonspirators. The Habeas Corpus Act
was suspended, the insurrectionary newspapers sup-

pressed, and Smith O'Brien, who had been hailed by
the people as King of Munster, after a feeble attempt
at a rising (August 5), was taken prisoner, and along

with his associates condemned to death. This pun-
ishment was afterwards commuted to transportation,

lu a short time peace was restored
;
but the material

distress remained undiminished. Famine and diseaee

decimated the population The agricultural holdings

were deserted, whole districts remained uncultivated,

and a constant and overflowing stream of emigration

directed itself towards the United States. After

this diminution of the population a general improve-
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mat gradually became visible among the remainder Times. The commissioners, who reported early in
el the inhabitants. Agriculture revived, and the 1890, exonerated Mr. Parnell and his followers from
manufacturing industries of the island began to oom- the most serious charges, but found others proved,
pete with those of England. In 1849 were chartered Mr. Gladstone in 1893 introduced his second Home
the Queen’s Colleges, offering the same advantages Rule hill, but though it passed the Commons, it was
to Catholics as to Protestants; but these institutions rejected by the Lords. In 1898 a very important
have been taken comparatively little advantage Local Government (Ireland) Act was passed. It
of by the former. In 1852 telegraphic oommuni- established county councils, urban district councils,

cation was opened with Great Britain. In 1853 rural district councils, and boards of guardians in
on industrial exhibition was held at Dublin, re- Ireland, and transferred to them the administrative
eembling that held two years before in London;
another exhibition was held in 1865. The latter

year witnessed the discovery of a new conspiracy

designed to effect a separation between England and
Ireland. This had its origin in America at the time
of the civil war in the United States, when the

numerous Irish in that country hoped for a rupture
between it and England, of which they might take
advantage. This conspiracy, originating among the

members of a secret society calling themselves Ft-

niant (see Fenians), soon spread to Ireland; but
before the Fenians could take any overt action in

that island their design was stifled by the proceed-

ings of the British government (1865-66). The at-

tention of English statesmen was now strongly drawn
to the necessity of doing all that could be done to

render the Irish people loyal and contented; and with
this view an act to disestablish the Irish Protestant

Episcopal Church was passed in 1869, and another
to improve the tenure of land, in 1870. Since 1871
on agitation for what is called Home Rule has made
itself prominent Its chief supporters, who are

designated as “Nationalists," profess not to desire the

severance of Ireland from Britain; what they mainly
want, it would seem, is to have an Irish Parliament
to deal with matters exclusively Irish. In 1880 Ire-

land became the scene of an agitation carried on
mainly by a body calling themselves the Land
League. The movement was marked by bo much
lawlessness that two special acts, a ‘ coercion ’ act and
a peace preservation act, were passed. The former
(in force 1881-82) gave extensive powers of imprison-

ing suspected persons, and many, including members
of Parliament, were temporarily confined. Still fur-

ther to redress Irish grievances a land act was also

pamed in Aug. 1881, the chief provisions of which
have already been mentioned. Under this act sub-

stantial reductions on rents have been made. The
Land League was suppressed, but a new body called

the National League was soon organized in its place.

On May 6, 1882, the newly-appointed chief-secre-

tary, Lord Frederick Cavendish, and Mr. Burke,

the under-secretary, were murdered in the Phoenix

Pork, Dublin, and about a year elapsed before the

ississins were brought to justice. These belonged

to a secret society colled the “Invincibles,” and five

of them were hanged. This murder led to the

passing of a stringent act for the suppression of

crime m Ireland, and during the three yean it con-

tinued in force (1882-85) it was productive of good

fruits. Another act for the relief of tenants in arrear

with their rants was passed soon after. In 1885,

36 Nationalist members, headed by Mr.^C. 8. Parnell,

were returned to Parliament, and their pressure on

the government led to the production of a scheme

by Mr. Gladstone in 1886 by which Ireland was to

raoeive a parliament of her own and the Irish mem-
ben to be withdrawn from the Imperial Parliament.

This scheme and the accompanying land purchase

scheme were rejected by Parliament and the con-

stituencies; and a fresh act against crime in Ireland

was passed in 1887. Among important subsequent

events should be mentioned the Parnell Commis-
sion, constituted by Act of Parliament to inquire

into charges made against Irish members by the

functions formerly discharged by the grand juries

and presentment sessions. The first elections under
the act took place early in 1899.

Language and Literature.—The Irish language,

which is by far the most important Gaedhelio offshoot

of the Celtic branch of languages (see Gael), has
five vowels, a, e

t
t, o, u, each of which may be either

long or short The difference of quantity indicated

by an acute accent often determines the sense of two
words. The number of alphabetic signs adopted for

the consonants in their simple state Is thirteen,

namely, 6, c or k, dt f g,K l, m
t
n

t V* r» *» * / but the

modifications of which most of these consonants are

susceptible more than double the number of con-

sonantal sounds, which the Latin alphabet has con-

sequently been found insufficient to express. Such
modifications take place only with initial consonants,

and the consonants which are subject to them are,

c,p
t

t, g, 6, d, m, /, t. The letters 2, r, n are unchange-
able. The modifications or permutations referred to

are of two kinds aspiration, expressed by an h placed

after the initial consonant, h itself never being initial;

and the so-called eclipse, comprising the soft, and the

nasal eclipse. Aspiration affects all the consonants

that have already been mentioned os susceptible of

permutation; eclipse affects all except m; but some
of them differently from others, the letters c,p, t,ff «

being subject to the soft eclipse, which makes them
sound reflectively as gt

b, d, v, and t, and g, b
t
and d

to the nasal eclipse, changing them into n, m, and n.

The ch has the guttural sound which it has in the

Scotch * loch,’ th the sound of th in ‘thigh,’ and dh the

sound, of th in ‘this.’ There are in the Irish language
two genders and two numbers. In declension there

are inflections, in the proper sense of the term, for only

three cases, the genitive singular, and the nominative
and the dative plural. The other cases are indicated

by means of the article, by the permutation of the

initial oonsonant, Ac The comparative is expressed

by means of suffixes, and the superlative by particles.

The language is rich in compounds, and the composi-
tion of words is sometimes carried to almost as great

an extent ss it is in Sanskrit. The Irish pronouns
are indeclinable.

The modern varieties of Irish, which differ very
much from the ancient, ore spoken by the rural dosses
in Connaught and Munster, the more remote parts

of Ulster, and the south of Leinster. The numerous
Irish emigrants have carried it also to America, where
Irish songs and poems sometimes appear in the news-
papers. There ora professorships of Irish in Trinity

College, Dublin, ana in Maynooth College. In 1846
a society, called the Celtic Society, was instituted at

Dublin for the promotion of the study of Celtic. In
1854 It was united with the Archaeological, and the

two now bear the name of the Irish Archeological

and Celtic Society.

Irish literature is almost entirely oonfined (especi-

ally during its earlier period) to the bardic poems and
the native authorities for Irish history, including

ecclesiastical history. The oldest dialect of which
specimens have come down to as is the Bearla Feine,

in which the Brehon laws ora written, and a hymn
ascribed to St Patrick. This hymn was printed in

G. Petrie's History of Tara Hill, and is oonsidevsd
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a* «b9 oldest moxmmont of the IHih language of un-

questionable genuineness. The glosses written to

Latin works by Irish ecclesiastics, in the monasteries

on the Continent, founded during the seventh and
eighth centuries, are also among the oldest specimens

of this language. Of the bardic poems the oldest

which have come down to us are a long panegyric on

St. Patrick, by Bishop Fiech, who had been taught

by St. Patrick himself, and a history of the castles of

Ireland, composed in 544 by Amergrn Mac Amalgaid.

The first-mentioned of these is in rhyme, which is

common among the Irish bards, and which is said to

have been in use among them even before the intro-

duction of Christianity The poems of Eocbadh
Dalian, who wrote in the sixth century, very early

became so obsolete in their language that later bards

found it necessary to write commentaries upon them.
In the ninth century lived Eochadh O’Flan, many
of whose poems still survive. There are also many
bardic remains belonging to the period of the English

conquest, but after that date Irish poetry appears to

have sunk. Many bards, however, were still main-
tained in the families of the native chiefs, both within

and without the English pale, and these helped by
their songs to keep up a national feeling, and a spirit

of opposition to the English domination. Hence
many severe laws were passed against them by the

English sovereigns, particularly by Edward III.,

Henry VI., Henry VIIL, and Queen Elizabeth. The
true Irish bard may be said to have become extinct

not long after the complete conquest of the island

under William III. The last who is mentioned is

Turlogh O’Carolan, who died in 1787. The few
genuine Ossianic poems ought also to be classed

among Irish remains
The native authorities for Irish history are no older

than St Patrick at the very earliest Many frag-

ments in the Irish language relating to Irish history

are found scattered through the older chroniclers,

and most of these are ascribed to Cennfaelad, who
died in 678 The oldest list of kings (and this only

partly in the Irish language) dates from the middle
of the eleventh century. About the same period one
Hildas Modudius wrote upon the Christian kings of

Ireland, and about 1072 Gildas Coemham wrote a
metrical chronology of Irish kings. The oldest and
by far the ablest annalist, whose works have been at

least partially preserved, is Tighemach (pronounced
Tiema) O'Brian, who belonged to the royal family

of the O’Connors of Connaught. He died in 1088.

His chronicle, which comes down to the year of his

death, is preserved in an imperfect MS. at Dublin,

and was first published with a Latin translation by
O’Conor, in his Rerum Hibemicarum Scriptores ve-

teres Buckingham!® (1814-26). The other chief

annals are the Annales Inisfalenses, so called from
having been written in the monastery of Inisfail, on
an island in the Lake of Killamey; the Ulster An-
nals; and the Annales IV. Magistrorum, also called

Annales Donogallenses. Two different Annales Inis-

falenses were published by O’Conor, the one from a
MS. in the Bodleian Library, embracing (with some
large gaps) the period from 428 to 1215, and the
second from a Dublin MS., which embraces the
period from 250 to 1820, but of which O’Conor pub-
lished only as far as 1088. The Ulster Annals from
481 to 1181 were also published by O’Conor, as well
as those of the Four Masters, which were compiled
by four different authors about the year 1684, and go
over a period beginning with the year 242 after the
flood, and ending with the year 1171, the date of the
English conquest. The principal ecclesiastical docu-
ments in the Irish language are the Book of Armagh,
belbnging to the ninth century; the Book of Hymns,
at a Somewhat later date

;
the metrical Feetologies

|

of JEngru Ceile De (ninth century) and the various

martyrologies or calendars of native saints such as
that of Tallaght, that of Marianos O'Gorman, and
that of Donegal. The last was published by the

! Irish Archeological and Celtic Society in 1864.
Besides the Bardic remains and those of the native

historians there are several original treatises In Irish

by native physicians of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, and also a number of Irish translations

from foreign languages and medieval Latin.

The most important Irish manuscripts are con-
tained in the library of Trinity College, Dublin, in

the Bodleian Library, and in that of the British

Museum (in the collections of Harley and Sir Bobert
Cotton). Some of them are said to mount as high
as the sixth century. The first work printed in

Ireland was Alphabetum et ratio legendi Hiberaicum
et Catechismus in eadem lingua, printed by command
of Queen Elizabeth in 1571. The first edition of

the New Testament in Irish, in a translation by
William O’Domhnuill, was published in 1608, the first

of the Old Testament translated by W. Bedell, in

1686. Numerous editions have now been published
through the agency of various societies. A transla-

tion of some selections from the Irish bards by
Charlotte Brooke, was published in 1789, under the
title Beliques of Irish Poetry; also by Hardiman in

his Irish Minstrelsy (1831). Many old Irish texts

have been published in recent times partly by the
Royal Irish Academy and the Clarendon Press.

IRENiEUS, Saint, presbyter, and at a later

period bishop of Lyons, a learned and zealous man,
a pupil of Polycarp and Papias. He was probably
a native of Smyrna, and bom between 120 a.d. and
140 a.d. He actively opposed the Gnostics, and
especially the Valentmians His works are all lost,

except his Libri V. adveisus Haereses, of which we
have fragments in the original Greek preserv ed by
Epiphanius and other writers on heresies, and a Latin
version, made, it is supposed, towards the end of the

fourth century. He suffered martyrdom at Lyons, in

the persecution under Septimius Severn* in 202, and
is honoured as a saint His day is June 28.

There is another martyr of thiB name, and Irenseus

Keferendarius is the author of three amatory epigrams
in the Greek Anthology, from a critical examination
of which it is ooncluded that he lived under Justinian.

IRENE, an empress of Constantinople, alike

famous for talent and beauty, and for her crimes,

was bom at Athens about 752 A.D., and in 769 mar-
ried Leo IV., after whose death, caused, as is gener-

ally believed, by poison administered by her, she

raised herself (780) and her son Constantine VI.,

then but nine years old, to the imperial throne.

Her devotion to image-worship had led during the

life of her husband to her banishment from the im-

perial palace; and in 786 A.D. a council of bishops

at Constantinople assembled by her to re-establish

the practice was broken np by the troops of the

capital In the following years, however, a council

held at Nioe under her auspioes re-established image-

worship in the Eastern Church. The Byzantine Em-
pire was then threatened by Charlemagne, and ulti-

mately Irene was totally defeated in Calabria in 788.

When Constantine had grown up he refused to per-

mit her to participate longer in the government, and
actually reigned alone seven years, when he was
arrested at the order of his mother, blinded and at

last murdered. Irene was the first female who
reigned over the Eastern Empire. Her triumphal

entrance into Constantinople, her liberality, the
freedom which she bestowed on all prisoners, and
other artifices employed by her, were not suffi-

cient to secure her from the oonseouenoes of bar
criminal accession. She had ordered many nobis*
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kite banishment, and to secure yet more firmly the
possession of the throne, had just resolved to many
Charlemagne, when Nioephorus, her treasurer, who
had now gained the imperial throne, exiled her in

602 to the Isle of Lesbos, where she died in 808.

Her seal for image-worship has caused her to be
regarded as a saint by the Greek Church.
HUSTON, Henry, an English commander and

statesman, was bom in Nottinghamshire in 1611.

He was descended from a good family, graduated
at Trinity College, Oxford, and was brought up to

the law; but when the civil contests commenced he
joined the parliamentary army, and by the interest

of Cromwell, whose daughter Bridget he married in

1646, he became commissary-general. At the battle

of Naseby he commanded the left wing, which was
defeated by the furious onset of Prince Rupert, and
was himself wounded and made prisoner. He Boon
recovered his liberty, and took a great share in all the
transactions which threw the Parliament into the
power of the army. He had also a principal hand
m framing the ordinance for the king’s trial, and
sat himself as one of the judges. Ireton accom-
panied Cromwell to Ireland m 1 649, and was left by
him in that island as lord-deputy. He reduced the
natives to obedience with great vigour, but not
without cruelty. He died of the plague before the

walls of Limerick on 26th November, 1651, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey, 6th February, 1652.

Hume calls him a memorable person, celebrated for

vigilance, capacity, and a rigid exercise of justice

during his unlimited command in Ireland. After
the Restoration his body was taken up, and sus-

pended from the gallows with that of Cromwell,
and was buried in the same pit. He left one son
and three daughters.

IRIDIUM, a metal discovered by Tennant in

1804 in the black scales which remain when native

platinum is dissolved m aqua regia. In these scales

it occurs alloyed with osmium as iridosmine. This
metal also occurs mixed with about 20 per cent of

platinum crystallized in octahedra. Iridium is

separated from the other metals with which it is

associated by a tedious process, the object of which
is to obtain in the first place pure iridium chloride

or ammonium chloriridiate, from the former of

which the metal may be obtained by reduction by
hydrogen at a high temperature, from the latter by
simple ignition. The metal iridium is exceedingly
infusible, more so indeed than any other body ex-

cept ruthenium and osmium. Deville and Debray
by a powerful oxyhydrogen blast-furnace fused it

into a pure white mass having a density of 21*15.

By pressing and calcining at a white heat in a forge

the metal is obtained in hard lumps, which are how-
ever still porous, and whose density is only 16*0. In
the state of powder, as after it has been reduced by
hydrogen, iridium dissolves Blowly in aqua regia,

but after strong ignition it is insoluble in all acids.

Iridium forms a number of alloys. One of these

occurs native in the Ural Mountains, also in Brazil

;

it is called native iridium, and contains, besides that

metal, platinum, rhodium, palladium, osmium, iron,

and oopper. The alloy with gold is malleable and
much resembles gold in appearance, that with copper
is very hard, pale-red in colour, and ductile. With
mercury, iridium forms an amalgam. Platinum and
iridium may be melted together in varying propor-

tions. With tin it forms a crystalline alloy. The
atomic weight of iridium is 198*2. This metal forms
a aeries of compound^ none of which are, however,
ol much interest Iridosmine and phosphor-iridium
ace used in the manufacture of pens and other
articles.

IBIS, in Greek mythology, daughter of Thaumaa
VOL. YU.

*

and Eleatra (daughter of Ooea&us), sister of the
Harpies, the fleet golden-winged messenger and
servant of the Olympian gods, especially of Zeus
and Hera. Iris was originally the personification

of the rainbow, though she does not appear in the

Homeric poems as the goddess of the rainbow. She
is sometimes represented as a beautiful virgin with
wings and a variegated dress, with a rainbow above
her, or a cloud on her head exhibiting all the colours

of the rainbow. The physical appearance of the

rainbow is the foundation of this fable, conform-
ably with the custom of the Greeks. Iris is also

represented with the herald's staff in her left

hand, representative of her office of messenger.

—

The coloured circle around the pupil of the eye is

called iris
;
and iris-stones are specimens of crystal

or quartz which exhibit the colours of the rain-

bow.
IRIS, a genus of plants that give name to the

natural order Iridaceaj. The species have six

perianth-segments, the outer three being the larger

and reflexed, and throe petaloid stigmas, each of

which covers a stamen. They occur in many
localities over Europe, Asia, and America. Only a
few are found within the tropics. They constitute

one of the chief ornaments of the northern regions

of the globe, and usually grow in wet places, bearing
flowers of various colours, but the prevailing tint is

blue. The common wild iris or flag (7. pscuaacorut)

has yellow flowers of large size and long sword-like

leaves; the gladdon or stinking iris (7. faetidissima)

is another British species, with bluish flowers.

Among favourite garden species are the English

iris (/. xiphioides ), the Persian iris {1. persica), the

common iris (/. germanioa ), the snake’s-nead iris (/.

tuberosa ), and the Chalcedonian iris (/. susiwna).

Orris root consists of the root-stocks of the white-

flowered J.florentina and some other species.

IRISH MOSS. See Carrageen.
IRISH SEA, the sea between Great Britain and

Ireland, north of St. George’s Channel and south of

the North Channel, 110 miles north to south, and
from 60 to 150 miles east to west, with an area of

about 7000 square miles. It contains the islands

of Anglesey and Man, and on its coasts are Luce,
Morecambe, Dundrum, Carlingford, and Dublin
Bays, the Solway Firth, and the estuaries of the
Ribhle and Dee, Ac.

IRITIS, inflammation of the iris of the eye. The
symptoms of intis are a zone of a pale-pink colour

round the cornea, formed by vessels traversing the

sclerotic; the iris undergoes a remarkable change
of colour, a naturally dark eye becoming reddish-

brown, and a light eye assuming a greenish tint.

The change of colour is caused by the deposition of

coagulating lymph, and if the inflammation be not
checked suppuration may ensue. The patient ex-

periences pain in the orbit of the eye, in the fore-

head, and side of the head, which frequently grows
more intense at night. Iritis may arise from
wounds in the iris, from long exertion and too

prolonged continuous use of the eye, and from
constitutional predisposition induced by syphilis,

scrofula, gout, or rheumatism. In the treatment of

the disease three things must be carefully attended
to—1st, to allay the inflammation, which may be
effected by blood-letting and the means usually

adopted in cases of acute ophthalmia; 2nd, to pre-

vent the effusion of lymph, which is most speedily

effected by bringing the svstem under the action

of mercury, the effect of which should be sustained

till danger is over; and 3rd, to prevent adhesions,

which is effected by keeping the pupil dilated with

belladonna, or in its absence by henbane, but either

of these applications will be useless if the acute
201
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symptoms have not been previously subdued. In ment, however, involves the use of the word f
iroc

treating iritis constitutional differences and diseased in a general sense, and so includes steel, which wi

conditions resulting from different maladies must be treated in a separate article. The questic

be borne in mind, and the remedies selected accord- naturally arises, What is the definition of iroi

ingly. because the presence of a small amount of carbc

IRKUTSK, a government in Siberia, bounded entirely changes its properties and converts it ini

on the north and north-east by the government of steel. Iron may be distinguished from steel by tl

Yakutsk, east by Lake Baikal and the Trans-Baikal fact that it will not, from a practical point of viei

province, south by Chinese Tartary, and west by harden when quenched from a temperature exceet

the government of Yenisseisk
;
area, 287,061 square ing 660° C. Even this definition is not entire]

miles. The greater part of the government having accurate, as the properties of even the purest ire

a northern exposure, the climate is more severe than which has as yet been obtained are sensibly alterc

usual under the same latitude. The summer is of by quenching. The tenacity, for instance, is slight]

short duration, though very warm; the air generally increased. The history of the views as to the diffe

clear and serene. A great part of the surface is ence between iron and steel is interesting, and ms
occupied by forests, which furnish excellent timber, be briefly stated. It may be sufficient to begin wit

and abound with all kinds of game. The pastures the work of Torbem Bergman, the great profesa<

maintain great numbers of cattle and sheep. The at the University of Upsala, who in 1781 showc
principal cultivated crops are rye and barley; hemp that Hteel mainly differs from iron by containin

and flax also succeed welL There is not much fruit, about per cent of plumbago. Read in coi

The minerals are very valuable, and include gold, nection with modern research his work seen
silver, lead, zinc, tin, and coal. Manufactures exist wonderfully advanced. He was forcibly impresse

to a very limited extent, and consist chiefly of soap, by the fact that the great difference in the mechanic)

leather, and glass. A considerable proportion of the properties of different specimens of iron is due to tl

Russian inhabitants are descendants of exiles from presence of small quantities of impurity, and thi

the west; but as the cause of exile was frequently of the properties of iron do not vary, as he says, unlei

a political nature, the morals are much purer than by chance the iron contains a decided projiortion <

usual in penal settlements. The natives in greatest foreign matter, ‘nisi forte peregrinum paullo uberii

number are Tungusos, Mongols, and Buriats. The inhsereat metallum ’. We find, even, the dawn <

religion of the Greek Church is generally pro- the view that under the influence of small quantity

fessed, but many continue addicted to the practices of foreign matter iron becomes, as he calls it,
4 poh

of Shamanism. For administrative purposes the morplious ’, and may play the part of several meta
government is divided into five districts or circles, — ‘queat polymorphum ferrum plurium simul meta
of which Irkutsk is the capital. Pop. (1897), lorum vices sustinere ’. Unfortunately he confounde
506,517. the plumbago or carbon he had isolated with phl<

IRKUTSK, a town in Siberia, capital of the gov- giston, as did Rinman in 1782, which was strang
ernment of the same name, in a plain nearly 1500 because in 1774 the latter physicist had shown thf

feet above the sea, on the Angara, nearly opposite a drop of nitric acid simply whitens wrought iroi

the confluence of the lrkut. It is the finest town of but leaves a black stain on steel. Bergman tem
Siberia, well built, and with wide, well -paved streets, ciously held to the phlogistic theory in relation 1

One of the chief ornaments of the town is a noble steel
;

it was inevitable that he should. The tn
quadrangular parade, one side of which is occupied nature of oxidation had been explained, no wond<
by the residence of the governor, and other public that the defenders of the phlogistic theory shoul

offices. The principal buildings include a great seek to support their case by api>ealing to the subt]

number of churches, one of them a cathedral; a and obscure changes produced m iron by such a]

handsome exchange built of stone; an admiralty, parently slight causes. Bergman s view was, hov
with dockyards on the Angara; a school of medi- ever, combated by Vandermonde, Berthollet, an
cine, a gymnasium, &o. The manufactures consist Monge, who showed in a report communicated t

of woollen and linen cloth, hats, leather, soap, and the Academic des Sciences m 1786, that the diffe)

glass. There are also several distilleries. The ence between the main varieties of iron is determine
trade is in tea and other articles imported from by variation in the amount of carbon, and furthe

China, and more especially in fur. Irkutsk is the that steel must contain a certain quantity of carbo

see of an archbishop. Pop. (1897), 51,434. in order that it might possess definite qualitiet

IRON. Iron is the most important of all the Bergman died in 1784, and the report to whic
metals. So dependent are we in our present state reference has been made is full of respect for 4

thi

of civilization upon this substance, so many things great chemist,’ as its authors call him, ‘whoi
which have become part and parcel of our everyday science had lost too soon ’. The whole history i

life are formed from this metal, that it is hard even of great interest, but all that can be stated here i

to imagine a world without iron. That it has been that Bergman taught us that the difference betwee
possible to put iron to so many uses is no doubt pure iron and steel consists in the fact that stec

owin^ in the first instance to the great abundance contains ^ to 1£ per cent of carbon, while iro

of this metal in the earth’s crust, and to the com- does not.

parative ease with which the ores of iron can be It is impossible to suppose that so important
worked, and various products thereby obtained, metal should not have been known from very earl

each one of which has its own peculiar, but in all times ;
that some, at least, of its uses were known

cases useful properties. and that the method of working in iron was taugfa

In iron we possess a substance which is at once in extremely remote times, is evident from that vers

extremely hard and yet malleable
; wnich bears a in Genesis which tells us of Tubal Cain, who was *m

great strain, and yet can be made very brittle
;
which instructor of every artificer in brass and iron *Th

is inflexible, but from which the most elastic springs wisdom of the Egyptians ’ certainly included a know
can be formed; which can form the thick heavy ribs ledge not only of the working of iron, but also of th

of a man-of-war, or the slender blade of the Burgeon’s application of this metal to many articles used h
Jmife; which is, in a word, possessed of properties so ordinary life. Thus, we read in the Pentateuch o

many, so various, and so useful, as at once to give it iron tools used for cutting stone, of iron swords, iroi

the dominant place among metals. The above state- axes, and of iron knives, and that the ideas osn
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necked with iron working had beoome part of the
common knowledge of the Israelites before they left

Egypt is evident from the expression in Deuter-
onomy) * Out of the iron furnace, even out of Egypt \
This early knowledge of iron on the part of the
Egyptians furnishes ub with another proof of the
advanced state of civilization among that remarkable
people compared even with such a nation as Greece;
for several centuries after the time of Moses the
heroes of the Trojan war are represented by Homer
as armed with swords of copper hardened by tin;

and one of those same heroes, namely, Achilles, pro-

poses as a most valued prize at the games a ball of

iron, which, we are told, was so large as to Bupply a
fanner with iron for years :

—

• Who farthest hurls it takes it as his prize

,

If he be one enriched with large domain
Of downs for flocks and arable for gram,
Small stock of iron need that man provide,
His hinds and swains whole years shall be supplied
From lienee: nor ask the neighbouring city’s aid
tor ploughshares, wheels, and all the rural trade 1

.

Iliad, bk xxii 984-990 (Pope's trans.).

It must be remembered that the liability of iron

to be corroded by rust may, to some extent, account
for the fact that no iron weapons or implements
lielonging to a very early period exist, while those

of bronze are comparatively common. The Assryians
appear to have been well acquainted with the use of

iron.

From Pliny we learn that the ancients were ac-

quainted with many deposits of iron ore, but his

accounts of the methods of smelting these ores are

very vague. Pliny, who tells us that when steel is

quenched in water it becomes hard, also knew that

the difference between the waters of various rivers

can be recognized by those who harden steel. He
states that oil may he used with advantage for

hardening certain varieties of steel. From ancient

sources it appears that steel was manufactured
directly from its ore at Noricum; the best steel,

however, came from China, while that of Parthia
ranked second. Some of the medicinal projierties of

iron, as also its employment as a cauterizer, were
known to the ancients. As regards the early use

of iron by the ancient Britons, Caesar certainly did

not do justice to the metallurgical skill of this people,

for the employment of iron by them was more ex-

tended than he realized.

Iron occurs chiefly m the earth’s crust in combi-
nation with oxygen, but it is also found in combina-
tion with several other elements, and sometimes,
although rarely, in the metallic state.

A. Native Iron.—

T

here are two varieties of

native iron found scattered here and there over the

eaKh’s surface :

—

1. Telluric Iron.—This species of iron occurs in

small grains and plates, or massive and disseminated

;

it is generally associated with other metals, such as

copper, lead, gold, and platinum, but not with nickel;

sometimes it occurs associated with carbon in mica
slate, as, for instance, at Canaan in Connecticut; at

other times it is found associated with silicon and
sulphur, as is the case at the Leadhills; near Grenoble
native iron is associated with brown hematite and
quartz ; it also occurs disseminated through certain

basaltic rocks, as in West Greenland, and in volcanic

scoriae at Gravenifere in Auvergne. In all instances,

excepting the case of West Greenland just referred

to, tins species of iron is found only in minute quan-
tities; it exhibits a foliated texture, hackly fracture,

sad a steel-gray colour; its specific gravity varies

from 7*0 to 7*8.

2. Meteoric Iron. Misses of this species of iron

have been found at various places on the earth’s

!
surface, chiefly at points situated within two zones,

the western or American zone being comprised
between the 83rd and 44th parallels of N. lab, and
extending to about 25° in length; while the eastern

zone is about twice the length of the western, and
extends about 10° farther north.

These masses of meteoric iron all contain nickel,

and generally also cobalt, besides other metals, such
as copper, manganese, magnesium, and in some in-

stances tin. Minute particles of crystalline carbon
or diamond have been met with in certain speci-

mens. A mass of meteoric iron weighing 85 lbs.

was found in Eldorado county, California, in 1869,

which contained the metals aluminium, chromium,
and potassium, in addition to those already men-
tioned.

The largest mass of meteoric iron hitherto dis-

covered is that found in 1871 near Disco Bay in

Greenland by Nordenskjold; it weighs about 20,000
kilogrammes, or nearly 20 tons. This sample is

remarkable for the oxygen which it contains; indeed
it has been sup{K>aed by Daubree that the mass is

not of meteoric origin, but haH been thrown up from
a great depth in the earth. This view, however, is

scarcely in keeping with the fact that the iron con-

tains a considerable amount of carbon, which would
volatilize at the high temperature to which, judging
from the presence in it of crystallized silicates, the
masts has been exposed.

Three remarkable specimens of meteoric iron were
removed from the coast of Greenland to New York
in 1897. These showed on analysis an average of

91 |>er cent of iron, 8 per cent of nickel, and *5 per
cent of cobalt, while copper, sulphur, phosphorus,

and carbon were present in small quantities. It

may be interesting to note that meteorites, which
closely resemble ultra-basic rocks, have an average
density of 5'5, a figure practically identical with
Prof. Boy’s determination of the density of the

earth (5*53), thus {jointing to the supposition that

the interior of the eartn may consist of similar
‘ basic ’ or unoxidizecl material.

Meteoric iron is very malleable, generally cellular,

but sometimes compact. When polished and im-
mersed in nitric acid the different portions of the
surface are unequally acted upon, and a series of

lines crossing each other in three different directions

are developed
;
narrow bands, which retain their

polish, being unacted ujjon by the acid, also appear.

These hands generally contain more nickel than the
other parts of the mass; hence it has been supposed
that this striated appearance (known as Widmann-
statt’s figures) is due to the segregation of the nickel

in the lines of the crystalline mass. On the other
hand, Laurence Smith and others have shown that

these Widmannstattian figures are generally not
exhibited by specimens of meteoric iron containing
much nickel. Smith supposes that the phosphorus,

which is almost invariably present in such iron, is

eliminated during the cooling of the mass to the
boundaries of the crystals, ana that thus the homo-
geneity of the mass is destroyed, and its different

parts become unequally sensible to the action of

chemical reagents.

B. Iron Ores.—It has been already mentioned that

iron exists in the earth’s crust chiefly as oxide; it is

also found combined with sulphur, and also existing

as carbonate
,
phosphate, titanate, chromate, arsenate,

tungstate, sulphate, oxalate, and silicate. The most
important ores are the various oxides, the carbonates,

and the sulphides; from these, especially from the

two former, almost all the iron of commerce is ob-

tained. The following list exhibits the names and
chemical formulae of the principal natural oxides

carbonates, and sulphides of iron:-—
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Magnetic iron ore Ff*%Fef0g.oF«J04 .

Hemsttteorspeculariron ore.
Brown iron or* FetOt.%0and2Fe1O3.8HtO.

SSSthlo do FeCuj.
CUyb&nd do

. \ FeCO*. with varying amounts
Blaokband do. / of ooaly matter.
FrankUnite do. . .

.
(Fe. Zn Mn)O (FeMn)jOs.

Pyrites do. . .FeSj
Arsenical do . FeAsSf FeS* or FeAsS.

Before proceeding to deal with each of the above

ores in detail, a few general remarks may be made
on the distribution of iron ores throughout the

world. In Great Britain the earliest centres of the

iron industry were in the forests of Sussex, Surrey,

Gloucestershire, and South Wales. The Home
Counties have long ceased to be productive, while

at the present time the chief activity of the iron

trade prevails in the districts of Cleveland, South
Staffordshire, South Wales, Lancashire, and in the
Forest of Dean. Considerable quantities of iron

ore now treated in Great Britain are imported from
both Spain and Sweden. In the latter country the

chief districts are the ancient workings of Grandes-
berg and the more recently-developed districts of

Kurunavaara and Luossavaara, and Gellivara in

Lapland. Swedish ores chiefly consist of magnetite.

The ores produced from the latter-named districts

differ from the usual type of Swedish ore in being
highly phosphoric. They are, however, likely to

prove of great utility to the Cleveland smelters,

who have relied for some years to a great extent on
the Spanish ores, which of late years have shown a
falling off in quality. With regard to the Spanish
ores, these are chiefly derived from the Biscayan
deposits, which comprise the districts of Bilbao and
Santander. The total yearly output of these dis-

tricts approaches three million tons. The ores are

for the greater part hematites and spathic ores,

which are usually classed under four heads: first,

the Rubio or brown hematites; second, the Vena
dulce or soft rich earthy hematites, suitable for

special purposes, such as the Chenot process or

Catalan forge; third, the Campanil or red hema-
tite, which, however, is now almost exhausted

;
last,

the spathic ores, or ‘ carbonato de lierro’. The
ore masses in these districts lie principally in the

Cenomanian beds of micaceous limestone. Besides

Spain and Sweden, other portions of Europe furnish

considerable amounts of iron ore. In Russia the

Ural Mountains, especially the southern portions,

are rich in limonite and spathic ores, and yield a
million tons of ore per annum. Unfortunately, the

scarcity of coal is tending to weaken the industry

in this district, while the Donets region in Southern
Russia, where coal is more abundant, is being pro-

portionately developed. One of the largest deposits

of iron ore in Europe is that of the Erzberg, in

Upper Styria, which consists almost entirely of

spathose. Numerous magnetite deposits occur in

Hungary and Austrian Silesia, while certain portions

of Western Europe, such as districts of Belgium,
Northern France, and German Lorraine, between the

Vosges and the Ardennes, furnish large quantities

6f hematite and magnetite. The United States

consumed in 1897 over seventeen million tons of

iron ore, including half a million tons imported
chiefly from Quebec and Ontario, in which districts

the scarcity of coal renders smelting unprofitable.

Of the ores produced in the States, 99 per cent are

mined east of the Mississippi and the remainder in

the Missouri district. At present, therefore, the
iron industry is oonfined to the region drained by
the Mississippi and Ohio. In the Lake Superior
district the ores, which are non-titaniferous, a fea-

ture greatly in their favour, are mined in the well-

known localities on the southern shores, namely’,
Vermillion, Gogebic, Menominee, and Marquette.
All the important iron ores are associated with
Palaeozoic, or even still more ancient rocks. The
older rocks have been divided into distinct groups or
terrains, each of which furnishes a variety of ere
peculiar to itself, but consisting essentially of mag-
netite and brown hematite. Decomposition of crys-
talline rocks originally containing pyrites has given
rise to lenticular beds of limonite. Above the older
crystalline rocks, much ore is obtained from the Pa-
laeozoic rocks. These ores are chiefly spathose,
blackband, and limonite.

The iron-making resources of Greater Britain are
practically unlimited, although at the present time
they are to a great extent untouched. The lack of
suitable fuel in the immediate neighbourhood of
their occurrence has in many cases hitherto pre-

vented any great developments being effected, but
with increasing facilities for transport this difficulty

may be surmounted. For instance, Western Aus-
tralia is capable of furnishing rich hematite and
limonite ores; South Australia and Queensland pos-

sess an unlimited supply of similar classes of ore;

while in New South Wales enormous quantities of

magnetite, hematite, clayband, and chalybite occur,

together with coal and limestone to the east of

Sydney. Work commenced in New Zealand was
unfortunately misapplied to the treatment of refrac-

tory iron sands, but deposits of limonite, spathose, and
clayband exist, although they are as yet unworked.
Canada is extremely rich in iron. Those deposits

near the coal are in Nova Scotia, British Columbia,
the Lake Winnipeg district, and the North-West
Territories. British Columbia affordB magnetites,
while the ores in the Lake Winnipeg district are
chiefly limonite and its modification, bog iron ore.

Quebec and Ontario yield rich magnetites and
chrome iron ore, but owing to insufficiency of coal

considerable amounts are exported to the United
States. In Cape Colony, iron ores are mined to

some extent in the Stormberg and Molteno locali-

ties, while in Natal the red hematite, magnetite,

and limonite, occurring in close proximity to coal,

constitute a valuable resource for the needs of South
Africa in the future. The possibilities of India in

the direction of iron manufacture are being strenu-

ously advocated, and the abundant supply of iron

ore, coal, and cheap labour should prove great factors

in the successful development of its resources. The
chief districts in which, at present, iron ore is being
mined and treated are those of Jabalpur, Hydera-
bad, Chanda, and the Madras Presidency, where
the prevailing types of material are red hematite
and limonite.

1. Magnetic Iron Ore (Magncteisen, Oxyde mag-
nitique).—This, the richest of all the ores of iron,

contains, when perfectly pure, 72*41 per oent of

metallic iron. The localities where it chiefly occurs

are Sweden, Norway, Russia, and North America;
it is also found in the west of England, and at

Rosedale in Yorkshire. In Sweden the principal

mine of this ore is situated at Dannemora, where
immense quantities are dug out of an open quarry.

After smelting the ore a very fine iron is obtained,

large quantities of which are exported to England
for making steel. In Lapland very large masses of

this ore are found ; in some places it forms entire

mountains, as in the famous Gellivara district. In
North America a very thick bed of magnetic ore

occurs, situated in the mountains on the western

side of Lake Champlain ; and in New Hampshire a
deposit is found exactly similar to the celebrated

Dannemora ore. Magnetic iron ore is generally

found in igneous or metamorphic rooks, sometimes
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m distinct crystals, at other times disseminated
throughout the mass. It also forms beds in gneiss,

chlonte, mica, hornblende, &c., but rarely occurs in
veins. A common name for it is black oxide of
iron.

Some specimens of this ore form natural magnets,
henoe the name native loadstone

;
others again only

exhibit polarity after contact with strong magnets.
This variety of ironstone is extremely infusible,

and is with difficulty dissolved by strong mineral
acids. Its specific gravity varies from 4*42 to 5*4.

The only drawback to the employment of magnetic
iron ore is the comparatively large quantity of py-
rites which it so often contains, and which, when
present, seriously impairs its good properties. This
difficulty has, however, in recent times t>een largely

overcome by the increasing application of elaborate

methods of magnetic separation to this class of ore.

2. Hematite or Specular Iron Ore (Rotheisenstein,

Per OUgiste).—This mineral in its purest state con-

tains about 70 per cent of iron. The finest crystals

are furnished by the ancient mines of Elba, where
they occur associated with mica and quartz; the

Vosges, the Hartz, and the Ural Mountains also

afford very fine crystalline specimens of this iron-

stone. In volcanic districts, as in Auvergne, on
Vesuvius, Etna, and the Lipari Islands, this ore is

met with. It also occurs in Norway, and a variety

of it is found near Liege. In Great Britain the

principal deposits of hematite are in Cumberland,
Lancashire, Devonshire, Cornwall, and the Isle of

Man. Hematite occurs in the veins and seamB
of the older rocks, especially gneiss and granite.

According to the locality where it is found, and the

nature of the deposit, it passes under various names.
The hard crystallized variety i* known as specular

ore. This mineral consists of anhydrous ferric oxide;

its colour is dark-red, inclining to black; its sj>ecific

gravity varies from 4*8 to 6*3
; the crystals belong

to the hexagonal system. Specular ore occurs chiefly

in Elba, where it has been worked for upwards of

3000 years. This variety often contains titanium,

sometimes existing as oxide (rutile), at other times

in combination with iron oxide, forming the mineral

ilmenite
, mFeTiOs.nFeaOs.

That which is usually known as hematite iron ore,

or red hematite, is not so distinctly crystallized as the

specular ore. It is sometimes hard, sometimes soft

and friable; at one time it is found massive, at

another earthy, and very often in lumps, with a
radiating fibrous structure and smooth surface known
as 1 kidney ore ’. The red hematite ores which are

generally worked in Great Britain are found for the

most part in the carboniferous limestone formations;

they contain varying amounts of iron oxide associated

with many other salts. When these ores contain

a considerable amount of water they form what is

known as ochrey iron ore, a variety of which is known
as pea ore. Other names are given to varieties of

hematite expressive of the substances with which
the iron oxide in mixed.

3. Brown Iron Ore or Limonite (
Brauneisenerz,

Hematite brune).—This variety consists essentially

of hydrated ferric oxide, and contains when pure

about 60 per cent of iron, along with about 16 per

cent of combined water. Brown iron ore occurs

plentifully in Franoe, Germany, and Belgium, and
also in England, chiefly in the Forest of Dean in

Gloucestershire, and in Devonshire, Lincolnshire,

and near Durham. Brown hematite is generally a
yellow powder, sometimes passing into a brown or

velvet black. Before the blowpipe it becomes mag-
netic, but after calcination and cooling the powder
becomes red, and in this state is much used for

polishing metals. As in the case of red hematites,

ao there are many varieties of brown hematite, to

which distinctive names are applied. Thus we have
the globular, the reniform, tne pisiform, and the

frutieose brown iron ore, so called from differences

in the forms assumed by the mineral. Bog iron ore

is a variety of brown hematite which occurs in

Sweden and Lower Canada, where it furnishes good
iron. In Britain it is also found, but generally

associated with so much phosphorus as to be nearly

useless for iron-making purposes. Other uses are,

however, found for it, such as its employment in

the purification of coal-gas from sulphuretted hy-

drogen. The so-called cetites or eagle stones are

also varieties of this ore. These stones are formed
of concentric coats or layers, the outer layers being
very hard, while the inner ones become softer ana
softer towards the centre, which is generally earthy.

4. Spathic Iron Ore or Chalybite (Spatheisenstein,

Per Spathique). This mineral consists essentially

of ferrous carbonate, and contains in its purest state

48*27 per cent of iron; it occurs in the older rooks

and in limestone strata in veins and beds. The
chief deposits of this mineral are in Btyria and West-
phalia, where it constitutes entire mountains, and
where it is for the most part worked in quarries.

In the Hartz it forms large veins; it also occurs in

large deposits in the Pyrenees, in New Grenada,
and in England, viz. in Devon, Northumberland,
and Somersetshire, and, mixed with coaly matter, in

Lanarkshire and other parts of Scotland. Spathic
ironstone is very often found crystallized in forms
derived from an obtuse rhomboid. These crystals

may contain varying amounts of calcium carbonate,

and yet retain their original form. Spathic ore alBo

occurs massive in broad foliated and granulated
masses, also in fibrous botryoidal shapes, whence it

has received the name of spherosidente.

This ore is very valuable for making steel, being
geneially found unassociated with substances which
act injuriously on the physical and mechanical
properties of the product.

Spathic ironstone is often associated with consider-

able quantities of clayey and coaly matter; when the
former predominates the ore is known as argillaceous

or clay‘band ironstone ; when the coaly matter is

present in large quantities the ore is called carbon

-

aceons or black-band ironstone. These varieties of

spathic ore occur in all the coal-fields of Great
Britain with the exception of those of Northumber-
land, Durham, and Lancashire; indeed they supply
the greater part of the iron produced in Britain.

The clayey carbonates of the coal measures also occur

in France, and are worked at the coal-fields of the
Gard, of the Aveyron, and to a limited extent near
St. Etienne. In America this ore occurs widely
distributed, but it has not as yet been much worked.
The colour of the clayey carbonates of iron varies

from reddish-brown through yellowish - brown to

dark brownish-black; the fracture is close-grained;
they are easily scratched, have a slightly argilla-

ceous odour when breathed upon, and adhere to the
tongue. The substances which accompany the clay-

band and black-band ironstones of Britain do not
generally interfere with their usefulness; sometimes,
however, these ironstones contain considerable quan-
tities of pyrites and phosphorus, the former of which,

unless easily separable by mechanical means, renders

the ore unsuitable for working, while the presence of

the latter will render the iron produced from it

phosphoric.

5. Iron Pyrites (Bisenkies, Pyrite). This mineral,

when pure, consists of 53*33 per cent of sulphur

combined with 46*67 per cent of iron. It is the

most widely distributed of all the ores of iron, occur-

ring in gneiss and mica date, also associated with
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the owe of lead and copper; it is frequently found

in the coal seams, and also associated m veins with

blende, arsenical iron, Ac. Some of the finest speci-

mens of this mineral come from Elba, Saxony, and

the Hartz; in the United States it forms immense
deposits, and is sometimes worked for the sake of

the small amount of gold which is at times associated

with it. This ironstone is chiefly used as a source

of sulphur, but lately the residue, after the sulphur

is burned away, has been treated by a chlorination

process, whereby any copper present is removed,

along with the last traces of sulphur, and a pure

oxide of iron remains. This oxide, known as 4 purple

ore ' or 4 blue Billy is employed as a 4 fettling ’ for

puddling-furnaces.

The remaining ores of iron are not of much interest

from the manufacturing point of view. Magnetic

pyrites, or pyrrhotite, is a mineral of bronze-yellow

to copper-red colour. In the Sudbury district of

Canada it is being extensively mined for the nickel

which it contains. Arsenical Pyrites is a grayish-

white mineral, containing, when pure, about 33 per

cent of iron, which is, however, often replaced by
cobalt, and sometimes by gold or silver. Tungstate

of Iron, or Wolfram, is found with tin ore, forming

fine crystals, in Saxony, in Bohemia, in France, and
in Cornwall.
Having thus considered the principal oreB of iron,

we now proceed to describe the processes by which

metallic iron is obtained from these ores, after which
we projKise to consider the methods employed for con-

verting the crude iron so obtained into malleable iron.

The treatment to which the ores of iron are sub-

jected in order to obtain cast or crude iron from them
consists of— 1, Calcination ; 2, Smelting.

1. Calcination .

—

The object of this process is to

separate water, carbonic acid, sulphur, and other

volatilizable substances from the ore, and at the same
time to convert the ferrous into ferric oxide, thereby

rendering the ore more porous and the iron more
suitable for successful furnace working. The ores

are calcined either in the ojien air or in kilns; if

the former lie the method adopted, a stratum of

large pieces of coal is laid on the ground, and over

this is piled up a layer of ironstone mixed with small

coal; the fire is lighted at the windward end, and
the heap gradually extended at the other extremity,

so that the process is continuous. It is found that

this method requires more coal and does not proceed

with so much regularity as the other method, in

which the ironstone is placed over a coal-fire burning
at the bottom of a kiln shaped like the ordinary
lime-kiln; when the layer of ironstone iB red-hot a
fresh layer, mixed with coal, is laid on to the depth
of 8 or 9 inches, and on this, when hot, another
layer is spread, and so on until the kiln is filled,

when the lowest layer is cold, and may be drawn;
the process is thus a continuous one. During the
process of calcination the ironstone loses from 25 to

80 per cent of its weight; its colour after calcining
has changed to light red, it is cracked in all direc-

tions, adheres to the tongue, and has beoome mag-
netic. The ironstone is now carried to the blast-

furnace, where it is smelted.

% Smelting.—This process has for its object the
reduction of the iron to the metallic state, and the
separation, as far as possible, of earthy and other
foreign materials which accompany it. There are
two main processes: first, the reduction of the iron
from its ore in a more or less fusible non-carburized
state; and second, the production of a readily fusible

carburised product known as 4 pig-iron \ The first

case will now be considered. ThiB of course was
the method adopted from the earliest times until

the introduction of the blast-furnace and the prin-

ciple of puddling. Instances of its survival are, how-
ever, met with in certain localities, and the use of
the Catalan forge in Southern Europe will be briefly

described. (See Plate I.) It consists essentially of
a cavity lined with refractory sandstone, and having
its front wall or face curved outwards at the top to
increase the capacity. The usual dimensions are 2
feet square by 16 inches deep. The hearth is pro-
vided with a 4 tuyere ' or tube of Bheet copper, which
is introduced through the back wall on a level with
the top and inclined downwards. Through this a
blast of air produced by a ‘ trompe * is admitted.
This trompe, or primitive blowing-engine, consists

of an arrangement by which the fall of water down
a vertical pipe or hollowed tree-trunk drags in air

through holes in the sides of the pipe, so that air

enters the furnace through the tuyere under pres-

sure. The method of working is briefly as follows :

—

Rich, easily-reducible ores are placed in the furnace
on the side opposite the tuyere, and then the re-

maining portion is filled up to the tuyere level with
charcoal and ignited. Commencing with a gentle
blast, this is gradually increased until a spongy
mass of iron collects at the bottom covered by slag,

which is purposely allowed to take up considerable
amounts of unreduced oxide to ensure its remaining
fluid, and therefore easily separable from the iron or
4 bloom \ The latter is then removed to the hammer,
where it is forged or shingled to a rough bar. A
modification of this process is the American Bloom-
ary Process, which only differs essentially in the
fact that owing to the method adopted of charging
in fine material the operation is rendered continuous.

Various suggestions have been made from time to

time with the object of producing wrought iron

direct from the ore, and in this connection the
names of Chenot, Blair, and Sir W. Siemens deserve
prominent mention. The efforts of the two former
were mainly directed towards the production of

spongy iron in vertical retorts by the aid of gaseous
fuel. Sir W. Siemens, however, adopted the prin-

ciple of the reverberatory furnace, and conducted
the operation of reduction in a gas-fired wrought-
iron cylinder capable of being revolved on its axis,

and to which he gave the name of the 4 rotating fur-

nace ’. Owing to the heavy masses of material set

in movement, the method possesses obvious disad-

vantages, especially when the necessity for providing
a suitable lining has to be considered. So far none
of these direct reduction methods have met with
commercial success, although the possibilities of

such a method used in conjunction with the 4 Open
Hearth ’ steel process are considerable. The anxiety
of steel manufacturers to employ the pure variety

of iron, which is the result of reducing iron from
its ores at a low temperature, explains the per-

sistency with which attempts have been made to

perfect direct-reduction methods. Among the more
recent attempts prominent reference should be made
to that of Husgavfel in Finland. The fnraace in

which the operation is conducted is a modification

of the old 4 Stuckofen * or high-bloomary furnace,

rendered capable of continuous working by the
adoption of a movable hearth into which tuyeres

as well, of oourse, as into the furnace itself,

plan admits of effectual control, since the
bloom which collects in the hearth can be subjected

to the action of a hot blast at different levels, and
so brought into the condition most suitable for

subsequent work. The furnace, which resembles

a small charcoal blast • furnace in its method of

working, is constructed entirely of iron, the shaft

having an annular space traversed by a Quad parti*

iion through which the blast is passed This mots
the double purpose of preventing the walls fresh
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becoming overheated, and at the came time enables
the blast to be heated and kept under control so as
to meet the vaiying conditions of work.

Particles of pure or nearly pure iron are infusible

at the temperature of the blast-furnace, but they
possess the property of welding together at this

temperature; on the other hand, iron, when exposed
to the action of carbonaceous matter, or of gases con-

taining carbon at a high temperature, forms a (com-
paratively) easily fusible mass of iron. The action

of the blast-furnace is based upon these two facts.

The objects aimed at in blast-furnace smelting are

therefore chiefly these—(1) to reduce iron oxide to

metallic iron; (2) at the same time to allow the
reduced iron to take up such an amount of carbon
as to form therewith a fusible mass; (3) to remove
the foreign ingredients of the ironstone. The con-

ditions under which the foregoing problems are to

be worked out may be summed up as follows :
—

(1) A due admixture of the most suitable ores of

iron.

(2) The use of the most suitable fuel, and the
regulation of its amount.

(3) The maintenance of a high temperature, with
the use of the minimum of fuel, throughout the ora-
tion, involving therefore the continuity of the process.

(4) The admixture of such materials as Bhall form
with the non-essential constituents of the ironstone
a slog which shall be fusible at a proper temperature,

and while it must not combine with any consider-

able portion of the iron, it has to combine with and
remove all hurtful ingredients, and also lie so liquid

as to float on the surface of the molten iron and flow

easily from it. These materials at the same time
supply the iron with the carbon, with which it may
form a fusible mass.

(.*5) A definite arrangement of the furnace, by
which these conditions may be best fulfilled, and
by which the greatest economy of all subsidiary

products may be attained. The firHt condition is

fulfilled in different ways in different countries or

in different districts. In Great Britain the greater

part of the ironstone used consists of varieties of the
clayey carbonates, mixed in Home districts with red

hematite; what mixture of poor and rich ores yields

the best product can only be determined by experi-

ence. The most hurtful ingredients in ironstone

used to lie sulphur and phosphorus, but the latter

element has, owing to the introduction of the basic

process of decarburization, ceased in certain cases

to be an enemy of the iron-maker.

The fuel employed was originally wood charcoal,

but of late years this has been almost entirely super-

seded either by coke or by coal. Wood charcoal is

porous and bulky, it is also entirely free from sulphur

and phosphorus, and is thus well Buited for use as

fuel in iron Bmelting; but the great abundance of

coal, its cheapness, and the fact that it almost in-

variably occurs associated with the ironstones, points

it out as the most suitable fuel for the iron smelter.

If coke be used, it is prepared either by igniting a
large heap of coal piled up in the open air, allowing

the combustion to proceed for some time and then
extinguishing the fire by water thrown on the heap;

or more economically by conducting the combustion
in closed furnaces, whereby a higher percentage of

coke is obtained, and the volatile products in many
cases collected and utilized.

For the purpose of calculating the amount of fuel

required to reduce a given weight of ferric oxide, it

maybe assumed that the reduction is brought about

fay the action of carbon monoxide (C O) at & high

temperature. The equation expressing this reduc-

ing action will be

+ *00 « 300, -f 2Fe.

From which we learn that 1*429 parts of ferric oxide
require for their reduction 0*8214 parts of carbon,

existing as carbon monoxide, and that there is here-

by produced 1 part of iron. Taking the amount
of carbon in good coal as equal to 80 per cent, we
find that about 8 cwts. of coal ib theoretically required

to produce 1 ton of iron; but besides thiB coal, which
» employed in reducing the ferric oxide, a large

amount of fuel is also required to produce and main-
tain a sufficiently high temperature for fusion, the

coal thus used amounts to 1 or 2 or sometimes even
to 3 tons for each ton of iron produced. Economy
in fuel means a cheaper production of iron ; and the

question of the consumption of fuel is therefore a
most important one for the iron smelter. The con-

sumption of fuel varies with the nature of the fuel

itself, and with the shape and size of the furnace, but
depends chiefly (within certain limits) upon the tem-
jierature of the air blown into the furnace. By re-

ferring to the equation already given, it is seen that

every *3214 {tarts of carlton existing as carbon mon-
oxide require *4285 parts of oxygen for their com-
plete oxidation

;
now this amount of oxygen is equi-

valent to 1 '883 parts of air, hence we learn that for

every ton of iron produced, 1 ton 17 cwts. 29 lbs. =
M,443 cubic feet of air are required; but we have
found that a much greater amount of fuel than that

expressed by the equation referred to is required,

hence a much greater amount of air than the quan-
tity mentioned atxive will be necessary to bum this

fuel. The nitrogen brought into the furnace acts

solely as a diluent except in the lower portions of

the furnace, but most of the nitrogen in the blast

remains unchanged.
As regards the actual reactions which occur in

the furnace, these may be briefly indicated by the
following set of equations, which are taken from Sir

W. Rolierts-Austen's Introduction to the Study of

Metallurgy, a work which should be consulted for

the explanation of the thermal equations here given

together with the chemical ones. These indicate

the number of calories which are involved in any
given equation, and the signs - or -+ at the end of

the equation show whether the reaction has been an
* endothermic ' or an ‘ exothermic ’ one. The latter

are represented by a plus sign at the end of the
equation and the former by a minus one. Thus
the sum of the reactions

Fe*0, + 3 CO = 2 Fe + 3 CO,
199 4 3 X 29 3 x 97 = +4*3

is accompanied by evolution of heat and the final

sign is + , while the reaction

Fe»0, + 3 T 2Fe + SCO
199 4 8 x 29 - - 112'4

is attended by an absorption of heat and the final

sign is -

.

Fe-0. + 8CO 2Fe
199 4 8 X 29

+ 8 CO,
8 x 97 J5 +4*0

Fe,0„ + 8 C - 2 Fe + SCO
3 x 29 -112*4

Fe,04 + 4 CO = 8 Fe
266*8 4 X 29

+ 4 CO*
4 X 97 +0*2

FeaOi + 4 C * 8 Fe + 4C0
266*8 4 X 20 - -149*8

FeO + CO a Fe + CO
06*4 29 97 a +1*6

FeO + C m Fe + CO
06*4 29 - -87*4

2FeO + CO* = 7e*0.
2 x 66*4 97 199*4

+ CO
29 a +192*0

2Fe + 8 CO* * 2 Fe*0« + 8 CO
8 X 97 199 4 8 X 29 = -4*0

4Fe + 8 CO. * 2 Fe* 0, + 8 C
8 x 97 2 X 199*4 _ +107*8

Fe +C0 a FeO + C
29 06*4 SB +87*4
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At any given point of the blast-furnace the chemical

tendencies indicated in the equations are at work
simultaneously. These are, it will be seen, iron-

oxidizing tendencies, and by inverse reactions iron-

reducing ones. But the ore and fuel do not descend

very far in the furnace before a sort of compromise
is effected, and the result is that the iron-reducing

tendencies prevail over the oxidizing ones, and
metallic iron is the result. In the middle region

of the furnace the iron-reducing tendencies are

almost balanced by the iron-oxidizing ones, whilst

the carbon-depositing tendencies are equalled by
the carlion-oxidizing ones, and consequently though
reduction does take place it is not active. In the

lowest region of the furnace the reduction of the

residual oxide of iron is completed and the reduced
iron takes up a certain amount of finely-divided

carbon in contact with it, and carburized or cast

iron issues from the furnace.

We have already said that the consumption of

fuel is chiefly dependent ujnm the temperature of

the air blown into the furnace. The heat generated

by the combustion of the fuel in the blast-furnace is

expended partly in heating a further quantity of fuel,

partly in heating the gaseous products of combustion
mixed with atmospheric air, and partly in heating

the surrounding ironstone and other substances. If,

therefore, a stream of cold air be blown into the

furnace, it will absorb a great quantity of heat before

its temjKirature iH equal to that of the burning fuel,

and as fresh supplies of cold air are supposed to be

continually playing upon the burning mass, it is evi-

dent that while the air supplies the fuel with oxygen,

and so enables it to burn, it at the same time carries

away a great part of the heat which might otherwise

do work in maintaining the temjierature of the fur-

nace at a high point. Although, therefore, no more
heat is actually produced by using a hot in place of

a cold blast of air, the temperature of the furnace is

nevertheless much greater in the former than in the

latter case, because the air lieing at as high, or nearly

as high, a temperature as the burning fuel, does not

absorb any of the heat produced by the burning fuel,

almost all of which is therefore expended in heating

the furnace. The zone of reduction in the furnace

liegins lower down, and the furnace becomes effec-

tive through a greater vertical distance, and the

output is consequently increased. Among other

advantages accruing from the use of the hot -blast

may be mentioned the fact that it ensures the car-

burization of the iron, it affords a good method of

regulating the working of the furnace, and lastly,

it has the effect of diminishing the actual quan-
tity of heat carried off by the effluent gases. It

is evident that to maintain the high temperature
of the blast-furnace there must be no cessation

in the work; the same furnace must be kept con-

stantly working until it is worn out or in need of

repair.

Before the way in which the temperature of the

furnace is maintained, and the method adopted for

removing the extraneous ingredients of the mixture
in the form of slag, can be explained, it will be

necessary to consider some of the mechanical appli-

ances by which the various conditions of the iron

manufacture may l)e best fulfilled, and chief among
these stands the blast-furnace itself. Formerly the

blast-furnace was a heavy conical mass of masonry
some 30 feet high. At present, however, the form
taken is a much lighter structure of wrought iron

casing lined internally with firebrick, and having a

total height varying from 70 to 100 feet. (Plate I.)

The main portion or shaft is carried on a ring sup-

jxirted by cast-iron pillars. Here the furnace has its

greatest internal diameter, a region known as the

boshes from which the furnace tapers to the hearth

or cylindrical portion at the base, in which the molten

material collects. In front of the hearth an opening

extends from the bottom to a little al>ove the level

of the tuyeres. The arch al)ove the oj>ening is

called the tywip-arch. The sides of the ojiening

an* prolonged outwards in a rectangular cavity,

the forehearth, which is Ixmnded in front by a

firebrick wall called the dam. In the top edge is

a semicircular notch for the passage of the slag.

The molten metal is withdrawn through the tap-

hole, a narrow vertical slit in the bottom of the

dam. The tuyeres (usually from five to eight) enter

the furnace thnmgh tin* upper portion of the hearth,

and each is surrounded by a hollow, truncated cone

through which water circulates, thus preventing the

nozzles from being melted by the intense heat to

which they are exposed.

The measurements of the various parts of the

furnace differ considerably in different works. The
following table gives comparative data of the dimen-

sions and workings of four typical blast-furnaces

used for the smelting of iron :
-

" '

Total Iham at IHatn at Diam at Daily i Time m Fuel p ton

Capacity Height. Hearth Boehes. Throat. Out-turn. Furnace of Metal

Edgar Thomson, “ F”, Pittsburg, U.S A. 18,000 86 11 22 16 270 21 18<«

North Lonsdale, No. 8, Lancashire . . . 14,000 76 8 21 14 107
|

36 2130

Midland, Missouri, U.S A. 2,000 60 10 5J 48
|

8 1870

Ferdinand, Austria 1,000 S7f <4 7 3 20 f 7 1686

There are blast-furnaces now (1899) m the United
States which will produce 690 tons of pig-iron in

twenty-four hours, with a consumption of little

over 15’4 cwts. of coke per ton of iron. Of
late years the diameter of the throaty or opening

of the furnace, has been made considerably wider

than formerly, and may now be as much as 19 feet.

The object is to allow the materials thrown in to

distribute themselves equally in their descent, and

to prevent the heated gases escaping bo rapidly as to

cool this part of the furnace too much. The more
modernfurnaceshavealso generallyagreaterdiameter
in the boshes than the old furnaces, this diameter

being as great as 16, 19, or even 23 feet; the narrow-

ing of the furnace at the hearth or crucible is also

not 80 marked. The furnace is first of all dried by
burning a auantitv of wood-charcoal in it; it is then

filled with fuel, the blast turned on, and a charge of

slag, mixed ore, and limestone, or other flux, alter-

nating with fuel, added from time to time. The
ferric oxide is reduced chiefly by the action of carbon

monoxide, the limestone is decomposed and forms a

fusible slag with the silica, &c., of the iron ore, which

falls down to the crucible, where it is run off over the

dam-stone. The reduced iron takes up carbon and

sinks as a molten mass to the bottom of the hearth,

from whence it is run out into moulds formed in

sand, or conveyed to casting machines. We have

already said that the gases rising from the mouth of

the furnace carry with them a large amount of heat,

and also that they contain a considerable amount of

carbon monoxide, which is capable of undergoing

combustion, and so generating a further quantity of

heat. Various methods are adopted by which these
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gases are collected. Generally the gases are drawn
off through openings in the side of the furnace near
the throat and are passed into kilns, where they are
used for calcining the ore, or more generally, into
regenerative stoves used for heating the blast, and
quite recently to gas-engines used for producing the
blast. The mouth of a furnace is provided with a
hopper, which is closed with an inverted cone of

sheet-iron, suspended by a chain passing over a
pulley, and balanced by a weight. (PI. I., fig. 4.)

The cone is lowered periodically for the admission
of fresh charges which have been placed in the
hopper. When the cone is in its normal position

the effluent gases find an exit through the tul>e or
pipe leading to the stoves.

These gases are generally burned, and the heat
thus produced is employed in raising the air to be*

sent through the tuyeres to a high teniperat lire.

We shall refer to this point again in speaking of the
distribution of heat in the furnace.

At this stage a few brief remarks may l>e made
on the more recent improvements adopted in blast-

furnace practice and the utilization of the by-

products. The tendency to increase the height
and arrange that the change in shape from the
boshes to the hearth shall be more gradual has
already been referred to. Modern advance has
mainly consisted in perfecting mechanical contriv-

ances for the reduction of manual laUmr. The
extremely arduous nature of the work involved

in breaking and removing the iron from the pig-

beds has always been a serious problem in blast-

furnace practice. With modem plant, and con-

sequent enormous increase of output, however, the

difficulty of removing the iron quickly so that

the furnace may be tapped at regular intervals

has become pro}K»rtionately greater. With a view
to combat this difficulty and to ensure steady

work, at the same time rendering it independent
of excessive manual labour, various machines have
been devised for dealing with the molten metal

as it issues from the blast-furnace.

In the form of appliance shown in fig. C, 1*1. I.,

the molten metal is conveyed in a huge ladle by a
travelling crane from the blast-furnace to a ]K>ur-

ing-pot, whence it is discharged into moulds which
constitute an ‘endless chain ’ passing over sprocket

wheels. The metal in each mould solidifies during
its passage from end to end, where, as each is in-

verted in turn, it falls on to chutes, and thence

passes to a long tank containing water, along which

it is carried by a conveyer to the railway wag<ms.

Of the advantages accruing from this method of

dealing with the metal, the elimination of expensive

manual labour and the ability to deal with larger

outputs has already l»een mentioned. The production

in this way of a sandless pig, however, is regarded

by some, for foundry purposes, as a doubtful advan-

tage, although, as in the case of the Open-hearth

Steel process, the use of ‘chilled’ or Band less pig

will, sooner or later, be universally adopted.

At Dowlais, where the method of casting in

sand moulds is still retained, the difficulties of

breaking the pigs by manual labour is overcome

by the use of a breaking machine, to which the

whole casting is carried by a travelling crane.

Mechanical handling of the materials on the charg-

ing floor is becoming general. The universal adop-

tion of closed tope for the furnaces and the utili-

sation of the furnace gases has proved of great

economic value. Not only are these gases em-
ployed for heating the hot-blast stoves, but also

for raising steam to drive the blowing engines,

and latterly, after removing the greater portion

of the dust, for use in gas-engines. A vertical

section of a Cowper stove is shown in fig. 3, Plate
I. The Ford and Monour modification of the
Cowper stove has been largely adopted in this

country. The temperature of the blast has been
equalized by what is essentially the interpolation

of a stove through which the blast from each stove

has to pass before entering the furnace. Further,

this temperature has been controlled and regulated

by pyrometric methods, and autographic records are

obtained of the variations in temperature, such as

are shown in fig. 10, Plate II. As regards the uses

to which the products have been put, reference

has already been made to the gases. The slag is

largely employed in metallurgical processes and for

making slag bricks, building stone, and cement.
Slag wool is also an important commercial product,
obtained by impinging a jet of steam on to a stream
of molten slag. Its utility depends on its proper-

ties of non-conduction of heat and sound.
We are now in a position to examine the theory

of the chemical action of the blast-furnace, and also

to recognize the difficulties which must 1 h* overcome
before a good yield of iron is obtained from the
materials employed.
The general process which goes forwan! in the

furnace is os follows: the iron ore, fuel, and lime-

stone being introduced into the furnace, which is at
a full heat, gradually sink downwards

; at first the
materials are exposed to a moderate heat whereby
they 1 ecome thoroughly dried. This part of the

furnace is included in the zone marked a b in the

accompanying sketch, the temperature of which is

‘ dull red The materials then arrive at the re-

duction zone b c, the temperature of which increases

from ‘ red hot ’ to ‘ bright red *
;
here the principal

reducing agents at work are carbon monoxide, to-

gether with small quantities of hydrogen, carburetted

hydrogen, and probably some alkaline cyanide.

The iron is reduced near the point marked ‘full

red * in the Bketcli, and sinking lower absorbs car-

bon, and begins to fuse, the fluid slag collects at the

point marked * white heat *, and floats upon the top

of the molten metal which has now fallen to the

very bottom of the hearth.
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We have already considered the amount of air

necessary to carry on the combustion of the fuel,

and the advantages gained by substituting the hot

for the cold blast; we have also learned that a great

amount of available heat escapes from the furnace

without doing any work, and that the greater part

of the carlxm is burned only to carbon monoxide
before leaving the furnace, but that the potential

energy may in l>oth cases, by suitable mechanical
arrangements, l>e converted into actual work. It

now remains to trace the chemical action of the

gaseous products along with the limestone upon the

ironstone at the various terrqxjratureH of the blast-

furnace.

It has until recently l>een generally supposed that

the action of the hot - blast air upon the highly-

heated coke is to produce carbon dioxide, but that

this gas, meeting in its upward passage with a
quantity of carbon at a high temperature, is thereby
decomposed with the* formation of carbon monoxide.
Profeasor Tunnor, in 1860, expressed a doubt as to

the truth of this supposition, and more recently

Sir Lowthian Bell has published the results of a

series of experiments, tending to show that the
amount of carbon dioxide produced by the direct

combustion of the fuel is very small indeed, the

principal, if not the only product being carbon mon-
oxide. 1 lis analyses of the gases at the tuyeres are

as follows

:

No 1. No. *. 1 No. 8. No. 4. No. 6

Carlxm dioxide 0*76 11 0-8 1-8 1-7

Carlxm monoxide .

.

87 6 81-7 83-8 35-2 85 0

Hydrogen .. 04 10 0-3

Nitrogen 01-64 60 8 64 9 63 0 63 0

100 0 1000
|

100*0 1000 100 0

We may therefore conclude that, practically, we
have to deal only with the production in the lowest

part of the furnace of carbon monoxide. Passing
upwards we meet the descending charge of fuel,

ironstone, and limestone; at the great teni]>erature

of this point, jH*rhaps alx>ve the point c in the cut,

the latter su lstance will be decomposed with evolu-

tion of carlxm dioxide, so that we have now to deal

with a gaseous mixture of carbon monoxide and
dioxide. Taking the average results of analyses of

the gases from different parts of the furnace, we
find that between 1 5 and 30 feet from the tuyeres
the amount of carbon dioxide increases as we pass

towards the mouth of the furnace, but that after

thiH point it diminishes until a distance of about 40
feet from the tuyeres is reached, when it again
logins to increase. The marked increase of carl>on

dioxide in the first zone mentioned above can only
be attributed to the decomposition of the limestone,
the HulwwpH'nt decrease lx,*ing probably due to the
action of highly heated carlxm upon the carbon
dioxide. When the ascending gases therefore meet
the highly heated ironstone, they are probably
essentially composed of a large quantity of carbon
monoxide together with a smaller amount of carbon
dioxide. Now we hat e already found that the formula
which expresses the action of carbon monoxide upon
ferric oxide at a high temperature is

SCO + Fe*03 = 8 COs + Fe*-

But from the experiments of Sir Lowthian Bell, it

seems that carbon dioxide begins to oxidize metallic
iron at atxmt 400° C. ; hence the above reaction is

impossible for all temperatures above 400°, unless
the carbon dioxide produced be at once removed
from the sphere of action. But in the furnace we
have a mixture of carbon monoxide and dioxide

meeting with ferric oxide at a temperature fully as
high as 400°, the above reaction cannot therefore

take place. Sir Lowthian Bell has shown that at
417° the reduction of ferric oxide by carbon mon-
oxide proceeds until the resultant gaseous products
are in the proportion of 100 volumes of carbon mon-
oxide to 50 volumes of carbon dioxide, when the
action ceases. Of course the composition of the
gases inside the furnace must vary considerably
from time to time, even at one fixed point; the

temperature w-ill uIho vary, still we seem warranted
in saying that the total reduction of the ferric oxide
by means of carlxm monoxide cannot take place.

We may lay it down as a general rule that lowering
the temi>erature or increasing the quantity of carbon
dioxide present decreases the deoxidizing power of

carlxm monoxide upon ferric oxide. But insides its

reducing action carbon monoxide reacts in another
way with ferric oxide at high temperatures. When
these two bodies are heated together to alxrnt 200°

a reaction takes place, which may lx k thus for-

mulated, 2 CO — C 4- C02 ; that is, by the influence

of the ferric oxide the carbon monoxide is decom-
posed witli formation of carlxm and carbon dioxide.

The temperature moRt favourable to this reaction is

about 400° to 450°; if the temperature is increased to

that of a red beat, the reaction diminishes rapidly;

the presence of a greater proportion of carbon di-

oxide than 1 volume to 2 volumes of the monoxide
likewise hinders, if it does not entirely stop, this

action.

At that point of the furnace which we are con-

sidering we have ferric oxide, carbon monoxide, and
a small quantity of carlxm dioxide, the temixjrature

lx*ing somewhere about 400u
. At this temjxirature

the carbon monoxide will rob the iron of part of its

oxygen, while, at the same time, another jxjrtion of

the nlx>ve-named gas will probably be broken up,

with deposition of carbon upon the iron oxide (pro-

bably a sulx>xide) which remains, both of these

actions lieing accompanied by the formation of car-

lxm dioxide. Whenever the amount of this latter

gas gets l>eyond a certain point, lx>th of these re-

actions which have been going forward will cease,

the guseous mixture of the two oxides of carbon
will jiass up the furnace, w-hile the }wirtially-reduced

iron, containing finely - divided carlxm, will sink
downwards. As the iron, accompanied by the other

ingredients of the ironstone, and mixed with lime

from the decomposition of the limestone, comes
within the range of the great heat prevailing near
the bottom of the furnace, it is prolxible that the

oxygen still combined with the iron will take up a
part of the carbon which we have seen is deposited

in a finely-divided state in the iron, leaving a mass
consisting of iron and carbide of iron, which fuses

and collects at the lx>ttom of the crucible. Accom-
panying this last deoxidation of the iron a similar

action will take place, probably also through the

influence of the carbon upon the oxides of silicon,

phosphorus, and sulphur, which elements then pass

into the fused mass.

In the lower part of the crucible the silica, lime,

alumina, &c„ also combine together to form a fusible

slag which floats upon the top of the molten iron.

In the above sketch of the reduction of ferric

oxide to metallic iron in the furnace, we have taken

into account only the carbon monoxide which is

present. Besides this gas there must always be

more or less free hydrogen, produced by the decom-
position of gaseous vapour, carried in by the blast

at the high temperature of the crucible. This hy-

drogen may rob the ferric oxide of a small quantity

of its oxygen at the temperature at which these

two substances come into contact, but at a high
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temperature its reducing action also probably con-
sists in decomposing carbon dioxide, thereby at once
increasing the amount of carbon monoxide and
decreasing that of the dioxide. The influence of

the small quantity of hydrogen in the blast-furnace
gases is, however, insignificant, as the gases issuing

from the blast-furnace contain as much fret* hydro-
gen as is brought in by the blast. There are also

generally present cyanides of the alkalies, the forma-
tion of which may be accounted for by considering
that the high temjK»rature of the hearth will cause
combination to take place between the metals of

the alkalies existing in the ironstone or limestone,

the nitrogen of the air, and the carbon which is

present. The cyanides thus formed we may suppose
to act as reducing agents by taking up oxygen from
the ferric oxide to form cyanates, which may Ik*

again decom] Mated, and so on. As already stated,

however, u very large pro|x>rtion of the nitrogen, in

fact practically the whole of it, acts merely as a
diluent, and is found unchanged in the effluent

gases.

The al)ove account of the processes going on in

the blast-fumucc being accepted as gi\ing, so far as

we know' at present, a correct representation of

what actually takes place, let us now- consider the
conditions most suited for producing the greatest

amount of iron with the minimum consumption of

fuel.

The heat of the furnace comes chiefly from three

sources

:

(1) From oxidation of the fuel with production of

carlxm monoxide.

(2) From further oxidation of this monoxide to

dioxide accompanied by reduction of ferric oxide.

(11) From the blast.

From careful o\]>eriments Sir Lowthian Bell has

found that the total heat thus produced in a good
furnace is almost equal to the amount of heat
ahsorltt-d by the reduction of the ferric oxides, the
decoiiqMmition of carlnin monoxide, the expulsion of

carbon dioxide from the limestone, the fusion of the

slag and of the iron, &c., together with that carried

off in the gases escaping from the furnace. Now, if

the fuel lx- completely burned, and if the reduction

of ferric oxide by means of carlsm monoxide In-

carried on until the resultant earlxm dioxide accu-

mulates so as to stop the reaction, we get the full

amount of heat from these two sources; the excess

of heat required must therefore Ik- furnished by the

blast. But, on the other hand, if the oxidation of

the carbon monoxide be not carries! as far as jh>h-

sible, there will lie a deficiency of heat here which
must be supplied by un increased temperature being

given to the blast. But if the blast is to be ex-

tremely hot, say 700°, the air must be passed over a.

very large heated surface, and the dimensions of

the furnace must also be large. According to Sir

Lowthian Bell, when a very large furnace is worked
with an exceedingly hot blast the oxidation of car-

Ixm monoxide is never complete, so that a consider-

able amount of heat passes away which might have
been made to do work in the furnace; this carbon
monoxide may of course be burned outside the fur-

nace, and the heat so generated employed to raise

the temperature of the air for the blast; but it is

easier and less costly to bum the gas inside the fur-

nace and to lower the temj>erature of the blast. A
discussion of the lx.\«t dimensions for furnaces, the

exact amount of fuel to use, Ac., cannot well find a
place in this article; we must then-fort* content our-

selves with jaunting out the theoretically perfect

furnace, in which every source of heat within the

furnace lx*ing economized to the utmost, the heat
to be supplied from without is lessened, while at

the same time no by-products are allowed to be
w-asted, but every part works harmoniously with all

the rest.

Having thus sketched the processes involved in

preparing east- iron, let us now turn our attention

to the iron itself, and then consider the methods by
which it iH converted into malleable iron.

The molten iron, as it runs from the furnace, in

conducted along channels excavated in Htrong bind-

ing sand into moulds of the- same material, in which
it solidifies, forming what are known as pig*. These
pigs of iron are generally alxmt 51 feet long and A

inches in diameter, and weigh 2 A cwts. The molten
iron is run off, or a cant is made, from ten to twenty
times in twenty-four hours, f» to 7 tons In-ing nlxiut

the usual quantity of pig-iron obtained at each tap-

piny.

Pig-iron may lie classified under the two heads of

gray and white iron. The former exhibits a gray or

blackish-gray colour, its texture is granular or scaly,

its sjK-cific gravity as crugcs about 7, and it exhibits

some slight degree of malleability; white iron, on
the* other hand, varies in colour from that of tin to

pale gray, its texture is crystalline and lamellar, its

fracture is shining, it is very hard and brittle, and
its specific gravity varies from 7*f>H to 7 ’AH. The
difference between gray and white cost iron Iw-comes

more apparent when analyses of each kind are com-
pared; there it will Ik- seen that while the carlsm in

white iron is almost entirely in combination with
the iron, that in gray pig is generally in the free or

graphitic condition, that is to say, it is not chemi-
cally combined with any other element.

Analyte* oj Cad Iron.

Ho. 1 Fig.
Specular
Iron.

Daanemora Gray Pig. Cold Blast.

iron 90*584 92*908 95*67 94 89 94*86 94*95

fww, 1 oombined. 4**100 4*809 4*20

{graphitic.. 2-795 2*87 8*84 8**21

Silicon 4 414 0*230 0176 008 1 16 1 18 1*64

Titanium trace. .. # #

Sulphur 0*039 0*030 traoe. traoe. 1**08 0*07 0 07
Phosphorus 0 099 0*073 0*122 0*05 ,, 0 66 0 23
Manganese 1 887 2*370 1*987 0*10 ..

Nickel, oobait, cop-
per, and lead.

j-traoce. 0*014

Some of the later work on the micro-structure of

carburized iron tends to throw doubt on the theory

that the carbon in white iron is wholly in chemical

combination with iron. White iron, according to

the most recent view, is really a mixture of crystals

of Fe»C (carbide of iron) set in a matrix which con-

sists of alternate laminse of carbide of iron and iron.

This will be alluded to farther on. In gray iron

the carbon is plainly visible in crystalline patches,

which indeed give its characteristic colour to the

pig. If white pig-iron be melted and very slowly

cooled it is converted into gray iron; during the
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alow process of cooling the carbon has time to

arrange itself in a crystalline form and to separate

out from the liquid mass, so that after cooling, the

carbon becomes visible to the eye. This is due to

the fact that the carbide of iron, Fe*C, is decomposed
at about 1100° C. On the other hand, gray iron

may be transformed into white by heating it to a
very high temperature, considerably above its melt-

ing-point, and then suddenly cooling it, under which
conditions the carbon does not separate as graphite,

but remains either dissolved in, or chemically com-
bined with, the iron. Gray cast-iron melts at a
higher temperature than white iron, but when melted
it is much more fluid than the latter, and is then
more suited for taking casts. Gray iron is more
easily oxidized than white iron, probably because

of its containing more metallic iron than the white
variety. White iron is harder than gray, but gray
is stronger than white. For foundry purposes gray
iron is almost exclusively employed. It is very fluid

when melted, and so penetrates into all jarts of the

mould; when solidifying it expands slightly, and so

takes a very perfect impression; it is strong and not
liable to break.

On the other hand, white or forge iron is used for

making malleable iron, a process to lie hereafter

described.

The normal product of a good furnace iH gray
mm, the presence of white pigs, unless the furnace is

specially working for white iron, shows that some-
thing is wrong; probably the amount of fuel is too

small or the temperature is too low. The produc-

tion of white iron seems to lie chiefly a function of

the temperature; it is also brought atxiut, according

to some authorities, by the presence of sulphur,

which sulphur is derived from pyrites in the iron-

stone or in the fuel. The element which causes the

chief difference in varieties of cast-iron is plainly car-

lion; sulphur also we have seen may cause a decided
change in the pigs. The presence of phosphorus
seems to render cast-iron harder, but if it exists

even in minute quantities it weakens the iron. It

appears, however, that phosphorus may exist in

two forms in iron, and that one form is less pre-

judicial than the other. Manganese favours the

production of white iron, perhaps by forming a
carbide of manganese which does not decomjiose,

with separation of carbon, at high temperatures,

and promotes the solubility of carbon in the iron.

The presence of silicon above a small amount is

generally regarded as prejudicial to cast - iron,

although its presence in Bmall quantities is of great

utility in foundry practice as a softening agent, also

as a means of preventing the formation of blow-holes
in castings. Certain observations seem to point to

the existence of two forms of silicon in iron, just as

we have Hoen that carbon exists therein in two
modifications.

We now proceed to describe shortly the way in

which cast - iron is employed in thefoundry. Although
gray iron is that most commonlyemployed for foundry
operations it is sometimes mixed with white iron,

which imparts a degree of hardness that would not
otherwise be obtained. For certain purposes also

the molten iron is poured into thick iron moulds so

as to chill the outer surface quickly and thereby
produce a skin of hard white iron, while the interior

of the casting consists of the softer but stronger
gray iron. The cast-iron is melted generally in the
cupola furnace. This apparatus consists of a cylin-

dncally shaped furnace, varying from 7 to 10 feet

high, and having an internal diameter of about
feet; in such a furnace 5 tons of iron may be

melted. The furnace is composed of thick iron
plates strongly riveted together, protected inwardly

by a layer of binding sand about 9 inches thick, the
whole being lined with fire-clay bricks. A small
space is usually left between the iron casing and the
lining. This is filled with finely ground cinders
and fire-clay, thus avoiding strains due to expansion
and contraction of the lining. Openings are pro-
vided in the lower portion of the cupola for insert-

ing the nozzles of the tuyeres conveying a blast of

hot air; there are generally three or four of these

tuyeres in each furnace. When the metal is com-
pletely melted it is run out through an opening into

iron ladles, in which it is conveyed to the moulds.
A wooden pattern is first made of the desired cast-

ing. The mould is made generally in fine sand or

loam, which must be very sharp, and yet retain its

form when pressed together. This latter condition

is realized by mixing the sand with a little powdered
coke and then slightly wetting it. The sand thus
prepared is rammed into an iron box or frame, which
is without either top or bottom, and is made in two
or more pieces; for the sake of simplicity let us
consider the box to be made of two pieces only.

The pieces being taken apart the pattern is partly

pressed into the sand in one of them, the other piece

is laid on the top of this, and the sand is tightly

rammed in; the box being now inverted, the upper
half is removed, when the pattern apjiears partly

imbedded tightly in, and partly rising out of, the
sand in the lowest part of the Ixix. The sand hav-

ing lieen removed from the remaining half of the

Ixix, this is placed over the lower part and rammed
full of sand; on now removing the upper part a true

impress of the half of the pattern appears in the
sand, the other half of the impress being obtained
by withdrawing the pattern from the lower portion

of the box. The parts of the box are once more
fitted together, then after the mould has been dusted
with blacking, holes are made to admit the molten
iron and to allow the air to escape, and the iron is

poured in from the ladle. Moulder s blacking con-

sists of finely-ground wood (generally oak) charcoal;

the gas evolved from the blacking when the hot iron

is poured into the mould forms a layer which pre-

vents the molten metal from actually coming in

contact with the mould. The method employed for

casting such things as a hollow pillar consists in

taking an impression of the pillar from a solid

wooden pattern, and then inserting into this mould
a core of clay or sand equal in external diameter to

the internal diameter of the hollow pillar; on run-

ning in the iron it solidifies around this central core,

which may then be removed, and so leave the cast-

ing hollow.

The operations in the foundry are very imixirtant,

but we cannot in this article go into details of the

various processes there conducted, tieyond indicating

briefly a few modern improvements in foundry work.

The use of the hot-blast has now been generally

adopted in foundry work, while the questions of gas-

firing, induced draught, and utilization of the escap-

ing gases have not been neglected. Various labour-

saving appliances have been introduced for handling

pig-iron. Moulding machines and mechanical ram-
mers have replaced, to some extent, manual work,

while the use of the sand-blast and pneumatic per-

cussive tools has rendered the cleaning and dressing

of castings less laborious and more efficient than

heretofore. Reverberatory furnaces are often em-
ployed in conjunction with cupolas, and serve as

reservoirs for the molten metal when a large cast is

to be made. Used independently, they have been
successfully employed for producing sound castings.

Regarding the presence of elements other than car-

bon in the iron to be used for foundry work, the

importance of silicon has been widely recognized.
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Its utility both as a softening agent, tending to pre-
vent the formation of white iron, and in enabling
the occurrence of blow-holes to be avoided, renders
its presence indispensable to the production of sound
castings. The percentage of silicon which should
be present depends greatly on the size of the casting.

The thicker it is the more slowly it cools, and the
less silicon is required. It need not usually exceed
1*0 to 1*5 per cent. For thin castings, however, the
silicon should be present to the extent of about 2 per
cent. Where it becomes necessary to add silicon,

it is effected through the agency of ferro-silicon.

Manganese tends to make the iron white, and to

increase the contraction on cooling. Its presence
assists in preventing the oxidation of the silicon on
remelting, itself being oxidized, but its amount
should not exceed 0*7-1 *0 j>er cent. Phosphorus
undoubtedly produces brittleness in castings, and
should never exceed 0*7 per cent. In foundry iron

the percentage of sulphur rarely exceeds 01 per
cent ; but if it is allowed to rise during melting by
the use of coke high in sulphur, or by the failure to

keep the slag basic by the use of an insufficient

amount of limestone, the iron will show a tendency
to become white, and will lie lacking in fluidity.

The following table gives an idea of the sjiecifica-

tions required for foundry eastings :
—

Silicon Sulphur not
to exceed

I'hoBphonm
not to ex-

ceed

MiinKAnflfH"
not to ux

ree<l

Hard. . 1 20 to 1*60 0*096 ! 0*70 0*70

Medium

.

1*40 to 20 OUST* I

i

0-70 070
Soft . .. 2*20 to 2*8 0*08f, ! 0 70

1

0*70

Before passing on to consider the production of

malleable or wrought iron, it will be well to point

out the great strength of cast-iron. The following

table exhibits the difference in strength of cast-iron

according as it is prepared by the not or the cold

blast:

—

so produce nearly pure metallic iron. Nearly pure
iron, it must be remarked, not perfectly pure, other-

wise it would be too soft. The presence of a certain

proportion of carbon is essential to the formation
of good malleable iron. If the amount of carbon
exceed 1*4 or 1*5 per cent, the tenacity and malle-

ability of the iron are so small as to render it unfit

to be wrought; the carbon in wrought iron must
therefore be confined within narrow limits, and
rarely exceeds 0*1 per cent. The presence of other

substances, however, influences the amount of car-

bon.

The means by which the elimination of foreign

materials from pig - iron is effected, while at the

same time a small amount of carbon is retained, will

now be indicated. The method consists in the

partial oxidation of the iron, succeeded by the re-

moval of the foreign substances in the form of

oxides, partly by volatilization and partly by com-
bination with the already oxidized iron in the form
of slag. White cast-iron is the material used for

the preparation of malleable iron, In'cause when
melted it does not at once become liquid, but re-

mains for a considerable time in a Hemi -fluid state,

in which it can be more easily rubMed, and the

whole mass thus exjxmed to the oxidizing influence

of the air and the rich iron Blags, constituting what
iN known as the ‘ fettling *. The carlwm contained
in white iron is ulso more easily oxidized than that

existing in gray iron. The conversion into malle-

able iron generally takes place in three stages. In
the first of these the cast-iron is submitted to the

refining process, which is followed by the puddling
process; last of all, the puddled iron goes through
the reheating or mill furnace. The first of these

stages is generally omitted. The refining furnace
or running-out fire consists essentially of an oblong
cast-iron trough, three sides of which are formed of

double walls, between which water circulates; this

trough is about 3 feet long, 2 feet wide, and 2h feet

deep. (PI. 1., figs. 7, 8, ff.) A numlwr of pipes (three,

four, or sometimes six) are so placed that a current

of air may fie directed through

Kind of Iron

Direct Tenacity.
Resistance
to direct
crashing.

Modulus of
Rupture of

squars bars

Modulus of
Elestlcity.

In poondi per square loch.

Cold Bloat

Hot Bloat

Toughened coat iron .

J from 12,694

1 to 18,855

J from 13,434

\ to 23,468

J from 23,461

{ to 25,764

56,455
102,408
72,198

104,881

129,876
119,457

86,693
89,609
29,889
48,497

14,000,000
17.036.000
11.589.000

22.738.000

them directly on to a mixture of

white cast-iron and coke or char-

coal on the floor of this furnace.

At the high temperature the metal
melts, and is partially converted
info oxide by the blast of air; this

oxide in turn reacts uj>on the car-

bon, silicon, sulphur, and phosphorus
present, and converts them into

oxides, in which state they combine
with the excess of ferric oxide to

It has been said that the use of the hot-blast in

the cupola lowers the quality of the iron, but actual

experiments show that although its use may very

slightly lower the strength of some of the superior

qualities, it nevertheless undoubtedly increases that

of the inferior classes of pigs; at the same time the

introduction of the hot-blast in the blast-furnace lias

enabled the iron-smelter to make use of ironstones

which, in the days of the old cold-blast, were thrown
aside as unworkable.
The next point to be considered in our review of

the iron manfacture is the production of malleable
or wrought iron from cast-iron. As we have already
learned, cast-iron consists essentially of metallic iron

mixed with vaiying amounts of carbon, silicon, phos-
phorus, and sulphur. These latter substances tend
to lessen the tenacity of the iron, and so to make it

unfit for rolling into bars or plates. The object of

the manufacturer of malleable or wrought iron is to

remove these substances, except a little carbon, and

form a fusible slag, which may be
run off from the refined iron. The slag or cinder
consists essentially of ferrous silicate; that which is

produced towards the close of the refining o]>cration

is richer in iron than that formed in the earlier part
of the work, and it is found that this rich slag is

somewhat easily reduced by contact with pig-iron at
a high temperature. It is therefore partly through
the influence of this slag that oxygen is conveyed
to the molten metal, from which it again passes to

oxidize fresh quantities of silicon, phosphorus, &c.,

and so to form a further amount of slag.

The iron having passed through this preliminary
process, which, as we have already said, is in modem
practice generally omitted, is now treated in the

puddling furnace. The principles involved in this

operation are the same as those of the refining

furnace, that is, iron oxide is made the means by
which oxygen is conveyed from the air to the phos-

phorus ana other impurities which it is desirable to

remove, and those thus oxidized are removed as
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Analysis qfSlagfrom the Puddling Fumaes, *Tap Cindtr.'

Woau ChilUngton. Dowlais.

Ferric oxide 16*42 18*58 8*27 17*00

Ferrous oxide 60*14 57*67 66*82 68*67

Manganous oxide.

.

2*29 0*78 1*29 0*57

Alumina trace. 1*88 1*68 2*84

Lime 0*70 4*70 8*91 2 88
Magnesia 0*42 0*26 0*84 0*29

Silica 16*30 8*32 7*71 11*76

Iron sulphide 7*07 8*11

Sulphur tr&oe. 1*78

Pliosphoric acid . .

.

4*66 7*29 8 07 4*27

Copper trace. traoe.

Percentage of iron..

99*98 101*50 99*82 101*89

58 26 68*04
|

57*87 47*61

slag in combination with the excess of oxide of iron.

The puddling furnace is shown in fig. ft, PI. I.

It consists of a hearth on which the pig-iron is

placed
;
this hearth is generally made of cast-iron

plates supported on cast-iron pillars; over it is built

an arch of fire-brick, a bridge of the same material

lwiing built at the end of the hearth nearest the

grate. This bridge prevents the fuel from passing

over into the hearth. That end of the hearth which
is nearest the chimney is also furnished with a
brick ledge or altar, in order to prevent the metal
from falling out of the hearth; beyond this is an
inclined plane of fire-brick, down which the slag

runs. At the broadest part of the hearth is situated

the working-door, which is closed by an iron door
suspended from a lever with a counterweight, so as

to lie easily raised or lowered. Through a hole

about f» inches square in this door the puddler
thrusts the rake or rabble, with which he stirs up
the mass of semi-fluid metal. From the figure it

will be seen that the fuel is placed in the grate

which is separated from the hearth, so that only the

heated gases are allowed to play upon the surface of

the iron. The shape of the furnace is designed to

throw the heated gases down on to the surface of

the molten mass on the hearth.

The hearth is first lined with a mixture of tap

cinder, hammer scale, and other oxides of iron, this

lining constituting the ‘fettling’ which plays an
important part in the oxidation of the impurities in

the metal to be treated. The pig-iron to be refined

is broken into pieces, 4 or 5 cwts. of which are piled

up on the hearth, whore it is generally mixed with
a quantity (sometimes as much as 2.0 per cent) of

hammer scale or black oxide of iron. The door
is now closed, the grate filled with coal, which is

ignited, and the damper in the chimney raised so as

to create a strong draught. After the metal begins
to melt, the workman rakes the fragments on to

a cooler part of the hearth, and exposes fresh quan-
tities of metal to the action of the heated gases.

When the whole mass has become Bomi -fluid it is

worked by a long rake, so as to incorporate the
oxide of iron on the surface with the rest of the
material. This is the part of the process where the
skill of the puddler comes chiefly into play. By
properly regulating the temperature and stirring

the masB it is possible to remove the greater part of

the impurities by the action of the oxide of iron.

The silicon is first oxidized, followed by the man-
ganese, then the phosphorus and sulphur, and lastly

the carbon. As the process of oxidation proceeds,

bubbles of gas known as ‘ puddler’s candles ’ (carbon

monoxide) escape from the molten mass. When
the escape of gas slackens it may be judged that

the greater part of the carbon has been removed;
this is also rendered evident by small lumps of

the purified iron beginning to separate or oome to

nature throughout the mass, the temperature of
which is not high enough to fuse the decarbonized
iron. As the amount of purified iron increases, the
mass gets more and more pasty, or, technically
speaking, it works dry or sandy ; at the same time
the disengagement of carbon monoxide almost
ceases. The puddler now works the iron together
into balls or blooms weighing each about 60 lbs.

When the whole of the metal has been collected
into blooms the door of the furnace is closed, and
the temperature is raised to a full welding heat.

The blooms are then one by one carried on the end
of a long rod either to a powerful squeezer or to

a steam-hammer delivering about 100 blows j»er

minute. The melted slag iR thus forced out of the
ball, which is at the same time welded into a com-
pact mass of metal or stamping , which is then ready
to go through the puddling rolls. These consist of

grooved iron cylinders, lietween the grooves of

which the hot iron is passed. (PI. I., fig. 10.) The
grooves are so arranged as to present a series of

gradually - diminishing ojienings, the first set of

grooves being oval or nearly so, while the next set

are capable of rolling flat bars. The cylinders re-

volve in opposite directions, so that the metal in

passing through them is powerfully compressed,
whereby any slag remaining in it is squeezed out.

The iron is now known as ‘puddled liar’; while
still hot it is cut into pieces by shears, which pieces

are bound together by wire, and subjected to the
final ojieration of reheating or passing through the
mill -furnace. The bars are heated to a welding
temperature in this furnace, which is bo arranged
that all the air passing over the hearth, on which
the liars are placed, shall previously pass through
the grate, and be thereby deprived of oxygen. The
door by which the bars are introduced is also so

arranged that the air passing in by it when it is

opened is swept up the chimney, and so does not
traverse the hearth of the furnace. After tieing

heated in this furnace the bars are again passed
through the rolling-mill, whereby they are converted
into a single bar. This bar may lie again lient

upon itself and again rolled, thus producing what is

known as best bar or wire iron. This iron is very
tough and tenacious : it may lie lient or even tied in

a knot when cold without exhibiting the least sign

of fracture.

Bar-iron possesses a sjiecific gravity which varies

from 7 '3 to 7*9. Mechanical treatment alters the

sjiecific gravity considerably; thus, a bar having a
specific gravity of 7*801 was rolled into a thin sheet,

when its specific gravity was= 7*362. The melting-

point of malleable iron is estimated as being aliout

1550° C.; its electric conductivity is much less than
that of copper. The change which the puddled liars

undergo when submitted to the reheating process

seems to consist chiefly in rearrangement of their

molecules, whereby a fibrous structure is produced,

a bar of puddled iron, wdien polished and etched by
dilute nitric or hydrochloric acid, exhibits an ir-

regular structure. After reheating and rolling, the

structure of the bar is more regular, fibres are seen

arranged lengthwise along the bar. The best bar

exhibits the same fibrous structure, but in a more
marked degree, and the bar now presents the ap-

pearance of a bundle of fine fibres regularly laid

side by side. The more fibrous the bar the more
ductile and tenacious it will be; on the other hand,

if the bar is made up of a mass of confused crystals,

it is evident that it will be liable to break more
easily. It seems to be pretty well proved that a
series of repeated blows will determine the recon-

version of fibrous into crystalline bar-iron. If iron
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breaks off when bent in a cold state it is said to be
odd-short \ while if it stands this treatment, but
becomes brittle At a high temperature so as to be
unfitted for welding it is called red- or hot-short.

The presence of foreign elements influences these

two properties of iron in a marked degree; thus, a
very small amount of sulphur, even such a quantity
as *05 per cent, causes bar-iron to become red-short.

The best way of eliminating sulphur seems to be to

use manganese in the blast-furnace, or to add ferro-

manganese to the molten mass after it 1ms been
tapped out into a ‘mixer’. By this means the
greater part of the sulphur is removed. The ad-

dition of a basic and readily fusible mixture, con-

sisting of quicklime and crude calcium chloride, to

the molten metal has also proved successful jus a
means of removing sulphur. This is known as

Saniters process.

Phosphorus causes lsir-iron to exhibit cold -short-

ness; a very small trace, al>out *10 jht cent, is said

to increase the hardness of iron, but when the amount
of phosphorus comes to be equal to *50 fair rent the
tenacity of the iron is found to Ik 1 considerably di-

minished. The presence of silicon exceeding 1*5

per cent also tends to rentier iron less tenacious; in

this res|»ect silicon nets even more energetically

than phosphorus.

From the description already given of the puddling
process it will have l»een seen how very hard such
work as puddling must La*; the men do not, as a rule,

live to any advanced age, they must receiv e extremely
high wages, and the wear and tear upon the furnaces
is very great. To do away with hand lalsmr and to

substitute in its place mechanical appliances has long
been the object of the iron puddler For this pur-

pose many furnaces have lieen invented, among the

most successful lieing those constructed on the thinks’

principle. This furnace consisted essentially of a
rotating chamber in which the pig-iron was melted,

and afterwards so thrown aliout by the movements
of the chamtier as to lie worked up into lull Is. The
great drawimek to this furnace is the tear and wear
upon the lining of the rotating chamber, caused by
the great mass of iron which is thrown violently

about. To overcome this difficulty a modification

of the Danks' furnace was constructed with a double*

casing and a water jacket, so that all jiarts were kept
perfectly cool and worked easily, and the furnace

could be worked night and day, whereas single-lined

furnaces usually work only by day. Commercially,
however, this tyjie of furnace has not proved a
success and has lieen gradually alxindoned. The
rapid strides marie by ofien-hearth processes for the

production of mild steels or ‘malleable ’ iron has in

recent years tended to prevent any rapid increase

in the demand for puddled iron, which has to a very

large extent been replaced by these mild steels for

structural purposes.

Having thus noticed the manufacture of cast and
malleable iron, and discussed the chemical questions

involved in their prejwration, it remains for us to

enumerate some of the statistics of this manufacture
which is carried on on such a vast scale in Great
Britain (though this countiy is now behind the United
8tates). During the year 1899 the total quantity

of iron ore raised in the United Kingdom amounted
to 14,461,330 tons, representing in value at the

mines £3,895,485. In addition to this, enormous
quantities of ore are annually imported, the total

quantity in 1899 being 7,054,578 tons, valued at

£5,374,918. Thus the available iron ore for the

year under consideration amounted to 22,041,788
tons. With regard to the ore raised in the United
Kingdom, the amount contributed by England
was 18,507,168 tons; by Scotland, 843,585 tons;

by Ireland, 102,262 tons; and by Wales, 8315
tons.

Foremost among the iron-producing districts of

Britain is that of Cleveland in North Yorkshire.
Here the ore occurs as a bed of spathic ore, 10
feet thick, in the Middle Lias, and yields on an
average 30 per cent of iron. The output from
this district amounts to about 5J million tons a
year, accounting for two-fifths of the total output
of the country. Next follow the counties of Lincoln-
shire, Northamptonshire, and Leicestershire, which
may lie conveniently classed together as giving a
combined output of 4£ million tons a year, thus
accounting for one-third of the output. In these

counties the brown iron ore forms part of the In-
ferior Oolite, ami tin* workings arc mainly ‘open’,

that is to say, the ore is largely quarried. The per-

centage of iron averages about 33. The districts of

Cumberland and North Lancashire, whore the iron

ore occurs in huge irregular masses in the carbo-

niferous limestone, have an annual output of barely
*2 million tons, or aliout one-eighth of the total. Con-
sideration, must, however Ik* taken of the lietter

quality of this ore, which averages from 50 to 00 per
cent of metal. Most of the Staffordsh ire ore is taken
from mines which also produce coal, und similar

conditions obtain in Scotland. A comparison of

the output and value of ore raised during the years

1873 1899 shows that, on the whole, the output
has lieen uniform, with {lerhups a tendency to de-

crease, but the value of the ore has decreased from
£7,573,676 to £3,895,485.

Of the ore annually imported into this country
by far the largest amounts are those which come
from Spain, the Spanish inqiorts having amounted
to 6,186,022 tons out of a total of 7,054,578 tons in

1 899, while the remainder was contributed by Greece
(319,759 tons), by Algeria (231,361), and by Sweden
(105,193 tons).

Having thus briefly considered the statistics

relating to the ore, it remains to briefly summarize
the pig-iron production. During the year 1899 the

pig iron produced from ores raised in the United
Kingdom, together witli those imported, amounted
to 9,421,435 tons, of which 1,380,342 tons were
exported, leaving 8,041,093 tons available for home
consumption. The average price during the year
varied from £3 to £3, 10#. per ton, according to

quality. To produce this immense quantity of pig-

i
iron 111 furnaces wen* in blast, and the amount of

ore smelted was 22,820,302 tons, involving a con-

sumption of 19,061,318 tons of coal.

It has lieen estimated that only aliout one-half

of the total pig-iron is produced from British

ores. A further examination of the statistics re-

lating to pig-iron shows that in England 307 fur-

naces were in ojxiration, resulting in the production
of 7,605,278 tons, spread over the various districts

as follows:—
North Riding (Cleveland), . 66 furnaces.
Derbyshire, , , 39
Cunil>erland 28
Durham, 30
North Staffordshire 20
Lancashire, . 23 „

In Scotland 85 furnaces were in ojieration, pro-

ducing 1,170,830 tons, the chief districts being

Lanarkshire (55 furnaces) and Ayrshire (26 fur-

naces). The amount of pig-iron produced in 1899

and 1900 by the chief iron-producing countries may
be stated as follows:

—

Tons in 1809. Tons in 1900.

United Kingdom 9,421,436 8.860.000

United States, 13 620.703 13,780,240

Germany 6,290,434 8,422,000

France 2,667,368 2,800,000
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Without entering into an exhaustive considera-

tion of the recent application of microsoopical

methods to the metallurgy of iron and steel, it

will be necessary to offer a few remarks in ex-

planation of the figures shown on Plate II. Briefly

stated, metallography, as applied to the examina-
tion of iron and steel, depends on the recognition

of certain typical structures, modified to a greater

or lesser extent by the particular conditions of

the case; the structure bein^ developed by suit-

ably etching a carefully polished surface. These
structures in turn depend on the nature of and
the extent to which the pure metal is associated

with small quantities of other substances. For
a given composition, the particular structure to

which the mode of arrangement of the constituents

gives rise is determined largely by the thermal
and mechanical treatment to which the metal as

a whole has been subjected before examination.
Fig. 1 shows the appearance of pure iron under

high magnification (8f>0 diameters). It is seen to

consist of large grains, the difference of light and
shade in adjacent grains being due merely to the
different angle at which the light is reflected from
each grain. This is caused by the different direc-

tion of orientation of the small cubic crystallites

which make up each grain.

Fig. 2 also shows iron, but under a lower magni-
fication (140 diameters) and of a less degree of

purity. The grains in this case are surrounded
by a fine mesh-work of dark carbide, and in

places isolated patches of carbide are seen. This
specimen of wrought iron when strained shows
the structure of figs. 5 and G. Here we find

each grain of iron crossed by bands caused by the

slip of the cubic crystallites, already mentioned,

in the direction of their orientation. The presence
of more carbide causes the mere mesh -work of

fig. 2 to form patches of the constituent known
as ‘pearlite', which increases its proportion to

iron until 0*85 per cent of carlxm is reached,

when the whole area of a polished section shows
jHjarlite. Above this carbon percentage, the excess

of carbide forms the bright constituent (Fe8C)
known as ‘ cementito ’, which becomes of more
and more imjiortance as the percentage of carbon

rises to that of normal white pig-iron (fig. 3).

In gray iron, however (fig. 4), the conditions of

furnace working and of subsequent cooling have
been such that very little of the carbon has been
retained in the combined condition (as Fe#0), but

exists as graphite disseminated throughout the

mass. A compromise between these two condi-

tions is shown in fig 7, and the metal is then
spoken of os ‘ mottled pig-iron ’ from the apjiear-

auce of its fracture. Fig. 8 shows the lenticular

appearance of a slag-flaw in imperfectly forged

wrought iron.

Another important direction in which the study
of iron and steel has in recent years been pursued
is that involving pyrometric measurements. These
measurements depend on the fact that nearly all

molecular changes are accompanied by a net ab-

sorption or evolution of heat, so that an autogra-

phically recorded cooling curve of a mass of slowly

but regularly cooling metal shows points of change
in direction of the curve at temperatures at which
the molecular changes occur.

Fig. 9 shows such a cooling curve of pure electro*

lyrically deposited iron chosen for its freedom from
carbon in order that the changes indicated may be
safely regarded as being independent of the existence

of other elements.

IRON, Salts of. Iron forms two series of salts,

called respectively ferrous and ferric salts, the latter

containing proportionately less iron than the former;
thus, ferrous oxide contains 56 parts by weight of
iron united with 16 parts by weight of oxygen, while
in ferric oxide the same amount ofoxygen is combined
with 37*32= (f- of 56) parts of iron. The following
are the principal compounds of iron, with their
respective formulas :

—

a. Ferrous Compounds
Ferrous Oxide, FeO.
Ferrous Sulphide, FeS.
Ferrous Chloride, Fe Cl*
Ferrous Sulphate, FeS O4.7H*0.
Ferrous Carbonate, FeC (>•<

b. Ferric Compounds.
Ferric Oxide, Fe^O..
Ferroso-ferric Oxide. Fe^.
Ferric Sulphide, Fcd3*
Ferric Disulphide, FeS,.
Ferric Chloride, Fe^Cl*

1. Ferrous Oxide, FeO, may be obtained by pre-

cipitating a solution of a pure ferrous salt in water
from which the air has been expelled by recent boil-

ing, by means of an alkali also dissolved in deoxy-
genated water. The precipitation muBt take place

in a vessel from which the air is excluded. The
white precipitate thuH obtained consists of hydrated
ferrous oxide, which loses its water of hydration
when boiled in a vessel from which oxygen isexcluded.
Ferrous oxide very rapidly absorbs oxygen, being
thereby converted into ferric-oxide.

2. Ferric Oxide
,
Fe,Oa.—By adding ammonia in

slight excess to a solution of ferric chloride a bulky
brownish-red flocculent precipitate is obtained, which,
when dried at 100°, shrinks very much and leaves

an oxide containing one molecule of water (FejO*.

H20). If this hydrated oxide be heated at 320° C.
for several hours it is entirely dehydrated, and pure
ferric oxide (Fea08 ) remains. When exposed to a
red heat ferric oxide undergoes a molecular change,

after which it is almost insoluble in acids. A some-
what similar change may lx; brought about by
long-continued boiling of the hydrate, produced by
precipitating it from ferric chloride by ammonia in

the cold.

Wc have already learned that ferric oxide is the
leading constituent in a great many of the most valu-

able iron ores. By igniting ferrous sulphate (green

vitriol), a residue, consisting of ferric oxide, is left,

which is much used, under the names of colcothar

and rouge

,

for polishing purjMJHes. Hydrated ferric

oxide, frequently as 4 bog iron ore \ is also used in

gas-works for removing sulphuretted hydrogen from
coal-gas

;
after this operation hydrated ferric sulphide

(FeaBa.ajH.jO) remains, which by exposure to the air

is again converted into hydrated oxide, sulphur being

at tne same time set free.

3. Ferroso-ferric Oxide, or magnetic oxide of iron,

Fo304 , occurs native, as we have already learned; it

may be prepared by passing steam over red-hot iron-

turnings. The formula of this oxide may be written

thus: FeO.FoaO* which implies that this compound
is in reality made up of ferrous and ferric oxide—in

the proportion of one molecule of each
;
this view is

supported by the fact that when treated with acids

ferroso-ferric oxide yields a mixture of ferrous and
ferric salts, thus

—

Fe304 -|-4Hjt
S04=Fe804+Fes8804 -f 4 H-O

4. Ferrous Sulphide, FeS.— Iron filings, when
heated strongly with flowers of sulphur, combine
with the latter to form ferrous sulphide, which melts

and runs down in reddish-brown drops. The hydrated

sulphide is formed by precipitating the solution of a
ferrous Balt by the solution of an alkaline hydrosul-

phide, thus: 2KHS + FeS04 -f JcHjO=FeSa;HW)-f
HjS + KgS04. This hydrate rapidly absorbs oxygen
from the air, ferric oxide being thus formed.

5. Ferric Disulphide, FeS*.—When the tart-

named compound (ferrous sulphide) is mixed with
hidf its weight of flowers of sulphur, and the mix-

ture is exposed to a heat approaching redness, so
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P as sulphurous fumes escape ferric sulphide is

uced. We have already considered the varia-

tions in this sulphide as it occurs naturally.

6. Ferrous Chloride, FeClj.—This salt separates
in green hydrated crystals from a saturated solution
of iron in hydrochloric acid

; when heated in the air

ferrous chloride is first volatilized and then decom-
posed witli the formation of chlorine and ferric oxide.

7.

Ferric Chloride, F0*01$.—If a solution of ferrous

chloride l>e saturated with chlorine and evaporated
it yields large red deliquescent crystals of hydrated
ferric chloride (Fe^Cl*.011*0); these crystals cannot
be rendered anhydrous by evaporation, as they are
decomposed by heat. The anhydrous chloride sub-

limes in brown scales, when dry chlorine gas is passed
over iron heated to redness. Ferric chloride dissolves

easily in water. A solution of this salt in alcohol,

and previously purified by dialysis, forms the medi-
cine ‘ tincture of steel ' or ‘ muriate of iron ’. The
most important ferric salts are the alums, a tyjx*

of which is the iron-ammonium alum (Fea(S04 )a .

(NH4)iS()4.21H..O).

8

.

Ferrous Sulphate* FeH04.7HaO.— 1 part of

pure iron when dissolve! in 1 J part of sulphuric acid
diluted with 1 pirts of water yields a liquid which,
on evaporation, deposits bluish-green rhotnlxudal

crystals of ferrous sulphate, containing 7 molecules
of watei. This salt may also lie crystallized with 4,

3, or 2 molecules of water. The crystals effloresce in

the air and lieeorne covered with a brown coating,

which consists of a Irnsic sulphate. Ferrous sulphate
is soluble in uljout twice its weight of eold water;
at 90" its solubility in water is greater than at 100°.

The strong athnity which this salt possesses for

oxygen renders it useful as a reducing agent; thus
it is employed to precipitate gold and palladium in

the metallic state from their solutions. At a red

heat ferrous sulphate is decomposed with evolution

of sulphur dioxide and trioxide, and formation of

ferric oxide, thuH

—

•2 Fe SO4=Fe2O;
,+S03-f802.

If this decomposition l»e effected in a retort, the
liquid which condenses in the receiver is known as

‘Nordhausen sulphuric acid*. A noteworthy pro-

perty of ferrous sulphate is the readiness with which
it forms double salts of the typ* with the sulphates

of the alkalies: FeS04(R l
)»H()|.t>H 8(). These salts

are less susceptible to oxidation on expwuro than
ferrous sulphate itself. For manufacturing purp>ses
ferrous sulphate or ‘green vitriol’ is formed by
exposing iron pyrites to the action of the air, whereby
the sulphur is oxidized with the formation of sul-

phuric acid and ferrous sulphate. These products

are removed by washing, scrap-iron is added to the

liquid iu order to neutralize the sulphuric acid, the

whole is evaporated and crystallized.

9.

Ferrous Carbonate, FeCO*.—The occurrence

of this salt as spithie iron ore, Ac., has already been

mentioned. By mixing an alkaline cartxmate with
a solution of a ferrous salt a pale-green voluminous
precipitate of ferrous carbonate is produced, which
rapidly absorbs oxygen, at the same time parting

with its carbon dioxide, thus giving rise to hydrated
ferric oxide. This salt, ferrous earlxmate, occurs

in certain ferruginous springs where it is held in

solution by the carbon dioxide present.

The other salts of iron are of less interest than
those whose properties we have briefly sketched.

IRON, Medicinal Uses ok. Iron is employed
by physicians in many forms, partly for its astringent

action on the lining membrane of the throat, gullet,

stomach, and bowels, and for its property of causing
blood to contract and form a clot with albuminous
bodies, bat mainly because of its power of acting on

VOL. VIL

the red corpuscles so as to improve the quality of

the blood. When the purely local action is desired,

iron preparations are sometimes given as injections,

as in cases of bleeding from the nose, bleeding from
the gums, leech -bites, &c. This astringent local

action makes iron a valuable medicine in cases of

relaxed bowel, diarrhoea, and similar affections, but
in many cases the iron preparation requires to lie

associated with a laxative medicine, as in the iron-

and -aloes pill. The astringent action is specially

marked in the preparations known as tincture of
steel and sulphate of iron. When the constitutional

rather than the local action is desired, the least

astringent pre}Mirations should l>e preferred, but the

choice must lx* made in accordance witli the con-

dition of the jMitients stomach as indicated by his

tongue. Th<' least astringent forms art* reduced iron

and dialysed iron; but other useful prejMirations for

tli is purine art* sacchamtcd carbonate of iron , the

phosphati , the tartrate, and the citrates of iron, and
ulso tin* syrup of the hypophosph ites. It is a most
\aluable remedy in amrmia, in conditions of im-
jwiired nutrition, in cases of wasting duo to loss of

blood or chronic discharges, in the condition of weak-
ness following fevers, in scrofula, malarial poisoning,

blood -jMiisoning, diphtheria, erysijK*las, Ac. For the

two last-named diseases it is given ill large doses.

In chronic kidney disease and nervous disease iron

is also very useful, lx*ing usi*d in the latter cast* along

with strychnine. The mildest of iron preparations are

the citrate of iron and ammonia and the citrate of iron

and quinine. Griffith's mixture and Jlfeiud's pill are

valuable iron preparations. The hydrated oxide of

iron is an antidote in chhoh of arsenic* poisoning.

IRON CLAD VESSELS. See Wa it ships.

IRON CROWN, a golden crown, set with precious

stones, with which anciently the kings of Italy, and
afterwards the German emperors, were crowned
when they assumed the character of kings of Lom-
bardy. It has received the above name from an
iron circle, forged, Recording to a tradition opjioHed

by some and ucrepted by others, froni a nail of the

cross of Christ, and introduced into the interior of

it. It was worn, we art* told, by Agiluph, fi91
;
and

by Ch arlemagnc asking of Ttaly; by Henry of Luxem-
burg, 1311; by Frederick IV., 14f>2; by Charles V.,

lf#30; and by Na]x>leoii I., 1805. Latterly it was
taken by the Austrians to Vienna; but in 1866 it

was given up to Vietor Emmanuel on the conclusion

of the jxiice with Austria. Napoleon I., after his

coronation, establish**! the order of the Iron Crown.
When the Kmiieror of Austria in 1816 took possession

of the Lomlwirdo-Venetian Kingdom he admitted the
order of the Iron Crown umong the Austrian orders.

IRON MASK, The Man with the, a famous
personage who was kept a prisoner in two or three

French prisons in the time of Louis XIV., and who
has excited a curiosity corresponding to the care with
which his identity was concealed. His first prison

was the castle of Fignerol or Pinerolo (then l>elong-

ing to France), of which Saint-Mars was governor,

and it is said that he wore during the journey thither

a black velvet mask, and that orders were given to

kill him if he discovered himself. In 1686 he was
carried by Saint-Mars to the isles of St. Marguerite
(Alpes Maritimes); and the same precautions were
observed as upon his first journey. Saint-Mars hav-

ing been appointed governor of the Bastille in 1698,

carried the prisoner with him there, but still masked.

An apartment had been prepared for him more con-

venient, and furnished with more care than those of

the other unfortunate beings who inhabited this sad

abode. He was not permitted to cross the courts,

and he could not take off his mask even before his

physician. In other respects the greatest attention
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was shown him, and nothing which he requested was
refused him. He was fond of fine linen and lace, and
was very attentive to his whole personal appearance.

His education appeared to have been carefully at-

tended to; and he amused his leisure by reading,

and playing upon the guitar. The physician of the

Bastille related that this unknown person was ad-

mirably formed, and that he had a very fine skin,

although rather brown. He interested by the mere
sound of his voice, never complaining of his situation,

and never giving any hint of his character. Home
of these statements are, however, not well authenti-

cated, l)eing due, it apjiears, to the somewhat roman-
tic dressing given to the story by Voltaire. This
unknown fierson died Novemlier 19, 1703, at ten

o’clock in the evening, without having undergone
any severe sickness. He was buried the next day
at four o’clock in the afternoon in the cemetery of

the church of 8t. Paul. These details were sub-

stantiated by the MS. Journal of l)u Jonca, the

lieutenant of the Bastille. He was, it was said, about
sixty years of age, although the register of burials for

the church of St. Paul, in which he is mentioned
under the name of Marchiali, makes him only about
forty-five. It is said that orders were given to burn
everything which had been employed in his service

;

that the walls of the charnl>er which he had occupied
were rubbed down and whitewashed; and that the
precautions were carried so far, that the tiles of his

room were removed, in the fear that he might have
displaced some of them to conceal a letter behind
them. But these details are doubtful, and latterly

he was treated with no special consideration.

Conjecture has exhausttd itself to discover who
thiH mysterious jKTHonagc might be. Lal>orde, first

valet de chambre of Louis XV., and who had received

from this prince many proofs of confidence, showed
a desire to discover him. The king replied, we are

told, ‘
1 pity him, but, his detention injuml only him-

self, and has prevented great misfortunes; you cannot

know liiin The king himself had not learned the

history of the iron mask till his majority, and he never

intrusted it to any one. The author of M&noires
Secrets pour servir il 1’Histoire de Perse (Pecquet),

was the first writer who attempted to raise the veil

which covers the unknown prisoner. In this book,

published in 1715, he maintains that it was the Count
of Vermandois, a natural son of Louis XIV. and De
la ValliAre, who was arrested, it was said, for having
given a blow to the dauphin

;
but it is knowm that

the Count of Vermandois died in 1683, at the siege

of Courtrai. Lagrange Chancel, in a letter to

Froron (1759), attempts to prove that the prisoner

was the Duke* of Beaufort, the king of the markets
,

as he was called, and that he was falsely reported to

have been killed at the siege of Candia. Sainte-

Aulaire, in his History of the Fronde has conclu-

sively demolished this hypothesis. Saint Foix, in

1768, wished to prove, in his turn, that it was the

Duke of Monmouth, who was Baid to have been
beheaded at London, but who had been withdrawn
from punishment. The Jesuit Griffet, who held the

office of confessor to the prisoners of the Bastille

from December 3, 1745, to 1764, has examined
these different opinions in the Treatise upon the

Proofs which serve to establish the Truth of His-
toiy, ch. xiv. (Lifege, 1769); and he adds that all the

probabilities are in favour of the Count of Verman-
dois. Voltaire maintained (Philosoph. Diet. art.

Ana, Anecdotes) that the unknown prisoner could
be no one of the personages just mentioned, but did
not venture to state who ne was. ‘Tile writer of this

article adds he, * knows, perhaps, more of him than
Father Griffet, and will not say more of him.’ The
name of the queen, Anne of Austria, mother of

Louis XIV., has been mentioned in connection with
the mysterious prisoner. He is said to have been
her son by some favourite, of whom three are noted:
1, a young foreign nobleman, her chamberlain; 2,

the Duke of Buckingham, as asserted by Linguet
in the Bastille Devoilee; and 3, Cardinal Mazarin,
between whom and Queen Anne Saint-Michel more
than hints that there was a secret marriage. Louis
XIV. is supposed to have first learned of the exist-

ence of this elder brother when he reached his

majority, and to have taken the precaution to im-
prison him to prevent unpleasant complications.

Those a>H)ut the king took every means to conceal
the identity of the prisoner. Tht Ablk> Soulavie,

editor of the Memoirs of the Marshal de Richelieu,

endeavours to prove, vol. iii. p. 75, that the Iron
Mask was a twin brother of Louis XIV. Before
the birth of this prince two herdsmen announced to

Louis XIII. that the queen would give birth to two
dauphins, who would occasion a civil wrar which
would convulse the whole kingdom. To prevent
these troubles he caused the last lx*rn of the twins
to be brought up in secret. Till the revolution this

was the prevalent opinion. At tin* time of the
destruction of the Bastille, in July, 1789, there were
not wanting curious persons, who sought, in the

archives of this fortress, to discover some notices

which might throw light upon this historical pro-

blem. But to no purpose. A with ly-accepted conjec-

ture was first thrown out in a letter written in 1770
by Baron D’Heiss to the Journal Encyclopddique.
According to this view the Man with the Iron Mask
was Count Girolamo Magni, or Mattioli, first min-
ister of the Duke of Mantua, who had betrayed the

interests of Louis XIV. by failing to secure for him,
as he had pledged himself to do, in consideration

of a large bribe, possession from his master of the

fortress of Casale. For this offence he wjis lured to

the French frontier, secretly ariested, and imprisoned
in the fortress of Pignerol in 1679. Documentary
ev dence in confirmation of the conjectures of D’Heiss
and Dutens was exhibited by M. I >elort in his Hifl-

toire de 1'Hommc au Masque d« Fer; so that this

theory gained many adherents. The secret was
preserved so carefully, on the supposition that Mat-
tioli was the prisoner, liecause his seizure and
detention were flagrant violations of international

law. In a more recent investigation by M. dung, La
Verite sur le Masque de Fer (1873), an attempt is

made to identify the Mask with a gentleman of Lor-

raine, who w as connected with an association for the

assassination of Louis. Funek-Brentano in 1894
revived the view that Mattioli was the mysterious

prisoner, and many now consider the controversy

settled and this view established. Such is the jiosi-

tion of Mr. Tighe Hopkins in his The Man in the

Iron Mask (1901).

IRON-WOOD, a name popularly given to a num-
ber of different trees on account of the hardness and
heaviness of their timber. Several trees to which
the name is commonly applied lielong to the genus
Sidcroxylon, and are natives of the tropics, New
Zealand, the Cape, &c. S. inermc, the smooth iron-

wood of the Cape, has long been grown in European
greenhouses. Another tree bearing this name is the

Ostrya Virginica, or hop hornbeam, a N. American
tree of slender size, with foliage resembling that of

the birch, while the fruit is like that of the hop.

IRONY, a term invented by the refined Athenians
(eirdneia, dissimulation), and used primarily to denote

ignorance purposely affected to provoke or confound

an antagonist. By irony we understand, in modem
usage, that figure of speech or rhetorical device in

which the words of the speaker or writer convey

a meaning exactly the reverse of their literal sense.
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When skilfully employed it is one of the most effec-

tive figures of rhetoric. One mode of irony is, when a
person pretends to hold the false opinion or maxim as
true, while, by stronger and stronger illustration, he
so contrasts it with the true, that it must inevitably
appear absurd. Another mode is, when he assumes
the mask of innocent naivete

\

and excites ridicule by
the unreservednesa of his professions.

IROQUOIS, the name given by the French to the
confederacy of North American Indians, called by
the English the Five, and afterwards the Six Na-
tions. The Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Oayu-
gas, Senecas, and Tuscaroras, after thoy were driven

from their hunting-grounds in North ( ’arolina in 1712,

were the members of this confederacy. They for-

merly resided on the Mohawk Fiver and the lakes

which still boar their names, and extended their con-

quests to the Mississippi and beyond the St. Law-
rence. Their valour ami successes had procured them
the name of the Romans of A merica. Their territory

abounded with lakes well stored with fish; their for-

ests were filled with game, and they had the ad van-
tage of a fertilesoil. The sachemsowed their authority

to public opinion; the general affairs of the confederacy

were managed by a great council, composed of the

chiefs, which assembled annually at C )nondaga. They
exterminated the Eries, drove out the Hurous and
Ottawas, subdued the Illinois, Miamies, Algonquins,

Lenni Lennapes, Shawaneae, and the terror of their

arms extended over a great part of Canada, and the

northern and north-eastern parts of the United States.

It is probable that, had America not been coloni/ed

by the whites, they would have absorbed all the na-

tions from Canada to the Gulf of Mexico. In the

long wars between the British and French, which
continued with some interruptionsfor nearly acentury,
until 1763, they were generally in the British interest;

and in the revolutionary war they were also mostly
in favour of the British. According to the United
States census of LS90, and a Canadian report for

1888, the total nuiulxT of the Iioquois was then
ttl«»ut 16,000, of whom 667)6 were Mohawks.
IRRADIATION. The impression produced by

the image of a bright object, which has a dark back-

ground, on the retina extends lieyond the outline of

the image, and causes the object to appear lurger

than it really is; a dark object on a bright background
appears smaller for the same reason. The image of

a star is really a point, and its apparent size is due

to irradiation. Irradiation increases the apparent

size of the bright portiou of a new’ moon, so that it

seems to grasp the faintly illuminated part. Irradi-

ation differs very much in different people, and even

in the same person ou different days ; it is allied to

the phenomena of persistence of impressions, acciden-

tal images and haloes, <tc.

IRRATIONAL QUANTITIES, or Sunns, are

a
uantities which we cannot exactly determine, because

aey cannot be expressed in terms of a primary unit.

Thus V2 is an irrational quantity, for if we per-

form the operation of extracting the square root of

2, we obtain 1*4142..., and though we may carry on

the process to any extent, we cannot stop at any

point and say that we have found the exact number
which represents the square root of 2. The ratio of

the circumference of a circle to its diameter is an

irrational quantity, 3*14169

IRRAWADI, Irawadt, or Ibrawadt, one of the

great rivers of Southern Aria, traversing Burmah in

a southerly course. One branch of it is believed to

rise near lat 28" N.; Ion. 97° 30' e., contiguous to

the eastern extremity of Assam and the sources of

the Lobit* one of the tributaries of the Brahmaputra

;

another branch rises some days’ journey farther east

;

and, in the absence of more complete information, we

may assume that its origin is in East Tibet, somewhere
in the neighbourhood of the above locality, the two
branches uniting about lat 26°. It has generally
a south course, being deflected west, however, both
near Bhamo and at A va, and its total length has tieen

estimated at 1200 miles. Below Bhamo, Anmrapura
ami M audalay, both former Burmese royal residences,
A va, Fagan, Prome, aud, on branches of its delta, Bas-
sein and Rangoon, are the chief places along its banks.
At Yandabo, about 90 miles below Ava, it receives its

principal tnbutun, the Kyen-dwcn or Chindwin
River, from the north : its other large affluents are
mostly from the east. There are three rocky defiles in
which ila channel is suddenly conti acted, the lowest
near Mandalay; but from that point downwards to its

delta it has generally a breadth of from 1 to 4 miles.

Alxiut 140 miles from the Indian Ocean, which it

enters by numerous mouths, the delta of the Irrawadi
commences, a wide interlacement of branches occu-
pying the greater part of Pegu, and on the west and
east arms of w hieh the towns of Bassein and Rangoon
are respectively situated. The current of the Irra-

wadi is commonly gentle -even in its upper part being
no more than at the rate of 2 miles an hour; except
during the inundations, when it flows so rapidly that

no sailing vessels could navigate it but for the assist-

ance of the south -west monsoon. It is navigable
from the sea upwards for steamers of 5 feet draught
as far as Bhamo near the Chinese frontier, 900 miles

from the sea. The Irrawadi Flotilla Co. has a large

number of Hteamcrs specially constructed for its navi-

gation. Like the Nile, the Irrawadi is the main
artery of the country through which it flows: the

principal population of Burmah being established

along its banks.

J R R IGATION is the art of increasing the fertility

of soils by spreading water over them artificially, or

bv inundating them at stated periods, as contrasted

witli watering by manual lal>our. The practice is

coeval with human civilization, and must have been
resorted to originally in countries where otherwise

barrenness must have resulted from excessive drought.

Among the first historical references to the use of

machinery are those to the contrivances for raising

the waters of the Nile, Tigris, and Euphrates to

irrigate the land on their hauks; and in India, China,
and other parts of the East, vast works for the irri-

gation of extensive districts existed in times of re-

mote antiquity. Wherever these works have been
allowed to fall into disuse the ancient fertility of the
country 1ms disappeared. In Italy and Spain, and
in the south of France, irrigation is indispensable to

the proj>er cultivation of the land, not for grass alone,

but for the jK>tato crop, madder, wheat, maize, beans,

and generally every kind of crop sown with the
drill. In warm latitudes water is as indispensable

to the agriculturist as manure is in more temperate
regions, and hence the British government has found
it not only expedient but necessary to promote the

formation of vast works for irrigation in its Indian
possessions, the inhabitants of which depend mainly
for support on the rice crop, which requires a very

abundant supply of water. In some parts of the

United States irrigation is now carried on to a great

extent, as in ITtab, Colorado, Southern California,

Kansas, and Arizona, large tracts being thus rendered
productive that for want of rain would otherwise lie

almost barren. It is probable that the Romans
introduced irrigation into Britain, although it was
little practised till the loginning of the nineteenth

century. Ah modelH of works of this kind, the un-
gation works of the Moors in Spain may still be

studied with advantage. Although the benefit de-

rived from water in irrigation is incontestable, the

mode in which it acts has not been quite satirise-
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torlly explained. The difficulty arises from the strik-

ing results produced by dear and limpid spring-

water, not holding in suspension the fine soil of more
elevated land, or receiving in its course the rich

drainage of populous districts. Unquestionably sew-
age-water is the best for irrigation, from the amount
of putrefying animal and vegetable matter it contains

either in a state of solution or in suspension. But it

is clearly established that beneficial results are due
to the inorganic substances contained in water, as

well as to the organic matter it deposits on the Boil

over which it passes. Such mineral constituents as

salts of potash and soda, sulphate of lime, and soluble

silica, act favourably on vegetation. Where large

quantities of water have been made to pass over a
field an absolute amount of phosphate of lime or

bone-earth is imparted to it equivalent to a good
dressing of bones. Streams or springs having their

origin in the lower strata of limestone rocks are par-

ticularly characterized by fertilizing qualities. The
mere abundance of the water itself is an important
element in irrigation, for not only is a copious supply
of nutriment brought to the roots of valuable plants,

but it proves destructive to several which merely
encumber the ground, and thus poor and unproduc-
tive heath-lands have been converted into luxuriant
meadows. The application of the sewage-water of

towns to increase the productiveness of land has
been attended in some instances with results so

beneficial as almost to transcend belief, as in the

case of the Edinburgh meadows between Portobello
and Leith, an acre of which has sometimes yielded

£40 of rent, and from one of five annual cuttings

10 tons of grass have been obtained from the acre.

The extreme luxuriance of water-meadows may not,

however, be all gain, as the grass from excessive

succulence tends to produce diarrhoea in animals
feeding on it. Hence the quality of the grass should

be carefully studied. There are several systems of

laying out and forming water-meadows. Ridge-and-

fwi'ow in'igation is practised in Hampshire, Wilt-

shire, Berkshire, and Gloucestershire. The water of

the rivers is diverted by means of hatch-work into

small gutters along the tops of the ridges, into which
the land is shaped, and after being made to pass over

the entire surface, it falls into another series of gut-

ters, which either convey it to the river whence it

came, or send it on to irrigate meadow's farther down
the stream. Catch- meadows, so called from each

trench catching the water from its neighbour above
it, are more cheaply formed than ridge-and-furrow

meadows, and the water falling from tier to tier of

gutters suffices to irrigate a larger surface. In the

valleyB of Somersetshire and Devonshire, where
abundant streams have a rapid descent over stones,

the water has been led off in tiers of channels, each

receiving in a level trough the overflow from above,

until the lowest channel is reached, which delivers

the water back to the bed of the river. In this way
a hill-side can be irrigated as easily as a level field,

and the system, from its cheapness and efficacy, is

gradually extending. In subteiraneous irrigation,

which can be applied only to fields that are perfectly

level, drains are drawn across the field in parallel

lines at right angles to ditches formed round the

sides. The side-ditches are below the level of the

cross drains. The water is introduced into them till

the cross drains are filled and the surface overflown.

The water is let off when necessary by opening

sluices connected with the side ditches, which serve

both as conductor and main drain. Much care and
kill are required for the proper management of

water-meadows. There must be neither too much
nor too little water; too rapid a flow must be guarded

against, &o.

IRTISH, a river of Asia, which rises in the Chinese
dominions, on the south-west side of the Altai

Mountains, and after expanding into Lake Zaisan,
flows through the Russian territory of Semipalatinsk
n.n.w. into the government of Tobolsk, passes the
town of that name, and finally, after a course of

about 1800 miles, joins the left bank of the Obi a
little below Samarova. Its chief affluents are, on
the right, the Om, Tara, Shish, Tui, and Demianka;
and on the left the Tunduk, Osha, Ishim, Vagal,
Tobol, and Konda. Much of its course is through
low plains and steppes, and its navigation is much
impeded by shifting sands. Its fisheries, particularly

of sturgeon, are very productive.

IRVINE, a royal and parliamentary burgh, sea-

port, and market-town, in the county of Ayr, Scot-

land, on a rising ground on the right bank of the
Irvine, an affluent of the Frith *>f Clyde, about

\ mile from the estuary formed by its junction with
the Garnock, 24 mileB south-west of Glasgow, on the
railway to Ayr. It consistn of two broad and spa-

cious streets, from which branch off smaller but well-

paved cross streets. On the left Link of the river

lies a part of the burgh called Fullarton, which is

joined to the old royal burgh by a handsome stone
bridge, and lias well-built and commodious houses.

There is a large and ele^mt parish church, and
various other churches. Irvine Academy, occupy-
ing re-constructed and enlarged buildings, is a
flourishing educational institution. A very hand-
some town-house, several banks, and numerous costly

private residences, are notable architectural features.

There is a Social and Literary Institute, comprising
a lecture-hall, reading-room, library, and recreation-

rooms. Manufacturing industry is now represented

by chemical, engineering, foundry, ship-building, and
other works. The harljour admits vessels of 450
tons, and has a good quay, which has lately been
greatly extended and improved. The chief exports

art* coal, fire-clay goods, iron, chemicals; imports

—

timlier, slates, salt, ore, grain, and butter. There
are good golf-links near Irvine, which is one of the

Ayr district of burghs. James Montgomery, the

poet, and John Galt, the novelist, were born in

Irvine. Pop. of the pari, burgh in 18111, 9037; in

1901, 9003.

IRVING, Edward, a celebrated preacher, founder

of the sect which l>ears his name, was Inirn at Annan,
Dumfriesshire, on the 4th of August, 1792. After

receiving a good education in his native place, he

was sent in 1805 to the University of Edinburgh,

where he attracted the special attention of Professors

Leslie and Ohristison. lie subsequently taught for

several years, first at Haddington and then at Kirk-

caldy (where he gained the friendship of Carlyle);

and in 1815 he became a licentiate of the Church of

Scotland. Having removed to Edinburgh in 1819, he

made the acquaintance of Dr. Chalmers, and was

subsequently apjKiinted his assistant and colleague

in St. John’s Church, Glasgow. In 1822 he became
minister of the Caledonian Asylum Chapel, a Pres-

byterian place of worship in Cross Street, Hatton

Garden, London. Here he soon attracted very large

congregations by the force and eloquence of his dis-

courses, and the singularity of his appearance and

gesticulation. The greatest orators and statesmen

of the day hurried to hear him, and the seats of the

chapel were crowded with the wealthy and the fash-

ionable. The appearance of the preacher—tall,

athletic, and sallow—displaying a profusion of jet-

black glossy hair reaching to his Bhoulders, with a

singular obliquity in one of his eyes, and a stern

solemnity of aspect, enhanced the interest and

excitement produced by his discourses. His strong

northern accent added to his singularity, which was
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still farther increased by his violent and ungraceful,
bat impressive gesticulation. His phraseology was
one of the peculiarities which gave him iclat with
the public, for he expressed his ideas in the language
of Milton, Hooker, and Jeremy Taylor. In 182a he
published an octavo volume of 600 pages, under the
sjngular title of For the Oracles of God, Four Ora-
tions—for Judgment to Come, an Argument, in Nine
Parts. Such was the demand for this publication,
that a third edition was called for in less than 8ix

months. Two years afterwards another work ap-
peared under the title of For Missionaries after the
A[K>stolic School, a Series of Orations in Four Parts.

1, The Doctrine; 2, The Experiment; 8, The Argu-
ment; 4, The Duty. By the Rev. Edward Irving,

A.M. The volume was dedicated to Coleridge the
poet, with whom Irving had recently formed an inti-

mate acquaintance. In lv25 Irving preached the
anniversary sermon for the Continental Society, the
substance of which he afterwards published in a
treatise on the prophecies of Daniel and the Apoca-
lypse, entitled Babylon and Infidelity foredoomed of

God. About the same time he drew up his Introduc-
tory Essay to Bishop Horne’s Commentary on the
Book of Psalms, published in Glasgow, and which is

generally considered as one of the choicest products
of his pen. Sermons, Lectures, and Occasional I Ms-
courses, iu three closely -printed volumes in octavo, in

which his theological f>eculiaritie8 were first distinctly

enunciated, were published at London in 1828. These
for some time back attracted considerable attention,

but it was not till 1830 that they were formally taken
up by the presbytery of the Scotch church in Lon-
don, which in that year instituted proceedings against

him, in which he was charged with holding Christ
guilty of original and actual sin, and denying the
doctrines of atonement, satisfaction, imputation, aud
substitution. In the beginning of 1832 his al»erra-

tions had become so marked and extraordinary that

his hearers, who in 1829 had erected for him a large

church in Regent Square, now found it necessary.

In conjunction with the trustees, to prefer charges

against their minister, with a view of either reclaim-

ing him from error, or de]losing him from his official

station as a minister of the Scottish Church in Lon-
don. On the 2d of May, 1832, the London presby-

tery unanimously found him guilty. The conse-

quence was that he became dhqiosseased of his cure

as minister of the National Scotch Church mooting
in Regent Square. In 1833 the presbytery of

Annan, which had licensed him, deposed him from
the ministry, on which occasion his defence of him-

self was a sublime effort of oratory. In the autumn
of 1834 he went to Scotland for the benefit of his

health, and in December of that year expired at

Glasgow of consumption, induced by hie incessant

cares and lalxmrs. An excellent biography of Irving

has been written by Mrs. Oliphant. See Ikvingitim.

IRVING, Washington, a distinguished American
writer, was born on 3d April, 1783, in New York,

where his father, who had emigrated from Scotland

before the Revolution, was a merchant of some
standing. He was originally educated for the legal

Cfession, and in 1806 was called to the New York

, but his tastes were all in the direction of litera-

ture, in whose fields he made his first appearance by
the publication, in 1802, of the Letters of Jonathan
Oldstyle, in the New York Morning Chronicle, a
journal edited by his brother, Dr. Peter Irving,

shortly after the issue of these he was threatened

with an attack of pulmonary disease, and was recom-

mended to try the effects of a journey to Europe.

He accordingly sailed for Bordeaux, visited the south

of France and Italy, and then returned across Mount
St. Gothard, through Switzerland tc Paris. After

visiting Holland and England he returned In March,
1806, to America, and, as already mentioned, was
admitted a barrister in the autumn of that year.

Throughout 1807 he acted as principal contributor

to the periodical of Salmagundi, which terminated

in January, 1808, and in December, 1809, appeared

his celebrated History of New York, by Diedriob

Knickerbocker, in which the manners of the descend-

ants of the original Dutch settlers, thon a consider-

able element in the population of New York, were
sketched in a spirit of the quaintest and most genial

humour. About this time he joined two of his brothers

as a partner in the mercantile firm of Irving Brothen,
of New York and Liverpool, but this included merely
a share in the business, without his being required

to take any active part in its management. During
the war with Great Britain, in 1813-14, he edited

the Analectic Magazine in Philadelphia, and acted

also for a time as aide-de-camp and military secre-

tary to the governor of the state of New York. In

May, 1815, he embarked for England, with the in-

tention of making a second tour of Europe, but this

was frustrated by the embarrassments of his brothers

house, occasioned by the conclusion of peace with
Great Britain. The result of these was a bankruptcy
in 181 7, and Mr. Irving, who had actively but vainly

exerted himself to avort this catastrophe, now re-

solved to follow literature as a profession. Having
taken up his al>odo in London, he commenced in

1818 the series of papers entitled The Sketch-liook,

which were transmitted for publication to New York.
The success of these was eousiderable, and an en-

larged edition was published in 1 820 in England, by
Mr. Murray. Up to 1832, a period of seventeen

years, Mr. Irving continued to reside in Europe,
spending his time partly in England and partly on
the Continent, more es^eially France and Spain.

During this j>eriod were cominmod Rome of his most
famed literary works, comprising Bracebridge Hall,

sold to Murray for 1000 guineas, and published in

] 822 ;
The Tales of a Traveller, for which he ob-

tained 1500 guineas, published in 1824; The Life of

Columbus, sold for 3000 guineas, and published in

1828; Chronicles of the Conquest of Granada, in

1829; Voyages of the Companions of Columbus, in

1831; and Tales of the AJhambra, in 1832. He
also acted for a time as secretary of legation to the

American embassy iu J'higlarul, and in 1831 received

the degree of D.C.L. from the University of Oxford.

In the spring of 1832 he returned to New York,
where he was received with general enthusiasm.

The same year he accompanied on an expedition

to the far west Mr. Ellsworth, one of the commis-
sioners for the removal of the Indian tril>os beyond
the Mississippi. The results of this journey appeared
in his Tour on the Frames, published in 1835. The
same year he published Abbotsford and Newstead
Abbey, and Legends of the Conquest of Spain. As-
toria, or Anecdotes of an Enterprise beyond the

Rocky Mountains, appeared in 1836, the Adventures
of Captain Bonneville in 1837, and the Biography
and Poetical Remains of Margaret Miller Davidson
in 1841. In 1842 he quitted America for Spain,

having received, unsolicited, the honourable appoint-

ment of United States ambassador at Madrid, and
continued in this office till 1846, when he returned

to his native country. He now retired to his coun-

try seat of Sunnyside, the prototype of his own
* Sleepy Hollow/ on the banks of the Hudson, 25

miles from New York, and there spent the remainder

of his days. His last literary works were Oliver

Goldsmith—a Biography (1849), Mahomet and hie

Successors (1849-50), and the Life of George Wash-
ington (1855-56). To the last he enjoyed a green

old age, and on the evening before his death was
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apparently in perfect health. He was found dead
on the morning of 28th November, 1859. Washing-
ton Irving never was married, but in early life was
engaged to a beautiful girl, who prematurely died.

In personal character he was a most amiable and
genial-hearted man; and, in his younger days at

least, was strikingly handsome. No American
author has been more popular, and deservedly so, in

England than he, having succeeded perhaps more
thoroughly than any other in commending himself
to the sympathies both of Old and New World
readers

;
while in point of interest of narrative and

elegance of style he will bear comparison with the
tirst names among British classics.

IRVINGITES, a name derived from the Rev.
Edward Irving, and commonly applied to the sect of

Christians calling themselves the Catholic Apostolic
Church. Irving, in the winter of 1829-80, had de-
livered a series of lectures in London on Spiritual
Gifts, in which their restriction to the primitive
church was denied, and their continuance to the close

of the Christian dispensation maintained. In the
spring of 1830 some remarkable phenomena occurred
at Port-Glasgow, consisting in apparently super-
natural utterances, partly in the vernacular and
partly in unknown tongues. Irving’s associates in

the study of prophecy, after a careful investigation,

were satisfied that there was here a revival of the
spiritual gifts of the first ages of the church. The
same phenomena appeared in his own congregation
and in several others, and in the same year Irving
furnished an account of them to Fraser’s Magazine.
These gifts were of two lands, speaking in tongues
and prophesying, and as the former were unintelli-

gible they were believed to be ‘ unknown,’ the Holy
Ghost * using the tongue of man in a manner which
neither his own intellect could dictate nor that of

any other man comprehend.’ Prophesying consisted

<»f ‘exhortations to holiness, interpretations of Scrip-

ture, openings of prophecy, and explanations of sym-
bols.’ Expulsion from his London chapel and depo-

sition from the ministry by the Presbytery of Annan
^see Irving, Edward) resulted from his maintenance
of these views, and that ]>ortion of the congregation

that adhered to him were forced into a position of

isolation, and of necessity became a distinct com-
munity. In this way arose the Catholic Apostolic

Church, at first Presbyterian in its order of worship
and constitution of membership. The result of

modifications through the agency of the abounding
prophetical utterances may be briefly stated as fol-

lows :—As its constitution claims to be the develop-

ment of that established in the primitive church,

there is the fourfold ministry of ‘ ajjostles, prophets,

evangelists, and pastors and teachers’ (Eph. iv. 11).

The three orders of the church catholic, bishops,

priests, and deacons, are comprehended within this

fourfold classification. The apostleB possess spiritual

prerogatives, and convey the Holy Ghost by the lay-

ing on of hands. They interpret authoritatively the

prophetic utterances, and these must be brought by
the pastors under their cognizance. The names of

the other three ranks of this fourfold ministry suffi-

ciently explain their functions. The church has no
sectarian aims, and doos not suck to proselytize,

recognizing all who have been baptized as members
of the one church, and all Christian communities in

proportion to the measure of truth they hold. Their

ritual embodies portions of those in use in different

sections of the church, Greek, Roman Catholic, and
I’rotestant. Material emblems and signs are em-
ployed to signify spiritual truths, and the propriety

of magnificence in worship, where circumstances admit

of it, Is fully recognized. The ministry is supported

by the tithes of the members, who give offerings

besides for other purposes. The second coming of

Christ is a subject of deep and abiding interest and
sanguine hope to all the members, congregations of

whom, though not numerous, are established in Bri-

tain, Canada, the United States, Prussia, France,
and Switzerland. It was two years after Irving's

death before the number of the apostles had been com-
pleted to twelve. After his deposition by the Pres-

bytery of Annan he ceased to administer the sacra-

ments and perform priestly functions, acting merely
as a deacon, till he should receive a new ordination

from the Spirit. ThiB he believed was conferred on
him on April 5, 1833, and by the imposition of the
hands of the apostle he was constituted ‘angel’ or

chief pastor of the church. The Catholic Apostolic

Church holds essentially the same doctrines as the

other Christian bodies.

ISAAC, the son of Abraham, remarkable for his

birth, which was long promised to hiB parents, and
took place when they were far advanced in age, and
for his having been actually bound and placed as a

victim on the altar. (See Abraham.) He escaped

death by a miracle, and resembled his father in faith

and steadfastness in the worship of the true G od in

the midst of heathens, but not in activity and mag-
nanimity. In him the patriarchal character shone

milder and softer than in Abraham, but purer and
nobler than in his son Jacob. By his marriage with
Rebecca the intermixture of races, which would have
taken place if he had chosen a woman of Canaan for

his wife, was prevented, and the purity of descent

from Abraham’s family remained unimpaired. One
of the most remarkable incidents in his life was the

deception which was practised upon him when his

son Jacob, at the instigation of Rebecca, obtained

from him the blessing of Esau, the first l>om. He
died at Ilcbron, aged 180 years. Very different in-

terpretations have been put on his character. The
Arabian traditions in the Koran represent him as a
model of religion. The Midrash ascribes to him the

institution of the afternoon prayer.

ISABELLA, wife of Edward IL of England.
See Edward II.

ISABELLA of Castile, the celebrated Queen of

Spain, daughter of John II., king of Castile and
Leon, was born 23d April, 1451, and married, 19th

October, 1469, Ferdinand V., king of Arragon, sur-

naiued 4 The Catholic.’ After the death of her bro*

ther, Henry IV., in 1474, she ascended the throne

of Castile, to the exclusion of her elder sister, Joanna,

who had the rightful claim to the crown. During
the lifetime of her brother Isabella had gained the

favour of the estates of the kingdom to such a degree

that the majority, on his death, declared for her.

From the others the victorious arms of her husband
extorted acquiescence in the battle of Toro, in 1476.

After the kingdoms of Arragon and Castile were

thus united Ferdinand and Isabella assumed the

royal titles of Spain. To the graces and charms
of her sex Isabella united the courage of a heroine,

and the sagacity of a politician and legislatrix. She
was always present at the transaction of state affairs,

and she insisted that her name should be placed be-

side that of her husband in public ordinances. The
conquest of Granada, after which the Moors were

entirely expelled from Spain, was in a great degree

her work
;
and the encouragement she gave Colum-

bus assisted him to the discovery of America. In

all her undertakings the wise Cardinal Ximenes wm
her assistant. She has been accused of severity,

pride, and unbounded ambition, and it cannot be

denied that she was deficient in womanly gentleness.

But a spirit like hers was necessary to humble the

haughtiness of the nobles without exciting theix

hostility, to oonquer Granada without letting loose
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the hordes of Africa on Europe, and to restrain the
ices of her subjects, who had become corrupt by
reason of the bad administration of the laws. By
the introduction of a strict ceremonial, which sub-
sisted till a recent day at the Spanish court, she suc-
ceeded in checking the haughtiness of the numerous
nobles about the |>erson of the king, and in depriving
them of their pernicious influence over him. She
checked private warfare, which had formerly pre-
vailed to the destruction of public tranquillity, and
introduced a vigorous administration of justice. In
1492 Pope Alexander VI. confirmed to the royal
pair the title of Most Catholic

, already conferred on
them by Innocent VIII. The zeal for the Roman
Catholic religion, which procured them this title,

gave rise to the Inquisition (see Inquisition), which
was constituted in Spain in 1480, at the suggestion
of their confessor, Torquemada. Isabella died in
1504, having extorted from her husband (of whom
she was very jealous) an oath that he would never
marry again. See Ferdinand V., Ximenkz, and
Columbus.

ISASUS, an Athenian orator, son of Diagoras, was
born at Chalcis in Eutnra, and flourished during the
|>eriod between the Pelojamnesian war and the acces-
sion of Philip of Macedonia. He lived, therefore,
between 420 and B48 B.i\ Lysias and Isocrates were
his teachers. Wholly unconnected with public affairs,

he devoted himself to instruction in eh>quonoe, and
wrote judicial orations for others. Of his fifty ora-
tions eleven are extant, which are recommended by
their pure, clear, concise, and often forcible style, and
are generally on cases of disputed hucccmhiuii. An
important edition is that of Seboinann, w ith common
tary (1 831 ). Sir W. Jones translated ten orations of

Isa-us, with prefatory discourse, notes critical and
historical, and a commentary (London, 1 770)- The
eleventh, now known, haH been iliscovered since.

ISAIAH (Heb. Yishat/uhu, Salvation of Jeho-
vah), the first of the four great Hebrew prophets,
was the son of one Amoz, of whom nothing whatever
is known, and who must not be confounded witli the
prophet Amos, as was done by Clemens Alexaudrinus
and Borne of the fathers. Isaiah prophesied concern-
ing Judah and Jerusalem in the days of TTzziah,

Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah, Icings of Judah. Of
the circumstances of his life almost nothing is known,
further than that he had an important influence over
the kings and people. As his ministry commenced
before the death of Uzziah, he must have l>een at

the least eighty or ninety at the accession of Manas-
•eh, who ‘tilled Jerusalem with innocent bUxxl,’ and
of whose persecution Isaiah, according to tradition,

was the first victim. His usual residence seems to

have been at Jeru-alcm. and he lived about 740 700
B.O. He had three sons, given to him ‘ for signs and for

wonders in Israel.’ As there is a manifest want of a

continuous unity of design in the prophecies of Isaiah

a subordinate controversy has arisen as to who was
the compiler of the l>ook. The obvious answer, that

it was Isaiah himself, assisted by a scrit»e, has l>een

accepted by many, whose opinion is fortified by
2 Chr. xxxii. 32, from which it appears that Isaiah

was otherwise an author. It is admitted that the
*
visions,' which were seen at different times, are not

arranged in exactly chronological or material order;

but an attempt has been made to account for this on
the hypothesis of an original work with subsequent
modifications. The dispute, however, with regard to

the arrangement of the prophecies sinks into inBig-
j

ulficanoe in comparison with that concerning their

authorship. As the last twenty-seven chapters seem
td have been written in the time of the Babylonian
captivity, they have been ascribed to a ‘later Isaiah,’

and coherence of structure and unity of authorship

have not been denied to them. The German scholar
Koppe in his remarks on ch. L of his translation
of Lowth’s Isaiah (1779-81), was the first who
intimated hiB suspicion of a later authorship, and his
view has been adopted by Hoderlein, Eichborn, and
Justi, and in its essentials by Paulus, Gesenius,
liitzig, Ewald, and others, and is that now virtually

held by various English critics. The integrity of

the book has found defenders in John, Muller,
Kleinert, Hengstenl>erg, Haveruick, Stier, Keil,

Henderson, Alexander, and others. The impugners
of the Isaiah -authorship rely mainly for argument
on the author having taken Ills stand-point at the
close of the Babylonish captivity, and on his know-
ledge of the name and career of Cfyrus, who lived more
than a century after the death of Isaiah. A differ-

ence of stylo and sentiment is also urged as militat-

ing agaiust the commonly accepted authorship. The
principal argument on the other side is drawn from
Abe predictive character of prophecy, and from the
nature of ‘ vision \ in which the prophet sees the
future as if it were the present. The style of Isaiah
is peculiarly appropriate to the subjects of which he
tieats, uniting simplicity and clearness with the
highest dignity and majesty. In fulness and power
his poetry far surpasses that of all the other prophets.
1 1 is writings are chiefly denunciations and complaints
of the sins of the people, menaces of approaching
ruin, and animating anticipations of a more glorious

future. Tin* whole bears the stamp of genius and
true inspiration, and is marked throughout by noble-
ness of thought and feeling. Recent commentaries
are those of Dillnmnn and Kittel (1898), Marti (1900),
and Skinner (Cambridge Bible, 1890 98). See also

1 Inver’s Isaiah, his Life and Times; Cheyne’s In-

troduction; U. A. Smith’s article in Hastings' Dic-
tionary of the Bible (1899); and Cheyne’s articles

m the Kncyclopicdin Biblioa (1901.)

1SAK, a river of (iermany, which hhoh in the

Tyrol, about 0 miles N.K. Innsbruck, enters Bavaria,

flows n.n.w., past Munich to Freising, where it turns

abruptly K.N.K., passes the towns of handshut and
Landau; and joins the right bank of the Danube
a little below Deggendorf; course above 190 miles.

Its principal affluents are, on the right, the Dorfen
and Seinpt; on the left, the Loisuch and Ammer.
The current is extremely rapid, and is much used for

floating timber.

ISAIAHA, in ancient geography, a country in

Asia Minor, Itordering in the east on Lycaonia, in

the north on Phrygiu, in the west on Pisiilia, and in

the south on Cilicia and Pamphylia. Tho inhabitants

were shepherds and herdsmen, and formidable as

robbers. Their capital, Isaura, was a more haunt of

bandits. The consul Publius Servilius destroyed it;

hut another Isaura was built not far from it. Hence
Strabo mentions two. No ruins of old Isaura ap|M»ar

to exist; hut the remains of a triumphal arch of the
Euq>eror Hadrian, of the city walls, which can be
traced all round the city, and a gateway on a hill

near the village of Olou Bounar, still mark the site

of New Isaura. Outside the walls are many tombs,

some of which are excavated in the rock.

ISCHIA (Latin, hvarimt or Pithausa), an island

in the Mediterranean, 17 miles w. Naples. It is of

oblong shape, 7 miles long and 4 miles broad; area,

26 square miles. Near its centre is Mount San
Nicolo or Epomeo, an extinct volcano, of irregular

conoidal shaj>e, rising about 2600 feet, from which
the surface gradually slopes, in all directions, towards

the sea. The volcanic origin of the whole island is

clearly indicated by the shape of its mountains, the

fissures and chasms in the mountain-sides, the deep

ravines across the plains, the lava heaped upon lava,

tracts covered with tufa and lapilli, gray ashes and
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sulphur, m well as by the smoke, steam, and hot
mineral waters that gush out in almost every direc-

tion. Much of the surface is fit for cultivation, and
exhibits the highest degree of fertility. Extensive
vineyards, producing an excellent white wine, plan-

tations of olives, and gardens aboundingwith oranges,

citrons, melonH, and groves of chestnut and Uex
variegate the surface. Iron and sulphur are found
in the island, and bricks, tiles, and earthenware are

manufactured. But the great sources of the island’s

prosperity are its numerous thermal mineral springa,

its exquisite climate and lovely situation, which
attract thousands of summer visitors from all parts

of the European continent. In May, 1881, Ischia

was visited by an earthquake, which destroyed many
lives and much property, but this sinks into insigni-

ficance compared with the catastrophe of the same
nature in July, 1883, by which whole towns and
villages wore overthrown, and about 2000 people
perished. Previous to this calamity the island had
a pop. of nearly 30,000. The principal towns are
Ischia on the east coast (pop. 6600), Forio on the
west (6000), and Casamicciola on the north (4000)

;

the two last-named places were completely destroyed
by the earthquake of 1883.

ISCHL, a market town and watering-place of

Upper Austria, on both sides of the river Traun,
60 miles south-west of Linz, in the Salzkammergut.
It has a handsome parish church, a small castle, an
hospital and vapour and mud baths, the materials

for which are derived from a salt-mine about 3 miles

b.k. of the town, which has been worked to a large

extent by adits leading into the heart of the moun-
tain. Salt-baths were established here in 1822, and
Ischl has become a fashionable watering-place. The
emperor and many of the nobility have built villas

in the neighbourhood. Pop. (1890), 8473.

ISEO, Lake (Lacua tievinns), in Northern Italy,

between the provinces of Brescia and Bergamo, has

a length of 16 miles from north to south, and iB tra-

versed by the Oglio, a tributary of the Po. It has

an average breadth of 6 miles
;
and its greatest depth

is 984 feet. The shores, which are abrupt and
picturesque, are clothed with vineyards and olive

gardens, and studded with towers, castles, and
villas.

ISERE (anciently Tsara), a river of south-eastern

France, which rises on the west side of Mount Iseran

near the Italian frontier, crosses Savoy in an irregular

west course, passing St. Mauriceand L’Hopital, enters

the department of Isfere, to which it gives its name, and
which it crosses in an irregular w.s.w. course, passing

Grenoble ; after which, traversing the north part of

department Drdme, it joins the Rhone on the left, 6

miles aboveValence. Its chief aiiiuents are the Arly,

Arc, Ozeins, Drac, and Bourne. Whole course, about

190 miles, of which nearly half is of some use for

navigation ;
but the river is very subject to inunda-

tions. In general its channel is narrow and inter-

rupted hv shoals and islands.

ISEUE, a department of France, bounded N. and
W. by the Rhone, which separates it, in the former
direction, from the department of Ain, and in the

latter from the departments of Rhone and Loire;

s. by the departments of Dr6me and Hautes-Alpes,

and E. and N.E. by Savoy; area, 3185 square miles.

The surfaoe is generally mountainous. At least

twenty well-defined mountains are 6700 feet high.

The culminating point, Le Grand Pelvoux, is 13,158

feet. There are no proper plains, except in the n.

and near the centre. The whole department belongs

to the basin of the Rhone, which drains great part of

it directly. The only other important river is the

Isbre. which traverses it cirouitously in a w.s.w. direc-

tion, and is augmented within it by numerous small

tributaries. The soil, where available, is generally of

great fertility, and the com raised more than meets
the home consumption. All the cereal and legu-
minous crops, together with maize and potatoes, are
abundant. Medicinal plants are extensively grown

;

and fruit of various sorts is excellent in quality, and
in quantity almost unlimited. None of the wines
are first-rate. The mulberry is cultivated to a great
extent, more especially in the large and beauti-

ful valley of Gresivaudan, in the vicinity of Grenoble,
and large quantities of the finest silk are obtained.

The minerals are of considerable importance, in-

cluding a little gold and silver, once worked in

mines, now abandoned
; lead, copper, and iron. A

coal-field is worked to some extent; and there are

some valuable quarries of marble, slate, granite, and
porphyry. The manufactures are sail-cloth, coarse
woollens, ordinary and table linen, gloves, tanned
leather, cotton goods, and chemical products. The
iron-mines employ a number of blast-furnaces, and
the iron is extensively manufactured, and used as

castings. There are also numerous paper, silk, and
cotton mills. The trade is chiefly in com, wine,

liqueurs, turpentine, wool, hemp, cheese, nut-oil,

metals, skins, leather, silk, &e. For administrative

purposes the department is divided into four arron-

diBsements— Grenoble, the capital; St. Marcellin,

La-Tour-du-Pin, and Vienne; subdivided into 45

cantons and 560 communes. Pop. (1896), 568,933.
1SERLOHN, a town of Prussia, in the province

of Westphalia, in the government and 15 miles west

of the town of Arnsberg, is situated in a picturesque

hilly district on the small river Baar. It has a

new town-house, a real-gymnasium, and a school of

practical metal-working with workshops attached,

besides other schools. In the market-place is a war
memorial with a colossal statue of the Emperor
William I. Metal wares are largely made, including

articles in iron, Bteel, brass, bronze, tin, &c., and in

particular noedleR are manufactured to a great extent.

Zinc is obtained here. Pop. (1SP5), 21,722.

ISERNIA (Latin, JS&ernia, ), a town of South Italy

(Naples), on a spur of the Apennines, in the province

and 23 miles w. Oampobasso. It is one of the most
ancient townR in the kingdom

;
the see of a bishop

;

has a court of justice, a fine cathedral, in a great

measure destroyed by the earthquake of 1805 ;
many

remainsof antiquity, particularly asplendid aqueduct,

which is led across a hill, and supplies several foun-

tains and public works. The modern town, which is

surrounded by a wall, consists chiefly of one long

narrow street. The chief manufactures are blotting-

paper and hydraulic machinery. Near it the first

battle took place between the Sardinian and Neapo-
litan troops, Oct. 17, 1860. Pop. 9015.

ISHMAEL (Hebrew Yishmael, whom God hears),

the son of Abraham, by his concubine Hagar, the

Egyptian, the handmaid of Sarah, was bom when his

father was fourscore and six years old. At first

Abraham regarded him as the heir of the promise,

but Isaac, the true heir, was afterwards bomto him by
Sarah. At the feast in celebration of the weaning of

Isaac, Sarah saw Ishmael,then probably about sixteen

years of age, ‘mocking,’ in consequence of which she

urged the patriarch to cast out Hagar and her son.

His character had been predicted to Hagar by the

angel of the Lord previous to his birth. He was to

be ‘a wild man
;
his hand against every man, and

every man’s hand against him
; and he shall dwell

in the presence of all his brethren.’ Abraham had
been assured that of Ishmael would be made a great

nation, a promise renewed to Hagar in the wilderness

of Beersheba, when she and the lad, about to perish

by thirst, were miraculously saved by the revelation

of * a well of water.’ In the wilderness he grew to
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muihood, «nd became a skilful and famotts archer.
Hie mother ‘took him a wife out of the land of Egypt,'
and thus there was a double infusion of Hamitic Dlood
into the veins of the progenitors of the ‘great nation'
that was to spring from Ishmael, generally and justly
believed to be the Arabian. Few incidents of his
later life are recorded, beyond his having had twelve
sons and a daughter, the connection of his family and
that of Esau by marriage, and his death at the age
of a hundred and thirty-seven, ‘in the presence of all

bis brethren.’ The meaning of this expression, which
occurs also in the prophecy of the angel to Hagar
after her conception, is confessedly obscure. But
from Ishmael's having been present at his father’s

burial, it probably signifies nothing more than that
he dwelt in the neighbourhood of Abraham and Is:iac,

as in the East burial follows death at an interval of

only a few hours.

ISHMAEL ITES, in ancient geography and his-

tory, the descendants of Ishmael, the son of Abra-
ham by Hagar. These are to be found among the
Arabians, as the testimony of the Bible and of uative
tradition, and the corroborating accessories of physi-

cal characteristics and language, prove beyond a doubt.
The Joktanite and Cushite monarchies in Southern
Arabia give no indication in character and habits of

having had Ishmaelites as founders, but the Bedouins
of the north who roam over the deserts lying between
the Peninsula of Sinai and the Persian Gulf, are un-
questionably of Ishmaelitic origin. They maintain
a primitive and patriarchal form of life, and are full

of Ishmaelitic traditions. Mohammed claimed descent
from Ishmael, but his descent is totally lost till the

twenty -first generation preceding his birth.

The name of Jahmaditea, or hmadiana
,

is also

given to a Mohammedan sect which originally be-

longed to the Shiites, the adherents of All and the

opponents of the Sunnites. In the first century of

the Hegira the Iman Jafar Asaadik, a descendant of

Ali, on the death of his eldest son, Ismael, having
transferred the succession to his younger son, Mousa,
to the prejudice of the children of Ismael, a party

refused to acknowledge Mousa, and considered Is-

mael’s posterity as the legitimate Tmans. By the

oriental historians they are reckoned with the

Nassarians among the Bathenins or Batenites, that

is, adherents of the mystical, allegorical doctrines of

lalamism. From the 8th to the 1 2th century they

were powerful in the East. Under the name of

Carmotiana (as they were called, from ( ’armati, near

Cufa, the birthplace of their chief Karfeh, in the 8th

oentury) they devastated Irak and Syria. In Persia,

which they likewise overran alxmt this time, they

were called Meladeha, that is, impious, or Talimitea
,

because they professed Tallin’s doctrine, that man
can learn truth only by instruction. One dynasty of

the lsmaelians, founded by Mohammed Abu-Obkid-
Allah, conquered Egypt about 910, and was over-

thrown by Saladin, the caliph of Bagdad, alwmt

1177, when the dynasty became extinct with Adhed-
Udin-Allah. The other (still existing) Ishmaelite

branch founded a kingdom in Syria in 1090, under

the Iman Hassan Ben-Sabbah, which became for-

midable in the East by its military power. Hassail,

with his seven successors, is known in the East under

the name of the Old Man of the Mountain ,
because

his residence was in the mountain fastness of Mesiade

in Syria. Thence be despatched his warriors— who
were called Ifashiahim, from their immoderate use

of a powder prepared from the leaves of the hemlock

(Arab, haakiaheh ), which produces an excitement

amounting to fury—on expeditions of robbery and

murder. These lsmaelians, therefore, acquired in

the West the name of Aaaaasina (corruption of Hash -

isAm), which thence became, in the western lan-

guages of Europe, a common name for murderer. At
tile dose of the twelfth century the Mongols put
an end to the dominion of the Old Man of the
Mountain, who, aocording to Von Hammer's re-

searches, was not a prince, but merely the head of a
sect. From this time only a feeble residue of the
lsmaelians, from whom proceeded the Druses, about
a. D, 1020, has survived in Persia and Syria. The
Syrian lsmaelians dwell chiefly around Massiad,
south-west of Hamah, in the .Jeliel Ansarieh, a
northern continuation of Lebanon. They arc under
Turkish dominion, with a sheik of their own, who,
in consideration of a yearly tribute to the Porte,

enjoys the revenues of the territory. These people
are commended by modern travellers for their hospi-

tality, frugality, gentleness, and piety. Early in the

nineteenth century they suffered severely in n war
with the Nossanuns, a rival sect, who took their

chief stronghold, Massiad, in 180 (
.h and desolated

the country. The v illage of Radnius, on the western

.nIojk* of .Miel Ansarieh, at no great distance from
Massiad, is now their headquarters. The lsmaelians,

with other Shiites, adore the prophet Ali as the in-

carnate God, and Mohammed as an ambassador of

God, and the author of the Koran. All iBUiaelianii

term themselves Seul
r that is, descendants of the

family of M ohammed, and wear the greeu turban, in

token of their pretended nobility. In accordance

with their exposition of the Koran they believe in

sujK*rnatural communications of the Diety by the

prophets (linans), and in the transmigration of souls,

deny a paradise and hell, do not observe the purifi-

cations and fastH of the orthodox Mohammedans, and
perform their pilgrimages, not to Mecca, but to

Meschid, the place of Ali’s interment, four days’

journey from Bagdad. They have no public temples,

and their simple rites display more of pure theism

than those of the Mohammedans. They were system-

atic prosclytizcrs, and attempted to win over not

merely Sunnites and Shiites, and all the different

Mohammedan sects, but also .lews and Christians.

Theneophyte had to pass through ninosoveral degrees,

in the concluding one of which he was freed from all

restraints with regard to his belief. ‘The object of

Abdallah Ilm Mainmm, who first gave importance

to the sect, is admitted to have been the abrogation

of Islamism, and the replacing of it by materialism.

But many changes have been made of the Ismaelite

creed at different times. It was probably intended

to gain jM>Iiticul power by purifying and allegorizing

Mohammedanism.
ISIAC TABLE, or Bkmhink Taw.e (Menaa

laiara and Tabula Bembina), an ancient Egyptian
monument on which is represented the worship of

the goddess Isis, with her ceremonies and mysteries.

It is a square table of copper, divided into five com-
partments, covered with silver mosaic skilfully in-

laid. The principal figure of the central group is

Isis. After the capture of Home (1525) this table

came into the possession of Cardinal Bcmho, from
whom the 1 hike of Mautua obtained it for his cabinet.

After the sack of Mantua in 1630 Cardinal Pavia
obtained it, and presented it to the Duke of Savoy.

It is at present in the royal gallery at Turin. Several

engravings of it have been made; the first by yEneas
Vicus (Venice, 1559), in figures the size of the ori-

ginal. Caylus has engraved and described it in his Re*

cueil d’Antiquitds &gyptienncs, Etrusques, Grecques
et Romanies, viL p. 84. It is filled with all sorts of

hieroglyphics; ana Chamj>ollion judged it to be the

work of an uninitiated artist, little acquainted with

the worship of Isis, and probably of the age of Ha-
drian.

ISIDORE. Three Spanish ecclesiastics l»ore this

name, of whom the most famous was Isidore of Seville,
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who flourished at the beginning of the seventh oen-

tunr, and is favourably known in ecclesiastical history

as IsiDOBOB Hibpalensis. He was the most profound
scholar, the most eloquent orator, and the ablest pre-

late of his age and country. He exercised a power-
ful influence over the development of Latin Chris-

tianity. Two of his brothers were bishops, one of

Cartagena and the other of Seville, and in the palace

of the latter he devoted his youth to study and reli-

gious exercises. Elevated to the episcopate of Seville

in 600 or Col he established a college for the educa-

tion of youth; he presided over the second Council
of Seville in 619

;
over the great Council of Toledo

in December, 633; and died at Seville, 4th April,

636 . He was an eager advocate of orthodoxy, a strict

disciplinarian of the clergy, and was held in the highest

estimation by hw contemporaries and successors. The
fruits of his industrious exertions in literature are not
without value at the present day, and the canons of

the two councils held under his presidency furnished

materials for the basis of Spanish constitutional law,

civil as well as ecclesiastical, down to the fifteenth cen-

tury. There is a notorious collection of decretals

falsely attributed to him. The most coni] >lete edi-

tion of the works of Isidore is that of F. Arevalo,

seven vols. lto (Rome, 1797 1803). Several of his

works were translated into English as eaily as the

middle of the sixteenth century.

ISIDORIAN DECRETALS. See Decretal.
ISINGLASS. This substance is almost wholly

gelatine, 100 graiim of good dry isinglass containing
rather more than 98 of matter soluble in water. It

is brought principally from Russia, but considerable

quantities are also brought from lliazil, North Ame-
rica, and the East Indies. The Russian isinglass is

chiefly obtained from the sounds or swimming-blad-
ders of the sturgeon, which is very plentiful in the

Caspian and rivers flowing into it; the American is

obtained from the cod, sturgeon, hake, &c.; and the
sounds of a great many fish produce it. It is the basis

of the Russian glue, winch is preferred to all other kinds

for strength. Isinglass receives its different shapes
in the following manner. The sounds are taken from
the fish while sweet and fresh, slit open, washed from
their slimy matter, divested of a very thin membrane
which envelopes the sound, and then exposed to

stiffen a little in the air. In this state they are

formed into rolls about the thickness of a finger, and
in length according to the intended size of the staple;

a thin membrane is generally selected for the centre
of the roll, round which the rest are folded alter-

nately, and about half an inch of each extremity of

the roll is turned inwardB. Isinglass is best made in

the summer, as frost gives it a disagreeable colour,

deprives it of its weight, and impairs its gelatinous
principles. Isinglass boiled in milk forms a mild,
nutritious jelly, and is thus sometimes employed
medicinally. A solution of isinglass in water, with
a very small proportion of some balsam, spread on
black silk, is the court plaster of the shops. Isin-
glass is also used in fining liquors of the fermented
kind, and in malting mock-pearls, stiffening linens,
silks, gauzes, &c. "With brandy it forms a cement
for broken porcelain and glass. It is also used to
stick together the parts of musical instruments. See
Jelly.

ISIS, the principal goddess of the Egyptians, the
symbol of nature or jiautheistic divinity, the mother
and nurse of all things. According to Diodorus,

Osiris, Isis, Typhon, Ajxdlo, and Aphrodite (Venus)
were the children of Zeus and Hera (Jupiter and
Juno), Osiris, the Dionysos (Bacchus) of the Greeks,

married Isis (sun and moon), and they both made the

improvement of society their especial care. Isis dis-

oovered the valuable qualities of wheat and barley,

which had till then, grown wild, unknown to man
kind, and Osiris taught how to prepare them. In

gratitude for these benefits the inhabitants always
presented the first ears gathered as an offering to

Isis. Isis thus corresponded to the Greek Demeter
(Ceres). According to Plutarch's learned treatise (On
Isis and OBiris) Osiris and Isis were the illegitimate

offspring of Saturn and Rhea. Osiris was bom the

first, and at his birth a voice cried, ‘The lord of the

world is bom.’ On the second day Rhea was deliv-

ered of Aroueris, or the elder Horus (Apollo), on the

third of Typhon, on the fourth of Ibis, and on the

fifth of Nephthys, who was called Teleuti, the Con-
summation, though others give her the name of

Aphrodite and Niki (Victory). Of these five chil-

dren there were three fathers—Helios, Saturn, and
Hermes. Typhon married NephthyB; Osiris and Isis

loved each other even in their mother’s womb. Osiris,

the good spirit, was persecuted by Typhon, the bad
spirit, who, by stratagem, shut him up in a chest, and
threw him into the sea. When Isis learned this she

cut off one of her locks, put on mourning garments,

and wandered about disconsolate in search of the

chest. Meanwhile she learned that Osiris, on a cer-

tain occasion, deceived by Nephthys, who was enam-
oured of him, had mistaken Nephthys for herself,

and that the child which was the fruit of this union

had been exposed by its mother. Isis therefore sought

the child, and bred him up under the name of An ubis.

The chest in wliich Osiris was shut up was, mean-
while, driven ashore at Byblos,and thrown on a bush,

which, having suddenly grown into a beautiful tree,

had entirely inclosed it. This tree was afterwards

cut down by the king of the country as a curiosity,

and used as a pillar in his palace. The chest was
finally obtained by an artifice of Isis, but the body,
being afterwards discovered by Typhon, was tom by
him into twenty-eight or twenty-six pieces, which he

scattered over the country. On discovering this

Isis proceeded to collect the fragments, and Osiris

having returned to life, Isis bore to him Harpocrates,

the god of silence, who was lame in his lower limbs.

As the goddess of fecundity, and the universal bene-

factress, she su}>erintended the cure of human mala-
dies, and even in Galen’s time several medicines bore

her name. After her death she was reverenced as the

chief of the divinities. According to Herodotus the

Egyptians represented Isis under the form of a wo-
man, with the horns of a cow, as the cow was sacred

to her. Another tradition also related that Isis, in

the shape of a young cow, became the mother of

Apis, by a ray from heaven (Osiris); that is, the sim

and moon sustain the earth. She is also known by

the attributes of the lotus on her head, and the sistrum

in her hand, a musical instrument which the Egyp-
tians used in the worship of the gods. The dress of

Isis consists of a close under garment, and a mantle

drawn together and fastened in a knot on her breast.

Her bead is covered with the Egyptian hood. Some-
times, like the Diana of Ephesus, the universal mo-
ther, she is represented with a great number of

breasts. Among the Romans Isis afterwards received,

in countenance, figure, and dress, somewhat of the

character of Juno. A foreign character is to be re-

cognized only in the mantle and fringed veil, and
other attributes. She was particularly worshipped
in Memphis, but at a later period throughout aU
Egypt. A festival of eight days (the festival of Isis)

was annually solemnized in her honour, consisting

of a general purification. From Egypt the worship
of this goddess passed over to Greece and Rome.
Pausanias describes the manner in which her wor-

ship was celebrated in Greece. The priests of Isis

were bound to observe perpetual chastity, but when
her worship passed into foreign countries it became
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* cloak for the grossest licentiousness. The abuses
srhich it occasioned at Rome caused its frequent pro-
hibition there. It was, however, repeatedly revived.
The Romans never considered the worship, which
was introduced among them by Sulla (b.c. 86), alto-

gether reputable, and its attendant immorality was
vigorously lashed in the satire of JuvenaL
ISIS, the technical name of the Mare'a-taU coral

(/sis hippttrii), which consists of a central axis of
coral-structure covered and invested in the living
state, by a soft outer tissue in which the numerous
little coral polypes are imbedded. The characteristic
composition of the coral of Isis has given to it the
popular name above-mentioned, from its general like-

ness to the plant known as the ‘mare's-tail.’ The coral
consists of a branching stem of alternating joints of
born and lime; the branches springing from the limy
joints. In Mopaea

,
an allied coral to Isis, the branches

take origin from the homy joints. The Isis belongs to
that kind of coral-structure to which the term aclero -

basic is applied. The distinctive peculiarity of this

kind of coral consists in the coral axis being internal,

and the living flesh external. The coral, however,
is really outautc the living flesh, because the living

substance is inverted, the internal surface being
turned to the outside. And to the Isis, and all other
sclerobasic corals, Dana has applied the term ‘foot-

secretion.’ The familiar red coral of commerce be-

longs to the same type of coral structure as the Isis.

The order in which the Isis is included is that of the
Alcyonaria, the distinguishing feature of which is the
possession by the little polypes—or separate individ-

uals of the colony—of evjht tentacles or feelers Bur-

rounding the mouth, these organs being pinnate or

fringed in a feather-like manner. The internal soft

arts of the body are present in multiples of four.

'he Isis is found chiefly in the Indian Seas, in the

Pacific Ocean, and on the coasts of America. It is

classified in the family Gorgonidae, one of the divisions

of the order Alcyonaria mentioned above.

ISKENDEROON, or Iskanderoon. See Aucx-
ANDRETTA.
ISLA, Josfi Francisco de, a Spanish Batirist, bom

at Segovia in 1714, entered the order of Jesuits, and
distinguished himself in several monasteries as a

teacher and preacher. On the expulsion of the .1 esuits

from Spain he retired to Bologna, where he died in

1783. His greatest work, which has procured him a
European name and given him an enduring place in

Spauish literature, iB Historia del famoso predicador

Fray Gerundio de Campuzas, alias Zotes (Madrid,

1758), in which, taking C’er\ antes for his model, he,

in a style of the finest irony, desorilKja the preaching

monk of his time. This boo!: had the honour of fall-

big under the ban of the Inquisition, and has been
translated into French, English, and several other

foreign languages. It has lieen frequently reprinted

in Spain. The best edition is that published at

Leipzig in two volumes in 1885 under the editor-

ship of Lidforss. Isla also wrote other works.

ISLAM, or as it is pronounced in Syria, Eslam
,

the name applied by its votaries to the Mohammedan
religion, signifies an entire submission or devotion to

the will of another, and especially of God, and thence

the attaining of security, peace, and salvation. This

act iB performed and these blessings are obtained,

according to the doctrine of the Koran, by acknow-

ledging the unity of God and the apostleship of

Mohammed. Every man who makes this profession

(aslama) is a Moslem, that is, has entirely given

himself up to the will of God, and is, on that account,

In a state of salvation (saJam). It is held that Islam

was onoe the universal religion, and that everv child

bom in the true faith would abide in it, without de-

fection, were it not for parental wickedness.

As Islam oomprehends the practical as well as the
doctrinal tenets of the Mohammedan religion—every-

thing which Moslems must believe and practise—it
embraces the whole of their civil and religious polity;

for the system of Mohammed relates more to this

world than the next, and was designed, like the law
of Moses, for the secular as well as the spiritual

direction of his followers. But, taken in its more
common and direct sense, it signifies the profession

of the five fundamental doctrines on which, according
to a traditional declaration of the prophet, the whole
edifice of the faith is built. Those five points are

—

1, the acknowledgment of the Divine Unity and of

the prophetic mission of Mohammed; 2, observance

of prayer; 3, giving of alms; 4, keeping the fast of

Ramadan
;
and 5, the performance, if possible, of the

pilgrimage to Mecca. They are often also subdi-

vided and enlarged, in order to arrange them more
conveniently into the two classes of belief (iman) and
practice {dm). The former relates to—I, God; 2,

the angels; 3, the Sacred Book; 4, the prophets; 5
,

the lost day; and 6, the divine decrees: the latter to
—1, purification; 2, prayer; 3, alms; 4, fating; and
5, the pilgrimage. To the first article of this croed

the Persians and other adheronts of All add, ‘Ali is

the vicar of God;’ and that is the only essential point

in which they differ from the Sunnites, or orthodox
Mussulmans, who acknowledge the authority of the

four first khalifs. The disputes concerning the suc-

cession to the klialifate, or supremacy of the prophet*

spiritual and civil, which aroHe immediately after his

death, split his followers, as is woll known, into two
distinct sects, the Sunnites and the Shiites, who have
never since ceased to hate each other with a bitter

animosity; but they differ more in the degree of

veneration paid to Ali than in any other point; and
professing the same creed, with the exception of one
article, they derive their doctrines from the same
sources. In their resjwctive rituals, and their inter-

pretation of particular texts, there ore many minor
1 differences; but both agree in superadding a tnuli-

I tional to the written law of Mohammed, and lw>th

j

have sanctioned that departure from the original

i simplicity of his doctrine, the re-establishment of

which was the professed object of the Wahahees.
See Mohammed.
ISLAND, a jiortioii of land entirely surrounded

by water. Islands are of very different extent, sur-

face, &c. There are some so large that authors have
doubted whether they should be called contitn nts

,

as Australia; this, however, is a mere matter of

definition. The great masses of land forming the

Eastern and Western Continents are in reality islands.

Excluding Greenland, tin* largest islands of the

world are, in order of size: New Guinea, Borneo,

Madagascar, Sumatra, Great Britain, Hondo, CVlelxjH,

South Island (N.Z.), Java, North Island (N.Z.),(
,

uba,

Newfoundland, Luzon, Ireland, Mindanao, Ireland,

Saghalien, Yezo, Hayti. A cluster of several islands

is called an ar< hipelayo. The principal clusters iu

the Atlantic are the West Indies, the Azores, the

Canaries, the Hebrides, Orkneys, Shetland#, &c.

But the great world of islands is in the Pacific, and
some modern writers consider them as forming a fifth

division of the world, including the Eastern Archi*

j>elago, Polynesia, and Australia, to which they have

i

given the name of Oceania. A large island is a con-

tinent in miniature, with its chains of mountains, its

rivers, lakes, and is often surrounded by a train of

islets. The rivers of islands are in general little

!

more than streams or torrents, and the smaller islands

are often uninhabitable from want of water; but they

serve as haunts and breeding-places of innumerable

!

sea-birds. There are islands in rivers and lakes, as

well aa in the sea. In rivers they are often formed
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by the division of the stream into various branches,

and often by accumulations of earth brought down
and deposited around a rocky base. Examples are not
wanting of floating islands, which are formed by the
roots of plants and trees interlacing with each other,

and thus constituting a support for deposits of suc-

cessive layers of earth. Islands have been grouped
into the two distinct classes of continental and
pelagic or oceanic islands. Continental islands

follow each other in succession along the margin of

the continents, and are generally of the same geolo-

gical structure. Pelagic islands are mostly of vol-

canic or coral formation. Considerable islands have
been known to be suddenly raised up from the sea-

bottom by volcanic action, and soon after to have as

suddenly disappeared in the ooean. The Pacific con-

tains a great number of low islands having their

basis formed of coral reefs, these reefs being produced
by the labours of innumerable coral-animals or zoo-

phytes. (See Coral.) Submarine islands, as they
have been sometimes called, or immense banks of

sand above which there is no great depth of water,

are not unfrequent. A portion of country nearly

included between several rivers is sometimes called

an island, as the ancient province of the hie de
France.

ISLANDS OP THE BLESSED, or Fortu-
nate Islands (lnsvlce Beatorum, Fortunatce Inml<r

t

in Greek Nesoi Makaron), according to the Grecian
mythology certain islands, which were supposed
to lie westward in the ocean, where the favourites

of Zeus, snatched from death, lived in perpetual

happiness. According to Hesiod they were the resi-

dence of the fourth race of heroes. In the earliest

mythology the Islands of the Blessed, the Elysian
Fields, and the lower world, were in general con-

founded with each other. Homer’s Elysium is on

the west border of the earth, near to Ocean; Hesiod’s
Elysium is the Nesoi Makarbn.
ISLAY, an island of Scotland, belonging to the

county of Argyle, on the west coast, one of the

larger of the Inner Hebrides, immediately s.w. of the

island of Jura, from which it is separated by a narrow
channel, called the Sound of Islay, and 11 miles w.

of the peninsula of Kintyre. It is 25 miles long by
17 miles broad; area, 164,000 acres. It has some-
what the form of an inverted heart—the broad end
being largely excavated by the arm of the sea called

Loch Indaal, 12 miles long by 8 miles broad
;
but, with

this exception, and those of Looh Gruinart, on the

north-west coast, and Loudon’s Bay on the Bouth-east,

ita sea-line is not marked by any very deep indenta-

tions, although small bays are sufficiently numerous.

Many parts of the coast are bold and rocky, and
some portions are lined with high perpendicular cliffs.

The island is generally hilly, particularly in the north

and east, although it nowhere presents any great

elevations; the highest summit not exceeding 1400
feet to 1800 feet above sea-level. There is, however,

a very considerable extent of level ground, for the

most port fertile and well cultivated. The island is

chiefly composed of clay Blate, chlorite slate, and
Borne mica slate; quartz, various admixtures of felspar

and hornblende, &c„ with some limestone. Lead,

iron and copper ore, manganese, and cobalt, occur,

but none of them are wrought. The climate is mild,

but humid. Agriculture has greatly improved of

late years, and abundant crops of wheat, barley, oats,

pease, flax, and potatoes are raised. Cattle and
horses, both of which are considered to be of a supe-

rior description, much attention being paid to their

improvement, are bred in large numbers; but whisky
is the staple production, immense quantities being
distilled and exported to Glasgow, England, and
America. The other exports are cattle, oats, and

limestone. The coasts abound with fish of various
kinds. Islay was anoiently the principal residence
of the Lords of the Isles, whose pomp and power is

attested by numerous ruins of castles, forts, and
chapels. Pop. in 1871, 8148

;
in 1891, 7376.

ISLAY, Yslay, or Ilay, a seaport town of Peru,
adjacent to the port of Mollendo, and 50 miles S.S.W.

of Arequipa, to which there is a railway. The town
is said to contain 1500 inhabitants. The houses,
mostly constructed of planks, are arranged into two
or three Btreets having a wretched appearance. The
port, of which the anchorage is good, is formed
chiefly by a few straggling islets. Islay is the
healthiest place on the coast, and people resort to it

for sea-bathing. Most of the shipping trade now
centres in Mollendo
ISLE OF FRANCE. See France (Isle of).

ISLINGTON, a northern suburb of London, in

the county of Middlesex, now a metropolitan mun.
and pail. bor. (four members). Not very long since

a rural retieat, it is now almost entirely covered

with nuiny fine ranges of houses and pleasant villas.

The* most noteworthy edifice is the Agricultural

Hall, in which the Smithfield cattle shows are held.

The population in 1901 was 334,906. Communica-
tion with the City and other parts of the metropolis

is maintained by several lines of tramway ears and
omnibuses, and by the Great Northern, North Lon-
don, and Midland Railways.
ISMAIL, a town of Russia in Europe, on the north

arm of the Danube, 35 miles E. Galatz, and about 40
miles from the mouth of the river. Before it was
stormed and laid in ruins by Suwarow, in 1790, it

contained 30,000 inhabitants, and was one of the

handsomest towns on the Danube, having numerous
mosques, bazaars, and spacious dwelling-houses.

Being ceded to Russia by the Peace of Bucharest in

1812, it began gradually to rise from its ruins, and
had acquired importance as a fortress, a naval station,

and a centre of trade, when it returned to Turkey by
the Peace of Paris in 1856, being included in that

portion of Bessarabia which was withdrawn from
Russia. It was again given back to Russia by the

Treaty of Berlin in 1878 as one of the results of the

Russo-Turkish war. It has important manufactures
of leather, and carries on a very extensive trade in

corn, wool, tallow, and hides. Along with the modern
portion Tutchkow, immediately to the east of it, it

contains (1897) .>1,293 inhabitants.

ISMAILIA, a town in Egypt, on the salt lake Tim-
seh, near the Suez Canal, 46 miles Bouth of Port Said.

It came into existence through the making of the

Suez Canal, being the centre of the engineering

works, and is quite a European place, with hotels,

an assembly-room, &c. It stands at the outlet of a

branch of the fresh -water canal. Pop. 3000.

ISOBARIC LINE, a line drawn on a map
through all places where the barometer is at the

same height at a certain time. Telegraph communi-
cation enables these lines to be drawn with some
accuracy. Winds generally blow from places where
the barometer is high, to places where it is low.

Storm warnings (first sent by Admiral Fitzroy) are

based partly on information afforded by isobaric lines

and partly on information sent by telegraph from

distant localities where the storm has commenced.
ISOCHRONISM OF VIBRATIONS. The pen-

dulum of a clock may swing through a large arc or

through a small arc, but the time of a vibration is

always sensibly the same; when an elastic rod is

firmly fixed at one end in a vice, and the other end

is caused to vibrate, whether its vibrations are great

or small they are executed in Bensibly equal times;

when sound is conveyed by air, the vibrations of a

particle of air are executed in sensibly the same time
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when the sound is loud, as when it is dying away;
this property of vibrations is called isochronism.
After an elastic body has been slightly distorted, if

it is allowed to return to its former shape the forces
of restitution are known (Hooke's law) to be propor-
tional to the amount of distortion; from this it may
be proved Jby mathematics that the body will return
to its original shape in the same time whether the
distortion has been small or comparatively great.
With the ear we can judge of the isochronism of
sound vibrations, and we know that the pitch of a
note from a tuning-fork continues the same until the
sound dies away.
ISOCRATES, one of the most distinguished

Greek orators, born at Athens 436 B.c. His principal
teachers were Tisias, Gorgias, Prodicus, and Prota-
goras. On account of his weak voice and natural
timidity he was reluctant to speak in public, or take
any direct part in political affairs; but he employed
himself most diligently in giving lessons in the art

of eloquence, and preparing orations for others. He
derived a considerable profit from this occupation, as

is evident from the fact recorded by Plutarch, that he
received a present of twenty talents (£2875 sterling)

for a speech that he wrote for Nicocles, king of Cyp-
rus. He was the first who saw the value of oratory in

its practical application to public life. By basing it on
sound moral principles he rescued it from the abuses
of the Sophists, of whom he was the avowed enemy.
Though from his constitutional timidity he never
attained to the offices to which in Athens public

eloquence afforded the only passport, eloquence

nevertheless owed much to his services. He was
particularly distinguished for a polished style and a
narmonious construction of his sentences. The com-
position, revision, and repeated polishing of his

speeches occupied so much time that he published

little. His celebrated panegyric on Athens (Pan-

athenaicus) employed him ten, or according to others,

fifteen years. The critics of his time objected to

him that his style waB often prolix and overloaded

with ornament, that he aimed rather at pleasing the

ear than moving the heart; that he made the sense

subservient to the sound, and often used unmeaning
expressions and unappropriate figures to round off

his periods. As all his speeches were modelled after

the same pattern, their sameness excited weariness.

His subjects were the most important jwmits of

morals and politics. His patriotism was sincere, and
his desire for the freedom of Greece so intense, that

be starved himself to death in his ninety-eighth year

from grief at the unhappy battle of Cheromea. In

Plutarch's time sixty orations went under his name,

not half of which were, however, deemed genuine.

Twentv-one now remain, of which the principal are

the Panegyricus (an oration in which he exhorts the

Greeks to concord, and to war against the* Persians)

and the Panathcnaicus (in which he dilates on the

services rendered by Athens to Greece). Ten letters

are also extant, but their genuineness is not without

question. There are several complete editions of

his orations, that by Benseler and Blass l»eing among
the best. There is an English translation by .1. H.

Freese in Bohn’s Classical Library.

ISOGONIC LINE, a line drawn on a map
through all places where the declination (which see)

of the magnetic needle is the same. Itoclinir lines

are drawn through places where the inclination (which

see) or dip of a magnetic needle is the same; the zero

frraHnfo line (drawn through places where there is

no dip) is called the magnetic equator, lsodynamic

time* are drawn through places where the total mag-
netic force is the same; they coincide neither with

the isoclinic lines nor with the parallels of latitude.

8aa Maomktibm (TkrbistbujA

ISOMERISM. This ward, which is derived from
the Greek woe, equal, and meroi, a part, is used in

chemistry as a general expression to denote the fact

that bodies having the same ultimate composition

may yet differ in their chemical and physical proper-

ties. There are three ways in which substances may
exhibit isomerism:

—

1. Two chemical compounds may be oomposed of

the same elements and have the same percentage

composition, while their vapour densities (see Chem-
istry) are different. Thus aldehyde (C1H4O) ex-

hibits the same ultimate composition as pai'aldehyde

(C*HuO«), both of these substances containing 54*55

per cent, of carbon, 9*09 ;>er cent, of hydrogen, and
86*36 per cent of oxygen; nevertheless 44 parts of

aldehyde vapour occupy the same volume as 182
parts of paraldehyde vapour. These substances afford

an instance of that kind of isomerism which is dis-

tinguished by the name polymerism.

2. Two chemical substances may be of the same
ultimate composition, and also have the same vapour
density, while they differ in physical projHjrties, and
also in their behaviour towards the same reagents.

Tims the formula of propionic aldehyde and that of

acetone is the same, namely, C,HeO ; these substances

differ, however, in physical properties, and also in

their twhaviour towards oxidizing agents, tho former
yielding propionic acid, the latter being resolved into

formic and acetic acids. Such substances are said to

exhibit metamerism.

3. Two chemical sulmtances may be of the same
composition, have the same vapour density, and by

their behaviour towards reagents yield the same
compound, or at any rate show that they are mem-
bers of the same series, and nevertheless differ in

physical properties. Thu» four butylic alcohols are

known, all of which have the formula C4H,0O; these

yield four corresponding chlorides, bromides, and
iodides. That they are not, however, essentially the

same substance is shown by the fact that their boil-

ing-|»ointH, specific gravities, &c., differ. Such sub-

stances are said to exhibit true isomerism. The two
latter cases, namely, metamerism and isomerism, pro-

bably exhibit differences of degree only.

The explanation of the farts of isomerism is based

upon the assumption that chemical substances con-

sist of atoms (see Atomic Thkoky), and that these

atoms are grouped together to form the molecule of

a compound body. It is therefore possible that the

same atoms may be differently arranged in the mole-

cule; hence the properties of the molecule will de-

pend not only on the kind or number of atoms it

contains, but also on their arrangement. To exhibit

this supped difference in the arrangement of the

atoms the rational formulae of isomeric bodies are

written differently. (See Formula.) Another way
of looking at the facts of isomerism is to regard

isomeric bodies of the same series as all formed from
one parent substance, but that the amount of energy

employed in the formation of each has been different,

ana that consequently isomeric laxlies differ essen-

tially in the possession of varying amounts of energy.

ISOMETRICAL, that is, * equal measuring/ is

the name given to that form of projection which
employs three planes perpendicularly to each other,

which are designated iiometricaJ chief j)lanrtt while

their lines of intersection are called uometrical axes.

This projection takes the name of isometrical because

the dimensions parallel to the axes appear in their

true size. In this, and in the distinct idea which it

gives of the form of the object, lie its peculiar ad-

vantages, which were first accurately ascertained in

very recent times.

ISOMORPHISM. When two chemical bodies

have the same atomic composition, and crystallize in
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the some form, they are said to be isomorphous. It

wee formerly sup|>osed that every substance had its

own peculiar crystalline form. Mitscherlich, however,
showed that certain elements or groups of elements

may replace one another without altering the crys-

talline form of the compound. It is to be understood
that by crystalline form is meant the primary form
to which the crystals are reducible. Two substances

may be really isomorphous, and yet have their crys-

tals very differently modified. By taking advantage
of the general statement of isomorphism chemists are

sometimes enabled to fix upon the correct formula
for a compound substance. It may not be possible

to obtain the compound as a gas, and so to determine
its vapour density; but another substance, which
exhibits the same crystalline form and the same
chemical relationships, may have its formula thus
determined, and by reasoning from this the formula
of the original substance may be deduced. Isomor-
phism seems to point to an atomic structure—

a

structure part of which may be taken down and
replaced by other parts, the whole remaining in out-

ward form the same. That this is so, is further borne
out by the fact that two bodies are not truly isomor-
phous unless the atomic volumes of their constituent

elements are equal. By atomic volume is meant the

volume or space occupied by the atoms; this of

course—on the assumption that atoms really exist

—

is proportional to the density of the l>ody, and is found
by dividing the atomic weight by the specific gravity

of the substance.

ISOPER1METRICAL, a term applied to figures

which have an equal circuit or perimeter. The first

isoperimetriral problem was proposed and solved by
James BemouiUi; it is: - given the length of a curve,

find what its shape must be when its area is the

greatest possible {Ana. The Circle). There are

many other isoperimetrical problems known to mathe-
maticians.

ISOPODA, an order of the great Crustacean class,

which includes a variety of different forms of v ;ir\ ing

degrees of organization. The Isopoda (Greek, isos,

equal; pous, podos
,
foot) include the familiar Wood-

lice
(
Oniarus), and other kinds of so-called ‘slaters,’

together with several other forms, some of which
are parasitic in their habits. The Isopods are placed

in the subdivision Malacostrara
,
which includes Crus-

taceans in which the body is composed of a definite

number of segments, the chest or thorax being formed
of seven segments, and the abdominal joints also

numbering seven. This characteristic is valuable as

serving to distinguish these forms from the lower
Crustacea. The eyes are ‘sessile,' that is, unsup-
ported upon stalks, and hence the Isopods, with
other forms, are classified among the Ednopkthalmate
or ‘sessile-eyed’ Crustacea. The body is generally

elongated, having a convex upper and a concave
lower surface. The head can be readily recognized

and separated from the first joint of the thorax or

chest, and bears a pair of antennae or feelers, which
are frequently of elongated form. Well-developed
jaws exist, and the eyes, which may be simple or
compound, are borne on the dorsal or back aspect of

the head. The seven succeeding thoracic joints bear
each a pair of limbs, which, from their equality in

size, have given to Isopoda their technical name.
The thoracic feet in these forms are never provided
with breathing organs as in many other and allied

Crustacea; but in the female Isopods the limbs may
bear plates at their fixed extremities to which the

eggs are attached whilst undergoing part of their

development. The seven joints comprising the abdo-

men are generally more or less completely united;

and to the abdominal limbs or appendages we find

the gills (branchiae) or breathing-organs attached.

These organs exist in the form of vascular plates

attached to the inner aspect of the limbs, and one of

the posterior pairs of limbs is generally developed to

form a protective covering, which may be folded over
the other limbs and their respiratory organs. Hie
Isopoda vary widely in habits; some, like the Wood-
lice, are terrestrial, and inhabit damp situations, such
as under stones, and moss, and under the bark of

trees; others live as parasites on fishes, and in the
gill-chambers or on the outer surface of shrimps,

crayfish, and other higher Crustaceans; and whilst

some forms are exclusively marine, othersinhabit fresh

water. The order Isopoda has been divided by Milne
Edwards into the Cursorial

,
or Running Isopoda, the

Natatorial
,
or Swimming forms, and the Sedentary,

or those which are parasitic in their habits. The
former group includes themost highly-organized mem-
bers of the division, the Sedentary forms being those

which exhibit the lowest grade of Isopod structure.

The Cursorial forms are known by the absence of

limbs or appendages adapted for swimming, and
particularly by the absence of any fin-like tail.

The familiar ‘slaters’ belong to this group. The
Oniscidat or Woodlice; the Idotheidas or Box-slaters,

which inhabit the Bea; and the Asciiidee or Water-
slaters, are the three families included within its

limits. The Woodlice possess the power of rolling

themselves up into a little ball when touched or irri-

tated. The Asellidce include the little boring form
known as IAmnoria terebrans, which, although only

averaging about one-sixth of an inch in length, com-
mits great ravages and destruction in wooden piles

and other erections placed in the sea by boring into

and disintegrating them. The Natatorial Isopoda

possess a swimming tail, formed by the last pair of

abdominal limbs, together with the elongated extre-

mity of the body. The Cymothoidce
,
or Fish Lice,

are parasites upon fishes, and appear to attach them-
selves chiefly to the tails of their bearers. The legs

are provided with hooked claws. The Spkoeromida
are not parasitic, but are also marine, and possess

the power of coiling themselves into a ball-like form
when alarmed or disturbed. The Sedentary Isopoda

are represented by a single family, that of 'Jne

Bopyrtdae
,
the members of which live vvithin the

gill-cavitiee of shrimps, &c in this section

are short, and are fumish&d with hooked processes,

fitting them for retaining hold of the surface to

which they aitach themselves. These latter forms
appear to uncergo r* peculiar development. The
females are destitute of eyes, possess fourteen feet,

and have only’ 7 rudimentary feelers or anterm®.
The males are < much smaller than the females, and
do not exhibit ^any segmentation of the body such as

other Isopods,
' or eVen their own females possess.

And in other Egopods we find the early embryonic
state of these fc^rms appears to be of a much higher

order than their*' subsequent and adult state; sinoe,

when young and’ undergoing development, they are

active and free shimming, whilst, when fully grown,
they become mo* -e or less fixed, and incapable of

active movement.
s These phenomena, seen in many

other Crustaceans*
t
ar© included under the term of

•retrograde development’
ISOTHERMAL* LINES, lines drawn on a map

through places whi*ch have the same mean animal

temperature. The l mean temperature of a place de-

pends not only on it% latitude but the nature of the

prevailing winds and the neighbourhood of mountains,

seas, deserts, &c.
;
so » that isothermals do not at all

correspond with the ? parallels of latitude. Isotkeral

lines are drawn through places having the samemean
temperature during t^he hottest month of the year
Isochcimenal lines are * drawn through plaoea having
the same mean temper^’^tuze during tne coldest meow
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in the year, hoyeothermal lines are drawn through
places where the soil has the same mean annual tem-
perature. An isothermal zone is the space inclosed
by two isothermals. Isothermals are more regular
and (except in the polar regions) have a greater
tendency to coincide with parallels of latitude than
isotherals, and more es}>ecially than isocheiiitenals.

In July and January, in the northern hemisphere,
places on the continents are wanner and colder than
places which have the same latitude on islands or on
the oceans. The isocheimenals for the British Isles

run nearly north and south, the temperature rising

towards the west. The mean winter temperature of

Kerry is much warmer than that of Constantinople
or even Cal >ul.

ISPAHAN, or Isfahan, an important city of

Persia, in the province of Irak-Ajemi, formerly
,

the capital of the whole country, on the Zeudarood,
210 miles south of Teheran, in the midst of an e\- I

tensive plain watered hy a broad river. In the time i

of Chardin the walls were 24 miles in circuit, and
(

contained 162 mosques, 48 colleges, 1802 caravan- .

saries, and 27*1 public l tilths, and the imputation was
j

then estimated at 600,000. A great part of the city !

is at present a mass of ruins, with here and there an
|

inhabited house. Under the caliphs of Bagdad it I

became the capital of the province of Irak. Being
situated in the centre of the empire, and surrounded

(

by the most fertile territories, it soon liecame a place

of great population, wealth, and tiadc. In 1JS7 it
,

was taken hy Tiniftt Beg, and the citizens were given 1

up to indiscriminate massarrt, and 70,000 are said

to have jierishcd. Shah Abluis made it the scat of

his empire, and spared nr > cost in nnlicllishing it

with the most splendid edifices. In 1722 it was
j

taken by the Afghans; but in 1727 it wus retaken i

by Nadir Shah, since which it lias not been a royal
j

residence. The great palace built by Shah Abbas is !

said to have l>ceii f> miles in circuit, a great part of

which space, however, was laid out in ti n gardens,

adorned with summer-houses and other elegant

structures. The walls and buildings of this palace

remain nearly entire, but it has iieen stripped of

nearly all its costly furniture and everything valu-

able that could Ik* removed. The square called

Maidan Shah was one-third of a mile m length, and
was formerly encircled by a canal Uirdercd with

plane-trees; but all vestiges of l>oth are now obliter

ated. Another remarkable object, the Chahar Bagh
(four gardens), an avenue more than 1 mile long,

composed of tour rows of large and lmautiful plane-

trees, with canals and liasins to receive the waters

of the Zendarotxl, according to the British consul’s

statumerit in 1899, ‘is now practically a wilderness*,
i

There are several handsome bridges in the city, one

of which has thirty-three arches, and instead of a

parapet a gallery extends from end to end, coinjKiHod

of arcades, 1retween which is the pathway. The
mosques display great magnificence. The private

buildings huve a mean upjrearancc, being built of
|

bricks dried in the sun, but within they are hand-mme
j

and convenient. The streets are narrow, winding, i

irregular, unpaved, and very dusty. When Ispahan
|

was in its prosperit}' its .suhurljs were distinguished
,

for their extent and lieauty. The manufactures of

the city are still extensive, including trinkets, fin-

arms, sword-blades, glass, and earthenware. The
textile fabrics range from the most exjiensive velvet

and satin to the coarsest nankeen and calico. Isjwihan

is an important emjxirium of the inland commerce
of Persia. British goods are brought chiefly from

Bush ire and Ahwaz (on the Karun), being carried

by pack animals. The present population is alx*ut

80,000 .

ISRAEL and ISRAELITES. See Jews.

ISSOIRE (ancient Iciodurum ), a towm of France,
in the department of Puy-de-Ddme, on the Couse,
near its mouth in the Allier, 19 miles h.s.k. of Cler-

mont. It consists in general of well-built houses
and clean regular streets; has a court of first resort,

a communal college, an ancient church in the Homan-
esijiie stylo ; and manufactures of agricultural ma-

i
chines, woollens, &c„ and a considerable trade in

cattle, wine, and fruit. The mineral springs of

Leins are in the vicinity. Pop. (1896), fififiS.

1KSOUDUN (ancient A u.r(flodmwm), a town of

France, in the department of Indre, on the Theols,

here crossed by three bridges, 17 miles north-east of

Uhiiteaumux. Part of it having Ixrn 1aimed in

16f)l, and rebuilt, has wide and regular streets

lined with handsome houses and well supplied with
water ; hut the other parts, esjHvially those named
Chateau and Bus-CliAteau, have narrow, tortuous

dirty streets. It possesses a court ol first resort,

a chandler of commerce and manufactures, four

rhurrhes, an elegant town-hall, hospital, barracks,

communal college, prison, and tluat re; with well-

formed walks outside the town ; manufactures of

steam-engines, agricultural implements, woollen
cloths, cottons, lace, hosiery, and leather; and a
trade in wool, wine, corn, and cattle. The Whitt*

Tower, dating from the twelfth century, is an inter-

esting relic. Pop. (1896), 10,607.

ISSUE. m tan, tlu point m dispute which is sub-

mitted to the decision of tlie court oi jury. An issue

may bt < ither of law or of fact. When a defendant
denies tin sufficiency (4 u plaintiff's allegation as

matter of law to support tin* plaintiffs action, he is

said to tender an issue at law, and tin plaintiff is

hound to accept it; but should the defendant traverse

tlu* plaintiffs fact, and propose to refer the matter

disputed to some mode of trial, he is said to tender

an issue of fact. Tin legislation 1 n»t 1 1 in England
and tin* United States lm- for some tune been in the

direction of requiring the specific fmt in eontioversy

j

to Ik* put plainly m issue by the pleadings. In

England t lie law on this subject has been greatly

modified by the Judicnttin Act of 1^77*. It is pro-

vided hy the present rules of pleading, that, subject

to the rule that eaeh party must deal speeifieally

with each allegation of fact m any claim made by
lus opponent of which In does not admit the truth,

tlu* plaintiff hy his reply may join issue on the

!

defence, and each party in hi * jileading, if any, sub*

I sequent to reply, may join issue upon the previous

pleading, and such joinder of js-aie shall operate as a
denial of every material allegation, not speeifieally

admitted in the pleading on which issue* h joined.

When one party denies an allegation of fart in the

previous pleading of an opponent, he must not do it

evasively, thus, should it lx* alleged that he received

a certain sum of mon»*
t
\, his denial of receiving that

particular sum will not Ik* sufficient; he must deny
that he receives! that sum or a part thereof, or do-

elarc how much he did receive; or, to put a further

case, when a matte? of fact is alleged with divers

circumstances, it shall ?ie>t lx* considered sufficient to

deny it, as alleged along with such cirrum.-t uncos,

but a fair and sulistantial answer must lx- given.

See Pleading.
ISSUS, anciently a town of Cilicia, in Asia Minor,

on the Gulf of Issus. Much discussion has taken

place* with regard to its probable site. Xenophon
describes it as ‘the uttermost city of Cilicia, on the

st:a’; and the Anabasis would give us the best means
of fixing the site were we able to ascertain the pre-

cise spot where the 10,000 crossed the Pyrainus, and
could we rely on the accuracy of the numliers in the

Greek text. Here Alexander of Macedon gained a
complete victory over Darius (iu\ 33‘J), by which
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the camp and family of the Persian king fell into

his hands. See Alexander the Great.
1STAMBOL. See Constantinople.
ISTHMIAN GAMES, so called because they

were celebrated on the Isthmus of Corinth, which
joins the Peloponnesus to the continent. On it was
a famous temple consecrated to Poseiddn, near which
the Isthmian games were celebrated. On one side

of the temple were the statues of the victors in these

games, and on the other was a grove of pines. In
the temple stood four horses, gilded all over, with
the exception of their ivory hoofs : by the side of the

horses were two Tritons, the upper parts of which
were gilt, and the rost of ivory. Behind the horses

was a car, with the statues of PoseidCn and Amphi-
trite, of gold and ivory. Not far from the temple
were a considerable theatre, and the stadium, of

white stone, in which the games were celebrated.

The whole isthmus was sacred to Poseidon, who was
thence called hthmius. According to the common
opinion the Isthmian games were founded in honour
of Palaemon or Melicertes, by Sisyphus, king of

Corinth. (See Ino.) Others relate that Theseus
established them in honour of Poseidon. They were
originally held in the night, and had perhaps fallen

into disuse, when Theseus restored them, and ordered
them to be celebrated in the day. As Theseus was
either the founder or the restorer of these games
some honourable distinctions were reserved for the
Athenians, but the right of conducting the solemnities

belonged to the Corinthians. All Greece took part

in them, excepting the Eleans, whose absence was
thus explained :—As the sons of Actor were riding

to these games they were killed, near Elea, by
HeraclOs. Their mother, MelionS, discovered the

murderer, who then resided in the territory of Argos.

She therefore demanded satisfaction of the Argives,

and on their refusal to grant it requested the Cor-

inthians not to admit them to the games, as dis-

turbers of the public tranquillity. As they would
not yield to her solicitations Melioue pronounced
direful curses on all the Eleans if they should ever

participate in these games. When there was war
between the states of Corinth and Athens a sacred

truce was concluded, and the Athenians were solemnly

invited to attend the celebration of the games. They
were celebrated with the same splendour as the Olym-
pian and other public games, in the first and third

years of each Olympiad, probably in autumn; the

athletic exercises were the same. The victors were
at first adorned with wreaths of pine-leaves, but

afterwards with wreaths of dry and faded ivy. The
pine wreaths were afterwards resumed. Victory

shed a lustre not only over the individual, but over

his family and the community to which he belonged.

ISTHMUS, a term used in geography to denote

a narrow neck of land between two Beas connecting

two larger portions of land, as two continents, or a
peninsula and the mainland. The ancientB often

applied thiB name, without any limiting addition, to

the Isthmus of Corinth, which unites the Pelopon-

nesus to the mainland of Greece.

ISTBIA, or Histuia, the name given by the

Greeks and Homans to the country which still bears

the same appellation. It is a peninsula of triangular

form, projecting into the north-east corner of the

Adriatic Sea. It is now an Austrian margravate, and

along with Gbrz, Gradisca, and the town and territory

of Trieste, forms the Coastland province. The surface

Is mountainous, particularly in the north, where it is

traversed by ramifications of the Julian Alps. Its

only river of any consequence is the Isonzo. The soil is

generally thin and gravelly, and the grain produced

Falls far short of the consumption
;
but the forests,

which are extensive, yield excellent timber, and

the vine, olive, and mulberry are successfully culti-

vated, furnishing, with their products, the chief

sources of wealth, Area, 1800 square miles. Pop.
(1890), 818,209; (1900), 344,178.
ITALY. Geographical and Statistical Infor-

mation. Situation.—Italy is a kingdom in Southern
Europe, consisting in the main of a large peninsula
stretching southwards between the Adriatic Sea and
the western part of the Mediterranean, but also in-

cluding a considerable portion of the mainland and
some of the adjacent islands. It is bounded on the
N. by the Alps, which separate it from Austria and
Switzerland, except at the district lying to the north
of Lake Garda, where its frontier does not follow the
line of the Alps

;
on the w. by France, from which

it is separated along the larger part of the frontier

line by the Graian, Cottian, and part of the Maritime
Alps, and by the Mediterranean

;
on the 8. by the

Gulf of Taranto and the Mediterranean
;
and on the

e. by the Adriatic and a portion of the Austro-Hun-
garian Empire. It is comprised between 36° 40' and
46° 40' n. lat., and between 6° 35' and 18° 35' E. Ion.

The principal islands belonging to it are Sicily and
Sardinia; the others include the Lipari Islands, Capri,

Ischia, Giglio, Monte Oristo, Elba, &c. Home is the

capital.

Political Divisions.—For administrative purposes
the Kingdom of Italy is divided into sixty-nine pro-

vinces, which are grouped under sixteen departments
(compavtimenti teriituriali), some of which consist of

only a single province. The provinces are subdi-

vided into circles (in Venetia and the province of

Mantua called districts). The following table fur-

nishes a list of the provinces and departments, with
the* area of each, and the population as estimated at

Dee. 31, 1898:—

J’rovinnis ami Departments. (Area in *y in

Alessandria 1950

Cuneo 2882
Novara 2553
Torino (Turin) . . 3955

Piemonte (Piedmont) 11,340

Genova (Genoa) .. 1582

Porto Maurizio . . 455

Liguria 2 037

Cagliari . 5204

Hassari . 4090

SARDINIA (Island) . . 9,294

Bergamo . . 1098

Brescia 1845

Como 1091

Cremona 095
Mantova (Mantua) . . 912

Milano (Milan) . . . . 1223

Pavia 1290

Sondrio 1232
Lombardia (Lombardy) 9,380

Belluno 1293

Padova (Padua) . . . . 823
Rovigo . . . . . . 085

Treviso i*>0

Udine 2541

Venezia (Venice) .. .. 934

Verona 1188

Vicenza 1052

Venetia . . . . 9,470

Bologna 1448

Ferrara 1012

Forli 725

Modena . . • • 987

Parma 1250

Piacenza 954

Ravenna 715

Reggio nelTEmilia . . 87C

Emilia 7,967

Ancona 702

Ascoli Pioeno .. .. 796

Macerata 1087

Pesaro e Urbino .. .. 1118

Marca (The Marches) 3,763
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Provinon and Department!. Ana in sq. m. Pop. on the Slit of
Dec. 18B8.

Perugia 8748 612,044
Umbria 8*748 612 014

Arezzo 1273 246,847
Firenze (Florence) 2265 832,819
Grosseto 1738 126,663
Livorno (Leghorn) 133 126,697
Lucca 658 291,644
Massa a Carrara 687 185,069
Piaa 1179 315,499
Siena 1471 208,128

Toscana (Tuscany) 9,804 2,382,266

Roma (Home) 4663 1,043,998
Latium 4,663 1,043,998

Chieti (Abruzzo Citeriore) . 1138 352,205
Teramo (Abruzzo Ulteriorel ) 1067 270,688
Aquila (Abruzzo Ulteriore 11.) 2484 390,183
Campobasso (Molise) .

.

1691 386,772
Abruzzi e Molise 6,380 1,398,748

Benevcnto 818 249,831
Napoli (Naples) 360 1,177,059
Salerno (Pnncipato Citeriore) 1916 578,668
AveUino(PrincipatoUlteriore) 1172 422,946
Caserta (Terra di Lavoro) . 2033 749,414

Campania 6,289 3,177,818

Fogtria (Capitanata) .

.

2688 419,636
Bari 2065 824,125
Lecce (Terra d’Otranto) 2623 667,139

Apulia 7,376 1,910,799

Potenza .. 3845 551,351
Basilicata .

.

3,846 651,361

Cosenza (Calabria Citra) 2568 473,839
Reggio di Calabria (Calabria

Ultra I.) 1221 407,412
Catanzaro (Calabria Ultra II.) 2030 474,243

CALABRIA 6,819 1,365,494

Caltanisetta 1263 338,278
Catania 1917 695,287
Girgenti 1172 355,832
Messina . 1246 536,123
Palermo 1948 856,872
Siracusa (Syracuse) 1442 433,786
Trapani 948 387,132

Sicilia (Sicily) 9,936 3,603,310

Kingdom of Italy 130,646 31,067,946

Italy also possesses the. colony of Eritrea on the

African shore of the Red Sea, and Horae territory in

Somaliland. The total area of these possessions is

about 188,000 square miles, with a population of

about 850,000.

Physical Features.—The length of the coast of the

mainland of Italy has been estimated at alxiut 1450

miles, that of the islands of Sicily and Sardinia at

about 850 miles; so that the whole coast-line, inclu-

sive of the smaller islands, must amount to alxiut

2400 miles. It is not much broken. The whole

shore of the Adriatic presents a comparati vely smooth

and continuous line, interrupted only by the spur of

Gargano, which, by its south side, contributes to form

the Gulf of Manfredonia. The largest gulf of all

is that of Taranto, in the south. The west coast,

though much more indented than the east, is more
remarkable for the numtx*r, and occasionally for the

beauty, of its bays, than for their magnitude. Com-
mencing at the south extremity and proceeding

north, tlie most important which present themselves,

in succession, are those of St. Eufemia, Policastro,

Salerno, Naple*, Gaeta, and Genoa. The eastern

shore is generally flat and uninteresting, presenting,

particularly along its northern part, a long series of

sandy islands and lagoons, which retard the progress

of the rivers, dam up their mouths, and, depriving

them of a proper outlet, occasion the formation of pes-

tilential marshes. On the west coast the same thing

is occasionally Been, but occurs on a large scale only

in the Roman territory, where the Pontine Marshes,

notwithstanding the provc*d practicability of draining

them, are fiermitted to spread their poisonous malaria,

Vol. VII.

and oonvert extensive tracts, of great natural fertility,

into almost uninhabitable deserts. But with this
very prominent exception, the west coast is consider-
ably elevated, the ramifications of the mountains
often stretching down and terminating in lofty cliffs,

with a magnificent background of alpine heights.

Few countries can boast of possessing scenery of this

description equal to that which is exhibited by the
Gulfs of Genoa and Naples.
The interior of Italy is finely diversified. The

loftiest mountains of the Aljis stand on its northern
and north-western frontiers, and shelter it from the
rigours of the north, giving here a climate which,
though not free from the disadvantage of an op-
pressive summer heat in the lower valleys and
plains, is unrivalled for the general mildness of
its temperature and the brightness of its sky. In
immediate connection with the branch of the Alps
called the Maritime Alps is the chain of the Apen-
nines, which, first promnling east till the Adriatic
is approached, then turn south, and run down the
middle of the jieiiinsula through its whole length to

the Straits of Messina; while numerous branches are

thrown off Literally, and form an endless succession

either of loftier hills clothed with forests, or gentler

slojx‘s covered with olives and vines. In the spaces

Ix'twmi the mountains and lulls lie valleys remark-
able either for their wild romantic beauties or the

fertility of their soil. In the north, inclosed Ixdween
the ranges of the Alps and A]>eiinincs, iH a plain of

vast extent, stretching from the western frontiers of

Piedmont, across LomUirdy, to the* shores of the

Adriatic, and perhaps the most fertile in Kurojie.

Other plains, still more attractive by their beauty,

occur in various parts of the Italian jH'ninsultt.

The general fertility of Italy is intimately con-

nected with its geological structure. Except in the

range's of the Alps in the north, and the terminating

brunches of the Apennines in the south, granite and
the metamorphie strata, which generally form soils of

little natural fertility, arc not of frequent occurrence,

and occupy a very limited extent of Hiirface. On the

other hand, volcanic rocks, as might tic expected
in a country whose volcanic agency is still active,

occupy considerable tracts, particularly on the west
coasts of Naples and of the Roman territory, where,

by their decomposing lavas, soils of almost exhaustions

fertility have lieen formed. The sedimentary rocks

of the Italian continent, with exception of the meta-

morphie strata already referred to, are compuruti vely

recent. At the Ixittoin of the series is the Jura lime

stone, which is largely developed in the Ajiennines.

The main Ixxly of it, commencing on the custom
frontiers of Tuscany, is continued in a broad zone far

south into the old kingdom of Naples, where, after

a partial interruption, it reap]K*arH m the south-west,

chiefly in the province of Salerno, and partly in that

of Potenza, and in the south-east in the province of

Bari. It also occupies a considerable space on the

north side of the Gulf of Gaeta, and on the western

slni>e of Mount Garguno. It is likewise the prevail-

ing rock in the north of Lomlw-rdy, where it stretches

oust from the shore of Lake Maggiore to the Austrian

province of Illyria. Above the Jurassic limestone,

and <x*cupying almost an equal extent of surface, is

the chalk, with its accompanying rcKiks. The main
body of it stretches east along the Gulf of Genoa, and
north into Emilia, then turns southward through Tus-

cany, forms a long narrow licit along the eastern side

of the main body of theJurassielimestone, and, though

partially interrupted, finally reaches the extremity of

the peninsula, where, in Cajx* »St. Maria di Leuca, its

white cliffs form the eastern entrance of the Gulf of

Taranto. In the north of Naples a large tract, of a

somewhat oval form, lies completely inclosed by the
203
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Jura limestone. The next strata in the ascending
series belong to the tertiary period, and consist of

sandstones, travertin, and marL These rocks occupy
a considerable portion of Tuscany, and of the central

part of Piedmont between Turin and Alessandria,

but receive their chief development on the east coast,

where, without attaining much width, they stretch

without interruption from the neighbourhood of

Rimini to the north-west extremity of the spur.

Here the main body, spreading out, is continued

and forms the greater part of the shore of the

Gulf of Taranto. Another branch, still skirting the

east coast, reaches its extremity in the Gulf of Taranto.
Above all the ancient strata now mentioned are im-
mense diluvial and alluvial deposits, still in oourse

of gradual augmentation. Of these partial tracts

are found both on the coast of Tuscany and the
maritime provinces on the west near Rome, particu-

larly the Pontine Marshes
;
but they are insignifi-

cant in comparison with the space which they occupy
in the luxuriant plains of Lombardy, not only form-
ing extensive fiats along the northern shores of the
Adriatic, from the Gulf of Trieste to the Gulf of

Venice, but filling the greater part of the basin of

the Po.

The river now mentioned is the only one of mag-
nitude of which Italy can boast. It has the advan-
tage of pursuing its course between the Alps and the

Apennines, and deriving its supplies from both of

them, conveyed from the Alps by the Dora Riparia,

Dora Baltea, Sesia, Ticino, Adda, Oglio, and other

tributaries on the left bank of the river, and by the
Stura on itB right bank

; and from the Apennines by
the Trebbia, Secchia, Panaro, &c., all on its right

bank. Another river of some importance, which has
its mouth at no great distance from the former, and
is partly fed in the same way, is the Adige (Etsrh

in Germany)
;
and the Bacchiglione, Brenta, Piave,

Livenza, and Tagliamento, which are of much less

importance, have their basins in Venetia or the

north-eastern part of Italy, and all fall, like the Po
and the Adige, into the Gulf of Venice. In the south-

ern part of Italy, the peninsula of which it consists

is not only narrow in itself, but is divided by the

central chain of the Apennines into two watersheds,

each of which lies so near the shore as to leave no
room for the formation of large rivers. If the streams
descend directly from the mountains to the shore,

their course is necessarily so short as to give the cha-

racter of mere torrents, often rising suddenly in their

beds, and again as suddenly retiring within them.

It sometimes happens, however, that the mountains,
in ramifying, form parallel ridges, and thus give rise

to longitudinal valleys, by pursuing which the course

of the rivers is greatly lengthened, and their volume
of course augmented. In this way the Italian penin-

sula, notwithstanding its narrowness, has obtained

the Amo, Tiber, Garigliano, and Voltumo. Nume-
rous lakes are scattered over the surface. Many of

them, independent of their natural beauties, derive

much adventitious interest from classical associa-

tions; the most important are Lakes Maggiore,
Como, and Garda.

Climate.—The peninsula in its Bouthem part re-

sembles Africa more than Europe. It has the dry
and burning climate of Africa, as well as the sirocco

which blows on its coasts, and resembles the simoom
of that continent. In the continental part of the

country the neighbourhood of the Alps, the abund-
ance of water-courses, and the direction of the fine

valley which opens on the Adriatic are all circum-

stances which serve to maintain a delightful tem-
perature. Yet this region is at times extremely
cold. The climate of Italy is generally salubrious,

bat there are numerous exceptions to this character.

In the north the lagoons and the rioe-plantations of

the basin of the Po give rise to exhalations which
engender fevers. In Central Italy the Maremma
of Tuscany, the Campagna of Rome, the Pontine
Marshes, and the environs of Voltumo, produce
miasmata which infect the air especially during the
night.

Zoology.—The fauna of Italy differs little from
that of the other countries of Europe situated in the
same latitude. Its mountains afford a retreat to the
lynx, chamois, brown bear, and wolf, while among
those of Sardinia is found the moufflon or wild Bheep.

The porcupine ia very generally found in the Apen-
nines. The pale-red fox (different from the common
aperies) and the blind mole are also found. The birds,

which are very numerous, comprise most of the species

of Central Europe, a large number of those belonging
to the eastern part of Europe, and some African birds,

especially the Egyptian vulture. Among the reptiles

are the common viper and the asp; other noxious
creatures are the scorpion and the tarantula. The
marine fauna of Italy is also very comprehensive, in-

cluding all the varieties of fish which are found in

the Mediterranean. The fisheries embrace anchovies,

sardines, tunnies, sword-fish, &c. The coral polyp
(among other specieB the madrepore) is also of eco-

nomic importance, there being a large number of per-

sons employed in the coral fishery.

Vegetation.—The natural productions of the soil of

Italy are as various as its climate. In the Alpine
regions all the plants belonging to cold climates

flourish, while the southern regions possess a real

tropical flora. Among trees are pines and firs, espe-

cially the stone-pine, with edible seeds; the ever-

green and other oaks, the chestnut, the poplar, &c.

The olive, mulberry, fig, orange, citron, pomegranate,

pistachio, jujube, and date grow in the south and in

suitable places in the north. In the extreme south

the cotton-plant, sugar-cane, Indian fig, agave, and
other tropical plants are cultivated. Everywhere is

seen the vine. The other vegetable products are

common to Italy and the rest of Europe.
Agriculture .

—

This forms the chief support of the

population, and the land is very productive in almost
all parts of the kingdom, although it is not every-

where equally well cultivated. The best cultivation,

aided by an excellent system of irrigation, is found
in Lombardy, Venetia, Piedmont, Tuscany, and
the parts of Emilia adjoining the Po. The most
neglected parts of the country in point of cultivation

are the islands of Sicily and Sardinia. About 86
per cent, of the surface of Italy is productive, and 16
per cent, unproductive. Of the productive land

again about 41 per cent, consists of arable land and
vineyards, 21 per cent, of meadows and pastures, 6

per cent, of olive and chestnut plantations, and 18

per cent, of forests. Italy may be divided into four

agricultural zones or regions:—1, the olive, orange,

and citron region, embracing Sicily and Sardinia,

the Neapolitan provinces except the Abruzzi, and
the part of the coast of Liguria called Riviera di

Ponente; 2, the region of olives and pines, embrac-
ing the Abruzzi, Umbria, Tuscany, and the part of

the Ligurian coast called Riviera di Levante; 8, the

vine and oak region, embracing Lombardy, Venetia

except the province of Udine, the provinces of

Parma, Piacenza, Modena, Novara, Alessandria, and

Lomellina, now part of the province of Pavia; 4, the

vine and chestnut region, comprising the two large

Piedmontese provinces of Turin and Cuneo, and the

province of Udine in Venetia. All kinds of cereal*

are cultivated. The wheat is of fine quality, and is

chiefly used as a breadstuff by the wealthier classes,

while maize and rye are principally used by the

poor, who also oonsume great quantities of pulse
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and chestnuts. Among plants used in commerce
and manufactures the following are grown :—Hemp
and madder, which are articles of export, flax, to-

bacco, hops, and rape in small quantities, saffron,

cotton (in the level districts of the province of
Salerno, and of Calabria, Sicily, and Sardinia), and
sugar-cane in Sicily and Sardinia. The commoner
kinds of fruit-trees are the objects of attention
everywhere, and the cultivation of southern fruits is

carried on particularly in the Neapolitan and Sicilian
provinces, and in Sardinia, and furnishes large quan-
tities for export. Chestnuts are frequently used as

a substitute for bread. In the cultivation of the
olive Italy surpasses all other European states ;

ho

that, although the home consumption of olive-oil is

very large, there remains a considerable quantity for

exportation. There is also a very large production
of wine. The average annual production of some of

the above-mentioned objects of cultivation may be
estimated as follows:—

Wha it 17,800,000 qrs Potato**, . 2,420,000 qis
Mai?e 10,700,000

,
i Hemp,.. .111,000,000 lbn.

Oats 2,41*0 oOO
!
Flax, 80,000,000 „

Rye A. Hailey, . . 2,300,000 „ Cotton,. 22,000,000 ,,

Rice . 3,850,000 . Tobacco, . 7,250 oOO ,,

Other Cereale 2,250,000 „ I Olive-oil, . 74,500 000 gall*.

Wine. 860,000,000 ..

Total Cereals, 39,100,000 „ I

On account of the celebrity which the wines of

Italy anciently enjoyed, and which secured for that
country the appellation of (Knotria (wine country),
as well as ou account of the large quantity still pro-

duced there, this department of Italian agriculture

deserves a somewhat more detailed notice. In

ancient times the best wines were obtained from the
vineyards on the two tdopeH of the Apennines
From the north to the south this favoured country
produced wines of the first quality. Among the
most celebrated were those of Liguria (which ex-

tended a good way further inland than the modem
territory of the same name)

;
those of Albanum

(now Albano), near Home, which became very agree-

able by age, and received the warmest praises from
ancient writers

;
those of Nomenturn (Mentana),

about 15 miles to the east of Home, which are com-
pared by Strabo to the best wines of Greece; those

of Setia (Sezze), about 35 miles to the south-east of

Rome, which were much prized by Augustus and all

the wealthy Romans of his age; the Caecuban wine,

which grew in Campania, the province to the south

of Latium, and which from the earliest times held

the first place among the wines of Italy, and was
particularly esteemed for the exquisite delicacy of

its flavour; the Falemian and Massic wines, which
also grew in Campania, and likewise had a very high

reputation; those of Cales and Surrentum, also grown

in Campania, but reckoned inferior to those previ-

ously mentioned as grown in the same province.

Besides these there were the Mamertine wine from

the neighbourhood of Messana in Sicily; the Sa-

bine, Signine, &c., which were of indifferent quality;

and the Vatican, and those of Veii, Caere, and

other places, which were considered the worst. The
south-west of Sicily, which now produces excellent

wines, is nowhere mentioned for its wine-growing

qualities in the writings of the ancients. At the

present day the wines of Italy are admittedly inferior

to their ancient reputation. Upon this a French

writer remarks that 'while the inhabitants of less

favoured countries employ their industry in selecting

the best shoots and protecting them from the intem-

perance of all seasons, the Italians, accustomed to

see the vine grow almost spontaneously and every -

where bear fruit which attains complete maturity,

do not seek to improve the advantages of their situa-

tion, and sure of a sufficient vintage neglect this
plant even in those districts where the quality of it*

products invites some care. The vines yield many
wines, among which the liqueur wines are distin-

guished for their good quality
;
but those \\ liich serve

for daily use cannot enter into competition with those
of France. The most of them are at once sweet and
harsh, often coarse, and although they appear to com-
bine much body and stivngtli they do not easily bear
transjiort, and deteriorate in little time, even without
being removed to a distance. Their bad quality pro-
ceeds not only from the wont of core shown in the
cultivation of the vines, but also from the bad pro-
cesses employed in the manufacture.’ Among the
liqueur wines which are so abundant in Italy may
be mentioned the lacrvma-Olii isti, nasco, giro, tinto,

Malmsey, aleatico, and muscat. Thu most famous
of the Italian red ’wines are those of Carmignono in

Tuscany, and those of the Isle of Elba, Bari, and
Ischia. The white wines of Marsala and Castel-

Veterauo are compared to Madeiras of the second
chins.

The rearing of live-stock is an important industry
in I t:dy, which exports cattle, sheep, goats, and
swine. Horses are imported, and also sheep’s wool.

The cultivation of green crops os food for cattle is

scarcely known. During the summer the animals
are led to the pastures, and in winter they are fur-

nished with straw and a little hay in thoir stalls.

The farmers do not give much attention to the

improvement of their domestic animals, which have
lost much of their original excellence. The cattle

are estimated to number about 5,000,000 (including

15,000 buffaloes), many of them team oxen. Sheep
number 6,900,000. Some camels are perfectly accli-

mated near Fisa in the low-lying tracts of San Rob
sore. The cheese of Italy is famous, especially the

Parmesan. The timber obtained from the woods is

not sufficient to meet the home demand.
Manvfmturcs.- Since the consolidation of the

Italian kingdom the manufactures of the country

have* made considerable advances, (‘specially in the

department of Tuscany and the northern provinces.

They now afford support to 1 '5 per cent, of the whole

]H>pulation. Machine-making, although not sufficing

to meet tfie internal wants of the <ountry, neverthe-

less * mploy.s many w oi kiii< *n, t specially in Genoa and

neighbourhood, Turin, Milan, and Snpfis. (loach

and carriage making is an important industry in

Milan. As respects ship-building Italy takes a

respectable place among the maritime countries of

Europe; it is most laigely carried on in Liguria.

Musical instruments arc made in all the capitals.

Especially famous are the how instruments of Cre-

mona, and nowhere are violin strings made so weU
as in the Abruzzi. In the iron industry the depart-

ment of Lombardy stands at the he ad; and in that

department more particularly the provinccsof Brescia,

Como, and Milan. The town of Brescia iH the chief

j

seat of the cutlery manufactures in Italy. The
manufacture of gold and silver wares is very flour-

ishing in Rome, Milan, Naples, Genoa, Venice, and

Catania, and like that of articles in bronze has long

been an important branch of Italian manufacturing

industry. Italy is very rich in marble of the most

beautiful and various colours and markings. The
department most celebrated in this resjiect is Tus-

cany, es|>ecially the province of M aasa e ( larrara, and

the district of Serravezza in the province of Lucca.

The district of Volterra in the province of Pisa is

noted for its alabaster quarries and the making oi

articles in alabaster. The cities of Rome, Naples,

and Florence enjoy a world-wide reputation for their

cameos and mosaics, as also (along with Leghorn and
Genoa) for articles of ooraL Earthenware manu*
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factures have long been carried on in Italy with
the best success. The articles in terra cotta espe-

cially are remarkable for the beauty of their forms.

Venice and the neighbouring island of Murano are

celebrated for the manufacture of glass beads, but
the other glass manufactures of Italy do not nearly

suffice for the home consumption. In the depart-

ment of chemical industries the production of boracic

acid (obtained from the lagoons of Tuscany) and
of tartaric and citric acids, the manufacture of soap
(of great consequence in Venice), and the prepar-

ation of alizarine or madder-red at the mouth of

the Samo, may be particularly mentioned. Among
articles used for meat or drink, pickled meat and
sausages (which are exported to a considerable ex-

tent), and liqueurs and rosolios, are the most im-
portant which are made in Italy. The sugar indus-

try holds a very subordinate place, as does also the
brewing of beer. The manufacture of tobacco is a
state monopoly, and employs about 15,000 hands.
The spinning and weaving industries in Italy are

in some branches very highly developed. The most
important of these are the silk manufactures, whicli

form one of the chief sources of the national wealth.

With the exception of Abruzzi, Basilicata, and the
island of Sardinia, all the provinces of the kingdom
take part in the preparation of the raw silk which is

used in the manufacture, but this is more* especially

the case in Lombardy, Piedmont, and Venetia. The
rearing of silk-worms is more largely carried on in

Italy than in any other country in Europe. Over
2,000,000 spindles are employed in spinning the silk,

and the weaving is a very extensive branch of manu-
facture in Como, Genoa, Caserta, Milan, Turin,

Florence, and Naples. Silk industries employ over

170,000 hands. The cotton manufacture is, as a
textile industry, next to that of silk, and lias greatly

increased in recent years, the factories lx*ing chiefly

in Lombardy, Piedmont, Lucca, and the Genoese
district. About 1,000,000 spindles art* now em-
ployed, the nmnljer of hands being 80,000. Wool-
len manufactures are chiefly carried on in Upper
Italy, in Piedmont and Venetia, in the provinces

of Novara, Vicenza, and Turin. The number of

spindles at work is about 345,000, the looms about
9000 (half l>eing power-looms), the hands employed
about 28,000. The import of woollen yams, and
Btill more so of woollen fabrics, is large. Flax,

hemp, and jute support industries of some import-

ance. Hand-spinning is general where the raw
material is grown. Good fabrics are woven, al-

though they are not able to compote with those

made in England, France, Germany, and Austria.

Hempen fabrics, which are chiefly produced in the

provinces of Bologna and Ferrara, where rope-

making also plays an important part, are articles of

export. Tanning is carried on in almost every part

of the peninsula. There are in several places, but

chiefly Genoa and Naples, factories for the making
of gloves, boots, and shoes, which are of excellent

quality, and exported to various countries, and even
to America. The paper manufacture is very flourish-

ing, and great advances have been made in the pro-

cesses employed. In the making of straw hats and
other articles in plaited straw Italy maintains the

first place among the countries of Euroj»e. The chief

seat of this industry is in Tuscany (especially Flor-

ence and its environs), where it supports a great

number of persons. The products of this manufac-
ture are known all over the world. The making of

furniture, and of articles of turnery, and articles

used for personal adornment, as well as the manu-
facture of felt and silk hats, may be mentioned
among the other manufacturing industries carried

on in Italy.

Commerce, Shipping, and Batiks.—The foreign
trade of Italy is not on the whole large in propor-
tion to the size and population of the country, and
is not making much progress. In 1882, *89, and
1900 the imports and exports reached the following
figures:

—

1882 1889. 1900
Imports £63,810,000. .£65,646,000. .£68,269,186
Exports 46,232,000.. 38,026,000.. 64,196,984

Among the chief imports are coal, grain, cotton.
Bilk, wool, sugar, coffee; by far the largest export is

silk, raw and thrown, others being wine, olive-oil,

oranges and lemons, hemp and flax, sulphur. In
1900 the import of coal reached the value of

£8,311,262; of raw cotton, £6,036,323; cotton
goods, £584,422 ;

of silk, raw, twisted, &c.,

£6,451;738; of machinery, £3,101,811. In the
same year the exports of silk and silk goods were
valued at £18,033,647 (as against £20,810,735 in

1899); of animals and animal products at £6,838,558;
of wine at £2,519,296; olive-oil, £1,138,120; fruit,

£2,190,338. The trade of Italy is chiefly with
France, the United Kingdom, Germany, Austria,
Switzerland, Russia, and the United States. In
1899 the imports from France amounted to fully

£6,000,000; from the United Kingdom, to nearly

£12,000,000 ;
and from Genuany, to nearly

£8,000,000; in the same year the exports to France
amounted to fully £8,000,000; to the United King-
dom, to nearly £6,000,000; and to Gennany, to

£9,400,000. The chief exports from Italy to the
United Kingdom include olive- oil, hemp, and fruits,

and the principal imports from the United King-
dom are coal, machinery, metals, wool, and woollens.

The following table will show the chief imports
from and exports to Britain by sea in 1899:

—

Chemicals,
Imports

Dyes,
Exports.

Brimstone £96,775
&c. . . £366,642 Chemicals 174,704

Coals . .

.

2,922,022 Fruit 661,204
Cottons. .

.

223,263 Ilemp 313,890
Fish.. . 117,223 Hides, raw 287,146
Machinery 697,169 Olive and other oil... 327,792
Metals . .

.

1,080,662
812,293
308,447

Sumach 137,923
Wool
Woollens .

.

Stones 231,196

In the year 1899 the merchant marine of Italy

consisted of 6148 sailing and steam vessels, of

815,162 tons burden, tlie steamers being of 277,520
tons burden, these figures including vessels engaged
in the coasting trade and in fishing from 1 ton
burden upwards. The total tonnage entered at

Italian ports in 1899 amounted to 30,307,515 tons;

cleared, 30,162,879 tons. The principal ports are

Genoa, Leghorn, Messina, Naples, Palermo, Venice,

and Catania, Genoa standing first and Naples second.

There are now only three banks of issue in Italy.

The chief of these is the Bank of Italy, formed by
the union of the National Bank of the Kingdom of

Italy, founded in 1850, with a share capital of

£8,000,000, and having its chief seats in Florence,

Genoa, Milan, Naples, Palermo, Rome, Turin, and
Venice; with the National Bank of Tuscany, founded
in 1857, share capital £2,000,000; and the Tuscan
Credit Bank, founded in 1860, share capital

£2,400,000. The other two banks of issue are the

Bank of Naples, founded in the sixteenth century;

and the Bank of Sicily, founded in 1843: chief seats,

Palermo and Messina.

Railways
,
Telegraphs, and Post-office.—The length

of the railways in operation, including Sicily and

Sardinia, is now about 10,000 miles, of which con-

siderably more than half belong to the state. The
first line of railway was opened in 1839, but the

process of construction was for a long time slow. In

recent years the state has engaged in constructing
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railways, and has also obtained possession of others
by purchase, but all are now worked by private
companies. It is expected that when all the lines

undertaken by the government have been completed,
the total cost of construction will have amounted to

5.000.

000.000 lire, or £200,000,000. The receipts of
the Italian railways in 1875 were £5,71*2,771 ; m
1880, £7,204,280; in 1898, over £11,000,000.
The total length of the telegraph lines in operation

in the kingdom is over 25,000 miles, most of which
belong to the state. The total number of inland
despatches amounts to between seven and eight
millions annually. The post-office in the course of
the year now transmits considerably more than

250.000.

000 letters and post-cards. The number of

post-offices in the kingdom, including collecting

-

boxes, is stated to be over 7700.
Constitution and Government.—The constitution of

the kingdom of Italy is a limited monarchy. It is

based upon the fundamental statute of March 4, 1 848,
fixing that of the Kingdom of Sardinia. The throne
is hereditary in the male line of the royal house of

Savoy. The king attains his majority on completing
his eighteenth year. He exercises the power of legis-

lation only in conjunction with a national parlia-

ment, consisting of two chandlers. The first chamber
is called the senate, and is composed of the princes
of the blood, and an indefinite numlier of memliers
appointed for life by the king. These last must l>c

above forty years of age, and must lx* distinguished
either by holding or having held some high office

either in church or state, or by eminent services m
literature, science, art, or any other pursuit tending
to the l>enefit of the nation, or they must have paid
for at least three years a sum not less than .‘5000 lire

(£120) in direct taxes. At present the senate nmn-
liers somewhere about .‘181 niomlxjrs. The seenwl
chamber is called the chamber of deputies, and con-

sists of 508 members, who are elected by a majority

of all the citizens above twenty one years of age
who are in the enjoyment of civil and political

rights, can read and write, and who pay direct taxes

to the state or the provincial administration to the

amount of 20 lire ( = 16a. 8d. English money) yearly.

Certain persons enjoy the franchise independently of

the taxation teat, Buch aa members of learned aca-

demies and of chambers of commerce, professors, state

officials, members of knightly orders, doctors, advo-

cates, &c. For the election of the members of the

chamber of deputies the whole country is divided

into electoral colleges or districts. Any one who has

the right of voting and has completed his thirtieth

year may be elected, unless he be a clergyman or an

officer of state. Some officers of state, however, may
be elected. The king calls the chambers together

every year. The sittings are public. The president

of the senate is appointed by the king, that of the

chamber of deputies is elected by the chamber itself.

The chamber of deputies has the right of impeaching

ministers of the crown, in which case the senate is the

court before which the impeachment is tried. The
constitution of the provinces and communes is based

upon the law of March 20, 1865. Each province has

the right of independent administration, and the ex-

ecutive power is intrusted to a provincial council, the

members of which are elected by the communal elec-

tors for five years, and to a provincial deputation

or commission elected by the council from its own
members, and managing the business of the province

when the council is not sitting. The provincial coun-

cils elect their own presidents and other officials.

In each commune there is a communal council

elected like that of the provinces for five years, and

a municipal giunta elected by the council. The
head of the communal administration is the tindaco

f

who in all the chief communes is elected by the
council from among its own members, and in other
cases is nominated oy the king from the members of

the communal council.

The executive power of the state is exercised by
the king through responsible ministers forming a
council of ministers. In addition to this there is

a state council possessing consultative powers, and
authorized to decide on questions of competence
arising between the administrative departments and
the law-courts, as well as in cases of dispute between
the state and its creditors. There are eleven depart-
ments in the government: 1, the ministry of foreign
affairs, to which is attached the diplomatic counoil;

2, the ministry of the interior, with the supreme
sanitary council, and the command of the national
guard; 8, the ministry of justice and ecclesiastical

affairs; 4, the ministry of finance, with the perma-
nent council of finance; 5, the ministry of the
treasury; 6, the ministry of war; 7, the ministry
of marine, with the supremo council for naval
affairs; 8, tin* ministry of public instruction, with
the supreme council of instruction; 9, tin* ministry
of public works, with the supreme council for

public workh, 10, the ministry of agriculture, manu-
factures, and commerce, with the councils for trade

and manufactures, agriculture, mines, nnd woods
and forests; and 11, the ministry of posts and tele-

graphs. The court of accounts of the Kingdom of

Italy occupies an independent position. For the
administration of the law there are, besides numerous
courts of first instance, 161 civil tribunals and the
tribunals of correction, 92 assi/.i* courts, 2 1 courts of

appeal, and 4 courts of cassation (at Turin, Florence,

Naples, and Home).
Finances.—The finances of Italy are not in a

satisfactory condition, this being due partly to the

expensive wars which were necessary in order to

establish and consolidate the unity of the* kingdom,
partly to the increase of the public debt in conse-

quence of the successive annexations of different

portions of the Italian territory, since the present

Kingdom of Italy has naturally inherited the debt
of each of the separate states of which it was formed,

partly to the large smnH expended on railways and
on the army and navy. At the end of 1874 the

nominal capital of the whole Italian debt was valued

at a sum equal to £895,848,569. In the year

1894 the total debt was estimated to have increased

to about £4 74,590,000. The difficulty experienced

by tin* government, in raising money to meet all its

obligations has impelled it to resort to means which
are, in some cases, extremely oppressive and un-
popular (such as the grist tax), and in other cases

scarcely creditable (state lotteries). The Italian

budget divides the revenue and expenditure into or-

dinary and extraordinary. According to the budget
of 1900-1901 the total revenue estimated for that

year was £69,056,870, and the total exjieiiditurft

£69,212,500. For a nurntier of years following the

establishment of the kingdom (1861 ) the exjxinditure

generally exceeded the revenue, the deficit rising in

one year (1866) to £24,680,000. From that date the

deficit decreased steadily, and 1881-85 showed a
surplus of £1,400,000. Such a surplus, however, is

rar**, that for 1898-99 being £899,918. The pro-

gressive increase of the receipts to balance the ex-

penditure is mainly due to two causes, the establish-

ment of new taxes and the more careful collection

of the old ones. Besides the general budget there

is one for communes and another for provinces, both

of which exhibit, if not an altogether satisfactory

condition, at least an improving one.

Army and Navy.—By the law of 7th Jane, 1875,

supplemented by subsequent enactments, all men
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capable of bearing arms are under obligation of mili-

tary service from the end of their twentieth to the
end of their thirty-ninth year. The forces are divided
into three main branches: the standing army, the
mobile militia, and the territorial militia. The regu-
lar time of scnice for tht* infantry is two or three

years with the flag, six or five years in the reserve,

three or four years in the mobile militia, and seven
years in the territorial militia. The cavalry serve

three years with tht* flag, six years in the reserve,

and ten in the territorial militia. A certain number
of the annual reeruits (decided by the ballot) are

only called on to serve under the flag from two to

six months, which may be spread over several j^ears.

A third category have to engage in military exercises

for only thirty days during the nineteen years The
whole kingdom is formed into twelve military dis-

tricts, each with an army corps. In 1900 the
permanent standing army numbered in all 851,164,

of whom 257,615 wore actually serving with the

flag. Of the latter 170,127 were infantry, 25,106
cavalry, and 29*165 artillery. The mobile militia

numbered 1104,197, the territorial militia 2,106,233.

The total army strength was 3,261,891.

Great efforts have been made to strengthen the
fleet in recent years, and it now possesses some
powerful vessels. There are thirteen battleships of

the first class, two of which, the Duilio and Dandolo
,

have their citadel armour 22 inches in thickness.

These are reputed to be among the most powerful
war-ships yet constructed, each carrying four 100-ton
Armstrong guns. Three others carry 105-ton guns.

Ecclesiastical Affairs .—According to the provisions

of the fundamental statute the Roman Catholic is

the state religion, but all other creeds are tolerated,

and adherents of all religions have equal municipal
and political rights. The spiritual head of the Roman
Catholic Church, the pope, has his Beat at Rome.
His prerogatives are regulated by the law of the

13th May, 1871, which also determines the relation

between church and state. By thiH law the person

of the pope is pronounced saored and inviolable. The
Italian government pays sovereign honours to the

pope, and guarantees him a yearly dotation of

3,225,000 lire (£129,000). The pope aho enjoys the

possession of the palaces of the Vatican and the

Lateraii, and the villa of Castel Gandolfo, without

being subject to taxes on their account, and these

places are not put under the jurisdiction of the state.

Temporary residences of the pope, as well as places

where a conclave or a council is held, are protected

by similar immunities. The pope is perfectly free

in the exercise of hiB spiritual functions; and free

intercourse is also guaranteed between the head of

the church and the episcopate, as well as the whole
Oatholic world. The ambassadors of the pope, and
those accredited to the holy see by foreign powers,

enjoy all the privileges granted to such functionaries

by international usage. The church has the entire

right of nominating to all ecclesiastical offices and
benefices. The royal exequatur and placet are abol-

ished. This guarantee-law, as it is called, which
really determines the relations between church and
state at the present day, has never been acknow-
ledged by the popes, who have hitherto declined to

accept the dotation. In the Kingdom of Italy there

are 51 archbishoprics and 223 bishoprics, beside 6

cardinal-bishops with sees in Italy. The number of

parish priests is about 76,500. The monasteries and
convents have been abolished by a royal decree dated

July 7, 1866, and extended to the former Papal States,

and to Rome itself, by another decree dated June
25, 1878. Among the Waldenses, who follow the

religious observances of the reformed church, the
in 4-« .

Education.—Compulsory education is enforced by
the law of 15th July, 1877, for all children who have
completed their sixth year, and do not receive ade-
quate instruction either at their homes or in private
schools. Attendance is obligatory at the rudimentary
schools in the commune for such children up to their

ninth year, and in case of failure to pass the requi-

site examination they may be detained a year longer.
The elementary communal schools are entirely sup-
ported by the municipalities, which nominate and pay
the teachers, and carry out the educational laws
under the supervision of the state school-inspectors.

The subjects of compulsory instruction are reading,

writing, arithmetic, the metric system, the rudiments
of Latin, and the first duties of a man and a citizen.

Religious instruction is not obligatory. There are
many schools supported by the church, as well as
private schools, but all must adopt the government
code, and are open to government inspection, while
all teachers must hold the government certificate.

The urgency of the need for all practicable measures
being used to advance the cause of popular education

in Italy may be gathered from a return issued by the
Italian government in March, 1870, which gives in-

formation regarding the amount of education received

by the military conscripts born in 1847, and called up
for active service in 1868, and Bhows that throughout
the Kingdom of Italy the average percentage, reck-

oned over the different provinces of the kingdom, of

these conscripts who were totally unable to read or

write was 64*27. In the province of Girgenti it was
85*82, and in the southern provinces generally it was
above 80. The average percentage by 1897 nad de-

creased to little* more than 37. Jt is nowoomparati\ ely

rare to meet a boy or girl who cannot at least read.

Education is practically free up to the university.

Besides the regular day schools there are evening

schools, in which elementary education may be car-

ried further. The principal institutions for second-

ary education are tho gymnasiums and lyceuins, the

former having a course of five years, the branches
taught being Greek, Latin, Italian, history, geo-

graphy, and arithmetic; tho latter, having a course

of three years, add to these subjects philosophy,

mathematics, physics, chemistry, and natural history.

No fees are charged either in gymnasium or lyceum.

In addition to these there are a number of technical

schools, in whioh fees are charged. There are also

schools of agriculture, mining, commercial education,

&c. For the higher education there are no less than

twenty-one universities, many of them of ancient

foundation, and at one time of considerable renown.

The oldest are those of Bologna (founded in 1119),

Padua (1222), Naples (1224), Rome (1244), Perugia

(1320), Pisa (1829), Siena (1349), Pavia (1390), Turin

(1412), and Parma (1422). The other universities are

Cagliari, Camerino, Catania, Ferrara, Genoa, Mace-
rata, Messina, Modena, Palermo, Sassari, and Urbino.

The number of students at all the universities was
returned in 1897-98 at 22,540, of whom Naples had
5465, Turin 2551, and Rome 2300. In all universi-

ties the theological faculty has been abolished. Co-

operating with these institutions for the education of

the people there are about 150 training schools for

teachers, with an attendance of about 18,000 students.

There are government art schools at Bologna, Car-

rara, Florence, Lucca, Milan, Modena, Parma, Ra-

venna, Rome, Turin, Venice, &c., with a total of

3300 pupils; and in addition the academies of Genoa,

Bergamo, Verona, Siena, PiBa, and Perngia. Musical

conservatories are supported by the government at

Florence, Milan, Naples, Palermo, and Parma.
Money,

Weights
t
and Measuret. — The present

monetary system of Italy is the Bame as that of

Vm«aa Ii'm Vuinff on

n

a.1 fn 4.Via franft find divided
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into 100 centesimi. m the franc is into 100 centimes.
The lira is accordingly equal to about The
weights and measures of Italy have also been adopted
from France, and in their case the names also have
been adopted, with only such modifications as are
neoeesary to give them an Italian form. Thus the
Italian gramma = the French gramme, the chilo-

gramxna=the kilogramme, the litre = the litre, the
ettolitro= the hectolitre, and so on; the metro— the
mfetre, the ettometro= the hectometre, the chilometro
—the kilometre, <fcc.

;
the aro— the are, the ettaro=

the hectare; and the stero - the stere, and the decas-
tero— the decasthre. The quintale metrico is the
same as the quintal metrique, and the tonnelata the
same as the tonneau metrique. See Decimal Sys-
tem,

History.—Italia did not become the general name
of this country until the age of Augustus. It was
known to the Greeks under the name of Hesperia,
and also, either in whole or part, by those of Auso-
nia, Satumia, and (Enotria. The name of Italia

was at first merely a partial name for the southern
extremity. From the earliest times Italy was in-

habited by many tribes of different origin. The
region on both sides of the Po (Padus) in Upper
Italy was inhabited by a Gallic race, divided into

numerous tribes and states possessing a numlier of

towns on the coast as well as on the fruitful plain in

the interior. Adjoining them on the north-east were
the Venetians, and on the west coast the Ligurians.
Central Italy was the seat of several races wliich had
partly been settled in the land from time immemo-
rial, and were thence regarded as aborigines, and had
partly immigrated from foreign countries. Among
the former were the Sabellians, a powerful, warlike,

freedom-loving people, subdivided into various tribes,

the chief of whom were the Sabines, Samnites, and
ri£quians; the Umbrians, who dwelt to the north of

the SalLilians, and are considered by scholars to be

the most ancient of all the races inhabiting Italy;

the Latin tribes, living to the west of the Samnites
in the region called, from them, Latium; and the

Oscans, Opicans, or Ausonians, living further south

than the Latins, being the earliest inhabitants of

Campania. Among the latter races who came into

Italy from foreign countries, the most remarkable

were the Etruscans, who dwelt between the Gauls

in the north, the Umbrians, the Latins, and the sea.

Lower Italy was occupied by Apulians in the south-

east, supposed to be a member of the Oscan race;

and by LucanianH, a Sabellian tribe; and the Brutii

in the south-west, the former occupying the district

to the south of Campania and Samnium, and extend-

ing as far as the root of the small peninsula in the

extreme south-west, which was the habitation of the

latter. The coasts of Lower Italy as far north as

Latium were studded many hundred years before

Christ with Greek colonies, from whom the neigh-

bouring tribes derived some of the elements of Greek

culture and an acquaintance with Greek mythology.

Evidence of this is found in the Latin legend to the

effect that after the destruction of Troy the hero

flCiHMMi, with a number of Trojan followers, came to

Italy and formed a settlement in Latium, where he

married the daughter of the Latin king. At an early

period in Italian history Rome, the chief town of

Latium (founded, according to the received date,

B.o. 758), became predominant among the cities and

tribes of Central Italy, and it gradually extended its

influence over the whole country until, by the end of

the third century B.C., it had brought into allegiance

or subjection all the tribes of Italy from north to

south, including those of the islands of Sicily, Cor-

sica* and Sardinia. The history of ancient Italy

thus merges to a great extent in that of Rome, to

which article, as well as those treating of the more
important races of Italy, the reader is referred for

further information concerning ancient Italy, while
we here take up the thread again with the overthrow
of the empire in the west, a.d. 476.

First Period. From, Odoacer to Alboin (476-568).
—This period comprises the time of the dominion of
the Herulians and Rugians, and of the Ostrogothic
Kingdom. Shortly after the beginning of the reign

of the Emperor Romulus Augustulus the Germanic
troops, Herulians and others, in the Roman pay,

demanded for themselves a third part of the territory

of Italy, and when the demand was refused Odoacer,
their leader, dethroned the powerless emperor, and
assumed the title of King of Italy. For twelve
years this valiant barbarian ruled, not without fame,
when Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths, instigated

by Zeno, emperor of the East, marched at the head
of 200,000 men bearing anus, accompanied by their

wives and families and all their movable possessions,

from their seats on the Danube into Italy (488).

After defeating Odoacer at Verona (480), and shut-

ting him up in Ravenna, he obliged him to surrender

after a brave defence which lasted for three years,

and not long after he was slain by the Goths at a
tumultuous banquet (408). Thenceforward Theo-
doric ruled over Italy with Ra\enna as his capital.

His Goths spread from the AlpH to Sicily. In the
lagoons of the Adriatic alone some fugitives who
had fled from the devastations of Attila, and obtained

a subsistence as sailors and by the manufacture* of

salt, maintained their freedom. Theodoric, who com-
bined the vigour of the north with the cultivation of

the south, is justly termed the Great, and, under the

name of Dietrich of Bern (Verona), has become one
of the principal heroes of old German story. But
the energy of his people* soon yielded to Roman cor-

ruption. Totilas for ten years in vain endeavoured

to maintain the almost completed conquest against

the military skill of Belisanus and Narsos, the gene-

rals of the Byzantine emperor Justinian. Ife fell in

battle in 552, and Teias, his successor, in 558, after

which Italy was annexed to tin* Kastorn Empire,

under an exarch who resided at Ravenna. But
not many years after the country was invaded by
the Lombards (Langobardi, Longobardi), a German
people which had emigrated from the Elbe to Pan-

nonia. Under King Alboin they conquered the Bo
basin, which received from them the name of Lom-
bardy, almost without a blow (568), and founded a

kingdom which had its capital at Pavia. Their

government was less favourable to the arts and
sciences than that of the Goths.

Second Period. From Alboin to Chtv hmagne (77 4),

or Period of the Lombard Empire.- The kingdom of

the Lombanis included Upper Italy, Tuscany, and
Umbria. Alboin also created the Duchy of Bene-

vento, in Lower Italy, with which he invested Zotto.

The whole of Lombardian Italy was divided into

thirty great fiefs, under dukes, counts, &c., which
soon became hereditary. Together with the new
kingdom, the confederation of the fugitives in the

lagoons still subsisted in undisturbed freedom The
islanders, by the election of their first doge, Aimfesto,

in 697, established a central government, and the

Republic of Venice was founded. (See Venice.)

Ravenna, the seat of the exarch, with Romagna, the

Pentapolis, or the five maritime cities (Rimini,

Piaaro, Fano, Sinigaglia, and Ancona), and almost

all the coasts of Ix>wer Italy, where Amalfi and

Gaeta had dukes of their own, of the Greek nation,

remained unconquered, together with Sicily and the

capital, Rome, which was governed by a patrician in

the name of the emperor. The slight dependence on

the court of Byzantium disappeared almost entirely
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In the beginning of (he eighth century, when Leo the

Isaurian exasperated the orthodox Italians by his

attack on images. (See Iconoclasts.) The cities

expelled his officers, and chose consuls and a senate,

as in ancient times. Home acknowledged, not indeed

the power, but a certain paternal authority of its

bishops, even in secular affairs, in consequence of the

respect which their holiness procured them. The
popes, in their efforts to defend the freedom of Rome
against the Lombards, forsaken by the court of

Byzantium, generally had recourse to the Frankish
kings. In consideration of the aid expected against

King Astolphus, Pope Stephen III. (754) not only
anointed Pepin, who, with the approbation of Pope
Zacharias, held been made king of the Franks in 752,

but, with the assent of the municipality of Rome,
appointed him patrician, as the imperial governor
had hitherto been denominated. In 756 Pepin pre-

sented the exarchate of Ravenna, with the five cities,

to the pope, thus laying the foundation of the tem-
poral power of the holy see. At the invitation of

rope Hadrian I. Charlemagne made war upon
Desiderius, the king of the Lombards, took him
prisoner in his capital, Pavia, united his empire with
the Frankish monarchy (774), and eventually gave
Italy a king in his son Pepin.

Third Pei'iod. From Charlemagne, to Otko the

Great (961), or Period of the Carlovingians and Inter-

regnum.—The attempts of Charlemagne against the
Duchy of Benevento, the independence of which was
maintained by Duke Arichis, and against the republics

in Lower Italy, where Naples, Amalfi, and Gaeta in

particular, had become rich by navigation and com-
merce, were unsuccessful Leo III. bestowed on the

king of the Franks, on Christmas-day, a.d. 800, the

imperial crown of the West, which needed a Charle-

magne to raise it from nothing. But dislike to the

Franks, whose conquest was looked u[>on as a new
invasion of barbarians, united the free citieB, Rome
excepted, more closely to the Eastern Empire. Even
during the lifetime of Charlemagne Frankish Italy

was given to his grandson Bernard (810). But
Bernard having attempted to become independent of

his uncle, Louis the Debonnaire, he was deprived of

the crown, and his eyes were torn out. Italy now re-

mained a constituent part of the Frankish monarchy,
till the partition of Verdun (843), when it was
allotted, with the imperial dignity, and what was
afterwards called Lorraine, to Lothaire I., eldest son
of Louis. Lothaire left the government (850) to his

ion Louis II., the most estimable of the Italian

princes of the Carlovingian line. After his death

(875) Italy became the apple of discord to the whole
family. Charles the Bald of France first took pos-

session of it, and after his death (877) Carloman,
who was succeeded, in 884, by his brother Charles
the Fat, who united the whole Frankish monarchy
for the last time. His dethronement (887) was the
ipoch of anarchy and civil war in Italy. Beren-
zarius, duke of Friuli, and Guido, duke of Spoleto

(besides the Marquis of Ivrea, the only ones remain-

ing of the thirty great vassals), disputed the crown
between them. Guido was crowned king and em-
peror, and after his death (894) his son Lambert,
although Berengarius got himself crowned king in

the same year. Aroulf, the Carlovingian king of the

Germans, enforced his claims to the royal and
imperial crown of Italy (896), but, like most of his

successors, was able to maintain them only during
his residence in the country. After the death of

Lambert (898) and Araulf (899) the struggle for

supremacy in Italy still continued, the competitors

now being Berengarius, of Friuli, and Louis, king of

Lower Burgundy (Arles), but at last the former suc-

ceeded in restoring quiet by driving out his rival.

In 915 he was crowned emperor, with which title he
reigned till 924, when he was assassinated. At the
time that this happened Rudolph II., king of

Upper Burgundy, was engaged, on the invitation of
the Lombardi, in an expedition into Italy for the
purpose of dethroning Berengarius, but soon after

(926) he was induced to relinquish his claims to Italy
in favour of Hugh of Provence, who seems to have
agreed to cede in return to Rudolph his kingdom of

Arles. Hugh sought to strengthen the insecure
throne of Italy by a bloody tyranny. His nephew,
Berengarius, marquis of Ivrea, fled from his snares to

Otho the Great of Germany, assembled an army of

fugitives, returned, and overthrew Hugh (945), who
was succeeded by his son Lothaire. Berengarius
became his first counsellor, but was more bent on
gratifying his ambition than on securing the wel-
fare of the country. After the death of Lothaire,

in 950 (poisoned, it was said, by Berengarius), the
latter wished to compel his widow—the beautiful

Adelaide—contrary to her inclination, to marry his

son. Escaping from his cruelty she took refuge in

the castle of Canossa, where she was besieged by
Berengarius II. She now applied for aid to Otho I.,

king of Germany, who passed the Alps, liberated her,

conquered Pavia, became king of the Franks and
Lombards (in 951), and married Adelaide. To a
prompt submission, and the cession of Friuli, the key
of Italy, which Otho gave to his brother Henry,
Berengarius was indebted for permission to reign as

the vassal of Otho. But, the nobles of Italy prefer-

ring new complaints against him, ten yean after,

Otho returned (961), deposed him, and led him
prisoner to Bamberg, and after having been himself

crowned king of Italy with the iron crown, in 961,

united this kingdom with the German. Early in

the following year (962) he was crowned emperor by
Pope John XII., and from this event dates the foun-

dation of what is known in history as the Holy
Roman Empire.

Otho gave the great imperial fiefs to Germans,
and granted to the Italian cities privileges that were
the foundation of a free constitution, for which they
soon became ripe. The growing wealth of the Papal
court, owing to the munificence of the French kings,

which had promoted their influence on the govern-

ment, so beneficial under Leo IV. and popes of

a similar character, became, through the corruption

of the Roman court in the tenth century, the first

cause of its decline. The clergy and the people

elected the popes according to the will of the consuls

and a few patricians. In the first half of the tenth

century two women disposed of the holy chair.

Theodora elevated (913 or 914) her lover John X.,

and Marozia, the daughter of Theodora, in 981,

elevated her son, John XI., to the Papal dignity.

The brother of the latter, Alberic of Camerino, and
his son Octavian, were absolute masters of Rome,
and the last was pope, under the name of John XII.,

when twenty years of age (956). Otho the Great,

whom he had crowned emperor, deposed him, and
chose Leo VIIL in his stead; but the people, jealous

of its right of election, chose Benedict V. From
this time the popes, instead of ruling the people of

Rome, became dependent on them. In Lower Italy

the Republics of Naples, Gaeta, and Amalfi still

defended their independence against the Lombard
duchy of Benevento, with the more ease, since the

duchy had been divided (889) between Sioonolphus

of Salerno and Radelghisius of Benevento, and sub-

sequently among a greater number, and since with

the dukes they had had a common enemy in the

Saracens, who had been previously invited over from
Sicily by both parties (about 880), as auxiliaries

against each other, but who had settled and main-
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tallied themselves in Apulia. But about forty years
later the Greeks in Lower Italy, who had hitnerto
adhered to the. Byzantine Empire, succeeded, with
the aid of Louis II. of Germany, in recovering the
territory that had been wrested from them by the
Saracens, and out of the recovered region formed a
separate province, called the Thema of Lombardy,
which continued under their dominion upwards of a
hundred years, being governed by a catapan (gover-
nor-general) at Bari. Otho the Great himself did
not succeed in driving them altogether from Italy.

The marriage of his son, Otho II., with the Greek
princess Theophania, put an end to his exertions for
this purpose.

Fourth Period. From Otho the Great to Gregory
VIJ. (1078). The Dominion of the German King

s

.

—

In opposition to the designs of the Count of Tusculum,
who wished to supplant the absent emperor at Rome,
a noble Roman, the consul Crescentius, attempted to
govern Rome under the semblance of her ancient
liberty (980). Otho II., king since 973, occupied
with his projects of conquest in Lower Italy, did not
interfere with this administration, which became
formidable to the vicious popes Boniface VII. (anti-

pope) and John XV. But when Otho III., who
had reigned in Germany since 983, raised his kinsman
Gregory V. to the popedom, Crescentius caused the
latter to be expelled, and John XVI., a Greek, to be
elected by the people. He also endeavoured to place
Rome again under the nominal supremacy of the
Byzantine Empire. Otho, however, reinstated Gre-
gory, besieged Crescentius in the castle of St. Angelo,
took him prisoner, and caused him to be beheaded
with twelve other noble Romans (998). But the
Romans again threw off their allegiance to the
emperor, and yielded only to force. On the death of

Otho III. (1002) the Italians considered their con-

nection with the German Empire as dissolved. Har-
duin, marquis of Ivrea, was elected king, and
crowned at Pavia. This was a sufficient motive for

Milan, the enemy of Pavia, to declare for Henry II.

(in Italy, I.) of Germany. A civil war ensued, in

which every city, relying on its walls, took a greater

or leas part. Henry was chosen King of Italy by the
nobles assembled in Pavia; but disturbances arose,

in which a part of the city was destroyed by fire

(a. I). 1004). Not till after Harduin’s death (1015)
was Henry recognized as king by all Lombardy.
He was succeeded by Conrad II. (in Italy, I.) At
a diet held at Roncaglia, near Piacenza, in 1037,
Conrad made the fiefs hereditary by a fundamental
law of the empire, and endeavoured to give stability

and tranquillity to the state, but without success.

The cities (which were daily becoming more power-

ful) and the bishops were engaged in continual quar-

rels with the nobility, and the nobility with their

vassals, which could not be repressed. Republican

Rome, under the influence of the family of Crescen-

tius, oould be reduced to obedience neither by Henry
IL and Conrad II., nor by the popes. When Henry
IIL (in Italy, II.), the son of Conrad, whom he suc-

ceeded in 1089, entered Italy (1046), he found three

popes in Rome, all of whom he deposed, appointing

in their stead Clement IL, and ever after filled the

Papal chair, by his own authority, with virtuous

German ecclesiastics. This reform gave the popes

new oonsequence—a consequence which was severely

felt by the successor of the emperor to whom the

reform was due. Henry died in 1056. During the

long minority of his son Henry IV. (in Italy, III.)

the policy of the popes, directed by the monk Hilde-

brand (afterwards Gregory VII.), succeeded in creat-

ing an opposition which soon became formidable to

the secular power. (See Popes.) The Normans also

contributed to this result. As early as 1 01 6 warriors

|

from Normandy had established themselves in Cala-

bria and Apulia. Allies sometimes of the Lombards,
sometimes of the republics, sometimes of the Greeks
against each other and against the Saracens, they

constantly became more powerful by petty wars.

The great preparations of Leo IX. for their expulsion

terminated in his defeat and capture (1053). On the

other hand, Nicholas II. united with the Norman
princes, and, in 1059, invested Robert Guiscard with
all the territories conquered by him in Lower Italy.

I From that time the |>ope, in his conflicts with the

imperial power, relied on the support of his faithful

vassal, the duke of Apulia and Calabria, to which
Sicily was soon added. While the small states of

the south were thus united into one large one, the

kingdom in the north was dissolving into smaller

states. The lombard cities were laying the founda-

tion of their future importance. Venioe, Genoa, and
Pisa were already powerful. The Pisanese, who, in

980, had given to Otho II. efficient aid against the

Greeks in Lower Italy, and in 1005 boldly attacked
the Saracens there, ventured, in connection with the
Genoese (no less warlike and skilled in navigation),

to assail the infidels in their own territory, and twice

conquered Sardinia (1017 and 1050), which they
divided into several large fiefs, and distributed them
among their principal citizens.

Fifth Period. From Gregory VII. to the Fall of
the Ilohenstaufcn (1268). Struggles of the Popes and
Republics with the Emperors.—Gregory VIT. humbled
Henry VII. in 1077. Urban II. instigated the

emperor’s own sons against their father. Conrad,

the eldest, was crowned King of Italy in 1 098, after

whose death (1101) Henry, the second son, succeeded

in deposing his father from the imperial throne.

Henry V
,
the creature of the pope, soon became his

opponent; but after a severe conflict concluded with

Calixtus II. the concordat of Worms (1122). A
main point which remained unsettled gave rise to

new difficulties in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries

—the estate of Matilda, countess of Tuscany, who
died in 1115, and by a will, the validity of which was
disjmted by the emperor, bequeathed all her property

to the Papal see. Meanwhile, in the south, the

Norman state, under Roger II., was formed into a

kingdom, from the ruins of republican libertyand of the
Greek and Lombard dominion (1130). In the small

republics of the north of Italy the government was in

most cases divided between the consuls, the lesser coun-

cil (rredenza), the great council, and the popular assem-

bly (jtarlamento). Petty feuds developed their youth-

ful energies. Such were those that terminated with

the destruction of Lodi by Milan (1111), and the ten

years’ siege of Como by the forces of the same city,

allied with those of nearly all the Lombard cities

(1118-27). The subjugation of this city rendered

Milan the first power in Lombardy, and most of the

neighbouring cities maintained an alliance with her.

Others formed a counter-alliance with her antagonist,

Pavia. In Rome the love of liberty, restrained by
Gregory VII., rose in proportion as his successors

ruled with less energy. The schisms between Gelasius

II. and the antii>ope Gregory VIII., Innocent II.

and the antipope Anacletus II., renewed the hopes of

the Romans. Arnold of Brescia* formerly proscribed

(1139) for his violent attacks against the luxury of

the clergy in that country, was their leader (1146).

After eight years Adrian IV. succeeded in effecting

his execution. Frederick I. of Hohenstaufen (called

Barharossa) crossed the Alps six times, in order to

defend his possessions in Italy against the republi-

canism of the Lombard cities. Embracing the cause

of the Pavian union as the weaker, he devastated

(1154) the territory of Milan, destroyed Tortona, and
was crowned in Pavia and Rome. In 1158 he reduced
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Milan, demolished the fortifications of Piacenza, and
held a diet at Roncaglia, where he extended the

imperial prerogatives conformably with the Justinian

oode, gave the cities chief magistrates (podestti), and
proclaimed a general peace. His rigour having
excited a new rebellion, he reduced Crema to ashes

(1160), compelled Milan to submission, and having
driven out all the inhabitants, demolished the forti-

fications (1162). Nothing, however, but the terror of

his arms upheld his power. When the emperor
entered Italy (1163) without an army, the cities con-

cluded a union for maintaining their freedom, which
in 1167 was converted into the Lombard Confeder-

acy. The confederates restored Milan, and, to hold
in check the Ghibelline (imperial) city of Pavia, built

a new city, called, in honour of the pope, Alessandria.

Neither Frederick's governor, Christian, archbishop
of Mainz, nor he himself, could effect anything against

the confederacy; the former failed before Ancona
(1174), with all the power of Ghibelline Tuscany;
and the latter, with the Germans, before Alessandria

(1175). In the next year, also (1176), he suffered a
severe defeat at Legnano, in consequence of which
he saw himself obliged to conclude a concordat with
Alexander III., and a truce with the cities at Venice.
Some years afterwards a peace, which secured their

independence, was signed at Constance (1183). The
republics retained the podestd (foreign noblemen, now
elected by themselves) as judges and generals. As
formerly, all were to take the oath of fealty and
allegiance to the emperor. But, instead of strength-

ening their league into a permanent confederacy (the

only safety for Italy), they were soon split into new
factions, when the designs of the Hohenstaufen on
the throne of Sicily drewFrederick and HenryVL (V.)

from Lombardy. During the minority of Frederick

II., and the disputes for the succession to the German
throne. Innocent III. (Frederick’s guardian) succeeded
in re-establishing the secular authority of the holy
see in Kome and the surrounding country, and in

enforcing its claims to the donations of Charlemagne
and Matilda. In 1197 he also brought over almost

all Tuscany, except Pisa, to the party of the Guelfs,

the party opposed to foreign domination, and hence
as a rule inclined to the popes. A blind hereditary

hatred, rather than a zeal for the cause, inspired the

parties; for when a Guelf (Otho IV.) ascended the

imperial throne, the Guelfs became his party, and the

Ghibellinos the pope’B; but the reversion of the im-

perial crown to the house of Hohenstaufen, in the

person of Frederick II., who at the same time inher-

ited from his mother, the Princess Constance, the

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, soon restored the ancient

relations (1212). In Florence this party spirit gave
pretence and aliment (1215) to the disputes of the

Buondelmonti and Donati with the Uberti and Ami-
dei, originating in private causes; and most cities were
thus internally divided into Guelfs and Ghibellines.

The Guelf cities of Lombardy renewed the Lombard
confederacy in 1226. After the emperor had re-

turned from his crusade (1 229), for undertaking which
contrary to the will of the pope he was excommuni-
cated, he waged war, with varying success, against

the cities, and against Gregory IX., heedless of the
excommunication, while Ezzelino da Romano, under
the pretence of favouring the Ghibellines, established,

by every kind of violence, his own power in Padua,
Verona, Vicenza, and the neighbourhood. The Papal
court succeeded in seducing the Pisanese family of the

Visconti of Gallura in Sardinia, from the republic,

and rendering them its vassals, notwithstanding the

resistance of the republic, and especially of the counts

of Gherardesca. Thence Pisa, too, was divided into

Ghibellines (Conti) and Guelfs (Visconti). Frederick,

however, married his natural son, Enzio, to a Vis-

conti, and gave him the title of King of Sardinia.
The plan of Gregory IX., to depose Frederick, was
followed by Innocent IV., in the Council of Lyons
(1245), whither the pope had fled to be out of the
power of Frederick. This greatly weakened the
Ghibelline party,whichwasalreadynearlyundermined
by the intrigues of the mendicant orders. The hitherto
faithful Parma revolted; and the war between Guelfs
and Ghibellinesraged with greaterfurythanever. The
Bolognese united all the cities of Italy in a Guelf
league, and in the battle of Fossalta (1249) took Enzio
prisoner, whom they never released. In the following
year (1250) Frederick died, his death being hastened,
no doubt, by the disasters of the last few years, and by
grief caused by the fate of hiB favourite son Enzio.
His sons, Conrad IV. and Manfred, endeavoured to

maintain themselves in the possession of their heredid|

tary dominions in Lower Italy; but Innooent IV.,
who now joyfully returned to Italy, excommunicated
them, and his successor, Urban IV., offered the crown
of Naples to Charles of Anjou, brother of Louis IX.
of France, who accepted the offer and landed at the
mouth of the Tiber in 1265. Conrad had died long
before (1254), but Manfred offered an energetic re-

sistance to the invader, until he was killed at the
battle of Benevento in 1266. After this battle the
power of the Ghibellines in Italy was completely,
broken. In the Trevisan Mark, in Upper Italy, they
had maintained the supremacy under Ezzelino till

1259, when Ezzelino was taken prisoner by the Guelfs
at the battle of Cassano. For two years after the

battle of Benevento Conradin, the son of Conrad IV.,

contested Naples with Charles of Anjou, but in 1268
fell by treachery into his hands and was executed.

These contests were fatal to liberty; the house Della
Scala followed that of Romano in Verona* and
Milan itself, with a great part of Lombardy, found
masters in the house Della Torre. Tyrants every-

where arose; the maritime republics and the Re-
public of Tuscany alone remained free.

Sixth Period. From the Fall of the Hohenstaufen
to the Formation of the Modem States.—In this

period different princes attempted to usurp the

sovereignty of Italy.— 1. The Princes of Anjou.

After Charles I. of Anjou had become, by the
favour of the pope, king of Naples, senator of Rome,
Papal vicar in Tuscany, and had directed his ambi-
tion to the throne of Italy (a policy in which hiB suc-

cessors persevered), the names of Guelfs and Ghibel-

lines acquired a new signification. The former de-

noted the friends, the latter the enemies, of the

French. Although with the fall of the Hohenstaufen
the power of the German emperors in Italy was prac-

tically at an end for the time, yet in Lombardy, and
to some extent also in Tuscany, their supremacy was
still at least nominally recognized; many Ghibellines

still looked forward to a restoration of the Holy
Roman Empire in Italy as the on^y means of re-estab-

lishing order, and others wishing jto gratify their own
schemes of ambition, often sougl t to obtain a legal

authority for their usurpations by purchasing from

the empire the title of imperial viicars. In Sicily, by
the so-called Sicilian Vespers (1 2112), the French were
driven out, and the crown of thef island was bestowed

upon Peter of Arragon, the son-in-law of Manfred,

with whose help the inhabitant# successfully resisted

all the attempts of Charles of Anjou to recover the
island, which remained separate from Naples for

nearly 150 years. Thus the honse of Arragon came
to be the natural allies of the Ghfbellines, as the house

of Anjou were the allies of the jGuelfs. To the fac-

tions of Guelfs and Ghibellines) were added In the

republics the parties of the nobillity and the people.

Everywhere in Middle and Uptaer Italy there was
anarchy and civil war. The frlee republics expert*
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enoed constant revolutions, and were engaged con-
stantly either in party strife, or war with towns or
dynasties. The old confederacies were dissolved, and
their place taken by new and transitory alliances.
The honest exertions of the noble Gregory X. (who
died 1276) to establish peace were of no avail;
those of Nicholas III. (1277—81), who feared the pre-
ponderance of Charles, were more efficacious; but
Martin IV. (1281-86), servilely devoted to Charles,
destroyed everything which had been effected, and
persecuted the Ghibellines with new animosity. A
different interest—that of trade and navigation—im-
pelled the maritime republics to mutual wars. The
Genoese assisted Michael Paheologus (1261) to recover
Constantinople from the Venetians, and received in

Requital Chios; at Meloria, they annihilated (1284)
navy the Pisans, and completed their dominion

of the sea by a victory over the Venetians at Curzola
(1298). In Tuscany the party of the Guelfs formed
themselves under the leadership of Florence and the
influence of the church into a league for the main-
tenance of the national freedom against the imperial
power. Only Pisa and Arezzo remained attached to
the Ghibelline cause. In Lombardy it was different.
Many towns, indeed, such as Novara, Lodi, Vercelli,
Asti, Cremona, and above all Milan, formed tkem-

(pblves into a Guelf confederacy; but there was on the
one hand an equally strong Ghibelline confederacy,

'consisting of the cities of Verona, Mantua, Treviso,
Parma, Piacenza, Reggio, Modena, and Brescia, op-
posed to this, and, on the other hand, those who, with
the title of capitani, ruled in name of the people, had
generally no hesitation in increasing their authorityby
attaching themselves to the empire. Freedom seemed
to have expired, when the people, weary of the ever-
lasting feuds of their tyrants, rose in most of the
cities, and expelled them (1302-6), including the Vis-
conti, who had supplanted the Della Torre (1277) in
the government of Milan.—2. The Germans and the

Della Scala. Henry VII., the first emperor who
had appeared in Italy for sixty years (1310), restored
the princes to their cities, and found general submis-
sion to his requisitions, peace among the partios, and
homage to the empire. Florence alone undertook the
glorious part which she so nobly sustained for two
centuries, as the guardian of Italian freedom, chose
Robert of Naples, the enemy of Henry, her protector
for five years (1313), and remained free while Italy
swarmed with tyrants. Robert also held the dignity

of Papal vicar in the States of the Church during the
pontificates of John XXIT. and Benedict XII., the
popes then residing at Avignon under the influence

of France in what is known as the second Babylonian
captivity; but the authority of Robert in this capa-
city was merely nominal. He had no power to allay

the violent discussions of the nobles, especially the
Colonna and Orsini, or to check the general license

and anarchy which prevailed. The Ghibelline Pisa
received a master after the death of Henry (1313),

in Ugiaccione della Faggiuola (1314), who also ruled

over Lucca. After his expulsion Lucca received an-

other lord in Castruccio Castracani (1316); Padua
fell to the house of Carrara (1318); Alessandria, Tor-

tona, and Cremona, to the Visconti of Milan; Mantua
devolved, by inheritance, to the Gonzagas (1328); in

Ferrara, the long-contested dominion of the Este was
established (1317); and Ravenna was governed from
about the beginning of the fourteenth century by
the Polenta. In the other cities the same tyranny

existed, but frequently changing from family to

family, and therefore more oppressive. These petty

prinoes, especially Della Scala, Matteo Visconti, and
Castruocio, were a counterpoise to the ambitious

views of Robert of Naples, son of Charles II. of

Naples. Robert, however, acquired for his son.

Charles of Calabria, the government of Florence and
Siena, which he retained till his death. Louis of

Bavaria, who came to Italy (1327) to reduce the
Anjous and the Guelfs, became himself at variance
with the Ghibellines, whom he alienated by his cap-
rice and perfidy; and the character of John XXII.
so cooled the zeal of the Guelfs, that both parties,

recognizing vhe common interest of liberty, became
somewhat more friendly. The amiable adventurer
John, king of Bohemia, suddenly entered Italy

(1330). Invited by the inhabitants of Brescia,

favoured by the pope, elected Lord of Lucca, every-
where acting the part of a mediator and peacemaker,
he would have succeeded in establishing the power
at which he aimed, had he not been opposed by the
Florentines. On his second expedition to Italy (1333)
Azzo Visconti, Mastino della Scala, and Robert of
Naplos, united against him and bis ally, the Papal
legate Bertrand of Poggetto, who aspired to the
dominion of Bologna. After the downfall of both
(1331), when the Pepoli began to rule in Bologna,
Mastino della Scala, master of half Lombardy and
of Lucca, began to menace the freedom of Lombardy.
Florence led the opposition against him, and exeited
a war of the league, in which it gained nothing but
the security of its liberty. After the baffled Mastino
had sold Lucca to the Florentines the Pisans arose

and conquered it for themselves (1342). In Rome,
still tom by the feuds of the nobles, Cola di Rienzi

(1347) sought to restore order and tranquillity; he
was appointed tribune of the j>eople, but was forced,

after seven months, to yield to the nobility. Having
returned, after seven years of banishment, with the
legate Cardinal Albornoz (1354), he ruled again a
short time, when he was murdered in an insurrection.

About this time Italy suffered by a terrible famine

(1347) and a still moie terrible pestilence (1348),
which swept away two-thirds of the population. No
less terrible was the scourge of the bande (banditti),

or large companies of soldiers, who, after every peace,

continued the war on their own account, iftvaging

the whole country with fire and sword
;
such as the

bands of the Count of Werner and of Montreal.
About this time the emperor Charles IV. made that
expedition into Italy from which may be dated the
gradual extinction of the political parties of Guelfs
and Ghibellines. CharleB had himself crowned King
of Lombardy at Milan, and emperor at Rome, but
he saw that neither of the Italian parties really

desired foreign domination, and that the Ghibellines

merely gave the empire their support for their own
party purposes, and he therefore did not seek to

strengthen himself by attaching himself to either

party, but was content to add to his resources for

the government of the empire in Germany by selling

to the towns and princes the imperial rights in Italy.

From this time forth, then, instead of the constant
feuds between Guelfs and Ghibellines, we find princes

and free towns contending with one another for the
extension of their territories, and instead of the
citizen armies of former times, bands of mercenaries
whose enterprising leaders (condottieri) not seldom
held the fate of states in their hands and acquired

dominions of their own. In the middle of the four-

teenth century the most aggressive family in Italy

was that of the Visconti of Milan. In 1353 the

republic of Geneva submitted to Giovanni Visconti,

Archbishop and Lord of Milan, who in 1850 had
purchased Bologna from the Pepoli

;
but his enter-

prise against Tuscany failed through the resistance

of the confederated Tuscan republics. Another
league against him was concluded by the Venetian*

(1354) with the petty tyrants of Lombardy, but in

the end the former became not only opjKments but
rivals of the Milanese in their plans of aggrandize-
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meat. In 1895 Giangaleazzo Visconti obtained from
the Emperor Wenzel (Wenceslaus) Milan, as a
dnohy in fief, and within the next seven years brought
under his power in succession Siena, Perugia, and
Bologna, so that Florence alone still stood up for the

cause of freedom, and it also was threatened. After
the death in 1403 of this member of the Visconti
family a great part of their possessions was lost

during the minority of his sons, but their power was
soon again in the ascendant. Duke Filippo Maria
Visconti between 1416 and 1420 reconquered all his

states in Lombardy, and in 1421 Genoa also sub-
mitted to him. In 1425 the Venetians in alliance

with the Florentines conquered all the territory of

North-eastern Italy as far as the Adda, which they
retained in the Peace of Ferrara in 1428. After
this humiliation of Milan there was for many years
to come no state in Italy so much stronger than
the rest as to endanger the balance of power; for

although Naples and Sicily, the latter attached since

1 409 to the Arragonese crown, were again brought
under one ruler in 1435 by the succession of Al-
fonso V. of Arragon to the Kingdom of Naples, that
monarch had his attention too fully occupied by the
intrigues and disturbances of the Anjou party to

be able to interfere in the affairs of the other states.

Yet mutual jealousy still excited frequent wars, in

which two parties among the Italian mercenary
soldiers, the Brachcschi (from Braccio da Montone)
and the Sforzeschi (so called from Sforza Attendolo),
continued always hostile to each other, contrary to

the custom of those mercenary bands. After the
extinction of the male line of the Visconti (1447),
Francis Sforza succeeded in gaining possession of the
Milanese state (1 450). On the death of Alfonso V.
of Arragon Naples was again separated from Sicily,

which remained attached to the crown of Arragon, and
fell to John II. the brother of Alfonso, while Naples
was inherited by Ferdinand the natural son of Al-
fonso. The Venetians having formed a union with
some princes against him, found an ally in Florence,

which, with a change of circumstances, wisely altered

her policy. About this time the family of the
Medici attained to power in that city by their wealth
and talent. Milan, Venice (which possessed half of

Lombardy), Florence (wisely managed by Lorenzo
Medici), the States of the Church (for the most part

restored to the holy see), and Naples (which was
incapable of employing its forces in direct attacks on
other states), constituted, in the fifteenth century,

the political balance of Italy, which, during the
manifold feuds of these states, permitted no one to

become dangerous to the independence of the rest,

till 1494, when Charles VIII. of France, at the

suggestion of Lodovico Sforza (called il Moro), entered

Italy to conquer Naples as the inheritance of the

house of Anjou. After an unresisted march through
Italy Charles took possession of Naples; but while
he wasted his time in festivities at the capital a
league was formed against him by the leading Italian

states, who were joined by Ferdinand of Arragon,
and he was compelled hastily to retreat, leaving only

a small body of troops to protect his new conquest.

In 1 496 the whole of Naples was reconquered from
the French by Gonsalvo of Cordova, the general of

Ferdinand, and the Arragonese dynasty restored.

Louis XII., the successor of Charles VIII., resumed
the plans of the latter, and on this occasion Ferdi-

nand of Spain was the ally of the French king.

The two monarchs having conquered Naples fell to

disputing among themselves as to the division of their

conquest, war was declared between them, the result

of which was that Ferdinand managed to retain the
whole conquest for himself, which was thus reunited
,to Sicily and Arragon (1501-4). Louis was more

suooessful against Milan, which, supported by heredi-

tary claims derived through his grandmother Valen-
tina Visconti, wife of Louis of Valois, Duke o

i

Orleans, brother of Charles VI. of France, he sub-

jected to himself in 1500. The attempts of Cesare
Borgia, the son of Pope Alexander VI., to acquire

the sovereignty of Italy were frustrated by the death
of his father (1503), when the warlike pope Julius IL
completed the subjugation of the States of the Church,
not indeed for a son or nephew, but in the name of

the holy see. He concluded with Maximilian I.,

Ferdinand the Catholic, and Louis XII. the league
of Cambray (1508) against the ambitious policy of

the Venetians, who artfully succeeded in dissolving

the league, which threatened them with destruction.

The pope then formed the so-called Holy League
with the Venetians themselves, Spain and the Swiss,

for the purpose of driving the French from Italy,

but the object of the league was not carried out till

later. Max. Sforza, who had reacquired Milan (1512),

relinquished it without reserve to Francis I. (1515)
after the battle of Marignano, but the Emperor
Charles V. assumed it as a reverted fief of the em-
pire, and conferred it on Francesco Sforza, brother

of Maximilian (1520). This was the cause of violent

wars, in which the efforts of Francis were always
unsuccessful. He was taken prisoner at Pavia

(1525), and, with his other claims, was compelled to

renounce those on Milan, which remained to Fran-

cesco Sforza, and, after his death (1540), was granted

by Charles V. to Filippo, the son of Francesco. The
Medicean popes, Leo X. (1513-21) and Clement VII.

(1523-34), were bent, for the most part, on the

aggrandizement of their family. Charles V., to whom
all Italy submitted after the battle of Pavia, frus-

trated indeed the attempts of Clement VII. to

weaken his power, and conquered and pillaged Borne

(1527); but becoming reconciled with the pope, he
raised the Medici to the rank of princes. Florence,

which through inner demoralization had lost its

ancient love of freedom, and had already for a con-

siderable time been in fact though not in name ruled

by the Medici, was now converted into a regular

principality under Alessandro de Medici, who was
imposed on the Florentines by the arms of Charles V.

(1530).

Seventh Period. Mutations of the Italian States

down to the French Revolution.—After the extinction

of the male branch of the marquises of Montferrat,

Charles V. gave this state to the GonzagaB of Man-
tua (1536). Parma and Piacenza, which Julius II.

had conquered for the Papal see, Paul III. erected

into a duchy (1545), which he gave to his natural

son Peter Alois Farnese, whose son Ottavio obtained

imperial investiture in 1556. Genoa, subject to the

French since 1499, found a deliverer in Andrea Doris

(1528). He founded the aristocracy, and the con-

spiracy of Fiesco (1547) failed to subvert him. In

1558, besides Milan, Charles V. conferred Naples

also on his son Philip II., and for a century and a

half from this time the Austro-Spanish influence,

unfortunately for the intellectual and political life

of the peninsula, was predominant in Italy. In the

second half of the sixteenth century the prosperity of

Italy was increased by a long peace, as much as the

loss of its commerce allowed. The tranquillity con-

tinued till the contest for the succession of Mantua
and Montferrat after the extinction of the Gonzaga
family (1627). Misfortunes in Germany compelled

Ferdinand II. to confer both countries as a fief on

Charles of Nevers, the protigi of France, whose
family remained in possession till the war of the

Spanish Succession. The peace of Italy was not

interrupted during the second half of the seventeenth

century, exoept by the attempts of Louis XIV. on
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Savoy and Piedmont, and appeared to be secured
bJ tre*ty of neutrality at Turin

(1696), when the
^

war of the Spanish Succession
broke out. Austria conquered Milan

, Mantua, and
Momtferrat (1706), retained the two first (Mantua
was forfeited by the felony of the duke), and gave
the last to Savoy. In the Peace of Rastadt (1714)
Austria obtained, moreover, Sardinia and Naples;
Savoy obtained Sicily, which it exchanged with Aus-
tria for Sardinia, from which it assumed the royal
title. The house of Farnese becoming extinct in
1781, the Spanish Infant Charles, son of Elizabeth
Famese, daughter of the eldest brother of Antonio,
the last duke of the Famese family, obtained Parma
and Piacenza. In the war for the Polish throne, of
1788, Charles Emmanuel of Savoy, in alliance with
France and Spain, conquered the Milanese territory,
and received therefrom, in the Peace of Vienna
(1738), Novara and Tortona. Charles, infant of
Spain, became king of the Two Sicilies, and ceded
Parma and Piacenza to Austria. The Medici of
Florence, entitled, since 1575, Grand-dukes of Tus-
cany, became extinct in 1737; and Francis Stephan,
duke of Lorraine, then received Tuscany by the
preliminaries of Vienna, and, becoming emperor in
1745, made it the appanage of the younger line of
the Austro-Lorraine house. In the war of the Aus-
trian Succession the Spaniards conquered Milan
(1745), but were expelled thence by Charles Em-
manuel, to whom Maria Theresa ceded in reward
some Milanese districts. Massa and Carrara fell to
Modena in 1743 by right of inheritance. The Span-
ish Infant, Don Philip, conquered Parma and Pia-
cenza in his own name, lost them, and obtained them
again as a hereditary duchy by the Peace of Aix-la-
Chapelle (1748). Thus in the eighteenth century
the houses of Lorraine, Bourbon, and Savoy possessed
all Italy with the exception of the ecclesiastical ter-

ritories, Modena, and the republics, which beheld
with apathy operations in which they had no share.
A quiet of forty years ushered in their downfall.

Eighth Period. From the French Revolution to the
Peace of 1816.—The French revolution had a great
influence on the history of Italy. In September,
1792, the French troops first penetrated into Savoy,
even before the King of Sardinia had openly joined
the Austrians in entering the first coalition. Though
expelled for some time in 1793 by the Piedmontese
and Austrians, they held it at the end of the year.

The National Convention had already declared war
against Naples in February, 1793. In April, 1794,
the French advanced into the Piedmontese and Ge-
noese territories, but were expelled from Italy in

July, 1795, by the Austrians, Sardinians, and Nea-
politans. It was different, however, when, in 1796,

Napoleon Bonaparte received the chief command of

the French army in Italy. He forced the King of

Sardinia to conclude a treaty of peace, by which the
latter was obliged to cede Nizza (Nice) and Savoy to

France; conquered Austrian Lombardy, with the

exception of Mantua; and exacted large sums of

money from Parma, Modena, Tuscany, and other
states.

In January of the following year G797) Mantua
also surrendered, and the rapid successes of the con-

queror so alarmed the pope as to induce him to pur-
chase peace by the cession of Bologna, Ferrara, and
Romagna in Italy, and Avignon in France

;
the pay-

ment of a money indemnity, and the surrender of art

treasures (Peace of Tolentino, 1797). Bonaparte then
advanced into Austrian Germany, and a rising hav-
ing taken place among the Venetians in his rear, he
made this a pretext for overthrowing the Venetian
state. In October, 1797, the Peace of Campo Formio
was oonduded, by which the Cisalpine Republic was

formed out of the Italian territories which had been
surrendered by Austria and the pope, together with
some sections taken from other powers. Austria
received in compensation Venetia and Dalmatia.
(See Cisalpine Republic.) A few days later Sar-
dinia concluded a treaty of alliance with France.
The French then advanced towards Rome, overthrew
the ecclesiastical government, and erected a Roman
republic (1798). In Genoa, in the same year, Bona-
parte occasioned a revolution by which a democratic
republic was formed after the model of the French,
under the name of the Ligurian Republic; and
Lucca also was obliged to accept a republican form
of government. In 1798 the second coalition against
France was formed, and the King of Naples, insti-

gated by his wife, a daughter of Maria Theresa, took
the opportunity of sending a Neapolitan army to
attack the French at Rome. The French were at
first driven out, but under Championnet they soon
returned, and repulsed the Neapolitan army, forcing
it to retreat into its own territory, where they fol-

lowed it. The court then fled from Naples to Sicily,

and Championnet having taken the capital after an
obstinate resistance, erected Naples into the Par-
thenopean Republic. The French directory likewise
thought the formation of the second coalition a good
opportunity for compelling tho King of Sardinia
to surrender his territories on the continent, and
Tiodmont received a military administration. The
same fate befell Tuscany, which had formed an
alliance with NapleH and Britain. In consequence
of the victories of the coalition, the French were
again driven out of Rome, Naples, and the rest of

Italy except Genoa, and the King of Sardinia and
the po;>e returned to their capitals; but in the bril-

liant campaign of 1800 Napoleon destroyed all the
advantages gained by the allies in Upper Italy, the

most of which he reconquered. By the Peace of

Lun^ville (Feb. 9, 1801) the possession of Venice
was confirmed to Austria. The Duke of Parma re-

ceived Tuscany, and afterwards from Bonaparte the
title of King of Etruria. Parma was united with
France. The Cisalpine and Ligurian Republics were
guaranteed by Austria and France, and with the
Ligurian territories were united the imperial fiefs

included within their limits. The King of Naples,
who had occupied the States of the Church, was
obliged to conclude peace at Florence (28th of

March). By Russian mediation he escaped with the
cession of Piombino, the Stato degli Presidj, and his

half of the Island of Elba, together with the promise
of closing his harbours against the British. The
other half of Elba Tuscany had already relinquished

to France; but the whole island was obstinately

defended by the British and Corsicans, with the
armed inhabitants, and not evacuated till autumn.
The Stato degli Presidj France coded to Etruria,

September 19. To the republics of Genoa and Lucca
the first consul gave new constitutions in 1801. In
January, 1802, the Cisalpine Republic was trans-

formed into an Italian republic, formed on the model
of the new French constitution, and Bonaparte be-

came president. He appointed the citizen Mclzi
d’Erilc vice-president. Genoa also received a new
constitution, and Girolamo Durazzo for doge. Pied-

mont, however, was united with France. After
Bonaparte had become emperor in 1804 he attached

(March 17, 1805) the royal crown of Italy to the

new imperial crown; he promised, however, never

to unite the new monarchy with France, and even to

give it a king of its own. The new constitution was
similar to that of the French Empire. Napoleon
founded the order of the Iron Crown, and having
placed the crown on his own head at Milan, May
26, he appointed his stepson Eugene Beauhamais
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viceroy of Italy, who laboured with great zeal for

the improvement of all branohee of the government,
of industry, and the arts. Circumstances, however,
rendered this new government oppressive, as the pub-
lic expenses during peace amounted to 100,000,000
francs (£4,000,000), which were all to be contributed

by less than 4,000,000 people. No European power re-

cognized expressly the Italian kingdom of Napoleon.
The emperor continued to strengthen his power
against the active enemies of the new order of things.

He seized Dalmatia, and annexed it to the Kingdom
of Italy, while he gave to his sister Elise Bacciocchi,

wife of Pasquale Bacciocchi, Piombino and Lucca as

French dependencies. On the 24th of May, 1806,
Guastalla, on the 25th the Ligurian Republic, and
on the 21st of July Parma and Piacenza were made
French provinces. The pope was obliged to sanction
the imperial coronation by his presence. In 1806
Naples also was occupied by the French, and on the
81st of March Napoleon gave it as a kingdom to

his brother Joseph; and afterwards, in 1808, when
Joseph was nominated to the throne of Spain, to

Joachim Murat, grand-duke of Berg; while the
English secured the rightful king Ferdinand in the
possession of Sicily. In 1808 Etruria was annexed
to France, and in 1809 Tuscany was given to Na-
poleon’s sister Elise as a grand-duchy. In the same
year (1809) the States of the Church were entirely

united to France. After the Peace of Venice Istria

and Dalmatia were separated from the Kingdom
of Italy, and incorporated with the newly-created
Kingdom of Illyria. Bavaria was obliged to cede to

Italy the circle of the Etsch (Adige) in the Tyrol,

a part of the circle of Eisack, and the district of

Clausen.

The power of the French emperor was now, to all

appearance, as firmly established in Italy as in all

Europe. While the Italian people were supporting
French armies, sacrificing their own troops in the
ambitious wars of Napoleon in remote regions, and
were obliged to pay heavy taxeB in the midst of the
total ruin of their commerce, all the periodicals were
full of praises of the institutions for the encourage-

ment of science, arts, and industry in Italy. After
the fatal retreat from Russia, Murat, whom Na-
poleon had personally offended, deserted the cause

of France, and joined Austria, Jan. 11, 1814, whose
army penetrated into Italy under Bellegarde. The
viceroy, Eugfene, continued true to Napoleon and
his own character, and offered to the enemies of his

dynasty the boldest resistance, which was frustrated

by the fall of Napoleon in France. After the truce

of April 21, 1814, the French troops evacuated all

Italy, and most of the provinces were restored to

their legitimate sovereigns. The wife of Napoleon,
however, the Empress Maria Louisa, obtained the

duchies of Parma, Piacenza, and Guastalla, with
reversion to her son; and Napoleon himself became
sovereign of Elba, of which he took possession, May 4.

But before the Congress of Vienna had organized
the political relations of Europe, he effected his re-

turn to France, March 1, 1815. At the same time
the King of Naples, Murat (see Mubat), abandoned

|

his former ambiguous attitude, and took up arms, as

he pretended, for the independence of Italy. But I

his appeal to the Italians, March 80, was answered
by a declaration of war by Austria, April 12. Driven
from Bologna by the Austrian forces, April 15, and
totally defeated by Bianchi at Tolentino, May 2 and

3, he lost the Kingdom of Naples, into which the
Austrian general Nugent had penetrated from Rome,
and Bianchi from Aquiia, seven weeks after the

opening of the campaign. He embarked from Naples
with a view of escaping to France, May 19. Fer-
dinand IV. returned from Palermo, and Murat's

family found an asylum in Austria. Murat himself
made a descent in Calabria from Corsica, in order to
recover his lost kingdom, but was taken prisoner at
Pizzo, brought before a court-martial, and shot, Oct.

14, 1815.

Meanwhile the Congress of Vienna, by the act of

June 9, 1815, had arranged the affairs of Italy.—1.

The King of Sardinia was reinstated in his terri-

tories, according to the boundaries of 1792, with
some alterations on the Bide of Geneva; for the
portion of Savoy left in possession of France by the
Peace of Paris of May 80, 1814, was restored by the
Treaty of Paris of November 20, 1815. To his

states was united Genoa, as a duchy, according to
the boundaries of that republic in 1792, and con-

trary to the promises made to Genoa.— 2. The
Emperor of Austria united with his hereditary

states the new Lombardo-Venetian provinces for-

merly belonging to Austria—the Valteline, Bormio,
and Chiavenna, separated from the Grisons, besides

Mantua and Milan. Istria, however, was united
with the Germanic-Austrian kingdom of Illyria;

Dalmatia, with Ragusa and Cattaro, constituting a
distinct Austrian kingdom.—3. The valley of the
Po was adopted as the boundary between the States

of the Church and Parma, otherwise the boundaries

of January 1, 1792, were retained. The Austrian
house of Este again received Modena, Reggio, Miran-
dola, Massa, and Carrara.—4. The Empress Maria
Louisa received the state of Parma as a sovereign

duchess, but by the Treaty of Paris of June 10, 1817,

only for life, it being agreed that the Duchess of

Lucca and her descendants should inherit it. Lucca
in that case fell to the Tuscan dynasty, which in

return resigned its districts in Bohemia to the Duke
of Reichstadt.—5. The Archduke Ferdinand of Aus-
tria became again Grand-duke of TuBcany, to which
were joined the Stato degli Presidj, the former Nea-
politan part of the island of Elba, the principality of

Piombino, and some small included districts, formerly
fiefs of the German Empire. The Prince Buoncom-
pagni Ludovisi retained all his rights of property in

Elba and Piombino.—6. The Infanta Maria Louisa
received Lucca, of which she took possession as a
sovereign duchy 1817, with an annuity of 500,000
francs, till the reversion of Parma.—7. The terri-

tories of the church were all restored, with the

exception of the strip of land on the left bank of the

Po; and Austria retained the right of maintaining
garrisons in Ferrara and Commacchio.—8. Ferdinand
IV. was again recognized as King of the Two Sicilies.

Britain retained Malta. The knights of Malta, who
had recovered their possessions in the States of the

Church and in the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies (in

Spain, 1815), for a time made Catania, and after

1826 Ferrara their residence. The Republic of San
Marino, and the Prince of Monaco, whose mountain
fortress the Sardinians, and before them the French
occupied, alone remained unharmed amid the fifteen

political revolutions which Italy had undergone in

the course of twenty-five years. The Austrian pre-

dominance was thus more firmly established than

ever in Italy.

Ninth Period. From the Peace of 1815 to the

Present Time.—Although the final result of all the

commotions and changes that had taken place in (he

political situation of Italy and its component states

since the outbreak of the French revolution was to

leave the country in the same divided and dependent

condition in which it had existed before, yet there

was a strong desire of union and independence among
the people. Traces of a struggle for a united ana

liberal government were almost everywhere visible:

and several of the governments, Naples, Rome, and

Turin in particular, in vain endeavoured to protect
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tbunaeivM against secret political societies (Units-
runs, Carbonari) and freemasonry by inquisitory tri-

bunals, Jesuits, and secret police. While the spirit
of Carbonarism (see Carbonari), having for its

object the union of Italy under one government, and
its independence of foreign powers, particularly of
Austria, excited by the Spanish revolution of 1820,
threatened to subvert the political institutions of the
peninsula in general, as well as of the single states;
and in some places actually shook them, especially in
Naples and Sicily, where in 1820 Ferdinand I. (IV.)
was compelled to promise a constitution similar to
that granted to Spain in 1812; and likewise in Sar-
dinia, where Victor Emmanuel abdicated in 1821 in
favour of his brother Charles Felix. The cabinets
of the great European powers in the meantime sup-
ported the principle of conservatism by a prompt
suppression of every tendency to revolution. Aus-
tria, as the power most nearly concerned in the in-

surrections in Italy, and which already in 1815 had
acceded to the institution of a representative govern-
ment, now undertook, with the approbation of the
other powers assembled at the Congress of Laibach,
to restore despotism in Naples and Sicily as well as
in Sardinia, which actually took place in March and
April, 1821. In accordance with the political maxims
laid down at the Congress of Laibach and another
subsequently held at Verona, the system of repres-

sion was, subsequently to these events, carried out
with the utmost rigour. But whilst, on the one
hand, a despotic reaction was systematically organ-
ized in various states by means of the Jesuits and
similar agencies, a revival of the secret political

societies took place, and diffused itself with equal
vigour on the other. Against these the strongest
measures were employed by government. Great
cruelties were practised in Naples and Sicily, even on
those who were only the objects of political suspicion;

and thiB took place more especially in Modena,
where in 1821 Duke Francis IV. had placed himself
at the head of a system of secret police. In the

Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom, in Parma and Lucca,
as also in Tuscany and the Papal States, less strin-

gent measures were adopted. The judicious policy

of Pope Pius VII. and his secretary of state, Car-
dinal Consalvi, contributed much to soothe the

popular mind and establish internal tranquillity—

a

system carried out by his successors, Leo X II. and
Pius VIII., who contented themselves with merely
excommunicating the Carbonari and other Becret

societies without calling to account the participators

in earlier political unions. Their example was fol-

lowed in Parma and Lucca, and likewise in Tuscany,

when Leopold II. succeeded his father Ferdinand
hi.
The causes which had produced the Italian revolu-

tions of 1820 and 1821 continued in the meanwhile
to operate with unabated force; and by the arbitrary

proscriptions and imprisonments of so many distin-

guished and popular individuals a still deeper hatred

of government was roused. When in 1830, in conse-

quence of the French revolution of July, a general

spirit of revolt spread itself throughout Europe, the

Italians likewise considered the state of events a
favourable conjuncture for striking a blow for na-

tional and political freedom. But the hopes of the

patriots were soon quenched. The risings in Modena,
Parma, and Bologna were suppressed by Austrian

troops, and the reigning princes who had been driven

out of the first two states returned to their dominions.

In the States of the Church the Papal troops, recruited

from banditti and criminals, were employed to put

down the uprisen provinces, and they behaved with

so much violence that Austrian forces were necea-

-sary to defend the government and country from

their own soldiers. In order not to allow all the
power in Italy to fall Into the hands of the Austrians

the French suddenly occupied Ancona in February,

1S32, and they retained it for several yean. An
invasion of Savoy from Switzerland by a band of

Italian and Polish exiles under the Genoese Kamo-
rino, undertaken with the purpose of overthrowing

the Sardinian throne, and then in conjunction with
the Italian patriots, headed by Mazzini, who gave
themselves the name of ‘Young Italy,’ bringing

about a revolution throughout the whole country,

ended in a miserable failure (February, 1834).

On the failure and bloody suppression of these

attempts at revolution an apparent tranquillity pre-

vailed throughout Italy; but it was only the tran

quillity of exhaustion. The unwearied activity of

the secret societies, more es|>ecially of Mazzini’

a

‘Young Italy/ with its republican tendencies, dif-

fused itself over a great }>art of the peninsula. In
183S Ancona was evacuated by the French; and at

the same time the Austrian troops quitted the Papal
States, while the amnesty, proclaimed a short time
previously in Venice and Lombardy, appeared to

produce a lasting conciliatory effect on the minds of

the people. Yet the feeling of discontent Becretly

romained, and received support from the alertness

and industry of the exiles and emigrants. Isolated

attempts at revolt in the Romagna in 1843 and
1844 and the insurrection at Rimini in 1845 might
at least be regarded as important symptoms, while

the method adopted by the Papal government in

dealing with these occurrences only served to widen
the breach. Along with these revolutionary tenden-

cies a definite wish for procuring a moderate amount
of reform was gradually taking possession of the

minds of the educated part of the community. This
had already been discussed since 1839 in the assem-

blies of the literati
,
who, entertaining the idea of a

national confederacy, supported the project of an
Italian Customs Union or Zollverein, and rested

their hopes partly on the milder and better admin-

istered government of Tuscany, partly on a peaceful

revolution taking place in Sardinia. Governments
such as those of Naples and Romo had lost all

popular sympathy; and the rule of Austria in the

north, notwithstanding the introduction of numerous
improvements, had failed in conciliating the minds
of the liberal and national party. A general languor

and inaction had also, as afterwards appeared, crept

by this time into the Austrian government, which
neglected to secure the means of energetically with-

standing a violent outbreak. At this conjuncture

Pope Gregory XVI. died, in June, 1846, and the

election of Cardinal Mastai Ferretti to the Papacy
under the name of Pius IX. seemed to mark on
epoch in the history of Italy, for the spirit of reform

which he introduced into the government of the

Papal States soon spread to Tuscany and Sardinia.

Whilst thus in Rome, Florence, and Turin the new
political system carried the day, and the inhabitants

hailed with enthusiasm the altered times and the

commencement of a new era, complaints resounded

in corresponding proportion over the rest of Italy of

oppression and neglect of public obligations. Naples
and Austria stood forth more especially in opposition

to the new system of politics. Naples had succeeded

in suppressing the violent attempts made in the

summer of 1847 without putting a stop, however, to

the increasing ferment. In Lombardy Austria still

maintained the old system, and by the investment of

Ferrara in August, 1847, made a tolerably unmis-

takable declaration against the Papal policy. Among
the small states, Modena, where in 1846 Duke Francis

V. had succeeded his father, rejected all proposals of

reform, in reliance on the Austrian bayonets. By
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virtue of a treaty Lucca passed over in October,

1847, from a branch of the Bourbon family to Tus-
cany, whilst to these same Bourbons Parma, Pia-
oenza, and Guastalla passed in December of the
same year by the death of Maria Louisa. Here, as

in Modena, the ruling powers sought to prop them-
selves by the assistance of Austria, which meantime
found occupation for itself in an attack within its

own territory. The opposition of the Lombardic
population, nursed by political and national aversion,

became more manifest every day, and from subdued
murmurs of discontent proceeded to unconcealed
expressions of hostility. Throughout the whole of

Italy a hatred of the Austrian Bway was systemati-
cally cherished, and to the whole movement a hostile

direction gradually given against Austria. The old

Austrian policy, now in its last agonies, found itself

wholly incapable to meet in any way the threatened
storm. The commotion was as great in other parts
of Italy. In January, 1848, the inhabitants of the
island of Sicily were in rebellion, demanding a consti-

tution and ultimately the complete severance of the
island from the continental government.
At this season of political ferment the revolution

of February 1848 broke out in France, and produced
an electric effect throughout Europe. Owing to the
bitter hatred with which the inhabitants of the Lom-
bardo-Venetian kingdom regarded the Austrian rule,

sanguinary disturbances had already taken place in

the previous month of January, and the violent pro-

ceedings instituted by the government against the
principal actors in them, had only served to augment
the general detestation of its sway. The proclama-
tion of martial law in February could scarcely, in

the visible decline of the Austrian power, produce
the desired effect on the popular mind by inspiring

terror. On the arrival of the news of the Paris
revolution, the reserve, which had hitherto prevailed

in upper Italy, was thrown aside, and the overwhelm-
ing intelligence of the insurrection in Vienna Boon

completed the universal eruption. Without the up-
right intention of accommodating matters by a com-
prehensive system of reform, or the power to crush

opposition by military force, the Austrian government
adopted a policy, characterized partly by timidity,

partly by violence. The insurrection at Milan, on
22d March, followed by similar commotions through-

out almost the whole of North Italy, compelled the

Austrian army, under Field-marshal Radetzky, to

evacuate the capital and retreat to Verona; whilst,

at the same time, Venice, by the hasty capitulation

of the authorities, recovered its independence, and
the reign of despotism came to an end in Parma and
Modena. These events inspired Charles Albert, king
of Sardinia, with the hope of making himself master
of the Lombardo-Venetian Kingdom, and carrying

out his idea of a national Italian confederacy. He
therefore declared war with Austria, and supported

by numerous Italian free companies during the first

period of enthusiasm and surprise, drove back the

enemy*8 troops to the northern frontier of Italy.

The position of affairs soon changed however. On
the 6th of May Radetzky (then in his 82d year)

successfully withstood the attacks of the Italians at

Santa Lucia, not far from Verona, and on the 25th
of July gained at Custozza a second bloody victory,

which resulted in the reconqueBt of Milan and the

whole of Lombardy. The King of Sardinia made his

escape by night into his own territories, and then con-

cluded an armistice with the victors. Pushed on by
the democrats Charles Albert renewed his attempts
hi the following year (1849), but in a campaign of

five days (March 20-24) the old field-marshal put a

speedy termination to the enterprise, and frustrated

the hopes of the Italian patriots. Charles Albert,

despairing of his fortunes, abdicated in favour of his

son Victor Emmanuel, and fled by secret roads from
his dominions. The young king then concluded a
disadvantageous peaoe with Austria. Since that
date the Sardinian government has gone steadily

onwards in the direction of liberal reform and devel-
opment of its internal resources. Venice, favoured
by its position, resisted for some months longer the
besieging army of the Austrians, but was at last

obliged to surrender (Aug. 25, 1849). In other parts
of Italy events had meanwhile taken a similar course.

In Rome, where Pope Pius IX., alarmed at the
sudden outburst of revolutionary projects, checked
himself in his career of reform, the excitement soon
grew to such a pitch that he lost all control of his

subjects. In vain he promised a constitution and
summoned an assembly of the states to the capital.

His minister Rossi was assassinated in November,
1848, whereupon the democrats took all the power
into their own hands. The pope fled in terror to

Gaeta, leaving his capital in the hands of the popu-
lace and the insurgent volunteers, who erected a
Roman Republic, and even laid hands on the church
property (Feb. 1849). Mazzini, the active head of

*Young Italy,’ and Garibaldi, the leader of the volun-

teers, ruled in Rome. The pope now appealed to the

protecting states for help, and was so far successful

that a French army under General Oudinot marched
up to the walls of Rome and demanded the restora-

tion of the old order of things. When this was re-

fused the French proceeded to lay siege to the city,

but met with so determined an opposition, that it

was only after frequent bloody contests, extending

over several weeks, that the city fell into their hands
(July, 1849 ). The republicans sought safety in flight,

a French garrison was permanently posted in Rome,
and under the protection of French bayonets the old

condition of affairs was gradually restored. The in-

surgent Sicilians had no better success than the

Lombards, Venetians, and Romans, being gradually

subdued by the Neapolitan arms. In TuBcany, as in

Rome, the democrats for a short period obtained the

upper hand and compelled the grand-duke to flee,

but the republican form of government lasted only a

few weeks. Sardinia, therefore, remained the only

state which preserved the constitutional benefits re-

sulting from 1848, and strenuously withstood all

requisitions to act otherwise. The Lombardo-Vene-
tian Kingdom entered the statesof the Austrianunion,

whilst, notwithstanding some isolated conciliatory

measures, such as the re-establishment of a free port

at Venice, the Bystem of military dictatorship was
still maintained. In Rome, which the pope again en-

tered in April, 1850, the new organization of the state

restored the spiritual rule, with a silent abrogation

of the constitution of 1848. In Naples the last mis-

erable shadow of freedom was abolished, and against

the originators and promoters of the insurrection of

1848 there was ojened an array of legal proceedings,

the tyrannies of which engaged deeply the attention

of foreign countries. In Tuscany, which was occu-

pied by Austrian troops, and wholly bound to Austria

by a military convention, despotism and priestly

power returned in all their force. In Modena and

Parma the returned princes, relying on the protec-

tion of Austria, pursued a policy of revenge and re-

pression against the adherents of a free political life.

In such circumstances the condition of Italy, harassed

and unsettled, presented a most melancholy picture;

nor could some important non-political improvements,

including the formation of railways, the accession to

the Austrian postal union, and the freedom of the

navigation of the Po, effect any satisfactory amelior-

ation. The extraordinary increase of robberies, es-

pecially in Central Italy, the almost unintermitted
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exercise of martial law, the continued existence of

secret societies, end the Bcantily veiled expressions
of hatred to the ruling powers, in spite of all the
military severity of governments, showed, as at Milan,
In February, 1853, how unsatisfactory was the state

of the political and social relations of the country.

The same system prevailed with little amendment
up to the year 1859. In Naples the cruelties exer-

deed on political prisoners, which led to a cessation

of intercourse between that state and Great Britain,

were still continued with unabated severity, and a
complete reign of terror prevailed throughout South-
ern Italy. Though in a milder form, the system of

repression was likewise rigorously maintained in the

central and northern states of the j>enirtsula. Sardinia

alone, true to constitutional principles, exhibited the

happy results of free institutions in the midst of the

surrounding des[>otism and intolerance, religious and
political.

Austrian oppression in Lombardo- Venetia, the

tyranny of the kings of Naples, and the misgovern-

ment of the Papal States and of the duchies, abetted

by Austria, led to the war of 1859, when France,

siding with Sardinia, defeated the Austrians at Ma-
genta (June 4) and Solferino (June 24), and drove

them out of Lombardy, after which Francis J oseph,

emperor of Austria, in a personal interview with

Napoleon III., emperor of the French, at Villafranca,

agreed to the preliminaries of a |>eace, stipulating for

the surrender of Lombardy, as far as the line of

Peschiera and Mantua, by Austria to France, the

formation of a confederacy of Italian states under

the presidency of the pope, and the return of the

princes who had been expelled in the course of the

war from their dominions by their subjects, provided

that their return was not effected by foreign inter-

vention but only by the will of their subjects. Of

these three preliminaries only the first was ultimately

ratified by the Treaty of Zurich (Nov. 10, 1 859). Lom-
bardy was ceded to France, who gave it up to the King

of Sardinia, in return for which the latter ceded to

France some time later Savoy, the ancestral domain of

his family, and Nice. The other two stipulations of

the preliminaries of Villafranca were not carried out.

So far from inviting back their banished rulers, the

inhabitants of the duchies hastened to summon assem-

blies to pronounce their deposition, and to annex

themselves to Sardinia. Even Bologna withdrew

from the Papal rule, and put itself under the protec-

tion of Victor Emmanuel. In March, 1860, popular

votes were taken in Savoy, Nice, Tuscany, Parma,

Modena, and the four northern Papal legations, con-

stituting Romagna, in virtue of which the cession of

the first two to France was carried, into effect, and

the remainder were incorporated in the Kingdom of

Sardinia. Neither the protests of Switzerland against

the surrender of the districts on the south of the Lake

of Geneva, nor the ban of excommunication pro-

nounced by the pope on the chief actors in these

events, could prevent them from taking their course.

Meanwhile the victorious career of Garibaldi in

Sicily and Lower Italy had led to the dethronement

of the King of Naples, and the detachment of the

provinces of Umbria, Urbino, and the Marshes, with

Benevento and Pontecorvo, inclosed by the Kingdom

of Naples, from the States of the Church; and Sar-

dinia intervening to complete the revolution., the

whole of Italy and Sicily, except Rome and its vicin-

ity and Venetia* was combined in a united realm,

which, in 1861, was proclaimed as the Kingdom of

Italy, with Victor Emmanuel as its sovereign, the

temporal power of the pope being secured by French

troops stationed in Rome. In the war which broke

out in the spring of 1866 between Prussia and Italy

combined on the one side, and Austria on the other,

ou m

the Italian invasion of Venetia was repulsed in the

battle of Oustozza (June 24); bat the Austrians,

suffering heavy reverses from the Prussians, ceded

Venetia to the Emperor of France, by whom its des-

tiny was put to the vote of its inhabitants. Their

vote being in favour of union with Italy, the province

was accordingly joined to it. There was still one

part of the Italian territory not included in the King-
dom of Italy, namely, the Papal State*, where the

pope continued to maintain his temporal authority

under the protection of French troops. According to

a convention concluded between France and Italy,

Sept. 15, 1864, these troops were to be withdrawn in

the course of the year 1866. This was, indeed, actu-

ally done, but their place was taken by a corj* (the

Antibes legion) levied in France and commanded by
the French general Dumont, whom Napoleon sent in

July, 1867, for the purpose. The protestations of the

Italian government against this infringement of the

spirit of the convention of 1864 were of no avail, and
the convention was still further violated by a renewed
direct intervention of Naj>oleon in the Papal States.

On the outbreak of the Franco-German war, however,

the French troojra were withdrawn, and after the fall

of the empire in consequence of the defeat at Sedan,

the Italian government could no longer resist the

demands of the presB and of popular feeling, and

occupied the Papal States (Sept. 1870), soon after

which they were annexed to the Kingdom of Italy.

While the pope was thus deprived of his temporal

dominions, his spiritual independence was guaranteed.

In 1871 the seat of government was removed to

Rome from Florence (having until 1865 been at

Turin). In 1878 Victor Emmanuel, the first king

of united Italy, died, and was succeeded by his son

Hmnl>ert, who, lH*ing assassinated in 1900, was suc-

ceeded by his son, Victor Emmanuel HI. Latterly

Italy has been in alliance with Germany and Austria-

Hungary, the three powers having in view the pre-

servation of the peace of Europe. The acquisition of

territory in Africa has recently l>een pursued.

Language and Literature. Language.— The

origin of this beautiful and most harmonious tongue

is lost in obscurity. The opinion that the Italian

originated from a mixture of the classical Latin

with the languages of the barbarians who over-

ran Italy is erroneous. The Roman literary lan-

guage, which the scholar learns from Horace and

Cicero, was not the dialect of the common people.

That the former could not have been corrupted by

the mixture of the barbarous languages is proved by

the fact that Latin was written in the beginning of

the middle ages, long before the revival of learning,

with surprising purity. After the language of com-

mon life had been entirely changed by the invasion

of the northern tribes, in its whole spirit, rather than

by the mere admixture of foreign words (a conse-

quence of the change of the spirit of the people),

then a new language of literature was formed, though

the classical Roman still continued to be used. The

new language was opposed to the variety of dialects

which had grown out of common life ;
the formation

of it, however, was slow, because the learned and the

poets, from whom it was necessary to receive its

stamp and development, despised it as an intruder

on the Latin, which was venerable as well by its age,

and the treasures handed down in it, as on account

of the recollections of former greatness with which

the suffering Italians were fond of flattering them-

selves. Even down to the present day literary Italian,

the melody of which carries us away in the most

unimportant author, is not to be found as the com-

mon idiom of the people in any part of Italy. It ii

a mistake to suppose that Boccaccio’s language is to

be heard from the lips of Tuscan peasant girls or
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Florentine porters. Even the Tuscan and Florentine

dialect differs from the pure language of literature,

which, during the first centuries of Italian literature,

is found purer in the poets of Sicily and Naples than

in the contemporary writers of Tuscany. Dante,

the creator, as it were, of Italian prose and poetry,

and whose works are full of peculiarities of different

dialects, distinctly maintains in a treatise, De vulgari

Eloquio, that it is inadmissible to attempt to raise a

dialect to a literary language. Dante, indeed, dis-

tinguishes in the lingua volgare (so the language was
called which originated after the invasion of the

barbarians) a rolgare ilhistrc, cardinal*,
aulicwm,

curia!e; but this sufficiently proves that he held the

opinion above stated. The dialects of Italy have
undergone many changes since Dante’s time, but
they still retain the main characteristics ascribed to

them by the poet. The broadest differences are

those between the northern and southern dialects.

In the former consonants predominate even in the

terminations of words, and the corruptions of the ori-

ginal Roman vocables are very considerable
;
in the

latter, on the other hand, vowels predominate, and
especially the obscure sounds of u and o. In Cen-
tral Italy, Tuscany, and the Papal States, upon
which foreign influences have been comparatively

slight, the language has maintained the greatest re-

semblance to the ancient Roman, and hence it is not

to be wondered at that the higher classes in Tuscany
and the Papal States unquestionably sjieak the purest

Italian. In the north of Italy three distinct and
well-marked dialects are spoken. The middle one

is chiefly characterized by Teutonic hardness and
Teutonic corruptions. In the east a quite peculiar

dialect has l>een developed, bearing the Btamp of

effeminacy, and even, one may say, of childishness,

and it is this dialect which has received more literary

cultivation than all other dialects of Italy, as distin-

guished from the common literary language of the

educated classes. In the west the influence of the

French language is clearly discernible, although lesB

in the Genoese than in the Piedmontese dialect, in

the latter of which the peculiarities are so great that

one might hesitate whether to reckon it among the

dialects of Italian, or to consider it as a separate

language.

The higher literary language of Italy, which grew

up alongside of these dialects as early as the twelfth

century, as Dante correctly observes, and which,

through the fact that it most nearly approaches the

ancient Latin, has been found capable of a higher

development than any of the dialects properly

so called, was first spoken in Sicily at the court of

Frederick II., and then came to be used by the ma-
jority of poets in all districts of Italy. About the

fourteenth century all traces of dialectical peculiari-

ties, as well as of French and Provencal forms and
idioms, which are very common in the older writers,

disappear from the literary language of Italy, at any

rate from the language of poetry. The poetical dia-

lect of Italy, now a purely conventional one but one

sanctioned by the use of centuries, was consciously

formed chiefly by Dante, and afterwards by Petrarch,

and appears to be fixed for all time coming. With
regard to it there is no dispute; it has remained to

the present day essentially the same as it was in the

time of Dante. Italian prose has naturally not proved

so stationary. The most ancient authors in this

department were, like Dante, Tuscans or Florentines;

and among them Boccaccio holds the first place, al-

though his study of the ancient classics led him to

give an excess of fulness to his language, and to af-

fect a clumsy structure of sentence, which long con-

tinued to be defects of Italian prose, and which have

found imitators even down to the most recent times.

As Italy, till very recently, possessed no centre at

national culture, and as no prose writer succeeded in

attaining so commanding a position as to be generally

taken as a model by other writers, it constantly hap-

pened that on the appearance of a new work of any
consequence violent disputes arose regarding its style.

During the seventeenth and until after the middle
of the eighteenth century the French language had
a pernicious influence on the development of the

Italian, since many Italians, from a partiality for the

French nation and a love of the French philosophical

culture of that period, went the length of repudiating

the peculiarities of their own language, and in effect

writing French with Italian words. It was only about

the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the

nineteenth century that such writers as Monti, Perti-

cari, &c., as patriotic as they were highly cultivated,

put an end to this evil practice by their exhortations

and their example. Italian proBe, therefore, has

not enjoyed a constant and uniformly progressive

development, but has experienced several vicissitudes

of growth and decline; and hence the time of Dante
and Petrarch, the fourteenth century, is still justly

regarded by the Italians as the golden era of their

language, and called U gran aecolo
,
or sometimes il

trecento. After being neglected for a short period dur-

ing the fifteenth century, on account of the extreme

attention then bestowed by the educated classes on

the ancient classical languages, it revived during the

sixteenth in Ariosto, Guarini, and Tasso, in whom it

reached the highest point of its development as to

its form; sank during the seventeenth and eighteenth

under the mischievous influence of Gallicism, and

then in recent times experienced a new regeneration.

At the present day efforts are being made to bring

back the literary language of the new Kingdom of

Italy to its ancient unity during the classic era of its

history by taking the Florentine dialect as the basis.

This movement was headed, during his lifetime, by
the poet Manzoni, who in March, 1868, then eighty-

four years of age, edited a report on the subject in

conjunction with the journalist Bonghi.

The Italian language, as we find it at present, is es-

sentially a Latin dialect, though changed in its gram-

mar and construction by the infusion of the modern

spirit into the antique, as the character of the people

underwent the same change. A number of Latin forms

of words, which, even in the language of the Romans,
existed in common language (as, for instance, o,

instead of um, at the end of a word), have been, by

the course of time and revolutions in literature, ele-

vated to a grammatical rank
;
and the same is very

probably true of forms of phraseology. In many
instances the Italian exhibits changes in the Latin

forms which have evidently taken place in the same

way, in which common people, in our days, corrupt

the correct modes of speech by a rapid, or slurred,

or mistaken pronunciation. This is partly the rea-

son why the Italian has changed so considerably the

proportion of the consonants to the vowels in Latin

(from 1*2 : 1, the Latin proportion, to 1*1 1, the

Italian proportion)
;
and this is one of the chief rea-

sons of the great and uniform harmony in the Italian

language. A careful investigation will show that,

in fact, little admixture of Teutonic words took place,

but that it is much more the Teutonic, or modern

spirit, which changed the language so considerably.

The study of Italian has been carried on, in modern

times, with great zeal, and a recurrence to the old

writers has much diminished the influence of the

French models, so general after the time of AlgarottL

have*been*clearly laid down by Count Julius Perti-

cari, son-in-law to Monti, in the work Amor Patrio

di Dante (Milan, 1820), which powerfully opposes the
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presumption of the Tuscans in claiming to be in }>o*-

teesion of the only good Italian. This work was con-

sidered for a long time the production of Monti, who,

by his Proposta di alcuni Oorrezioni ed Aggiunte al

Vocabolario della Crusca, gave sufficient reason for

such conjecture. To render the nobler language also

the oommon property of the provinces, to which it

had hitherto remained foreign, was the aim of Gher-
ardini’s Introduzione (Milan, 1815). So far, it must
be confessed, the Italians cannot boast of having

studied the grammar of their language with scientific

thoroughness. The first work of any importance on

this subject was that of Cardinal Beml>o, which,

begun perhaps about 1500, appeared for the first time

in 1525, under the title of Prose. It was preceded

only by some small treatises of no moment, by For-

tunio, Liburnio, and Mercantonio Flaminio. The
Prose, which is composed in the form of a dialogue,

is neither scientific in its method nor complete in its

matter, being based exclusively on Boccaccio and

Petrarch. The endeavours of Count Giangiorgio

Trissino to regulate the orthography of the language

and to fix it by new characters had, after a long

struggle, no other result than to introduce the con-

sonants v and j. The following may be mentioned

among the other grammatical works which had a

considerable success in their own day, and have exer-

cised some permanent influence:—the Krcolano of

Varchi (Florence, 1570), the object of which was to

vindicate the claim of the Florentine dialect to bo

regarded as the Bole standard of literary correctness;

Salviati’s Avvertimenti della lingua (Venice and

Florence, two vols. 1584-8(5), in which only the

letters, the noun, and the article are treated of at

length; Buommatei s Della lingua toscana (Florence,

1648), the first tolerably complete work of the kind,

and adopted by the Accademia della Crusca. It has

been several times republished. A rich Btore of ob-

servations and examples is to be found in the Osser-

vazioni della lingua of Cinonio tPart I. Forli, 1685;

Part IT. Ferrara, 1644, Milan, four vols. 1809).

The first systematic and complete grammar, well

furnished with good examples, is the liogole ed osser-

vazioni of Corticelli (Bologna, 1785, and often subse-

quently), which is the source from which all modern

grammarians have borrowed. Useful works on

separate sections of the Italian grammar have since

been published by Mastrosini (1814), Mannueci,

Gherardini, Antolini, and others. Probably the

best Italian grammar published in recent years is

the Grammatica ltaliana delPUso Moderno (Flor-

ence, 1881) by R. Fomaciari. Blanc’s Italiemsche

Grammatik (Halle, 1844) and Bockeradt’s Lehrbuch

der Italieni8chen Sprache (Beilin, 1878) are the most

valuable works on the Italian language from a

historical point of view.

Italian lexicography likewise dates from tin* six-

teenth century, in the first half of which the meagre

works of Minerbi (1535), Fabricio de Luna (lo i),

and Aecaritio (1543) were published. Som^hat

richer are Le Ricchezze della Lingua Volgare (lo43)

and Della Fabbrioa del Mondo (1546) of Alunno.

The first more complete Lexicon is the Memoriali

-della Lingua of Pergamini (1568). At last, m 1612,

there appeared at Venice the Vocabolario degh

Academioi della Crusca, which confined itself with

pedantic strictness almost exclusively to the authors

of the Trecento and to Florentine speech; and while

it carefully collected all the corruptions and mean

expressions of the vulgar of Florence, left entirely

out of account the language of social intercourse,

and of the arts and sciences. Several revised editions

have been published at various times, the most re-

cent being that begun in 1863 and still m progress.

That of Manuzzi (1831-44) should also be men-

tioned. The first non-Florentine but truly Italian

dictionary is the Dizionario Enciclojiedico of Fran-

cesco Alberti (Lucca, six vols. 1797-1805). Among
the larger Italian dictionaries more recently pub-

lished the principal are: Dizionario della Lingua

ltaliana (Bologna, seven vols. 1819-26); the large

Dizionario Uni\orsale della Lingua ltaliana, by

Mortara, Bellini, (Jodagni, and Mainardi (eight vols.

1845 56); the dictionaries of Tonmiaseo and Bellini

(1864); C
1
,arena (1851 53); Fanfnni (1855; new

edition, 1890); and Petroeehi (Novo Dizionario

Universale della Lingua ltaliana, two vols. Milan

1887 91). Dictionaries of synonyms have lieeu pub-

lished by Toimnaseo (fifth edition, Naples, two vols.

1886) and Zeochini (new edition, Turin, 1892). The

best Italian and English dictionaries are those of

Petronj (Italian, French, and English); .lames and

Grassi (1854; new edition, 1881); Millhouse (1850;

new edition, 1889), and .Buschke (1894; English

-

Italian). Among dictionaries of the German and

Italian languages may be mentioned that of GrUn-

w aid and Gatti (1893 onwards).
Literature .—One consequence of the irruption ol

the barbarians into Italy was a period of darkness

and ignorance, as well as of disorder and distraction,

from whose chaotic confusion the germs of a new
civilization could only be developed Hlowly and la-

boriously. Out o' this confusion the Italian lan-

guage and Italian literature arose about the second

half of the twelfth century. From its origin about

that epoch to the present day Italian literature may
be divided into five periods:—1, the period of the

origin of Italian jxietry under the influence of the

Provencal poets down to the close of the era in which

the first great Italian poets and prose-writers flour-

ished (about the end of the fourteenth century); 2,

the period of the predominance of classical studies

(fifteenth century); 3, the period of the fusion of a

genuine Italian culture with the spirit of the antique

(sixteenth century); 4, the period of decline under

French influence (seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies); 5, modern literature (close of eighteenth cen-

tury, with the nineteenth).

First Period. During the flourishing period of

Froven9al poetry many of the poets, wandering

about in the exercise of their muse, were welcomed

by the nobles of the various small states of Italy,

esj>ecially in the north, and their example stirred up

many Italians (the most famous of whom is Sordello

of Mantua) to write poems in imitation of the Pro-

vencal }>oetB, and even in the Provencal tongue.

But about the close of the thirteenth century native

poets arose, who indeed imitated the Provencals as

to the form of their compositions, but wrote in their

own language. At that date the court of I redenck

II. at Palermo, where he resided till his elevation

to the imperial throne, was the chief seat of Italian

culture, and the centre of literary activity. Frederick

II. and his sons Enzio and Manfred were themselves

poets, and Pietro or Piero delle Vigne (or in the Latin

form of his name, Petrus de Vweis or Vinca), thi

minister and friend of Frederick, was the author of

numerous Italian songs, as well as of a sonnet, which

has been preserved, showing that that form of poem

is at least as old as the thirteenth century. At the

same court there flourished Guido and Odo Colonna,

Jacopo da Lentino, R&nieri, and Ruggicio da Palermo,

and many others; whilst in other parts of Italy there

lived during the same century the Bolognese poet>

Guido Guinicelli, Ghislieri, Fabricio, and Onesto,

and the Tuscan poets Guittone d’Arezzo, Bonagiunta

daLucca, Gallo Pisano, Brunetto Florentine, Brunetto

Latini, and Guido Cavalcanti, also called Benvenuto

da Imola (died 1300), the last of whom, a friend of

Dante, rises far above all the others. Contemporary
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with these were the prose-writers M&tteo Spinello,

author of a chronicle of events from 1247 to 1268,
the first work written in prose in the Italian lan-

guage; Hicordano Malespini, also an historian, and
Crescenzi da Bologna, a writer on agriculture. But
the great luminary of this period is Dante (1265-

1321), the creator, to a certain extent, of the Italian

poetical language, and the author of the magnificent
poem called La Divina Commedia, which contains
in its melodious verses the whole wisdom and learn-

ing of the middle ages. He was a Florentine by
birth, but lived during the last and greatest years of

his life (1302-21) in compulsory exile, having been
banished from the city by the party of the Bianchi
as one of the leading members of the hostile party
of the Neri. Of the minor works of Dante besides
the De vulgar! Eloquio, giving an account of the
various dialects of Italian, which has already been
mentioned in the section on the Italian Language,
the Oonvito (Banquet), consisting of fourteen canzoni
on philosophical subjects, the first three of which are
accompanied by a prose commentary, deserves to be
mentioned not merely on account of its intrinsic

value, but also as presehting the first model of Italian
prose. On the same occasion as that on which Dante
was banished the same; fate befell one Petraoco, who,
removing to Arezzo, became the father of Petrarch
(Francesco Petrarca, 1304-74), another of the great

lights of the golden era of Italian literature. His
name is best known, perhaps, in connection with the
sonnets in which he breathes out his quenchless love

for Laurade SSade, a married womanwhom he had seen
at Avignon

;
but he was an extremely versatile writer,

who wrote in prose as well as verse, and in Latin oh

well as Italian, and he exhibits in his various works
not only the warmth of feeling which is so remarkable
in his sonnets, but also a vast extent of erudition and
great power of pliilosophical and moral reflection. The
only other great writer of this era is Boccaccio da
Certaldo (1313-76), author of the Decamerone (Ten
Days), a work consisting of a Berios of 100 tales,

which are represented as related in ten days, during
a plague which raged at Florence, by a company of

Florentine ladies and gentlemen. In imitation of

these tales, many similar series appeared soon after,

the most celebrated of which are the Cento novelle

antiche, most of which are written from those of Boc-
caccio, but are not stained by the indelicacy which
marks most of the latter; the Novelle of Franco
Sacchetti, and the Pecorone of Ser Giovanni. Among
the other writers of this period are Francesco Stabili

or Cecco d’Ascoli (burned as a heretic in 1327), au-

thor of a poem called Acerba, directed against Dante,
the only redeeming quality of which is its wit; Bar-
berino, a popular poet; Cino da Pistoja (died 1336),
praised by Dante for having improved the Italian

language, author of a legal work called H comento,
of great value in its day; the chroniclers Dino Com-
pagni, author of a fragment of Florentine history,

Giorgio Villain (died 1348) and his brother M&tteo
(died 1363) ;

and the earliest Italian writer of bur-

lesque, Pucci. To the same period belong a number
of romances of chivalry (Beali di Francia, relating the

earliest achievements of Charlemagne; Guerino il

meschino, Lancelot, Tristan, &c.), composed in imita-

tion of those by French and Provencal writers. The
travels of the renowned Venetian Marco Polo also

fall to be mentioned during this period, although

they were originally written in French, in order that

they might obtain a wider circulation.

Second Period. This ]>eriod, extending over the

fifteenth century, is remarkable for the great interest

taken throughout Italy in the study of the ancient

classical languages, an interest so general and ab-

. sorbing as to check the growth of the native litera-

ture. * The Italians,’ says Gibbon, 4 were oppressed
by the strength and number of their ancient auxil-

iaries : the century after the deaths of Petrarch and
Boccace was filled with a crowd of Latin imitators,

who decently repose on our shelves; but in that sera

of learning it will not be easy to discern a real dis-

covery of science, a work of invention or eloquence,
in the popular language of the country.’ Several
causes may be assigned for this extraordinary devo-
tion to classical studies. An impulse had been given
to such studies by the example of Petrarch and
Boccaccio in the previous century, and this impulse
was strengthened by the arrival from Constantinople,

even before the capture of that city by the Turks
(1453), but especially after that event, of numerous
Greek scholars, who brought with them the Greek
language and manuscripts of the ancient Greek
writers. At this time it happened that Italy enjoyed
comparative peace, and that several of the states of

which it was composed had at their head enlightened

men, who were liberal patrons of literature, and
eagerly welcomed at their courts the Greek refugees,

whom they encouraged and supported in their own
labours upon ancient authors and in diffusing a
knowledge of Greek language and literature among
the Italians, while they advanced such studies by
their own example, and by devoting their wealth to

obtaining manuscripts of the ancient classics from
all accessible libraries in Asia as well as in Europe.
The most celebrated of these patrons of scholarship

and literature were the popes Nicholas V. (1447-

55) and Pius IT. (/Eneas Sylvius: 1458-64); Cosmo
de Medici at Florence (1428-64), and bis grand-

son, Lorenzo the Magnificent (1472-92); Alfonso,

king of Naples (1435-58); the families of Visconti

and Sforza in Milan; that of Gonzaga in Mantua,
and Este in Ferrara. During his reign of eight

years Nicholas V. amassed a library of 5000 vol-

umes at Home. Cosmo de’ Medici,
1
the father of

a line of princes whose name and age are almost

synonymous with the restoration of learning,’ founded
one library at Venice and three at Florence, where
he also instituted an academy for the study of the

Platonic philosophy; and his grandson Lorenzo, by
means of his emissary Janus Lascaris, brought into

Europe from the East 200 manuscripts, four-

score of which were as yet unknown in Europe.

The efforts of Scholars and patrons were greatly

aided by the invention of printing, which took place

about the middle of the same century. Printing-

presses were set up at Venice, Bologna, and Home,
which rapidly multiplied the copies of the works of

ancient authors, which were thus much more sj>eedily

disseminated than could have been the case if manu-
script co]>ying had continued to be the sole method of

reproduction. The literatures which were thus, as it

were, generally revealed were at once so novel in

their character and so rich in their contents that it

is not surprising that they should have both stimu-

lated curiosity and excited enthusiastic admiration to

such a degree as to lead to the almost total neglect

of the native language and literature. The scholars

of this period are so, numerous that we can mention

the names of only a new of them. One of the earliest

of them was Franceooo Filelfo, who lived under the

patronage of Nicholas V., and translated the Iliad and
OdyBsey into Latin vepe. The most notedof the other

native Italian scholars are Poggio Bracdolini,Lorenzo
Valla, Leonard! Brum, Ambrogio Travers&ri, Pioo

della Mirandola, Cristoforo Landino, Marsilio Ficino,

and Angelo Poliziano. Of the scholars just men-
tioned, Mirandola (t 468-94) and Landino (died

1504) are those to whom most credit is due for im-

planting and propagating a love of knowledge among
the Florentine youth

.

\

Before leaving the depart-
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ment of scholarship it is right to mention the Greeks
Chrysoloraa, Bessarion, Constantine Lascaris, and
Chalcondylas as among the most noted of those who
during tins age, although not natives of Italy, carried
on their researches m Italy and under Italian
patronage, and who contributed to produce that
enthusiasm for the classical languages of antiquity
which is characteristic of the period.

It was only towards the close of the century now
under review that Italian literature, in the strict
sense of the term, revived. Angelo Poliziano (1454-
94 ), one of the ornaments of the court of Lorenzo
the Magnificent, and already mentioned among the
scholars of the period, was also one of the most cele-
brated of those who again employed Italian as a
literary language, as in his Stanze and in the Favola
d’Orfeo, the first original Italian drama. There was
one class of jmems in which the Italian language
had never been disused, namely, the chivalrous epics
belonging to the cycle of which Charlemagne forms
the central figure, and his paladins the principal
heroes. Huch are the Buovo d’Antono, Innamora-
mento di Rfc Carlo, and numerous others, but these
are merely popular poems of small literary excellence.
The earliest poem of this class which rose so high
above the others as to take a permanent place in
Italian literature was the Morgante Maggiore of
Luigi Pulci (died 1487), the first canto of which has
lieen translated into English by Lord Byron. In it

the author, while imitating in part the heroic style

common to all the writers of such poems, gratifies

his own satire and scoffing humour by making a vein
of burlesque run through tin* whole. The brothers
of Luigi Pulci, Bernardo and Luca, were of little

note. After the Morgante Maggiore the next ro-

mantic epic which appeared was the Orlando Inna-
morato of Boiardo (died 1494), a work exhibiting
much greater elevation of sentiment than the for-

mer, and greater richness of invention, but harsh
and antiquated in style, so much so as to he now
read chiefly in the modernized form of Berni. The
Mambriano of Cieco da Ferrara may also lie men-
tioned as belonging to the same class. In a different

kind of poetry the chief writers of this date arc

Matteo Palinieri (died 1475), author of Citt& di Vita,

in a certain sense the last echo of Dante; Serafim

>

Aquilano, an imitator of Petrarch, and Bernardo
Accolti, who earned the surname of l’Unico from
his renown as an improvvisatore. The Italian prose

writers of this period include a few writers of tales

(such as Masuecio Salemitano), one or two historians

(as Pandolfo Collenuccio, historian of Naples, and
Bernardino Corio, of Milan), some authors of travels,

as the Genoese Giorgio Interiano, the Venetian
Cadamoato, and the Florentine Amerigo Vespucci;

besides two artists, Leon Battista All>erti, who
wrote a dialogue, Della Famiglia, and Leonardo da
Vinci, author of Trattato della Pittura. A consider-

able number of historical works were written in

Latin, for example, the valuable history of that age

by ^Eneas Hylvius, as well as the history of the

Council of Basel, by the same author, and the first

important history of Venice, written by Mercan-

tonius Sabellicus.

Third Period. The sixteenth century in Italy

includes both the most flourishing epoch of Italian

literature and the beginning of its decline. In the

early part of the century there were still many warm
patrons of literature at the head of the different

states, the most munificent of whom was Pope Leo
X. (1513-21), the son of Lorenzo the Magnificent

of Florence, and even farther on in the century the

family of Este, in Ferrara* added lustre to its name
by the support it gave to Tasso. Still, the general

enthusiasm for literature and the honourable rivalry

of the princes of Italy in its support disappear dur-
ing this century. Tne ancient republican freedom
had now, too, generally given place to the absolute
power of sovereign princes, and the church had set
itself to repress the reforming tendencies of the age;
both of which circumstances had the effect of putting
a check to the lil>eral classical culture and the eager
spirit of inquiry which characterized the previous
century. In the lieginning of this century, however,
classical studies still continued to flourish, and many
of the l)est |K>ots of the period still disdained to use
any language but the Latin as a literary medium.
Among these the most noted art* Hadoletus, Vida,
Navagerus, and in part also Sannazaro, although he
also used Italian. These are known as authors only
of short Latin poems; but a longer work, an epic
called Hyrias, by Angelin da Barga, appeared almost
simultaneously with the Gerusalemme Lil>orata of
Tasso, late in the century. Among the ]>oonis

written in Italian in the early part of the* century
are Girone il Cortese, the subject of which lH*longs to
the Arthurian cycle*, and the Amadigi of Bernardo
Tasso, a poet who would certainly have U*en more
famous had his own renown not boeu eelipHi*d by that
of his son Torquato. But far above all the }M>ets of
his tune rises Ludovico Ariosto (1474 15153), author
of Orlando Furioso, a romantic epic, written in
continuation of the Orlando Innamorato of Boiardo,
and the first which truly answered to the national
taste. This continuation by Ariosto resembles its

model in the gorgeous colouring which is given to
all the accessories of the narrative, in the free play
which is given to the imagination, in the stories of

knightly prowess and deeds of magnanimous and
often pompous daring, of love and of chivalrous
courtesy, of the marvels of enchantment and the like;

but it differs from the work of Boiardo in being
relieved by a vein of humorous satire more delicate

than that which runs through the Morgante Maggiore
of Pulci, and far excels the Orlando Innamorato in

pieturesqueness of narration and lwauty of language.
The heroes of the poem belong, of course, like those
of the Orlando of Boiardo, to the time of Charle-
magne; still, it need not excite any wonder that the
tales of such heroes wore found so pleasing to the
Italians of that clay, for it must la* rememliered that
Italy wras then the battle-field of the* neighbouring
nations, France, Austria, and Spain, and the nets

of courtesy and wonders of daring related in these
romantic* epics were paralleled by those ascribed by
popular fame to the Chevalier Bayard, Diego de
Paredes, Gaston de Foix, and other heroes in the

wars l>etween those countries. There is one other
great poet la longing to this centmy, Torquato Tasso
(1544 95), who still remains the favourite of his

nation. 1 1 is great work is the Gerusalemme Liberata,

which is unsurpassed in lieauty and sweetness of

language, although wanting in many of the qualities

which are necessary to constitute a good epic. He
was bom a lyric poet, and in vain endeavoured to

attain by study to those powers which nature had
denied him. Both Ariosto and Tasso wore followed

by trains of feeble imitators, nemo of whom are of

sufficient note to deserve mention. In contrast to

the serious and even solemn tone of Tasso, a large

numl>er of the poets of the sixteenth century are

characterized by a spirit of frivolity and indifference

which was much more in accordance with the taste

of the educated classes of that time. This was pre-

eminently the age of burlesque poetry. The chief

I>oets in this department are Folengo, twitter known
as Merlino Coccajo (died 1544), if not the inventor,

at any rate the great improver of maccaronic poetiy,

and Francesco Berni (celebrated in another depart-

ment as the renovator of Boiardo), originator of a
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humorous kind of poetry which wu called from him
bcmuca; but nearly all the learned men and states-

men of the period have furnished something in this

style. The form which that kind of poetry generally
took was that of short f>oems, called capitoli, in terza

rima. In the more legitimate kind of satire the
chief name is that of Ercole Bentivoglio (died 1573),
a satirist of the true ancient Homan type. Pietro
Aretino, who is credited with being the most indeli-

cate of all Italian writers, shone in all departments
of poetry. Lyric poetry was very abundant during
this period. Nearly every author has left behind him
at least one or two poems of the lyric kind; but the
most celebrated among those who are at least chiefly,

if not exclusively, lyric poets, are Pietro Bembo
(died 1547), Giovanni dalla Casa, Angelo di Costanza,
Annibale Caro (1507-66), renowned for his exquisite

translations of ancient classics, and the fjoetess

Vittoria Colonna (died 1547). Many didactic poets
alBo belong to this period. The most noted is Rucel-
lai, author of Le api. The tragedies of the period
(such as the Tullia of M artelli, the Canace of Sperone
Speroni, the Torrismondo of Tasso, &c.) are chiefly

cold imitations of the ancients. The comedy, too,

which found favour with the educated classes, was
the ancient Latin comedy in an Italian dress. The
chief authors in this department are Ariosto (who
seems to be the best entitled to be considered the
father of Italian comedy), Bibiena (Calandra), and
Macehiavelli (Clizia and Mandragola). But along-
side of this Latin comedy in Italian there grew up
among the people a native product known as Corn-
media dell’ arte, in which the author of the play
merely sketched the plan and indicated the nature of

the action in each of the scenes, but left the dialogue
itBelf to the actors. Out of this was developed the
Italian nuisque. The pastoral drama attained its

highest development during this period. The first

traces of this species of i>oetry are met with in the

Ameto of Boccaccio, and the Arcadia of Sannazaro,
the faithful adherent of Frederick III. of Naples;
but it is found in a truly dramatic form first in the
Favola di Cefalo, or the Aurora of Correggio Visconti

(died 1506). The most celebrated work of this kind
(at the l>est rather uninteresting) is the Pastor Fido
of Giambattista Guarini (died 1612). The choruses

in these pastoral dramas were usually Bung, and this

suggested the idea of setting whole pieces to music,
whence arose the modem opera. The first attempts
of this nature were made before the end of the six-

teenth century by Ottavio ltinuccini of Florence
(died 1621), and the musician Jacopo Peri in con-

junction.

The prose writers of this period are scarcely less

famous than the poets. They are chiefly political

writers and historians. By far the most famous of

the first class is Niccol5 Macehiavelli (1469-1527),
author of Discorsi sopra la prima deca di T. Livio,

and of the notorious and much-debated treatise called

II Principe. In the department of history the Storia

Fiorentina by the same author is also a master-piece.

The only other political writer of eminence is Paruta
(1540-98), author of Discorsi politici and Della per-

fezione della vita civile. Many of the historians of

this period still continued to write in Latin, among
whom are Paolo Giovio (died 1552), Rucellai, Gale-
azzo Capra, &c. The most famous of those who
wrote in Italian are Francesco Guicciardini (1482-

1540), author of the general history of his time;

Nardi, Varchi, Nerli, Segni, <fcc., historians of Flor-

ence; Bembo, Paruta, and Contarini, historians of

Venioe; Giustiniani, Bonfadio, and Foglietta of

Genoa; Cinzio and Falletti of Ferrara; Costanzo,

Porzio, and Summonte of Naples; and Dav&nzati,

author of a history of the Reformation in England.

There were also, as is natural in an age so renowned
for its excellence in art, many writers upon painting,

sculpture, and architecture. The most noted of these

are Vasari (1512-74), author of the valuable lives of

painters, sculptors, and architects; Palladio and
Scamozzi, writers on architecture, and Raphael!

o

Borghini, author of II reposo, a treatise on painting
and sculpture written in the form of a dialogue, a
favourite form with the prose writers of that period.

With these may be reckoned the extremely interest-

ing life of Benvenuto Cellini, the celebrated artist in

metals. Matteo Bandello is the most celebrated

author of Novelle during this period, but the works
of this nature produced during the sixteenth century
come far behind those of an earlier age. In philo-

sophy the greatest names are those of Girolamo
Cardano, Giordano Bruno, and Giulio Cesare

;
their

works are, however, mostly written in Latin.

Fourth Period. In the early part of this period

pure literature is entirely thrown into the shade by
science, which then made gigantic strides in Italy.

The Italian universities now reached their most flour-

ishing condition under the fostering care of several

patrons, the principal of whom was Ferdinand II.,

duke of Tuscany. N umerous scientific academies were
founded, such as the Accademia dei Lincei, and the

Accademia del Cimento, the latter of which, however,
flourished during only a Bhort period before it became
extinct. By far the most eminent of the men of

science of this period is Galileo Galilei (1564-1642),
who deserves to be mentioned in a history of litera-

ture, not only on account of his scientific fame, but

also for the literary elegance displayed in his Dia-
loghi and other works. After Galilei the most
celebrated names in science are those of his pupils

Viviani, Torricelli, and Castelli, besides those of

Borelli, Malpighi, the three Cassini (father, son, and
grandson), Bellini, and the famous physician 'and

poet Francesco lledi. The most celebrated writer

and lecturer on law of his day was Vincenzo Gravnia,

author of L’origine del diritto civile. In philosophy

Tommaso Campanella (died 1639), who may be
regarded as the successor of Bruno, composed his

interesting Poesie filosofiche, and Giambattista Vico
(died 1744), wrote the Principj di scienza nuova, the

earliest work on the philosophy of history. The only

historians of importance are Sarpi, who wrote the

history of the Council of Trent; Davila, historian of

the civil wars in France, where he resided sixteen

years; Bentivoglio, historian of the Flemish wars;

and later Pietro Giannone (died 1748), author of

a history of Naples. The rest are merely at the

best industrious compilers; but the name of Muratori
(died 1750), the celebrated annalist and collector of

ancient historians, cannot be passed over, although

his numerous works are written chiefly in Latin.

Works on the history of Italian literature are par-

ticularly abundant during this period. The principal

authors of such histories were Cinelli, Boccalini,

Rossi, Fontanini, Gimma, Crescimbeni, Mazzucchelli,

and above all Tiraboschi (1731-94). The most cele-

brated writers on the fine arts were Baldinucci, the

continuator of Vasari, Dati, and Baglione, author of

numerous biographies of artists. Bianehi was a

writer of some note on various problems connected

with politics and social life.

The decline which marks the fourth period into

which we have divided the history of Italian litera-

ture is much more striking in the poetry than in the

prose of the period. The corrupted taste already

manifested in the Pastor Fido of Guarini, which

during the seventeenth century was universally

regarded as a masterpiece, became still more corrupt.

The most esteemed poet of the period was Giam-
battista Marini of Naples (died 1625), whose two
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chief Works are La atrage degli ixmocenti and Adone.
The latter of these especially illustrates all the pre-
vailing defects of the age, being full of plays upon
words, balanced antitheses, fantastic metaphors and
similes, in short, as far as possible from what is

natural.
.
His lyrics are mostly of the venal class of

panegyrics, epithalamia, elegies, and the like. The
majority erf the contemporary and immediately sub-
sequent poets were imitators of Marini, jjossessing all

his faults, while they wanted his rich fancy and
power of melodious expression. These were the
most lightly thought of in their own day, yet almost
the only poets of that period whose works still hold
a place in Italian literature are those who kept them*
selves more or less aloof from the prevailing taste of
the time. Such was Alessandro Tassoni (died 1635),
whose mock heroic poem called La secchia rapita (The
Stolen Bucket) is unquestionably the most impor-
tant poetical production in Italian of the seventeenth
century. There are two other works in the mock heroic
style which may be mentioned, namely, Lo scherno
degli Dei, by Francesco Braeciolini (died about 1645),
and II malmantile racquistato by Lorenzo Lippi
(died 1664). The greatest satirists of the period were
Trajano Boccalini (died 1613); the great landscape-
painter, Salvator Rosa (died 1673), whose severe
moral satires appear to have arisen from improvisa-
tions; and Benedetto Menzini (died 1704). Most of

the lyrists of the period, especially in the earlier part,

were imitators of Marini, but Gabriello Cliiabrera of

Savona (died 1637) must be mentioned as one who
struck out an independent path, going back for a
model to the ancient Greek lyric poet Pindar. His
influence can scarcely be said to have improved the
taste of the period. It was rather the source of

another stream of corruption
;
for while he avoided

the faults of the Marini school he fell into the op-

posite faults of bombastic magniloquence and high-

flown pathos. The number of lyrists was largely

multiplied in the last quarter of the seventeenth
century. The leaders of the band were the physician
already mentioned, Francesco Redi (died 1698), Fran-
cesco Filicajaof Florence (died 1707), both of whom
attempted a revival of the classical lyric of Italy,

for which Petrarch was the model; and Alessandro

Guidi of Pavia (died 1712), cultivator of the Pin-

daric lyric introduced by Chiabrera. About this

time a new direction was given to the efforts of the

lyrists of the period, by an influence proceeding from

the court of Queen Christina of Sweden, who then

lived at ltome and gathered round her a nucleus of
j

literary aspirants. The endeavour of the new school

was to avoid as well the degenerate artificiality of the

Marinists as the empty pathos of the Pindarics, and
to impart to the lyric j>oetry of the time more sim-

plicity and naturalness
;
but all that thev succeeded

in doing was to create a new conventional kind of

lyric in a pastoral dress, as much open to the objec-

tion of mannerism and affectation as either of the

styles it was set up to supplant. This new style

received support from the Academy of Arcadiaus,

founded about 1690. For more than half a century it
J

was predominant in every department of pure litora-
|

ture in Italy except the drama, and its influence

even extended to France and Germany. Among the
j

more notable names of this part of the period are
|

those of Innocenzo Frugoni of Genoa, Eustachio

Manfredi, Giambattista Zappi, and Francesco Le- i

mene of Lodi Paolo Rolli (died 1767) may be

specially mentioned for his endeavours to make the

Italians acquainted with English literature (especi-

ally Milton), and for his agreeable imitations of
|

Horace, the ancient Roman elegiac poets, and Ana- I

croon. The only epic of this period that deserves

mention (besides those of Marini and the mock-heroic

poems given above) is the Conquisto di Granata of

Girolamo Graziani (died 1675). The short tales

called Novelle, which in previous centuries were so
favourite a form of composition with the Italians, are
now no longer produced. The drama during this

period is almost choked by the increased devotion of

the Italians to the opera, for which the libretti of

Apostolo Zeno (died 1750), and the still more excel-

lent ones of Pietro Trepassi called Metastasio (died

1782) were composed. The most celebrated drama-
tist of his time was Pier Jacopo Martelli (died 1727),
who wrote in Alexandrine verse, which from him
took the name of Martellian, but which was soon
given up altogether, at least in tragedy. The Merope
of Scipione Maffei is regarded as the best tragedy of

the early part of the eighteenth century. Although
the regular drama was thus in a very low state, the
Commedia dell’ arte still continued to flourish among
the people, and the plays composed in this style by
Tiberio Fiorillo (died 1694), as well as those by the
landscape-painter already mentioned among the sat-

irists, Salvator Rosa, wore received in their day with
great applause.

Fifth Period. About the middle of the eighteenth
century a complete revolution took place in Italian

litorature, which was preceded and accompanied by
a general elevation of public life. The study of the

ancient classics and classical antiquities was revived;

an enthusiasm for Dante took the place of the pre-

ference for Petrarch formerly prevailing ;
the influ-

|

dice of English and German literature began more
distinctly to be felt; and all these circumstances con-

tributed to communicate a more healthy tone to the

national literature. Gasparo Gozzi (died 1786) and
Giuseppe Baretti (died 1789) are perhaps more than

|

any others entitled to the honour of being considered

the leaders in bringing about this improvement,
lloth of these made an excellent use of the new art of

journalism in propagating their own views and raising

the national taste, the former in his Osservatore

periodico (founded in 1761), and the latter in the

Sferza letteraria (Literary Knout), which appeared

between 1763 and 1765. About the same time

appeared two works which exercised a wide and
beneficial influence on the Italian mind. These
were a translation of Ossian by Cesarotti, and
Giomo, a satire of Giuseppe Parini (1729 99), a

]x>em not less remarkable for the natural elegance

with which it is composed than for the severity

of the castigation which it bestows uj>on the Mil-

anese nobles for the effeminacy of their life. The
odes of Farini introduced a new era for lyric poetry,

which, however, no longer occupies the promineut
place in the literature of the country which it did

during the prevalence of the Arcadian taste. The
principal lyrists were Jppolito Pindcinonte (died

1828), Giov. Fantoui, called Labindo (died 1807),

and above all Ugo Foscolo (died 1827). Satirical

and didactic poetry, on the other hand, became more
common. The former is represented by the Sermoni

of Gozzi, the Cicerone of Carlo Passeroni, Gli animali

parlanti of Casti, the poems of Giusti (died 1850);

besides the Giorno of Parini; and the latter by the

Stato rusticoof Vincenzo Imperial!, the Coltivazione

de’ monti of Bartolo Lorenzo (died 1820), the Bacchi

di seta of Betti, and the poems of Arici (died 1836).

But it was in the drama, and more particularly the

tragic drama, that the revival of Italian literature

was most clearly discernible. Vittorio Alfieri (1749-

1803) may be said to have been the creator of the

national Italian tragedy, and next after Parini was
the most remarkable poet of his time in Italy. He
was succeeded by Vincenzo Monti (died 1828), who,

both as dramatist and as lyric poet, was the Cory-

phaeus of Italian literature during the period of the
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French revolution and the first French Empire.
The influence of Dante is very marked in his pro-

ductions. Monti again was succeeded by Alessandro
Manzoni (1784-1878), whose two historical tragedies

II conte di Carmagnola and Adelohi opened up a
new path for Italian tragedians, a path in which
he has been followed chiefly by Giov. Batt Nicoo-
lini (died 1861), author of Giovanni da Procida,

Arnoldo da Brescia, Ac., and Silvio Pellico (died

1854)? the most successful of whose tragedies was
Francesca da Bimini. Since 1850 an increased

activity has been produced on the Italian stage,

partly by the more general introduction of English
and German pieces, and partly in consequence of

prizes being offered for the best native performances
in this department. Giuseppe Revere, Dali’ Ongaro,
and (in Naples) Tommaso Arabia are the principal

dramatists whose activity has been called forth by
this means. As Aliieri was the creator of Italian

tragedy, Carlo Goldoni (died 1793) was the great

reformer of Italian comedy, on which he impressed
a truly national stamp, although he cannot be said,

in all resects, to reach the ideal of a writer of

comedies. His principal rival was Carlo Gozzi
(died 1 806),who invented a peculiar species of comedy,
the subjects of which he found in popular tales of

fairies and the like. The most celebrated writer of

comedies, subsequent to these two, was Alberto Nota
(died 1847). Besides the writers of tragedy and
comedy, in the proper sense, Giacinto Battaglia,

Giacometti (died 1882), Gualtieri, and Fortis may
be mentioned as the chief cultivators of what may be

called the drama of common life during this period.

Here also may be given the name of Romani, whose
libretti greatly contributed to the success of Bellini

and Donizetti as operatic composers.

One of the ways in which the effect of English
and German literature showed itself in Italy was in

the creation of a school of romanticists who looked
back for inspiration to the middle ages, the literary

and artistic treasures of which, belonging to Italy,

they zealously brought to light In the second de-

cade of the present century a contest arose between
classicism and romanticism, which in course of time
resulted in favour of the latter. The most charac-

teristic traits of the romantic school are to be seen

in the lyric and epic poetry of the period, composed
after German and English models (ballads, romantic
epics, Ac.); but the creations of the romantic school of

Italian poetry in these departments are not so impor-
tant as those in the region of tragedy, where Manzoni
and his followers were its chief representatives. The
romantic school has also the honour of adding an en-

tirely new kind of literary production to the literature

of the country. This is the patriotic historical novel of

the kind invented by Sir Walter Scott, of which the

earliest, as it is still the best, specimen produced in

Italy was Manzoni’s I promessi Sposi. Manzoni has
been imitated in thiB kind of novel by Massimo
d’Azeglio (died 1866), author of Ettore Fieramosca;
Cesare Canth, Tommaso Grossi, and numerous others.

The Ultime lettere di Jacopo Ortis, a novel by Ugo
Foscolo, though not of the historical kind introduced
by Manzoni, having indeed preceded that kind of

novel by many years, is yet due to foreign influence,

its conception being derived from Goethe’s Werther.
The Italian novelists of the present day (such as

Caroano, Ruffini, Bersezio, Dali’ Ongaro, Ac.) have
forsaken the path of Manzoni In poetry as well as

in tragedy and romance Manzoni was the leader of

the romantic school. In this department his chief

followers are Giov. Berchet, Tommaso Grossi, Nic-
col6 Tommaseo, and Prati In poetry the leader

of the classicists is Count Giacomo Leopardi (died

l£87), and among his followers may be mentioned

Marchetti, Alessandro Poerio, Terendo Mamiani,
and the poetess FerruocL The most reoent school of

Italian poetry (comprehending Romani Carter, Arid,
Torti, Dali’ Ongaro, Rossetti, Ao.) cannot be said to

belong to either of the two schools..

Among the prose writers of this period the histo-

rians take a prominent place. The principal are
Denina (died 1818); Carlo Botta (died 1887); Pietro
Colletta (died 1831), author of a history of Naples
during its later period; Coppi, the continuator of

Muratori’s Annals; Cesare Canth, author of a history

of the world and other historical works—the last

survivor of what is denominated the Guelph school

of historians, which regards the Papacy as the key-
stone of Italian unity and the central point of modern
dvilization; and R&nieri, a Neaj>olitan historian, the
chief modem representative of the historical school

hostile to the Papacy. In addition to those who
are, strictly speaking, historians, Massimo d’Azeglio,

Balbo, Giobcrti (died 1852), and Mazzini (died 1872)
may be mentioned as having exerted, by their his-

torico-jK)litical works, a powerful influence on the
public opinion of Italy, and contributed accordingly

to shape the course of recent events. In 1842 the

Archivio storico Italiano was founded at Florence
for the encouragement of historical studies. In the

various departments of science the principal among
the older names of the present period are those of

Volta, Galvaui, Scarpa, and Spallanzani; and among
those of a more recent date, Marmocchi (in geogra-

phy)
;
Schiapparelli, Donati, Capocci, and Gasparis (in

astronomy)
;
Simonda and Filippi (in natural history);

Piria (in chemistry)
;
Melloni, Marianini, and Secchl

(in medicine). At the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury appeared two celebrated writers on the science

of legislation—Gaetano Filangieri and the Marquis
of Beccaria. In the early part of the nineteenth

century philosophy was chiefly represented by Roma-
gnosi; at a later date by Kosmini ( 1787-1855 ), Tom-
mason Gioberti, Ac. Rationalism lias been repre-

sented by Ausonio Franchi, Greek philosophy by
Contofanti (died 1880 ), and scepticism by Giuseppe
Ferrari. Pasquale Galuppi (died 1846 )

was the first

to make his countrymen acquainted with German
philosophy, the chief recent adherent of which is the

Hegelian Vera (died 1885 ). Linguistic and archaeo-

logical studies have received a large share of atten-

tion; but none of the modem classical scholars rival

the great Latin lexicographers of the eighteenth

century, Facciolati and Forcollini. Among archae-

ologists are Inghirami, Borghesi, Bossi, Visconti,

Count Rossi
;
among Egyptologists, Rosellini and

Peyron; among orientalists, Ascoli and Gubernatis.

The principal Italian review is the Nuova Anto-
logia, which is published at Florence.

The followii\g are the principal works on the his-

tory of Italian literature:—TiraboRchi, Storia della

Letteratura Italiana (Modena, 1772-83, and fre-

quently republished), continued by Lombardi in his

Storia della Letteratura Italiana nel Seoolo XVIII.
(Modena, 1827-30), and Levati in his Saggio sulla

Storia della Letteratura Italiana ne' primi 25 anni

del Secolo XIX. (Milan, 1831); Ambrosoli, Manuale
della Letteratura Italiana (2nd edition, Florence, four

vols, 1864; continued by Mestica, 1886 onwards);

De Sanctis, Storia della Letteratura Italiana (1870—

71); D’Ancona, Origini del Teatro Italiano (2nd

edition, 1891); Storia Letteraria d’ltalia Scritta da
una Society di Amici sotto la Direzione di Pasquale

Villari (6 vols., Milan, 1870 onwards) ;
Bartoli, -

Storia della Letteratura Italiana (7 vols., Florence,

1878—89) ;
and the Manuale by D’Ancona and Baoci

(4 vols., 1892-93). Tiraboschi’s is the basis of all

subsequent works on the subject.

Art. Architecture. See ARCHITECTURE.
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Painting and Engraving.—The art of painting
was early introduced both into Italy and Germany
by Greek masters; but the diversities of national
character, climate, and religion produced different

results in the two countries. A glowing imagination,
an easy life, an innate sense of the beautiful, enthu-
siastic piety, the constant sight of nature in her fair-

est forms, and the contemplation of the master-pieces
of ancient art, occasioned painting in Italy to unfold
•rith great magnificence; while in Germany the
ancient painters loved rather to dwell on the inward
life and character. They were poets and philoso-

phers who selected colours instead of words. The
Italians have therefore remained inimitable in the
ideal of this art, as the Greeks in statuary. The
twelfth century is generally taken as the period of

tjie beginning of the history of painting in Italy,

but even before that time it had been the scene of

the labours of Greek and Byzantine artists. During
the pontificate of Leo the Great (440-461) a large
picture in mosaic was executed in the Basilica of

St. Paul, on the road to Ostia, and the portraits of

the first forty-two bisho|)s, which are seen in the
same church, date their origin from the same time.
Mosaic and encaustic painting was then the prevalent
mode. Painting in distemper was afterwards intro-
duced. About the end of the sixth century there
were many paintings which were not believed to be
the work of mortal hands, but were attributed to
angels or blessed spirits. To this class, called Arheir-

ojtotita (not made with hands) belongs one of the
most famous representations of the Saviour, in wood,
at Rome, of which a sight can be obtained only with
difficidty, in the sanctum sanctorum. In the eighth
century painting on glass, mosaic on a ground of

gold, and painting in enamel, were zealously prose-

cuted in Italy. There were already many native
artists. One of the oldest monuments of art is the
celebrated Christ on the Cross, in the Trinity church
at Florence, which existed there os early as 1003.

About 1200 a Greek artist, Theophanes, founded a
school of painting in Venice. The genuine Italian

style first bloomed, however, in Florence, and may
be treated under three leading periods: 1, from
Cimabue to Raphael; 2, from Raphael to the Car-
racci; 3, from the Carracci to the present time.
’ First Period. The art was first pursued with zeal

in Pisa. The only artist of distinguished eminence
who preceded Cimabue, who was bora at Florence
in 1240, was Guido of Siena, whose most celebrated

work is a madonna, executed in 1 221 for the church
of San Domenico in his native place, where it is still

to be seen. Cimabue, who was regarded as a pro-

digy by his contemporaries, first introduced more
correct proportions, and gave his figures more life

and expression. His scholar Giotto (died 1336)

excelled him even in these respects, and exhibited

a grace hitherto unknown. He was the friend of

Dante and Petrarch, and practised with equal success

historical painting, mosaic, sculpture, architecture,

and portrait and miniature painting. He first at-

.

tempted foreshortening and a natural disposition of

drapery, but his style nevertheless remained dry and
stiff. Boniface VIII. invited him to Rome, where
he painted the still celebrated Navicella. He was
followed by Gaddi, Stefano, Maso, and Simone Mar-
tini (Memmi). But Masaccio (properly Tommaso
Guidi, born 1 402) first dispelled the darkness of the

middle ages, and a brighter dawn illumined the art.

The Florentine Republic in the beginning of the fif-

teenth century bad attained the summit of its splen-

dour. Cosmo de’ Medici patronized all the arts and

sciences; Brunelleschi then built the dome of the

cathedral; Lorenzo Ghiberti cast the famous doors

of the baptistery in bronze; and Donatello was to

statuary what Masaccio was to {tainting. Paolo
Uocelli laid the foundation for the study of perspec-

tive. Luca Signorelli, who first studied anatomy,
and Domenico Ghirlandaio, who combined noble
forms and expression with a knowledge of perspec-

tive, and abolished the excessive use of gilding, were
distinguished in their profession. Leonardo da Vinci

(1452-1519), who was a master in all the arts

and sciences, infused so much philosophy and feeling

into the art that, by his instrumentality, it quickly
reached maturity. From him the Florentine school

acquired that grave, contemplative, and almost mel-
ancholy character to which it originally leaned, and
which it afterwards united with the boldness and
gigantic energy of Michael Angelo. The Roman
school already enumerated among its founders the

miniature painter Oderigi, who died in 1300. He
embellished manuscripts with small figures. Guido
Palmerucei, Pietro Cavallini, and Gentile da Fabriano
were his most distinguished successors. Almost all

the painters of this time were accustomed to annex
inscriptions to their pictures: the annunciation to

the Virgin Mary was their favourite subject. Perugia
was the principal seat of the Roman school. As
early as the thirteenth century there was a society

of painters there. Pietro Vanucci, called Pei'ugino

(1446-1524), first introduced more grace and nobler

forms into this school, whose character acquired from
him something intellectual, noble, simply pious, and
natural, which always remained peculiar to the Ro-
man school. Perugino’s great scholar Raphael soon
surpassed all former masters, and banished their

poverty, stiffness, and dryness of style. Taste came
into Venice from the East. Andr. Murano and
Vittore Carpaccio are among the earliest artists oi

that city. Giovanni and Gentile Bellino are the

most distinguished paintere of the earlier Venetian
school. The latter laboured some time in Constan-
tinople under the reign of Mohammed II. They
introduced the glowing colours of the East; their

style was simple and pure, without rising to the

ideal. Andr. Mantegna (died 1506) was the first to

study the ancient models. Padua woh the principal

seat of the Venetian school. Mantegna afterward*

transferred it to Mantua, and his style formed the

transition to the Lombard school. Schools of paint-

ing flourished in Verona, Bassano, and Brescia

( Jiovanni da Udine (who was so distinguished by hi*

faithful imitation of nature in secondary things that

he painted for Raphael the garlands around his pic-

tures in the Farnesina), Pellegrino, and Pordenone
were the most able predecessors of the two great

masters of the Venetian school, Giorgione and Titian.

No capital city served as the central point of the

Lombard Bchool. Bologna subsequently became the

centre. Imola, Conto, Ferrara, Modena, Reggio,

Parma, Mantua, and Milan were afterwards con-

sidered the seats of this school. Galasio (who lived

about 1220), Alighieri, Alghisi, Cosimo Tura, Ercole

Grandi, and especially I)osso Dossi (died 1560), were

the principal painters of Ferrara. The last, a friend

of Ariosto, jKmsesses a remarkable grandeur of style,

united with a richness of colouring which may bear

comparison with that of Titian. Bramante (died

1514), who was likewise a great architect; Lipj»o

Dalmasi; and especially Francesco Raibolini (died

1517), called Francesco Franria
,
were highly distin-

guished among the Bolognese masters. The latter,

who was marked by a tender religious expression

and uncommon industry, had the greatest veneration

for Raphael It is asserted that at the sight of the

St. Cecilia of his master he was so struck with the

impossibility of attaining the same perfection that

he fell into a deep melancholy, and soon after died.

Here also belongs the charming Innocenzo da Imola
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Second Period. We now come to the greatest

masters of any age, who, almost at the same time, as

heads of the four schools, carried every branch of the

art to the highest perfection. In Italy they and
their scholars are called Cinquecentiati, from the cen-

tury in which they flourished. This period of per-

fection passed away rapidly, and soon required the

violent restoration with winch the third period com-
mences. After Leonardo da Vinci, in the Florentine

school, had settled the proportions of figures, and the

rules of perspective and of light and shade, and his

scholars, Luini (who united Raphael’s style with
that of his master), Salaino, and Melzo, besides the

admirable Baccio della Porta, who is famous under
the name of Fra Bartolommeo (died 1517), and whose
works are distinguished for elevated conception,

warmth of devotion, and glowing colours, had done
much for the art, and after the gentle and feeling

Andrea del Sarto (died 1530), the gifted Baldassare
Peruzzi and the gay liazzi had made this school dis-

tinguished, arose the most extraordinary of all

masters, Michael Angelo Buonarotti (1474-1564).
His gigantic mind grasped, with equal power, statu-

ary, architecture, and painting. His fire of composi-

tion, his knowledge of anatomy, the boldness of his

attitudes and foreshortenings, leave him without
a rival; but, as a model, he was detrimental to the

art, because his imitators necessarily fell into exag-

geration and contempt of a simple style. In grandeur
his fresco painting the Last Judgment, in the Sistine

chapel at Rome, is inimitable. Beauty was never so

much his object as power and sublimity, especially

since, in the former, he could never equal Raphael,
but in the latter stood alone. Dante was his favourite

poet. In his later years the erection of St. Peter’s

church almost entirely engrossed his thoughts. Rosso
de Rossi, Daniele da Volterra, Salviati, Angelo
Bronzino, Alessandro Allori, and many others, were
his scholars and imitators. If we turn our attention

to the Roman school we find at its head the first of

artists—Raphael Sanzio da Urbino (1483-1520).

His genius showed itself as elevated in his fresco

paintings, in the atame and loyyit of the Vatican
(the former of which contain the School of Athens,
the Parnassus, and the Conflagration of the Borgo,
while the latter contain scriptural scenes from the

creation through the whole Old Testament), as it

appears lovely, spiritual, and original in the frescoes

of the Famesina (representing the life of Psyche).

No less superior are his oil paintings, of which we
shall only mention his madonnas, celebrated through-
out the world, especially the Madonna del Sisto (in

the Dresden gallery), the Madonna della Sedia (in

Florence), Madonna della Pesce (in Madrid), Maria
Giardiniera (in Paris), Madonna di Foligno (in

Rome), his St. Cecilia (in Bologna), and his last work,
the Transfiguration of Christ. His scholars and
successors—the bold Giulio Romano (died 1546), the

more gloomy Gianfrancesco Penni, called il Fattore
(died 1528), the lofty Bartolommeo Ramenghi, sur-

named Bagnacarallo, Pierino del Vaga (properly
Buonaccorsi), Polidoro da Caravaggio, Gemigniani,
Benvenuto Tisio da Garofalo, and many others

—

were skilful masters; but they forsook the path of

their great pattern, and degenerated into mannerism.
Federico Baroccio (died 1612) endeavoured to coun-
teract this tendency. In spirit he belonged to the

Lombard school, as he aimed at, and in part attained,

the grace of Correggio. With his scholars Francesco
Vanni and the brothers Zucchero he infused a new
life into the Roman school, though the latter pro-

duced pleasing rather than great works, and fell into

mannerism. Muziano was distinguished in landscape-

ting, and Nogari and Facchetti in portrait-paint-

At the head of the Venetian school we find

the two excellent colourists Giorgione Barbarelli di

Castelfranco (died 1611) and Tiziano Vecelli (died

1576). The portraits of the former are celebrated
for tneir warmth and truth. The latter was great in
all the departments of art, inimitable in his carna-
tion, or painting of fleBh tints, excellent as an
historical and portrait painter, and the first great
landscape-painter. Even in extreme old age his

powers were unimpaired. Ariosto and Aretino were
friends of the gay, happy Titian. He executed
many workB for the Spanish kingB. Some of his

most famous works are the altar-piece of St. Pietro
Martire, his pictures of Venus, his Bacchanal, and
his Children Playing, in Madrid, his Cristo dollar

Moneta, &c. He first understood the art of painting
with transparent colours. In groups, he selected the
form of a bunch of grapes for a model. His succes-

sors—Sebastiano del Piombo, PalmaVeochio, Lorenzo
Lotto, Paris Bordone, Pordenone—are distinguished,

especially in colouring. Schiavone, whose chiaroacuro

and richness of colour are truly remarkable; Giacomo
da Ponto, called Bossano

,
who imitated reality, even

in common things, to deception, and who was the
head of a whole family of painters; the ardent,

inspired Robusti, called 11 Tintoretto (died 1594),
and the fantastic, splendid Paul Veronese, properly

Paolo Cagliari (died 1588), who painted boldly and
brilliantly with a free pencil, but neglected all pro-

priety of costume, and frequently mingled masks in

historical paintings, were ornaments of the Venetian
school. It likewise degenerated, and its mannerists
were worse than thoBe of the other schools, because
they did not study the antiques and the ideal. At
the head of the Lombard school we find the charm-
ing Antonio Allegri da Correggio (died 1534), whose
works are distinguished for harmony of colours as

well as for expression and grace. His successors and
scholars were Francesco Rondani, Gatti, Lelio Orsi,

and especially Francesco Mazzola, called 11 Parme-
gianino (died 1540). This artist possessed much ease,

fire, and a peculiar grace, which frequently borders

on mannerism. Gaudenzio Ferrari and many others

are the ornaments of the Milanese school. In
Bologna we find Bagnacavallo (died 1542), a dis-

tinguished artist of this period, whom we have
already mentioned as one of Raphael’s scholars.

Francesco Primaticcio (died 1570), Niccolh dell’

Abbate, Pellegrino Tibaldi, Passarotti, and Fontana
were also celebrated Bolognese artists.

Third Period. This period begins with the age of

the three Carracci. These excellent artists endea-

voured to restore a pure style, and, by the combined
study of the ancient masters of nature and science,

to give a new splendour to the degraded art. Their
influence was powerful. The division into the four

principal schools now ceases, and we find but two
principal divisions—the followers of the Carracci,

who are called eclectics, and the followers of Michael
Angelo da Caravaggio, who are called naturalists.

Lodovico Carracci (bom 1555, died 1619) was, accord-

ing to some accounts, the uncle, according to others

the cousin of the two brothers Agostino (bom 1558
or 1559, died 1601) and Annibale (bom 1560, died

1609). In 1589 all three united in establishing at

Bologna an academy for painting, which was called

Accademia degli Incamminati, and soon became so

famous that all other schools for painting in the city

were closed from want of attendance. The scholars

of the Carracci are numberless. The most famous
endeavoured to unite the grace of Correggio with the

grandeur of the Roman masters. Cesare Aretusi

was distinguished for the most faithful copies of

Correggio and Guido Reni (died 1642), especially for

the ideal beauty of his heads, the loveliness or his

infant figures and the uncommon facility of his
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pencil. The Bolognese Francesco Albani (died
1660) lived in constant rivalry with Guido. He
produced many large church paintings, but was most
celebrated for the indescribable charm with which
he represented, on a smaller scale, lovely subjects
from mythology, and especially groups of Cupids.
His paintings in the Verospi gallery, and his Four
Elements, which he painted for the Borgliese family,
gained him universal reputation. The back-ground
of his landscapes is excellent. All his works breathe
serenity, pleasure, and grace. The third great con-
temporary of those already mentioned, Domenico
Zampieri, called Domenichmo (died 1641), was at
first little esteemed by them, on account of his great
modesty and timidity. Thrice were prizes aw arded
by Lodovico to drawings, the author df which no one
could discover. At last Agostino made inquiries,

and the young Domenichino timidly confessed that
the drawings were his. His industry and persever-
ance rendered him the favourite of his master. His
works evince the most thorough knowledge, and are
rich in expression of character, in force, and truth.

His Communion of St. Jerome, his Martyrdom of
St. Agnes, and his fresco in the Grotta Ferrata, are
immortal master-pieces. Giovanni Lanfranco (died

1647) wjis especially distinguished for the effect of

his light. Bartol. Rchidone is one of the lx*st

colourists of this school. The Bibienas, the Mol as,

Al. Tierini, Pietro da Cortona, Giro Ferri, also

deserve mention. At the head of the naturalists,

who, with a bold and often r;ish pencil, imitated
nature, without selection, stands Michael Angelo
Merigi, or Amerigi da Caravaggio (died 1609). The
chief of those who in a later age took him as a model
was Salvator Rosa (died 1673), to whose name may
be added those of Preti (il Calabrese) and Giuseppe
Crespi, called Sparjnuolo. His chief opjionent in

Romo was D’Arpino, who stood at the head of the
idealists, or rather of the mannerists. Caravaggio
and his successors, Manfredi, Leonello Spada, Guer-
cino da Cento, &c., often took common nature for a
model, which they servilely imitated, thus profaning

the genuine dignity of the art, though they cannot
be denied strength and genius. About this time, the

beginning of the seventeenth century, the bamboc-
ciate were introduced. (See Laar, Peter.) Many
artists, especially Michael Ang. Cerquozzi, sur-

named dells battaylie and del/e bambocciate
,
follow ed

this degenerate taste. Andrea Sacchi made great

efforts to oppose him. His drawing was correct and
grand; Raphael was his model.

I

Italian art, already in the seventeenth century

very far sunk below the purity of style and the nobility

of composition which distinguished it in the time of i

Raphael, during the eighteenth century fell into a

complete decay. Three or four names of this epoch,

those of the Neapolitan Solimena, the Venetians

Tiepolo and Canaletto, and the Luccese Pompeo
Battoni, alone deserve to be saved from oblivion.

During the first half of the nineteenth century the

artists of Italy still confined themselves to dull imi-

tations of the ancient masters and to academical

commonplaces. The Milanese Andrea Appiani is

the only one that need be separately distinguished

among the crowd. The other more tolerable painters

of this period are Francesco Hayez, Vincenzo

Camucdni, Pietro Benvenuti, and Giuseppe Bez-

zuoli. At the present day an improvement is dis-
|

oernible in the position of Italian art, and serious

efforts are being made to rise above the standard of

academic conventionality. Among the chief artists

are Ussi of Florence, Andrea Gastaldi of Turin,

Federigo Faruffini of Sesto, Domenico Morelli,

Francesco Castiglione, Camillo Miola and others be-

longing to Naples, Pompeo Molmenti of Venice, &c

The chief authorities on the history of Italian art

are, besides Vasari, Ranalli in his Storia delle belle

arti in Italia (Flor. 1866), Lanzi in his Storia pit-

torica della Italia (2d. ed. Pisa, 1848-52), and
Crowe and Cavalcaselle in their History of Painting
in Italy (Lond. vols. i.-iii. 1864 -67).

In the art of engraving the Italians have acquired

great eminence. Tommaso Finiguerra,who flourished

1460, was the first celebrated master of this art,

which he taught to Baccio Bandini. They were suc-

ceeded by Mantegna; but Marco Antonio Raimondi,
I of Bologna, who lived in 1600, was the first to intro-

duce greater freedom into his engravings. His copies

of Raphael have always been highly valued, on ac-

count of their correctness. His manner was imitated
by Bonasone, Marco da Ravenna, Ghisi, and others.

Agostino Carracci, Parmegiano, Carlo Maratti, and
Pietro Testa etched some excellent works. Stefano
della Bella was distinguished for his small, spirited,

and elegant pieces. Among the moderns, Bartolozad
deserves mention in stippled engraving. Cunego,
Volpato, and Bettelini are also distinguished; but,

above all, Giuseppe Longhi (died 1831) and the Flor-

entine Raphael Morghon (died 1833), who carried

the art of engraving to a degree of perfection never
before anticipated. Among the most celebrated

Italian engravers subsequent to these two are Faus-
tino, Pietro Anderloni, Domenico Marohetti, L. Cala-
matta, Giuseppe Bianchi, Pietro Fontane, Cremonesi,
Michele Bisi, Filippo Caporali, Locatelli, and Faruf-
fini.

Sculpture.—Although Italy has possessed some
eminent sculptors, thiR branch of art (apart from
some great works of Michael Angelo) never attained

so high a position in that country as painting.

Nothing need be said of the sculptures which decorate

themonuments erected during the Romano-Byzantine
period of Italian art. For the most part they morel y

reproduce conventional types, and they are uniformly

very roughly executed. To Niccolb da Pisa in the

thirteenth century belongs the honour of having first

broken loose from the barbarous manner of the early

carvers in stone, and to have taken as models the
master-pieces of ancient art. His numerous works
(among others the pulpit in the baptistery of Pisa and
the tomb of Saint Dominic at Bologna) clearly reveal

the now source of inspiration. Niccolb had a worthy
successor in his son (according to other accounts
brother), Giovanni da Pisa, who in liiH turn trained

up a school of sculptors in the true principles of the

art. The most famous of these are the brothers

Agnolo and Agostino da Siena and Andrea da Pisa

The influence of Giovanni da Pisa may alBo be traced

in the magnificent works of Masuccio, Pietro, Stefa-

noni, and others, all of whom were distinguished in

architecture as well as in sculpture, for it must not

he forgotten that at that time, and even as lute as the

fifteenth century, sculpture and even painting were
rather regarded as handmaids of architecture, than
as separate arts regulated by laws of their own
Hence it was necessary for the architect to possess a

thorough knowledge of all the three arts, and thus

we find that several masters, such as Giotto, Andrea,
Orcagna, Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo, and
Raphael were at once architects, painters, and sculp-

tors, that others were architects and painters, and still

more architects and sculptors. During the fifteenth

century the sculptors of Florence, then the metro-

polis of the arts, excelled all their rivals, as much
as her painters and architects did theirs. At their

head stand Lorenzo Ghiberti (died 1455), and Dona-
tello (died 1466), both of whom instead of contenting

themselves with a mere imitation of the works of

antiquity, only looked to them for lessons as to the

manner in which nature wax to be understood and
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Interpreted, while in other respects they followed ad
Independent path. Among the other great artists of

the period were Filippo Brunelleschi, Giacomo della

Quercia, and Niccolh d’Arezzo, all of whom besides

Donatello were competitors with Ghiberti in the case

of the famous bronze doors of the baptistery of the

church of San Giovanni at Florence. (See Ghiberti.)

Giaoomo della Quercia afterwards rendered himself

celebrated by executing the central door of the cath-

edral of Bologna. Brunelleschi was so much devoted

to architecture that he has left behind him but a
small number of sculptures. Luca della Robbia was
also eminent among the masters of that time, but his

works are chiefly in enamelled earthenware, the secret

of making which he discovered himself. The best

pupils of Donatello were Desiderio da Settignano

{died 1485), and Andrea Verrochio, a jeweller, sculp-

tor, engraver, painter, and musician, celebrated as

the sculptor of one of the most admirable equestrian

statues in bronze anywhere to be seen, that of Col-

leone at Venice, and no less so as the teacher of

Leonardo da Vinci and Michael Angelo. The other

chief sculptors of the fifteenth century are Matteo
Civitali, Benedetto da Rovezzano, and Lorenzo di

Pietro (called II Vecchielta), the last also celebrated

as a painter and an architect. In Michael Angelo
the Italian renaissance in statuary reached its highest
point. That great artist gave to the human form a

character of force and majesty, and in action a fulness

and vehemence which he did not always keep within
the limits of reality, but which constitute the sublime
and truly original aspect of his works. His great

misfortune was to be followed by a crowd of imitators,

who exaggerated the majesty of his style to a ridicu-

lous extreme. The two most illustrious of his pupils

were Montorsoli and Baccio da Montelupo. Sanso-
vino (died 1570) was able to preserve himself from
a servile imitation, and became the founder of a
school at Venice, from which proceeded Cattaneo,
Pietro da Salo, Jacopo Colonna, and others. Besides
these the sixteenth century numbers among its cele-

brated masters of the chisel Benvenuto Cellini, more
famous as a designer in metal than as a sculptor in

marble; Tribolo, Vincenzio Danti, Giovanni Mer-
liano da Nola, called the Michael Angelo of Naples,
Ac. With Bernini in the seventeenth century statuary
underwent a complete decline similar to that which
befell the other arts as well as literature during the
same period, from which condition it did not rise again
till about the end of the eighteenth and the beginning
of the nineteenth century, when a renewed lustre was
shed on the Italian school of sculpture by Antonio
Canova (died 1822), who acquired an immense repu-
tation, partly justified by the grace of his figures and
the delicacy of the execution. After him Lorenzo
Bartolini (died 1850) acquired distinction by the ex-

cellence of his works. The chief defects of this artist

and of the Italian sculptors of the present age gener-
ally is the want of originality of conception and
breadth of execution.

Mubic.—It was in Italy that the imperfect forms
of ancient music were first lost in the modem. Here
we first find the proper choral song, the foundation
of modern church music, which was at first sung in
unison, chiefly in melodies derived from the old
Graeoo-Roman music, and adapted to Christian hymns
and psalms. (See Mubio.) It seems to have had its

origin when Bishop Ambrosius, in the fourth century,
introduced into the Western Church songs and hymns
Adapted to the four authentic modes of the Greeks,
and appointed psalmists or precentors. Gregory the
Great, in the sixth oentury, enlarged the choral song
by the plagal modes. From this time singing-schools
were multiplied, and much was written upon music.
The most imfwrtant inventions for the improvement

of music generally we owe to the eleventh century,
and particularly to the Benedictine Guido of Arezzo,
who, if he did not invent the mode of writing musical

notes and the use of the clef, improved and developed

them, determined the exact relations of the tones,

named six of the tones of the scale, and divided the

scale into hexachords. In the thirteenth oentury
the invention of music in measure was spread in Italy,

dependent upon which was that of counterpoint and
figured music. Instruments were multiplied and
improved in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Many popes favoured music, particularly vocal, and
consecrated it by their briefs; yet the ecclesiastical

ordinances restrained the independent development
of music. Much instruction was given in singing in

the fifteenth century, and not entirely by monks.
Music acquired the rank of a science, and vocal

music in counterpoint was develoj>ed. In the six-

teenth century we discover distinguished composers
and musicians—Palestrina (chapel-master to Pope
Julius III.), whose works possess great dignity and
scientific modulation; his successor, Felice Anerio;
the celebrated contrapuntist and singer, Gregorio

Allegri; and the writer upon harmony, Giuseppe
Zarlino, chapel-master at Venice. Music was culti-

vated at Rome and Venice with the greatest zeal.

Hence it spread to Naples and Genoa; and all Italy,

Schubert says, was soon a loud-sounding concert-hall,

to which all Europe resorted to hear genuine music,

particularly beautiful singing. About the end of the

sixteenth century we first meet with the profane music
in the form of the opera. The first operatic composer
was Jacopo Peri. The taste for this new kind of

composition spread so quickly, that composers were
soon unable to supply the demands of the people, and
from forty to fifty new operas appeared yearly in

Italy. This caused great competition among the

Italian musicians. Thus the peculiar character of

the Italian music, not to be changed by foreign in-

fluence, was developed the more quickly, because this

species was cultivated independently, and unre-

strained by the church. Already, in the middle of

the seventeenth century, when the music of the

theatre was continually advancing, simplicity l>egan

to give place to pomp and luxuriance, and the church
style to decline. Music (says Schubert) united the

profane air of the drama with the fervour of the

church style, and this was the first cause of the de-

cline of the latter. Let us now consider the principal

periods of the former. Vocal music must have been
first; it was regulated by the discovery and improve-
ment of instruments; thence arose the simple, grand
church music of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries;

with it various forms of national song were developed.

On the stage the higher style of music flourished iD-

de[>endently. Here the Italian, without much atten-

tion to the poetical part of the performance, which
was, as a rule, only the hasty work of a moment,
though an exception must be made in favour of the

operatic texts of Metastasio, followed his inclination

for melody and sweet sounds, which appears even in

his language. All the southern nations show a great

sensibility, and melody is to them as necessary as

harmony to the inhabitants of the north; but to no
nation so much as to the Italians, whose beautiful

climate and happy organization for song (Italy pro-

duces the most beautiful alto and tenor voioes—few

bass) made melody their chief aim in their music.

On the other hand, the simplicity of melody degener-

ated into effeminacy and luxuriance, from the time

when vocal music developed itself independently, and
the voice, but little supported by the instrumental
music, began to be cultivated like an instrument;
when, instead of poetical expression and truth, mere
gratification of the ears, not deep emotion, but n
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momentary excitement, and a rapid change of tones,

with the avoidance of all dissonance, were principally

desired; when music began to predominate over
poetry, which first took place on the stage, and thus
the musical part of the performance obstructed the
improvement of the dramatic and poetic. This taste

spread over other countries so much the more easily

as Italian music had advanced by rapid strides fur

before that of the rest of Europe, as appears even
from the predominance of Italian terms in the lan-

guage of music. Among the best composers of the

seventeenth century are Girolamo Erescobaldi, Fran-
cesco Foggia, Bapt. Lully, and the celebrated violinist

and composer Arcangelo Corelii. To the singers, of

whom the most were also composers, lielong Antirno

Liberati, Matteo Simonelli, both singers in the chapel

of the pope. In the loginning of the eighteenth

century Ant. Caldara was distinguished. He in-

creased the effect of the singing by the addition of

instruments, but his style partook much of the

theatrical. In the middle of this century Italian

music, especially theatrical, flourished, particularly

at Naples, Lisbon, and also in Berlin. This has been

declared by some the most brilliant j)criod of Italian

music. There were some distinguished instrumental-

ists in Italy, as the organists Scarlatti and Martinelli,

the violinist Tartini, Domenico Ferrari, Geminiani,

Ant. Lolli, Nardini, and Clementi. Among the

composers of the eighteenth century may t>e men-
tioned Traolta, who, through his refinements, injured

the simplicity of composition; Galuppi, distinguished

by simple and pleasing song, rich invention, and good

harmony; Niccolo .Jomelli, who gave greater import-

ance to instrumental music; Nic. Porpora, distin-

guished for his solfeggios in church music; PergoleHi,

whose music is always delightful from its simple

beauty (for example, his Stabat Mater); Pater Mar-

tini, at Bologna; the sweet Piccini, rival of Gluck

;

the agreeable Sacchini Sarti. Of a later date are

Paesiello, Cimarosa, the ornament of the opera bnffa,

and Zingarelli (Romeo and Juliet), Nasolini, Paga-

nini, Niccolini, Cherubini, Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti,

Verdi, and Mascagni.

ITCH (Scables), a cutaneous disease due to the

irritation of an insect known as the itch insect

(Acarns scabiei). The male is just large enough to

be seen with the naked eye, and has eight legs and

a number of spines projecting from its under-surface.

The female is Blightly larger, and on the ends of the

four front legs it has suckers, while the hind -legs

end in long hairs. When the female is placed on

the skin it bores its way into the epidermis, and

after lying embedded for a little, lays an egg. It

then bores a little farther along and lays another

egg. Daily a fresh egg is laid, the insect meanwhile

advancing and penetrating into the skin till it has

bored a tunnel, which passes more deeply into the

skin the farther it is carried. With the growth of

the skin, and the shedding of the cast-off cells of the

epidermis, the tunnel is brought nearer to the sur-

face, till the first egg is exposed about the time it

is hatched. The disease usually attacks the wel>s

between the fingers, the front of the wrists and

elbows, and the lower part of the belly, the nipple

in the female, the buttocks, and the genitals. The

feet and legs are attacked in children. There is

intense itching, worse at night, or whenever the

person becomes warm. The scratching induced, and

the irritation, lead to a scattered inflammation of

the skin; swollen lines, pimples capped with crusts

of dried blood, blisters and pustules, are formed.

The chief thing to be looked for is the burrow,

which is like an old pin-scratch. It is irregular

in shape,
from half a line to 3 inches long, with

a whitish dotted appearance—the dots being the

eggs—and a little mound at the deep end, where
the adult acarus lies. The affected person should

take a hot bath, and should thoroughly scrub the

whole body, except the head, with soap and water.

After the bath the whole body, and especially the

part where the eruption is, should be well anointed

with sulphur ointment, which must be well rubbed
in. In the morning, after the use of the ointment, a

warm bath should be taken.

ITHACA, sometimes (popularly) called ThiakS,

one of the seven Ionian Islands, lying in the Gulf
of Patras, forming (with some smaller islands) an
eparchy of the nomos of Cephalonia in Greece,

is 18 miles long, and not above 5 broad. The
whole island is rugged and uneven, and is divided

by the deep and wide Gulf of Molo into two nearly

equal parts connected by a narrow hilly isthmus.

Lt consists of a mass of limestone rock rising into

hills of considerable height; and though sterile on

the whole, is not devoid of verdant lawns and
hollows, while it is also in part clad with woods of

olive-, orange-, and almond -trees, or with vineyards,

and copses of myrtle, cypress, arbutus, oleander, and
other shrubs. The climate is very healthy. The
inhabitants cultivate industriously their light and
scanty soil, but are dej>endent on commerce for a

good part of their grain supply. Currants are the

chief product of the island. According to Homer,
1 tluicu was the royal seat of Ulysses, mid it is minutely

descrilied in the Odyssey. Of the places mentioned

by Homer several can lie traced with great appear-

ance of probability, such as the mountain called

"Neritos, the grotto of the nymphs, the ‘raven’s

rock ’, the fountain of Arethusa, Arc. There are

ruins of Cyclo})eaii walls similar to those of Argos,

Tiryns, and Myeeiue. Pateras, vases, bracelets,

mirrors, lamps, coins, &c., have lieuu dug up in an

ancient burying-ground here. Vatlii, the modern

capital, trades largely in oil, wine, raisins, and cur-

rants. It has a cathedral and about 5000 inhabi

tants. There are several villages besides. Hohliemnnn

carried on excavations here in 1809 and 1878. The

people are said to be of very pure Greek blood, and

the women arc* noted for lieauty. Pop. (1896),

11,409; of eparchy, 13,286.

ITHACA, an American town, capital of Tomp-
kins county, in the state of New York, situated

about 1^ mile s. of the head of Cayuga Lake,

being 142 miles W. of Allxiny. Iron -founding and

tobacco and paper manufacture are carried on, and

there are several flour and oil mills in the place.

There is a large trade in coal. Cornell University

is in the city. Pop. (1890), 11,079.

ITINERARY, a name given to a list of the

stations and halting-places on a road between two

important localities, together with a statement of

the different distances between them. Some of

the itineraries which have !>een preserved to ns

among the records of antiquity are imi>ortant fwi

ancient geography. Of these may be mentioned-

1. Itineraria Antonini, including the ltinerarium

Provinciarum, or a list of the routes through the

Roman provinces of Europe, Asia, and Africa; and

the ltinerarium Maritimuin, exhibiting the most

frequented tracks along the coasts and at sea. Both

consist of a bare list of the places to be passed, with a

statement of their respective distances, for the most

part according to milestones. Originally confined

to the use of the civil and military services, they

at a later period became somewhat like our tourist

and postal guides. They appear to have been re-

vised, and to have assumed the form in which we
now possess them, in the time of Diocletian. 2. The

ltinerarium Hierosolymitanum, made by a Christian

in 388 for the use of travellers from Burdigala
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(Bordeaux) to Jerusalem. The edition of these itin-

eraries by Pinder and Parthey (Berlin, 1848) has, at

least for critical purposes, superseded all others.

ITTNERITE, a mineral closely allied to Hauyne
(which see). It is a hydrated double Bilicate of

aluminium and sodium and calcium, but it contains

also iron, potash, chlorine, sulphuric acid, and a sul-

phide, as upon treatment with an acid it evolves

sulphuretted hydrogen. It was found at the

Kaiserstuhl, near Freiberg, by Yon Ittner (hence

its name). The mineral has since been found at

•other localities.

ITURB1DE, Augustin de. Emperor of Mexico,
was bom at Valladolid de Michoacan (now Morelia),

in New Spain, on Sept. 27, 1783. Until 1810 he
held no higher rank than that of a lieutenant in

the provincial regiment of his native city. On the
breaking out of the troubles in Mexico he joined

the royalist party, and in this cause displayed such
valour and ability that in 1816 he rose to the com-
mand of what was called the northern army

,
which

occupied the provinces of Guanaxuato and Vulla-

dolid. In 1 820 we find Iturbide again in the field,

under circumstances which gave him unexpected
importance. At that period the imprudent acts

of the Spanish cortes produced so much exaspera-

tion among the clergy and the partisans of ab-

solutism in Mexico, that these persons united to

effect the independence of their country. They
selected Iturbide as their agent, appointing him
commander of the army in the south, lie quickly

bore down all opposition, and became so popular
that he ventured upon the audacious step of having
himself proclaimed Emperor of Mexico, in duly,

1822, under the name of Augustin I. The Con-
gress declared the throne hereditary in his family,

and voted him a yearly allowance of 1,500,000 dollars.

His reign was full of trouble, and came to an end in

less than a year, by his abdication in March, 1823.

Congress granted him on his abdication a yearly

]>ension of 25,000 dollars on condition of his leaving

the country, making sufficient provision for his family

in case of his death. He resided in Leghorn for about
a year, when he was induced to make an attempt to

recover his lost crown. He landed with but a single

attendant at Soto la Marina, where he was arrested

and shot, 19th July, 1824. His son was adopted by
the Emperor Maximilian as his heir, Maximilian
himself being childless. The collapse of the second
empire, however, destroyed his chances of a throne.

ITY8, son of Tereus and Procne. See Philomela.
ITZEHOE, a town of Prussia, in Holstein, in a

beautiful valley inclosed by wooded hills, on the

right bank of the St6r, which is here navigable, 32
miles north-west of Hamburg. It consists of an
•old and a new town, connected by a long bridge,

has a parish church, with several interesting monu-
ments; a chapel, built in 1240, and now attached
to St. George’s Hospital; an old convent, and a
stateshouse, for the provincial assemblies of Holstein

;

manufactures of tobacco, cement, chicory, &c., and
a large sugar-refinery. Itzehoe is the oldest town in

the Duchy, being founded by Charlemagne in 809.

Pop. (1895), 13,908.

IVAN, or Iwan, the name of several sovereigns
•distinguished in Russian history. The most cele-

brated are Ivan III. and Ivan IV., who laid the
foundations of the Russian Empire, the latter being
commonly known as Ivan the Terrible. (See Russia.

)

Ivan VI. was son of the Grand -princess Anna and
of Antony Ulrich, duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel.
The Empress Anna took him, in 1740, out of the
hands of her niece, declared him her son, and gave
him an apartment near her own. She soon after
declared the child her successor, and her favourite

' Biron was to be his guardian and regent. Biron
caused the oath of allegiance to be taken to the
prince, and when he was banished the parents of
the child assumed the reins of government until the
daughter of Peter I., Elizal>eth, ascended the throne.
The young Ivan was taken from his cradle by soldiers,

and sliared the fate of his banished and imprisoned
parents. In 1756 he was carried to the fortress of

Schliisaelburg. In 1763 Mirovitch, a nobleman who
was lieutenant in the garrison of the above fortress,

induced several soldiers to assist him in freeing the
prince, and by means of a forged order from Cath-
arine, attempted to obtain admission to Ivan; but
two officers, who guarded him, when they saw that
resistance was fruitless, stabbed the unfortunate
prisoner in accordance with an order that he should
I>e put to death in case of an attempt to deliver him
by force.

I YES, St., a municipal and formerly a pari,

borough and seaport of England, in Cornwall, on
the western shore of the bay of same name, 18
miles w.N.w. from Falmouth. It has a very anti-

quated and picturesque appearance. It has a
handsome and interesting church, of the time of

Henry Y., with an elegant tower 90 feet high;
several other places of worship, several schools, a
town - hall and meat-market, reading-room, &c. Boat-
building, ship-repairing, cask, rope, and seine making,
are all carried on here; but the principal business of

the place is the pilchard fishery, which is extensively

prosecuted. The pilchards are principally exported
to the Italian and Spanish markets. Some of the

inhabitants are employed in the neighbouring mines.

A pier was erected here in 1770; but the new pier

and breakwater, 615 feet long, recently constructed,

is a great and valuable improvement. A number
of vessels are engaged in the coasting and foreign

trade of the port. Copper, tin, and slates are ex-

ported from the vicinity. The borough lost its

separate pari, representation in 1885, but it gives

name to one of the six parliamentary divisions of

Cornwall. Pop. in 1891, 6094; in 1901, 6697.

IVES, St., a market town of England, in Hunt-
ingdonshire, 5 miles east by south of Huntingdon,
on a slope on the left bank of the Ouse, here crossed

by a substantial stone bridge of six arches. It has
wide and well-kept principal streets; but the lower
part of the town is liable to be inundated by the
river. It has a light handsome church with a lofty

spire, dating from the fifteenth century; a fine Con-
gregational and several other dissenting places of

worship; a com exchange, court-house, and markets,

&c. There are no manufactures, and very little

trade, but the markets for cattle and sheep are

among the largest in the kingdom. The town was
almost entirely destroyed by fire in 1689, and in

1823 it was inundated by the overflowing of the

Ouse. Pop. in 1891, 3037; in 1901, 2910.

IVIQA, Iviza, or Ibiza (anciently fflusns), an
island of the Mediterranean, belonging to Spain,

chief of the group called the Pithyusee, 52 miles

from Majorca. Area, 190 square miles; pop. 22
,
509 .

The soil is fertile, producing com, wine, oil, fruit,

flax, and hemp, with little labour. Salt, obtained

by evaporation, forms, with fish and wood, the chief

article of export. The capital is of the same name,

and has a good harbour. Pop. (1887 ), 7423 .

IVORY, properly the substance of which the

tusks of the elephant consist, though the similar

substance constituting the tusks of the hippopota-

mus and the horn of the narwhal is also so called.

There is also a wholly different substance known as

vegetable ivory (which see). Ivory is prized for its

beautiful colour, the fineness of its grain, and the

high polish it is capable of receiving. That of the
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African elephant is most esteemed by the manufac-
turer for its density and whiteness. It is used as a
material for knife- handles, pianoforte keys, combs,
the backs of brushes, billiard balls, chess-men, carved
fmures, and ornamental articles of various kinds.
Thin plates of ivory are used as panels for minia-
ture paintings, and etchings are sometimes executed
on such plates. The ivory of the hippopotamus is

preferred by the dentist. The shavings and saw-
dust of ivory, by burning in a crucible, are converted
into a black powder, from which is prepare d a pig-
ment known as ivory Hack. Ivory may Ikj stained
or dyed. The use of ivory was well known in very
early ages. We find it employed for useful or orna-
mental purposes, in connection with arms, girdles,

sceptres, &c. The ancients were also acquainted
with the art of sculpturing in ivory, of dyeing and
inlaying it, and they often employed it in statuary.
Some of the most famous Grecian Htatues were
chryselephantine

, that is, were overlaid with plates
of gold and ivory in conjunction. In 1898 the im-
port of ivory (including sea-cowand sea- horse teeth)

into Great Britain was 10,002 cwts.; and the esti-

mated value £410,511. To provide this quantity of

ivory it is estimated that 9000 to 12,000 elephants
must have lost their lives. The medium weight of

a tusk is about 60 lbs., but some are found weigh-
ing as much as 170 lbs

IVORY-BLACK. See Bonk-black, and above
article.

IVORY COAST, part of the coast of Guinea, be-

tween Cape Apollonia and Cape Palmas. See G UlNBA.

IVREA, a town of North Italy, in the province
of Turin, picturesquely situated on the Dora Baltea,

32 miles N.n.e. of Turin. The most remarkable
objects are the cathedral, said to have been founded
in the fifth century on the site of a heathen temple

;

several other churches, remarkable chiefly for their

antiquity; a provincial college, episcopal seminary,

town-house, court-house, &c. Pop. 6000.

IVRY-LA-BATAILLE, a village of France, in

the department of Eure, on the river Eure, 20 miles

south-east of Evreux. It is chiefly known as the

scene of a battle fought on Mar. 14, 1590, in which
Henry IV. defeated the forces of the League. Pop.

(1896), 1032.

IVRY-SUR-SEINE, a town of France, in the

department of the Seine, agreeably situated on a

gentle eminence above the left bank of the Seine, 3

miles 8.S.E. from Paris. It has a parish church,

finely situated on a height overlooking the town;

the remains of an old castle, and manufactures of

glue, gelatine, chemical products, &c. At La Gare,

m the vicinity, are extensive glass and porcelain

works. There is a large hospital for incurables.

Pop. (1896), 22,228.

IVY (Uedera helix), a shrubby climbing plant of

the natural order Araliacece, celebrated from re-

mote antiquity, and held sacred in some countries,

as in Greece and Egypt. The leaves are smooth
and shining, varying much in form, from oval entire

to three or five lobed, and their perpetual verdure

gives the plant a beautiful apj>earance. The flowers,

which are produced in autumn, are yellowish-green

and inconspicuous, disposed in glotose umbels, and
are succeeded by deep green or almost blackish five-

or ten-celled berries, which are emetic and purga-

tive. The calyx is five-toothed, the petals and sta-

mens are five in number, and the single style has

five obscure stigmas. It ascends to the summits of

the tallest trees, and also clings to the sides of old

walls, rocks, &c., by means of the large number of

aerial rootlets whicn it sends out. The ovate entire

leaves of ivy are found only on the non-climbing

flowering blanches. Ivy occurs throughout almost

|

the whole of Europe, and in many parts of Asia and
Africa, but, like the holly, it is a scarce plant in

America. The smooth shining leaves of the ivy are

admirably adapted for throwing off rain, and thus
tend to prevent dampness in walls when carefully

trained. In other respects, too, the effect of ivy on
walls and trees is altogether beneficial under proper
conditions. Various substances have been got from
different parts of this plant, and preparations of it

used to be employed in pharmacy. From the stem is

obtained, naturally or by incision, a sticky gum resin,

of a yellowish-brown or sometimes greenish colour,

which when powdered is orange-yellow. In masses
or layers it is translucent, it lias a balsamic odour
and slightly pungent taste. Jlcderic and hcdcrotannic
acids are obtained from the seeds, which also contain
a fat, sugar, a nitrogenized body, and inorganic salts.

Hederic acid has the formula Caill MOn. Ivy leaves

and ivy Uirries were formerly administered for

various medical purposes, but they are long out of

use. The common ivy is the only British specios of

the order Arnliumu, which is very closely related to

Umbelliferie. The African or Irish ivy (//. canari*

ensis) has larger leaves with a more distinctly five-

lobed form, and in this species the leaves of the
flowering branches are also usually lolied. The
Asiatic Ivy (//. colchica) has the lenvoH almost or

quite unlolied. A species found in Ceylon (//. tcre-

binthacea) produces a substance* very similar to tur-

pentine, and the wood of another species found in

the Dutch East Indies (II. umbellifvra) is aromatic.

The South European Ivy (II. poctarum) is a tenderer

species than the common one, and requires protec-

tion from frost in the more northerly parts of

Europe. The name American Ivy is sometimes
given to the Virginian Creeper (Ampdopxis hedcr-

acea ), a well-known climbing wall plant introduced
from the United States. It was called by Linnaeus
Uedera (/nitujitcfolia. The leaf and habit of the

common ivy are so characteristic that reference is

often made to them in the specific names of other

plants, ‘ivy-leaved ’ being common as a designation.

The ivy has long been an object of cultivation on
account of itN licautiful evergreen leaves, and many
varieties, striking alike in form, colour, and varie-

gation, are now common. The cultivation of the tree

forma of ivy is not, however, commonly attended to

in Britain.

IXION, in Greek mythology, king of the Lapi-
thae in Thessaly, son of lMilegyos. He married l)i»,

daughter of Deioneus, and promised his father-in-

law a valuable present for the choice he had made
of him to lie his daughter’s husband. His unwill-

ingness to fulfil his promises induced Deioneus to

have recourse to violence
;
and he stole away some

of Ixion’s horses. Ixion concealed his resentment,

invited his father-in-law to a feast at Larissa, the

capital of his kingdom, and murdered him by cast-

ing him into a fiery pit. This treachery so irritated

the neighbouring princes that all of them refused to

perform the usual ceremony by which a man was
then purified of murder, and Ixion was shunned by
all mankind. Zeus had compassion upon him, and
placed him at the table of the gods. Ixion became
enamoured of Hera, and attempted to seduce her.

Hera was willing to gratify the passion of Ixion, or,

according to some, she informed Zeus of the at-

tempts which had been made upon her virtue. Zeus

made a cloud in the shape of Hera, and carried it to

the place where Ixion had appointed to meet her.

Ixion was caught in the snare, and from his embrace

with the cloud were bom the Centaurs. (See Cen-

taurs.) Zeus banished him from heaven; but, hear-

ing that Ixion had boasted that he had seduced Hera,

the god struck him with his thunder, and ordered
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Hermes to tie him to a winged or fiery wheel in

Hades He was also scourged, and compelled to re*

peat tiie words * Benefactors should be honoured.'

IXODES. The Ixodes or * Ticks' form a family

of the order Acarina or mites. These forms are in-

cluded in the class Arachnids, of which group the

spidera, scorpions, and mites form the typical examples.

The Ticks possess the Acaridan characteristics in that

they are parasitic animals, possessing oval or rounded

bodies. The eyes, when present, are simple, two in

number, and placed on the upper aspect of the head.

The breathing organs exist in the form of tracheae

or air-tubes, which are essentially similar in character

to those of insects. The mouth is pre-eminently

fitted for suction, and its parts are disposed to form
a proboscis, which is jointed, and can t>e retracted or

protruded at will. Spines, adapted for wounding the

skin of the animals upon which these forms reside,

are also found associated with the proboscis. The
Ixodes infest dogs, sheep, oxen, and other mammals,
but birds and reptiles are also annoyed by the attacks

of certain species. The well-known ‘Hameat-bug,' so

annoying to the frequenters of fields in the autumn
months, is a true Tick. The proboscis and spines of

the Ticks form a structure known as the ‘rostrum’

or ‘beak,’ by means of which they retain a firm hold

of the skin of their hosts. This ‘rostrum’ is provided

with recurved hooks, which greatly increase its effi-

ciency as a suctorial organ. The Ixodes sul>sist upon
the blood of the creatures to which they attach them-
selves; and in the case of sheep, &c., they may
produce great irritation and disease of the skin,

as well as constitutional debility. It is important
lastly to distinguish the Ticks (being Arachnidans)
from insects, with which they have nothing in oom-
mon; the Arachnida being a group of animals en-
tirely different in most structural points from the
Insecta.

IYNX, daughter of Pan and Echo, or of Peitho
(the Suada of the Homans). She inveigled Zeus
into his intrigue with Io. As a punishment, Hera
changed her into a bird called the wry-neck (lynx
torquiUa), which still possessed the power of exciting

love. When it became desirable that Medea should
be enamoured of Jason AphroditS gave the hero the
magic iynx, and instructed him how to use it in order
to inspire Medea with a passion for him. From
this time the iynx became a part of the love-Bpells

among the Greeks. The enchantress tied the bird

to a four-spoked wheel, which she turned while she
muttered her incantations; or, according to some
traditions, she only stretched upon the wheel the
entrails of the wry-neck. Another method was to

consume the bird over the coals on a wheel of wax.
The magic wheel was also called iynx, because the
bird or its entrails were extended upon it. It is

sometimes used as a symbol of the art of exciting

love in general, and more particularly of unchaste
love. In the sequel the signification of the word
iynx became different, and it was extended to every
charm in poetry and music. In this sense the iynx
went under the name of the nightingale, and it is

thus represented on the monument of Sophocles and
in the temple of the Pythian Apollo.

J.

J, the tenth letter and seventh consonant of the

English alphabet. The character j designates \ ery

different sounds in the different languages. In Eng-
lish it has the same sound as g in genius. This

sound is called a soft palatal sound, that of ch as

in charity being the hard palatal. In French it is

always sounded like the French g before t and t;

in German it has the sound of the English y in you;

In Italian it is always a vowel (long t), and the char-

acter j is now little used by Italian printers except

at the end of words for ii; in Spanish it is guttural,

a little softer than the German ch in ach. How
nearly the Bounds which are expressed by j are re-

lated has been shown in the article G; and in the

article I it is mentioned that i before another vowel
naturally becomes the German j. (For other obser-

vations also relating to j see the article I.) Jacques
Pelletier of Mons is said to have first placed the j
at the beginning of words which began with this

consonant in his French Grammar (1550). Gille

Beys, printer in Paris, imitated him in 1584; but the

Dutch were for long the only people that used it

systematically in printing. In regard to the separ-

ation of words beginning with the two letters in

dictionaries, the editors of the French Encyclopedic,

printed in 1765, did not dare to make it
;
and Eng-

lish dictionaries have hardly yet given up the prao-

tioe of mixing together i and j}
as well as u and v.

The other nations adopted it from the French. The
Romans, in inscriptions and legends of medals, wrote
all words which we write with a j, as Jupiter, Jvs-
tinus, with an i, as Iupiter, lustinus. The French
and English sounds of j were unknown to the Greeks
And Romans.

I JACAMAR (Oalbvla, Brisson). These brilliant

|

birds are nearly connected with the kingfishers, from
which, however, they differ by the form of their beak
and feet. Their plumage has a metallic lustre, which
it is almost impossible to imitate by art. They live

in damp woods, and feed on insects. Most if not
all the true jacamars are natives of Tropical America.
There are several species of nearly allied birds found
in India, having a shorter and stouter beak, to which
Le Vaillant has given the generic name of Jaca-

merops.

JACANA, a wading bird of the family Palame-
deidoe and sub-family Parrinse, of which the chief

genus is Parra
,
found in the warmer parts of Asia,

Africa, and America. The bill is long, slender,

straight at the base, and vaulted at the tip; at the

base is a large, naked, dilated plate, standing up in

front of the forehead, and descending in some species

towards the neck; wings long, with the third quill

the longest; tail very short, partly concealed by the

coverts; tarsi long, naked, and slender, with trans-

verse scales; the toes, four in number, are of great

length, entirely separated, and all armed with long,

straight, and sharp claws. The jacanas frequent

marshes, river bank*, and ponds, in pairs or in small

flocks; they walk on the floating leaves of water

plants in search of aquatic insects, buds, and seeds

The common Jacana (Parra jacana), illustrated at

Ornithology, a native of South America, is of a

black colour, with a red mantle; the primaries

green; the Chinese Jacana (P. Sinensis) has the

general colour brown, with the head, throat, and
wing-coverts white; hind neck with golden silky

plumes; the long tail-feathers black.
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JACK, a name for various implements, appli-
ances, and mechanical contrivances. The lifting

-

jack is used in raising heavy weights by means of
force exerted from below. In the usual form of the
apparatus the weight is raised by pressure from the
upper end of a vertical screw which is caused to
ascend by the turning of a handle, but in other
simpler forms a vertical rack ojxsrated by a lever, or
by a lever in conjunction with a screw, is used.
Hydraulic pressure may also l>e used for lifting.

A jack-plane is the plane used for giving wood a
preliminary rough dressing. The old roasting-jack
was a contrivance for turning the spit on which
meat was roasted before an open fire. A pulley on
the axis of the spit was driven by means of a belt

passing round a larger pulley, which was caused to

rotate by a dog inside. A later form of roasting-
jack is that known as the bottle-jack. This is

shaped somewhat like a bottle, and contains a
clock-work mechanism which causes the meat sus-

pended from it to rotate.

The smoke-jack iH moved by a fan placed horizon-
tally in the chimney, and being carried atxnit per -

petually by the draught of the fire, requires no
machinery for winding it up. Spiral flyers, coiling
about a vertical axle, are sometimes used, and oc-

casionally a vertical wheel, with sails like the float-

boards of a mill.

Jack, in sea language, is a sort of flag displayed
from a mast erected at the outer end of a ship’s

bowsprit.

JACK, or Jaca (Artocarpus integrifolia), a tree of

the bread-fruit genus, a native of India and South-
eastern Asia. The fruit grows to a larger size than
the bread-fruit of the Society Islands, often weighing
more than 30 lbs., and containing from 200 to 1100

seeds, each of them four times as large as an almond.
The seeds or nuts are eaten after being roasted or

boiled, and the sweet fleshy pulp of the fruit is also

eaten; but the strong peculiar smell offends some
people. When the tree is young the fruit grows
from the twigs, in middle age it grows from the

trunk, and when the tree gets old, from the roots.

It forms a great part of the food of the natives in

some parts of India, Ceylon, &c. The timber, of a

yellowish colour, is used for almost every pur]K)se,

being strong and ornamental, and is imported into

Britain for making musical instruments, cabinet

work, <fcc„ for which it is well suited. The tree is

abundant in Burma as well as in Ceylon, and grows
to a great size, logs of from 3 to 5 feet in diameter

l>eing common. Several other species are also known
as timber and fruit trees. The wood of the jack-

fruit tree yields a yellow dye, which is used to some
extent to dye clothes, though it is not very permanent.

JACKAL {Cants aureus,
Linnaeus), a member of

the Canidae or Dog family, possessing intimate rela-

tions with the dogs on the* one hand, and the wolves

on the other. The dog, as is well known, will, in fact,

interbreed with the wolf and jackal, the hybrid off-

spring being prolific. The jackals possess a wide

distribution throughout the warmer regions of the

Old World, and are found in south-east Europe,

and in Africa from Barbary southwards to the Cape
of Good Hope; whilst in Asia they are distributed

throughout Persia, Syria, and the southern regions

of the continent generally. The common jackal is

a dog-like animal, averaging about 2 or 2£ feet in

length, and about 14 inches in height. The bushy

tail extends to about 8 inches. The eyes are small,

and the pupil of the eye is round. The general

colour of the body is a dirty yellow or brown, inter-

spersed with markings of lighter and darker colours.

Thus, on the sides of and beneath the lower jaw, the

coat is whitish, as also on the inner aspect of the
Vol. VII.

limbs; whilst the muzzle and nails are black. The
tail itself has black hairs interspersed with the
yellow fur. The teeth are arranged similarly to

those of the dog. The jackals appear to be thor-

oughly nocturnal in their habits, inhabiting holes and
burrows, which they excavate in the ground, during
the day; and eoming forth in the evening and during
the night to hunt in packs, described by travellers

as being composed in some instances of immense
numbers. In particular the cry of the jackal has
been alluded to by travellers. Their voice is of a
most ]K‘culiar kind, the cry consisting of a series of

prolonged howls, followed by shorter yelps. The
jackal sulwists chiefly upon carrion and decaying
matter, often that which has been left after the re-

past of the fiercer and larger carnivora. The popular
notion that the jackal was the ‘lion’s provider’, in

that he roused the prey for the king of t>en8ts, and
particijHtted in the repast, is quite devoid of truth.

The jackal, in reality, dances attendance upon the

larger members of his class, and feeds ujkui the re-

mains or fragments which the originators of the feast

may leave. The cry of the jackal, indei>endcntly of

any attachment to the lion, Ac., may arouse the prey,

and thus start a chase in which he may latterly

join, for the pur],K>Hc of securing the remains of the
feast. The jackal also kills prey for himself, and
often joins with others for the purpose of hunting
down antelopes, deer, or other animals. But without
this source* of fresh prey, these creatures, as already

mentioned, act as natural scavengers by removing
carrion of all kinds. They also eat certain kinds

of vegetable food, especially the ber-fruit, the Hugar-

cane, and maize; and sometimes they do consider-

able damage to sugar and other plantations. The
jackal is susceptible of being tamed, although the

result of domestication is simply to give the animal
a cowed and subdued asjiect. Owing to its abomin-
able smell it is by no means a desirable domestic
animal. It is believed to he exceedingly cunning,

and in many Eastern talts it plays exactly the

same part as the fox does in those of Europe.

The 300 animals mentioned in the Bible, as having
been used by Hamson in his vengeance upon the

Philistines, are believed by biblical commentators
to have been jackals. The foxes of Syria are scarce,

and do not exist in large pocks; and lienee the jackal

is the only likely animal which could have been
caught in such numbers as mentioned in the nar-

rative. The common jackal {Canis aureus) is the

most widely distributed species; but another species,

found mostly in Southern Africa, is known as the

Black-backed Jackal (C. mesomrlas). This latter

form is found chiefly at the Cape of Good Hope.
It has the back and end of the tail black, the other

parts being mostly red or yellowish-red. Its food con-

sists of various rodent mammals and small antelopeB,

and its fur is employed by the natives of South
Africa for making their karosses. Another species

of jackal found in South Africa is the Side-striped

Jackal (C. adustus ), so-called from a light stripe

which is found on the sides of some specimens.

The Senegal jackal (G
T
. anthus

)

has a good deal of

the appearance of a greyhound. (See illustration at

Carnivora.)
JACK-BOOT, a sort of boot reaching above the

knee which was invented in the seventeenth century

partly to serve as defensive armour for the leg. It

was one of the earliest forms of the top-boot, and
was used, until a comparatively recent date, by
cavalry officers and other military men; and indeed

a somewhat modified form of it is still in use.

Sometimes these boots wore of very great weight.

Similar boots worn by fishermen and others are

known bv the same name.
205
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JACKDAW (Corvus monedula, Linnaeus). This

bird is included in the Convince, or family of True
Crows, which family is included in the order Inses-

•ores (which see) of the class of birds. The genus

Conns, of which the jackdaw is a species, includes

all the most typical members of the crow family,

among which the jackdaw is distinguished by its

comparatively short bill, which is coloured black; by
the white eyes; by the under part of the head and
neck being of a grayish colour; by the glossy black

upper plumage, and the dusky colour of the under

S
lumage; and by the black legs. The average length

i about 12 inches. The British jackdaws do not

migrate, but those of the Continent belonging to

the same species appear to leave their respective

countries at stated periods. The nests are built in

towers, spires, and like elevated situations, and even
in towns and populous cities these birds are present

and breed freely. The eggs are of a greenish colour,

and from five to six are to be found in each nest.

The female is exceedingly attentive to the young
after they are hatched. The food of the jackdaw
appears to consist of worms, insects, larvae, and like

matter; and it thus exhibits a difference from the

ordinary crows, which subsist chiefly on carrion. In-

stances are on record where jackdaws have become
expert fishers (Bingley): and where they thus ex-

hibited a preference for a piscatorial diet. Like their

neighbours the rooks, jackdaws are gregarious in

habits. They are, of all the crows, most readily do-

mesticated; and they may be taught to pronounce
words with great distinctness. Jackdaws, like the

magpies, have attained a somewhat unenviable notor-

iety for their thieving propensities, and appear to

regard articles of jewelry, money, and other shining

or bright sulwtances, with especial favour. They
secrete their plunder in the nest, and frequently a
heterogeneous and sometimes valuable assortment of

articles may be found deposited in their retreatB. So
bold indeed do these birds occasionally become, that

they have been known to carry off spectacles from
persons who were reading.

JACKET, Steam, a space filled with steam sur-

rounding the cylinder of a steam-engine; from it heat

passes into the cylinder and prevents the condensation

of steam which would otherwise take place during ex-

pansion
; there isnogain ineconomy inexpanding Bteam

more than two and a half times unless a steam-jacket
is employed. It may be shown from the second law
of thermodynamics that when saturated steam, in a
cylinder well covered with non-conducting materials,

expands doing work, part of it iB condensed, the rest

remaining in the form of saturated steam. When this

occurs the condensed steam remains in the cylinder

for some time; it absorbs heat from the steam which
enters at the beginning of a new stroke, and gives out

the heat at the end of the stroke; in this way heat
passes from a body at a high temperature to a body
at a low temperature without doing work. Even
when the steam is slightly superheated before enter-

ing, condensation will occur before the end of the
stroke, and a steam-jacket will be found to increase

materially the efficiency of the engine. The advan-

tage of the jacket is very apparent in compound en-

gines, which are socially designed to employ a great

amount of expansion; the economy effected is greater

than in the best Cornish engines.

JACKSON, a flourishing town, capital of Jackson
county, Michigan, United States; situated on the
Grand River, near its source, on the Central Rail-

road, 76 miles west of Detroit. The river affords an
extensive water power, which is employed in factories

and mills of various kinds. Agricultural implements
we extensively manufactured here, and there is a
thriving general trade. Within the boundaries of

the city is a bituminous coal-mine, and there are

others in the neighbourhood. Pop. (1890), 20,798.

JACKSON, a town, Hinds county, capital of Mis-

sissippi, United States, on the right bank of Pearl

River, 45 miles east of Vicksburg, with which it is

connected by rail. It contains a handsome state-

house and other government buildings, the state

lunatic asylum, penitentiary, several churches, Ac.

Between 30,000 and 40,000 bales of cotton are annu-

ally shipped here. Pop. (1890), 5920.

JACKSON, Andrew, President of the United
States of North America from 1829 to 1837, was bom
of Scoto-Irish parentage at Waxhaw, near Cambden,
in South Carolina, in 1767. His father died a few
days before the birth of his son, and the widow, though
left in rather straitened circumstances, resolved to

educate Andrew for the church. In his fourteenth

year, however, while attending school, on the outbreak
of the American revolution, he joined a regiment
of volunteers to fight in the cause of independence.
After losing two brothers in the struggle, and being
shortly afterdepri v ed by deathof hisremaining parent,

he retired from military service, devoted himself to

law, andcommenced practising in apart of North Caro-
lina which was afterwards formed into the state of Ten-
nessee. In this state he obtained the appointment of

procurator from Washington, and was also repeatedly

employed as commander of the militia in driving back
the Indians from the frontiers. In 1796 he was one of

the members of convention who drew up the constitu-

tion of Tennessee, was shortly after elected torepresent

it in Congress, and in 1797 became senator. The last

situation he held only forone year, and having returned
to Tennessee, was, in 1799, appointed a judge of its

supreme court. Soon, however, he retired from all

public functions, and devoted himself to the cultivation
of his fairn on the Cumberland River. He was thus
engaged, when at the commencement of the war with
Great Britain, in 1812, he was intrusted as major-
general with the command of the Tennessee militia.

In tills capacity he first distinguished himself at the
head of a body of 2500 in an expedition down the
Mississippi for the protection of the low country of

Louisiana, then defeated a body of Creek Indians who
were wasting the country with fire and sword, and
made himself master of Pensacola. Shortly after he
obtained thecommand of the troopsof the line destined

for the defence of New Orleans, and established his

military reputation by his repulse of the British there

in 1815. His arbitrary proceedings, however, in the
course of the war incurred general censure, and a sen-

tence was passed condemning him to pay a very heavy
fine. From 1817-18 he was employed against the

Seminole Indians, but again Bullied bis reputation by
the harshness and cruelty of his measures, more es-

pecially by putting two British subjects to death con-

trary to all law and justice, on the simple ground that

as Great Britain and the United States were then at

peace, he was entitled to treat them as outlaws and
pirates. In 1824 he was first put forward for the office

of president, but failed, because his majority, though
decided over all his competitors, was not sufficient to

carry the election without an ap >eal to the house of

representatives, whodecided infavourof his competitor

Crawford. His next attempt was more successful,

and he triumphantly carried the election both in 1828
and in 1832. The eight years during which he thus

presided over the state weremarked by the rapidexten-

sion of democratic tendencies. In 1837 he retired to

his estate in Tennessee, but appears to have suffered

much both from long sickness and trials of various

kinds. These are said to have produced a favourable

change on his temper and character, and his last days
were spent in an assiduous discharge of the duties of

religion, as a member of the Presbyterian Church. He
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dM at big seat called the Hermitage, near Nashville,
la 1845.

JACKSON, Thomas Jonathan, better known as
StonewaU Jackson

,
an American general, bom 21st

January, 1824, at Clarksburg, Virginia. In 1842 he
entered the military academy at West Point as cadet.
Pour yean later he received a second-lieutenant’s
commission, and was attached to Magruder’s battery
in the Mexican war. For his gallantry atChurubusco
and Chapultepee he was breveted captain, and before
the conclusion of the war was raised to the rank of
major. In 1852 he resigned his commission and was
appointed professor of mathematics and artillery tac-
tics in the military institute at Lexington, Virginia.
On the outbreak of the civil war in 1861 he entered
the Southern army with the rank of brigadier-gene-
raL He commanded the reserve at the battle of Bull’s
Run (21st July), and acquired his cognomen by the
firmness of his troops and his own coolness in the heat
of the action. By the end of the year he had reached
the rank of major-general On 8th June, 1862, he
was defeated by Gener.il Banks at Cross Keys, but
made .a masterly retreat. On the 28th~29th August
he gained the second battle of Bull’s Run, and cap-
tured Harper’s Ferry on the 15th September. On
the 17th he supported Lee at Antietam, and again at
Fredericksburg on 13th December. On the 2d May,
1863, he took a prominent part in the battle of Chan-
cellorsville. On the e\ ening of that day, while he
and his staff were returning to head-quarters, they
were mistaken for a body of the enemy and fired upon
by one of his own regiments. The general was
wounded in the arm, amputation failed to save him,
and he died 9th May, 1863. He is described as a
man of the plainest habits, indomitable energy, and
deep religious feeling, and his memory is held in

respect by all parties as one of the best and bravest

of American soldiers.

JACKSON, William, a musical composer, was
lx>m in 1780, at Exeter, and received the rudiments
of a classical education, with a view to his following

one of the liberal professions. His taste for music
displayed itself, however, so decidedly while he was
et a youth, that his friends were induced to place

im under the organist of the cathedral belonging to

his native city. Having passed two years in the

metropolis, where he availed himself of the instruc-

tions of the celebrated Travers of the chapel-royal

and of some of the best musicians of his day, he re-

turned to Exeter in 1750, and, succeeding eventually

to the situation of organist, there passed the remainder
of his life. In 1782 he published two octavo volumes,

containing Thirty Letters on Various Subjects, which
went through three editions. He also printed, in

1791, Borne Observations on the Present State of

Music in London. His musical compositions, espe-

cially his songs and duets, are still justly popular,

and are distinguished by chasteness of conception,

ingenuity, and truth of expression. He died in 1803.

JACKSONVILLE, a town, capital of Morgan
county, Illinois, United States, on the Great Western
Railroad, 82 miles west of Springfield, on an undulat-

ing and fertile prairie, near a small affluent of the

Illinois River. The town is distinguished for the

elegance of its public buildings, and for the number
of its educational and charitable institutions, among
which are the Illinois College, the state asylums for

the blind, the insane, and the deaf and dumb. The
college was founded in 1830, and has a library of

4000 volumes. Pop. in 1890, 12,985.

JACKSONVILLE, a rising and important town

of the U. States, capital of Duval county, Florida,

situated near the north-east oomer of the state, on

the Si John’s River, about 25 miles from its mouth.

It is the principal port on this river as well as a

busy railway centre, and is also a favourite resort of
invalids ana visitors during the winter. It has wide
and regular streets, planted with shade-trees, numer-
ous fine hotels, gas and electric lighting, telephones,

street-cars, &o. Its trade embraces lumber, naval
stores, cotton, oranges, Jfcc. Pop. (1890). 17,20L
JACOB, the son of Isaac, the last of the patri-

archs, and the true ancestor of the Jews. His name
means ‘supplanter,’ and several events of his early

life rendered it highly appropriate. Having cheated
his brother out of the parental blessing he had to

fiee; and, on his way to Laban, his uncle, he received

the first intimation that the inheritance of the divine

promise had devolved on him. He saw in a dream a
ladder reaching from heaven to earth, and angels

ascending and descending upon it, and was favoured

with a special manifestation of the presence of

God, who conferred on him the blessing of Abra-
ham. After this vision he firmly believed that

Jehovah had chosen him to be the father of a great

people. This belief, and the love of Laban’s daugh-
ter Rachel, were his consolation during the bitter

years which he was obliged to devote to the flocks of

his uncle, in order to obtain his mistress. After
having served seven years he found in Mb veiled

bride Leah (whom he did not love), the elder sister

of Rachel, and in order to obtain Rachel he was
obliged to serve seven years more. Besides these

fourteen years he served six years for a herd, and,

after having repaid the deceit of his father-in-law by
an artifice which much increased Ms possessions

(Gon. xxx. 27-43), he departed privately with his

wives and children and property. Laban pursued
him, and scarcely had Jacob appeased him, when,
after twenty years’ absence from home, he met the

followers of his brother Esau. In this dilemma
Jacob sought relief in prayer, and an angel wrestled

with him all night until the morning dawned. Jacob
came off victorious, though with a lame thigh, and he

was in consequence honouied with a change of name,
being henceforth called Israel

,
that is, theheroofGod,

in

remembrance of the contest. This afterwards became
the title of his house, and the Hebrews from him are

called Israelites. Jacob now went forth with more
confidence to the much-dreaded meeting with his

brother, and appeased his rough but noble nature by
his submission. His return to his father’s tent made
a great change in the character of Jacob. His cun-

ning and avarice appeared to him, as it has since to

his descendants, a necessary means of surmounting
the many difficulties of his dependent situation Now
that he had become rich, and uncontrolled master of

his possessions, he showed himself worthy of his

father; and if he did not resemble Abraham in great-

ness and power, he did in piety and tender love for

his children. Yet through them he was destined to

suffer the greatest afflictions. As he had two lawful

wives, and, according to the custom of the country,

two concubines (Bilhah and Zilpah), with twelve

sons and a daughter, he could not escape domestic

troubles and dissensions. His beloved Rachel died

soon after Ms return home. A prince of the Hivites

violated his daughter Dinah, and his sons revenged

the injury by plundering and murdering that people.

He could neither prevent this nor the incest com-

mitted by Reuben with Bilhah. Humiliation and
repentance for the sins of his youth seemed now his

lot. But his greatest affliction was the loss of his

favourite son Joseph, whose brothers, full of envy

against Mm, had sold him to a caravan of Ishmaelite

merchants, and brought his coat, stained with blood,

to their father, as a proof that he had been devoured

by wild beasts. Joseph subsequently became, in con-

sequence of his wisdom, the highest officer at the oourt

of Pharaoh, and in this capacity recognized bis
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brothers when they came to Egypt to purchase com,
pardoned them, ana called thewhole house of his father
out of Canaan to dwell in a fruitful region of Egypt
The aged Jacob again embraced his favourite son,

whom he had for many years supposed dead, and

enjoyed under his protection a happy old age. A
short time before his death Israel collected his sons

around his bed, and pronounced over each of them a

blessing full of prophetic anticipations of the charac-

ters ana future fate of his descendants. He bestowed

the privileges of the first-born on his fourth son, Judah,
Reuben having forfeited them by the crime above-

mentioned, ana Simeon and Levi by the murder of

the Hivites. To his grandsons Manasseh and Eph-
raim, the sons of Joseph, he gave privileges equal to

those of his sons. The descendants of Judah com-
posed the most powerful tribe among the Hebrews,
who were hence called Jews. In conformity with
Jacob’s last will Joseph buried him in the tomb of

Abraham, before Marnre in Canaan.
JACOBI, Fbiedbich Heinbich, a distinguished

German philosopher, bom at Dtisaeldorf in 1743.

His father intended him for a merchant. He early

showed a religious turn, which, on his being sent to

Frankfort as an apprentice, exposed him to ridicule.

He therefore soon went to Geneva, where his mind
was cultivated by intercourse with the most distin-

guished scholars, and by the study of the best pro-

ductions of French literature. In consequence of

the taste he had acquired for letters he returned

home with reluctance, in order to take charge of bis

father’s business. After having conducted the business

for some time an appointment at court was conferred

on him, which relieved him from any further mer-
cantile engagements. His brother, Johann Georg,

introduced him to an acquaintance with Wieland,

and he soon appeared as an author. In 1779 he was
called to Munich as privy-councillor, but soon fell

into disgrace on account of his exposure of the abuseB

of the Bavarian system of customs. More of his

writings appeared at this time, and his summers were
spent at Pempelfort, in a charming country seat which
he had built. But the death of his wife interrupted

this tranquil and happy life. He now applied him-
self with renewed zeal and industry to his studies,

encouraged by a journey to Weimar, where he saw
Goethe again, and became acquainted with Herder.
His letters on Spinoza appeared in 1785, from which
time his mind was much occupied with metaphysical

speculations on religious subjects. As the influence

of the French revolution extended itself he went
from Diisseldorf, in 1794, to Holstein, and lived part

of the time at Wandsbeck and Hamburg, and partly

at Eutin. In 1801 he went to Paris, and returned

to Eutin, where he intended to end his days; but in

1804, having received an invitation to the new aca-

demy erected at Munich, he was induoed to accept

it on acoount of the loss of a considerable part of his

fortune by the misfortunes of his brother-in-law.

He was made president of the Bavarian Academy,
and retired from office at the age of seventy years,

retaining, however, his salary. His last days were
occupied with the collection of his works. He died
March 10, 1819.—Jacobi has been called the Ger-

man Plato, on account of the religious glow in his

metaphysical writings. But whatever opinions may
be entertained respecting his philosophy, all admit
that he was a most exemplary man, truly revered by
all who were acquainted with him. His philosophy,

among other traits, is characterized by an aversion

to systems, all of which, he maintains, when con-

sistently carried out, lead to fanaticism. His views
were opposed to those of the dogmatic Mendelssohn,
the critical Kant, the idealizing Fichte, and the pan-
theistic Sohelling. Of his works we mention Eduard

Allwill’s Briefsammlung (Breslau, 1781); Woldemar,
a philosophical novel (Flensborg, 1779); Ueber die

Lehre des Spinoza, a series of letters to Mendelssohn
(Breslau, second edition, 1789); David Hume fiber

den Glauben, or Idealismus und Realismus (Breslau,

1787); Sendschreiben an Fichte (Hamburg, 1799);
and Von den gottlichen Dingen und ihrer Offen-

barung (Leipzig, 1811). His works were published
by Fleischer (Leipzig, in six volumes), to which is to

be added his Correspondence (published by Fr. Roth,
in two volumes, 1825 and 1827). Schlegel’s review
of Jacobi’s Woldemar (in vol L page 1 to 46 of

Charakteristiken und Kritiken) deserves the attention
of the student of Jacobi. His dispute with Schelling
was carried on with considerable animosity. It gave
birth to Schelling’s Denkmal der Schrift von den
Gottlichen Dingen (Tubingen, 1812).

JACOBI, Johann Geobo, a German poet, was
bom at DUsseldorf, 1740, studied theology in 1758
at Gottingen, and later in Helmstedt, then became
professor of philosophy and eloquence in Halle, where
he published the Iris (1774 to 1776, three volumes),

a periodical for ladies. Joseph II. appointed him
professor of belles-lettres in the University of Frei-

burg in the Brisgau (1784). From 1795 to 1800 he
published the UberflUssi^es Taschenbuch, and from
1803 to 1807 the Iris. An edition of all hiB works
was published at Zurich, in seven volumes. He died

January 4, 1814.

JACOBI, Kabl Gustav Jakob, an eminent Ger-
man mathematician, bom in 1 804 at Potsdam, studied

at the gymnasium there, and at the University of

Berlin, and in 1829 was appointed to the chair of

mathematics at Konigsberg. This situation he held

till 1842, when bad health obliged him to resign it,

and he removed to Berlin, where he lived till his

death on the 18th of February, 1851. The work on
which his fame as a mathematician rests is entitled

Fundamenta novae theorise functionum ellipticarum

(Konigsberg, 1829). He also published a Canon
Arithmeticus (Berlin, 1839), and contributed many
valuable papers to Crelle’s Journal of Pure and
Mixed Mathematics, and to the Transactions of the

Berlin Academy of Sciences, of which he was a
member.
JACOBINE MONKS. See Dominicans.
JACOBINS, the members of a political club which

played an important part in the first French revolu-

tion. Its origin is traced to a society established some
days subsequent to the opening of the states-general

at Versailles, in 1789, by several distinguished mem-
bers of the first assembly, particularly from Brittany,

called the Club Briton. On the removal of the con-

stituent assembly from Versailles to Paris this dub
established itself also in the capital, in the old con-

vent of the Dominican friars or Jacobins in the Rue
St. Honors, admitted any citizen recommended by
four of its members, and assumed the new name of

Soriitt des Amis de la Constitution, but was from its

place of meeting called Jacobins, which shorter ap-

pellation prevailed, and was finally adopted by the

members themselves. The sodety rapidly increased

in numbers, not only deputies but all who aspired to

political influence seeking admission. Every political

question and motion was here debated before being

laid before the National Assembly; the most popular

orators, such as Mirabeau, Danton, Robespierre, La-
fayette, &c., took part in the debates

;
the dub be-

i

came the controlling power of the revolution. Ex-
treme opinions gaining the ascendency in it, most of

its original founders abandoned it, and established

another dub, styled the Sod4t4 des Feuillants, where
more moderate counsels prevailed. It was considered

by some, however, that the parent society was not
thorough enough, and a number of Hi members
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aeoedAd and formed the Sooiltd dee Cordeliers, which
wee characterized by its extravagant radicalism and
the boisterouenese of its proceedings; it had, how-
ever, bat a short independent existence, being re-
united to the original society in June, 1791. The
Jaoobins now extended their influence over the width
and breadth of the nation; over 1200 branch societies
were organized, and obeyed the orders from the
head-quarters in Paris. The Journal de la Socidt4
des Amis de la Constitution had, in May, 1791, been
added to the ordinary means of correspondence, and
became a powerful instrument in spreading revolu-
tionary opinions into every corner of the kingdom.
The Jacobins took the lead in the insurrectionary
movements of June 20 and August 10 ;

they origin-

ated the revolutionary commune of Paris, which be-
came a formidable power

;
and they changed their

former name to a, more expressive one, Lee Amit de
la LibtrU et de I'EgaliU. From this time they ruled
supreme, and the Convention itself was for a while but
a tool in their hands. Robespierre was indebted for

his political supremacy to the popularity he had ac-

quired among them. The revolution of the 9th Ther-
midor, which overthrew that dictator, was a fatal

blow to the Jacobins; the terror which they had in-

spired gradually vanished. The reactionary party,

styled the Jeunesse dorie, went in force to attack
their head-quarters, 9th November, 1794, and the
Convention ordered the suspension of their meetings
and the closing of their hall. The scattered remains
of the party attempted to regain their influence at

the end of the Directory by establishing the Club du
Manage, and then the Club de la Rue de Bac

;

but
the revolution of the 18th Brumaire (9th Nov. 1799),
which established the consulate, put an end to all

their hopes. Some writers have seen in the forma-
tion of this society the long concocted operations of

a conspiracy against legitimate government and reli-

gion throughout Europe; and during and after the

revolution the name of Jacobin has been applied in-

discriminately to any one holding radical, or even
liberal views, in matters of politics and religion.

JACOBITES, Monopbysite Christians in the East,

who, oppressed and dispersed amidst the religious

contests of the sixth century, were united by a Syrian

monk, Jacobus Bardai or Janzalos (578), during the

reign of Justinian, into a distinct religious sect. Out
of gratitude to their founder they called themselves

by his name, and had in Syria, Egypt, and Meso-
potamia numerous communities, with bishops and
patriarchs. On account of their separation from the

Catholic Church they were glad to obtain the protec-

tion of the Saracens, who possessed themselves of

the East in the middle of the seventh century. The
Egyptian Jacobites, having abused the indulgence

granted them by the Saracens, suffered a persecution

in 1852, after which, being much diminished in num-
bers and restrained in the exercise of their religion,

and being gradually separated from their Asiatic

brethren, they formed a distinct Beet. Internal dis-

putes and political causes occasioned a separation

about the same time of the Abyssinian and Armenian
Monophysites from the great body of the Jacobites

;

and after numerous attempts by the popes to bring

them over to the Roman Catholic Church they still

maintain themselves as an independent sect in Syria

and Mesopotamia, and consist of about 30,000 or

40,000 families. These Jacobites are governed by

two patriarchs, appointed by the Turkish governors,

one of whom, with the title of the Patriarch of An-

dock, has his seat at Diarbekir or Aleppo; the other,

the Syrian, resides in the monastery of Saphran,

near Mardin,and governs the Mesopotamian societies.

Circamdsion before baptism and the doctrine of the

4ngle nature of Christ (hence their name Afonophy*

tile*) are oommon to them with the Copts and Abya-
sinians

;
but in other respects they deviate less than

the other Monophysites from the discipline and
liturgy of the orthodox Greek Church.

JACOBITES. In Great Britain this name was
applied to the adherents of James II. (who abandoned
the throne in 1688) and his posterity. In Scotland
and Ireland, where the Revolution was not effected

except with the assistance of arms, the Jaoobite
party formed one of the two great divisions of each
country

;
and although soon crushed out in Ireland

by conquest, they continued in Scotland to comprise
a large proportion of the population until some time
after the rebellion of 1745. In England, however,
the Revolution was accomplished with the apparent
consent of all parties; but in a year or two the
Jacobite party gained considerable influence, and
continued to disturb the government of William
throughout his reign. The refusal of a portion of

the bishops and clergy to take the oaths to the new
government gave a certain consistency and tangible

ground of opposition to the friendB of the royal exile.

Many of William's chief advisers and officers, too,

carried on a secret correspondence with James at

St. Germains, not so much from attachment to his

cause as with a view to secure their own interest

in case of his return. After the accession of Anne
and the death of James the efforts of the Jacobites

slackened for a time
;
but towards the close of her

reign they revived. It is now placed beyond all

question that Bolingbroke and Oxford, with others

of the Tory ministers of Anne, were in treaty with
the son of James II., and either really or pretend-

ediy negotiating for a restoration. On the arrival

of George I. in 1715 the first rebellion broke out in

Scotland; its mismanagement and failure damped
considerably the enthusiasm of the English Jacobites,

In Scotland, however, the party maintained its in-

fluence until the unsuccessful rebellion of 1745 put
an end to its political importance. Several country
gentlemen of the ultra-conservative stamp maintained
a correspondence with Charles Edward until his

death in 1787, and on the death of his brother, the

Cardinal of York, in 1807, the adhesion of the almost

extinct party was transferred to the house of Bruns-
wick. In Scotland the ho]>es and wishes of the

Jacobite party found expression in many beautiful

songs, which form an interesting portion of the na-

tional literature; see Hogg’s Jacobite Relics (1819-

21), the Culloden Papers (1815), Mrs. Thomson’s
Memoirs of the Jacobites (1845-40), &c.

JACOBS, Christian Friedrich Wilhelm, was
bom at Gotha in Saxony, 1764, studied theology in

Jena in 1781, and in 1784 went to Gottingen, where
he abandoned his theological studies in order to

devote himself to philology. In 1785 he became a

teacher in the gymnasium of his native city, where
he undertook, in conjunction with several learned

friends, the Charactere der Dichter aller Nationen

(seven vols.) as a sequel to Sulzer's Theorie der

Schonen Wissenschaften, the continuation of which

was prevented by the death and separation of the

contributors. Among his other works are the follow-

ing:—Bion and Moschus in 1795; in 1796 and 1797

Exercitationes critics in Scriptores veteres (two

vols.) His Emendationes in Amthol. Gnec. (1798)

was followed by a reprint of the part of the Analecta

of Brunck which belongs to the Anthology, with

indexes (Leipzig, 1794-1814, eight vols.) His

Tempe (Leipzig, 1803, two vols.) was prepared con-

temporaneously with his commentary on the Antho-

logy, which he finished in 1808. Of his Elementar-
buch der Griechischen Sprache two volumes had
appeared when he was appointed (1807) professor of

ancient literature in the lyoeum in Munich and
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member of the new Bavarian Academy. In Munich
he completed the third and fourth volume** of hie

Greek iSlementarbuch, and in three years returned

to Gotha, where he was appointed chief librarian

and superintendent of the cabinet of coins. Here he

made out a catalogue of the valuable library, and
published the Greek Anthology, from the Vatican

MS., under the title Anthologia ad Fidem Codicis

Vaticani edita (Leipzig, 1813-17). He died in 1847.

The number of his publications is very great.

JACQUARD, Joseph Marie, the inventor of a
famous machine named after him, was bom at Lyons
in 1752. His parents, belonging to the humble silk

weavers, early employed him in the same occupation,

and so completely neglected his education that he
could neither read nor write till self-taught. He
soon began to show a very decided turn for mecha-
nics, and amused his leisure by constructing models
of buildings and other objects. In his twelfth year
he was placed with a bookbinder, and then with a
type-founder, but on his mother’s death returned
home and assisted his father. Some years after,

when his father was dead, he endeavoured, by means
of the little property which his parents had left him,
to establish a small silk manufactory; and about the

year 1777 he married. His enthusiasm for invention
and his commercial inexperience were the ruin of his

factory, and he was obliged to abandon it almost
penniless. Left now without means, without ambi-
tion, and almost without thought for the future, he
spent his time in brooding over inventions in weav-
ing, typography, and cutlery, but arrived at no suc-

cessful result, and saw himself compelled at last to

enter the service of a lime-burner, while his wife em-
ployed herself in Lyons in making straw-bonnets.

In 1790 he had conceived the idea of the weaving-
machine, which has made his name famous over the

manufacturing world; but the revolution suddenly
broke out, and for a time absorbed all his thoughts.

Having with his son assisted in defending LyonB
against the army of the Convention in 1793 they
were both denounced, and obliged to Bave themselves

by flight. They joined the army of the Rhine, and
fought together till the son was killed, when Jac-

quard returned to Lyons, and under more favourable

circumstances resumed the consideration of his loom,

which he succeeded in constructing, though in an
imperfect form, so as to be able to present it in 1801

to the national exposition of the products of industry.

He was rewarded with a bronze medal, and also

obtained a patent for ten years. About this time

his attention was attracted by a paragraph in an
English newspaper offering a prize for the construc-

tion of a machine applicable to the weaving of fish-

ing-nets and similar maritime purposes. He was I

again successful as an inventor, and was rewarded
both with a gold medal and a situation in the Conser-
vatoire des Arts et Metiers. In 1804 he returned to

LyonB, and laboured to introduce his loom into general

use. He found himself assailed by abuse and open
violence from those whom his invention had tempo-
rarily thrown out of employment. He was denounced
as the enemy of the people, and as the man who was
reducing thousands to ruin and starvation. His house
was entered by an infuriated mob, and one of his

looms broken in pieces; and on several occasions he
barely escaped from their fury with his life. Ulti-

mately the invention was purchased for the use of

the public; its value was universally acknowledged,
and he was enabled to spend the latter years of his

life in comfortable independence. He died in 1884,
at the advanced age of eighty-two.

JACQUARD LOOM. See Weaving.
JACQUERIE, the name given to the rising of

the French peasantry against their lords in the

middle of the fourteenth century after the battle of

Poitiers. They committed great devastations and
outrages—burning castles, murdering men and violat-

ing women—particularly in the north-east of France.

They were at length quelled by the Captal de Buck
and Gaston Ph^bus, count of Foix, who slaughtered

7000 of them near Meaux. The term Jacquerie is

derived from Jacques Bonhommc, a familiar epithet

for a peasant.

JADE, an ornamental stone, also called Nephrite,
a native silicate of calcium and magnesium, usually

of a colour more or less green, of a resinous or oily

aspect when polished, hard and very tenacious. It
has been used by rude nations for their weapons and
implements, and has been and is highly prized in

many parts of the world, aB in China,New Zealand, and
among the native races of Mexico and Peru. Jade
celts or axeB are common among uncivilized races,

and prehistoric specimens have been found in Europe,
though the stone itself is not found there. A similar

Btone, more properly called jadeite, is frequently con-

founded with jade proper. It is a silicate of alumi-
nium and sodium.
JADE, or Jahde, a small strip of territory be-

longing to the Prussian province of Hanover, but
formerly to the Grand-duchy of Oldenburg, acquired
by the Prussian government for the purpose of con-

structing a naval port. The port was formed on the
western shore of Jade Bay, and was formally opened
by King William in June, 1869. The principal har-

bour is 1200 feet long and 750 broad, and there are

dry docks, government building-yard for the con-

struction of iron-clads, &c. The town of Wilhelms-
haven, which was founded at the same time, has ra-

pidly increased in population, the inhabitants being

5970 in 1871, and 15,476 in 1890. The town and
harbour are both surrounded by a line of fortifica-

tions.

JAEN, a town, Spain, Andalusia, capital of the

|

province of the same name, finely situated on a ter-

raced slope above a river of the same name, 122
miles E.N.E. of Seville. It consists of an old town,
with some remains of a Moorish wall flanked with
towers, and very irregular, narrow, and winding
streets; and a new town, generally of respectable

appearance. The principal edifices are the cathedral,

in the Gneco-Roman style, remarkable for its mag-
nitude and solidity, flanked by two towers above 200
feet high; several other handsome churches, town-
house, provincial government-house, and bull circus

capable of seating 8000 spectators Pop. (1887),

25,706.—The province has an area of 5184 sq. miles,

is largely mountainous in character, and contains
valuable lead-mines. Pop. (1897), 463,806.

JAFFA, or Yaffa (anciently Joppa), a maritime
town in Palestine, 33 miles north-west of Jerusalem,

with which it is now connected by a good road,

while a railway was &1bo opened in 1892. It is

picturesquely situated upon an eminence, crowned

by a castle, but is not now surrounded with walls.

The narrow, ill-paved, and dirty streets rise above

one another in tiers, and many of them are^connected

by flights of steps. The harbour is a shallow basin,

inclosed by rocks, and the roadstead is unsafe ; but

notwithstanding this there is a considerable trade,

the chief exports being oranges (an excellent variety

cultivated here), sesame, soap (here manufactured),

olive-oil, maize, and wheat. Jaffa or Joppa is a
very ancient town, having been the seapbrt of

Jerusalem from the time of David and Solomon,

while there are traditions of its existence long prior

to this period. In 1187 it was taken by Saladut, in

1191 by Richard I. In 1799 it was taken by Niuk>-

leon, who here put to death 1200 Turkish prisoners.

Pop. 35,000, two-thirds being Mohammedans.
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JAGERNDORF, or Karnow, a town of Austria,
in Silesia, 18 miles north-west of Troppau, beauti-

fully situated at the foot of the Burgberg, in the
valley between the Gold Oppa and the Oppa. It

has spacious well-paved streets, a handsome church
with two towers 230 feet high, the loftiest in

Silesia ; a palace of the Liechtenstein family, town-
house, high school, Minorite cloister and hospital,

and manufactures of woollens, &c. Pop. (1890),

14,278.

JAGGERY, a coarse brown sugar made in the

East Indies by the evaporation of the juice of several ,

species of palms, chemically the same as cane-sugar.

The sap which yields jaggery becomes by fermen-
tation palm-wine, and from it arrack is distilled.

JAGO, St. See Santiago.
JAGUAR (Felti onca, Linnaeus). This animal

represents, in the Now World, the leopard and tiger

of the eastern hemisphere. It inhabits South Ame-
rica, especially in its central and northern parts, and
also the southern districts of North America, up to

Northern Mexico. In colour and general appear-
ance the jaguar is leopard-like. The upper part of

the body is generally of a yellowish or fawn colour,

which becomes continuous with the white colour of
the throat, belly, and inner as]>ect of the legs. The
head, limbs, and under surface are covered on this

ground-colour with black sjw)ts or patches, whilst
the trunk is encircled by patches having a black
central point, or comjiosed of smaller spots arranged
in groups, dark rings being often conspicuous. But
considerable variety of coloration occurs, and some
specimens are completely black. The jaguar may
attain a size equal to that of the tiger or leopard,

although in its average proportions the animal is

generally smaller than either of these. In strength,

however, the jaguar appears to equal these creatures,

as it has been known to carry off oxen and bullocks;

whilst on one occasion a jaguar was observed to

kill a horse, to bear his victim to a river some
distance off, and to swim across the rapid flood

with his prey, which he then dragged into the ad-

joining jungle. This creature, Tike the leopard,

climbs trees with great ease and dexterity, and
appears to swim quickly and well. The neighbour-

hood of large rivers, indeed, is a frequent haunt of

the jaguar, which is attracted no doubt by visits of

animals in quest of water, upon which it can prey.

Whilst possessing a fair share of courage, and even
when brought to bay or incited by hunger attacking

man himself, the jaguar is by no means a fierce or

combative animal. On the contrary, he appears to

avoid man, and even in his forays to single out the

last of a herd, or the least protected of a flock, as

the object of attack. The jaguar’s mode of attack

consists in springing upon the back of the victim

;

and by placing one paw on the back of the head
and the other on the muzzle, he is enabled to twist

the head round with a sudden jerk, by which the

spine is dislocated and the animal deprived of life.

In captivity the jaguar may become sulxlued or even

docile. See illustration at Carnivora.
JAHDE. See Jade.
JAIL. See Prison.

JAIL FEVER, a dangerous disease once very

prevalent in prisons, and which is now considered to

be merely a severe form of typhus fever (which see).

JAINAS, or Jains, a Hindu religious sect, which
from the wealth and influence of its members forms

an important division of the Indian population.

They are most numerous in western and north-

western India, more especially in the Bombay native

states and Rajputana. The name signifies a follower

of Jina, one of the denominations of their apotheo-

sized saints. The sect was very numerous and

important in the eighth and ninth centuries of the
Christian era, and they have left many monuments
of their skill and power in the fine temples built in

different parts of the Deccan, as well as elsewhere.

The founder of the sect was Rishabadeva, a Hindu,
but the system itself was an offshoot or aftergrowth
of Buddhism, with which it has many leading doc-

trines in common, but is distinguished from it by its

recognition of a divine personal Ruler of all, and by
its political leanings towards Brahmanism. The
Jains deny the divine origin and infallible authority

of the Vedas
;
they reverence certain holy mortals,

now termed TJrthankara or saints, who acquired by
self-denial and mortification a station superior to
that of the gods; and they manifest extreme and
even ludicrous tenderness for animal life. They
positively affirm that the world exists from all

eternity, not being created by God or any other
being, and that it will exist for ever. This world
is divided into three parts—the upper, the middle,
and the lower worlds. Below this world there is a
world called Adhogati (abyss, the lowest hell), above
which there are seven infernal worlds

;
above those

again are ten Pavanalokas (purgatories), above
which is this world of earth. Still ascending, we
ijnd the Jyotiloka (starry world, world of light).

In our world there are two worlds included: the
VyantraJoka (world of demons) and the Vidyad-
haraloka (world of demi-gods); again above those

are sixteen different kinds of Devalokas (worlds of

the gods), over which is the Ahamindraloka (world

of Indra)
;
and above that again is the Mokshaloka

(world of bliss), where dwells the Supreme Being
called the Anadi-chitta-para-meshti (Eternal-intel-

lectual-heavenly-dweller). Tht* Jainas believe that

not to kill any sentient being is the highest virtue

;

and lying, covetousness, theft, are strongly con-

demned. Not to eat at night, and to drink water
strained (for fear of its containing any insect), not
to drink toddy or arrack, are important injunctions.

Various fruits and vegetables they will not eat even
under the pressure of starvation, and any kind of flesh

meat they will not touch with the hand. They believe

in a sort of nirv&na (like the Buddhists). Those
who attain to this nirvana, this extinction of action,

this final liberation, do not return to a worldly state,

and there is no interruption to their bliss; they have
perfect vision and knowledge, and do not depend
upon works. The Jainas are split up into two prin-

cipal divisions, Digambaras and S'wet&mbarus
; the

points of difference between them are said to com-
prehend a list of 700 topics, eighty-four of which are

considered of paramount importance. The Digam-
bara (sky-clad, naked) now wears coloured garments,

confining the disuse of clothes to meal hours; the

S'wet&mbara wears, as the name signifies, white gar-

ments, Both the parties have the same Veda.
JALAP, the dried tubers of Exogonium Purga

(natural order Convolvulaceee), lias received its name
from being principally brought from the environs of

Jalapa; though the plant which produces it is abun-

dant in other parts of Mexico, including the imme-
diate vicinity of Vera Cruz. It is a beautiful convol-

vulus-like plant, bearing delicate pink flowers; the

stem is perennial but thin, and forms in the ground

a tuber of an oval form, which attains the size of a
small turnip, and from the end of which the roots

and stem are given off
;
externally the tubers are of

a dark umber-brown colour, and much wrinkled.

It is much employed in medicine as a purgative, and
has been known in Europe since 1610.

JALAPA, or Xalapa, a city of Mexico, capital of

the state of, and 52 miles north-west of Vera Cruz,

on the railway from that seaport to the interior, at

the foot of a basaltic mountain 4835 feet above the
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sea-level. It is irregularly built, and the houses

have a picturesque appearance. It has a church said

to have been founded by Cortez, a Franciscan con-

vent, and several cotton factories. In the vicinity

is found the plant from which jalap is obtained, a

name derived from the town. In certain seasons

the climate is moist and disagreeable, but it is at all

times healthy. Pop. (1895). 18,173.

JAMAICA, the largest and most valuable of the

British West India Islands, and the third in extent

of the whole group, is 144 miles long, and from 21

to 49 miles broad, and has an area of 4207 square

miles. It is about 90 miles s. of Cuba, 120 miles

W. of Hayti, and 310 miles from the nearest point

in Central America. As dependencies it has the

Cayman Islands on the n.w., and the Turks and
Caicos Islands n. of Hayti, the latter belonging geo-

graphically to the Bahamas group. The scenery of

Jamaica is extremely beautiful. The central moun-
tain chain rises close to the coast at the western

and eastern ends, and with its spurs and outliers

occupies the greater part of the area of the island.

Except at the eastern end, where the Blue Moun-
tains are situated, with their highest point, Blue
Mountain Peak, 7420 feet above sea-level, the alti-

tude nowhere exceeds 3000 feet. The whole chain

is covered with luxuriant vegetation. West of King-
ston cultivation extends to the summits, which are

for the most part tolerably flat; east of Kingston
the peaks and ridges are sharper, and are covered

with virgin forest. There are numerous valleys,

those belonging to the Blue Mountain range proper

being very narrow, with precipitous sides, whilst

elsewhere a fair proportion are of considerable extent

and great fertility. Not more than a seventh of

the area of the island, however, can be called really

level, and of this a considerable part is marsh.

The most important of the level tracts commences
a little east of Kingston, in the neighbourhood of

which it is called the plain of Liguanea, and extends

westward for about 30 miles, with a breadth of about

5 miles. Here the rainfall is less than in any other

part of the island, and cultivation on the large scale

jan only be carried on by means of irrigation, though
she soil is naturally fertile. An extremely beautiful

md fertile plain on the north Bide, near Falmouth,
is known as ‘the Queen of Spain’s Valley'. The
joast-line is over 500 miles in length, and possesses

*ome good harbours, of which those* at Kingston
ind Port Antonio are the best and most important.

There are also roadsteads with good anchorage, as

it Annotto Bay and Black River, which are much
ised by shipping in fair weather. There are nu-
nerous small rivers, rivulets, and springs (the name
Jamaica is said to mean Land of Springs), but none
)f the rivers are navigable except the Black River,
!

or small craft, for 20 or 30 miles from its mouth,
md the Cabaritta and Salt Rivers for barges for

t short distance from the coast. Many of the rivers

md streams sink in the ground, and come to the
lurface again at a lower level nearer, and in some
jases under, the sea. Slight, hardly noticeable

ihocks of earthquake are not infrequent, but severe

ihocks are very rare. The most serious on record
)ccurred in 1692, when the greater part of the town
>f Port Royal, then by far the most important in

ihe island, with its houses and other buildings and
heir inhabitants, subsided under the sea to a depth
>f from 20 to 50 feet.

The climate of Jamaica in the lower plains along
he coast is hot, but not unhealthy. The average
naximum day temperature is in winter about 85°,

md in Bummer about 90°; at night the average
ninimum is in winter about 65°, and in summer
kbout 75*. The day heat, especially in the summer,

is moderated by the sea breeze, which blows from
about 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. The pleasantness and sa-

lubrity of the climate increases with every additional
foot of elevation above sea-level, and above 2000
feet it is one of the healthiest and most agreeable
in the world. A great part of the parishes of Man-
chester and St. Elizabeth is between 2000 and 3000
feet above the sea, with a temperature never below
60°, nor above 80°, and would make an ideal health

resort. At the Government Cinchona Plantations
in the Blue Mountains, 5000 feet above the sea, the
usual limits of temperature throughout the year are
50° and 70°; and the climate is a perpetual spring,

with almost constant sunshine. The rainfall ranges
from 33 in. in Kingston (the average for ten years)

to from 200 to 300 in. in the north-east, where the
moisture-laden trade-wind strikes the high moun-
tains; for the whole island the average for ten yeare
is 66 in. The heaviest fall occurs usually in May and
October, when there are generally a few days of

heavy and almost continuous rain, which are known
as the May and October * seasons’ respectively. The
three first months of the year are nearly always very
dry. Jamaica lies somewhat out of the central track

of West Indian cyclones, which are consequently

not nearly so frequent as in the Lesser Antilles and
Porto Rico. Yellow fever, which was such a scourge

in the first half of the nineteenth century, has been
practically unknown, except at rare intervals, for

more than a generation. Although it gave rise to

some anxiety in 1885 and 1897, the deaths due to it

were in each case under 1 00, or less than 1 per cent

of the total mortality. Intermittent fever is common,
but rarely dangerous. When cholera has appeared
in Europe and America, it has usually visited

Jamaica also; in 1851-52 there was a terrible epi-

demic which carried off 40,000 people, or nearly three

times the usual number of deaths in a year.

The soil of Jamaica is generally fertile, and
the island depends for its prosperity entirely on
its culture. Its chief exports are fruit, mostly
l>ananas and oranges, the trade in which is of recent

origin; sugar, rum, dyewoods (chiefly logwood),

coffee, pimento, ginger, coco-nuts, cocoa, &c. The
cultivation of tobacco and cocoa, for which the soil

and climate are admirably adapted, has increased

considerably of late years, and the quality of some
of the tobacco recently grown has been declared by
experts to be equal to that of the best grown in

Cuba. Pine-apples of the most delicious flavour are

readily grown, and some are exported. Large plan-

tations of cinchona -trees, which grow luxuriantly,

were established by the government between 1870
and 1880, and subsequently by many private in-

dividuals. The articles of food most largely con-

sumed by the peasantry are yams, cocoes (a tuber

similar to the yam), bread-fruit, plantains, &c.

;

peas of various descriptions
;
and salt fish, salt beef,

and salt pork, all imported and used more as a relish

than as a food. Rice is largely eaten by the coolies,

and is nearly all imported, though some is grown in

the island. Maize grows readily, but more is im-

ported than is produced locally, and most of it is

used as food for horses and mules. None of the

products mentioned, except pimento, one minor
species of yam, and possibly cocoes, are indigenous
to the island; the rest are all imported. Other
exotics are the now ubiquitous bamboo and mango,
the lime, lemon, grape-fruit, nutmeg, kola-nut, &c.

&c. The native timber trees, such as mahogany,
yacca, mahoe, cedar, bully-tree, &c., are numerous
and valuable, many being beautiful in colour and
grain, and excellently adapted for cabinet work,
and all being used for building. Ferns of all kinds
abound, especially in the high mountains, where
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tree-ferns and filmy ferns in many varieties are
specially numerous.

Horses, asses, mules, and cattle are raised in large
numbers, and good pasturage is plentiful, the best
being the guinea-grass, which grows to a height of

from 3 to 5 feet, and was accidentally introduced
through the seed being imported as food for canaries.
The draught work on the sugar estates is almost
entirely performed by cattle

; whilst on the public
roads horses are mostly used for drawing carriages,

and mules for carts. Horses and mules are about
equally used for riding ; and mules and donkeys for

the conveyance of produce over the mountain paths.

Goats and pigs are universally kept. Sheep are
comparatively scarce, and mutton is a luxury, being
about twice the price of lieef or pork. Domestic
fowls of all kinds are abundant. The markets are well
supplied with the fish which alxmnd on the coasts

;

but the fresh-water fish, though far more delicate
in flavour, is seldom seen, and difficult to procure.

Amongst the wild animals the agouti is the only
indigenous quadruped, known locally as the cony,

in appearance something l>etween a rat and a
rabbit, now very rarely seen, and only in two or
three localities. Others are the wild pig, common
in the Blue Mountain forests, and the mongoose,
which was introduced to destroy the rats on the
sugar estates, but has now, from its enormous in-

crease in numbers and its fondness for poultry,

become an even greater pest than the rats them-
selves. Amongst wild birds may l>o mentioned the
‘John Crow’, a species of buzzard peculiar to

Jamaica, numerous species of pigeons, snipe, wild
duck, and three species of humming-birds. Lizards,

in colour brown, blue, or green, are numerous.
There are only two species of snakes, both of them
quite harmless and very rare. Scorpions are numer-
ous, but the sting is rarely serious, less so usually

than that of a wasp ;
centipedes, whose bite is much

more to be dreaded, are rarely seen. Butterflies

and moths are numerous, some of them very beauti-

ful. The greatest insect pest is the tick, said to

have been introduced in recent years on cattle

from Central America. It infests cattle and horses,

and takes every opportunity of settling on human
beings, causing intense irritation. It hangs in

clusters, each individual hardly larger than a pin’s

point, on guinea-grass and other low vegetation, and
can be, to a great extent, avoided by keeping to the

main roads and worn foot-tracks. Monkeys are un-

known in Jamaica.

The government of Jamaica, for about 200 years

up to 1865, had been administered by a governor,

an executive, and a legislative council appointed by
the crown, and a house of assembly elected by the

freeholders of the island
;
but in consequence of the

serious revolt which broke out in that year, the house

of assembly was abolished and the government
entirely altered. In 1884 an Order of Council was
passed, under which half the members of the Legis-

lative Council were to be elected, and three nomi-

nated members' seats left vacant, unless in case of

emergency, so that ordinarily the elected members
had a majority. No vote could in any case be passed

if all the elected members were against it, and no

financial vote could be carried if two-thirds of their

whole number opposed it, unless the governor de-

clared the matter to be one of ‘paramount import-

ance’. This arrangement not being considered to

have worked satisfactorily, the governor was in 1899

instructed to appoint the full number of nominated

members, so as to give the government a permanent

majority. The island is divided into fourteen
* parishes', with a limited amount of local self-

government. Kingston is the capital. There is an

imperial garrison kept in the island, and a local

volunteer force. The police force is semi-military
in character. In 1898-99 the total public revenue
was £672,768, and the expenditure £748,515; whilst
the value of the exports was £1,662,543, and that

of the imports £1,813,793. Two-thirds of the ex

ports go to the United States, and only one-sixth to

the United Kingdom, whilst the imports come about
equally from each. The island has recently suffered

from severe depression, due to unfavourable seasons

and the unusually low price of all its products, a

depression from which it is now happily recovering

The English church is presided over by a bishop,

assisted by a regular staff of parochial clergy. The
Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, and other Pro-
testant bodies are well represented, and there are

considerable numbers of Homan Catholics and Jews.
Education has since 1865 l>een greatly developed and
extended. There are about 900 schools with 96,000
children in attendance. In 1899 the public debt
was fully £2,000,000, but by far the greater part of

it has l>een expended on railways, roads, harbours,

and other public works. There are 187 miles of

railway, connecting Kingston with Port Antonio
and Montego Bay, in the n.k. and N.w. respectively.

The population of the island was estimated on 31st

March, 1898, at 718,867. According to the census

of 1891 it was 639,491, of which 14,692 were re-

turned as white, 121,955 as coloured, 488,624 as

black, 10,116 as East Indian (coolies), 481 as

Chinese, and 3628 not stated. Of the births two-
thirds, about the same proportion as in the other

West Indies, are illegitimate. All the efforts of

the churches seem to make no impression on this

blot on the character of the people. If wo leave

out of consideration thefts of growing produce, or

‘praedial larceny’, there is very little crime in the

island : intemperance is also very rare.

Historical Sketch . — Jamaica was discovered by
Columbus, May 3, 1494, in his second expedition

to the New World. It was occupied by the Spaniards,

and out of an estimated population of 60,000 at the

discovery of Columbus not a single descendant was
alive little more than a century and a half after-

wards. In 1655 it was conquered by the English,

under Admirals Penn and Venables, during the

administration of Oliver Cromwell. The immigra-
tion of whites was now encouraged, and in the hands
of Governor D’Oyley the government was ad-

ministered with energy. In May, 1658, an unsuccess-

ful attempt was made by the Spaniards to recover

the island. About this time the settlement became
the resort of the buccaneers, who sjient their im-

mense gains in characteristic extravagance, and en-

riched the inhabitants. After the Restoration of

Charles II. Jamaica became a placeof refuge for many
English republicans. One of the first measures of

the monarch was to continue D’Oyley in office, and
authorize the election of a council and assembly of

representatives by the people. This, which was the

establishment of a regular civil government, the

island having been previously governed by martial

law, took place in 1661. Afterwards controversies

arose between the assembly and the crown which

unsettled the affairs of Jamaica for fifty years.

At length, in 1728, a compromise was effected.

On the conquest of the island from the Spaniards

a number of African slaves fled to the mountains,

and maintained themselves in these fastnesses in

spite of all efforts to dislodge them. Their numbers
were continually increased by the accession of de-

serting slaves, and a harassing conflict thus main-

tained with the white population. In 1738 a species

of independence was guaranteed to these Maroons,

as they were called ;
but at length, in 1795, hostili-
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ties broke out again. The activity and skill of the

Maroons rendered them an overmatch for the great

force brought against them
;
and at last the British

resorted to the use of blood-hounds. Thus, hunted

down like wild beasts, and hemmed in by a force

too powerful to be overcome, they had no alter-

native but submission. About 600 were transported

to Nova Scotia, where many of them perished. In

1807 the slave-trade was abolished, and in May,

1838, an act was passed by the English govern-

ment liberating all the slaves in the island, under

the restriction of an apprenticeship for a certain

number of years. The act was to take effect

from the 1st of Aug. 1834, and to compensate

the owners for the loss thereby occasioned a sum
was awarded to Jamaica of £6,161,927, 5s. lOd.

The results of this measure were not so satisfactory

as might have been expected. The negroes were
treated by many of the proprietors with great un-

fairness, and even tyranny, so that large numbers
refused to work, with the result that many estates

were left uncultivated and the owners ruined. In
1 840 the government sanctioned the importation of

coolies. This measure was looked upon by the

blacks with great discontent, as interfering with the

rate of wages of those who were willing to work,

but matters proceeded in a peaceable course until

October, 1865. On the 7th of that month a serious

revolt broke out at Morant Bay. The court-house

was burned down, the custos of the district, two
justices of the peace, and a clergyman, with about
twenty others, were killed. Martial law was pro-

claimed in the county of Surrey, except in Kingston,
and the military proceeded to put down the insur-

rection with great severity. G. W. Gordon, a mu-
latto, a man of independent means, a member of the

legislature and a Baptist preacher, was suspected of

instigating the revolt. A warrant for his appre-

hension was issued, but before it was served he sur-

rendered himself at Kingston. The governor (Mr.
Eyre) had him sent to Morant Bay, where he was
tried by court-martial, and hanged on the 23rd. A
like fate awaited many of those captured by the mili-

tary. The severity of the repression excited a strong

feeling of dissatisfaction in England. Governor
Eyre was removed, and the representative constitu-

tion suspended. Since that time there have been no
signs of disaffection, and the prosperity of the colony

seems to have been gradually advancing. New objects

of cultivation are being introduced, as the pita plant

or sisal hemp for its fibre ; various vegetables, &c.

JAMES, St., called the Greater, the son of Zebe-
dee. He was called to be an apostle, together with
his brother St. John, as they were mending their

nets with their father, who was a fisherman. They
then followed Christ, were witnesses with St. Peter
of the transfiguration, and accompanied our Lord
in the garden of Gethsemane. In the lists of the

apostles given in the synoptic Gospels and in the

Acts the names of Peter, Andrew, James, and John
stand first ; and it is plain that these four were at

the head of the twelve throughout. After the ascen-

sion St. James persevered in prayer with the other
apostles and the women and the Lord’s brethren.

Nothing further is certainly known of him till the
passover of 44, when, being in Jerusalem, the Jews
stirred up Herod Agrippa I. against him, who put
him to a cruel death. Thus St. James was the first

of the apostles who suffered martyrdom. There is a
legend that he went to Spain, and that his bones lent

miraculous aid to the Spaniards against the Saracens.

JAMES, St., called the Leu, an apostle, the
brother or cousin of our Lord, who appeared to him
in, particular after his resurrection. He is called

in Scripture the Juft, and is probably the apostle

described in Matt. x. 8 and elsewhere as the son of
Alphaeus. He was the head of the church in Jeru-
salemwhen the Scribes and Pharisees threwhimdown
from the gable of the temple, and a fuller dashed
out his brains with a club, about the year 62. This
is the account of his death given by Hegesippus, a
Christian of Jewish origin, who lived in the middle
of the second century, and it differs somewhat from
the narrative of Josephus. Some critics maintain
that James, the son of Alphseus, was one person,

and James, the brother of Jesus, another. Whether
James was the author of the epistle which bears

his name is considered doubtful
JAMES I., King of Scotland, of the house of

Stuart, bom at Dunfermline in 1394, was the son
of Robert III. by Annabella Drummond. In 1406
he sailed for France in accordance with the wish of

his father, that he might escape the danger to which
he was exposed by the ambition of his uncle the
Duke of Albany, who had previously rendered his

own accession to the throne more easy by the

murder of the heir-apparent, the Duke of Rothe-
say

;
but the vessel in which he was being conveyed

was taken by the English off Flamborough Head,
and he and two companions were carried prisoners

to the Tower of London. For the next eighteen

years he remained a prisoner in England, being

confined during part of his captivity in Nottingham
Castle, Evesham, and Windsor Castle. He received

an excellent education from Henry IV. of England,
and, to relieve the tedium of captivity, he applied

himself to those poetical and literary pursuits in

which he so highly distinguished himself. Robert III.

died very shortly after learning of his son’s cap-

tivity, and James was proclaimed king
;
but during

the remainder of the reign of Henry IV., and the
whole of that of Henry V., he was ungenerously de-

tained in England, with a view to prevent the alliance

of Scotland with France. This did not, however,
prevent the apprehended result. James was for

some time in France with Henry V., and he wit-

nessed the capitulation of Melun. At length, in

1 424, under the regency of the Duke of Bedford, he
was restored to his kingdom, at which time he was
in his thirtieth year, and highly accomplished both
mentally and in all manly exercises. But hostages
for the payment of 60,000 marks, in instalments of

10,000 a year, had to be given before his captivity

came to an end. A promise was secured that the
Scottish troops would leave France, and it was re-

quested that J araes should marry an English lady.

Previous to his departure he married Jane or Joanna
Beaufort, daughter of the Earl of Somerset, a lady
of distinguished beauty, of the blood royal of Eng-
land, who is the fair dame alluded to in his beautiful

poem of the King’s Quhair. James had become
enamoured of her through seeing her in the royal

gardens from the windows of his apartments while
a captive in Windsor Castle. One year’s payment
of the ransom was remitted as her dowry. On his

return to Scotland he in 1425 arrested the Duke of

Albany, the late regent, and a large number of bis

relations and supporters, and after a summary
trial had them executed as traitors. These and
some other rather arbitrary and impolitic measures
were atoned for by the enactment of many good
laws; and as far as a lawless nobility would
allow them to be put in practice, these much im-
roved the state of society in Scotland. In 1428
e renewed the Scottish alliance with France, be-

trothing his daughter Margaret to the dauphin,
afterwards Louis XI., and in 1436 she was sent
to France. A fruitless endeavour of the English to

prevent this marriage, by intercepting the Scottish

fleet, so exasperated James that he declared war
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•gilnst England. Ho was, however, on such bad
terms with his nobility, in oonaeqnenoe of hia en-
deavours to curb their ambition and improve hia

revenue, that, after besieging Roxburgh Castle, he
was obliged to disband Ida army, under the appre-
hension of a conspiracy. He then retired to the
Carthusian monastery of Perth, which he had himself
founded, where he lived in a state of privacy which
facilitated the success of a plot formed against his

life. The chief actors in this tragedy were Robert
Graham, unde of the Earl of Strathearn, and Wal-
ter, earl of Athol, the king's uncle, the former of

whom was actuated by revenge for the resumption
of some lands improperly granted to his family, and
the latter by the hopes of succeeding to the crown.
By means of bribery the assassins, who had under
their command 800 armed men, gained admission to

the king’s apartments, and an alarm being raised, the
queen’s ladies attempted to secure the chamber door.

One of them, Catharine Douglas, thrust her arm
through the staple, in which state she remained until

it was broken by the assailants. The instant the
assassins got into the apartment they dragged the
king from his concealment in a recess under the
floor, and in spite of the cries and remonstrances of

the queen, who in vain threw herself between them
and the object of their resentment, put him to death
by multiplied wounds. He perished in the forty-

fourth year of his age and thirteenth of his reign,

Feb. 21, 1437, leaving one son and five daughters;

and his murder was punished by the deaths of the

conspirators in exquisite tortures. The king, who
may be said to have fallen a martyr to his attempts
to abolish the anarchy and disorder which prevailed

throughout his kingdom, holds a deservedly high

place in the catalogue of royal authors by his poem
of the King’s Quhair (that is, book). James is also

said to have been a skilful musician, and some at-

tribute to him the composition of several of the most
admired of the Scottish melodies; but of this Dr.

Burney is much inclined to doubt. Among the

workB ascribed to Janies I. are three admirable

descriptive poems, respectively entitled, Christ’s

Kirk on the Green, Peblis to the Play, and the Ga-
berlunzie Man, the authorship of which is sometimes

given to James I., and sometimes to James V. The
balance of unprejudiced opinion inclines in favour of

James I. as the author of the two former, and though

probably not the author, James V., from his well-

known roving propensities, was in all likelihood the

hero of the last-mentioned piece.

JAMES II., King of Scotland, when his father

was assassinated in February, 1487, was only seven

years of age. A minority under such circumstances

oould not but be troubled, and the kingdom was dis-

tracted by contending factions, who strove for the

possession of the king’s person, as the surest means
of obtaining the ascendency. The chancellor,

Crichton, and Sir Alexander Livingston, wielded

oonjointly the royal authority until James had
reached his fourteenth year. To curb the power of

the great house of Douglas, which rivalled that of

the crown, Crichton had caused Earl William and

his brother to be put to death. A j>olitic marriage,

however, not only conserved but enhanced the power

of the Douglases, and, allying himself with the chief

of that home, James held a parliament, which de-

clared Crichton and Livingston rebels, and forfeited

their estates. In 1449 he married Mary of Guelder-

land, and his character at onoe became more mature

and decided. He resolved to free himself from the

galling and overmastering influence of Douglas, who
waa virtually the supreme authority in the kingdom.

Inviting him to a ootnferenoe at Stirling Castle in

1402, on a quarrel having arisen James murdered

him with his own hand. His heir, to avenge this

perfidy, aided by the house of York, raised the stan-

dard of rebellion at the head of an army of 40,000,

but he was compelled to flee, and his lands were con-

fiscated. In 1460 James, while besieging the Castle

of Roxburgh, in direct violation of an existing truce

with England, was killed by the bursting of a cannon
in the twenty-ninth year of his age. A prolonged

life might have been of great advantage to Scotland,

as he was gradually giving evidence of a dearness of

perception in the framing of laws akin to that of his

father.

JAMES III., King of Scotland, boro in 1403,
was, like his father James II., whom he succeeded in

1460, a mere boy when he mounted the throne, and
of course remained for many years in the hands of

guardians, who disregarded his interests, and used
their power for factious purposes. On the death of
Bishop Kennedy in 1465 James fell into the hands
of the Boyd family, who in a short period acquired

so great influence that the king gave Sir Thomas
Boyd bis sister in marriage. In 1469 James married
Margaret of Denmark, and in the same year the

Boyds were deprived of power. His attachment to

worthless favourites was the principal weakness of

James. Cochrane, originally a mason, or more pro-

bably an architect, was the most conspicuous of

these; and through his means one brother of James
was compelled to flke the kingdom, while another
was put to death. The nobility, impatient of the

overweening and dangerous influence of what they
deemed upstarts, seized upon Cochrane and five

others of the principal favourites, and hanged them
at Lauderbridge in 1482, while the Scottish army
was marching to meet an invading force of the Eng-
lish under Gloucester. The army was disbanded,

and the king himself shut up in Edinburgh Castle.

In 1487 the queen died. Not long after a conspiracy

of a large portion of the nobles was formed to de-

throne the king, whose peaceful and unambitious
character was contemptible in the eyes of his tur-

bulent and warlike subjects. Those peers who re-

mained loyal gathered round the king, and parties

having levied their forces, the decisive encounter

took place at Sauchie, near Stirling, on the 18th of

June, 1488, when the king, completely defeated, fled

for his life, but falling from his horse, was dragged
into a cottage and barbarously murdered His body,

concealed by the murderers, was never found.

JAMES IV., King of Scotland, born 17th March,
1472, was son of James III. by Margaret, daughter
of the King of Denmark, and was thus in his six-

teenth year when, in consequence of his father’s

murder, above narrated, he succeeded to the throne.

During the rebellion he had been confided to the
charge of Shaw of Sauchie, governor of Stirling

Castle, who proved a traitor, and delivered him to
the rebels. They, to strengthen their cause, im-
mediately recognized him as their king, and he was
thus nominally, if not voluntarily, at war with his

father, and in league with those who murdered him.

What his real intentions were is not dear; but it is

difficult to believe that, if he had not been consdouB
of guilt, he would have expressed so much contrition,

ana even endeavoured, according to the superstition

of the times, to avert the vengeance of Heaven for

unfilial conduct by wearing an iron belt or chain

round his waist, and adding to its weight every year

by way of penance. But for the suspidon which
thus attached to him, and some domestic infidelities,

James would be worthy of admiration both as a man
and as a prince. He was personally handsome, brave,

and generous, excelled in all manly exercises, loved

letters, though his education was scanty in the ex-

treme; raised the Scottish coart to a high degree of
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refinement and magnificence, administered justice

with great impartiality, and passed many excellent

laws. In the Beginning of his reign the naval ex-

ploits of Sir Andrew Wood of Largo attracted an
attention which was not confined to Britain. For
various reasons, therefore, James was rewarded with
a popularity greater than any previous king of Scot-

land had enjoyed, and still holds an important place

in its ballads and other traditional literature. The
interest which thus attaches to his memory was un-
doubtedly heightened by the disaster which termi-

nated his life. In 1503 he had married Margaret,
daughter of Henry VII., king of England, and thus
for a time put an end to the unnatural hostility

between the two countries. Unfortunately, on the

accession of Henry VIII. to the English crown in

1509, the relation between the two courts Inicame
less friendly, and at length strained relations were
followed by open war in 1513. The causes of quarrel

were various, and none of them were of great im-
portance. One of the chief was Henry’s refusal to

give up to the queen a legacy of jewels bequeathed
her by her father. The French ambassador brought
provisions and money to Scotland, and also a letter

from Anne of Brittany appealing to James as her
knight to assist France

;
and though the war was

generally disapproved by the Scots, such was the
king’s popularity that his summons for an array of

the whole kingdom was speedily answered, and he
set out for the south at the head of an army of sixty

thousand men. He crossed the border, took several

castles, and had occupied a strong position, when
the Earl of Surrey, with an army about equal to his

own, but better trained, advanced to oppose him.
The battle fought on the 9th of September, 1513,
and only too well known as that of Flodden Field,

terminated, after a sanguinary conflict of three

hours, in the total defeat with heavy loss of the

Scots. James and a large portion of his nobility

were among the slain. He died in the forty-second

year of his age and twenty-sixth of his reign.

JAMES V. of Scotland, born at Linlithgow, 10th
April, 1512, succeeded in 1513, at the death of his

father, James IV., though only eighteen months old.

His mother, Margaret of England, was named regent

during his childhood
;
but the period of his long

minority was one of lawlessness and gross misgovem-
ment. The factions of the Duke of Albany, who
had been appointed regent by the Parliament after

Margaret’s re-marriage, and of the Earl of Angus,
who had married the queen-mother, had a fierce

struggle for supremacy. The victory remained with
Angus, and it was with difficulty that the young
king could escape from the power of the Douglases,

and at the age of seventeen assume the reins of

government. He now reduced Angus’s castle of

Tantallon, and compelled that noble to flee to

England, and he then set himself to put down the

lawlessness of the Border district. His policy, like

that of most of the Stuart kings of Scotland, was to

use the clergy and the commons to curb the great

nobles. In 1536 he visited the court of France, and
on the 1st January, 1537, he married Madeleine,
daughter of Francis I., but the queen died two years
after. He afterwards married Mary of Lorraine,
daughter of the Duke of Guise and widow of

Louis of Orleans. His uncle, Henry VIII,, having
broken with Rome, was anxious to draw his nephew
along with him, but without success. He proposed
that they should have an interview at York, and
remained in that city for six days, but James never
came. A rupture between the two kingdoms was
the result of this studied neglect, and the Duke of

Norfolk entered Scotland with an army of 20,000
men* ravaged the country, and retired. The Scot-

tish nobles refused to follow the king, who was bent
on the invasion of England. This disappointment,
and the shameful rout of 10,000 Soots at Solway
Moss, which followed immediately thereafter, attri-

buted to his injudicious favouritism for a certain

Oliver Sinclair, whose appointment to the command
of the expedition had been resented by the leaders,

filled the king with the deepest gloom. Almost
simultaneously came news of the birth of a daughter,
the ill-fated Mary, Queen of Scots. A weary spirit

acting on a broken constitution exhausted what
strength remained to him, and he died on the 16th
of December, 1542, seven days after the birth of his

unfortunate daughter. To him Scotland owes the
foundation of the College of Justice, which de-

veloped into the Court of Session.

JAMES I. of England and VI. of Scotland was
the only child of Mary, Queen of Scots, by her cousin

Henry Stuart, Lord Damley. He was bom at Edin-
burgh Castle, 19th June, 1566; and in the following

year, Mary being forced to resign the crown, he was
solemnly crowned at Stirling, and from that time
all public acts ran in his name. In the stormy times
which followed, the infant prince was committed to

the charge of the Earl and Countess of Mar. His
childhood was passed in civil wars, under the regen-

cies of Murray, Mar, and Morton, during which time

he resided in Stirling Castle, under the tuition of

the celebrated Buchanan. From the first he seems
to have imbibed those exalted notions of the royal

authority and divine right which proved so injurious

to his posterity, but he was naturally cautious and
fond of peace. Eager to have the king in their

hands, a party of his nobles in 1582 took possession

of his person at Ruthven Castle (the Raid of Ruth-
ven). A new confederacy, however, effected his

lilxiration, and he again put himself under the

direction of his favourite the Earl of Arran. The
policy of Queen Elizabeth, whose apprehensions

from the Catholic party in favour of Mary led her

to employ every art to keep up a dissatisfied party

in Scotland, was greatly assisted by the violent and
unprincipled measures of Arran against the con-

nections of the late conspirators, many of whom
fled to England, while Gowrie was executed. But
James had soon to throw over Arran, and found it

advisable to ally himself with Queen Elizabeth and
accept a pension from her. When, however, it

liecame apparent that the life of his mother was
in danger from the sentence of an English judi-

cature, James sent representatives to England to

intercede with Elizabeth ; but his whole procedure

in the matter shows a singular callousness. As a
matter of form he ordered the clergy to pray for

his mother, but had considerable difficulty in getting

anyone to do so. When the news of Mary’s exe-

cution arrived James was not much moved, but he
attempted to make a show of indignation by con-

demning one of the commissioners todeath, a sentence
which, however, he commuted to banishment. On the

23rd of November, 1589, James married Anne,daugh-
ter of Frederick II., king of Denmark. On his return

home, after passing the winter in festivities at Copen-

hagen, he was in some danger from the unruliness

of the nobles
;
and for several succeeding years of

his reign the history of Scotland displays much turbu-

lence and party contest. In 1600, while the country

was in a state of unusual tranquillity, there occurred

what is known as the Gowrie Conspiracy. (See

Gowrie Conspiracy.) In 1603 James succeeded to

the crown of England, on the death of Elizabeth, and

proceeded amidst the acclamationsof hisnew subjects

to London. One of his first acts was to bestow a
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displayed a oontrast to the of the late reign.

At a conference held at Hampton Court between toe
divines of the Established Church and toe Puritans
James exhibited toe ill-will he bore to popular
schemes of church government. The meeting of

Parliament also enabled him to assert those principles

of absolute power in the crown which he could never
practically maintain, but toe theoretical claim of

which provided the increasing spirit of freedom in

the House of Commons with constant matter of alarm
and contention. Although James had behaved with
great lenity to toe Catholics in Scotland, those in

England were so disappointed in their expectations

of favour, that the famous gunpowder plot was con-

certed in 1605, the object of which was to blow up
the king and Parliament. (See Gunpowder Plot.)

His cares for reducing and improving Ireland do him
honour. In 1612 he lost his eldest son Henry, a
prince of great promise, then of the age of nineteen;

and in the following year the eventful marriage of

his daughter Elizabeth with the elector palatine took

place. No circumstance in the reign of James was
more unpopular than his treatment of the celebrated

Sir Walter Raleigh. (See Raleigh—Sir Walter.)
James had set his heart on marrying his son Charles

to a Spanish princess, but the negotiations failed

through the overbearing temper of Buckingham,
toe royal favourite, who quarrelled with the grandees

of the Spanish court. The close of the life of James
was marked by violent contests with his Parlia-

ment. He w as also much disquieted by the mis-

fortune of his son-in-law, the elector palatine, who,

having been induced to accept the crown of Bohemia,

and to head the Protestant interest in Germany, was
stripped of all his dominions by the emperor. Urged
by national feelings for the Protestant cause, he was

at length, 10th March, 1624, induced to declare war
against Spain and the emperor; and troops were sent

over to Holland to act in conjunction with Prince

Maurice. It is thought that the defeat of this enter-

prise produced in the king so much uneasiness as to

cause the intermittent fever by which he was soon

after attacked, and of which he died on the 27th of

March, 1625, in the fifty-ninth year of his age.

James was not destitute of abilities nor of good

intentions, hut the former were not those of a ruler,

and the latter were defeated by pliability and un-

manly attachments. His reign was inglorious, and

he was neither beloved at home nor esteemed abroad.

He received during his lifetime a great deal of adu-

lation on the score of his literary abilities. Upon
the whole, the good qualities of James were unstates-

manlike, and his bad ones unmanly and puerile.

JAMES II. of England, second son of Charles I.

and of Henrietta of Iranee, was bom 15th of Octo-

ber, 1633, and immediately declared Duke of York,

though only formally raised to that dignity in 1643.

After toe capture of Oxford by the parliamentary

army he escaped in 1648, at toe age of fifteen, and

was conducted to his sister, the Princess of Orange.

He soon after joined his mother at Paris, and when
he had reached his twentieth year served in the

French army under Turenne, and in 1656 entered

the Spanish army in Flanders, under Don John of

Austria and the Prince of Cond£. At the Restoration

in 1660 he took the command of the fleet, as lord

high-admiral, and was also made Warden of the

CHnque Ports. He had previously married Anne,

daughter of Chancellor Hyde, afterwards Lord Clar-

endon. (See Clarendon.) In 1671 the Duchess of

York died, leaving her husband two daughters, who
became successively queens of England. Before her

death she declared herself a convert to the Roman
Catholic faith, which had been secretly that of the

duke for many years, and was now openly avowed

by him. This declaration produced a great impres-

sion on the people, and laid the foundation ox the

opposition which finally drove him from the throne.

A test act being soon after passed, to prevent Roman
Catholics from holding public employments, the duke
was obliged to resign his command. On the 21st of

November, 1671, he married Mary Beatrioe of Este,

daughter of toe Duke of Modena, and in 1 677 his

eldest daughter, Mary, was united to William, prince

of Orange. During the violent proceedings on account

of the supposed Popish plot in 1679, by the advice of

the king he retired to Brussels, and a bill passed the

Commons for his exclusion from toe throne, which
was, however, rejected by the Lords. When the

royal party again prevailed the duke, in 1681, was
sent into Scotland, whore he countenanced acts of

rigour, not to say cruelty, to the enthusiasts for the

Covenant. During the whole of the remaining reign

of Charles II., indeed, during which he possessed

great influence in the government, he was for-

ward in promoting all the severe measures that dis-

graced it.

On the death of Charles II., 6th February, 1685,

the duke succeeded, under the title of James II.,

and from the time of his ascending the throne seems

to have acted with a steady determination to render

himself absolute, and to restore the Roman Catholic

religion. After disgusting the great majority of his

subjects by attending mass with all the ensigns of

his dignity, he proceeded to levy the customs and
excise without the authority of Parliament. At
variance with his Parliament he was under the neces-

sity of accepting a pension from Louis XIV. He
sent an agent to Rome to pave the way for a solemn

re-admission of England into the bosom of that

church, and received advice, on the score of modera-

tion, from the pope himself. This conduct encour-

aged the rebellion of the Duke of Monmouth. The
unrelenting temper of James was again exhibited in

the executions on this account. The legal proceedings

under Jeffreys were brutal in the extreme; and no

fewer than 320 farsons were hanged on the western

circuit alone, which attained an unenviable notoriety

as the Bloody Assize. The temporary awe produced

by this severity, even in Parliament, was so great

that .1 arnes was encouraged to throw off almost all

disguise, both in regard to religion and government.

By virtue of liis assumed dispensing power he rend-

ered tests of no avail, and filled his army and council

with Roman Catholics. He put Ireland entirely

into their hands, and governed Scotland by a few

noblemen who had become converts to the same
faith. He gradually proceeded to a direct attack on

the Established Church, by the formation of an

ecclesiastical commission, which cited before it all

clergymen who had done anything to displease the

court. To conciliate the Puritans a declaration of

indulgence in matters of religion was ordered to he

read by toe clergy in all the churches of the kingdom.

Its real object, however, was to favour the Roman
Catholics. Seven bishops met and drew up a loyal

and humble petition against this ordinance, and for

this act they were sent to the Tower, on a charge of

seditious libeL On the 29th of June, 1688, they

were acquitted amid the most enthusiastic rejoicings

of toe populace, and the government and person of

James were regarded with even increased dislike.

The innovations, in regard both to the religion and

government, gradually united opi»osing interests, and

a large body of nobility and gentry concurred in an

application to the Prince of Orange, signed by seven

of the most prominent and influential political leaders,

to come over and occupy the throne. James, who
was long kept in ignorance of these transactions,

when informed of them by his minister at the Hague,
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was struck with terror equal to his former infatua-

tion; and, immediately repealing all his obnoxious

acts, he practised every method to gain popularity.

All confidence was, however, destroyed between the

king and the people. William arrived with his fleet

in Torbay, November 5, 1688, and landed his forces,

amounting to 14,000 men. The remembrance of

Monmouth’s rebellion for some time prevented the

people in the west from joining him; but at length

several men of rank went over, and the royal army
began to desert by entire regiments. Incapable of

any vigorous resolution, and finding his overtures of

accommodation disregarded, he resolved to quit the

country. He repaired to St. Germain, where he was
received with great kindness and hospitality by
Louis XIV. In the meantime the throne of Great
Britain was declared abdicated, and was occupied,

with the national and parliamentary consent, by his

eldest daughter, Mary, and her husband, William,
conjointly; Anne, who had equally with her sister

been educated a strict Protestant, being declared

next in succession, to the exclusion of her infant

brother, known in history as the Pretender, who had
been born on the 10th of .Tune of that year. Assisted

by Louis XIV., James was enabled, in March, 1689,

to make an attempt for the recovery of Ireland.

The battle of the Boyne, fought 1st July, 1690,

compelled him to return to France. All succeeding

projects for his restoration proved equally abortive,

and he sj>ent the last years of his life in acts of

ascetic devotion. He is even said to have entered

into the Society of Jesus. He died at St. Germain,
September 16, 1701, at the age of sixty-eight.

JAMES III., the Pretender. See Stuart (Jambs
Edward Francis).

JAMES, George Payne Rainsford, the well-

known novelist, was the son of a London physician in

good practice, and born in London in 1801. He was
educated at a school at Putney, and at the age of

fifteen was sent to France, where he passed several

years. While still very young he manifested a con-

siderable turn for literary composition, and under
the encouragement of Washington Irving produced,

in 1822, a Life of Edward the Black Prince. Some
years afterwards he composed his first novel, namely
Richelieu, which was shown in manuscript to Sir

Walter Scott, approved of, and published in 1829.

Its success determined him to pursue the writing

of works of fiction, and a series of these followed

from his pen in rapid succession. So voluminous an
author was he that the number of his published

romances, almost all in three volumes, amount to

upwards of sixty, besides several historical and
other works. Among them may be mentioned Darn-
ley, De L’Orme, Philip Augustus, Henry Masterton,

Mary of Burgundy, The Gipsy, History of Chivaliy,

Life of Charlemagne, &c. &c. As a writer, however,

he was more remarkable for fecundity than for bril-

liance or originality. Latterly he accepted the office

of British consul in Massachusetts, then at Norfolk,
Virginia, and afterwards at Venice. In the latter

city he died on 9th May, 1860.

JAMES, John Angell, an eminent clergyman
and religious author, bom at Blandford Forum
on 6th June, 1785, was in early life apprenticed to

a linen draper, but subsequently entered Gosport
Dissenting College as a student for the ministry.

He was placed on the preaching list at seventeen,

and having, in 1804, temporarily conducted the
services in the Independent chapel in Carr’s Lane,
Birmingham, his ministrations were so acceptable

that he received from the congregation a unanimous
* call to assume the vacant office of pastor, and was
ovdained the following year. In this position he
continued uninterruptedly to the close of his life.

His fame gained so rapidly that in a few years the
number of his hearers had increased from under
two hundred to several thousands. He was one of

the most able and popular of Dissenting preachers,

and was revered for the purity and sincerity of his

character by persons of all denominations. His
writings are very numerous, and have had an im-
mense circulation both in Britain and America.
They comprise more especially the Sunday-school
Teacher’s Guide, published shortly after his ordina-

tion; The Anxious Inquirer, The Church Member’s
Guide, The Christian Father’s Present to his Chil-

dren, The Course of Faith, The Family Monitor, The
Church in Earnest, and many others, including an
Autobiography. In 1855 a great jubilee was cele-

brated in his honour. He died on 1st October, 1859.

JAMESON, Anna Brownell, author and art

critic, was bom in Dublin on 17th May, 1794. Her
maiden name was Murphy, and her father was
painter in ordinary to the Princess Charlotte. In
1827 she was married to Mr. Jameson, a barrister,

who was afterwards speaker of the House of As-
sembly of Upper Canada, and attorney-general, but
the union proved an unhappy one. Mrs. Jameson
made her first appearance as an authoress by the
publication, in 1826, of the Diary of an Ennuy4e,
which was very favourably received. Her Loves of

the Poets, illustrative of the influence of women in

developing the character of men of genius, appeared
three years afterwards. It was succeeded byMemoirs
of Female Sovereigns

;
Characteristics of Sbak-

spearc’s Women; and, in 1833, by a series of bio-

graphical sketches of the Beauties of the Court of

Charles II., a work illustrative of Sir Peter Lely’s

well-known pictures at Hampton Court. During
a visit to the Continent in 1833 she made the

acquaintance of several eminent German authors,

and on her return she published her Visits and
Sketches (1834). In 1836 Mrs. Jameson visited

her husband in Canada, and published afterwards

the results of her journey in the form of Winter
Studies and Summer Rambles in Canada (1838).

In 1842 appeared her Handbook to the Public

Picture-galleries of Art in and near London, suc-

ceeded by the Companion to the Private Galleries

of Art in London (1844), both written in the most
attractive manner, and containing much sound infor-

mation. The most able, however, of Mrs. Jameson’s
inductions were yet to come. In 1845 appeared
er Memoirs of the Early Italian Painters, and of

the Progress of Painting in Italy from Cimabue to

Bassano; in 1846, Memoirs and Essays on Art,

Literature, and Social Morals; in 1848, Sacred and
Legendary Art ;

continued, in 1860, by Legends of

the Monastic Orders ; and in 1852 by Legends of

the Madonna. In those the authoress has given a
most admirable exposition of the works of the old

masters and the religious bearings of mediaeval art,

forming altogether a most valuable contribution to

art literature. Few writers have done so much to

refine the public taste, and diffuse sound canons of

art criticism. A Commonplace Book of Thoughts,

Memories, and Fancies, original and selected, was
published in 1854. Mrs. Jameson died on 17th

March, 1860. A work on The Scriptural and
Legendary History of our Lord and his Precursor

John the Baptist was left nearly finished at her

death.

JAMESON (or Jamesone), George, called by
Walpole the Scottish Vandyck, the son of an archi-

tect at Aberdeen, was born there in 1688, and studied

under Rubens at Antwerp, where he had Vandyck
as a fellow-pupil. Returning to his native countiy

in 1628, he became the most famous portrait-painter

that Scotland has ever possessed, at least till recent
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time*. He also painted historical pieces and land-
scapes. Charles I., after sitting to him in Edinburgh,
in 1683, was so much pleased that he presented him
with a diamond ring off his own finger. It is said
that the king having on that occasion allowed him to

remain covered while taking his likeness, Jameson
ever after painted with his hat on. His excellence
oonsists in delicacy and softness of shading, and a clear

and beautiful colouring. The best collection of his

works is in possession of the Earl of Breadalbane,
whose ancestor, Sir Colin Campbell of Glenorchy,
was his first patron. Many of his paintings are m
the possession of the nobility of Scotland, and there
are several in the halls of the University of Aberdeen.
He died at Edinburgh in 1644.

JAMESON, Robert, a distinguished geologist,

was born in Leith 11th July, 1774, and educated for

the medical profession, but early turned his energies

in the direction of geology and mineralogy, and the
various branches of natural history. With the view
of improving himself in these sciences he proceeded
in 1800 to the mining school of Freiberg in Saxony,
then presided over by the celebrated Werner. On his

return to Scotland in 1804 he was appointed profes-

sor of natural history in the University of Edinburgh,
an office which he held till his death, a period of fifty

years. In 1798 he published An Outline of the

Mineralogy of the Shetland Islands, and of the Isle

•of Arran, and in 1809 his Elements of Geognosy.
Various other geological works were produced by him,
besides numerous papers in the Wernerian Transac-
tions, and in Nicholson’s Journal. In conjunction

with Sir David Brewster he founded, in 1819, the

Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, and in 1826 the

Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal, of which he
was the sole editor till hia death. He formed a mag-
nificent collection in the Edinburgh Museum of geo-

logical specimens and objects in natural history. He
was a fellow of almost all the learned societies of

Europe, and died 19th April, 1854.

JAMES RIVER, a river in Virginia, formed by
the union of Jackson’s and C’owpasture Rivers, in

the Alleghany Mountains. It passes by the flour-

ishing towns of Lynchburg and Richmond, and com-
municates, through Hampton Roads and the mouth
of the Chesapeake Bay, with the Atlantic, having

previously expanded to an estuary of considerable

width. Its general course is south of east, and its

length is 450 miles. It opens a navigation into a

country abounding in tobacco, wheat, corn, hemp,
coal, &c. The first English settlement in America
was formed at Jamestown, 32 miles from the mouth
of this river, in 1607.

JAMES’S PALACE, St., in Pall Mall, London,

a royal palace, stands on the site of an hospital dedi-

cated to St. James, which was rebuilt for a mansion

by Henry VIII. For more than a century it was
the town residence of the English kings after White-

hall was consumed in 1695; but though pleasantly

situated on the north side of St. James’s Park, and

possessing many fine state apartments on the first

floor, it is an irregular brick building, without a single

•external beauty to recommend it as a palace. In

the front, next to St. James’s Street, little more than

an old gate-house appears, which serves as an entrance

to a small square court, with a piazza on the west of

it, leading to the grand staircase. The buildings are

low, plain, and mean. Beyond this are two other

-courts, which have little appearance of a royal palaoe.

The state apartments look towards St. James’s Park.

This side is of one story, and has a regular appear-

ance not to be found in other parts of the building.

'The south-east wing was destroyed by fire in 1808,

and has never been rebuilt, though the whole of the

£)alaoe was repaired in 1821-28. Queen Victoria

waa married in the Chapel Royal, but in 1837 the
royal household was transferred to Buckingham
Palaoe, and St. James's was now used only for cere-

monial levees and drawing-rooms ; hence * the court
of St. James’s ’ is often spoken of. The office of the
Lord Chamberlain’s department is accommodated
in this building.

JAMES’S PARK, St., one of the London parks,

which comprises 87 acres, was a complete marsh till

the time of lleury VIIL, who, having bought the St.

James's Hospital with the meadows beyond, built a
palace and inclosed itwitha parkand pleasuregrounds.
This was afterwards much improved by Charles II.

He formed a fine canal, and a level public avenue,
called a mall from the game of ball which was played
there. The canal has since l>ecome an ornamental
lake, with islands and contiguous wal ks. The Parade,
on the east side, is the muster-ground of the body-
guards on duty; and the park is not only one of the
greatest ornaments, but one of the most pleasant
recreation grounds of London.
JAMI (or Djami), Mulla Nur-ed-dtn Abd-ab-

Rahman-ben-Ahmed, a celebrated Persian poet, born
in 1414, had his surname from his native place, .Jam
or Djam, in the province of Khorassan. He eclipsed

the greatest geniuses of his time. The Sultan Abou
Said invited him to his court at Herat; but Jaini,

who was a follower of the doctrine of the Sufis, pre-

ferred the ecstacieB of a mystic to the pleasures of

the court. He often sat in the hall of the great

mosque at 11 erat, where he conversed in a free and
friendly manner with the common people, instructed

them in the principles of virtue and religious faith,

and won their hearts by his gentle and persuasive

eloquence. When he died in 1493 the whole city

was in sorrow. The Sultan Hossein Mirza gave him
a magnificent funeral at the public cost, and the

earth, say the Persian poets, o;>ened of itself, like a

shell, to receive this invaluable pearl. He was one
of the most fruitful of the Persiau authors, leaving,

according to one authority, more than forty works,

mostly of a mystical character, though according to

another authority he produced ninety-nine distinct

works. Seven of the most interesting he joined to-

gether under the title of the Seven Stars of the Bear.

To this belongs Yussuf and Zuleika, one of the most
entertaining works in Persian; also the charming
fiction Mejnoun and Leila, which has been trans-

lated into French and German. His Beharistan, a
treatise on morality in verse and prose, is compared
to Sadi's Ghulistan, and is as remarkable for the pro-

priety of the thoughts as for the graces of the style.

A complete German translation of it was published

at Vienna in 1846.

JAMIESON, John, a Scotch antiquarian, philo-

logist, and theologian, was born at Glasgow, 5th

March, 1759, educated for the ministry among the

Antiburgher Seceders, and after having been settled

for a time in Forfar, removed in 1797 to Edinburgh,

where he spent the remainder of his life, and died

July 12th, 1838. He devoted much of his time to

literature, attempted poetry with very limited suc-

cess, wrote two large volumes on the Socinian con-

troversy, and was the author or compiler of various

other works, chiefly on antiquarian subjects. The
work by which he is chiefly known is an Etymolo-

|

gical Dictionary of the Scottish Language, which
does not display much critical acumen, but is valu-

able as a very extensive and laborious collection of

Scotch words, phrases, and customs. Various edi-

tions of this work, both in enlarged and in abridged

forms, have since been published.

JAMNA, or Jumna, a river of Hindustan, in the

Presidency of Bengal. It rises in the Himalaya
Mountains, at an elevation of 10,849 feet above the
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sea-level at Jamnotri. From this point it flows first

south and then south-east, passing through the dis-

tricts of Garhwal and Delhi, and after a course of

about 860 miles falls into the Ganges at.Allahabad.

It is generally shallow and unfit for navigation, but
some trade is done by means of clumsy boats. Two
important irrigation works—the Jumna Eastern and
the Jumna Western Canal—derive their supply of

water from this river. The cities of Delhi and Agra,

as also the towns of Mattra and Etawab, are situated

on its banks. The country through which it flows is

well cultivated.

JAMNOTRI, or Jumnoutri, a celebrated place

of pilgrimage in Hindustan, in the province of

Garhwal, 185 miles n.n.k. of Delhi, at the source of

the Jamna. A series of hot springs, rising in a ledge

of rock 10 or 12 feet above the bed of the river,

descend through a cleft in a smoking jet of 6 or 6

feet in height. These springs are 10,843 feet above

sea-level, and are overhung by cliffs of gray granite,

which rise almost perpendicularly to a height of

12,000 or 14,000 feet, and present scenery of the

most terrific description. The mountain mass of

Jamnotri, in which the springs take their rise, has a
height of over 20,000 feet.

JANTN, Jtjles Gabriel, a celebrated French
critic, and author of a number of novels and other

works, was born at St. Etienne, Loire, 16th Feb-
ruary, 1804. He was educated partly at St. Etienne,
partly at the college of Louis le Grand, Paris. lie

was destined for the bar, but literature had more
charms for him, and he obtained a place on the staff

of the Figaro in 1825, and then on that of the

Quotidienne In 1 827. In 1 830 commenced hiB con

nectiou with the Journal des Ddbats as dramatic

critic, a position he occupied until his death. His
criticisms, unlike the prolix and pedantic productions

of the majority of his contemporaries, were brilliant,

dashing, fearless, and often capriciously inconsistent.

His first novel, L’Ane mort et la Femme Guillotin4e,

appeared in 1829, and was quickly followed by the

Confession (1830); Bamave, a political novel, one of

his most important works (1831); Contes Fantas-
tiques (four vols. 1832); Contes nouveaux (four vols.

1833). For his services to the monarchical party he
received from Louis Philippe the Cross of the Legion
of Honour, 1836. Meanwhile he not only regularly

kept his place in the feuilleton of the Ddbats, but con-

tributed largely to the Revue de Paris, and many
other literary journals and magazines, besides writing

biographies and introductions for new books or new
editions. Un Cosur pour dour Amours appeased in

1837 ; the Oataoombes, a collection of tales and essays

(six vols. 1889); Voyage en Italic (1839); an abridged
translation of Clarissa Harlowe (1846); Histoire de
la literature dramatique, a recast of a series of his

weekly feuilletons in the Debate (six vols. 1858). In
1865 he competed for the chair in the Academy left

vacant by the death of Alfred de Vigny, but found
a successful rival in Pr4v6t-Paradol. He made
another attempt on the death of Ste. Beuve in 1870

,

and obtained the coveted place. His death took
place in June, 1874. Among the more important of

his later works are B4ranger et son temps
(
1866 )

;

Circe (1867); Chevalier de Fosseuse (1868), &c. He
contributed largely to the Diotionnaire de la Conver-
sation, La Mode, and the Chronique de Paris.

JANINA, JANNINA, Joannina, Yanina, a town
in Turkey-in-Europe, capital of Albania, in the

pashalic of same name, 425 miles w.S.w. Constanti-

nople, beautifully situated on the margin of a lake

of several miles in extent, and stretching along the

greater part of its western shore. The streets are

tortuous and ill paved
;
and many of the houses are

wretched mud-built cottages. The habitations of

the middle ranks make a nearer approach to comfort,

being constructed of wood, with a small open gallery

under the projecting roof. The dwellings of the

higher classes are generally quadrangular structures

surrounding an open court, and having wide galleries

running round the sides, but almost destitute of

windows towards the street. The bazaars have a

lively and bustling appearance. Each bazaar is

appropriated to the sale of one particular description

of goods; and those selling jewelry and articles of

dress are richly and abundantly furnished. In front

of the town a peninsula stretches into the lake, and
terminates in two distinct promontories of rock, on
one of which stands a large Turkish mosque, with a
lofty minaret and extensive piazzas, and on the other

the old Beraglio of the pashas of J anina. The whole
of this peninsula is fortified, and insulated from the

city by a ruinous stone wall and moat. A considerable

trade is carried on in cloth, oil, wool, com, tobacco,

embroidered velvets, &c. By order of Ali-Pasha,

Janina was burned down in 1820, its population at

that time being computed at 50,000, but it has since

fallen off very much, and now numbers, according to

some authorities, about 20,000, of whom 6000 are

Mohammedans, 11,000 Christians, and 3000 Jews.
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HARELD (Ilarelda glacialis ), the long-tailed

duck, an oceanic duck having a short thick bill, a
high forehead, and two very long feathers in the

tail of the male, whilst the females have the tail

short and rounded. It inhabits the northern seas,

and is frequent in Orkney and Shetland.

HARE’S EAR
(
Bupleurum ), a genus of plants of

the natural order Umbelliferse. The most common
British species

(B. rotundifolium), with simple, per-

foliate, ovate-elliptic leaves, yellowish flowers, and
large bracts in the partial involucres, flourishes best

on a chalky soil. Under the name of thorough-wax

it was at one time used as a vulnerary.

HARICOT, a general term for various species of

kidncy-l>ean, genus Phaseolus, but chiefly applied to

P. vulgaris,
a leguminous plant with three-foliolate

leaves and axillary clusters of white or reddish

flowers. The beans constitute a palatable and
nutritious article of diet.

HARING, Wilhelm, better known by his pseu-

donym Wilibald Alexis, German novelist of French
descent, was bom at Breslau on June 29, 1798.

After studying in a Berlin gymnasium for a few
years he went through thecampaign of 1815 asa volun-

teer, and on leaving the army he studied law in Ber-

lin and Breslau. He practised for a time in the Ber-

lin supreme oourt, but he soon abandoned law and
devoted himself exclusively to literature. His first

important work was a romance in the manner of

Walter Scott entitled Walladmor (1824), which ho

issued under Scott’s name. Schloss Avalon, a

similar work, appeared in 1827, also under Scott’s

name. About this time he wrote many excellent

shorter stories, of which two collections were pub-

lished, Gesammelte Novellen (4 vole. 1830-31) and

Neue Novellen (2 vols. 1836). With Cal>anis (1832),

a novel dealing with the time of Frederick the

Great, he began his popular series of historical ro-

mances based on the historyof Brandenburg. Haring

also wrote other novels, travel skotches, &c.; and

edited the Berliner Konversationsblatt for eight

years from 1827. He removed in 1852 to Amstadt,

in Thuringia, where he died on Dec. 16, 1871. His

other works include Der neue Pitaval (33 vols.

1842-63; new series, 24 vols. 1866-91), in collabora-

tion with Hitzig, the best of all collections of criminal

and detective stories. A collective edition of his

works published in 1874 extends to 20 vols., and

his German historical romances have been published

in a uniform Beries of 8 vols. (1884).

HARINGTON, Sib John, an English poet of

some merit, was bom in 1561, and died at Kelston

on Nov. 20, 1612. At his baptism Queen Elizabeth

stood sponsor. He was educated at Eton and

Christ’s College, Cambridge, and for a time studied

for the bar, but soon determined on a courtier’s

career. He was in 1596 excluded from court on

account of his poem Metamorphoses of Ajax, but

was soon allowed to return. His best-known per-

Vol. VII. *

formance is, perhaps, his translation of Orlando
Furioso in heroic verse (1591). He also produced

a series of Epigrams (1618) and an Apologie for

Poetrie. A collection of his letters and miscel-

laneous writings was published in 1769 by Rev.

Dr. Harington, under the title Nug® Antiqu®.
Many of his works are extremely coarse.

HARLEQUIN DUCK (CLangvla histrionioa ), a
species of duck, so called on account of its party-

coloured plumage of white, gray, and black. It

inhabits the Arctic regions, and on rare occasions

it visits the British Islands in winter. In length it

is about 17 inches,

HARMONISTS, a religious sect founded in

Wtirtemberg about 1788 by the brothers George
and Frederick Rapp. See Rapp (Gkokgk).

HARPY-EAGLE ( Thrametus Harpyia or Har-
pyia destructor ), a rapacious bird which inhabits

tropical America from Southern Mexico to Southern

Brazil. It is an extremely powerful bird, and in

total length slightly in excess of the golden eagle.

It has, however, a somewhat shorter expanse

of wing. Its shoulder muscles possess enormous
strength. Its bill is powerful and crooked, and its

claws are extremely strong and sharp. The harpy-

eagle feeds on birds, sloths, fawns, raccoons, &c., as

well as on fish, water-snakes, and the eggs of the

tortoise.

HARRAR, or Hakak, a town and district in

North-eastern Africa, now included in the Abys-
sinian dominion. The town is situated about 150

miles south-east of the French seaport Djibouti

(Jiboutil), from which a railway is being constructed,

and atxmt the same distance from the seaport Zeila

in British Somaliland, on the route to the present

Abyssinian capital, Adis Abl>aba. The country here

is elevated, and the roads are only suitable for mules

or other pack animals walking in single file. A
considerable trade is carried on at Harrar, the im-

ports consisting especially of cottons; woollens, silks,

and miscellaneous manufactured goods also being

imported; while the chief ex]x>rts are coffee, skins,

ivory, gold, wax, civet, &c. Pop. 35,000.

HARRIER, a kind of dog employed to hunt the

hare. It closely resembles the foxhound, but is

smaller in size. Harriers have been much crossed

with foxhounds in recent times, and in consequence

the pure harrier type is now rare.

HARRIER, the name of several hawks of the

genus Circus
,
allied to the buzzards. They strike

their prey upon the ground and generally fly very

low. The marsh-harrier, the hen-harrier, and the

ash -coloured harrier are found in Great Britain.

The marsh-harrier (C. aeruginosas) is from 21 inches

to 23 inches long, both sexes being brownish above.

The hen-harrier (C. cyaneus

)

is from 20 to 22 inches

long; the adult male is of an almost uniform gray,

the female brown. It is very destructive in poultry-

yards, whence the name.
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HARRISON, Frederic, English writer on
philosophical, literary, historical, and social subjects,

was bom in London on Oct 18, 1881. He was
educated at King’s College School, and afterwards

at Wadham College, Oxford. In 1858 he graduated
B.A. with first-class honours in classics, and during
the succeeding five years he resided at Oxford as a
fellow and tutor of his college. He was called to

the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1858, and for a time
practised as a conveyancing and equity lawyer. He
was a member of the Royal Commission on Trades
Unions which sat from 1867 till 1869, and acted as

secretary to the Royal Commission on the Digest
of the Law, which was appointed in 1869. In
1877 he was appointed by the Council of Legal
Education to the professorship of jurisprudence and
international law at the Inns of Court, a post which
he held till 1889. The London County Council
elected him an alderman in 1889, but he resigned

in 1892. He was Sir Robert Rede’s lecturer at the

University of Cambridge in 1900. Mr. Harrison
is the chief living representative in England of

Positivism and the Religion of Humanity. In
1886 he unsuccessfully contested London Univer-
sity against Sir John Lubbock, now Lord Avebury,
in the Home Rule interest. Mr. Harrison’s publi-

cations comprise: The Meaning of History (1862),

two lectures; Order and Progress (1875), in two
parts, I. On Government, II. Studies of Political

Crises; Social Statics (1875), the second volume of

a translation of Auguste Comte’s Positive Polity

carried out by the chief London positivists; Science

and Humanity (1879) ;
The Present and the Future

(1880); The Choice of Books, and other Literary

Pieces (1886); Oliver Cromwell (1888), in the series

of Twelve English Statesmen; Annals of an Old
Manor House (1893; new ed. 1899), a finely-illus-

trated history of Sutton Place in Surrey; The
Meaning of History, and other Historical Pieces

(1894), an enlarged edition of the work of 1862;
Studies in Early Victorian Literature (1895);

William the Silent (1897); The Millenary of King
Alfred (1897); Tennyson, Ruslrin, and Mill (1899);

and Byzantine History in the Early Middle Ages
(1900), his Rede Lecture. To the Positivist volume
on International Policy (new ed. 1884) he con-

tributed the essay on England and France, and
for the New Calendar of Great Men (1892), of

which he was general editor, he wrote a large num-
ber of the biographies. The volume entitled The
Religious Systems of the World (1893) includes an
account byMr. Harrison of the Religion of Humanity.
He has been an extensive contributor to the leading

reviews, and is an advanced Liberal and a staunch

opponent of imperialism. All his works claim

attention, alike from their excellent style, often

rising into impressive eloquence, and from the wide
culture displayed in them.
HART. See Stag.
HARTE, Francis Bret, American story-writer

and poet, son of a teacher, was bom in Albany, New
York, on Aug. 25, 1839, and received an ordinary

school education. Removing to California with his

mother in 1854 after his father’s death, he opened
a school at Sonora, but Boon afterwards turned to

mining, in which he was unsuccessful. He there-

upon became a compositor and began to write articles

for his paper, and in 1857 he returned to San Fran-
cisco to become a compositor on The Golden Era
Soon afterwards he joined the staff of the Californian,

to which he contributed the humorous burlesques
afterwards published as Sensation Novels Condensed
(1870). In 1864-70 he was secretary of the United
States branch mint in San Francisco, and in 1870-71
he held the post of professor of recent literature in

the University of California. When the Overland
Monthly was started in 1868 Mr. Harte was ap-

r‘ ited editor, a post which he resigned in 1871.
the latter year he removed to New York and

joined the staff of the Atlantic Monthly. Ap-
pointed United States consul at Orefeld in 1878, he
was transferred to Glasgow in 1880. Since 1885,
when his tenure of office as consul came to an end,
he has lived in England. His first literary successes,

That Heathen Chinee (originally called Plain Talk
from Truthful James) and The Luck of Roaring
Camp, were originally published in the Overland
Monthly. These have been followed up by many
other stories and poems, mostly dealing with char-
acters, scenes, and incidents belonging to the rough
Western life of former days. Among the shorter

stories the following may be mentioned: Stories of

the Sierras (1872); M’Liss (1872); Mrs. Skaggs’s
Husbands, and other Stories (1872); Tales of the
Argonauts, and other Sketches (1875); The Twins
of Table Mountain (1879); An Heiress of Red
Dog, and other Tales (1879); Jeff Briggs’s Love-
Story, and other Sketches (1880); Flip, and other
Stories (1882); On the Frontier (1884); Califor-

nian Stories (1884); By Shore and Sedge (1886);
Devil’s Ford (1887); The Argonauts of North
Liberty (1888); A Phyllis of the Sierras, and A Drift

from Redwood Camp (1888); The Heritage of Ded-
low Marsh, and other Tales (1889); A Sappho of

Green Springs, and other Tales (1891); The Bell-

Ringer of Angel’s, &c. (1894); A Prote^g^ of Jack
Hamlin’s, and other Stories (1894); Barker’s Luck,
and other Stories (1896); Tales of Trail and Town
(1898); Stories in Light and Shadow (1898); Mr.
Jack Hamlin’s Mediation, and other Stories (1899);

and From Sand Hill to Pine (1900), a collection of

short stories. His longer stories and novels include:

Gabriel Conroy (1876; new ed. 1899); Thankful
Blossom: A Romance of the Jerseys (1877); In the
Carquinez Woods (1883) ;

Maruja (1886) ;
Snow-

bound at Eagle’s (1886), much better than the two
preceding; The Crusade of the Excelsior (1887), his

‘first complete failure’; Cressy (1889), one of the

best; A Waif of the Plains (1890); A Ward of the

Golden Gate (1890); A First Family of Tasajara

(1892); Colonel Starbottle’s Client, and Some Other
People (1892); Clarence (1896), dealing with inci-

dents in the American civil war; In a Hollow of

the Hills (1895); and Three Partners (1897). He
has written much verse of an original kind, com-
prised in volumes entitled Poems (1871); East and
West Poems (1871); Echoes of the Foot-Hills (1874);

and Some Later Verses (1898). Two Men of Sandy
Bar (1877) is a drama In Mr. Harte’s pages the life

of California in its rougher and wilder mining days is

vividly portrayed with abundant humour and insight.

Within certain limits his power of character-draw-

ing and his faculty of description are masterly.

HARTEBEEST, or Caama {Bubalit Caama), a
South African antelope, which measures about 4
feet high at the shoulders, has a long head, horns

projecting outwards and backwards, black marks on
the face and legs, a white mark on the rump, and a
bushy tail. The general colour is dark chestnut.

It is generally to be found in small herds. The
hartebeest is a very swift and powerful animal.

The Tsesebe
(
Bubalit lunata) is called the Bastard

Hartebeest by the South African Dutch. It does

not occur south of the Limpopo region.

HART'S-TONGUE (Scolopendrium)t a genus of

highly ornamental ferns. Their fronds are simple

and undivided, bearing the sori on the under side

in straight lines from the midrib to the edges.

There are about a dozen species known, the 8.

vulgare being British.
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HARVEST-MOON, a name which denotes a
uliarity in the apparent motion of the full moon,
which in Britain and high latitudes generally it

rises about the same time in the harvest season (or

about the autumnal equinox in September) for
several successive evenings. In southern latitudes
this phenomenon occurs m March. It is owing to
the fact that the moon is then travelling in that
part of her orbit at which it makes the least possible
angle with the ecliptic.

HARVEY, Sir George, Scottish painter, was
born in Feb. 1806, at St. Ninian’s, Stirlingshire,

where his father was a watchmaker. He was for a
few years apprentice to a bookseller in Stirling, but
in 1823 he became an art student in the Trustees’
Academy, Edinburgh. Only three years later, in

1826, he was elected one of the original associates
of the Royal Scottish Academy, of which he became
a full member in 1829, and president in 1864, on
the death of Sir John Watson Gordon. In the
latter year also he received the honour of knight-
hood. His first picture, A Village School, was
exhibited at the Edinburgh Institution in 1826, and
for many years afterwards his subjects were drawn
mainly from the history and everyday life of the
Scottish people. During the latter part of his life

he painted many landscapes. His most important
works, many of which are well known in engrav-
ings, are the following: Covenanters Preaching
(1830); Covenanters’ Baptism (1831); Battle of

Drumclog (1836); Shakespeare before Sir Thomas
Lucy (1837); A Castaway (1839); First Reading of

the Bible in the Crypt of St. Paul’s (1840); Cov-
enanters’ Communion (1840); Sabbath Evening
(1841); A Highland Funeral (1844); A Schule
Skailin’ (1846); The Enterkin (1846); Quitting the

Manse (1848); Dawn Revealing the New World to

Columbus (1852); Children Blowing Soap-Bubbles
in Greyfriars’ Churchyard, Edinburgh (1857); Bun-
yan in Bedford Gaol (1857); Ferragon (1857); We
Twa Hae Paidl’d in the Bum (1858); Sheep-Shear-
ing (1859); Glen Dhu, Arran (1861); A Mountain
Pool (1867); Glen Falloch (1869); Inveraman, Loch
Lomond (1870); Morning on Loch Awe (1872); and
The Curlers (1873). He was author of Notes on

the Early History of the Royal Scottish Academy
<1870; 2nd edit. 1873). He died on Jan. 22, 1876,

in the Scottish capital.

HASLAR HOSPITAL. See Gosport.
HASTINGS, Francis Rawdon, first Marquis of

Hastings and second Earl of Moira, governor-

general of India, was bom on Dec. 9, 1754. He
was the eldest son of John, Baron Rawdon, after-

wards first Earl of Moira, and was educated at

Harrow. In his seventeenth year he entered the

army as an ensign in the 15th Foot, and shortly

afterwards matriculated at University College, Ox-
ford, which he left two years later without taking a

degree. He served in America during the Revolu-

tion, rapidly rose to the rank of lieutenant-colonel,

and was appointed in 1778 adjutant-general to the

forces in America. On April 25, 1781, he gained

the battle of Hobkirk’s Hill, which Lord Cornwallis

described as the most splendid of the war. The
state of his health necessitated his return to Eng-
land a few months later, but he was captured on

the way by a French cruiser and detained in Brest

until an exchange was arranged. In 1781 he was
elected a member of the Irish House of Commons,
and two years later he was promoted to the English

House of Lords with the title of baron. He at-

tained the rank of colonel in 1782, and in 1793,

when he succeeded his father in the earldom of

Moira, he was promoted major-general. He was in

command of a force which sought to aid the

royalists of Brittany in 1793, and in the following

year he co-operated with the Duke of York in the
Netherlands. Elevated to the rank of lieutenant-

general in 1798, he was appointed commander-in-
chief in Scotland in 1803, becoming general later in

the same year. He was sworn of the privy council

in 1806, and in the same year received successively

the appointments of master of the ordnance and
constable of the Tower. During the regency de-

bates and in other matters ho strongly supported the

Prince of Wales, afterwards George IV. In 1812
he was appointed governor-general of Bengal and
commander-in-chief of the forces in India. His
administration was distinguished by successful wars
against the Goorkhas of Nepaul and the Pindarees
of Central India, but in 1821 he resigned because

certain charges had been brought against him in

connection with a banking firm in which he was
interested. In 1817 he had been created Viscount
Loudoun, Earl of Rawdon, and Marquis of Hastings
in the jieerage of the United Kingdom. In 1824
he was appointed governor of Malta, and next year
he arrived in England. He died on board a British

war-ship off Naples on Nov. 26, 1826. See the

biography (1893) in the Rulers of India Series by
Major Ross of Bladensburg.
HATHRAS, a town of India, in the North-west

Provinces, Aligarh District, 29 miles north of Agra,
formerly one of the strongest fortresses in India, now
a great commercial centre. Pop. (1891), 39,181.

IIATTON, Joseph, novelist, journalist, and mis-

cellaneous writer, was born at Andover, Hants, on
Feb. 3, 1841, and received a private education. At
an early age he wrote for his father’s newspaper,
the Derbyshire Times, and from 1868 till 18/4 he
was editor of the Gentleman’s Magazine. He has
acted as a correspondent of the New York Times,

the Sydney Morning Herald, and other newspapers,

and was at one time a special representative of the

Standard in the United States. He has edited

several leading journals, among them the Sunday
Times, and in 1 900 he became editor of The People.

He is the author of numerous stories and novels,

among which some of the best known are: Chris-

topher Kenrick (1869); In the Lap of Fortune

(1873); Clytie: A Novel of Modern Life (1874);

The Queen of Bohemia (1877); Cruel London
(1878); Three Recruits (1880); A Modem Ulysses

(1883); The Old House at Sandwich (1886); Prin-

cess Mazaroff (1890) and By Order of the Czar

(1891) novels of Russian life; Under the Great
Seal (1893), a story of Newfoundland; When Greek
meets Greek, The Dagger and the Cross (1897);

The White King of Manoa, When Rogues Fail

Out (1899); In Male Attire (1900). Mr. Hatton
is also favourably known as the autlicr of two
plays, the Prince and the Pauper and Jack Shep-

pard, as well as of dramatic versions of Haw-
thorne’s Scarlet Letter and of several of his own
novels. His chief miscellaneous works are: To-

Day in America: Studies of the Old World and
the New (2 vols. 1881); Journalistic London (1882);

The New Ceylon (1882), an account of British

North Borneo
;

Henry Irving’s Impressions of

America, Narrated in a Series of Sketcher

Chronicles, and Conversations (1884); Remini-

scences of J. L. Toole, the Comedian, Related by
Himself and Chronicled by Joseph Hatton (1888);

Old Lamps and New, Cigarette Papers, In Jest and
Earnest, Clubland (1890).

HAUFF, Wilhelm, German novelist and writer

of humorous and fantastic stories, bom at Stuttgart

on Nov. 29, 1802, was educated at Blaubeuren con-

vent school, and studied theology in Tubingen. He
was a private tutor in his native town when he began
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his literary career by the publication of his Marchen-
almanach auf das Jahr 1826 (Almanac of Tales for

the Year 1826) in 1825. He followed up this suc-

cessful work with similar collections of tales in

the next two years. In 1826 he published anony-
mously the first part of Mitteilungen aus den
Memoiren des Satans (Extracts from the Memoirs
of Satan), of which the second part appeared under
his name in 1827. This work remains uncompleted,
but it contains much of his finest and most fanciful

writing. Lichtenstein, published in 1826, is a his-

torical romance after the manner of Sir Walter Scott.

Nowhere are his playful fancy and fertile invention

more manifest than in the Phantasien im Bremer
Ratskeller (Fantasies in the Bremen Council Wine-
Cellar, 1827). Among his best-known works are

the novelettes, Die Bettlerin vom Pont des Arts
(The Beggar Woman of the Pont des Arts) and Das
Bild des Kaisers (The Picture of the Emperor).
Several of his short lyrics are among the best popular
songs of Germany. In 1827 Hauff became editor of

the Morgenblatt in his native city, but he died on
Nov. 18 of that year, at the early age of twenty-five.

HAURAN, a fertile district in Syria, east of the
Jordan and south of Damascus. In the Roman
period it was one of the four provinces of Bashan.
A railway reaches it from Damascus.
HAUY, Valentin, founder of the first school for

the blind. See Blind, The.
HAVELBERG, a town in Prussia, province of

Brandenburg, on the Havel, 7 miles above its mouth
in the Elbe, on an island connected with the land

by three bridges. It is engaged in brewing, sugar-

refining, and shipbuilding. Its fine old cathedral

stands on a hill, and was restored in 1885-90. Pop.

(1895), 7161.

HAVERHILL, a city in Essex county, Massa-
chusetts, at the head of navigation on the Merrimack
river, 18 miles from its mouth, connected by two
bridges with Bradford and Groveland, 32 miles north

of Boston. The manufacture of boots and shoes is

the principal industry. Lasts, shoe-nails, tacks, and
other articles used in the manufacture of boots and
shoes are also largely made. The town contains a

city-hall, several public halls, public library, masonic
temple, &c., and presents a rather attractive appear-

ance. Pop. (1880), 18,472
; (1890), 27,412.

HAWARDEN, a town in Flintshire, Wales, lying

in a coal district, and having valuable clay bedB in

the vicinity. In the neighbourhood is Hawarden
Castle, the residence of the late W. E. Gladstone.

Pop. (1891), 7057.

HAWES, Stephen, an English poet who lived

in the end of the fifteenth and beginning of the six-

teenth century. The exact date of his birth and death
is unknown. He was connected with the courts of

Henry VII. and Henry VIII., and it is in this con-

nection that he is mainly heard of. His principal

work is The Historie of Graunde Amour and la Bell

Pucell, or The Pastime of Pleasure (1509), a long
poetic allegory.

HAWFINCH (Coccothraustcs vulgaris), one of the
largest of the British finches, so called from the

belief that it subsisted principally on the fruit of the

hawthorn. It resembles the chaffinch in colour, but
is distinguished from it by its enormous beak, larger

size, and bill-hook formation of some of its wing-
feathers. It feeds on all kinds of berries.

HAWKER;, Robert Stephen, poet and divine,

son of a physician who afterwards became a clergy-

man, was bora at Stoke Damerel in Devonshire on
Dec. 3, 1803. After receiving some education at

Liskeard grammar-school he was articled to a solici-

tor, but his tastes did not incline him to law, and in

consequence he was sent to Cheltenham grammar-

school to continue his education. From Cheltenham
he went to Oxford, where he matriculated at
Pembroke College in 1823. Later in the same year,

though still under twenty years of age, he married a
wealthy lady of forty-one. After his marriage he
studied in Magdalen Hall, from which he graduated
B.A. in 1828. Before leaving Oxford he had already
shown poetic ability, and he won the Newdigate
prize in 1827 for a poem on Pompeii. Ordained
deacon in 1829 and priest two years later, he was
presented to the vicarage of Morwenstow, Corn-
wall, in 1834. In 1851 he became also vicar of

the neighbouring parish of Wellcombe. He died in

Plymouth on Aug. 15, 1875. He was an adherent
of the High Church party, and just before his death
he joined the Roman Catholic Church. His earliest

volume of poems, published in 1821, was entitled

Tendrils, by Reuben
;
and among his later poetical

works are : Records of the Western Shore (1832 and
1836) ;

Ecclesia (1840-41) ;
Reeds Shaken with the

Wind (1843-44); Echoes from Old Cornwall (1846);
The Quest of theSangraal: Chant the First (1864),

his best work
;
and Cornish Ballads and other Poems

(1869). His liallad on Trelawny, with itB well-

known chorus, was regarded by Scott and Macaulay
as a true ballad of old Cornwall. In 1870 he pub-
lished under the title Footprints of Former Men in

Far Cornwall a collection of magazine articles on
Cornish legends, and this work together with several

other articles was republished in 1893 as his Prose
Works. An edition of his poetical works appeared

in 1879 under the editorship of J. G. Godwin. See
Lee’s Memorials (1876) and the Life by S. Baring-

Gould (last ed. 1886).

HAWKEHBURY, a river in New South Wales,
flowing into the Pacific near Sydney, and remarkable
for its inundations. The scenery of its course is

very beautiful. It is 330 miles long and navigable

for a good distance up. The Bydney-Newcastle Rail-

way crosses it by a steel bridge completed in 1889,

which is one of the most notable structures of its

kind in the world.

HAWKWEED (
Hieracium ), a genus of compo-

site plants, sub-order Cichoraceae, consisting of

numerous species with yellow flowers. They are

common weeds in Britain and other parts of Eurojie.

The pappus is brown and brittle, and in many
species the leaves, involucres, and stems are hairy.

H. PiloscUa is the mouse-ear hawkweed found on
heaths and dry pastures in Britain. Its leaves are

radical and somewhat spathulate, and its brilliant

yellow flowers are borne singly on the leafless scapes.

The British forms are classed by some botanists in

about seven species, whilst others recognize more
than thirty.

HAYES, Isaac Israel, American Arctic ex-

plorer, was bora in Chester county, Pennsylvania,

on March 5, 1832, and died in New York on Dec.

17, 1881. He was educated in the University of

Pennsylvania, and graduated in medicine in 1863.

He was a member of the expedition of 1853-55 under

Dr Kane, and himself commanded an expedition in

1860-61. He served as an army doctor during the

war, and in 1869 he visited Greenland. He wrote

An Arctic Boat Journey (1860); The Open Polar

Sea (1867); Cast Away in the Cold (1868), a story

of adventure; and The Land of Desolation (1871).

HAZARIBAGH, chief town of the district of

the same name in Chota Nagpur, Bengal. Pop.

(1891), 16,700.

HAZELINE, an alcoholic liquid distilled from the

fresh leaves of the Hamamdis virginica, the witch-

hazel (which see), native to the United States. It

is exceedingly useful as an application to wounds,

stanching the bleeding and promoting healing. It
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is equally useful for bruises, inflammatory swellings,
sprains, and the like. It is applied on a pledget of

lint to bleeding piles. In internal bleeding, whether
from the lungs, stomach, or bowels, it gives very
satisfactory results. There are several officinal pre-

parations of the witch-hazel, especially a fluid extract
and a tincture, the dose of the former being 15 to 60
drops, and of the latter 2 to 5. Hazeline is the name
given to a clear colourless liquid prepared by certain

chemists, but not officinal, of which a tea-s})oonful

may be given. The American patent medicine,
Pond’s Extract, is the same.
HEAD, Sir Francis Bond, author and colonial

governor, brother of Sir George Head, was bom at

the Hermitage, Higham, Kent, in 1793. Educated
at Rochester grammar-school and the Royal Military
Academy, Woolwich, he joined the army in 1811 hh

second lieutenant in the Royal Engineers, and was
present at Waterloo. He retired on halt -pay in 1 825,

and became manager of the Rio Plata Mining Asso-
ciation, which proved a failure. While prospecting
on behalf of his company he traversed a great part

of South America on horseback, and with such
rapidity as to gain for himself the name of Galloping
Head. He published a well-written and pleasant

account of his journeys in 1826, under the title Rough
Notes taken during some Rapid Journeys across the
Pampas and among the Andes. In 1835 he was
appointed lieutenant governor of Up|>er Canada,
where he had to suppress a rebellion in 1837. He
resigned in 1837, and two yearn later he published a
defence of his administration against certain charges.

Knighted in 1835, he was created a baronet in the

following year, and in 1867 he was sworn of the

privy council. He died at Croydon on J uly 20, 1875.

Besides the works already mentioned Head was
author of : Life of Bruce (1830) ;

Bubbles from the

Brunnen of Nassau, by an Old Man (1834), a delight-

ful work and probably his best; The Emigrant
(1846) ;

The Defenceless State of Great Britain

(1850) ; A Faggot of French Sticks (1852) ; A Fort-

night in Ireland (1852); The Horse and his Rider

(1860) ;
The Royal Engineer (1869) ;

and Sketch of

the Life of Sir J. M. Burgoyne (1872).

HEANOR, a town of England, in the east of

Derbyshire, about 8 miles north-east of Derby, with

manufactures of hosiery, iron-works, and collieries.

Pop. (1901), 16,249.

HEARNE, Thomas, antiquary, was bom in July,

1678, at Littlefield Green, Berkshire. His father, a

parish clerk, was unable to provide properly for his

education, but by the kindness of a wealthy neigh-

bour, who soon afterwards took him into his own
house, young Heame was placed in Bray school. He
was entered at Edmund Hall, Oxford, in 1695, and
graduated B.A. in 1699 and M.A. in 1703. His
strong bent towards historical antiquities soon as-

serted itself at Oxford. He studied hard in the

Bodleian Library, of which he was appointed first

an assistant-keeper and afterwards, in 1712, second

keeper. In 1716 he was deprived of his librarian-

ship because he would not take the oaths to the

Hanoverian dynasty, and from that time till his

death, which occurred on June 10, 1735, his life was
one of uneventful literary seclusion in Edmund Hall.

To the last he remained a staunch Jacobite, and re-

fused several high offices, such as the chief librarian-

ship of the Bodleian and the Camden professorship

of history, rather than take the prescribed oaths.

During his connection with the Bodleian Library he

published Reliquiae Bodleian®, and editions of Pliny,

Eutropius, Justin, Livy, Spelman’s Alfred, Leland’s

Itinerary and Collectanea, but the rest of his life was

almost entirely devoted to thepublication of editions

of the English chroniclers. These editions, though

deficient in many ways when judged from the more
modern point of view, are of the utmost value to stu-

dents of histoiy, partly because of the appendices he
added to them. Many of them have been superseded,
but some still remain theonlyeditions of their authors.

In 1885 Mr C. E. Doble began the publication, under
the auspices of the Oxford Historical Society, of

Heame's diary. It extends from 1705 almost to

the day of his death, and gives a very large amount
of detailed information regarding the Oxford of

Heame’s day, besides shedding much fresh light on
the political, social, and personal history of its period.

HEATH, Francis George, writer on rural sub-
jects, bom at Totnes, Devonshire, on Jan. 15, 1843,
entered in 1862 the customs branch of II.M. civil

service, in which he is now a surveyor. He has taken
a prominent part in many movements for the pre-

servation of opon spaces for the use of the public in

and around London, especially Epping Forest and
Burnham Beeches. His works on country life are
well known and justly popular, among the chief

being: The Fern Paradise (1875) ;
The Fern World

(1877 ;
8th ed. 1898); Our Woodland Trees (1878);

Sylvan Spring (1880) ; Peasant Life in the West of

England (1880) ;
My Garden Wild (1 881 ;

new illust.

ed. 1900); Where to find Ferns (1881); Autumnal
Leaves (1881; new ed. 1899); The Fern Portfolio

(1885); Tree Gossip (1885); and Sylvan Winter
(1885). He was editor of the Journal of Forestry
from 1882 till 1884. He has latterly Injen identified

with the foundation of the Imperial Press and other
similar schemes.

HEBBURN, an url>an district or town of Eng-
land, in Durham, on the Bouth bank of the Tyne a
little to the west of ,1 arrow, and carrying on similar

industries. Pop. (1901), 20,901.

HEDGE-MUSTARD (Sisymbrium officinale), &
cruciferous plant formerly in use as a remedy for

catarrh. It has runcinate leaves and small yellow
flowers of the usual cruciferous type, and is found on
hedgebanks and waste places.

IIEDGLEY MOOR, in Northumberland, was
the scene of a battle in which the Lancastrians
were defeated by the Yorkists under Montacute
on April 25, 1464.

HEILIGENSTADT, a town of Prussia, in the

province of Saxony, on the Leine. Its chief indus-

tries are cotton manufacture, cigar-making, &c. Pop,

(1895), 6692.

HEIMDALL. See Northern Mythology.
HEL. See Northern Mythology.
HELBEH, the seed of a plant of the leguminous

genus Triyonella (fenugreek), with a somewhat
bitter taste, whose flour, mixed with dhurra, is

used as food by the labourers of Egypt.
HELENA, a city of the United States, the

capital of Montana, in Lewis and Clarke county,

in Prickly Pear Valley, at the foot of the Rocky
Mountains. The State Capitol is the chief building.

The town is chiefly supported by the rich quartz and
placer gold-mines m the vicinity. Silver, iron, rubies,

and sapphires are also obtained, and there are hot

medicinal springs. Pop. (1880), 3624
; (1890), 13,834.

HELIANTHEMUM, a genus of herbaceous

undershrubs and shrubby or creeping plants, form-

ing the only British genus of Cistaceae; the rock-

rose genus. See Cistus in Sure.

HELICTIS, the ferret-badger genus of carniv-

orous quadrupeds, allied to the skunks, of which
there are about four species, one (H. mosejuxta)

found in China, and another {II. orientalis) in

Nepftl. They resemble elongated ljadgers with

shorter legs and longer tails, and are of nocturnal

habits and adapted for climbing. The Nep&l

species is about 2 feet I'm?, including the tail.
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HELIX, a genus of gasteropodous molluscs, type
of the family Helicid®, comprising the land shell-

snails. See Snail.
HELLADOTHERIUM, an extinct genus of

ungulate quadrupeds allied to the existing giraffe.

Fossil remains occur in the upper Miocene rocks

of Attica.

HELL-BENDER, a popular name for the Meno-
poma (which see).

HELL GATE a formerly dangerous pass in

East River, the strait which connects New York
Bay with Long Island Sound. Rocks here used
to form an obstruction much dreaded by mariners,

but by extensive submarine mining operations and
the use of the most powerful explosives the passage
has been practically cleared.

HELMET-SHELL, the common name of mol-
luscous shells of the genus Cassis, gasteropoda of the
family Buccinidse. Most of the species are inhabi-

tants of tropical shores, but a few are found on the

coast of the Mediterranean. Some of the shells

attain a large size. Those of C. rufa,
C. cornuta,

C. tuberosa
,
and other species, are the material on

which shell cameos are usually sculptured.

HELMHOLTZ, Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand
VON, German scientist, born at Potsdam on Aug. 31,

1821, studied medicine in the Friedrich Wilhelm
Institute in Berlin, and received the appointment
of assistant-surgeon in the Charito Hospital there

in 1842. Next year he went to Potsdam as a mili-

tary surgeon, but in 1848 he returned to Berlin to

assume the duties of teacher of anatomy at the
Academy of Art and assistant in the Anatomical
Museum. He was called to the chair of physiology

at Konigsberg in 1849, and six years later he went
to Bonn as professor of anatomy and physiology.

In 1858 he was appointed to the professorship of

physiology at Heidelberg, whence he returned in

1871 to Berlin as professor of physics. In 1888
he was appointed to the post of president of the

new Physikaliscli-Technische Reichsanstalt (Impe-
rial Physico-Technical Institute) in Charlottenburg.

He died in Charlottenburg on September 8, 1894.

Helmholtz was distinguished alike in physical

science, in mathematics, and in physiology; but his

most valuable and most original work was done in

those departments of physics which stand in inti-

mate relations with physiology, esj>ecially acoustics

and optics. He had an eminently philosophical

mind, and his works are no less valuable for their

masterly exposition of the methods of experimental
science than for the important results contained in

them. His scientific fame was securely established

even as early as 1847, when he published his work,
Uber die Erhaltung der Kraft (On the Conserva-
tion of Energy). This subject was pursued further

in a work published in 1854, Uber die Wechselwir-
kungen der Naturkriifte (On the Interactions of

Natural Forces). His greatest works are the
Handbuch der Phj^siologischen Optik (Handbook
of Physiological Optics, 1856-66; 2nd ed. 1886-

96), and the Die Lehre von der Tonempfindungen
(1862; 5th ed. 1896), translated into English by
A. J. Ellis under the title Sensations of Tone as

a Physiological Basis for the Theory of Music
(1875; new ed. 1885; abridgment by J. Broad-
house, 1881). Many of his contributions to mathe-
matics, acoustics, optics, heat, electricity, meteor-
ology, and related sciences are to be found in

scientific periodicals. A collection of Vortrage und
Reden in two volumes reached a fourth edition in

1896, and has been translated into English as
Popular Lectures on Scientific Subjects (1873,

1881). An edition of his scientific treatises was— 1 _ a. x •_ j.1 l /i non r\r \

and in 1897 his Lectures on Theoretical Physics
appeared in one volume. In his Beschreibung eines
AugenspiegelB (1851) he described the ophthalmo-
scope which he had recently invented. Professor
Helmholtz received many honours, not only from
his own country, but also from abroad. In 1883
he was ennobled by the German emperor.
HELODERMA, a Mexican genus of lizards, of

which one species, H. horridurri, has been proved
to be venomous, all its teeth being furnished with
poison glands. It is the only venomous lizard, is

about 3 feet in length, has a thick and squat body
covered with rough scales, forms burrows under the
roots of trees, is nocturnal in habit, and is said to

feed on insects, worms, millipede, &c.

HELPS, Sir Arthur, D.C.L., K.C.B., a well-

known essayist and historian, was bom at Streatham,
10th July, 1813, and educated at Eton and Trinity
College, Cambridge, where he took the degree
of B.A. in 1835. He became private secretary

to Lord Monteagle (Mr. Spring Rice) as chancellor

of the exchequer, and was afterwards commissioner
of French, Danish, and Spanish claims. In 1860 he
was appointed clerk of the privy-council, and he
held this post till his death. He was created K.C.B.
in 1872, and died 7th March, 1875. As an essayist

Sir Arthur Helps was one of the most popular

writers of his day, and his historical works had also

a good reputation. He was a man of very wide and
general culture and of sound judgment, painstaking

and accurate in details, and in his historical works
displaying considerable breadth of view. His style

is pure, accurate, and elegant. His principal works
are : Thoughts in the Cloister and the Crowd (1835);

Essays written in the Intervals of Business (1841)

;

Friends in Council (1st series, 1847; 2d series,

1857); Conquerors of the New World and their

Bondsmen (two vols., 1848 and 1852); Compan-
ions of my Solitude (1851) ;

History of the Spanish
Conquest of America (four vols. 1855-61); Oulita

the Serf, a Tragedy (1858); Life of Pizarro (1869);
Realmah (1869); Casimir Maremma (1870), the

two last mentioned being fiction; Brevia, Short
Essays and Aphorisms (1870); Life of Hernando
Cortes and Conquest of Mexico, two vols.

;
Thoughts

upon Government (1871); Life and Labours of Mr.
Brassey (1872); Social Pressure (1874).

HELVETIAN REPUBLIC, the name given to

the republic established in Switzerland by the

French in 1798. See Switzerland.
HELVETIC CONFESSION, the name of a

document drawn up by Martin Bucer in 1536 to

settle the controversy between the Lutherans and the

Zwinglians ;
and also of one drawn up by Bullinger

(1566) at the request of Friedrich III., elector of the

Palatinate, and adopted in Switzerland, the Pala-

tinate, France, Hungary, Poland, and Scotland.

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, a market town and
municipal borough of England, in Hertfordshire,

about 6 miles to the west of St. Albans, carrying on

paper-making, iron-founding, straw-plaiting, brew-

ing, &c. Pop. (1901), 11,264.

HEMERALOPIA, a defect of sight in conse-

quence of which a person can see only by artificial

light
;
day blindness. It is also a name of nycta-

lopia (which see in Supp.).

HEMIOPIA, a defect of vision in which the

patient sees only a part of the object he looks at,

the middle of it, its circumference, or its upper or

lower part, or more commonly one lateral half being

completely obscured.

HEMIPLEGIA. See Palsy.
HEMIPODIUS, a genus of rasorial birds allied

to the quails. The swift-fiying hemipodius is the
w.i -i v a— i.1.
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HEMLOCK, or Hemlock Spruce, a name given
to an American fir {Abies canadensis) from its
branches resembling in tenuity and position the
common hemlock. See Fib.
HEMP-AGRIMONY, a tall -growing simple-

stemmed composite (Eupatorium Cannabinum) with
downy leaves and terminal corymbs of purplish
flowers. It is found in moist places in some parts
of Britain. See Eupatorium.
HEMP-PALM, a Chinese and Japanese species

of palm (Chamatrops excelsa), of the fibres of whose
leaves cordage is made, while hats and even cloaks
are made from the leaves themselves. See Chama-
bops.

HENEQUEN, the Mexican name for sisal or
grass hemp (Agave simlana ), a native of Mexico
and Central America, which yields a strong fibre

made into cordage and cloth. The cultivation of
the plant in Yucatan and its exportation have im-
mensely increased in recent years.

HEN-HARRIER. See Harrier in Supp.
HENLEY, William Ernest, j>oet, critic, and

journalist, was bom at Gloucester on Aug. 23, 1849,
and received his education in the Crypt grammar-
school of his native city. In 1875 he entered on a
journalistic career in London, and two years later

he became first editor of the newly-founded maga-
zine entitled London. He held this post for about
a year, and in 1882 accepted the editorship of the
Magazine of Art. This he resigned in 1886, and
on the foundation of the Scots (later National)
Observer in 1888 he was appointed its editor. He
resigned that post in 1893 in order to take charge
of the New Review, which he edited till 1 897, when
it ceased publication. His first publication—In
Hospital: Rhymes and Rhythms (1888)—was in-

spired by his own experiences as a patient in Edin-
burgh Infirmary. The pieces contained in it were
subsequently included in a A Book of Verses (1890;
4th ed. 1893). A second volume of poems by him,
The Song of the Sword and other Poems, appeared
in 1892, and was republished in the following year

as London Voluntaries. Both of these volumes of

verse were incorporated in the collection of his

Poems which was published in 1898. A more recent

volume of poetry by Mr. Henley is For England’s

Sake (1900). He collaborated with Mr. R. L.

Stevenson in three plays, Deacon Brodie, Beau
Austin, and Admiral Guinea, which were published

together in 1892. Mr. Henley has also edited,

either alone or in co-operation with others, the fol-

lowing anthologies and collections: Lyra Heroica

(1891), an anthology of English patriotic verse;

London Garland: from Five Centuries of English

Verse (1895); Book of English Prose (1896), with

Mr. Charles Whibley; and English Lyrics, 1340-

1809 (1897); and he is the editor of a Beries of

Tudor translations. The Centenary Bums (1896-

97) is an important work edited by him with the

co-operation of Mr. T. F. Henderson. The fourth

volume contains an elaborate estimate by Mr. Henley
of Burns as a poet and a man, published separately

in 1898. In 1897 he issued the first volume of an
annotated edition of the works of Byron. Views
and Reviews, published in 1890, is a collection of

some of the critical articles which he had contributed

to the National Observer, the Athenaeum, and other

journals. In 1893 St. Andrews University conferred

upon Mr. Henley the honorary degree of LL.D.
HENNEGATJ, the German name of Hainaut.

HENTY, George Alfred, war correspondent

and writer of novels and boys’ stories, bora at

Trumpington, Cambridgeshire, on Dec. 8, 1832, was
educated at Westminster School and Caius College,

Cambridge. Leaving Cambridge before taking his

degree, he went out to the Crimea during the war
with Russia, and served there in the purveyor’s
department of the army. On being invalided home
he was appointed purveyor to the forces, and soon
afterwards he went to Italy to organize the hospitals

of the Italian legion. After his return he held
some similar home appointments for a time, but
later he resigned them m order to engage in mining
operations in Wales, Italy, and elsewhere. As
special correspondent of the Standard newspaper he
went through the Austro-Italian, Franco-German,
Turco-Servian, Abyssinian, and Ashanti campaigns,
besides accompanying Garibaldi in the Tyrol and
the Prince of Wales (now Edward VII.) in his tour

through India. He described two of these cam-
paigns in the works The March to Magdala (1868)
and The March to Coomassie (1874). Mr. Henty
has written the following novels: A Search for a
Secret (1867); All But Lost (1869); The Curse of

Came’s Hold (1889); A Hidden Foe (1891);
Dorothy’s Double (1894); A Woman of the Com-
mune (1895); The Queen’s Cup (1897); and Colonel
Thomdyke’s Secret (1898); but he is much more
widely known as the author of a largo number of

stimulating stories of adventure for boys, many of

them based on famous historical events. Among
them are: The Young Franc-Tireura (1871), a story

of the Franco-German war; The Young Buglers,

a tale of the Peninsular War (1879); In Times of

Peril, a tale of India (1881); Under Drake’s Flag
(1882); With Clive in India (1883); Friends though
Divided, a tale of the Civil War (1883); The Young
Colonists (1884), a story of the Transvaal revolt

and the Zulu war; The Lion of the North (1886), a
story of Gustavus Adolphus; The Young Cartha-

ginian (1886), a Rtory of Hannibal; Orange and
Green, a tale of the Boyne and Limerick (1887);

Bonnie Prince Charlie, a tale of Fontenoy and Gul-

loden (1887) ;
The Cat of Bubastes (1888), treating

of life in ancient Egypt; With Lee in Virginia

(1889); By Pike and Dyke (1889), a story of the

Dutch war of Independence; One of the 28th, a tale

of Waterloo (1889); By Right of Conquest (1890), a
story of the conquest of Mexico by Cortez; Held
Fast for England (1891), a story of the siege of Gib-
raltar; Beric the Briton (1892), a tale of the days of

Nero; The Tiger of Mysore (1895), a story of Tippoo
Saib; Through Russian Snows (1895), a tale of

Napoleon’s retreat from Moscow; At Agincourt

(1896); With Moore at Corunna (1897); Both Sides

of the Border (1898), a story of Hotspur and Owen
Glendower; No Surrender (1899), a story of the

royalist rising in La Vendee; In the Irish Brigade

(1900); and Out with Garibaldi (1900).

HEPAR SULPHURIS (literally ‘liver of sul-

phur ’, so called from its brownish-green and liver-

like appearance), a mixture of polysulphides of

potassium with sulphate or thiosulphate of potash.

It is a common homoeopathic medicine.

HEPATICA, a genus of plants of the natural

order Ranunculace®, closely related to A nemonet

with which it is sometimes united. The best-known

species is H. triloba (the Anemone kepatioa of Lin-

naeus), found wild throughout Europe in woods, and

widely cultivated for its attractive star-like blue,

white, or red flowers, which open in early spring. A
still finer species is H. angulosa, a native of Galicia

and Transylvania, with larger flowers of a fine light

blue colour.

HEPATITIS, a disease consisting in inflamma-

tion of some part of the liver.

HERACLEUM, a genu3 of large umbelliferous

herbs, the cow-parsnips, of which a. Sphondyliwn

(common cow-parsnip or hog-weed), with large bi-

pinnate leaves and white flowers, is very common in
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Britain in damp meadow ground/} and pastures. H.
giganteum (the Siberian cow-parsnip), with yellow
flowers, is often grown in shrubberies, reaching the

height of 10 feet.

HERB-BENNET (that is, Saint Bennet or Bene-
dict’s herb), a rosaceous plant, Oeum urbanum, known
also as Avens. It is aromatic, tonic, and astringent,

and has been used in medicine, and as an ingredient

in some ales. See Avens in Supp.

HERB-CHRISTOPHER, the bane-berry, Acteea

spicata. See Bane-berry in Supp.

HERB-GERARD. See Bishop-weed in Supp.
HERB-ROBERT, the Geranium Robertianum,

called also Stinking Crane's-bill, a common British

plant, with red flowers and deeply-cleft leaves. It

is astringent and aromatic, and has been used in

nephritic disorders. See Crane’s-bill.

HERCULES-BEETLE, a very large South
American lamellicom beetle, Dynastes Hercules.

An enormous horn projects from the head of the
male, and a smaller one from the thorax. The
elytra of the male are of a grayish-green colour,

spotted with block. The female is without the
horns that give the male such a striking appear-

ance. The length of the male is about 6 inches.

HERKOMER, Hubert, painter, was born at

Waal, in Bavaria, on May 26, 1849. His father, a
wood carver, went to America in 1851, but returned
to Europe and settled in Southampton in 1857.

Hubert studied for two or three years at the School
of Art in that city, and in 1865 he removed with
his father to Munich. In 1866 he entered the
South Kensington schools, but soon returned to

Southampton, where he assisted in founding a life

school for drawing. In 1867 he again studied in

South Kensington, and two years later he exhibited

in the Dudley Gallery. From this time he gradually

gained recognition as a painter in water colours, and
in 1871 he was elected a member of the Institute of

Water Colour Painters. He also designed for the
engravers on wood. His first picture exhibited at

the Royal Academy, After the Toil of the Day
(1873), a German subject, attracted attention; and
two years later he gained a great reputation by his

well-known picture representing The Last Mustor
—Sunday at the Royal Hospital, Chelsea, to which
a grand medal of honour was awarded at Paris in

1878. In a contemporary critique of the Academy
exhibition it is spoken of as ‘this admirably de-

signed picture, a work which is not less remarkable
for its fine effect, richness of colour—the latter

being a distinguishing feature—and breadth of

tone, than for its pathetic characterization’. At
Death’s Door, exhibited in 1876, and Der Bittgang

(1877) are Bavarian subjects, both much inferior

to his Last Muster. Since then he has exhibited

the following amongst other pictures: Eventide:
a Scene in Westminster Union (1878), ‘a worthy
companion of the other realistic yet more heroic

study of old age, which the artist made in his

Chelsea Pensioners *
;

Life, Light, and Melody
(1879); Wind-Swept (1880); God’s Shrine (1880);
My Children (1880); Missing: a Scene at the
Portsmouth Dockyard Gates (1881),

4 a masterpiece
in its way’; Homeward (1882); Natural Enemies
(1883); Hard Times (1885); Found (1885), pur-
chased under the Chantrey Bequest; The Chapel of

the Charterhouse (1889), also purchased by the
Chantrey trustees; On Strike (1891), his diploma
work; Back to Life: a District Nurse taking out
a Child for the First Walk after a Long Illness

(1896); and The Guards’ Cheer (1898), representing
a scene in the Diamond Jubilee procession. Among
many portraits painted by him the best known are
whose of Wagner, Ruskin, and Tennyson. His best

|

water-colour pictures are: Im Walds, The Wood-
! cutter’s Rest, The Poacher’s Fate, and At the
Well Mr. Herkomer was elected an associate of
the Royal Academy in 1879 and a full member in

1890, and from 1885 till 1895 he held the Slade
professorship of fine art at Oxford in succession to

Mr. Ruskin. He holds a life professorship at Munich.
He superintends an art school founded by himself
at Bushey in Hertfordshire, and for the theatre

connected with it he has written several plays.

Prof. Herkomer also occupies a high place as an
etcher and mezzotint engraver. He is a member of

the Institute of France and an officer of the Legion
of Honour, and has been awarded many other

tokens of distinction. He has published a good
series of Lectures on Etching and Mezzotint En-
graving (1892). See the Life by W. L. Courtney
(1892).

HERMON. See Lebanon.
HERMOPOLIS. SeoSYRA.
HERNE BAY, an English watering-place, on

the north coast of Kent, about 74 miles north by
east of Canterbury. It has fine sands, a long marine
parade, iron pier and pavilion, &c. Pop. (1901),

6688.

HERN0SAND, a seaport and cathedral towtt^f
Sweden, capital of Westemorrland, on the island

Herno, in the Gulf of Bothnia, with a considerable

shipping trade. The island is connected with the

mainland by two bridges. Pop. (1892), 7361.

HERODIONES, a modem name for an order of

birds including the herons, bitterns, storks, spoon-

bills, ibises, &c.

HERPES, a skin disease characterized by vesicles

which arise in distinct but irregular clusters, and
commonly appear in quick succession and near
together, on an inflamed base; generally attended

with heat, pain, and considerable constitutional

disorder. The term includes shingles (which see)

and the like.

HERTOGENBOSCH. See Bois-le-duo.

HERVEY ISLANDS. See Cook’s Islands.

HERZOG, Johann Jakob, German theologian,

bom in Basel on Sept. 12, 1805, received his edu-

cation in his native city and in Berlin. In 1835 he
was appointed to the chair of historical theology at

Lausanne. In 1847 he went to Halle as professor

of ecclesiastical history, and from 1854 till his

retirement in 1877 he occupied a similar chair in

Erlangen. He died on Sept. 30, 1882. He was
author of the following among other works: Jo-

hannes Calvin; Das Leben Gkolampadius’ und die

Reformation der Kirche zu Basel; Die Waldenser;
Abriss der gesamten Kirchengeschichte (Outlines

of General Church History; but he is best known
by the valuable Realeneyklopadie ftir Protestantische

Theologie und Kirche (22 vols. 1854-68) which he

edited, and to which he contributed a very large

proportion of the articles. In the preparation of

the second edition, which was published in 18 vols.

from 1877 to 1888, Herzog was assisted by G. L.

Plitt and A. Hauck. The third edition began to

appear in 1896 under the editorship of Hauck. A
condensed English translation with much additional

matter was published at New York in 3 vols.

(1882-84) under the care of Philip Schaff and others.

HESPERORNIS, a fossil bird found in the

chalk formation of Kansas, about 6 feet long, with-

out wings, and having its jaws armed with teeth,

which are not set in sockets, but in a common
groove. It has been described as ‘a kind of swim-

ming, loon-like, raptorial ostrich, without fore-

limbs, with the gape armed with formidable rows of

strong teeth like a gigantic lizard, and with ft large,

broad, and flattened tail like a beaver’.
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HETEROOUSIANS, in ecclesiastical history, a
branch of the Arians who held that the Son was
of a different substance from the Father. See
Homoousians.
HETEROPODA, an exclusively pelagic order of

molluscs, with transparent shell and tissues, the
most highly organized of the Gasteropoda. In this
order the foot is compressed into a vertical muscular
lamina, serving for a fin, and the gills, when present,
are collected into a mass on the hinder part of the
back. All the species are carnivorous.

HEYLYN, or HEYLIN, Peter, English theo-
logian, was boro in 1600 at Burford, in Oxfordshire,
as son of a country gentleman. Educated for a time in

the school of his native place, he went about 1614 to

Hart Hall, Oxford. Soon afterwards elected a demy
of Magdalen College, he graduated B.A. in 1617 and
M.A. three years later. He was aj>i>ointed a fellow
of Magdalen College in 1618. He took orders in

1624, became a royal chaplain in 1630, and by the
king’s favour was appointed in 1631 to a prebend of

Westminster Cathedral. Two years afterwards he
was presented to the benefice of Alresford in Hants,
and in 1637 he became treasurer for the chapter of

Westminster. As a pronounced partisan of Laud
an# the king he made himself numerous enemies,
and on the outbreak of the Civil War he lost all

his preferments, and for a time lived a somewhat
wandering life. Under the Commonwealth and
Protectorate he continued to be an active contro-

versialist on the anti-puritan and royalist side, and
at the Restoration he returned to Westminster. Ho
died on May 8, 1662, and was buried in Westminster
Abbey. For the last eleven years of his life he waR
totally blind. Among Heylyn's works are: a Geo-
graphy (1621), afterwards published in an enlarged

Form as a Cosmography ; History of St George of

Cappadocia (1631); A Survey of France (1656);
History of the Sabbath (1635); Ecclesia Vindicata,

or the Church of England Justified (1657); The
Stumbling-Block of Disobedience and Rebellion

(1658), published in 1681 along with the two pre-

ceding and other works as Historical and Miscel-

laneous Tracts; Ecclesia Restaurata, or the History

of the Reformation (1661 ;
edited by the Rev. J. C.

Robertson, 1849); Cyprianus Anglicus, or the History

of the Life and Death of William Laud, Archbishop
of Canterbury (1668), a valuable authority for Laud’s

life; Aerius Redivivus, or the History of Presby-

terianism (1670).

HEYSE, Paul, German poet and novelist, was
boro on Mar. 15, 1830, at Berlin, where his father

was extraordinary professor of philology. He studied

classics in his native city under Lachmann and
Boeckh, and in 1850 went to Bonn to attend Diez’s

lectures on Romance philology. In 1852 he travelled

in Switzerland and Italy, and two years later he

settled in Munich on the invitation of King Maxi-

milian II. of Bavaria, who granted him a pension.

He has lived mainly in Munich ever since, devoted

almost exclusively to literature. Ilis first work
was Jungbrunnen, Marchen ernes fahrenden Schu-

lers (Tales of a Travelling Scholar), published in

1850, and to the same year belongs his tragedy

Francesca da Rimini. Die Briider (The Brothers,

1852) and Urica (1852), his next publications, were

narrative poems, and formed part of the volume

entitled Herman (1854), later Novellen in Versen,

which did much to establish his reputation. Heyse’s

genius has found its most perfect expression in his

numerous tales or novelettes (Novellen), and in this

department of literature he holds almost an unique

place among German writers. His work is almost

throughout highly finished and artistic, and shows

a rich imagination and great fertility in invention.

His tales have been published in more than twenty
collections, and a selection appeared in 3 vols. in
1890 under the title Auswahl ffirs Haus (4th ed.

1895). Some of them, such as L’Arrabiata (1870)
and The Romance of the Canoness (1889), have
been translated into English. His early successes

in narrative verse have been followed up by such
works as : Die Braut von Cypero (The Bride of

Cyprus, 1856); Thekla (1858); Rafael (1863);
Syritha (1867) ; Der Salamander (1879); Die Ma-
donna im Olwald (1879); LiebeBzauber (1889). His
earlier plays, including Francesca da Rimini, already

mentioned, are essentially book tragedies, whilst

those of his next period are somewhat fiimsy pro-

ductions. His best plays are those of his third

period, and some of them, especially Hans Lange
and Kolberg, have been acted with great success.

They include : Die Hochzeit auf dem Aventin (The
Wedding on the Aventine, 1886) ;

Gott schlitze

mich vor meinen Freunden (God protect me from
my Friends, 1888); Hans Lange (1866); Kolberg
(1868) ;

Die Gbttin der Vemunft (The Goddess of

Reason, 1870); Die Weibor von Sehorndorf (The
Wives of Sehorndorf, 1881); DasRecht des Starkem
(The Right of the Stronger, 1883); Die Weisheit
Salomos (The Wisdom of Solomon, 1887); Weltun-
tergang (The End of the World, 1889) ; Dieschlimmen
Briider (The Wicked Brothers, 1891); Wahrheit?
(Truth? 1892); and Jungfer Justine (1893). His
larger novels, Kinder der Welt (Children of the
World, 1873), Im,.Paradies6 (In Paradise, 1876),

Merlin (1 892), and Uber alien Gipfeln (Over all Peaks,

1895), have met with great success. Among the

other works of Heyse are his Skizzenbuch (1877),

partly in verse and partly in prose; Verse aus
Italien (1880); Spruchbuchlein (1885); Gedichte
(Poems, 5th ed. 1895) ; and Neue Gedichte und
Jugendlieder (New Poems and Youthful Lyrics,

1897); but the list of his original works does not
represent the whole extent of his literary activity,

for he lias published many excellent translations

from Italian and Spanish and edited various collec-

tions of poems and tales. His Collected Works have
been published in twenty-four vols. (1871-93), and
his Dramatic Works extend to thirty vols. in a
collective edition (1864-97).

HIBBERT LECTURES, a course of lectures

established in 1878 under the will of Robert Ilibbert

(1770-1819), a Jamaica merchant, for the promotion
of comprehensive learning and thorough research in

relation to religion, wholly apart from the interest

of any particular church or system. By a deed
executed in July, 1847, he conveyed to trustees fifty

thousand dollars in 6-j>er-cent Ohio stock and eight

thousand pounds in railway stock, directing that

after the death of his widow the income was to be
applied ‘ in such manner as they [the trustees] shall

from time to time deem most conducive to the spread

of Christianity in its most simple and intelligible

form, and to the unfettered exercise of the right of

private judgment in matters of religion’. Provision

was made for periodic revision of the trust, and
on the first revision in 1878 the present well-known
series of lectures was instituted. The first lecturer

was the late Prof. Max Muller, who chose as the

subject of his course, The Origin and Growth of

Religion as illustrated by the Religions of India.

Subsequent lecturers and subjects are : Sir P. Le P.

Renouf, The Religion of Ancient Egypt (1879); E.

Renan, The Influence of Rome on Christianity (1880);

T. W. Rhys Davids, Indian Buddhism (1881); A.

Kuenen, National Religions and Universal Re-
ligions (1882); C. A. Beard, The Reformation of the

Sixteenth Century (1883); A. R^ville, The Native

Religions of Mexico and Peru (1884); O. Pfleiderer,
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Influence of Paul on Christianity (1885); J. Rhys,
Celtic Heathendom (1886); A. H. Sayoe, The Re-
ligion of the Ancient Babylonians (1887); E. Hatch,
The Influence of Greek Ideas and Usages upon the

Christian Church (1888); J. Darmesteter, The Re-
ligion of the Parsis (1890); G. D’Alviella, The Con-
ception of God (1891); C.G. Montefiore, The Religion

of the Ancient Hebrews (1892); C. B. Upton, The
Basis of Religious Belief (1893); James Drummond,
Via, Veritas, Vita (1894).

HIDES. See Leather.
HIERACIUM. See Hawkweed in Supr.
HIERA PICRA, ‘Holy Bitter’, a warm cathar-

tic composed of aloes and canella bark made into a
powder and mixed with honey, still a favourite in

domestic medicine and veterinary practice.

HIERATIC WRITING. See Hieroglyphics.
HIGH CHURCH, a term applied to a party in

the Church of England. It was applied first to a
party among the younger clergy during the latter

part of the reign of Elizabeth who asserted that

Calvinism was inconsistent with the ancient doctrino

and constitution of the primitive church, and who
claimed a divine right for episcopacy. Bishop
Andrews was the chief writer of this party, and Laud
became its most active leader. The term now gene-
rally refers to those who exalt the authority and
jurisdiction of the church, and attach great value to

ecclesiastical dignities and ordinances, being more
or less identified with the ritualistic party. See
Ritualism.
HIGH COMMISSION, Court of, an ecclesiasti-

cal court created by 1 Eliz. c. i. 1559, by which all

spiritual jurisdiction was vested in the crown. Under
Charles I. and Laud it assumed illegal powers, and
was abolished in 1641.

HIGHGATE, a north-west suburb of London,
situated on a hill commanding fine views of the

metropolis and the surrounding country, 5J miles

from St. Paul’s.

HIGH GERMAN. See German language under
Germany .

HIGHLAND REGIMENTS, regiments in the

British army originally raised in the Highlands of

Scotland. Their origin is found in certain com-
panies of Highlanders armed by government about
1725-30, for the purpose of keeping order in the

Highlands, and called the Black Watch from the

sombre colours of their tartans. These were em-
bodied as a regiment of the regular army in 1739,

the first Highland regiment being the 43rd, after-

wards the 42nd, which has lx>rne a distinguished

part in almost all the wars in which Britain has
been engaged. Other seven regiments were raised

at different times, the 71st and 72nd in 1777 ;
the

74th in 1787 ;
the 78th or Ross-shire Buffs in 1793;

the 92nd or Gordon Highlanders in 1796
;
the 93rd

or Sutherland Highlanders in 1800 ; and the 79th
or Cameron Highlanders in 1805. Under the pre-

sent territorial system the Highland Regiments con-
sist of the Black Watch (Royal Highlanders), with
Royal Perth Militia; the Highland Light Infantry,

with 1st Royal Lanark Militia ; the Seaforth High-
landers (Ross-shire Buffs, Duke of Albany’s), with
Highland (Rifle) Militia; the Queen’s Own Cameron
Highlanders, with Highland Light Infantry Militia;

the Gordon Highlanders, with Royal Aberdeenshire
Militia; Princess Louise’s (Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders), with Highland Borderers Militia and
Royal Renfrew Militia. Each regiment has its own
distinctive tartan, some retaining the kilt, and others

wearing trousers. There are also several Highland
volunteer regiments which are brigaded with the
various corps above mentioned. See Highlands;
and also Black Watch in Supp.

HIGH PLACES (Hebrew, b&mMh), in Scripture,

eminences or mounds on which sacrifioes were offered.

The high places so frequently mentioned in Hebrew
history appear to have been old Canaanitish holy
places which were adopted along with other elements
of worship by the conquering Israelites. They were
gradually adapted to the worship of Jehovah or
Yahw&, the god of Israel, but prophets like Hoaea
and Amos denounced the worship practised at them,
and the legislation of Deuteronomy is direoted

against them. ‘The histoiy of the high places is

the history of the old religion of Israel" (Prof.

Moore in Encyclopaedia Biblica, vol. ii), and it would
appear that the worship of the high places long
survived the exile. See the article by Prof. Moore
above referred to.

HILDA, Saint, a grand-niece of Edwin, King
of Northumbria, bom about 614, died 680. At the
age of fourteen she was baptized along with her
royal kinsman by Paulinus. She was consecrated

by Bishop Aidan, and was successively head of the

abbey of Hartlepool, and of the famous monastery
founded by her in 657 at Whitby. Caedmon, the
Anglo-Saxon poet, was attached to the monastery
during her rule, and it was there that the celebrated

synod took place in 664 in which the Celtic ritual

was condemned.
HILL TIPPERAH, a native state, Hindustan,

adjoining the British district of Tipperah, Bengal.

The country is hilly, several ranges of hills running
parallel from north to south, with broad intervening

valleys. Wild elephants and other large game
abound in the forests. The principal crop is rice,

and tea is indigenous in some parts of the hills.

The government is despotic and patriarchal, and a
resident political agent protects British interests.

Area, 4086 square miles. Pop. (1891), 137,442.

HILO, the chief town of the island of Hawaii,
and the second largest in the Sandwich Islands. It

has a harbour and a lighthouse. Pop. 6000.

HIMEJI, a town in Hondo Island, Japan, on the

north-east coast of the Inland Sea, some 30 miles
north-west of Hiogo, connected by railway with
Osaka, Kioto, and other leading towns on the island.

Cotton and leather goods are manufactured. Pop.
about 30,000.

HIMERA, an ancient Greek town on the north
coast of Sicily, the site of which is near the modem
Termini. Here Gelon and Theron annihilated the

army of Hamilcar the Carthaginian (480 B.O.). In
409 b.c. Hannibal, grandson of Hamilcar, razed the

I town to the ground.

HIMYARITES, a race or group of races in

Arabia, regarded as descendants of Himyar, one of

the mythical ancestors of the Arabs. According to

tradition they became the dominant race in Yemen
about 2500 B.c., and spread to the Euphrates on the

one hand and Abyssinia on the other. Their most
flourishing period appears to have been from about

100 B.c. till a. i). 629, when they succumbed to

Mohammedanism. The Himyaritic language, not

now spoken, formed, with the Arabic and Ethiopic,

the southern branch of the Semitic family of tongues.

During the last hundred years several hundreds of

Himyaritic inscriptions have been collected, and
deciphered by means of alphabets with the corres-

ponding Aral)ic letters which had been preserved.

The Mahrah tribes of 8. Arabia are the direct

descendants of the ancient Himyarites.

HINDI, one of the languages of India, being that

form of Hindustani which employs the Devanigari

or Sanskrit character. See India.

HINDUISM. See Brahmans.
HINNOM, Valley of. .See Tophet.
HIPPO, sometimes called Hippo Regius, to dis-
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tinguish it from another town of the same name on
the Carthaginian coast

; an ancient Numidian city
the ruins of which still exist a short distance south
of Bona, in Algeria. It was the episcopal see of St.
Augustine, and was destroyed by the Vandals in 430.
See Bona.
HIPPOCRAS, a medicinal drink, composed of

wine (generally a mixture of Lisbon and Canary),
with an infusion of mixed spices and other ingre-
dients, formerly much used in England, and still

common on the Continent.
HIPPOPHAGY, the practice of feeding on horse

flesh. Hippophagi was the name given by old geo-
graphers to certain nomadic Scythian tribes on the
north of the Caspian Sea, who fed on horse flesh.

Horse flesh has been eaten for a considerable time
in Germany, and it has been regularly sold in Paris
since 1866. By an act passed in 1889 the sale of
horse flesh for human food is prohibited m Britain,
except in shops having a conspicuous sign Btating
that horse flesh is sold within. A penalty of £20
is imposed on any one not observing the above regu-
lation, or attempting to sell horse flesh (or that of

asses or mules) under other names.
HIPPURITES, a genus of fossil bivalves, having

the under shell of great depth and of a conical

form, with a flat lid or operculum, occurring in the
lower chalk. They are allied to the living Chania
or gaping cockle. The ffippurite limestone is an
important representative of the cretaceous rocks in

the south of France and the Pyrenees, characterized

by a large admixture of shells of the family Hippu-
ritida;. See Geology.
HIROSAKI, a Japanese town in the north of

Niphon, in the province of Aomori, and to the south-

west of the town of Aomori. It has an old castle,

now used as a barracks. Pop. (1895), 31,144.

HIROSHIMA, a town on the island of Hondo,
Japan, situated on the north coast of the Inland
Sea. It is about 160 miles from Kobe, and after

Osaka it is the most important port on the Inland

Sea. Pop. (1899), 122,306.

HISSAR, a town of Hindustan, in the Punjab,

administrative head-quarters of the district of the

same name, on the Western Jumna Canal, 102 miles

west of Delhi. Pop. (1891), 16,854. The district

his an area of 6163 sq. miles. Its soil is fertile, and
various grains are grown. Pop. (1891), 776,006.

HITOPADESA. See Sanskrit Language anij

Literature.
HOATZIN, or Hoactzin, Opisthocomus cristatus

(or hoatzin ), a singular gregarious South American
bird, sometimes called the Crested Touraco

,
referred

by some naturalists to the family Cracidse (curassows),

order Gallinacese ; by others treated as forming a

separate family (Opisthocomidse) in that order; by
some made to form an order by itself (Opistho-

comi); by others regarded as of the order Insessores,

and allied to the plantain-eaters. The plumage is

brown streaked with white, and the head has a

movable crest. It is of the size of a pheasant, and
has an enormous crop with a very small gizzard.

HOBOKEN, a city of the United States in

Hudson county, New Jersey, on the Hudson river,

and close to Jersey City, which stretches imme-

diately to the south. It lies opposite New York,

with which it is connected by steam ferries. The
river frontage is lined with wharves, the termini of

several lines of European steamers. Its manu-

facturing industries are rapidly extending, one of

the most important being the manufacture of lead

pencils. Among the public institutions is the

Stevens institute of technology, with a library and

valuable sets of apparatus in the departments of

physics, engineering, chemistry, &c. The city is

regularly laid out and compactly built. Pop. (1890),

43,648; (1900), 59,364.

HOCKEY, a game of ball, forms of which have
long been known as hurley in Ireland and shinty in
Scotland, dating in its present form from al>out

1883, when a definite code of rules was drawn up
by the Wimbledon Club. The Hockey Association
was formed in 1886, but it was not till 1889 that
the present disposition of the players on the field

was adopted. According to the standard rules of

the Hockey Association, the game is played between
two teams of eleven players each, on a ground 100
yards long by 50 to 60 yards wide. A goal is

erected at each end of the field, and consists of two
uprights 12 feet apart supporting a horizontal bar
7 feet from the ground. In front of each goal
a line 12 feet long is drawn parallel to the goal-

line and 15 yards from it; and from each end of

this line, with the corresponding goal-post as centre,

a segment of a circle is drawn outwards to meet
the goal -line. Thus, a kind of semicircle flattened

at the top is drawn in front of each goal, and no
goal is scored unless the ball is hit from within
this line or striking - circle. The ball used is an
ordinary cricket ball painted white; and each player
is provided with a stick, curved at the end, without
any metal fittings, and not too thick to be passed
through a ring 2 inches in diameter. The players

are arranged on the field as in Association football,

namely, goal-keeper, two backs, three half-backs,

five forwards. The game is started by one player

of each side bullyiny the ball in the centre of the

ground, that is, by first striking the ground with
his stick and then striking his opponent’s stick

three times, after which either may strike the ball.

When the ball is driven between the goal-posts

under the bar by a stroke from within the striking-

circle, a goal is scored, and the game is won by
the side with a majority of goals scored. The ball

may be caught or stopped with any part of the

body, but it must not be carried, kicked, or knocked
on except with the stick; it must be played from
right to left only. The goal-keeper is allowed to

kick the ball away in defending his goal. Ends are

changed at half-time.

HODGE, Charles, American theologian, bom in

Philadelphia on Dec. 28, 1797, was educated in the
academy at Somerville, New Jersey, and Princeton

College, graduating in 1815. During the three years

1816 19 he studied in the theological seminary at

Princeton, in 1820 he was appointed instructor

there, and two years later he was made professor

of oriental and biblical literature. In 1826-28 he

studied at Paris, Halle, and Berlin, and in 1840

he was transferred to the chair of didactic and
exegetical theology in the seminary. Twelve years

afterwards he was appointed to the additional

chair of polemical theology. In 1825 he founded

the Biblical Repertory, which four years afterwards

was renamed Biblical Repertory and Princeton Re-
view, and was merged in 1872 in the Presbyterian

Quarterly and American Theological Review. From
the foundation till the absorption in 1872 he was edi-

tor of and chief contributor to the Review, and two
of his published works, Princeton Theological Essays

(2 vols, 1846-47), and Essays and Reviews (1857;,

were compiled from his numerous articles. His

jubilee as a professor was celebrated in 1872. He
received the honorary degrees of D.D. and LL.D.

He died in Princeton on June 19, 1878. Among
his published works are: Commentary on the Epistle

to the Romans (1855; rewritten and enlarged, 1866),

Constitutional History of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States (2 vols. 1840-41); The
Way of Life (1842); Systematic Theology (3 vols.
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1871-72), a comprehensive treatise giving an expo-

sition of Calvinistic theology; and What is Darwin-
ism? (1874).—His son, Archibald Alexander
Hodge, bom in Princeton on July 18, 1823, was
educated in the college and theological seminary
of that city. After spending three years in India

as a missionary, and holding ministerial charges in

Maryland, Virginia, and Pennsylvania, he was ap-

pointed in 1864 to the chair of didactic theology

in the theological seminary at Allegheny, Penn-
sylvania. In 1877 he became associated with his

father in his work in Princeton seminary, and on
his father’s death in the following year he succeeded

him in his chairs. He died at Princeton on Nov. 11,

1886. Among his publications the following are the

most important: Outlines of Theology (1860) ;
The

Atonement (1868); A Commentaryon the Confession

of Faith (1869); a biography of his father (1880);

and Popular Lectures on Theological Themes (1887).

HODOMETER (from Gr. hodos
,

a way, and
metron, a measure), an instrument for measuring
the length of way travelled by any vehicle. It

consists of a clockwork arrangement fixed to the

aide of the vehicle and connected with the axle.

An index records on the dial the distance travelled.

See Pedometer.
HOE, an instrument for cutting up weeds and

loosening the earth in fields and gardens, in shape
something like an adze, being a plate of iron, with
an eye for a handle, which is set at a convenient

angle with the plate. The Dutch hoe differs from
the common hand hoe in having the cutting blade

set like the blade of a spade. A korse-hoe is a frame
wheel-mounted, and furnished with ranges of shares

spaced so as to work in the intervals between the

rows of turnips, potatoes, &c. It is used on farms
for the same purj»ose as the hand hoe, and worked
by horse-power. See Agriculture.
HOFFMAN, Charles Fenno, American poet

and novelist, born in New York in 1806, was edu-

cated in a Poughkeepsie academy and privately in

New Jersey. He afterwards entered Columbia
College, New York, and studied law at Albany,

being called to the bar in 1827. In 1830 he became
joint-editor of a New York journal, and three years

later he started the Knickerbocker Magazine, of

which he edited a few numbers. For many years

he edited the American Monthly Magazine, and he
was also connected for shorter periods with other

papers. In 1849 his mind began to give way, and
from that time till his death, which occurred on
June 7, 1884, he was an inmate of Harrisburg
lunatic asylum. His first separate publication was
A Winter in the West (1835), containing graphic

descriptions of nature and excellent sketches of

frontier life. It was followed in 1837 by Wild
Scenes in Forest and Prairie (enlarged edit. 1843),

and in 1840 by the novel entitled Greyslaer: a
Romance of the Mohawk, which met with imme-
diate and remarkable success. An earlier novel,

Vanderlyn, appeared in the American Monthly
Magazine during 1837. Hoffman is one of Amer-
ica’s best lyric poets, and many of his songs have
gained great popularity. His published volumes of

verse include: The Vigil of Faith, a Legend of the

Adirondack Mountains, and other Poems (1842);
The Echo: or Borrowed Notes for Home Circulation

(1844) ;
Lays of the Hudson, and other Poems (1846)

;

and Love’s Calendar, and other Poems (1848).

Other works by him are: The Administration of

Jacob Leisler (1848), in Sparks’s American Bio-

graphy; and The Pioneers of New York (1848).

To the edition of his poems prepared in 1874 by his

nephew, E. F. Hoffman, W. C. Bryant contributed

a critical sketch of the author.

HOFFMANN, August Heinrich, usually known
as Hoffmann von FaUcrdeben, German poet and
philologist, was bom at Fallersleben, in Hanover,
on Apnl 2, 1798. He went to Gottingen in 1816 to
study theology, but he soon devoted himself chiefly

to Gorman philology, and during two years (1819-21)
at Bonn he continued his literary studies. After
carrying out philological investigations in Holland,
he was appointed in 1823 custodian of the university
library at Breslau, and in 1830 he became extra-

ordinary, in 1835 ordinary professor of the German
language and literature in the university of that city.

During the twelve years 1827-39 he travelled

throughout Austria, Denmark, Holland, Belgium,
Northern France, and Switzerland collecting philo-

logical materials. He resigned his librarianship at

Breslau in 1838, and in 1842 he was removed from
his chair without a pension because of the liberal

political views and tendencies represented in his Un-
politsche Lieder (Unpolitical Songs, 2 vols. 1840-41).
He led an unsettled, wandering life till 1846, when he
obtained the right of domicile in Mecklenburg, and
in 1848 he was granted a pension by the Prussian
government. In 1853 he accepted an invitation to

Weimar, where he edited along with Oskar Schade
the Weimarische Jahrbuch fur deutsche Sprache,
Litteratur, und Kunst (1854-67). From 1860 he
lived at Corvei, on the Weser, as librarian to the

Duke of Ratibor, and there on Jan. 19, 1874, ho
died. Besides his many valuable contributions to

philology and literary history he also edited several

valuable collections of folk-songs, among which
are: Schlesische Volkslieder mit Melodien (1842);

Niederlandische Volkslieder (2nd edit. 1856); Un-
sere Volkstlimlichen Lieder (1859); Die deutschen
Gesellschaftslieder des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts

(1844); and Ruda: Polnische Volkslieder der Ober-
schleRier (1865). Of his original writings the best

known are his songs, not a few of which, especially

that beginning Deutschland, Deutschland fiber Allea

(1841), have long received emphatic popular approval.

For several of them he composed tunes himself. They
were published in several volumes at different times,

among these being: Gedichte (1827); Alemannische
Lieder (1827); Ffinfzig Kinderlieder (Fifty Children’s
Songs, 1843); Ffinfzig neue Kinderlieder (1845);
Vierzig Kinderlieder (1847); Hundert Schullieder

(A Hundred School Songs, 1848); Deutsches Volks-
gesangbuch (German People’s Song Book, 1848)

;

Liebeslieder (Love Songs, 1861); Soldatenlieder
(Soldier Songs, 1851); Kinderwelt in Liedem,
and Alte und Neue Kinderlieder (4 vols. 1873). A
complete edition of his Kinderlieder was prepared
by L. von Donop in 1877. Mein Leben (6 vols.

1868; abridged edition continued to his death, by
Gerstenberg, 2 vols. 1892-94), is autobiographical.

Gerstenberg has prepared an edition of his Collected

Works (8 vols. 1890-93).

HOG-FISH, the popular name given to teleostean

fishes of the genus Scorpcena
,
family Scorpsenidee or

Triglidee. The best known species is the S. scrofa ,

common in the Mediterranean, having the head
flattened sideways, armed with spines, and adorned
with membranous lobes or filaments. It is of a
large size and a red colour.

HOG - GUM, a resinous substance used for

strengthening plasters, and also as a diuretic, laxa-

tive, and stimulant medicine. In the West Indies

it is employed as a substitute for pitch in tarring

boats, ropes, &c. It appears to be produced by
several different trees.

HOG-RAT, a genus (Capromys) of rodent animals,

family Muridee (mice), different species of which, in-

cluding the musk-cavy, are found in the West Indies.

HOISTS. See Lifts.
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HOLBORN, a municipal borough and parish in
the county of London, three-quarters of a mile
w.N.w. of St. Paul’s. The chief buildings and in-
stitutions are: the town-hall, of brick dressed with
stone; the Birkbeck Library and Scientific Insti-
tution; Gray’s Inn and Lincoln’s Inn, two of the
Inns of Court; Fumival’s, Staple, and Barnard’s
Inn, Inns of Chancery; and there are some interest-
ing old houses. Holbom gives name to one of the
three divisions of the parliamentary borough of

Finsbury. Pop. of pari. div. (1901), 61,949; of

raun. bor. (1901), 59,390.

HOLE, Very Rev. Samuel Reynolds, clergy-
man and author, was bom at Caunton, Nottingham-
shire, on Dec. 5, 1819. Educated at the grammar-
school of Newark-on-Trent and at Brasenose Col-
lege, Oxford, he was ordained in 1844 and took
priest’s orders in the following year. He became
curate of Caunton in 1844 and vicar in 1850.
Appointed rural dean of Southwell in 1865, he
became a prebendary of Lincoln and a proctor in

Convocation ten years later, and in 1885 was selected

by Archbishop Benson as his chaplain. Since 1887
he has been dean of Rochester. He was select

preacher at the University of Oxford in 1885-86.
Dean Hole is best known as an author by his Book
about Roses: How to Grow and Show Them (1869;
many subsequent editions), in which he chats plea-

santly, humorously, and instructively on his favour-

ite subject. On horticultural subjects he has also

published: The Six of Spades: a Book about the

Garden and the Gardener (1872); A Book about
the Garden (1892), a pretty little book in praise of

gardening, and filled with numerous pertinent

stories; and Our Gardens (1899). His other works
comprise: A Little Tour in Ireland (1859; re-

printed 1892), illustrated by John Leech; Hints to

Preachers: with Sermons and Addresses (1880);

Nice and her Neighbours (1881); The Memories of

Dean Hole (1892), a delightful and characteristic

book in his best manner, with subjects arranged

in alphabetical order
;

More Memories : Being
Thoughts about England spoken in America (1894);

A Little Tour in America (1896); and Addresses to

Working Men.
HOLL, Francis Montague, commonly known as

Frank Holl, painter, son of Francis JIoll, A.lt.A.,

the well-known engraver, wasbom in Kentish Town,
London, on July 4, 1845. He was educated in a

Hampstead school and University College School,

and became a student in the Royal Academy in

1861. He gained several medals while still a

student, among them a gold medal in 1863 for a

historical painting. He sent to the annual exhi-

bition of the Academy in 1864 a portrait of himself

and a picture called Turned Out of Church, and

from that time till his death he was represented at

almost every Academy exhibition. In 1868 he was

awarded an Academy travelling studentship for his

picture, The Lord Gave and The Lord Hath Taken
Away (exhibited 1869). For about two years from

3874 he did much work for the Graphic, and he

also provided illustrations for Anthony Trollope’s

Phineas Redux (1874). Among his other subject

pictures the best are the following: A Fern-

Gatherer (1865); The Ordeal (1866); Convalescent

(1867); Faces in the Fire (1867); Better is a Dinner

of Herbs where Love is than a Stalled Ox and

Hatred Therewith (1870); No Tidings from the

Sea (1871), commissioned by Queen Victoria;

Winter (1871); A Milkmaid (1872); I am the

Resurrection and the Life (1872); Leaving Home
(1873), a railway-station scene, originally a drawing

in the Graphic, and also painted in water-colour

and exhibited later; Want: The Pawnbroker’s Shop

(1873); Deserted (1874); Her First-Born (1876);
Going Home (1877); Newgate: Committed for Trial

(1878); The Gifts of the Fairies (1879); Ordered to
the Front (1880); Home Again (1881), showing the
Guards’ return from the wars; and Did You Ever
Kill Anybody, Father? (1884). From about 1876
an increasing proportion of Mr. Holl’s pictures were
portraits, and latterly he was almost the leading
portrait painter of his day. His portrait of Sir

George Stephen is generally regarded as hiB best,

but that of Cousins, the engraver, though it did not
satisfy Cousins himself, is also a masterly produc-
tion. The best of his other portraits are those of

Major Graham, Captain Him, Sir Henry Rawlinson,
Sir Frederick (now Earl) Rolwrts, Lord Wolseley,
Lord Overatone, John Bright, Duke of Cleveland,

and Earl Spencer. Mr. Holl was elected an asso-

ciate of the Royal Academy in 1878, and in 1883 he
became a full Academician as well os an associate

of the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours.

He died in London on July 31, 1888, having ruined
his health by overwork. Mr. H oil’s preference for

sad and lugubrious subjects was constantly objected

to by critics; but though often slovenly in execution,

he showed real power and sympathy in depicting the
pathetic and the sorrowful. In portraiture he con-

fined himself almost entirely to men.
HOLLOWAY, Thomah, patent medicine pro-

prietor and founder of the Royal Holloway College

and Sanatorium, son of a warrant officer in the
militia who afterwards became an innkeeper, was
born at Devonport on Sept. 22, 1800. Educated
at Camborne and Penzance, he went, about 1828, to

London, where he afterwards engaged in business

as a merchant and commercial agent. About 1837
he began to sell his well-known ointment, and soon
afterwards he brought his pills before the notice of

the public. After encountering some early diffi-

culties, he ultimately succeeded in amassing a very

large fortune, which he partly devoted to benevolent

objects. He died at Tittenhurst, in Berkshire, on
Dec. 26, 1883. The Royal Holloway College for

Women, on the equipment and endowment of which
he expended about £800,000, was opened by Queen
Victoria on June 30, 1886. It contains a collection

of pictures valued at £100,000. Under the recent

scheme of reorganization the college is affiliated to

London University. Near it is the sanatorium

founded by him for the mentally afflicted of the

lower middle class, which also absorbed a large sum
of money.
HOLMFIRTH, a town of England, in the West

Riding of Yorkshire, on the river Home, 6 miles

south of Huddersfield, amid picturesque scenery.

Besides various places of worship, it has a town-

hall, volunteer drill-hall, and a technical institute.

Its chief manufacture is that of woollens. The
bursting of the Bilberry Reservoir, 3 miles above

the town, in 1852, caused the loss of eighty-one

lives. Pop. (1891), 9744; (1901), 8976.

HOLM-OAK, Quercus Ilex, a shrub-like tree,

native of the Mediterranean countries, with holly-

like leaves. In its native countries it attains a con-

siderable size and age, but in Britain it forms an

ornamental evergreen bush of from 20 to 30 feet

high, seldom becoming single-stemmed. See Oak.

HOLOFERNES. See Judith.

HOLOPTYCHIUS, a genus of fossil ganoid

fishes occurring in the upj>er old red sandstone.

The head was covered with large plates, and the

body with bony scales, rhombic or cycloid in form.

The jaws, besides being armed with numerous

sharp-pointed fish-teeth, were furnished with large

teeth of a conical form. See Geology.

HOLY GRASS, Uierochloe, a genus of odoriferous
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grasses belonging to the Phalaride®, and consisting

of several species spread over the cold parts of both
hemispheres. The H. borealis,

or northern holy-

grass, is found in Scotland, Iceland, and throughout
Northern Europe, Asia, and America, and occurs

also in New Zealand. It has its name from the

practice adopted in some parts of Germany of strew-

lug it before the doors of churches on festival days.

HOLY MAID OF KENT. See Barton,
Elizabeth.
HOLYOAKE, George Jacob, journalist, secu-

larist, and political agitator, was born at Birming-
ham on April 13, 1817. He received hiB education
at the Old Mechanics’ Institution of that city, and
he early became connected with the various ad-

vanced movements of which Birmingham was then
an important centre. In 1841 he was one of the

lecturers chosen to explain Rol>ert Owen's social

schemes, and next year he was imprisoned for six

months at Gloucester on a charge of atheism. He
supported the Chartist demands without associating

himself with the hostility of the Chartist leaders to

the Whigs, and he played an important part in the
j

agitation for the repeal of the corn -laws. He sub-

sequently in 1861 acted as secretary of the British

legion which was sent out to assist Garibaldi. He
was closely connected with the Society for Repeal-
ing the Taxes upon Knowledge, to whose efforts the

repeal of the paper duty and the Newspaper Stamp
Act was mainly due, and with the movement in

favour of secular affirmations which led to the pass-

ing of the Evidence Amendment Act of 1 869. Mr.
Holyoake is the founder of that form of purely ethi-

cal religion, without any theistic element, which is

known as Secularism. He was editor of the Rea-
soner from 1846 till 1866. His most valuable pub-

lished works deal with the history of the Co-opera-

tive movement in Great Britain. Among them are:

Thirty-three Years of Co-operation (1872; 2nd ed.

1883), republished in 1893 as History of the Roch-
dale Pioneers, 1844-1892; History of Co-operation

in England: its Literature and its Advocates (vol. i.

Pioneer Period (1812-44), 1875; vol. ii. Constructive

Period (1845-78), 1878); Self-Help One Hundred
Years Ago (1888; new ed. 1890), treating of various

schemes for promoting thrift among the poorer

classes at the end of the eighteenth century; The
Co-operative Movement To-day (1891), a useful,

short account of the history of co-operation; and
Jubilee History of the Leeds Co-operative Society

(1897). In 1881 he published a Life of Joseph
Rayner Stephens, preacher and political orator.

His numerous publications on secularism and allied

subjects are mainly of an ephemeral nature, among
the chief being The Logic of Death, The Logic of

Life, The Trial of Theism, and The Nature and
Origin of Secularism, showing that where free-

thought commonly ends secularism begins (1896).

Sixty Years of an Agitator’s Life (1892) is an in-

teresting autobiographical work, containing many
reminiscences of men and movements during the

strenuous period of the nineteenth century. Among
Mr. Holyoake’s other works are: A New Defence
of the Ballot; Reasoning from Facts, A Method
of Everyday Logic (1877); Among the Americans
(1881); and Public Speaking and Debate (1896).

HOLYOKE, a city of the United States, in

Hampdem county, Massachusetts, on the Connecti-

cut river, 8 miles north of Springfield. The river

here forms rapids and is crossed by a great dam,
thus supplying water power for the numerous paper-

mills and other industrial establishments, such as

cotton factories, woollen factories, &c. There is a
fine city hall in the town. Pop. (1880), 21,915;

<1890), 35,687. I

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE, a title which the
German Empire received in 962 when Otho L was
crowned at Rome by Pope John XII. It came to

an end when Francis II. became hereditary emperor
of Austria in 1804.

HOLY SEPULCHRE, Knights op the, an order
of knighthood founded by Godfrey of Bouillon,

1099, for the guardianship of the Holy Sepulchre
at Jerusalem, and for the protection of pilgrims.

It was revived by Pope Alexander VI., 1496, and
reorganized in 1847 and 1868.

HOLY SPIRIT PLANT, an orchidaceous plant
(Peristeria data) of Central America, known also as

the dove-plant
,
from the resemblance of the united

stamens and pistil of the flower to a dove hovering
with expanded wings, somewhat like the conven-
tional dove seen in artistic representations of the
Holy Ghost. It has a spike of almost globose,

sweet-scented flowers of a creamy white, dotted
with lilac on the base of the lip.

HOLY THURSDAY, Ascension-day, in the
Anglican Church, a movable feast, always falling on
tlie Thursday but one before Whitsuntide. In the

Roman Catholic Church it is the Thursday in Holy
Week. See Holy Week.
HOME DEPARTMENT, that department of

the executive government of Britain in which the
interior affairs of the country are regulated. It is

analogous to the ministry of the interior of other

countries
;

its head-quarters is the home-office, and
its chief is the home-secretary. This official is one
of the five secretaries of state of the British govern-

ment. He is responsible for the internal admini-
stration of justice, the maintenance of peace in the
country, the supervision of prisons, police, sanitary

affairs, &c. The secretary for the home department
is assisted by a parliamentary under-secretary and
a permanent under-secretary. See Secretary of
State.
HOMING PIGEON. See Carrier Pigeon.
HOMOIOUSIANS. See Homoousians.
HONAWAR, a seaport and chief town of the

North Kanara district, Bombay, on an estuary into

which the Gersoppa river falls, 90 miles south-south-

east of Goa. It has an important and growing
coasting trade. Pop. (1891), 6658.

HONEY-ANT, an ant (Myrmecocyctus mexicanus)
inhabiting Mexico, and living in communities in

subterranean galleries. In summer a certain num-
ber of these insects secrete a kind of honey in their

abdomens, which become so distended as to appear
like small pellucid grapes. Later in the season,

when food is scarce, these ants are devoured by the
others, and they are also dug up and eaten by the

inhabitants of the country.

HONEY-BADGER. See Ratel.
HONEY-GUIDE, a name given to the South

African cuckoos, of the genus Indicator, which by
their motions and cries conduct persons to the nests

of wild honey-bees.

HONEY-STONE. See Mkllite in Supp.

HONVED, the name applied to the Hungarian
militia.

HOOBLY. See Hubli in Supp.

HOOD, Thomas, generally known as Tom Hood,
miscellaneous writer, son of the celebrated humorist

of the Bame name, was bom at Wanstead, Essex,

on Jan. 19, 1835. He was educated first at a pri-

vate school, and afterwards at University College

School, and the grammar-school of Louth in Lincoln-

shire. He matriculated at Pembroke College,

Oxford, in 1858, with a view to a clerical career, but

left the university without taking a degree. He
edited the Liskeard Gazette in 1858-59, and from
1860 till 1865 he was a clerk in the accountant-
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general's department at the War Offioe. In 1865
he became editor of the comic paper called Fun.
His first separate publication was Pen and Pencil
Pictures (1857), and amonghis subsequent works
are: The Daughters of King l)aher, and other Poems
(1861); Quins and Cranks (1861); A Disputed In-

heritance: the Story of a Cornish Family (1863);
Vere Vereker’s Vengeance: A Sensation in Several

Paroxysms (1864) ;
Jingles and Jokes for the Little

Folks (1865); Captain Masters’s Children (1865),

his best novel; A Golden Heart (1867); The Lost
Link (1868); The Rules of Rhyme: A Practical

Guide to English Versification (1869), a work which
has gone through two later editions; Money’s Worth
(1870); Love and Valour (1871); and From No-
where to the North Pole (1874). From 1867 he
produced Tom Hood’s Comic Annual, and he also

edited many collections of anecdotes, readings, &c.

He died at Peckham Rye, Surrey, on Nov. 20, 1874.

A volume of his Favourite Poems, with a memoir
by his sister, Mrs. Broderip, was published in America
in 1877.

HOOK, Walter Farquhar, divine and ecclesi-

astical biographer, son of the Rev. James Hook,
latterly Dean of Worcester, and nephew of the

novelist, Theodore Edward Hook, was bom in Lon-
don on March 13, 1798. After attending schools at

Hertford and Tiverton he was about five years at

Winchester School, and in 1817 he entered Christ

Church, Oxford, whence he graduated os B.A. in

1821. He took orders in the latter year, and for

the following five years he was curate to his father

at Whippingham, in the Isle of Wight. Appointed
perpetual curate of Moseley, near Birmingham, in

1826, he was presented two years afterwards to the

living of Holy Trinity, Coventry, and in 1837 he

was elected vicar of Leeds, where he did an immense
amount of work on behalf of the church. In 1859

he became dean of Chichester, and in that town he

died on Oct. 20, 1875. Dean Hook was never for-

mally connected with the Tractarinns, but his sym-

pathies were with the high church movement which

they represented. Though a Tory in politics, he

warmly supported the Ten Hours Bill, the movement
in favour of early closing, and other schemes aiming

at improvement in the condition of the working-

classes. Hook’s chief literary work is his Lives of

the Archbishops of Canterbury, which was published

in twelve volumes between 1860 and 1876. The first

volume deals with the period 597-1070 (Augustine

to Stigand) ;
the second with 1070-1229 (Lanfranc

to Langton); the third with 1229-1333 (Grant to

Mapeham) ;
the fourth with 1333-1408 (Stratford

to Arundel) ; the fifth with 1408-1503 (Chicheley

to Dean); the sixth and seventh with 1503-56

(Warham and Cranmer); the eighth with 1556-58

(Pole)
;
the ninth with 1558-75 (Parker) ;

tne tenth

with 1575-1633 (Grindal to Abbott)
;
the eleventh

with 1633-63 (Laud and Juxon)
;
and the twelfth

contains an index to the whole work. His Church

Dictionary, originally published in 1842, has under-

gone extensive alteration in subsequent editions,

and the fourteenth edition (1887) was revised and

in great part re-written by the Rev. Walter Hook
and the Rev. W. R. W. Stephens. Another im-

portant lexicographical work by Dean Hook is a

Dictionary of Ecclesiastical Biography (8 vols.

1845-52). His other works comprise: The Last

Days of our Lord’s Ministry (1832), a series of

lectures; Five Sermons preached before the Uni-

versity of Oxford (1837) ;
Sermons on Various Sub-

jects (2 vols. 1841-42); Three Reformations: Lu-

theran—Roman—Anglican (1847) ;
Sermons on the

Miracles (2 vols. 1847-48) ; Sermons on the Ordin-

ances of the Church (1847) ; Discourses bearing on

the Controversies of the Present Day (1853) ; and
The Christian Taught by the Church Services

(1865). In 1876 his son, Rev. Walter Hook, edited

a collection of his sermons in two volumes, entitled

The Church and her Ordinances. His Life and
Letters appeared in 1878 (2 vols.; new ed. 1896),

under the editorship of Rev. W. R. W. Stephens.

HOOKER, Sir Joseph Dalton, botanist, only

surviving son of Sir William Jackson Hooker, the

distinguished botanist, was bom at Halesworth,

Suffolk, on June 30, 1817. Three years after his

birth his father removed to Glasgow to take up the

post of regius professor of botany in the university,

and in consequence he was educated in that city,

first at the High School and afterwards at the Uni-
versity, where he graduated as M.D. in 1839. He
accompanied Sir James Clark Ross’s Antarctic ex-

pedition of 1839-43 as assistant-surgeon and natural-

ist, and in 1847 he published an account of its

botanical results in two splendid volumes, entitled

The Botany of the Antarctic Voyage of H.M.
Discovery Ships Erebus and Terror in the years

1 839-43. After a year’s service os botanist to the

Geological Survey of Great Britain he went to India

in 1847, in order to investigate the botany of part

of the Himalayan region. In 1848 and 1849 he
published several preliminary reports of his obser-

vations, and in 1854, three years after his return

to England, he issued his Himalayan Journals, or

Notes of a Naturalist in Bengal, the Sikkim and
Nepal Himalayas, the Khasia Mountains, &c. (2 vols.)

During his journey he and a companion. Dr. Camp-
bell, were imprisoned for a time in 1849 by the

Rajah of Sikkim, and this event was the immediate
cause of the assertion of British authority over the

small Himalayan state. In his work on the Rhodo-
dendrons of the Sikkim Himalaya (1849) he first

introduced to the notice of European gardeners

many splendid and now familiar species of these

favourite shru bs. He travelled in Syria and Palestine

in 1860, and in 1871 he set sail for Morocco with

Mr. John Ball, F.R.S. In May of that year he

and his companions reached the summits of the

Great Atlas, which till then had never been trodden

by any European foot, and about a month later he
returned to England with a splendid collection of

the plants of Morocco. A record of this journey is

contained in the work written by him and Mr. Ball,

Journal of a Tour in Marocco and the Great Atlas,

with an Appendix, including a Sketch of the Geology

of Marocco by G. Maw (1879). He travelled in the

Rocky Mountains and California in 1877. In 1855

he was appointed assistant to his father in the

directorship of Kew Gardens, and on his father’s

death in 1865 he succeeded him as director. He
retired in 1885, and was succeeded by his son-in-law,

Sir William T. Thiselton-Dyer. His presidential

address before the British Association at its Norwich

meeting in 1868 gave rise to some controversy be-

cause of the complete adhesion expressed in it to the

views recently propounded by Charles Darwin. He
was president of the Royal Society during the five

years 1873-1878. Among his other works are the

following: Introductory Essay to the Flora of New
Zealand (3853); Introductory Essay to the Flora

Indica (1855), with Thomas Thomson ;
Flora Nova*

Zealand® (two parts, 1853-55); The Flora of Tas-

mania (1856-60); On the Flora of Australia: its

Origin, Affinities, Distribution, &c. (1859); Hand-

book to the Flora of New Zealand (two parts, 1864-

1867); Genera Plantarum (8 vols. 1862-83), in

collaboration with George Bentham, an epoch-mak-

ing revision of the natural system of classification

;

The Student’s Flora of the British Islands (1870;

new ed. 1883), an excellent and popular work;
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The Distribution of the North American Flora

(1878); and the great Flora of British India (six

vols. 1875-97). He has also issued a new edition

(1887) of his friend Bentham’s Handbook of the

British Flora. He is joint-editor with B. D. Jack-
son of the Index Kewensis (1893-94), a dictionary

of the names of all known flowering plants, with
author’s names, synonyms, native countries, &c.,

based on a plan proposed by Charles Darwin, and
published out of a fund left by him for the purpose.

Appointed a Companion of the Bath in 1869, he
was created K.O.S.I. in 1877, and G.C.S.I. in 1897.

He has had several honorary degrees conferred upon
him, and has been awarded the Royal Medal (1854),

the Copley Medal (1887), and the Darwin Medal
(1892) of the Royal Society, the Founders’ Medal
(1884) of the Royal Geographical Society, the Albert
Medal (1883) of the Society of Arts, and the medals
of the Linnaean Society (1888) and the Manchester
Philosophical Society (1898). He is a corresponding
member of the Institute of France.

HOOP-ASH (Celtis crassifolia ), an American tree

of the order Urticacese, found in the forests of Ohio
and in the Western States. It is a fine tree, attains

a height of 80 feet, and is employed for charcoal.

Its fruit is round, and in size nearly equal to a pea.

See Hackberry and Nkttlk-trek.
HOOSAC TUNNEL, the longest railway tunnel

in America, in the western part of Massachusetts,
on the railway from Boston to Troy, N.Y. It

pierces the Hoosac Mountain, the summit range ex-

tending southward through Massachusetts from the

Green Mountains of Vermont. It is 4| miles long,

and has a double line of rails. It was opened in

1875, after having been several times abandoned.
HOP-CLOVER (Trifolium procumbens), a plant

of the order Leguminosae, distinguished from other

species of clover by its bunch of yellow flowers,

which wither to the bright brown of a strobile of

hops. See Clover.
HOR (Jebel Haroun), a mountain of Arabia

Petraea, south-east of Palestine, forming part of the

range of Seir or Edom, and the scene of the death
of Aaron

;
height, 4800 feet. See Edom.

HORNE, Richard Henry (or Richard Hengist
Horne, as he called himself after his return from
Australia), poet and miscellaneous author, was born
in London on Jan. 1, 1803, and was educated at the

Royal Military College, Sandhurst, with a view to

entering the military service of the East India Com-
pany. Before receiving an appointment, however,
he joined the Mexican navy and served throughout
the war against Spain, being present at the siege of

Vera Cruz and the capture of San Juan de Ulloa.

On the conclusion of the war he was prostrated for

a time by yellow fever, and after his recovery he
travelled in the United States, visiting several Indian
encampments. Near the Falls of Niagara he acci-

dentally broke two of his ribs, and soon afterwards
he was shipwrecked in the Gulf of St Lawrence.
This chequered period of his career was fittingly

closed by the return voyage from Nova Scotia, during
which the crew mutinied and the ship afterwards
took fire. In 1828 he began his literary career by
contributing to the Athenaeum a poem entitled

Hecatompylos, but his first separate publication was
the Exposition of the False Medium and Barriers ex-

cluding Men of Genius from the Public (1833). In
the following year appeared his Spirit of Peers and
People : a National Tragicomedy, and in 1836-37 he
edited the Monthly Repository. In 1 837 he pub-
lished his first drama, Cosmo de’ Medici : an His-
torical Tragedy (new ed. with other poems, 1875),
and in the same year he issued a one-act tragedy,

The Death of Marlowe. Gregory VII. : A Tragedy,

was published in 1840, with an introductory Essay
on Tragic Influence. He was associated with Leigh
Hunt, Miss Barrett, and others in producing The
Poems of Geoffrey Chaucer Modernized (1841).
During the next two years he was occupied as a
member of the Royal Commission on the Employ-
ment of Children and Young Persons in Mines and
Factories, whose report called forth Miss Barrett’s
well-known Cry of the Children. In 1848 he pub-
lished Orion, an Epic Poem in Ten Books, which
went through six editions in the year of its publi-

cation. The first three editions were sold at one
farthing per copy, in sarcastic appeal to an unpoetic
ublic. A New Spirit of the Age (1844), in which
e co-operated with Mrs. Browning and Robert

Bell, consisted of a large number of appreciations of

distinguished contemporaries. In 1852 he accom-
panied William Howitt to Australia, where he was
appointed successively commander of the gold escort

of Victoria, commissioner of crown lands for the
gold-fields, magistrate at the Blue Mountains, water
supply commissioner, and registrar of mines. His
Australian experiences furnished material for his

Australian Facts and Prospects (1859). Under the
impression that the government of Victoria had not
treated him fairly, he returned to England in 1869.

From 1874 till the end of his life he was in receipt

of a civil list pension. He died at Margate on
March 13, 1884. In addition to the works above
enumerated the following should be mentioned:
.ludas Iscariot: A Miracle Play, in Two Acts (1848),

republished in a volume of Bible Tragedies in 1881

;

The Dreamer and the Worker : a Story of the

Present Time (1851); Prometheus the Fire-Bringer

(1864), a lyrical drama
;
The South-Sea Sisters : A

Lyric Masque (1866), written to celebrate the open-

ing of the Intercolonial Exhibition of Australasia;

The Great Peace-Maker: A Submarine Dialogue

(1872), a |>oem on the laying of the Dover-Calais
cable

;
Laura Dibalzo, or the Patriot Martyrs: a

Tragedy (1880); King Nihil’s Round Table, or The
Regicide’s Symposium: A Dramatic Scene (1881);
The Last Words of Cleanthes : a Poem (1883),

and Sithron the Star-Stricken : translated from an
ancient Arabic manuscript, by Salem ben Uzair, of

Bassora (1883), a curious anonymous work.
HORNED-HORSE, the gnu (which see).

HORNED-POUT. See Cat-fish in Supp.

HORNED-TOAD, a name given to a genus of

spiny-scaled lizards (Phrynosoma ), of toad-like ap-

pearance, found in America west of the Mississippi.

HORNSEY, a northern suburb of London, form-

ing an urban district by itself and giving name to

one of the parliamentary divisions of Middlesex.

Pop. (1901) of urban district, 72,056; of pari. div.

111,453.

HORSE, Master of the, one of the great officers

of the British Court. He has the management
of all the royal stables and bred horses, with

authority over all the equerries and pages, coach-

men, footmen, grooms, &c. In state cavalcades he
rides next behind the sovereign.

HORSE-LATITUDES, a space in the Atlantic

Ocean between the westerly winds of higher latitudes

and the trade-winds, notorious for baffling winds and
tedious calms.

HORSE-MACKEREL. See Blue-fish in Supp.

and Scad.
HORSE-RADISH TREE, an Indian tree (Mo-

ringa pterygosperma), of an order very closely allied

toLeguminosae, having pinnate leaves and long three-

valved pod-like capsules, from which an oil called

ben-oil is obtained. The fresh root has a pungent
odour and warm taste, much like that of a home-
radish. See Ben, Oil of, in Supp.
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HOSHANGABAD, chief town and head-quarters
of district of the same name, Central Provinces of
India, on the Nerbudda, connected by rail with
Bhopal, &c. It is a chief seat of the British piece-
goods trade, and does business in cotton, grain, &c.
Pop. (1891), 13,495. The district is in the Ner-
budda division, and has an area of 4594 square
miles, and a pop. (1891) of 629,945.

HOSHIARPUR, chief town and seat of adminis-
tration of the district of same name, Punjab, India,
about 5 miles from the foot of the Siwalik Hills.

Pop. (1891), 21,552. The district is in the Jaland-
har division, and has an area of 2244 square miles,

and a pop. (1891) of 1,011,659.

HOSMER, Harriet, American sculptor, was
bom at Watertown, Massachusetts, on Oct. 6, 1830.
She early showed skill as a modeller in clay, and
consequently, after receiving a general education in

Lenox, Massachusetts, she studied anatomy in a
medical college at St. Louis. Her first work, a
reduced copy of Canova’s Napoleon, was followed
by an ideal head of Hesper (1852). She went to

Rome in 1852 and studied under John Gibson, the
English sculptor. About this period she produced
ideal busts of Daphne and Medusa, and in 1855 she
completed her first life-size figure, (Enone. To the
same year belongs Puck, which gained her a great
reputation among her own countrymen, and next
year she executed a Will-o'-the-Wisp. The statue

of Beatrice Cenci which adorns the public library of

St. Louis was finished in 1857, and her colossal

statue of Zenobia in 1859. Her next work was a

statue of T. H. Benton, the Missouri statesman, a

bronze cast of which was erected in Lafayette
Park, St. Louis. Her other works include: Sleeping

Fawn, exhibited at Dublin in 1865 and at Paris in

1867
;
a statue of the Queen of Naples as the

Heroine of Gaeta; a monument to Abraham Lin-

coln; and Waking Fawn. Miss Hosmer has much
technical skill, but lacks creative genius. She has
devised some new processes in connection with her

art, especially one for converting the ordinary lime-

stone of Italy into marble.

HOTTENTOT’S BREAD. See Elephant’h-
poot in Supp.
HOUGHTON, Richard Monckton Milneh,

first Baron, poet and miscellaneous writer, only

son of Robert Pemberton Milnes, of Fryston Hall,

near Wakefield, was bom in London on June 19,

1809. He received his earlier education partly at

a school near Doncaster and partly under private

teachers, and in 1827 he matriculated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, where he was intimate with

Thackeray and Tennyson, and had Thirlwall as

his tutor. After graduating in 1831 he studied at

University College, London. He travelled in Ger-

many, Italy, and Greece, his companion on his

journey through the last-mentioned country being

Christopher Wordsworth, brother of the great poet.

He returned to England in 1836, and soon became
a prominent member of the most distinguished

London society. He was returned to parliament in

1837 as member for Pontefract in the Conservative

interest, but he never played any important part in

politics, and from 1846 he supported the Liberal

party. He frequently visited the Continent, where

he made the acquaintance of many of the leading

actors in the stirring events of European politics in

the middle of last century. On his return from

Paris in 1848 he published a letter to Lord Lans-

downe, which gave rise to much warm controversy

because of his strongly-expressed sympathy with the

Italian patriots ana the other continental liberals.

In 1868 he was raised to the peerage by the title

Baron Houghton of Great Houghton. He acted as

Vol. VII.

president of the group of liberal arts at the Paris
Exhibition of 1867, and in 1869 he attended the
ceremony at the opening of the Suez Canal as

representative of the Royal Geographical Society.

He visited America in 1875, ana formed the per-

sonal acquaintance of the distinguished group of

authors then living in New England. He died at

Vichy, in France, on Aug. 11, 1885. He was a
fellow of the Royal Society, and received several

honorary degrees and other marks of distinction.

Lord Houghton was a man of wide sympathies and
a generous patron of literature, but he was essen-

tially a dilettante, and produced no original works
of much permanent value. Among the literary men
who were generously assisted by him were Thomas
Hood, at the end of his life, and David Gray.
Lord Houghton’s published works include the

following: Memorials of a Tour in Some Parts of

Greece, chiefly Poetical (1834); Poems of Many
Years (1838); Memorials of a Residence on the
Continent, and Historical PoemB (1838); Memorials
of Many Scenes (1840); Poetry for the People, and
other Poems (1840); One Tract More, by a Layman
(1841), a pamphlet in favour of tractarianism

;

PoemB, Legendary and Historical (1844) ;
Palm

Leaves (1844), poems inspired by a tour in Egypt
and the Levant, in which he attempts to give

expression to the finer spirit of Mohammedan-
ism; Life, Letters, and Literary Remains of John
Keats (1848), containing the memoir, which was
afterwards prefixed in an abridged form to his

edition of Keats’s poems (1854); and Monographs,
Personal and Social (1873), comprising sketches of

celebrated persons whom he had known. In 1875
he edited a collection of Peacock’s novels, and in

the following year appeared a collected edition of

his own poetical works in two volumes. See the

Life, Letters, and Friendships of Richard Monckton
Milnes, first Lord Houghton (1890), by T. W. Reid.

—His only son, Robert Offley Ashburton Ckewe-
Milnes, born in 1858, was lord-lieutenant of Ireland

in 1892-95, and in the latter year was created Earl
of Crewe. In 1899 he married the youngest
daughter of the Earl of Rosebery. He has pub-
lished a volume of Stray Verses (1890).

HOUND’S-TONGUE. See Cynoglossum in

Supp.
HOUR-CIRCLE. See Globe.
HOUSEHOLD SUFFRAGE, suffrage based on

the occupancy of a house or a distinct part of a
house for not less than a year. In Britain it was
established in boroughs by the Reform Act of 1867,

and extended to the counties in 1884. Lodgers
occupying lodgings which would let unfurnished for

£10 a year are also entitled to rank under this

suffrage.

HOUSEMAID’S KNEE, an acute inflammation

of the bursa or sac between the knee-pan and the

skin, so called because it is common amongst house-

maids from their kneeling on hard damp stones.

It is treated like all other local inflammations by
fomentations, and, if necessary, leeches. Mild pur-

gatives are also useful, and the limb ought to have

complete rest.

HOVAS, a native race of Madagascar (which see).

HOWELLS, William Dean, American author,

was bom at Martin’s Ferry, Belmont county, Ohjo,

on March 1, 1837. About 1840 his father, who
was a printer, went to Hamilton in the same
state, where he bought a weekly journal called the

Intelligencer, and in the office of this paper young

Howells learned tvpe-setting. Removing in 1849

to Dayton, his father conducted a daily newspaper

for a time with the assistance of his sons, but it

proved unsuccessful, and in 1851 we find Howells
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working as a compositor in Columbus. In 1856 he
became Columbus correspondent of the Cincinnati
Gazette, and two years afterwards he was appointed
news editor of the Ohio State Journal. About this

time he began to contribute poems to the Atlantic

Monthly, and in 1860 he issued a Life of Abraham
Lincoln. The proceeds of this work enabled him
to visit Montreal and Boston, and in the latter city

he made the acquaintance of Lowell and Holmes.
Prom 1861 to 1865 he resided in Venice as United
States consul, occupying his leisure in mastering
Italian and French. Soon after his return appeared
a series of papers under the title Venetian Life

(1866; new ed. 1891), followed next year by a
similar volume, Italian Journeys. After his return
to the United States he obtained a position on the

editorial staff of the New York Tribune, and be-

came a salaried contributor to the Nation. He was
assistant-editor of the Atlantic Monthly during the
period 1866-72, and editor-in-chief from 1872 till

his resignation in 1881. In 1886-92 he conducted
the critical department of Harper’s Monthly called

The Editor’s Study. The realist tendency predomi-
nates in most of his novels and stories, the long
series of which began with Their Wedding Journey,
published in 1871, and includes: A Chance Ac-
quaintance (1874); A Foregone Conclusion (1875);
The Lady of the Aroostook (1879); The Undis-
covered Country (1880); Doctor Breen’s Practice

(1882); A Modem Instance (1882); A Woman’s
Reason (1883); The Rise of Silas Lapham (1885);
Indian Summer (1886); The Minister’s Charge
(1886); April Hopes (1887); A Hazard of New
Fortunes (1889); The Shadow of a Dream (1890);
An Imperative Duty (1892) ;

The Quality of Mercy
(1892); The World of Chance (1893); The Coast
of Bohemia (1893); A Traveller from Altruria

(1894), in which the novelist's main purpose is to

give glimpses into an ideal Socialist commonwealth;
The Landlord at Lion’s Head (1897); An Open-
Eyed Conspiracy (1898) ; The Story of a Play

(1898); Ragged Lady (1899); and Their Silver

Wedding Journey (1900), with the same hero and
heroine as his first novel and some later ones. Mr.
Howells has also written some farces and comedies,

including The Parlor-Car (1876); A Counterfeit

Presentment (1877); The Sleeping-Car (1883); The
Register (1884); The Elevator (1885); A Sea
Change (1888); A Letter of Introduction (1897);
Five o'Clock Tea (1897); The Mouse-Trap (1897);

The Unexpected Guests (1898); and The Albany
Depdt (1898); and he has issued the following

volumes of verse: Poems of Two Friends (1860), in

collaboration with J. J. Piatt; No Love Lost: A
Romance of Travel (1868) ; and Poems (1873). His
other works include Suburban Sketches (1871);

Life of, and Essays on Alfieri (1877); Three Vil-

lages (1884); Tuscan Cities (1885); Modem Italian

Poets: Essays and Versions (1887); Criticism and
Fiction (1891); and Impressions and Experiences

(1896), an autobiographical work. In 1877 no edited

a series of Choice Autobiographies in eight volumes,

with introductory essays. As a novelist Mr. Howells
is chiefly distinguished for his accurate and search-

ing psychological analysis and his charming style.

His novels seldom have any plot of importance, but
the characters are clearly and vividly drawn.
HOWRAH, a town of India, on the right bank

of the Hugli, opposite Calcutta, of which it is prac-

tically a suburb, and with which it communicates by
a floating bridge. It is an important railway ter-

minus, has large dockyards, jute and saw mills, and
various manufactories. Pop. (1891), 116,606; (1901),

157,847.

v HOYLAKE, a rising English watering-place, in

north-west Cheshire, on the Wirral peninsula at the
entrance of the estuary of the Dee. Besides its

celebrated golf-links it has various other attractions
for visitors; and a considerable fishery iB carried on,

partly by trawlers. Pop. (1891), 6545; (1901), 10,911.

HUBLI, chief town of a sub-division of the same
name in Dh4rw4r district, Bombay Presidency, 274
miles south-east of Poona. It has a large trade in

cotton, silk goods, copper vessels, grain, salt, &c.

Pop. (1891), 52,595.

HUCKLEBERRY, an American name for the
whortleberry (which see).

HUCKNALL TORKARD, a town of England,
in Nottinghamshire, about 6 miles north by west of

Nottingham. In the parish church of St. Mary
Magdalene the body of Lord Byron lies buried, with
other members of the family. There are two other
churches, various chapels, a public hall, free library,

&c. Coal-mining and other industries are carried

on. Pop. (1891), 13,094; (1901), 15,250.

HUGGINS, Sir William, one of the founders of

the new branch of astronomy known as astrophysics,

was born in London on Feb. 7, 1824. He received

liia earlier education in the City of London School,

on leaving which he continued his studies in classics,

mathematics, modern languages, and especially phy-
sics and chemistry, under private tutors. For a
time he devoted himself to the study of animal and
vegetable physiology with the aid of the microscope,

and in 1852 he was elected a member of the Micro-
scopical Society. In 1856 he erected an observatory

at Tulse Hill, in north-eastern Surrey, a few miles

south of London, and during the three succeeding
years he went through the ordinary routine work of

an astronomical observer. From the first, however,
he sought to leave the beaten tracts of astronomy;
and when in 1859 Professor Kirchhoff of the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg announced the true interpre-

tation of the dark Fraunhofer lines in the solar

spectrum, he at once saw the possibility of using
his practical knowledge of chemistry and physics in

the service of astronomy. With Dr. W. A. Miller,

Professor of Chemistry at King’s College, London,
ho at once set about the the task of constructing a
star-spectroscope. The two friends then began the

observation of stellar spectra with a view to ascer-

taining the physico-chemical structure of the stars.

Their first results were communicated to the Royal
Society in 1863, in a preliminary note On the Lines
of Some of the Fixed Stars, in which they furnished

diagrams of the spectra of Sirius, Betelgeux, and
Aldebaran, and stated that they had up till that

time examined the spectra of some forty stars and
of the planets Jupiter and Mars. In that year also

they attempted to obtain photographs of the spectra

of Sirius and Capella, but the photographic methods
then available were found ill adapted to celestial

work, and the attempt was therefore abandoned for

the time. A full statement of their results was
read before the Royal Society in 1864, the essence

of the statement being, in Huggins’s own words,

that the chemistry of the solar system prevails,

essentially at least, wherever a star twinkles. Dr.

Miller, owing to the pressure of other duties, then

ceaBed from co-operating with Mr. Huggins, so that

the distinction of bringing the nebulee and the

comets within the domain of chemistry belongs to

the latter alone. In August 1864 he directed his

star - spectroscope towards a planetary nebula in

Draco, and found its spectrum to be a monochro-

matic one, thus proving that the nebula consists of

a luminous gas, and unexpectedly verifying Her
schel’s prophetic Burmise of the existencem space of

a widely-diffused shining fluid ‘more fit to produce a

star by its condensation than to depend on the star
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for its existence \ In 1868 he was able to announce
to the Royal Society the results of his first measure-
ments of the motion of stars in the line of sight.

These measurements depended on the observation
and measurement of minute displacements of lines in

the stellar spectra, and they have since been carried

out with extreme accuracy by other astronomers,
notably Professor Vogel in Germany. By enabling
us to detect and measure such movements, formerly
regarded as eternally beyond our ken, the astro-

physicist has immensely increased the resources of

sidereal astronomy, and opened up the possibility of

comprehending something of the plan of the sidereal

universe. He began his observations of comet
spectra with that of Winnecke’s comet in 1868, and
soon convinced himself that the main portion of its

light proceeded from glowing hydrocarbons, a result

also obtained by himself and others in the case of

many other comets. In 1868-69 Mr. Huggins made
spectroscopic observations of the solar prominences,
and in 1882-83 he was engaged in attempts, as yet
only partially successful, to obtain photographs of

the solar corona without an eclipse. About 1876 he
resumed his abandoned efforts to photograph stellar

spectra, using the gelatine dry plate process then
recently introduced, and this time he was com-
pletely successful. His photographs of the invisible

ultra-violet portions of stellar spectra have proved
of the utmost value, for from them we have gained
a more complete knowledge of the hydrogen spec-

trum than terrestrial observations had previously

furnished, and they provide the only reliable data
for determining the relative ages of the stars. He
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society in 1865,

and was awarded by that body a Royal Medal
(1866), the Rumford Medal (1880), and the Copley
Medal. He and Dr. Miller in 1867 received the

Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society for

their spectroscopic researches, and in 1885 ho was
awarded the medal a second time in recognition of

the value of his subsequent researches. He has also

received many distinctions from foreign countries.

He delivered the Rede lecture at Cambridge in

1869, was president of the Royal Astronomical
Society in 1876-78, presided over the Cardiff meet-

ing of the British Association in 1891, and in 1900

succeeded Lord Lister as President of the Royal
Society. In 1897 he was created a Knight Com-
mander of the Bath. Various honorary degrees

have been conferred upon him. In 1875 he married

Miss Margaret Murray of Dublin, a lady of con-

siderable scientific attainments who has assisted him
in his later work. In 1900 they were associated in

the production of a valuable Atlas of Representative

Stellar Spectra, together with a Discussion of the

Evolutional Order of the Stars and the Interpretation

of their Spectra. See the introduction to that work,

and also Sir William Huggins’s article in the Nine-

teenth Century of June 1897, entitled The New
Astronomy : A Personal Retrospect.

HUGHES, David Edward, inventor of the

printing telegraph and other electrical instruments,

was born in London on May 16, 1831, and when
very young went with his parents to the United
States. He was educated at the college of Bards-

town in Kentucky, where he was appointed at the

age of nineteen professor of music. Four years

later he exchanged this post for the chair of natural

philosophy in the same pollege, and in 1855 he

patented his first important invention, that of the

well - known printing telegraph which bears his

name. It was at once adopted in America, but his

efforts to introduce it into England were unsuccess-

ful, and he consequently went to France in 1860 to

secure its adoption by the government of that coun-
J

try. After extended trials by experts he had the
satisfaction of seeing it introduced on all the main
French lines in 1861. * In 1862 Napoleon III. created

Frof. Hughes a Knight of the Legion of Honour,
and gave him an appointment on the Telegraph

Commission. The success of his invention was now
assured, and by 1876 practically every European
country had adopted the Hughes telegraph. In
1878 he announced to the Royal Society his inven-

tion of the microphone, an ingenious instrument
which not only transmits sound, but magnifies faint

sounds so as to make them distinctly audible. The
microphone is now in universal use os a transmitter
to the telephone. Another important invention was
completed by Frof. Hughes in 1879, that of the in-

duction balance, and in 1880 he was elected a fellow

of the Royal Society. He has read many papers on
electrical subjects before that society, and in 1885
he was awarded one of its Royal Medals. The
Society of Arts expressed its sense of the commer-
cial and industrial importance of his inventions by
presenting their Albert Medal to him in 1897. He
died in London on Jan. 22, 1900.

HUGHES, Thomas, English judge, author, and
philanthropist, was lx>rnon Oct. 20, 1823, at Uffing-

ton, Berkshire, where his grandfather was vicar.

Educated at Twyford, near Winchester, and at

Rugby under Dr. Arnold, he proceeded to Oriel

College, Oxford, whence he graduated in 1845, He
was called to the bar at Lincoln’s Inn in 1848, took

silk in 1869, and was appointed a county court judge
in 1882. He represented Lambeth in the House of

Commons from 1865 to 1868 as an advanced Liberal,

and during the six years 1868-74 he sat for Frome.
He was deeply interested in the well-being of the

working-classes, and devoted much of his time to

the support of the co-operative movement and other

social schemes of a similar kind. He assisted F. D.
Maurice and other Christian Socialists in founding
the Working Men’s College in London, and he took
an active part in the anti-gambling crusade. As an
author, Thomas Hughes is l>est known by his first

work, Tom Brown’s School Days, by an Old Boy,
published in 1856, which has gone through many
editions and been translated into several languages.

Its sequel, Tom Brown at Oxford (1861), has not
proved so popular. He wrote many other works of

various kinds, including : The Scouring of the White
Horse : or The Long Vacation Ramble of a London
Clerk (1858), an account of Berkshire Life; Religio

Laici (1861), republished in 1868 under the title

A Layman’s Faith
;
Alfred the Great (1869) ; Me-

moir of a Brother (1873), a well-written, touching
account of the life of his brother

;
The Old Church.

What shall we do with it? (1878), an able argument
against the disestablishment of the Church of Eng-
land ; The Manliness of Christ (1879) ; Rugby,
Tennessee (1881), an account of English settlements

there; Memoir of Daniel Macmillian (1882), an ex-

cellent account of the founder of the well-known
publishing firm of Macmillan & Oo.; James Fraser,

second Bishop of Manchester: A Memoir (1887),

a sympathetic biography of a close friend; David
Livingstone (1889); and Vacation Rambles (1895).

He was joint-editor with E. Vansittart Neale of a

Manual for Co-operators (1881, 2nd ed. 1888), and
he issued an edition of J. Russell Lowell’s Poetical

Works, with an introduction, in 1891. In 1885 he

edited a work entitled Gone to Texas: Letters from

Our Boys, containing an account of the experiences

of his sons, who had settled in Texas. He died

rather suddenly at Brighton on March 22, 1896.

HULL, Edward, geologist, was bom at Antrim,

Ireland, on May 21, 1829, being the son of a curate

who afterwards became vicar of Wickhambrook in
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Suffolk. He received his earlier education in a
school at Edgeworthstown, and afterwards entered

Trinity College, Dublin, where he graduated in 1850.

He studied geology in Dublin under Prof. Oldham,
and through the influence of his teacher he obtained

an appointment on the staff of the Geological Survey
of Great Britain. After seventeen years’ service

he was appointed district-surveyor to the Scottish

survey, and in 1869, on the death of Prof. Jukes,

he became director of the geological survey of Ire-

land, and professor of geology in the Royal College

of Science, Dublin. He retired from both these

posts in 1890, after having superintended a complete
survey of northern Ireland and a revision of the

formations in a large part of southern Ireland, with
a view to bringing their arrangement into harmony
with that of the British formations. In 1883 Prof.

Hull was chosen by the Committee of the Palestine

Exploration Fund to conduct a scientific expedition

to Arabia Petraea and Southern Palestine. The
general results of his investigations during this

journey are contained in his work entitled Mount
Seir, Sinai, and Western Palestine (1885), and fresh

light was thrown upon the geology of the district in

his Memoir on the Physical Geology and Geography
of Arabia Petrsea, Palestine, and adjoining Districts

(1886). He visited Egypt in 1893 for the purpose
of making geological observations in the Nile valley.

He gave important evidence before the Royal Com-
mission which inquired about 1870 into the possi-

bility of exhaustion of the coal-fields of the United
Kingdom, and he drew up the part of the Com-
mission’s report which dealt with the coal-fields of

Ireland. Among his remaining published works
the following are the most important: The Coal-

fields of Great Britain: their History, Structure,

and Resources (1865; 4th ed. 1881); A Treatise

on the Building and Ornamental Stones of Great
Britain and Foreign Countries (1872) ;

The Physical

Geology and Geography of Ireland (1878; 2nd ed.

1891) ;
Contributions to the Physical History of the

British Isles (1882); A Sketch of Geological History,

being the Natural History of the Earth and of its

Pre-human Inhabitants (1887); Text -book of

Physiography, or Physical Geography (1888); Vol-

canoes, Past and Present (1892) ;
and Our Coal

Resources at the Close of the Nineteenth Century
(1897). Prof. Hull was elected a fellow of the

Geological Society of London in 1855, and of the

Royal Society in 1867. He was president of the

Royal Geological Society of Ireland in 1873, and
from 1874 till 1877 he was one of the examiners in

geology to the University of London. In 1879
Glasgow University conferred upon him the honorary
degree of LL.D.
HULLAH, John Pyke, musical composer, of

Huguenot descent, was bom at Worcester on June
27, 1812. At an early age he went to London with

his parents, and in 1829 he began the study of the

pianoforte, vocal music, and composition under
William Horsley. In 1833 he entered the Royal
Academy of Music. His first important comjjosition,

an opera entitled The Village Coquettes, of which
the words were by Charles Dickens, was successfully

produced at St. James’s Theatre in 1836. The two
operas, The Barbers of Bassora (1837) and the Out-
post (1838), with which he sought to follow up his

first success, were failures, and in consequence he
ceased altogether to write operatic music. During
a visit to Paris in 1839 he ticame acquainted with
Wilhem’s method of teaching singing, and in 1840
he began to teach muBic in accordance with it at

the recently -opened Battersea training college for

teachers. Early in 1841 he opened classes in Exeter
Hall for the instruction in vocal music of school-

masters and the general public, and from 1849 he
continued them in St. Martin’s Hall, which had
been specially built for him by his friends and sup-
porters. His classes were remarkably successful

despite much adverse criticism of his method of

teaching, and during the twenty years of their con-

tinuance he organized many excellent concerts with
the aid of his senior pupils. Destruction by fire of

St. Martin’s Hall in 1860 brought them to an abrupt
conclusion. In 1858 he had succeeded his former
teacher Horsley as organist at the Charterhouse,
and in 1861 he delivered a series of lectures at the
Royal Institution on the history of modem music.

He was an unsuccessful candidate for the Reid pro-

fessorship of music in Edinburgh University in 1865,

but in 1872 he received the appointment of musical
inspector of training schools for the United King-
dom. He conducted the Philharmonic concerts at

Edinburgh in 1866-67, and those of the Royal
Academy of Music during 1870-73. He also held
professorships in King’s College, Queen’s College,

and Bedford College. In 1876 he received the
honorary degree of LL.D. from the University of

Edinburgh. He died in London on Feb. 21, 1884.

Dr. Hullah’s best-known compositions are songs, of

which several, such as The Sands of Dee, Three
Fishers, The Storm, and O that We Two were May-
ing, have become very popular. He issued many
excellent collections of songs and other musical

pieces, mainly for the use of his pupils. Among these

are: Part Music, in three series (1842-45), comprising

five pieces by Dr. Hullah himself, the whole forming
‘a collection unexampled (at least in England) for

extent, excellence, and variety, and for the clearness

and accuracy of its production’; Vocal Scores, (1846
onwards), an admirable collection of sacred and
secular music; School Songs (1851); Sea Songs;

|

The Singer’s Library of Concerted Music (1859);
I and the Song Book (1866). Dr. Hullah was the

author of the following among other works on the

history and theory of music; Wilhem’s Method of

Teaching Singing, adapted to English Use (1841);

|

Grammar of Vocal Music (1843) ; On Vocal Music

j

(1 849), lectures delivered at Queen’s College
;
Gram-

mar of Musical Harmony (1852); The History of

Modem Music (1862); Grammar of Counterpoint

(1864) ;
Lectures on the Third or Transition Period

of Musical History (1865); The Cultivation of the

Speaking Voice (1870); and Music in the House
(1877). See the Life by his wife (1886).

HUMANISM, a term used in a narrower sense

to denote the study of classical antiquity during the

Renaissance period, and in a wider sense applied to

the central animating spirit of the Renaissance,

manifested in the region of scholarship as a pas-

sionate return to classical antiquity, but declaring

itself also in the fine arts, in science, in philosophy,

in theology, in politics, and in other departments of

thought and action, in ways which often have little

or no direct connection with humanism in the

narrower sense. According to Mr. J. A. Symonds
(Ency. Brit., 9th ed., art. Renaissance) :

‘ Human-
ism, which was the vital element in the Revival of

Learning, consists mainly of a just perception of the

dignity of man as a rational, volitional, and sentient

being, bom upon this earth with a right to use and
enjoy it. Humanism implied the rejection of those

visions of a future and imagined state of souls as

the only absolute reality, which had fascinated the

imagination of the Middle Ages. It involved a
vivid recognition of the goodliness of man and
nature, displayed in the great monuments of human
power recovered from the past. It stimulated the

curiosity of latent sensibilities, provoked fresh in-

quisition into the ground-work of existence, and
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strengthened man’s self-esteem by knowledge of
what men had thought and felt and done in ages
when Christianity was not. It roused a desire to
reappropriate the whole abandoned provinces of
mundane energy, and a hope to emulate antiquity in
works of living loveliness and vigour.* Again, the
same writer says: ‘It (humanism) indicates the en-
deavour of man to reconstitute himself as a free being,
not as the thrall of theological despotism, and the
peculiar assistance hederived in this effort from Greek
and Roman literature, the littcrce humaniores

, letters

leaning rather to the side of man than of divinity*.

The humanist movement originated in Italy, and
from Italy it passed to Germany, France, Sj)ain,

Holland, and England. The founder of humanism,
in so far as it had an individual founder, was Fran-
cesco Petrarca or Petrarch (1 .‘504-7 4), the great lyric

poet, but in Dante (1265-1321), though he is best
regarded as giving final expression to the loftiest

spirit of mediaevalism, we see clearly the advent of

the new spirit. Petrarch was an enthusiastic stu-

dent of Roman antiquity, and an untiring collector

of manuscripts. He perceived the importance of a
knowledge of Greek, though he never really learned
it himself. Boccaccio (1313-75) also had the passion
for collecting which was to characterize all the
early humanists, and he may be regarded as the first

Grecian of the modern world, since he learned the
Greek language from Leontius Pilatus, a Greek
resident in Florence. The real introducer of the
Greek language into Italy, however, was Manuel
Ohrysoloras, a native of Byzantium, who began to

teach at Florence in 1396. Other Greek scholars

came to Italy at different subsequent times, and
when Constantinople was taken by the Turks in

1453 a very large number of scholars fled to Italy

with their manuscripts. The humanists soon at-

tained a position of the greatest importance in Italy.

Their lectures were attended by immense numbers
from all ranks of society, and their services were in

demand by dignitaries of all kinds, ecclesiastical as

well as civil. Wealthy men vied with one another

in patronizing them, and sought to acquire some-

thing of the new learning themselves. For long

the popes were in the main favourably disposed to-

wards humanism, and some of them, notably Nicholas

V., Pius II., and Leo X. were humanists of no mean
order themselves. Among other notable patrons

of the humanist movement the names of Cosmo
and Lorenzo de’ Mediei in Florence, and Alfonso,

King of Naples, are pre-eminent. The fifteenth

century saw the invention of printing and the estab-

lishment of the celebrated press at Venice by Aldus
Manutius. A notable feature of the Italian Re-

naissance was the foundation of academies of scholars,

of which the most famous was the Platonic Academy
established at Florence by Ficino, Pico, and others.

The passion for antiquity which characterized the

great Italian humanists led many of them to virtual

paganism, and in not a few cases their lives were

characterized by disgusting sensuality. Am^ng the

greater humanists of the other European countries

are Erasmus, Reuchlin, Von Hutten, Sir Thomas
More, Colet, Rabelais. See Symond’s Renaissance

in Italy (vol. ii, Revival of Learning), and article

Renaissance.
HUMBERT I., Umberto Ranikri Carlo Em-

manuels, King of Italy, eldest son of Victor Em-
manuel II. and Queen Marie Adelaide, daughter of

the Arch-duke Regnier of Austria, was born at

Turin on March 14, 1844. He took part as a youth

in the War of Independence, and in 1866 was sent

to Paris to ascertain the views of the French govern-

ment with regard to the alliance of Italy with

Prussia in the Austro-Prussian war. In that war

King Humbert, then Prince of Piedmont, served
against Austria under General Cialdini. He nar-
rowly escaped capture at the battle of Custozza, but
his valour and presence of mind enabled his force

to hold out till reinforcements arrived. On April

22, 1868, he married his cousin, Princess Margherita
of Savoy, daughter of the Duke of Genoa. On the
death of his father in 1878 he succeeded to the
throne of Italy. In 1879, and again in 1897, his

life was unsuccessfully attempted, but on July 29,

1900, he was shot dead at Monza, in Lombardy, by
an anarchist named Bresci. He was succeeded by
his eldest son Victor Emmanuel III., who was born
at Naples on Nov. 11, 1869, and married in 1896
Princess Helen of Montenegro.
HUMERUS, the long cylindrical bone of the arm,

situated l>etween the shoulder and the fore-arm.

The name is also applied to the corresponding bone
in the lower animals. See Hand.
HUNGARY-BALSAM, a kind of turpentine

procured from Pinus Pumilio
,
the mountain pine of

Hungary.
HUNGARY-WATER, a distilled water consist-

ing of dilute alcohol aromatized with the tops of

flowers of rosemary or other aromatic substances, used
as a perfume. It is so called because it is said to have
been first made for the use of a queen of Hungary.
HUNSTANTON, a watering-place of England,

in Norfolk, on the Wash, 15 miles north by east of

King’s Lynn. It consists of Hunstanton or Old
Hunstanton and Hunstanton St. Edmunds or New
H unstanton, the latter being of recent growth. There
is an extensive stretch of sands, with good bathing
facilities, overlooked by a line of cliff 60 feet high

;

also promenade-pier, golf-links, and a chalybeate

spring. The church at Old Hunstanton is a fine old

Decorated building containing a number of monu-
ments; the Church of St. Edmund is a handsome
modem edifice. Pop. 1500.

HUNT, William Holman, Pre-Raphaelite paint-

er, was bom in London on April 2, 1 827. At first

engaged in business, he entered the schools of the

Royal Academy in 1845, and next year he exhibited

his first picture, Hark ! representing a child holding

a watch to her ear. This was followed in 1847 by
Dr. Rochecliffe performing Divine Service in the

Cottage of Joceline Joliffe at Woodstock, and in

1848 by the more important Flight of Madeline
and Porphyro, based on Keats’s Eve of St. Agnes.
About this time Mr. Hunt, D. Rossetti, and J. E.

Millais formed the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,
which was afterwards enlarged by the admission of

other painters and writers, and attained a position

of great influence through the eloquent support

of Ruskin. Each of the three founders exhibited

in 1849 a picture painted in Btrict accordance with

the principles of the Brotherhood. Mr. Hunt’s
picture represented Rienzi vowing to obtain Justice

for the Death of his Younger Brother slain in a

Skirmish between the Colonna and Orsini Factions,

and was exhibited at the Royal Academy along with

Millais’s Lorenzo and Isabella. The Rienzi of Mr.
Hunt’s work was painted from Rossetti ;

and as to

the picture itself, a contemporary critic spoke of its

‘force of thought and concentration of purpose,

though expressed in such affected language’. In

1850 Mr. Hunt exhibited A Converted British

Family Sheltering a Christian Missionary from the

Persecution of the Druids; and in the following year

he was represented at the Academy exhibition by a

painting of a scene from The Two Gentlemen of

Verona, Valentine rescuing Sylvia from Proteus,

in which the two chief figures were painted from

Rossetti and his future wife. The Hireling Shep-

herd followed in 1852, and next year his Claudio
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and Isabella, a scene from Measure for Measure,
marked a notable advance. Strayed Sheep, also

known as Our English Coasts, exhibited in the same
year, is an admirable landscape. The exhibition of

1854 included two of his greatest pictures, one of

them the well-known Light of the World (with

Rev. iii. 20 as motto), the other The Awakening
Conscience. Both are characterized by the careful

draughtsmanship and attention to detail which
form notable features of the best Pre-Raphaelite

work, but their full meaning is far from clear to

the average spectator. In 1854 Mr. Hunt went to

Palestine in order to obtain a living acquaintance

with the scenes of the Biblical stories, and since then

he has worked much in that country and drawn from
it no small part of his artistic inspiration. The first-

fruits of his study of Eastern life was the picture of

The Scapegoat (1856), one of his most original and
most poetical works; but much finer is his Finding of

the Saviour in the Temple, which cost years of con-

stant labour, and which he exhibited at the German
Gallery in 1860. A writer in the Athenaeum of that

year prefaces a long detailed description of it with
the statement that it is ‘almost unequalled, in our

time, for power of design and splendour of execu-

tion’. Among the sulisetjuent works of Mr. Hunt
are: A Street Scene in Cairo—the Lantern-Maker’s
Courtship (1861), one of his few humorous pictures;

Portrait of the Right Hon. Stephen Lushington

(1863), ‘a solid, noble, subtle, and faithful study of

character, such as a portrait should be, a masterpiece

of manly execution’; The King of Hearts (1863);

The Festival of St. Swithin (1867), representing

pigeons gathered about a cote on a rainy day
;
In

Dolce Far Niente (1867), and The Birthday (1869),

both portraits of ladies; Portrait of a Lady (1869);

all exhibited at the Royal Academy; and the follow-

ing shown elsewhere : Portrait of D. G. Rossetti

(1850); Canon Jenkins (1852); Fairlight Downs
(1858); Asparagus Island, Cornwall (1860); The
Children’s Holiday (1865); The After-Glow in Egypt
(1865), ‘that modern masterpiece of technical art’;

London Bridge on the Night of the Marriage of the

Prince of Wales (1866); Isabella, or the Pot of Basil

(1868), based on the well-known story from Boc-

caccio utilized by Keats, and in respect of colouring

the finest of the artist’s works ;
Interior of Salerno

Cathedral (1868); Camaldoli, near Naples, Sunset

(1868); A Maid of Tuscany (1869); The Shadow of

Death (1873), showing a prevision of the Crucifixion

in the carpenter’s shop where Jesus is working In-

side his mother—described at groat length in the

Athenaeum of 1873; Berne by Moonlight (1875);

The Plain of Esdraelon, from the Heights above
Nazareth (1877); The Ship (1878), suggested by lines

m In Memoriam; Portrait of Sir Richard Owen
(1881); Rebekah (1881) ;

The Bride of Bethlehem
(1884), a study for the Virgin’s head in The Triumph
of the Innocents; The Triumph of the Innocents

(1885), one of his masterpieces, in which the glori-

fied spirits of the massacred innocents are seen ac-

companying the Holy Family in their flight to Egypt;
The Shepherdess (1886); The Choristers of Magdalen
College, Oxford, singing the May-Day Hymn (1889)

;

Christ among the Doctors (1890). In 1886 he con-

tributed to the Contemporary Review several articles

on the early days of the Pre-Raphaelite movement.
See the biography by Dean Farrar and Mrs. Meynell
(1893); also Modem Painters and other works by
John Ruskin.
HUNTER, Sib William Wilson, Indian his-

torian and statistician, bom on July 15, 1840, re-

ceived his education at Glasgow Academy and
University, and afterwards studied in Paris and
Bonn. He entered the Indian civil service by

open competition in 1862, and after passing through
the usual appointments in Bengal he was chosen to

superintend Orissa and south-western Bengal on
the outbreak of famine in 1866. When the period

of scarcity was over he received the thanks of

government for his services, and was invalided

home. During his stay in England he devoted
himself to the preparation of two important works,
The Annals of Rural Bengal, and A Comparative
Dictionary of the Languages of India and High
Asia, with a Dissertation. The first volume of the

former was published in 1868, and the other two
volumes in 1872 under the title Orissa: or the
Vicissitudes of an Indian Province under Native
and British Rule; and the whole forms a con-

tribution of the utmost value to our knowledge of

real Indian history. The latter, published in 1 869,

is of interest not only to the student of language,

but also to the student of Indian administration.

The work on Bengal rapidly passed through several

editions, and led to his appointment in 1871, at the
early age of thirty-one, to the post of director-

general of statistics to the government of India.

In this capacity he planned and directed a compre-
hensive statistical survey of Tndia, including the
taking of the first regular and reliable census in

1871-72. The results of this great work were pub-
lished at length in a series of volumes, comprising

A Statistical Account of Bengal (20 vols. 1875-77)
and A Statistical Account of Assam (2 vols. 1880),

compiled by Sir William Hunter himself, besides

works on the other provinces prepared under his

general supervision. The whole, as completed in

1885, extends to 119 volumes, aggregating 54,504

pages, not including nine volumes dealing with native

states. The immense mass of material contained

in these volumes has been rendered more accessible

to the general public by being condensed and con-

solidated in The Imperial Gazetteer of India, pub-
lished under the general editorship of Sir William
Hunter (1st ed., 9 vols., 1881; 2nd ed., 14 vols.,

1885-87), and this in turn has been still further

condensed into a single volume, entitled The Indian
Empire: its Peoples, History, and Products (1882;
3rd ed. 1893). Appointed in 1878 one of the
original companions of the Order of the Indian
Empire, he became in 1881 a member of the Vice-
roy’s Legislative Council, and next year president

of the Indian Education Commission. In 1886
he was appointed to the Finance Commission, and
in the following year he was created a Knight
Commander of the Star of India. From 1887,

when he retired from the service of India, till his

death, which took place near Oxford on Feb. 7,

1900, he lived in England, occupied in literary and
scholastic work. Among the many marks of dis-

tinction conferred upon him were honorary degrees
from Oxford, Cambridge, and Glasgow. Sir William
Hunter planned and edited the generally excellent

series of twenty-three biographies of Rulers of India,

published at the Clarendon Press in 1890-95, and
contributed to it the volumes on the Marquess of

Dalhousie (1890) and the Earl of Mayo (1891).

His other published works include: The Indian
Mussulmans: Are they Bound in Conscience to
Rebel against the Queen? (1871; 3rd ed. 1876);
Famine Aspects of Bengal Districts (1874); A Life

of the Earl of Mayo, Fourth Viceroy of India (2

vols. 1875); England’s Work in India (1881); A
Brief History of the Indian People (1882; several

editions); Bombay, 1885 to 1890: A Study in

Indian Administration (1892); The Old Missionary
(1895), a pathetic story of life and work in India;
Life of Brian Houghton Hodgson (1896), an account
of a forgotten Indian administrator and scholar;
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and The Thackerays in India, and some Calcutta
Graves (1897), a valuable contribution to the bio-
graphy of the great Victorian Anglo-Indian novelist.
Sir William Hunter collected a great mass of ma-
terial for a history of India, but owing to the loss
of the neater part in a shipwreck and for other
reasons he abandoned his original plan and began a
History of British India, of which the first volume
was published in 1899. Owing to his untimely
death this work remains a fragment.
HUON ISLANDS, a group of islets situated

about 150 miles north-west of New Caledonia, of
which they form a dependency.
HUON PINE (Dacrydium FranJclinii ), a pine,

or rather yew, growing in Tasmania, and yielding
a useful timber.

HURA, a genus of tropical American plants be-
longing to the natural order Euphorbiaceae. The only
species, //. crepitans, the sand-box tree, is remarkable
for the loud report with which its seed-vessel bursts.

It is a large branching tree with glossy poplar-like
leaves, inconspicuous dioecious flowers, and large,

furrowed, roundish fruits of the size of an orange.
HURONIAN ROCKS. See Geology.
HUSCH, a town of Roumania, on the Pruth,

seat of a Greek bishop. The vine is cultivated in
the neighbourhood. Pop. 13,000.

HUSO (Acipenser huso), the great or white stur-

geon. See Sturgeon.
HUSUM, a seaport of Prussia, in Schleswig-

Holstein, 20 miles west of Schleswig, with a good
trade. Pop. (1895), 7470.

HYA-HYA. See Cow-trees.
HYDATID, a term applied to the encysted larval

stage of a small tape-worm, the Tcenia echinococcus ,

found in the dog and wolf. The eggs set free from
a dog may find entrance into the human body, in

some part of which, especially the liver, the hydatid
may develop into a sac of considerable size, causing
serious illness.

HYDROCELE, a collection of serous fluid in

some of the coverings of the testicle or spermatic

coid, or in the areolar texture of the scrotum. It is

generally the result of a strain or an inflammation of

the testes. A large tumour is formed, filled with fluid,

which has often to be drawn off three or four times a

year. A radical cure may be effected by setting up
an inflammation which brings the opposite surfaces of

the sac into adhesion, and thus obliterates the cavity.

HYDROCHARIDACEiE, a natural order of

monocotyledonous floating and creeping plants, in-

habiting ditches, rivers, and lakes in various parts of

the world. The genera Vallisneria and Anacharis
belong to it. See Anacharis and Vallisneria.

HYDROCYANIC ACID, same as Prussic Acid

(
which S6c)»

HYDRO-ELECTRIC MACHINE, a machine
invented by Lord Armstrong, in which electricity

is generated by the friction of steam against the

sides of orifices through which it is allowed to

escape under high pressure.

HYDROFLUORIC ACID. See Fluorine.

HYDROKINETICS. See Hydrodynamics.
HYDROPHORA, one of the three divisions into

which Huxley and other authors divide the Hy-
drozoa, the other two being the Discophora and the

Siphonophora.

HYDROSULPHURIC ACID, a gas also known
as sulphuretted hydrogen. See Sulphur.

HYDROTHORAX, a dropsical condition of the

pleura, in which the 'pleural cavity contains a serous

fluid exuded from the blood-vessels, not due to in-

flammation. It may be the result of organic disease

in the heart or kidneys, or of pressure on vessels

obstructing the return of blood.

HYLASOSAURUS, a gigantic fossil lizard dis-

covered in the Wealden formation of Tilgate Forest.
Its probable length was about 25 feet. It is one
of the Ornithoscelida, the group which presents a
structure intermediate between that of existing

birds and reptiles.

HYOID BONE, in anatomy, a bone . shaped
somewhat like the letter U, but with a wide bend
and shorter limbs in proportion to the body, and
having two pairs of upward projections or cornua
(horns). It is suspended horizontally in the sub-

stance of the soft parts of the neck between the root

of the tongue and the larynx.

HYOSCYAMUS. See Henbane.
HYPEREMIA, an excessive flow of blood to

any structure of the body; also synonymous with
plethora (which see).

HYPERICACE^E Hypericins, a widely-distri-

buted natural order of plants, of which the genus
Hypericum or St. John’s wort is the type. They
are herbs, shrubs, or (rarely) trees, with simple,

opposite (rarely whorled), generally glandular leaves.

They have terminal or axillary, solitary, cymose or

paniculate flowers, usually yellow; the stamens are

often polyadelphous. They abound in resinous

juice, and many of them possess medicinal proper-

ties. Several species of St. John’s wort (Hypericum ),

with pellucid-dotted leaves, grow in Britain, among
them being II. perforatum,

II. calycinum
,
and If.

A ndrosicmum.
HYPERIDES, an Athenian orator, the pupil of

Plato and Isocrates, born about 400 B.c. Along
with Demosthenes and Lycurgus ho was one of the

leaders of the patriotic and anti-Macedonian party.

|

As as orator he was specially distinguished for his

grace and subtlety of expression, as well as for his

tact in handling the question under consideration.

He was murdered at JEgina by the emissaries of

Antipater in 322 B.c. Of his orations one has
reached us nearly entire, the others only in frag-

ments.

HYPERSTHENE, a mineral of a colour between
grayish and greenish black, but nearly copper-red

on the cleavage. It was first found on the coast of

Labrador, and was called Labrador hornblende. It

is a double silicate of iron and magnesium.
HYPNUM, one of the largest genera of mosses,

including many British species.

HYPOPHOSPHITEy, salts of hypophosphorous
acid. The hypophosphites of potassium, sodium, and
calcium have been used with considerable advantage
in disorders of the blood and the digestive organs,

and have also been found of benefit in consumption.

HYPOSULPHITES, salts of hyposulphurous

acid (H2SOa). Among the most important are the

hyposulphites of sodium and calcium, the former of

which is used in medicine as an external remedy
in parasitic skin disorders and an internal one in

checking fermentation in zymotic diseases. It is

also used in bleaching and for reducing indigo.

Sodium hyposulphite (NaHS02) is obtained from

sodium bisulphite by the action of metallic zinc, the

bisulphite being itself prepared by saturating sodium
carbonate solution with sulphur dioxide. Commer-
cial hyposulphite of sodium is a salt otherwise

known as sodium thiosulphate (Na^S-jO# . 5HsO). It

is made by acting on sulphur with caustic soda

solution, or it is obtained as a by-product in the

Leblanc soda process. This salt is used in chrome
tanning, in photography, and in paper-bleaching.

HYRACOTHERIUM, a genus of fossil Ungu-
lata, belonging to the odd - toed division, inter-

mediate between the hog and the hyrax, occurring

in the tertiary strata of England. The species are

of the size of a hare.
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I.

IANTHINA, a genus of oceanic gasteropodous

mollusca, with a thin violet-coloured snail-like shelL

When irritated they pour out a violet secretion,

which serves for concealment, in the manner of the

ink of the cuttle-fish.

IBADAN, a town of Western Africa, in the

Yoruba country, about 70 miles north of the Bight
of Benin, and connected by railway with Lagos. It

is the centre for the agriculture of the surrounding

country, and has been called ‘the London of Negro-
land ’. Pop. 100,000.

IBAGTJE, a town of South America, in the

Republic of Colombia, capital of the department of

Tolima. Near it are hot springs and mines of silver

and sulphur. Pop. 10,000.

IBERIS, a genus of cruciferous plants, of which
several species are cultivated in English gardens
under the name of candytuft (which see in Supp.).

IBIGAU (Nyctibius grandis), a very large goat-

sucker inhabiting South America; sometimes called

the grand goatsucker. It has a remarkably weird
cry, which ‘consists of five notes, descending gradu-
ally one-fifth in the scale It is also known as the

great wood-nightjar.

IBN - BATCTAH, properly Abu -Abd - Allah-
Mohammad, Arab traveller, was born at Tangier in

1304. When about twenty-one years of age he
travelled to Tunis, and soon afterwards he set out

for Mecca as kh£di of a caravan of pilgrims, pro-

ceeding by way of Egypt and Syria. His subse-

quent travels, which extended over more than
twenty-five years, included Persia, Mesopotamia,
Arabia, the east coast of Africa, Egypt, Asia Minor,
the Crimea, Southern Russia, Constantinople, Sa-

markand, Bokhara, Northern and Southern India,

Maidive Islands, Ceylon, Assam, Andaman Islands,

Sumatra, Java, Tongking, China, and the Niger
region. After his return to his native country
he wrote, by command of the Sultan, an account

of his travels, in which ‘ he displays great power of

observation and memory, allied with the most con-

temptible morals'. He died at Fez in 1378. An
edition of his travels, with French translation, was
issued at Paris by Defremery and Sanguinetti in

four volumes (1853-58; 3rd ed. 1893). See an
article in the Scottish Geographical Magazine (1888).

IBSEN, Henrik, Norwegian dramatist and poet,

was bom at Skien, in southern Norway, on March
20, 1828. At the time of his birth his father was
a prosperous merchant, but in 1836 he failed, and
young Ibsen was thus compelled to forego all pros-

pects of a university education. He was apprenticed
m 1843 to an apothecary in Grimstad, a small coast

town to the north-east of Christiansand, but after

seven years' drudgery he set out for Christiania in

1 850 with but scant means in order to study medi-
cine. He soon drifted into journalism and political

agitation, went to Bergen in 1851 on the invitation

of Ole Bull, to take charge of the theatre, and dur-

ing his six years’ connection with it he wrote a play
each year. Only two of these plays, Fru Inger til

OeBtraad (Lady Inger of Oestraad, 1855), dealing
with pre-Reformation Norway, and Gildet paa Sol-

haug (the Banquet at Solhaug, 1856), have been

C’

’ished. In 1857 he removed to Christiania to

me director of the national theatre. To this

period of his career belong the dramas Hsermsendene
paa Helgoland (The Vikings at Helgoland, 1858),

Kongsemnerae (The Pretenaers to the Crown, 1864),

and Eieerliffhedens Komedie (Love’s Comedv. 1862.

in the last of which the features of his later social

dramas are already distinctly foreshadowed. The
Christiania theatre failed in 1862, and two years
later, angry at his country’s refusal to assist the
Danes against Prussia, Ibsen took up his residence
abroad. Till 1868 he lived in Rome, from that year
till 1875 he resided in Dresden, after which he
spent three years in Munich, seven in Rome again,

and other six (1885-91) in Munich. Since 1891 he
has resided in Christiania. He was awarded a tra-

velling pension by the Storthing in 1864, and since

1866 he has enjoyed a full poet’s pension. During
his first residence in Rome he wrote the two drama-
tic poems, Brand (1866) and Peer Gynt (1867); the
latter a scathing exposure of the typical Norwegian
and, less directly, of the conventional modem man
everywhere. De Unges Forbund (The League of

Youth, 1869) was the first of his satirical prose

dramas
;
but before finally devoting himself to this

kind of work ho produced in 1873 the double drama
Kejser og Galilaeer (Emperor and Galilean), which
many regard as his greatest work, and which deals

with the apostasy of the emperor Julian. The
series of social prose dramas comprises, besides that

already mentioned, Samfundets Stoetter (The Pillars

of Society, 1877), exposing the hollowness and hy-

pocrisy of modem society; Et Dukkehjem (A Doll’s

House, also called Nora, 1879), treating of modem
education and the position of woman; Gjengangeme
(Ghosts, 1881), treating of heredity—described by
one critic as dull, undramatic, revolting in subject,

but fiercely moral; En Folkefjende (An Enemy of

the People, 1882), on public opinion; Vildanden
(The Wild Duck, 1884); Rosmersholm (1886); Fruen
fra Havet (The Lady from the Sea, 1888); Hedda
Gabler (1890), ‘grim and unholy, but painfully actual

and true ’
;
Bygmester Solness (Master-Builder Sol-

ness, 1892); Lille Eyolf (Little Eyolf, 1894); John
Gabriel Borkman (1896); and When we Dead
Awaken (1900). These plays, which have exercised

a powerful influence on the modem drama, have
been translated into German, English, and other

languages, and have been produced on the stages of

several countries besides Ibsen’s own. In 1890-91
Mr. Archer edited a sories of translations of the

Prose Dramas of Henrik Ibsen in five volumes. Ib-

sen also stands in the front rank of Scandinavian
lyric poets. Ibsen’s psychological naturalism has
been the theme of much controversy, but it has
created a new school of drama in Scandinavia and
Germany, and has not been without influence else-

where. His interest is not with the external events

in the lives of his characters, but with their thoughts,

ideas, and emotions, and thus he presents us scenes

from the soul-life of typical persons. In following

out his intense desire for truth, however, he does
not shrink from representing scenes of a repugnant
and almost disgusting nature. What he regards as

the shams and diseases of an artificial and conven-

tional society are exposed with powerful sarcasm.

Some of Ibsen’s work betrays a mystical and sym-
bolist tendency which does not make his realism

more attractive. Of biographies of Ibsen we may
mention those by Passarge (Leipzig, 1883), Jaeger
(Norwegian; Eng. trans. 1891), and Brandes (Copen-

hagen, 1898). Among the numerous critical appre-

ciations the best are those by P. H. Wicksteed
(Four Lectures on Henrick Ibsen, 1891), Havelock
Ellis (in The New Spirit, 1890), E. Gosse (in North-
ern Studies. 1883b G. Moore (in ImDressions and
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Opinions, 1891), G. B. Shaw (The Quintessence of
Ibsenism, 1891), W. Watson (in Excursions in Cri-
ticism, 1893), E. R. Russell and P. Staading (Ibsen
on his Merits, 1897), and G. Brandes (Henrik Ibsen
and Bjomstjerne Bjomson, Eng. trans. 1899).
ICE-BREAKER, a strong heavy screw-steamer

with powerful engines, used for opening up navig-
able channels in frozen rivers and seas. Ships of
this kind are of recent introduction, and are usually
built so as to rise on the ice and break it by means
of their great weight. An ice-breaker known as
the Yermak, built by Armstrong, Whitworth, &
Co. in 1899 for use in St. Petersburg Harbour
and the Kara Sea, was 305 feet long and 71 feet

broad. The bow was inclined to the vertical at an
angle of 70°, her sides at 20°, and her stem at 65°.

With 3000 tons of coal her displacement was 8000
tons. She had four engines working four propellers,

three behind and one in front. The total horse-power
of the engines was 10,000. The sides and bottom
were double, and the ship was divided into forty-

eight compartments. Each propeller had an addi-
tional auxiliary engine for use under ordinary con-

ditions. The ship was tried in heavy polar ice, and,
after being strengthened and deprived of her front

propeller, she worked very satisfactorily. Vice-
Admiral Makaroff of the Russian navy, who super-

intended the trials of the Yermak, is of opinion that

for breaking ice in seas like the Baltic the force of

the engine is the main factor and the forward pro- i

peller is useful
;
but for arctic work the strength of

the ship is of more importance and the forward pro-

peller is objectionable. He believes that the best

way to reach the North Pole is by means of a spe-

cially constructed ice-breaker of great power and
strength, using liquid fuel instead of coal.

ICENI, a warlike tribe of ancient Britain, occupy-

ing the modern counties of Suffolk, Norfolk, Cam-
bridge, and Huntingdon. They fought against the

Romans under their queen Boadicea. The story of

the ‘ British warrior queen ’ and the vengeance she

exacted from the Romans for their cruelty to her

and her daughters forms the subject of a poem by
William Cowper.
ICH DIEN (‘I serve’), motto of the Prince of

Wales, said to have been assumed by Edward the

Black Prince from that of the King of Bohemia,

slain at the battle of Cressy, at which he served as a

volunteer in the French army.

ICHTHYORNIS (Greek, ichthys
,
a fish, ornis, a

bird), a fossil genus of carnivorous and probably

aquatic birds, one of the earliest known American
forms. It is so named from the character of the

vertebrae, which, even in the cervical region, have

their articular faces biconcave as in fishes. It is also

characterized by having teeth set in distinct sockets.

Its wings were well developed, and the scapular arch

and bones of tho legs conformed closely to the true

bird type.

ICHTHYOSIS, or Fish-skin Disease, a disease

consisting in an enormous overgrowth of the scarf-

skin, accompanied by thickening of the true skin.

Furrows are deepened, and thus the skin becomes

mapped out into irregular areas. Masses of the over-

grown cells may vary in colour, being of a pearly

colour, or varying to brown and black. The disease

is usually most marked over the elbows and knees.

It may be transmitted from parent to child. This

disease seldom yields permanently to any plan of

treatment, but frequent use of warm baths is often

beneficial. The scaly masses may be softened and

removed by means of oil, soft soap, &c.

IOICA a genus of plants of the natural order

Amyridaceffi, mostly large trees indigenous in tropical

America. They have alternate, unequally pinnate,

leathery leaves, and small flowers. I. altinima
, the

cedar wood of Guiana, is a useful timber. All of
these trees yield a transparent fluid resembling tur-
pentine in many of its properties, and sometimes
named tetea, also elemi or copal.

IDE, a fish of the carp family (Cyprinidse), the
Leuciicus idus, found in rocky lakes of Northern
Europe. It is a good table-fish, which might be
introduced into British waters. A golden variety
called the orfe is bred in Germany.
IDLE, a town of England in the West Riding of

Yorkshire, about 8 miles north of Bradford. There
are several stone and slate quarries in the vicinity,

but the manufacture of worsted and woollen cloth is

the chief industry. The Church of the Holy Trinity,
built in 1830, is an imposing structure. The town
also contains a mechanics’ institute and a church
institute. Pop. (1881), 6253; (1891), 7118.
IDOCRASE, a mineral sometimes massive, and

very often in shining prismatic crystals. Its primi-
tive form is a four-sided prism with square bases.

It is called also Vesuvian or Pyramidal Garnet, and
differs from common garnet chiefly in form.

IESI, or ,Tehi, a walled town of Italy, in the
province of Ancona, 17 miles R.w. of Ancona. It is

a cathedral town, and has manufactures of paper,

leather, linen, &c. Frederick Barbarossa was bom
here. Pop. about 13,000.

IF, a small island near Marseilles, on which is the

Chateau d’lf, formerly a French state prison, in

which several celebrated persons were at different

times confined. It is also well-known throughDumas’
romance of Monte Cristo.

1QLESIAS, a walled town of Sardinia, in the

province of Cagliari, in the south-west of the island,

6 miles from the west coast. In its vicinity are lead,

zinc, and other mines. The town contains a cathe-

dral dating from the thirteenth century, and a castle

built in the fourteenth. Pop. 7885.

IGLO, or Neudorf, a manufacturing and mining
town of northern Hungary, in the comitat of Zij>s,

on the left bank of the Hemad. Pop. (1890), 7345.

IGNATIUS (St.) BEANS, the seeds of a large

climbing shrub (Jynatiana philippinica or Strychvo#
Jrjvatii) of the natural order Loganiacese, nearly

allied to that which produces nux-vomica, inhabiting

the Philippines, and cultivated in Cochin China. It

was so called by the Jesuits in honour of their

founder, Ignatius Loyola.

ILANG-ILANG (Onnavya odorata), a large tree

of the order Anonaceae, cultivated in India and the

Philippines, and yielding from its flowers a rich per-

fume.
ILCHESTER, a decayed town of England, in

Somersetshire, on the river Yeo or Ivel, 5 miles

north-west of Yeovil, anciently an important Roman
station, and furnishing numerous Roman remains.

The old Fosse Way still forms its principal street,

and it contains an old church (restored in 1880), a

town hall, reading-rooms, &c. Pop. (1891), 561.

ILFORD, a town and parish of Essex, in the

Eastern suburlian district of London, about 8 miles

e.n.e. of St Paul’s, on the Roding, to the north of

Barking. There is an ancient charitable foundation,

forming the hospital of St. Mary and St. Thomas, for

lepers, with a chapel, a lunatic asylum of the Lon-

don County Council, &c. There are here a paper-

mill and other industrial works, and the place is

very rapidly increasing. Pop. in 1891, 10,913; in

1901, 41,240.

ILLAMPU. See Sorata in Supf.

ILLICIUM, a genus of eastern Asiatic and North

American evergreen shrubs, l>elonging to the natural

order Magnoliacese, containing five species. The
plants of this genus are called aniseed -trees, from
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their fine aromatic scent. The fruit of /. anisatum
or /. verum (Chinese anise) is the star-anise of the
shops (see Anise). /. religiosum is a poisonous

Japanese species, held sacred by the natives, who
decorate the tombs of their dead with wreaths of it,

and bum the fragrant bark as incense before their

deities.

ILLIMANI, one of the loftiest peaks in the

Bolivian Andes, 12 miles south-east of La Paz, fully

21,000 feet high, and covered with glaciers. See
Andes.
ILMENAU, a town of Central Germany, in the

Grand-duchy of Saxe-Weimar, on the river Ilm,

and on the north side of the Thuringian Forest. It

has a grand-ducal castle, manufactures of porcelain,

papier-mach^, terra-cotta ware, gloves, glass, &c., a
hydropathic establishment, and a sanatorium for

nervous diseases. Pop. (1895), 7958.

ILORIN, a town in the Western Sudan, about 150
miles N.E. of the Bight of Benin, in Nupe, a great

centre of trade. Pop. 70,000, mostly Mohammedans.
IMPATIENS, a genus of curious annuals which

rank among the Balsaminaceae, an order sometimes
regarded as a tribe of Geraniacefe. One species,

7. noli-me-tangere, indigenous in England, is called

touch-me-not. 7. balsamina is much grown for the

beauty of its flowers, and is well known as a highly

ornamental annual by the name of garden balsam.

The species are numerous, and inhabit chiefly the

East Indies, although they sometimes extend into

Europe, Siberia, and North America. 7. tricomis
,

7. glandulujera, and 7. Candida are Indian species

;

and among perennial species grown in gardens and
plant-houses are : 7. Mariana?, 1. Sultana

,
7. Hawker i,

and /. Hookeri. The name refers to the elasticity of

the valves of the seed-pod, which discharge the seeds

when ripe or when touched.

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE, an institution re-

cently established in London. This institution,

which was founded in 1887 and received its charter

of incorporation in 1888, was established at the

suggestion of the Prince of Wales (now Edward
VII.) for the purpose of advancing the social,

industrial, and commercial relationships of the

Colonies, India, and the United Kingdom. The
desirability of such an institution was suggested by
the success of the Colonial and Indian Exhibition

held in 1886, and in the following year this great

enterprise took the form of an imperial memorial of

Her Majesty’s Jubilee. Some of the objects sought
to be obtained by this Institute are: Permanent
and periodic exhibitions of the best natural and
manufactured products of the Colonies and India;

the formation of an Indian and Colonial library and
map-room; an educational department in which
oriental languages, science, arts, and industries shall

be taught as in a technical college; an intelligence

department in which the fullest information shall be
collected and diffused regarding products, manufac-
tures, commerce, and emigration; a large hall for

lectures and discussions on Indian and Colonial

subjects; and all the social advantages to be derived
from a well-appointed club. The building which
accommodates these varied interests is situated at

West Kensington, on the site of the Colonial and
Indian Exhibition, and was designed by Mr. T. E.
Collcutt. The Institute building is one of the
finest in London, and is now in part used as the
head-quarters of the University of London. It was
partially opened in June, 1892, and a formal open-
ing by Queen Victoria took pkwe on May 11, 1893.

In the beginning of 1895 a monthly called the
Imperial Institute Journal was founded. It is

devoted to the commerce, finance, agriculture, &c.,

of the(Empire. There is also an Imperial Institute

Year-Book, containing a large amount of informa-
tion regarding India and the Colonies.

IMPETIGO, popularly known as Pustular Tetter,

Honey Scab, and Honey Sickness
, a skin disease

found mostly in children, consisting in an eruption
of itching pustules, appearing in clusters, and ter-

minating m a yellow, thin, scaly crust. They
appear chiefly on the head and face, and sometimes
on the hands. Feverishness and sensations of

chilliness accompany the disease. The treatment
is both external and internal, the former consisting

in the application of ointments, &c., and the latter

in the administering of various medicines calculated

to improve and maintain the health of the patient.

IMPOST, in architecture, the point of junction
between an arch and the column, pier, or wall on
which it rests. It is often marked by horizontal

mouldings, though these may be absent. Imposts
have received various names, according to their

character. Thus, a continuous impost is one in which
the mouldings are carried down the pier; a discon-

tinuous impost
,
one where there are no mouldings, but

the pier is of a different section from the arch ; shafted

imposts are those in which the arch mouldings spring

from a capital and differ from those of the pier.

INAGUA, Great and Little, two islands of the

Bahamas, the former about 40 miles from the eastern

extremity of Cuba, low and intersected with lagoons,

and affording good pasture land. Area, 660 square

miles; pop. 1500. Little Inagua is quite small. Sec
Bahama Islands.
INAJA PALM (Maximiliana regia), a Soutli

American palm growing to the height of over 100
feet, with leaves 30 to 50 feet long. The spathes

are so hard and woody as to serve for cooking food

on the fire; they are also used as baskets, &c. The
fruit is edible.

INCE-IN-MAKERFIELD, a township of Lan-
cashire, about a mile from Wigan, of which it forms
a suburb. Pop. (1901), 21,270.

INCREMENT, Unearned, a name applied to

the increase in the value of lands or houses con-

sequent on their proximity to large centres of popu-

lation. Of late years it has been often maintained
that since this increase is in no way due to the

industry or labour or sacrifice of the owner but
entirely to the general progress of society, it ought
to lie taxed for the benefit of the community.
INDIA, Orders of Knighthood of, consist of

The Most Exalted Order of the Star of India,
in-

stituted in 1861, and comprising the Viceroy of

India as Grand Master, and a number of Kmghts
Grand Commanders (G.C.S.I.), Knights Com-
manders (K.C.S.I.), and Companions (C.S.I.); H\c
Most Eminent Order of the Indian Empire, insti-

tuted 1st Jan. 1878, and comprising the Viceroy
of India as Grand Master, a number of Knights
Grand Commanders (G.C.I.E.), Knights Com-
manders (K.C.I.E.), and Companions (C.I.E.); and
The Imperial Order of the Crown of India, insti-

tuted 1st Jan. 1878, and comprising the Princess of

Wales and the princesses of the blood-royal, and
other British and Indian ladies. The ribbon of the

first named is light-blue edged with white, and the

motto is Heaven's Light our Guide.

INDIA MATTING, a matting woven from the
stems of Papyrus Pangorei or corymbosus, a plant

belonging to the Cyperaceae, and chiefly exported

from Bengal.

INDIAN ARCHIPELAGO. See Malay Archi-
pelago.
INDIAN ARCHITECTURE comprehends a

great variety of styles, among whioh we may dis-

tinguish, as the most important, the Buddhist style,

the Jaina style, the Dravidian or style of Southern
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India* the Chalukyan style, the Modern Hindu or
Indian - Saracenic Btyle. The history of Indian
architecture commences in the third century b.o.
with the religious buildings and monuments of the
Buddhists. Amongst the principal forms of Buddh-
ist Abohiteoture are the following: First, the
topes, stupas, or towers built to mark some sacred
spot, and the dagobas, constructions of a similar
nature, containing relics of Buddha or Buddhist
saints. These buildings generally consisted of a
circular stone basement, varying from 10 or 12 to
40 feet in height, and from 40 to 120 feet in dia-
meter, on which rose a rounded domical structure,
generally of brick or small stones laid in mud, the
whole edifice rising sometimes 50, sometimes 100
feet high. Second, the rock-cut chaitya Judin or
churches, and the viharas or monasteries. Moat of

these are found in the Bombay Presidency; some
also in Bengal and Behar. In rock-cut buildings
architectural skill is confined to the facade and the
interior. Amongst the most notable for beauty of
design are those at Ajanta, and, finest and largest
of all, the great Chaitya cave at Karli, near Bom-
bay, the date of which is probably about 80 b.c.

(See Karli in Supp.) Another interesting example
is at Ellora (which see). The Jaina style is a
development or corruption of the pure Buddhist.
It is characterized by the square or jwilygonal court,

the twelve-pillared dome, the slenderness and ele-

gance of the columns, the horizontal arch, the
sikras or towers surmounting the cells containing
the images, and, lastly, by the peculiar grouping of

many temples together on hfll-tops. Prominent
examples of J aina architecture are found at Girnar
in Gujerat, and at Mount Abu. The most flourish-

ing epoch of the Dravidian style comprises the

sixteenth, seventeenth, and even eighteenth cen-

turies of our era. To this late period belong the

great temples at Tanjore, Tiruvalur, &c. The dis-

tinctive parts of a Dravidian temple are the vinutna

or temple proper, with storied pyramidal roof; the

7uantapas or porches, covering the door which leads

to the cell; the yopuras or gate-pyramids, in the

quadrangular inclosures surrounding the vimanas;
and the choultries or pillared halls, used for various

purposes. The general characteristics of a Dravidian
temple of the first class are the storied pyramidal
towers, the hall of 1000 columns, the bold cornice

with double flexure, the detached shafts, the richly-

carved stylobate, and the large tanks with flights of

stone steps. The Chalukyan style, so named from
a dynasty which rose in the sixth century in what
is now Mysore and the Nizam’s Territory, reached its

perfection in Mysore from the eleventh to the four-

teenth century. The characteristic features are the

open porch, the straight-lined, conical-shaped tower,

the star-shaped temple, and the basement terrace of

stone. The Indian-Saracenic style is a general

name for a number of somewhat varying styles, the

result of the mixture of Saracenic principles of

architecture, brought with them by the Moham-
medan conquerors of India, and the distinctive

architectural features of the different localities

where they settled. Under the Mogul emperors in

the sixteenth century were erected some most mag-
nificent buildings, such as the tomb of Humayun
Shah at Old Delhi; that of Akbar at Secundra; the

palaces of Shah Jehan at Agra and Delhi; and the

Taj Mahal, built by the same monarch at Agra.

(See Agra.) The Moslem architecture of India

contrasts with the native Indian styles in its use of

the radiating arch, in the superior simplicity and
{grandeur of its style—its flat ornamentation not

interfering with the lines of true architectural con-

struction. A characteristic feature also is its fine

conventionalism of vegetable forms for decoration
and tracery. (See Saracenic Architecture under
Architecture.)
INDIAN CIVIL SERVICE includes the civil

and judicial administration, the medical service, the
forest department, and officers of the staff corps in
civil employ. Candidates must be between twenty

-

one and twenty-three years of ace (for ordinary civil

appointments), and are selected by competition once
a year in London, after which they must undergo
two years’ probation, and have to pass during that

time a second examination in Bperial subjects of

study before proceeding to India. After his arrival

in India, the candidate must within a given time
choose whether he will enter the executive or the
judicial branch of the service. He commences with
a salary of 4800 rupees a year, and may attain in

the one department a lieutenant-governorship, and
in the other a judgeship of the High Court.

INDIAN FIG, a name given to the Opwitia
Tuna and O. ficus-indica, and other species of the

(.’actus family common in the tropical and sub-

tropical countries of America, and now naturalized

in Africa, Asia, and Southern Europe. They are

generally from 10 to 12 feet high. Their fruit,

which is egg-shaped and from 2 to 8 inches long, is

cooling and wholesome, and yields a juice used for

colouring confectionery. The wood of the stems
become very hard with age. See Cactus and
Prickly Pear.
INDIAN INK. See China Ink.

INDIAN SHOT {Ca7ina indica ), an ornamental
plant of the Arrow-root family found in most tro-

pical countries. The seeds are round, hard, and
black

;
hence the common name of the plant. Sec*

Arrow- root.

INDIAN YELLOW, or Puree, a pigment of a
bright yellow colour, but not permanent; used in

water-colour painting, and also in India for colouring

walls, doors, &c. It is made by heating the urine

of cows that have been fed upon mango leaves, and
Monghyr in Bengal is almost the only place where
it is produced.

INDIGIRKA, a river of Eastern Siberia, in the

government of Yakutsk, rises in the Stanovoi range

of mountains, and flows northwards into the Arctic

Ocean. Its length is about 850 miles, and it is

almost always covered with ice.

INDIGO-BIRD, a North American bird (
Cyano-

spiza cyanea) of the Finch family. It is of a deep-

blue colour, and is a good songster. Its size is about

equal to that of the chaffinch.

INDIGOFERA, a large genus of plants of the

natural order Leguminosce, including about 220

species, indigenous in the warmer parts of Asia,

Africa, and America. See Indigo.

INDIVIDUALISM is the name often applied to

social systems founded on principles opposed to the

essential principle of Socialism (which see), or to

that theory of society which is opposed to state

interference in industrial and economic and other

relations. In its extreme form it is identical with

one phase of anarchism, just as another phase of the

anarchist theory, distinguished as anarchist-com-

munism, may be regarded as the most extreme form

of Socialism. The word is also applied to social

theories involving other and deeper views of indi-

vidual rights than the mere non-interference referred

to above.

INDUSTRIAL VILLAGES, villages proposed

to be established by English philanthropists for the

improvement of the condition of the working people

of the country, and for preventing their continual

influx into towns, as well as to enable the working

population of towns to leave these and to obtain
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better and healthier dwellings, and to live their

lives and bring up their families in improved con-

ditions, moral as well as physical.

INEBRIETY, habitual or chronic drunkenness.
The Inebriates' Acts is the name by which two acts

of Parliament relating to habitual drunkards are

known. The first, passed in 1879, was called the

Habitual Drunkards' Act, and was to expire after

ten years. Before the completion of that period,

however, it was amended and made perpetual by
the Inebriates’ Act of 1888. These make provision

for the licensing of retreats authorized to receive

habitual drunkards seeking admission with a view
to cure. See Alcoholism in Supp., Drunkenness,
Delirium Tremens, Intoxication, Dipsomania.
INFECTIOUS DISEASES. See Contagion.
INFEFTMENT, in Scots law, a term used to

denote the act of giving symbolical possession of

heritable property, the legal evidence of which is an
instrument of sasine.

INFIRMARY. See Hospital.
INFUSION, a solution of some vegetable sub-

stance in hot or cold water, such as are often used

for medicinal purposes. The water employed may
lie at boiling heat, but if the substance is itself

boiled the result is a decoction. In preparing certain

infusions cold water is preferable, as bringing out

the constituent desired. The process of making an
infusion is much the same as that of making tea.

INGBERT, St., town of Germany, in Rhenish
Bavaria, on the Rohrbach, witli iron, coal, and quick-

silver mines, and manufactures of glass, iron, chemi-

cals, gunpowder, soap, &c. Pop. (1895), 12,278.

INGELOW, Jean, poet and story-writer, the

daughter of a banker, was bom at Boston, Lincoln-

shire, in 1820. Her first published work appeared
anonymously in 1850 under the title A Rhyming
Chronicle of Incidents and Feelings, edited by
Edward Harston, M.A., Vicar of Tamworth. It

was very favourably reviewed in the Athenaeum,
and was followed by Allerton and Dreux: or the

War of Opinion (1851), a story, and Tales of Orris

(1860); but not till the publication of Poems in

1 863 did Miss Ingelow become famous. This volume
won the enthusiastic praise of critics and the instant

approval of the public, and has now passed through
twenty-three editions. The most widely appreciated

poems in it are those entitled The High Tide on
the Coast of Lincolnshire, Songs of Seven, Honours,
Divided, The Wedding Song, Supper at the Mill,

Reaping, and Brothers : and a Sermon. Of Studies

for Stories (1864), a contemporary critic wrote:
‘Simple in style, warm with human affection, and
written in faultless English, these five stories are

studies for the artist, sermons for the thoughtful,

and a rare source of delight for all who can find

leasure in really good works of prose fiction '. This
igh standard was maintained in Stories told to a

Child (1865), and these were followed by other
stories published, like them, anonymously. In 1867
she enhanced her poetic reputation by the publica-

tion of A Story of Doom, and Other Poems. In
the main piece she sought to picture the world
before the Deluge, and among the ‘other poems’
are Night Watches, Songs on the Voices of Birds,

and Gladys and her Island. From that time she
wrote a great many stories and novels, including:

Mopsa the Faiiy (1869); Off the Skelligs (1872),

her first long story; The Little Wonder Horn (1872),

a new series of stories told to a child
; Fated to be

Free (1875); Sarah de Berenger (1880) ;
Don John

(1881), and John Jerome (1886). A third volume
of Poems was published in 1885. Miss Ingelow
latterly lived in London, engaged in benevolent and
charitable works, and she died at Kensington on

Julv 20, 1897. Much of her finest verse is filled

with the strange ecstasy and tragedy of the sea,

which was familiar to her in her childhood. Her
works have been even more popular in America
than in her native country.

INGLEBOROUGH, a mountain in the West
Riding of Yorkshire, one of the highest of the Pen-
nine chain, 2373 feet. See York.
INGOLDSBY, Thomas. See Barham, R. H.
INHALER, an apparatus for inhaling vapours

and volatile substances, as steam of hot water,

vapour of chloroform, iodine, &c. In one form it

consists of a tin can containing a small spirit-lamp,

and above this a small kettle for hot water, the
steam of which is driven out with some force when
the apparatus is used. Attached to the can is a
receptacle for receiving a small phial containing
the substance whose vapour is to be inhaled, this

being drawn off and forced through a funnel by the
steam.

INHAMBANE, a Portuguese town and seaport

on the east coast of South Africa, unhealthy, but with
a good harbour, at which rubber and other products

are exported. Pop. about 3000, of whom very few
are Europeans.
INIA, a genus of Cetacea belonging to the dolphin

family, containing only one known species, I. boli-

viensts, remarkable for the distance at which it is

found from the sea, frequenting the remote tribu-

taries of the river Amazon, and even some of the

elevated lakes of Peru. It has bristly hairs on its

snout, and is from 7 to 12 or 14 feet long.

INSERTION, in botany, the place or mode of

attachment of an organ to its support, used espe-

cially in regard to the parts of a flower. Insertion

is described as epigynous when it occurs on the

summit of the ovary, as hypogynous when beneath

the ovary, and perigynous when upon the calyx

surrounding the ovary.

INTERLOCUTOR, in Scots law, a judgment or

sentence pronounced in the course of a suit, but
which may not finally determine it.

INTERNUNCIO, an envoy of the pope, sent to

small states and republics, distinguished from the

nuncio who represents the pope at the courts of

emperors and kings.

INTERPLEADER, in law, the right or process

by which a man who is called upon by two opposite

parties to pay a sum or deliver over goods, and who
is not sure which party is the rightful claimant, can

call upon the parties to come forward as against

each other, and so relieve him.

INTROIT, a psalm or passage of Scripture sung
or chanted while the priest proceeds to the altar to

celebrate mass: now used for any musical com-
position designed for opening the church service.

INTUSSUSCEPTION, in pathology, the descent

of a higher portion of intestine into a lower one:

generally of the ileum into the colon. When it

takes place downwards, it may be termed progressive
;

when upwards, retrograde. It is almost impossible

to effect a complete cure.—In physiology, the term
signifies the process of nutrition, or the transforma-

tion of the components of the blood into the organ-

ized substance of the various organs.

IODOFORM (CHIS ), a substance analogous to

chloroform in composition, but in which iodine re-

places chlorine; also known as triodomethane. It

is in the form of small, solid, yellow hexagonal plates,

and is prepared by the action of alcohol and other

bodies on iodine and potash. It is nearly insoluble

in water, but dissolves in ether, oils, and alcohol.

Its smell is very disagreeable. It is used in medicine
as an antiseptic, and acts slightly as an anodyne

;
it

is successfully applied to ulcers and sores of various
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kinds, and is used as a snuff for cold in the head.
It may be prepared as an ointment.
IOLITE. See Diohboite.
IONIAN MODE. See Gregorian Music.
IPOMASA, a large genus of plants of the natural

order Convolvulacese, consisting mostly of twining
prostrate herbs, widely distributed in warm regions.
The species of most importance is /. Purga, which
yields the jalap of commerce. Some are cultivated
for the beauty of their flowers, and are known to
gardeners as convolvuli. I. purpurea is the best-
known garden species. See Jalap.
IPSICA. See Modioa.
IPSUS, in ancient geography, a small town of

Phrygia, in Asia Minor, famous as the scene of a
great battle fought in b.c. 301. See Antigonus.
IRELAND, William Henry, son of a London

bookseller and publisher (author of various illustrated
works), was bom in 1777, and died at St. George’s-
in - the - Fields on April 17, 1835. He imposed
spurious Shaksperian MSS. upon his father, who
was a Shakspere enthusiast, and also upon other
men of letters, and latterly produced two ‘Shak-
sperian’ plays, Vortigem and Henry 11., the former
of which was purchased by Sheridan and acted at
Drury Lane, but was a complete failure. The criti-

cisms of Malone led to the exposure of the fraud,

which was acknowledged by Ireland in 1 796. Several

novels, poems, &c., proceeded from his pen, besides

his Confessions (1805), containing an account of his

forgeries. He lived latterly in straitened circum-
stances.

IRIARTEA, a genus of South American palms,

tall-growing trees, of which one species, T. rxorrhiza,

the pashuiba or paxuiba palm, yields a hard kind
of wood used for building, and exported for um-
brella handles, &c.

IRIDACE^E, a natural order of monocotyledonous
herbaceous plants, with sword-shaped or linear equi-

tant leaves (that is, leaves overlapping entirely m a

parallel manner), three stamens with extrorse antlers,

and an inferior ovary. They are natives chiefly of

the middle parts of Europe and North America and
the Cape Colony. They have beautiful flowers, and
include the iris, gladiolus, crocus, ixia, &c.

IRIDOSMINE, Iridohmium, a native compound
of iridium and osmium, forming an osmide of iridium,

in which the iridium is less or more replaced by
platinum, rhodium, and ruthenium. It is used for

pointing gold pens, and iridium is obtained from it.

IRON-BARK (Eucalyptus rexinifera, one of the

‘gum-trees’), an Australian tree growing to the

height of 100-150 feet, with heavy, strong, and dur-

able timber, difficult to work and apt to be ‘shaky’.

IRON GATE, a narrow part in the course of the

Danube below where it leaves Austrian territory

and becomes the boundary between Servia and
Roumania, formerly dangerous to shipping from

rocks and rapids, the river being confined between

steep precipices; but extensive operations carried

out in 1890-96 by the Austrian government have

resulted in making a clear channel. See Danube.
IRON-STONE, a general name for some ores of

iron. See Iron.

IRONTON, a city of the United States, capital

of Lawrence county, Ohio, on the river Ohio, 145

miles above Cincinnati, the centre of an iron and

bituminous coal district. Pop. (1890), 10,939.

IRVING, Sir Henry (originally John Henry
Brodribb), English actor, was bom near Glaston-

bury on Feb. 6, 1838, and educated at a London
school. He was for a time a clerk in London, but

adopted the theatrical profession, his first appear-

ance being at Sunderland in 1856. After playing

for nearly three years in Edinburgh he appeared at

the Princess’s Theatre, London, in 1859. After a
short stay here, and a few months in Glasgow, he
went to Manchester, where he remained for five or
six years. Having returned to London in 1866 he
took part in the Belle’s Stratagem, Hunted Down,
Uncle Dick’s Darling, &c. ; but his first marked
success was as Digby Grant in Albery’s Two Roses
(in 1870), which was followed by his powerful im-
personation of Mathias in The Bells (founded on
Erckmann-Chatrian’s Polish Jew). His next note-
worthy parts were Charles I., Eugene Aram, and
Richelieu, in the plays so named. In 1874, at the
Lyceum Theatre, he sustained the part of Hamlet
so successfully as to raise himself to the first place
among English actors. His chief Shaksperian parts
subsequently played are Macbeth, Othello, Shylock,
and Richard III. In 1878 he leased the Lyceum
Theatre for himself, and has since put on the stage
in excellent style Othello, The Merchant of Venice,
Much Ado About Nothing, Romeo and Juliet,

Twelfth Night, Faust, Macbeth, &c., playing in them
the principal character along with Miss Ellen Terry.
1 1 is appearances in the provinces have been equally
successful with those in London, and he has met
with like favour in his repeated visits to the United
States. Of his more recent rdles we may mention
Becket in Tennyson’s play of that name (1893), King
Arthur in a play of that name (1895), Napoleon in

Madame Sans-Gene (1897), the title r61e in his son’s

play of Peter the Great (1898), and Robespierre in

a play of that name (1899) specially written for him
by M. Victorien Hardou. He has contributed a few
papers to the magazines on subjects connected with
his art, and has delivered addresses at Oxford and
Harvard Universities. He was knighted in 1895,

and in 1898 Cambridge University conferred on him
the honorary degree of LL.D. In 1892 a number
of his addresses were collected and published under
the title of The Drama.
ISABELLA II., ex-queen of Spain, daughter of

Ferdinand III., was born in 1830, and succeeded
her father three years after, her mother being
appointed queen -regent. The early years of her
reign were disturbed by a rising in favour of her
uncle, Don Carlos, who, if the Salic law had not
l>een set aside, would have ascended the throne
instead of her; but this was finally quelled in 1839.

She was declared of age in 1843, and in 1846 was
married to her cousin, Don Francisco d’Assisi. Her
reign was so despotic that a revolution took place in

1868, which drove her from the country. She re-

signed her claims to the crown in favour of her son

Alfonso, who ascended the throne in 1875. She lives

sometimes in Spain, sometimes in Paris. See Spain.

ISCHIUM, the inferior posterior part of the

pelvic arch in vertebrates; a part of the hip-bone.

See Pelvis.

ISHIM, a river of Western Siberia, a left-bank

tributary of the Irtish. It rises in the government
of Akmolinsk, and flows first west and then north

-

north-east, joining the Irtish after a course of over

1000 miles. It is of very little use for navigation,

and is poor in fish.

ISIS, a name of comparatively modem origin

given to the upper part of the river Thames, before

its junction with the Thame. It is applied to the

river especially in the neighbourhood of Oxford.

There is an erroneous notion current that the name
Thames is a compound Thame and Isis.

ISLA DE PINOS (‘Isle of Pines’), an island

lying south of the western portion of Cuba, to

which it belongs. It is 40 miles by 34, and has

good pastures and valuable timber. It has also

quarries of marble, and iron, silver, and other metals

are found in it.
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ISLE OF PINES, a small island in the Pacific,

south-east of New Caledonia, of which it is a de-

pendency. See Caledonia, New.
ISMID, Izhid, a town of Asia Minor, on the Sea

of Marmora, 53 miles in a south-easterly direction

from Constantinople, seat of a Greek metropolitan

and an Armenian archbishop. It represents the

ancient Nicomedia. It has railway communication

with Scutari and Angora. Silk-weaving and the

manufacture of pottery are the chief industries.

Pop. 15,000.

ISNIK. SeeNiCMSA.
ISOCHEIMAL LINES. See Isothermal Lines.

ISOCLINIC LINES. See Isogonic Lines.

ISONANDRA, a genus of trees belonging to the

order Sapotaceae, one species of which, I. gutta
,

is

known as the gutta-percha tree. There are about
seven other species, natives of India and Ceylon.

See Gutta-percha.
ISSIK-KUL, ISSYK-KUL, a lake of Central

Asia, in the Thian-Shan Highlands, between the

Kungei Ala-Tau range on the north and the Terskei

Ala-Tau on the south, included in the Russian
province of Semirechensk, south of Lake Balkhash,

about 110 miles long by 36 broad, with brackish

water abounding in fish. It receives many streams,

but is gradually decreasing in size. It drains inter-

mittently westwards towards streams flowing to

Lake Aral. It is about 5000 feet above sea-level.

ISSUE, in surgery, a sore intentionally made and
kept open with the view of keeping up a discharge

from the ''surface, so as to produce a degree of coun-

ter-irritation. Issues are principally had recourse

to in treating diseases of joints, chronic diseases of

bones, and also in cases where there is a tendency
to determination of blood to the head. The usual

method of establishing an issue is to make an in-

cision through the skin, and then to introduce into

it one or two medicated peas (or small wooden beads
made for the purpose), so as to keep the sore open
and induce suppuration. The foreign body is re-

tained by means of adhesive plaster for three or four

•days, or until discharge has fairly commenced, and
then the peas are removed and fresh ones intro-

duced, the issue being thus kept open as long as

may be deemed requisite. Issues may also be made
by means of either the actual or potential cautery;

the slough formed by the application is allowed to

separate, and then the raw surface is dressed with
some irritating ointment so as to keep it open. The
seton (which see) is another form of issue.

ITRI, a town of South Italy, in the province of

Caserta, 6 miles north-west of Goeta, on a lofty hill.

It has a ruined castle. The famous brigand known
as Fra Diavolo was a native of Itri. Pop. 6375.

ITU, Hrru, or Ytu, a town of Brasil, in the pro-

vince of Sao Paulo, on the Tiete. The surrounding
district is very fertile. Pop. 6000.

ITURA2A, Ituhea, a district on the north of

ancient Palestine, stretching north-eastward from
Mount Hermon.
IULUS, a genus of Myriapoda

,
belonging to the

order Chilognatha, including worm -like animals
known as millipedes, allied to the centipedes. See
Millepede in Supp.
IVANOVO-VOZNESENSK, a town of Russia,

in the government of Vladimir, an important centre

of the Russian cotton manufacture, and hence styled

‘the Russian Manchester*. Machinery and chemi-
cals are also manufactured, and dyeing is carried

on. Pop. (1897), 35,930.

IVORY, Vegetable. See Ivory-Palm below.

IVORY-PALM (Phytelephas macrooarpa), alow-
growing, palm-like plant, of the order Pandanaceae
(screw-pine family), native of the warmer parts of

South America. It has a creeping caudex or trunk,

terminal pinnatifid leaves of immense size, male
and female flowers on different plants, and fruit in

the form of a clustor of drupes, weighing about 25
lbs. when ripe. Each drupe contains 6 to 9 seeds

as large as a hen’s egg, the albumen of which when
ripe is close-grained and very hard, resembling the

finest ivory in texture and colour. It is therefoie

often wrought into buttons, knobs for doors or

drawers, umbrella handles, and other articles, and
is called Vegetable Ivory. The seeds are also known
as Corozo-nuts, and are imported in considerable

quantities.

IXIA, a genuB of plants of the Iris family (Iri-

dacefie), containing some twenty-five species, mostly
natives of South Africa, and prized for their large

and showy flowers. I. viridiflora has black-spotted,

sea-green flowers. Other species are /. crocatat

with spotted orange flowers; I. crispa
,
with variously

coloured flowers and curled leaves; /. grandijlora,

with very large flowers of dark purple colour
;
and

I. maculata, with variously coloured, spotted flowers.

IXMIQUILPAN, a town of Mexico, in the state

of Hidalgo, 80 miles north of the city of Mexico,
with silver mines in its neighbourhood. Pop.
13,000.

IXTLE, a Mexican fibre obtained from species

of the pine-apple and agave.

IZUCAR, or Matamoros Izucar, a town of

Mexico, in the state of Puebla, 90 miles south-east

of the capital, at the base of Popocatepetl, the
centre of a rich sugar region. Iron and lead are

found in the neighbourhood. It has railway com-
munication with Puebla, Vera Cruz, and Mexico.
Pop. 12,000.

J.

JAAL-GOAT (Capra Jaala), a species of goat
found in Egypt, Abyssinia, and Mount Sinai.

JABALPUR, Jubbulpore, a town of Hindustan,
capital of Jabalpur district, Central Provinces, a
modern town with wide and regular streets, an im-
portant railway-station and centre of trade, situated

amidst rocks at an elevation of about 1500 feet

above the level of the sea. It has a school of indus-

try, in which large quantities of tents and carpets

are made. Pop. in 1891, (with cantonment) 84,481;

in 1901, 89,708. The district has an area of 3948

sq. miles, a pop. (1891) of 748,146. A division or

commissionership of the Central Provinces has also

the same name. It has an area of 19,040 sq. miles,

a pop. (1891) of 2,375,642. It comprises the dis-

tricts of Jabalpur, Sagar, Damoh, Seoni, and
Mandla.
JABIRU, a name of wading birds of the crane

kind, resembling the stork, and inhabiting South
America, Africa, and Australia. The Brazilian

species, Mycteria americana* is about 5 feet long.

It is of a white colour except the head and neefc
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which are bare and black. In West Africa is found
M. senegalensis, and a third species, M. australis,

inhabits Australia. The two latter are sometimes
classed in a distinct genus, but all three are very
similar to one another and to the true storks, from
which they are distinguished mainly by the upward
curve of the bill.

JABORANDI, a name for several drugs obtained
from certain South American plants, especially from
Pilocarpus pinnatifoliusy a shrub of the rue family

(Rutace©), the dried leaves or leaflets of which are

also known as Jaborandi. Of these there are used
in medicine an infusion, a tincture, and an extract,

the active ingredient in which is an alkaloid called

pilocarpine. The nitrate and the muriate of pilo-

carpine are also used in medicine, chiefly as an in-

jection. This drug causes profuse sweating and
flow of saliva, as well as an increase of certain other

secretions, and it has been administered with success

in dropsy, asthma, bronchitis, &c. Belladonna acts

as an antidote to pilocarpine, and vice versa.

JAOARANDA, a popular name of several South
American trees belonging to the natural order Legu-
minosae, yielding the fancy woods known as violet-

wood, king -wood, and tiger -wood. A genus of

tropical American trees is also called Jacaranda.

It belongs to the natural order Bignoniaccae, and
contains about 30 species. The species have oppo-

site, usually bipinnate leaves, and large blue or red

flowers. J. brasiliana. yields a wood known as jaca-

randa wood, or blue ebony. It is a very hard wood,

capable of receiving a fine polish.

JACITARA-PALM (Desmoncus macracanthus ),

a palm found in the forests of the lowlands of the
I

Amazon district in South America. It has a slender

flexible stem, often 60 or 70 feet long, and various

parts of it are used in various ways by the inhabit-

ants of the districts where it is found.

JAOK-BY-THE-HEDGE, a British plant. See

Alliaria in Supp.

JACKSON, a city of the United States, capital

of Madison county, Tennessee, on the Forked Deer

River, 160 miles w.s.w. of Nashville. It contains

the South-western Baptist University, the West
Tennessee College, a Female Institute, a public

library, &c. There are railway works, foundries,

woollen and flour mills, engine-works, ice-factories,

Ac., and a large trade in cotton. Pop. (1880), 6377

;

(1890), 10,039.

JACMEL, a seaport in the republic of Hayti, on

the south coast, 30 miles from Port-au-Prince. It

exports coffee, cotton, logwood, &c. Pop. 6000.

See Haiti.
JACOBABAD, a town of Hindustan, the mili-

tary and civil head-quarters of the Upper Sind

frontier district, Bombay. Pop. (1896), 12,396, in-

cluding cantonment.

JACOBEAN ARCHITECTURE, a term ap-

plied to the later style of Elizabethan architecture

from its prevailing in the time of James I. (L. Jaco-

bus
,
James). It differed from the pure Elizabethan

chiefly in having a greater admixture of debased

Italian forms. See Architecture.

JAFFNA, or Japnapatam, a town of Ceylon, in

, the extreme north, on a small island separated from

Ceylon by a narrow channel, which becomes at times

almost dry. In has broad and regular streets, planted

with lines of trees. When Ceylon was in possession

of the Dutch, Jaffna was one of the most important

settlements, and it is still thoroughly Dutch in its

architecture and aspects. There are still a consider-

able number of inhabitants of Dutch descent, but

the greater number are Tamils and Moors. There

is here a fort containing some excellent buildings,

a residence for the commandant, an old church, a

college established in 1872, and a public library

Jaffna is a busy place, the inhabitants being very

industrious, and engaged in commerce, in weaving

cottons, in fishing, and in extracting cocoa-nut oil

;

the goldsmiths are also very skilful workmen; Pop.

(1891), 43,092. A

JAGGANNATHA, more correct form of Jugger-

nauth (which see).

JAGHIRE, in Hindustan, an assignment of the

government share of the produce of a portion of

land to an individual, either personal or for the sup-

port of a public establishment.

JAINTIA HILLS, a collection of hills in Assam.

The district known as Khasi and Jaintia Hills has

an area of 6041 square miles and a population (1891)

of 197,904.

JAISALMER, or Jetsulmker. See Jessulmeer.

JAJPUR, Jajpore, town of Hindustan, on the

Baitarani, in Cuttack district, Bengal. It is held

in considerable sanctity among the Brahmans, who
celebrate an annual fair in honour of the ‘ Goddess

of the Waters’ of Hindu mythology. Pop. (1891),

11,992.

JALALPUR, a town of Hindustan, in Gujrat

district, Punjab, with a government school and

a shawl manufacture. Pop. (1891), 11,065.—-An-

other town of the same name, in the Multan district

of the Punjab, has a pop. (1891) of 3884.

JALANDHAR, or .Tullundur, a town of Hin-

dustan, head-quarters of district of same name, in

the Punjab. It has a good trade, a military

cantonment, an excellent American Presbyterian

mission school, &c. Pop. with cantonment (1891),

66,602.—The district, in a division of the same

name, a fertile tract between the Sutlej and the

Beas, has an area of 1433 square miles, a pop. (1891)

of 907,583.—The division has an area of 13,261

square miles; pop. (1891) 2,682,272. It comprises

the districts of Jalandhar, Hoshiarpur, and Kangra.

JALAUN, a town of India, in a district of the

same name in the North-west Provinces, 110 miles

s.E. of Agra, in a swampy and unhealthy locality.

Pop. (1891), 8159.—The district is in the Allaha-

bad division, and consists of a plain west of the

Jumna; area, 1480 square miles; pop. (1891),

396,361.

JALESAR, a town of Hindustan, in Etah dis-

trict, North-west Provinces, in the Doab plain.

Pop. (1891), 13,420.

JALISCO, or Guadalajara, a state of Mexico,

bounded on the west by the Pacific and on other

sides by the states of Sinaloa, Durango, Zacatecas,

Aguas Calientes, San Luis Potosi, Guanajuato,

Michoacan, and Colima; area, 31,846 square miles.

It is partly mountainous and partly level, well

watered and well wooded, and possesses a healthy

climate. Agriculture is vigorously pursued, the

produce being grain, cotton, cochineal, and vanilla.

Sugar, cotton, and tobacco are also cultivated.

Mining for gold, silver, and copper is also carried

on to some extent. Woollens, cottons, leather goods,

&c., are manufactured. The capital is Guadalajara.

Pop. (1895), 1,107,227.

JALPAIGURI, a town of Hindustan, head-

quarters of district of same name, in Bengal, on the

Teesta. It was formerly a cantonment town. Pop.

(1891), 9682.—The district is in the Rajshahi divi-

sion, and lies south of Bhutan and north of Kuch

Behar. It has a fertile soil. Rice is the chief

crop, and there are few towns or manufactures of

importance. Area, 2962 square miles; pop. (1891),

681,352.
, „ t „

JALUIT, or Jalut, capital of the Marshall

Islands, standing on an atoll of the same name.

The island is 38 miles long, n.n.w. to S.S.E., by 22
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broad, & to w. The town of Jaluit is the seat of

tike German imperial oommiseioner, and carries on
considerable trade, especially in copra.

JAMALPUR, a town of Hindustan, in Monghyr
district, Bengal, with large workshops belonging to

the East India Railway Company. Pop. (1891),

18,089.—There is also a town of this name in

Maimansingh district, Bengal, on the Brahmaputra.
Up till the beginning of the Mutiny it was a

military station. Pop. (1891), 15,888.

•TAMES, Henry, American novelist and essayist,

was born at New York on April 15, 1848. He was
the son of an American clergyman, Henry James
(1811-82), who gained some fame as a writer on
philosophico- theological subjects, first from the

Sandemanian, and afterwards from the Sweden-
borgian stand-point. The novelist, who was known
until his father’s death as Henry James, Junior,

was educated under his father’s guidance in New
York, Geneva, Paris, and Boulogne. He lived in

Europe with his parents during the years 1855-59,

and after his return to the United States he studied

in the Harvard law school in 1862. He began his

literary career about 1865 as a contributor to

American magazines, and soon afterwards published

The Story of a Year, a tale of the American Civil

War. In 1869 he took up his residence in Europe.
Since then he has resided chiefly in England and
Italy, of late years mainly in London. Roderick
Hudson, published in 1875, was his first long novel.

His subsequent novels include: Watch and Ward
(1878), originally published in 1871 in the Atlantic

Monthly; The American (1877), by some regarded
as his best; Daisy Miller (1878); The Europeans:
a Sketch (1878); Confidence (1880); Washington
Square (1880); A Bundle of Letters (1880); Diary
of a Man of Fifty (1880); The Portrait of a Lady
(1881); The Bostonians (1886); Princess Casamas-
sima (1886); The Tragic Muse (1892); The Other
House (1896); Ihe Spoils of Poynton (1897); What
Maisie Knew (1897) ;

and The Awkward Age
(1899). He has also written a great many short

stories, among which are: A Passionate Pilgrim,

and other Tales (1875); Pension Beaurepas (1878);

An International Episode (1879); The Madonna of

the Future, and other Tales (1879); The Siege of

London (1883); The Point of View (1883); Tales of

Three Cities (1884); The Author of Beltraflio, and
other Stories (1885); Stories Revived (1885); The
Aspem Papers, and other Stories (1888); A London
Life, and other Stories (1889); The Lesson of the

Master, and other Stories (1892); The Real Thing,

and other Tales (1893); The Private Life (1893), a
collection of stories; The Album (1894); The Re-
probate (1894); Tenants (1894); Disengaged (1894);

Terminations, and other Stories (1896); In a Cage
(1898); The Two Magics (1898), consisting of two
stories; and The Soft Side (1900), a series of stories.

In most of his stories Mr. James describes the life

of Americans in Europe, and they depend for

much of their interest upon the contrasts between
American and European character and institutions.

Though a very prolific novelist, he is never careless

or slovenly, but his touch is always superficial He
has been called an episodist rather them a novelist,

and his marked preference for what may be called
the apparent faults of providence has been regarded
as a blemish. In these limitations he stands in
marked contrast with his fellow-countryman Mr.
Howells, but he possesses an equally pleasant and
felicitous style. A dramatic version of The
American was produced in London in 1891, but
neither it nor his subsequent play Guy Domville
(1895) was successful. He has turned his intimate
knowledge of modern French literature to good
account in his volume of essays entitled French
Poets and Novelists (1878). Other works of a
similar kind are Transatlantic Sketches (1875);
Portraits of Places (1884); A Little Tour in France
(1884; new ed. 1900); Partial Portraits (1888);
and Essays in London and Elsewhere (1893). The
volume on Hawthorne (1879) in the English Men
of Letters Series is from his pen.

JAMES BAY, the southern extension of Hud-
son’s Bay, 350 miles long, named from Captain
James, who wintered here in 1631-32 while trying
to find the north-west passage. It has numerous
rocks and islands, the largest of the latter being
Agoomska and Charlton, and its navigation is

dangerous. It is very shallow, except for a fairlv

wide channel leading down the centre to the mouth
of the Moose river. The water is brackish.

JAMES’S FEVER POWDERS, a patent medi-
cine, consisting of one part of oxide of antimony
mixed with two of calcium phosphate. It was
formerly much used to produce sweating.

JAMESTOWN, a city of the United States, in

Chautauqua county, New York, on the navigable

outlet of Chautauqua Lake, 70 miles s.w. of Buffalo

by rail. The outlet from the lake provides water-
power for the various manufactures, which include

woollens, furniture, boilers, engines, boots and
shoes, &c. Natural gas occurs not far from the

town. Among the buildings and institutions are

three libraries, an orphan asylum, a hospital, Ac.

Jamestown is a favourite holiday resort. Pop.

(1880), 9357; (1890), 16,038.

JAMMU, Jamu, or Jummoo, a portion of Cash-
mere (which see).

JAMUNA, the name of several rivers of Northern
India, the chief being the lower section of the

Brahmaputra, and that which connects it directly

with the Ganges. On it stands Sirajganj, in P£bna
district, the chief mart for the agricultural produce
of the district.

JANESVILLE, a city of the United States,

capital of Rock county, Wisconsin, situated on
both sides of the Rock River, 70 miles w.s.w. of

Milwaukee, and about 90 miles N.w. of Chicago.

The river, having been dammed back at various

points, is of service in furnishing water-power.

Boots and shoes, agricultural implements, carriages,

cottons, Ac., are manufactured, and agriculture and
horse-breeding are extensively carried on in the

district. It contains the Wisconsin School for the

Blind. Pop. (1890), 10,836.
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hmA, Lto w. The town of Jaluit is the seat of 1

the (krm imperial commissioner, and carries on l

eonridesahle trade, esped&Wy in copra. \

JAMALPUR, a town of Hindustan, in MonghyT
district, Bengal, with large workshops belonging to

the East India Railway Company. Pop. (1891),

18,089.—There is also a town of this name in

Mfl.imn.iigfngh district, Bengal, on the Brahmaputra.

Up till the beginning of the Mutiny it was a

military station. Pop. (1891), 15,388.

JAMES, Henry, American novelist and essayist,

was born at New York on April 15, 1843. He was

the son of an American clergyman, Henry James
(1811-82), who gained some fame as a writer on

philosophico - theological subjects, first from the

Sandemanian, and afterwards from the Sweden-

borgmn stand-point. The novelist, who was known
until his father’s death as Henry James, Junior,

WES educated under his father's guidance in New
York, Geneva, Paris, and Boulogne. He lived in

Europe with hu parents during the years 1855-59,

and after his return to the United States he studied

in the Harvard law school in 1862. He began his

literary career about 1865 as a contributor to

American magazines, and soon afterwards published

The Story of a Year, a tale of the American Civil

War. In 1869 he took up his residence in Europe.

Sinoe then he has resided chiefly in England and
Italy, of late years mainly in London. Roderick
Hudson, published in 1875, was his first long novel.

His subsequent novels include: Watch ana Ward
(1878), originally published in 1871 in the Atlantic

Monthly; The American (1877), by some regarded
as his best; Daisy Miller (1878); The Europeans:
a Sketch (1878); Confidence (1880); Washington
Square (1880); A Bundle of Letters (1880); Diary
of a Man of Fifty (1880); The Portrait of a Lady
(1881); The Bostonians (1886); Princess Casamas-
sima (1886); The Tragic Muse (1892); The Other
House (1896); Hie Spoils of Poynton (1897); What
Maisie Knew (1897) ;

and The Awkward Age
(1899). He has also written a great many short

stories, among which are: A Passionate Pilgrim,

and other Tales (1875); Pension Beaurepas (1878);
An International Episode (1879); The Madonna of

the Future, and other Talcs (1879); The Siege of

London (1883); The Point of View (1883); Tales of

Three Cities (1884); The Author of Beltraffio, and
other Stories (1885); Stories Revived (1885); The
Aspem Papers, and other Stories (1888); A London
Life, and other Stories (1889); The Lesson of the
Master, and other Stories (1892); The Real Thing,
and other Tales (1893); The Private Life (1893), a
collection of stories; The Album (1894); The Re-
probate (1894); Tenants (1894); Disengaged (1894);
Terminations, and other Stories (1896); In a Cage
(1898); The Two Magics (1898), consisting of two
stories; and The Soft Side (1900), a series of stories.

In most of his stories Mr. James describes the life

of Americans in Europe, and they depend for

much of their interest upon the contrasts between
American and European character and institutions.

Though a very prolific novelist, he is never careless

or slovenly, but his touch is always superficial. He
has been called an epiaodiat rather than a novelist,

i and his marked preference toT what may ha called

the apparent faults of providence has been regarded
as a blemish. In these limitations he stands in
marked contrast with his fellow-countryman Mr.
Howells, but he possesses an equally pleasant and
felicitous style. A dramatic version of The
American was produced in London in 1891, but
neither it nor his subsequent play Guy Domville
(1895) was successful. He has turned ms intimate

knowledge of modem French literature to good
account in his volume of essays entitled French
Poets and Novelists (1878). Other works of a
similar kind are Transatlantic Sketches (1875);
Portraits of Places (1884); A Little Tour hi France
(1884; new ed, 1900); Partial Portraits (1888);
and Essays in London and Elsewhere (1898). The
volume on Hawthorne (1879) in the English Men
of Letters Series is from his pen.

JAMES BAY, the southern extension of Hud-
son’s Bay, 350 miles long, named from Captain
James, who wintered here in 1681-32 while trying

to find the north-west passage. It has numerous
rocks and islands, the largest of the latter being
Agoomska and Charlton, and its navigation is

dangerous. It is very shallow, except for a fairly

wide channel leading down the centre to the mouth
of the Moose river. The water is brackish.

JAMES’S FEVER POWDERS, a patent medi-
cine, consisting of one part of oxide of antimony
mixed with two of calcium phosphate. It was
formerly much used to produce sweating.

JAMESTOWN, a city of the United States, in

Chautauqua county, New York, on the navigable
outlet of Chautauqua Lake, 70 miles s.w. of Buffalo

by rail. The outlet from the lake provides water-
power for the various manufactures, which include

woollens, furniture, boilers, engines, boots and
shoes, &c. Natural gas occurs not far from the

town. Among the buildings and institutions are

three libraries, an orphan asylum, a hospital, &c\

Jamestown is a favourite holiday resort. Pop.

(1880), 9357; (1890), 16,038.

JAMMU, Jamu, or Jummoo, a portion of Cash-
mere (which see).

JAMUNA, the name of several rivers of Northern
India, the chief being the lower section of the
Brahmaputra, and that which connects it directly

with the Ganges. On it stands Sirajganj, in P&bna
district, the chief mart for the agricultural produce
of the district.

JANESVILLE, a city of the United States,

capital of Rock county, Wisconsin, situated on
both sides of the Rock River, 70 miles w.s.w. of

Milwaukee, and about 90 miles N.w. of Chicago.

The river, having been dammed back at various

points, is of service in furnishing water-power.
Boots and shoes, agricultural implements, carriages,

cottons, Ac., are manufactured, and agriculture and
horse-breeding are extensively carried on in the

district. It contains the Wisconsin School for the

Blind. Pop. (1890), 10,836.
















